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Preface

The editors are proud to present Anoxygenic
Photosynthetic Bacteria to students and researchers
in the field of photosynthesis. We feel that this book
will be the definitive volume on non-oxygen evolving
photosynthetic bacteria for years to come, as it is
literally loaded with the most recent information
available in this field. Contributors were given the
freedom to develop topics in depth, and although
this has lead to a lengthy volume, readers can be
assured that nothing of significance in the field of
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria has been
neglected.

We have organized the book along ten major
themes: (1) Taxonomy, physiology and ecology, (2)
Molecular structure of pigments and cofactors,
(3)Membrane and cell wall structure, (4) Antenna
structure and function, (5) Reaction center structure
and electron/proton pathways, (6) Cyclic electron
transfer, (7) Metabolic processes, (8) Genetics, (9),
Regulation of gene expression, and (10) Applications.
For each theme, several chapters, written by leading
experts in the field, combine to paint a detailed
picture of the current state of affairs of research in
that area. The editors have also tried to provide
ample cross-references between chapters to help
guide the reader to all of the coverage on a particular
topic.

The last time a comprehensive volume on
anoxygenic photosynthetic prokaryotes was pub-
lished was in 1978. This was the landmark volume
The Photosynthetic Bacteria, edited by R. K. Clayton
and W. R. Sistrom, and published by Plenum Press in
New York. That book brought together in one place
the state of current knowledge on the ecology,
physiology, taxonomy, ultrastructure, biochemistry,
biophysics and genetics of this diverse group of
bacteria. As a testament to its value as a reference
book, every copy of The Photosynthetic Bacteria
that any of the three editors of the present volume
have ever seen was tattered from years of almost
constant use and stained with coffee and cell extracts
of various colors. The Photosynthetic Bacteria had a

tremendous impact on a generation of scientists in
many disciplines and will remain a classic for many
years to come.

Thus it was with some trepidation that we undertook
what was in essence the same task that faced Clayton
and Sistrom 17 years earlier. The field has changed
dramatically in that time in nearly every one of the
areas mentioned above, perhaps most noticeably in
the area of genetics and related topics. A single
chapter on this subject sufficed in 1978, whereas 14
of the 62 chapters in the present volume have ‘gene’
or ‘genetic’ in the title and nearly every chapter
makes use of information obtained using mutants.

Another area of bacterial photosynthesis that has
seen tremendous progress in 17 years is structural
studies. There is only one protein structure determined
using X-ray diffraction that appears as a figure in the
1978 volume, whereas dozens of structural figures
are included in this volume, including reaction
centers, antenna complexes, electron transfer proteins
and porins. An even more dramatic difference is that
there is only a single, partial amino acid sequence in
the 1978 volume, while there are literally hundreds
of sequences in this book. The emphasis in every
area covered in this book, from taxonomy and ecology
all the way to biophysics has continually shifted
more and more toward analysis at the molecular
level.

This is the second volume in a series titled
‘Advances in Photosynthesis,’ with Govindjee as the
series editor. The series provides an up to date account
of all aspects of the process of photosynthesis. A
statement of the scope of the series and a list of
previous and upcoming titles can be found on the
back cover.

We would like to dedicate this volume to Howard
Gest, who is unquestionably the father of modern
research involving photosynthetic bacteria. He has
also greatly influenced the careers of each of the
editors as either a collaborator, mentor or colleague
and to all of us as a friend.

Special thanks go to Larry Orr, without whose

xxiii



extraordinary talents and hard work this effort could
never have come to fruition. Larry prepared all the
camera ready copy and is primarily responsible for
the layout and ‘look’ of the book.

Finally, we thank our wives, Liz, Nancy and Chris
and children, Larissa, Sam, Scott and Kevin for their
patience and understanding of the time needed to
complete this volume.

Robert E. Blankenship
Michael T. Madigan
Carl E. Bauer
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Chapter 1

Taxonomy and Physiology of Phototrophic Purple Bacteria
and Green Sulfur Bacteria

Johannes F. Imhoff
Institut für Meereskunde an der Universität Kiel, Düsternbrooker Weg 20, 24105 Kiel, Germany
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Anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria have always attracted scientists because of their coloration and ability to
perform photosynthesis in the absence of air and without producing oxygen. Despite this common feature of
these bacteria, variation in morphological, physiological and molecular properties, including molecular
structures of the photosynthetic pigments and the photosynthetic apparatus, is great. This chapter will give a
short introduction into the diversity of green sulfur and phototrophic purple bacteria, list some important
properties of the species, and indicate important physiological features.

I. Introduction

The most striking and common property of all purple
and green phototrophic bacteria is their ability to
carry out anoxygenic photosynthesis on the basis of
bacteriochlorophyll mediated processes. The various
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria contain several
types of bacteriochlorophylls and a variety of
carotenoids as pigments, which function in the
transformation of light into chemical energy and
give cultures a distinct coloration varying with the
pigment content from various shades of green,
yellowish-green, brownish-green, brown, brownish-
red, red, pink, purple, and purple-violet to even blue
(carotenoidless mutants of some species containing

bacteriochlorophyll a). Characteristic absorption
maxima of bacteriochlorophylls and major carotenoid
groups of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria are shown
in Tables 1 and 2. Photosynthesis in anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria depends on oxygen-deficient
conditions, because synthesis of the photosynthetic
pigments is repressed by oxygen (bacteria like
Erythrobacter longus are exceptions to this rule).
Unlike cyanobacteria (including Prochloron and
related forms) and eukaryotic algae, anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria are unable to use water as an
electron donor and oxygen is not produced. They use
only one photosystem and require electron donors of
lower redox potential than water. Most charac-
teristically, sulfide and other reduced sulfur

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 1–15.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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compounds, but also hydrogen and a number of
small organic molecules, are used as photosynthetic
electron donors. Quite recently even growth with
reduced iron as electron donor has been demonstrated
with some phototrophic purple bacteria (Widdel et
al., 1993).

Besides this common theme of photosynthesis,
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria are an extremely
heterogeneous eubacterial group, on the basis of
morphological, physiological and molecular data.
According to their phenotypic properties we
distinguish between the green sulfur bacteria, the
green nonsulfur bacteria, the purple sulfur bacteria,
the purple nonsulfur bacteria and the heliobacteria.
On the basis of 16S rRNA analyses major eubacterial
groups have been defined (Woese et al., 1985a).
Among these, one is represented by the cyanobacteria,
one by the green sulfur bacteria, one by Chloroflexus
and ‘relatives’, and one by the phototrophic purple
bacteria and their ‘relatives’. On the basis of their
16S rRNA, the recently discovered Heliobacterium

Abbreviations: Cm. – Chromatium; Ec. – Ectothiorhodospira;
Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodospirillum

chlorum (Gest and Favinger, 1983) and Heliobacillus
mobilis (Beer-Romero et al., 1988) do not fit into the
aforementioned groups, but are related to certain
Gram-positive bacteria (Woese et al., 1985c; Beer-
Romero and Gest, 1987). Heliobacteria are considered
in Chapter 2 by Madigan and Ormerod.

A quite remarkable group of bacteria, containing
bacteriochlorophyll, but unable to grow photo-
trophically under anaerobic conditions, is represented
by a number of Gram-negative aerobic marine
bacteria (Sato, 1978; Shiba et al., 1979; Nishimura et
al., 1981; Trüper, 1989). The best studied of these
bacteria is Erythrobacter longus (Shiba, 1991), which
can synthesize bacteriochlorophyll a, form intracyto-
plasmic membranes, and has reaction center
complexes similar to those of other purple bacteria
(Harashima et al., 1980; Shimada et al., 1985; Iba et
al., 1988). In contrast to all previously known
phototrophic purple bacteria, synthesis of bacterio-
chlorophyll a and carotenoids in aerobic phototrophs
is stimulated by oxygen (Harashima et al., 1980).
Shiba (1984) demonstrated that Roseobacter
denitrificans (formerly designated as Erythrobacter
strain OCH 114) effectively uses light to increase the
cellular ATP level and the rate of incorporation of
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According to 16S rRNA analyses, Erythrobacter
longus belongs to the alpha subgroup of the
Proteobacteria, and appears distantly related to other
bacteria of this group, such as Rhodobacter and
Rhodopseudomonas species (Woese et al., 1984a).
These bacteria and also a recently discovered
bacteriochlorophyll containing Rhizobium sp. (Evans
et al., 1990) are treated in separate chapters (see
Chapters 6 and 7 by Shimada and Fleischmann et al.,
respectively). In this chapter we consider the green
sulfur bacteria and the phototrophic purple bacteria.

II. General Aspects of Taxonomy

Traditionally, differentiation of species, genera and
even families of phototrophic bacteria was based on
a number of morphological properties, such as cell
form and size, flagellation and intracytoplasmic
membrane structures, on pigment composition, DNA
base ratio, and also physiological properties such as
carbon and nitrogen substrate utilization and ability
to respire aerobically and anaerobically in the dark,
among others (Pfennig and Trüper, 1974; Trüper and
Pfennig, 1981; Imhoff and Trüper, 1989). Especially
some significant features of dissimilatory sulfur
metabolism, such as the ability to oxidize sulfide, the
preference to grow photoautotrophically with sulfide
as electron donor (compared to photoheterotrophic
growth), the formation of sulfur globules inside or
outside the cells, and the oxidation of extracellular
elemental sulfur have been used as criteria to
distinguish between major groups of the phototrophic
purple and green bacteria (Molisch, 1907; Baven-
damm, 1924; Pfennig and Trüper, 1971; Imhoff
1984a; Pfennig, 1989a, b; Gibson et al., 1984).

Also, chemotaxonomic methods have been applied
to the taxonomy of phototrophic bacteria and have
supported the heterogeneity of this group. The cellular
composition of polar lipids, fatty acids, and quinones
was found to be useful for their taxonomic charac-
terization. Principal differences in the composition
of these compounds were found among the major
groups, and even the recognition of species was
possible by comparing the composition of these
membrane constituents (Imhoff et al., 1982; Imhoff,
1982, 1984b, 1988, 1991; Hansen and Imhoff, 1985).
The lipids and quinones of phototrophic bacteria are
considered in detail in Chapter 10 by Imhoff and
Imhoff. Also, other molecular information, such as
lipopolysaccharide structure, size and sequence of

cytochromes c, and 16S rRNA oligonucleotide
catalogues and sequence data can be used to determine
similarity and taxonomic relations among species.
The lipid A structure of the lipopolysaccharides
shows significant differences among members of the
purple nonsulfur bacteria (Weckesser et al., 1974,
1979; Mayer, 1984); it is quite similar among all the
Chromatiaceae (Meißner et al., 1988b), though
differences occur between Ec. halophila and less
halophilic Ectothiorhodospira species (Meißner et
al., 1988c; Zahr et al., 1992). Lipid A was absent
from Chloroflexus (Meißner et al., 1988a).

With the aid of sequencing techniques of proteins
and nucleic acids, molecular data became available
which were used for the analysis of phylogenetic
relatedness of bacterial strains. The best record of
phylogeny is conserved in the primary sequences of
nucleic acids and proteins, and attempts to compare
phylogenetic relatedness have been made by
quantitative comparison of sequence data of both
kinds of macromolecules. Because of the available
methods, proteins were the first macromolecules
considered in the phylogenetic relationships of
various bacteria. Among the phototrophic prokary-
otes, c-type cytochromes and ferredoxins are two
examples of such proteins. On the basis of primary
sequence and tertiary structure of the c-type
cytochromes a first ‘phylogenetic tree’ of the
phototrophic purple bacteria was constructed
(Dickerson, 1980).

More recently, nucleic acid sequences of the 16S
rRNA have been widely used to trace bacterial
phylogeny. This molecule is universally distributed
among prokaryotes and is considered to be
phylogenetically quite conservative. The method has
developed from a mere comparison of oligonucleotide
catalogues derived by digestion of the molecule with
T1 RNase (Zablen and Woese, 1975). With the
development of techniques to completely sequence
the 16S rRNA molecule, total information of its
nucleic acid sequence is now available for com-
parison. Although this method is superior to all
previous attempts of tracing phylogenetic relations
because of the universal distribution of ribosomal
RNA and the amount of sequence information, it
considers only a single molecule of the whole
bacterium. To judge the systematic position of a
bacterium, the combination of results obtained by
different methods—with the support of 16S rRNA
sequence data—appears to be the best approach.
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III. General Aspects of Physiology

Besides the unifying property to perform light
dependent and bacteriochlorophyll-mediated energy
transduction, the metabolic capabilities of photo-
trophic eubacteria and, in particular, of phototrophic
purple bacteria, show great diversity. High versatility
is not only found among the different species of this
group of bacteria, but also in single species which
can adapt to a variety of different growth conditions.

Photoautotrophic growth is typical of purple and
green sulfur bacteria, while photoheterotrophic
growth is typical of purple nonsulfur bacteria. All
green sulfur bacteria, almost all purple sulfur bacteria,
and also many representatives of the purple nonsulfur
bacteria grow under photoautotrophic conditions with
either reduced sulfur compounds or hydrogen as
electron donors. Many phototrophic purple bacteria
are able to grow photoheterotrophically using organic
substrates as electron donors and carbon sources.
Also, chemolithotrophic growth (aerobically in the
dark) has been demonstrated in several species
(Madigan and Gest, 1979; Siefert and Pfennig, 1979;
Kämpf and Pfennig, 1980). Chemoheterotrophic
growth in the presence of oxygen is common among
purple nonsulfur bacteria, but is also found in some
purple sulfur bacteria.

While some species are very sensitive to oxygen,
others grow equally well under aerobic conditions in
the dark at the full oxygen tension of air. Under
anaerobic dark conditions, growth of some species is
also supported by respiratory electron transport in
the presence of nitrate, nitrite, nitrous oxide,
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), or trimethylamine-N-
oxide (TMAO) as electron acceptors (for reviews
see Ferguson et al., 1987, and Chapter 44 by Zannoni
in this volume). In the absence of external electron
acceptors a number of substrates allow for energy
generation and slow growth by a fermentative
metabolism.

In addition to these diverse methods for energy
generation, there is considerable variation in the
utilization of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur compounds
for assimilatory and dissimilatory purposes, as well
as in the enzymatic reactions and pathways involved
in these processes.

Organic carbon sources have principally different
functions under phototrophic, respiratory and
fermentative conditions. Under phototrophic growth
conditions they serve primarily as a source of cellular
carbon, but in addition may function as an electron
source for photosynthetic electron transport. In the

presence of inorganic electron donors they may be
exclusively photoassimilated. During phototrophic
growth the citric acid cycle serves a biosynthetic
purpose and a complete cycle is actually not required
under these conditions. Indeed, a number of purple
sulfur bacteria lack oxoglutarate dehydrogenase and
a complete citric acid cycle (Kondratieva, 1979).
During respiratory growth the major part of the
carbon source is completely oxidized. Reactions of
the citric acid cycle are involved in substrate oxidation
and one would expect elevated enzymatic activities
of the cycle under these conditions. Indeed, Rb.
capsulatus activities of citrate synthase, isocitrate
dehydrogenase and, in particular, oxoglutarate
dehydrogenase are increased during respiratory
growth (Beatty and Gest, 1981). During fermentative
growth, substrates or storage products are oxidized
incompletely on a large scale. Reduced organic
compounds and/or hydrogen are excreted in order to
achieve redox balance of the cell.

Various purple bacteria show great variation in
their capability to photoassimilate organic carbon
compounds and to grow photoheterotrophically. A
group of metabolically specialized, obligately
phototrophic and strictly anaerobic Chromatiaceae,
including Chromatium okenii, Cm. weissei, Cm.
warmingii, Cm. buderi, Cm. tepidum, Thiospirillum
jenense, Lamprocystis roseopersicina and Thio-
dictyon elegans, photoassimilate only acetate and
pyruvate and this only in the presence of and
sulfide. Endogenous fermentation, as it occurs in
Cm. vinosum (Van Gemerden, 1968), should be
possible, though this has not been demonstrated.
Chemotrophic growth has not been found with
Cm. okenii (Kämpf and Pfennig, 1980), but high
respiration rates with intracellular sulfur as the
electron source have been reported (Kristjansen,
1988). Also, Cm. warmingii and Thiocapsa pfennigii,
both unable to grow chemotrophically, oxidize
intracellular sulfur with oxygen as the terminal
acceptor (Kämpf and Pfennig, 1986).

Others, such as the small-celled Chromatium
species and the majority of the purple nonsulfur
bacteria utilize a variety of different organic carbon
sources. Intermediates of the tricarboxylic acid cycle
in addition to acetate and pyruvate are generally
used. Other organic acids, amino acids, fatty acids,
alcohols, carbohydrates and even aromatic carbon
compounds support growth of many purple nonsulfur
bacteria. One of these metabolically highly versatile
bacteria is Rb. capsulatus. This species can grow
photoautotrophically with sulfide or hydrogen as the
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electron donor, chemoautotrophically with hydrogen,
photoheterotrophically with a variety of organic
compounds as electron and carbon sources,
chemoheterotrophically at the expense of respiratory
electron transport-driven energy generation with
oxygen, nitrate, nitrous oxide, dimethylsulfoxide or
TMAO as electron acceptors, and finally also by
fermentation of organic substrates.

The diversity of the carbon metabolism of
phototrophic bacteria is also demonstrated by the
assimilation pathway of acetate, which is a substrate
for green sulfur bacteria and almost all phototrophic
purple bacteria. It is assimilated by almost all purple
nonsulfur bacteria (Rp. globiformis does not grow
with acetate) and even by the most specialized
Chromatiaceae. The metabolism of acetate assimi-
lation, however, is quite different among the species.
In many phototrophic purple bacteria the primary
reaction of acetate metabolism is the ATP-dependent
formation of acetyl-CoA, which is the substrate for
further reactions. In Cm. vinosum, as in most purple
bacteria, the two key enzymes of the glyoxylate
cycle, isocitrate lyase and malate synthase, are present
and acetate is assimilated via this pathway. The
cycle is, however, unusual in Cm. vinosum in so far
as malate dehydrogenase is lacking, but the reaction
catalyzed by malic enzyme followed by carboxylation
of pyruvate (pyruvate carboxylase) results in the
formation of oxalacetate. Unlike most of the acetate
assimilating phototrophic purple bacteria Rs. rubrum
does not have an active glyoxylate cycle. Isocitrate
lyase is not present. Conversion of acetate to
oxalacetate by two carboxylation reactions from
acetate to pyruvate (with pyruvate synthase) and
further to oxalacetate is possible (Buchanan et al.,
1967). In Rubrivivax gelatinosus, however, photo-
assimilation of acetate is via the serine-hydroxy-
pyruvate pathway (Albers and Gottschalk, 1976). In
the green sulfur bacteria neither a Calvin Cycle nor
an oxidative tricarboxylic acid cycle are operating
(Kondratieva, 1979; Fuchs et al., 1980a, b). In
Chlorobium limicola pyruvate is formed from Acetyl-
CoA by a ferredoxin-dependent pyruvate synthase.
Further reactions involve carboxylation to oxalo-
acetate (phosphoenolpyruvate synthetase) and
reactions of the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle
and of gluconeogenesis.

Detailed discussions of the carbon, sulfur, and
nitrogen metabolism of anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria is given in additional chapters of this volume.

IV. Description of the Groups

A. Green Sulfur Bacteria (Chlorobiaceae)

The phototrophic green sulfur bacteria form a tight
phylogenetic group, separated from other photo-
trophic bacteria and also from known chemotrophic
bacteria (Gibson et al., 1985). They are characterized
by non-motile, spherical, ovoid or vibrio shaped
cells. All species lack flagella; some have gas vesicles.
Only Chloroherpeton thalassium is motile by gliding
and in addition forms gas vesicles; a further difference
from all other species of this group is the carotenoid
composition, with as major component.
Physiological properties and results of 16S rRNA
analyses led to the inclusion of Chloroherpeton into
this group (Gibson et al., 1985). Some properties of
the green sulfur bacteria are shown in Table 3.

We distinguish green and brown species of green
sulfur bacteria. The green species contain bacterio-
chlorophyll c or d and the carotenoid chlorobactene
and OH-chlorobactene as light-harvesting pigments
(Gloe et al., 1975; Schmidt, 1978). The brown species
have bacteriochlorophyll e and the carotenoids
isorenieratene and as light-
harvesting pigments (Liaaen-Jensen, 1965). The
different pigment content is responsible for
differences in the light absorption properties. The
brown species have a broader absorption range,
between 480 and 550 nm, which apparently is of
ecological significance (see Chapter 4 by Van
Gemerden and Mas).

In contrast to the phototrophic purple bacteria,
green sulfur bacteria and green nonsulfur bacteria do
not have intracytoplasmic membrane systems. They
contain special structures called chlorosomes (or
chlorobium vesicles in the older literature), which
are attached to the internal face of the cytoplasmic
membrane, carry the light-harvesting pigments, and
represent large and powerful antenna systems (Cohen-
Bazire et al., 1964; Staehelin et al., 1978, 1980).
Chlorosomes contain the major photosynthetic
pigments of green sulfur bacteria (see Chapter 20 by
Blankenship et al.). The reaction centers of
phototrophic green bacteria are located in the
cytoplasmic membrane at the attachment sites of the
chlorosomes. The localization of the small amounts
of bacteriochlorophyll a that are present in these
bacteria is mainly restricted to the reaction centers
and protein complexes of the so-called baseplate,
which connects the chlorosome with the cytoplasmic
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membrane (Staehelin et al., 1980; Amesz and Knaff,
1988). Small amounts (about 1% of the total) of
bacteriochlorophyll a have also been found inside
the chlorosomes (Gerola and Olson, 1986).

All green sulfur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae) have
highly similar physiological capacities. They are
metabolic specialists, strictly anaerobic and obligately
phototrophic. All species grow photoautotrophically
with as sole carbon source. In the presence of
sulfide and only acetate and pyruvate are
assimilated as organic carbon sources. is
assimilated via reactions of the reductive tricarboxylic
acid cycle (Evans et al., 1966; Fuchs et al., 1980a, b;
Ivanovsky et al., 1980; see also Chapter 40 by
Sirevåg). Sulfide is used as electron donor and sulfur
source and is oxidized to sulfate with the intermediate
accumulation of elemental sulfur globules outside
the cells. Some strains also use thiosulfate and

molecular hydrogen as photosynthetic electron
donors. Most species require vitamin as growth
factor.

B. Purple Bacteria

In all purple bacteria the photosynthetic pigments
and the photosynthetic apparatus are located within
a more or less extended system of intracytoplasmic
membranes that is considered as originating from
and being continuous with the cytoplasmic mem-
brane. These intracytoplasmic membranes consist of
small fingerlike intrusions, vesicles, tubules or
lamellae. The major photosynthetic pigments are
bacteriochlorophyll a or b and various carotenoids
of the spirilloxanthin, rhodopinal, spheroidene
(alternative spirilloxanthin), or okenone series
(Schmidt, 1978).
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Molisch (1907) distinguished two types of
phototrophic purple bacteria as belonging to the
order Rhodobacteria. In the Thiorhodaceae, all purple
bacteria that are able to form globules of elemental
sulfur inside the cells were grouped and in the
Athiorhodaceae all purple bacteria which lack this
ability were placed. These two groups have been
maintained for a long time and were renamed later to
Chromatiaceae (Bavendamm, 1924) and Rhodo-
spirillaceae (Pfennig and Trüper, 1971), respectively.

Later, purple sulfur bacteria became known that
accumulate elemental sulfur outside their cells (Pelsh,
1937; Trüper 1968). They were included in the
Chromatiaceae as the genus Ectothiorhodospira in
the eighth edition of Bergey’s Manual (Pfennig and
Trüper, 1974) but later considered as a separate
family the Ectothiorhodospiraceae (Imhoff, 1984a),
which comprise purple sulfur bacteria that form
sulfur globules outside the cells. Now the Chrom-
atiaceae exclusively comprise those phototrophic
sulfur bacteria able to deposit elemental sulfur inside
the cells (Imhoff, 1984a), which is in agreement with
Molisch’s (1907) definition of the ‘Thiorhodaceae’.

The analysis of 16S rRNA sequences revealed
deep branches among different groups of the
phototrophic purple bacteria as well as the close
relationship of some phototrophic purple bacteria
with certain nonphototrophic chemoheterotrophic
bacteria (Gibson et al., 1979; Stackebrandt and
Woese, 1981). The name Proteobacteria, as a new
class, has been proposed for all purple bacteria and
their purely chemotrophic relatives (Stackebrandt et
al., 1988). The Proteobacteria are subdivided into
four subgroups called (Woese, 1987; Woese
et al., 1984a, b, 1985 b). The first three subgroups
contain non-phototrophic as well as phototrophic
representatives; for the subgroup phototrophic
representatives are so far unknown. So far only one
purely chemotrophic bacterium has been found which
clusters within the closely related species of
Chromatiaceae and Ectothiorhodospiraceae (Adkins
et al., 1993). According to 16S rRNA analyses, both
of these families form fairly well separated groups
within the of the Proteobacteria. In
contrast, the purple nonsulfur bacteria are an
extremely heterogeneic group of bacteria, which
belong to the and of the Proteobacteria
and which in many cases are more similar (on a 16S
rRNA data basis) to purely chemotrophic bacteria
than to themselves. Therefore, the use of a true

family name has been abandoned and the popular
name Purple Nonsulfur Bacteria proposed to be used
for this group (Imhoff et al., 1984, Imhoff and Trüper,
1989).

The contains species of the genera
Rhodospirillum, Rhodopila, Rhodopseudomonas,
Rhodomicrobium, and Rhodobacter in different
branches. Specific high similarities exist between
Paracoccus denitrificans and the Rhodobacter-group
(Gibson et al., 1979), between Nitrobacter wino-
gradskyi and Rp. palustris (Seewaldt et al., 1982),
and between Aquaspirillum itersonii and Azospirillum
brasilense and the Rhodospirillum-group (Woese et
al., 1984a). High similarities between P. denitrificans
and Rb. capsulatus were also revealed by cytochrome

amino acid sequences (Ambler et al., 1979). In
addition, lipid A structures and internal membrane
structures show great similarities between Nb.
winogradskyi and Rp. palustris (Mayer et al., 1983).

The contains the species that have
been rearranged into the genus Rhodocyclus (Imhoff
et al., 1984). Rhodocyclus gelatinosus has been
transferred recently to Rubrivivax gelatinosus
(Willems et al., 1991). This species appears
specifically related to Sphaerotilus natans, while Rc.
tenuis is closely related to Alcaligenes eutrophus
(Woese et al., 1984b). A bacterium that has been
known as the ‘Rhodocyclus gelatinosus-like group’
(Hiraishi and Kitamura, 1984) has been described as
a new genus and species Rhodoferax fermentans
(Hiraishi et al., 1991). Also this genus most likely
belongs to the

These data support the idea that ancestors of present
day phototrophic prokaryotes are among the most
ancient of eubacteria and they further point to several
lines of development of non-phototrophic bacteria
from phototrophic ancestors.

1. Chromatiaceae

The Chromatiaceae Bavendamm 1924 comprise
those phototrophic bacteria that, under the proper
growth conditions, deposit globules of elemental
sulfur inside their cells (Imhoff 1984a). This family
is a quite coherent group, as shown by the similarity
of 16S rRNA molecules (Fowler et al., 1984) and
lipopolysaccharides (Meißner et al., 1988b). All but
one species (Thiocapsa pfennigii) have the vesicular
type of intracytoplasmic membranes. Many species
are able to grow under photoheterotrophic conditions,
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some species grow as chemolithotrophs, and a few
species also grow chemoheterotrophically (Gorlenko,
1974; Kondratieva et al., 1976; Kämpf and Pfennig,
1980). Many species are motile by means of flagella,
some have gas vesicles, and only Thiocapsa species
completely lack motility. We distinguish two major
physiological groups of Chromatiaceae, meta-
bolically specialized and versatile species. Among
the specialized species are Chromatium okenii, Cm.
weissei, Cm. warmingii, Cm. buderi, Cm. tepidum,
Thiospirillum jenense, Thiocapsa pfennigii, and the
gas-vacuolated species of the genera Lamprocystis
and Thiodictyon. These species depend on strictly
anaerobic conditions and are obligatory phototrophic.
Sulfide is required; thiosulfate and hydrogen are not
used as electron donors. Only acetate and pyruvate
(or propionate) are photoassimilated in the presence
of sulfide and They do not grow with organic
electron donors and chemotrophic growth is not
possible. None of these species assimilates sulfate as
a sulfur source. The versatile species photoassimilate
a greater number of organic substrates and also grow
in the absence of reduced sulfur sources with organic
substrates as electron donors for photosynthesis.
Most of these species are able to grow with sulfate as
the sole sulfur source. They also can grow under
chemolithotrophic conditions. Among these species
are the small-celled Chromatium species, Thiocystis
violacea, Thiocapsa roseopersicina, Lamprobacter
modestohalophilus, and Amoebobacter species.
Characteristic properties of Chromatiaceae are shown
in Table 4.

2. Ectothiorhodospiraceae

The Ectothiorhodospiraceae Imhoff 1984 are
phototrophic sulfur bacteria that, during oxidation of
sulfide, deposit elemental sulfur outside the cells.
They are distinguished from the Chromatiaceae by
lamellar intracytoplasmic membrane structures, by
significant differences in polar lipid composition
(Imhoff et al., 1982), and by the dependence on
saline and alkaline growth conditions (Imhoff, 1989).
Ectothiorhodospira halophila is the most halophilic
eubacterium known and even grows in saturated salt
solutions. All species are motile by polar flagella and
Ectothiorhodospira vacuolata in addition forms gas
vesicles. The slightly halophilic species such as Ec.
mobilis, Ec. shaposhnikovii and Ec. vacuolata and
the moderately and extremely halophilic species
such as Ec. halophila, Ec. abdelmalekii and Ec.

halochloris form two distinct groups of species
(Stackebrandt et al., 1984; Imhoff, 1989) that should
be separated taxonomically. Some properties of Ecto-
thiorhodospira species are shown in Table 5.

3. Purple Nonsulfur Bacteria

The group of the purple nonsulfur bacteria
(Rhodospirillaceae Pfennig and Trüper 1971) is by
far the most diverse group of the phototrophic purple
bacteria (Imhoff and Trüper, 1989). This diversity is
reflected in greatly varying morphology, internal
membrane structure, carotenoid composition,
utilization of carbon sources, and electron donors,
among other features. The intracytoplasmic mem-
branes are small, fingerlike intrusions, vesicles, or
different types of lamellae. Most species are motile
by flagella; gas vesicles are not formed by any of the
known species. Some properties of purple nonsulfur
bacteria are shown in Tables 6 A and B.

The preferred growth mode of all species is
photoheterotrophic under anaerobic conditions in
the light with various organic substrates. Many
species also are able to grow photoautotrophically
with either molecular hydrogen or sulfide as electron
donor and as the sole carbon source. Most of
these species oxidize sulfide to elemental sulfur only
(Hansen and Van Gemerden, 1972). In Rhodobacter
sulfidophilus and Rhodopseudomonas palustris
sulfate is the final oxidation product and is formed
without accumulation of elemental sulfur as an
intermediate (Hansen, 1974; Hansen and Veldkamp,
1973). Three species Rhodobacter veldkampii,
Rhodobacter adriaticus, and Rhodobacter eury-
halinus, are known to deposit elemental sulfur outside
the cells, while oxidizing sulfide to sulfate (Hansen
et al., 1975; Neutzling et al., 1984; Hansen and
Imhoff, 1985; Kompantseva, 1985).

Most representatives can grow under microaerobic
to aerobic conditions in the dark as chemo-
heterotrophs, a few also as chemolithotrophs. Some
species are very sensitive to oxygen, but most species
are quite tolerant of oxygen and grow well under
aerobic conditions in the dark. Under these conditions
synthesis of photosynthetic pigments is repressed
and the cultures are faintly colored or colorless.
Even under phototrophic growth conditions (anaero-
bic/light) many species exhibit considerable
respiratory capacity. Respiration under these
conditions is inhibited, however, by light. The fact
that considerable respiratory activity is expressed
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also under phototrophic growth conditions enables
these bacteria (e.g. Rhodobacter capsulatus,
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Rubrivivax (Rhodocyclus)
gelatinosus, Rhodospirillum rubrum) to switch
immediately from phototrophic to respiratory
metabolism when environmental conditions change.

Some species also may perform a respiratory
metabolism anaerobically in the dark with sugars
and either nitrate, dimethyl-sulfoxide, or trimethyl-
amine-N-oxide as electron sink, or though poorly –
with metabolic intermediates as electron acceptors
(fermentation).
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One or more vitamins are generally required as
growth factors, most commonly biotin, thiamine,
niacin, and p-aminobenzoic acid; these compounds
are rarely needed by species of the Chromatiaceae
and Ectothiorhodospiraceae, which may require
vitamin as sole growth factor. Growth of most
purple nonsulfur bacteria is enhanced by small
amounts of yeast extract, and some species have
complex nutrient requirements.

A number of changes have recently been made
concerning the taxonomy of purple nonsulfur
bacteria, and are noted here. Rhodopseudomonas
blastica has been recognized as a species of the
genus Rhodobacter, Rhodobacter blastica (Kawasaki
et al., 1993). The correct name should be Rhodobacter
blasticus because Rhodobacter is a masculinum
nomen. Rhodobacter marinus has been described as
a new species (Burgess et al., 1994) and in parallel,

not considering this new species, the marine species
of Rhodobacter, Rb. adriaticus, Rb. euryhalinus and
Rb. sulfidophilus have been transferred to the new
genus Rhodovulum with Rhodovulum sulfidophilum
as type species (Hiraishi and Ueda, 1994a).
Rhodopseudomonas rosea has been transferred to
the new genus Rhodoplanes, as Rhodoplanes roseus
and was designated as the type species of this genus
(Hiraishi and Ueda, 1994b). In addition, a new species
of this genus, Rhodoplanes elegans has been
described (Hiraishi and Ueda, 1994b).
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Summary

Heliobacteria are anoxygenic phototrophs that contain bacteriochlorophyll g as their sole chlorophyll pigment.
These organisms are primarily soil residents and are phylogenetically related to Gram-positive bacteria, in
particular to the endospore-forming Bacillus/Clostridium line. Some species of heliobacteria produce heat
resistant endospores containing dipicolinic acid and elevated     levels. Heliobacteria can grow
photoheterotrophically on a limited group of organic substrates and chemotrophically (anaerobically) in
darkness by pyruvate or lactate fermentation; they are also active nitrogen-fixers. Their photosynthetic system
resembles that of photosystem I of green plants but is simpler, containing a small antenna closely associated
with the reaction center located in the cytoplasmic membrane; no chlorosomes typical of the green sulfur
bacteria or differentiated internal membranes typical of purple bacteria are found in the heliobacteria.
Heliobacteria are apparently widely distributed in rice soils and occasionally found in other soils. The ecology
of heliobacteria may be tightly linked to that of rice plants, and the ability of heliobacteria to produce

† This chapter is dedicated to Professor Howard Gest within whose laboratory the heliobacteria were first discovered and whose infectious
enthusiasm for the photosynthetic bacteria has stimulated many current workers in this field.
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endospores probably has significant survival value in the highly variable habitat of rice soils. The unique
assemblage of properties shown by the heliobacteria has necessitated creation of a new taxonomic family of
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, the Heliobacteriaceae, to accommodate organisms of this type.

I. Introduction

For well over a hundred years microbiologists have
used the enrichment culture technique successfully
to search for new kinds of bacteria. On very rare
occasions a bacterium may turn up in such a culture
which has properties so unprecedented that a new
taxonomic family has to be created to accommodate
it. Such was the remarkable discovery of Helio-
bacterium chlorum (Gest and Favinger, 1983). The
discovery was made through a combination of
serendipity and insight, and for microbiologists and
biochemists familiar with this field, the event was of
great interest because the new organism was so
unlike any of the known phototrophic bacteria. Hb.
chlorum had a novel type of chlorophyll, BChl g, and
it had neither the chlorosomes of green bacteria nor
the membrane invaginations of most purple bacteria.
And of profound importance was the revelation, on
the basis of 16S rRNA sequences (Woese et al.,
1985), that Hb. chlorum belonged to the Gram-
positive bacteria and was thus phylogenetically related
more to the Bacillaceae than to other phototrophic
bacteria.

Heliobacterium chlorum was isolated from garden
soil on the campus of Indiana University, Blooming-
ton. Subsequently it was discovered that the soil of
rice fields is a rich source of heliobacteria.
Heliobacillus mobilis (Beer-Romero and Gest, 1987),
Heliobacterium gestii (Ormerod et al., 1990), and
several other heliobacteria strains were all isolated
from the same sample of dry, rice field soil from
Chainat province Thailand. Several isolates have
also been obtained from hot springs. Today the
heliobacteria may be viewed as being soil residents
and primarily (but not exclusively) tropical organisms.
They have simple nutritional requirements and are
efficient nitrogen fixers (Kimble and Madigan,
1992a,b). A series of observations on various
heliobacterial strains aroused suspicions that these
organisms might have a resistant resting stage and
eventually it was shown beyond any doubt that at

least some heliobacteria can form heat resistant
endospores (Ormerod et al., 1990).

One of the most striking characteristics of
heliobacteria is the visible absorption spectrum of
the cells (Fig. 1), which is due to the presence of
BChl g (Brockmann and Lipinski, 1983; Michalski
et al., 1987; see Fig. 2 for structure). This molecule,
which was unknown prior to the discovery of
heliobacteria, shows a number of interesting structural
features. For example, BChl g resembles BChl b in
having an ethylidene group on C8 (Fig. 2) which in
the presence of oxygen and light isomerizes to give a
vinyl group. Since BChl g has a second vinyl group
on C3, the product of the isomerization is a molecule
which is very similar to chlorophyll a (Brockmann
and Lipinski, 1983; Michalski et al., 1987). This
transition from BChl g to chlorophyll a presumably
accounts for the dramatic change from brownish
green to emerald green in cultures of heliobacteria
exposed to oxygen (Gest and Favinger, 1983). Another
interesting feature of BChl g is the long chain alcohol
esterified to the propionic acid side chain at
which is farnesol (Michalski et al., 1987). In all other
known phototrophs, membrane bound chlorophylls
(the cytoplasmic membrane is the location of BChl g
in heliobacteria) contain a 20C alcohol, either phytol
or the less saturated geranylgeraniol. Farnesol is
only present in the chlorosome BChls of green sulfur
bacteria. The significance of farnesol in the

Abbreviations: BChl–bacteriochlorophyll; Hb.–Heliobacterium;
Hc. – Heliobacillus; Hp. – Heliophilum; RC – reaction center
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membrane-bound BChl g of the heliobacteria is
unknown.

The fact that the reaction center of heliobacteria is
of the photosystem I type has important physiological
consequences for these organisms. On the one hand,
the highly reducing coenzyme(s) generated by the
RC can drive biosynthetic reactions of a kind which
require powerful reductants. On the other hand, these
reduced coenzymes can react with oxygen to form
toxic radicals. In the light, therefore, heliobacteria
are very sensitive to oxygen and the effect is probably
exacerbated by the presence in their membrane lipids
of a very high proportion of unsaturated fatty acids
(Imhoff, 1988; Beck et al., 1990; Aase et al., 1994).
The structure of the heliobacterial reaction center is
detailed in Chapter 31 by Amesz.

In this chapter we shall concentrate on aspects of
the heliobacteria which are not dealt with in other
chapters, such as taxonomy, physiology, and ecology.
Consideration of the properties of the strains of
heliobacteria that have already been isolated in pure
culture indicates that many of their basic charac-
teristics are very similar. This makes classification of
heliobacteria difficult and there is now an acute need
for a proper consideration of how to proceed with the
taxonomy of this growing family of phototrophic
bacteria. The next section describes the current state
of affairs concerning the taxonomy of this group.

II.Taxonomy of Heliobacteria

The family Heliobacteriaceae (Beer-Romero and
Gest, 1987) comprises all species of anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria that contain BChl g. All
organisms that fit this definition lack BChls a, b, c, d
or e (Madigan, 1992). At present two genera are
recognized in the family Heliobacteriaceae, Helio-
bacterium and Heliobacillus. The genus Helio-
bacterium contains the species Hb. chlorum, the first
of the heliobacteria discovered (Gest and Favinger,
1983), the endospore-forming species Hb. gestii and
Hb. fasciatum (‘Hb. fasiculum’, Ormerod et al., 1990),
and the thermophilic species, Hb. modesticaldum
(Kimble et al., 1995). However, because of several
unique properties including its phylogenetic position,
the present authors will formally describe Hb.
fasciatum as a new genus of heliobacteria, Helio-
philum (as Hp. fasciatum), in a future publication,
thus this organism will be referred to as such herein.
In addition to containing BChl g, all heliobacteria

are strict anaerobes, at least when grown photo-
trophically, are rod-shaped or spiral in morphology,
and are motile by either gliding or flagellar means
(Madigan, 1992, and Table 1).

A. General Description

The number of strains of heliobacteria isolated to
date is probably in the region of fifty. Not all of these
cultures have survived. Most heliobacteria are motile
rods or spirilla with flagella, either peritrichous, as in
Hc. mobilis, or polar/subpolar as in Hb. gestii.
Heliobacterium chlorum is unique in being motile
by gliding (Gest and Favinger, 1983). All heliobacteria
that have been examined share a number of
physiological properties. They have a characteristic
absorption spectrum (Fig. 1) and Hb. chlorum, Hb.
gestii, and Hc. mobilis are photosynthetically and
spectroscopically indistinguishable (Table 1).
Heliobacteria utilize a rather limited range of simple
organic substrates as carbon sources photo-
heterotrophically. No heliobacteria have been shown
to grow autotrophically but they can use hydrogen,
and one strain can use (Starynin and Gorlenko,
1993) as reductant in the assimilation of organic
substrates. All heliobacteria require biotin and some
are dependent on a reduced source of sulfur (Beer-
Romero, 1986; Stevenson, 1993).

Although the heliobacteria are phylogenetically
Gram-positive, they do not stain as such. Their cell
wall has no typical lipopolysaccharide components
(Beck, et al., 1990; Aase et al., 1994). Many
heliobacteria show a marked tendency to form
spheroplasts and lyse in the late log or stationary
phase of growth. The extent of this depends on the
strain and in some cases the growth medium. The
phenomenon of lysis may be related to the unusual
nature of the cell wall; no outer membrane is present
in these organisms and their peptidoglycan content is
very low compared to that of other Gram-positive
bacteria (Beer-Romero et al., 1988). That the peptido-
glycan layer of heliobacteria is either not as thick or
as strong as that of other Gram-positive bacteria is
also apparent from the exquisite sensitivity shown to
penicillin by these organisms: Hb. chlorum and Hc.
mobilis are one thousand times more sensitive to
penicillin G than is Bacillus subtilis (Beer-Romero
et al., 1988). Additionally, it is possible that autolysins,
induced around the time of sporulation to free the
spore from the sporangium (as is known to occur in
Bacillus, Joliffe et al., 1981), are also produced by
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certain heliobacteria and contribute to premature
lysis. Cell lysis is a nuisance in experimental work
with heliobacteria and some of the newer isolates are
more stable in this regard (see below).

A large fraction of the heliobacteria that have been
isolated to date have been observed to form
endospores. However, it has been repeatedly observed
that cultures of heliobacteria newly isolated from
enrichment cultures may sporulate heavily on plates
or in liquid medium, but that upon repeated transfer
the occurrence of spores begins to diminish and
eventually becomes very low. Heliobacterium
chlorum and Heliobacillus mobilis have not been
reported to produce endospores. However, because
other species of heliobacteria do sporulate it is
possible that conditions for sporulation of Hb.
chlorum and Hc. mobilis have not yet been discovered.
This possibility is supported by preliminary
experiments in the laboratory of one of us (MTM)
which have shown that a small fraction of cultures of
Hb. chlorum and Hc. mobilis tested do survive
pasteurization (80 °C for 15 min), suggesting that
sporulation may occur in these species but only at
low levels. Despite this, microscopic examination of
hundreds of cultures of Hb. chlorum and Hc. mobilis
has never revealed the presence of endospores.

Endospore-formation has been clearly demon-
strated in Hb. gestii and Hp. fasciatum (Fig. 3, and
Ormerod et al., 1990), in the Hc. mobilis-like isolate
of Starynin and Gorlenko (1993), in strain HY3 of
Kelly (Pickett et al., 1994), in the HD7 strain of Hb.

gestii isolated by Pfennig (personal communication
and own observations), and in the thermophilic
species, Hb. modesticaldum (Kimble et al., 1995). In
liquid cultures of Hb. gestii, disintegrating sporangia
form clumps containing large numbers of spores
(Fig. 4) and in some strains it has been observed that
the sporangia are swollen and spindle-shaped like
those of many clostridia (Ormerod, unpublished).

The process of sporulation has been studied in Hb.
gestii (Torgersen, 1989; Ormerod et al., 1990) and in
strain BR-4 (Starynin and Gorlenko, 1993).
Endospores in Hb. gestii are subterminal and
cylindrical, measuring about (Figs. 4 and 5),
and are produced in various amounts in aged cultures.
By contrast, spores of Hp. fasciatum are longer than
those of Hb. gestii. Spores of strain BR-4 (Starynin
and Gorlenko, 1993) are similar in morphology to
those of Hb. gestii and Hp. fasciatum and also, as in
these species, located subterminally. Heliobacterial
endospores are heat resistant, withstanding 100 °C
for a few minutes (Ormerod et al., 1990; Starynin
and Gorlenko, 1993). In addition, spores of Hb.
gestii have been shown to contain dipicolinic acid,
the signature molecule of bacterial endospores, as
well as six times the content of vegetative cells
(Torgersen, 1989; Ormerod et al., 1990). These
observations indicate that heliobacterial spores are
similar to those of Bacillaceae. Starynin and Gorlenko
(1993) showed that the number of spores produced in
strain BR-4 was greatest at pH 9 and that ripening
and release of the spores from the sporangium was
stimulated by oxygen.

B. New Isolates

In the past few years one of us (MTM) has enriched
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and isolated several new heliobacteria from soil
habitats and hot springs (see Section IVB). Of 16
newly isolated strains, 14 were rod-shaped,
resembling Hc. mobilis, and two were spirilla,
resembling Hb. gestii (Stevenson, 1993). The new
isolates were obtained from soils from the USA and
from Thailand and Iceland, although positive
enrichments (but not pure cultures) were also obtained
with soils from Venezuela, Spain, Japan and Australia.
Most of these isolates have not been thoroughly
characterized except for their carbon and nitrogen
nutrition. In brief, all of them grew photohetero-
trophically on pyruvate or lactate and most also
utilized acetate. Butyrate was used by about half of
the isolates, and one strain of Hb. gestii (strain THAI
15-1 isolated from Thailand paddy soil), also grew
photoheterotrophically on sugars. Strain THAI 15-1
grew on glucose, fructose, galactose and maltose,
but grew to highest cell yield on fructose of all sugars
tested. These results indicate that sugar-utilizing
heliobacteria exist, although they are apparently not
common. The two Icelandic isolates, one a rod and
one a spirillum, were thermophilic, capable of growth
above 50 °C; four similar strains were isolated from
Yellowstone hot springs (Kimble and Madigan, 1994).
The thermophilic isolates have been described as a
new speices of the genus Heliobacterium, Hb.
modesticaldum (Kimble et al., 1995). As has been
found with recognized species of heliobacteria
(Kimble and Madigan, 1992a), all new isolates grew
on as sole nitrogen source as well as on ammonia.
All of the isolates also used glutamine as a nitrogen
source while the sugar-degrading strain THAI 15-1
also grew well on asparagine.

Most of the new isolates of heliobacteria described
above were obtained from enrichment cultures that

employed a pasteurization step (80 °C, 15 min)
before incubation. Despite this, many of the pure
cultures obtained were not observed to sporulate.
Although most of the rod-shaped isolates resemble
Hc. mobilis, assignment of any of them to genus and
species rank will require further characterization.

C. The Family Heliobacteriaceae

With the description of the new genus and species
Heliobacillus mobilis by Beer-Romero and Gest
(1987), the family Heliobacteriaceae was established
to group together anoxygenic phototrophs that contain
BChl g. The establishment of family rank for these
organisms was fully justified on the basis of the
phenotypic and ecological properties of the
heliobacteria, and was further confirmed by ribosomal
RNA sequencing studies which showed that these
phototrophs have Gram-positive evolutionary roots,
unlike those of any other anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria (Woese et al., 1985; Woese, 1987).
Comparisons of the 16S rRNA sequences of Hb.
chlorum, Hc. mobilis, and Hb. gestii, show them all
to be fairly closely related and to belong to the ‘low
GC’ (Bacillus/Clostridium) subdivision of the Gram-
positive bacteria (Woese et al., 1985; Beer-Romero,
1987; Beer-Romero and Gest, 1987; Woese, 1987),
specifically to the Desulfotomaculum group (Redburn
and Patel, 1993; Woese, personal communication to
MTM). Phylogenetic analysis of Hp. fasciatum
(Woese and Madigan, unpublished) showed it to be
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sufficiently distinct from all species of Helio-
bacterium and from Hc. mobilis to have its own
genus, Heliophilum; formal publication of this name
is forthcoming.

In summary (Table 1) heliobacteria can be defined
as (1) anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria that show
evolutionary relationships to Gram-positive bacteria,
(2) that contain BChl g but no other BChls, (3) that
lack the chlorosomes of green sulfur bacteria and
Chloroflexus and the intracytoplasmic membranes
of purple bacteria, (4) that are strictly anaerobic, and
(5) that apparently reside chiefly in soil (see Section
IVA). Other unifying properties of note in Table 1 are
the fact that the G + C content of DNA from
heliobacteria clusters tightly within the range of 50–
55%, all species require biotin as a growth factor,
and all have relatively high growth temperature optima
as compared to most purple or green bacteria.

III. Physiology

A. Phototrophic Growth

Although the heliobacteria have been known for
only a decade or so, a good deal of research has
already been carried out on them. Much of this
research has understandably been concerned with
the structure and functioning of the unique reaction
center of these organisms, which is of the photosystem
I type. The antenna of heliobacteria is directly
associated with the polypeptides of the RC in the
cytoplasmic membrane and is limited to about 35
molecules of BChl g per RC (see Chapter 31 in this
volume by Amesz). There are indications (Trost,
1990) that a light regulated peripheral antenna is
absent but the results of Beer-Romero (1986) and of
Torgersen (1989) suggest that total BChl content of
the cells varies inversely with the light intensity, as in

other anoxygenic phototrophs. As a result of the
small size of the antenna, heliobacteria grow best at
high light intensities (Beer-Romero, 1986; see also
Section IVB).

The heliobacterial RC consists of a protein dimer.
The primary electron donor is designated P798 and
the first stable product of the RC is most likely a
reduced ferredoxin-like coenzyme which acts as the
main connecting link between the RC and the
biosynthetic metabolism of the cell. P798 becomes
reduced back to the ground state by a cytochrome,
which is itself reduced by organic or inorganic electron
donors. Examples of the latter are molecular hydrogen
(Ormerod, unpublished) and sulfide (Starynin and
Gorlenko, 1993). It is assumed that the RC can also
create a proton motive force through cyclic electron
transfer via the membrane cytochrome complex
(see Chapter 31 by Amesz). This provides the
illuminated cell with a source of energy for motility,
transport, and ATP synthesis.

Flagellated heliobacteria show the ‘shock move-
ment’ typical of phototrophic purple bacteria—they
reverse direction of swimming on encountering
darkness. This phenomenon has been termed
scotophobotaxis (H. Gest, personal communication).
The large, rod shaped cells of Hp. fasciatum associate
to form parallel bundles that move as a unit, by polar
flagella (Fig. 3). The bundles, which consist of a few
to hundreds of rods, show a characteristic rolling
motion (Ormerod et al., 1990), and are scotopho-
botactic, indicating that some form of communication
between individual cells in the bundle may exist.
Microscopic observation of aggregating cells suggests
that the flagella adhere to each other first, followed
by the body of the cell in longitudinal fashion. An
interesting observation concerning flagella is that in
old cultures of flagellated heliobacteria objects are
present which look like spirilla with pointed ends.
On examination in the electron microscope, these
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can be seen to be accumulations of flagella (Fig. 6).
Phototrophic growth of heliobacteria depends on

anaerobic conditions. Some strains of heliobacteria
have been observed to swim away from oxygen, but
in some strains, exposure to oxygen in bright light
can lead to catastrophic damage to the cell protoplast
in a matter of seconds. This has been observed
microscopically in Hb. gestii and Hp. fasciatum as
the sudden development of transverse striations in
the cell, indicating destruction of the cytoplasmic
membrane. Presumably strong reductants from the
RC react with oxygen to form toxic oxygen species
which destroy the unsaturated fatty acids in the
membrane.

On the basis of 16S rRNA sequences (Woese et al.,
1985) heliobacteria may be considered to be
phototrophic clostridia. The main difference between
the two is, of course, that the clostridia are
chemotrophs and obtain chemical energy for growth
by fermentation of organic substrates while
heliobacteria, which also grow on organic substrates,
are phototrophs, and get energy from light. In view
of the distinct phylogenetic relationship between the
two organisms, we should be on the lookout for
clostridial traits in the carbon metabolism of
heliobacteria. One such trait, fermentative growth
(see Section IIIB), has already been discovered
(Kimble et al., 1994).

With these considerations in mind, we can examine
the possible assimilatory pathways for the various
substrates heliobacteria are known to utilize and
view these against the background of what is known
of heliobacterial enzymes. One heliobacterial
enzyme, malic dehydrogenase has been characterized
(Charnock et al., 1992). Until recently nothing was
known about other heliobacterial enzymes, but
significant findings have been reported by Kelly and
his coworkers (Pickett et al., 1994) and it is now
possible to outline how carbon assimilation may
proceed in heliobacteria.

Pickett et al. (1994) detected activities of pyruvate
and 2-oxoglutarate synthases in cell-free extracts of
heliobacteria. This finding is noteworthy because the
products of these two reactions are quantitatively the
most important of all the biosynthetic precursor
metabolites in the cell. Since the two reactions are
driven by reduced ferredoxin (or its equivalent), one
can envisage direct coupling of the RC to carbon
assimilation. Other enzymes detected in heliobacteria
were PEP synthetase, PEP carboxykinase, malate
dehydrogenase, fumarase, fumarate reductase, and

isocitrate dehydrogenase; enzymes not detected
included citrate synthase, ATP-citrate lyase, aconitase,
pyruvate dehydrogenase, 2-oxoglutarate dehydro-
genase, and ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase.

The range of carbon sources that heliobacteria can
utilize is apparently very limited. The reason for this
is not known, but the failure to observe autotrophic
growth may be due to the apparent lack of key
enzymes of the reductive pentose phosphate (Calvin)
cycle or the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle in
extracts of cells of heliobacteria. Most heliobacteria
that have been tested can grow on acetate. In the
experiments of Pickett et al. (1994) the fate of the
label from acetate was studied by mass
spectrometry of amino acids obtained by hydrolysis
of cell protein. Alanine and aspartate were labelled
primarily in indicating that acetate assimilation
proceeds initially as in Chlorobium, by reductive
carboxylation to pyruvate and further carboxylation
to oxaloacetate. However, the labeling in glutamate
was in and with a smaller amount in If
acetate had been assimilated reductively via succinate,
as it is in Chlorobium, the labeling would have been
equally distributed between and As discussed
by Pickett et al. (1994), the labeling pattern suggests
that acetate assimilation had occurred via citrate,
even though citrate synthase and aconitase could not
be detected in cell free extracts.

In Hb. gestii growth on acetate depends on the
presence of molecular hydrogen (Ormerod, unpub-
lished results). The conversion of acetate to glutamate
requires reducing power, particularly if it proceeds
via succinyl CoA, and hydrogen can supply the
electrons for this. In heliobacteria that do not require
an electron donor for acetate assimilation (e.g. Hc.
mobilis), oxidation of some of the acetate beyond 2-
oxoglutarate would have to occur to meet this
requirement. How this is done is not clear. It is
probably a sluggish process, as indicated by the fact
that acetate accumulates during growth on pyruvate
(Pickett et al., 1994). Such accumulations are not
encountered in other phototrophic bacteria, such as
purple bacteria, and may reflect the phylogenetic
kinship of heliobacteria with the clostridia (Woese et
al., 1985). Added pyruvate gave a labeling
pattern consistent with a route of incorporation
involving reductive assimilation to glutamate via
succinate. The positions of in isoleucine formed
in the presence of labelled acetate or pyruvate
indicated synthesis via citramalate rather than the
usual threonine (Pickett et al., 1994). This mechanism
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has been found in a few other bacteria, including
Chlorobium (Nesbakken et al., 1988).

Hb. gestii can grow photoheterotrophically on
ethanol and (Ormerod, unpublished results) and
several heliobacteria can grow on butyrate plus
(see e.g. Madigan, 1992). Ethanol is presumably
oxidized to acetyl CoA with the liberation of 4H
which can then be used for assimilation via pyruvate
synthase. Conversion of butyrate to two molecules
of acetyl CoA would provide enough electrons for
assimilation of only one of these to cell material

via pyruvate synthase. In this case, the rest
of the reducing equivalents would have to come from
the oxidation of some of the acetyl CoA. Lactate
seems to be universally utilized by heliobacteria
(Table 1) and its conversion into cell material is
presumably via pyruvate; sugars are used by only a
very few strains (Stevenson, 1993).

In summing up this section it may be said that
heliobacteria grow photoheterotrophically at high
light intensities on a limited range of organic
substrates. Assimilation of these involves reductive
carboxylations driven in large part by reduced
ferredoxin from the RC. The electrons for this may
come from oxidation of the substrates themselves or
from  or

B. Chemotrophic Growth

In the original description of Heliobacterium chlorum
Gest and Favinger (1983) concluded that this
organism was an obligate phototroph. This was also
the conclusion of Beer-Romero and Gest (1987)
concerning Heliobacillus mobilis and of Ormerod et
al. (1990) concerning Heliobacterium gestii and
Heliophilum fasciatum. However, during the course
of studies of fixation in heliobacteria (see Section
IIIC and Kimble and Madigan, 1992a) it was
discovered that heliobacteria were not obligate
phototrophs, but can grow anaerobically in darkness
at the expense of pyruvate (Fig. 7). Slow dark growth
occurs in rich media containing 60–80 mM pyruvate,
0.2–0.5% yeast extract, and 40 mM of the organic
buffer MOPS (3-N-morpholinopropane sulfonic acid)
(Kimble et al., 1994).

From these experiments it was concluded that (1)
dark growth of Hc. mobilis is pyruvate dependent
(Fig. 7), (2) acidic and gaseous products including
acetate, and are produced, and (3) aerobic
chemotrophic growth does not occur. Dark growth
has also been studied by Kelly and his coworkers
(Pickett et al., 1994) in Heliobacterium sp., strain
HY3. They showed that in addition to pyruvate,
lactate could also support dark growth of this strain
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(unlike in Hc. mobilis, see Fig. 7 and Kimble et al.,
1994), and that dark growth of strain HY3 was
almost as fast as phototrophic growth. From an
ecological point of view, dark growth on lactate is
significant because lactate is a common product of
chemotrophic fermentation.

A survey of all known species of heliobacteria and
several new unclassified strains (see Section IVA)
showed them all capable of pyruvate-dependent dark
growth (Kimble et al., 1994). Growth in darkness
requires strictly anaerobic conditions, as is true of
phototrophic growth, but it has been observed that
heliobacteria exposed to microaerobic conditions in
darkness retain viability for long periods; thus the
strictly anaerobic nature of these organisms is most
pronounced in the light (Kimble et al., 1994).

The energy-generating mechanism(s) of chemotro-
phic pyruvate-grown heliobacteria appears to be
pyruvate fermentation yielding acetate. Acidic
products produced by dark-grown cells lower the pH
of even well-buffered media by 1 unit or more (Kimble
et al., 1994). In addition, cultures of Hc. mobilis
produce from the dark metabolism of
pyruvate whereas Hb. gestii produces but no
Pickett et al. (1994) detected high levels of pyruvate:
ferredoxin oxidoreductase activity in cells of
chemotrophic pyruvate-grown Hc. mobilis and this
is presumably the mechanism of energy conservation
and acetate production. Dark diazotrophic growth of
Hc. mobilis has also been achieved but growth rates
and cell yields under these conditions are very low.

Heliobacteria thus have at least one metabolic
strategy for growth in darkness and this makes good
ecological sense considering that they are soil
phototrophs and receive only intermittent illumination
in nature. However, dark fermentation and growth of
heliobacteria on pyruvate or lactate is also of benefit
to basic researchers as it makes possible molecular
genetic studies of photosynthesis in strains of these
organisms that carry otherwise lethal mutations in
photosynthesis genes.

C. Nitrogen Fixation

The original description of Heliobacterium chlorum
indicated that the organism appeared in enrichment
cultures designed to select for anoxygenic
phototrophs and that pure cultures grew on as sole
source of nitrogen (Gest and Favinger, 1983). Since
that time we have surveyed the nitrogen-fixing
potential of heliobacteria (Kimble and Madigan,

1992a,b; Kimble et al., 1995; Kimble and Madigan
unpublished results) and have shown that all
representatives tested can fix      but that the efficacy
of the process varies dramatically among species.
Heliobacillus mobilis and a new heliobacterial isolate
that resembles Hc. mobilis, strain AR2P1 (from an
Arkansas, USA, rice soil) grow rapidly on and
express high levels of nitrogenase as measured in
vivo (Kimble and Madigan, 1992a; Stevenson, 1993;
Stevenson et al., 1993). Because Hc. mobilis, like
strain AR2P1, was obtained from a rice soil, it is
possible that a significant portion of the photo-
synthetic nitrogen fixation that occurs in paddy field
soils (most of which is known to be due to free-living
nitrogen-fixing bacteria; Buresh et al., 1980) is due
to heliobacteria. By contrast, under the same growth
conditions in which Hc. mobilis grew well on
Hp. fasciatum grew only poorly, suggesting that
conditions for diatrophy may differ among species of
heliobacteria.

All the heliobacteria examined by Kimble and
Madigan (1992a) were subject to regulation of
nitrogenase activity by ammonia. This phenomenon,
called the ammonia ‘switch-off’ effect, is a universal
feature of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria (Ludden
and Roberts, 1989) and is presumably a means for
rapid inactivation of nitrogenase activity in the
presence of excess ammonia; such regulation serves
to conserve reductant and ATP. Ammonia ‘switch-
off’ of nitrogenase activity in heliobacteria was the
first observation of this form of enzyme control in
Gram-positive bacteria.

An alternative (non-molybdenum) nitrogenase was
detected in cells of Hb. gestii but not in Hb. chlorum
or Hc. mobilis (Kimble and Madigan, 1992b). In this
study cells of Hb. gestii were transferred repeatedly
in media containing only as a nitrogenase metal
cofactor; vanadium did not stimulate iron-dependent
growth (Kimble and Madigan, 1992b). Additional
evidence for a Mo-independent nitrogenase system
in Hb. gestii emerged from acetylene reduction
experiments where ethane as well as ethylene

was produced by cell suspensions grown on
in the absence of Mo; production was Mo

repressible (Kimble and Madigan, 1992b). This
pattern is typical of alternative nitrogenase systems
of other diazotrophs (Bishop and Premakumar, 1992).
Whether the alternative nitrogenase(s) of Hb. gestii
are of the iron-only or vanadium-iron types could not
be resolved in the studies of Kimble and Madigan
(1992b), but a nitrogenase 3 (iron-only type) was
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suggested on the basis of the accumulated evidence.
Alternative nitrogenases apparently function as

backup systems for diazotrophic growth of organisms
whose habitats are periodically or permanently
deficient in Mo. The alternative nitrogenase of Hb.
gestii may thus have ecological significance for this
organism in its natural habitat, paddy field soil
(Ormerod et al., 1990), where Mo deficiency is often
a problem due to metal leaching under acidic
conditions (Bishop and Joerger, 1990).

IV. Ecology and Isolation of Heliobacteria

A. Habitats of Heliobacteria

The ecology and distribution of heliobacteria in
nature is now becoming clear. On the basis of
isolations made to date beginning with that of
Heliobacterium chlorum (Gest and Favinger, 1983),
virtually all reported isolates of heliobacteria have
been obtained from soils (Beer-Romero and Gest,
1987; Ormerod et al, 1990; Madigan, 1992;
Stevenson, 1993; Stevenson et al., 1993; Pickett et
al., 1994). Indeed, enrichment studies (see below)
suggest that with the exception of the hot springs
isolate of Starynin and Gorlenko (1993), the
Yellowstone hot springs isolates of Kimble and
Madigan (Kimble and Madigan, 1994; Kimble et al.,
1995) and a strain isolated from an Oregon hot
spring by R.W. Castenholz (personal communication
to JGO), soil may be the only habitat of heliobacteria.

In an extensive series of enrichment cultures carried
out in the laboratory of MTM, positive heliobacterial
enrichments were obtained only from soil. From
over 100 soils tested, 22 were positive for helio-
bacteria. Of some 20 aquatic samples tested in the
same way, including freshwater lakes, ponds, marsh
waters, raw sewage, and several marine and salt
marsh samples, none yielded heliobacteria (Stevenson
et al., 1993). In addition, it should be mentioned that
heliobacteria were never reported (before 1983) from
the thousands of enrichment cultures for anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria that have been made by various
workers over the years. However, it is possible that
enrichments which had turned green may have
contained heliobacteria that were mistaken for green
algae or cyanobacteria and discarded. Thus, although
all indications are that heliobacteria are terrestrial
phototrophs, more enrichments using selective
methods for heliobacteria but with aquatic samples

are needed to further support this.
Rice field soils appear to be major habitats for

heliobacteria. Of 16 new isolates obtained in
enrichment studies, 9 were from such soils (Stevenson
et al., 1993). In addition, Heliobacillus mobilis,
Heliobacterium gestii and Heliophilum fasciatum all
originated from rice soils (Beer-Romero and Gest,
1987; Ormerod et al., 1990). Dry paddy field soil in
particular appears to be a good source of heliobacteria
(Ormerod et al., 1990; Madigan, 1992; Stevenson et
al., 1993). This suggests that these strictly anaerobic
organisms have evolved strategies for surviving
drying and any resultant exposure to oxygen;
endospore production is clearly one such strategy. In
recent enrichment studies (Stevenson, 1993) soil
moisture, pH, and ammonia levels were measured in
attempts to define the optimal physicochemical
parameters in soils for heliobacteria. Heliobacteria-
positive soil samples ranged from 0.1–66% in soil
moisture content, 4.2–8.4 in pH, and
ammonia/g dry soil. Thus, dry soils are not required
for recovery of heliobacteria (although most
successful soils were dry), acidic soils can contain
heliobacteria, and, although fixation may be of
survival value to heliobacteria, they are also
indigenous to soils containing sufficient ammonia to
repress nitrogenase synthesis. In addition, although
tropical soils (for example, Far Eastern and African
paddy field soils) were the best sources of
heliobacteria, the organisms were also present in
temperate soils (for example Minnesota, Arkansas,
Texas [USA] and Italy) and even in soils from near
the Arctic Circle (Iceland; Stevenson et al., 1993;
Kimble et al., 1995; Kimble and Madigan, unpub-
lished).

Heliobacteria are thus clearly ecologically distinct
from green and purple bacteria, which are generally
found in aquatic environments (Madigan, 1988;
Pfennig, 1989; see also Chapter 4 by Van Gemerden
and Mas, this volume). Although nonsulfur purple
bacteria are present in some soils (Gest et al., 1985),
like purple and green sulfur bacteria, their primary
habitats are aquatic (Madigan, 1988). The ability of
at least some heliobacteria to sporulate is likely
related to their soil habitat, as other endospore-
forming bacteria are primarily soil organisms as
well. Sporulation would allow heliobacteria to survive
the alternate flooding and extreme drying of paddy
field soils, and the changing moisture levels
experienced in most other soils.

It may also be significant to the ecology of
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heliobacteria that all species fix molecular nitrogen
(Kimble and Madigan, 1992a,b). In rice soils, nitrogen
fixation by heliobacteria may be an important factor
in providing combined nitrogen for rice plants.
Perhaps rice plants excrete organic substances that
are used by heliobacteria in exchange for fixed
nitrogen. If true, this would suggest interesting
agricultural applications for heliobacteria in
improving soil fertility.

B. Enrichment and Isolation of Heliobacteria

Enrichment of heliobacteria begins with soil as
inoculum. Dry soil is suitable, and as discussed
above, may even be desirable. From enrichment
studies (Ormerod et al., 1990; Stevenson, 1993;
Stevenson et al., 1993), it has become clear that
dilute complex media at neutral pH or defined media
containing lactate or acetate are most suitable for
enrichment of heliobacteria. Yeast extract solution
(0.2–0.3% w/v, pH 7) seems to be the best for
primary isolation (Stevenson et al., 1993; Kimble et
al., 1995).

In establishing enrichments for heliobacteria, one
should take some precautions as to anaerobic
conditions. When growing phototrophically, the
heliobacteria are strict anaerobes (Madigan, 1992).
Thus, media prereduced by storage for several days
in contact with the atmosphere of an
anaerobic glove box, or alternatively, boiled for several
minutes and sealed under an anaerobic gas before
autoclaving (Hungate method), are helpful for
obtaining positive enrichments. However, since
heliobacterial spores are oxygen resistant, the job of
removing the oxygen in enrichments can be left to
aerobic heterotrophs in the inoculum; once these
have used up the oxygen, any heliobacteria will
begin to grow. If crude enrichments are obtained,
however, strictly anaerobic conditions must be
maintained thereafter in order to obtain pure cultures
of heliobacteria.

Light and temperature can also be selective
enrichment factors. Heliobacteria cannot grow at as
low a light intensity as purple and green bacteria do,
but they tolerate high light intensities quite well
(Beer-Romero, 1987; Madigan, 1992; Kimble and
Madigan, unpublished results; Ormerod, unpublished
observations). Thus 5,000–10,000 lux (incandescent)
illumination is recommended for primary isolations.
Enrichment temperatures around 40 °C should be
used as an additional selective factor for heliobacteria

(all heliobacteria isolated thus far grow up to at least
42 °C) and to discourage growth of purple bacteria.
A final selective factor which is frequently essential
for isolating heliobacteria from many soils is to
pasteurize the soil sample used in the enrichment.
Pasteurization eliminates problems with competing
organisms, in particular nonsulfur purple bacteria
such as Rhodopseudomonas palustris. It has been
observed that if an enrichment for heliobacteria gets
overtaken by purple bacteria, heliobacteria never
develop (Stevenson, 1993).

Positive enrichments for heliobacteria generally
appear as slimy green clumps of cells typically located
at the soil/liquid or glass/liquid interface; only weak
growth is usually observed in the bulk medium (in
fact the bulk medium may not become pigmented,
thus one must look carefully for signs of heliobacteria
before concluding that an enrichment is negative).
Microscopically, pasteurized enrichments generally
contain a variety of sporulating organisms including
heliobacteria and clostridia. Endospore-forming
heliobacteria are usually some of the largest cells in
enrichments and spores, if present, are typically
located either centrally or subterminally (Stevenson
et al., 1993). If an enrichment is suspected of being
positive for heliobacteria, it should immediately be
streaked on plates of the same medium within an
anaerobic chamber and then incubated photosyn-
thetically in anaerobic jars (streaking plates in air
followed by anaerobic incubation rarely yields
heliobacteria). The presence of heliobacteria on plates
is signaled within 2–3 days by the formation of
greenish or brown-green colonies. These can be
picked and restreaked (anaerobically) to obtain pure
cultures. Most isolates can be purified by this method;
however, some strains have required streaking on
plates of medium solidified with washed agar or
Gelrite®, a nonagar-based solidifying agent, in order
to be obtained in axenic culture. Further details of
enrichment methods for isolating heliobacteria and
recipes for a variety of media for growing pure
cultures of heliobacteria are given in Madigan (1992)
and in Gest et al., (1985).

Finally, it should be mentioned that because
enrichment cultures of heliobacteria generally contain
chemotrophic spore-forming bacteria, the chances
of some of these being present as contaminants in
‘purified’ cultures of heliobacteria, even after plating,
must always be considered. Therefore, the presence
of spores in some heliobacterial cultures does not
necessarily indicate the identity of the spores. The
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surest way of determining this is to observe
scotophobotaxis in motile sporangia. When the
microscope light is shaded momentarily, a swimming
heliobacterial sporangium cell usually reverses its
direction. Having ascertained the identity of the
spores, further steps in purification can be carried
out as described above.

C. Contrasts of Heliobacteria with Purple and
Green Bacteria

Any consideration of the ecology of heliobacteria
must take into account other phototrophic bacteria
which can compete with them in one way or another.
Heliobacteria are primarily soil organisms preferring
relatively high light intensities; this clearly separates
them from the classical purple and green bacteria
which are mainly aquatic and able to grow, particularly
in the case of the green sulfur bacteria, at very low
light intensities. Since they are most commonly found
in the soil of rice fields, heliobacteria may have some
sort of special relationship with rice plants. The
considerable quantities of methane produced in rice
field soils would in general preclude the presence of
significant amounts of sulfide in them. The
heliobacteria present in rice soils are therefore
probably not exposed to competition from photo-
trophic sulfur bacteria in this environment. Instead,
competition most likely exists with purple nonsulfur
bacteria, which like heliobacteria live a photohetero-
trophic lifestyle, and with cyanobacteria, which are
common in rice soils (Buresh et al., 1980; Habte and
Alexander, 1980).

Habte and Alexander (1980) showed that purple
bacteria were present in rice field soils, and these
may become dominant in enrichment cultures
inoculated with such soils, especially if a fresh,
moist sample is used. Rice fields are waterlogged
and anaerobic during the growth season, so the ability
to tolerate oxygen shown by some purple bacteria
would scarcely be of advantage here, as it is in
stratified lakes (De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1990). It
may therefore be that the cardinal heliobacterial
property in this regard is spore formation; endospores
would allow for survival of heliobacteria during the
dry season and upon return of flooded conditions
would serve as inoculum for rapid development of a
heliobacterial microflora.

The absorption properties of heliobacteria may
also be of ecological advantage. Absorption spectra
of heliobacteria have a major peak at about 790 nm.

This absorption peak is unique for heliobacteria and
would allow them to grow beneath a layer of
cyanobacteria. It is also interesting to note that from
a phylogenetic standpoint heliobacteria show closer
relationships to the cyanobacteria than to any group
of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria (Woese, 1987).
Perhaps the obligately anaerobic heliobacteria and
the oxygen-producing cyanobacteria have more
intimate ecological relationships in rice soil and
other soils than one would at first suspect. The
discovery of such relationships awaits more thorough
understanding of the microbial ecology of photo-
synthesis in the rice soil environment.
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Summary

Beverly K. Pierson and Richard W. Castenholz

The filamentous anoxygenic phototrophs are a diverse group of photosynthetic bacteria that are of particular
evolutionary significance. The best known species is the thermophilic Chloroflexus aurantiacus. This organism
is a prominent member of hot spring microbial mat communities. Because it forms a deep division in the
eubacterial line of descent and because it has an interesting combination of characteristics found in very
different and diverse groups of phototrophic prokaryotes, it is of particular significance in addressing questions
of evolutionary importance.

There are several other strains of filamentous photosynthetic bacteria from a wide range of environments that
are substantially different from Cf. aurantiacus yet have enough similarity in fundamental photosynthetic
features to be likely relatives. Sequence data (16S rRNA) are needed to define the phylogenetic range of the
family Chloroflexaceae. Some of the interesting biology of the diverse filamentous phototrophs is discussed in
this chapter along with the taxonomic and phylogenetic problems they present.

The physiology of Cf. aurantiacus is intriguing in several respects. The recently described autotrophic
fixation pathway involving 3-hydroxypropionate is unlike any other known autotrophic mechanism.
C. aurantiacus is also unique among all groups of phototrophs in lacking the capacity for nitrogen fixation. The
regulation of pigment synthesis in response to changing growth conditions is particularly interesting due to the
presence of two different photosynthetic pigments located in different sub-cellular environments. The fact that
Cf. aurantiacus is a thermophile provides another dimension of complexity to its physiology. It is also quite
resistant to UV radiation. Some of its characteristics may be relicts from Precambrian ancestors.

I. Introduction

The anoxygenic filamentous phototrophic bacteria
are a large and diverse group of microorganisms
(Table 1). They are discussed together in this chapter
primarily for convenience but also because they
share some similarities in structure and metabolism.
Although we are not prepared to argue strongly that
the filamentous character is a particularly significant
trait to the overall taxonomy of this diverse group of
organisms, it does appear that many of these bacteria
may in fact bear a relatively close relationship to
each other. The organisms discussed in this review
include the members of the family Chloroflexaceae
and the other anoxygenic filamentous phototrophs of
uncertain affiliation.

The family Chloroflexaceae includes the genera
Chloroflexus, Oscillochloris, and Chloronema. Only
one species, Chloroflexus aurantiacus, has been
described in substantial detail from the extensive
study of pure cultures. A new thermophilic species is
currently under study and may be described soon
(Satoshi Hanada, personal communication). We will
review the taxonomy of this group and the physiology
of all the genera, including the well-studied Cf.
aurantiacus, the lesser known species of the ‘green

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; BPh – bacterio-
pheophytin; Cf. – Chloroflexus; MCLO – Marine Chloroflexus-
like organism

Chloroflexus’(Strain GCF), the mesophilic Chloro-
flexus, the marine and hypersaline Chloroflexus-like
organisms (MCLOs), and the species of Oscillo-
chloris and Chloronema.

We will also review the other anoxygenic
filamentous phototrophs of uncertain affiliation.
These organisms include the described species
Heliothrix oregonensis (no relationship to the
‘Heliobacteria’), the thermophilic red filamentous
bacteria, and the hypersaline filamentous purple
bacteria.

Our approach will be topical. For each topic
considered, we will first discuss the well-studied Cf.
aurantiacus followed by a review of what is known
about the other filamentous phototrophs.

Much of the physiology of Cf. aurantiacus will be
discussed in greater detail in other chapters which
we will cross-reference where appropriate. We bring
a particular perspective to this review. Our objective
is to identify problems of interest in the ecophysiology
and evolutionary biology of this group of organisms.
We have long recognized the existence of many
poorly understood and possibly related phototrophic
bacteria that are important to our overall under-
standing of the phylogeny of phototrophs and the
origin and evolution of photosynthesis. We hope to
increase awareness of and interest in the study and
successful isolation of a much greater diversity of
phototrophs to increase the database for the
development of future evolutionary theories.
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II. Taxonomy and Phylogeny

A. Problems With This Group

Establishing a meaningful taxonomy and under-
standing the phylogeny of the filamentous photo-
trophs are two tasks beset with problems unique to
this group of organisms. It is apparent from ecological
studies and field observations of the natural history
of several habitats that the anoxygenic filamentous
phototrophs comprise a large and diverse group

(Table 1). From this group only one species has been
successfully isolated and sustained in pure culture
and has been subjected to extensive analyses. Other
‘species’ have been studied as natural populations,
in dual or mixed cultures, or in pure cultures which
have been difficult to maintain and were subsequently
lost, or in cultures that have not been readily available
to many labs. Consequently, the broadly based
phenotypic data needed to construct useful taxa and
the arrays of nucleic acid sequences needed to
construct meaningful phylogenies are lacking. Thus,
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while abundant data on natural history, microscopy,
and ultrastructure tantalize us with the obvious
recognition of numerous diverse species of interest,
the very limited availability of pure cultures frustrates
our understanding of this group.

B. Taxonomy of Chloroflexaceae

The thermophilic Chloroflexus aurantiacus (Pierson
and Castenholz, 1974a) is still the only genus and
species of the Chloroflexaceae that has been described
on the basis of axenic cultures that are readily
available. Chloronema (Dubinina and Gorlenko,
1975) and Oscillochloris (Gorlenko and Pivovarova,
1977) are the two other genera included in this
family. The description of Chloronema was not
based on cultured material. Recently a culture of
Oscillochloris trichoides was isolated and made
available (Keppen et al., 1993). Trüper (1976)
proposed Chloroflexaceae as a family with affinities
to the Chlorobiaceae (green sulfur bacteria) and
included the two families in the suborder Chloro-
biineae. Bacteria in the family Chloroflexaceae were
described as filamentous, phototrophic bacteria with
gliding motility, Gram-negative, flexible cell walls,
and bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) a and BChl c, d, or e.

Problems with the description of this taxon exist.
Although Gram staining reactions appear to be
negative, neither the ultrastructural appearance nor
the chemistry of the cell wall of Cf. aurantiacus is
typical of other Gram-negative bacteria (Knudsen et
al., 1982; Jürgens et al., 1987; see also Chapter by
Weckesser and Golecki). ‘Oscillochloris chrysea’
was Gram-positive and had a thick peptidoglycan
layer with no outer membrane (Gorlenko, 1988,
1989a). Some of the marine Chloroflexus-like
organisms we have been studying stain Gram-positive
or Gram-variable and appear to lack an outer
membrane (B. Pierson, unpublished).

In recognition of the probable significance of the
true filamentous morphology of these phototrophs,
we have referred to them as photosynthetic
flexibacteria (Pierson and Castenholz, 1992). In
Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology, Pfennig
(1989) proposed the group ‘multicellular filamentous
green bacteria’ to include the genera Chloroflexus,
Chloronema, Oscillochloris, and Heliothrix. The
genus Heliothrix, however, differs significantly from
the other three genera in lacking chlorosomes and
BChl c, d, or e. Consequently the appropriateness of
this taxonomic grouping as a family is weakened.

Further difficulties have arisen with the utility of this
proposed grouping due to physiological constraints
included in the description. The description
emphasizes that all members of the group are
facultatively aerobic and preferentially use organic
substrates in their metabolism. It further states that
reduced sulfur compounds are not important electron
donors for laboratory cultures. These proposed taxa
and less formal groupings may be unnecessarily
restrictive at a time when very few laboratory cultures
have actually been available for study. Field studies
of apparently related organisms have revealed a
tolerance for high levels of sulfide, as well as a
capacity for sulfide dependent autotrophy. Studies
on pure cultures have shown that one strain of
Chloroflexus, the GCF strain (Giovannoni et al.,
1987) is not facultatively aerobic.

Our discussion of the range of physiologies present
in filamentous phototrophs presented in this chapter
will support our suggestion that at this time the most
useful grouping of these organisms is as photo-
synthetic flexibacteria or anoxygenic filamentous
phototrophs. The term green non-sulfur bacteria
should be dropped. It is potentially very misleading.
The analogy to purple sulfur and non-sulfur bacteria
breaks down on phylogenetic grounds. The two
‘groups’ of purple bacteria are closely related
phylogenetically, at least as members of the vast
array of Proteobacteria. The two groups of green
bacteria are not. The term filamentous green bacteria
is appropriate when referring to the three genera
Chloroflexus, Chloronema, and Oscillochloris but
not Heliothrix. The term ‘gliding green bacteria’
should be dropped because this would include
Choroherpeton which is not filamentous, but does
glide and is closely related to the green sulfur bacteria
and not to Chloroflexus.

C. Phylogeny and Evolution

On the basis of 16S rRNA catalogs and complete
sequence data, it was concluded that Chloroflexus
aurantiacus forms a very deep division within the
eubacterial line of descent (Oyaizu et al., 1987;
Woese, 1987). Other organisms included in the same
grouping with Cf. aurantiacus are Herpetosiphon
aurantiacus, a filamentous gliding non-photo-
synthetic bacterium, and Thermomicrobium roseum,
another non-photosynthetic bacterium. Thermus
thermophilus may also be fairly closely related
(Hartmann et al., 1989). The two most interesting
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aspects of the position of Chloroflexus on the
eubacterial tree are its lack of phylogenetic closeness
to any other groups of phototrophs and the depth of
its branch on the tree. Its position as the deepest
division of all the phototrophs suggests its ancestors
diverged earlier than those of any of the other
phototrophs.

Heliothrix oregonensis has been described on the
basis of studies of natural populations and a co-
culture with the non-phototrophic Isosphaera pallida
(Pierson et al., 1984a). On the basis of 16S and 5S
rRNA sequence data, Heliothrix oregonensis is
phylogenetically close to Cf. aurantiacus and is not
at all close to any of the other phototrophic bacteria
(Pierson et al., 1985; Weller et al., 1992). Heliothrix
oregonensis, however, is not a ‘green’ bacterium
and is excluded from the taxon Chloroflexaceae as
currently defined. Analysis of 5S rRNA from
Oscillochloris trichoides also supports greater
phylogenetic closeness to the Chloroflexus group
than to any other phototrophic bacteria (Keppen et
al., 1993b). The closeness of Herpetosiphon
aurantiacus to Chloroflexus on the basis of 16S
rRNA analysis reinforces the idea of the significance
of filamentous morphology in defining this group
and lends credence to our suggestion that for the time
being all filamentous phototrophs should be grouped
together. However, Thermomicrobium roseum, which
is also in this group, is not filamentous, hence
weakening this argument.

There are several serious problems plaguing these
phylogenetic interpretations, however. Some could
be solved quite readily. First, only two strains of Cf.
aurantiacus have been analyzed for 16S rRNA
sequences. It is desirable to do other strains since
potentially significant phenotypic variations do exist,
for example, between the two most studied strains, J-
10-fl and OK-70-fl. The facultatively autotrophic
and sulfide-dependent thermophilic strain, GCF
(green Chloroflexus), has not been analyzed.
Sequence data are also lacking for the mesophilic
freshwater strain first described by Gorlenko (1976)
and Pivovarova and Gorlenko (1977) and for
Chloronema and Oscillochloris. Likewise, phylo-
genetic data are lacking for the uncultured marine
strain (Mack and Pierson, 1988) and the hypersaline
strains that are not yet axenic but will be briefly
described in this chapter. With the availability of
PCR technology, a comprehensive phylogenetic
analysis of all of these filamentous anoxygenic
phototrophs could be undertaken and would greatly

enhance our understanding of the relationships of
these organisms to each other and to other
phototrophs.

The necessity of a more extensive analysis of 16S
rRNA based phytogeny within this group is further
enhanced by two other analyses which are not readily
resolved with the current paucity of phylogenetic
data. The relative position of some groups of
phototrophs in the eubacterial tree has been
challenged recently on the basis of 5S rRNA sequence
data (Van den Eynde et al., 1990). The 5S RNA data
corroborated the close relationship of Cf. aurantiacus
to Thermomicrobium roseum but excluded Herpeto-
siphon aurantiacus from this group in contrast to the
16S RNA data. Furthermore, the 5S RNA data
produced a tree in which the cyanobacterial-plastid
cluster of phototrophs and the green sulfur bacterial
cluster of phototrophs both formed earlier branches
or deeper divisions than the Chloroflexus cluster.
Analysis of 23S rRNA sequences (Woese et al.,
1990), however, supports earlier 16S rRNA data
suggesting a close relationship between the green
sulfur bacteria and the flavobacterial group and
reinforcing the early branch points suggested by the
16S rRNA data (Woese, 1987). These findings have
particular significance for evolutionary inter-
pretations. Such conflicts must be resolved in order
to interpret phylogeny with confidence. One
important step in solving these problems is to increase
the resolution of the system by including a larger
number of data sets. As it currently stands, the
phylogenetic grouping with Cf. aurantiacus contains
only two unequivocal members, both of which are
thermophiles. Many of the other, perhaps related,
bacteria that are not yet sequenced are not
thermophiles, and it seems likely that thermophily
will not be a unifying characteristic of the group.
More analyses as suggested above could lead to a
larger, more stable grouping, in which the branch
point might be determined with greater confidence.

Further confusion in interpreting phylogenetic
relationships, and certainly in interpreting the
evolution of phototrophs and photosynthesis, has
been introduced with recent analysis of evolutionary
relationships among the reaction center genes
(Blankenship, 1992). The two fundamental types of
reaction centers are distributed among the various
groups of phototrophs in ways that preclude any
simple linear explanation of the evolution of the
reaction centers within and among the different
groups. Gene duplications followed by lateral gene
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transfer and divergence may account for the extant
distribution of these pigment-protein complexes. Cf.
aurantiacus, despite its apparent early divergence
from the other eubacteria as suggested by the 16S
rRNA data, does not appear to possess an ancestral
reaction center. It would be most interesting to acquire
data on the functional nature and molecular sequence
of the reaction centers from the other filamentous
anoxygenic phototrophs. The details of photosyn-
thetic reaction centers from anoxygenic phototro-
phic bacteria are covered in several chapters of this
book.

Thermophilic Cf. aurantiacus is but one species
within a very large and probably quite diverse group
of filamentous phototrophic bacteria that are likely
to be significant to our understanding of the early
evolution of photosynthesis. Its thermophily and its
frequently cited chimeric nature in photosynthetic
properties may prove to be the exceptions rather than
the rule among these bacteria. We must bear in mind
that these characteristics have been important in
defining the taxa to which Chloroflexus belongs only
because by chance it was the first, and remains so far
the only, species that has been readily isolated and
cultured. The very recent availability of pure cultures
of O. trichoides will pose new challenges to the
extant taxonomic systems (Keppen et al., 1993a).

III. Physiology

Most of our understanding of the physiology of the
filamentous phototrophs is based on studies of Cf.
aurantiacus. Studies of other organisms will also be
mentioned where appropriate. The type species Cf.
aurantiacus is a thermophile with an optimum
temperature for growth between 52 and 60 °C
(Pierson and Castenholz, 1974a). It is a common and
abundant inhabitant of neutral to alkaline hot springs
with or without sulfide over a wide temperature
range up to about 70–72 °C. Occurrence above 66 °C
has been observed only when associated with
cyanobacteria that grow at higher temperatures (see
Chapter 6 by Castenholz and Pierson). It is usually
associated with cyanobacteria. Its distribution in
natural habitats, general ecology, isolation, and
laboratory culture, as well as some aspects of its
physiology have recently been reviewed (Pierson
and Castenholz, 1992; see Chapter 5 by Castenholz
and Pierson). Green Chloroflexus (GCF) is found as
nearly pure mats devoid of cyanobacteria in a limited

number of hot springs containing sulfide over the
temperature range of 50 to 66 °C (Giovannoni et al.,
1987). Heliothrix oregonensis is also a thermophile
found much less commonly than Chloroflexus in
alkaline hot springs where it is occasionally very
abundant. Its optimum temperature for metabolic
activity is between 50 and 55 °C. All three of these
thermophilic filamentous phototrophs are found
naturally as major visible components of microbial
mats that usually contain various unicellular or
filamentous cyanobacteria. In springs devoid of
sulfide, Chloroflexus commonly forms a distinct
orange layer beneath a surface layer of oxygenic
cyanobacteria. Since no sulfide-tolerant cyano-
bacteria are known above temperatures of 56 °C,
mats with primary sulfide at this temperature and
above are dominated by presumably autotrophic
Chloroflexus which exists as a surface layer or a
unispecific mat up to about 66 °C. Heliothrix often
forms a flocculant surface layer above cyanobacteria
in mats where sulfide is absent. For a short review of
ecological conditions that support these phototrophs,
see Castenholz (1988).

Mesophilic Cf. aurantiacus with a temperature
optimum of 20–25 °C was found as a component of
microbial mats growing on mud containing some
sulfide at the bottom of stratified freshwater lakes
(Gorlenko, 1976; Pivovarova and Gorlenko, 1977).

Marine Chloroflexus-like organisms (MCLOs)
have been observed in a large number of marine and
hypersaline environments containing biogenic sulfide
(Pierson and Castenholz, 1992). They are prominent
members of microbial mat communities containing
other phototrophs such as purple and green sulfur
bacteria and a top layer of cyanobacteria. Such
habitats are characterized by steep and dynamic
microgradients of oxygen, sulfide, and light. Species
of Beggiatoa are frequently found in association
with the MCLOs which may migrate on a diel basis
in response to changing gradients. Although
mesophilic, some of these populations are exposed
to internal mat temperatures above 40 °C in shallow
habitats exposed to full sun in the summer.

Oscillochloris species have been collected
primarily from sulfide-containing freshwater mats
over a temperature range of 10 to 20 °C, often in
association with purple and green sulfur bacteria and
species of Beggiatoa (Gorlenko, 1989a). Cultures of
Oscillochloris trichoides were isolated from the
sediment of a sulfide-containing spring in the
Caucasus (Keppen et al., 1993a).
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Unlike the other filamentous phototrophs, the
known Chloronema species is mesophilic and
planktonic, occurring in freshwater lakes with low
sulfide and high ferrous iron content (Gorlenko,
1989b). It was found below the chemocline in an
anoxic zone along with species of purple and green
sulfur bacteria.

There are two other anoxygenic filamentous
phototrophs that occur in microbial mat communities.
BChl a-containing filaments form a prominent red
layer deep in microbial mats in some alkaline hot
springs (Castenholz, 1984). Like Heliothrix, these
bacteria lack chlorosomes and BChls c, d, or e
(Pierson et al., unpublished). The gliding filaments
appear to be photoheterotrophic and contain abundant
membranes similar in appearance to those of
Ectothiorhodospira species (Boomer et al., 1990).
Ultrastructurally similar filaments occur in hyper-
saline microbial mats in association with the
cyanobacterium Microcoleus chthonoplastes
(D’Amelio et al., 1987).

A. Carbon Metabolism

1. Heterotrophy vs. Autotrophy

Cf. aurantiacus grows most rapidly as a photo-
heterotroph. Autotrophic capability has been
demonstrated in some strains (Madigan et al., 1974;
Madigan and Brock, 1975), but is slower than
photoheterotrophic growth. Both sulfide (Madigan
and Brock, 1977a) and hydrogen (Holo and Sirevåg,
1986) can serve as electron donors for fixation.
Although most strains appear to grow slowly
autotrophically in the lab, sulfide-dependent
photoautotrophy has been demonstrated in natural
hot spring populations of Chloroflexus (Giovannoni
et al., 1987; Jørgensen and Nelson, 1988).

2. Autotrophic Fixation Pathways

The pathway for    fixation has been difficult to
identify (Madigan and Brock, 1977a; Sirevåg and
Castenholz, 1979) until recently when it became
clear that Cf. aurantiacus possesses a novel
autotrophic pathway not found in any other
organisms. Initial studies on the nature of this pathway
suggested that acetyl-CoA was formed from
directly and that 3-hydroxypropionate was an
intermediate in the pathway (Holo and Grace, 1987
and 1988; Holo, 1989). Carboxylation of acetyl-
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CoA was suggested as a means to produce pyruvate
(Holo and Grace, 1988).

Further studies on the    fixation pathway in Cf.
aurantiacus (DSM 636) which is the same strain
(OK-70-fl) studied by Holo and associates, have led
to a postulated pathway in which two carboxylation
steps result in the net formation of glyoxylate which
is assimilated into cellular carbon, and the
regeneration of acetyl-CoA which is the primary

acceptor molecule (Strauss et al., 1992; Strauss
and Fuchs, 1993; Eisenreich et al., 1993; see Fig. 3 in
Chapter 40 by Sirevåg). A different pathway has
been proposed from studies of Chloroflexus strain
B-3 (Ivanovsky et al., 1993; see Fig. 2 in Chapter 40
by Sirevåg). The two proposed pathways are similar
in their first and last steps, but the intermediary
reactions, including the second carboxylation step,
are different.

In both proposed pathways the first carboxylation
reaction uses acetyl-CoA as the acceptor molecule.
The product of this reaction in the 3-hydroxy-
propionate cycle (Strauss et al., 1992) is malonyl-
CoA, which is converted via 3-OH-propionate to
propionyl-CoA which is the acceptor molecule for
the second carboxylation reaction. In the cycle
proposed by Ivanosky (1993), the first carboxylation
reaction produces pyruvate which is converted to
phosphoenolpyruvate which serves as the acceptor
molecule for the second carboxylation step. In the 3-
hydroxypropionate cycle, propionyl-CoA is carbox-
ylated to methylmalonyl-CoA which is converted to
malyl-CoA, perhaps via succinate and malate.

Consistent with these proposed pathways is the
presence in Cf. aurantiacus of a substantial corrinoid
fraction, 85% of which is in the form of coenzyme

(Stupperich et al., 1990). This corrinoid could be
the prosthetic group of a methylmalonyl-CoA mutase
involved in the reaction sequence from propionyl-
CoA to succinyl-CoA (Stupperich et al., 1990). In
the last reaction of the proposed cycle, the malyl-
CoA is cleaved to glyoxylate, regenerating the acetyl-
CoA (Strauss et al., 1992).

In the cycle proposed by Ivanovsky et al. (1993),
the second carboxylation reaction produces malate
via oxaloacetate. Ivanovsky et al. (1993) have shown
that the terminal reaction producing glyoxylate is
dependent on ATP and CoA. The major differences
in the two cycles are the pyruvate vs. 3-OH-propionate
routes as the primary carboxylation products and the
oxaloacetate vs. succinate paths to malate following
the second carboxylation step. Further work on the
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enzymology of each of the specific reactions,
including regulatory sites, is needed to clarify the
pathway of autotrophy in Cf. aurantiacus. Both
proposed    fixation pathways represent significant
differences in autotrophic mechanisms from all other
known organisms and point to the importance of Cf.
aurantiacus in studies on the evolution of photo-
synthesis.

No evidence for a reversed TCA cycle, typical of
green sulfur bacteria, or for the Calvin Cycle, typical
of purple bacteria, has been found in Cf. aurantiacus.
However, key enzymes of the Calvin Cycle (ribulose-
bisphosphate carboxylase and phosphoribulokinase)
have recently been reported in autotrophically grown
cells of Oscillochloris trichoides, suggesting that the
filamentous green bacteria are metabolically diverse
(Ivanovsky, 1993).

3. Other Aspects of Carbon Metabolism

Heterotrophy and other aspects of carbon metabolism
have recently been reviewed (Pierson and Castenholz,
1992). Suggested pathways for the assimilation of
autotrophically produced glyoxylate into cellular
carbon and other aspects of carbon metabolism are
reviewed in Chapter 40 by Sirevåg.

4. Carbon Metabolism in Other Filamentous
Phototrophs

Little is known of the carbon metabolism in the other
anoxygenic phototrophic filamentous bacteria. Field
studies revealed photoheterotrophy in the thermo-
philic Heliothrix oregonensis (Pierson et al., 1984;
Castenholz and Pierson, 1989). Photoheterotrophy
appeared to be the dominant form of metabolism in
Cf. aurantiacus var. mesophilus (Gorlenko, 1976).
Both photoautotrophic and photoheterotrophic
activity were demonstrated in a marine Chloroflexus-
like organism in field studies (Mack and Pierson,
1988). Strong light-dependent uptake of

has been observed in hypersaline
Chloroflexus-like organisms (Pierson et al., 1994),
suggesting sulfide-dependent autotrophy as their
major metabolism in situ.

B. Nitrogen Metabolism

1. Nitrogen Fixation

The process of nitrogen fixation in anoxygenic
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phototrophic bacteria is reviewed elsewhere in this
volume (see Chapter 42 by Madigan and 43 by
Ludden and Roberts). Cf. aurantiacus is most notable
for its total lack of nitrogen fixing ability (Heda and
Madigan, 1986), a characteristic that distinguishes it
from all other major groups of phototrophs. While
the antiquity of the Chloroflexus divergence remains
in question, this absence of diazotrophy would be
consistent with the idea that the ancestors of
Chloroflexus diverged from the ancestral photo-
trophic bacteria before the evolution or acquisition
of nitrogenase in the phototrophs.

Reports of nitrogen fixation in a recently isolated
strain of Oscillochloris trichoides are of particular
interest (Keppen et al., 1989;Keppen et al., 1993a,b).
No nitrogenase activity occurred in the thermophilic
strains of Cf. aurantiacus, but the strain Dg6 of
O. trichoides had nitrogenase activity when grown
in media with glycine, asparagine or in an atmo-
sphere of Because the phylogenetic closeness
of O. trichoides and Cf. aurantiacus remains to be
determined, we are not certain what the significance
of this finding is to the evolution of nitrogen
metabolism among the filamentous phototrophs.

2. Other Aspects of Nitrogen Metabolism

Studies on nitrogen metabolism in Cf. aurantiacus
(Heda and Madigan, 1986) revealed that nitrate did
not support growth of the strains tested but that
did. Among organic nitrogen compounds several
amino acids also functioned as nitrogen sources for
some strains, but proline, adenine, and urea did not
serve as nitrogen sources for any of the strains tested
(Heda and Madigan, 1986).

Pathways of nitrogen metabolism have been
relatively little studied in Cf. aurantiacus. The
pathway for ammonia assimilation involves
glutamine synthetase only (Kaulen and Klemme,
1983). The lack of glutamate synthase activity
remains to be clarified (Klemme, 1989).

Amino acid metabolism and regulation have been
the subject of some degree of research. Within the
microbial mat environment a considerable array of
organic substrates is available and Chloroflexus
appears to be able to metabolize several amino acids
for both carbon and nitrogen sources with good
growth on casein hydrolysate or glutamate (Pierson
and Castenholz, 1974) or aspartate (Madigan et al.,
1974). Glutamate (glu), alanine, and isoleucine (ile)
are the main constituents of the intracellular amino
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acid pool when cells are grown on minimal medium
(Klemme et al., 1988). Although the concentration
of glu is high, the ratio of ile to glu is unusually high
in Chloroflexus (Klemme et al., 1990). Two different
enzymes with L-threonine (L-serine) dehydratase
activity were found (Laakmann-Ditges and Klemme,
1986 and 1988). The casein hydrolysate can be
replaced by a mixture of glutamate and the amino
acids of the ‘aspartate’ (met, lys, thr) and the ‘ilv’
(ile, leu, val) groups (Klemme et al., 1990). Aspartate
kinase from Chloroflexus has a complex regulation
system and is strongly inhibited by threonine
(Klemme et al., 1990).

The utilization of amino acids in Chloroflexus
grown in undefined media in batch culture or in
chemostats at different dilution rates is quite complex.
It is clear that physiological conditions of cultures
will change when grown under these different
conditions as preferential uptake of different amino
acids occurs (Oelze et al., 1991). The relationship of
growth phase in batch culture or the dilution rate in a
chemostat to the uptake of glu is particularly
significant since glu is the precursor to BChl synthesis.
These authors also found that the commonly used
buffer in medium for growing Chloroflexus, gly-gly,
is preferentially consumed by batch cultures in the
later stages of growth. Ser, ala, and glu each stimulated
growth and pigment synthesis (Oelze and Söntgerath,
1992), and ser was the best substrate tested for both
growth and bacteriochlorophyll synthesis.

Much remains to be learned about the enzymology
and regulation of the amino acid and inorganic
nitrogen metabolism in Chloroflexus aurantiacus.
Very little is known about nitrogen metabolism in
any of the other filamentous anoxygenic phototrophs.

C. Sulfur Metabolism

Cf. aurantiacus can use a variety of compounds
including cysteine, glutathione, methionine, sulfide,
and sulfate as a source of nutrient sulfur during
photoheterotrophic growth (Krasil’nikova, 1987).
Sulfate is the best source for biosynthesis although
thiosulfate may also be used (Krasil’nikova, 1987;
Kondrat’eva and Krasil’nikova, 1988). High levels
of ATP sulfurylase activity were found with optimal
activity at 60–70 °C (Krasil’nikova, 1987).

The use of sulfur compounds as electron donors in
photosynthesis has been reviewed elsewhere (see
Chapter 39 by Brune). Madigan and Brock (1975)
and Giovannoni et al. (1987) showed that sulfide was
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oxidized to elemental sulfur that adhered to and
accumulated outside the cells during both photo-
heterotrophic and photoautotrophic growth.

Sulfide can also be used as an electron donor for
photoautotrophic growth of Oscillochloris trichoides
(Keppen et al., 1993a) and appears to support
photoautotrophy in the hypersaline marine Chloro-
flexus-like organisms (Pierson et al., 1994).

D. Aspects of Energy Metabolism

1. Phototrophy vs. Chemotrophy

Cf. aurantiacus appears to grow best in nature as a
photoheterotroph. Its growth rates and yields in pure
culture are highest when grown anaerobically in the
light on complex organic media. Aerobic growth in
the dark occurs but is slower and has lower yields
(Pierson and Castenholz, 1974b). Krasil’nikova and
Kondrat’eva (1987) reported that fermentation occurs
anaerobically in the dark and products from the
fermentation of glucose included acetate, pyruvate,
lactate, malate, ethanol, and formate. Even those
strains which will grow photoautotrophically (such
as the GCF strain) grow best as photoheterotrophs
(Giovannoni et al., 1987). The latter strain could
tolerate exposure to oxygen but did not grow
aerobically in the dark, appearing to be an obligate
phototroph.

A thorough analysis of the capacity of Cf.
aurantiacus for anaerobic respiration remains to be
done. Thiosulfate may serve as an electron acceptor
in some strains with the accompanying production
of hydrogen sulfide (Kondrat’eva and Krasil’nikova,
1988).

The metabolic versatility of Cf. aurantiacus may
be a definite advantage in its microbial mat habitat in
thermal springs. The mat community usually includes
oxygenic cyanobacteria growing above and within
the Chloroflexus layer. Conditions in such a mat
fluctuate on a diel basis (Revsbech and Ward, 1984).
During the day, such mats are highly oxic. During
darkness and low light periods, the mats become
anoxic. The cyanobacteria may produce a large
variety of organic compounds that can be assimilated
by Chloroflexus both in the light and in the dark
(Anderson et al., 1987; Bateson and Ward, 1988;
Teiser and Castenholz, unpublished data; Ward et
al., 1984). In hot springs containing primary sulfide,
sulfide-tolerant cyanobacteria do not occur at
temperatures above 56 °C and Chloroflexus may
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grow above this temperature (to 66 °C) alone as a
photoautotroph (Castenholz, 1988; see also Chapter
5 by Castenholz and Pierson). Various physio-
logically significant environmental factors such as
oxygen, light, and organic compounds are likely to
have important roles directly or indirectly in
regulating the metabolism of Chloroflexus.

2. ATPase

ATP synthase has been isolated from Cf. aurantiacus
strain A (Microbiology Culture Collection, Moscow
State University). The factor was isolated first and
shown to have ATPase activity (Yanyushin, 1988).
Further characterization revealed that it was very
similar to the enzyme isolated from other eubacteria
although the Chloroflexus enzyme had only four
subunits rather than five in the catalytic portion
(Yanyushin, 1991). The four subunits are of molecular
masses 62,53,36, and 16 kD in a stoichiometry of 3:
3: 1: 1. The proton-channel factor was composed
of three subunits. The enzyme was unusually stable
(Yanyushin, 1988). While Chloroflexus appears to
have a few differences in its ATP synthase from
those of other organisms, the enzymes are funda-
mentally similar.

3. Hydrogenase

A hydrogenase that is loosely associated with the
cell membranes occurs in Cf. aurantiacus strain A
(Microbiology Culture Collection, Moscow State
University) (Serebryakova et al., 1989). This
hydrogenase is a constitutive enzyme that removes
electrons from hydrogen during photoautotrophic
growth and releases molecular hydrogen produced
during fermentation of glucose and pyruvate by
cultures grown anaerobically in the dark. Significant
inactivation of cellular hydrogenase did not occur
below 80 °C, reflecting an ability of the cell
environment to stabilize the enzyme (Serebryakova
et al., 1989). Maximum activity of the enzyme was at
65 °C (Serebryakova et al., 1989). The enzyme
contains an iron-sulfur cluster and nickel and has
ferredoxin as its natural electron donor (Serebryakova
et al., 1990). It differs from the sulfide-inactivated
membrane-bound enzyme described by Drutschmann
and Klemme (1985) from strain OK-70-fl and from
the hydrogenase of green sulfur bacteria (Sere-
bryakova et al., 1990). The hydrogenase was inhibited
by CO and NO but not by (Serebryakova and
Gogotov, 1991).
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E. Pigmentation

One of the most interesting aspects of the physiology
of photosynthesis in Cf. aurantiacus lies in the
diversity, synthesis, and regulation of its pigments.

1. Diversity and Function of Pigments

Cf. aurantiacus contains BChl c in its chlorosomes
as the primary light-harvesting pigment. It contains
smaller amounts of BChl a (B800 and B865
complexes) in the membrane which also function in
light-harvesting and in transfer of energy from the
chlorosomes to the membrane-bound reaction centers
which contain BChl a and BPh a. A specialized
BChl a absorbing at 792 nm is associated with the
baseplate of the chlorosome at the attachment site to
the membrane. In addition to the bacteriochlorophylls,
Cf. aurantiacus also contains carotenoids:

and
comprising 80–95% of the total carotenoids in
anaerobically grown cells and echinenone and
myxobactone constituting 75% of the carotenoids in
aerobically grown cells (K. Schmidt, personal
communication; Schmidt et al., 1980; Halfen et al.,
1972).

Based on analyses of mat layers, the marine and
hypersaline Chloroflexus-like organisms appear to
contain BChl c absorbing between 747 and 755 nm
or BChl d or e absorbing between 710 and 725 nm
plus BChl a (Mack and Pierson, 1988; Pierson et al.,
1994; Palmisano et al., 1989; Des Marais et al.,
1992). Evidence for the same pigments has also been
found in highly enriched cultures (Pierson et al.,
1994). Evidence for as a biomarker for
MCLOs in hypersaline microbial mats has been
reported (Palmisano et al., 1989; Des Marais et al.,
1992). Chloronema appears to contain BChl d, but
also contains small amounts of BChl c or e and
presumably BChl a (Gorlenko, 1989b). Oscillochloris
contains BChl c and a (Keppen et al., 1993a).

Heliothrix oregonensis and the red thermophilic
filaments of mats in Yellowstone National Park
contain only BChl a. The latter contain a BChl a
which has absorption maxima at 910 and 807 nm
(Boomer et al., 1990).

The light-harvesting BChl c of Cf. aurantiacus is
actually a diverse assemblage of several different
isomers and is found as esters of five different
alcohols: geranylgeraniol, phytol, and stearol as well
as the non-isoprenoid alcohols cetol and oleol (Fages
et al., 1990).
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Knowledge of the identity, evolutionary origin,
and adaptive variation in the light-harvesting
chlorosome BChls of green sulfur bacteria and
Chloroflexus has been progressing in recent years. It
has become clearer that changes may occur in the
structure of these chlorophylls in a species of
Chlorobium when cultured for prolonged periods
under low light conditions (Broch-Due and Ormerod,
1978; Bobe et al., 1990). Enzymatic methylation of
BChl d may result in conversion to BChl c with a
red-shift in absorption maxima from about 714 nm
to around 740 nm (Bobe et al., 1990). This transition
has been documented in some species of green sulfur
bacteria while maintained in long-term culture at
low light intensities. Because small amounts of BChl
d have been detected in Cf. aurantiacus (Brune et al.,
1987), it is suggested that a similar transition may
have occurred in this species. It is not clear whether
such changes represent adaptive responses or genetic
evolutionary changes. The presence of such
transitions and two major forms of BChl (c and d) in
the same organism as well as the isomers and different
alcohol esters provide a diversity of pigment
molecules within Cf. aurantiacus. All of these
pigments are found in the chlorosomes and the
increased alkylation occurring at low light levels
could increase the pigment levels attainable by
providing more hydrophobic character and hence
closer packing of the pigment molecules (Bobe et al,
1990).

2. Synthesis and Regulation of Pigments

Synthesis of bacteriochlorophylls in Cf. aurantiacus
is via the pathway from glutamate as in the
oxygenic cyanobacteria and green sulfur bacteria
(Swanson and Smith, 1990; Oh-hama et al., 1991;
Kern and Klemme, 1989; Avissar et al., 1989). This
appears to be the more ancestral pathway for the
synthesis of bacteriochlorophylls (Oh-hama et al.,
1991).

Cf. aurantiacus grows under conditions of great
environmental flux (see Section III. D.1 of this
Chapter and Chapter 5 by Castenholz and Pierson).
It is not surprising that these environmental
parameters have a regulatory influence on the
metabolism of Cf. aurantiacus. Pigment synthesis is
affected by oxygen, light, growth rate, and organic
substrates. Photosynthetic activity and growth are
also affected by these parameters. The array of
pigments present in Cf. aurantiacus and the alterations
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that occur to their relative specific contents due to
changes in environmental parameters and stage of
growth and rate of growth, result in highly varied
absorption spectra. Thus, one must consider carefully
the conditions of growth and stage of growth when
reporting spectra for Cf. aurantiacus in culture
(Pierson and Castenholz, 1974b; Kharchenko, 1992).

Natural populations of Cf. aurantiacus adapted to
low light intensities show photoinhibition when
incubated in higher light intensities (Madigan and
Brock, 1977b). In culture, growth rate increased and
bacteriochlorophyll synthesis decreased in response
to higher light intensities (Pierson and Castenholz,
1974b). Other early studies on the effects of light and
oxygen on cultures of Cf. aurantiacus (Sprague et
al., 1981a, 1981b; Schmidt et al., 1980; Feick et al.,
1982) showed that bacteriochlorophyll synthesis is
reduced in the presence of oxygen and is induced
under anoxic conditions, even in the dark. The
structure of the photosynthetic apparatus is also
affected by oxygen. Lowering the oxygen partial
pressure increased the level of BChl c and the number
and size of chlorosomes. However, the change in
ratio of BChl c to BChl a indicated differential
regulation of these two pigments. Increasing light
intensity was accompanied by an increase in growth
rate (Pierson and Castenholz, 1974b; Oelze and
Fuller, 1987).

Using chemostat-grown cultures Oelze and Fuller
(1987) showed that the specific contents of both
BChl a and c increased with decreasing growth rate.

Golecki and Oelze (1987) showed that the number
of chlorosomes and the percentage of cell membrane
surface area covered by baseplates correlated directly
with the specific content of BChl a. As the specific
content of BChl a increased linearly, the specific
content of BChl c increased exponentially. This
increase in BChl c is structurally accommodated by
increasing the volume of the chlorosomes, the density
of the BChl c molecules within the chlorosomes, and
the number of chlorosomes (Golecki and Oelze,
1987). While the effects of growth rate, light, and
oxygen on pigment levels and ultrastructure are
complex, results of more recent studies are beginning
to clarify some of the physiological aspects of this
system.

In an effort to elucidate the mechanisms of
regulation by light and oxygen on synthesis of both
bacteriochlorophylls a and c, Oelze (1992) has studied
the impact of these factors on parts of the
biosynthetic pathway. By using batch cultures and
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serine-limited growth in chemostat cultures, it was
shown that gabaculine, which inhibits the first step in
5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) synthesis, inhibits BChl
c synthesis more than BChl a synthesis. Oxygen
produced the same effect as gabaculine, thus reducing
the BChl c to a ratio. Light also appeared to act as a
control on ALA formation lowering the BChl c to a
ratio.

Other parts of the pathway may also be affected by
oxygen since addition of ALA to aerated cultures
produced higher levels of coproporphyrin but not
BChl (Oelze, 1992). Although the site of ALA
synthesis is clearly one important regulatory site for
oxygen and light, there may be other sites too, and
little is known about the mechanism of action of light
and oxygen or even whether they act directly or
indirectly. It appears that BChl c synthesis competes
with biomass synthesis for some common substrate
such as glutamate (Oelze, 1992) so that when biomass
levels are high, BChl c levels are low. It was further
suggested that coproporphyrinogen excretion might
be a valve to eliminate excess precursors of BChl c
when a decrease in chlorosome production would
lead to their accumulation (Oelze, 1992).

The regulation of the protein components of the
chlorosomes may also be affected by oxygen. The
BChl c is thought to be associated with a low
molecular weight (5.7 kDa) protein. This protein is
not synthesized as part of a large polypeptide
precursor that is posttranslationally cleaved into
functional fragments (Theroux et al., 1990). The
authors isolated the gene encoding this protein,
showing it to be a discrete gene (csmA.) whose
expression is regulated by oxygen either transcrip-
tionally or posttranscriptionally. Transcriptional
regulation would involve induction of message
synthesis by anaerobiosis. Posttranscriptional
regulation would require oxygen-dependent digestion
of the csmA messages (Theroux et al., 1990).

A greater understanding of regulation of pigment
synthesis requires isolation of key enzymes in the
biosynthetic pathway and study of their regulation.
Regulation of expression of the chlorosomal genes
will also elucidate the possible multiple roles of
oxygen in regulating the synthesis and assembly of
the entire photosynthetic apparatus. The use of
pigment mutants (Pierson et al., 1984b) could enhance
the understanding of the role of pigments in the
assembly of the photosynthetic apparatus.

F. Physical and Chemical Factors Affecting
Growth and Distribution in the Environment

1. Temperature

Many aspects of thermophily have been studied in
C. aurantiacus and only a few references are cited
here. Optimal activity of several enzymes is between
45 °C and 70 °C. Isolated enzyme activities are
sometimes lower than activities measured in cells.
An amylase has been described with optimum activity
at 71 °C (Ratanakhanokchai et al., 1992).

The photochemical reaction center of Cf. auran-
tiacus has thermal stability (Pierson et al., 1983;
Nozawa and Madigan, 1991), a fact that has made it
applicable to the study of energy-requiring transport
phenomena in membranes from thermophilic
anaerobic bacteria. The reconstituted membranes
containing the thermostable reaction centers can
develop a proton motive force in the presence of
light under anaerobic conditions (Speelmans et al.,
1993). The special pair band within the reaction
center appears to be more sensitive to thermal
denaturation than the accessory pigment band
(Pierson et al., 1983; Nozawa and Madigan, 1991).

Membrane phenomena at high temperatures are
dependent not only on thermal stability of proteins
but on the stability of the inherent membrane structure
which is influenced by lipid phase transitions. Oelze
and Fuller (1983) determined the temperature
characteristics of growth and the membrane-bound
enzyme activities of NADH oxidase, succinate 2,6-
dichlorophenolindophenol reductase, ATPase, and
light-induced proton extrusion. Enzyme activities
were maximal at 65–70 °C but membrane phenom-
ena, such as proton extrusion, appeared to be
significantly altered at temperatures above 60 °C.
An apparent lipid phase transition occurred at
suboptimal temperatures (near 40 °C in cells grown
at 50 °C) which could contribute to a decrease in
photosynthetic efficiency.

The presence of the polyamine, sym-homo-
spermidine may contribute to thermal stability of
some components in cells of Cf. aurantiacus
(Norgaard et al., 1983), although this role remains to
be confirmed.

2. Salinity

Marine and hypersaline Chloroflexus-like organisms
occur at salinities ranging from 3.5% (Mack and
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Pierson, 1988) to 15% (Pierson et al., 1994). The
organisms of the latter habitat, when studied in
mixed culture, had an optimum salinity for growth of
10% and did not grow at salinities as high as 15%
even though they are exposed to such high salinities
at least transiently in nature.

3. Radiation

a. Ultraviolet Radiation

Cf. aurantiacus is surprisingly resistant to ultraviolet
radiation (Pierson et al., 1984b, 1993; Pierson, 1994).
Cultures were grown under anoxic conditions in the
light in the presence of continuous UV-C radiation
with near normal growth rates but depressed yields
(Pierson et al., 1993). Cf. aurantiacus grew very
well in a continuous UV-C irradiance of 0.01
a level that was lethal to E. coli (Pierson et al., 1993).
Although nothing is yet known of the mechanisms of
UV resistance in Cf. aurantiacus, such tolerance
may represent a relict of specific adaptations to
growth in shallow mat communities early in the
Precambrian prior to the existence of oxygen and a
protective ozone layer (Pierson, 1994; Pierson et al.,
1993).

b. Visible and Near Infrared Radiation

As a phototroph Cf. aurantiacus is dependent on
light to sustain its primary growth in the natural
environment of hot spring microbial mats. With
carotenoids, BChl c and a as important photosynthetic
pigments, these cells seem well-adapted to using
much of the visible and NIR parts of the spectrum.
By using a fiber optic probe to measure spectral
irradiance within the microbial mats (Pierson et al.,
1990), it has been possible to demonstrate which
wavelengths are available to sustain photosynthesis
at a given depth in the mat community where
Chloroflexus cells may be found and to show which
wavelengths are attenuated by specific layers of
bacteria including Chloroflexus. In most mat habitats
wavelengths below 600 nm are attenuated just below
the surface leaving primarily red and NIR wave-
lengths penetrating to the depths at which Cf.
aurantiacus and other Chloroflexus-like organisms
are found (see Figs. 7 and 8 in Chapter 5 by Castenholz
and Pierson). Consequently in the hot spring
environment it appears that Chloroflexus must rely
on the absorption bands at 740, 805, and 865 nm
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from BChl c and a to sustain phototrophic growth.
The marine and hypersaline Chloroflexus-like

organisms are also often found in microbial mats at
depths which are exposed to irradiances containing
only red and NIR wavelengths (Pierson et al., 1994).

When Chloroflexus-like organisms are in plank-
tonic habitats, they are usually found fairly deep in
anoxic zones where all NIR is eliminated. Conse-
quently the photosynthetic activity of members of
the Chloroflexaceae there will be dependent on the
visible spectrum.

G. Motility and Tactic Responses

All of the filamentous bacteria discussed in this
chapter appear to be capable of slow gliding motility,
but few quantitative data are available. Chloroflexus
aurantiacus and the broader filaments of Heliothrix
oregonensis (F-2 and F-1, respectively, Pierson and
Castenholz, 1971) moved at apparently maximum
rates of and respectively, on
agar in a uniform light field. Heliothrix displays a
clumping phenomenon similar to that of many gliding
filamentous cyanobacteria (see Pierson et al., 1984a).
In the even broader filament type of Oscillochloris
chrysea, gliding rates of were recorded
(Gorlenko, 1989a). This is a very rapid rate even for
fast gliding species of the cyanobacterial genus,
Oscillatoria.

Tactic behavior has also been observed in many
field populations of Chloroflexus and Chloroflexus-
like organisms, but no rigorous tests of the nature of
the stimulus have been made. Chloroflexus-like
organisms are known to migrate to the surface of hot
spring mats in darkness (Doemel and Brock, 1974)
and this behavior has been attributed to positive
aerotaxis. Similar behavioral responses may occur
in Heliothrix and the red filamentous bacteria of
many Yellowstone hot springs (Boomer et al., 1990;
Pierson et al., unpublished). On the other hand,
populations of Chloroflexus-like filaments in
hypersaline mats appear to remain in anoxic
underzones below both the sedentary and vertically
migrating cyanobacterial populations (Garcia-Pichel
et al., 1994).

H. Associations with Other Organisms

The little that is known about intimate associations
with other organisms comes from studies of photo-
or chemo-heterotrophic Chloroflexus and the
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photoautotrophic cyanobacteria of hot springs. These
are discussed in Chapter 5 by Castenholz and Pierson.
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Summary

Phototrophic sulfur bacteria often form mass developments in aquatic environments, either planktonic or
benthic, where anoxic layers containing reduced sulfur compounds are exposed to light. This chapter
summarizes a number of reports from the literature, collecting the information on the abundance of these
bacteria as well as on their contribution to primary production. From the point of view of population dynamics,
the abundance of these organisms is the consequence of a certain balance between growth and losses. Both
specific growth rates, and specific rates of loss through several processes are analyzed in several environments,
in an attempt to generalize on the growth status of blooms of phototrophic sulfur bacteria. The information
available indicates the existence of an upper limit for the production of these bacteria in nature, and seems to
suggest the existence of an upper limit for biomass based in the balance between growth and losses.

The chapter also reviews the main variables affecting growth of phototrophic sulfur bacteria in nature, paying
attention both to the in situ status of these variables and to the functional response of the organisms to each of
them. All of this information is integrated in a section in which several case-studies are described, and which
emphasizes the role fluctuations play on competition and coexistence between different phototrophic sulfur
bacteria.

I. Introduction

Phototrophic sulfur bacteria are organisms commonly
found in illuminated aquatic environments containing
hydrogen sulfide. Since the first observations, made
at the end of last century, their presence has been
repeatedly reported in lakes and sediments all over
the world, and a number of reviews has been published
gathering information on several aspects of their
biology (Pfennig, 1978, 1989; Van Gemerden, 1983;
Van Gemerden and Beeftink, 1983; Madigan, 1988;
Caumette, 1989; Drews and Imhoff, 1991).

Observations on phototrophic sulfur bacteria have
been reported as early as 1888 (Pfennig and Trüper,
1992). Many of the reports constitute casual
observations on their presence and abundance or
short term studies. More recently, communities of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria have been studied for an
extended period of time, sometimes spanning several
years. In these cases, a great deal of information
regarding that particular environment can be found
in a number of different publications. Such is the
case of Lake Vechten in The Netherlands (Steen-
bergen, 1982; Steenbergen and Korthals, 1982;
Steenbergen et al., 1987) or Lake Cisó in Spain
(Guerrero et al., 1985; Van Gemerden et al., 1985;

Mas et al., 1990; Gasol et al., 1991; Pedrós-Alió and
Guerrero, 1993). Of interest are also the detailed
observations made by different investigators in the
former Soviet Union and compiled by Gorlenko et
al. (1983), as well as the extensive work carried out
in Japanese lakes (Takahashi and Ichimura, 1968,
1970; Matsuyama and Shirouzu, 1978; Matsuyama,
1987) or in several different lakes in the USA (Parkin
and Brock, 1980a, 1980b, 1981).

The present chapter attempts to approach the
ecology of these organisms by, first, providing
background information on their abundance and
activity in natural environments and trying to extract
general patterns from the information available and,
second, by reviewing some relevant data on their
physiology, which allow the interpretation of a number
of situations commonly found in nature.

II. Characteristic and Vertical Structure of
the Habitats

Phototrophic sulfur bacteria thrive in two different
types of environments, either in stratified lakes, where
they can occupy the top of the anoxic layers, or on the
top millimeters of shallow aquatic sediments, where
they can sometimes be detected in the anoxic zone,
underlying layers of oxygenic phototrophs. Their
development requires the existence of the physical
structure needed to avoid vertical mixing and to
allow the establishment of an illuminated anoxic
compartment. In planktonic environments, this
structure is provided either by thermal stratification,

Abbreviations: 3-MPA – 3-mercapto propionate; A – affinity;
BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; D – dilution rate; DMDS – dimethyl
disulfide; DMS – dimethyl sulfide; DMSO –dimethyl sulfoxide;
DMSP – dimetyl sulfonio propionate; Ks – saturation constant;
MSH – methanethiol; RuBisCO – ribulose bisphosphate
carboxylate; Y – yield factor; – specific growth rate; –
maximum specific growth rate
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as in holomictic lakes, or by differences in density
related to differences in the concentration of solutes,
as in meromictic lakes. In holomictic lakes, thermal
stratification develops during spring and summer
when the sun warms up the surface layers, and
disappears with the coming of cold weather. In
meromictic lakes, stratification is permanent, lasting
for more than one season and, thus, permits a more
permanent community. Both thermal and chemical
stratification provide a stable environment where,
except for gentle variations in the vertical position of
the interface which in most cases can be easily
followed by the organisms, phototrophic sulfur
bacteria enjoy a rather stable situation. An example
of a planktonic community of phototrophic sulfur
bacteria can be observed in Fig. 1 corresponding to
Lake Vilar (Spain). The left panel of the figure shows
vertical profiles of oxygen and hydrogen sulfide. The
central panel displays the vertical distribution of
purple and green bacteria. Purple sulfur bacteria are
positioned forming a very narrow band (around 10
cm) at the interface, while green sulfur bacteria, with
a lower biomass are found underneath. Measurements
of the rates of carbon dioxide fixation and sulfide
oxidation, shown in the third panel, indicate low
activities at the bottom of the plate and comparably

high activities at the top and at the middle of the
plate. Because biomass at the top is considerably
lower, the specific activity is higher, an observation
which is in agreement with a higher irradiance at the
top of the plate (Guerrero et al., 1985).

Benthic communities, more often referred to as
microbial mats, occur at a different scale. Figure 2
shows a vertical profile of the distribution of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria in a laminated sediment
in Scapa Beach (Orkney Islands), as well as vertical
profiles of oxygen and hydrogen sulfide at different
times of the day. Although the overall structure of the
system is quite similar to the structure observed in
planktonic environments, bacteria in sediments face
a rather different situation. As in the case of lakes,
sediments also provide the physico-chemical
conditions required for the development of photo-
trophic sulfur bacteria. However, due to the difference
in scale involved, certain characteristics differ
remarkably between both environments:

a) Sediments, especially in littoral areas, are much
more subject to external factors such as tidal
movements. The presence of the oxic layer often
depends on the activity of oxygenic phototrophs
occupying the upper part of the sediment. Since
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production of oxygen by these organisms depends
on light, these environments display dramatic
variations in the position of the oxic/anoxic
interface. These variations expose phototrophic
sulfur bacteria living there to fluctuations in the
levels of oxygen and hydrogen sulfide that, no
doubt, influence the metabolic profile needed to
successfully colonize these environments.

b) Benthic communities of microorganisms are
characterized by an extremely high population
density in a relatively thin layer. Because microbial
activity is much more concentrated in these
sediments than in planktonic layers, the biological
contribution to the chemical processes occurring
at the interface is also much more important.
When comparing the contribution of biological
processes to the oxidation of reduced sulfur
compounds in oxic/anoxic interfaces, Jørgensen
(1982) draws attention to the fact that in the Black
Sea where the interface spans 35 meters, the
oxidation of sulfide is mainly abiotic, while in a
microbial mat where the interface occupies only
50 the oxidation is mediated predominantly
by microorganisms.

c) The fact that microbial mats have small vertical
dimensions, are rich in organic matter, and occur
in exposed surfaces, makes these communities
potentially unstable, as they are exposed both to
erosion, and grazing by a number of different
predators. Thus, their occurrence is relatively
precarious, being found in many cases only during
reduced periods of time, or more permanently, in
areas where the existence of extreme conditions
reduces the presence and the impact of invertebrate
predators (Awramik, 1984).

d) The spectrum of light available to phototrophic
sulfur bacteria in planktonic environments is
strongly modified due to absorption by water,
becoming enriched with depth in the yellow-green
part of the spectrum. Sediments, on the contrary,
offer a light climate much more enriched in the
near infrared. These differences in light quality are
likely to influence the composition of the microbial
community inhabiting each environment.

As a consequence of these factors, important
differences in the composition of the community of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria might be expected
between planktonic and benthic environments. Many
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data have been gathered on their occurrence in lakes,
unfortunately, the data available on microbial mats
do not yet allow a generalization in that respect.
However, as will be shown in the following sections,
the physiological characteristics of some organisms
make them good candidates to occupy the sediment
niche.

The depth of the interface is likely to affect both the
quantity and the quality of the light reaching the
bacterial layer. Thus, certain organisms might be
better adapted to the light climates predominant at
higher depths, while others are better suited for
growth closer to the surface. Since carotenoids are
the main photosynthetic pigments responsible for
light harvesting in planktonic environments, the
different organisms listed in Table 1 were grouped
according to their carotenoids. Their distribution
with depth is represented in Fig. 3, in which the
upper panel shows the occurrences reported of each
carotenoid, and the lower panel displays their actual
distribution with depth. In the case of purple sulfur
bacteria, okenone seems to be the most frequent (36
cases), spirilloxanthin, lycopenal and rhodopinal
occurring in a much lower number of cases (10, 7
and 4, respectively). In the case of purple bacteria, no
clear pattern seems to emerge, except perhaps for the
presence of lycopenal- and rhodopinal- containing
organisms closer to the surface. However, the small
number of cases involved does not allow to reach any
firm conclusion. Within the green sulfur bacteria, a
pattern which has already been reported and explained
by Montesinos et al. (1983) emerges clearly. Green
sulfur bacteria containing isorenieratene (brown-
colored species) are usually found at deeper layers
(average 14 m) than their chlorobactene containing
counterparts (average 6 m).

The maximum abundance at which phototrophic
sulfur bacteria are found in planktonic environments
varies within several orders of magnitude. In Table 1
maximum abundance have been expressed either as
the concentration of organisms or as the concentration
of photopigments, in which BChl a and b correspond
to purple sulfur bacteria and c, d and e, to green
sulfur bacteria. In order to better visualize how often
these bacteria are found at a certain abundance, the
frequency distribution of the abundance has been
plotted in Fig. 4. In the upper panel, apart from
Mahoney Lake (British Columbia, Canada) in which
population densities reach 50% of
the cases lay in the interval between and 
× The lower panel shows the distribution
of BChl which ranges from approximately 10 to
1000 with 50% of the cases being between 35
and 451 In some cases, abundance was
available as the amount of BChl per square meter
(Table 2). In some cases values between 1000 and
2000 mg BChl have been observed. These
values, as will be discussed in section VII, are close

Somehow, most of the literature available describes
the occurrence of phototrophic sulfur bacteria in
lakes and, only recently, detailed descriptions of
benthic systems have been published. Many old
reports contain little information besides the
mentioning of the organisms, and some estimates of
their abundance, based on total counts under the
microscope. More recent reports also give informa–
tion on the type of Bchl as well as their concentrations.
Information on the major carotenoids, although
extremely interesting from an ecological and
taxonomic point of view, is seldom provided although,
when the organisms have been identified, it can
easily be deduced. After going through a rather
exhaustive examination of the literature, we made a
selection of the cases in which, besides a report on
the occurrence of a certain organism, estimates of its
abundance were also provided. The information, for
both planktonic and benthic environments, has been
summarized in Table 1.

A. Planktonic Environments

The systems described are representative for all sorts
of planktonic environments, and display a wide range
of different physico-chemical variables. Habitats for
phototrophic sulfur bacteria can be found ranging
from freshwater, to marine or even hypersaline
environments. Some of these have a karstic origin,
while others are close to the sea shore and thus
exposed to intrusions of sea water. From a preliminary
examination of the cases listed in Table 1, no clear
regularities can be readily deduced.

The depth at which phototrophic sulfur bacteria
occur in lakes is a function of the depth of the oxic/
anoxic interface. In most cases, the latter is a
consequence of the morphometry of the water body,
its exposure to wind, the degree of thermal stability
and the surface to volume ratio (Hutchinson, 1957).

III. Distribution and Abundance of Photo-
trophic Sulfur Bacteria in Nature

Chapter 4
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to the theoretical maximum for the biomass of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria.

B. Benthic Environments

Most of the cases collected in Table 1 describing the
presence of phototrophic sulfur bacteria in benthic
environments correspond to sandy sediments close
to the seashore, either beaches or tidal flats. The
presence of these organisms has also been
described in other benthic microbial communities
such as those occurring in hypersaline lagoons like
Laguna Figueroa (Stolz, 1983, 1990) or Laguna
Guerrero Negro (Javor and Castenholz, 1981, 1984;
Jørgensen and Des Marais, 1986b; D’Amelio et al,
1989), or in hot springs (Castenholz, 1984, 1988;
Madigan, 1984).

Due to the rapid extinction of light in the sediments,
development of phototrophic sulfur bacteria is usually
limited to the upper 5 millimeters. The predominant
organism in most systems seems to be Thiocapsa
roseopersicina which can reach between and

Since these values correspond to most
probable number viable counts, the actual numbers
might be somewhat higher. Concentrations of
bacteriochlorophyll lay in most cases between 100
and 500 However, the maximum concen-
tration found might depend to some extent on the
resolution of the sampling, with finer resolution
allowing for the detection of more narrow and
concentrated layers.

IV. Contribution of Phototrophic Sulfur
Bacteria to Primary Production

Besides the abundances mentioned in the previous
section, some studies also provide data on
fixation. In some cases, the data have been integrated
and are provided per square meter on a daily basis. In
very few instances, the contribution to primary
productivity is available on a yearly basis. The

measured by Wetzel (1973) in
Smith’s Hole constitutes the highest measure reported

available rates  are shown in the upper
panel of Fig. 5. Although the maximum value of
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until now, the distribution in Fig. 5 seems to indicate
that maximum rates usually are much lower,
approximately between 50 and 500

In order to have a better idea of the extent to which
phototrophic sulfur bacteria contribute to the carbon
cycle of their environments, the values available on
their total annual production have been compiled in
Table 3. The data indicate that phototrophic sulfur
bacteria indeed can play a very active role as primary
producers in some environments. However, since the
occurrence of these organisms in anoxic layers
containing hydrogen sulfide probably restricts the
role of aerobic grazers, it is not clear whether the
carbon they fix will have any impact on the overall
trophic structure of their environments. Furthermore,
measurements of the content of stable carbon and
sulfur isotopes in consumers of several meromictic
lakes containing abundant populations of photo-
trophic sulfur bacteria seem to rule out the hypothesis
of a food web based mainly on bacterial primary
production (Fry, 1986).

Because photosynthetic activity depends on light,
and in situ irradiances decrease with depth and with
the concentration of algae in the surface layers,
production by phototrophic sulfur bacteria will be
high both in shallow lakes (Lake Cisó, Smith Hole)
and in lakes where, although deeper, contain little
algae (Fayetteville Green Lake). A good correlation
seems to exist between the fraction (in %) of the total
primary production due to phototrophic sulfur
bacteria, and the amount of light reaching the anoxic

layers (Parkin and Brock, 1980a). A similar
correlation can be established between the total

approximately
This relationship, however, does not necessarily

indicate that phototrophic bacteria are limited by
light in all the cases included in the graph, it only
indicates the existence of an otherwise obvious
stoichiometry between light absorption and carbon
dioxide fixation.

Chapter 4

amount of fixed through anoxygenic photo-
synthesis by these organisms (per square meter and
per day) and the amount of light (expressed as % of
the surface irradiance) reaching the layer of
phototrophic bacteria (Montesinos and Van Gemer-
den, 1986)(Fig. 5, lower panel). The good correlation
observed suggests that light is indeed the main factor
controlling primary production in blooms of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria. Extrapolation of a
regression line to 100% of surface irradiance actually
indicates the existence of an upper limit for the
production of phototrophic sulfur bacteria of
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V. Growth Rates in Nature

In situ specific growth rates of phototrophic sulfur
bacteria have been determined following two different
approaches. In one of them, estimates are based on
measurements of carbon dioxide fixation which are
converted into specific growth rates using the
following equation (Tilzer, 1984):

in which P is the rate of carbon dioxide fixation and
B is the biomass expressed as carbon. When
measurements are carried out at different depths
within the lake, estimates of obtained using this
approach constitute a good indication of how the
organism responds to the specific set of environmental
conditions prevailing at each depth. Since this
procedure is based on the assumption that all carbon
fixed results in growth, it tends to overestimate the
growth rate of organisms which synthesize storage
compounds.

Production-based estimates of the specific growth
rates described in the literature are rather close to the

maximum specific growth rates measured in the
laboratory (0.050–0.150 Thus, Montesinos
(1987) found a specific growth rate of 0.074 at the
top of the bacterial layer in Lake Cisó where, although
biomass was rather low, light irradiance was 850

Similar measurements carried out also in
Lake Cisó (Garcia-Cantizano, 1992) give specific
growth rates between 0.094 and 0.144 The much
lower values reported for bacteria in the hypolimnion
of Zaca Lake (0.0030–0.0005 (Folt et al., 1989)
can be attributed to the poor light conditions prevailing
or, as the authors suggest, to the failure to locate the
layer of maximum activity at the top of the bacterial
plate.

A second approach for measuring growth rates in
situ requires a detailed follow up of the biomass
levels during an extended period of time, together
with a careful analysis of the main loss processes
such as sedimentation or predation which can
effectively decrease population levels (Tilzer, 1984;
Mas et al., 1990). This kind of studies assume that
net biomass changes occur due to the combined
effect of growth and a number of different loss
processes. The overall growth balance is described
by the following equation:
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in which are the specific loss rates of the n different
factors taken into account. The measurement of both
growth and losses requires samples spaced by at
least several days, and vertical movement of the
interface and the microorganisms during this interval
can occur. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to carry
out this kind of study for different layers within the
bacterial plate, and measurements usually refer to
the population as a whole.

Specific growth rate estimates based on the analysis
of population dynamics are much lower than their
production based counterparts. The analysis of the
dynamics of phototrophic sulfur bacteria in Lake
Cisó reveals that during most of the time loss rates
are unimportant (0.025 and 0.015 and that
population growth rates are also very low (0.063 and
0.037 compensating for what little losses occur
and maintaining a constantly high biomass (1–2 g
BChl (Mas et al., 1990). High population
growth rates are only observed when biomass levels
decline after periods of intense washout which occurs
approximately once a year, during late winter/early
spring. Recovery of the initial biomass levels occurs
before summer in a pattern which can be observed
periodically during several years (Fig. 6, upper panel).
In a similar study Montesinos and Esteve (1984)
estimated population growth rates from the increase
in total biomass during summer stratification in four
Spanish lakes. The data obtained (0.008, 0.012, 0.019
and were somewhat lower, probably because
the negative effect of loss processes had not been
taken into account.

Considering the facts that the maximum values
found (0.063 are about 40 times lower than the
maximum rates at which the organisms can grow

and that carbon dioxide fixation based
estimates give values close to the maximum growth
rates of the organisms, it appears that only a fraction
of the population is growing at a certain moment.
Measurement of the specific rates of fixation at
different depths within the bacterial plate certainly
indicate that the bacteria in the top few centimeters
of the plate are growing (Van Gemerden et al., 1985;
Montesinos, 1987) while the cells in the remainder
of the plate stay in a non-active yet viable state.

Determinations of photosynthetic activity and
specific growth rates in microbial mats have been

hampered by the technical problems involved. Some
attempts have been made to measure photosynthetic
rates in sediment slurries (Pierson et al., 1987), but
besides showing that photosynthesis in the lower
layers was saturated at lower irradiances that in the
upper layers, interpretation of the results is difficult.
Using a completely different approach Van Gemerden
et al. (1989a) scrapped the upper layer of a Thiocapsa
mat in the beach of Scapa Bay, and followed the
recolonization of the exposed surface with time (Fig.
6, lower panel). The results indicate that growth went

biomass of approximately 2 g of  BChl
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on at a specific rate of 0.306 leveling up at a
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B. PredationVI. Loss Processes

From a dynamic point of view, population levels are
the consequence of an equilibrium between growth
and losses. In planktonic environments losses by
bacterial death, predation and sedimentation seem to
play a prominent role, which in a few cases has been
quantified. In benthic environments identical or
similar processes are likely to occur although the
studies carried out so far do not provide any
quantitative data on their influence on the different
populations of bacteria.

A. Death

Loss of activity and subsequent death can occur in
populations of phototrophic sulfur bacteria exposed
to adverse conditions during extended periods of
time. One of the factors often summoned is exposure
to oxygen (Dickman and Artuz, 1978; Folt et al.,
1989), which is lethal for all green sulfur bacteria as
well as for some of the large-celled Chromatiaceae.
In stratified planktonic environments, exposure to
oxygen occurs only during mixing. In contrast in
benthic communities, in which the oxic/anoxic
interface fluctuates, organisms experience a daily
exposure to oxygen.

Leaving aside the deleterious effects of oxygen,
the main cause of viability loss is insufficient supply
of energy. When irradiance falls below a certain
threshold level, phototrophic sulfur bacteria are
unable to gather enough energy to fuel vital processes
such as turnover of macromolecules, osmotic
regulation or control of their internal pH. As a
consequence, the organisms lose viability, and
eventually die. Observations carried out in the
hypolimnion of Lake Cisó show that, while cells in
the top and peak of the bacterial plate are 100%
viable, viability at the bottom of the plate decreases
rapidly with depth (Van Gemerden et al., 1985). The
decrease of viability is actually a function of the time
the organisms have been in the dark. Given that the
loss of viability occurs exponentially with depth at a
rate of –0.0142 and assuming that these bacteria
were sinking at a rate of approximately 1
(Pedrós-Alió et al., 1989), a death rate of –0.014
can be calculated. This value compares well with the
maximum decomposition rates of –0.016
estimated for Chromatium (Mas et al., 1990).

Since phototrophic sulfur bacteria live in anoxic
environments containing hydrogen sulfide, and this
compound is toxic for most of the potential predators,
it is generally assumed that predation does not play a
very important role as a loss process. Yet, the presence
of crustaceans or rotifers on top of the oxic/anoxic
interface feeding on the phototrophic bacteria
underneath, has been repeatedly reported (See
Table 3). In several cases the existence of grazing
was suggested by the red color of the zooplankton
which was placed right on top of the bacterial layer.
In some cases, the existence of grazing was confirmed
either through experiments involving uptake of
radioactively labeled bacteria (Takahashi and
Ichimura, 1968; Sorokin, 1970; Matsuyama and
Shirouzu, 1978) or analyzing the gut content of the
predators (Caumette et al., 1983). None of these
studies, however, provided any indication of the
actual impact of this feeding on dynamics of the
microbial community.

A quantitative study carried out in Crawford Lake
(Mazumder and Dickman, 1989) showed feeding
rates for the major predator, Daphnia, of 0.3 – 1.6%
of the prey population per hour. Specific loss rates
calculated per hour range between –0.003 and
–0.016 Extrapolation of these rates to a 24 h
period would yield values between –0.072 and
–0.384 In a more recent study, Massana et al.
(1994) determined the impact of predation on the
microbial community of Lake Cisó during a bloom
of Daphnia pulex. Their results clearly indicate that
Daphnia feeds mainly on the microaerophilic protist
Cryptomonas phaseolus and only marginally on
phototrophic bacteria due to the presence of
hydrogen sulfide which somehow limits the vertical
distribution of Daphnia to the oxic layers. Even
though phototrophic bacteria constituted only a small
percentage of the diet of this organism, estimated
loss rates for Chromatium and Amoebobacter were
–0.092 and –0.069 respectively. These values
are high compared to previously observed population
growth rates in the same lake (Mas et al., 1990) but
could explain the specific rates of biomass decrease
(–0.100 and –0.041 observed during the
period of the bloom (Massana et al., 1994). The study
of the composition of stable sulfur and carbon isotopes
in the different trophic components of several
meromictic lakes containing phototrophic sulfur
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bacteria indicates that these organisms do not
contribute substantially to the carbon and energy
flow of those systems, again suggesting a marginal
role as a food source for the zooplankton living there.

While the vertical distribution of macroscopic
zooplankton is severely limited to the oxic layers,
several groups of ciliates have been described which
are well adapted to life in anoxic environments.
These organisms have been found in coexistence
with phototrophic sulfur bacteria (Dyer et al., 1986)
and can be considered as potential predators (Table 4).
Indications of grazing by ciliates on phototrophic
sulfur bacteria come from the early work of Sorokin
and Donate (1975), who observed the existence of
red digestive vacuoles in several ciliates. More
recently, Finlay et al. (1991) studied the anaerobic
ciliates present in Lake Arcas-2 and estimated, on
theoretical grounds, a consumption of approximately
6% of the prey biomass per day (equivalent to
–0.062 In a similar study carried out in Lake
Cisó (Massana and Pedrós-Alió, 1994) a much lower
impact (0.1% of the prey per day) was found, as a
consequence of the low numbers of ciliates present
in that environment. The specific loss rate calculated
from the feeding rates (–0.001 is too low to have
any effect on the population dynamics of the prey.

The ability to prey on phototrophic sulfur bacteria
is not limited to eukaryotic organisms and, in fact, a
couple of prokaryotic organisms have been described
(Guerrero et al., 1986) which seem to attack purple
sulfur bacteria, forming lytic plaques (Esteve et al.,
1992). One of them, an epibiont named Vampiro-
coccus, attaches to the surface of the prey where it
carries out its division. Electron micrographs suggest
that during the process the cytoplasm of the infected
cell undergoes major degradation (Esteve et al., 1983).
The second type described, Daptobacter, enters the
cytoplasm of the prey and divides inside. As in the
previous case, the prey is killed. The presence of
epibionts has been detected in several blooms of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria in which they can infect
a considerable fraction of the population (15–
94%)(Table 4). In the upper parts of the bacterial
plate where cells are active and viability is high, the
percentage of infected cells is very low, virtually
zero. In the layers below, where no light is available
and viability actually decreases with depth, the
percentage of infected cells increases (Guerrero et
al., 1986). This seems to suggest that these bacteria
are not operative at infecting healthy active
individuals, but rather attack cells which are somehow

impaired due to prolonged exposure to a limited
energy supply. Thus, because they are preying on the
non-reproductive part of the population, their impact
on population dynamics is likely to be small. A
different hypothesis has been put forward by Clarke
et al. (1993) for the epibiont they found in Arcas-2.
Since the organism does not form lytic plaques and
attaches to healthy cells, they suggest that it actually
grows heterotrophically on the organic carbon
excreted by the phototrophs.

C. Sedimentation in Planktonic Environments

Sedimentation is one of the main mechanisms through
which planktonic organisms are removed from the
water column. The extent to which sedimentation
affects population levels depends in fact on the sinking
speed (v)of the organism which, according to Stoke’s
Law

is a function of its size (r)(expressed as the radius of
a sphere equivalent in volume to the cell), the
difference between the density of the cell and
the density of the surrounding water and the
viscosity of water

Field measurements carried out during several
months on the volume and density of the two main
phototrophic sulfur bacteria present in Lake Cisó
(Pedrós-Alió et al., 1989) allowed for calculations of
the range of sinking speeds these organisms can
experience. In the case of Chromatium, density
remained rather constant between 1.13 and 1.16

while cell volumes ranged between 31 and
Amoebobacter (referred to as Lamprocystis

in the paper) changed its density between 1.07 and
1.13 and its volume (in this case the volume
of multicellular aggregates) between 31 and 97
Because sinking speeds, density, and viscosity of the
water are affected by temperature, calculations were
performed at the maximum and minimum temper-
atures (4 and 20 °C) measured in the lake. The
calculations predicted maximum sinking speeds of
11.5 for Amoebobacter and 18.4 for
Chromatium, while minimum sinking speeds were
1.6 and 6 respectively. Actual measurements
of the sinking speeds of the two organisms using
sedimentation traps during a two year period (Pedrós-
Alió et al., 1989) gave values of less than 1
lower than the minimum predicted by Stokes’ Law.
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Sedimentation did occur at higher rates during certain
periods, but never exceeded Sedimentation
loss rates determined during the same period (Mas et
al., 1990) gave maximum values of –0.0149 for
Chromatium and –0.0150 for Amoebobacter.
Similar measurements carried out in Lake Vechten
(Steenbergen et al., 1987) gave higher sinking speeds
(16–27 corresponding to a rather high specific
loss rate of –0.22

Formation of large aggregates would actually
increase theoretical sinking speeds by several orders
of magnitude. It is a rather common observation that

field samples containing dense populations of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria form macroscopic
aggregates when exposed to oxygen, which
subsequently sediment to the bottom of the container
in a few minutes. Thus, oxygenation of the layers
where the populations of purple sulfur bacteria reside
might bring up a similar phenomenon which would
result in a rapid clearing of the water column. In the
case of organisms containing gas vesicles, aggregate
formation might constitute a mechanism to increase
the speed at which they can position themselves at
their optimal depth. For individual cells possessing
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VIII. Environmental Factors Affecting Growth
and Survival of Phototrophic Sulfur Bacteria

flagella, the tendency to sink can be easily overcome
through swimming. The swimming speeds reported
by Chromatium range between 20 and 30
(Matsuyama, 1987; Mitchell et al., 1991), meaning
that individual cells could move between 170 and
260 These values probably constitute an
overestimation due to the random component of
bacterial movement; however it indicates clearly that
motile purple sulfur bacteria can easily overcome
their tendency to sink.

A. Light

1. In situ Light Climate

Development of phototrophic sulfur bacteria in nature
requires the presence of light. At the same time, due
to their anaerobic nature, these organisms are usually
constrained to live in the anoxic parts of lakes or
sediments, at depths where light penetration is
severely hampered and irradiance is actually very
low, on the order of a few Einstein On top of
that, the spectral composition of this light is
dramatically modified due to specific absorption of
certain wavelengths by water itself, and very often
by populations of algae or other phototrophic bacteria
positioned above. In planktonic systems the infrared
and UV part of the spectrum are rapidly attenuated
due to absorption and scattering, while in sediments,
infrared radiation penetrates deeper. This phenom-
enon is clearly illustrated in Fig. 7, using data from
Lake Kinneret (upper panel) (Dubinsky and Berman,
1979) and from some sediments in San Francisco
Bay (lower panel)(Jørgensen and Des Marais, 1986a).
While in Lake Kinneret, as depth increases light is
enriched in a narrow band around 550 nm, in the
sediment, at a depth of 1 mm, most of the light
consists of wavelengths above 850 nm. Similar data
available for several other lakes and sediments and
collected in Table 5 indicate a similar behavior. The
higher percent of infrared light penetrating in
sediments seems to be a consequence of both a high
loss of blue wavelengths during the reflection in the
particles of sediment and absorption by oxygenic
phototrophs and little losses in the near infrared due
to negligible absorption by water (Jørgensen and Des
Marais, 1986a, 1988). The consequence of this
differential absorption of light in lakes and in
sediments is that, while organisms living in lakes
have to rely mainly on their carotenoids for light
harvesting, organisms in mats are probably forced to
use the infrared light which is absorbed mainly by
their BChl. Although it is not clear whether some
organisms are better adapted than others to grow
under either set of conditions, the composition of the
light spectrum is a factor which will certainly have to
be taken into account in order to explain the
dominance of certain organisms in mats and in
sediments. Thus, while okenone seems to be very

VII. Growth Balance, Maximum Biomass and
Production in Phototrophic Communities

In both the studies carried out in Lake Cisó (Mas et
al., 1990) and in Scapa Beach (Van Gemerden et al.,
1989a), apparent growth slows down to a virtual stop
at between 1 and 2 g of BChl This
observation, together with the systematic finding of
lower integrated values of BChl in other systems (see
Table 2), strongly suggests that these values actually
constitute an upper limit for the biomass of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria in nature.

The existence of an upper limit for the biomass of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria can be predicted on
theoretical grounds from the existence of an upper
limit for phototrophic production discussed in
section IV. Steady levels of biomass indicate that
population growth rates match loss rates. An educated
guess of the loss rates of phototrophic sulfur bacteria,
based on the estimates reported in the previous
section, is (corresponding to a half live
time, in the absence of growth, of approximately one
week). Maximum production based on Fig. 5 is 10
g Substituting the values for    and
production in equation 1, results in an apparent
upper limit for biomass of 95 g Considering
that the carbon content of the dry weight is
approximately 50% (Van Gemerden, 1968; Göbel,
1978) and that the average content of BChl is approx-
imately 2% of the dry weight (Takahashi and
Ichimura, 1968), maximum levels of integrated BChl
turn out to be approximately 4 g This
value could be somewhat higher in environments,
either planktonic or benthic, subject to lower loss
rates. On the contrary, environments where loss rates
are higher, or where bacteria are not close to the
surface and thus, irradiance is not 100%, will only be
able to support much lower biomass levels.

Chapter 4



Chlorobiaceae are selected in systems in which the
layer of Chlorobiaceae is overlaid by a layer of
Chromatiaceae. This phenomenon is explained by
the absorption spectra of both carotenoids. Isorenier-
atene-containing bacteria absorb in the 500–550 nm
band, which are the predominant wavelengths at
higher depths. Chlorobactene, on the contrary, absorbs
around 450 nm, which are precisely the wavelengths
available after filtering by absorption of a plate of
purple sulfur bacteria close to the surface (Montesinos
et al., 1983).
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2. Physiological Responses to Light Limitation

The specific growth rate of phototrophic organisms
changes as a function of light irradiance according to
a saturation curve whose mathematical description
is still a matter of discussion (Jassby and Platt, 1973;
Iwakuma and Yasuno, 1983). Despite the model
used, the curve is characterized by two parameters,

which gives the maximum specific growth rate
the organisms can achieve when light is saturating,
and which is the initial slope of the vs. irradiance
curve and corresponds to the maximum photo-
synthetic efficiency of the organisms under the
experimental conditions used. Sometimes, instead
of the parameter is used, which is in fact equivalent
to and which corresponds to the irradiance at
which the organism would reach if the initial
slope where maintained all the way to saturation.
provides a rough indication of the irradiance below
which growth is light limited. Because phototrophic
organisms do have to invest energy into maintenance
processes, even when growth does not occur, the
growth vs. irradiance curve does not go through the
origin, intersecting the irradiance axis at a certain
irradiance. This irradiance, at which gives an
indication of the total amount of energy the organisms
must spend in maintenance. Extrapolation of the
curve towards the axis yields a negative value
(usually referred  to as which is actually correlated
to the maintenance threshold and gives an idea of the
extent to which growth of the organism is slowed
down due to allocation of energy to maintenance
processes.

While the adaptation to limiting irradiances has
been extensively studied in phytoplankton, little is
known about phototrophic sulfur bacteria. In general,
they seem able to adapt their light harvesting systems
by increasing their specific content of pigments
(Broch-Due et al., 1978). Recent observations indicate

abundant in aquatic environments (63% of the cases)
benthic systems seem to be almost exclusively
colonized by Thiocapsa roseopersicina, which
contains spirilloxanthin. We have not been able to
find any reference in the literature describing a benthic
system populated by organisms containing okenone.
It is, therefore, tempting to speculate on the existence
of a relation between the type of carotenoid and the
spectrum of the light to which the bacteria are
exposed.

The adaptive role of carotenoids to grow at the
light spectrum prevailing in certain planktonic
environments has been well documented in Chloro-
biaceae. Brown species of Chlorobiaceae contain
isorenieratene and are predominant in deep bacterial
plates overlaid by algae. On the contrary, green
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that the increase in the specific content of pigments
actually results in an increase in the photosynthetic
efficiency of the organism and do not have a
significant effect on (O. Sánchez, personal
communication ). The extent to which this increase
in the specific content of pigments occurs, depends
in fact on the organisms. As can be seen in Table 6,
green sulfur bacteria have high specific contents of
BChl with maximum values of 915 and an average
content of 214 protein, while purple
sulfur bacteria have much lower contents (maximum
85, average 41 protein). Similar
differences are found in with green sulfur bacteria
having values of around –0.001 and purple
sulfur bacteria around –0.01 (see Table 7), ten
times higher, indicating greater maintenance
expenses. As a rule, green sulfur bacteria seem to be
better adapted than purple sulfur bacteria to grow at
low irradiances thanks to their higher light harvesting
capacity together with their lower maintenance
requirements. This is actually consistent with the

fact that they are found at higher depths where light
irradiance is likely to be very low, and also with the
rather common mention of their presence right under
the layers of purple sulfur bacteria when coexisting
in the same habitat.

B. Electron Donors

By definition, anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria do
not produce oxygen in photosynthesis because they
lack Photosystem II and, consequently, are unable to
use water as an electron donor. Instead these
organisms use reduced forms of sulfur or hydrogen
gas in the reduction of carbon dioxide. In addition, a
limited number of small organic molecules may
serve the same purpose or may be directly
photoassimilated.

Chemolithotrophy, namely the oxidation of reduced
sulfur compounds as sources of energy, has also been
observed in several Chromatiaceae.

Chapter 4
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1. Potential Photosynthetic Electron Donors
for Purple and Green Sulfur Bacteria

Virtually all reduced inorganic forms of sulfur are
used as electron donors by various purple and green
sulfur bacteria. The one most commonly used in
media to grow these organisms is sulfide

As first demonstrated by Van Niel (1931), the
oxidation of sulfide is stoichiometrically linked to
the reduction of carbon dioxide. As a rule, sulfide
oxidation results in the formation of zero-valent
sulfur (‘elemental sulfur’, which is further

oxidized to sulfate. In these equations,
represents the simplified over-all composition of cell
material at the level of carbohydrate.
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The capacities of sulfide oxidation, intracellular or
extracellular deposition, oxidation of  to sulfate,
and photopigmentation, are used to differentiate the
major groups of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria
from each other. Members of the family Chroma-
tiaceae deposit as refractile globules inside the
cells, whereas those belonging to the family
Ectothiorhodospiraceae form extracellular sulfur.
Also green sulfur bacteria (family Chlorobiaceae)
deposit outside the cells.

In the purple sulfur bacteria, appears not to be
present in the form of rings, but rather in a more
easily accessible form, presumably as long-chain
polysulfides or polythionates. Because of these
uncertainties, the term ‘zero-valent sulfur’ is to be
preferred over ‘elemental sulfur’ (Steudel, 1989;
Steudel et al., 1990). Chromatiaceae, like Chloro-
biaceae, are able to oxidize extracellular but
growth on flower of sulfur usually is slower than on
soluble sulfur species.

Among the Chromatiaceae, the utilization of
thiosulfate is not uncommon, in the green sulfur
bacteria this ability is restricted to the forma
thiosulfatophilum of Chlorobium limicola and Cb.
vibrioforme. In the Chromatiaceae, as well as in Cb.
vibrioforme f. thiosulfatophilum, thiosulfate oxidation
results in the formation of It has been shown that
in the Chromatiaceae is exclusively derived from
the outer S atom (sulfane group) with the oxidation
state -2 (Trüper and Pfennig, 1966).

The stoichiometry of thiosulfate oxidation, with
as carbon source, can be described as shown in

the equations:

The simultaneous formation of thiosulfate and
from sulfide was reported to occur in Cb. limicola f.
thiosulfatophilum (Schedel, 1978; Trüper, 1984) and
Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulfatophilum (Trüper, 1984).
Low concentrations of were also detected
after sulfide incubation of Cm. vinosum (Steudel et
al., 1990). In Chromatium, the final oxidation product
of all inorganic sulfur compounds is sulfate, with

as intermediate.
Tetrathionate appears not to be an

important electron donor for phototrophic sulfur
bacteria. However, is readily reduced
abiotically to form according to

in which sulfide acts as the electron donor. The
formation of tetrathionate in cultures of Rhodo-
microbium vannielii was shown to follow this route
(Hansen, 1974).

Polysulfides may be formed in abiotic
reactions between and and are stable at
elevated pH values. The utilization of has been
demonstrated for a few purple and green sulfur
bacteria (Visscher and Van Gemerden, 1988; Steudel
et al., 1990; Visscher et al., 1990).

In addition to reduced sulfur species, hydrogen is
an electron donor for many phototrophic bacteria.
This ability was first described in 1935 by Roelofsen.
In the Chlorobiaceae, hydrogen utilization occurs in
the majority of strains, however, due to the lack of
assimilatory sulfate reduction, a reduced sulfur source
is required during growth on (Lippert and Pfennig,
1969).

For a few purple sulfur bacteria, utilization of
dimethyl sulfide (DMS, as electron donor
has been demonstrated. Thiocystis sp. was reported
to grow slowly in the simultaneous presence of
and DMS; products formed were dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO, and methane (Zeyer et al.,
1987). In contrast, Thiocapsa roseopersicina showed
rapid growth on DMS as sole electron donor with
DMSO as oxidation product. Also, DMS and sulfide
were oxidized simultaneously, yielding DMSO and

subsequently the latter was oxidized to sulfate
(Visscher and Van Gemerden, 1991b).

Recently, biological fixation in the light, in
the absence of oxygen, occurring concomitantly with
the oxidation of ferrous iron, was reported (Widdel
et al., 1993). The organisms responsible were found
to resemble Rhodomicrobium vannielii, Rhodo-
pseudomonaspalustris, and Thiodictyon sp., however,
the latter isolate did not oxidize sulfide. The
stoichiometry observed was found to be in agreement
with
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Since the midpoint potential of the reaction center of
purple non-sulfur bacteria and that of the purple
sulfur bacteria are similar (Dutton and Prince, 1978),
growth of the latter with ferrous iron should be
possible as well. However, and readily react to
form FeS, but ferrous iron might act as electron
donor in the absence of sulfide.

A detailed consideration of sulfur chemistry, sulfur
compounds and their role as photosynthetic electron
donors is given in Chapter 39.

was 100% in the Beggiatoa-dominated mat (Jørgen-
sen, 1982). The abiotic oxidation of by oxygen in
seawater has been reported to result in the formation
of with minor amounts of (Chen and
Gupta, 1972). In water devoid of oxidation
may be attributed to a direct reaction with
(Millero, 1991).

Except for the situation in hydrothermal vents,
sulfide is generated principally by dissimilatory
sulfate reduction: in marine sediments the contri-
bution of sulfate-reducing bacteria to sulfide
production has been estimated to be close to 100%
(Jørgensen, 1977).

In addition to sulfide, a wide range of inorganic
and organic sulfur species has been reported to occur
in habitats colonized by sulfur bacteria. In microbial
mats, relatively high concentrations of ‘elemental’
sulfur, polysulfides and the iron sulfides FeS
and (pyrite) have been reported, while the
concentrations of thiosulfate and polythionates

were found to be much lower
(Van Gemerden et al., 1989b; Visscher et al., 1990;
Visscher and Van Gemerden, 1993). High concen-
trations of polysulfides are often found in salt marsh
sediments and microbial mats (Jørgensen et al., 1979;
Aizenshtat et al., 1983; Lord and Church, 1983;
Luther et al., 1986; Luther and Church, 1988).

For stratified freshwater lakes and sediments, sulfur
speciation is less well documented, except for the
occurrence of sulfide in the hypolimnion. The
explanation probably lies in the much lower sulfate
content of freshwater lakes.

Organic sulfur compounds may be formed
abiotically in reactions between inorganic polysulfides
and organic molecules. Relatively low molecular
weight organic S-compounds result as well from the
microbially mediated breakdown of protein and
dimethyl-sulfoniopropionate(DMSP,

(Kiene and Taylor, 1988a; Kiene et al.,
1990). When degraded, sulfur-containing amino acids
(cysteine, methionine) yield methanethiol (MSH,

dimethyl sulfide (DMS, and
dimethyl disulfide (DMDS, DMSP,
which is present in many strains of marine
phytoplankton (Keller et al., 1989) and presumably
acts as an osmolyte (Reed, 1983), yields DMS and
acrylate or 3-mercaptopropionate
(3-MPA, and MSH upon
bacterial degradation (Kiene and Visscher, 1987;
Kiene and Taylor, 1988b; Kiene et al., 1990). Recently,
evidence was obtained for DMSP-lyase activity in

2. Abundance of Electron Donors in Nature

The most important and selective environmental
factors for the development of phototrophic sulfur
bacteria are (1) the lack of oxygen, (2) the availability
of light, and (3) the presence of reduced sulfur
compounds. There is general agreement that in nature
sulfide is an important electron donor for purple and
green sulfur bacteria. For obvious reasons, the profiles
of oxygen and sulfide show diel fluctuations.
Sediment ecosystems often become completely
anoxic during the night with sulfide reaching the
surface layers (De Wit et al., 1989; Revsbech et al.,
1989; Van Gemerden, 1990). In stratified lakes
fluctuations occur at the depth horizon of blooms of
anoxygenic phototrophic sulfur bacteria (Van
Gemerden, 1985; Jørgensen et al., 1979).

As a rule, an overlap is observed in the profiles of
sulfide and oxygen. In a comparison between three
systems, Jørgensen (1982) mentioned the large differ-
ences in the vertical dimension of the oxygen-sulfide
interface in different systems. In the Black Sea,
sulfide and oxygen coexisted over 35 m depth or
more (Jørgensen et al., 1991), in Solar Lake, over
10 cm, and in a Beggiatoa-dominated mat, over no
more than 50 The integrated sulfide oxidation
rate over the whole column was of the same
order of magnitude for all three systems
(10–30 However, the peak rates
varied over many orders of magnitude, and were
0.8 in the Black Sea, 250 in
Solar Lake, and 250 000 in the microbial
mat. The residence time of sulfide in the peak layer
was calculated to be 5 d, 10–20 min, and 0.6 s,
respectively. Consequently, the ratio between the
biological and the chemical oxidation rate may vary
considerably. It was concluded that the biological
contribution to sulfide oxidation in the Black Sea
was negligible, thus confirming earlier data of Sorokin
(1964, 1972), amounted 30–50% in Solar Lake, and
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axenic cultures of the phytoplanktonic species
Phaeocystis sp. (Stefels and Van Boekel, 1993) and
Emiliania huxleyi (J. Stefels, pers. comm.), indicating
that oceanic DMS formation not necessarily is
mediated by bacteria. DMSP is also formed by the
dominant cyanobacterium in mature microbial mats,
Microcoleus chthonoplastes. Upon a down-shift in
salinity, mimicking severe rainfall, 50% of the cellular
DMSP was excreted (Visscher and Van Gemerden,
1991a), which likely resulted in the formation of
DMS.

Potential DMS consumers are sulfate-reducing
bacteria and methanogens (Kiene and Visscher, 1987),
colorless sulfur bacteria (Smith and Kelly, 1988;
Visscher et al., 1991), and phototrophs (Zeyer et al.,
1987; Visscher and Van Gemerden, 1991b).

3. Substrate Affinities of Purple and Green
Sulfur Bacteria

The scavenging capacity of organisms for a given
substrate can be ranked from low to high by comparing
their growth affinity for that substrate. The specific
growth rate of microbes depends on the
concentration (s) of the growth-rate limiting substrate.
With non-inhibitory substrates the relation between

and s is adequately described by the Monod
equation, being :

in which is the maximum specific growth rate
and is the saturation constant equal to the sub-
strate concentration at which Plotting
versus s results in a saturating type of curve, the
steeper the initial slope the higher the affinity of the
organism for the substrate involved. Since is a
function of the magnitude of the affinity (usually)
cannot directly be deduced from the saturation
constant (Healey, 1980; Zevenboom, 1980; Van
Gemerden, 1984). Under constant environmental
conditions, the organism with the highest affinity
can be expected to outcompete all others utilizing the
same substrate. With the assumption that substrate
concentrations in nature are low (in any case much
lower than affinity can be described mathe-
matically as being the initial
slope of the Monod curve.

It appears that the affinity for sulfide of purple and
green sulfur bacteria is related to the location of
sulfur deposition. Chlorobiaceae and Ectothiorhodo-

spiraceae, depositing extracellularly, invariably
exhibit higher affinities for sulfide than Chroma-
tiaceae, which store inside the cells (Table 8).
Rhodobacter capsulatus, a purple nonsulfur
bacterium depositing extracellularly (Hansen and
Van Gemerden, 1972), also has a high sulfide affinity
(Van Gemerden, 1984). Likewise, colorless sulfur
bacteria have high sulfide and thiosulfate affinities
(Beudeker et al., 1982: Visscher et al., 1992). It has
been postulated that in organisms having a high
affinity for sulfide, the primary acceptor for the
electrons released in the oxidation of sulfide is situated
at the outside of the cell membrane, whereas for
organisms depositing intracellularly, the primary
acceptor is located at the inside of the membrane.
Active transport of sulfide across the membrane,
only being necessary in organisms depositing
intracellularly, might then be the limiting step (Van
Gemerden, 1984). At present there are no exceptions
to the rule, but conclusive evidence to support this
hypothesis is still lacking.

In a few organisms, affinities have been estimated
for different sulfur substrates (Table 9). Cm. vinosum
and T. roseopersicina displayed similar affinities for

and If the undissociated forms would have to
pass the membrane by passive diffusion, one would
expect that the larger trisulfide molecule enters the
cell at a lower rate than hydrogen sulfide, resulting in
a lower affinity for the former. These results thus
suggests that both sulfur species are translocated by
active transport. In Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum
the affinities for and differed sixfold. For yet
unknown reasons, all three organisms showed a lower

on
Few data are available on the utilization of other

substrates than the ones the organisms were grown
on. It was reported that in Cm. vinosum and T.
roseopersicina, oxidation by grown cells
proceeds without lag (Steudel et al., 1990; Visscher
et al., 1990). In contrast, de novo protein synthesis
was required for the utilization of polysulfide by Cb.
limicola (Visscher and Van Gemerden, 1988).
Acetate-grown Chromatium cells oxidize sulfide
without lag, which is explained by the presence of
Calvin cycle enzymes in these cells (see sec-
tion VIII.D).

Purple sulfur bacteria appear to be able to oxidize
different substrates simultaneously, e.g. and
(Thiocapsa ), acetate and sulfide (Chromatium ), or

and DMS (Thiocapsa) (Visscher and Van
Gemerden, 1991b). In the green sulfur bacterium
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Cb. limicola, oxidation ceased upon the addition
of concomitantly was resynthesized. The
amount of added was insufficient to explain the
formation of from and and it was
hypothesized that the initial oxidation of resulted
in the formation of (Visscher and Van Gemerden,
1988). The inhibition of oxidation by suggests
a common transport system.

For other reasons, in green sulfur bacteria acetate
assimilation and sulfide oxidation proceed syn-
chronously. These organisms fix  via the reversed
TCA cycle (Ormerod and Sirevåg, 1983; and see
Chapter 40). The first step in acetate assimilation is a
reductive carboxylation which involves the partici-
pation of reduced ferredoxin. For the formation of
the latter, sulfide is required.

4. Reduced Sulfur Compounds as Sources of
Energy

Chemolithotrophy is the type of metabolism in which
energy requirements are fulfilled by the respiration
of an externally supplied inorganic compound. When
occurring, these substrates usually are respired
aerobically, i.e. with oxygen. Chemolithotrophy
certainly is not a common characteristic of anoxygenic
phototrophic sulfur bacteria. Green sulfur bacteria
are obligate phototrophs, but among the Chroma-
tiaceae several species have been shown to possess a
chemolithotrophic metabolism. Experiments in batch
cultures have revealed this capacity in several, but
not all, strains of Thiocapsa roseopersicina,
Amoebobacter roseus, Thiocystis violacea, Chroma-
tium vinosum, Cm. minus, Cm. violascens, Cm.
gracile, and Thiorhodovibrio winogradskyi (Pfennig,
1970; Bogorov, 1974; Gorlenko, 1974; Kondratieva
et., 1976; Kämpf and Pfennig, 1980, 1986a,b; De
Wit and Van Gemerden, 1987, 1990a,b; Overmann
and Pfennig, 1992). Some species only grow at low

while others can do so at full atmospheric
oxygen tension. All large-celled Chromatiaceae and
a few small-celled species fail to grow in the presence
of even low concentrations of oxygen (Kämpf and
Pfennig, 1980). However, even species having the
ability to grow chemotrophically appear to have a
preference for phototrophy. Experimental evidence
to support this hypothesis will be presented in
section IX. Chlorobiaceae are unable to grow
chemotrophically (Kämpf and Pfennig, 1980).

When incubated in the continuous presence of low
to moderately high concentrations of oxygen, purple

sulfur bacteria eventually become completely
colorless (De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1987;
Overmann and Pfennig, 1992). During chemotrophic
growth (aerobic respiration of sulfide or thiosulfate),
the yield is much lower that during phototrophic
growth. The protein concentration in phototrophic
cultures of Thiocapsa roseopersicina strain M1, when
subjected to a shift from anoxic to oxic
conditions, decreased substantially; concomitantly,
the cells became completely colorless. Approximately
61 % of the thiosulfate was respired to provide energy
and 39% resulted in the synthesis of cellular material
(De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1987). The chemotrophic
yield of phototrophic purple bacteria thus appeared
to be somewhat higher than reported for colorless
sulfur bacteria (Kelly, 1982).

Shift experiments as described above, were also
carried out in media containing equimolar concen-
trations of and acetate (Overmann and Pfennig,
1992). Under these conditions, the protein concen-
tration during chemotrophic growth of T. roseo-
persicina strain 6311 was 47% compared to full
phototrophic growth, and the corresponding values
for Amoebobacter roseus strain 6611 and Thiocystis
violacea strain 2711 were 67% and 52%, respectively
(Overmann and Pfennig, 1992). These organisms are
unable to respire acetate. The higher yields of these
organisms under chemotrophic conditions, compared
to T. roseopersicina strain M1 are not to be explained
by strain differences, but rather illustrate that much
energy is required for the fixation of

C. Oxygen

The impact of oxygen on growth and metabolism of
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria has been studied
for a long time. The metabolism of the phototrophic
purple and green sulfur bacteria is inhibited by oxygen
in one way or another. These organisms thrive in the
anoxic parts of sediments and freshwater ponds and
lakes, provided light is available. For some species
(green sulfur bacteria, large-celled Chromatiaceae)
oxygen is lethal, while other species survive and may
grow at relatively low concentrations of oxygen.
Although the general statement that ‘photosynthesis
of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria is dependent on
oxygen-deficient conditions’ (Drews and Imhoff,
1991) suggests otherwise, some species continue to
photosynthesize in the presence of elevated
concentrations of and a few are even capable of
carrying out Chemolithotrophy, in which a reduced
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sulfur species is oxidized aerobically to provide
energy.

Oxygen, at relatively low partial pressure,
specifically inhibits the synthesis of photopigments;
this has not only been observed in purple non-sulfur
bacteria (Cohen-Bazire et al., 1957), but in purple
sulfur bacteria as well (Hurlbert, 1967) The lower
limit for complete repression is not exactly known,
and may well be different for different organisms. In
Chromatium vinosum, reduced rates of BChl synthesis
were observed at concentrations below 10
(Kämpf and Pfennig, 1986a). Also, Thiocapsa
roseopersicina and Thiocystis violacea were reported
to contain low levels of BChl and carotenoids at
‘low’ oxygen concentrations (Bogorov, 1974; Kämpf
and Pfennig, 1980). The latter two species are ranked
as the most tolerant members of the Chromatiaceae
to perform anoxygenic photosynthesis in the presence
of oxygen (Kondratieva et al., 1976; Kondratieva,
1979; Kämpf and Pfennig, 1980; Madigan, 1988).

D. Carbon Sources

Carbon dioxide is commonly used as the sole source
of carbon in media for growing purple and green
sulfur bacteria. The stoichiometry of the reduction of

and the oxidation of and was shown in
Equations 4 and 5, respectively.

In the Chromatiaceae, the main route of
fixation is the Calvin cycle. Additional
reactions have been reported (Fuller, 1978; Sahl and
Trüper, 1977), but these do not seem to contribute
substantially to the net conversion of to cell
material (Madigan, 1988). In the green sulfur bacteria,
carbon dioxide is fixed through the reductive TCA
cycle (Ormerod and Sirevåg, 1983). This metabolic
route of fixation is energetically less energy-
demanding, which may, at least in part, explain why
green sulfur bacteria are selectively enriched at low
light intensities. Autotrophic growth of Chlorobiaceae
depends on the presence of a reduced form of sulfur,
such as sulfide, since these organisms lack the
possibility of the reduction of for assimilatory
purposes.

Organic compounds are also assimilated by purple
and green sulfur bacteria. In this respect, Chloro-
biaceae show little versatility (Trüper, 1981). Except
for acetate and pyruvate, for which the simultaneous
presence of and a reduced sulfur species

is required for assimilation, no organic

compounds stimulate growth. The Chromatiaceae
show a large variation in the extent to what, and
under what conditions, organic compounds are used
as substrates for growth. The large-celled species
(such as Chromatium okenii, Cm. weissei, Thiospir-
illum jenense, and a few others), are nutritionally
rather restricted. Their photo-assimilation is limited
to acetate and pyruvate. In addition, like the green
sulfur bacteria, these organisms are unable to reduce
sulfate for assimilatory purposes, and thus rely on
the presence of sulfide. The small-celled Chroma-
tiaceae, on the other hand, possess the assimilatory
sulfate reduction route, and, in addition, have a much
larger range of organic compounds that can be
assimilated (Trüper, 1981).

Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (RuBisCO),
being the key enzyme of the Calvin cycle, is most
active during photoautotrophic growth. During
photoheterotrophic growth the Calvin cycle enzymes
are under metabolic control; in Cm. vinosum the
synthesis of RuBisCO is repressed by 50–90% under
photoheterotrophic conditions (Fuller, 1978). It was
suggested that the considerable activity of the Calvin
cycle enzymes still present under these conditions
might play a role in the disposal of excess reducing
power (Hurlbert and Lascelles, 1963). Under constant
environmental conditions, lowering the cellular
content of RuBisCO and other enzymes may be an
effective adaptation, since the Calvin cycle is largely
superfluous during growth on acetate. However, under
fluctuating conditions, which are characteristic for
most of the habitats of the phototrophic sulfur bacteria,
such an ‘adaptation’ could be a serious drawback
and might result in a reduced reactivity upon a shift
from acetate assimilation to However,
acetate-grown Chromatium cells oxidize sulfide at
similar specific rate as sulfide-grown cells. It thus
appears that the organism has an overcapacity with
respect to the Calvin-cycle enzymes. A similar
overcapacity with respect to the content of BChl is
discussed in section IX.C.

IX. Case Studies

The competitive position of (a group of) organisms
cannot be judged from their own characteristics, but
requires comparison with data of other organisms
under ecologically relevant conditions. A few
illustrative examples are discussed below.
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A. Competition Among Purple Sulfur Bacteria data obtained in chemostats. Under these
conditions, the concentration of sulfide permanently
is in the range. In nature, substrate
concentrations are not constant, but rather show diel
fluctuations (Jørgensen et al., 1983; Revsbech and
Ward, 1984; Van Gemerden et al., 1985; Nicholson
et al., 1987; Pierson et al., 1987; De Wit et al., 1989;
Lassen et al., 1992; Van Gemerden, 1993). Due to
decreased oxidation rates and ongoing production
rates, sulfide concentrations increase during nights,
and decrease during the day. All purple sulfur bacteria
analyzed so far exhibit a higher sulfide oxidation
capacity than that required for growth. As a result,
storage compounds accumulate intracellularly during
periods in which excess substrate is available (See
Chapter 45). It has been established for Cm. vinosum
that the potential rate of electron-donor oxidation is
virtually identical at all specific growth rates.
Consequently, the storage capacity is maximal at low
growth rates (Van Gemerden and Beeftink, 1978;
Beeftink and Van Gemerden, 1979). Likewise, in
Cm. weissei the maximum rates of electron-donor
oxidation and exceed the maximum
specific growth rate (Van Gemerden, 1974). The fact
that slow or non-growing phototrophic bacteria have
high reactivities would have little ecological meaning,
unless substrate concentrations fluctuate.

Secondly, the maximum rate of sulfide oxidation
of Cm. vinosum is approximately half that of Cm.
weissei. This is not related to differences in the rate
of  fixation, which is similar in the two organisms,
but rather to the fact that the large-celled Cm. weissei
preferentially oxidizes sulfide to whereas in the
small-celled Cm. vinosum a larger fraction of the
sulfide is directly oxidized to sulfate. Under
fluctuating sulfide concentration this phenomenon
could counteract a high sulfide affinity.

Sulfide is not oxidized in the dark. Applying a
dark-light regimen, in combination with a constant
sulfide supply, thus mimicking the environmental

In aquatic environments, particularly in fresh-water
lakes and ponds, blooms of large-celled Chromatium
species (Cm. okenii, Cm. weissei) occur frequently.
In such blooms, small-celled Chromatium species
(Cm. vinosum, Cm. minutissimum) usually are present
as well. If large-celled and small-celled species
comprise different ecophysiological groups, is of
interest to know what parameters are of decisive
importance for bloom formation.

Large-celled Chromatium species grow slowly
(have a relatively low require vitamin and
were reported to grow best in dim light and dark-
light cycles (Pfennig, 1965; Pfennig and Trüper,
1992). Small-celled Chromatium species usually do
not require and, as a rule, are cultivated under
continuous illumination (Table 10). Although the
discovery of the requirement was a breakthrough
in the cultivation of the large Chromatium species
(Pfennig, 1965; Pfennig and Lippert, 1966), it
probably is not a factor of decisive importance in the
competition between these species. Similarly, once
pure cultures were available, most large-celled species
were found to be culturable at higher light intensities.

In a study on the competition between the small-
celled Cm. vinosum and the large-celled Cm. weissei,
attempts to grow the organisms together in sulfide-
limited chemostats in the light invariably resulted in
Cm. weissei being outcompeted by Cm. vinosum,
irrespective of the dilution rate employed. This is to
be expected in view of their respective affinities for
sulfide (see Table 8). However, when continuous
illumination was replaced by a light-dark regimen,
the two organisms coexisted, which could be
explained by taking into consideration that, in addition
to the growth parameters and the temporary
storage of glycogen and are important factors
(Van Gemerden, 1974).

The affinity for sulfide is calculated from and
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conditions, results in a slow increase in the
concentration of sulfide during the dark periods. Co-
culturing Cm. weissei and Cm. vinosum under these
conditions showed that in the early hours of the
illumination period, a large fraction of the accumu-
lated sulfide was oxidized by Cm. weissei, resulting
in the intracellular storage of and glycogen. During
the remainder of the light periods, in which the
sulfide concentration was extremely low, most of the
incoming sulfide was oxidized by Cm. vinosum due
to its higher affinity. During these periods, Cm.
weissei was growing predominantly at the expense
of the previously stored and glycogen. Stable
coexistence between Cm. weissei and Cm. vinosum
was observed at different light-dark regimens, in
which longer nights resulted in a more pronounced
dominance of the large Cm. weissei (Van Gemerden,
1974).

The co-existence of the two Chromatium species
under fluctuating conditions thus can be explained
on the basis of (1) a higher growth response of the
small-celled species at all sulfide concentrations, (2)
a similar maximal rate of fixation in both
organisms, and (3) a faster storage of in Cm.
weissei upon a temporary excess of sulfide.

A high sulfide affinity also appears to be of crucial
importance for organisms lacking the ability to use
sulfate as sulfur source for assimilatory purposes.
However, the lack of assimilatory sulfate reduction,
as observed in the large-celled species, is fully
compensated by the extensive storage of sulfur, thus
providing the organisms with a suitable source of
sulfur for the synthesis of structural cell components.

Although and data from many more strains
are required before a general conclusion can be
reached, this example illustrates that the environ-
mental fluctuations in an organism’s habitat should
be taken into consideration before conclusions can
be drawn on the (dis)advantage of a certain
characteristic.

B. Competition Between Purple and Green
Sulfur Bacteria

Purple sulfur bacteria and green sulfur bacteria have
very similar nutritional requirements. It is, therefore,
not surprising that these organisms can be grown in
media of similar composition. Green sulfur bacteria,
being obligate anaerobic phototrophs, have been
isolated from marine environments, but seldom
develop profusely. An exception is found in the

multi-layered microbial mats of Great Sippewissett
Salt Marsh, Cape Cod, USA (Nicholson et al., 1987;
Pierson et al., 1987). In these systems, a layer of
green sulfur bacteria developed underneath two
distinct layers of purple sulfur bacteria which
presumably prevented the downward diffusion of
oxygen. No oxygen data were reported, but
circumstantial evidence showed the layer of green
sulfur bacteria to be permanently anoxic.

Green sulfur bacteria frequently bloom in fresh-
water lakes, often as mixed populations with purple
sulfur bacteria. It is of interest to know what conditions
are in favor of such a co-existence.

Numerous chemostat studies have shown that co-
culturing of organisms with different substrate
affinities, results in the competitive exclusion of the
organism with the lower affinity. However, stable co-
culturesof Chlorobium limicola f. thiosulfatophilum
DSM 249 and Chromatium vinosum DSM 185 were
obtained in sulfide-limited continuous cultures,
despite the higher sulfide affinity of Chlorobium (see
Table 8). With increasing dilution rates, the population
density of Chromatium increased in proportion (Van
Gemerden and Beeftink, 1981).

On theoretical grounds, stable coexistence of two
competing organisms is feasible. One possibility is
that there are at least two mutual substrates, and that
the competing organisms have complementary
relationships on these substrates (Taylor and Williams,
1975; Yoon et al., 1977; Gottschal, 1986). In the case
of Chlorobium / Chromatium, sulfide obviously is
one of the substrates for which Chlorobium has the
better affinity. It has been suggested that acted as
the second substrate (Van Gemerden and Beeftink,
1981). Extracellular produced by green sulfur
bacteria, can be used equally well by purple and
green sulfur bacteria. is a powerful electron donor
because it represents six out of the eight electrons
released in the oxidation of sulfide to sulfate. However,
the hypothesis of as second substrate had to be
abandoned because of the following pure culture
studies.

In continuous cultures, the population density (x)
depends on the concentration of the substrate in the
inflowing medium and can be mathe-
matically described as in which Y
is the yield factor. The concentration of the left-over
substrate is mathematically described as

in which and are the kinetic growth
parameters (see section VIII.B.3) and D is the dilution
rate. Under steady-state conditions, equals D. Thus,
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in contrast to x, the concentration of s is independent
of However, a prerequisite is that the left-
over substrate is dispersed in the medium. Conse-
quently, in a culture of Chromatium, the mathematical
description of s given above, is not expected to hold
for the concentration of intracellular Indeed,
raising the in Chromatium cultures, not only
resulted in increased cell densities, but also in
increased concentrations of  As was to be expected,
the specific content of remained constant.
Unanticipated, however, similar phenomena were
observed in Chlorobium cultures. These data indicate
that the produced by one individual is not detected
by other individuals. For Chromatium this is not
surprising, the observations in Chlorobium may be
explained by the fact that somehow remains
attached to the cell by which it is produced. The
mechanistic explanation could be the presence of
appendages as observed in other Chlorobium strains
(Cohen-Bazire, 1963). The ecological implication of
these findings is that the term ‘extracellular sulfur’
should be interpreted carefully, and should not be
read as being fully available to other cells. Thus, it is
unlikely that, in the coexistence of Chromatium and
Chlorobium, extracellular acted as the second
substrate (Van Gemerden, 1986).

This intriguing problem was solved by the finding
that, in pure cultures of Chlorobium, polysulfides

were formed abiotically (Visscher and Van
Gemerden, 1988; Visscher et al., 1990). The
polysulfide affinities of Chlorobium and Chromatium
were very similar; however in Chlorobium, the
utilization of polysulfide was inhibited by hydrogen
sulfide, and, in addition, polysulfide oxidation
required de novo protein synthesis (Visscher and Van
Gemerden, 1988). In contrast, Chromatium, oxidized
polysulfide and sulfide simultaneously, and poly-
sulfide utilization occurred without lag (Steudel et
al., 1990).

The balanced coexistence between Chromatium
and Chlorobium observed in the laboratory thus can
be explained on the basis of (1) a higher sulfide
affinity of Chlorobium, (2) the formation of
polysulfide from the abiotic reaction between
present in concentrations, and produced
by Chlorobium, (3) the occurrence of sulfide and
polysulfide as mutual substrates for Chromatium and
Chlorobium, and (4) the fact that in Chlorobium the
utilization of polysulfide required induction, in
contrast to the oxidation of polysulfide by Chroma-
tium (Van Gemerden, 1987). These interactions are

visualized in Fig. 8. The relationships between the
specific growth rate and the concentraiton of sulfide
and polysulfide for each of the organisms are shown
in Fig. 9.

The phenomena discussed above, in combination
with the differences in absorption spectra of green
and purple sulfur bacteria, could offer a clue to the
co-existence of these phototrophic bacteria in natural
environments. Unfortunately, data on polysulfide
concentrations in lakes harboring both Chromatiaceae
and Chlorobiaceae presently are lacking.

C. Competition Between Purple and Colorless
Sulfur Bacteria

Under constant environmental conditions, chemo-
trophically growing purple sulfur bacteria appear to
have little chance in the competition for sulfide and
thiosulfate with genuine colorless sulfur bacteria.
The kinetic parameters and for Thiocapsa
roseopersicina M1 and Thiobacillus thioparus T5
for growth on reduced sulfur compounds are shown
in Table 11. Accordingly, the sulfide affinity of
Thiobacillus is 47-fold higher than that of Thiocapsa,
and the same is true for thiosulfate. However, purple
sulfur bacteria compete best when growing photo-
trophically, and appear to have several other options
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then chemotrophic growth. Important features are
(1) the possibility to migrate, (2) the ability to
photosynthesize in the presence of oxygen, and (3)
the ambient concentration of oxygen.

Migration away from oxic zones is a successful
strategy to avoid inhibition of photopigment synthesis.
Since in most ecosystems, sulfide and oxygen have
complementary profiles with little overlap, photo-
synthesis can continue, provided sufficient light is
available in the deeper layers. Particularly in sediment
ecosystems, having small vertical dimensions
compared to stratified lakes, migration can be
considered an effective mechanisms.

It was observed in marine coastal sediments that in
the early morning the purple sulfur bacteria rapidly
moved away from the surface layers once the overlying
cyanobacteria started to produce oxygen (Jørgensen,
1982). It was reported by Sorokin (1970) that in the
stratified Lake Belovod (Russia), the maximum
population density of motile purple sulfur bacteria
(Chromatium okenii, Pfennig and Trüper, 1992) was
at 6 m depth at 6 a.m., and at 13 m depth at 12 a.m.,
at each time coinciding with the oxygen/sulfide
interface. Vertical migration over such long distances
could not be observed in Wintergreen Lake (USA)
and have been doubted to occur on the basis of
maximum swimming rates (Caldwell and Tiedje,
1975). Vertical migration over a distance of 35 cm
has been reported for Chromatium minus in Lake
Cisó (Spain), but, in the same lake, no migration
could be observed for the gas-vacuolated Amoebo-

bacter M3 (Pedrós-Alió and Sala, 1990). In Rotsee
(Switzerland), the gas-vacuolated Thiopedia rosea
was reported to migrate over 1 m distances (Kohler
et al., 1984), and in Lake Holmsjön (Finland),
Chromatium sp. migrated downwards during the day
and upwards during the night, the total distance
being 30 cm (Lindholm et al., 1985). Thus, vacuolated
or motile phototrophic sulfur bacteria appear to be
able to position themselves in the chemocline,
probably as a response to the prevailing sulfide and/
or oxygen concentrations.

In the second place, cessation of photopigment
synthesis does not necessarily imply cessation of
photosynthesis. The Calvin-cycle enzymes of
Thiocapsa roseopersicina are not repressed in the
presence of oxygen (Kondratieva et al., 1976). It has
been suggested that the organism would shift from
phototrophy to chemotrophy when conditions become
oxic (Madigan, 1988). However, although pigment
synthesis does not occur in the presence of oxygen,
pigments already present do not become inoperative,
as illustrated below.

During phototrophy, electron donors are exclu-
sively used for the synthesis of cell material. In
contrast, during chemotrophy approximately two
thirds of the pool of electron donors is oxidized to
provide for the energy metabolism, and only one
third results in the synthesis of cell material (see
section VIII.B.4). Consequently, a judgment of the
energy metabolism of Thiocapsa is facilitated by
yield estimates. This purple sulfur bacterium
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frequently is found as the dominant anoxygenic
phototroph in microbial mats, being daily exposed to
oxygen. It was observed that the yield of T.
roseopersicina, when incubated in illuminated
continuous cultures exposed to a regime of 21 h oxic/
3 h anoxic, was virtually identical to that observed
during continuously anoxic conditions. In other
words, the cells were still growing phototrophically
during the 21 h oxic periods, despite the fact that
synthesis of photopigments only occurred during the
3 h anoxic periods (De Wit and Van Gemerden,
1990). The content of BChl a varied from 4 to 7

protein, whereas during continuously anoxic

conditions the BChl content typically is 30
protein. Apparently, Thiocapsa has a 4–7 fold higher
BChl content than needed (De Wit and Van Gemerden,
1990). Such an excess capacity would not have any
ecological relevance if the environmental conditions
would allow the synthesis of photopigments at all
times, but is of great advantage under fluctuating
conditions. Despite the fact that no synthesis of
photopigments occurs for prolonged periods of time,
it enables Thiocapsa to grow phototrophically in the
presence of oxygen. Conceivably, this capacity is
functional as well during strongly fluctuating light
intensities, due to the passing by of clouds.
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Applying a regimen of 1 h anoxic/23 oxic, resulted
in a BChl content varying between 0.8 and 2.5

protein, which is too low to allow for full
phototrophic growth. However, even under these
conditions Thiocapsa did not shift to full chemo-
trophy, since the yield was observed to be higher than
during full chemotrophy, but lower than during full
phototrophy, indicating that growth was the result of
a mixed photo-chemotrophic metabolism (Schaub
and Van Gemerden, 1993).

In natural environments, illumination usually
coincides with the presence of oxygen, and darkness
with anoxic conditions. Incubation of Thiocapsa at
regimen in which illumination was provided during
oxic periods only and not during anoxic periods,
resulted in photopigment synthesis in the dark. It
was calculated that ample energy was provided by
the concomitant degradation of glycogen, which had
been synthesized during the previous oxic/light period
(De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1990). These phenomena
are particularly relevant to immobile benthic
organisms unable to migrate.

In the third place, it is of importance to evaluate
the oxygen conditions at the depth horizon where
sulfide oxidation takes place. The analogy between
the three systems analyzed by Jørgensen (1982), is
the prevailing low oxygen concentration at the site of
maximal sulfide oxidation. As judged from the profiles
of oxygen and sulfide in a microbial mat on the

with pure cultures of Thiobacillus thioparusT5, that,

Frisian Island of Texel (The Netherlands), in which
purple sulfur bacteria and colorless sulfur bacteria
were most abundant in the same depth layer (Visscher
et al., 1992), sulfide oxidation also primarily took
place at low oxygen concentrations. At first sight, the
much higher sulfide affinities of colorless sulfur
bacteria compared to purple sulfur bacteria, seem to
contradict the observed coexistence of Thiocapsa
and Thiobacillus.

It has been demonstrated in chemostat experiments

in the presence of excess sulfide virtually
completely is oxidized to sulfate. During oxygen
shortage, the concentration of sulfide still remained
below the detection limit; however various other
reduced forms of sulfur, notably and were
excreted into the medium. Under severe oxygen-
limiting conditions, the concentration of sulfide in
the culture was but from the 7.1
sulfide supplied, only 1.87 was oxidized to
sulfate, the remaining being present as reduced sulfur
intermediates (Van den Ende and Van Gemerden,
1993). Thiocapsa, once introduced in such a

Thiobacillus culture, thus is provided with ample
substrates to grow. Although oxygen is supplied
continuously, its concentration in the mixed culture
is lowered to undetectable levels by Thiobacillus,
and thus, pigment synthesis in Thiocapsa is not
inhibited. The result is co-existence of the colorless
sulfur bacterium and the phototrophic sulfur
bacterium, each growing in its own preferred mode
(F. P. van den Ende and A. Laverman, personal
communication).

It may be argued that in the example described
above, the two organisms did not actually compete
for mutual substrates, since Thiobacillus oxidized all
sulfide and Thiocapsa grew on the products formed
thereof. However, the fraction of a mutual substrate
utilized by each population not only depends on their
respective affinities, but as well on the population
densities. Potentially, Thiocapsa might have been
able to claim part of the sulfide as a result of its
growth on the other sulfur species. Since the formation
of these were the result of the activities of Thiobacillus,
Thiocapsa will not be able to outcompete the colorless
sulfur bacterium (Van Gemerden, 1993). In a similar
fashion, purple sulfur bacteria might profit from
their chemotrophic potential in the competition with
colorless sulfur bacteria (Kuenen, 1989). This mass
effect also may play a role in the competition between
autotrophic and heterotrophic nitrifying bacteria
(Kuenen, 1989; Tiedje et al., 1982).

In conclusion, colorless sulfur bacteria and purple
sulfur bacteria can coexist under conditions of oxygen
limitation, provided of course, that the penetration of
light is sufficient to allow for phototrophic growth.
Since in most stratified ecosystems sulfide predom-
inantly is oxidized in the oxygen-sulfide interface, it
is anticipated that in many systems these different
types of sulfur bacteria are able to thrive in the same
depth layers.

X. Concluding Remarks

A proper understanding of the ecology of phototrophic
sulfur bacteria requires a careful description of both
bacterial populations and their environment. This
understanding, however, is often hampered by the
nature of the information available. As van Niel
pointed out (1955):

Unfortunately, the relationships between the
characteristics of an environment and the flora and
fauna found therein must often be deduced from
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observations made at the time when the organisms
are already present in large numbers. This is not
always a satisfactory guide to an interpretation of
ecological factors, because at such time the
environment may have been considerably modified
by the activities of the organisms themselves.

Underlying this statement is the idea that bacterial
communities cannot be considered static systems
and that a one time description of a fully developed
environment actually says very little. What is actually
relevant in order to understand how phototrophic
sulfur bacteria bloom and decay is the analysis of the
conditions, both biotic and abiotic, which regulate
their growth, as well as the set of factors determining
their removal from the system.

Since natural communities are complex and
environmental conditions are often unpredictable,
the study of their ecology can benefit from laboratory
experiments using model systems. Although these
models constitute extremely simplified versions of
nature and the information they provide must be
used cautiously, they constitute a unique tool for the
testing of hypotheses both on the interaction between
organisms, and on the interaction between the
organisms and their environment. The successful
development of a laboratory system, however,
requires a detailed knowledge of the environmental
conditions to which the organisms are exposed. Thus,
it would be extremely helpful if field studies, in
which so much time and effort is invested, provided
such information.

From the analysis of the different case studies, it
seems apparent that study of the ecology of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria (actually the ecology of
any organism) must contemplate the existence of
fluctuations. There is a rather general agreement on
the importance of fluctuations and a considerable
body of supportive evidence has been gathered along
the years. To assess which kind of physiological
adaptations are better suited to deal with such
fluctuations is the task of the experimental
ecophysiologist.
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Summary

It is apparent that very few species of anoxygenic phototrophs occur or grow at high temperatures, particularly
when compared to species numbers for thermophilic Archaea and non-photosynthetic Bacteria. Chloroflexus
spp. are the most thermotolerant ( up to ~70 °C), but none are in the hyperthermophilic category.

Recognizing that there may be some endemic populations of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria that have not
been dispersed among geographically disparate geothermal sites, the major factors affecting the distribution of
these bacteria are temperature, pH, and concentration of sulfide. Oxygen may have an effect on the vertical
distribution and the diel vertical migration of some species within mats. Facultative aerobic metabolism appears
to be a property of many of the anoxygenic phototrophs (but not Chlorobium or Heliobacillus) in these dynamic
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communities and adaptation to low photon fluence rates is a necessity for many species.
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I. Introduction

A. Definition of Thermophily

The terms thermophily and thermotolerance in
phototrophic prokaryotes should encompass a
different range of temperatures than those used to
define thermophily in non-phototrophic organisms,
both archaebacteria (Archaea) and eubacteria
(Bacteria). Some contemporary biologists have
proposed a high temperature environment for the
origin of life and support this in part by pointing to
the existence of living hyperthermophilic ‘bacteria’
that, according to parsimonious 16S rRNA sequence
analyses, branch early in both eubacterial and
archaebacterial phylogenetic ‘trees.’ Chlorophyll-
based photosynthesis occurs only in branches of the
eubacterial tree (which includes chloroplasts).
Phototrophic bacteria do not exist above 73–74 °C, a
relatively low temperature when compared to extreme
hyperthermophilic non-phototrophic prokaryotes,
such as Thermotoga and Aquifex which branch off
early (Olsen et al., 1994). Thus, if chlorophyll-based
photosynthesis has a monophyletic origin and
appeared early (as indicated by the Chloroflexus
branch) it did not evolve at extreme temperatures
(i.e. >75 °C) unless subsequent loss of caldoactive
photosynthesis has occurred through extinctions.
Diversity in the upper temperature range for
photosynthesis (63–73 °C) is limited, although it is
possible that many genotypes (or species) of the
highest temperature form of the cyanobacterium
Synechococcus sp. exist. A relatively large number
of species, genera, and higher categories of
phototrophic bacteria inhabit waters between 53 and
63 °C. In addition, the highest temperature photo-
trophs known today (i.e. Synechococcus sp. and
Chloroflexus aurantiacus) have not adapted fully to
the upper several degrees of their temperature range
(Meeks and Castenholz, 1971; Pierson and Casten-
holz, 1974a; Castenholz and Schneider, 1993). It is
likely, therefore, that the origins of thermophilic
cyanobacteria, at least, were at low or moderate
temperatures and that evolutionary expansion
occurred slowly and selectively up the temperature
gradient.

Abbreviations: Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus; Cm. –
Chromatium; Hc. – Heliobacillus; HTF – high temperature form;
LTF – low temperature form; MTF – moderate temperatrue
form; O. – Oscillatoria; YNP – Yellowstone National Park

In contrast to at least 20 species of morphologically
distinct cyanobacteria known in the 53–63 °C range
(e.g. Castenholz, 1969) the anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria have few known thermophilic species. Only
Chloroflexus aurantiacus (including some distinct
genotypes) and at least one other species of
Chloroflexus thrive at temperatures above 57 °C. In
the range of 50–57 °C habitats, only one known
species of the green sulfur bacteria, one purple
bacterium, one Heliothrix species, one Helio-
bacterium, and an undescribed filamentous ‘purple
bacterium’ are known.

In the context of phototrophs, then, we will use the
term high temperature forms (HTFs) for those able
to grow above 63 °C and moderate temperature
forms (MTFs) for those that have upper limits below
63 °C but above 53 °C. Low temperature forms
(LTFs) (upper growth limits between 43 and 53 °C)
include many species with growth temperature optima
well below this range. Thus, for the purposes of this
discussion, those that are not able to exceed 52 °C
will not be regarded as thermophiles.

B. Summary of Thermophilic Anoxygenic
Phototrophs

1. Chloroflexus

Although it is now known that Chloroflexus-like
organisms reach their greatest biomass in marine
and hypersaline microbial mats (see Chapter 3 by
Pierson and Castenholz), Chloroflexus was first
discovered in hot springs, and the type species, Cf.
aurantiacus, has been the only species studied
extensively by physiologists, biochemists, and
phylogenists. It grows best as a photoheterotroph,
but some strains are capable of aerobic chemo-
heterotrophic or anaerobic photoautotrophic growth
as well (see Chapter 3 by Pierson and Castenholz).

Chloroflexus aurantiacus, with at least a few
genotypes (see Weller et al., 1992), occurs worldwide
in hot springs of alkaline pH down to about pH 6.2
(Pierson and Castenholz, 1974a; Castenholz, 1984b,
1988; Table 1). Species determinations have not
been made from populations in most hot spring
areas, so with the limitation of only morphology,
pigmentation, and temperature tolerance compar-
isons, all will be referred to simply as Chloroflexus.
Recently Hanada et al. (1993) have isolated a new
species of Chloroflexus from Japanese hot springs.
Although quite similar to Cf. aurantiacus physio-
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logically, a fairly large separation on the basis of 16S
rRNA nucleotide sequences and DNA-DNA hybridi-
zations (9–14%) is indicated.

In western North America (Castenholz, 1984b) in
Yunnan, China (Yun, 1986), and presumably in other
parts of Asia and in Africa, Chloroflexus populations
are most prominent as distinct orange to salmon
colored ‘undermats’ lying directly below a top layer
of cyanobacteria (Fig. 1). Although less conspicuous,
Chloroflexus is also invariably intermingled with the
topmat species. These two-parted microbial mats
may extend upwards in the thermal stream to the
upper temperature limit of the cyanobacterial
provider. This may be up to about 68–69 °C in North
American and Asian springs where a high temperature
form (HTF) of Synechococcus extends upward to a
constant or mean temperature of ~ 73°C (Fig. 2).
Chloroflexus mixed with Synechococcus may extend
in low numbers up to this temperature as well. In
some areas (e.g. New Zealand, Iceland, Europe)
Chloroflexus and cyanobacteria are not as conspic-
uously separated into undermat and topmat, and
extend upward only to 63–64 °C, the highest growth
temperature for the cyanobacteria of these areas.
Since all of the above populations of Chloroflexus
are growing as heterotrophs (photo- or chemo-) they
are dependent on immediate or upstream reduced
carbon, the sources of which are ultimately the
photoautotrophic cyanobacteria. No diazotrophic
strains of Chloroflexus are known, in contrast to all
other known anoxygenic phototrophs (Heda and
Madigan, 1986).

Chloroflexus strains are also capable of a slow
sulfide-dependent photoautotrophy (Castenholz,
1973a; Madigan and Brock, 1975; Giovannoni et al.,
1987), and in sulfide-rich springs, mats or biofilms
of Chloroflexus extend up the temperature gradient
beyond that of the cyanobacteria to about 66 °C
(Table 1). Thus, mats lacking cyanobacteria exist
and are either orange, salmon-colored, or green,
depending primarily on the presence (orange) or
absence (green) of (Fig. 3). In culture, Cf.
aurantiacus (from 2 sources) also has the same
upper temperature limit of ~ 66°C, even as a
photoheterotroph, and it is possible that field
populations above ~ 68°C intermingled with the
cyanobacterium Synechococcus are incapable of
phototrophic growth, and are thus relegated to
chemoheterotrophy (Castenholz, unpublished
observations).

2. Heliothrix and Possibly Related Filamentous
Phototrophs

On the basis of 5S and 16S rRNA sequence
comparisons (Pierson et al., 1985; Weller at al.,
1992), Heliothrix oregonensis falls within the same
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cluster branch as Chloroflexus (see Chapter 3 by
Pierson and Castenholz). The very apparent difference
between the two is that Heliothrix does not possess
chlorosomes, and therefore lacks the major light
harvesting pigments of Chloroflexus (i.e. bacterio-
chlorophyll c, d, or e). BChl a, the sole chlorophyll,
occurs in the cytoplasmic membrane only; the orange
color is a result of carotenoids, primarily and

carotenes and an carotene glycoside.
The undescribed reddish filamentous phototroph of
Yellowstone, distinguished from Heliothrix by having
‘internal’ lamellar thylakoids, also possesses only
BChl a (see Chapter 3 by Pierson and Castenholz
and Castenholz, 1984b).

Heliothrix oregonensis has been studied in Oregon
hot springs (Pierson et al., 1984). It is in all known
cases a photoheterotroph, tolerates and possibly
requires and shows a field distribution and
photoheterotrophic activity up to a temperature
between 56 and 60 °C (Table 1, see also Fig. 4).
Heliothrix is a wider diameter filament than
Chloroflexus (~1.5 vs. 0.5–1.0 and glides at a
faster rate (~0.2 vs. 0.02

3. Chlorobium

The only thermophilic green sulfur bacterium known
is Chlorobium tepidum, (Wahlund et al., 1991). It is
barely a moderate temperature form (MTF), growing
only up to about 55–56 °C in the few hot springs to
which it is relegated and up to ~53 °C in the two
culture isolates tested (Table 1). It is known from
only a few springs in the Rotorua region of New
Zealand (Castenholz et al., 1990, see Fig. 5). In
culture, Cb. tepidum required at least 1 mM sulfide
for growth and tolerated up to about 4 mM. Thiosulfate
(2–8 mM) greatly stimulated growth and could be
used as the sole photoreductant (Wahlund et al.,
1991). A pH range for growth of 5.9–7.2 reflected the
pH range of the source stream (strain TLS). Cb.
tepidum, like most other anoxygenic bacteria, is
capable of nitrogen fixation (Wahlund and Madigan,
1993).

The characteristic that most distinguishes C.
tepidum from other species of Chlorobium is its
thermophily. A few other features, such as large
amounts of unique wax esters (Shiea et al., 1991)
also help to distinguish this species. Its ‘preference’
for thiosulfate as an electron donor in photosynthesis,
however, indicates a closeness to other thiosulfate-
utilizing species of Chlorobium, such as Cb. limicola,
and 16S rRNA sequence data confirm this (Wahlund
et al., 1991).

4. Chromatium

Cm. tepidum (Madigan, 1986) is the only purple
sulfur bacterium known to be thermophilic, at least
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capable of growth above 50 °C (optimum 48–50 °C).
Halophilic species of Ectothiorhodospira have mildly
thermophilic tendencies, often with optima for growth
up to 47 °C, but with upper limits of 50 °C or lower
(e.g. Raymond and Sistrom, 1969; Imhoff and Trüper,
1981). Although several genotypes of Chromatium
tepidum may exist, the general phenotypic charac-
teristics of this species appear to be the same or very
similar wherever it occurs. It is known from several
hot spring complexes in western North America
where it is often abundant up to temperatures of 57–
58 °C (Table 1). In culture as well it shows no growth
above 57 °C or below 34 °C, and thus would be
classified as a moderate temperature form (MTF). It
is known primarily as an ‘undermat’ form, presumably
depending on biogenic sulfide, but in a few areas
forms a surface mat when primary sulfide is abundant.

The diagnostic characteristics of Cm. tepidum are
the higher temperature tolerance and optima for
growth, rhodovibrin as the major carotenoid (in
addition to spirilloxanthin), and the light-harvesting
bacteriochlorophyll a/protein complex with a major
absorption maximum at 918 nm in addition to 800
and 855 nm (Garcia et al., 1986).

5. Purple ‘Non-Sulfur’ Bacteria

At present, purple ‘non-sulfur’ bacteria have not
been isolated in culture with growth temperature
limits above 47 °C (see Resnick and Madigan, 1989;
Stadtwald-Demchick et al., 1990 a,b). These few
species will be regarded here as mildly thermophilic
or thermotolerant species of Rhodopseudomonas (Rp,
cryptolactis) and Rhodospirillum (Rs. centenum).
Little is known of their ecology except the nature of
the hot spring pools from which they were isolated
(Table 1). Rhodospirillum centenum, however
produces high heat- and desiccation-resistant cysts
which presumably explains the recovery of this
species from thermal waters of 55 °C. Most earlier
described species of the purple ‘non-sulfur’ bacteria
in culture have temperature optima of 30–35 °C and
only two species have optima as high as 40–42 °C
(Imhoff and Trüper, 1989). fixation by several
mildly thermophilic ‘non-sulfur’ purple bacteria has
been demonstrated, indicating that this may be a
means for enriching the mat environment with fixed
nitrogen (Resnick and Madigan, 1989; Statwald-
Demchick et al., 1990a,b).

Other studies of hot spring species composition
and temperature limits have recovered purple ‘non-
sulfur’ bacteria from temperatures exceeding 50 °C,
perhaps up to 60 °C (Gorlenko et al., 1985, 1987).
These studies have not demonstrated growth in the
50–60 °C range, since recovery was determined by
plate dilutions and growth at lower temperatures
(Yurkov et al., 1991). Using undiluted inoculum
from hot springs of western N. America, enrichments
for purple ‘non-sulfur’ bacteria, invariably resulted
in success at 40 °C, sometimes at 45 °C, but never at
50 or 55 °C (Castenholz, unpublished data).

The purple ‘non-sulfur’ bacteria are infamous in
being present almost everywhere (as revealed by
selective/enrichment cultures). However, as in most
other habitats, no identifiable, discrete populations
of these organisms are apparent at any temperature
in hot spring mats. Purple phototrophic bacteria of
various types are represented in three phylogenetic
branches of the Proteobacteria where extreme
thermophily has not yet been found. The purple
‘sulfur’ bacterium, Chromatium tepidum, of the
gamma branch may represent the highest temperature-
tolerant thermophile of the Proteobacteria.
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6. Heliobacteria

Heliobacteria, in general, are known as soil inhabitants
and have been isolated mostly from dried soil samples,
including those from rice paddies of southeastern
Asia (Madigan, 1992). Essentially nothing is known
of the ecology of this group of Gram positive-related
bacteria. Heliobacillus sp., which appears quite
similar morphologically to Hc. mobilis (Beer-Romero
and Gest, 1987) has regularly become the dominant
or sole phototroph in enrichments from wet (30–
50 °C) inoculum from Hunter’s Hot Springs
(Lakeview, Oregon). Enrichments arose under
incandescent lamps at 40–50 °C, although at 40–
45 °C purple ‘non-sulfur’ bacteria sometimes arose
instead (Castenholz, unpublished data). The original
pyruvate-containing HAMP medium (Beer-Romero
and Gest, 1987) usually ‘selected’ for this thermo-
philic Heliobacillus. Growth of the 45 °C enrichment
culture continued when transferred to 50 or 53 °C
but not at 55 or 60 °C. The abundance of Heliobacillus
in Hunter’s Hot Springs has not been estimated
(Table 1). Several thermophilic heliobacteria have
been isolated in pure culture from Yellowstone hot
springs and Icelandic soils (Kimble and Madigan,
1994). These organisms grow up to 56 °C and have
recently been described as a new species of the genus
Heliobacterium, Heliobacterium modesticaldum, the
species epithet meaning ‘moderately hot’ (Kimble et
al., 1995). Heliobacterium modesticaldum appears
similar to the isolates from Hunter’s Hot Springs.

7. Anoxygenic Cyanobacteria

All known cyanobacteria retain the ability to perform
oxygenic photosynthesis when environmental sulfide
is low or absent. In addition to several non-
thermophiles, anoxygenic photosynthesis with sulfide
as the electron donor is known in some thermophilic
or semi-thermophilic species of Oscillatoria (e.g. O.
cf. limnetica: Cohen et al., 1986; O. cf. amphi-
granulata: Castenholz and Utkilen, 1984; O. cf.
boryana: Castenholz et al., 1991) and also in Spirulina
cf. labyrinthiformis (Castenholz, 1977). Not all
cyanobacteria are capable of living in the presence of
sulfide. Some that are incapable of anoxygenic
photosynthesis are completely inhibited; some are
merely tolerant and continue oxygenic photo-
synthesis; still others apparently perform both types

simultaneously (see Cohen et al., 1986). The
competent species are generally anoxygenic only
when free sulfide is over a critical level; is more
effective than HS-(Howsley and Pearson, 1979), the
latter proportionately greater at higher pH’s. In a
warm sulfide-rich pool in New Zealand, it was
concluded that sulfide-dependent anoxygenic
photosynthesis of benthic Oscillatoria boryana
generally began each day; as light intensity increased
the sulfide surrounding the cells was depleted to ~50

at which point oxygenic photosynthesis resumed
(Castenholz et al., 1991).

It is known that Photosystem II is inhibited by
sulfide in many cyanobacteria capable of anoxygenic
photosynthesis. It is merely conjecture, however,
that the ability of PS I to accept electrons derived
from sulfide represents a primitive ability inherited
from the photosystem-flavocytochrome complex of
green sulfur bacteria (see Blankenship, 1985).
Nevertheless, PS I of cyanobacteria and the
photosystem of green sulfur bacteria are similar in
several respects, most specifically in having iron
sulfur clusters as early acceptors in the reaction
centers (see Blankenship, 1992).

The thermophilic, facultatively anoxygenic
cyanobacteria are limited to temperatures below
57 °C. This temperature represents the upper limit
for growth of O. cf. amphigranulata in sulfide-rich to
low sulfide springs of New Zealand with pH ranges
of 5.9–9.2, and also in cultures with no sulfide
(Castenholz, 1976; Castenholz and Utkilen, 1984;
see Fig. 6). Spirulina labyrinthiformis in hot springs
of Yellowstone National Park is limited to temper-
atures below 51 °C under any conditions (Castenholz,
1977).

II. Chemical and Geographical Diversity of
Thermal Habitats

Photosynthetic prokaryotes are limited to waters
with pH levels above about 4.3. Very few species
tolerate levels below 6, however. Thus, even slightly
acidic springs have few photosynthetic components
that are not eukaryotic.

Above the pH level of 6, however, springs with
waters of great chemical diversity exist (e.g. Table 2;
White et al., 1963; Castenholz, 1969; Brock, 1978).
The largest number of springs or clusters of host
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springs are in areas of contemporary or geologically
recent volcanism. Most of these have inorganic solute
values well over 1000 and below 3000 mg/l, as
compared to surface waters with mean values of
~150 mg/l (Table 2). Saline hot springs exist, but
most of these are not associated with volcanism, but
rather with regions of ancient salt deposits or oil field
brines. Numerous hot springs also exist in areas of
active tectonism and deep faulting. These, non-
volcanic types usually have a lower solute content
than those associated with volcanism (Table 2).

Neutral to alkaline springs associated with
volcanism occur in many regions, most prominently
in western North and South America, and much of
the remainder of the Pacific rim, including
Kamchatka, Japan, Indonesia, and New Zealand
(Waring et al., 1965). Other large clusters exist in
Mediterranean Europe, the Azores, Iceland, portions
of central and eastern Africa, and many other smaller
island groups worldwide. Although each volcanic
area appears to have a characteristic chemistry as
exemplified by differing concentrations and relative
proportions of various ions, most of the extensive
volcanic geothermal areas have chemical overlap
with other geographically remote volcanic areas, so
that endemism in species composition, if indeed it
exists, may be a result of local speciation and poor
dispersal capabilities of some types of micro-
organisms.

The same overlap of chemistry occurs in the more
scattered, and smaller spring clusters associated with

tectonism (e.g. White et al., 1963; Waring et al.,
1965). Some of these springs which drain limestone
or dolomitic bedrocks are very similar to each other
chemically in the relatively few regions where they
occur (Table 2).

Although endemism appears to exist among
thermophilic cyanobacteria, including the species
known to be capable of anoxygenic photosynthesis,
so little is known about the distribution of anoxygenic
purple, green, and chloroflexean bacteria, that it
would be premature to discuss this except in the
context of the next section, the summaries of selected
hot spring habitats.

III. Principal Habitats of Thermophilic
Anoxygenic Phototrophs and the Environ-
mental Requirements: Case Studies

A. Non-Sulfidic Springs of Yellowstone and
Oregon: Photoheterotrophic Chloroflexus and
Other Filamentous Anoxygenic Phototrophs

The ecology of Chloroflexus in two principal non-
sulfidic hot springs will be summarized. These are
Hunter's Hot Springs of south central Oregon and
Octopus and nearby springs in the Lower Geyser
Basin of Yellowstone National Park (YNP). Both of
these spring systems are alkaline (pH ~ 8.0–8.5), but
with obvious differences in ion content (Table 2).
Nevertheless, the cyanobacterium Synechococcus
cf. lividus occupies the substrate up to a relatively
constant temperature of 73–74 °C in both systems.
Free sulfide is very low or undetectable at this point
in the outflow and Chloroflexus aurantiacus may be
found associated with Synechococcus up to that
temperature, and in crude culture up to about 70 °C.
However, in these and other similar springs, a
recognizable orange to yellowish undermat of
Chloroflexus does not develop except below a mean
temperature of 68–69° C (Table 1).

In these and most of the North American springs,
the visually abrupt transition below ~68–69 °C, from
the top cover of photoautotrophic Synechococcus to
photoheterotrophic Chloroflexus, is obvious, i.e. from
the 0.5–1.5 mm thick green to yellowish-green
cyanobacterium cover to the distinctly orange to
salmon-colored underlayer of Chloroflexus (Fig. 1).
Only the uppermost few millimeters (or less) of most
mats receive enough irradiance to drive phototrophic
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growth, at least this is true in Hunter’s Hot Springs,
Oregon (Fig. 7). By a depth of 1 mm in this
representative Synechococcus and Chloroflexus mat,
all wavelengths below 550 nm were absorbed and
only 0.01–0.001 of longer wavelength visible
irradiance remained. The Synechococcus top layer
(of unbound unicells) was only about 0.5 mm thick;
at 1.0 mm depth, there was almost complete
absorption by BChl c (740 nm) and approximately
0.05–0.1 of incident infrared irradiance remained
(Fig. 7). In similar mats, topped by Oscillatoria cf.
terebriformis in Hunter’s Hot Springs (below
55 °C)(Richardson and Castenholz, 1987) and by
Synechococcus sp. in Octopus Spring, microelectrode
data of daytime profiles (Revsbech and Ward,
1984 a,b) showed that during most midday periods,

diffuses throughout the active mixed and undermat
Chloroflexus layer at levels often greatly exceeding
saturation. Since characteristic BChl c and BChl a
bands are still evident, and in the laboratory,
Chloroflexus requires anoxic or at least microoxic
conditions for the synthesis of these pigments, it is
likely that the consistent anoxic conditions of
nighttime are necessary for the synthesis of
bacteriochlorophyll. With photopigments present in
Chloroflexus during the oxic daytime period,
photoheterotrophy probably predominates over
aerobic chemoheterotrophy, since culture experiments
have shown that light suppresses aerobic respiration
when bacteriochlorophyll is present. Both modes
apparently share the same electron transport system
(see Pierson and Castenholz, 1974b, 1992).

Since anoxygenic photoautotrophy is generally
excluded in these two spring systems because of the
lack of sulfide or other suitable reductants, photo- or
chemo-heterotrophy is a necessity for Chloroflexus.
A direct supply of reduced carbon from Synecho-
coccus or other cyanobacteria is possible but organic
acids from ‘intermediate’ organisms, such as acetate
or butyrate fermenters, may be the sources of carbon.
Although Bateson and Ward (1988) gave evidence
for glycolate as a main release compound of
Synechococcus in Octopus Spring, presumably during
conditions promoting photorespiration, Teiser and
Castenholz have evidence that a great variety and
quantity of low molecular weight compounds are
released by strains of thermophilic Synechococcus
(Teiser, 1993). These have been identified in axenic
strains from Hunter’s Hot Springs (Oregon), West
Thumb (YNP), and Hunter Hot Springs (Montana).

They include succinate, beta-hydroxybutyrate,
acetate, adonitol, and fructose as major release
products; most of these can also be used by
Chloroflexus for anaerobic phototrophic growth
(Teiser, 1993).

The realization that Chloroflexus aurantiacus could
grow entirely on products of Synechococcus came
many years ago when dual cultures of the two
organisms were first grown routinely on autotrophic
agar medium (see Pierson and Castenholz, 1974a).

Hunter’s Hot Springs, Oregon, differs dramatically
from Octopus Spring, Yellowstone in the high
concentration of sulfate (~2.7 mM – Oregon vs. 0.24
mM - Octopus; Table 2). This results in much biogenic
sulfide production below about 58 °C in Hunter’s
Hot Springs which results in large populations of
Chromatium tepidum also below this temperature,
under a top cover of the cyanobacterium Oscillatoria
cf. terebriformis. Chloroflexus aurantiacus is also
present and in this situation may use photoautotrophy
to some extent.

It is now known that more than one genotype of
thermophilic Chloroflexus occurs, at least in Octopus
Spring (Weller et al., 1992; Ruff-Roberts et al.,
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1994). However, at this point phenotypic differences
have not been determined. Other Chloroflexus-like,
organisms also occur in these two spring systems in
Oregon and Yellowstone. Heliothrix oregonensis
occurs below about 56° C in Hunter’s Hot Springs
and in Octopus Spring (unpublished observations).
This aerotolerant, highly motile organism tends to
form surface tufts, which may represent an aerotactic
response. It can be fairly accurately recognized in the
field and by microscopy (see section B.2). The greatest
development of Heliothrix, however, is in summer,
in unshaded springs of the Kahneeta group in eastern
Oregon (Fig. 4; Pierson et al., 1984; Castenholz,
1984 a,b). In several of these small stable springs, a
brilliant orange ‘puffy’ cover of Heliothrix forms on
top of a dark green cyanobacterial mat (Fig. 4). It is
assumed that its aerotolerance, low content of BChl
a, and extremely high content of presumably
photoprotective carotenoids, allow or promote its
vertical position in these springs. Nevertheless,
Heliothrix is known as a photoheterotroph only, and
is presumably dependent on the cyanobacteria beneath
it for reduced carbon.

Thick translucent mats of filamentous cyano-
bacteria (e.g. Phormidium spp.) occur in some hot
springs in the Lower and Midway geyser regions of
Yellowstone National Park. The Chloroflexus layer
may occur as deep as 1.5 cm in the mat, followed
even deeper by the undescribed red, filamentous
bacterium containing thylakoids and BChl a
(Castenholz, 1984b; see Chapter 3 by Pierson and
Castenholz). It has been shown that primarily near
infrared wavelengths are transmitted to the depths
occupied by these organisms (Jørgensen et al., 1992)

B. Sulfidic Hot Springs with Photoautotrophic
Chloroflexus

The most prominent mats of photoautotrophic
Chloroflexus known are in Yellowstone National Park,
Iceland, and New Zealand. The first two of these will
be discussed.

In the Upper Terraces of Mammoth Hot Springs,
hot springs emerge at 73–75 °C and at various
temperatures below this. In all the source waters
there is primary sulfide of about 30–130 and a
pH of 6.2–6.8, depending on the spring. Prominent
dull green mats of Chloroflexus occur in slow flowing
springs that emerge in the range of 51–66 °C
(Castenholz, 1977; Ward et al., 1989, 1992).

Photoautotrophic strains of Chloroflexus from these
springs are obligate phototrophs, and although
autotrophic in the field, grow best as photo-
heterotrophs in organic medium in the laboratory
(Giovannoni et al., 1987). The conditions which
dictate the dominance of photoautotrophic Chloro-
flexus, rich in BChl c, are waters with significant
concentrations of primary sulfide bathing the substrate
or mat pH levels above 6.2, and
temperatures between 52 and 66 °C. These sulfide
levels exclude all known species of cyanobacteria in
North America that would otherwise grow at
temperatures above about 52 °C. The fact that sulfide
in these springs is lost by gaseous diffusion, by
abiological oxidation, and by biological usage soon
after the waters emerge, limits the mats of
Chloroflexus to sites near the sources of the few,
small, low volume springs that discharge within this
narrow temperature range (see Castenholz, 1977).
These waters are anoxic at the sources and over most
of the photoautotrophic mat (Giovannoni et al., 1987).

A remarkable aspect of some of the stable, green
Chloroflexus mats is that they develop laminations as
they accrete. However, the orange to brownish colored
underlaminae also appear to be composed of
Chloroflexus (Giovannoni et al., 1987; Ward et al.,
1989, 1992). It is possible that the uppermost bands
of this ‘discolored’ undermat are supported as
photoheterotrophs by the top layer of photo-
autotrophic Chloroflexus. Although unknown, there
is no requirement that these be different strains. A
depth profile of downwelling spectral irradiance
revealed only the absorption bands of pigments typical
of Chloroflexus (Fig. 8).

Orange to salmon-colored photoautotrophic mats
of Chloroflexus occur within the same temperature
range as the dull green-colored mats in larger volume,
higher temperature springs of the Mammoth terraces
(Castenholz, 1973a,1977). These springs contain
similar sulfide concentrations as the lower temper-
ature springs, but by the point in the shallow outflow
(< 1 cm) that temperature has dropped to 66 °C (the
absolute upper limit for autotrophic growth of
Chloroflexus), much of the sulfide has disappeared
and some has been acquired, limits the synthesis
of bacteriochlorophylls in Cf. aurantiacus even more
than does high light intensity, (e.g. Sprague et al.,
1981; Oelze, 1992). The orange to salmon-colored
mats of Chloroflexus which occur upstream of all
cyanobacteria appear to be reliable indicators of at
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least micro-oxic conditions.
Chloroflexus mats of a similar salmon or orange

color, upstream of the cyanobacteria, are prominent
in a few other geothermal regions as well; particularly
in sulfidic springs of Iceland and New Zealand
(Castenholz, 1973a, 1976; Table 1). Since many of
these springs have sources near 100 °C, the orange
Chloroflexus mats do not develop near the sources,
but considerable distances downstream. Nevertheless,
in many of these volcanic springs of alkaline pH,
substantial sulfide exists even at 66 °C (Fig. 3).
Although photoautotrophic Chloroflexus usually
forms mats well upstream of cyanobacteria in these
springs, there are some notable examples in Iceland
where Chloroflexus forms the top layer of mat with
an undermat of cyanobacteria (Fig. 9). It was shown
by Jørgensen and Nelson (1988) that oxygenic
photosynthesis by sulfide-sensitive cyanobacteria
occurred below ~61 °C in a 0.5 mm thick band 0.8
mm below the top of the Chloroflexus. The sulfide
concentration at the surface of the Chloroflexus was

but by a depth of 0.8 mm within the mat the
sulfide had decreased sufficiently for oxygenic

photosynthesis, presumably because of the photo-
synthetic use of sulfide by the top layer of
Chloroflexus.

C. Chlorobium in Acidic, Sulfide-rich Hot
Springs of New Zealand

High sulfide (0.3–1.8 mM) with moderate temper-
ature (55–40 °C) and pH levels between ~4.3 and 6.2
is a combination that supports Chlorobium tepidum
as the sole phototroph, at least in hot springs in New
Zealand (Castenholz, 1988; Castenholz et al., 1990).
The same conditions are unknown elsewhere (at
least to these authors). This photoautotroph forms
unlaminated slime covers on solid substrates in the
few springs with the above combination of conditions
(Fig. 5). There are, of course, no cyanobacteria at this
temperature range in waters with a high sulfide
content and this low a pH. Chloroflexus is also
excluded, presumably by the low pH. Even in the
Rotorua/Rotoiti region of the central volcanic region
of the North Island, most sulfide-rich hot springs are
either too acidic (< pH 4.3) or too alkaline
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(continuously over ~pH 6.2) to allow Chlorobium
tepidum to predominate. Since the pH optimum of
Cb. tepidum isolates is about 6.8–7.0 (Wahlund et
al., 1991), the Chlorobium dominance in these springs
is probably a result of merely a high tolerance of low
pH rather than a reflection of its optimum. The
restricted conditions for Chlorobium dominance
relegate these mats to a few small natural springs in
the Sulphur Point region of Rotorua, Whakarewarewa,
and the south shore of western Lake Rotoiti
(Castenholz et al., 1990). One spring with substantial
discharge is Manupairua on Lake Rotoiti. The
principal spring of study, however, was ‘Travelodge
Spring’ which issued from a geothermal well of the
Rotorua Travelodge at Sulphur Point in Rotorua
(Fig. 5). In 1990, four years after the initial study, this
spring had changed to the extent that little of the
formerly extensive Chlorobium mat remained.

The Chlorobium mat, as originally described, was
slightly yellow-green on the surface due to a thin
(0.1–0.2 mm) dusting of elemental sulfur mixed with
cells. Dislodging this layer with turbulence from a
syringe revealed a deep green densely packed, slimy
mass of Chlorobium which appeared microscopically
to consist of one uniform cell type that corresponded
to Chlorobium. This dense compaction of cells was
about 3 mm thick over a 1–2 mm thick transition
layer ‘stained’ black by metal sulfides (see Ward et
al., 1989 for color photograph of vertical section).
Photosynthetic usage of sulfide occurred to a depth
of about 1.0 mm, at which point only about 0.001 %
of the downward irradiance remained (Castenholz et
al., 1990). Some species of Chlorobium are known
for their ability to grow at lower photon fluence rates
than any other phototrophic organism (see Overmann
et al., 1991, 1992). Sulfide was also generated rapidly
within the Chlorobium mat, at least in darkness,
which may indicate anaerobic fermentation of
elemental sulfur by Chlorobium (e.g. Paschinger et
al., 1974), rather than activity by non-photosynthetic
sulfur- or sulfate-reducing bacteria.

It appears that Chlorobium tepidum mats occur
only in a restricted area of New Zealand. However, it
is possible, or even probable, that a similar
combination of chemical and physical conditions
occurs in other volcanic regions. Therefore, an
interesting question is: if such conditions exist will
Chlorobium tepidum be there or is this non-spore
forming organism an example of microbial endem-

ism, where descent from Chlorobium limicola
occurred over the several million year history of
geothermal activity and geographic isolation in New
Zealand?

D. Chromatium in North American Hot Springs

Chromatium tepidum, the only known thermophilic
purple sulfur bacterium, appears to be distributed
through many hot springs of North America, and
possibly the world (see Madigan, 1986, 1988). It is
known from various hot springs of eastern Oregon,
northern Nevada and California, New Mexico,
northwestern Wyoming (e.g. Thermopolis Springs,
Thermopolis; and Mammoth Springs, Yellowstone
National Park) (Fig. 10). Species or strains of
Chromatium somewhat similar to Cm. tepidum occur
in other hot springs, but there has not yet been a
demonstration of growth in these above 51 °C. Such
is the Chromatium isolated from hot springs of the
Rotorua region of New Zealand (M. Madigan,
personal comm.).

In a few small springs in the Mammoth area Cm.
tepidum is the sole photoautotroph where sulfide
occurs in emerging spring sources with a temperature
in the mid 50s, and where pH is above 6.2 (Madigan,
1984, 1986, 1988; Madigan et al., 1989). Springs
with primary sulfide at levels sufficient to support
Chromatium over the appropriate pH and temperature
range are not common, but the undermat habitat of
numerous hot springs supports Chromatium with
biogenic sulfide. High biological production of
sulfide, however, depends on water and sediments
with a high concentration of sulfate (see Table 2).

In some small springs in the Upper Terraces of
Mammoth Hot Springs (YNP) appropriate conditions
exist to support photoautotrophic Chromatium (see
Ward et al., 1988 for color figure). The physical and
chemical constraints are very restrictive and probably
fairly constant (Tables 1 and 2). Primary sulfide
bathing the substrate must exceed ~25 µM, the pH
must exceed ~6.2, and the temperature must be
between ~50 and 56 °C. Below pH 6.2, Chlorobium
tepidum would not be expected, however, even if
inoculum existed in the region. Chlorobium tepidum,
in culture, requires at least 1 mM sulfide (Wahlund et
al., 1991), which is rare in the Mammoth Springs.
Below ~51 °C the facultatively anoxygenic cyano-
bacterium, Spirulina cf. labyrinthiformis, predom-
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inates in these springs, particularly when sulfide is in
the range of 30– (Castenholz, 1977; see
part E. below). Temperatures above 56 °C are out of
the range of Chromatium tepidum and within the
optimum range of photoautotrophic Chloroflexus.
However, there is still an unidentifiable element that
dictates the dominance of Chromatium. Why, for
example, does not the photoautotrophic Chloroflexus
predominate on the temperature range of ~ 45–56 °C?
The upper half of this range, at least, is well within
the optimal temperature range of the autotrophic
Chloroflexus isolates. However, Chloroflexus grows
very slowly as a sulfide supported photoautotroph,
so perhaps the potentially more rapid growth rate of
Chromatium allows its dominance. It is notable that
even in these few springs with Cm. tepidum as the
photoautotroph, there is still an undermat of
Chloroflexus, presumably persisting as a photo- or
chemo-heterotroph as it would under a top cover of
photoautotrophic cyanobacteria.

Since undermat Chromatium, subsisting on
biogenic sulfide, and perhaps organic acids from
associated mat microorganisms, is common in several
North American hot springs rich in sulfate, it is
difficult to single out any one system. However,
waters of Hunter’s Hot Springs, Oregon, contains
about 2.6 mM sulfate at the sources (Table 2) and a
soft organic mat is produced with abundant
Chromatium below about 55 °C under a top cover of
the cyanobacterium Oscillatoria cf. terebriformis.

Cm. tepidum is very conspicuous at night in these

springs since it swarms upward to the surface of the
mat after dusk, at the same time that the Oscillatoria
terebriformis makes its dusk decent into the soft mat
material (see Jørgensen et al., 1992; Richardson and
Castenholz, 1987; see Figs. 10 and 11). It is probable
(but from still inconclusive data) that the Chromatium
(which is laden with elemental sulfur from the
incomplete, daytime, photosynthetic oxidation of
sulfide) ascends to the surface at night in a positive
aerotactic response. During darkness it oxidizes its
‘internal’ sulfur and/or environmental sulfide as a
chemolithotroph and uses as a chemoautotroph
in the micro-oxic environment of the mat surface/
water interface (Jue, 1990; Jue and Castenholz,
unpublished data; see Figs. 10 and 11). The
Chromatium descends into the mat again with light
(using an undetermined tactic response) as the O.
terebriformis ascends to the mat surface (see
Jørgensen et al., 1992). The Chromatium then resumes
anoxygenic photosynthesis, using the near IR
radiation (which penetrates through the surface cover
of cyanobacteria) and the free sulfide present beneath
the cyanobacterial layer in daytime (see Richardson
and Castenholz, 1987; Revsbech and Ward, 1984a).
These mass nighttime movements are known also in
non-thermophilic Chromatium (Jørgensen, 1982;
Sorokin, 1970). Chemolithotrophy is known in several
purple sulfur bacteria (e.g. de Wit and van Gemerden,
1987, 1990; Kämpf and Pfennig, 1986), but results
were negative in the isolates of Cm. tepidum as
described by Madigan (1986).
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E. Anoxygenic Cyanobacteria in Hot Springs

The two best known examples of hot spring systems
with anoxygenic cyanobacteria are sulfidic, alkaline
springs of the Rotorua area of New Zealand and the
neutral pH, sulfidic springs of the Mammoth Terraces
of Yellowstone National Park.

The alkaline springs of New Zealand are unusual
in that high sulfide levels are common ( up to 3 mM),
and at levels above Oscillatoria cf.
amphigranulata and, rarely, Synechococcus sp. are
the sole cyanobacteria present in the thermophilic
range. Throughout the natural distribution of O.
amphigranulata this species forms coherent mats up
to its maximum growth temperature of 56 °C
(Castenholz, 1976; Fig. 6). At high sulfide concen-
trations (1.0–1.5 mM) in culture, O. amphigranulata
photosynthesizes anoxygenically, but at lower sulfide
concentrations (0.3–0.6 mM) and high photon fluence
rates, part of the photosynthetic activity could be
ascribed to oxygenic photosynthesis (Castenholz and
Utkilen, 1984). Several strains of this species were
isolated from different hot springs, and capacity for
anoxygenic photosynthesis varied in a predictable
manner with the sulfide concentration characteristics
of the springs of origin (Garcia-Pichel and Castenholz,
1990).

The O. amphigranulata springs of New Zealand
are recognized by the dull olive-green mats which
can be demonstrated, in all cases, to terminate
upstream at the fairly constant 56–57 °C point. These
mats are sometimes preceded upstream by delicate
white streamers of Thiobacillus-like chemo-
lithotrophs (Fig. 6). In New Zealand springs with
little or no primary sulfide, oxygenic, sulfide-
intolerant cyanobacteria form brighter green mats up
to a constant temperature of 63–64 °C (see
Castenholz, 1976).

In contrast, the Mammoth Springs of YNP have a
much lower sulfide content, but the toxicity level
may be as high because of the lower pH of 6.2–~6.8
(e.g. Howsley and Pearson, 1979). Spirulina cf.
labyrinthiformis forms nearly monotypic dark blue-
green mats wherever springs issue at about 45–51 °C
with sulfide levels of (Castenholz, 1977).
Although this species can hardly be regarded as a
thermophile with an upper limit of only 51 °C, in the
Yellowstone springs area there is apparently no
cyanobacterium that grows at a higher temperature
in the presence of sulfide above As in the
case of O. amphigranulata, S. labyrinthiformis is

capable of strictly anoxygenic photosynthesis but
only when sustained by sulfide of ~ 0.5–1.0 mM,
levels higher than in the springs of origin (Castenholz,
1977).
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Summary

During the last 15 years, more than 20 strains of aerobic bacteria which possess bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) a
have been found. They are distinguished from typical anaerobic (anoxygenic) phototrophs in that they
synthesize BChl only under aerobic conditions and cannot grow without or other oxidants, even in the light.
In some species, photosynthetic activities have been demonstrated. Reaction centers and light-harvesting
complexes isolated from some species were shown to be similar to those of typical purple photosynthetic
bacteria. The regulatory mechanism of synthesis of pigments and proteins of the photosynthetic apparatus are
apparently opposite with respect to tension to that of typical anoxygenic phototrophs. The low content of
BChl, unique composition of carotenoids and presence of non-photosynthetic carotenoids in most strains are
other marked characteristics of these aerobic bacteria. Phylogenetically, they are not classified into single
group. Species so far described are distributed rather widely within the of Proteobacteria (purple
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bacteria) in which most of the purple nonsulfur bacteria as well as many non-photosynthetic bacteria are
included. Apparently, these aerobic BChl-containing bacteria represent an evolutionary transient phase from
anaerobic phototrophs to aerobic non-phototrophs. However, some characteristic features distinct from
anaerobic phototrophs suggest that most of them are in a evolutionary stable state.

Keizo Shimada

I. Introduction

It has long been known that bacteriochlorophylls
(BChls) are present in prokaryotes which perform
anoxygenic photosynthesis under anaerobic-light
conditions. Although some bacteria, such as species
of Rhodobacter, are known to synthesize BChl a
under semiaerobic conditions, their photosynthetic
activities and BChl content are higher under anaerobic
conditions. In 1978, however, bacteriochlorophyll a
(BChl a) was detected in three strains of obligate
aerobic bacteria (Sato, 1978; Harashima et al, 1978).
Since then, more than 20 strains of aerobic bacteria
which contain BChl a have been reported (Shiba et
al, 1979a; Nishimura et al., 1981; Shiba and Simidu,
1982; Urakami and Komagata, 1984; Shiba and Abe,
1987; Evans et al., 1990; Shiba et al., 1991;Yurkov
and Gorlenko, 1990,1991,1992; Yurkov et al., 1992;
Fuerst et al., 1993;Yurkov and Van Gemerden, 1993b;
Wakao et al., 1993). These bacteria were distinguished
from ‘typical’ photosynthetic bacteria in the following
points: (1) They are, in principle, obligate aerobes
and cannot grow under anaerobic conditions, even in
the light. (2) BChl synthesis occurs under aerobic
conditions, not under anaerobic conditions.

The BChl content of these aerobic bacteria are,
however, significantly lower than those of ‘typical’
photosynthetic bacteria (Table 1). Thus, the first
question may be whether all of these aerobic BChl-
containing strains have significant photosynthetic
activity or not. In this article, all aerobic bacteria in
which BChl has been found are described as aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs without evidence for their
phototrophy or photosynthetic activity, since these
properties have not been confirmed in most strains.
Photosynthetic activities such as photo-stimulated

incorporation, photo-stimulated growth and
photooxidation of cytochromes have been demon-
strated only in a few species (Harashima et al., 1982;
Shiba, 1984; Takamiya and Okamura, 1984;

Abbreviations: ALA – 5 aminolevulinic acid; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; E. – Erythrobacter; Em. – Erythro-
microbium; LH – light-harvesting; M. – Methylobacterium; Rb.
– Rhodobacter, RC – reaction center; Ro. – Roseobacter; TMAO
– trimethylamine N-oxide;

Harashima et al, 1987). Phototrophy and/or the
advantage of photosynthesis to other non-photo-
trophic aerobic bacteria have not yet been assessed in
their natural habitats. The second question concerns
the in vivo state of BChl. All strains so far described
seem to have a photosynthetic apparatus similar to
that of typical purple photosynthetic bacteria. In
some species, reaction centers and antenna complexes
of a purple bacterial type have been isolated. In
Roseobacter (Ro.) denitrificans (formerly Erythro-
bacter sp. strain OCh 114), which is the species
investigated most extensively among aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs, the gene structure coding
for the photosynthetic apparatus was also shown to
be similar to those of typical purple bacteria. However,
it is possible in some species that the genetic
organization of the photosynthetic apparatus is
incomplete compared with those of typical purple
bacteria. Regulatory systems for synthesis of BChl
and the photosynthetic apparatus, which must be
different from those of anaerobic phototrophs, are
still unclear. A third question concerns the
phylogenetic position of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs. Phylogenetic studies based on ribosomal
RNA indicated that the strains of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs so far studied are distributed among the

of Proteobacteria (purple bacteria) in
which most of the ‘purple nonsulfur bacteria’ as well
as many non-phototrophic aerobes are included. One
may consider, therefore, that each aerobic anoxygenic
phototroph is on a transient phase in evolution from
an anaerobic purple bacterium to an aerobic non-
phototrophic bacterium. In this chapter, available
data are presented to discuss the above questions,
although the data are still insufficient and are confined
to limited species.

II. Habitats and Culture

A. Habitats

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs so far described
are all chemoheterotrophs and have been isolated
mainly from aquatic environments, except for some
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strains of facultative methylotrophs. Siba et al.
(1979b,1991) have isolated Erythrobacter, Roseo-
bacter and some other strains from the surface of sea
weeds, coastal sands, cyanobacterial mat and water
in high tidal zone. Occupation of 20 to 50% of the
total aerobic heterotrophs by aerobic BChl-containing
bacteria was observed in some tropical high-tidal
zones (Shiba et al., 1991). However, isolation from
sea water is, so far, unsuccessful (Shiba et al., 1979b).
The marine bacterial group seem to contain many
other species which have not yet been characterized
(Shiba et al., 1991; Yurkov and Van Gemerden,
1993b). From fresh water, Porphyrobacter, Acidiphi-
lium, Erythromicrobium and Roseococcus have been
isolated (Fuerst et al., 1992; Yurkov and Gorlenko,
1990,1991,1992; Wakao et al., 1993). Species of the
latter two genera were isolated from cyanobacterial
mat formed downstream of alkaline hot springs.
Porphyrobacter, which is phylogenetically close to
Erythrobacter, was isolated from eutrophic fresh
water. Facultative methylotrophic strains which were

once classified as Protomonas and, later, included
into Methylobacterium, are isolates from various
sources such as foods, soils, leaf surfaces, etc.
(Urakami and Komagata, 1984; Bousfield and Green,
1985). Although one may suppose that phototrophy
would be advantageous in oligotrophic environments,
most strains of aerobic BChl-containing bacteria
have been found in rather eutrophic environments
like many species of purple nonsulfur bacteria.
Among them, however, species of Acidiphilium
require relatively low concentration of nutrients
(Wakao et al., 1993). Thus, it is possible that unknown
oligotrophic strains are present in various environ-
ments. So far, all strains described are mesophilic as
are typical purple nonsulfur bacteria.

B. Isolation and Culture

As stated above, most aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs
grow under aerobic, mesophilic and eutrophic
conditions. Therefore, isolation was also performed
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aerobically at 20 to 30 °C on agar plates containing
rather rich media. In the case of marine bacteria,
media such as PPES-II, which are rich in peptones
and yeast extract, have been used (Shiba et al.,
1979b; Shioi, 1986, Table 2). Since BChl formation
is inhibited by light as described below, the culture is
kept in the dark or in some cases under intermittent
light. Light is not necessary for growth in all strains
so far investigated. However, optimum condition for
growth and/or BChl-formation have not yet been
established in most strains. Thus, it is possible that
the very low content (or lack) of BChl in some
aerobic phototrophs does not necessarily reflect the
nature of the strain in its habitat. The isolated
pigmented colonies were enriched and examined for
the presence of BChl and the inability to grow under
anaerobic conditions in the light. Batch cultures are
usually grown on a shaker or in a bubbled bottle. The
aeration rate should be controlled (depending on the
strains) for the maximal formation of BChl, since
saturated oxygen does not necessarily give a
maximum yield of BChl (Shiba, 1987). Light
conditions should also be surveyed for the yield of
BChl, since the BChl-containing Rhizobium is known
to synthesize BChl only under intermittent light
(Evans et al., 1990; see Chapter by Fleishman et al.)
and the BChl content of some species of Methylo-
bacterium varies significantly by the interval of the
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intermittent light (Sato and Shimizu, 1979; see
below).

III. Photosynthetic Apparatus

A. Reaction Center

The presence of reaction centers (RCs) in aerobic
BChl-containing heterotrophs was first discovered
inRo. denitrificans and Erythrobacter (E.) longus by
Harashima et al. (1982) using light induced absorption
changes and an absorption spectrum of iridic chloride-
oxidized membranes; the results were similar to
those obtained with typical purple photosynthetic
bacteria. Later, similar absorption changes were
observed in Methylobacterium(M.) rhodesianum
(formerly Protaminobacter ruber), M. radiotolerans
(Pseudomonas radiora), and Rhizobium strain
BTAil (Takamiya and Okamura, 1984; Nishimura et
al, 1989; Evans et al, 1990).

Purified RC complexes have been obtained only
from Ro. denitrificans (Shimada et al., 1985;
Takamiya et al., 1987). The absorption spectrum and
the photo-induced absorption changes of purified
RCs were almost identical to those of typical purple
bacteria which have the cytochrome subunit (Fig. 1).
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The composition of cofactors in this preparation was
also the same as that in purple bacterial RCs; 4
BChls, 2 bacteriopheophytins, 4 c-rype hemes and
2 ubiquinones-10. The estimated midpoint potential

of the primary acceptor and its
independence of pH, were also very similar to those
of typical purple bacteria (Takamiya et al., 1987).
The polypeptide composition was also similar to
those of typical purple bacteria; L, M, and H
polypeptides were present along with cytochrome
subunits of apparent molecular mass of 26, 30, 32
and 42 kDa, respectively. Recently, primary structures
of the L and M subunits were deduced by analysis of
the nucleotide sequence of a gene cluster (puf operon)
that contained the genes for the subunits of the RC,
as well as those for the two subunits of the B870
light-harvesting complex (LH I) (Liebetanz et al.,
1991). The gene structure was essentially the same
as those of typical purple bacteria and the amino acid
sequence homology of the subunits showed very
high values, especially with those of Rhodobacter
species (up to 70%). These results suggested close
relationships between aerobic anoxygenic photo-
trophs and anaerobic purple photosynthetic bacteria.
From E. longus only a trace amount of RC could be
obtained, which contained three subunits; probably
H, M and L (Shimada et al., 1985). The lack of
cytochrome in the RC of this species was supported
by the absorption difference spectra of RC-LH I
complex and the light induced absorption change of
the membranes (Matsuura and Shimada, 1990).

Unlike RC, a pigment-protein complex presumed
as RC-LH I complex could be obtained rather easily
from some species. A minor absorption band around
800 nm and a shoulder around 750 nm in this complex
suggested the presence of a RC of the purple bacterial
type in M. radiotolerans and Erythromicrobium (Em.)
ramosum (Nishimura et al., 1989; Yurkov et al.,
1992). From the RC-LH I complex of M. radio-
tolerans, the four presumed subunits of RC, i.e., L,
M, H and the cytochrome subunit, were clearly
resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
The mobilities of these proteins were also very similar
to those of the corresponding proteins in the RC of
typical purple bacteria. The presence of a purple
bacterial-type RC was also suggested in many other
aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs from the absorption
spectra of membranes or cells which showed the
same profile as that of the RC-LH I complex, probably
due to a lack of the peripheral antenna (LH II) in
these species.
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It may be noteworthy that the cytochrome subunit
of RC has been found from at least two species of
aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs, since these types of
RCs have been found from relatively anaerobic
species of purple bacteria and are rather rare in
facultative species of purple bacteria such as
Rhodobacter species (Matsuura and Shimada, 1990).
Although the role of the cytochrome subunit of RC
in purple bacteria is not necessarily understood, the
presence of this subunit in aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs might give a clue for the elucidation of
its significance.

B. Light-Harvesting System

The in vivo absorption spectra of BChl of all aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs so far described showed
red-shifted spectra of BChl as in typical purple
bacteria; this indicates that almost all BChl molecules
are bound to pigment proteins, as in typical purple
bacteria. As stated above, most strains were suggested
to have a RC-LH I complex of the purple bacterial
type. Thus, in terms of the photosynthetic apparatus,
all aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs seem to have the
ability to perform photosynthesis despite the low
content of BChl. Antenna complexes have been
obtained from E. longus, M. radiotolerans and Ro.
denitrificans (Shimada et al, 1985; Nishimura et al.,
1989; Figs 2 and 3). RC-LH I type complexes were
obtained from all of these species as from all typical
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purple bacteria indicating a close similarity between
the light-harvesting systems of the two groups of
anoxygenic phototrophs. In E. longus and M.
radiotolerans, there seem to be no pigment proteins
other than the RC-LH I type complex (Fig. 2). The
absorption spectra of cells or membranes of
the Methylobacterium species, Porphylobacter
neustonensis, Em. ursincola, Roseococcus thiosulfa-
tophilus and the Acidiphilium species indicated that
these organisms also lack an LH II-type complex as
in E. longus. The lack of LH II in these species is
apparently consistent with the hypothesis that aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs are on an evolutionary line
to abandon photosynthesis (Woese et al., 1984),
although some typical purple bacteria such as
Rhodospirillum rubrum also lack LH II.

Thus, the presence of an LH II type complex
seems to be somewhat rare in aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs. In vivo absorption spectra of some
Erythromicrobium species and Erythrobacter sp.
strain OCh 175 showed absorption bands other than
those of the RC-LH I complex, indicating the presence
of LH II type complexes in these species (Shiba and
Abe, 1987; Yurkov and Gorlenko, 1990, 1992; Fig.
4). Species of Roseobacter also have another pigment
protein in addition to the RC-LH I type complex. The
pigment protein isolated from Ro. denitrificans
showed only one peak at 806 nm in the near infrared
region at room temperature (Fig. 3). Although an
additional spectral component around 815 nm was
resolved at 77 K, no similar antenna complexes have
been found in typical purple bacteria (Shimada et al.,
1992). In spite of its unique spectral nature, the Ro.
denitrificans B806 complex is considered to

correspond to the peripheral antenna (LH II) of
typical purple bacteria, since it contained no RC and
showed a Raman spectrum similar to LH II complexes
of purple bacteria and transferred energy to the RC-
LH I complex with high efficiency as described
below (Hayashi et al., 1986; Shimada et al., 1990b).
Whether the unique spectral characteristics of its
B806 complex is correlated with the aerobic nature
of Roseobacter, is not clear.

The apparent size of the antenna complexes and
their constituent polypeptides of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs so far examined were also similar to
those of typical purple bacteria. Two polypeptides
with apparent molecular masses of 5 to 7 kDa seemed
to be the main protein components (Shimada et al.,
1985; Nishimura et al., 1989). The deduced amino
acid sequence of the two small polypeptides coded
upstream of the RC components in the puf operon of
Ro. denitrificans showed characteristic features of
LH I polypeptides of typical purple bacteria
(Liebetanz et al., 1991).

Efficiency of the light harvesting system of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs has been investigated in
only a few species. LH II (B806) complex of Ro.
denitrificans showed no spectral components at longer
than 820 nm which suggests low efficiency of
excitation energy transfer to the LH I(B870) complex
due to small spectral overlapping between the two
antenna complexes. However, the transfer occurred
within 6 ps, indicating a highly efficient light-
harvesting system of this bacterium (Shimada et al.,
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1990a). Energy transfer from carotenoids to BChl in
this bacterium also occurred with high efficiency
(Shimada et al., 1990b). The high efficiency of
excitation energy transfer from carotenoids to BChl
was also demonstrated in the RC-LHI complex of E.
longus in spite of its unique composition of
carotenoids (Noguchi et al., 1992; Fig. 5a). Thus,
efficiency of the light-harvesting system of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs is not necessarily low in
spite of its low BChl content.

It may be remarkable that many species of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs show higher ratios of
carotenoid content to BChl than those of typical
purple bacteria. It was suggested that only some
carotenoids are bound to the light-harvesting complex
or to RC in E. longus (Fig. 2). Excitation spectra for
BChl fluorescence of membranes confirmed that the
rest ‘excess’ carotenoids are not functioning as light-
harvesting pigments (Fig. 5). In M. radiotolerans, a
significant part of the carotenoid pool was not bound
to the photosynthetic apparatus (Nishimura et al.,
1989). Since such ‘non-photosynthetic’ carotenoids
have not been found in typical purple bacteria, one of
the roles of these carotenoids is likely to be concerned
with protection from oxygen toxicity. As described
below, these ‘non-photosynthetic’carotenoids are
highly polar and are structurally distinct from the
carotenoids which are bound to the antenna complexes
as light-harvesting pigments.

C. Membrane Structure

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs contain significantly
lower amounts of BChl than typical purple bacteria
which usually develop intracytoplasmic membranes
coincidentally with BChl synthesis. Despite the low
content of BChl, ‘chromatophore-like’ structures
have been observed in Ro. denitrificans, M.
rhodesianum, Em. sibiricum and Rhizobium strain
BTAi1 (Harashima et al, 1982; Sato and Shimizu,
1979;Yurkov et al., 1991; Evans et al., 1990). In Ro.
denitrificans and M. rhodesianum, these vesicular
intracytoplasmic membranes, though poorly devel-
oped, can be observed in cells of relatively high
BChl-content but not in cells of low BChl content
(Harashima et al., 1982; Sato and Shimizu, 1979; Iba
et al., 1988). These results suggest that the
photosynthetic apparatus in these aerobes are mainly
localized in the specific structure of membranes and
the synthesis of such structures are regulated
coincidentally with BChl synthesis as in typical
purple bacteria.

IV. Pigments and Other Components

A. Bacteriochlorophyll

The only bacteriochlorophyll found in aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs thus far is BChl a. The
esterified alcohol in all cases has been phytol
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(Harashima and Takamiya, 1989; Shiba and Abe,
1987; Wakao et al, 1993). The reason that only BChl
a has been found may be that BChl a is the most
stable among the six chemical species of BChl in
aerobic environments. However, there seems to be
no reason for phytol as the exclusive esterified moiety,
since some facultative purple bacteria such as
Rhodospirillum rubrum have geranylgeraniol in place
of phytol. It may thus be possible that aerobic bacteria
containing BChl will be found in the future.

B. Carotenoids

The carotenoid composition of most aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs seems to be different from
those of typical purple bacteria, as they probably
have ‘non-photosynthetic’carotenoids. In E. longus,
more than 70% of total carotenoids do not function
as light-harvesting pigments (Noguchi et al., 1992).
These carotenoids were shown not to be bound to RC
nor to the LH I complex, which is the sole antenna

complex of this bacterium (Shimada, unpubl.;
Harashima, 1989). The major components of these
‘non-photosynthetic’ carotenoids in E. longus have
been shown to be novel sulfate-containing carote-
noids, for example, erythroxanthin sulfate (Fig. 6)
and caloxanthin sulfate (Takaichi et al., 199la).
Carotenoids bound to the RC-LH I complex of E.
longus are less polar species: Among them,
bacteriorubixanthinal is a novel carotenoid containing
a cross-conjugated aldehyde group and a tertiary
methoxy group which are unique to purple bacteria.
This carotenoid also has an ionone ring which is
rarely found in purple bacteria (Takaichi at al., 1988;
Fig. 6). Zeaxanthin and other hydroxyl derivatives of

which are common carotenoids of
oxygenic phototrophs, are also major carotenoids in
the pigment protein complex of E. longus (Takaichi
et al., 1990; Fig. 6). It should be noted that
spirilloxanthin, which is unique to purple bacteria,
was also found in this RC-LH I complex, although
the amount was small. Thus, in E. longus, three
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classes of carotenoids were found; bicyclic,
monocyclic and acyclic carotenoids (Fig. 6). Almost
the same carotenoid composition has been postulated
in Em. ramosum (Yurkov et al., 1993). The complex
composition of carotenoids in E. longus seems to be
consistent with its intermediary nature between
typical purple bacteria and aerobic organisms.
Elucidation of the gene organization for carotenoid
synthesis in E. longus might give clues to the reason
of such complex composition.

In species of Methylobacterium, two classes of
carotenoids seem to be present. In M. radiotolerans,
spirilloxanthin is the dominant species in the RC-LH
I complex and a few polar carotenoids containing a
carboxyl group constitute the ‘non-photosynthetic’
carotenoid group. Interestingly, the latter is suggested
to be localized in the outer membrane (Saito et al.,
unpubl.). One of the major carotenoids of M.
rhodinum (formerly Pseudomonas rhodos) was
indicated to be a diglycosyl ester of carotene-
dioate (Kleinig et al., 1979; Fig. 6). The same
carotenoid and its deglycosylated form also have
been postulated to be the major carotenoids in
Roseococcus thiosulfatophilus (Yurkov et al., 1994).
In M. rhodesianum, a major carotenoid was also
suggested to have a sugar moiety and a carbonyl
group (Sato et al., 1982). The highly polar nature of
these carotenoids suggests that they are ‘non-
photosynthetic’ carotenoids which are not bound to
the photosynthetic apparatus of these aerobes.

The carotenoid composition of Roseobacter is
somewhat different from other aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs, since it lacks ‘non-photosynthetic’
carotenoids. The dominant carotenoid species is
spheroidenone which is also the dominant species in
semi-aerobically grown cells of some typical purple
bacteria such as Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides
(Shimada et al., 1985, 1990a; Harashima and Nakada,
1982). In this respect, Roseobacter seems to have
closer relationships with typical purple bacteria than
other aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs. It should be
noted that reduction of a significant part of
spheroidenone to 3,4-dihydrospheroidenone upon
illumination in Ro. denitrificans was observed under
anaerobic conditions (Takaichi et al., 1991b; see
below).

C. Quinones and Lipids

Information on quinone composition is so far limited
to Roseobacter, Erythrobacter and Methylo-

bacterium. The dominant chemical species in all
strains of these genera was ubiquinone-10 (Shiba
and Simidu, 1982; Nishimura at al., 1983; Shiba,
1991; Urakami and Komagata, 1984). Except for
small amounts of ubiquinone homologues, no other
quinones, such as menaquinone and rhodoquinone,
were found in these organisms. This seems to be
consistent with the quinone composition of facultative
purple bacteria in the alpha-subclass of Proteo-
bacteria.

Cellular fatty acid composition has been studied
in Porphyrobacter as well as in the above three
genera. In all strains in the four genera, octadecenoic
acid was the dominant fatty acid (Urakami
and Komagata, 1984; Urakami and Komagata, 1988;
Shiba, 1991; Fuerst et al., 1993). The dominancy is
especially high in BChl-containing strains of
Methylobacterium. It may be noted that significant
amounts of triterpenoids have been found in some
strains of Methylobacterium, although this was not
the case in Erythrobacter (Urakami and Komagata,
1986,1988).

V. Photosynthetic Activity and Electron
Transfer System

A. Evidence for Photosynthetic Activity

The first question after the discovery of BChl-
containing aerobic bacteria was whether the BChl
molecules were functionally active or not. The first
observation indicating photosynthetic activity was
the reversible photo-oxidation of cytochromes and
the reversible photobleaching of BChl in the presumed
RC in Ro. denitrificans (Harashima et al., 1982).
Photo-inhibition of respiration in E. longus and Ro.
denitrificans, which suggested the operation of a
photosynthetic electron transport system, was also
observed in the same study. Similar activities were
also demonstrated in M. rhodesianum (Takamiya
and Okamura, 1984). Later, the photo-induced
absorbance change of RC was also observed in M.
radiotolerans and Rhizobium strain BTAil (Nishi-
mura et al., 1989; Evans et al., 1990). Photo-inhibition
of respiration has also been observed in Acidiphilium
rubrum (Wakao et al., 1993).

Except for these observations, studies on
photosynthetic activity of BChl-containing aerobic
bacteria have been confined to Ro. denitrificans and
M. rhodesianum. Shiba (1984) observed light-
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stimulated uptake and increases in cellular ATP
pools in Ro. denitrificans (Fig. 7). He also observed
the positive effect of light on survival under conditions
of starvation. Also, light-dependent ATP formation
in membrane preparations was demonstrated in the
above two species (Takamiya and Okamura, 1984;
Okamura et al., 1986). It should be noted that the
light-stimulated activities were observed only in the
presence of or, in Ro. denitrificans, auxiliary
oxidants as described below. Light-stimulated growth
of Ro. denitrificans was demonstrated by Harashima
et al. (1987); dark grown cells which had accumulated
significant amounts of BChl subsequently showed a
higher growth rate in the light than did control cells
kept in the dark. Also, this activity was prominent in
the presence of sufficient (Fig. 8). Recently, similar
light-stimulated growth was observed in Em.
hydrolyticum (Yurkov and Van Gemerden, 1993a).
In spite of these photosynthetic activities, however,
no autotrophic growth supported by and has
been observed in these bacteria in the light or in
darkness.

B. Effect of     and Auxiliary Oxidants

As stated above, aerobic conditions are necessary, in

principle, for photosynthetic activities of these
aerobes. Okamura et al. (1985) observed that light-
induced oxidation of cytochromes as well as that of
RC disappeared under anaerobic conditions both in
membrane preparations and in intact cells of Ro.
denitrificans (Fig. 9). Since these activities were
recovered by aeration, the inactivation was considered
to be caused by the over-reduction of the electron
transfer system. In this respect, the higher midpoint
potential of the primary acceptor of the RC

at in aerobic phototrophs compared
to that of typical purple bacteria, has been noted
(Harashima and Takamiya, 1989). In M rhodesianum,
also, the high was considered to be one of the
reasons of the inactivation of photosynthetic activities
under anaerobic conditions. In Ro. denitrificans,
Harashima et al. (1982) observed the photo-reduction
of a significant portion (up to 35%) of the predominant
carotenoid, spheroidenone, under anaerobic condi-
tions. This phenomenon was considered to be due to
excess reducing power accumulated under anaerobic
conditions. (Harashima and Takamiya, 1989;Takaichi
et al., 1991b).

In 1988, Arata et al. (1988) and Shioi et al. (1988)
reported that Ro. denitrificans could grow anaero-
bically in the presence of trimethylamine N-oxide
(TMAO) or nitrate. Arata et al. (1988) and Takamiya
et al. (1988) also observed reversible photo-oxidation
of cytochrome c and light-driven proton translocation
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under anaerobic condition in the presence of these
oxidants (Fig. 9). These observations clearly indicated
that these oxidants can be utilized as electron
acceptors in Ro. denitrificans. Since only a small
accumulation of BChl was observed in cells grown
anaerobically with these auxiliary oxidants, light-
stimulated growth was not observed under anaerobic
conditions. However, when BChl had been accum-
ulated previously by growth under aerobic-dark
condition and, further, the corresponding reductase
had been induced by either oxidants, light-stimulated
growth could be observed in the presence of high
concentration of the oxidant (Harashima and
Takamiya, 1989).

C. Electron Transfer System

As described above, most strains of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs seem to have purple
bacterial-type RCs. The operation of this type of RC
in the light has also been indicated in some of these
aerobic bacteria. Therefore, one may consider that
electron transfer systems similar to those of facultative
purple bacteria are also functioning in aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs. However, not much is known
about the electron transfer systems of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs, especially about light-driven
electron transfer. Although participation of c-type

cytochromes in light-driven electron transport was
indicated by light-induced absorption changes in Ro.
denitrificans, E. longus and M. rhodesianum,
involvement of the complex in the system is
not clear. Involvement of the complex in the
respiratory electron transfer system of Ro. denitri-
ficans has been suggested by the effect of antimycin
on electron transport (Takamiya, 1989). Also,
inhibition of electron transfer to the auxiliary oxidants
by antimycin or myxothiazol suggested the parti-
cipation of complex in the anaerobic respiratory
systems. In Ro. denitrificans, cytochrome c-551,
which was shown to be homologous with cyto-
chrome of purple bacteria (Okamura et al., 1987),
was oxidized by illumination on the one hand, and
was oxidized by or some auxiliary oxidants on the
other hand. These results indicated that the 
complex also participated in a light-driven electron
transport system in this bacterium (Takamiya et al.,
1988). The cytochrome subunit of the RC of
Ro. denitrificans, c-554, was also shown to be a
component of the photosynthetic electron transport
system as the direct electron donor to the light-
oxidized BChl (Matsuura and Shimada, 1990). As
stated above, this bacterium has dissimilatory
reductases for the auxiliary oxidants. One of them,
nitrite reductase, was revealed to be a cytochrome

 reductase which could accept electrons from
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cytochrome c-551 and also from another c-type
cytochrome, c-552 (Doi and Shioi, 1989; Takamiya
et al., 1993). The in vivo function of c-552 is, however,
not clearly understood. Although the nature of
cytochrome oxidase is still unclear, a tentative scheme
for the electron transfer system in Ro. denitrificans is
shown in Fig. 10.

From E. longus, an cytochrome oxidase
as well as two cytochromes c (c-549 and c-550) have
been isolated (Fukumori et al., 1987). However,
presence of the complex in this bacterium is
unclear and, consequently, little is known about the
components participating in the photosynthetic
electron transport system in this bacterium. In
Methylobacterium, an cytochrome oxidase
has also been obtained from a strain of M. extorquens
(formerly Pseudomonas AM1) (Fukumori et al.,
1985). Although an outline of the respiratory chain
in this bacterium has been elucidated (Fukumori and
Yamanaka, 1987), the organization of the presumed
photosynthetic electron transport system is totally
unknown.

The anaerobic respiratory system for the dissimila-
tory reduction of the auxiliary oxidants in Ro.
denitrificans is somewhat different from those in
some strains of Rhodobacter which are also known
to utilize some auxiliary oxidants. Dimethylsulfoxide,
which is a common oxidant in Rhodobacter strains,
was not reduced by Ro. denitrificans. Also,
denitrification from nitrate or nitrite yield nitrous
oxide indicating the absence of nitrous oxide
reductase in Ro. denitrificans (Arata et al., 1988;
Shioi et al., 1988).

VI. Regulation of Pigment Synthesis

A. Effect of Oxygen

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs can synthesize and
accumulate BChl which is then integrated into the
photosynthetic apparatus, though the amounts are
significantly lower than those in the typical purple
bacteria. The fundamental difference between aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs and typical purple photo-
synthetic bacteria is the requirement for Aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs can grow and synthesize
BChl as well as the photosynthetic apparatus only
under aerobic conditions. Under anaerobic conditions,
no synthesis of BChl nor growth occurs, except in
the case of Ro. denitrificans which can grow using
auxiliary oxidants and can thus synthesize a small
amount of photosynthetic apparatus anaerobically
(Takamiya et al., 1992). In E. longus, BChl content
was significantly reduced in semi-aerobic conditions
compared with that of aerobic conditions, while the
growth rate was only slightly decreased in the same
growth conditions. This suggests that tension
itself stimulated the synthesis of BChl in this
bacterium (Harashima et al., 1980). In Ro. denitri-
ficans, on the other hand, it was suggested that
itself was not stimulative for BChl synthesis, since
BChl content was almost constant down to an
tension below which respiratory activity dropped
significantly (Shiba, 1987; Sato et al., 1989). In
typical purple bacteria, some facultative species are
known to synthesize the photosynthetic apparatus
under semi-aerobic conditions (Shioi and Doi, 1990).
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However, these species synthesize the photosynthetic
apparatus also under anaerobic conditions and show
significant photosynthetic activity in the light as do
the obligately anaerobic strains. Thus, the effect of

on the synthesis of BChl and the photosynthetic
apparatus in aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs is almost
opposite to that of typical purple bacteria.

In aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs which have
‘non-photosynthetic’ carotenoids, it has been known
that the content of carotenoids is rather insensitive to
oxygen tension (Harashima et al., 1980). This can be
explained by constitutive synthesis of the ‘non-
photosynthetic’ species of carotenoids. On the other
hand, the synthesis of the carotenoid species which
are bound to the LH and RC complexes seems to be
regulated, more or less, by tension. In E. longus
the amount of ‘photosynthetic’ carotenoids was
roughly equal to that of BChl in various growth
conditions. However, the composition of the
carotenoid species varied significantly depending on
aeration rate (Shimada et al., unpubl; Harashima,
1989). Whether the regulatory mechanism for the
synthesis of these ‘photosynthetic’ carotenoids is the
same with that of BChl is unclear.

Nothing is known so far about the regulatory
mechanism for the synthesis of BChl and/or the
photosynthetic apparatus by in aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs. The absence of the puf Q gene in the puf
operon of Ro. denitrificans might be concerned with
the lack of anaerobic synthesis of BChl (Liebetanz et
al., 1991). Elucidation of the regulatory mechanism
of the synthesis of pigments and proteins for the

photosynthetic apparatus in typical purple bacteria
(see Chapter 58 by Bauer) will likely lead to
elucidation of the role of in the synthesis of
pigments and photosynthetic apparatus in aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs.

B. Effect of Light

It has been known that high light depresses the
pigment content of typical purple photosynthetic
bacteria. This light effect was explained by the
degradation of BChl and not the repression of BChl
synthesis (Biel, 1986). In aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs, continuous light also clearly repressed
accumulation of BChl, while many species could
synthesize BChl in continuous dark in the presence
of (Harashima et al., 1987; Shioi and Doi, 1988;
Sato et al., 1989) In some species, however, maximal
synthesis of BChl occurred under intermittent light.
In Rhizobium BTAi 1, BChl accumulation could be
observed only under intermittent light (Evans et al.,
1990; see Chapter 7 by Fleischman et al.). In M.
rhodesianum, the synthesis of BChl depended on the
light/dark condition in each growth phase (Sato and
Shimizu, 1979; Sato et al., 1985b; Fig. 11). These
results suggest that, in some species of aerobic
phototrophs, light is not exclusively repressive but
has a role of positive effector for BChl synthesis.

In M. rhodesianum, two isozymes for synthesis of
5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) have been found (Sato
et al., 1985a). These enzymes synthesize ALA from
glycine and succinyl-CoA and, thus, are called ALA
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synthases. One of them was shown to be constitutive,
while the other was shown to be inducible by the
conditions under which BChl synthesis occurs. This
result suggests that BChl synthesis in this bacterium
is regulated by de novo synthesis of the ALA synthase
isozyme. In Ro. denitrificans, an ALA synthase which
is similar to that of Rb. sphaeroides has been found
(Shioi and Doi, 1988). However, participation of this
enzyme in the regulatory mechanism of BChl
synthesis in this bacterium is not clear.

In Ro. denitrificans, Iba and Takamiya (1989)
investigated the action spectrum of the inhibitory
effect of light on BChl accumulation. They found
that wavelengths between 400 to 500 nm were most
effective and those in the near-infrared region were
less effective. This blue light effect was also observed
in the aerobic growth of a typical purple bacterium,
Rb. sphaeroides. Since this effect of blue light on
BChl accumulation was also observed in the
anaerobic culture of Ro. denitrificans in the presence
of TMAO, Takamiya et al. (1992) suggested the
effect of light on BChl accumulation is not stimulation
of oxidative degradation of BChl or its precursor, but
is a regulatory effect on the biosynthesis of BChl.
The stable nature of BChl integrated in the
photosynthetic apparatus in the presence of light and

also supported the absence of photochemical
degradation of BChl.

C. Other Factors

In some species of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs
other factors are known to affect the synthesis of
pigments. In the marine bacterium, E. longus, low
salinity caused a significant reduction of BChl content
without severely affecting growth (Sato et al., 1989).
In Porphyrobacter neustonensis, reduction of BChl
content in richer growth media has been observed
(Fuerst et al., 1993). However, the mechanisms of
these inhibitions remains to be investigated. An
inhibitor of BChl synthesis, also
inhibited the formation of intracytoplasmic mem-
branes in Ro. denitrificans, suggesting that BChl
synthesis accompanied the synthesis of other
components of the photosynthetic apparatus as in
typical purple bacteria (Iba et al., 1988).

The reasons why aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs
show lower specific BChl contents than typical purple
bacteria is not known (see Table I). Similarly, the
reasons for the significant difference in BChl content
among species of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs is

not known. It is possible, however, that the cultural
conditions adopted for each species was not optimal
for BChl formation. In addition, there may be
unknown critical factors required for BChl formation
in species which accumulate only a small amount of
BChl in the growth condition currently adopted.

VII. Evolution and Taxonomy

A. Phylogeny Based on Ribosomal RNA
Sequence

At present, up to 20 species and 8 genera are described
as BChl-containing aerobic bacteria which are
referred as aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs in this
chapter (Table 1). More than half of the 20 species
are newly described ones and others are newly
recognized ones as the BChl-containing species. As
seen in the fact that these descriptions have been
made continually during these 15 years, further
discovery of new species of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs will continue in the future.

Phylogenetically, all species of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs for which data on their ribosomal RNA
sequence are available have been shown to belong to
the of Proteobacteria (Woese et al., 1984;
Komagata, 1989; Fuerst et al., 1993). This seems to
be consistent with the similarity of their photo-
synthetic apparatus to those of purple nonsulfur
bacteria which belong mostly to the same subclass.
In the , aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs
showed rather wide distribution as represented in
Fig. 12 (see also Yurkov et al., 1994; Nishimura et al.,
1994). This indicates that they are not necessarily
closely related to each other. The phylogenetic
diversity of them seems also to be consistent with
their heterogeneity with respect to pigments and
photosynthetic apparatus, such as carotenoid
composition, the presence of ‘non-photosynthetic’
carotenoids and the possession of a cytochrome
subunit in the RC.

B. Consideration on the Origin of Aerobic
Anoxygenic Phototrophs

Based on phylogenetic studies and the heterogeneity
of photosynthetic apparatus, it may be reasonable to
assume that aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs were
branched from some independent lines of purple
photosynthetic bacteria. Furthermore, it seems that
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each branching is not necessarily a recent event,
since each of the aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs
shows significant differences from its presumed
purple bacteria relative in carotenoid composition
and antenna organization, for example. Although Ro.
denitrificans seems to be closely related to
Rhodobacter in terms of ribosomal RNA sequence,
primary structure of a c-type cytochrome and the
dominant carotenoid species, they still differ in the
possession of a cytochrome subunit in the RC and in
the spectral characteristics of LH II, in addition to
the response to E. longus and Porphyrobacter,
which are closely related to each other, have no
extant purple bacteria relatives in their apparently
isolated phylogenetic group (Fuerst et al., 1993).
Thus, it is probable that at least some species of
aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs are in a ‘stable state’
in the evolutionary process. The abundancy of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs in some habitats supports
their ecological and evolutionary stability.

Based on their reduced BChl content, one may
consider that aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs are in
a transient phase of evolving from purple photo-
synthetic bacteria to non-photosynthetic aerobes
(Woese et al., 1984). However, the reason for the
small content of BChl is not known. In spite of the
small content of BChl, photosynthetic activities have
been clearly shown in some species suggesting that
they have an almost complete set of ‘photosynthetic’
genes. Therefore, the smaller amount of BChl
compared with those of typical purple bacteria does
not necessarily mean that the loss of the ‘photo-

synthetic’ genes in aerobic phototrophs has occurred.
It is possible, however, that some ‘non-phototrophic’
aerobic bacteria, which are closely related to
phototrophs, still have the photosynthetic genes or
their relicts. Search for such strains by suitable nucleic
acid probes may contribute to our understanding of
evolutionary processes in prokaryotes.

Recently, occurrence of lateral transfer of
photosynthetic genes has been postulated in some
cases (Blankenship, 1992; Nagashima et al., 1993).
It is also possible to consider that aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs originated by incorporation of a
photosynthetic gene cluster into ‘non-photosynthetic’
aerobes. However, the heterogeneous nature of the
photosynthetic apparatus of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs described above suggests that the origin
of such photosynthetic genes are also heterogeneous.
It seems unlikely that lateral gene transfers occurred
in many independent lines although such possibility
in some cases cannot be ruled out.

C. Perspectives

As described above, accumulated data are still not
enough to discuss extensively the phylogeny and
evolution of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs.
Especially, data on the structure and sequence of
‘photosynthetic’ genes are lacking except for that of
Ro. denitrificans. This may be due to a lack of
suitable probes for the genes. However, recent
progress of gene manipulation will make it possible
to search and sequence ‘photosynthetic’ genes in
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other aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs and, possibly,
in some ‘non-photosynthetic’ bacteria. Thus, further
studies are needed to approach the origin of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs as well as the origin of non-
photosynthetic aerobes.

Thus far, species of aerobic anoxygenic photo-
trophs are confined to the alpha-subclass of
Proteobacteria. However, it may not be unreasonable
to expect the occurrence of aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs in other taxa, such as the  If
they are present in other classes than Proteobacteria,
the possibility of lateral gene transfer should be,
then, taken into consideration, as in the case of
Chloroflexus (Blankenship, 1992). Further investi-
gation of new species may reveal a phylogenetically
and ecologically wider distribution of aerobic
anoxygenic phototrophs than is presently known.

And finally, it should be mentioned that nomen-
clature of the aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs is not
consistent. Recently, Gest (1993) proposed a term
for aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs, ‘quasi-
photosynthetic bacteria,’ to distinguish them from
typical anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria. Another
expression, ‘paraphotosynthetic’ by Madigan, was
also referred to in the article. Currently, this group of
bacteria is called by at least three names: ‘aerobic
photosynthetic bacteria,’ a primary designation
(Shiba, 1989); ‘aerobic anoxygenic phototroph,’used
in this book; and‘aerobic BChl-containing bacteria.’
Thus, agreement in the nomenclature of these
organisms may be an important future subject in this
field.
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Summary

The Green Revolution has allowed food production in many developing countries to keep pace with population
growth. But the use of chemical fertilizers as a source of fixed nitrogen is expensive and creates environmental
problems. The United States Agency for International Development sponsored a collaboration between U. S.
and Indian scientists to develop sources of biologically-fixed nitrogen fertilizers. This effort led to the discovery
that photosynthetic rhizobia are found in nitrogen-fixing nodules located on the stems of Aeschynomene, a
legume used as a green manure in rice fields. Such rhizobia now have been isolated from Aeschynomene nodules
and soils throughout the world. Photosynthetic rhizobia which nodulate a different genus, Lotononis, have been
discovered recently.

The rhizobium has the photosynthetic properties of aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs. It will grow, produce
the photosynthetic system and perform photosynthetic electron transport only under aerobic conditions. It can
fix nitrogen in ex planta culture and grow in the absence of any other source of fixed nitrogen. Phylogenetic
studies based on 16S rRNA sequences and numerical taxonomy suggest that all of the Aeschynomene isolates
are closely related to each other and form a cluster with Bradyrhizobium and Rhodopseudomonas palustris in
the alpha-2 subdivision of the class Proteobacteria.

Formation of the photosynthetic system is triggered by visible and far-red light, and is suppressed by visible
light. The photosynthetic system of the stem nodule endophytes probably provides energy for nitrogen fixation,
diminishing competition between carbon and nitrogen fixation and allowing for more efficient plant growth.

I. Introduction

A. Symbiosis Between Plants and Rhizobia

1. Rhizobiaceae

The Rhizobiaceae are a family of Gram-negative
bacteria, most of whose members form symbiotic
associations with plants. Members of four currently-
recognized genera form nitrogen-fixing nodules on
leguminous plants. Photosynthetic bacteria may have
been ancestors of the Rhizobiaceae (Woese, 1987).
Phylogenetic studies based on DNA-rRNA homology
(Jarvis et al., 1986) and 16S rRNA sequences (Yanagi
and Yamasato, 1993) indicate that species of the
genus Bradyrhizobium (which nodulate soybeans)
form a cluster on the Rhodopseudomonas palustris
branch of the alpha-2 subdivision of the class
Proteobacteria. Bradyrhizobium and Rp. palustris
are much more distantly related to the other
Rhizobiaceae and Rhodopseudomonas genera.

2. The Symbiotic System

The legume nodule is a complex structure established
through an elaborate exchange of chemical signals
between the bacteria and the plant (Verma, 1992;
Fisher and Long, 1992; Long and Staskawicz, 1993).
Its function is to allow the resident rhizobia to fix
nitrogen for export to the plant in return for fixed
carbon. The rhizobia invade the roots, ultimately
entering plant cells where they differentiate to form
bacteroids, the endosymbiotic form of the rhizobia.
Generally sucrose, formed photosynthetically in the
leaves, is translocated to the root nodules, where it is
converted to dicarboxylic acids such as malate. The
bacteroids use the dicarboxylic acids as substrates
for oxidative phosphorylation and as the source of
the electrons required for the reduction of dinitrogen
to ammonia. The ammonia nitrogen is incorporated
into organic molecules such as amides and ureides
which are fed to the plant by way of the xylem.
Nitrogen fixation is energetically expensive, requiring
at least 8 moles of ATP per mole of NH3 formed, as
well as 4 equivalents of electrons from low-potential
donors. As much as half of the photosynthate
produced by legumes may be allocated to nitrogen
fixation.

Abbreviations: A. – Aeschynomene; B. – Bradyrhizobium; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; rRNA – ribosomal
RNA
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Most members of the Rhizobiaceae genera Rhizo-
bium, Sinorhizobium and Bradyrhizobium nodulate
only the roots of plants. Members of a fourth genus,
Azorhizobium, form nitrogen-fixing nodules on both
the roots and stems of the tropical legume Sesbania
rostrata (Dreyfus and Dommergues, 1981; Dreyfus
et al., 1988). Nodules are found on above-ground
parts of other plants as well, including plants of the
genera Aeschynomene (Arora, 1954; Alazard, 1985)
and Neptunia (Schaede, 1940). Occasionally other
plants possessing aerial nodules are reported (Walter
and Bien, 1989; Yatazawa et al., 1987), and under
appropriate conditions nodules may form on the
lower stems of such familiar legumes as field bean
(Fyson and Sprent, 1980), soybean (Eaglesham and
Ayanaba, 1984) and peanut (Nambiar et al., 1982).
Such nodules are most frequently found on tropical
legumes, where they form under flooded conditions.
The nodules are usually formed on adventitious
roots or their primordia. The circumstances under
which it is appropriate to refer to them as stem rather
than root nodules has been discussed by Ladha et al.
(1992).

Sesbania and Aeschynomene have been of
particular interest in rice-growing regions because
they are flood-tolerant and so can serve as green
manures—sources of biologically-fixed fertilizer
nitrogen—for rice fields. When these plants are grown
in flooded rice fields, the nodules on their stems can
fix nitrogen even though their roots are submerged.
The plants are then plowed into the fields before rice
is planted, and release their fixed nitrogen into the
soil. The use of green manures is of vital importance
in developing countries. Most of the rice in these
areas is grown by farmers who do not have convenient
access to expensive chemical nitrogen fertilizers
produced by the petroleum-consuming Haber-Bosch
process. The expense of such fertilizers is certain to
increase in the future. In addition, biological nitrogen
fertilizers generate much less water and air pollution
than do chemical nitrogen fertilizers.

Stem-nodulated legumes and the rhizobia that
nodulate them have received special attention in
India (Subba Rao et al., 1991), the Philippines (Ladha
et al, 1990) and Senegal (Alazard, 1985). All aspects
of stem nodulation and its applications have been
reviewed recently by Ladha et al. (1992), and the
symbiosis between Azorhizobium caulinodans and

Sesbania rostrata has been discussed in detail by de
Bruijn(1988).

B. Discovery of Bacteriochlorophyll-Containing
 Species.

1. Species That Nodulate 

In the 1980’s the United States Agency for
International Development sponsored a collaborative
effort between scientists from India and the United
States, the Indo-US Science and Technology Initiative.
One of its objectives was the development of
biological nitrogen fertilizers. N. S. Subba Rao, of
the Indian Agricultural Research Institute, had noticed
that stem nodules of A. indica plants growing in
northern India appeared to contain unusual endo-
phytes (Subba Rao, 1988). Under USAID STI
sponsorship, he brought a collection of fixed nodules
to the Charles F. Kettering Research Laboratory,
where the late Harry Calvert examined them with the
electron microscope. Minocher Reporter and others
at the Kettering Laboratory pointed out that coccoid
endophytes within some of the nodules contained
chromatophore-like membranous vesicles (Evans et
al., 1990), and suggested that they might be
photosynthetic bacteria. Endophytes subsequently
separated from stem nodules collected throughout
southern India by Subba Rao and S. Shanmuga-
sundaram, of Madurai Kamaraj University, were
shown to contain bacteriochlorophyll and photo-
synthetic reaction centers (Fleischman et al., 1988,
1991).

Efforts to culture photosynthetic bacteria from the
Indian nodules by anaerobic incubation in the light
were unsuccessful. However, earlier, A. R. J.
Eaglesham of the Boyce Thompson Institute had
isolated a strain of rhizobium, designated BTAi 1,
from a nodule which had formed on the stem of an A.
indica plant growing in unsterilized sand obtained
from West Virginia (Eaglesham and Szalay, 1983).The
rhizobium had been examined in detail and found to
have properties of both Rhizobium and Brady-
rhizobium (Stowers and Eaglesham, 1983). Experi-
ments with BTAi 1 revealed that it could form the
photosynthetic system but only when grown
aerobically under cyclic illumination (e. g., 16 h
light/8 h dark) in the presence of specific carbon
sources (Evans et al., 1990). The properties of BTAi 1
have been reviewed by Eaglesham et al. (1990).

Lorquin et al. (1993) found that of 126 strains of

3. Stem Nodulated Legumes and Their
Agricultural Significance

Rhizobium

Aeschynomene
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rhizobia isolated in Senegal from stem nodules of
Aeschynomene plants belonging to three cross-
inoculation groups, 83 could synthesize bacterio-
chlorophyll under appropriate conditions. Bacterio-
chlorophyll-containing rhizobia could nodulate plants
belonging to two of the cross-inoculation groups.
The bacteria were described as light pink, dark pink
or orange.

Several hundred strains of bacteriochlorophyll-
containing rhizobia have now been isolated. J. K.
Ladha of the International Rice Research Institute
has isolated such strains from nine Aeschynomene
species growing in the Philippines (Ladha et al.,
1990; Ladha and So, 1994) and demonstrated that
most form bacteriochlorophyll-containing stem
nodule bacteroids. We have isolated strains in India
from a tenth species (D. Fleischman, S. Shanmug-
asundaram, G. Gopalan and F. Schwelitz, unpub-
lished). Peter van Berkum of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture has obtained isolates that nodulate A.
indica from soil samples collected on five continents,
from sites as diverse as Maryland soybean fields and
Zimbabwe Aeschynomene groves (Van Berkum et
al., 1995). The isolates vary widely in color and
colony morphology; some form pigment consti-
tutively. Van Berkum et al. (1995) further report that
bacteriochlorophyll was formed by 38 of the 79
strains of A. indica-nodulating rhizobia they isolated.
Both pigmented and nonpigmented strains nodulated
stems and formed nitrogen-fixing symbioses. DNA
from all of the pigmented isolates tested, and from 3
of 5 nonpigmented isolates, hybridized with a DNA
probe containing the genes for the photosynthetic
apparatus of Rhodopseudomonas capsulatus.

2. Species That Nodulate Other Plants

Thus far, the only rhizobia reported to contain
bacteriochlorophyll have been isolated from stem or
root nodules of Aeschynomene species. Attempts to
induce formation of bacteriochlorophyll in other
rhizobia, including strains isolated from stem nodules
of Sesbania rostrata and root nodules of A. americana
(Evans et al., 1990; Ladha and So, 1994) and from
stem nodules of Sesbania procumbens and Neptunia
(S. Shanmugasundaram and D. Fleischman, unpub-
lished) have been unsuccessful. However, W.
Heumann, of Friedrich-Alexander Universität in
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany, has found that rhizobia
which form effective nodules on the hypocotyl and
root, but not the stem, of Lotononis bainesii contain
bacteriochlorophyll (personal communication). The

absorption spectrum of the cells includes far-red
absorption bands characteristic of the bacterio-
chlorophyll proteins of typical photosynthetic
bacteria. Their chromosomal guanosine + cytosine
content is 72.1% and their plasmid GC content is
65.3%, values much higher than those previously
found in Rhizobiaceae. The Lotononis rhizobia appear
to be rather distant taxonomically from the
Aeschynomene stem nodule rhizobia. Their principal
carotenoid is a carotenoid acid.

Liesack and Stackebrandt (1992) have attempted
to determine the diversity of the bacterial population
in an Australian soil sample, not by isolating bacteria,
but by using the polymerase chain reaction to amplify
16S ribosomal RNA genes collected directly from
the soil. They found a surprising number of sequences
that were highly homologous to the 16S rRNA of
BTAi 1. Their observations, together with those of
Heumann, suggest that photosynthetic rhizobia may
not be an isolated occurrence, but may in fact be
quite widespread.

II. Relationship of Bacteriochlorophyll-
containing Rhizobium Species to Other
Bacteria

A. Relationship Based on 16S Ribosomal
RNA Sequences

The unusual nature of the presence of a photosynthetic
system in a rhizobium led to the proposal that BTAi 1
be placed in a new genus, to be named Photo-
rhizobium (Eaglesham et al., 1990). BTAi 1, the first
isolated Rhizobium shown to possess a photosynthetic
system, would be the type strain and named
Photorhizobium thompsonianum.

Young et al. (1991) provided the first direct
information about the relationship of BTAi 1 to other
bacteria. Using the polymerase chain reaction, they
determined partial 16S rRNA sequences of BTAi 1
and 12 bacteria in the alpha subdivision of the
Proteobacteria. The BTAi 1 sequence examined
differed by a single base from the corresponding
sequence of Bradyrhizobium japonicum USDA 110,
and by only 6 bases from that of Rhodopseudomonas
palustris. The sequences obtained from members of
the Rhizobium genus were quite different. Young et
al. (1991) pointed out that the diversity within the
whole Bradyrhizobium/Rhodopseudomonas/BTAi 1
cluster was no greater than that to be expected within
a single genus.
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Shortly afterward, the International Subcommittee
for the Taxonomy of Rhizobium and Agrobacterium
proposed minimal standards for the description of
new genera and species of root-and stem-nodulating
bacteria (Graham et al., 1991). They recommended
the use of both phylogenetic and phenotypic traits,
using a relatively large number of strains. Two recently
completed studies performed with bacteriochlor-
ophyll-containing rhizobia have made substantial
progress toward meeting the Committee’s criteria.

Wong et al. (1994) have determined nearly
complete 16S rRNA sequences of several strains of
bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia isolated from
stem nodules of Aeschynomene species growing in
widely separated geographical areas and belonging
to two cross-inoculation groups, along with those of
two Bradyrhizobium strains. Rhizobia belonging to
the same cross-inoculation group will nodulate the
same population of host species. The 16S rRNA
sequences of all of the bacteriochlorophyll-containing
strains were highly similar. It was concluded that the
photosynthetic rhizobia form a group ‘within a
distinctly branched alpha-2 cluster’ which also
includes several B. japonicum strains and, branching
somewhat more deeply, Rp. palustris. But the cluster
clearly contained bacteria belonging to genera other
than Bradyrhizobium and Rhodopseudomonas. These
authors concur that resolution of the taxonomic
question will require both molecular sequence data
and more detailed phenotypic data.

B. Relationship Based on Phenotype

Ladha and So (1994) have performed a multivariate
statistical analysis of 150 phenotypic features of 52
strains of bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia
along with reference strains of Rhizobium, Brady-
rhizobium and Azorhizobium. They conclude that
the bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia isolated
from Aeschynomene nodules belong to a cluster that
is separate from those of Bradyrhizobium, Rhizobium
and Azorhizobium. Differences between cross-
inoculation groups were apparent. Based on the
phenotypic characteristics examined, the bacterio-
chlorophyll-containing rhizobia were distinguished
from Bradyrhizobium at a similarity level which is
borderline for intrageneric differences. They were
also clearly distinguishable from rhizobia that could
form effective stem and root nodules on Aeschy-
nomene but that could not form bacteriochlorophyll.
The latter had the properties of slow-growing rhizobia.

The bacteriochlorophyll-containing isolates
formed bacteriochlorophyll only aerobically under
intermittent light. They were diazotrophic, i. e. they
could fix nitrogen ex planta, and grow in the absence
of any other source of fixed nitrogen. Alazard (1990)
had made a similar observation with other isolates.

It appears that further study will be necessary
before it can be decided whether the bacterio-
chlorophyll-containing rhizobia belong in a separate
genus or should be included within Bradyrhizobium.
The issue is complicated by wide phylogenetic
diversity within the Bradyrhizobium and Rhodo-
pseudomonas genera and close phylogenetic
similarity between members of these genera and
other bacteria which are quite different pheno-
typically. Willems and Collins (1992), for example,
report that there is a close genealogical relationship
between Bradyrhizobium, Blastobacter denitrificans
and Afipia (the agent which causes cat scratch disease).

The available evidence does suggest that the
bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia, Bradyrhizo-
bium and Rp. palustris diverged from a common
photosynthetic ancestor which is not shared by the
other genera of Rhizobiaceae.

III. Characteristics of Aeschynomene
Rhizobium BTAi 1 Grown ex planta

A. Utilization of Carbon Sources

Stowers and Eaglesham (1983) first described the
capacity of BTAi 1 to utilize various carbon sources.
Twenty different carbon sources were tested at a
concentration of 1% (w/v). Growth was observed
with sucrose and lactose, which is a characteristic
associated with fast-growing rhizobia. Growth was
not obtained with malate at the 1% level but growth
is observed with this carbon source at lower
concentrations (Evans et al., 1990). Both succinate
and malate were shown to influence the oxygen-
sparing effect of light (Wettlaufer and Hardy, 1992).

Growth was not obtained when was employed
as the sole carbon source (Eaglesham et al., 1990) in
the light. BTAi 1 was one of 52 strains of
bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia surveyed for
growth on 30 different carbon sources (Ladha and
So, 1994) Galactose, gluconate, glucose, glycerol,
malate, mannitol and mannose were utilized by all of
the strains tested.
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B. Regulation of Bacteriochlorophyll
Accumulation

Evans et al. (1990) reported that BTAi 1 would form
bacteriochlorophyll ex planta only if the medium
contained an appropriate carbon source. Glutamate
(A. R. J. Eaglesham, personal communication),
malate, fructose and succinate allow bacteriochlor-
ophyll formation. Little bacteriochlorophyll is formed
with mannitol as the carbon source. The presence of
arabinose, even added concomitantly with a
dicarboxylic acid, suppresses bacteriochlorophyll
formation.

When BTAi 1 cultures are grown in the presence
of malate under cyclic illumination from tungsten
lamps, bacteriochlorophyll accumulation begins only
at the end of exponential growth (Fig. 1). Perhaps the
photosynthetic system is formed when the carbon
source becomes depleted in order to provide an
alternate energy source to allow the bacteria to
survive. Such behavior would explain the observation
(Eaglesham et al., 1990) that illumination does not
affect the growth rate of BTAi 1 cultures. Expo-
nentially-growing cultures do not have the photo-
synthetic system. When glutamate is the carbon
source, bacteriochlorophyll forms early in exponential

phase (unpublished). Glutamate seems to be a poor
carbon source. When cells are grown on glutamate
they respire more slowly than in the presence of
malate (Wettlaufer and Hardy, 1992) and grow more
slowly (unpublished). Perhaps cells experience carbon
limitation even in the presence of glutamate and this
event triggers bacteriochlorophyll synthesis.

Illumination does slow the decline of viable cells
after the exogenous carbon source had been utilized
(Eaglesham et al., 1990). At this stage the
photosynthetic system will have formed. Shiba (1984)
has reported that illumination prolongs the viability
of the aerobic photosynthetic bacterium Roseobacter
denitrificans (formerly Erythrobacter OCH 114),
and suggested that it forms the photosynthetic system
to allow it to survive in the absence of energy-
yielding substrates.

Evans et al. (1990) found that BTAi 1 would
accumulate bacteriochlorophyll only if the cultures
were grown under cyclic illumination, but not in
continuous light or continuous darkness.Wettlaufer
and Hardy (1993) report that bacteriochlorophyll
will accumulate in the dark after cultures have been
exposed to light for at least 30 minutes. They found
that the action spectrum for initiation of bacterio-
chlorophyll accumulation included a blue component.
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We find that it also contains a far-red component
(unpublished). As Wettlaufer and Hardy point out,
the photoreceptor cannot be the photosynthetic light
harvesting system. Light of wavelength beyond 830
nm is ineffective in inducing pigment accumulation,
while the photosynthetic bacteriochlorophyll protein
has a strong absorption band near 870 nm (Fig. 2).
The best candidate may be a tetrapyrrole, perhaps
bacteriochlorin.

Visible light inhibits bacteriochlorophyll accumu-
lation in Roseobacter denitrificans (Iba andTakamiya,
1989). BTAi 1 behaves similarly (unpublished).
Bacteriochlorophyll can accumulate in continuous
light (Fig. 2), but only if wavelengths below 650 nm
are excluded.

In summary, bacteriochlorophyll accumulation can
be initiated by visible or far-red light at the end of
exponential growth, but is inhibited by visible light.
The conditions necessary for formation of the
photosynthetic system ex planta are those expected
within stem nodules: a dicarboxylic acid as carbon
source and illumination with cyclic light (day/night)
filtered through chloroplasts and leghemoglobin,
which will transmit far-red light but absorb visible
light.

C. The Photosynthetic System

The absorption spectrum of BTAi 1 (Evans et al.,
1990; Fig. 2) resembles that of a typical purple
nonsulfur bacterium or aerobic anoxygenic photo-
troph (Shimada,Chapter 6, this volume). The

bacteriochlorophyll content of BTAi 1 cells is
typically about  (dry weight), a value
similar to that found in the aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs. The major far-red absorption band of
the light-harvesting bacteriochlorophyll protein is
narrow, comparable to that of Rhodospirillum rubrum.
Perhaps, like Rs. rubrum, BTAi 1 has only a single
form of light-harvesting bacteriochlorophyll protein.
Wettlaufer and Hardy (1992) found that light
suppresses oxygen uptake by BTAi 1 cells growing
on several carbon sources. Such behavior is expected
of photosynthetic bacteria. The action spectrum of
the effect was similar to the absorption spectrum of
the photosynthetic light-harvesting system; light
absorbed by the carotenoids was less effective than
light absorbed by bacteriochlorophyll.

BTAi 1 membranes contain photochemically-active
photosynthetic reaction centers (Evans et al., 1990).
The difference spectrum and kinetics of the reversible
light-induced absorbance changes resemble those of
typical purple photosynthetic bacteria. The photo-
synthetic unit of BTAi 1 contains about 80
bacteriochlorophyll molecules, implying that these
bacteria have a low bacteriochlorophyll content
because they have few reaction centers, not because
of a small photosynthetic unit size (Evans et al.,
1990).

The inability of bacteriochlorophyll-containing
rhizobia to grow photosynthetically in the absence of
oxygen has been perplexing. In part this may be
because their low bacteriochlorophyll content results
in inefficient light capture. The growth of the aerobic
anoxygenic phototroph Roseobacter denitrificans,
for example, is stimulated by very intense illumination
(Harashima et al., 1987). But in this bacterium
electron transport does not occur under anaerobic
conditions (Okamura et al., 1985). To determine
whether this is true of BTAi 1, D. Kramer and A.
Kanazawa (unpublished) used a sensitive kinetic
spectrophotometer (Kramer et al., 1990) to measure
flash-induced electron transfer in intact BTAi 1 cells
both in the presence and absence of oxygen. Light-
induced electron transfer could be detected only
under aerobic conditions. A sensitive kinetic
fluorimeter was then used to measure light-induced
fluorescence yield changes under aerobic and
anaerobic conditions. The fluorescence induction
kinetics indicated that the quinone pool of BTAi 1
cells becomes completely reduced within seconds
after oxygen has been depleted. Light-induced
electron transport is no longer possible, since there
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are no (or at most no more than one) available
electron acceptors. Kramer and Kanazawa were also
able to observe the cytochrome complex in
membranes of BTAi 1.

The photosynthetic system of BTAi 1 thus seems
to be quite similar to those of the aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophs, both in composition and function.

D. Carbon Dioxide Uptake and Nitrogen
Fixation

Experiments on the effect of light on uptake
with the bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia have
been carried out with BTAi 1. Uptake of by
BTAi 1 was stimulated severalfold under light for
those cells grown under conditions which elicited
bacteriochlorophyll formation versus cells grown
under conditions which inhibited pigment develop-
ment (Hungria et al., 1990). uptake by BTAi 1
was sensitive to inhibitors of photosystem 2, but the
sites of inhibition may have been the bacterial reaction
center and cytochrome complex. It seems unlikely
that BTAi 1 contains an oxygen-evolving photo-
system. The uncoupler inhibited both
uptake and light-decreased uptake. However this

strain could not be grown in medium lacking a
carbon source (Hungria et al., 1990).

Increases of 10- to 30-fold by light have been
observed in the rate of fixation by A. scabra
nodules (Hungria et al., 1992). Undoubtedly some of
the increased rate of fixation was a consequence
of the presence of chloroplasts in the stem nodule,
but the greater response of A. scabra stem nodules as
compared to S. rostrata stem nodules correlated with
the photosynthetic capacity of the Aeschynomene
endophyte.

Eaglesham et al. (1990) found that cells grown for
two days under cyclic illumination had 2–5 times as
much activity (assayed by acetylene
reduction) as dark-grown cells. There was no
immediate effect of light on the rate of fixation.

E. Ultrastructure

In general, cells of BTAi 1 grown in pure culture
display fairly typical Gram-negative bacterial
ultrastructure (Fig. 3a). They possess an outer
membrane separated from the inner membrane, in
the case of BTAi 1, by a rather pronounced periplasmic
space. The cytoplasm is relatively featureless,
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containing only ribosomes and occasional
granules. The nucleoid has a distinct

fibrillar appearance. In some cells large osmiophilic
spheroids are associated with the nucleoid. Conditions
(described earlier) which trigger development of the
photosynthetic system lead to changes in ultra-
structure. In cells from late log phase cultures, one or
more large photosynthetic vesicles can be found in
the cytoplasm and undulations and invaginations of
the inner membrane are common (Fig. 3b). The
photosynthetic vesicles apparently arise from these
invaginations of the inner membrane. During vesicle
formation, a granular and relatively electron dense
material accumulates in the periplasmic space and is
eventually included in the vesicle. Although in cross-
section the vesicles appear to be independent entities
in the bacterial cytoplasm, observations from multiple
and serial sectioning suggests that the vesicles remain
attached at some point to the inner membrane. The
vesicles therefore represent a complex, highly
convoluted extension of the periplasmic space.

IV. Characteristics of Photosynthetic
Rhizobium in the Symbiotic System

A. Gross Morphology of the Aeschynomene
Stem Nodule

Depending on their location on the stem, Aeschy-
nomene stem nodules are spherical or ellipsoidal in
shape. The ellipsoidal forms are found more
commonly on upper stems. The nodule consists of an
inner infected bacterial region surrounded by a region
of host cortex (Fig. 4). The bacterial region in effective
nodules is colored pinkish-red due to the presence of
leghemoglobin. The host cortical tissue contains
chloroplasts and is therefore green.

B. Ultrastructure of the Symbiont

1. Comparison to Other Rhizobia

In mature nodules, the ultrastructure of photosynthetic
rhizobial bacteroids is quite unlike that of bacteroids
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of regular nonphotosynthetic rhizobia. This is clearly
visible in the electron micrograph of a nodule with
dual nodule occupancy in which one of the occupants
has the appearance of a regular rhizobium and the
other a photosynthetic strain (Fig. 5). The bacteroids
can be considered intracellular but not, however,
intracytoplasmic. When the bacteria break through
the wall during cell invasion, they do not continue on
to penetrate the cell membrane. Rather, host cell
membrane is laid down around the invading bacterial
cells, isolating them from the cytoplasm. The resulting
large cytoplasmic vesicles are known as symbio-
somes. In mature nodule cells containing regular
nonphotosynthetic rhizobia, each symbiosome
consists of one or more irregular or pleiomorphic
bacteroids (Sprent and Sprent, 1990). The bacteroids
are embedded in a matrix of bacterially-produced
polysaccharide. Bacteroids and polysaccharide are
enclosed in the host-derived peribacteroid, or,
symbiosome membrane.

Apart from their pleiomorphic shapes, the non-
photosynthetic rhizobial bacteroids have a relatively
featureless cytoplasm except for the often pronounced
deposition of bodies.

In mature nodule cells containing photosynthetic
rhizobia, each symbiosome contains one large

spherical bacteroid. Each bacteroid possesses a
distinct array of cytoplasmic vesicles which are
interpreted as photosynthetic apparatus. A lamellate
septum is often also found in the bacteroid cytoplasm.

2. Comparison to Other Photosynthetic Bacteria

In sharp contrast to the above, photosynthetic
rhizobia, both in culture and in symbiosis, show
remarkable ultrastructural similarities to free-living
photosynthetic bacteria. The pronounced periplasmic
space, the intracytoplasmic membrane system and
the distinct fibrillar nucleoid containing large
osmiophilic spheroids seen in cultured BTAi 1 are
almost identical to the ultrastructural features
demonstrated by Rhodopseudomonas palustris when
grown semiaerobically in the dark (Tauschel and
Drews, 1968). The intracytoplasmic array of vesicular
membranes seen in the symbiotic bacteroids are
highly reminiscent of a similar membrane system
found in anaerobic illuminated cultures of Rhodo-
spirillum rubrum (Drews, 1960). From our own
observations it is apparent that the intracytoplasmic
membrane system in BTAi 1 develops as a complex
and highly convoluted invagination of the inner
membrane, in a manner identical to that described
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for R. rubrum (Oelze and Drews, 1973). In symbiosis,
BTAi 1 forms large spherical bacteroids, a cellular
shape very rarely found in other rhizobia but which
occurs commonly in Rhodopseudomonas spp. We
have found that BTAi 1 reproduces by asymmetrical
division or ‘budding’ (unpublished), a feature it has
again in common with Rhodopseudomonas spp. but
which has never been reported for any other rhizobia.

C. Photosynthetic System of the Symbiont

1. Pigments and Electron Transport

Bacteroids isolated from Aeschynomene stem nodules
usually contain bacteriochlorophyll (Fleischman et
al., 1991; Ladha et al., 1990). The absorption spectrum
of bacteroids isolated from A. indica stem nodules
collected in India resembles that of free-living BTAi 1
(unpublished). They possess photochemically-active
photosynthetic reaction centers whose spectrum and
electron transfer kinetics resemble those of BTAi 1.
A comparison of the absorption and fluorescence
emission spectra of these bacteroids suggests that
excitation energy transfer from the carotenoids to the
bacteriochlorophyll is not very efficient (Fleischman
et al., 1991). Wettlaufer and Hardy (1992) have
concluded that light absorbed by the carotenoids of
free-living BTAi 1 cells also drives photochemistry
inefficiently.

2. Influence of Light on Nitrogen Fixation

Aeschynomene stem nodule bacteroids possess a
photosynthetic system. Its most plausible function is
to provide energy for nitrogen fixation rather than for
carbon fixation. Conventional root nodule bacteroids
consume photosynthate to generate the ATP and
reductant needed for dinitrogen reduction. It would
be futile for bacteroids to use photosynthetically-
derived ATP and reductant to fix carbon, only to
degrade it again to generate ATP and reductant for
nitrogen fixation. The use of the bacteroid photo-
synthetic system to produce ATP and reductant
directly within the cells where dinitrogen is reduced
is more efficient than carbon fixation in leaf
chloroplasts, translocation of the photosynthate to
the nodules and its reoxidation in the bacteroids.
More energy is required to form photosynthate than
can be regained during its catabolism. In addition,
the bacteroid photosynthetic system can use light in
the 800–900 nm region which is not absorbed by

chloroplasts. Although some chloroplast-generated
photosynthate would still be needed as an electron
source, photosynthetic nitrogen fixation in the
bacteroids might decrease competition between
carbon and nitrogen fixation substantially.

Plant cells in the stem nodule cortex contain
chloroplasts. Eardley and Eaglesham (1985) have
suggested that the stem nodule is an autonomous
system, since it contains both nitrogen-fixing
bacteroids and the chloroplasts needed to generate
fixed carbon and They found that stem nodules
indeed continued to fix nitrogen after defoliation of
the plants. Illumination of stem nodules accelerated
acetylene reduction (the standard assay for
fixation), an effect they attributed to evolution by
the chloroplasts.

In order to separate the effects of light on the
chloroplasts and the bacteroids, Evans et al. (1990)
examined the effect of far-red light on acetylene
reduction by stem nodules.

Nodule-containing stem sections were illuminated
through filters which transmitted light of wavelengths
between 730 and 950 nm. Such light will drive
electron transport in the bacteroids but not in the
chloroplasts. The illumination consistently acceler-
ated acetylene reduction. It appeared that acetylene
reduction continued at a constant rate far longer in
illuminated nodules than in nonilluminated ones.
Perhaps illuminated bacteroids consume substrates
more slowly, a corollary of the oxygen-sparing effect
observed by Wettlaufer and Hardy (1992) in free-
living cells. But the nodule behavior was quite
variable, so measurements with a much larger number
of stem sections will be necessary before conclusions
about the effect of light can be made with confidence.

D. Mechanism of Infection Leading to the
Symbiosis

1. Infection Methods

Legumes are infected by rhizobia in one of three
ways. In ‘root hair’ infection, which is found in the
most widely studied group of leguminous hosts
(legume crops), the bacteria enter the plant by
penetrating the wall of a root hair (reviewed by
Bauer, 1981). Once inside the hair, a tubular structure
made of host cell wall material is laid down around
the advancing bacteria. This structure, the infection
thread, is continuously laid down around the rhizobia
as they make their way toward the host cortex.
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In ‘wound’ or ‘crack entry’ infection, bacteria
gain access to the cortical cells of the host plant via
ruptures in the epidermis caused by the emergence of
lateral or adventitious roots (Chandler, Date and
Roughly, 1982). In ‘epidermal’ infection, rhizobia
arrive in the cortex by penetrating the middle lamella
between healthy epidermal cells (Faria, Hay and
Sprent, 1988)

2. Nodule Development

Once inside the cortex, infection of cortical cells
must occur to allow nodule development. This can
happen in at least three ways (Sprent and Sprent,
1990). Firstly, each cell in the nodule is infected by
bacteria being released from branches of the infection
thread. Secondly, a certain number of nodule cells
become infected by bacteria released from the
infection thread. The infected cells then enlarge and
undergo successive divisions to form a mature nodule.
In the third scenario, no infection threads are formed.
Some host cells simply become infected by some
rhizobia entering through the cell wall. These infected
cells then divide repeatedly to form the mature nodule.
Nodules in Aeschynomene form by this third method.

3. What is the Infection Mechanism in

The method by which Aeschynomene becomes
infected by the photosynthetic rhizobia is still unclear.
Arora (1954) showed that root and stem nodules
form in the vicinity of emerging lateral and
adventitious roots, concluding that some form of
wound entry was being used. In a later study, Yatazawa
and Yoshida (1979) claimed that there are two types
of stem nodules, which they designated lower and
upper stem nodules. They agree with Arora that
wound entry was the probable infection mechanism.
However, they found no lateral roots in association
with the upper stem nodules and surmised that some
other form of infection may be taking place in the
upper stem. In the absence of emerging roots in the
vicinity of upper stem nodules, we concur with the
conclusions of Yatazawa and Yoshida. We have
noticed, however, that the upper stem of Aeschy-
nomeme is sparsely populated with small glandular
hairs of sub-epidermal origin (unpublished). It may
be that some form of hair infection is occurring or
else perhaps a special case of wound infection where
the shaft of the glandular hair pierces the epidermis.

V. Conclusions

A. Role of the Rhizobial Photosynthetic System

The effect of far-red light on acetylene reduction by
stem nodule bacteroids (Evans et al., 1990) is
consistent with the hypothesis that the bacteroid
photosynthetic system furnishes energy for nitrogen
fixation, and so decreases the demand of the
bacteroids for photosynthate. Since photosynthate
availability often limits nitrogen fixation, this process
may allow increased nitrogen fixation and plant
growth.

The photosynthetic system of free-living cells
may allow them to survive when the nutrient supply
is limited. Adebayo et al. (1989) have found
substantial populations of stem-nodulating rhizobia
on the surfaces of leaves. Ladha et al. (1992) have
suggested that the stems may be inoculated when
rain washes these bacteria down the stems. An aerobic
phototroph having a limited number of photosynthetic
reaction centers should be ideally adapted for survival
in such an aerobic, brightly-lighted, nutrient-limited
environment.

B. Future Research Directions

Highest priority should be given to determining
whether the bacteroid photosynthetic system really
makes a substantial contribution to nitrogen fixation
and plant growth. If it does, the symbiotic association
could be optimized by selection of the most effective
symbiotic partners for a given region. Such studies
could lead to the development of exceptionally
effective green manures. Symbiosis with photosyn-
thetic rhizobia might be extended to other legumes,
including Sesbania.

The mechanism by which the photosynthetic
rhizobia regulate the development of the photo-
synthetic system is especially intriguing. A
comparable process occurs in cyanobacteria (Chang
et al., 1992). It seems likely that the bacteria contain
a light sensor which can regulate gene expression.
Many bacteria contain ‘two component’ regulatory
systems in which an environmental sensor conveys a
signal, perhaps by phosphorylation, to a second
component which regulates gene expression (Gilles-
Gonzalez et al., 1991). The photoreceptor that initiates
bacteriochlorophyll accumulation may be one of
these. A bacterium having the machinery necessary
for the regulation of gene expression by light presents

Aeschynomene?
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fascinating experimental possibilities.
Biological systems which can be manipulated by

light have been extraordinarily useful research
subjects. Photosynthesis research has yielded insights
about electron transport and its coupling to
phosphorylation that could scarcely have emerged
from study of oxidative phosphorylation. Similarly,
study of the visual system has provided the most
detailed understanding of how G-protein-coupled
hormone receptors work. Stem nodules, in which the
development and function of the symbiotic partners
can be manipulated by light, could provide a similar
system for the study of symbiotic nitrogen fixation.
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Summary

The current status of our knowledge on the structures and biosynthesis of the bacteriochlorophylls from
photosynthetic bacteria is reviewed. While the structural chemistry of the bacteriochlorophylls is well
established, not much is known about the biosynthesis of the chromophores. Except for the early biosynthetic
steps the current insight rests mainly with mutant studies performed in the sixties. For the bacteriochlorophylls
of the sulfur and non sulfur bacteria certain assumptions can be made about the biosynthesis on the basis of
analogy to chemical reactions.

I. Introduction

Bacteriochlorophylls (BChls) are the central
photopigments of the photosynthetic bacteria. As
such they function as antenna pigments in the light
harvesting complexes and as accessory and special
pair chlorophylls in the reaction center. Chemically,
all chlorophylls (Chls) are derivatives of the parent
compound porphyrin (1). All Chls have in common
the isocyclic pentanone ring V, a central magnesium
ion, and a propionic ester group at C17. The

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 137–151.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.

nomenclature of these compounds has been
standardized (IUPAC, 1987; Smith 1994) and the
IUPAC system is used throughout this paper. Figure
1 shows as an example the numbering scheme for
porphyrin (Fig. 1.1) and Chl a (Fig 1.2). We have
however retained the use of the trivial names BChl c,
d, e for the antenna Chls from green sulfur and non
sulfur bacteria to prevent the use of confusing long
systematic names. These names are actually
misleading since the pigments are chlorins not
bacteriochlorins. In recent years a number of reviews
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have been published on the structure and biosynthesis
of the Chls (Rüdiger and Schoch, 1988, 1989, 1991;
Beale and Weinstein, 1990; 1991; Leeper, 1991;
Scheer, 1991; Smith, 1991; Senge, 1992a,b, 1993).
Due to restricted space we have cited mostly leading
references for the older literature and have
concentrated more on giving complete literature
references to papers with newer results. An entire
special issue of Photosynthesis Research (Olson et
al., 1994) was recently devoted to Green and
Heliobacteria.

II. Structural Chemistry of the
Bacteriochlorophylls

A. Bacteriochlorophylls a, b, and g

Bacteriochlorophyll a (Fig. 2.3) and b (Fig. 2.4) are
the most widely distributed Chls found in photo-
synthetic bacteria, and their purple color results
from the fact that the parent porphyrin macrocycle is
‘reduced’ not only in ring IV [as is the case in Chl a
(2)], but also in ring II (Fig. 2). Therefore they are
often termed ‘tetrahydroporphyrins’ or bacterio-
chlorins. Besides this difference in the degree of
reduction another structural difference relative to
Chl a is the presence of an acetyl group at C3 instead
of a vinyl group. BChl a serves in most purple

Abbreviations: ALA – 5-Aminolevulinic acid; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; BPheo – bacteriopheophytin; BPhide –
bacteriopheophorbide; Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus;
Chl – chlorophyll; Chlide – chlorophyllide; Cm. – Chromatium;
EC. – Ectothirhodospira; Pheo – pheophytin; Phide –
pheophorbide; Proto – protoporphyrin; Rb. – Rhodobacter;
RNAase – Ribonuclease; SAM – S-adenosylmethionine

bacteria (Rhodospirales) as the sole antenna and
reaction center pigment. In the green sulfur bacteria
it functions in the same roles while its Mg-free
derivative, bacteriopheophytin (BPheo) a (Fig. 2.5),
serves as an accessory pigment in the photosynthetic
reaction center. The structure elucidation for the
Chls and BChls a and b has been reviewed by
Brockmann (1978). Recently, a high precision crystal
structure was published for a BChl a derivative,
Bacteriopheophorbide (BPhide) a (Barkigia et al.,
1989; Barkigia and Gottfried, 1994). BChl b (Fig.
2.4) is found in Rhodopseudomonas viridis,
Rhodopseudomonas sulfoviridis, Thiocapsa pfen-
nigii, Ectothiorhodospira halochloris, and Ec.
abdelmaleki (Scheer, 1991) and is distinguished from
BChl a by possessing an ethylidene group at C8
instead of an ethyl (Brockmann and Kleber, 1970;
Scheer et al., 1974). Due to the ethylidene group the
degree of reduction in BChl b can also be formulated
as that of a dihydroporphyrin, since a simple migration
of the ring II ethylidene double bond into ring II
proper would actually yield a macrocycle at the same
reduction level as Chl a (Fig. 1.2).

BChls generally show a higher variability in their
esterifying alcohol than do the Chls. They often
contain phytol, which is the most widely found
esterifying alcohol (Fig. 3). However, BChl a from
Rhodospirillum rubrum contains geranylgeraniol,
while the BPheo a of the reaction center is esterified
with phytol. BChl b from Ec.halochloris and Ec.
abdelmalekii was found to contain
and smaller amounts of phytol and a trienol (Rüdiger
and Schoch, 1988).

BChl g (Fig. 4.6) is closely related to BChl b and
possesses a vinyl at the 8-position instead of an
acetyl group (Brockmann and Lipinsky, 1983) (Fig.
4). BChl g is found in Heliobacterium chlorum and
contains farnesol as the esterifying alcohol (Michalski
et al., 1987). It functions both as the antenna and
reaction center pigment in the Heliobacteria. Two
special derivatives have been proposed to function in
the reaction center of photosynthetic bacteria besides
BChl a and b and their pheophytins. These are BChl

(Fig. 4.7), the of BChl g (Fig. 4.6)
(Kobayashi et al., 1991) and  Chl a (Fig.
4.8) (van de Meet et al., 1991). However, these
compounds can be easily formed from the more
abundant BChl g—the pigment by simple
epimerization and the a by isomer-
ization and oxidation in ring II of BChl g. Thus
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further studies are needed to clarify the situation.

B. Bacteriochlorophylls c, d, e, and f

The BChls c (Fig.5.9), d (Fig.5.10) and e (Fig.5.11)
present a complex mixture of photosynthetic pigments
(Fig. 5). In contrast to the other Chls they can occur

as more than one defined compound within a given
organism (Holt et al., 1966). They function as antenna
pigments in the green, brown, or red sulfur bacteria
(Chlorobiaceae) and in Chloroflexaceae (Pfennig,
1977). Originally these pigments were named
‘Chlorobium chlorophylls’ (Holt, 1966), a term still
found sometimes in the Russian literature. In contrast
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to BChl a and BChl b, these pigments have only one
reduced pyrrole ring and are, therefore chlorins like
Chl a or Chl b. The gross chemical structure of the
BChls c (Fig. 5.9) and d (Fig. 5.10) and their similarity
to the plant chlorophylls was established by Holt and
coworkers (Holt et al., 1966) while subsequently
their stereochemistry (Brockmann, 1976; Brockmann

and Tacke-Karimdadian, 1979; Smith and Goff, 1985;
Smith, 1991) and absolute structure (Smith et al.,
1982, 1983) could be established. BChl e (Fig. 5.11)
was first isolated during the seventies (Gloe et al.,
1975) and subsequently its structure elucidated (Risch
et al., 1978; Simpson and Smith, 1988). Recently the
conformational flexibility of the macrocycles in Chls
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has come under active scrutiny (Barkigia et al.,
1988; Senge, 1992b; Senge et al., 1994).

All these Chls have in common that they lack the
group and bear at the 3-position

a group. BChl c (Fig. 5.9) and e
(Fig. 5.11) are distinguished from BChl d (Fig. 5.10)
by an additional methyl group at C20. BChl e also
has the meso (Fig. 5.12) methyl group as well as an
aldehyde group at C7 and thus is similar to Chl b.
The name BChl f has been assigned to a generic
structure of a BChl e derivative without the C20
methyl group (analogous to BChl c– d), though this
series of pigments has not yet been found in nature
(Risch et al., 1988). All three Chls occur in nature as
so called homologous mixtures. The single
components of these mixtures are distinguished by
the substituents at C8 and C12, the stereochemistry
at (R- or S-configuration) and the nature of the
esterified alcohol at On account of the various
combinatory possibilities a large variety of different
derivatives is possible. BChl c (Fig. 5.9) most often
is found with an ethyl group at C8, as is the case in
most natural tetrapyrroles. In Chlorobium strains,
smaller amounts of pigments with a C8 n-propyl,
iso-butyl or even neo-pentyl groups are found. The
substituent at C12 is either ethyl or methyl in BChl
c and d. So far BChl e has been isolated only with an
ethyl group at C12. In most cases the esterified
alcohol is farnesol (in Chlorobium) or stearol (in Cf.
aurantiacus). Smaller amounts of other esterifying
alcohols have been found in many cases (Caple et
al., 1978). A recent example is a strain of Cb. limicola
which produced BChl c esterified with six different
alcohols (farnesol, geranylgeraniol, phytol, octadec-
9-en-1-ol, hexadecanol, and octadecanol) (Fig. 3)
(Fages et al., 1990).

III. Biosynthesis of the Bacteriochlorophylls

A. Formation of 5-Aminolevulinic Acid

All tetrapyrroles are built up in a complex sequence
from small biosynthetic precursors. The first
intermediate which is common to all tetrapyrroles is
5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) (Fig. 6.18). Depending
on the organism two biosynthetic pathways leading
to the formation of ALA are known (Fig. 6). The
ALA-synthase pathway was first found in Rhodo-
bacter sphaeroides (formerly called Rhodopseudo-
monas sphaeroides) (Kikuchi et al., 1958) and serves
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in animals as the pathway for the formation of heme
(see Chapter 9 by Beale). Because of the pioneering
studies by Shemin on animals, this pathway is also
called the Shemin-pathway. It involves the formation
of ALA (Fig. 6.18) by condensation of succinyl-CoA
(Fig. 6.16) and glycine (Fig. 6.17), catalyzed by the
pyridoxal-dependent enzyme, ALA-synthase.
Glycine is first bound as a Schiff-base to the
pyridoxalphosphate cofactor, on which a succinate is
transferred via succinyl-CoA. Subsequently is
split off and ALA is released from the enzyme. The
other pathway, the so called was first
found in plants and algae. This pathway involves the
conversion of glutamate (Fig. 6.12) into ALA. First
glutamate is bound by a glutamate-tRNA-synthase
to a This activated compound (Fig. 6.13) is
utilized by a NADPH dependent hydrogenase for the
formation of glutamate-1-semialdehyde (Fig. 6.14).
The enzyme-bound aldehyde is then converted by a
pyridoxalphosphate dependent aminotransferase into
ALA (Jahn et al., 1992).

Which pathway is utilized in a given organism can
be determined by feeding radioactive precursors. For
example, feeding as substrate and
isolation of labeled ALA indicates the operation of
the Similarly, addition of ribonuclease
(RNAase), which degrades the
resulting in unlabeled ALA indicates the
On the other hand the ALA-synthase pathway is
operating if is incorporated in ALA
in the presence of an RNAase. Such experiments
have been performed e.g. for Rhodopseudomonas
palustris indicating the ALA synthase route
(Andersen et al., 1983).

Similar labeling experiments with
precursors allow a direct analysis of the final
tetrapyrrole of a given biosynthetic pathway. After
isolation of (e.g.) the BChls they can then be
investigated by for specifically enriched
positions. Such experiments were performed for BChl
a in Rb. sphaeroides (Oh-hama et al., 1985) again
indicating the ALA synthase route. The methoxyl of
the isocyclic ring methyl ester was derived from the
C2 carbon of glycine, presumably via methionine. In
Cm. vinosum the was found (Oh-hama et
al., 1986). Figure 7 shows the labeling pattern found
for the macrocycle atoms of BChl a (Fig. 7.19) and c
(Fig. 7.20). Comparative analyses of various
organisms showed a large variability in the two
pathways found in photosynthetic bacteria. The

is widely distributed and presumably is the
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phylogenetic oldest biosynthetic pathway for Chls. It
is found in the green sulfur bacteria, e.g. in
Chloroflexus. The ALA-synthase pathway is found
in the non-sulfur purple bacteria. A detailed analysis
of the pathway distribution has been performed by
Avissar et al. (1989) and a detailed description of the
two pathways has been given by Beale and Weinstein
(1991) and by Beale in Chapter 9.

B. Intermediate Steps to Protoporphyrin

The next biosynthetic step is catalyzed by the enzyme
ALA-dehydratase. It involves the condensation of
two ALA molecules, and by splitting off of two water
molecules, leads to the formation of the first pyrrole,
porphobilinogen. Besides detailed studies on the
biosynthesis of heme in animals, this enzyme has
been well studied in Rb. sphaeroides (van Heyningen
and Shemin, 1971; Jordan and Seehra, 1980). A
detailed description of the enzymes and mechanisms
involved in the steps to Proto has been given by
Leeper (1991) and by Beale in Chapter 9.

With the exception of the variability in ALA
biosynthesis discussed above, there has been little
progress in understanding BChl biosynthesis since
early experiments using Chlorella and Rb. sphaer-
oides mutants were published. This work has been
extensively reviewed (Jones, 1978). Not much is
known about the intermediate steps in biosynthesis
up to Proto. It can however be assumed that the
biosynthesis of the BChl utilizes the same inter-
mediates as were found in the biosynthesis of heme
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(Fig. 8). The enzymes hydroxymethylbilane synthase
and uroporphyrinogen III synthase catalyze the
formation of uroporphyrinogen III from four
molecules of porphobilinogen. This is the first
biosynthetic intermediate containing a tetrapyrrole
macrocycle. The uroporphyrinogen III decarboxylase
then stepwise decarboxylates the four acetate
residues, eventually leading to the formation of
coproporphyrinogen III, which is converted by
oxidative decarboxylations of the propionate residues
at ring I and II to give the vinyls in protopor-
phyrinogen. The enzyme protoporphyrinogen oxidase
oxidizes this intermediate by removal of 6 hydrogen
atoms (2 NH, and the four H at C5, C10, C15, and
C20) to Proto, the first tetrapyrrole with a conjugated
ring system. While in higher plants dioxygen is
required for the aromatization and is the source of
the keto-oxygen in the isocyclic ring (Walker et al.
1989), this reaction occurs in photosynthetic bacteria
anaerobically (Tait, 1972). The electron acceptor in
photosynthetic bacteria has not been determined,
yet. The biosynthesis of all known tetrapyrroles uses
the same intermediates up to uroporphyrinogen III.
After this, branching occurs, leading to the formation
of the different tetrapyrroles (heme, chlorophylls,
corrins, and factor F430).

C. Formation of Bacteriochlorophyll a, b and g

Since the early studies on Rb. sphaeroides in the
sixties (reviewed in Jones, 1978) not much progress
has been made with elucidation of the steps after
Proto. The most important results were obtained by
experiments with photosynthetic mutants with blocks
in the BChl biosynthesis. (Protoporphyrinato
monomethyl ester)magnesium (Fig. 9.21), several
metal-free derivatives, Phide a,

a (Fig. 9.25) and -BChlide a (Fig. 9.26) and
BChlide a (Fig. 9.27) have all been isolated after
excretion from the mutants. Fig. 9 shows the currently
accepted pathway from (protoporphyrinato mono-
methyl ester)magnesium to BChl a (Fig. 9.3) and
this sequence is almost exclusively based on these
mutant studies.

The first step is the incorporation of magnesium
into Proto which is catalyzed by a magnesium
chelatase. The product of this reaction is then
converted by the enzyme S-adenosylmethionine: Mg-
protoporphyrin-O-methyl transferase. After forma-
tion of the isocyclic ring a vinyl group is hydrated to

 (Fig. 9.23) (= monovinylproto-
chlorophyllide in biochemical usage). This is followed
by the reduction of ring IV to Chlide a (Fig. 9.24),
hydration of the vinyl group at C3 to

a (Fig. 9.25), reduction of a second
pyrrole ring II (Fig. 9.26) and formation of BChlide
a (Fig. 9.27) which is then esterified with an alcohol
to give BChl a (Fig. 9.3).

A possible alternate pathway has also been
proposed (Pudek and Richards, 1975) on account of
the fact that an Rb. sphaeroides mutant has been
shown to excrete a protein-pigment complex
containing 3-desacetyl-3-vinyl-BPhide a. This
suggests that reduction of chlorin to bacteriochlorin
can take place before, or after hydration of the 3-
vinyl in Chlide a, to a
(Fig. 9.25). Interestingly, BChl g (Fig. 9.6) possesses
a 3-vinyl in place of the 3-acetyl found in BChl a,
and thus would by necessity, require 3-vinyl
precursors for its biosynthesis. These contradicting
results indicate that the results from the mutant
studies have only limited use in elucidating the exact
biosynthetic pathway. The determination of the
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individual biosynthetic steps has been hampered by
the fact that it is extremely difficult to develop active,
cell-free systems for enzymatic and labeling studies.
Some indications for the individual steps can however
be delineated from analogies with chemical syntheses
in situ.

A recent analysis of mutant strains of Rb. capsulatus
with blocks in its BChl a biosynthesis at different

steps of the magnesium branch showed that

(divinyl-protoChlide) and

(monovinyl-protoChlide), 3-
devinyl-3-hydroxyethyl-Chlide a, and BChlide a were
all bound to a 32 kDa protein, which was identified
as the outer membrane porin protein (Bollivar and

Mathias O. Senge and Kevin M. Smith
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Bauer, 1992). For a wild-type Rb. capsulatus the
excretion of coproporphyrin bound to a protein with
the same N-terminal sequence was reported by Biel
(1991). No information is yet available on formation,
excretion, or specificity of these complexes. The
protein accumulated also in cells grown in high-
oxygen conditions, indicating that it is not involved
in regulation of tetrapyrrole biosynthesis. Recent
years have seen an increase in studies on the molecular
biology of the BChl biosynthesis (Bauer et al., 1993;
Bollivar et al., 1994a,b,c). This is the topic of the
Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.

Using Emery and
Akhtar (1985) have shown that the 8-ethyl group in
BChl a in Rb. sphaeroides is formed by addition of
hydrogen to the si-face of the corresponding double
bond, resulting in an overall, formal, trans-addition.
Chemical studies on model compounds have shown
(Smith and Simpson, 1987; Simpson and Smith,
1988), that a formal reduction of the vinyl group to
ethyl is possible by an initial reduction of the double
bond in the corresponding pyrrole ring (Fig. 10.29)
and subsequent migration of the double bond,
resulting in the ethylidene derivative (Fig. 10.30)
(Fig. 10). Another migration of the double bond
leads, then, to the unsaturated ethyl compound (Fig.
10.31). A similar mechanism might be involved in
the formation of the ethylidene group in BChl b. On
the basis of observations on photoisomerism reactions
of BPheo derived from BChl g of Heliobacterium
chlorum, Michalski et al. (1987) have also suggested

that all Chls are biosynthesized from a common
intermediate bearing an ethylidene group as is present
in BChl b (Fig. 2.4) and BChl g (Fig. 4.6).

The biosynthesis of phytol, which is esterified
with the C17 propionic ester group, proceeds coupled
to the biosynthesis of the chromophore (Brown and
Lascelles, 1972). Starting with the specific

of the isoprenoid pathway, isopentenyl-
diphosphate, geranylgeraniol diphosphate is formed,
which is then esterified with the chromophore. The
use of labeled ALA showed that the oxygen atoms of
the ester groups at C17 and C13 both are derived
from the carboxylate oxygen of ALA (Ajaz et al.,
1985; Akhtar et al., 1984; Emery and Akhtar, 1987).
This means that the ester groups in BChl a are
formed by attack of the carboxylate groups of the
chromophore on activated isoprenyl (and for C13,
methyl) moieties. For Chl a it is known that first
geranylgeraniol is bound by a chlorophyll synthetase
to the pigment. Subsequently three double bonds are
reduced in the side chain to give phytyl (Rüdiger and
Schoch, 1988). The different esterified alcohols found
in the BChls c, d, and e show, however, that the
situation is much more complicated for the BChls.

The biosynthesis of BChl b (Fig. 2.4) presumably
proceeds similarly to that of BChl a as far as the

a (Fig. 9.25) step. Reduc-
tion of a double bond in ring II, as shown in Fig. 10,
leads to the formation of the respective 3-
hydroxyethyl-8-vinylbacteriochlorin, which after
migration of the double bond yields 3-hydroxyethyl-
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8-ethylidenebacteriochlorin. Subsequent oxidation
of the hydroxyethyl group to acetyl and esterification
of the C17 acid with an isoprenoid alcohol would
then yield BChl b. As of yet no studies on the
biosynthesis of BChl g have been reported. It can be
assumed that it follows in its biosynthesis that of
BChl a up to Chlide a and that the branch point
involves reduction of the Chlide a ring II double
bond to give a vinyl bacteriochlorin (Fig. 10.29).
Subsequent rearrangement of the double bond would
yield an ethylidene compound analogous to (Fig.
10.30), followed by esterification with farnesol.

D. Biosynthesis of Bacteriochlorophyll 
and

Similar to the situation found with BChl a and b,
detailed information on the biosynthesis of the
BChls c (Fig. 5.9), d (Fig. 5.10), and e (Fig. 5.11) is
only available for the initial and ultimate steps. As
described above, ALA is formed via the
in the green sulfur bacteria (Chlorobium) and the
green nonsulfur bacteria (Chloroflexus). Detailed
labeling experiments have been described for Cb.
limicola (Andersen et al., 1983), Cf. aurantiacus
(Swanson and Smith, 1990; Oh-hama et al., 1991),
Prosthecochloris aestuarii (Oh-hama et al., 1986b)
and Cb. vibrioforme (Smith and Huster, 1987; Smith
and Bobe, 1987; Huster and Smith, 1990; Bobe et al.,
1990). A discussion of the different results has been
given by Smith (1991). No results are available on
the biosynthesis of the reaction center pigments
BChl a and b, which occur together with the BChls c,
d, and e in these bacteria. A number of inhibition
experiments have been performed recently. Earlier
inhibition studies (see Jones, 1978) indicated a
biosynthetic pathway closely resembling that of BChl
a on the basis that intermediates similar to those of
the BChl a biosynthesis were found. However, these
results can also be reinterpreted in terms of total
inhibition of BChl c biosynthesis very early in the
pathway such that the metabolites being excreted
into the medium were simply intermediates of normal
BChl a biosynthesis. This problem could be partially
overcome with the finding that anaesthetic gases,
like ethylene, and acetylene, inhibit BChl d
(antenna pigment) formation but not that of BChl a
(reaction center pigment) in Cb. vibrioforme
(Ormerod et al., 1990). (Protoporphyrinato mono-
methyl ester)magnesium (Fig. 9.21) was found to
accumulate under these conditions, suggesting that

the biosynthetic pathway of BChl a and d branch
prior to isocyclic ring formation. Another possibility
might be different compartmentalization of the
biosynthetic enzymes for both pigment types and/or
interference of the inhibitors with chlorosome
formation. Inhibition experiments with gabaculine
also supported the operation of the in Cf.
aurantiacus (Kern and Klemme, 1989). For
Chlorobium it was shown that cell extracts have
RNA-dependent ALA formation from glutamate as
describe above (Rieble et al., 1989).

Labeling experiments with precursors
showed that all of the ‘extra’ carbon atoms in the side
chains of the BChl c are derived from methionine
(Fig. 7, formula 20) (Kenner et al., 1978; Smith and
Huster, 1987; Huster and Smith, 1990). A lower level
incorporation of porphobilinogen was also found.

Enzymatic studies are still lacking, due to the
problems described above. However some insight
into the biosynthesis can be obtained from analogy
with chemical reactions. Not much is known with
certainty about the latter stages in the biosynthesis of
the BChls c, d, and e, so much of what follows should
be regarded as conjecture rather than substantiated
fact. For the biosynthesis of the different alkyl
substituents at C8 two different pathways are feasible
(Fig. 11) (Smith, 1991) which, by successive
methylation and reduction of the side groups lead to
the different homologues. The ethyl group at C8 can
be formed analogous to that in BChl a (Fig. 10), i. e.
by dehydrative decarboxylation of the propionate
(Fig. 10.31) and subsequent reduction of the vinyl
group (Fig. 11, steps . A methylation of the

group of the propionate by SAM and
subsequent vinylation and reduction presents a
possible scheme for the formation of the propyl
homologue (Fig. 11, steps Repetition of
this sequence would lead to the isobutyl homologue
(Fig. 11.40). Biosynthesis of the neopentyl group via
this ‘propionate alkylation pathway’ would however
involve a rather cumbersome concomitant decar-
boxylation and methylation of (Fig. 11.38) to (Fig.
11.44). The presumed more likely ‘vinyl alkylation’
pathway is shown as path B in Fig. 11. Starting with
the 8-vinyl derivative (Fig. 11.33) a direct methylation
with SAM would yield a carbocation which after
deprotonation to the corresponding alkene (Fig.
11.36) and subsequent reduction would yield the
propyl homologue (Fig. 11.37). Repetition of this
process would give the corresponding isobutyl and
neopentyl homologue (Fig. 11.41). A first indication

c, d,
e
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for the existence of this pathway was given by the
identification of the rearranged homologue (Fig.
11.43) in small quantity from Cb. vibrioforme (Goff,
1984). The formation of this derivative can only be
explained by a rearrangement of the carbocation
which precedes the formation of the neopentyl
homologue. Deprotonation of the tertiary carbocation

(Fig. 11.42) and reduction yields then the isolated
1,2-dimethylpropyl homologue (Fig. 11.43).

The biosynthesis of the C12 homologues can be
explained by a decarboxylation of the C12 acetic
acid group (Fig. 12). This step occurs in the other
Chls before the vinyl reduction of the C8 group and
thus constitutes a possible early branch point in the
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biosynthesis of the chlorophylls. After decarboxyl-
ation the methylene group (Fig. 12.46) can be
methylated by SAM to give an ethyl group (Fig.
12.47). This is corroborated by model studies on the
oxidation of C12 ethyl to acetyl in BPheo d (Senge et
al., 1991) and labeling experiments which show the
direct incorporation of the group of
SAM at this position (Kenner et al., 1978).

The BChls c and d are found with both possible
stereochemical configurations at the C3-hydroxyethyl
group (Fig. 5). The distribution of the different
homologues shows that the predominant isomer
depends on the size of the substituent at C8. If the
residue at C8 is small (e.g. ethyl) the R-configuration
is predominant. The S-configuration is preferred if
the C8 substituent is large (e.g. neopentyl). This has
been interpreted in terms or remote control of induced
stereochemistry by the bulk of the C8 substituent,
possibly involving rotamers of the presumed 2-vinyl
precursor (Smith et al., 1983b). This requires that the
formation of the different C8 homologues occurs
prior to the introduction of the hydroxy group at
(presumably by hydration of the respective vinylogous
precursor).

The question occurs as to why the green sulfur
bacteria produce only one BChl a or b but a multitude
of different homologues of the antenna BChls c, d,

and e. Investigation of the absorption spectra of
BChl c, d, and e in nonpolar solvents revealed a
strong dependence of the absorption maxima from
the size of the substituent at C8 (Smith et al., 1983c).
Similar results were observed in living cells. Since
the light harvesting complex of the bacteria constitutes
of oligomeric BChls and a protein backbone it is
possible that modification of the homologue
composition allows a variation of the wavelengths
region in which light is absorbed. When the oligomer
is small, the bathochromic shift (monomer to
oligomer) in the optical spectrum of the antenna
system is small, and vice versa for large oligomers.
Thus, the size of the antenna aggregate is controlled
indirectly by the size of the C8 substituent and
directly by the chirality of the because a
major interaction holding the oligomer together
involves the central magnesium ion of one BChl and
the oxygen of the 3-(1-hydroxyethyl) group of another.
Under low light intensities an activation of the
corresponding methylating enzymes leads to
modification of the absorption spectrum. Alkylation
in newly developing cells causes a red shift in the
antenna system which in better light utilization
because of better penetration of low energy light
through the medium, and because existing bacteria
in the medium absorb at higher energy (Smith and
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Bobe, 1987; Bobe et al., 1990). Dilution of the
bacterial suspension results in a termination of the
alkylation process and a decrease in the content of n-
propyl and isobutyl containing pigments relative to
8-ethyl. Thus this adaptation process is reversible.

A similar adaptation to environmental conditions
has been observed for the BChl d producing strain
Cb. vibrioforme (Broch-Due and Ormerod, 1978).
Under low light intensities this bacterium slowly
converts BChl d to BChl c (Smith and Bobe, 1987;
Bobe et al., 1990). This meso-alkylation shifts the
absorption maxima another 20 nm into the red spectral
region. The C20 methyl group is also derived from
methionine via SAM.
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IV. Degradation of the Bacteriochlorophylls

Besides the many unsolved questions concerning the
biosynthesis of the BChls, the degradation of these
pigments remains unsolved, too. So far it is known
that the first steps in the catabolic pathway are
connected to loss of magnesium, removal of the
esterified alcohol at and to oxidation reactions
at ring V (Haidl et al., 1985). The enzymes of these
steps remain unknown. For heme it is known that the
ring system is broken up at a meso-bridge and then
subsequently degraded (Brown et al., 1991). From
model compounds it is known that C20-substituted
BChls c undergo photochemical ring opening
reactions at the C20 meso-bridge (Brockmann and
Belter, 1979; Brown et al., 1980; Struck et al., 1990).
The methyl group activates the molecule for such
reactions and it was believed that introduction of a
meso-substituent might be an essential part of Chl
breakdown (Rüdiger and Schoch, 1989). Recent
reports on Chl degradation show however that in
plants the ring opening reaction occurs at the C5
meso-bridge (Kräutler et al., 1991; Engel et al.,
1991). Thus the situation remains unclear for the
BChls.

Both the catabolic and anabolic pathway remain
largely unknown. Due to their easy cultivation and
simple physiology, photosynthetic bacteria remain
the premier objects for studies on photosynthesis.
Thus they also serve as models for studying the
photosynthesis in higher organisms. Therefore a more
detailed analysis of their biochemistry is of central
importance. A renewed effort with a combination of
chemical, biological, and physiological methods
might reveal more fascinating facets about these
interesting compounds.
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Summary

Anoxygenic phototrophs are capable of synthesizing all three major types of tetrapyrroles: hemes, chlorophylls,
and corrins. These molecules are derived from a common, branched biosynthetic pathway. Facultative aerobes
in the group (purple nonsulfur bacteria), which includes the genera Rhodobacter,
Rhodopseudomonas, and Rhodospirillum,have been used extensively as model systems for studying tetrapyrrole
biosynthesis, and much is known about the biosynthetic pathway and the physical and regulatory properties of
the enzymes in these organisms. Strictly anaerobic phototrophic species have been less thoroughly studied, but
they are known to derive their tetrapyrroles from metabolic precursors that differ from those used by the
facultative aerobes. This chapter describes the structures and biosynthesis of tetrapyrrole precursors, hemes,
and related molecules.
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I. Introduction

A. The Tetrapyrroles of Anoxygenic Phototrophic
Bacteria

Tetrapyrroles are ubiquitous molecules that play
essential roles in energy metabolism. The tetrapyrrole
family includes hemes, chlorophylls, and structurally
related compounds. In the anoxygenic phototrophs,
tetrapyrroles are used in the fundamental roles of
light absorption and electron transfer through which
these organisms achieve phototrophy.

The anoxygenic phototrophs are versatile tetra-
pyrrole synthesizers: along with the ability to produce
hemes and chlorophylls, a property which they share
with plants, algae, and cyanobacteria, some of these
organisms are capable of forming the corrin nucleus
of coenzyme Moreover, these procaryotes contain
several heme types that are not found in eucaryotic
organisms. This chapter is concerned specifically
with the structures and biosynthesis of hemes in
anoxygenic phototrophs. However, inasmuch as all
tetrapyrroles share a common biosynthetic pathway,
much of the material covered here is applicable to the
biosynthesis of other tetrapyrrole end products.

B. Outline of the General Tetrapyrrole
Biosynthetic Pathway

All biological tetrapyrroles can be arranged as
products of a single, branched biosynthetic pathway
(Fig. 1). The biosynthetic steps from early precursors
to protoporphyrin-based hemes constitute the major,
common portion of the pathway, and other steps
leading to specific groups of products can be
considered to be branches off the common pathway.
The pathway is a highly conserved one and, with few
exceptions, the biosynthetic intermediates and
enzyme-catalyzed reactions are very similar or
identical in all organisms where they have been
studied. The existence of a branched pathway with
several categories of end products indicates the need
for complex regulation to ensure that the products
are synthesized in appropriate proportions in response

Abbreviations: ALA – acid; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus;
Cm. – Chromatium; E. coli – Escherichia coli; gabaculine – 3-
amino-2,3-dihydrobenzoic acid; GSA – L-glutamate-1-semi-
aldehyde; PBG – porphobilinogen; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rc. –
Rhodocyclus; RNase A – Ribonuclease A; Rp. – Rhodo-
pseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum

Samuel I. Beale

to changing environmental and growth conditions.
Many major discoveries in the area of tetrapyrrole

biosynthesis have been made using one group of
anoxygenic phototrophs, the
(nonsulfur purple bacteria), as model systems. For
example, Rhodobacter sphaeroides and Rhodo-
spirillum rubrum were among the first organisms of
any kind to yield in vitro enzyme activities for early
steps of the pathway. Compared to the

other groups of anoxygenic phototrophs
are much less well characterized with respect to their
tetrapyrrole biosynthetic capabilities. It is important
to be aware of the different extent of knowledge
about tetrapyrrole biosynthesis in the different groups
of organisms and to avoid premature generalizations,
since, as will be described below, there are some
major differences in the actual biosynthetic steps
used by the different organisms for producing the
same end product.

Anoxygenic phototrophs, like other phototrophic
organisms, are able to regulate the content and
composition of their tetrapyrroles, especially those
which are components of their photosynthetic
apparatus, in response to environmental signals such
as light intensity and spectral composition, nutritional
status, and tension. Several of these topics are
covered in Chapter 52 byBiel. In the present chapter,
discussion of regulation will be primarily concerned
with the regulatory properties of individual
biosynthetic enzymes.

II. The Early Common Steps

A. Biosynthesis of ALA

acid (ALA) can be considered to
be the first universal, committed tetrapyrrole precursor
(Fig. 1). Discussion of ALA formation is complicated
by the fact that two different biosynthetic routes to
ALA exist. The include the
facultative phototrophic genera Rhodopseudomonas,
Rhodobacter and Rhodospirillum, obligately aerobic
bacteriochlorophyll-(BChl)-containing phototrophs
that have been placed in the Erythrobacter and
Methylobacterium groups, and non-chlorophyllic
relatives such as Agrobacterium, Rhizobium,
Azorhizobium, and Bradyrhizobium. These organ-
isms, as well as eucaryotes that do not contain plastids
(e.g., animals, yeasts, fungi), form ALA from glycine
and succinate (Fig. 2), Plants, algae, and most groups
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of bacteria, including cyanobacteria, the strictly
anaerobic phototrophs (green sulfur bacteria, green
nonsulfur bacteria, and heliobacteria), and
archaebacteria, form ALA by a different route (Fig. 3),
wherein glutamate, rather than glycine and succinate,
provides the C and N atoms.

1. The Glycine/Succinyl-CoA Route

Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum were among the first
organisms of any kind to yield in vitro ALA-forming
activity (Gibson, 1958; Kikuchi et al., 1958; Sawyer
and Smith, 1958). ALA is formed in these cells by
the condensation of succinyl-CoA and glycine,
mediated by the pyridoxal phosphate-requiring
enzyme, ALA synthase (succinyl-CoA:glycine C-
succinyltransferase (decarboxylating) EC 2.3.1.37)
(Fig. 2). In the reaction, the carboxyl carbon of
glycine is lost as and the remainder is
incorporated into the ALA.

ALA synthase has been highly purified from Rb.

sphaeroides (Warnick and Burnham, 1971; Fanica-
Gaignier and Clement-Metral, 1973b; Nandi and
Shemin, 1977). The native enzyme has an apparent
molecular weight of 80,000 to 100,000 and is a
homodimer consisting of two 41,000–45,000
molecular weight subunits. A native molecular weight
of 61,000–65,000 was derived for ALA synthase
from Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Viale et al.,
1987a). One mole of pyridoxal-phosphate is bound
per subunit of the Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase
(Davies and Neuberger, 1979b), but the relatively
loose binding (the apparent was calculated to be
3–5 and the fact that pyridoxal-phosphate
protects an essential thiol group, suggest that the
cofactor is not bound covalently as a Schiff base, but
instead may be complexed with a cysteine thiol. The
existence of two distinct ALA synthases, called
Fraction I and Fraction II, has been demonstrated in
Rb. sphaeroides (Tuboi et al., 1970a,b; Fanica-
Gaignier and Clement-Metral, 1973a,b). Fraction I
and Fraction II are both repressed under high
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tension. Reduction of  tension induces Fraction I,
and induction of Fraction II requires both low
tension and light (Tuboi et al., 1970). It has been
reported that one form of ALA synthase is
cytoplasmic and is functionally associated with dark
metabolism, and the other is found in the chromato-
phores, is specifically induced in the light, and is
functionally associated with photometabolism
(Fanica-Gaignier and Clement-Metral, 1973a). The
two enzyme forms may be encoded by different
genes (see below).

The ALA synthase reaction mechanism has been
extensively studied. Product inhibition studies with
the Rb. sphaeroides enzyme indicate a bi-bi reaction
sequence in which glycine binds first and ALA is
released last (Fanica-Gaignier and Clement-Metral,
1973c). During the reaction, the glycine
having the pro-R configuration is specifically removed
and the pro-S proton occupies the pro-S position at
C-5 of ALA (Zaman et al., 1973; Abboud et al.,
1974). The retention of only one glycine in

the product, and its stereospecific position in the
product, indicate that the reaction of pyridoxal-bound
glycine carbanion with succinyl-CoA precedes
decarboxylation, i.e., that enzyme-bound

acid is an intermediate, and that the
decarboxylation step occurs before the final product
is released from the enzyme, which means that ALA
synthase is a decarboxylase as well as a condensing
enzyme. In the absence of succinyl-CoA, the enzyme
catalyzes the exchange of the glycine pro-R
with the solvent (Laghai and Jordan, 1976), and in
the absence of either substrate, the enzyme catalyzes
exchange of one of the C-5 protons of ALA with the
solvent (Laghai and Jordan, 1977). Protoheme, a
powerful allosteric inhibitor (see below), has little
effect on the exchange reaction with glycine but does
affect the exchange reaction with ALA.

Genes that encode ALA synthase have been cloned
and sequenced from Rhodobacter capsulatus (Biel
et al., 1988; Hornberger et al., 1990) and Rb.
sphaeroides (Tai et al., 1988; Neidle and Kaplan,
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1993a). Whereas Rb. capsulatus contains a single
ALA synthase-encoding gene, hemA, Rb. sphaeroides
contains two such genes, hemA and hemT, which
respectively are located on the large and small
chromosomes of these cells (Neidle and Kaplan,
1993b). The Rb. capsulatus hemA sequence predicts
a 401 amino acid, 44,100 molecular weight peptide.
The Rb. sphaeroides hemA and hemT genes encode
peptides that are 53% identical to each other, and
each contains 407 amino acids. The Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides HemA peptides are 76%
identical. These bacterial ALA synthase peptides are
also significantly similar to ALA synthase peptides
from other bacterial and eucaryotic species.
Interestingly, there is detectable similarity to the
peptide sequences of two other enzymes that catalyze
similar condensation reactions, 7-keto-8-amino-
pelargonic acid synthase (BioF) and 2-amino-3-
ketobutyrate coenzyme A ligase (EC 2.3.1.29) (Neidle
and Kaplan, 1993a). It has been proposed (Tai et al.,
1988), but not directly proven, that the hemA and
hemT gene products correspond to the two types of
Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase discussed above.

As might be expected for an enzyme that catalyzes
the first committed step of tetrapyrrole biosynthesis,
ALA synthase is highly regulated. Regulation is
exerted at both the enzyme (allosteric activity
modulation) and gene expression (transcriptional
control) levels. Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase is
reversibly inhibited by protoheme at physiologically
relevant concentrations (Burnham and Lascelles,
1963; Yubisui and Yoneyama, 1972). Greater than
50% inhibition was caused by 1 protoheme, and
nearly complete inhibition was achieved at 10
protoheme. The inhibition appeared to be competitive
with glycine. Unnatural protoheme analogs such as
hematoheme, deuteroheme, and dimethylprotoheme
also inhibited at concentrations comparable to that of
protoheme (Yubisui and Yoneyama, 1972). Other
physiological tetrapyrroles such as protoporphyrin
IX and Mg-protoporphyrin IX inhibited at higher
concentrations (Burnham and Lascelles, 1963;
Yubisui and Yoneyama, 1972), but it is doubtful that
these tetrapyrroles ever reach inhibitory concen-
trations in vivo.

Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase is also inhibited by
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ATP and inorganic pyrophosphate at physiologically
relevant concentrations; purified enzyme was
inhibited 60–88% by 1 mM ATP (Fanica-Gaignier
and Clement-Metral, 1971; 1973c). The inhibition
was competitive with glycine. It has been noted that
exogenous ATP inhibits BChl formation in Rb.
sphaeroides, and the suggestion was made that ATP
may be a general repressor of the tetrapyrrole
biosynthesis in this species (Fanica-Gaignier and
Clement-Metral, 1971).

In addition to the inhibitory responses noted above,
Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase activity has been
shown to be influenced by certain thiol-rich
compounds. Initially, it was reported that fresh cell
extracts from phototrophically-grown cells had low
ALA synthase activity and that activity spontaneously
increased upon preliminary purification (Kikuchi et
al., 1958) or exposure of the extract to air (Marriott et
al., 1970). It was suggested that activation requires
the oxidation of some unidentified inhibitor.
Disulfide-containing compounds, such as cystine,
oxidized glutathione, and lipoic acid, were shown to
activate ALA synthase in vitro (Tuboi and Hayasaka,
1972). Later, trisulfides such as cystine trisulfide and
the mixed trisulfide of glutathione and cystine, but
not disulfides, were reported to activate the enzyme
(Sandy et al., 1975) and to supplant air activation
(Davies and Neuberger, 1979a). In contrast to the
activating effect of on ALA synthase in vitro,
exposure of whole cells to  reducesthe level of
extractable ALA synthase. Cellular levels of trisulfide
compounds were found to decrease upon oxygenation,
and the decrease was proposed to be responsible for
the decrease in extractable active ALA synthase
upon oxygenation of the cells. Finally, proteinaceous
activators, such as cystathionase (EC 4.4.1.1) (Inoue
et al., 1979; Oyama and Tuboi, 1979) and reduced
thioredoxin (Clement-Metral, 1979) were shown to
activate ALA synthase. It remains to be determined
whether the influence of the sulfhydryl environment
on ALA synthase activity is of importance in the
control of BChl formation by tension.

Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum cells accumulate
significantly more BChl when grown at low light
intensity than at high intensity (Cohen-Bazire et al.,
1957; Arnheim and Oelze, 1983; Oelze and Arnheim,
1983). It seems probable that the influence of light
intensity on BChl content is an indirect one, perhaps
mediated by effects of light on BChl stability (Biel,
1986) or on the rate of ALA synthesis via feedback
inhibition, cellular ATP concentration, and/or thiol

oxidation/reduction state. However, there has been
one unconfirmed report that light directly inhibits
Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase in vitro (Oelze, 1986).

Relatively little is known about the regulation of
the expression of ALA synthase-encoding genes.
These genes are not located within the major
photosynthetic gene clusters (Hornberger et al., 1990).
ALA synthase is induced upon transfer of dark-
grown, aerobic Rb. sphaeroides cells to anaerobic,
light conditions (Kikuchi et al., 1958). Exogenous
protoheme inhibits this induction (Goto et al., 1967).
Oxygen completely blocks BChl formation in Rb.
sphaeroides (Cohen-Bazier et al., 1957). Oxygenation
of anaerobically-grown Rb. sphaeroides (Lascelles,
1960) and Rp. palustris (Viale et al., 1987b) cells
diminished the level of extractable ALA synthase by
approximately 70%. Rb. capsulatus hemA-lacZ fusion
expression was inhibited by factors of 2–3 by high
tension. The relatively small effect of on ALA
synthase levels and the fusion expression suggests
that transcriptional regulation of hemA is not a major
factor in control of tetrapyrrole
biosynthesis in this species (Wright et al., 1991). In
Rb. sphaeroides, disruption of both ALA synthase-
encoding genes, hemA and hemT, was required to
produce ALA auxotrophy (Neidle and Kaplan,
1993b). However, disruption of either hemA or hemT
alone was sufficient to cause decreased cellular
contents of BChl, carotenoids, and light-harvesting
BChl-proteins, as well as lowered levels of puc and
puf transcripts. Somewhat paradoxically, hemT
transcripts could not be detected in wild-type cells
that had an intact, expressible hemA gene, although
hemT transcripts were present in hemA mutant cells
(Neidle and Kaplan, 1993a). In wild-type and hemT
mutants, the hemA transcript level was 3 times higher
under phototrophic conditions than during aerobic
conditions.

In contrast to facultative aerobes such as Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus which form BChl
only in the absence of several obligately aerobic
BChl-containing species have been described (see
Chapters 6 and 7). These include the marine species
Erythrobacter longus (Harashima et al., 1978) and
Roseobacter denitrificans. OCh114 (Harashima et
al., 1980), the methylotrophs Methylobacterium
(Protomonas) ruber (Sato, 1978) and M. (Pseudo-
monas) radiora (Nishimura et al., 1981), and a BChl-
containing Bradyrhizobium-like organism, strain
BTAi 1 (Evans et al., 1990). These organisms are all
members of the  group (Kawasaki
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et al., 1993) and all form ALA via the ALA synthase
route (Sato et al., 1981; Shioi and Doi, 1988). Whereas

prevents BChl synthesis in the facultatively aerobic
species, the obligate aerobes require for BChl
synthesis as well as growth (Chapters 6 and 7). In the
methylotrophs, BChl is formed in the dark, but not
under continuous illumination. After a shift from
light to dark, the ALA synthase level increased in
parallel with the rate of BChl synthesis (Sato et al.,
1985). However, detectable ALA synthase activity
was present in light-grown cells, even though BChl
was not formed. The cells contain two ALA synthase
isoenzymes, one of which is constitutive and the
other is induced in the dark (Sato et al., 1985).
Although the marine Erythrobacter species, like the
methylotrophs, synthesize BChl only in the dark, the
ALA synthase level does not correlate with BChl
synthesis, and is actually higher in the light than in
the dark (Shioi and Doi, 1988).

2. The Five-Carbon Pathway

Until the early 1970s, the only known route of ALA
formation was via condensation of succinyl-CoA
and glycine. The first evidence indicating an
alternative biosynthetic route was the preferential
incorporation of from exogenous five-carbon
precursors, such as glutamate, and poorer incorpor-
ation of  from glycine and succinate, into ALA by
greening intact plant tissues that had been treated
with the ALA analog, levulinic acid, which causes
ALA to accumulate in vivo by inhibiting porpho-
bilinogen (PBG) synthase (Beale and Castelfranco,
1974a, 1974b; Meller et al., 1975). Degradation
studies indicated that the glutamate carbon skeleton
was incorporated intact into ALA (Beale et al., 1975;
Meller et al., 1975). Shortly after the initial reports
on the plant studies appeared, similar results were
reported for cyanobacteria (Meller and Harel, 1978;
Avissar, 1980; Kipe-Nolt and Stevens, 1980). Later,
incorporation of glutamate into ALA or BChl was
shown to occur in the anoxygenic phototrophs
Chromatium vinosum (Oh-hama et al., 1986a),
Prosthecochloris aestuarii (Oh-hama et al., 1986b),
Chlorobium vibrioforme (Andersen et al., 1983; Smith
and Huster, 1987), and Chloroflexus aurantiacus
(Swanson and Smith, 1990; Oh-hama et al., 1991).

Particulate-free cell extracts capable of converting
glutamate to ALA were first obtained from plants
(Gough and Kannangara, 1977) and algae (Wang et
al., 1984; Weinstein and Beale, 1985a; Mayer et al.,

1987; Breu and Dörnemann, 1988). Later, active
cell-free preparations were obtained from cyano-
bacteria (Rieble and Beale, 1988; O’Neill et al.,
1988) and the prochlorophyte Prochlorothrix
hollandica (Rieble and Beale, 1988). Similar or
identical reaction mechanisms appear to operate in
all cases, and reaction components from some
heterologous sources can be mixed to reconstitute
activity in fractionated systems.

In a survey of ALA biosynthetic routes in
anoxygenic phototrophs, in vitro RNA-dependent
conversion of glutamate to ALA was measured in
extracts of a green sulfur bacterium (Cb. vibrioforme),
a green nonsulfur bacterium (Cf. aurantiacus), a
Heliobacterium (Heliospirillum sp.), a phototrophic

(Rhodocyclus gelatinosus), and a
phototrophic (Cm. vinosum)
(Avissar et al., 1989). In contrast, ALA synthase-
catalyzed condensation of glycine and succinyl-CoA
was detected only in extracts from members of the

group (Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides).
Thus the five-carbon ALA biosynthetic route is the
predominant one in anoxygenic phototrophs.

The currently accepted model for the trans-
formation of glutamate to ALA requires three
enzyme-catalyzed reactions (Fig. 3). In the first,
glutamate is activated by ligation to tRNA in a
reaction identical to the charging reaction in protein
biosynthesis. Like aminoacyl-tRNA formation in
general, this reaction requires ATP and Next,
the tRNA-bound glutamate is converted to a reduced
form in a reaction that requires a reduced pyridine
nucleotide. The product of this reduction has been
characterized as glutamate-1-semialdehyde (GSA)
(Hoober et al., 1988), the hydrated hemiacetal form
of GSA (Hoober et al., 1988), or a cyclized form of
GSA (Jordan et al., 1993). Finally, the positions of
the nitrogen and oxo atoms of the reduced five-
carbon intermediate are interchanged to form ALA.
Consistent with this reaction model, the ALA-forming
systems extracted from plants (Bruyant and
Kannangara, 1987), algae (Weinstein et al., 1987),
and cyanobacteria (Rieble and Beale, 1991) have
been separated into four macromolecular com-
ponents, all of which must be present to catalyze in
vitro ALA formation from glutamate. Three of these
components are enzymes and the fourth is a low
molecular weight RNA.

Most of the available information on the five-
carbon pathway has been derived from plants, algae,
cyanobacteria, and three nonphotosynthetic bacteria
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that have well understood genetic systems, Escher-
ichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium, and Bacillus
subtilis. However, one anoxygenic phototroph, Cb.
vibrioforme, has been examined in some detail: the
overall properties of in vitro ALA formation have
been described (Rieble et al., 1989) and a Cb.
vibrioforme gene that encodes a key enzyme has
been cloned (Avissar and Beale, 1990), expressed in
E. coli, and sequenced (Majumdar et al., 1991). The
results indicate that the Cb. vibrioforme system is
similar to those that have been examined in more
detail from other organisms that use the five-carbon
pathway.

a.

ALA formation in extracts of organisms that form
ALA from glutamate is blocked by preincubation
with ribonuclease (RNase) A (Kannangara et al.,
1984; Breu and Dörnemann, 1988; Huang et al.,
1984; Weinstein and Beale, 1985b; Avissar et al.,
1989; Rieble et al., 1989). Addition of the RNase
inhibitor, RNasin, plus low molecular weight RNA
from the same species restores activity. In all species
that have been examined, the RNA required for ALA
formation is (Schön et al., 1986;
Schneegurt and Beale, 1988). The same tRNA is
used for both ALA and protein synthesis. The first
anticodon base of from E. coli cells and
barley chloroplasts is highly modified, to 5-
methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridine (Schön et al.,
1986). In E. coli, modification of this base is important
for efficient charging with glutamate by glutamyl-
tRNA synthetase (Sylvers et al., 1993). It has been
proposed that the modified base may have regulatory
significance, because oxidation of the 5-methyl-
aminomethyl-2-thiouridine with inactivated the
tRNA for both glutamate acceptance and ALA
synthesis, and subsequent reduction with thiosulfate
reactivated it (Kannangara et al., 1988). However,
treatment of the tRNA derived from dark-grown
barley leaves with thiosulfate did not increase its
activity.

b. Glutamyl-tRNA Synthetase

The same glutamyl-tRNA synthetase (EC 6.1.1.17)
is used to charge forbothprotein and ALA
synthesis (Bruyant and Kannangara, 1987; Rieble
and Beale, 1991). Glutamyl-tRNA synthetase from
E. coli (Lapointe and Söll, 1972) and B. subtilis

(Proulx et al., 1983) is a monomeric enzyme of
56,000 and 63,000 molecular weight, respectively,
and is encoded by the gltX gene. These enzymes co-
purify with a 46,000 molecular weight regulatory
peptide. Glutamyl-tRNA synthetase from E. coli and
B. subtilis contains a tightly-bound atom that is
required for native conformation and catalytic activity
(Liu et al., 1993). The aminoacylation reaction
requires ATP and Although Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii glutamyl-tRNA synthetase is inhibited
by heme under some conditions (Chang et al., 1990),
and the Scenedesmus obliquus enzyme is inhibited
by protochlorophyllide (Dörnemann et al., 1989),
the Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 glutamyl-tRNA
synthetase is insensitive to heme or protochloro-
phyllide at physiologically relevant concentrations
(Rieble and Beale, 1991). Moreover, it was
determined that Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803
was always fully acylated in vivo, and that the cellular
content of was a constant fraction of the
total cellular tRNA population under growth
conditions in which chlorophyll content was
modulated over a 10-fold range (O’Neill and Söll,
1990). It therefore seems unlikely that either glutamyl-
tRNA synthetase or has a regulatory role in
tetrapyrrole biosynthesis.

c. Glutamyl-tRNA Reductase

Glutamyl-tRNA reductase catalyzes NADPH-linked
reduction of tRNA-activated glutamate to GSA, which
is the first committed step unique to ALA formation
from glutamate. For technical reasons, glutamyl-
tRNA reductase is usually measured in coupled
enzyme assays where the substrate is generated in
vitro from glutamate plus tRNA, and/or the product
is converted in situ to ALA by GSA aminotransferase.
However, glutamyl-tRNA reductase is physically
separable from the other enzyme components by
affinity chromatography (Weinstein et al., 1987;
Rieble and Beale, 1991). Affinity-purified glutamyl-
tRNA reductase is active in GSA formation from
glutamyl-tRNA in the absence of glutamyl-tRNA
synthetase and GSA aminotransferase (Rieble and
Beale, 1991). However, there is some evidence that
glutamyl-tRNA synthetase and glutamyl-tRNA
reductase may form an association. In the presence
of glutamyl-tRNA, C. reinhardtii glutamyl-tRNA
synthetase and glutamyl-tRNA reductase form a
complex that migrates as a single entity on glycerol
gradient centrifugation (Jahn, 1992). A complex
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between the two enzymes may facilitate the
channeling of glutamyl-tRNA toward ALA biosyn-
thesis and competition with the protein synthesizing
apparatus for glutamyl-tRNA.

Affinity-purified glutamyl-tRNA reductase from
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Chlorella vulgaris
requires a divalent metal such as or
for activity, with optimum activity occurring at 15
mM (Mayer et al., 1993b).

It is of interest that glutamyl-tRNA reductase from
a given source can use, as substrate, glutamyl-tRNA
from some, but not other, sources. For example, the
barley and C. vulgaris enzymes can use plant and
algal, but not E. coli, yeast, or animal glutamyl-
tRNA (Kannangara et al., 1984; Weinstein et al.,
1986). On the other hand, the reductases from C.
reinhardtii and Cb. vibrioforme can use E. coli
glutamyl-tRNA (Huang and Wang, 1986; Rieble et
al., 1989).

Native glutamyl-tRNA reductase isolated from
different sources appears to have widely divergent
physical properties. The C. reinhardtii enzyme was
reported to be a monomer with a molecular weight of
130,000 (Chen et al., 1990). In contrast, E. coli
appears to contain two different glutamyl-tRNA
reductases with molecular weights of 45,000 and
85,000 (Jahn et al., 1991). B. subtilis glutamyl-tRNA
reductase migrated as an oligomer with an apparent
molecular weight of 230,000 (Schröder et al., 1992).

Glutamyl-tRNA reductase is encoded by the hemA
gene in organisms that use the five-carbon pathway.
Mutation of the E. coli hemA gene results in a
deficiency of glutamyl-tRNA reductase (Avissar and
Beale, 1989a). The tRNA substrate specificity of
glutamyl-tRNA reductase in complemented hemA
strains of E. coli resembled that of the species from
which the complementing DNA was derived, which
indicates that the hemA gene encodes a structural
component of glutamyl-tRNA reductase (Avissar
and Beale, 1990; Majumdar et al., 1991). The
glutamyl-tRNA reductase-encoding hemA gene from
most sources encodes a peptide with a molecular
weight of approximately 45,000, although the B.
subtilis gene product is somewhat larger at 50,800
molecular weight (Petricek et al., 1990). The Cb.
vibrioforme predicted HemA peptide has a molecular
weight of 46,174 and is 30% identical to that of B.
subtilis (Majumdar et al., 1991).

Glutamyl-tRNA reductase from many sources is
allosterically inhibited by physiologically relevant
concentrations of protoheme. The Cb. vibrioforme

enzyme was inhibited 50% by 0.2 protoheme
(Rieble et al., 1989). Protoheme inhibition is likely
to be significant in regulating the rate of ALA
formation in response to the cellular demand for
end-product tetrapyrroles. The sensitivity of C.
vulgaris glutamyl-tRNA reductase to protoheme
inhibition is increased several fold by physiologically
relevant concentrations of GSH (Weinstein et al.,
1993).

d. GSA

GSA has been chemically synthesized by several
methods for use as a substrate for the enzyme-
catalyzed conversion to ALA (Kannangara and
Gough, 1978; Houen et al., 1983; Gough et al.,
1989). Material identical to chemically synthesized
GSA accumulates in greening leaves (Wang et al.,
1981; Kannangara and Schouboe, 1985) and algal
extracts (Breu and Dörnemann, 1988) that have been
treated with 3-amino-2,3-dihydrobenzoic acid
(gabaculine), a mechanism-based suicide inhibitor
of (see below) that blocks
chlorophyll synthesis.

Jordan et al. (1993) have investigated the structure
of GSA in aqueous solution by NMR and mass
spectroscopy and concluded that it exists as the
cyclic ester between the group and the
hydrated aldehyde group, rather than the free aldehyde
(Fig. 3). The cyclic structure does not contain free
aldehyde or carboxylic acid functions, and is more
compatible with previously reported properties of
the chemically synthesized product (stability in
aqueous solution, heat stability) than the free

The cyclic compound, and not GSA,
was proposed to be the product of glutamyl-tRNA
reductase and the substrate of GSA aminotransferase.
It is likely that the cyclic and linear forms of GSA
coexist in solution in an equilibrium ratio, analogously
to the aldose sugars.

e. GSA Aminotransferase

GSA aminotransferase (EC 5.4.3.8) catalyzes the
conversion of GSA to ALA. Enzymes capable of
converting chemically synthesized GSA to ALA
have been purified from several plant, algal, and
bacterial sources. The transamination reaction
requires no added substrate other than GSA. The
enzyme contains bound pyridoxal-phosphate (Avissar
and Beale, 1989b; Bull et al., 1990). GSA
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aminotransferase is inhibited by the mechanism-
based suicide substrate analog gabaculine (Kannan-
gara and Schouboe, 1985; Avissar and Beale, 1989b).
Gabaculine reacts with enzyme-bound pyridoxal-
phosphate to irreversibly form a secondary amine.
Gabaculine-treated C. vulgaris GSA amino-
transferase can be reactivated by gel filtration (to
remove gabaculine-pyridoxal-phosphate adducts and
excess gabaculine) followed by incubation with
pyridoxal-phosphate (Avissar and Beale, 1989b).

A proposed reaction mechanism for GSA
aminotransferase involves transfer of from
enzyme-pyridoxamine-phosphate to the terminal
aldehyde carbon of GSA to form enzyme-pyridoxal-
phosphate and 4,5-diaminovaleric acid, followed by
transfer of the at the 4-position of the
intermediate back to the cofactor, thereby forming
ALA and regenerating the pyridoxamine-phosphate
form of the cofactor. Implicit in this mechanism is
that the N atom of ALA is derived from a different
precursor molecule than the C atoms. This prediction
was tested by the use of a mixture of and
labeled glutamate molecules as substrate for
conversion to ALA by algal cell extracts. When the
heavy isotope labels were present on separate
substrate molecules, a significant proportion of the
ALA product molecules contained two heavy atoms,
indicating that the conversion occurs by inter-
molecular nitrogen transfer (Mau and Wang, 1988;
Mayer et al., 1993a). This result supports the proposed
reaction mechanism and indicates that the enzyme
catalyzes two aminotransferase reactions, rather than
an aminomutase reaction, even though the substrate
and product have the same atomic composition.

Native GSA aminotransferase from Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 has a molecular weight of 99,000
(Rieble and Beale, 1991b). Purified aminotransferase
from Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 has a molecular
weight of 46,000 on denaturing SDS-PAGE (Grimm
et al., 1989). Therefore, the native enzyme appears to
be a homodimer, like other members of the aspartate
aminotransferase enzyme family.

The GSA aminotransferase-encoding hemL gene
(called gsa in plants and algae) has been cloned and
sequenced from several plants, algae, and bacteria.
These genes encode highly conserved peptides that
have predicted molecular weights of approximately
46,000 and have recognizable similarity to other
members of the aspartate aminotransferase enzyme
family (Elliott et al., 1990; Matters and Beale, 1994).
All hemL/gsa-encoded peptides have a conserved

putative active site containing an essential lysine,
which is at position 265 in the Synechococcus sp.
PCC 6301 enzyme (Grimm et al., 1991a). It is believed
that the pyridoxal-phosphate cofactor binds to this
lysine. Mutagenesis of this lysine inactivates the
enzyme (Grimm et al., 1992; Ilag and Jahn, 1992). A
Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 mutant that was selected
for resistance to gabaculine has a GSA amino-
transferase with a lower specific activity than the
wild-type enzyme. The mutation that confers
gabaculine resistance is (Grimm et al., 1991b).
Most, but not all GSA aminotransferases contain a
methionine at this position (Matters and Beale, 1994).

B. Formation of the Tetrapyrrole Skeleton from
ALA

1. Conversion of ALA to PBG

Formation of the first pyrrole in the pathway, PBG
(Fig. 4), by asymmetric condensation of two ALA
molecules is catalyzed by the enzyme PBG synthase
(ALA dehydratase) (EC 4.2.1.24). PBG synthase
from all sources examined, including plants and Rb.
sphaeroides, has an octameric structure with native
molecular weights ranging from 250,000 to 320,000
(Nandi and Shemin, 1968; Shibata and Ochiai, 1977;
Huault et al., 1987; Jordan, 1991). An interesting
difference among PBG synthase enzymes from
different sources is the metal requirement: the animal,
yeast, and E. coli enzymes require for activity
(Jordan, 1991; Spencer and Jordan, 1993), the plant
enzyme requires (Shibata and Ochiai, 1977;
Liedgens et al., 1983), and the Rb. sphaeroides
enzyme requires (Burnham and Lascelles, 1963;
Nandi and Shemin, 1968). A comparative study
concluded that PBG synthase from all sources has
tightly-bound but that a second, weaker metal-
binding site binds in the animal, yeast, and E.
coli enzymes and in the plant enzyme (Mitchell
and Jaffe, 1993). The E. coli and plant enzymes were
proposed to have a third metal-binding site which
stimulates activity approximately two-fold when
is bound (Mitchell and Jaffe, 1993). The hemB gene
that encodes PBG synthase has been cloned from Rb.
sphaeroides and expressed in E. coli (Delaunay et
al., 1991). The expressed gene product has a molecular
weight of 39,000.

Single turnover experiments with PBG synthase
from Rb. sphaeroides have established that in the
reaction, the first bound ALA molecule is the one
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that contributes the propionic acid side chain of the
product (Jordan and Seehra, 1980). The fact that the
pro-S hydrogen atom that is derived from the
hydrogens of ALA is stereospecifically retained in
the product indicates that during the in the formation
of PBG, removal of hydrogen to form the aromatic
pyrrole ring must occur on the enzyme (Abboud and
Akhtar, 1976).

Some evidence exists for a regulatory role of PBG
synthase in Rb. capsulatus. A bchH mutant strain of
Rb. capsulatus cannot form BChl and accumulates

protoporphyrin IX when grown anaerobically.
Oxygen inhibited the protoporphyrin IX accum-
ulation (Biel, 1992; Chapter 52). Exogenous PBG,
but not ALA, overcame the inhibition. The results
were interpreted to indicate that regulates the
conversion of ALA to PBG.

2. Conversion of PBG to Uroporphyrinogen III

Uroporphyrinogen III, the last common precursor of
all end-product tetrapyrroles, is synthesized from
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PBG by the sequential action of two enzymes,
hydroxymethylbilane synthase and uroporphyrinogen
III synthase (Fig. 4).

a. Hydroxymethylbilane Synthase

Hydroxymethylbilane synthase (PBG deaminase)
(EC 4.1.3.8) condenses four PBG molecules to form
the first tetrapyrrole, uroporphyrinogen. The initial
product of enzymic catalysis is the linear tetrapyrrole,
hydroxymethylbilane (preuroporphyrinogen), which,
in the absence of uroporphyrinogen III synthase,
spontaneously cyclizes to form uroporphyrinogen I.
Biosynthesis of the biologically relevant isomer,
uroporphyrinogen III, requires the action of
uroporphyrinogen III synthase during or immediately
after release of hydroxymethylbilane from PBG
deaminase.

Hydroxymethylbilane synthase from most sources
is a monomer of approximately 40,000 molecular
weight, and the enzyme does not require metal ions
or other cofactors for activity (Jordan, 1991). The
Rp. palustris enzyme was reported to have a native
molecular weight of 74,000, and it may be a dimer
(Kotler et al., 1987). The hemC gene, which encodes
hydroxymethylbilane synthase, has been cloned from
several bacteria including E. coli (Thomas and Jordan,
1986) and Cb. vibrioforme (Majumdar et al., 1991;
Moberg and Avissar, 1994), and the E. coli enzyme
has been crystallized and its structure determined by
X-ray crystallography (Louie et al., 1992).

Hydroxymethylbilane synthase from Rb. sphaer-
oides and Euglena gracilis was used to establish that
the order of assembly of the four PBG units is
ABCD, as they appear in uroporphyrinogen (Fig. 4)
(Jordan and Seehra, 1979; Battersby et al., 1979a).
The nascent monopyrrole- through tetrapyrrole-
enzyme complexes are bound via a dipyrrole cofactor
(Battersby et al., 1979b; Scott et al., 1980; Jordan
and Berry, 1981; Battersby et al., 1983; Hart et al.,
1987; Jordan and Warren, 1987; Warren and Jordan,
1988). In hydroxymethylbilane synthase from E.
coli, the dipyrrole cofactor is attached to a cysteine
residue of the E. coli enzyme) after formation
of the apoprotein, and it remains permanently attached
to the enzyme, while the link between the cofactor
and the nascent oligopyrrole chain is severed after
the hexapyrrole stage is reached, which releases a
tetrapyrrole and prepares the enzyme to accept new
substrate molecules.

C. Uroporphyrinogen III Synthase

Hydroxymethylbilane is unstable in solution and it
rapidly cyclizes to uroporphyrinogen I, a physio-
logically nonproductive end product. Uropor-
phyrinogen III synthase (EC 4.2.1.75) catalyzes
closure of the tetrapyrrole macrocycle with inversion
of ring D to form the type III product. The mechanism
of ring inversion has been the subject of intensive
investigation and is now generally believed to involve
a spiro intermediate (Crockett et al., 1991, Stark et
al., 1993). Uroporphyrinogen III synthase has been
purified from several sources including E. coli (Jordan
et al., 1988). The native enzyme from all sources is a
monomer of approximately 29,000 molecular weight
and contains no reversibly-bound cofactors or metal
ions. The hemD gene, which encodes uropor-
phyrinogen III synthase, has been cloned from E.
coli, sequenced, and overexpressed (Alwan et al.,
1989; Sasarman et al., 1987; Jordan et al., 1988,
Crockett et al., 1991). The Cb. vibrioforme hemD
gene has been cloned and expressed in E. coli (Moberg
and Avissar, 1994).

Hydroxymethylbilane synthase and uropor-
phyrinogen III synthase may form a complex that
facilitates transfer of hydroxymethylbilane between
the two enzymes. The presence of E. gracilis
uroporphyrinogen III synthase influences the of
E. gracilis hydroxymethylbilane synthase for PBG
(Battersby et al., 1979c). The sedimentation velocity
of wheat germ hydroxymethylbilane synthase is also
influenced by the presence of wheat germ uroporphy-
rinogen III synthase (Higuchi and Bogorad, 1975).
The presence of Rb. sphaeroides uroporphyrinogen
III synthase was reported to facilitate release of the
tetrapyrrole product from hydroxymethylbilane
synthase (Rosé et al., 1988).

D. The Branch from Uroporphyrinogen III to
Reduced Hemes and Corrinoids

Siroheme (Fig. 5) is the prosthetic group of the
assimilatory nitrite and sulfite reductases (ferredoxin-
nitrite reductase, EC 1.7.7.1; NAD(P)H-nitrite
reductase, EC 1.6.6.4; ferredoxin-sulfite reductase,
EC 1.8.7.1; and NAD(P)H-sulfite reductase, EC
1.8.1.2) that are required for full reduction of highly
oxidized forms of nitrogen and sulfur to and
(Siegel, 1978). Heme (Fig. 5) is another reduced
heme that is a prosthetic group of the cytochrome
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type of dissimilatory nitrite reductase (EC 1.9.3.2),
and is present in many bacteria. Interestingly, Rb.
sphaeroides f. sp. denitrificans has an entirely
different dissimilatory nitrite reductase that does not
contain a tetrapyrrole prosthetic group (Michalski
and Nicholas, 1985).

It is not clear how prevalent siroheme and heme
prosthetic groups are in anoxygenic phototrophs, but
siroheme-containing enzymes are likely to be present
at least in those facultative and obligately aerobic
species that must obtain their nitrogen and sulfur
nutrients from oxygen-rich environments. In any
case, many anoxygenic phototrophs are capable of
coenzyme biosynthesis, the initial step of which
is shared with that of siroheme.

Formally, siroheme can be derived from uropor-

phyrinogen III by: (a) methylation of the tetrapyrrole
ring at positions 1 and 3 to form precorrin 2; (b)
oxidation of precorrin 2 to the tetrahydroporphyrin,
sirohydrochlorin, by removal of two electrons; (c)
chelation of The alternative fate for precorrin 2
is conversion to corrins (coenzyme nucleus)
(Fig. 1).

Chemical arguments suggest that the order of the
steps of siroheme formation from uroporphyrinogen
III is probably that given above: first methylation,
then oxidation, and finally  chelation. Methylation
of rings A and B of uroporphyrinogen III to produce
precorrin 2 effectively limits subsequent oxidation
beyond the tetrahydroporphyrin (dihydrochlorin)
state. Oxidation of precorrin 2 to sirohydrochlorin
produces a compound that has the aromaticity and
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metal-binding properties necessary for efficient
chelation of Heme could be formed from
siroheme by the replacement of the propionate groups
on rings A and B with oxygen atoms, decarboxylation
of the acetate groups on rings C and D to methyl
groups, and the oxidation of the 7-propionate to an
acrylate group (Wu and Chang, 1987). The methyl
groups at positions 1 and 3 of heme are in the same
configuration as those of siroheme and, like the
methyl groups of siroheme (see below), they are
derived from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (Yap-Bondoc
et al., 1990).

The methyl groups of siroheme were shown to be
derived from methionine in E. coli cells (Siegel et al.,
1977), and precorrin 2 is formed in vitro from S-
adenosyl-L-methionine and uroporphyrinogen III in
a reaction catalyzed by uroporphyrinogen methyl-
transferase (Warren et al., 1990). On the basis of the
structure of a singly-methylated (1-methyl) product
isolated from Clostridium tetanomorphum (Deeg et
al., 1977), and the incorporation of 1-methyl-
uroporphyrinogen III into cobyrinic acid by extracts
of Propionibacterium shermanii (Brunt et al., 1989),
the order of methylation was deduced to be first at the
1 -position, and then at the 3-position. In Pseudomonas
denitrificans, uroporphyrinogen methyltransferase
is encoded by the cobA gene (Crouzet et al., 1990). A
somewhat different methyltransferase is encoded by
the cysG gene in E. coli (Warren et al., 1990) and S.
typhimurium (Goldman and Roth, 1993). It is of
interest that cysG is the only known genetic locus
specifically associated with siroheme synthesis in
enteric bacteria. cysG encodes a 52,000 molecular
weight peptide. Its COOH-terminal region is similar
to the smaller, 29,200 molecular weight peptide
encoded by the cobA gene. Because cysG is the only
known gene of S. typhimurium that is involved in
siroheme synthesis, and because only a portion of its
encoded peptide is similar to the smaller cobA
product, the CysG protein may be a multifunctional
enzyme that catalyzes all steps of the conversion of
uroporphyrinogen III to siroheme in the enteric
bacteria (Goldman and Roth, 1993). In any case, it
appears that insertion into sirohydrochlorin is
not catalyzed by the ferrochelatase that is responsible
for protoheme formation (Powell et al., 1973; Hansson
and Wachenfeldt, 1993). That enzyme is encoded by
the hemH gene in E. coli (previously known as visA)
(Frustaci and O’Brian, 1993), B. subtilis (Hansson
and Hederstedt, 1992), and Bradyrhizobium
japonicum (Frustaci and O’Brian, 1992) (see below).

E. The Branch from Uroporphyrinogen III to
Protoporphyrin IX

1. Decarboxylation of Uroporphyrinogen III to
Form Coproporphyrin III

Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase (EC 4.1.1.37)
catalyzes the decarboxylation of all four of the acetate
residues on uroporphyrinogen to yield copropor-
phyrinogen, which contains methyls in their place.
At physiological substrate concentrations, the
decarboxylations occur in a specific sequence,
beginning at ring D and proceeding clockwise around
the macrocycle (Luo and Lim, 1993). At higher
substrate concentrations, the decarboxylation
sequence becomes random(Luo and Lim, 1993; Jones
and Jordan, 1993). No metal requirements were
detected. A stereochemical analysis of the reaction
indicated that the decarboxylations proceed with
retention of configuration about the atoms,
i.e., the lost carboxyl groups are replaced with solvent
hydrogens in the same orientation (Barnard and
Akhtar, 1975).

Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase has been purified
to homogeneity from Rb. sphaeroides, and the native
enzyme was characterized as a 41,000 molecular
weight monomer (Jones and Jordan, 1993). The
enzyme from Rp. palustris was also reported to be a
monomer, with a molecular weight of 46,000
(Koopman et al., 1986). The gene that encodes
uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase has been cloned
from several eucaryotes including yeast and
mammals, as well as B. subtilis, in which it has been
identified with the hemE locus (Hansson and
Hederstedt, 1992). B. subtilis hemE encodes a 40,347
molecular weight peptide.

2. Oxidative Decarboxylation of Copropor-
phyrinogen III to Form Protoporphyrinogen IX

Coproporphyrinogen oxidase (EC 1.3.3.3) oxidatively
decarboxylates the propionate groups at positions 2
and 4 of coproporphyrinogen III to vinyls, thereby
producing protoporphyrinogen IX. The enzyme is
specific for the III isomer of coproporphyrinogen
over the nonphysiological I isomer, although
chemically synthesized coproporphyrinogen IV is
also decarboxylated by the enzyme (Mombelli et al.,
1976). Evidence indicating that the 2-propionate is
converted before the 4-propionate includes charac-
terization of a 2-monovinyl intermediate in rat liver
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preparations (Elder et al., 1978) and the preferential
action of the E. gracilis enzyme on the chemically
synthesized 2-monovinyl porphyrin compared to the
ring 4-monovinyl porphyrin (Cavaleiro et al., 1974).

In obligately aerobic organisms, coproporphy-
rinogen oxidase is an reaction. Extracts
of anaerobically-grown Rb. sphaeroides cells can
carry out the reaction anaerobically in the presence
of ATP, oxidized pyridine nucleotide, and methionine
(Tait, 1972). Similar requirements were reported for
anaerobic extracts of yeast (Poulson and Polglase,
1974) and B. japonicum (Keithly and Nadler, 1983).
Involvement of S-adenosyl-L-methionine in the
reaction is indicated by its inhibition by S-adenosyl-
L-homocysteine (Tait, 1972).

Seehra et al. (1983) have studied the anaerobic as
well as the aerobic coproporphyrinogen oxidase
reactions in extracts of Rb. sphaeroides. The oxidative
decarboxylations proceed with specific loss of the
pro-S of the propionate groups and retention
of the pro-R protons. A reaction mechanism was
proposed involving pyrrolic N-assisted removal of
single protons as hydride ions from the of
the propionate groups. The of the
propionate groups do not appear to be involved: In
the reaction catalyzed by an avian blood extract, both
of the of both propionate groups were
retained on the terminal carbon atoms of the
protoporphyrinogen vinyl groups (Zaman and Akhtar,
1978).

Yeast coproporphyrinogen oxidase is a 70,000
molecular weight homodimer that contains two
molecules of Fe (Camadro et al., 1986). A yeast gene
(HEM13) encoding coproporphyrinogen oxidase has
been cloned and sequenced (Zagorec et al., 1988),
and a soybean nuclear gene that encodes a 43,000
molecular weight protein complements a yeast
HEM13 mutant (Madsen et al., 1993). The deduced
soybean gene product is 50% similar to the yeast
HEM13 gene product. An Rb. sphaeroides gene has
been cloned and sequenced that, when overexpressed
in E. coli, causes increased coproporphyrinogen
oxidase activity (Coomber et al., 1992). The Rb.
sphaeroides gene product has a predicted molecular
weight of 34,000 and is 44% identical to the yeast
HEM13 product. Because Rb. sphaeroides cells in
which this gene was disrupted were unable to form
BChl under anaerobic inducing conditions, but were
able to grow aerobically, it was proposed that in Rb.
sphaeroides, the gene product is an anaerobic
coproporphyrinogen oxidase dedicated to BChl

synthesis. However, it was not reported whether
was required for activity of the recombinant
coproporphyrinogen oxidase obtained from E. coli
cells expressing the Rb. sphaeroides gene.

The E. coli hemF gene has been cloned by
complementation of a yeast HEM13 mutant (Troup
et al., 1994). E. coli hemF encodes a 34,300 molecular
weight peptide that is 43% identical to the yeast
HEM13 product. S. typhimurium contains two genes,
hemF and hemN, either of which can support aerobic
heme synthesis (Xu et al., 1992) The hemF gene
encodes a peptide with a predicted molecular weight
of 34,400 that is 44% identical to the yeast HEM13
product and 90% identical to the E. coli hemF product
(Xu and Elliott, 1993). Because hemN mutants
accumulated coproporphyrinogen III and were
auxotrophic for protoheme when grown anaero-
bically, the authors suggesed that the hemN product
is an anaerobic coproporphyrinogen oxidase. The
predicted S. typhimurium hemN product is a 52,800
molecular weight peptide that is 38% identical to the
Rb. sphaeroides hemF product but has little if any
similarity to the S. typhimurium hemF product (Xu
and Elliott, 1994). Interestingly, the predicted amino
acid sequence of the Rb. sphaeroides hemF and S.
typhimurium hemN products are significantly similar
(35% identity) to a portion of the Rhizobium phaseoli
and R. leguminosarum nifD gene product, which is
the of nitrogenase.

3. Oxidation of Protoporphyrinogen IX to Form
Protoporphyrin IX

Protoporphyrinogen oxidase (EC 1.3.3.4) catalyzes
the removal of six electrons from the tetrapyrrole
macrocycle to form protoporphyrin IX, the last
biosynthetic step that is common to hemes and
chlorophylls. In obligately aerobic organisms, is
the electron acceptor and is required for enzyme
activity. In contrast, the Rb. sphaeroides protopor-
phyrinogen oxidase cannot use directly as an
oxidant, but instead, protoporphyrinogen IX oxidation
is coupled to the respiratory electron transport chain
(Jacobs and Jacobs, 1981). The same is true for the
protoporphyrinogen oxidase reaction in anaerobic E.
coli cells, which is coupled to the reduction of nitrate
or fumarate (Jacobs and Jacobs, 1976).

There is an interesting stereochemistry in the
removal of the four meso hydrogens from proto-
porphyrinogen IX. In the transformation of PBG to
protoporphyrinogen IX, the meso-bridge methylene
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carbon atoms are derived from the aminomethyl
carbon of PBG (see Fig. 4). If the protoheme
was formed from PBG that was labeled nonstereo-
specifically with then all four meso positions
of the porphyrin moiety were equally labeled with
(Jones et al., 1984). However, if the PBG was labeled
specifically in the pro-S hydrogen at then the
product contained only at the position
(the one between rings B and C). Given the fact that
the incorporation of the four PBG groups into the
original tetrapyrrole, hydroxymethylbilane, is an
oligomerization that probably involves a single
reaction mechanism, and given that cyclization of
the hydroxymethylbilane to form the porphyrinogen
macrocycle does not seem to cause loss of label from
the and meso methylene hydrogens, it seems
likely that the pro-S hydrogen of PBG will be
found on the same face of the porphyrinogen at all
four meso positions. Therefore, the hydrogen that is
removed from the position must be removed
from the opposite face of the molecule than the ones
that are removed from the and meso positions.
It was hypothesized that three of the meso hydrogens
are lost by an oxidation process occurring on one
face of the molecule, and that the fourth proton is lost
from the other face by a tautomerization reaction
(Jones et al., 1984). Confirmation of this hypothesis
will require determination of whether the uropor-
phyrinogen III synthase reaction affects the
stereochemistry of the and meso methylene
hydrogens.

In eucaryotic organisms, protoporphyrinogen
oxidase is a mitochondrial or chloroplast membrane-
associated protein that has an apparent molecular
weight of 210,000 and is composed of 36,000
molecular weight subunits (Jacobs and Jacobs, 1987).
The Rb. sphaeroides enzyme is also associated with
membranes (Jacobs and Jacobs, 1981). Detergent-
solubilized protoporphyrinogen oxidase from the
anaerobe D. gigas was reported to have a native
molecular weight of 148,000 and to contain three
dissimilar subunits of 12,000, 18,500, and 57,000
molecular weight (Klemm and Barton, 1987). In
contrast to the above enzymes, the B. subtilis
protoporphyrinogen oxidase is soluble (Dailey et al.,
1994).

In S. typhimurium, the hemG gene was suggested
to encode protoporphyrinogen oxidase, on the basis
of the accumulation of protoporphyrin IX (as well as
coproporphyrin III and uroporphyrin III) in hemG
mutants (Xu et al., 1992). In B. subtilis, mutations at

the hemY locus caused accumulation of either
coproporphyrinogen III alone or both copropor-
phyrinogen III and protoporphyrinogen IX (Hansson
and Hederstedt, 1992). It was originally proposed
that the B. subtilis hem Y product, which at 51,400
molecular weight is significantly larger than the S.
typhimurium HemF and the 37,600 molecular weight
yeast coproporphyrinogen oxidase that is encoded
by the HEM13 gene, may be a bifunctional enzyme
that has both coproporphyrinogen oxidase and
protoporphyrinogen oxidase activities (Hansson and
Hederstedt, 1992). More recently, however, the B.
subtilis hemY gene was expressed in E. coli and its
product was determined to have protoporphyrinogen
oxidase activity, but not coproporphyrinogen oxidase
activity (Dailey et al., 1994). It was suggested that
the B. subtilis gene designation be changed from
hemY to hemG, to correspond with the protopor-
phyrinogen oxidase-encoding gene of S. typhimurium.

The E. coli hemG gene has been cloned, sequenced
and expressed (Sasarman et al., 1993). The cloned
gene complements a protoporphyinogen oxidase-
deficient E. coli mutant and the expressed hemG
product has protoporphyrinogen oxidase activity. E.
coli hemG encodes a 21,202 molecular weight
membrane-associated peptide that is consideralby
smaller than the protoporphyrinogen oxidase peptides
from barley, B. subtilis, yeast and mouse liver, which
have molecular weights of 36,000, 51,400, 56,000
and 65,000, respectively.

F. Chelation of Iron to Form Protoheme

The last step of protoheme formation, insertion of
into protoporphyrin IX, is catalyzed by

ferrochelatase (protoheme ferrolyase, EC 4.99.1.1).
In addition to its physiological substrates, ferro-
chelatase can use and as the metal substrate
and deuteroporphyrin IX, mesoporphyrin IX, and
hematoporphyrin IX as the porphyrin substrate.
Ferrochelatase from most sources, including Rb.
sphaeroides, is an intrinsic membrane protein that
requires detergents or chaotropic agents for
solubilization (Dailey, 1982). An apparent exception
is the B. subtilis ferrochelatase, which was reported
to be a soluble enzyme (Hansson and Hederstedt,
1992). Detergent-solubilized ferrochelatase from Rb.
sphaeroides is a 115,000 molecular weight monomer
(Dailey, 1982). No chromophoric prosthetic groups
were detected. Mg-protoporphyrin IX is a powerful
inhibitor of Rb. sphaeroides ferrochelatase: It inhibits
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by 50% at 4 and nearly completely at 80
(Jones and Jones, 1970). However, it is uncertain
whether the intracellular free Mg-protoporphyrin IX
ever reaches inhibitory concentrations.

The hemH gene, which encodes ferrochelatase,
has been cloned and sequenced from yeast and several
animal sources, as well as from E. coli (Miyamoto et
al., 1991;Frustaci and O’Brian, 1993),S.typhimurium
(Xu et al., l992),B. japonicum (Frustaci and O’Brian,
1992), and B. subtilis (Hansson and Hederstedt,
1992). The molecular weights of the encoded
polypeptides from these bacterial genes range from
34,000 to 38,000 and are somewhat smaller than the
polypeptides encoded by the animal and yeast genes.

G. Biosynthesis of Other Protoporphyrin IX-
Based Hemes

1. Protoheme Ligation to Apoproteins to Form
Heme

All phototrophic organisms contain one or more
types of cytochrome c which function as components
of the photosynthetic and respiratory electron
transport chains (Meyer and Cusanovich, 1989).
Heme c is the covalently bound prosthetic group of
c-type cytochromes (Fig. 5). Apocytochromes c
incorporate protoheme by enzyme-catalyzed ligation
of the vinyl groups to cysteine residues on the protein.
A specific ligating enzyme, named cytochrome c
heme lyase, has been described in yeast and
Neurospora crassa (Taniuchi et al., 1983; Nicholson
et al., 1987). In these eucaryotic cells, heme lyase is
localized in the inner mitochondrial membrane
(Nargang et al., 1988; Enosawa and Ohashi, 1986)
and ligation requires reduced (ferro)protoheme as a
substrate (Nicholson and Neupert, 1989). Genes for
cytochrome c heme lyase have been cloned and
sequenced from yeast (CYC3) and N. crassa (cyt-2)
(Dumont et al., 1987; Drygas et al., 1989). Although
the two encoded peptides are 32% identical, the
yeast peptide is considerably smaller than the N.
crassa peptide (molecular weights of 29,600 and
38,000, respectively). A second yeast heme lyase,

lyase, is responsible for
assembly of cytochrome (Zollner et al., 1992).
This protein is encoded by the CYT2 gene, which has
been cloned and sequenced. The two yeast heme
lyases are 35% identical. The yeast results suggest
that each c-type cytochrome may require a different,
specific heme lyase for its formation.

In gram-negative bacteria, c-type cytochromes are
located in the periplasmic space. Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus contain at least five distinct
cytochromes c (Meyer and Cusanovich, 1989). In
Rb. capsulatus, several genes have been identified
that are necessary for the biogenesis of all
cytochromes c but are not required for synthesis and
secretion of apocytochrome c into the periplasmic
space (Davidson et al., 1987; Biel and Biel, 1990;
Beckman et al., 1992). One group of these genes,
helA, helB, and helC, are similar to a class of
transporter proteins and their products may be
involved in exporting protoheme to the periplasmic
space (Beckman et al., 1992). The products of two
other genes, ccl1 and ccl2, have no recognizable
similarity to yeast heme lyases, but they do have
similarity to mitochondrial and chloroplast open
reading frames with unassigned function. The specific
roles of ccl1 and ccl2 in cytochrome c formation
have not been identified. The topic of heme attachment
to cytochrome apoproteins is covered in more detail
by Kranz and Beckman in Chapter 33.

2. Terminal Oxidase Hemes

Cytochrome oxidase (EC 1.9.3.1) of the type is
present in many obligate and facultative aerobic
bacteria including B. subtilis, Rb. sphaeroides (Sasaki
et al., 1970; Gennis et al., 1982; Garcia-Horsman et
al., 1994; Chapter 44), and the BChl-containing
obligate aerobe Erythrobacter longus (Fukumori et
al., 1987). The heme a prosthetic group of cytochrome
oxidase (Fig. 5) is formed from protoheme by ligation
of a farnesyl group to the 2-vinyl group and oxidation
or oxygenation of the 8-methyl group to a formyl
group. The precursor status of protoheme has been
shown in B. subtilis. Strains that are defective in
enzymes that catalyze the later steps of protoheme
formation (uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase,
coproporphyrinogen oxidase, protoporphyrinogen
oxidase, and ferrochelatase) could not form heme a
unless protoheme was added to the medium, even
though the same cells could form siroheme,
presumably using a different ferrochelatase for its
biosynthesis (Hansson and Wachenfeldt, 1993).

Cytochrome o is an terminal oxidase
present in many facultative aerobes including E. coli
and the phototrophs Rb. capsulatus (Zannoni et al.,
1976), Rhodopseudomonas viridis (Kämpf et al.,
1987), Rp. palustris, and Rb. sphaeroides (which
also contains cytochrome (Sasaki et al., 1970;
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Anraku and Gennis, 1987; Garcia-Horsman et al.,
1994). Heme o, the prosthetic group of cytochrome
o, has the structure of a possible heme a precursor in
which the 2-farnesyl group has been added but the 8-
methyl group has not been converted to a formyl
group (Wu et al., 1992). The cyoE gene of E. coli,
when overexpressed, caused conversion of protoheme
to heme o in vivo (Saiki et al., 1992), and the
overexpressed cyoE gene product catalyzed in vitro
condensation of ferrous protoheme and farnesyl-
pyrophosphate to form heme o (Saiki et al., 1993).
Two B. subtilis genes, ctaA and ctaB, are required for
heme a synthesis (Svensson et al., 1993). The ctaB
gene complements E. coli cyoE mutants. B. subtilis
ctaA mutants accumulate heme o instead of heme a.
B. subtilis ctaB mutants accumulate neither heme o
nor heme a. Interestingly, the B. subtilis ctaA gene,
when expressed in E. coli, caused the accumulation
of heme a, even though E. coli normally does not
produce this heme. These results indicate that ctaB
and ctaA encode a farnesyltransferase and a methyl
oxidase or oxygenase, respectively. The results also
suggest that farnesylation precedes formyl group
formation in heme a biosynthesis.

A third type of terminal oxidase,
cytochrome d, is present in some facultative aerobes
including E. coli (Gennis, 1987; Garcia-Horsman et
al., 1994) and Rp. viridis (Kämpf et al., 1987). Heme
d, the prosthetic group of cytochrome d, has a
dihydroxychlorin macrocycle structure (Fig. 5)
(Sotiriou and Chang, 1988) that differs greatly from
the sirohydrochlorin structure of heme Although
the active form of heme d is believed to be the free
dihydroxyl form shown in Fig. 5, the 6-hydroxyl
group forms a lactone with the 6-propionate under
some isolation conditions. In addition to its presence
in cytochrome d, heme d is also found as the prosthetic
group of E. coli catalase (EC 1.11.1.6) type HPII.
However, heme d from these two sources is subtly
different: while the two ring C hydroxyl groups of
the cytochrome d prosthetic group are in the relative
trans configuration (Timkovich et al., 1985), the
hydroxyls are cis in the catalase HPII heme d (Chiu
et al., 1989). The absolute configurations of the
hydroxyl groups have not been determined for either
type of heme d. It can be deduced from the structure
of heme d that it is derived from protoporphyrin IX
or protoheme by hydroxylation. It was proposed
(Timkovich and Bondoc, 1990) and later reported
(Loewen et al., 1993) that E. coli catalase HPII
catalyzes the formation of its own heme d prosthetic

group from protoheme. It is not known whether a
similar autologous conversion occurs for the
prosthetic group of cytochrome d.
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Summary

Differences in profiles of polar lipids and quinones distinguish major groups of phototrophic prokaryotes. Also
the fatty acid composition of representative species of purple sulfur bacteria, purple nonsulfur bacteria, green
sulfur bacteria, Chloroflexus aurantiacus and Heliobacterium and Heliobacillus species are significantly
different. Phospholipids, and specifically PG, are present in all phototrophic bacteria. The presence of ornithine
lipids and the sulfolipid SQDG has been clearly established only in purple nonsulfur bacteria. Various
glycolipids are major components in Chloroflexus and green sulfur bacteria and are also common in
Chromatiaceae, but absent from Ectothiorhodospiraceae and Heliobacterium; occasionally, they occur in
purple nonsulfur bacteria. The presence of MGDG has only been established for green sulfur bacteria. The
specific distribution of major quinones in anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria and the variety of hopanoid
triterpene structures found in these bacteria are considered in this chapter. A major part of the chapter is
concerned with polar lipids of Rhodobacter species because they have been most intensively studied in this
chapter. Also biosynthesis, lipid transfer activities, and incorporation of lipids into different membrane
fractions are discussed. Special attention is paid to the influence of growth conditions on lipid and fatty acid
composition and to possible differences in the composition of cellular membrane fractions (CM, ICM, OM).

I. Introduction

Lipids are important structural components of all
biological membranes. They are essential for the
formation of bilayer structures and for a number of
membrane associated processes. The term ‘lipids’ is
not clearly defined on the basis of a chemical structure,
but lipids are characterized as a group of molecules
which have only limited solubility in water and are
more readily dissolved in organic solvents. Struc-
turally and functionally completely different
molecules are known as lipids (Ratledge and
Wilkinson, 1988). In this chapter we will discuss
polar lipids (including phospholipids, glycolipids,
sulfolipids, aminolipids) and apolar lipids (including
quinones and hopanoids). Some representative
structures of lipids, quinones and hopanoids are
shown in Fig. 1. Fatty acids will also be treated
separately, although they are rarely present in the

Abbreviations: AL – aminolipid; APL – aminophospholipid;
BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cb. –Chlorobium; Cf.– Chloroflexus;
CK – chlorobiumquinone; CL – cardiolipin; CM – cytoplasmic
membrane; Cm. – Chromatium; DGDG – digalactosyldiglyceride;
Ec. – Ectothiorhodospira; GL – glycolipid; Hb. – Heliobacterium;
ICM – intracytoplasmic membrane; MGDG – monogalactosyldi-
glyceride; MK – menaquinone; NMR – nuclear magnetic
resonance; OA – ornithine amide; OM – outer membrane; PA –
phosphatidic acid; PC – phosphatidylcholine; PE – phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine; PG – phosphatidylglycerol; PI – phospha-
tidylinositol; PL – phospholipid; PS – phosphatidylserine; Q –
ubiquinone; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rc. – Rhodocyclus; Rm. –
Rhodomicrobium;Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; RQ – rhodoquinone;
Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Rv. – Rubrivivax; SL – sulfolipid;
SQDG – sulfoquinovosyldiglyceride; TLC – thin layer
chromatography

free form but constitute a molecular part of polar
lipids and other membrane lipids. Carotenoids,
bacteriochlorophylls and complex lipids such as lipid
A and lipoproteins typical of Gram-negative bacteria
are not considered in this chapter; the reader is
referred to Chapter 8 by Senge and Smith.

Phototrophic purple bacteria have three distinct
types of membranes, the cytoplasmic membrane
(CM), the intracytoplasmic membranes (ICM, also
called chromatophores) and the outer membrane
(OM), which is characteristic of all Gram-negative
bacteria. The green bacteria lack intracytoplasmic
membranes, but have chlorosomes that are bound by
a lipid membrane, which is proposed to be a lipid
unilayer (Staehelin et al., 1980). Though bacterial
membranes differ in composition and function,
various kinds of lipids and fatty acids are principal
constituents. Together with integral membrane
proteins, lipids form the continuum of the cytoplasmic
membrane that separates the internal space of the
bacterial cells from the external one. The functional
unit of CM, ICM and OM is a bilayer with the head
groups of polar lipids facing the inner and outer
surface of this bilayer and the fatty acid tails touching
each other in the membrane interior. In this way a
hydrophobic interior and a hydrophilic membrane
surface can be formed. The integrity of the
cytoplasmic membrane bilayer is crucial for energy
generation of the cells, for maintenance of gradients
of a variety of solutes and the success of transport
processes and thus for the survival of each single
cell.

A second property important to membrane function
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is the mobility of the membrane components, which
significantly influences reaction kinetics within the
membrane. Both bilayer stability and membrane
fluidity are influenced by the composition of lipid
headgroups, fatty acid structure, lipid-lipid and lipid-
protein interactions, as well as external parameters
such as temperature, pressure, salinity, pH and others.
In order to maintain the functional integrity of their
membranes, bacteria have developed mechanisms to

adapt their membrane composition to varying
environmental conditions. Therefore, the qualitative
and quantitative lipid composition of the membranes
of a specific bacterium is not constant but varies with
growth conditions and also with the growth phase.
Nevertheless, specific compositions of lipids, fatty
acids and quinones are characteristic properties of
numerous bacterial species and can be valuable tools
in species identification and taxonomy. However,
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whenever possible, standardized media and culture
conditions have to be used for this purpose.

Indeed, lipids, fatty acids and quinones have been
analyzed in recent years in a great number of bacteria.
Their composition varies greatly among different
bacteria and is used to differentiate bacterial groups
and even closely related bacterial species. As would
be expected from the great heterogeneity of
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria derived from
physiological, structural as well as genetic infor-
mation, the composition of lipids, fatty acids and
quinones shows great variation among these bacteria.

This chapter will not give a comprehensive
overview on the relevant literature of lipids, fatty
acids and quinones of phototrophic bacteria. It rather
presents a quite personal view of this topic and
primarily will discuss the distribution of lipid

components among the species and groups of
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria. A comprehensive
review and a detailed compilation of early data on
lipids and fatty acids of phototrophic bacteria can be
found in Kenyon (1978).

II. Polar Lipids and Fatty Acids

A. Polar Lipids

Great variation occurs in the polar lipid structures of
different phototrophic bacteria. However, analytical
procedures employed often do not give precise
information on their exact chemical structure, which
therefore, is still unknown for a number of lipids of
phototrophic bacteria. This applies in particular to
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some glycolipids and aminolipids.
Though the polar lipid composition under standard

cultivation conditions is a stable property, the
qualitative and quantitative composition may change
with the growth conditions much more than that of
quinones, but in general less than that of fatty acids.
From the data available it is obvious that major
groups of phototrophic bacteria can be differentiated
on the basis of their polar lipid composition (Table 1).
Qualitative and quantitative differences between
Heliobacterium chlorum, Chloroflexus aurantiacus,
green sulfur bacteria, Chromatiaceae, Ectothiorhodo-
spiraceae and purple nonsulfur bacteria are depicted
in respect to their content of different phospholipids,
glycolipids, sulfolipids and aminolipids. Relative
proportions of glycolipids are high in Chlorobiaceae
and Chloroflexaceae, but considerable lower in
Chromatiaceae, which have higher proportions of
phospholipids. Phospholipids are clearly dominant
in purple nonsulfur bacteria and glycolipids are absent
from the majority of these bacteria as they are from

Ectothiorhodospiraceae and Hb. chlorum.

1. Ectothiorhodospiraceae

The lipid composition of all Ectothiorhodospiraceae
is characterized by the predominance of PG, PC and
CL and minor but varying amounts of PE (Asselineau
and Trüper, 1982; Imhoff et al., 1982). All species
contain small to trace amounts of lyso-PE, and also
PA, lyso-PC, and unidentified phospholipids have
been found in some species. Glycolipids as found in
Chromatiaceae, purple nonsulfur bacteria and green
sulfur bacteria and ornithine lipids as known from
purple nonsulfur bacteria, are absent in Ectothio-
rhodospira species (Asselineau and Trüper, 1982;
Imhoff et al., 1982; Thiemann and Imhoff, 1991). In
strains of Ectothiorhodospira halophila, both PG
and CL separated into two distinct spots on two-
dimensional TLC plates and were significantly
different in their fatty acid composition (Thiemann
and Imhoff, 1991). Nothing is known about
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differences of localization and function of these two
fatty acid variants in Ec. halophila.

2. Chromatiaceae

The phospholipids, PG, PE and CL are major
components of Chromatiaceae species, none of which
is clearly predominant. Also lyso-PE could be detected
in the investigated species (Imhoff et al., 1982; Steiner
et al., 1969; Takacs and Holt, 1971). Additional
aminophospholipids were found in Thiocapsa
roseopersicina and Thiocystis gelatinosa, but not in
Chromatium vinosum, Chromatium minus and
Chromatium warmingii (Imhoff et al., 1982). PC was
absent from these species.

Several glycolipids were found in almost all
Chromatiaceae (Imhoff et al., 1982; Imhoff,
unpublished results). The number of glycolipid
components and their chromatographic properties
varied with the species. One of these glycolipids,
which was characterized from Chromatium vinosum,
had similar chromatographic and staining properties
to MGDG but was shown to lack galactose and to be
a monoglucosyldiglyceride (Steiner et al., 1969).
Galactose was also absent from hydrolyzed total
lipid extracts, proving the absence of galactolipids
from this species. This glycolipid may be present in
other species of the Chromatiaceae as well (Imhoff et
al., 1982; Imhoff, 1988; Imhoff, unpublished results).
Two other glycolipids from Chromatium vinosum
have been described as mannosyl, glucosyl-
diglyceride and as dimannosyl, glucosyl-diglyceride
(Steiner et al., 1969). Whether these also occur in
other Chromatiaceae is not known. Glycolipids from
Thiocapsa roseopersicina were found to contain
glucose and rhamnose (Takacs and Holt, 1971).
SQDG has so far not been identified in Chromatiaceae
species, although glycolipids with similar chromato-
graphic properties were present (Imhoff et al., 1982).

3. Purple Nonsulfur Bacteria

The polar lipid composition of purple nonsulfur
bacteria shows the greatest diversity of all groups of
phototrophic bacteria. In many cases polar lipid
compositions are characteristic of the species.
Phospholipids are predominant in all species,
ornithine lipids and other aminolipids are charac-
teristic for these bacteria, whereas glycolipids are
not common, but present in some species in smaller
proportions (Kenyon, 1978; Imhoff et al., 1982;
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Imhoff, 1988). Among the lipids most commonly
distributed in these bacteria are PG, PE, OA and CL,
while PC and SQDG characteristically are present in
some species but absent from others. Glycolipids
with chromatographic properties similar to MGDG
only occasionally have been found. The presence of
such a glycolipid in Rs. molischianum reported by
Constantopoulos and Bloch (1967) could not be
verified later (Imhoff et al., 1982), but lipids with
similar chromatographic properties have been found
in Rs. salexigens and Rp. sulfoviridis (Imhoff,
unpublished results). Their exact chemical structure
is unknown.

a. Sulfolipids

Sulfolipids have obtained much interest because it
was thought that they may play a functional role in
photosynthesis. The first evidence of SQDG, the
‘plant type sulfolipid’, in an anoxygenic phototrophic
bacterium was obtained for Rs. rubrum (Benson et
al., 1959). Later this sulfolipid was found in Rm.
vannielii at very low proportions of only 0.01% of
cell dry weight (Park and Berger, 1967) and in Rb.
sphaeroides containing 2–4% of this sulfolipid (Wood
et al., 1965; Radunz, 1969; Russell and Harwood,
1979). Its presence in Rb. capsulatus at low
proportions (Russell and Harwood, 1979) could not
be reproduced by others (Wood et al., 1965; Imhoff
et al., 1982; Imhoff, 1991). On the basis of
incorporation of label from radioactive sulfur sources,
however, Sulfolipids were found in several other
species including Rb. capsulatus at very low
proportions (Imhoff, 1984b). Significant amounts of
the plant type sulfolipid have been found in Rp.
marina, Rs. salexigens and some Rhodobacter species
(Tables 1 and 2) (Imhoff et al., 1982; Imhoff, 1984b).
The identity of the head group of the sulfolipid from
Rb. sphaeroides with that from spinach leafs was
demonstrated by identical fragmentation pattern in
fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry (Gage et
al., 1992).

During studies with radioactively labelled sulfur
sources, several sulfolipids were detected in purple
nonsulfur bacteria (Imhoff, 1984b). Sulfate as well
as reduced sulfur compounds (thiosulfate and
cysteine) served as sulfur sources for the sulfolipids
in these species. The relative proportions of the
sulfolipid in Rb. sulfidophilus were not significantly
influenced by the sulfur source, but reduced sulfur
sources inhibited the incorporation of label from
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sulfate (Imhoff, 1984b). This indicates the preference
of reduced sulfur compounds over sulfate as a source
of sulfur for this sulfolipid. Sulfolipids in high
proportions were also found in Rp. sulfoviridis and
Rb. adriaticus, which are unable to assimilate sulfate
and depend on reduced sulfur sources. Both species
incorporated sulfur from the reduced sulfur sources
into their sulfolipids (Imhoff, 1984b). The major
sulfolipids of Rp. viridis and Rp. sulfoviridis had

different from SQDG (Imhoff, 1984b).

b. Ornithine lipids

Many Gram-negative bacteria have ornithine lipids
with amide-linked hydroxy fatty acids that show
some structural similarity to the lipid A of
lipopolysaccharides and may fulfill some of its
functions (Wilkinson et al., 1982). Ornithine lipids
have been found in Rs. rubrum, Rp. palustris,
Rubrivivax gelatinosa, Rp. viridis, Rm. vannielii and
others (Brooks and Benson, 1972; DePinto, 1967;
Gorchein, 1968; Russell and Harwood, 1979; Wood
et al., 1965). Apparently ornithine lipids are generally
present in and characteristic for purple nonsulfur
bacteria (Imhoff et al., 1982). The presence of
ornithine-PG in several purple nonsulfur bacteria,
claimed by Wood et al. (1965), was not confirmed
later (Imhoff et al., 1982; Imhoff, 1991). A lipid that
could be ornithine-PG according to chromatographic
and staining properties, but was not clearly identified,
was found in Rm. vannielii and Rhodopila globiformis
(Imhoff et al., 1982), Ornithine-PG has been identified
in Rm. vannielii (Park and Berger, 1967).

The ornithine lipid from Rb. sphaeroides has been
shown to be an ester of N-acylornithine with a long-
chain fatty acid residue forming an amide bond with
the group of ornithine and an alcohol residue
esterified to its carboxyl group (Gorchein, 1968).
Another ornithine amide was identified in Rs. rubrum
with a long chain fatty acid esterified to the hydroxyl
group of a 3-hydroxy fatty acid, which in turn forms
an amide bond with the group of ornithine
(Brooks and Benson, 1972). Either of these
compounds or a mixture of them may be present in
other species of purple nonsulfur bacteria.

4. Polar Lipids of Rhodobacter Species

Most reports on composition and metabolism of
phospholipids deal with one or the other species of
the genus Rhodobacter, in particular with Rb.

sphaeroides. Polar lipids of Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus have been investigated repeatedly (Wood
et al., 1965; Russell and Harwood, 1979; Marinetti
and Cattieu, 1981; Gorchein, 1968; Imhoff et al.,
1982) and also the polar lipid composition of Rb.
sulfidophilus has been reported (Imhoff et al., 1982).
A comparison of polar lipid and fatty acid
compositions of the six described Rhodobacter
species on the basis of 21 strains has been undertaken
recently (Imhoff, 1991). All strains were grown under
identical conditions anaerobically in the light at their
respective optimum salinity. Each of the investigated
species revealed a specific polar lipid composition
(Table 2).

There is a general agreement upon the presence of
PC, PG and PE and the absence of SQDG and CL in
whole cell lipid extracts from Rb. capsulatus (see
Kenyon, 1978), though the results of Russell and
Harwood (1979) imply the presence of CL and SQDG
in one strain (NCIB 8253) of this species. An
aminolipid, which is most probably identical to the
ornithine amide from Rb. sphaeroides, has not been
reported in earlier literature, but has been regularly
found later (Russell and Harwood, 1979; Imhoff et
al., 1982; Imhoff, 1991). The presence of ornithine-
PG postulated by Wood et al. (1965) could not be
verified.

In Rb. sphaeroides, the presence of SQDG, CL
and ornithine amide in addition to PC, PG and PE is
generally agreed on. The ornithine lipid of this species
has been characterized (see above) and may be
common to all Rhodobacter species. It was named
ornithine lipid 1 (OL1, Imhoff et al., 1982) and later
aminolipid (AL, Imhoff, 1991). The analysis of the
lipids of Rb. sphaeroides by Marinetti and Cattieu
(1981) revealed the presence of three nitrogen bases,
ethanolamine, ornithine and an unidentified amino-
compound with chromatographic mobility as 1-
amino-3-propanol. These authors concluded that an
unknown aminolipid ‘is a fatty acid amide of ornithine
and of 1-aminopropanol or some other diamino
compound’. Although the structure of this lipid needs
to be established, it may well be that depending on
the species and the growth conditions, much more
structural variability among the aminolipids of purple
nonsulfur bacteria exists than hitherto known.

During studies on cell-cycle specific accumulation
of phospholipids into the intracytoplasmic membrane,
an unknown phospholipid, later identified as N-
acylphosphatidylserine (NAPS) was detected in Rb.
sphaeroides strain M29-5 (Cain et al., 1981; Donohue
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et al., 1982a). An unknown phospholipid with similar
properties to NAPS was also detected in Rb.
sphaeroides strain NCIB 8253 (Onishi and Nieder-
man, 1982). This lipid represented between 20–45%
of the total cellular phospholipids in several strains
of Rb. sphaeroides (except two wild type strains) and
Rb. capsulatus grown either photoheterotrophically
or chemoheterotrophically in Tris supplemented
culture media (Donohue et al., 1982b). Its accumu-
lation at the expense of PE ceased immediately upon
the removal of Tris (Donohue et al., 1982b). Together
with the other phospholipids, the accumulated NAPS
was distributed to all membrane systems of the cell.
Small levels (1.0 to 2.0%) of NAPS also were present
in Rs. rubrum and Rp. palustris (Donohue et al.,
1982b). From the labeling pattern observed in pulse-
chase experiments it was concluded that NAPS is
neither a product of the direct acylation of PS nor an
obligate precursor in the PS biosynthesis, but is
probably a metabolite of an undescribed branch of
phospholipid biosynthesis (Cain et al., 1982; 1983).

a.Biosynthesis and Lipid Transfer Activities

Biosynthesis of PE and PG in Rb. sphaeroides
apparently proceeds as in E. coli with CDP-
diglyceride as intermediate reacting either with sn-
glycerol-3-phosphate or L-serine to yield PG (via
phosphatidylglycerophosphate) or PE (via PS),
respectively (Cain et al., 1983). Enzymatic activities
that transfer fatty acids from acyl-ACP to glycerol-3-
phosphate forming lyso-PA and PA have been found
in a particulate fraction from Rb. sphaeroides grown
phototrophically (Lueking and Goldfine, 1975). In
pulse-chase experiments with  PA was
the earliest identifiable glycerol-containing inter-
mediate and was considered to be the product of the
sn-glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase activity
(Cain et al., 1983). PA labeling decreased with the
increase in PS label, followed by accumulation of

label in PE concomitant with a decrease in that of
PS. After treatment of the cells with
hydroxylamine, a known inhibitor of PS decarbox-
ylase of E. coli (Raetz and Kennedy, 1972), an
accumulation of label in PS at the expense of that in
PE was observed. Both the transient labeling of PS
and the accumulation of label in PS in the presence
of hydroxylamine emphasize the precursor-product
relationship between these two phospholipids (Cain
et al., 1983). Synthesis of PC by successive
methylation of PE has been demonstrated by studies
with that yielded label in
phosphatidyl-N-methylethanolamine, phosphatidyl-
N,N-dimethylethanolamine and PC (Gorchein et al.,
1968a).

Apparently lipids are synthesized in the CM or in
distinct domains thereof and transferred from the
location of biosynthesis to other membranes.
Intracytoplasmic membranes of Rb. sphaeroides
grown under photoheterotrophic conditions are
considered to originate from the cytoplasmic
membrane (Gorchein et al., 1968b; Drews and Oelze,
1981; Kaplan and Arntzen, 1982; Niederman and
Gibson, 1978). When non-pigmented cells of Rb.
sphaeroides double-labeled with and

were allowed to adapt to semi-anaerobic
growth conditions to induce the development of
intracytoplasmic membranes, lipids of the cyto-
plasmic membrane became incorporated into the
ICM (Gorchein et al., 1968b). Thus, a complete de
novo biosynthesis of ICM of Rb. sphaeroides was
ruled out and it was concluded that the ICM and their
lipids originate from the cytoplasmic membrane
(Gorchein et al., 1968b). These findings were
substantiated later by further detailed studies.
Enzymes of phospholipid biosynthesis mainly were
found located within the CM of Rb. sphaeroides
(Cooper and Lucking, 1984; Cain et al., 1984;
Radcliffe and Niederman, 1984; Radcliffe et al.,
1985). A separation of the membranes from Rb.
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sphaeroides strain NCIB 8253 by density gradient
centrifugation verified the localization of enzyme
activities catalyzing the first steps of phospholipid
biosynthesis in membrane fractions of the cells
(Radcliffe et al., 1985). Both in chemohetero-
trophically and in photoheterotrophically grown cells,
the majority of the activity of phosphatidyl-
glycerophosphate synthase (EC 2.7.8.5.) was found
in the CM and was distributed uniformly over this
membrane (Radcliffe et al., 1985; 1989). Phospha-
tidylserine (PS) synthase activity (EC 2.7.8.8),
however, was associated with a lower membrane
fraction present in photo- and chemotrophically
grown cells and located at the position of ICM of
phototrophically grown cells. The authors suggested
that PS synthase is localized in distinct domains of
the cytoplasmic membrane, which after cell disruption
and separation by density gradient centrifugation,
form a band together with the ICM fraction (Radcliffe
et al., 1985, 1989).

Phospholipid transfer activities have been detected
in Rb. sphaeroides cells grown chemotrophically
and phototrophically (Tai and Kaplan, 1984; 1985).
The cellular distribution of these activities was similar
under both conditions and the total cellular activity
was directly related to the growth rate (Tai and
Kaplan, 1985). Activities were found to be membrane-
associated as well as in soluble cell fractions (15%
membrane-associated, 32% periplasmic, 53%
cytoplasmic at medium light intensity). Cells grown
anaerobically at low light intensity, characterized by
large amounts of ICM, had the highest membrane-
associated transfer activity, whereas aerobically
grown cells (lacking ICM) only showed minor
activities of the membrane-associated enzyme,
indicating that this activity could be involved in ICM
biogenesis (Tai and Kaplan, 1985). Soluble transfer
activity was low under low light conditions, but
much higher under high light conditions (91.4% of
total transfer activity) (Tai and Kaplan, 1985). Both
cytoplasmic and periplasmic phospholipid transfer
activities had different preferences for their substrates.
The cytoplasmic transfer activities showed a clear
preference for PG over PE and PC, while the
periplasmic activity transferred phospholipids
without a specific preference (Tai and Kaplan, 1985).

b. Incorporation of Lipids into ICM

During the normal cell cycle lipid incorporation into
ICM apparently occurs only within a limited time
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interval in close relation to the division of the cells,
which does, however, not reflect cyclic changes in
lipid biosynthesis but rather transfer of lipids into the
growing ICM from other ‘places of the cell’ (Lueking
et al., 1978; Fraley et al., 1979; Cain et al., 1981).
The discontinuous increase of net accumulation of
phospholipids into intracytoplasmic membranes was
in strong contrast to the continuous insertion of
proteins and pigments into this membrane (Lueking
et al., 1978). It was found in experiments with
synchronously dividing cells of Rb. sphaeroides that
the protein/phospholipid ratio of purified intracyto-
plasmic membrane preparations underwent cyclic
changes of 35–40% during the normal cell division
cycle (Lueking et al., 1978). This ratio increased to a
maximum value in membranes shortly before cell
division and decreased to a basic value with the cell
division, indicating that phospholipids are only
accumulated into the intracytoplasmic membrane at
the time of cell division.

Similar cell-cycle specific fluctuations in the
composition of intracytoplasmic membranes were
also observed in synchronous cultures of phototro-
phically grown Rs. rubrum (Myers and Collins, 1986).
Furthermore, in starvation-synchronized cells of this
species that were grown under aerobic conditions
and had no intracytoplasmic membranes, cell cycle
specific changes in the protein/phospholipid ratio
were found in the cytoplasmic membrane but not in
the outer membrane (Myers and Collins, 1987).
Asynchronous cultures, however, had a constant
protein/phospholipid ratio.

In contrast to the discontinuous incorporation of
phospholipids into ICM coupled to cell-division in
synchronously dividing cells of Rb. sphaeroides
(Lueking et al., 1978; Cain et al., 1981), a continuous
incorporation of phospholipids into ICM was
demonstrated under conditions which induce ICM
formation and transiently repress cell division
(Radcliffe et al., 1985).

5.Green Sulfur Bacteria

All Chlorobiaceae contain considerable amounts of
glycolipids, the major part of which (more than
80%) is associated with the chlorosomes. Phospho-
lipids dominate in the cytoplasmic membrane
(Cruden and Stanier, 1970). On a molar basis
chlorosomes have 1–3 moles of sugar per mol of
phosphate, whereas membranes contain only 1 mol
of sugar per 5–12 moles of phosphate.
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First Constantopoulos and Bloch (1967) described
glycosyl glycerides in the phototrophic green
bacterium ‘Chloropseudomonas ethylica’ (later found
to be a mixed culture) as monogalactosyl diglyceride
(MGDG) and glycolipid II (containing galactose,
rhamnose and a third unidentified sugar). Cruden
and Stanier (1970) substantiated these findings with
pure cultures of Chlorobium limicola (strain 1230)
and Chlorobium limicola f. thiosulf. (strains 6130
and 6230). They separated membranes and chloro-
somes and found monogalactosyl diglyceride
associated with the chlorosomes and the glycolipid
II with the membranes. It has been suggested later
that MGDG is specifically associated with the
chlorosomes and forms a monolayer covering its
cytoplasmic boundary (Staehelin et al., 1980). As a
consequence of this model the cellular content of
MGDG in green sulfur bacteria would be expected to
vary with their content of chlorosomes and BChl.
However, no such correlation could be found in cells
of Chlorobium vibrioforme f. thiosulf. (strain NCIB
8327)* (Holo et al., 1985). These authors found the
specific content of MGDG to be approximately
constant and independent of light intensity and BChl
content. Furthermore, the ratio of MGDG to BChl
was higher in whole cells than in the chlorosomes
and it was suggested that the chlorosomes are not the
only site of MGDG in green sulfur bacteria (Holo et
al., 1985).

Though only two glycolipids have been detected
in green sulfur bacteria using the diphenylamine
spray reagent (Constantopoulos and Bloch, 1967;
Cruden and Stanier, 1970), later work has shown that
this reagent gives no color reaction with several
other glycolipids of these bacteria. At least five
different glycolipids could be found in Cb.
vibrioforme f. thiosulf. (strain 8327) and in Cb.
limicola f. thiosulf. (strains 6230 and 6430) by using
1-naphtol, periodate-Schiff, and anisaldehyde spray
reagents (Bias, 1985). Two of these were identical to
MGDG and glycolipid II. Two others have been
described as lipid 1 and lipid 2 from Cb. vibrioforme
f. thiosulf. (strain 8327) and Cb. limicola f. thiosulf.

* This strain was isolated by June Lascelles and was deposited in
the NCIB as Chlorobium limicola f. thiosulf. However, its identity
is uncertain and it is more likely to belong to Chlorobium
vibrioforme f. thiosulf. (Norbert Pfennig, personal commun-
ication). This strain can be obtained from the DSM as a strain of
Chlorobium vibrioforme. We are using the name Cb. vibrioforme
f. thiosulf. in this chapter, though most of the literature refers to
it as Chlorobium limicola f. thiosulf.!

(strains 6230 and 2230) by Knudsen et al. (1982).
Lipid 1 demonstrates similar to PI, but
contains no phosphate, stains positive with ninhydrin
and shows characteristic color reactions with 1-
naphtol, anisaldehyde and periodate-Schiffreagents
(Bias, 1985). This aminolipid was characterized from
the membrane fraction of Cb. limicola f. thiosulf.
strain 6230 and shown to be a tertiary or secondary
amide containing one mole of myristic acid but no
phosphorus or known amino acid (Olson et al., 1983;
1984). Jensen et al. (1991) purified this aminolipid
and characterized it by TLC, IR-Spectroscopy,

plasma desorption mass spec-
trometry and fast atom bombardment mass spec-
trometry. They revealed the lipid 1 to be an
aminoglycosphingolipid which in contrast to previous
reports (Olson et al., 1983), does not fluoresce in the
pure state. The carbohydrate component was
identified as neuraminic acid and the main fatty acid
as myristic acid.

By proton NMR studies it was confirmed that only
one mole of fatty acid is present per mole of
aminolipid. As a possible structure the authors
propose the neuraminic acid to be attached to the
sphingosine backbone with the myristic acid linked
to the sphingosine by an amide bond. The amino-
glycosphingolipid of Chlorobium was exclusively
found in the cytoplasmic membrane but not in the
chlorosomes (Olson et al., 1983, 1984; Jensen et al.,
1991). It was therefore speculated that this lipid
might operate as a membrane anchor for the
hydrophilic BChl a protein (Low and Slatid, 1988;
Ferguson and Williams, 1988), that forms a two-
dimensional crystal between the plasma membrane
and the chlorosomes of Chlorobium (Olson, 1980;
see also discussion of the Fenna–Matthews–Olson
[FMO] protein in Chapter 20 by Blankenship et al.).

Lipid 2 moves somehow similar to DGDG on one-
dimensional thin layer plates. The negative results of
staining reactions with molybdate and choline
reagents exclude this lipid to be PC. Lipid 2 also is
diphenylamine and ninhydrin negative, but shows
characteristic colorations with 1-naphtol, periodate-
Schiff and anisaldehyde reagents. Its characteristic
but atypical staining reactions demonstrate the
unusual nature of this lipid (Bias, 1985). Knudsen et
al. (1982) report on the presence of mannose and of
two unidentified sugars in this lipid.

In addition, one or two minor glycolipids with
chromatographic properties somehow similar to
SQDG are present in Chlorobium. Because of its
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similar to the plant type SQDG, its negative
staining reactions with ninhydrin, molybdate and
diphenylamine reagents, and its positive reaction
with the 1 -naphtol, one of these lipids was suggested
to be SQDG (Kenyon and Gray, 1974; Knudsen et
al, 1982). However, comparison of the of
authentic SQDG from spinach with those of the
glycolipids from Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulf. 8327
under identical two-dimensional TLC conditions,
showed slight differences (Bias, 1985). In addition,
the color reactions with periodate Schiff and
anisaldehyde-sulfuric acid reagents of the Chlorobium
lipids were different from those of the spinach SQDG
(Bias, 1985). The absence of SQDG in Cb.
vibrioforme f. thiosulf. (strain 8327) and in Cb.
limicola f. thiosulf. (strains 6230 and 6430) was
further substantiated by culture experiments with
radioactively labelled sulfur isotopes in cysteine and
thiosulfate (labelled in sulfane or sulfone sulfur). All
polar lipids inclusive of the SQDG-like glycolipid
were present in the lipid extracts of cells from these
experiments. Although growing cells did incorporate
labelled sulfur from both substrates, no radioactivity
could be found in the polar lipid fraction and in
particular in the glycolipid chromatographically
similar to SQDG (Bias, 1985).

CL and PG have been commonly identified as
phospholipids of green sulfur bacteria. PE has been
found in some cases, but not in others. Olson et al.
(1983) working with Cb. limicola f. thiosulf. (strain
6230) mention that high proportions of PE in lipid
extracts from whole cells were correlated with the
presence of a colorless, motile contaminant in the
cultures, though very low levels of PE were also
found in the absence of the contaminant. PE has been
identified in pure cultures of Cb. vibrioforme f.
thiosulf. (strain 8327) and Cb. limicola f. thiosulf.
(strains 6230 and 6430) (Knudsen et al., 1982; Bias,
1985; Imhoff, 1988). PE was absent from Cb.
vibrioforme (6030, not thiosulfate-utilizing) and from
Pelodictyon luteolum (Imhoff, 1988). Though data
were not presented, the absence of PE from strains of
Pelodictyon luteolum, Cb. phaeobacteroides, Cb.
phaeovibrioides, Cb. limicola, Cb. vibrioforme and
Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulf. have been reported
(Kenyon and Gray, 1974). In contrast to other reports
these authors did not find PE in Cb. limicola f.
thiosulf. strain 6230.

It may be concluded that the polar lipid composition
of green sulfur bacteria is characterized by the
presence of PG, CL, MGDG, glycolipid II, lipid 2
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and the aminoglycosphingolipid (lipid 1). It also
appears that PE, despite the discrepancies mentioned
above, is present in Cb. limicola f. thiosulf. and Cb.
vibrioforme f. thiosulf., but may be absent in other
green sulfur bacteria. PC, PI and sulfolipids are
absent from Chlorobiaceae.

6. Chloroflexus aurantiacus

Chloroflexus aurantiacus also contains large
proportions of glycolipids (Kenyon and Gray 1974;
Knudsen et al., 1982; Imhoff 1988). Glycolipid II,
lipid 1 (aminoglycosphingolipid) and lipid 2 as
described for Chlorobium species were absent (Jensen
et al., 1991; Imhoff, 1988). Instead two glycolipids
have been found with and staining behavior
similar to MGDG and DGDG, respectively (Kenyon
and Gray, 1974). Both of these lipids contain galactose
and another sugar. The DGDG-like lipid contains
galactose and glucose in equal amounts and is
different from the lipid 2 of Chlorobiaceae by staining
with 1-naphtol, although its is similar to this
lipid (Knudsen et al., 1982; Imhoff, 1988). Similar to
the situation in Chlorobiaceae, the presence of SQDG
has been postulated on the basis of negative results in
staining with molybdate and ninhydrin and its

but is doubtful. The lipid with a similar
to SQDG does not show the intense red color

typical for SQDG by staining with 1-naphtol and
40% sulfuric acid (Imhoff, 1988).

Cf. aurantiacus appears to be the only phototrophic
bacterium that contains PI as major phospholipid
(Kenyon and Gray, 1974). Analysis of phospholipids
in several strains of Cf. aurantiacus indicated the
presence of PG and PI whereas PE and PS were
absent (Kenyon and Gray, 1974; Knudsen et al.,
1982; Imhoff, 1988). In contrast to other reports, CL
has been tentatively identified in Cf. aurantiacus
strain OK-70-fl, by and positive staining
reaction with molybdate reagent (Imhoff 1988).

Similar to the findings with green sulfur bacteria,
also chlorosomes from Chloroflexus are enriched in
glycolipids relative to the cell membranes. The
chlorosomes of Cf. aurantiacus contain phosphate
and sugar in nearly equal molarity, whereas its
membranes have four times the amount of phosphate
compared to sugars (Schmidt, 1980). In Chloroflexus
cells grown aerobically in the dark, chlorosomes and
BChl are absent, whereas substantial amounts of the
lipid similar to MGDG are detectable (Sprague et al.,
1981; Holo et al., 1985). The specific cellular content
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of this lipid was approximately constant and
independent of light intensity and BChl content (Holo
et al. 1985). This suggests that this lipid, similar to
the MGDG of green sulfur bacteria, is enriched in
but not exclusively bound to the chlorosomes.

7. Heliobacterium chlorum

The lipid composition of Hb. chlorum is completely
different from that of the green sulfur and nonsulfur
bacteria. Glycolipids are absent and among the
phospholipids present, CL, PE and PG are dominant.
Lyso-PE and three further unidentified aminolipids
are present in smaller amounts (Imhoff, 1988).

B. Fatty Acids

Fatty acids of most phototrophic bacteria are mainly
saturated and mono-unsaturated straight chain C-16
and C-18 fatty acids. Small amounts of C-14 and C-
20 fatty acids are present in many phototrophic
purple bacteria and also C-15, C-17 and C-19 fatty
acids may occur in traces or small proportions.
Branched-chain fatty acids represent a major fraction
of the cellular lipids only in Heliobacterium species
and related bacteria. 3-OH fatty acids are known as
constituents of the lipopolysaccharides and are
present in all phototrophic purple bacteria and in
Chlorobiaceae. Also C-17 and/or C-19 cyclopropane
fatty acids are present in many species. Altogether,
there are significant differences in the fatty acid
composition of the major groups of anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria represented by the purple sulfur
bacteria, purple nonsulfur bacteria, green sulfur
bacteria, Chloroflexus sp. and heliobacteria.

Fatty acids are most susceptible to dynamic changes
during growth and to variations with growth
conditions and media compositions. This is certainly
the reason for greatly varying fatty acid compositions
found by different research groups. It is therefore
important to use standardized media composition
and growth conditions whenever the fatty acid
composition of different strains and species is to be
compared. In this respect surveys of a large number
of strains yield valuable data if attention has been
paid to standardization of the methods. Such surveys
have been published on purple nonsulfur bacteria
(Kato et al., 1985; Urakami and Komogata, 1988). A
congruent set of data was also obtained with more
than 20 strains of all known Rhodobacter species
(Imhoff, 1991).

1. Purple Sulfur Bacteria
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All Chromatiaceae examined have well balanced
proportions of 16:0, 16:1 and 18:1, with 18:1 as the
major but not dominant component (Table 3).

Under all culture conditions major fatty acids of
Ectothiorhodospira species were 18:1 and 16:0
(Asselineau and Trüper, 1982; Imhoff and Thiemann,
1991). These results are in accordance with previously
described observations on EC. halophila SL1 (see
Kenyon, 1978). 18:0 and 16:1 were found as minor
components in EC. mobilis and the species requiring
low salt concentrations. The content of 16:1 was
even lower in EC. halophila and other extremely
halophilic Ectothiorhodospira species (Table 3).
Various proportions of 19cyc were present in all
Ectothiorhodospira species. The presence of
branched-chain fatty acids in Ec. mobilis found by
Oyewole and Holt (1976) could not be verified by
others (Asselineau and Trüper, 1982; Imhoff and
Thiemann, 1991, Imhoff, unpublished).

3-OH-14:0 is the only hydroxy fatty acid of
Chromatiaceae analyzed so far (Meissner et al.,
1988a). 3-hydroxy fatty acids of Ectothiorhodospira
species are 3-OH-10:0 and 3-OH-12:0 (Ec. vacuolata
and EC. shaposhnikovii), 3-OH-10:0 (Ec. mobilis)
and 3-OH-10:0, 3-OH-12:0, 3-OH-14:0 and 3-oxo-
14:0 in Ec. halophila (Zahr et al., 1992; Meissner et
al., 1988b).

2.Purple Nonsulfur Bacteria

The fatty acid composition of all purple nonsulfur
bacteria is characterized by C-16 and C-18 straight-
chain saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids,
with minor amounts of C-14 fatty acids present in
most species. Also C-15 and C-17 fatty acids may be
present in trace amounts (Kato et al., 1985; Urakami
and Komagata, 1988; Kenyon, 1978; Imhoff, 1988,
1991). Gradual differences in the proportions of
18:1, 16:1, 16:0 and 18:0 allow the distinction of
several groups of species (Tables 4 and 5).

In contrast to all other purple nonsulfur bacteria,
in species of the genera Rhodocyclus, Rhodoferax
and Rubrivivax of the Proteobacteria)
C-16 fatty acids are present in higher proportions
than C-18 fatty acids. 16:1 is the major component
and also proportions of 16:0 are higher than those of
18:1 (Table 4b). Species of the genus Rhodospirillum,
as shown in Table 4a, contain 18:1 as major but not
dominant component (approx. 45–55%) and a total
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of approx. 50% C-16 fatty acids. The clear
predominance of 18:1 is characteristic of species of
Rhodobacter, Rhodopseudomonas, Rhodopila and
Rhodomicrobium with 18:1 generally representing
more than 70% and in some species (Rm. vannielii,
Rp. blastica) reaching 90% or more. Species of the
genus Rhodobacter can be distinguished on the basis
of differences in their fatty acid pattern (Table 5).
Cyclopropane fatty acids have been found in several
species. They are usually present in quite small
proportions that may increase considerably in
stationary phase or under unfavorable growth
conditions.

3-OH-10:0 is the dominant 3-hydroxy fatty acid
in Rhodocyclus and Rubrivivax species, while 3-
OH-8:0 predominates in Rhodoferax fermentans
(Drews et al., 1978; Hiraishi et al., 1991). Major-3-
hydroxy fatty acids of Rhodobacter species are 3-

OH-10:0 and 3-OH-14:0, C-14 and C-16 chains are
dominant in other purple nonsulfur bacteria either
single or both together. 3-OH-14:0 and 3-OH-18:0
are present in Rhodopila globiformis (Drews et al.,
1978; Urakami and Komagata, 1988; see also Imhoff
and Trüper, 1989). 3-OH-18:0 and also 3-OH-12:0
occasionally have been found in other purple
nonsulfur bacteria.

3. Green Sulfur Bacteria

Green sulfur bacteria contain straight-chain, saturated
and monounsaturated fatty acids in the range of C-12
to C-18, with large amounts of 14:0, 16:0 and C 16:1
and small to trace amounts of 18:0, 14:1 and 18:1
(Kenyon and Gray, 1974; Knudsen et al., 1982). In
comparison to purple bacteria, Chlorobiaceae have a
relative higher ratio of saturated to unsaturated fatty
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acids. The large amounts of 14:0 are characteristic
for green sulfur bacteria (Table 6). This fatty acid
was found as major component of the aminoglyco-
sphingolipid from Chlorobium (Olson et al., 1983;
Jensen et al., 1991). 17cyc was present in all strains
examined though significant amounts were only found
in strains of Cb. limicola f. thiosulf. and Pelodictyon
luteolum (Kenyon and Gray, 1974; Knudsen et al.,
1982). Hydroxy fatty acids (3-OH-14:0; 3-OH-16:0)
were found in whole cells and phenol-water extracted
phases (Knudsen et al., 1982). Whole cells and
chlorosomes from Cb. limicola f. thiosulf. had a
largely similar fatty acid composition apart from a
lower content of 14:0 in chlorosomes (Schmitz, 1967).
In the thermophilic Chlorobium species Cb. tepidum
(Wahlund et al., 1991), C-16 and C-18 fatty acids
were predominant (Shiea et al., 1991). Similar to
Chloroflexus aurantiacus, Cb. tepidum also contained
large amounts of wax esters, predominantly of C-30
and C-32 chain length (Shiea et al., 1991).

4. Chloroflexus aurantiacus

The thermophilic nature of Cf. aurantiacus certainly
influences its fatty acid composition. Although
mesophilic strains of Chloroflexus have been observed
(Pirovarova and Gorlenko, 1977), nothing is known
about their lipid and fatty acid composition. The

fatty acid composition of Cf. aurantiacus is
characterized by the presence of 16:0, 18:0 and 18:1
as major components. Significant amounts of 16:0,
17:0, 17:1, 19:0, 19:1, 20:0 and 20:1 were present in
all strains investigated (Kenyon and Gray, 1974;
Knudsen et al., 1982). In addition, fatty alcohols and
wax esters (2.5–3.0% of cell dry weight) were present
(Knudsen et al., 1982). The chain length of these
saturated and monounsaturated wax esters was from
C-28 to C-38, those of C-34 and C-36 being
predominant (Knudsen et al., 1982). The results of
the two research groups showed major differences in
the proportions of various fatty acids (Table 7).
These differences may be due to differences in growth
temperature (45 °C by Kenyon and Gray, 1974 and
52 °C by Knudsen et al., 1982), but also due to
different media composition. In particular the ele-
vated proportion of 18:1 and the lower one of 16:0 at
the higher temperature (Knudsen et al., 1982)
resemble temperature-dependent changes observed
in Ectothiorhodospira species (Imhoff and Thiemann,
1991) and could indicate similar temperature
dependent adaptation phenomena in the two bacteria.
Two different media have been used in the work of
Knudsen et al. (1982), but it is not clear whether cells
taken for fatty acid analysis were grown in the
synthetic medium or not. Although these authors do
not discuss discrepancies to the earlier work in regard
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to the presence of 18:2, it could well be that the
presence of complex nutrients led to the incorporation
of 18:2 in one of the studies (Kenyon and Gray,
1974), but that Chloroflexus is unable to synthesize
this fatty acid. This would explain the failure of
Knudsen et al. (1982) to detect 18:2 in Cf. aurantiacus
strains that presumably were grown in a synthetic
medium.

5. Heliobacterium and Heliobacillus Species

Fatty acids from Heliobacterium chlorum, Heliobac-
terium gestii and Heliobacillus mobilis revealed
significant differences to all other anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria (Beck et al., 1990). This group
of bacteria is related to the Gram-positive bacteria
according to 16SrRNA sequence similarities (Woese
et al., 1985). Characteristic features of their fatty
acid composition are the high content of branched-
chain fatty acids (iso 13:0, anteiso 14:1, anteiso 14:0,
iso 15:0, iso 16:1) and the dominance of 16:1 (Beck
et al., 1990); 18:0 and 16:0 were minor components
(Table 8).

C. Influence of Growth Conditions on Lipid
and Fatty Acid Composition

Growth conditions may have considerable influence
on the polar lipid and fatty acid composition of
phototrophic bacteria. However, detailed studies on
the influence of growth conditions have rarely been
undertaken. Differences in lipid and fatty acid
compositions obtained for the same species or even
the same strain may be the result of different
conditions applied to cultivate the bacteria much
more than variations in analytical methods. In
particular, variation of proportions of individual lipids
and the detection of some minor constituents may
depend upon the cultivation methods. However, little
emphasis is given to this aspect in the literature and
often media and growth conditions are reported
insufficiently to evaluate the results in this respect.

The presence of Tris (20 mM) in media of Rb.
sphaeroides and its effect on synthesis and proportions
of N-acylphosphatidylserine (NAPS) well demon-
strate the effect of minor changes in culture media on
lipid proportions quite well. Very minor levels of 1–
2% of NAPS increased to more than 40% of total
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lipids in the presence of Tris (Cain et al., 1981;
Donohue et al., 1982a; 1982b). In respect to the
findings with Rb. sphaeroides it is of interest that
Ectothiorhodospira halophila has been cultivated in
media containing 20 mM Tris-HCl by Raymond and
Sistrom (1969) and that these authors found a
ninhydrin-positive phospholipid in addition to PE
that could be NAPS (see Kenyon, 1978). This lipid
was never found in our studies, in which media
without Tris were used. It needs to be established
whether the effect of Tris on the lipid composition of
Ec. halophila is similar to that of Rb. sphaeroides.

Also phosphate concentrations of the media are
important, because phospholipids may be replaced
by other phosphate-free lipids under conditions of
phosphate limitation. It has been shown recently that
the proportions of the sulfolipid in Rb. sphaeroides
increased under phosphate limiting growth condi-
tions. Phosphate limitation caused reduced growth
of mutants deficient in sulfolipid biosynthesis, but
not of wild type cells (Benning et al., 1993), indicating
a clear advantage of the sulfolipid under these
conditions. Different concentrations of phosphate in
growth media could be of relevance in explaining
discrepancies in the literature in regard to sulfolipid
presence within some purple nonsulfur bacteria.

Also complex nutrients that contain lipid
components or precursor molecules must have an
impact on the lipids and fatty acids incorporated into
the bacterial membranes. For example, cells of Rs.
rubrum contained PC when peptone was present in
the medium but PC was absent when yeast extract
was substituted for peptone as complex nutrient
source (see Kenyon, 1978). The formation of PI may
depend on the supplementation with inositol, which
is present in yeast extract. Therefore, it was necessary
to assure synthesis of PI in Cf. aurantiacus also in
synthetic medium lacking yeast extract (Knudsen et
al., 1982).

The growth phase also has significant influence on
the fatty acid composition. Proportions of cyclopro-
pane fatty acids are known to increase in stationary
phase cells. In particular proportions of 19cyc
increased at the expense of 18:1 in stationary phase
cells of Ec. mobilis and other Ectothiorhodospira
species (Oyewole and Holt, 1976; Imhoff and
Thiemann, 1991; Imhoff, unpublished results).
Proportions of 19cyc may be as high as 25–33% in
stationary phase cells of Ec. mobilis 8113 (Oyewole
and Holt, 1976) and as low as 2–3% in exponentially
growing cells of Ec. mobilis 9903 (Ditandy and
Imhoff, 1993).

Apart from this, an increase in temperature caused
a decrease of C-18 and of unsaturated fatty acids in
Ec. mobilis (strain 9903), while the contents of C-16
and saturated fatty acids increased (Imhoff and
Thiemann, 1991; Table 3). These effects were
principally due to changes of 16:0 and 18:1 and were
regarded as mechanisms to regulate membrane
fluidity and bilayer stability of the membranes in
response to temperature changes (Imhoff and
Thiemann, 1991).

1. Phototrophic Versus Chemotrophic Growth
and Lipids of Cell Fractions

a. Lipids From Cell Fractions

Many investigations have attempted the analysis of
differences in lipid and fatty acid composition of
membrane fractions. The failure to detect such
differences may be due to the fact that clear separation
of CM, ICM and OM is difficult to achieve, and that
significant differences in overall composition may
not exist. Polar lipid compositions apparently were
very similar in CM and ICM of Rb. sphaeroides
(Gorchein, 1968b), and ICM and whole cell lipids
from Chromatium vinosum (Haverkate et al., 1965)
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and Thiocapsa roseopersicina (Takacs and Holt,
1971). The analysis of pure fractions of CM, ICM
and OM from Ec. mobilis (strain 9903) revealed no
significant qualitative and quantitative differences in
polar lipid and fatty acid composition between CM
and ICM, though both were not identical and showed
minor quantitative variations (e.g. content of C-14
and C-16 fatty acids) (Ditandy and Imhoff, 1993).
Differences were, however, noted between OM and
other membrane fractions. Lyso-PE was specifically
and exclusively found in the OM fraction of Ec.
mobilis, which also had higher proportions of CL
compared to the other membrane fractions. Also in
Rs. rubrum, relative proportions of individual
phospholipids were similar in CM and OM fractions,
though lyso-PE was specifically associated with the
outer membrane fraction (Oelze et al., 1975). 18:1
was the major fatty acid of all membrane fractions
from Ec. mobilis, although its proportion was
significantly lower in OM, which in turn had higher
proportions of all shorter chain and saturated fatty
acids (14:0, 16:0, 18:0, 20:0) (Ditandy and Imhoff,
1993). The proportions of saturated fatty acids, in
particular those of 14:0, were higher in the OM
fraction of Rhodospirillum rubrum grown aerobically
(chemoheterotrophically), whereas the CM fraction
had higher amounts of 16:1 and 18:1 (Collins and
Niederman, 1976; Oelze et al., 1975).Very similar
trends were reported for OM fractions from Rb.
capsulatus (Flamman and Weckesser, 1984), Rp.
palustris (Weckesser et al., 1973) and Cm. vinosum
(Hurlbert et al., 1974). It was concluded that this
trend could be a general phenomenon in Gram-
negative bacteria (Ditandy and Imhoff, 1993).

b. Phototrophic Versus Chemotrophic Growth

Because major differences between ICM and other
cellular membranes were not observed, it was not
surprising that no significant changes in qualitative
and quantitative phospholipid compositions were
observed in cells of Rb. sphaeroides grown aerobically
or phototrophically at high light intensities (Onishi
and Niederman, 1982). In phototrophically grown
cells, the phospholipid composition was dependent
upon the incident light intensity (Onishi and
Niederman, 1982).

Nevertheless, relative proportions of PC, PG and
PE of Rb. capsulatus were found to be different in
cells grown phototrophically or chemotrophically
(Steiner et al., 1970), although no significant

differences in the polar lipid composition between
CM and ICM were reported. Russell and Harwood
(1979) found increasing proportions of PG in cells of
Rb. sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus and Rs. rubrum
when cells were transferred from chemotrophic to
phototrophic growth conditions. Proportions of PE
(and in Rb. sphaeroides also PC) decreased
concomitantly.

Kato et al. (1985) and Urakami and Komagata
(1988) analyzed fatty acids from a number of strains
and species of purple nonsulfur bacteria grown
aerobically in the dark and anaerobically in the light.
The cellular fatty acid composition was not much
different in cells grown phototrophically or
chemotrophically, but the results from Urakami and
Komagata (1988) were different from those of Kato
et al. (1985), although they came from the same lab.
In the case of disagreement between the two papers
results from Urakami and Komagata (1988) were
included in Table 4. Similar findings have been made
earlier with Rs. rubrum (Oelze et al., 1970; Brooks
and Benson, 1972) and Rb. sphaeroides (Scheuer-
brandt and Bloch, 1962). Differences in fatty acid
composition were noted, however, by some other
authors. The cellular content of saturated fatty acids
was found to be lower in chemotrophically grown
cells of Rubrivivax gelatinosus, Rs. rubrum and Rp.
palustris (Hands and Bartley, 1962; Wood et al.,
1965).

2. The Influence of Salt Concentration

Ectothiorhodospira species represent a group of
halophilic phototrophic bacteria with a characteristic
dependence on saline and alkaline growth conditions
(Imhoff, 1989). Certain strains of the extremely
halophilic Ec. halophila are the most halophilic
eubacteria known and are able to grow in saturated
salt solutions. Comparative analyses of salinity-
dependent lipid composition of slightly, moderately,
and extremely halophilic Ectothiorhodospira strains
revealed strong effects on their lipid composition.
Most significant salt-dependent changes were
observed in the proportions of PG, CL and PE. These
changes reflect phenomena of salinity-dependent
PG/PE antagonism known from other Gram-negative
eubacteria; increasing the salinity promotes the
biosynthesis of PG relative to that of PE, CL and PC.
Upon dilution stress responses were reversed and
corresponded in a strong increase of PE synthesis
(Thiemann and Imhoff, 1991). Significant increases
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in the proportions of PG and concomitant decreases
in those of PE and CL resulted in a considerable
increase of the excess negative charges with
increasing salinity (Imhoff et al., 1991; Thiemann
and Imhoff, 1991). This effect was most dramatic in
the slightly halophilic Ec. mobilis (strain BN 9903)
and quantitatively less significant in moderately and
extremely halophilic strains of Ec. halophila (strains
BN 9626 and BN 9630) which had, however, an
overall higher percentage of negative charges of their
lipids.

The most important aspect of structural adaptation
of lipid composition upon increasing medium salinity
was assumed to be the stabilization of the membrane
bilayer. The portions of PC and PG, which are both
regarded as lipids supporting the bilayer structure,
steadily increased with salinity in all three
Ectothiorhodospira strains and were expected to
counterbalance the bilayer destabilizing effects of
the increasing ionic strength (Thiemann and Imhoff,
1991).

Of crucial importance for integrity of the bilayer
and its proper fluidity also are changes of the fatty
acid composition. The salt concentration had strong
influences on the fatty acid composition in
Ectothiorhodospira species. Minimum values of C-
16 and saturated fatty acids and maximum values of
C-18 and unsaturated fatty acids were found at or
close to the salt optimum. Similar changes and
correlations with minima of C-16 and saturated fatty
acids at the salt optima also were found in Rb.
adriaticus, Rp. marina and Chromatium purpuratum
(Imhoff and Thiemann, 1991). Despite the fact that
the species-specific proportions of major fatty acids
in these bacteria were significantly different, in
principal similar changes occurred in respect to
changing salt concentrations, when related to their
growth optima. It was concluded that the underlying
mechanisms were the same in all of these purple
bacteria and that the data obtained were of relevance
to the fatty acid composition of Gram-negative
bacteria in general.

III. Apolar Lipids

A. Quinones

The characteristic feature of all quinones is their
ability to function as redox carriers in electron
transport processes within the membranes. While

the important role of Q in photosynthetic electron
transport is well recognized, the functions of RQ and
MK are much less studied. Their crucial role in
electron transport processes is discussed in other
chapters of this book (see Chapters 14 and 44 by
Vermeglio et al. and Zannoni, respectively). The
chemical structure of quinones contains two elements,
the quinoid ring system and an isoprenoid side chain.
Variation occurs in both of these elements. According
to the quinone ring structure we distinguish between
menaquinones, ubiquinones and rhodoquinones.
Variation of the side chain is obtained by the chain
length (number of isoprenoid units) and in some
cases by specific modifications of its chemical
structure.

The presence of quinones with defined structures
of ring system and side chain apparently is a
characteristic feature of bacterial species and can be
used for taxonomic classification. Also different
species of the same genus are expected to have
identical quinone composition. Minor variations of
growth conditions have no or only small influence on
the quinone composition. However, depending on
the quinone composition and on their different
functions in respiratory and photosynthetic electron
transport, changes may be expected during adaptation
of the more versatile species from aerobic dark to
anaerobic light conditions.

1. Purple Nonsulfur Bacteria

The older literature on quinones in phototrophic
purple bacteria has been reviewed by Collins and
Jones (1981) and reveals scattered and sometimes
conflicting results, which varied in particular
regarding the presence of menaquinones and the
determination of the predominant chain length of
some species. More recently several investigations
on the quinone composition of phototrophic purple
bacteria have been published and give a quite
comprehensive view of quinone occurrence in this
group (Hiraishi and Hoshino, 1984; Hiraishi et al.,
1984; Imhoff, 1984a; Kato et al., 1985). Available
data are summarized in Tables 9 and 10.

All known purple nonsulfur bacteria contain
ubiquinones. Some species have ubiquinones as sole
quinone component and lack menaquinones and
rhodoquinones. Others contain ubiquinone and
rhodoquinone, ubiquinone and menaquinone or
ubiquinone, menaquinone and rhodoquinone.
Rhodoquinones, which were first discovered in Rs.
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rubrum (Glover and Threlfall, 1962) also were found
in several other purple nonsulfur bacteria. RQ-8
dominates in Rhodospirillum photometricum, RQ-9
and RQ-10 in Rhodopila globiformis, RQ-10 in Rs.
rubrum, Rhodopseudomonas acidophila, and
Rhodomicrobium vannielii (Hiraishi and Hoshino,
1984; Imhoff, 1984a). In Rs. rubrum also epoxy
derivatives of Q-10 have been found (Friis et al.,
1967), although it was not clear whether these occur
naturally or are formed during extraction and
purification procedures.

Species grouped according to their quinone ring
systems can be further differentiated on the basis of

the isoprenoid chain length of their predominant
quinone components. Regardless of the quinone ring
structure, the side chains of the major components in
an individual species normally are of the same length,
though exceptions do exist. In the majority of the
species quinones with one specific chain length
predominate over all others with 90–99% of the total
amount. In most, but not all cases the major
component has the longest side chain. In general, the
analogue with one isoprenoid unit less can be found
in amounts of less than 10% and others in very low
amounts or traces, with relative concentrations
decreasing with the chain length. Only high-
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sensitivity mass spectrometry of ubiquinones from
Rs. rubrum revealed the presence of Q-1 through Q-
10 with extremely low levels even of Q-1 through Q-
4 (Daves et al., 1967).

2. Purple Sulfur Bacteria

Much less information is available on quinones in
other groups of phototrophic bacteria. From the data
available it may be concluded that all Chromatiaceae
species uniformly have Q-8 and MK-8 (Imhoff,
1984a), though more species have to be analyzed.
Among Ectothiorhodospiraceae differences occur
between species with low and high salt requirements
(Imhoff, 1984a; Table 10).

3. Green Sulfur Bacteria

Quite a few reports deal with the quinones of green
sulfur bacteria. The presence of MK-7 and 1'-oxo-
MK-7 (also called chlorobiumquinone) was found to
be highly specific for Cb. limicola f. thiosulf.
(Frydman and Rappaport, 1963; Redfearn and Powls,
1968; Powls et al., 1968). MK-7 and chlorobium-
quinone were later found in strains of Cb. vibrioforme
(strain 6030), Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulf. (strain 8327)
and Pelodictyon luteolum (strain 2530) (Imhoff,
1988). These components may be characteristic for
all species of the green sulfur bacteria but more
species have to be analyzed to prove this.

4. Chloroflexus aurantiacus

Chloroflexus aurantiacus has menaquinone (MK-
10) as the only quinone component but lacks Q, RQ
and chlorobiumquinone (Hale et al., 1983; Imhoff,
1988).

5. Heliobacterium chlorum

The presence of menaquinones (MK-9 being the
major component) but the absence of ubiquinones,
rhodoquinones and chlorobiumquinone in Helio-
bacterium chlorum has been demonstrated (Imhoff,
1988; Hiraishi, 1989).

B.Hopanoids

Hopanoid triterpenes are present in many bacteria.
They are structural analogues and putative phylo-
genetic precursors of the eukaryotic sterols, which
are generally absent from prokaryotes. They posses a
quasi-planar, rigid, amphiphilic structure similar to
that of sterols and therefore also may be functional
equivalents in bacteria (Rohmer et al., 1979; Ourisson
et al., 1987). Major components always were
bacteriohopanepolyols with bacteriohopanetetrol as
the most common one (Rohmer et al., 1984). In
addition, the hopanoids diploptene and diplopterol
were found in almost all hopanoid-containing
bacteria. Their biosynthesis is completely independent
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from molecular oxygen since no oxidation step is
required as in sterol biosynthesis. Therefore hopanoid
biosynthesis is possible under anoxic conditions and
evolution of the biosynthetic pathways could have
occurred in strictly anaerobic bacteria. Hopanoids
are formed by direct cyclization of squalene by a
squalene cyclase resulting in the formation of
pentacyclic triterpenoids (Ourisson et al., 1987).
Some squalene analogues that act as inhibitors of
squalene cyclases were growth inhibitory to hopanoid
producing bacteria (including Rm. vannielii, Rp.
acidophila and Rp. palustris) at concentrations in
the         range, whereas hopanoid non-producers were
not affected (Flesch and Rohmer, 1987). These results
demonstrate the importance of hopanoids for life
and survival of their producers.

Hopanoids were not detected (less than
dry weight) in the phototrophic green and purple
bacteria Chromatium vinosum (strain D), Thiocapsa
roseopersicina (strain 6311), Amoebobacter roseus
(strain 6611), Thiocystis violacea (strain 2311),
Ectothiorhodospira mobilis (strain 8115), Ectothio-
rhodospira shaposhnikovii (strain Moskau N1) and
Chlorobium limicolaf. thiosulf. (strain 6230) (Rohmer
et al., 1984).

The first triterpene (paluol) in a phototrophic purple
bacterium was found in Rp. palustris (Jensen, 1962).
From inhibitor studies it had been concluded that
sterols may occur in this bacterium (Aaronson, 1964).
This author found that benzmalecene and triparanol
inhibited growth of Rp. palustris and that ergosterol,
squalene and oleic acid overcame this inhibition. In
a screening of purple nonsulfur bacteria for squalene
and hopanoid components, squalene was found only
in Rubrivivax gelatinosus and hop-22(29)-ene and
hopan-22-ol in Rp. palustris and Rp. rutila (Urakami
and Komagata, 1988). Other authors found hopanoids
in several purple nonsulfur bacteria, including Rs.
rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides, Rp. palustris, Rp.
acidophila and Rm. vannielii (Rohmer et al., 1984;
Ourisson et al., 1987). The principal fraction was
represented by bacteriohopanepolyols present in these
species in amounts from 1.4–4.8 mg/g dry weight.
Lower amounts (below 0.3 mg/g dry weight) of
diploptene and diplopterol were also found.
Diplopterol was absent from two strains of Rp.
acidophila (Rohmer et al., 1984). The highest content
of bacteriohopanepolyols were found in Rm. vannielii
(Rohmer et al., 1984).

The structural variety of the triterpenoid compon-
ents is great. For example, in cells from Rhodo-

microbium vannielii grown phototrophically 16
different hopanoids and fernens have been isolated
(Howard et al., 1984). In this report

29-hydroxy-3,21 dimethylhopane and
hop-22(29)-ene (diploptene) were identified as
principal components (Howard et al., 1984). Further
components were hop-21 (22)-en-3-one, 22-hydroxy-
hopan-3-one, and other minor components, some of
which, however, may be isolation artifacts (Ourisson
et al., 1987). The presence of 22-hydroxyhopan-3-
one could not be confirmed by Neunlist et al. (1985),
though reference material was available and
sensitivity was at the microgram level. These authors
recognized derivatives of bacteriohopanetetrol with
an amino group in their side chain and linked to
aminoacyl residues as the major hopanoids of Rm.
vannielii (Neunlist et al., 1985). 35-aminobac-
teriohopane-32,33,34-triol and N-tryptophanyl and
N-ornithyl derivatives thereof were identified and
represented the first hopanoids known to contain an
amino group in the side chain. Bacteriohopane-
aminotriol and free aminopolyols also have been
found in Rp. palustris (Ourisson et al., 1987). The
first evidence of the triterpenoid tetrahymanol in a
prokaryote has recently been obtained in Rp. palustris
(Kleemann et al., 1990). Furthermore, nucleoside
analogues, 30-(5'-adenosyl)-hopanes, were isolated
and identified from Rp. acidophila (Neunlist et al.,
1988). Another new hopanoid has been described
from Rs. rubrum as a derivative of bacterioho-
panetetrol having an glucuronopyranosyl residue
linked alpha-glycosidically to the hydroxyl group of

(Lopitz et al., 1992). In addition to the principal
structural variation in different bacteria, a strong
dependence of the relative levels of different
triterpenes on growth conditions was revealed in Rs.
rubrum (Barrow and Chuck, 1990).
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Summary

The purple bacteria—being spread in the different subdivisions of the Proteobacteria—have a Gram-negative
cell wall organization. Satisfactory matching of lipopolysaccharide composition, in particular of the conservative
lipid A but also of the core-regions, with genetic studies confirms in many cases the phylogenetic relationship
between distinct species of purple bacteria and their nonphototrophic relatives. The deep phylogenetical
separation between the green sulfur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae) and the green non-sulfur bacteria (Chloroflexaceae)
finds also a remarkable confirmation in the analyses of cell wall composition: The cell wall of Chlorobiaceae
is typically Gram-negative with A1 peptidoglycan and lipopolysaccharide, whereas that of Chloroflexus
aurantiacus has characteristic properties in common with the Gram-positive cell wall type.

The different lipid A types found in purple bacteria have proven to be either
highly toxic (Rubrivivax gelatinosus) or to exhibit little (Rhodocyclus tenuis) or no toxicity (Rhodobacter
capsulatus, Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Rhodopseudomonas viridis). A comparison of their structure-endotoxic
activity relationships may contribute to the knowledge of the structural requirements for exhibiting endotoxic
activity as well as of the fate and site of action of endotoxin in the higher organism.

The complete three-dimensional structure of the porin of Rhodobacter capsulatus 37b4 (and recently also
that of Rhodopseudomonas blastica DSM 2131) has been identified at atomic resolution by X-ray diffraction
of crystals. The functional complex is a trimer built up by three identical subunits each forming a pore. Each
subunit consists of an antiparallel 16-stranded twisted in the usual right-handed manner. The strands
are connected mainly by short loops. Among the longer loops, the largest one runs into the inside of the barrel
and narrows the channel, defining the pore size. A strong charge-gradient exists within the pore. The porin of
Rhodobacter capsulatus is assumingly a paradigm for the hydrophilic pores presently considered as nonspecific
of the outer membrane of Proteobacteria.

I. Introduction

In this chapter the cell wall and the external layers of
the anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria will be
discussed. We will focus on more recent data; for
respective earlier reviews see Weckesser et al. (1978),
Weckesser et al. (1979), Mayer et al. (1985), and
Mayer et al. (1990a). The cell walls of the oxygenic
cyanobacteria (Weckesser and Jürgens, 1988; Jürgens
and Weckesser, 1990), phylogenetically quite distant
from the anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, are not
considered here.

A brief characterization of the cell wall and its
constituents will be given first, then the various
phylogenetic groups of anoxygenic phototrophic

Abbreviations: Ara– D-arabinose; 4-AA–4-amino-L-arabinose;
Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus; Cm. – Chromatium; DAG
– 2,3 - diamino-2,3-dideoxy-D-glucose; D-GalA –
D-galacturonic acid; D-GlcN – D-glucosamine; D-GlcA –
D-glucuronic acid; D,D-Hep – D-glycero-D-manno-heptose;
DOC-PAGE – sodium deoxy-cholate-polyacrylamide gel-
electrophoresis; L,D-Hep–L-glycero-D-manno-heptose; Kdo–3-
deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid; LPS – lipopolysaccharide;
D-Man – D-mannose;                      – meso-diaminopimelic acid;
MurN – muramic acid; Neu5Ac – neuraminic (sialic) acid; Orn –
L-ornithine; P – Phosphate; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rc. –
Rhodocyclus; Rm.–Rhodomicrobium; Rp. –Rhodopseudomonas;
Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Rv. – Rubrivivax; Thr– threonine

bacteria and of some of their nonphototrophic
relatives will be discussed. Separate sections will be
devoted to the contribution of their LPS’s to endotoxin
research, to the structure of their porins, and to the so
far limited knowledge of their external surface layers.

II. Definition, Function, and Constituents of
the Cell Wall

The term cell envelope comprises all layers
surrounding the cytoplasm (Fig. 1): the cytoplasmic
membrane, the cell wall (peptidoglycan plus outer
membrane) and the external layers (capsule and
slime materials, S-layers). The function of the cell
wall may be summarized very briefly: The peptido-
glycan (murein sacculus) contributes to the formation
and maintenance of size and shape of the cell, it
withstands the osmotic pressure of the protoplast. In
the Gram-negative cell wall type, the outer membrane
represents an effective permeability barrier in
controlling the permeation of substrate and antibiotics
as well as the export of substances. In addition, the
outer membrane carries the molecules responsible
for the serological O-specificity of the respective
cells and their phage-receptors. With the exception
of Chloroflexus aurantiacus, anoxygenic photo-
trophic bacteria are Gram-negative. The macro-
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molecular constituents of the Gram-negative wall
type are peptidoglycan of the  and the
outer membrane constituents LPS (O-antigen,
endotoxin), lipoprotein, porin and other proteins,
and phospholipids.

The external layers, often being lost during growth
under laboratory conditions, protect the cell from
generally unfavorable conditions such as dryness or
mechanical stress. Compounds often found as the
most external layers are acidic polysaccharides of
the more or less amorphous capsule or slime layers,
or the regular arranged proteins or glycoproteins of
the (surface) S-layers (Beveridge and Graham, 1991;
Messner and Sleytr, 1992). The S-layers may serve
as protective coats, molecular sieves and/or ion traps.

III. Phylogenetic Relevance of Cell Wall
Constituents

A. Phylogenetic Considerations

The anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria are spread
throughout the phylogenetic tree of Bacteria,

phototrophic and nonphototrophic phenotypes are
intermixed in many cases, in particular within the
Proteobacteria (Woese, 1987; Stackebrandt et al.,
1988a,b; Olsen and Woese, 1993). Restriction to
only phototrophic bacteria in this article would bring
about neglect of their intimate nonphototrophic
relatives. Consequently, some nonphototrophic
Proteobacteria will also be discussed briefly.

B. Major Groups of Anoxygenic Phototrophic
Bacteria and Their Cell Wall Composition

1. Proteobacteria: Purple Bacteria and Relatives

As far as studied, the anoxygenic phototrophic
Proteobacteria have a Gram-negative cell wall
organization with lipoprotein likely bound to

peptidoglycan, as revealed for Rhodobacter
sphaeroides and Rhodobacter capsulatus (Drews et
al., 1978; Bräutigam et al., 1988; Woitzik et al.,
1989), Rhodospirillum rubrum (Newton, 1968),
Chromatium tepidum, Thiocystis violacea (Meissner
et al., 1988a) and Ectothiorhodospira vacuolata
(Meissner et al., 1988b). Baumgardner et al. (1980)
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described in Rhodobacter sphaeroides ATCC 17023
two different outer membrane proteins (app. 8,000
and 10,000, respectively). They were suggested to be
equivalents to the free and peptidoglycan-bound form,
respectively, of the Escherichia coli lipoprotein. The
rigid layer of both Rb. sphaeroides ATCC 17023 and
Rb. capsulatus 37b4, however, did not react with
antisera against lipoprotein of E. coli K12 (Drews et
al., 1978; Woitzik et al., 1989). Antisera against heat-
killed cells of Rb. capsulatus, Rp. viridis and Rp.
palustris also showed little or no serological cross-
reactivity with lipoprotein of Escherichia coli (Drews
et al., 1978). In the peptidoglycan of Rp. viridis, Rp.
sulfoviridis, and Rp. palustris there is a partial lack
of N-acetyl substitution of the D-GlcN residues,
rendering this peptidoglycan lysozyme-resistant
(Schmelzer et al., 1982).

In general, Proteobacteria have LPS’s in their
outer membrane. From a phylogenetic point of view—
aside from peptidoglycan—the composition of their
lipid A regions is particularly of interest (Fig. 2). It is
the most conserved domain of the heteropolymer;
the core-structure is less conserved but in some cases
also valuable as a taxonomical criterion. The O-
chains are highly variable and confer the serological
O-specificity to a given strain (Framberg et al., 1974;
Drews et al., 1978; Weckesser et al., 1979), but they
are absent in many species.

In the following, the purple bacteria and some of
their nonphototrophic relatives will be discussed
according to their grouping into the and
subdivisions of Proteobacteria (Table 1; Woese et
al., 1984 a,b; Woese et al., 1985; Woese, 1987;

a. Subdivision

Subgroup Among the subgroup Rhodo-
spirillum rubrum, Rhodospirillum molischianum, and
Rhodopila globiformis have been investigated for
the composition of their LPS’s (Pietsch et al., 1990).
Rs. rubrum and Rs. molischianum have lipid
while the lipid A of Rhodopila globiformis, more
distantly related to Rs. rubrum and Rs. molischianum,
contains in addition, DAG. It also contains the rare 3-
OH-19:0, possibly in its iso- or anteiso-branched
form. It is not yet clear whether we are dealing here
with a lipid type or ‘mixed’ lipid A, or whether
the GlcN found in the lipid A fraction is part of the
polysaccharide. The latter would indicate the presence
of lipid in Rhodopila globiformis, otherwise
found mainly in subgroup of Proteobacteria.
The moderately halophilic Rhodospirillum salex-
igens, belonging also to the subdivision (cited in
Evers et al., 1986) lacks LPS(Evers et al., 1986), and
therefore  neither fatty  acids nor Kdo were
found in hot phenol-water extracts and in whole
cells. However, an outermost protein layer of
hexagonally arranged subunits was observed in
Rs. salexigens (Golecki and Drews, 1980). The
protein forming the outermost
layer had a high excess of acidic over basic amino

Stackebrandt et al., 1988a). The subdivision does
not include phototrophic species. The analytical data
are compiled in Table 1. For the definition of lipid

and ‘mixed’ lipid A, see
Section IV (‘Lipid A’) and Fig. 6.
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acids, which is in accord with its low isoelectric
point of 4.4 (Evers et al., 1984). A thin, apparently
outer membrane but no peptidoglycan layer was seen
in ultrathin sections. Although peptidoglycan was
described as a major constituent of a cell envelope
fraction (Tadros et al., 1982), whole cells of Rs.
salexigens were found to have a very low peptido-
glycan content (0.17 muramic acid/mg cell dry
weight), which is apparently not sufficient to form a
complete sacculus structure (Evers et al., 1986). A
polysaccharide consisting of D-GlcN and a 2-amino-
2-deoxy-pentose (likely ribosamine) was extracted
into the water phase of phenol water extracts of
whole cells. Removal of the cell surface layer exposed
six proteins to labeling with radioactive iodine
catalyzed by lactoperoxidase. They were suggested
to be constituents of an outer membrane of Rs.
salexigens (Evers, 1984; Evers et al., 1986). The cell
wall of Rs. mediosalinum (Kompanseva and
Gorlenko, 1985) shows a fine structure typical of
Gram-negative bacteria, but chemical data are not
yet available. An outermost layer of hexagonal
subunits and a thick capsule were also observed.

Subgroup The finding of lipid in
Rhodopseudomonas palustris, Rhodopseudomonas
viridis, Rhodopseudomonas sulfoviridis, Nitrobacter
winogradskyi, Pseudomonas diminuta, and Phenylo-
bacterium immobile (Fig. 3 A) supports their common
phylogenetic grouping (Mayer et al., 1983, 1984;
Mayer, 1984; Mayer and Weckesser, 1984;Weckesser
and Mayer, 1987). They all exhibit amide-bound 3-
OH-14:0. The close relationship between Rp. palustris
and Nitrobacter winogradskyi is additionally
expressed by the common presence of L,D-Hep in the
core-region, which is absent in other members of the
subgroup It should be noted that lipid is
not uniformly distributed in all members of the
subgroup It is found neither in Rhodomicrobium
vannielii nor in Rp. acidophila and especially not in
species of Rhizobiaceae(Weibgen et al., 1993). Lipid

of Rm. vannielii and Rp. acidophila contain
nonphosphorylated 6-linked D-GlcN disaccha-
rides, carrying D-Man as a non-acylated substituent
at

Recently, long-chained n-2-hydroxylated fatty
acids, a new characteristic class of lipid A
components, were detected in subgroup species
(Hollingsworth and Carlson, 1989). In a comparative
study, 27-OH-28:0 was found in lipid A of almost all
species of the subgroup (Bhat et al., 1991). The

distribution of 27-OH-28:0 and higher homologues
was restricted to this subgroup; strains of the and
subdivisions, including also the enterobacterial LPS’s,
were devoid of this unusual fatty acid. The long-
chained fatty acids are usually ester-bound to ester-
or mostly amide-linked 3-OH-fatty acids. The diesters
reach chain lengths which allow them to stretch
through the entire outer membrane. Their functional
OH-group at the penultimate position of the
hydrocarbon chain may interact with components of
the hydrophilic part of the inner leaflet of the outer
membrane, thus, possibly contributing to membrane
stabilization. Long-chained n-2-hydroxylated fatty
acids are found in both, D-GlcN- or DAG-containing
lipid A’s. They have also been detected in the LPS of
methane-utilizing (methanotrophic) bacteria (Bow-
man et al., 1991).

The polysaccharide moiety also allows to
distinguish between the species of the subgroup
The O-antigens of Rp. palustris strains have a core
structure with Kdo and L,D-Hep, while those of Rp.
viridis and Rp. sulfoviridis lack heptoses (Weckesser
et al., 1979; Ahamed et al., 1982). The O-chains of
Rp. palustris and Rp. viridis are complex and reveal
a ladder-like pattern on DOC-PAGE, indicating
possible S-layers in Rp. palustris (Krauss et al.,
1988a).

Subgroup Most studies on the cell wall of
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria were performed
with species of the subgroup Both Rhodobacter
capsulatus 37b4 and Rhodobacter sphaeroides ATCC
17023 have lipid (see chapter A, ‘Lipid A’).
Both also share a rare variation in their fatty acid
composition: The amide-bound 3-OH-14:0 is partly
(Rb. sphaeroides ATCC 17023) or almost entirely
(Rb. capsulatus 37b4; Roseobacter denitrificans)
replaced by 3-oxo-14:0 (Salimath et al., 1983; Qureshi
et al., 1988; 1983; Krauss et al. 1989). Both have
ester-linked 3-OH-10:0, and this was recognized to
be due to a highly specific acyltransferase (Williamson
et al., 1991). Comparable fatty acid patterns have
been found in nonphototrophic species of this cluster
(Fig. 3A) such as Paracoccus denitrificans and
Thiobacillus versutus (Wilkinson et al., 1986; Mayer
et al., 1990a,b).

In all the species mentioned, the core region
contains Kdo but no heptoses. It is worth mentioning
that in a comparative study (Krauss et al., 1988b)
Neu5 Ac was found as a constituent of LPS only in
the group, in particular only in Rhodobacter
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species (Rb. capsulatus, Rb. sphaeroides, Rb.
sulfidophilus, Rb. veldkampii).

Outer membrane lipoprotein with a fatty acid
pattern of 18:1, 18:0, and 16:0 was isolated from Rb.
sphaeroides ATCC 17023 (Woitzik et al., 1989). In
accordance with lipoprotein of Escherichia coli, a
major part of 18:1 is amide-bound and lysine possibly
represents the C-terminal amino acid. In another
study (Baumgardner et al., 1980), two different outer
membrane proteins (app. 8,000 and 10,000,
respectively) in the same strain were suggested to be
equivalents of the lipoprotein of E. coli, the app.
8,000 protein to the free and the app. Mr 10,000
protein to the peptidoglycan-bound form of
lipoprotein. The rigid layer of both Rb. sphaeroides
ATCC 17023 and Rb. capsulatus 37b4 did not react
with antisera against lipoprotein of E. coli K12 (Drews
et al., 1978; Woitzik et al., 1989).

b. Subdivision

Subgroup Lipid of Rubrivivax (Rhodo-
cyclus) gelatinosus also resembles that of entero-
bacterial lipid (see Section IV ‘Lipid A’) in
having a bisphosphorylated lipid A glcN. Charac-
teristic are the amide- and ester-linked 3-OH-10:0
fatty acids, ester-bound are also 12:0 and 16:0 (Fig. 4).
Sphaerotilus natans, closely related to Rubrivivax

gelatinosus (Fig. 3B), has high structural similarities:
also here 3-OH-10:0 is both amide- and ester-linked
(Masoud et al., 1991a). All Rubrivivax gelatinosus
strains studied so far have R-type LPS’s (Krauss et
al., 1988a) with D,D-Hep as the only heptose.

Subgroup Lipid of Rhodocyclus tenuis
2761 carries a third, unsubstituted D-GlcN unit in its
backbone structure (see Section IV ‘Lipid A’). In
further contrast to Rubrivivax gelatinosus, the
phosphate moieties at C-1 and are substituted
with D-Araf and 4-amino-L-arabinose (4-AA),
respectively. from Rhodocyclus purpureus
is similar to that of Rc. tenuis in also containing these
two sugars (Weckesser et al., 1983). The ester-bound
fatty acids of both Rc. purpureus and Rc. tenuis are
14:0 and 16:0.

In contrast to Rubrivivax gelatinosus, both Rc.
tenuis and Rc. purpureus have L,D-Hep (in some
cases together with D,D-Hep) and O-chains with
typical repeating units as indicated by a ladder-like
pattern on DOC-PAGE (Fig. 4; Krauss et al., 1988a).

c. Subdivision

Among the Chromatiaceae, five species (Chroma-
tium vinosum, Chromatium tepidum, Thiocapsa
roseopersicina, Thiocapsa pfennigii, Thiocystis
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violacea) have been investigated for their LPS
composition (Hurlbert et al., 1976; Hurlbert and
Hurlbert, 1977; Meissner et al., 1988c). The so far
incomplete data reflect the close phylogenetic
relationship within the Chromatiaceae (Fig. 3C).
Lipid from all of these species has uniformly a
phosphate-free backbone with D-GlcN as the only
amino sugar (only traces of DAG were found), and
contain terminally-bound, nonacylated D-Man,
probably attached to the position, but proven so
far only for Cm. vinosum lipid A (Hurlbert et al.,
1976). They all have amide-bound 3-OH-14:0 and
12:0 as the major ester-bound fatty acid. Other
common characteristics are a core structure with
D,D-Hep, as well as long O-chains, built up by
repeating units as first demonstrated for a phototrophic
bacterium by Hurlbert and Hurlbert (1977) using
SDS-PAGE.

Several features in LPS composition have
confirmed the separation of the Ectothiorho-
dospiraceae from the Chromatiaceae, as examined
for the moderate halophilic species Ectothiorho-
dospira vacuolata, Ectothiorhodospira mobilis,
Ectothiorhodospira shaposhnikovii and for the
extreme halophilic Ectothiorhodospira halophila
(Meissner et al., 1988d; Zahr et al., 1992). None of
the species of Ectothiorhodospiraceae contain D-
Man in their lipid A. The lipid A’s from the
Ectothiorhodospiraceae are phosphate-containing and
have both D-GlcN and DAG with the diamino sugar
being found in at least similar amounts as D-GlcN,
revealing lipid or ‘mixed’ lipid A. In EC.
halophila, DAG is strongly dominating over D-GlcN,
indicating the presence of lipid Lipid has
been found so far mostly within the subgroup
Amide-bound 3-OH-14:0, as found with Chro-
matiaceae, is absent from the Ectothiorhodospiraceae.
Within the Ectothiorhodospiraceae, the three
moderately halophilic species can be differentiated
from Ec. halophila by their LPS fatty acid spectra
(Zahr et al., 1992). The similarities between the less
moderately halophilic species confirm the data of
16S rRNA analyses (Stackebrandt et al. 1988b),
revealing particular genome similarities between Ec.
shaposhnikovii, Ec. mobilis and Ec. vacuolata. The
finding of 3-oxo-14:0 in Ec. halophila is remarkable.
This fatty acid has been found so far only in the
species of the subgroup and in Vibrio anguillarum
(cited in Mayer et al. 1990b). Also notable is the
amide-linkage of 3-OH-10:0. It has been found
elsewhere only in Rhodocyclus (Tharanathan et al.

1985) and in some Aquaspirillum species (Rau et al.,
1993) belonging to the subdivision of Proteo-
bacteria.

Like the Chromatiaceae, the LPS’s of all of the
Ectothiorhodospiraceae species studied so far have
D,D-Hep as the only heptose and Kdo in their core,
but the Ectothiorhodospiraceae are lacking typical
O-chains with repeating units.

2. Green Sulfur Bacteria (Chlorobiaceae)

Among the green sulfur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae),
only Chlorobium vibrioforme f. thiosulfatophilum
NCIB 8327 has been studied for its cell wall
composition. Peptidoglycan with of the

was present (Jürgens et al., 1987), and
LPS is found in their outer membrane (Meissner et
al., 1987). The latter has a phosphate-containing
lipid with D-GlcN (and only traces of DAG). It
is free of D-Man, a fact which clearly differentiates
lipid of Chlorobiaceae from that of Chroma-
tiaceae. The fatty acid spectrum is very characteristic
by having three different amide-bound
fatty acids (3-OH-14:0, 3-OH-16:0, iso-branched 3-
OH-18) but no ester-bound fatty acids. The
polysaccharide moiety has a core region with Kdo
and heptoses (L,D-Hep and D,D-Hep). On DOC-PAGE
no ladder-like pattern was seen, indicating an R-type
LPS (Table 1).

3. Green Non-Sulfur Bacteria (Chloroflexaceae)

The deep phylogenetic separation of the thermophilic
green-nonsulfur bacterium Chloroflexus aurantiacus
from the Chlorobiaceae is remarkably confirmed by
cell wall analyses, although both contain the
characteristic chlorosome structures (Fig. 5): Firstly,
Cf. aurantiacus, although staining Gram-negatively
(the peptidoglycan layer is thin), has partly
phosphorylated muramic acid in which is
completely replaced by L-Orn (Jürgens et al., 1987).
Secondly, a large polysaccharide of complex
composition is likely covalently linked to muramic
acid-6-phosphate via phosphodiester bridges in this
peptidoglycan. Thirdly, peptidoglycan-bound protein
or lipoprotein was not found here. Fourthly, LPS is
absent, no fatty acids, nor Kdo or heptoses
were found in hot phenol-water extracts of cells of
Cf. aurantiacus (Meissner et al., 1988e). In addition,
an outer membrane is not seen in ultrathin sections.
These properties are characteristic of Gram-positive
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bacteria. It deserves mention that the cell wall of the
nonphototrophic gliding bacterium Herpetosiphon
aurantiacus, which together with Cf. aurantiacus
belongs to the same phylum of eubacteria (Woese,
1987) and which shows clear, but not close, affinities
with Cf. aurantiacus (Gibson et al., 1985), also was
found to have characteristics of the Gram-positive
cell wall organization comparable to those of Cf.
aurantiacus (Jürgens et al., 1989).

4. Heliobacteriaceae

The cell wall of heliobacteria has properties
reminiscent of the Gram-positive cell wall type
(Madigan, 1992). Heliobacterium chlorum contains
L,L- instead of in its peptidoglycan, and
glycine forms the interpeptide bridges according to
preliminary studies (as stated in Beer-Romero et al.,
1988). Both properties are found with Gram-positive
but not with Gram-negative bacteria. Corres-
pondingly, LPS was absent from both hot phenol-
water or phenol-chloroform-petroleum ether (PCP)
extracts of several species of heliobacteria (Beck et
al., 1990). Instead, a polysaccharide was extractable
by hot phenol-water. The walls of heliobacteria are
unusually fragile and penicillin-sensitive, the reason
for this is so far not known.

IV. Structure of Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)

A. Lipid A

The backbone amino sugar of lipid A in anoxygenic
phototrophs can vary (Fig. 6), as first detected by
Roppel et al. (1975) in Rhodopseudomonas viridis:
‘Lipid ’ has D-GlcN as the only amino sugar,

‘lipid ’ (hybrid lipid A) has D-GlcN and DAG in
the backbone (Moran et al., 1991), and ‘lipid ’
has exclusively DAG (Weckesser and Mayer, 1988).
‘Mixed lipidA’ indicates the concomitant occurrence
of lipid and lipid and sometimes also of
hybrid forms in one and the same strain (Moran et
al., 1991;Rietschel et al., 1992). Although lipid
is likely present in distinct anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria, there is so far only a single proof for it,
namely in Rhodospirillum salinarum (Heike Rau,
unpublished data). The explanation for the structural
variability in the backbone structure results probably
from the reported lack of specificity of the lipid A
synthetase (Raetz, 1992) as pointed out by Weckesser
and Mayer (1988), and secondary processing of lipid
A structure.

Lipid from Rhodobacter sphaeroides and
Rhodobacter capsulatus: Lipid of both of these
species (Fig. 7C and D) is structurally similar to
enterobacterial lipid (Fig. 7A), which results
also in a complete serological cross-reactivity (H. M.
Kuhn, unpublished; Mayer et al., 1992). They all
share a bisphosphorylated D-GlcN
backbone (Strittmatter et al., 1983; Krauss et al.,
1989). In Rb. sphaeroides the phosphate groups are
unsubstituted and 3-OH-10:0 is ester-linked at both
the C-3 and positions. The acyloxyacyl group
[(either or 3-O(14:0)14:0)]
and the 3-oxo-14:0 or 3-OH-14:0 occupy the and
2-positions, respectively (Qureshi et at., 1988). In
free lipid A, the hydroxyl groups at C-4 and are
free (Salimath et al., 1983).

In contrast to Rb. sphaeroides, both amino groups
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of the D-GlcN backbone are almost entirely
substituted in Rb. capsulatus by 3-oxo-14:0, but like
in Rb. sphaeroides, 3-OH-10:0 occupies both C-3
and the 3-OH-10:0 at being substituted
with (T. Merkofer, unpublished diploma
work), forming the diester In
Rb. capsulatus 37b4 lipid the and C-1
positions are partially substituted by ethanolamine
and ethanolamine phosphate, respectively. Inter-
estingly, lipid from Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides are almost completely nontoxic (see
next paragraph).

Lipid from Rubrivivax (Rhodocyclus)
gelatinosus: The highly toxic lipid from Ru.
gelatinosus (Galanos et al., 1977) is also structurally
very similar to enterobacterial lipid but the six
fatty acids are symmetrically distributed over both D-
GlcN residues (Fig. 7B). The bisphosphorylated D-

backbone is in some strains
substituted at the phosphate groups at C-1 and 
by ethanolamine (Masoud et al., 1990). The amino

groups of D-GlcN are occupied by 3-OH-10:0, which
in turn are substituted by 12:0 and 14:0 forming
acyloxyacyl residues. Unsubstituted 3-OH-10:0
residues occupy the C-3 and positions.

Lipid from Rhodocyclus tenuis: The
backbone of this lipid is the commonly found
D-GlcN-( 1,6)D-GlcN disaccharide, but at least in Rc.
tenuis 2761, the C-4 position is substituted by a third,
non O- or N-acylated D-GlcN. The positions C-l and

are substituted by the rare D-Araf and by 4-AAp,
respectively. The amino groups of both backbone D-
GlcN units are substituted by 3-OH-10:0. In further
contrast to Ru. gelatinosus, C-3 and are occupied
by 14:0 and 16:0. In cultures grown at lower
temperature (14 or 20 °C) the ratio of unsaturated/
saturated fatty acids increased significantly (Masoud
et al., 1990).

Lipid from Rhodomicrobium vannielii: This
lipid has also a backbone
which, however, is not phosphorylated (Holst et al.,
1983). Instead, the OH-group at C-1 is free, that of
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carries partially D-Man. A comparison of photo-
and chemotrophically grown Rm. vannielii cells
revealed no significant difference in fatty acid
composition except for the presence of an additional
palmitic acid in chemotrophically grown cells
(Rózalski and Kotelko, 1985). The amino group of
the reducing GlcN is substituted by 3-OH-16:0.

Lipid from Rhodopseudomonas viridis: A
first structural proposal of this lipid has been
published (Roppel et al.; 1975; Mayer et al., 1989).
The backbone consists of nonphosphorylated DAG
substituted by amide-linked 3-OH-14-OH. Although
a monosaccharide backbone structure was proposed,
it is very likely that we are dealing here also with a
disaccharidic backbone of the diamino sugar similar
to that of lipid from Pseudomonas diminuta
(Kasai et al., 1987). The only ester-linked fatty acids
in lipid of Rp. viridis (see Section III B, 1a) are
the long-chained fatty acids such as 27-OH-28:0 and
28-OH-29:0. They are linked to the amide-linked 3-
OH-14:0 (M. Busch and H. Mayer, unpublished
data).

B. Polysaccharide Moiety

There are only a few structural studies available on
the polysaccharide moieties of LPS’s of phototrophic
bacteria. One example is the core region of the LPS
of Rubrivivax gelatinosus Dr2. It contains one residue
of Kdo ketosidically linked to of the non-reducing
D-GlcN of lipid (Masoud et al., 1991b). The
Kdo unit is substituted at C-4 by an 4-linked D-
GalA disaccharide and at C-5 by a single unit of D,D-
Hep partially substituted at C-7 by phosphate (Fig. 8).
Ru. gelatinosus strains are lacking ADP-D,D-Hep-6-
epimerase (Masoud et al., 1991b), which in
Enterobacteriaceae converts ADP-D,D-Hep to ADP-
L,D-Hep.

Rhodocylus tenuis strains have a common core
composed of a branched trisaccharide of L,D-Hep
and Kdo comparable to the inner core of entero-
bacterial LPS’s, but there are strain-specific variations
in the substituents (Fig. 8). They all share the D-
manno-configuration (D-Man, L,D- and D,D-Hep) and
are assumed to be transferred to the 4-position of the
heptose unit of the L,D-heptosyl-Kdo-disaccharide
by related or even identical transferases (Radzie-
jewska-Lebrecht et al., 1981). Both, the core
trisaccharide and the strain-specific regions are
partially phosphorylated.

With the Neu5Ac-containing S- and R-type LPS’s

of Rb. capsulatus a structural investigation of the
core or the core-adjacent region was performed
(Krauss et al., 1992). With the deep R-type LPS of
strain Sp 18 which lacks the outer core region, the
nonreducing terminal position of Neu5Ac was
determined. In the R- and S-type LPS’s of strains
Kb-1 and 37b4, however, Neu5Ac is chain-linked. A
trisaccharide of
was proven in the core-oligosaccharide of strain
37b4. It represented the first demonstration of a 7-
substituted Neu5Ac in nature (Carfield and Schauer,
1982).

The structure of the oligosaccharide moiety of the
Rb. sphaeroides ATCC 17023 O-antigen has been
elucidated by Salimath et al. (1984). It is a L-Thr-
containing 1,4-linked trisaccharide of
D-GlcA disaccharide units linked to the 4-position of
Kdo. Phosphorylation of Kdo at C-8 contributes
further to this high accumulation of negative charges.
L-Threonine is linked to the carboxylic group of D-
GlcA by its amino group (Fig. 8). The linkage between
core and lipid is by a single 1,4-substituted unit
of Kdo attached by a 2, to lipid
Together with the knowledge of the respective lipid

(see Section IV ‘Lipid A’), the complete structure
of the Rhodobacter sphaeroides ATCC 17023 LPS is
thus known.

V. Contribution of the Lipopolysaccharides
(LPS) of Purple Bacteria to Endotoxin
Research

The different structural variants of lipid A found in
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria (for some structures
see Fig. 7) can be nontoxic, as first observed with
Rhodobacter capsulatus 37b4 (Weckesser et al., 1972;
Strittmatter et al., 1983), or highly toxic, as in case of
Rubrivivax gelatinosus 29/1 (Galanos et al., 1977).
A comparison of their structure-endotoxic activities
relationship has been undertaken in order to elucidate
the structural requirements of lipid A for exhibiting
endotoxic activity. For recent publications on the
mechanism of endotoxic action including the
activation of monocytes by the LPS-binding protein
(LBP) via the LBP-LPS-complex, and the CD-14-
receptor of monocytes, cytokine release including
the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) as the prime mediator
of endotoxic activity, and other cytokines see
Mathison et al. (1992), Rock and Lowry (1991), and
Schumann (1990).
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The nontoxic variants comprise two different
groups, the first one (Rb. capsulatus 37b4, Rb.
sphaeroides ATCC 17023) possessing a backbone
structure comparable to enterobacterial lipid
The affinity of nontoxic lipid of Rb. capsulatus
37b4 and Rb. sphaeroides ATCC 17023 to LBP is
only 1/100 and 1/40, respectively, of that of lipid

of Salmonella sp. (Mayer et al., 1992).
Lipopolysaccharide of Rb. capsulatus 37b4 induces
mononuclear cell-derived interleukin-1 and inter-
leukin-6 only at very high concentrations, and does
not induce TNF activity. The Rb. capsulatus 37b4
LPS or the lipid A precursor Ia, or synthetic lipid A
precursor (‘compound 406’) can act as endotoxin
antagonists not only for lethality but virtually for all
endotoxic activities (Loppnow et al., 1990; Loppnow
et al., 1992). The mechanism of the antagonism is
still unknown, but a strong inhibition of cytokine-
induction by toxic LPS specimens from various
bacteria was observed in co-incubation experiments
in vitro (Loppnow et al., 1990).

Considering cytokine and especially TNF release
as a measure of endotoxic activity, Rb. sphaeroides
lipid has been recognized to specifically inhibit
in vitro the biological action of toxic LPS’s, including
blocking the stimulatory effect of toxic LPS for
integrin CD11b/CD18 expression on neutrophils in
a variety of human and mouse cell types (Golenbock
et al., 1991; Lynn et al., 1991; Lynn and Golenbock,
1992). The LPS of Rb. sphaeroides ATCC 17023
(Strittmatter et al., 1983) was used to serve as an

antagonist in the activation of macrophages by toxic
lipid by studies on competitive binding to the
receptor sites on the macrophage. Its purified
bisphosphoryl lipid was shown to block the
induction ofTNF by toxic Re-type LPS of Escherichia
coli in macrophage cell lines; it does not activate B-
lymphocytes and does not induce cytokines in
macrophages (Takayama et al., 1989). Lipid A from
Rb. sphaeroides ATCC 17023 also did not stimulate
the murine pre-B cell line 70Z/3 to synthesize surface
immunoglobulin or mRNA(Kirkland et al., 1991). It
was, however, able to block specifically Escherichia
coli LPS-induced activation of 70Z/3 cells. Kirkland
et al. (1991) conclude that lipid A from Rb.
sphaeroides ATCC 17023 may antagonistically
compete with the toxic LPS for lipid A receptors on
the 70Z/3 cell, but this is not a generally accepted
hypothesis.

In vivo tolerance to endotoxin-shock in rats by
lipid from Rb. sphaeroides was recently
described by Carpati et al. (1993). Qureshi et al.
(1993) reported lipid A of Rb. sphaeroides to induce
corticosteroids. Chemical reduction of 3-oxo-14:0
and did not render the Rb. sphaeroides ATCC
17023 lipid toxic, which indicated that the
lacking endotoxic activity is not due to the presence
of 3-oxo and unsaturated fatty acids (Qureshi et al.,
1991). The authors concluded that the lack of
endotoxic activity may be either due to the presence
of only five (instead of six in toxic lipid ) fatty
acyl groups or to the presence of unusually short
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ester-linked 3-OH-10:0 coexisting with much longer
amide-linked fatty acids (3-oxo-14:0) at positions 3
and and the higher variation in size of the fatty
acids (Qureshi et al., 1993). Since lipid from
both Rb. capsulatus 37b4 and Rb. sphaeroides ATCC
17023 express complete serological cross-reactivity
with enterobacterial lipid using polyclonal
(Galanos et al., 1977) and defined monoclonal
antibodies against various lipid with known
epitope specificities (Mayer et al., 1992; Kuhn et al.,
1992), the lack of toxicity should be caused by
structural differences residing in the hydrophobic
(fatty acid) part. For discussion of a lamellar
supramolecular structure in the nontoxic lipid A,
versus an inverted structure in toxic lipid A’s, see
below.

The other group of nontoxic lipid A is represented
by phosphate-free lipid or lipid (see Section
IV A), thus, having profound modifications in the
hydrophilic part of lipid A. Lipid from Rp.
viridis does not cross-react with either of the other
lipid variations mentioned.

Recent studies have indicated that the sole
replacement of D-GlcN by DAG in a toxic lipid A,
while keeping all other structural parameters identical
does not lead to a decrease in lethality (Moran et al.,
1991). Variation in the phosphate substitution pattern
of the backbone disaccharide is accompanied by
reduced lethality (Takada and Kotani, 1992), although
it seems that the endotoxic activities are (partly)
retained by an exchange of one of the backbone
phosphate groups by D-GlcA as in Pseudomonas
vesicularis (Arata et al., 1992), and as recently
documented also by D-GalA in Rs. fulvum (Heike
Rau, unpublished results). Using X-ray diffraction
with synchrotron radiation as well as by Fourier
Transform (FT) infrared spectroscopy with toxic
(Rv. gelatinosus, Salmonella sp.) and nontoxic (Rb.
capsulatus, Rp. viridis) LPS’s, it was found that
differences in the primary lipid A structure led to
differences in their supramolecular aggregation. The
toxic lipid variants have a strong tendency to
form inverted, the nontoxic lipid variants as
well as the nontoxic lipid from Rp. viridis,
however, lamellar structures even at low temperature
(Brandenburg et al., 1993). As opposed to the toxic
properties (lethality, pyrogenicity, cytokine induc-
tion), the anticomplementary activity is most
pronounced for compounds with lamellar structure.
These findings may indicate that receptor molecules
such as CD-14 or distinct proteins with high affinity

for LPS/lipid A complexes with LPS-binding protein
(LBP) or bactericidal permeability increasing protein
(BPI) (Gazzano-Santoro et al., 1992), may react
preferentially with lipid A having inverted structures.

VI. Porin

A. Porins in Anoxygenic Phototrophic Bacteria

Porins are proteins of the outer membrane which
form large water-filled channels which allow for
diffusion of hydrophilic molecules into the peri-
plasmic space (Nikaido, 1992). Among phototrophic
bacteria, biochemical and functional characterizations
of porins were performed with Rhodobacter
sphaeroides ATCC 17023, Rhodobacter capsulatus
strains St. Louis and 37b4 and Rhodobacter blastica
DSM 2131 (Weckesser et al., 1984; Flammann and
Weckesser, 1984; Benz et al., 1987; Woitzik et al.,
1990; Butz et al., 1993). A major outer membrane
protein (42 kDa) was described in Chromatium
vinosum but not investigated for porin-function (Lane
and Hurlbert, 1980a,b). The same is true for the
major outer membrane proteins (app. Mr 43,000 and
14,000, respectively) of Rhodospirillum rubrum FR 1
(Oelze et al., 1975).

In contrast to porin from e.g. Escherichia coli, the
oligomeric forms of the porins from both Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus form monomeric
porin upon treatment with 10 mM EDTA at 30 °C for
20 min (Weckesser et al., 1984; Flammann and
Weckesser, 1984; Woitzik et al., 1990). The monomers
chromatofocused revealing an isoelectrical point of
about 4.0. With the oligomer, a single channel
conductance of 3.15 nS in 1 M KCl was determined
after reconstitution into artificial lipid bilayer
membranes (Benz et al., 1987; Woitzik et al., 1990).
The value was essentially in agreement with the pore
diameter of the porin of Rb. capsulatus St. Louis, as
determined by the liposome swelling assay (Flam-
mann and Weckesser, 1984). The native porin of Rb.
sphaeroides 2.4.1 (ATCC 17023) has been reported
to be composed of heterologous subunits, an app.
47,000 subunit and additional polypeptides of smaller
molecular masses. The N-terminal alanine was found
to be blocked due to bound fatty acids (Baumgardner
et al., 1980; Deal and Kaplan, 1983a,b). Polyclonal
antibodies against the major outer membrane protein
of Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1 (ATCC 17023), suggested
to be a portion of the porin structure, reacted with
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outer membrane preparations of various Rb.
sphaeroides and one Rs. rubrum strain, but not with
those of Rb. capsulatus and Paracoccus denitrificans
(Deal and Kaplan, 1983c). No serological cross-
reaction was obtained with porins from Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides (Woitzik et al., 1989).

The export of the porin of Rb. capsulatus 37b4
was studied with the use of an uncoupler of the
electron transport chain, radioactive labeling and
immunoprecipitation (Woitzik et al., 1989). A
protease-sensitive preform porin was accumulated
in the cells in the presence of the uncoupler; the
exported form was resistant to the enzyme. A 32 kDa
protein associated with tetrapyrrole intermediates in
the bacteriochlorophyll a biosynthetic pathway was
found to be identical to the porin of Rb. capsulatus in
biochemical and serological features (Bollivar and
Bauer, 1992). It was discussed by the authors that the
intermediates excreted by the cell become non-
specifically lodged within the porin complex.

B.

The porin of Rhodobacter capsulatus 37b4 was first
crystallized by Nestel et al. (1989), showing at that
time an X-ray diffraction to 3.2 Å resolution and a
trigonal R3 space group. The resolution was later on
increased up to 1.8 Å (Kreusch et al., 1991; Weiss
and Schulz, 1992). Recently, the structure of porin
from Rhodopseudomonas blastica was also elucidated
to atomic resolution (Fig. 9A). The primary structure
of the porin from Rb. capsulatus 37b4 was determined
after trypsin, CNBr and Asp-N protease cleavage
(Schiltz et al., 1991). The peptides obtained were
aligned to a total length of 301 residues with an Mr of
31,536. A high excess of 34 Asp and 17 Glu (16.9%)
over 10 Lys, 7 Arg, and 2 His (6.3%) confirmed the
low isoelectric point of 3.9. The sequence was used
as the basis for the interpretation of the electron
density map derived from X-ray diffraction of porin
crystals (Weiss et al., 1991a,b). Using the above
mentioned techniques, the complete three-dimen-
sional structure of the Rb. capsulatus 37b4 porin was
elucidated (Weiss et al., 1991a,b). The functional
complex is a trimer of three identical subunits each
forming a separate pore. The three pores merge on
the cell external surface side. Each monomer is a 16-
stranded (Fig. 9B). The are all
antiparallel, the barrel is twisted in a right-handed
manner, all strands are connected to their direct
neighbors. Three of the 15 connecting loops contain

In Rhodobacter capsulatus St. Louis, capsule and
slime polysaccharides with different chemical
compositions and which differed in sugar composition
from the respective O-chains of LPS were found
(Omar et al., 1983a,b,c). The capsule was found to be
strongly attached to the lipoprotein-peptidoglycan
forming an unusually firm capsule polysaccharide-
protein-peptidoglycan complex, insoluble in boiling
sodium dodecyl sulfate and hot phenol-water
(Bräutigam et al., 1988). The assumed capsule
polysaccharide-protein bond was sensitive to

A. Capsules and Slimes

VII. External Envelope Layers

short helices. The barrel rim, orientated to the
external surface side, contains quite irregularly folded
chain segments (no loop is shorter than 3 residues)
and is called the ‘rough side’. The largest connecting
loop contains 43 residues and is between the fifth and
the sixth at the rough side of the barrel. It
runs into the inside of the barrel where it narrows the
channel at the approximately half height and defines
the pore size. In contrast, the lower rim of the barrel
at the periplasmic space side of the pore is formed by
7 loops, 5 of them with short two-residue
loops and 2 with three or more residue loops in a
rather regular way. It is therefore called the ‘smooth
side’. The smooth side contains the N- and C-termini
of the porin protein. Within the pore, 12 negatively
charged amino acids (Asp and Glu) are localized at
the large 43 residue loop. Opposite to them in this
area, at the other inside of the pore, are located 6
positively charged amino acids (Arg, His, Lys),
producing a strong charge-gradient across the pore
(Fig. 9 C and D).

Thus, the trimer contains 3 distinct functional
channels separated from each other by walls with an
axial length of about 20 Å. If one divides one subunit
at the barrel equator one observes only 7 negative
and 7 positive charges in the lower half whereas there
are as many as 44 negative and 12 positive charges in
the upper half. The large excess of negative charges
in the upper half is obvious and therefore the channel
is electrostatically asymmetric along the axis. Around
the equatorial circumference of the trimer there are
non-polar side chains contacting the non-polar inner-
part of the membrane, whereas the side-chains lining
the channel are polar.

B. Structure of Porins
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hydrofluoric or hydrochloric acid, and to alkaline
hydrolysis. Digestion of the complex with pronase
solubilized the capsule polysaccharide moiety with a
characteristic amino acid pattern (Gly, Glu, Ser and
Ala) remaining associated with it. On treatment of
the protein-peptidoglycan moiety with lysozyme,
the protein with peptidoglycan residues bound to it
was solubilized. In the phage-resistant mutant Rb.
capsulatus St. Louis in which the capsule
polysaccharide is present in a free form, the same
protein was obtained by lysozyme digestion without
preceding acid treatment. The capsule-free Rb.
capsulatus 37b4 contained the protein-peptidoglycan
complex but not the capsule polysaccharide moiety.

B. S-Layers

Surface (S)-layers are planar arrays of proteinaceous
or glycoproteinaceous subunits which can be aligned
as regular (crystalline) layers on the cell surface.
They are found in many taxonomic groups of both
Bacteria and Archaea species, but can be lost on
cultivation under laboratory conditions. Amongst
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, they were found
in strains of the Chromatiaceae (Chromatium okenii,
Cm. weissei, Cm. warmingii, Cm. buderi, Cm. gracile,
Thiocapsa floridana, Amoebobacter sp.), and in the
Ectothiorhodospiraceae (the moderate halophilic
Ectothiorhodospira mobilis and the extremely
halophilic Ectothiorhodospira halochloris). Layers,
especially those of hexagonal symmetry, are widely
distributed in nonsulfur purple bacteria of the
subgroups (Rhodospirillum rubrum, Rhodo-
spirillum molischianum, likely also in Rhodospirillum
salexigens) and in the subgroup (Rhodopseudo-
monas palustris, Rhodopseudomonas acidophila).
They have been at least tentatively identified in the
green bacteria (Pelodictyon sp., Chlorochromatium
aggregatum), as summarized by Messner and Sleytr
(1992). The DOC-PAGE pattern of LPS preparations
can provide valuable hints for the presence of S-
layers as exemplified with a number of anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria (Krauss et al., 1988a). Detailed
structural studies on S-layers from phototrophic
bacteria, however, are to our knowledge not yet
available.

VIII. Concluding Remarks

It has been urgently requested to use chemotaxonomic

or other phenotypic characteristics for proving or
disproving the validity of relatedness of species based
on nucleic acid sequence analyses (Murray et al.,
1990). The analyses of cell wall macromolecules of
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria generally confirm
ribosomal RNA sequencing investigations. One
impressive example is the confirmation of the
disparate phylogeny of the green sulfur and the green
non-sulfur bacteria by their completely different cell
wall organization. The cell wall of the thermophilic
Chloroflexus aurantiacus may represent a character
phylogenetically more ancient than the Gram-negative
cell wall organization of the purple and the green
sulfur bacteria, or the cyanobacteria.

A particularly attractive feature of phototrophic
Proteobacteria and green-sulfur bacteria for
comparative cell wall studies is their polyphyletic
origin. Thus, they can be used as model organisms
for study of the cell wall chemistry of nonphototrophic
bacteria as well. The relatedness is especially
expressed and confirmed within the subdivision of
Proteobacteria. Matching of lipid A composition and
phylogenetic position of species is recognizable for
most of the phototrophic bacteria studied so far,
confirming in particular the phylogenetic relation-
ship existing between phototrophic bacteria and their
nonphototrophic relatives. Since bacterial photo-
synthesis is considered to have developed relatively
early in evolution, it is not surprising that some of the
LPS’s of recent phototrophic bacteria may represent
analogues of biosynthetic precursors or variants of
the R-core and lipid A of more developed nonpho-
totrophic species as discussed with examples by
Mayer (1984) and Weckesser and Mayer (1988).

The spectrum of lipid A structural variants found
with phototrophic bacteria (including the cyano-
bacteria), with a high variability of their biological
properties, forms a reservoir of naturally occurring
lipid A variants. This is of pharmacological and even
actual clinical interest. Structural analyses of nontoxic
and toxic lipid A’s can contribute to answers
concerning structure and endotoxic activity, in
particular to the differentiation between the wanted
biological properties of LPS, such as increase in
unspecific resistance, and undesired properties, such
as toxicity or endotoxic shock. The interest is focused
today on those lipid A’s which show highly reduced
toxicity, for their possible use as endotoxin
antagonists; in this regard lipopolysaccharide of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides has recently become
commercially available (List Biological Laboratories,
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Inc., Campbell, CA, USA).
Knowledge of the structure of the porin of

Rhodobacter capsulatus 37b4 at atomic resolution
was achieved by X-ray diffraction studies. The main
properties of the Rb. capsulatus 37b4 porin have
been used to predict those of the OmpF and PhoE
porins of Escherichia coli (Welte et al., 1991), which
were later essentially confirmed (Cowan et al., 1992),
indicating that the porin from Rb. capsulatus 37b4
can be used as a model for the non-specific hydrophilic
pores of the outer membrane of species of
Proteobacteria. Thus, anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria have been proven to be useful as model
organisms for cell wall studies contributing to a
number of questions of general biological interest.
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Summary

Photosynthetic Proteobacteria are used as model systems for many fields of modern biological research. The
exciting results increased the progress considerably: Transduction of light energy into an electrochemical
gradient of protons and electron- and proton-translocation in reaction centers and other membrane bound
complexes has been studied on the molecular and atomic level with purple bacteria. Theories on the phylogeny
of the energy metabolism have been stimulated and supported by 16S rRNA evolutionary analyses and
biochemical investigations. Facultative purple bacteria have also been used to study cell and membrane
differentiation. In this chapter it will be shown that most members of the anaerobic, anoxygenic photosynthetic
bacteria develop a continuous system of cytoplasmic (CM)-intracytoplasmic membranes (ICM). The ICM is
organized in characteristic, species-specific patterns of vesicles, tubules, thylakoid-like membrane sacs or
highly organized membrane stacks. This development is strictly regulated by external growth factors like
oxygen tension and light intensity. The ICM is formed under low oxygen tension by invaginations of the CM.
At high oxygen tension and high light intensities the formation of ICM is suppressed. Although CM and ICM

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 231–257.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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form a membrane continuum, they are not homogenous in their composition. Membrane fractions differ in
buoyancy density (lipid/protein ratio), pigment content, and biochemical activities. The photochemical
apparatus is concentrated in the ICM and the enzymes of the respiratory chain and transport systems in the CM,
respectively. Functional complexes of the photosynthetic apparatus have been visualized by freeze-fracture
electron microscopy. Photochemical reaction centers are surrounded by oligomers of the core antenna
complexes (B870) in stoichiometric ratios. The working hypothesis that core particle and ubiquinone-
cytochrome complexes form supramolecular structures in the membrane and that the dense population of
membranes with proteins limits the free lateral mobility of proteinous complexes in the fluid-crystalline phase
of the CM and ICM, is a challenge for future research on protein-protein interactions in membranes. Another
interesting observation is the characteristic size and structure of ICM in the form of vesicles, tubules or stacks
of flat membrane sacs. It has been proposed but not proved that distinct proteins are morphogenetic factors.

The morphogenesis of the photosynthetic apparatus is mainly regulated on the transcriptional level, but the
signal chains, from sensing the external oxygen-partial pressure or light intensity to activation of transcription,
is known only in parts, and an interesting field for future research. Targeting and translocation of pigment-
binding proteins to and across the membrane is proposed to be supported by chaperonene and membrane-bound
assembling proteins. Exchange or deletion of highly conserved amino acid positions in the pigment-binding
proteins resulted in an inhibition of stabile insertion and assembly. The cofactors bacteriochlorophyll,
carotenoids and cytochromes are important factors in the assembling process. A blockade of their biosynthesis
inhibits formation of stable complexes. Biosynthesis of the photosynthetic apparatus is presumably regulated
via a signal chain and many activators which initiate transcription of supraoperonal DNA structures. Since no
large precursor pools for phospholipids, membrane proteins, pigments, hemes and quinones have been
observed, the process of membrane synthesis and differentiation must be highly coordinated. It is a challenge
for future research to analyze and discover this process on transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels.

Most of the anoxygenic photosynthetic purple
bacteria have in addition to the cytoplasmic membrane
(CM), which encloses the protoplast, intracytoplasmic
membranes (ICM), which have a characteristic
organization and function (Oelze and Drews, 1972;
Collins and Remsen, 1991). The third type of
membranes, the outer membrane, is a part of the cell
wall of Gram-negative bacteria and has been described
in Chapter 11 by Weckesser et al. ICMs are
characteristic of but not restricted to phototrophic
proteobacteria. Obligate methylotrophic bacteria and
nitrifying bacteria also contain ICMs (Drews, 1992).
Obviously, ICMs have developed during evolution
as a functional adaptation to environmental conditions
and as a process of functional differentiation of
membrane-bound energy-transducing systems.

Structure, function and biogenesis of the CM-ICM
system has been studied extensively in Rhodo-
spirillum rubrum, Rhodobacter capsulatus, and other
facultative photosynthetic bacteria, which grow under
chemotrophic and phototrophic conditions as well
(Fig. 1). These bacteria are excellent models to study
membrane biosynthesis and differentiation under
well defined external growth conditions. The major
components of the ICM are the membrane-bound
complexes of the photosynthetic apparatus.

The reader of this chapter will be introduced by
the classical static view of electron microscopy, which,
along with biochemical studies, opened the field of
modern research on photosynthetic bacteria about
forty years ago. Electron microscopical studies of
thin sections from cells cultivated under defined
conditions showed very early that formation of ICM
and bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) and increase of
photophosphorylating activity run parallel as a
dynamic process. Quantitative freeze-fracture
electron microscopy opens the interior of membranes
and exposes the integral membrane particles, showing
the asymmetry of the fracture halves of the lipid
layer and distinct size classes of particles which have

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; CM – cytoplasmic
membrane; EF–exoplasmic fracture face; ICM–intracytoplasmic
membrane; LH – light-harvesting; PF – plasmic fracture face;
Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rc. – Rhodocyclus; Rp.
– Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum

I. Introduction
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been identified as pigment protein complexes. High-
resolution electron microscopy of isolated defined
complexes confirmed and extended results from
freeze-fracture electron microscopy. Today many of
the functional complexes of CM and ICM have been
isolated, the primary structure of their proteins
determined by protein or DNA sequencing, and the
structure, topography and organization (Fig. 2)
analyzed to different levels. The most exciting work
on biosynthesis and assembly of membranous
functional complexes and their regulation is in an

early state. The first results will be reported at the end
of this chapter.

II. Structure and Supramolecular
Organization of Cytoplasmic and
Intracytoplasmic Membranes

A. Ultrastructure

The outer membrane of the cell wall is characterized
in ultrathin sections as a typical double track layer
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with two electron-dense lines separated by an electron
transparent middle zone (Figs. 3, 4; see also Figs. 8,
15). The thickness of the outer membrane is
approximately 8 nm.

In this report we only want to mention a connection
of the outer membrane with the cytoplasmic
membrane by adhesion sites which could be detected
in ultrathin sections of some purple bacteria (Golecki,
unpublished results). The adhesion sites described
for Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium
(Bayer, 1968; Mühlradt et al., 1974) have been
interpreted to be export sites of newly synthesized
lipopolysaccharides into the outer membrane. In
respect to the presence of lipopolysaccharides in the
outer membrane of purple bacteria (Weckesser et al.,
1979), these adhesion sites may have the same
function as in enteric bacteria.

The CM underlying the cell wall surrounds the
protoplast and represents a selective barrier to the
environment. In ultrathin sections the CM presents
the same ultrastructure of a double track layer (7–8
nm of thickness) as the outer membrane (Figs. 3, 4;
see also Figs. 8, 15). In some micrographs the CM

appears to be separated from the cell wall by an
electron transparent periplasmic space. This seems
to be an artifact because the periplasmic space is a
densely populated space and not empty. In the CM
the components of the respiratory chain, other energy
transducing complexes and transport systems are
localized, whereas the photosynthetic activities
generally are housed in the ICM (Fig. 2)(Bowyer et
al., 1985). Most phototrophically grown purple
bacteria form ICM that carry out photosynthetic
activities. The continuity of the CM and ICM has
been demonstrated in several facultative phototrophic
bacteria (Drews and Giesbrecht, 1963; Cohen-Bazire
and Kunisawa, 1963; Boatman 1964; Holt and Marr
1965a; Tauschel and Drews, 1967).

The ICM is formed by invagination of the CM
(Fig. 3)(Drews and Giesbrecht, 1963; Hickman and
Frenkel, 1965; Tauschel and Drews, 1967). In spite
of the morphological continuity and possible
morphogenetic relationships, both membrane types
present clear differences in chemical and structural
composition, physical properties, function and
kinetics of biosynthesis (Section II.B–D).
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Among the numerous members of the purple
bacteria, several types of ICM have been discovered
(Fig. 1; Bachofen and Wiemken, 1986; Sprague and
Varga, 1986). The ICMs consist of a network of
vesicles (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8; see also Figs. 12, 15),
tubules (single or arranged in bundles), thylakoid-
like flat lamellae sometimes forming grana-like stacks
(Fig. 4; see also Fig. 13), or irregular non-stacked
membranes (Oelze and Drews, 1972). The ICM are
connected to each other (Fig. 5), at least during their
morphogenesis, and form a large membrane
continuum together with the cytoplasmic membrane
(Holt and Marr, 1965a; Hurlbert et al., 1974; Dierstein
et al., 1981).

During isolation procedures, the small tubular
connections between the ICM vesicles or lamellae
are interrupted and single ICM vesicles are obtained,
which have been described as ‘chromatophores’
(Fig. 6). Due to the process of invagination during
morphogenesis, the interior of the ICM structures is
an extra-cytoplasmic space. Therefore the intra-
membrane components of the ICMs are oriented
inversely (see Figs. 12 and 15) in comparison to
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cytoplasmic membranes (Hochman et al., 1975;
Michels and Konings, 1978). The extension of ICM
is dependent on several external factors like oxygen
tension, light intensity, and some other growth factors
(Holt and Marr, 1965 b).

Under strictly aerobic, chemotrophic growth
conditions, purple bacteria generally exhibit no ICM.
One exception is Rhodobacter capsulatus which
forms a few polar tubular ICMs even under high
oxygen tensions (Lampe and Drews, 1972; Lampe et
al., 1972; Dierstein et al., 1981; Fig. 7).

Turning to phototrophic growth conditions (i.e.
anaerobic in the light) the formation of ICM is
induced (Figs. 3, 7). In the early stages of ICM
differentiation (i.e. 1 to 4 h after the shift to
phototrophic growth conditions) in Rb. sphaeroides,
the newly formed ICM often has the form of flat
sheets or broad tubules with a high lipid-to-protein
ratio as indicated by the low particle number per
membrane area (Chory et al., 1984). Later on during
the adaptation the broad tubules or flat sheets became
more rounded and reduced in size. When at the end
of the adaptation period the cells were growing
photosynthetically, the ICM is composed of small
vesicles (40 to 70 nm in diameter) seen in
photosynthetically grown control cells. Similar
observations were obtained with Rb. capsulatus after
the shift from chemotrophic to phototrophic growth
conditions (Dierstein et al., 1981; Kaufmann et al.,
1982; Fig. 7). The amount of ICM produced under
anaerobic conditions depends on light intensity
(Cohen-Bazire and Kunisawa, 1963; Holt and Marr,
1965 b; Golecki et al., 1980; Reidl et al., 1983,
1985): Under high-light conditions only a few vesicles
are detectable at the periphery of the protoplast in
cells ofRs. rubrum and Rb. capsulatus (Fig. 8a).
Under low light conditions, however, the bacteria
contain a much higher number of vesicles filling
most of the cytoplasmic space (Fig. 8b). Cells of Rb.
capsulatus grown at low light conditions
contained 1150 ICM vesicles per cell, which is 6.3
fold more than in cells grown at high light intensities

(Golecki et al., 1980).
Due to an increase of the number of vesicles under

low light conditions the total surface area of ICM per
cell is enlarged to approximately this represents
an area 2.7-fold larger than the area of the whole CM.
Concomitant with the enlargement of the ICM area
in low light grown cells, the BChl content as well as
the size and concentration of photosynthetic units
increases (a photosynthetic unit is one photochemical

reaction center (RC) plus surrounding antenna
pigment-protein complexes and is calculated as mol
total BChl per mol RC).

In contrast to most nonsulfur purple bacteria, which
adapt from chemotrophic to phototrophic growth
conditions by forming photosynthetically active
ICMs, cells of Rubrivivax gelatinosus, Rhodocyclus
purpureus, and, in particular, Rhodocyclus tenuis,
exhibit only occasional small single tubular intrusions
of the CM (De Boer, 1969). This lack of ICM is
compensated by a larger area of CM (Wakim et al.,
1978) and higher density of photosynthetic units.

Occasionally ICMs with non-photosynthetic
activities have been described for purple bacteria.
These mesosomes, also described for other non-
photosynthetic bacteria, were defined as sac-like
invaginations of the cytoplasmic membrane (Reavely
and Burge, 1972). They were thought to be involved
in cell processes like replication and segregation of
the chromosomes and in cell division. However,
modern electron microscopic preparation techniques
(Ebersold et al., 1981; Dubochet et al., 1983) gave
evidence that classical mesosomes are artifacts of
the preparation technique. Another type of ICM with
a myelin-like configuration was observed in cells
ofRs. rubrum after long-term anaerobic dark growth
(Schön and Ladwig, 1970; Uffen et al., 1971). It was
suggested that these myelin-like deposits resulted
from the degradation of photosynthetically active
membranes (chromatophores).

B. Membrane Architecture Shown by Freeze-
Fracture Electron Microscopy

Much information about the supramolecular
organization of photosynthetic membrane systems
in purple bacteria has been obtained by freeze-fracture
studies. This method exposes the internal architecture
of the membranes on two complementary fracture
faces (i.e. the plasmic and exoplasmic fracture face
[PF and EF, respectively]) by splitting the membranes
along their hydrophobic middle zone. Therefore
membrane components like proteins or pigment-
protein complexes become visible as so-called
intramembrane particles of different size. The number
of the particles per membrane area is an indication of
the numerous biochemical activities of the membrane
(Figs. 9, 10, 11).

Participation of the CM in the ICM-forming
process has been demonstrated by freeze-fracture
for several purple bacteria. In chemotrophically (dark)
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grown cells ofRs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides,Rc. tenuis
and Rb. capsulatus (Golecki and Oelze, 1975, 1980;
Wakim et al., 1978; Golecki et al., 1979) the plasmic
fracture face (PF) is usually densely covered with
intramembrane particles of varying sizes (Fig. 9; see
also Fig. 13), while the exoplasmic fracture face
(EF)(Fig. 10a) of the CM is sparsely covered with
large particles. Apart from some minor differences
in the number and size of the intramembrane particles
among the different strains, the fracture faces of
chemotrophically grown purple bacteria are not
distinguishable from those of other bacteria like E.
coli (Fig. 9). Clear differences become visible when
chemotrophically grown cells are transferred to
phototrophic growth conditions (Fig. 10, 11). Among
the different members of photosynthetic bacteria a
great variation was demonstrated concerning the
participation of the CM in the formation of
photosynthetically active structural components
(Golecki and Oelze, 1980).

Cells of the facultative purple bacteria Rhodocyclus
tenuis, Rubrivivax gelatinosus andRc. purpureus are
distinguished from other phototrophic bacteria by
their poorly developed ICM. They contain only small
single tubular intrusions of the CM. This lack of ICM
system is compensated by a larger area of CM and a
higher density and diameter of intramembrane
particles in the CM of phototrophic compared with
chemotrophic cells. The extension of the CM area
results from incorporation of photosynthetic units in
the existing electron transport system of chemotrophic
cells (Wakim et al., 1978; Wakim and Oelze, 1980).
Cells of Rhodocyclus species have a lower diameter
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than most other purple bacteria. The incorporation of
the photosynthetic apparatus is not accompanied by
invaginations but by extension of CM. In a
comparative study by freeze-fracture electron
microscopy, Golecki and Oelze (1980) demonstrated
the striking difference in intramembrane particle
patterns between the ICM-forming species Rhodo-
spirillum rubrum and Rhodobacter sphaeroides and
the CM extension-type represented by Rhodocyclus
tenuis.

The number and size of intramembrane particles
in the CM ofRs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides remain
relatively constant under various culture conditions,
but in the CM of Rhodocyclus tenuis the particle size
and number change strongly upon induction of the
photosynthetic apparatus. The newly formed
photosynthetic units are placed in the outer leaflet of
the CM. On the EF of the CM the number of
intramembrane particles increases by a factor 6.9
after transfer to phototrophic conditions, whereas
the particle number on the PF is nearly constant
under both conditions. The increased number of
particles on the EF was mainly the result of an
increased occurrence of particles with diameters of

10 nm (Fig. 10b).
InRs. rubrum, however, the number of particles on

the EF of the CM stayed nearly constant, but on the
PF the particle number increased from 4,700 to
6,200 particles per after transfer to phototrophic
conditions. The increase in number was largely caused
by an enhanced occurrence of 10 nm particles.

Invaginations of the CM to form the ICM could be
demonstrated as indentations and protuberances (Fig.
11) on both complementary fracture faces of the CM
(Golecki and Oelze, 1975). Before the first invagina-
tions could be observed, BChl was detected in the
cells. The synthesis of BChl before forming ICM
indicates that BChl and BChl-binding proteins
become incorporated into the CM during the initial
phase of adaptation. In a second phase, the BChl
content increased and invaginations of the CM
occurred and increased in number. In a later stage the
number of invaginations and the cellular BChl content
do not increase in the same rate. InRs. rubrum the
particular involvement of the CM in the process of
BChl incorporation and ICM formation could be
demonstrated by particle size histograms of freeze-
fractured cells (Golecki and Oelze, 1980). After
transfer to phototrophic conditions, the number of 10
nm particles increased on the PF of the CM by 33%.
The 10 nm class is the predominant class of particles

visible on the plasmic fracture faces of ICM vesicles
(Fig. 12). These 10 nm particles could be extracted
with lauryl dimethylamine oxide from ICM vesicles
concomitant with the extraction of reaction centers
(Oelze and Golecki, 1975).

In Rb. sphaeroides the number of particles of both
fracture faces of the CM stayed nearly constant after
transfer to phototrophic conditions. The mean
diameter appeared to be slightly increased under
phototrophic conditions. Particles in CM and ICM of
phototrophically grown cells were of similar diameter
(7.0 – 8.0 nm). In cells of Rb. sphaeroides
invaginations were demonstrated on fracture faces of
the CM under phototrophic and under chemotrophic
conditions at low oxygen tension.

InRb. capsulatus (Golecki et al., 1979) the particle
number on the PF of the CM increased about 20–
55%; after the induction of BChl synthesis the 9.5
nm particle class dominates under all conditions.
The distribution of particles on the fracture faces of
the CM is homogenous. The same was observed in
other purple bacteria.

The CM of photosynthetically grown cells of
Rhodopseudomonas palustris, however, is spatially
differentiated into regions of extremely high particle
density and areas of lower particle densities (Varga
and Staehelin, 1983). Areas with a higher particle
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density correspond to the adhesion sites between
CM and ICM. The stacked ICM of Rp. palustris
occupied the same areas of high particle density as
detected on the CM (Fig. 13). This implies that the
CM too is differentiated for photosynthesis in these
regions. On the respective fracture faces of the ICM
stacks, changes in particle size distribution could be
demonstrated in response to changes in the light
intensity supporting growth. When light intensity
was decreased from 8500 to 100 lx, the average
particle diameter on the PF of stacked ICM and CM
increased in size. Four prominent particle classes of
7.5, 10.0, 12.5, and 15.0 nm were measured. When
light intensity decreased, the portion of larger particles
increased, suggesting that after lowering the light
intensity subunits of discrete size are being added to
the core particle. The smaller particles (7.5–10.0
nm), which are the most prevalent at high light
conditions, were interpreted to represent the core
particles formed by reaction center and light-
harvesting I (LH I) complexes (Figs. 13, 14). The
larger particles (10.0–15.0 nm), only seen in
appreciable amounts in low-light cells, were proposed
to be formed by adding light-harvesting II (LH II)
complexes in defined portions to the core particles

(Fig. 2). The arrangement of the LH I and LH II
complexes around the reaction centers results in a
six-fold axis of symmetry.

The influence of different light intensities on the
size and number of intramembrane particles on the
fracture faces of ICM was demonstrated also for Rb.
sphaeroides (Yen et al., 1984) and Rb. capsulatus
(Golecki et al., 1979, 1980). An increasing size of
intramembrane particles on the PF of the ICM
concomitant with decreasing light intensities was
shown also for Rb. sphaeroides (Yen et al., 1984).
This is similar to Rp. palustris, where the RC and LH
I complexes are in a fixed stoichiometry while the
number of LH II complexes vary inversely as a
function of light intensity.

Different particle sizes of the LH I-core complexes
in purple bacteria containing either BChl a or BChl b,
were explained by a different polypeptide composition
(Meckenstock et al., 1992). The number of LH
polypeptides per reaction center was calculated to be
36 in BChl b-containing bacteria compared to 24 in
BChl a-containing bacteria. The size of the BChl a-
containing LH I-core complex was believed to be
smaller. This is in good agreement with the RC-to-
RC distance of 10.2 and 10.0 nm for the BChl a-
containing core complexes of Rp. marina (Mecken-
stock et al., 1992) andRs. rubrum (Oelze and Golecki,
1974), respectively, compared with RC-to-RC
distances of 13.0 nm for the BChl b-containing
bacterium Rhodopseudomonas viridis (Stark et al.,
1984).

The intramembrane particles of the photosynthetic
apparatus showed a hexagonal lattice in several BChl
b-containing (Giesbrecht and Drews, 1966; Miller,
1979; Wehrli and Kübler, 1980; Engelhardt et al.,
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1983) and also some BChl a-containing (Oelze and
Golecki, 1975, Meyer et al., 1981; Merckenstock et
al., 1992) purple bacteria. The ordered arrangement
was shown by freeze-fracturing (Fig. 12), negative
staining, and shadow casting. From the concomitant
disappearance of 10 nm particles and RC it was
concluded that the 10 nm particles ofRs. rubrum are
formed by the reaction center and LH I complexes.

Generally the particle density (= particle number
per defined membrane area) on fracture faces of
photosynthetic ICMs is higher than the particle
density on the respective fracture faces of the CM
(Lommen and Takemoto, 1978 a; Golecki et al.,
1979; Golecki and Oelze, 1980; Varga and Staehelin,
1983). In Rb. capsulatus, a decrease in light intensity
leads to an increase in the number of particles in the
ICM (Golecki et al., 1980), whereas in Rp. palustris,
the particle number decreases with reduction of light
intensity while particle size increases (Varga and
Staehelin, 1983).

The analysis of freeze-fractured or negative stained
preparations of ICMs with image processing methods
like Fourier filtration techniques increased the
resolution and gave new information about the
supramolecular organization of the RC-LH I core
complexes. This was demonstrated with Rp. viridis
(Miller, 1979, 1982; Wehrli and Kübler, 1980; Stark
et al., 1984) and some other BChl b-containing
species (Engelhardt et al., 1983) and the BChl a-
containing Rhodopseudomonas marina (Mecken-
stock et al., 1992).

A combination of image analysis and immuno-
electron microscopy with monoclonal antibodies
against the H-polypeptide of the reaction center (Stark
et al., 1986) leads to the following model of the
photosynthetic unit of Rp. viridis: the reaction center
is surrounded by 12 LH complexes. The H-
polypeptide is located in the central core with an
asymmetrical lateral distribution on the CM surface.
The LH units are arranged in a ring of 24
transmembrane It is speculated that each
of these belong to a or
polypeptide and their N-termini are located on the
plasmic surface.

information on the topography of defined components
of the photosynthetic apparatus in the ICM (Valkirs
and Feher, 1982; Collins and Remsen, 1984; Crook
et al., 1986). The ATPase was demonstrated on the
surface of the CM of Rb. sphaeroides (Reed and
Raveed, 1972) and Rs. rubrum (Löw and Afzelius,
1964) as knob-like particles of 9 nm in diameter.
Labeling with ferritin-conjugated antibodies against
H , L and M proteins of the RC demonstrated the
asymmetrical distribution of the reaction center across
the Rb. sphaeroides membrane(Reed et al., 1975;
Valkirs and Feher, 1982). The H and M subunits were
labeled at both the cytoplasmic and periplasmic
surface of the ICM, whereas the L subunit was
labeled only at the periplasmic surface of the
membrane. These data in combination with iodination
experiments indicated very early that RC complexes
span the membrane. Using gold-labeled antibodies
against the LH complex of Rb. sphaeroides, the
presence of LH antigens on the PF of the chroma-
tophore membrane was demonstrated (Collins and
Remsen, 1984).

The asymmetrical distribution of RC and light-
harvesting proteins on cytoplasmic and periplasmic
surfaces has been demonstrated for Rp. viridis (Jay et
al., 1983). A cytoplasmic location of the reaction
center cytochrome, H, M and L-chain and of the
light-harvesting polypeptides and gamma was
observed on isolated ICM vesicles by the use of
ferritin-conjugated antibodies in combination with
surface-specific iodination and protease treatment.
In addition, an exoplasmic location of polypeptide H
was noted.

Subchromatophore particles with photosynthetic
activity were detected in Triton X-100 treated
preparations of Rhodopseudomonas sp. (Garcia et
al., 1968). The particle had an outer diameter of 13.5
nm and showed an inner core which was 6.0 nm in
diameter. A pure fraction of native photoreceptor
units isolated from ICMs of Rp. viridis could be
shown in negative stained preparations (Jay et al.,
1984, Stark et al., 1984). The isolated photoreceptor
unit presented the same symmetry and dimensions
as the particles in the intact ICM.

Defined membrane particles, for example RC +
LH I core complexes, have been incorporated into
liposomes to study size and structure (Fig. 14).
Pigment-protein complexes from Rp. palustris were
inserted into phospholipid liposomes (Varga and
Staehelin, 1985). In freeze-fracture preparations of
the liposomes the different particles could be

C. Identification and Organization of Membrane
Particles

Immunoelectron microscopical methods using
specific antibodies against defined components of
the photosynthetic apparatus were applied to get
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classified in distinct size classes which could be
related to specific components of the photosynthetic
apparatus. The following correlations were observed:
5 nm particles represent free RC or LH I tetramers;
7.5 nm particles LH I or LH II octamers (or both); 10
nm particles RC-LH I core complexes (1 RC plus 12
LH I)(Fig. 14) or large LH II oligomers (or both), and
large particles of 12.5 and 15 nm LH II associated
with the RC-LH I core complex (Varga and Staehelin,
1985). The purified reaction centers ofRs. rubrum
presented after incorporation into liposome mem-
branes in freeze-fracture preparations, slightly smaller
(9–11 nm) particles than in native chromatophores
(Meyer et al., 1981). The functional interaction and
the lateral topography of photosynthetically active
components were examined by combined electron
microscopic and functional test methods with
reconstituted complexes of the photosynthetic
apparatus (Baciou et al., 1991; Takemoto et al.,
1985; Crielaard et al., 1989). Reaction centers from
Rp. viridis reconstituted into liposomes were frozen
for freeze-fracturing at temperatures between, above,
and below the phase transition temperatures of the
lipids forming the liposomes (Baciou et al., 1991). It
was shown that the phase transition affects the
thermodynamic parameters associated with the
electron-transfer process in the reaction center.

Isolated chromatophores of Rb. capsulatus and
Rb. sphaeroides were fused with liposomes. The
fused chromatophores were examined electron
microscopically after freeze-fracturing and the
kinetics of excitonic energy transfer were studied. It
was shown that lipid dilution lowered efficiencies of
energy transfer between the LH I complex and the
reaction center in Rb. capsulatus (Takemoto et al.,
1985), and in a decrease of cytochrome b-561
reduction (Snozzi and Crofts, 1984) and a slightly
reduced absorption due to the LH I complex (Theiler
and Niederman, 1991) in Rb. sphaeroides.

seen in the wild type. According to experiments with
several mutants of Rb. sphaeroides having defects in
the LH II-complex it was supposed that incorporation
of the and polypeptides of the LH II-complex is
essential for molding and maturation of the ICM
(Hunter et al., 1988; Kiley et al., 1988). In these
mutants the ICM consists mainly of long tubes
spanning the cell in the longitudinal axis. It was
suggested that in absence of the LH II-complex the
ICM was arrested at a tubular stage.

However, the LH II-deficient mutant 19 of Rb.
sphaeroides exhibited in ultrathin sections not only
regularly shaped ICM vesicles (average diameter of
43 nm), but also long tubes of ICM with diameters of
60–95 nm (Golecki et al., 1989, 1991). Freeze-
fracture preparations revealed that these tubes were
densely covered with intramembrane particles
regularly arranged in rows. Therefore these tubes do
not represent lipid-enriched ICM-invaginations as
discussed for other mutants of Rb. sphaeroides with

D. The Influence of Proteins on the Structure of
Intracytoplasmic Membranes

The different morphological types of ICM (Fig. 1)
were investigated with respect to a possible
morphogenetic effect of defined components of the
photosynthetic apparatus on the ICM formation. In
the carotenoid- and LH II-less mutant strain R 26 of
Rb. sphaeroides (Lommen and Takemoto, 1978 b)
both vesicular and large lamellar ICM has been
observed instead of small regular vesicles normally
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similar tubular ICM (Kiley et al., 1988). Phototrophic
and RC positive, but LH I and/or LH II negative
mutants of Rb. capsulatus (Dörge et al., 1990; Stiehle
et al., 1990) still retain vesicular ICM (Golecki et al.,
1989, 1991; Golecki unpublished results; Fig. 15).Rs.
rubrum, which does not contain the LH II complex,
forms regularly shaped ICM vesicles with diameters
ranging from 60 to 100 nm. It is remarkable that all
ICM vesicles from LH II-lacking purple bacteria are
larger than vesicles from bacteria with LH II besides
the core complex (Figs. 8, 15). A defined LH II
deletion mutant of Rb. capsulatus
contains vesicles of irregular size but no tubules
(Golecki and Drews, unpublished).

The major lipid compounds of CM and ICM
membranes are the phospholipids phosphatidyl
ethanolamine, phosphatidyl choline, phosphatidyl
serine, diphosphatidyl glycerol, phosphatidyl inositol
and ornithine lipids, which are esters of C16:0, C16:1,
C18:0,C18:1; fatty acids (Kenyon, 1978 and see also
Chapter 10 on quinones and lipids by Imhoff).
Glycolipids appear to be absent in nonsulfur purple
bacteria; they were found in Chromatiaceae and
green sulfur bacteria. Sulfolipids (sulfoquinovosyl-
diacylglycerol) are present in many photosynthetic
bacteria (Imhoff et al., 1982; and see also Chapter 10
by Imhoff and Imhoff). Hopanoid pentacyclic triter-
penoids were found in purple nonsulfur bacteria but
not in purple sulfur bacteria (Rohmer et al., 1984;
Neunlist et al., 1988; Urakami and Komagata, 1988).
Ubiquinone-10 is the major mobile electron carrier
in the membrane. Ubiquinone-9, menaquinone-8, 9
or 10, and rhodoquinone-10 have been found
occasionally (Urakami and Komagata, 1988; and see
also Chapter 10 by Imhoff and Imhoff).

The phospholipid biosynthetic enzymes, i.e. CDP-
diglyceride synthetase, phosphatidylglycerophos-
phate synthetase, phosphatidylglycerophosphate
phosphatase, phosphatidylserine (PS) synthase, PS
decarboxylase, and S-adenosyl-L-methionine:
phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase, were

detected in the soluble fraction of cells of Rb.
sphaeroides while CDP-diglyceride synthetase,
phosphatidylglycerophosphate synthase, and PS
decarboxylase was localized in the CM (Cain et al.,
1984). The pathway for synthesis of phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine and phosphatidylglycerol in purple
bacteria seems to be the same as in other eubacteria
(Cain et al., 1984). A phospholipid transfer protein
and an acyl carrier protein have been isolated and
purified (Tai and Kaplan, 1984; Cooper et al., 1987).

Kaplan’s group has shown that phospholipids are
synthesized at the CM and from there transferred to
the ICM just prior to cell division (Lueking et al.,
1978; Cain et al., 1984). Proteins and pigments,
however, are inserted into the CM and ICM
continuously throughout the cell cycle (Fraley et al.,
1977, 1979; Kaplan et al., 1983; Myers and Collins,
1987). As a consequence, the protein/phospholipid
ratio and the specific density and fluidity of the
membrane fluctuate with the cell cycle. The
discontinuous accumulation of cellular phospholipids
during synchronous growth is directly attributable to
observed changes in the rate of phospholipid synthesis
(Fraley et al., 1979). The number of photosynthetic
units per membrane area can vary by nearly a factor
of two over the course of the cell cycle (Kaplan et al.,
1983). Under constant growth conditions the average
size and density of intramembrane particles remains
unchanged during the cell cycle (Yen et al., 1984).
The cell-cycle-dependent fluctuation in membrane
composition, shown for Rb. sphaeroides, has been
likewise confirmed for CM preparations ofRs. rubrum
(Myers and Collins, 1987).

Shifts of light intensity or oxygen tension do not
change significantly the patterns of phospholipids
and fatty acids in the membrane fractions of non-
synchronized cells (Kaufmann et al., 1982; Onishi
and Niederman, 1982; Campbell and Lueking, 1983).

A. Coordinated Biosynthesis of Phospholipids,
Proteins and Pigments during Membrane
Formation

III. Biosynthesis of Membranes and the
Assembly of the Functional Complexes of
the Photosynthetic Apparatus

B. Characteristics of Membrane Fractions

Several membrane fractions have been isolated by
sucrose density gradient centrifugation from various
purple bacteria induced to form the photosynthetic
apparatus. These membrane fractions differ in specific
density and composition. Components of the
respiratory chain, photosynthetic apparatus, transport
systems, penicillin-binding proteins, and other
functional units and phospholipids are present in
variable but different amounts in the different
membrane fractions (Hurlbert et al., 1974; Barrett et
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al., 1978; Dierstein et al., 1981; Garcia at al., 1981;
Inamine and Niederman, 1982; Kaufmann et al.,
1982; Inamine et al., 1984). Penicillin-binding
proteins have been found exclusively in the CM
(Shepherd et al., 1981). Table 1 illustrates the
compositional heterogeneity of membrane fractions
isolated from cells of Rb. capsulatus grown
chemotrophically and phototrophically, respectively.
A generalization is not possible, because data are
available from few species only.

The isolated ‘light’ membrane fraction consists of
small membrane pieces (Lampe et al., 1972;
Kaufmann et al., 1982). The concentration of
bacteriochlorophyll-protein complexes is low and
the ratio of reaction center plus light-harvesting
complex I (LHI) : LHII is much higher than in the
‘heavy’ fraction (Reilly and Niederman, 1986). The
transfer of excitation energy from LHII to LHI is not
coupled efficiently. Rates of photophosphorylation
and photoreduction of b-type cytochromes are low
(Hunter et al., 1979; Garcia et al., 1981; Kaufmann et
al., 1982). Barrett et al. (1978) found cytochrome c
and NADH-cytochrome c reductase activity enriched
in the light fraction. The light fraction seems to be
identical with the CM or those parts of the CM where
the insertion of photosynthetic units is initiated (Reilly
and Niederman, 1986).

The low activities of oxidative phosphorylation,
NADH oxidation, cytochrome oxidase and other
enzymes of electron transport chains in the light
fraction seems to be caused by harsh treatment of
cells during disruption and isolation. The separation
of CM from ICM and outer membrane is a difficult
task, especially when phototrophically grown cells
are used (Oelze and Drews, 1972; Hurlbert et al.,
1974; Kaplan and Arntzen, 1982). Small pieces of
CM, formed during cell disruption, do not form
vesicles. Washing of membranes reduces the level of
soluble cytochrome and of enzyme constituents
loosely bound to the membrane. Even when CM is
isolated under mild and controlled conditions it
remains difficult to quantify light-driven and
respiratory coupled functions because CM vesicles
are at best 70% right-side out, while ICM vesicles
can be 100% inside out with a higher content of
cytochrome than CM vesicles (Lommen and
Takemoto, 1978; Michels and Konings, 1978; Garcia
et al., 1987). Moreover, apparent activity of
cytochrome oxidase and amount of oxidase protein,
detected by immunoelectrophoresis, do not follow
the same kinetics when cells are shifted from

phototrophic to chemotrophic growth conditions
(Hüdig and Drews, 1985; Hüdig et al., 1987).
Enzymatic activity and synthesis of membrane bound
components seem to be regulated differently.

The light membrane fractions of Chromatium
vinosum and Ectothiorhodospira mobilis contained
the highest BChl content and were not contaminated
with cell wall constituents (Hurlbert et al., 1974;
Ditandi and Imhoff, 1993). Obviously the photo-
synthetic apparatus of both species is extended to the
CM, which may be caused by the obligately or
primarily phototrophic way of life in these species.
The fractions of highest density are enriched in cell
wall constituents.

The heavy membrane fraction of facultative
phototrophic bacteria consists of ICM vesicles
(i.e. chromatophores) which are enriched in the photo-
synthetic apparatus (Fig. 6). Chromatophores catalyze
light-driven proton translocation into the vesicles
and photophosphorylation by the
(Frenkel, 1954; Lampe and Drews, 1972; Lampe et
al., 1972).

The morphological continuity of the CM-ICM
system has been described in Section II.A of this
chapter (Figs. 3, 5). The continuity of the membranes
implies that ICM vesicles have an inverted orientation
after isolation; they have an inside-out orientation,
while protoplasts and CM vesicles should have right-
side out orientation. This can be shown by localization
of the part of ATPase on the outer surface of ICM
vesicles and on the inner surface of CM vesicles.
Light-induced proton translocation is directed into
the ICM vesicles but from the cytoplasm to the
periplasmic space in whole cells and spheroplasts.
Likewise, light-driven amino acid transport is directed
oppositely in chromatophores and CM vesicles,
(Michels and Konings, 1978). Opposite membrane
asymmetry of the CM and ICM was also detected by
freeze-fracture electron microscopy (see Section
II.B).

Since membranes are fluid-crystalline structures
it cannot be excluded that the connections between
ICM vesicles or lamellae and CM and ICM are
transient. From the heterogeneity of membrane
fractions it can be inferred that a barrier must exist
between membranous domains which inhibits or
slows down free lateral diffusion of phospholipids
and proteins in the membrane continuum (Lavergne
and Joliot, 1991).
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Rhodospirillum rubrum and Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides are facultative photosynthetic bacteria which
do not contain either BChl or ICM vesicles when
cultivated under strictly aerobic conditions in the
dark. Upon induction of the photosynthetic apparatus
by lowering the oxygen tension or shifting to
anaerobic light conditions, invaginations of the CM
and BChl synthesis appear simultaneously (Cohen-
Bazire and Kunisawa, 1963; Drews and Giesbrecht,
1963; Peters and Cellarius, 1972; Golecki and Oelze,
1975). The formation of ICM by invaginations of the
CM was also visualized by immunochemical means
(Crook et al., 1986). A shift of newly incorporated
radioactivity from CM into the ICM fraction was
demonstrated by pulse-chase experiments (Oelze
and Drews, 1969).

It was suggested that an ‘upper pigmented band’
(light membrane fraction) represents peripheral
regions of immature ICM invaginations (Niederman
et al., 1979; Inamine and Niederman, 1982; Inamine
et al., 1984). This fraction was found to be enriched
in b- and c-type cytochromes, in succinate-
cytochrome c oxidoreductase and in reaction center
(Bowyer et al., 1985; Reilly and Niederman, 1986).
The incorporation of newly synthesized proteins
into this membrane fraction was demonstrated in
pulse-chase experiments (Niederman et al., 1979,
1981).

The H-subunit of RC, present in the membrane
fraction of aerobically grown cells of Rb. sphaeroides
(Chory et al., 1984) and Rb. capsulatus (N. Cortez,
unpublished), was proposed to function as a structure
to initiate assembly of the core complex (RC + LHI).
A rapid shift from aerobic, chemotrophic growth to
anaerobiosis in the presence of light in Rb.
sphaeroides results in an immediate cessation of cell
growth, and of protein, DNA and phospholipid
accumulation. But the synthesis of phosphatidyl-
choline begins midway through the lag period and
well before the resumption of total phospholipid
synthesis. Small indentations within the CM appear
early in the lag phase and seem to be converted into
discrete ICM invaginations and mature ICM vesicles.
It was speculated that specific regulatory sites of
phospholipid synthesis at the level of phos-
phatidylethanolamine methyltransferase and acyl
carrier protein, besides H-subunit and other proteins,
are locally enriched where indentations in the

membrane are formed as initiation sites for assembly
of pigment-proteins and invaginations of the CM or
ICM (Chory et al., 1984). Throughout the cell cycle
the level of LH complex II remains low in the light
membrane fraction. It was shown by pulse-labeling
with methionine that the incorporation of
proteins into the light membrane fraction was much
higher than in the heavy membrane fraction. Pulse-
chase experiments showed a shift of radioactivity
from the light into the heavy membrane fraction.
These results were interpreted as support of the idea
that core complexes of the photosynthetic apparatus
were incorporated preferentially into sites of
membrane growth initiation which were visualized
as small indentations of the CM (Chory et al., 1984;
Reilly and Niederman, 1986). Later, when the
indentation became CM invaginations and ICM
vesicles, light-harvesting complexes II were
incorporated and due to a higher density, these vesicles
were isolated with the heavy membrane fraction.

The molecular mechanism of this local membrane
growth and differentiation resembles the budding
process at the plasma membrane of eukaryotic cells
during assembly of enveloped viruses. In this process
host membrane proteins are displaced by virus
proteins which serve as anchor proteins for virus
assembly.

The insertion of pigment- or redox carrier-binding
proteins of the photosynthetic apparatus into the
membrane lowers the fluidity of the membrane. This
might be a signal to transfer phospholipids to ICM.
New ICM vesicles are formed not only by invagination
of CM but also by incorporation of new photo-
synthetic units into buds of preexistent ICM vesicles
or thylakoids (Drews and Giesbrecht, 1963; Oelze
and Drews, 1969, 1972; Hurlbert al., 1974; Dierstein
et al., 1981) or flat membranes (thylakoids) which
appears as branching of membranes in Rp. palustris
(Tauschel and Drews, 1967).

C. The Formation of Intracytoplasmic
Membranes

D. The Influence of Oxygen Tension and Light
Intensity on Membrane Differentiation

The external signals of oxygen partial pressure and
light intensity are the major factors which determine
membrane differentiation and formation of the
photosynthetic apparatus (Lascelles, 1959; Cohen-
Bazire and Kunisawa, 1963; Biedermann et al., 1967;
Marrs and Gest, 1973; Dierstein and Drews, 1975;
Drews 1978, 1988, 1991; Schumacher and Drews,
1979; Arnheim and Oelze, 1983a,b; Donohue and
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Kaplan, 1986; Kiley and Kaplan, 1987; Oelze, 1988;
Reidl et al., 1983, 1985; Chory et al., 1984; Klug et
al., 1985, 1991; Lee and Kaplan, 1992 a,b). In
addition, temperature and substrate composition and
concentration influence the morphogenesis of the
photosynthetic apparatus (Kaiser and Oelze, 1980a,b;
Grether-Beck and Oelze, 1987; Gardiner et al., 1992).

Lowering the oxygen tension in a dark culture of
facultative phototrophic bacteria induces the
formation of the photosynthetic apparatus. The
threshold value of oxygen partial pressure which is
critical for triggering the morphogenetic process is
different in the species which have been examined.
Cells ofRs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides are free of
ICM and BChl when cultivated in air saturated culture
medium. The threshold value for these species is
relatively sharp at about 5 mm Hg = 666 Pa = 6.66
mbar oxygen partial pressure (Biedermann et al.,
1967).

Cultures of Rb. capsulatus always contain small
amounts of BChl and some polar tubular ICM, even
when grown at (Lampe et al., 1972; Fig.
7). The BChl concentration increases strongly when
in chemotrophically grown cells of Rb. capsulatus
the oxygen tension is lowered below 1 kPa (Dierstein
and Drews, 1974, 1975). In other species, like Rb.
sulfidophilus (Doi et al., 1991) or Rs. centenum
(Yildiz et al., 1991) changes in oxygen tension are
much less effective on the formation of the
photosynthetic apparatus.

Lowering of the oxygen tension below the threshold
value stimulates, in species responsive to oxygen,
not only synthesis of the photosynthetic apparatus
but also formation of ICM. Both processes are light-
independent and have been observed even in
anaerobic dark cultures of Rb. capsulatus (Madigan
et al., 1982). Activities of respiratory enzymes are
higher in cells grown chemotrophically than
phototrophically (King and Drews, 1975; Drews and
Oelze, 1981; Cox et al., 1983; Hüdig et al., 1987).
Thus, variation of oxygen tension has an opposite
effect on synthesis of components of the photo-
synthetic versus respiratory apparatus. Oxygen
stimulates synthesis and/or activity of NADH-
dehydrogenase and cytochrome c oxidases, but the
redox components of electron transport, which are
active for respiratory and light-driven electron
transport, like the cytochrome and
the ubiquinone pool, are regulated differently
(Kaufmann et al., 1982; Garcia et al., 1987).

BChl synthesis is regulated on the level of key

enzymes, i.e. the aminolevulinic acid synthase and
Mg-chelatase, the branching point of tetrapyrrole
synthesis to heme and BChl synthesis, respectively
(Lascelles, 1959, 1978; Gorchein, 1973). Trans-
criptional and posttranscriptional regulatory
processes are involved (see Chapters 9 by Beale and
52 by Biel).

When cells of facultative phototrophic bacteria
are shifted from anaerobic light to aerobic dark
conditions, the synthesis of pigments, pigment-
binding proteins of the photosynthetic apparatus and
formation of ICM are immediately suppressed (Marrs
and Gest, 1973; Drews et al., 1987). The components
of the photosynthetic apparatus are not degraded but
remain in the ICM. Instead of these components,
structures of the respiratory apparatus and other
housekeeping components are incorporated into the
CM. Hence the relative concentration of photo-
synthetic structures in the membrane gradually dilutes
out. Since phototrophically grown cells ofRs. rubrum
and Rb. capsulatus and other facultative phototrophic
bacteria have under all growth conditions a potentially
active respiratory system, they continue to grow
after shift from phototrophic to chemotrophic
conditions. Growth and membrane differentiation
are separately regulated (Marrs and Gest, 1973;
Baccarini-Melandri and Zannoni, 1978; Zannoni et
al., 1978; Arnheim and Oelze, 1983a,b; Oelze and
Arnheim, 1983; Drews et al., 1987; Kiley and Kaplan,
1988).

In all phototrophic organisms light is the energy
source for growth and also an external factor which
determines morphogenesis. The quantum efficiency
of light on growth has been studied in chemostat
cultures (Göbel, 1978) and the influence of light on
growth and morphogenesis by Oelze’s group
(Arnheim and Oelze, 1983a; Grether-Beck and Oelze,
1987). Changes of light intensity modify the
composition and activity of the photosynthetic
apparatus. Lowering of light intensity under
anaerobiosis increases the BChl content of cells and
membranes and the ratio of the pigment-binding
proteins of LH II/RC + LH I (Cohen-Bazire et al.,
1957; Cohen-Bazire and Kunisawa, 1963; Drews
and Giesbrecht, 1963; Lien and Gest, 1973;
Schumacher and Drews, 1979; Golecki et al., 1980;
Reidl et al., 1985; Garcia et al., 1987; Oelze, 1988
and Fig. 2). Cells exposed to a downshift in light
intensity adapt to a new energy level of light
irradiation. In cells of Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides this process takes about 2–3 generations.
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During adaptation, the growth rate is lowered due to
energy limitation. The amount of ICM vesicles and
the number of photosynthetic units per cell increase
(Fig. 8, Table 1). The size of the photosynthetic unit
(mol BChl/mol RC) increases due to the relative
increase of the peripheral LH complex II (Reidl et
al., 1985). In species likeRs. rubrum and Rp. viridis,
which have one light-harvesting complex only, the
number of photosynthetic units and the ICM increase
(Oelze et al., 1969). In species like Rp. palustris,
Rp. acidophila and Cm. vinosum, which contain
different types of peripheral LH complexes, the
development of single species of LH complexes is
differently regulated by light intensity, oxygen tension
and temperature (Firsow and Drews, 1977; Mechler
and Oelze, 1978 a,b,c; Hayashi et al., 1982; Cogdell
et al., 1983; Evans et al., 1990; Deinum et al., 1991;
Gardiner et al., 1992; Takaichi et al., 1992). The
primary acceptor for light energy transduction is the
pigment system of the photosynthetic apparatus. The
sensor for light effecting morphogenesis is unknown.
Blue light seems to inhibit BChl synthesis (Drews
and Jaeger, 1963; Oelze, 1986; Takamiya et al.,
1992).

Variation of light intensity influences not only the
synthesis of pigment-proteins of the photosynthetic
apparatus, but also the concentration of redox carriers.
The molar ratios of ubiquinone and cytochromes
      b-561 and b-566 per reaction center were three to
five fold higher in membranes from high-light than
from low-light grown cells (Table 1; Garcia et al.,
1987) and the photochemical and respiratory activities
change accordingly (Table 1; Reidl et al., 1983,
1985; Garcia et al., 1987; Hüdig et al., 1987).

Membrane differentiation is regulated on different
levels, transcriptionally and posttranscriptionally,
which has been reviewed by Kiley and Kaplan (1988)
and Sganga and Bauer (1992) and detailed in several
chapters of this volume.

tively). The organization of proteins and cofactors
has been optimized during evolution to an efficient
communication between the cofactors within the
complex and redox carriers in the lipid layer of the
membrane (cofactors e.g. quinones). Furthermore,
the complexes have to interact with ions, substrates,
or redox carriers on the cytoplasmic and periplasmic
side of the membrane, respectively. Excitation energy
or electrons have to be efficiently translocated. All
these functions and the formation of a membrane
potential and an electrochemical gradient of protons
across the membrane are dependent on the correct
assembly of subunits resulting in a functional
organization and a correct orientation of the
complexes and cofactors in the membrane. All
immunochemical, ultrastructural, and biochemical
studies have confirmed that complexes are uniformly
oriented when synthesized in native membranes, but
they may be more or less randomly oriented when
incorporated in liposomes (Tadros et al., 1987;
Crielaard et al., 1989; Güner et al., 1991; Brunisholz
and Zuber, 1992).

E. Assembly of the Photosynthetic Apparatus

The complexes of the photosynthetic and of the
respiratory apparatuses are multicomponent,
supramolecular integral membrane-bound structures.
From several complexes we have detailed information
on the primary structure of proteins, localization and
orientation of the bound cofactors, and organization
and topography of the complex in the membrane (see
Chapters 18, 23, 37 and 38, by Cogdell and Zuber,
Roy et al., Gromet-Elhanon, and Jackson, respec-

F. Targeting and Insertion of Proteins into the
Membrane

Targeting of proteins to the membrane surface is the
first important step of the assembly process which is
initiated by distinct signals, the signal sequences on
the so-called targeting protein (Saier et al., 1989;
Müller and MacFarlane, 1994). Signal sequences of
proteins which are translocated across the membrane
are cleaved off after translocation. Proteins which
are inserted into the CM generally have non-cleavable
signal sequences. These non-cleavable signal
sequences are difficult to identify because they are
not split off and the sequence is not well defined
(Saier et al., 1989). The N-terminal region of the
LH I polypeptide of Rb. capsulatus has some
features in common with typical signal sequences,
i.e. two positively charged amino acids at the end of
the N-terminus followed by a short sequence of
hydrophobic amino acids and two other positively
charged amino acids immediately before the central
hydrophobic membrane spanning domain of the
polypeptide. Exchange of four positively charged
with four negatively charged amino acids on the N-
terminal domain of the subunit inhibits a stable
insertion of and proteins into the membrane and
the assembly of the LHI complex (Dörge et al., 1990;
Stiehle et al., 1990). Interestingly, the polypeptide
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of the LHI complex, which has a net negative charge
in its N-terminal region and no similarity to a signal
sequence, is inserted earlier into the membrane than
the LHI polypeptide. Moreover, the polypeptide
inserts in the absence of but does not remain stably
integrated as it does in presence of (Richter and
Drews, 1991). LHI in absence of is also inte-
grated into the membrane (A. Meryandini, personal
communication). Site-directed mutagenesis of other
highly conserved amino acids in the N-terminal
region of the and LHI polypeptides interfered
with stable formation of a light-harvesting complex I,
indicating that the N-termini of the LHI polypeptides
contains important topogenic information (Dörge et
al., 1990; Richter et al., 1991, 1992).

Intensive studies on insertion and translocation of
proteins into and across the CM of Escherichia coli
have shown that the process is generally sec-
dependent (Müller and MacFarlane, 1994). Sec A,
Sec B and Sec Y are proteins which support targeting
(Sec B+A) or translocation (Sec Y) of proteins across
the CM of E. coli (Müller and MacFarlane, 1994).
Sec A- and Sec B-activities for protein export have
not been found in cells of Rb. capsulatus, but proteins
similar in function are present (Müller et al.,
unpublished). In vitro experiments using a cell-free
homologous system of Rb. capsulatus have shown
that the incorporation of LHI and and of the H-
protein of the RC into the ICM fraction is more
efficient in the presence than in absence or
posttranslationally addition of membranes (Troschel
and Müller, 1990; Troschel et al., 1992). A low salt
extract from ICM-vesicles contains one or more
proteins which support targeting and translocation
of precytochrome and LHI (Wieseler and Müller,
1993; A. Meryandini, unpublished). These experi-
ments suggest but do not prove that targeting and
insertion of LH and RC proteins are cotranslational
processes. They indicate that the competence of
these proteins for insertion is diminished when
membranes are added posttranslationally (Troschel
and Müller, 1990). LHI and polypeptides seem to
interact before insertion. In absence of DnaK, LHI
and were not synthesized in a cell-free translation
system. When GroEL was removed from the system,
the LHI proteins were not stably inserted into the
membrane (A. Meryandini and G. Drews unpub-
lished).

LH-proteins of purple bacteria are very small,
(about 50 residues) and they span the membrane
only once (Drews, 1985). The translocation of the

M13 coat protein and some other small proteins is
Sec A or Sec Y independent (Kuhn and Troschel,
1992). The translocation of leader peptidase became
Sec A independent when the protein was shortened
(Andersson and von Heijne, 1993). This, and the
failure to detect Sec functions in Rb. capsulatus,
suggest that all topogenic information necessary for
targeting and insertion already exist in the primary
structure of LH proteins. However, several obser-
vations support the idea that protein targeting and
membrane insertion in Rb. capsulatus is assisted by
a system of proteins. Trypsin-treatment of ICM
interfered with integration of LHI and and the H-
subunit of the RC into ICM (Troschel et al., 1992;
Troschel and Müller, unpublished) indicating that
proteins exposed on the membrane surface assist
targeting and insertion. LHI polypeptide is not
stably inserted into membranes in the absence of
LHI although its N-terminus has a positive net
charge, suggesting that and bind to each other
before or during targeting. This could be shown
recently in a cell-free translation system of Rb.
capsulatus (A. Meryandini and G. Drews, unpub-
lished). The N-terminal region of LHI has a negative
net charge which interferes with the negative charge
of the phospholipid head groups on the membrane
surface during targeting. A surface exposed
membrane protein could overcome this problem and
act as a receptor for targeting and insertion. Gene
products which are not identical with the pigment-
binding proteins have been identified which are
essential for correct and stable assembly (Tichy et
al., 1989, 1991; Drews, 1992). Others which may
have a more general function for insertion and
assembly of proteins in the membranes of photo-
trophic bacteria are yet to be detected. LHI becomes
phosphorylated during or after incorporation into
the membrane of Rb. capsulatus (Cortez et al., 1992;
Garcia et al., 1994).

G. Translocation and Assembly of Antenna-
Pigment-Proteins

The N-terminal regions of LH and and RC
proteins M and L of several species become exposed
on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane after
insertion and translocation (Tadros et al., 1987;
Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992). Translocation of the
hydrophobic region of these proteins across
the membrane depends on the proton motive force.
Addition of uncouplers completely inhibits trans-
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location (Dierstein and Drews, 1986). The sequence
of steps in the assembly of the LH-complexes is not
known. The binding of BChl and carotenoids to the
proteins of the LH-complexes seems to be an early
step that influences the conformation of proteins and
therefore assembly. In mutant strains blocked at
different stages of BChl synthesis, LHI LHI and
LHII proteins are incorporated into the membrane,
as shown by pulse experiments, but disappear during
the chase period (Klug et al., 1986; Brand and Drews,
unpublished). The pufQ gene product seems to be of
importance for assembly of BChl and proteins (see
Chapters 57, 58 and 59 by Beatty, Bauer, and Klug,
respectively). LHII polypeptide, however, remains
stable in the membrane when BChl is absent. The
steps of BChl synthesis, catalyzed by Mg-chelatase
and methyl-transferase, seem to be membrane bound
(Gorchein, 1973). The pool of unbound BChl in the
membrane and whole cells is very small (Beck and
Drews, 1982). Precursors of BChl can be accumulated
in mutant strains. They are excreted as free precursors
or nonspecifically bound to proteins (Drews et al.,
1971; Bolivar and Bauer, 1992). They do not form
LH complexes. However, pseudo complexes may be
formed by interaction with other LH proteins in the
absence of the specific ones (Tadros et al., 1989). The
LH-complexes in the membrane are oligomers of the
basic This has been shown by
molecular mass determination of isolated complexes
in lipid micelles or in crystals using different methods
(Shiozawa et al., 1982; Guthrie et al., 1992;
Kleinekofort et al., 1992) and by in vitro resolution
and reconstitution of isolated complexes (see Chapter
16 by Zuber and Cogdell). The monomeric subunits
differ from oligomers in their spectroscopic properties
(van Grondelle et al., 1992).

Besides BChl, the carotenoids are a morphogenetic
factor for LHII complexes. Carotenoid-less mutants
of Rb. capsulatus are unable to form the stable, wild-
type LHII complex (Kaufmann et al., 1984; Zsebo
and Hearst, 1984; Dörge et al., 1987; Lang and
Hunter, 1994).

Within the transmembrane segment of
both and antenna polypeptides a strong conserved
histidine residue, serving as a fifth ligand for BChl,
is positioned. Other conserved amino acids in a
distance of approximately one helix turn [Ala-X-X-
X-His-X-X-X-Leu (Trp, Tyr, Phe)] (His + 4 and
His – 4) are candidates to interact and stabilize the
position of BChl in the periplasmic bilayer half of the
membrane (Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992). Exchange

of histidine or one of the conserved amino acids in
position ± 4 for another amino acid impair or inhibit
not only BChl binding but also formation of the LHI
complex and stable insertion of and polypeptides
(Bylina et al., 1988; M. Brand, G. Drews, unpub-
lished). Interestingly, an exchange of Ala-34 and
His-38 of LHI does not impair the assembly of LHI
or alter the wild type in vivo absorption spectrum.
Deletion of the highly conserved His-20 in LHI did
not inhibit LHI formation but resulted in a broadening
of the absorption peak in one membrane fraction (M.
Brand, G. Drews, unpublished). Pulse chase
experiments have shown that inhibition of BChl
binding to or polypeptides by mutation of amino
acids very often impairs insertion and translocation
of the mutated and of the partner protein (Klug et al.,
1986; M. Brand, G. Drews, unpublished). These
multiple effects of mutations in amino acid positions
are possibly caused by changes in conformation and
topogenic signals of proteins and, therefore, influence
targeting, translocation and assembly.

The interpretation of results of the influence of
pigments on the synthesis and assembly of pigment-
binding proteins is conflicting in the literature. The
light-harvesting chlorophyll-binding protein of
chloroplast thylakoid membranes was stably
incorporated into the CM of E. coli after addition of
a bacterial signal peptide, although chlorophyll was
not present (Kohorn and Auchincloss, 1991). In
eukaryotic systems, the chlorophyll apoprotein
expression and accumulation was found to be
influenced by the level of chlorophyll (Eichacker et
al., 1992; Herrin et al., 1992).

The LHII complex of Rb. capsulatus contains,
besides the and polypeptides, a third protein,
called which does not bind BChl. It can be removed
from the membrane by an alkaline wash (Tadros et
al., 1990) or by trypsin treatment (Feick and Drews,
1978) and is not necessary for the function of LHII
(Tadros et al., 1990). Deletion of pucE, the gene
coding for the gamma protein, and of pucD, a gene of
unknown function, affects the formation and stability
of LHII (Tichy et al., 1991). Cells which are
suppressed in transcription of pucD, and E, form less
LHII than in the wild type and the absorption
maximum at 800 nm decreased (Tichy et al., 1991).
It has been shown that the gamma protein stabilizes
the LHII complex stronly (C. Kortlüke, F. Weber, G.
Drews, unpublished). The gene product of pucC is
essential for expression of the puc operon and for
synthesis and assembly of LHII proteins (Tichy et
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al., 1991; LeBlanc and Beatty, 1993). The function
of PucC is unknown but it is neither a structural
component of LHII nor a protein which assists
targeting and assembly. Presumably it contributes to
regulation of gene expression (Tichy et al., 1991);
under control of the T7 promoter and a strong Shine-
Dalgarno sequence, pucC was overexpressed in E.
coli (C. Kortlüke, unpublished).

Phosphorylation of BChl-binding proteins and
other membrane proteins have been observed in
several eukaryotic and prokaryotic photosynthetic
organisms (Bennet, 1977; Owens and Ohad, 1982;
Holuigue et al., 1985; Holmes and Allen, 1988;
Pairoba and Vallejos, 1989; Harrison et al., 1991;
Cortez et al., 1992). The intensity of phosphorylation
of of Rb. capsulatus was found to be redox-
controlled which indicates that phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation regulate the organization and
function of the antenna system (Cortez et al., 1992).
The protein is phosphorylated presumably by
a Ser/Thr kinase after insertion into the membrane
(Garcia et al., 1994; M. Brand, unpublished).

function in activation of gene expression. Until now
there is no direct evidence for proteins (chaperones),
besides GroEL, which keep the pigment-binding
proteins of the LH- and RC-complexes in an unfolded
state after translation and before insertion, or which
assist targeting, translocation, and assembly in the
membrane.

The ubiquinol:cytochrome c oxidoreductase, an
ubiquitous proton pump, comprises three catalytic
subunits, a two-heme Cyt b, a cytochrome c, and a
Rieske 2Fe-2S protein (see Chapter 35 by Gray and
Daldal). The Rieske subunit from Rb. sphaeroides
has been expressed in Escherichia coli and also in a
strain of Rb. sphaeroides lacking the other subunits
of the complex. The Rieske subunit forms a
Rieske-like iron-sulfur cluster and assembles in the
CM showing the characteristic EPR signal (van Doren
et al., 1993). The data are consistent with models in
which the Rieske subunit is bound to the membrane
and assembled via a single membrane-spanning
helix and independently of the other subunits of the

complex (van Doren et al., 1993). Otherwise the
apoproteins for cytochromes b and are stably
assembled in the ICM of Rb. capsulatus mutants
containing no Rieske subunit. The two-protein
subcomplex was functional with intact and
sites (Davidson et al., 1992). These data indicate that
synthesis, cofactor binding and assembly of subunits
of the complex seem to be relatively independent
from each other. Specific factors for targeting and
incorporation of the subunits into the membrane are
not known.

Cytochrome is a soluble periplasmic redox
carrier involved in both aerobic and photosynthetic
electron transport in Rhodobacter (see Chapter 34
by Meyer and Donohue). The N-terminal sequence
of 21 amino acids is absent in the mature polypeptide
and contains all of the features of a typical signal
peptide (Brandner et al., 1991). The signal peptidase
and cleaving of the signal sequence has been
demonstrated in an in vitro system in Rb. capsulatus
(Wieseler et al., 1992). Translocation of pre-
cytochrome across the ICM requires the proton-
motive force and proceeds at a higher efficiency
when cell-free membranes are present cotrans-
lationally. Peripheral membrane proteins, which can
be removed from the membrane by low-salt treatment,
support translocation. Deletion of the signal peptide
does not prevent export, heme attachment, or function
of cytochrome (Brandner and Donohue, 1994).
The extract of peripheral proteins does not contain

I. Assembly of Other Membrane-Bound
Complexes

RC, like LHII of Rb. capsulatus, contains a third
subunit, called the H-subunit, which does not bind
pigments (see Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.). The
gene for the H subunit is located some 35 kb upstream
from the puf-operon (coding for RC-M and RC-L) in
the puhA locus (Youvan et al., 1984; Socket et al.,
1989). Deletion of the puhA gene results in a photo-
synthetically incompetent mutant strain of Rb.
sphaeroides which synthesizes only trace amounts
of RC and no LHI complex, although puf mRNA is
synthesized. It was speculated that the H subunit is
necessary for either insertion of RC M and RC L
polypeptides into the ICM or for stabilization of RC
complexes (Sockett et al., 1989). Since the H subunit
is present in membranes of chemotrophically grown
cells, it was proposed that the H subunit directs M
and L subunits to the proper site and facilitates
assembly (Sockett et al., 1989). The effect of a
deletion in puhA on the expression of pufB may be
due to an inhibition of the expression of the open
reading frame F1696. An insertion mutation in F1696
affects a 67% reduction in LHI in Rb. capsulatus
(Bauer et al., 1991). The primary structure of F1696
is very similar to that of pucC (Bauer et al., 1991;
Tichy et al., 1991) These proteins may have a similar
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activities that in vitro could replace the E. coli
transport factors Sec A and Sec B (Wieseler and
Müller, 1993). From cycA-phoA translational fusion
experiments it was concluded that cytochrome
export does not require heme attachment as was
shown for Cyt c import into mitochondria (Brandner
et al., 1991). Heme is covalently attached to two
cysteines in the Cyt polypeptide via thioether
linkages. His-19 and Met-100 are noncovalent axial
ligands to the iron in the porphyrin ring. Heme can be
attached to the Cyt a apoprotein which lacks as many
as 94 C-terminal amino acids, including Met-100
(Brandner et al., 1991).
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Summary

Although belonging to evolutionary distantly related groups, cells of members of the Chlorobiaceae and the
Chloroflexaceae exhibit structurally and functionally comparable substructures. While the photochemical
reaction center complex plus a light-harvesting unit are housed in the peripheral cytoplasmic membrane (CM)
system, an accessory light-harvesting unit is localized in specialized structures, the chlorosomes, underlying
the CM. In this chapter, the present knowledge on the fine structure of chlorosomes and the CM is reviewed.
After a description of methods commonly employed to isolate chlorosomes and CM, data of chemical analyses
of both subcellular fractions are detailed. In spite of considerable similarities in the overall ultrastructural and
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functional properties, the chemical composition reveals significant differences between chlorosomes and CM,
when isolated from Chlorobium and Chloroflexus, respectively. The same holds true with respect to the
supramolecular organization, particularly of chlorosomes and elements involved in their connection to the CM.
Since the photosynthetic apparatus of green bacteria is composed of two different moieties, i.e. the chlorosomes
and the CM-bound unit, the important questions arise how these different units are synthesized, how the
synthesis of individual constituents is controlled and how the syntheses of chlorosomes and the CM-bound
units are coordinated. In the present contribution these problems are approached on the basis of the pigments
characteristic of both units. In addition, the knowledge on polypeptide formation is presented. These data are
combined with the respective changes in number and size of chlorosomes. In spite of a considerable amount of
detailed information available as yet, it is finally concluded that considerable research efforts are still required
in order to understand the development of the biologically unique type of photosynthetic apparatus characteristic
of the green bacteria.

I. Introduction

Early studies on the ultrastructure of several members
of the purple phototrophic bacteria revealed the
presence of an intracytoplasmic membrane con-
tinuum, which upon cell breakage formed closed
vesicles. These vesicles contained the entire
photosynthetic apparatus and were named chromato-
phores according to their pigmentation (Oelze and
Drews, 1972). Any attempts to identify similar
structures within cells of the green bacteria, however,
remained unsuccessful. Instead, Cohen-Bazire (1963)
was able to show that thin sections of cells of
Chlorobium limicola and Cb. thiosulfatophilum
exhibit the presence of oblong inclusion bodies
adjacent to the CM. These structures surrounded by
a thin layer were named Chlorobium vesicles.
Subsequently, similar structures containing high
amounts of bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) could be
isolated from homogenates of these and related
organisms. On this basis, it was proposed that, in
members of the green bacteria, Chlorobium vesicles
were the major sites of the photosynthetic apparatus
(Cohen-Bazire, 1963) including the photochemical
reaction centers (Fowler et al., 1971). The latter
suggestion, however, was not supported by subsequent
investigations. Instead, it could be shown that the
photochemical reaction center, containing BChl a,
was localized in the CM, while Chlorobium vesicles
house accessory light-harvesting BChl units (Boyce
et al., 1976; Olson et al., 1976; Olson 1980).

In 1974 it became apparent that Chlorobium
vesicles were formed not only by members of the
Chlorobiaceae but also by the distantly related and
newly discovered Chloroflexus aurantiacus (Pierson
and Castenholz, 1974a,b). Therefore, it was proposed
to more generally name such vesicles chlorosomes
(= green bodies) (Staehelin et al., 1978). In this
contribution we will compile the present knowledge
on the structure and composition as well as on the
development of the photosynthetic apparatus of green
bacteria comprising the chlorosomal and the CM-
bound units.

II. Ultrastructure

A. Membranes

The CM of green bacteria is visualized by electron
microscopy of ultrathin sections of cells as a double
track layer underlying the cell wall. This membrane
with a thickness of approximately 8 nm represents
the outer layer of the protoplast (Fig. 1). The
periplasmic space becomes visible in thin sections as
an electron transparent space localized between the
CM and the cell wall. In freeze-fracture electron
micrographs of chemoorganotrophically grown Cf.
aurantiacus (Sprague et al., 1981b) the CM exposes
the well known architecture of other bacteria (Golecki
and Oelze, 1980) that is to say, a plasmic fracture
face (PF) densely covered with intramembrane
particles of different size and an exoplasmic fracture
face (EF) sparsely covered with larger particles.
However, in phototrophically grown cells of both
Cb. limicola and Cb. tepidum, distinct areas enriched
in larger intramembrane particles (> 9 nm) were
demonstrated on both fracture faces of the CM (Fig. 2

Abbreviations: ALA – 5-aminolevulinic acid; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus;
CM – cytoplasmic membrane; CW – cell wall; D – dilution rate;
EF – exoplasmic fracture face; MGDG – monogalactosyl
diglyceride; Pa – Pascal; PF – plasmic fracture face; SDS-PAGE
– sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
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and Staehelin et al, 1980). These areas of the CM are
localized at the presumptive sites of chlorosome
attachment. The larger particles were interpreted as
structural equivalents of the photosynthetic units.

Both fracture faces of the CM of phototrophically
grown cells of Chloroflexus and Chlorobium exhibit,
in addition, characteristic chlorosomes (Fig. 3 and
Staehelin et al., 1978). Because of the close
association of chlorosomes and the CM, the fracture
plane can be deflected very often from the CM into
the underlying chlorosome.

In Chloronema (Dubinina and Gorlenko, 1975),
Oscillochloris (Sprague and Fuller, 1991) and in
some mesophilic Chloroflexus-like organisms from
marine environments, the CM forms invaginations
studded with chlorosomes (Larsen et al., 1991).
Internal membranes originally described as meso-
somes (Cohen-Bazire et al., 1964) may be the results
of artificial preparation conditions as demonstrated
with several other bacterial species (Ebersold et al.,
1981). Additional artifacts may be the lipid bilayer
structures, which can be identified on freeze-fracture
preparations of the thermophilic Cf. aurantiacus
strain J-10-fl as large flattened vesicles without
detectable substructure (Staehelin et al., 1978). It
appears likely that these vesicles arise in the CM by
phase separation induced by a shift-down in
temperature.
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B. Chlorosomes

Chlorosomes are elliptical structures, which are
arranged in a single layer underlying the CM (Figs.
1a, 1b, 8). Usually chlorosomes are not detectable
within the cytoplasm of the cells. As mentioned
above, however, Oscillochloris and some mesophilic
Chloroflexus-like organisms (Larsen et al., 1991)
were reported to form internal foldings of the CM
with aligned chlorosomes.

On the average, chlorosomes exhibit lengths of
about 70–260 nm and widths of 30–100 nm. With
chlorosomes from Cb. limicola widths of 40–100 nm
and lengths of 70–260 nm have been determined.
The chlorosomes of Cf. aurantiacus seem to be
smaller. They exhibit an average length of 106 ± 24
nm and a width of 32 ± 10 nm. The height of the latter
chlorosomes is 10–20 nm (Golecki and Oelze, 1987).
The lengths and widths of chlorosomes of other
members of the green bacteria are generally within
the same range: for ‘Chloropseudomonas ethylicum’:
130–150 nm and 30–50 nm (Holt et al., 1966), Cb.
thiosulfatophilum: 100–150 nm and 30–40 nm
(Cohen-Bazire et al., 1964), Chloroherpeton
thalassium: 140 nm and 33 nm (Gibson et al., 1984),
Cb. tepidum: 100–180 nm and 40–60 nm (Wahlund
et al., 1991), Cb. vibrioforme, Pelodictyon luteolum
and Pelodictyon phaeum: 70–150 nm and 30–80 nm
(Puchkova et al., 1975). However, external conditions
may have a significant influence on the size and, thus,
the volume of chlorosomes (Broch-Due et al., 1978;
Golecki and Oelze, 1987). A more detailed descrip-
tion of the effects of external factors on the size and
development of chlorosomes will be given in Section
V-B of this chapter.

As yet, detailed studies on the ultrastructure of
chlorosomes have been performed only with cells of
either Cb. limicola or Cf. aurantiacus. In these studies,
freeze-fracture electron microscopy has been
employed to obtain insights into the internal
architecture and organization of chlorosomes and
the underlying membrane (Staehelin et al., 1978 and
1980; Sprague et al., 1981a,b; Golecki and Oelze,
1987). The results revealed that the chlorosomes of
Chloroflexus and Chlorobium exhibit essentially the
same ultrastructure with the following comparable
elements; i.) a distinct area within the CM referred to
as the membrane attachment site, ii.) a highly ordered
baseplate between the chlorosome core and the CM,
iii.) internal rod elements in the core of chlorosomes,

In the filamentous cells of Chloroflexus, the CMs
of two neighbouring cells are connected by 10–30
microplasmadesmata, which can be identified within
the central area of the septum (Staehelin et al., 1978).

Cell envelopes of Gram-negative bacteria are
composed of the CM and the peptidoglycan layer as
well as the outer membrane of the cell wall. All of
these structural elements can be identified on ultrathin
sections of Chlorobium strains (Fig. 1). However, in
Cf. aurantiacus it is difficult to identify an outer
membrane or a defined peptidoglycan layer. These
morphological findings, together with biochemical
data such as the the lack of both lipoprotein and
lipopolysaccharides and the presence of L-ornithine
in the peptidoglycan, revealed that Chloroflexus forms
a cell wall resembling that of Gram-positive rather
than that of Gram-negative bacteria (Jürgens et al.,
1987.)
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iv.) an envelope forming the cytoplasmic boundary
of the chlorosome.

As mentioned above, in Chlorobium, the attach-
ment sites are visible as distinct oblong areas on the
plasmic (PF) and exoplasmic (EF) fracture faces of
the CM enriched in larger intramembrane particles
(> 9 nm) in a non-crystalline order (Fig. 2). The size
of these non-crystalline ordered particles is larger
than the average size of the other particles on the
respective fracture face of the CM. In Cf. aurantiacus,
on the other hand, the attachment site presents a
highly ordered array of particles. The periodicity of
the lattice is 6 nm with an orientation perpendicular
to the long axis of the chlorosome (Staehelin et al.,
1980).

According to the original definition, the baseplate
connects the chlorosome to the CM (Staehelin et al.,
1980). In ultrathin sections, the baseplate appears as
an electron dense layer of 5–6 nm thickness (Figs. 1
and 8). The supramolecular architecture of the
baseplate, however, is detectable only with freeze-
fracture preparations. The baseplates of Cb. limicola

and Cb. tepidum are detectable on the exoplasmic
fracture-face of the CM as elliptical, striated plate-
like structures exhibiting a crystalline substructure
(Fig. 3 and Staehelin et al., 1980). The ridges of the
baseplate lattice (6 nm distance) form an angle of 40°
to 60° with the longitudinal axis of the plate. Each
ridge exhibits a fine granular substructure with a
periodicity of 3.3–3.5 nm. Baseplates are nearly as
large as complete chlorosomes. In Chloroflexus,
baseplates exhibit a crystalline arrangement with
fine striations of 6 nm periodicity (Fig. 4d, Staehelin
et al., 1978; Sprague et al., 1981a,b). In contrast to
Chlorobium, these striations are oriented at right
angles to the longitudinal axis of the baseplate. With
Chloroflexus an average baseplate size of 3,200 ±
800 was determined (Golecki and Oelze, 1987).

The cores of Chlorobium and Chloroflexus
chlorosomes are filled with a variable number of
closely packed rod-shaped elements with diameters
of 10 and 5.2 nm, respectively (Fig. 4 and Staehelin
et al., 1978 and 1980). The rod elements are embedded
in an unetchable matrix, oriented longitudinally to
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the long axis and spanning the full length of the
chlorosomes (Staehelin et al., 1980). In Chlorobium
the presence of 10 to 30 rod elements per chlorosome
was described. In Chloroflexus, however, the number
of rod elements seems to vary in a wider range as a
response to changes in external growth factors and,
thus, to changes in BChl c contents (Sprague et al.,
1981 a; Golecki and Oelze, 1987).

On their plasmic sides, chlorosomes are bounded
by a layer which exhibits a thickness of 2–3 nm
(Fig. 1). This boundary appears as a single electron
dense layer in ultrathin sections.

III. Chemical Composition

A. Isolation of Chlorosomes and Membranes

1. Chlorosomes

Pierson and Castenholz (1978) compiled the methods
employed to isolate subcellular fractions from green
bacteria. Since then a number of improvements have
been developed. However, differences in isolation
procedures have yielded chlorosome preparations of
different composition. This in turn, may be considered
as one of the primary reasons for the formulation of
controversial hypotheses on the functional archi-
tecture of chlorosomes. Basic principles of the most
commonly used methods are detailed below.

Feick et al. (1982) suspended washed cells of Cf.
aurantiacus in Tris-hydrochloride buffer (1 g wet
weight per 5 ml, 10 mM, pH 8.0) and passed the
suspension three times through a precooled French
pressure cell (138 MPa). After a low spin centri-
fugation, the homogenate was centrifuged for 90 min
at 180,000 × g. The pellet, containing more than 95%
of the total cellular BChl, was treated with sodium
iodide and the dipolar detergent Deriphat (N-lauryl-

in order to detach chlorosomes
from CM fragments. Subsequent centrifugation
yielded a supernatant (referred to as supernatant I)
and a floating pellet, which was enriched in
chlorosomes. The floating pellet was withdrawn and
dialysed against buffer. After addition of the dipolar
detergent Miranol, the material was separated by
sucrose gradient centrifugation. Chlorosomes banded
at 27% (w/w) of sucrose. Gradient centrifugation
was repeated if contaminations of CM-bound BChl a
absorbing at 866 nm were observed. Alternatively,
the whole membrane pellet of the first high spin

centrifugation was directly treated with Miranol and
separated by sucrose centrifugation.

Chlorosomes isolated by the method of Feick et al.
(1982) contained BChl c and small, yet constant,
amounts of BChl a in a ratio of 25: 1.

Gerola and Olson (1986) published a widely
accepted method to isolate chlorosomes from Cb.
limicola f. thiosulphatophilum by sucrose density
gradient centrifugation. This method has subsequently
been used to successfully isolate chlorosomes from
Cf. aurantiacus as well. The procedure includes the
chaotropic agent NaSCN in the presence of ascorbate
rather than of detergents. NaSCN was shown to
stabilize Chlorobium chlorosomes, which are much
more fragile than those of Cf. aurantiacus. Stable
chlorosomes from Chlorobium isolated by the Gerola/
Olson-method contain BChls c and a at a ratio of
approximately 90.

Chlorosomes completely free of any detectable
amounts of BChl a were isolated from Cf. aurantiacus
by Griebenow and Holzwarth (1989) (Fig. 5). After
sonication of cell suspensions, chlorosomes were
isolated from homogenates by a combination of
native gel electrophoresis and gel filtration (i.e. gel-
electrophoretic filtration) in the presence of the Li
salt of the detergent dodecyl sulfate. In addition, it
turned out that Chloroflexus chlorosomes obtained
by the Gerola/Olson-method can be purified from
residual amounts of BChl a by treatment with sodium
dodecyl sulfate (Olson et al., 1990).

2. Membranes

All of the relevant methods employed as yet to
isolate membrane fractions from cell homogenates
of green bacteria include sucrose gradient centri-
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fugation. According to Schmidt (1980), CM from Cf.
aurantiacus band at a density corresponding to 40–
45% (w/w) of sucrose. CM from Cb. limicola f.
thiosulfatophilum, on the other hand, bands at 35%.
Interestingly, CM fractions from Cf. aurantiacus
were reported to exhibit flat, irregular pieces, while
fractions from Chlorobium appear as vesicular and
regular structures.

Probably the purest CM preparations depleted of
any detectable amounts of the chlorosomal BChl c
were isolated by Feick et al. (1982). These membranes
were purified from supernatant I (mentioned above
in context of chlorosome isolation) by sucrose density
gradient centrifugation in the presence of sodium
iodide and the detergent Deriphat.

B. Composition of Chlorosomes and Membranes

Cell breakage as well as isolation procedures may
affect severely the structure and composition of
subcellular structures. Thus, when evaluating results
of biochemical analyses, it should be kept in mind
not only that essential constituents might have been
lost or decomposed, but also that other cellular
constituents may have become attached during the
isolation of subcellular fractions. Moreover, these
artifacts may affect comparable fractions from
different organisms to different extents. An example
for the latter is given by chlorosomes from
Chlorobium species, which appear much more fragile
than chlorosomes from Chloroflexus.

1. Chlorosomes

a. Pigments

Chlorophylls. BChls are the most prominent
constituents of chlorosomes. Depending on the
bacterial species, the chlorosomes house the majority
of BChls c, d or e. These different types of magnesium
tetrapyrroles can be further subdivided into different
homologues. In the cases of BChls e and d,
respectively, at least eight and six homologues are
known. These homologues are characterized on the
basis of different substituents at the chlorine nucleus.
In addition, there are indications that the most
common farnesyl ester side chains of BChls c and d
may be substituted to a minor extent by several other
alcohols (Smith et al., 1983; Bobe et al., 1990; Otte
et al., 1993).

It should also be noted that different basic types of
BChl may be formed by one organism as a response

to changes in culture conditions. This latter effect
has been observed with Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulfato-
philum, which synthesizes BChl c instead of BChl d
when adapting from high to low light conditions
(Broch-Due and Ormerod, 1978; Huster and Smith,
1990). It has been suggested that methylation of
BChl d to BChl c increases the hydrophobicity,
giving rise to a higher degree of packing of antenna
BChl molecules in the chlorosome (Bobe et al.,
1990). On this basis it is not surprising that, recently,
Otte et al. (1993) reported on the presence of
significant amounts of BChl c together with BChl d
in chlorosomes of Cb. vibrioforme.

BChl c of chlorosomes of Cf. aurantiacus (strain
OK-70-fl) was identified as a mixture of at least ten
derivatives. In contrast to BChl c homologues of
Chlorobium, the BChls of Cf. aurantiacus differ on
the basis of five different esterifying alcohol side
chains, each of which has two epimeric forms (either
2aR, 7S, 8S or 2aS, 7S, 8S, Fages et al., 1990). In
addition, Cf. aurantiacus strain J-10-fl synthesizes
small amounts of BChl d (Bobe et al., 1990).

As mentioned above, minor amounts of BChl a
have been reported for chlorosomes from various
Chlorobiaceae as well as from Cf. aurantiacus.
However, while a BChl a polypeptide complex with
an absorption peak at 794 nm apparently forms an
integral part of chlorosomes of Chlorobium, a
comparable BChl a complex absorbing at 790 nm
can be removed from chlorosome preparations from
Cf. aurantiacus (Griebenow and Holzwarth, 1989;
Gerola and Olson, 1986).

Carotenoids. Schmidt (1980) analyzed the
carotenoid composition of Cb. limicola f. thiosulfato-
philum and Cf. aurantiacus. Most of the carotenoids
synthesized by both species were localized in the
chlorosome fraction. Specific carotenoid contents of
chlorosomes from both species were 19 and 33
per mg of protein, respectively. About 80% of the
total carotenoids of Cf. aurantiacus are composed of
almost equal amounts of and In
addition, minor amounts of lycopene, or

as well as and its
glucoside were identified. The predominant carote-
noids of Chlorobium chlorosomes are chlorobactene
(69%) and neurosporene (21%).

b. Lipids

Glycolipids are the major lipids of chlorosomes of
Chlorobiaceae and Chloroflexaceae (Cruden and
Stanier, 1970; Schmidt, 1980). Chlorosomes from
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Chlorobium preferentially contain monogalactoside
diglyceride (MGDG), while those of Cf. aurantiacus
contain digalactosyl diglyceride as well (Holo et al.,
1985).

c. Polypeptides

Chlorosomes isolated from different members of the
green bacteria contain significant amounts of protein
(Schmidt, 1980; Feick and Fuller, 1984; Holo et al.,
1985). Chloroflexus chlorosomes were shown by
SDS-PAGE to comprise four major polypeptides of
18, 11, 5.8 and 3.7 kDa (Feick and Fuller, 1984). The
5.8 kDa polypeptide belongs to the baseplate, which,
depending on the isolation method employed, may
co-purify with chlorosomes. Amino acid analysis of
the 3.7 kDa polypeptide revealed a mass of 5,592 Da.
Therefore, in the following and in the literature, this
polypeptide is referred to as 5.6 kDa polypeptide
(Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). In spite of the large
body of results obtained on the structure and
molecular genetics of the 5.6 kDa polypeptide, it was
claimed that this polypeptide was a degradation
product (Griebenow et al., 1990). This claim, however,
was not supported by subsequent investigations
(Eckhardt et al., 1990; Niedermeier et al., 1992;
Wullink et al., 1991). Nevertheless, it gave rise to the
development of, until then, unknown concepts on the
organization of photosynthetic antenna systems (see
Chapter 20 by Blankenship et al.).

A 6.3 kDa polypeptide with 30% sequence
homology to the 5.6 kDa polypeptide of Cf.
aurantiacus was isolated from different species of
green sulfur bacteria (Wagner-Huber et al., 1988). In
addition, a second polypeptide of 7.5 kDa molecular
mass and an amino acid sequence significantly
different from the 6.3 kDa polypeptide, was isolated
from chlorosomes of Cb. limicola (Gerola et al.,
1988). The sequence homology of this 7.5 kDa
polypeptide with the 5.6 kDa Chloroflexus poly-
peptide was only 17% (Gerola et al., 1988). Lack of
cross reactivity of antisera to chlorosome peptides
from Chloroflexus with chlorosome polypeptides
from various green sulfur bacteria support the low
degree of homology described on the basis of the
amino acid sequence (Stolz et al., 1990).

2. Membranes

The chemical composition of CM isolated from Cf.
aurantiacus and Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum

was compared by Schmidt (1980). Interestingly, CM
from Cf. aurantiacus contained significantly lower
amounts of gluco- and phospholipids than those
from Chlorobium. With respect to the cellular
composition and distribution of carotenoids it is
interesting to note that typical carotenoids of both
species are present as glucosides, while chlorosomes
contain the corresponding carotenoids in a non-
glucosylated form. Moreover, while membranes from
Cf. aurantiacus exhibited both NADH-oxidase and
succinate-dehydrogenase activities, the latter activity
could not be detected in preparations from
Chlorobium.

All species of green bacteria synthesize a CM-
bound moiety of the photosynthetic apparatus
characterized by the presence of BChl a as the major
tetrapyrrole pigment. In Cf. aurantiacus, this BChl is
associated with both light-harvesting antenna units
and photochemical reaction center complexes with
absorption properties very similar to the corres-
ponding complexes of purple bacteria. However,
reaction centers from Cf. aurantiacus are composed
of two polypeptides, which do not show any amino
acid sequence homology to known reaction center
polypeptides from purple bacteria (Shiozawa et al.,
1987). This difference is supported on the basis of
the pigment composition of reaction centers, which,
in Cf. aurantiacus, contains the primary electron
donor BChl a dimer (P 865), an additional BChl a,
three bacteriopheophytins a and two menaquinones
(Pierson and Thornber, 1983; Blankenship and Fuller,
1986).

The CM-bound antenna complex of Cf. auran-
tiacus, designated B808-866 (Feick and Fuller, 1984),
contains BChl, carotene and two different poly-
peptides (Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991; Wechsler et
al., 1991). This complex resembles that of purple
bacteria not only on the basis of spectral properties
(Vasmel et al., 1986) but also on the homology of the
two polypeptides. The proportion of light-harvesting
BChl a per reaction center was shown to stay fairly
constant at (20–25): 1 (Feick et al., 1982; Feick and
Fuller, 1984).

Since Cf. aurantiacus is a facultatively phototrophic
organism, it is able to perform a respiratory energy
metabolism. Constituents of the respiratory chain
are assembled together with the photochemical
electron transport chain in the CM. However, when
growing strictly chemotrophically, i.e. aerobically in
the dark, the photosynthetic apparatus is missing in
membranes from Cf. aurantiacus (Foster et al., 1986).
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The latter applies not only to BChl complexes but
also to cytochromes like the high potential
cytochrome c-554, which is assumed to function as
electron donor to the reaction center. Nevertheless,
membranes isolated from chemotrophically grown
cells contain at least three c-type and one b-type
cytochromes in addition to menaquinone (Wynn et
al., 1987). According to Zannoni and Fuller (1988)
aerobic cells of Cf. aurantiacus exhibit a branched
electron transport chain from NADH to two different
terminal oxidases as based on their different
sensitivities toward KCN and CO (see also Chapter
44 by Zannoni).

The CM-bound moiety of the photosynthetic
apparatus of green sulfur bacteria exhibits a high
degree of relatedness to photosystem I of plants. The
presence of a quinone pool, of photo-reducible
cytochrome b and of photo-oxidizable cytochrome c
suggests participation of a cytochrome bc complex
in photochemical electron transport (Hurt and
Hauska, 1984). The analysis of a recently isolated
reaction center complex from Chlorobium revealed
the presence of about 40 molecules of BChl a and
about four cytochromes c-553 per primary donor,
P840 (Feiler et al., 1992). It has been suggested that
the primary electron donor BChl P840 is associated
with a chlorophyll-like primary acceptor as well as
with a set of acceptors comprising a ubiquinone-type
compound and three FeS centers (Nitschke et al.,
1990). Recently, the primary acceptor, originally
designated has been identified as an isomeric
form of chlorophyll a (van de Meent et al., 1992).

IV. Supramolecular Organization of
Chlorosomes

A. Chlorosome Envelope

As mentioned above, results of freeze-fracture studies
suggest that a single layered envelope with a thickness
of 2–5 nm forms the cytoplasmic boundary of
chlorosomes. This together with the localization of
MDGD in chlorosomes has led to the hypothesis that
the chlorosome envelope is composed of a monolayer
of galactolipids (Staehelin et al., 1980). Indeed, the
presence of galactose moieties pointing to the
cytoplasmic outside of the envelope was demonstrated
by the agglutination of isolated chlorosomes from
Cb. limicola and Cf. aurantiacus with Ricinus lectin
(Holo et al., 1985). Agglutination was enhanced

after trypsin treatment of chlorosomes, suggesting in
situ masking of galactose moieties by protein. The
presence of a lipid monolayer with polar groups on
the outside infers that the core of chlorosomes is
largely hydrophobic. A detailed study on the
localization of polypeptides in chlorosomes from Cf.
aurantiacus gave rise to a hypothetical model
structure, in which the 18 and the 11 kDa polypeptides
are constituents of the envelope (Feick and Fuller,
1984). Immunogold-labeling electron microscopy
performed subsequently showed, however, that each
of the three antisera raised against the 18, the 11, or
the 5.6 kDa polypeptides of Chloroflexus chlorosomes
reacted with isolated chlorosomes (Wullink et al.,
1991). Consequently, the 5.6 kDa polypeptide is now
considered a constituent of the envelope as well.

B. Chlorosome Core

Originally, it was proposed that the rod elements of
the chlorosome core were composed of regularly
arranged antenna BChl c-polypeptide complexes
(Feick and Fuller, 1984). However, through numerous
studies, performed more recently, the hypothesis has
been developed that the proper arrangement of BChl c
molecules within the chlorosome does not require
the presence of polypeptides (Holzwarth et al., 1990,
1992; Matsuura and Olson, 1990; Matsuura et al.,
1993; see Chapter 20 by Blankenship et al.).

C. Baseplate

It is assumed that the baseplates of Chloroflexus
chlorosomes contain the chlorosome-specific BChl
a-polypeptide complex of 5.8 kDa (Sprague and
Fuller, 1991). (This complex should not be confused
with the 5.6 kDa polypeptide believed to be localized
in the chlorosome envelope). As mentioned above,
the baseplate BChl a-polypeptide usually co-purifies
with chlorosomes. It can, however, be detached from
chlorosome preparations without impairing their
structure and function.

Chlorosomes from different members of the green
sulfur bacteria, like Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum,
Cb. vibrioforme, Cb. phaeobacteroides and Prosthe-
cochloris aestuarii, contain small but significant
amounts of BChl a with an absorption peak near 800
nm (Gerola and Olson, 1986; Otte et al., 1991). This
chlorosomal BChl a seems to be involved in energy
transfer from the pool of major antenna pigments in
the chlorosome to the CM-bound moiety of the
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photosynthetic apparatus. In contrast to chlorosomes
of Cf. aurantiacus, however, the chlorosomal BChl a
of Chlorobiaceae absorbing near 800 nm appears to
be functionally connected to a second type of BChl
a-protein complex. This complex, with an absorption
peak at 809 nm, is commonly referred to as the
‘water soluble BChl a-protein’. Originally, this water
soluble complex was postulated to form the baseplate
of green sulfur bacteria (Staehelin et al., 1980).
However, in more recent models, BChl a moieties of
chlorosomes rather than the water soluble BChl a-
complexes of Chlorobiaceae are referred to as
baseplates because of their functional similarities to
BChl a (790 nm) complexes of baseplates of Cf.
aurantiacus (Otte et al., 1991).

V. Development of the Photosynthetic
Apparatus

A. Control of Bacteriochlorophyll Synthesis

Most of the BChl a of green bacteria is localized in
the CM and most of the BChls c, d or e in chlorosomes.
Therefore, formation of these different BChl species
can be used, in a first approximation, to follow the
formation of the two structurally as well as
functionally defined units of the photosynthetic
apparatus. Moreover, the ratio of BChl a/c is a basis
for estimating the ratio of the CM-bound to the
chlorosomal moieties of the photosynthetic apparatus
of Cf. aurantiacus.

For obvious reasons, light may be considered the
physiologically most relevant external factor involved
in the control of the development of the photosynthetic
apparatus. However, factors like oxygen or the proper
supply of substrates and cofactors may become
important, too. In the following, the effects of these
physiological factors are detailed as well as those of
physiologically probably less important inhibitors.

1. Light

The first studies on the regulation of BChl synthesis
in green bacteria were performed with ‘Chloro-
pseudomonas ethylicum’ strain 2-K, which was later
identified as Prosthecochloris aestuarii (Holt et al.,
1966; Trüper and Pfennig, 1978). These cultures
increased their specific BChl c contents by a factor of
5–8 when illumination was increased from about 0.1
to 110 klx. (Interestingly, the specific growth rate of

the culture was hardly affected by this variation in
light energy supply). A comparable, however less
pronounced effect, was observed by Broch-Due et al.
(1978) upon analyzing light dependent changes in
BChl d contents of Cb. limicola. Apparently, BChl a
contents stayed largely constant under the various
conditions tested by Broch-Due et al. (1978). As
described above, Cb. limicola and Cb. vibrioforme
were shown to eventually shift from BChl d to BChl
c formation when adapting to conditions of low
illumination (Broch-Due and Ormerod, 1978; Bobe
et al., 1990). These shifts are believed to increase the
packing of BChl within the chlorosome. Obviously,
synthesis and the proper packing of an enormous
amount of light-harvesting antenna BChl enables
members of the Chlorobiaceae to grow at extremely
low illumination. This conclusion is supported by
the fact that a strain of Cb. phaeobacteroides
(containing BChl e) could be isolated from a level of
the Black Sea as deep as 80 m (Overmann et al.,
1992).

The first more systematic analysis of the control of
BChl a and c synthesis in Cf. aurantiacus was
performed by Pierson and Castenholz (1974b). When
illumination was increased from 0.25 to 54 klx,
specific BChl c contents decreased in a negatively
exponential fashion from 23.42 to 0.63 per mg
dry weight of cells), while specific BChl a contents
decreased from 2.27 to 0.78. Thus the molar ratio of
BChl c/a decreased from 10.3 to 0.8. These results
show that specific BChl contents vary in inverse
proportion with variations in illumination. However,
BChl c contents are subjected to a significantly
higher degree of variation than are BChl a contents.

Schmidt et al. (1980), analyzing effects of different
illuminations at the level of isolated chlorosomes,
showed that a decrease in illumination from 2 to 0.4
klx caused an increase in the specific BChl c content
of chlorosomes from 69 to 348 per mg of protein),
while the carotenoid content stayed almost constant
at about 30 per mg of protein. Consequently,
chlorosomes from highly illuminated cells exhibited
a three-times higher ratio of carotenoid to BChl c
than chlorosomes from cells grown at low illum-
ination. The functional implications of these
observations are not as yet understood.

All of the results mentioned above were obtained
with batch cultures of Cf. aurantiacus grown in a
complex medium. Therefore, to avoid the possibility
of uncontrolled culture conditions in studying
phenomena of control, the effects of light were studied
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with serine-limited chemostat cultures of Cf.
aurantiacus (Oelze, 1992). Increasing illumination
from 5 to 25 klx caused decreases in specific steady
state contents of both BChls a and c. Since, however,
BChl c formation was more affected by the shift-up
in illumination, the molar ratio of BChl c/a decreased
from 9.5 to 6.

Studies performed with members of the non-sulfur
purple bacteria on the control of BChl synthesis gave
rise to the hypothesis that external factors, like light
and oxygen, exert their controlling effects at the level
of the initial reaction of tetrapyrrole synthesis, i.e.
the formation of 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA). To
confirm this hypothesis in Cf. aurantiacus, serine-
limited chemostat cultures adapted to 50 klx were
supplied with 10 mM ALA (Oelze, 1992). This
resulted in an increase of the initially low specific
BChl c content by a factor of four (Fig. 6). The effect
was less pronounced at the level of BChl a, so that
the steady state molar ratio of BChl c/a increased
from 5 to 12. This means that, in spite of high
illumination (50 klx), addition of ALA to the culture
resulted in a BChl c/a ratio which is typical of low-
light cells (see also, Pierson and Castenholz, 1974b).
As expected, addition of 10 mM of the growth limiting
substrate, serine, increased the steady state biomass
level. However, addition of serine stimulated the
level of BChl c to a much lesser extent than did the
addition of ALA.

2. Oxygen

In contrast to members of the green sulfur bacteria,
Cf. aurantiacus can grow not only anaerobically in
the light (i. e. phototrophically) but also with aeration
in the dark (i.e., chemoheterotrophically) (Madigan
and Brock, 1977; Foster et al., 1986). Under these
latter conditions, the photosynthetic apparatus is not
required. Nevertheless, the organisms still synthesized
BChl when growing with low aeration. Vigorous
aeration, adjusting the dissolved oxygen concen-
tration to about 180 is required to completely
repress BChl synthesis. On the other hand, when the
dissolved oxygen was adjusted to concentrations in
the range of 1 to 50 BChl was still synthesized
in the dark (Foster et al., 1986). Importantly, during
the first phase of adaptation from high to low aeration,
BChl a was synthesized at a higher rate than BChl c.
This result was in contrast to a previous observation
(Fuller and Redlinger, 1985). It appears possible,
however, that this discrepancy may result from the

fact that the two cited investigations were started
with cultures containing different initial levels of
BChl.

In the phototrophic purple bacteria, formation of
accessory light-harvesting units is generally more
sensitive toward oxygen than formation of the
photochemical reaction center complex ( Oelze,
1981). The same principle can be observed with
respect to the accessory antenna BChl c units and the
reaction center BChl a complex of Cf. aurantiacus.
This was shown recently, when phototrophic
chemostat cultures adapted to anaerobiosis were
suddenly exposed to air (Oelze, 1992). Upon aeration
the specific rates of BChl synthesis decreased from

to for BChl a yet to for
BChl c. In contrast to the inhibition of BChl c
synthesis by high illumination, the effect of oxygen
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could not be compensated for by addition of ALA.
Obviously, this means that oxygen affects BChl c
synthesis not only at the level of ALA formation.

3. Supply of Nutrients

Phototrophic chemostat cultures of Cf. aurantiacus
supplied with the complex medium of Pierson and
Castenholz (1974a) showed a negatively exponential
decrease in specific BChl c contents with increasing
the growth rate, while specific BChl a contents
decreased linearly (Oelze and Fuller, 1987).
Accordingly, the molar ratio of BChl c/a decreased
with increasing growth rate, although the external
conditions of illumination were not changed. Actually,
variations in illumination did not influence specific
BChl contents adjusted to a given growth rate. Thus,
it was concluded that the growth rate or factors
constituting the growth rate, like the rate of substrate
supply, were involved in the control of BChl synthesis.
To further analyze the basis of these observations,
the consumption of the most prominent substrates of
the complex medium, i. e. amino acids, was
determined (Oelze et al., 1991). This revealed a
characteristic pattern of amino acid utilization by
batch and chemostat cultures of Cf. aurantiacus. In
particular, it seems important to note that consumption
of Glx (representing glutamate and glutamine) was
high at low growth rates and decreased with increasing
growth rates. The opposite was true with respect to
consumption of Asx (i.e. aspartate and asparagine).
In evaluating these results, it should be remembered
that Cf. aurantiacus employs the C5 pathway of
tetrapyrrole synthesis, which is initiated by the
conversion of glutamic acid into ALA (Avissar et al.,
1989; Kern and Klemme, 1989). This suggests that
the BChl c/a ratio decreased because consumption
of glutamate (i. e. the precursor of BChl) decreased
with increasing growth rate on complex medium as
well. Again, the shortage in BChl precursors affected
formation of BChl c to a significantly higher extent
than formation of BChl a. Biomass production,
however, was warranted under these conditions by
the increased consumption of amino acids like Asx.

An explanation for the decreasing rate of Glx
utilization became apparent when Cf. aurantiacus
was grown phototrophically in glutamate-limited
chemostat culture. Upon increasing the growth rate,
increasing steady state amounts of glutamate became
detectable in the culture fluid (Oelze and Söntgerath,

1992) suggesting the presence of a cellular uptake
system with relatively low affinity for glutamate.

Serine, on the other hand, is an amino acid, which,
at any growth rate tested, was almost completely
taken up by Cf. aurantiacus. Consequently, steady
state specific BChl c contents as well as the molar
ratio of BChl c/a of serine-limited chemostat cultures
increased with increasing growth rate.

In addition to growth substrates, vitamins have
been reported to be essential for the proper formation
of BChl complexes. For instance, Cf. aurantiacus
produced significantly higher amounts of BChls c
and a when grown in the presence of the vitamin
solution introduced by Madigan et al. (1974) than in
its absence (Oelze and Söntgerath, 1992). Very
recently, BChl formation has been studied with the
vitamin strain 1230 of Cb. limicola
(Fuhrmann et al., 1993). Cells grown in the presence
of 20 of vitamin per liter exhibited, respec-
tively, 5 and 2.4 times higher specific BChl c and
BChl a contents than control cells grown in the
absence of the vitamin (see Fig. 10). Slight effects of
vitamin on BChl d and a synthesis were observed,
as well, with the vitamin  strain 8327
of Cb. vibrioforme.

4. Non-Physiological Inhibitors

Gabaculine is an inhibitor of transaminase reactions
and, thus, of the initial step of tetrapyrrole formation
via the C5 pathway (Kern and Klemme, 1989). When
Cf. aurantiacus was grown in the presence of
gabaculine, formation of BChl c was inhibited with
considerably higher sensitivity than was BChl a,
while biomass production was hardly affected by the
inhibitor (Oelze, 1992). According to the site of
inhibition, addition of ALA completely abolished
the inhibitory effect of gabaculine (Fig. 7), which
indicates that BChl c synthesis was stimulated to a
much higher extent than BChl a synthesis.

Several anesthetic gases have been described to
comprise a group of inhibitors of BChl synthesis in
Cb. vibrioforme (Ormerod et al., 1990). When added
to phototrophic cultures of Cb. vibrioforme, gases
such as nitrous oxide ethylene, and acetylene
inhibited the synthesis of the accessory BChl d, but
not of BChl a. Interestingly, mutants could be isolated
which, except for were resistant to the gases
mentioned above.
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light-harvesting unit (Oelze, 1983). Operation of a
comparable mechanism may explain the differential
stimulation of BChl a and BChl c synthesis in Cf.
aurantiacus upon addition of ALA to cultures
inhibited in BChl synthesis either by high illumination
or by the presence of gabaculine. This might mean
that formation of the CM-bound reaction center
BChl a complex requires only low levels of
tetrapyrrole precursors, while the resulting surplus
of precursors is converted into accessory BChl c
units. In this context it is interesting to note that, at
very high supplies of ALA, cells excrete tetrapyrrole
precursors into the growth medium (Oelze, 1992).
This suggests that packing of BChl c within the cells
may become limited because of limited availability
of chlorosomes or of space within the chlorosomes.
This in turn, leads to questions as to the coordination
of BChl c synthesis and chlorosome formation.

B. Development of Chlorosomes

Variations in the cellular contents of BChls c, d, or e
mean that the light-harvesting capacity of the cells is
subject to variation. Since by far most, if not all, of
the three types of BChl is located in chlorosomes, the
question arises whether variation of the cellular levels
of the chlorosomal pigments is accompanied by
i.) changes in the size of the already existing
chlorosomes, ii.) changes in the number of
chlorosomes per unit of cell, or iii.) both changes in
number and size of chlorosomes. Evidence available
as yet suggest that all of the three possibilities may
take place if the cells are grown with different
illuminations or other factors controlling the synthesis
of chlorosomal pigments (Foidl et al., 1994).

The first report on the effect of light on the
photosynthetic apparatus of green bacteria suggested
that regulation of the cellular BChl content of
Prosthecochloris aestuarii (formerly Chloropseudo-
monas ethylica) was achieved by changes in numbers
as well as by changes in BChl content of chlorosomes
(Holt et al., 1966). As far as known, the latter change
is accompanied by changes in the size of chlorosomes.
A light dependent change in the size of chlorosomes
was observed with Cb. limicola, as well (Broch-Due
et al., 1978). In the latter case, however, it became
apparent that chlorosome preparations isolated from
cells grown at a given light intensity exhibited already
considerable variations in size. Similar results were
obtained with Cf. aurantiacus as well. More detailed

5. Conclusions

All of the results reviewed above on the control of
BChl synthesis in green bacteria show that formation
of the accessory BChls c, d or e is much more
affected by controlling factors than is formation of
BChl a. The physiological significance of this effect
is evident: Formation of the central unit of the
photosynthetic apparatus, i.e. the photochemical
reaction center BChl a complex, occurs as far as
possible under conditions of restricted BChl synthesis.
However, the mechanisms channeling tetrapyrrole
precursors into the formation of either BChl a or the
accessory types of BChl are not as clear. In an ALA
synthetase-deficient mutant of Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides it has been shown that formation of the reaction
center complex becomes saturated at a much lower
rate of ALA supply than formation of the accessory
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studies on this aspect performed with Cf. aurantiacus
revealed that changes in size are largely due to
changes in length as well as in height rather than to
changes in the width of chlorosomes (Figs. 8, 9)
(Sprague et al., 1981a; Golecki and Oelze, 1987).
Yet, like other members of the green phototrophic
bacteria, Cf. aurantiacus changes not only the size
but also the cellular number of chlorosomes (Schmidt
et al., 1980; Sprague et al., 1981b; Golecki and
Oelze, 1987).

In contrast, Pierson and Castenholz (1974b)
suggested in their early paper that the cellular BChl
c content of Cf. aurantiacus was regulated by the
number of chlorosomes. This suggestion was taken
up by Feick et al. (1982) who concluded that cells of
Cf. aurantiacus increased only the number of
chlorosomes upon adaptation from high to low light
conditions. This conclusion was based, first, on the
isolation of chlorosomes exhibiting identical ratios
of BChl c/a irrespective of the light regimen employed
to grow the cultures and, secondly, on the assumption
that the BChl c/a ratio represents the size of
chlorosomes.

On the other hand, an increase in only the size of
chlorosomes has been observed very recently in Cb.
phaeobacteroides strain MN1, which showed
increased BChl e contents after adaptation to low
light (Fuhrmann et al., 1993). In addition, resting as
well as chemostat cultures of Cf. aurantiacus supplied
with ALA increased the cellular content of BChl c as
well as the volumes of chlorosomes rather than their
numbers (Figs. 4a,b, 8 and Table 1). As demonstrated
in Fig. 9, these changes in volume were largely due to
changes in the length of chlorosomes, while the
height varied only in the range of 15 to 17 nm.

Moreover, the data compiled in Table 1 demonstrate

that both types of chlorosome development mentioned
above, i.e. increases in number and/or size, may take
place under appropriate conditions (Foidl et al., 1994).

In chemostat cultures growing under steady state
conditions the steady state number of chlorosomes
per area of membrane stayed constant (Table 1,
culture 1C). This means that new chlorosomes of
constant volume were steadily formed at a constant
rate. In contrast, resting cells did not form any
additional chlorosomes. Upon stimulation of BChl c
synthesis by addition of ALA, however, chemostat
cells and resting cultures increased the volume of
chlorosomes. The possibility of an increase in the
number of chlorosomes without significant changes
in volume is demonstrated with cultures of
comparable BChl c/a ratios as well as chlorosome
sizes but different BChl c contents (cultures 1C and
2B of Table 1).

On the basis of all of the results reported above, we
propose that growing cells steadily form new
chlorosomes and fill them up with pigments. Under
these conditions the average volume of chlorosomes
stays constant. If, however, this equilibrium becomes
impaired, e. g. by an increased supply of ALA, the
average volume of chlorosomes increases because of
enhanced BChl c incorporation.

C. Formation of the Photosynthetic Apparatus

The ability of Cf. aurantiacus to grow both
phototrophically in the light and chemotrophically in
the dark makes them unique organisms to study de
novo formation of the photosynthetic apparatus of
green bacteria. However, cultures of Cf. aurantiacus
need not be transferred from chemotrophic to
phototrophic conditions in order to synthesize the
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as early as 1 h after the oxygen concentration was
reduced to a value near 50 In an earlier study it
was reported that chlorosome polypeptides became
detectable 8–12 h after induction of the photosynthetic
apparatus (Fuller and Redlinger, 1985; Redlinger
and Fuller, 1985). On the basis of immunological
results, it was suggested that the three chlorosomal
polypeptides of 18, 11, and 3.7 kDa (determined by
SDS-PAGE) were transcribed and translated as
precursor polyproteins of 60 and 47 kDa. While the
former protein reacted with antisera against all of the
three chlorosomal polypeptides, the latter reacted
only with antisera against the 18 and the 11 kDa
polypeptides. Both polypeptide precursors were
proposed to be processed into chlorosomal poly-
peptides in the presence of BChl, which in turn is
controlled by light or oxygen (Redlinger and Fuller,
1985). Yet, a more recent study on the molecular
biology of the chlorosomal polypeptides could not
identify a genetic basis for the occurrence of a
precursor polyprotein (Theroux et al., 1990).

A promising system to study the development of
the photosynthetic apparatus in green sulfur bacteria
has recently been introduced by Fuhrmann et al.
(1993). These authors reported that strain 1230 of
Cb. limicola forms chlorosomes (Fig. 10) as well as
significant amounts of BChls a and c only if supplied
with vitamin Cells grown in the absence of the
vitamin are depleted of BChls and of any detectable
chlorosomes. However, when subsequently supplied
with it takes no more than 10 h to fully develop
BChls and chlorosomes.

Little is known about the coordination of the
synthesis of chlorosomes and the synthesis of the
CM-bound moiety of the photosynthetic apparatus.
According to Redlinger and Fuller (1985) as well as
to Foster et al.( 1986), the antenna BChl c-chlorosome
complex is assembled by posttranslational protein
processing, while the synthesis of BChls a and c, of
the reaction center BChl a- and the antenna BChl a-

photosynthetic apparatus. As is known for the
photoheterotrophic purple bacteria, Cf. aurantiacus
is also able to induce the photosynthetic apparatus
when transferred from conditions of high to low
aeration in the dark (Sprague et al., 1981a; Foster et
al., 1986). Importantly, a comparative study of the
induction of the synthesis of BChls a and c revealed
that it is not possible to distinguish the effect of low
oxygen from that of light (Fuller and Redlinger,
1985; Redlinger and Fuller, 1985).

Electron micrographs of cell samples from highly
aerated dark cultures were reported to be free of any
detectable chlorosomes (Sprague and Fuller, 1991).
A more precise definition of oxygen concentrations
showed that cultures adapted to darkness and
dissolved oxygen concentrations near 180
were completely depleted of both BChls a and c as
well as of cytochrome c-554, the primary electron
donor to the photochemical reaction center (Foster et
al., 1986). BChls a and c as well as cytochrome
c-554 were induced in parallel and became detectable
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complexes as well as of cytochrome c-554, are under
coordinated control of oxygen. Coordination of the
synthesis of both BChls a and c, on the one hand, and,
on the other, of complexes containing BChl a and
chlorosomes was suggested by results on the
relationship between cellular BChl a levels and
chlorosome contents of Cf. aurantiacus. This showed
a direct proportionality of specific BChl a contents
of cells and the percentage of CM covered with
chlorosomes as well as of numbers of chlorosomes
per unit of CM (Golecki and Oelze, 1987).

investigated so far are made up of BChl-polypeptide
holochromes. With respect to chlorosomes of green
bacteria, however, the picture emerges that these
units may be active even if depleted of their typical
polypeptides (see Chapter 20 by Blankenship et al.).
In addition, it is possible to re-assemble structures
from lipophilic fractions extracted from native
chlorosomes which exhibit structural as well as
functional properties of the original chlorosomes
which lack polypeptides. This questions the
significance of polypeptides in native chlorosomes.
It has been stated, for example, that the 5.6 kDa
polypeptide is required for a proper arrangement of
pigment molecules within the chlorosome. Recon-
stitution of chlorosomal structures without partici-
pation of polypeptides, however, does not favor this
interpretation.

VI. Open Questions

All of the light-harvesting pigment units of the
photosynthetic apparatus of different organisms
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ReferencesAn alternative function of chlorosomal poly-
peptides may be based on their participation in the
process of chlorosome biogenesis. As detailed above,
chlorosomes are defined structures underlying the
CM membrane. Thus the question arises of how
pigments and lipids become incorporated into the
interior of chlorosomes. As far as is known on the
basis of results obtained with other bacterial species,
pigments like BChl and carotenoids, as well as lipids,
are formed in close association with the CM. If this
is also true with the green bacteria, then the
chlorosome precursors have to be transferred from
the CM into the chlorosomes. These processes might
require participation of polypeptides. Alternatively,
chlorosomal polypeptides might function in the final
steps of the synthesis of chlorosomal constituents. At
present, however, practically nothing is known about
the function, composition, and intracellular locali-
zation of biosynthetic pathways leading to individual
constituents of the chlorosomes.

Another closely related problem concerns the site
of chlorosome biogenesis. Chlorosomes are always
found attached to the CM. Currently it is assumed
that the attachment site represents the site of the CM-
bound unit of the photosynthetic apparatus. However,
evidence available indicates that in cells adapting
from high to low aeration, the CM-bound unit is
formed before the chlorosomes. This could mean
that components of the CM-bound unit function as
targets in the early assembly of chlorosomes. If this
is the case, the question arises how cells control the
assembly of the CM-bound unit within defined
patches. Electron micrographs suggest the presence
of such patches. It is not known, however, whether all
of the CM-bound units of the photosynthetic
apparatus are confined to patches or whether all of
the patches represent sites of chlorosome attachment.

All of the questions posed above require more
detailed insights into various aspects of chlorosome
biogenesis. We believe that the time is ready for these
studies, which should yield new and important
information on the assembly of biological structures.
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Purple nonsulfur photosynthetic bacteria are probably the most versatile of all microorganisms. Besides
growing photoautotrophically or photoheterotrophically, they can also develop chemotrophically in darkness
under aerobic conditions. Moreover, some of these bacteria are capable of dark anaerobic respiration. The
photosynthetic and respiratory chains are localized in two different regions of the membrane, the intracytoplasmic
and the cytoplasmic parts, respectively. This variety in bioenergetic pathways allows the bacteria to accommodate
changes in the available sources of energy and in environmental factors. A first level of regulation concerns the
biosynthesis of electron transfer components. A second regulation concerns the interactions between these
different processes. In this chapter, emphasis is made on the interactions and the organization of these different
electron transport chains. The bacteria utilize preferentially the light as energy source. In darkness, the use of
the electron acceptor with the highest redox potential allows the bacteria to recover the maximum free energy.
Two different mechanisms are responsible for these interactions. First the proton motive force, delocalized on
the internal membrane, exerts a thermodynamic back pressure on the first complexes of respiratory chains.
Second, modulation is mediated by changes in the redox state of electron carriers involved in the different
bioenergetic processes. Two distinct pools of cytochrome a periplasmic electron carrier, have been found. A
first pool, localized in the periplasmic space, is connected to the respiratory chains but can be photooxidized by
the small number of reaction centers present in the cytoplasmic part of the membrane. This photooxidation
inhibits the respiratory activities. The second pool is associated with the intracytoplasmic membrane. One
cytochrome two reaction centers and one cytochrome complex are organized in a supercomplex where
the electron transfer is confined. This supermolecular organization allows for a very efficient photoinduced
cyclic electron transfer not limited by the diffusion of the reactants. The stability of the supercomplex depends
upon different factors like the redox state of cytochrome the pH and the presence of divalent cations.
Different mechanisms for their formation are discussed.

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 279–295.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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I. Introduction

Anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, as with all living
cells, derive energy from their environment. The
universal cellular energy vector, ATP, is synthesized
by three metabolic pathways: fermentation, respira-
tion (aerobic and anaerobic) and photosynthesis.
Contrary to fermentation, respiration and photo-
synthesis involve electron carrier chains formed by
transmembrane complexes connected by lipid
(quinone) and water (cy tochrome) soluble diffusible
components. These photosynthetic and respiratory
chains catalyze electron and proton transport across
the membrane and induce the formation of a
transmembrane potential, the main component of
the proton motive force (Junge and Jackson, 1982).
This proton motive force is recognized as the central
energetic intermediate that induces ATP synthesis,
and indirectly participates in the translocation of
ions and metabolites, motility, and other energy
consuming processes. In photosynthetic bacteria,
the membrane potential perturbs the absorption
spectra of the light-harvesting carotenoids (Wraight
et al., 1978). The identity of the carotenoid band shift
induced by photosynthesis or respiration (Chance
and Smith, 1955) is a strong indication that the
membrane potential is delocalized on the same
energy-transducing membrane where the electron
transfer components coupled to these chains are
located.

The large number of bacterial species with different
energetic pathways is the evolutionary response to
variability of the environment. Anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria have been previously classified
into three families of purple bacteria (Rhodo-
spirillaceae, Chromatiaceae, Ectothiorhodospiraceae)
and two families of green bacteria (Chlorobiaceae,
Chloroflexaceae) (Trüper and Pfennig, 1981). With
the advance of studies on ribosomal ribonucleic acid
(rRNA), a new classification on a phylogenetic basis
has been proposed (Woese, 1987). The purple bacteria
and their relatives belong to a new class, the
Proteobacteria (Stackebrandt et al., 1988). The
subclass of this phylum contains most of the species

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cyt – cytochrome;
Cyt –  cytochrome + cytochrome DCPIP – 2,6-
dichlorophenolindophenol; DMSO – dimethylsulfoxide; P –
primary electron donor; RC – reaction center; Rc. – Rhodocyclus;
Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodospirillum; Rv. – Rubrivivax; TMAO – trimethylamine-N-
oxide; TMPD – N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine

of the Rhodospirillaceae (nonsulfur purple bacteria),
Rhodobacter, Rhodospirillum, Rhodopseudomonas
and the strictly aerobic Erythrobacter species
(Harashima et al., 1989). Other members of the
Rhodospirillaceae, Rhodocyclus and Rubrivivax, are
found in the subclass. Members of these two
subclasses are widely distributed in aquatic
environments and soils exposed to light and many of
them can also develop in the presence of air. They
include various aerobic and anaerobic respiratory
pathways in addition to the photosynthetic chain
(Ferguson et al., 1987). The purple sulfur bacteria
(Chromatiaceae and Ectothiorhodospiraceae) are
included in the subclass.

Green sulfur (Chlorobiaceae) and nonsulfur
bacteria (Chloroflexaceae) are not closely related in
this new classification and form two distinct
phylogenetic classes (Woese, 1987). The green
nonsulfur bacteria can develop photoautotrophically,
photoheterotrophically or, in the dark, chemoorgano-
trophically while the green sulfur (Chlorobiaceae)
and purple sulfur (Chromatiaceae and Ectothio-
rhodospiraceae) bacteria are rather strict anaerobes
(Madigan, 1988). The photosynthetic electron transfer
chain operates according to cyclic or linear electron
flow, depending on the presence of an exogenous
reductant such as reduced sulfur compounds. The
growth of green and purple sulfur bacteria is primarily
phototrophic. Chemotrophic growth has never been
observed under any nutritional conditions for
Chlorobiaceae. Some Chromatiaceae species are
capable of chemoorganotrophic or chemolithotrophic
growth at very low oxygen tension but the growth
rates are extremely slow. This suggests that these
metabolic pathways do not play an essential role in
their energetic metabolism. Little is known about the
organization of the electron transfer chains in green
and purple sulfur bacteria.

Most of our present knowledge concerns the
members of the subclass of Proteobacteria. We will
discuss in this chapter the mechanism of interactions
between the different electron transfer chains and the
structural and functional information on their
organization. It is generally assumed that the soluble
carriers, namely the quinones and cytochrome (Cyt),
or protons and ions are able to diffuse over long
distances, mediating a redox equilibration over large
membrane areas. In this case, kinetics of electron
transfer between components of the respiratory and
photosynthetic chains will be essentially independent
of their relative localization and of the supramolecular
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organization of proteins within the membrane.
However several lines of evidence suggest that, in
some instances, diffusion of mobile carriers is
restricted to membrane domains of various sizes.
These domains may correspond to the association of
a few protein complexes with reproducible structure
and stoichiometry, in which soluble carriers are
trapped (i.e. supercomplexes). Such restricted
diffusion is a way to favor one electron transfer
pathway relative to another.

II. The Versatile Metabolism of the
Rhodospirillaceae

Contrary to mitochondria and chloroplasts which
function in a highly controlled environment,
photosynthetic bacteria can be found in a large number
of quite different habitats. They are therefore
subjected to large changes in available source of
energy (light or electron donors and acceptors). These
organisms have developed multiple pathways to
accommodate these versatile growth conditions.
Besides photosynthesis and aerobic respiration, some
species of photosynthetic bacteria are able to use a
variety of acceptors in anaerobic electron transfer
reactions (Ferguson et al., 1987). As a consequence,
the purple nonsulfur bacteria are probably the most
flexible group of microorganisms in biology. This

flexibility will be discussed from examples taken
essentially from Rb. sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus and
Rp. viridis.

Figure 1 represents the different electron transport
systems which can occur in these species (Vignais et
al., 1985; Ferguson et al., 1987; Jackson, 1988).
Three main chains can be present: the photosynthetic
chain, the aerobic respiratory electron transfer system,
and the anaerobic respiratory chains with trimethyl-
amine-N-oxide (TMAO), dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) or nitrous oxide as electron acceptors.
In addition, some strains of a few species (two strains
of Rp. palustris, Roseobacter denitrificans and Rb.
sphaeroides forma sp. denitrificans) are able to
perform complete denitrification, i.e. to reduce nitrate

into dinitrogen via nitrite and also
probably nitric oxide (NO) and nitrous oxide
(Satoh et al., 1976; Klemme et al., 1980; Shio et al.,
1988). Each of these electron transfer chains induces
a proton motive force across the same membrane.
This proton motive force, created by a given chain,
may influence the functioning of the electrogenic
complexes of the other chains. A pool of quinone
molecules, a small, lipid soluble electron carrier,
serves as a turntable for these different electron
transfer chains. The periplasmic soluble Cyt is
also involved in many of these different bioenergetic
pathways. Diffusion of these two electron carriers
within the hydrophobic domain (ubiquinone) and
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the periplasmic space may provide
interconnections between the different electron
pathways. These points will be discussed in Section
IV.

In general two types of antenna complexes, LH I
and LH II, serve as light-harvesting complexes in
Rhodospirillaceae. The LH I complex absorbs at
around 870–880 nm and at around 1010 nm for
bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) a- and BChl b-containing
species, respectively. The LH II is only found in
BChl a containing species and presents two
absorption bands centered around 800 and 850 nm.
Two types of reaction center (RC) can be found in
Rhodospirillaceae. Most of these bacterial species
contain a RC which possesses a tightly bound
tetrahemic Cyt as in Rp. viridis (Deisenhofer et al.,
1985; Deisenhofer and Michel, 1989; Bartsch, 1991).
This Cyt serves as immediate electron donor to the
primary donor P (Dracheva et al., 1986; Shopes et
al., 1987). In this case, the cyclic electron transfer
between RC and the Cyt complex may be
completed by Cyt (Garcia et al., 1993) or other
soluble donors such as High Potential Iron sulfur
Protein (HiPIP), Cyt c-553 or copper proteins
depending on the species (Bartsch, 1991; Meyer,
1991). Other species do not have a RC bound Cyt
and the cyclic electron transfer is completed by the
Cyt complex and the soluble Cyt acting as
secondary donors (Dutton, 1986; Jackson, 1988;
Prince, 1990).

Under dark conditions, the proton motive force is
generated by the reduction of different acceptors at
the expense of substrate oxidation. Input of electrons
into the transfer chains is realized by membrane
polypeptide complexes, namely NADH dehydro-
genase, succinate dehydrogenase or hydrogenase.
Two membrane proteins, both including a Cyt b, the
Cyt oxidase and the ubiquinol oxidase, catalyze
electron transfer from Cyt or from the ubiquinone
pool, respectively, to oxygen during aerobic
respiration (Zannoni and Baccarini-Melandri, 1980;
Fenoll and Ramirez, 1984). In addition to oxygen,
several compounds can be used as alternative electron
acceptors such as DMSO, TMAO, nitrate or

(Ferguson et al., 1987). These reactions are
realized by soluble periplasmic enzymes (Sawada
and Satoh, 1980; Urata et al., 1982; McEwan et al.,
1984a).

The different electron transfer chains described in
Fig. 1 are regulated at two different levels. A first
level concerns control of the biosynthesis of the

enzymes and components involved in these different
processes. The second level concerns short term
regulation, with no change in the relative concen-
tration of the electron transfer carriers and allows for
the bacteria to utilize efficiently the available energy
by selecting the most favorable pathway.

III. Regulation of the Biosynthesis of the
Electron Transfer Components

Some of the electron transfer components described
above are genetically controlled to adapt the bacteria
to environmental changes (Kiley and Kaplan, 1988;
Drews, 1991). Nevertheless, under most growth
conditions the different electron transfer chains
described in Fig. 1 are present. The respiratory chain
is expressed even under strict anaerobic conditions
and the development of the photosynthetic apparatus
does not require light. The terminal reductase of
DMSO/TMAO respiration is constitutive although
present in low concentration. This is also true for the
various enzymes involved in denitrification in the
few species able to reduce nitrate (Michalski and
Nicholas, 1984; Sabaty et al., 1994a).

The relative ratio between the different bioenergetic
chains is regulated by light intensity, oxygen
concentration and the presence of acceptors like
nitrate. The highest concentration of RC and light-
harvesting complexes per cell is observed at low
light intensity under anaerobic conditions. When
light intensity is increased, the synthesis of antennae
and RCs is partly repressed. The presence of low
oxygen concentration in the growth medium at a
given light intensity also partially represses the
synthesis of the photosynthetic chain. Therefore,
high light intensity and the presence of oxygen
increase the ratio between Cyt and RC
(Garcia et al., 1987; Verméglio et al., 1993). The
synthesis of antenna and RCs is totally repressed
only under dark and highly aerated cultures (Cohen-
Bazire et al., 1957; Zhu and Hearst, 1986). In the
case of Rb. sphaeroides but not for Rb. capsulatus or
Rs. rubrum, these dark aerobic conditions induce the
synthesis of a terminal oxidase similar to the Cyt
oxidase complex of mitochondria (Connelly et al.,
1973).

In Rb. sphaeroides denitrificans and in Rb.
capsulatus, a partial repression of the photosynthetic
apparatus is also observed when cells are grown in
the presence of nitrate or nitrous oxide (Michalski
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and Nicholas, 1984; Matsuura et al., 1988; Richardson
et al., 1989). Consequently the ratio between Cyt
and RC is more than three times higher for cells
grown photosynthetically in the presence than in the
absence of nitrate (Matsuura et al., 1988). Under
these conditions, the enzymes of the denitrification
pathway are strongly expressed even at oxygen
concentration as high as 37% air saturation (Sabaty
et al., 1994a).

The structural genes coding for the and subunits
of the LH I complex and the two of the RCs
polypeptides, L and M, are adjacent in the genome
(Williams et al., 1986; Youvan et al., 1984) and
transcribed as a polycistronic message (Zhu and
Kaplan, 1985; Zhu et al., 1986). All these photo-
synthetic genes are therefore members of a single
operon, denoted puf, and the stoichiometry between
the LH I complexes and the RC is constant whatever
the growth conditions are (Aagaard and Sistrom,
1972). In agreement with this constant stoichiometry
between the LH I complexes and RC, a supra-
molecular organization between the components has
been characterized for a few species (Miller, 1979;
Engelhardt et al., 1983; Meckenstock et al., 1992).
These results will be discussed in section V. On the
other hand, the structural genes of the and
subunits of the LH II complex are linked to the puc
operon. The puf operon is regulated by oxygen at the
transcriptional level while the puc operon is regulated
by both light and oxygen. Therefore the relative
amounts of LH I and LH II complexes are highly
dependent upon growth conditions. The large decrease
in the concentration of the photosynthetic chain
components per cell induced by dark semiaerobic
growth and high light intensity or the presence of
nitrate, is also accompanied by a decrease in the LH
II/LH I ratio (Aagaard and Sistrom, 1972; Michalski
and Nicholas, 1984; Reidl et al., 1985).

Such regulation, since it affects the content of the
complexes of the internal membrane, also induce
large changes in the ultrastructure of the cells
(Sprague and Varga, 1986; Drews, 1991). A
relationship between the amount of photosynthetic
chains and the amount of intracytoplasmic mem-
branes (chromatophores) is observed for Rb.
sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus and Rs. rubrum. The
amount of intracytoplasmic membrane is minimal
under aerobic conditions. The cellular content in
chromatophores decreases when the incident light
intensity increases (Kiley and Kaplan, 1988). The
addition of nitrate or oxygen in the growth medium

induces a large decrease in the number of chromato-
phores (Sawada and Satoh, 1980). This is shown in
Fig. 2 where the ultrastructure of Rb. sphaeroides
forma sp. denitrificans cells, grown in the absence or
in the presence of nitrate, are compared. The induction
of long tubular structures, which may impair cell
division, is also observed when this species is grown
in the presence of nitrate (Sabaty et al., 1994b)
(Fig. 2). The formation of these tubules is correlated
with the decrease in the LH II/LH I ratio observed in
these growth conditions, since different mutants
lacking the LH II complex have a similar ultrastructure
(Hunter et al., 1988; Kiley et al., 1988).

In the case of Rc. tenuis or Rubrivivax gelatinosus,
internal membranes are present as only a few irregular
invaginations. When adapting from chemotrophic to
phototrophic growth conditions, changes in the
cellular content is achieved by modifications in the
length and the diameter of the cell and in the density
of particles in the cytoplasmic membrane (Drews
and Oelze, 1981; see also Chapter by Drews and
Golecki).

The finding that intracytoplasmic membranes are
formed when the photosynthetic apparatus is induced
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has been taken as evidence that respiratory and
photosynthetic chains are separated and localized in
the cytoplasmic and in the intracytoplasmic parts of
the membrane, respectively. A large number of
biochemical investigations have confirmed this
model. The main evidence is the following: (1)
cytoplasmic membranes isolated from photo-
trophically grown cells of Rb. sphaeroides are largely
depleted in BChl complexes but contained the
enzymes of the respiratory activity; (2) the
photosynthetic apparatus is localized in the purified
intracytoplasmic membranes; (3) the segregation of
these different bioenergetic activities between
cytoplasmic and intracytoplasmic membranes is
correlated with differences in the lipid composition
of the two types of membranes (Kaufman et al.,
1982).

Other arguments based on the analysis of
photooxidation of Cyt are also in agreement with
the intracytoplasmic and cytoplasmic parts of the
membrane having different functions. In an early
study, Chance and Smith (1955) noticed that
oxygenation of Rs. rubrum cells only partly oxidized
the Cyt but that its complete oxidation required
continuous illumination. We have more recently
shown that Cyt and RC photooxidation by
continuous illumination of whole cells of Rb.
sphaeroides strain Ga are nearly monophasic at low
pH (< 7.5) over a large photon flux density range
(Verméglio et al., 1993). These kinetics become
clearly biphasic at high pH (> 8.5) or in the presence
of divalent cations such as demonstrating the
occurrence of two domains out of thermodynamic
equilibrium. There are about 2 RCs per Cyt and
Cyt complex involved in the fast photooxidation
phase. The slow phase corresponds essentially to
Cyt photooxidation and the ratio between Cyt
and RC implicated in this phase can reach 7 for cells
grown semiaerobically in the dark. The relative
proportion between the fast and the slow phases of
Cyt photooxidation depends upon the growth
conditions: the larger the number of chromatophores,
the larger the amplitude of the fast phase. Moreover,
only the Cyt involved in the slow phase is readily
oxidized in the presence of oxygen. Therefore the
slowly photooxidized Cyt is coupled to the
cytoplasmic part of the membrane while the fast one
is connected to the intracytoplasmic part (Verméglio
et al., 1993). Similarly, two distinct pools of Cyt
have been detected in Rb. sphaeroides forma sp.
denitrificans whole cells (Matsuura et al., 1988). The

first pool is photooxidized by the first two flashes of
a series. The relative stoichiometry of the electron
transfer components involved in this reaction is
similar to the one determined for the fast photooxi-
dation of Cyt of Rb. sphaeroides Ga, i.e. 2 RCs,
1 Cyt and 1 Cyt complex (Sabaty et al., 1994b).
This reaction is present for cells grown both in the
presence or in the absence of nitrate and is not
affected by an increase of the medium viscosity
(Matsuura et al., 1988). The second pool of Cyt is
observed only when the denitrificaton pathway is
induced. Its full photooxidation requires a large
number of actinic flashes and their efficiency is
strongly decreased in the presence of glycerol
(Matsuura et al., 1988). Moreover, this second pool
of Cyt is specifically oxidized by respiratory or
denitrification activities (Sabaty et al., 1994b).

This series of results suggests that one pool of
Cyt is tightly connected to RC and the Cyt
complex. These electron transfer components are
localized in the intracytoplasmic membrane and are
rapidly photooxidized whatever the conditions are.
Clear cut evidence of the organization of the
components involved in photosynthesis into
supercomplexes will be presented in more detail in
Section V. The other pool of Cyt is free to diffuse
between the photosynthetic, respiratory or the
denitrification chains, only at low pH or in a low
viscosity medium. At high pH or when the diffusion
is restricted, this Cyt is photooxidized by a small
fraction of RC present in the cytoplasmic part of the
membrane. A schematic representation of the
organization and localization of the electron carriers
is depicted in Fig. 3.

IV. Short Term Interactions Between
Photosynthetic and Respiratory Activities

Short term interactions regulate electron transfer
between the different chains. Photosynthesis inhibits
all the other bioenergetic processes, namely
respiration (Nakamura, 1937; Cotton et al., 1983),
denitrification (Satoh, 1977; McEwan et al., 1982;
Sabaty et al., 1993) and reduction of DMSO and
TMAO (King et al., 1987). Aerobic or anaerobic
respiration can only occur at a very low rate under
continuous illumination.

In the dark, photosynthetic bacteria use the
available acceptor which possesses the highest redox
potential, i.e. the most energetically favorable. Thus
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is reduced in preference to
or DMSO/DMS

This allows the bacteria to recover a free
energy of 226, 146 or 92 kJ/mol when NADH is
oxidized at the expense of oxygen, nitrate or DMSO
reduction, respectively. These interactions between
photosynthesis, aerobic respiration and denitrification
are illustrated in Fig. 4. We will now discuss the
mechanisms of the regulation of these bioenergetic
activities.

A. Light-Inhibition of Aerobic and Anaerobic
Respirations

The light inhibition of respiration has been extensively
studied. In intact cells of Rb. capsulatus, inhibition
by continuous illumination is observed whatever the
oxidase, alternative oxidase, or Cyt c oxidase,
implicated in the respiratory activity (Richaud et al.,
1986). Two types of mechanism have been proposed
to explain the inhibition of respiration by light. The
first type is the result of thermodynamic control by
the light induced proton motive force on the proton
translocating complexes, i.e. the dehydrogenases and
the Cyt complex, involved in the electron flow
(Cotton et al., 1983; Richaud et al., 1986). In the
second type, changes in the redox state of electron
transfer components common to the different
bioenergetic chains, i.e. ubiquinone and Cyt play

an important role in the modulation of respiration by
light. Both types of mechanisms are an efficient way
for the bacteria to respond rapidly to variations in
environmental factors and therefore, to use the most
favorable bioenergetic process.

Although non exclusive, these two types of
interpretations have often been opposed. Both
interpretations have important structural implications.
The inhibition of respiration by the light induced
membrane potential implies that both respiratory
and photosynthetic electron components are localized
on the same continuous internal membrane and
experience the same proton motive force, but do not
necessarily share redox components. Such connection
between electron transfer chains is of course,
mandatory in the second mechanism. Our present
view is that both types of mechanism exist. Their
relative contribution depends upon the type of
illumination (continuous light or flash excitation)
and the oxidases involved.

The involvement of the proton motive force in the
control of electron transfer processes can be
demonstrated by measuring the effect of uncouplers.
The inhibition of respiration by continuous light is
prevented by the addition of uncouplers like CCCP
(Ramirez and Smith, 1968; Cotton et al., 1983;
Richaud et al., 1986). The modulation of the
respiratory activity by the light induced membrane
potential is therefore predominant under continuous
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illumination. The light induced proton motive force
plays an important role in inducing a reverse electron
flow between the quinone pool and (Knaff and
Kämpf, 1987). This explanation is an extension of
Mitchell’s description of respiratory control in
mitochondria, where the proton motive force exerts a
back pressure on the proton translocating electron
components and consequently, decreases the
respiration rate. The proton motive force may also
exert a control on the Cyt complex involved in the
respiratory activity. On the other hand, this mechanism
is not operative for the terminal Cyt c oxidase. Light
inhibition is prevented in the presence of exogenous
electron donors like TMPD, although the light-
induced membrane potential is maximal in these
conditions.

Interaction between respiratory and photosynthetic
chains involving common electron carriers has been
observed under specific conditions. The role of the
ubiquinone pool as a branching point between
photosynthetic and respiratory chains has been clearly
demonstrated by the light induced respiratory activity
of the ubiquinol oxidase (photooxidase activity).
This stimulation of the respiratory activity is observed
under continuous illumination when the ubiquinone
pool is reduced at the expense of artificial electron
donors like TMPD or DCPIP (Zannoni et al., 1978).
Interaction between photosynthetic chains and
anaerobic respiratory chains at the level of ubiquinone
has also been established by the effect of electron
acceptors such as TMAO or These acceptors
provide a sink for reducing power during photo-
synthetic growth and maintain an optimal redox
poise for the photosynthetic electron transfer
components (Takamiya et al., 1988; McEwan et al.,
1985). Indeed photoinduced cyclic electron transfer
is maximal in a narrow range of redox potential
around +50 mV (Culbert-Runquist et al., 1973; Van
der Berg et al., 1983). Over-reduction of the primary
electron acceptor or over-oxidation of the quinone
pool will induce a decrease of the rate of electron
flow (Dutton and Jackson, 1972) and consequently
of the rate of ATP synthesis (Van der Berg et al.,
1983).

Direct interaction at the level of electron transfer
components has been demonstrated during a series
of short excitation flashes (Verméglio and Carrier,
1984; Richaud et al., 1986). The respiratory activity
is inhibited on each odd flash and reactivated after
even flashes. This oscillatory pattern is not affected
by the addition of uncouplers and has therefore been

interpreted as due to the channeling of electrons
from the respiratory chain toward the photosynthetic
chain at the level of Cyt or the ubiquinone pool.
The oscillations in respiration have been shown to be
linked only to the Cyt oxidase activity, respiration
coupled to the activity of the alternative oxidase not
being affected by low frequency flash excitation
(Richaud et al., 1986). A single flash reduces the rate
of respiration by less than 10% (Verméglio and
Carrier, 1984; Richaud et al., 1986). This result is in
agreement with the observation that only a small
fraction of RCs, compared to Cyt is localized in
the cytoplasmic part of the membrane where the
respiratory chains reside (see Section III).

Since most of the enzymes of the denitrification
chain are periplasmic and coupled to Cyt (see
Fig. 1), interaction at the level of this electron carrier
plays an important role in the modulation of
denitrification by the photosynthetic chain. This has
been demonstrated in whole cells of Rb. sphaeroides
forma sp. denitrificans where the inhibition by light
of each step of the reduction of nitrate into dinitrogen
is prevented by the addition of an exogenous electron
donor, although the light induced membrane potential
is maximal under these conditions (Sabaty et al.,
1993).

B. Interactions Between Different Respiratory
Activities

Complete inhibition of electron transport to either
or TMAO by oxygen is observed for

whole cells of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides
forma sp. denitrificans (McEwan et al., 1984b; King
GF et al., 1987; Sabaty et al., 1993). As already
stated, this allows the bacteria to use the available
electron acceptor with the highest redox potential
and therefore, to recover the maximum free energy.
Contrary to what is observed for the light inhibition,
the inhibition of both TMAO reduction or denitri-
fication by oxygen is not reversed by the addition of
uncouplers (McEwan et al., 1984b; King et al., 1987).
This implies that inhibition by oxygen is not a
consequence of a thermodynamic control exerted by
the respiration induced proton motive force. The
more likely hypothesis is that the different electron
chains interact via some common electron carriers.
Sabaty et al. (1993) have shown that the oxidation of
Cyt induced by respiratory activity is responsible
for the inhibition of and reduction. This
mechanism cannot be applied to the inhibition by
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oxygen of or TMAO reduction since Cyt and
the Cyt complex are not involved in these
processes (Fig. 1). In this case the redox state of the
quinone pool must be the monitoring factor. The
reduction of or TMAO may require a large
reduction of the ubiquinone pool. By oxidizing this
pool, respiratory activity may inhibit the reduction
of or TMAO. Similar modulation of the activity
of the alternative oxidase by the redox state of the
quinone pool has been demonstrated (Zannoni and
Moore, 1990). This enzyme is not engaged until this
pool is at least 25% reduced. On the other hand, a
linear relationship is observed between the respiratory
rate of the Cyt oxidase and the reduction level of the
quinone pool (Zannoni and Moore, 1990).

Two main conclusions concerning the interactions
between the different bioenergetic chains can be
drawn:

(1) The light induced membrane potential exerts a
thermodynamic control on the NADH dehydro-
genase. During continuous illumination the
ubiquinone pool is oxidized at the expense of the
reduction of This indirect modulation of
the redox state of the ubiquinone pool explains
how the respiratory activity of the alternative
oxidase, the first step of denitrification and TMAO
reduction, are inhibited by light, since these
reactions necessitate a large reduction of this pool.

(2) Direct interactions between the different
bioenergetic chains have also been clearly
demonstrated at the level of Cyt and the
ubiquinone pool. Oxidation of Cyt is involved
in oxygen inhibition of denitrification and light
inhibition of Cyt oxidase activity. The light
stimulation of the alternative oxidase is mediated
by the photoreduction of the ubiquinone pool.
This implies diffusion of reduced quinone along
the internal membrane and the photooxidation of
Cyt linked to the respiratory activities by the
small number of RCs present in the cytoplasmic
part of the membrane.

V. Organization of the Electron Carrier
Proteins into Supercomplexes

Information on the lateral organization of the
photosynthetic complexes within the membrane have

been obtained for BChl b-containing species, such as
Rp. viridis and Ectothiorhodospira halochloris
(Miller, 1979; Engelhardt et al., 1983) and one BChl
a-containing species, Rp. marina (Meckenstock et
al., 1992). This has been possible because of three
favorable circumstances: the above species possess
large flat membranes, they do not possess the LH II
antenna and the amount of Cyt complex is very
low. This allows electron microscopy and image
processing of negatively stained membranes. A large
central structure corresponding to the RC, surrounded
by six smaller LH I units, has been identified. Similar
hexagonal arrays of RC surrounded by LH I have
also been observed by freeze fracture of chroma-
tophores of Rs. rubrum (Meyer et al., 1981). In the
case of mutants of Rb. sphaeroides lacking the LH II
complexes, freeze-etching micrographs reveal a very
ordered organization of the membrane complexes.
Particles, which have dimensions of about 100 x
200 Å, are arrayed helically along the longitudinal
axis of the tubules (Robert A Niederman, personal
communication) (Fig. 5). Similar structures were
observed on tubules present in the cells of Rb.
sphaeroides forma sp. denitrificans grown in the
presence of nitrate (Fig. 2) (Sabaty et al., 1994b). It
is hoped that the biochemical characterization and
image processing of negative staining micrographs
will reveal the organization of the electron transfer
components of this region of the membrane.

Functional analysis is the main source of
information on the supramolecular organization of
the electron carrier proteins within the membrane.
These approaches directly address the structural
properties of functional relevance, but rely heavily
on models with several assumptions. In some
instances, the diffusion of mobile carriers is restricted
to domains of limited size. These domains could
correspond to supercomplexes defined as the
association of a few protein complexes in which
mobile carriers are possibly trapped. Within these
domains, local thermodynamic equilibration rapidly
occurs (ms range) while equilibration between
domains occurs over a much longer time range
(several seconds). A thermodynamic approach based
on the idea that a restricted diffusion of mobile
electron carriers confined within isolated domains
will prevent a global equilibration of the photo-
chemically generated redox equivalents has been
developed. This method has been applied to the
photosynthetic electron transfer chain, including
primary and secondary donors in Rb. sphaeroides
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cells, lacking the peripheral antenna LH II (Joliot
et al., 1989). The kinetics of oxidation of the primary
donor (P) and Cyt have been measured under
continuous illumination in the presence of myxo-
thiazol, which blocks the reduction of the donors. In
Fig. 6 is plotted the redox state of P versus that of Cyt

during the course of illumination. Whatever the
initial redox conditions, the [P] versus [Cyt ]
functions measured during the course of continuous
illumination are far from the equilibrium curve
computed from the redox titration data (solid line).
These functions are unchanged for light intensities
varying from 10 to 100 photons per RC per second.
These results show that the primary and secondary
donors are not in thermodynamic equilibrium despite
the rate of electron transfer not being limited by dark
processes.

A theoretical analysis of these thermodynamic
anomalies has been made assuming that components
of the photosynthetic electron transfer chain are
included in small isolated domains (Lavergne et al.,

1989). Under continuous illumination, photons are
randomly distributed among domains according to a
Poisson distribution, which implies that the rates of
donor oxidation differ among domains. Therefore, at
a given time, the redox state of the electron transfer
components is not identical in the different domains.
This explains why these carriers are not in
thermodynamic equilibrium during the course of
illumination. By comparing the oxidation of electron
donors induced by either continuous or saturating
flash excitation, a structural model in which RC,
Cyt and the Cyt complex form a supercomplex
has been proposed. The key features of this model
are that Cyt is trapped in the supercomplex which
then behaves as an isolated domain and that the
contact between two RCs allows the binding of only
one Cyt per dimeric RCs. This model provides a
simple interpretation for the biphasic reduction of
observed after flashes of short duration (Dutton et
al., 1975; Overfield et al., 1979). Following a
saturating flash, the two P’s of the RC dimer are
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oxidized. About half of the RCs have a Cyt bound
at the time the flash occurs. For this fraction of
centers, is reduced in a few microseconds
The reduction of the second follows a first order
process which is essentially limited by
the electron transfer from Cyt to Cyt From the
relative extents of the three different phases of

reduction (few 110 and 1 s phases), we
deduced that about 70 % of the supercomplexes
include 2 RC, 1 Cyt and 1 Cyt complex (see
insert of Fig. 6) while the remaining ones included
only 2 RC and 1 Cyt Dimeric association of RCs
has also been suggested from the analysis of the
energy transfer between antenna and RC in
membranes of Rb. sphaeroides (Vos et al., 1988).

The model of supercomplexes has been challenged
by Fernández-Velasco and Crofts (1991), who
addressed the same problem in isolated chroma-
tophores of Rb. sphaeroides Ga, using a different
functional approach based on inhibitor titrations.
These authors studied the flash induced redox changes
of Cyt in the presence of subsaturating concen-
trations of inhibitors (myxothiazol or stigmatellin)
of the quinol oxidizing site of the Cyt complex.
When 80% of the complexes are inhibited, most of
Cyt can still be rapidly reduced by quinol (Fig. 7).
Thus, the fraction of uninhibited complexes (20%)
can catalyze the reduction of most of the oxidized
Cyt Under these conditions, uninhibited centers
undergo several turnovers and thus, the half-time for
Cyt reduction increases with the concentration of
inhibited Cyt complexes. The authors conclude
that the oxidation of quinol is a second order process
and that Cyt freely diffuses in large domains
including several RCs and Cyt complexes. These
domains probably correspond to chromatophores
(Fernández-Velasco and Crofts, 1991). Although
these experiments do not exclude the possibility that
the membrane components (RCs and Cyt
complexes) are associated in supercomplexes, they
imply that Cyt is not trapped in the supercomplex.

We have used the same experimental approach to
test the validity of the supercomplex model in the
case of whole cells of Rb. sphaeroides (Joliot et
al., 1993). Following a flash excitation, we observed
that subsaturating concentrations of myxothiazol
decreased in the same proportion as the fraction of
active Cyt complexes and the amplitude of the
fast phase of Cyt reduction, with no change in the
half-time of this reaction. This behavior is opposite

to that observed in isolated chromatophores and
clearly supports the supercomplex model. We recently
addressed the same problem in the case of Rb.
sphaeroides Ga cells, which have a normal LH II
content. In this strain, the kinetics of Cyt reduction
are multiphasic, which makes their interpretation
difficult. We therefore analyzed the flash induced
kinetics of the carotenoid bandshift. In the absence
of inhibitor, a slow increasing phase occurs in the ms
range. This slow phase is associated with ubiquinol
oxidation and Cyt reduction catalyzed by the Cyt

complex. Addition of subsaturating concentrations
of myxothiazol decreases both the amplitude and the
initial rate of the slow electrogenic phase to the same
extent, with no significant change in the half-time
(Fig. 8). Moreover, the same decrease in the rate and
amplitude of the slow electrogenic phase is observed
for saturating or subsaturating flashes. We therefore
conclude that the diffusion of Cyt is strictly
restricted to domains including a single Cyt
complex, in agreement with the supercomplex model
proposed for the organization occurring in Rb.
sphaeroides cells. It must be appreciated, however,
that chromatophore extraction perturbs the super-
complex structure (Fernández-Velasco and Crofts,
1991). As discussed in section III, the photosynthetic
electron transfer chains organized in supercomplexes
are located within the intracytoplasmic membranes
(Fig. 3). Since most of the slow phase of the carotenoid
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bandshift corresponds to the activity involved in the
supercomplexes, the small fraction of RCs and Cyt

complexes included in the cytoplasmic membrane
do not give rise to a measurable electrogenic phase in
the ms range.

In the case of Rb. capsulatus, Snozzi and Crofts
(1985) have studied the dependence of the binary
oscillations in the two electron gate of the acceptor
side of the RC. They found that these oscillations
titrated out with the midpoint potential of Cyt
within chromatophores with more than 0.5 of this
Cyt per RC. The binary oscillations could be observed
at much lower redox potential in spheroplasts or in
chromatophores with a low Cyt content. They
deduced that the association of two RCs in dimers is
stabilized by one molecule of reduced Cyt The
study of different mutants of Rb. capsulatus has also
been an important source of information. Although
Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus are closely related,
differences in the phenotype have appeared when
deletion mutants in the Cyt have been obtained for
both species. In the case of Rb. sphaeroides, the loss
of Cyt induces a photosynthetically incompetent
phenotype (Donohue et al., 1988), demonstrating
that this Cyt is the sole and obligatory electron
carrier between the Cyt complex and RCs.
Analysis of spontaneous revertants has shown that
they accumulate a soluble Cyt c (isocyt ), 20 to
40% of the level of Cyt found in the wild type cells
(Fitch et al., 1989; Rott et al., 1992). On the other

hand, the deletion of Cyt in Rb. capsulatus does not
impair the photosynthetic activity (Daldal et al.,
1986). Subsequent work by Jones et al. (1990) and
Daldal and coworkers (Zannoni et al., 1992; Jenney
and Daldal, 1993) demonstrate that connection
between RC and the Cyt complex is performed
by a new Cyt denoted Cyt or Mutants deleted in
both Cyt and Cyt are photosynthetically
incompetent but regain this competence by comple-
mentation with either Cyt or Cyt (Jenney and
Daldal, 1993). The primary structure of Cyt has
been determined by sequencing of a complementary
DNA fragment. Hydropathy analyses of Cyt
indicate that the amino-terminal portion is hydro-
phobic while the carboxy-terminal is hydrophilic
and equivalent to Cyt c (Jenney and Daldal, 1993).
These data together with biochemical analyses
strongly support the interpretation that Cyt is a
membrane bound c-type Cyt able to mediate electron
transfer between two integral membrane proteins,
the RC and the Cyt complex. A fast electron
transfer (half-time faster than 100 ) has been
observed between these different electron transfer
components and the RC (Prince et al., 1986; Jones et
al., 1990). This suggests that a strong association
between these components occurs in the membrane,
in agreement with the supercomplex model we have
proposed in the case of Rb. sphaeroides. Strong
associations between the Cyt complex, the Cyt
oxidase and a membrane bound Cyt c have already
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been demonstrated in the case of Paracoccus
denitrificans (Berry and Trumpower, 1984).

The organization into supercomplexes, in which
Cyt is trapped, does not appear as a general
characteristic of species of Rhodospirillaceae. As
expected, the Cyt is a freely diffusing species when
the stoichiometry between RCs and the Cyt
complex largely exceeds 2. This is the case for Rs.
rubrum (Van Grondelle et al., 1976; Joliot et al.,
1990) and Rp. viridis (Garcia et al., 1993) and in
the cytoplasmic membrane of Rb. sphaeroides
(Verméglio et al., 1993). In the case of Rs. rubrum,
electron transfer from Cyt to the reaction center is
a pure diffusional process occurring in the 100
time range, which implies that no tightly bound Cyt

is present in dark adapted cells. Under saturating
flash excitation, about half of the photooxidized
primary donors are reduced in less than 1 ms, while
the remainder is reduced in tens of ms. The complex
kinetics of Cyt oxidation and reduction are
correctly described by a model in which RCs are
associated in dimers. The affinity of Cyt for the
RCs is low when it is reduced and high when oxidized.
Electrostatic or steric interactions prevent the binding
of two Cyt molecules on the same dimer of RC
(Joliot et al., 1990). In Rp. viridis whole cells, the
viscosity of the medium does not affect the rate of
electron transfer between Cyt and high potential
heme c-556 of the tetrahemic Cyt, while it greatly
slows down the reduction of the photooxidized Cyt

Moreover, a full reduction of Cyt is observed in
the presence of subsaturating concentrations of
myxothiazol while the half time of the reaction is
increased (Garcia et al., 1993). It was concluded that
reduced Cyt forms a stable complex with the
tetrahemic Cyt and is rereduced after photooxidation
by the Cyt complex according to a diffusion
limited process.

In the future it is important to search for similar
dimeric association of the RC in other species which
do not possess tetrahemic Cyt and contain a low
concentration of Cyt complex. The organization
between the dimeric RC, soluble (or membranous)
Cyt c and the Cyt complex must be studied for
species such as Rb. capsulatus or Rp. palustris in
which the ratio between Cyt complex and RC is
close to 0.5.

As discussed above, the organization of the
photosynthetic chain into a supercomplex is not
mandatory for its functioning. Such organization is
not present in Rp. viridis and Rs. rubrum cells or in

the cytoplasmic membrane of Rb. sphaeroides Ga or
Rb. sphaeroides forma sp. denitrificans cells.
However, in conditions where the diffusion of mobile
carriers is the limiting step, i.e. under rapid electron
flow, the organization into a supercomplex of RC,
Cyt and Cyt complexes would allow a more
efficient photoinduced cyclic electron transfer, not
limited by the diffusion of the reactants. In the
cytoplasmic part of the membrane, the same Cyt
and Cyt complex is involved in photosynthesis,
respiratory, or denitrification activities and therefore
the organization into supercomplexes is not possible.
The small proportion of RC located in the cytoplasmic
membrane is able to photooxidize all the Cyt
involved in respiration or denitrification. This allows
a rapid modulation of these bioenergetic processes
by light in optimizing the rate of electron transfer of
the photosynthetic pathway relative to the others.

Several questions have not yet been addressed:
How are the supercomplexes formed and what are
the forces involved in these associations? The PufX
polypeptide is encoded by a gene located downstream
of the L and M genes of RC on the puf operon (Zhu
et al., 1986). Although the pufX gene is part of the
polycistronic photosynthesis gene messages, no
specific function has yet been described for the PufX
polypeptide. This gene is not present, at least at the
same position on the genome, in Rp. viridis and Rs.
rubrum cells, species which do not possess
supercomplex association (Laußermair and Oester-
helt, 1992). Deletion of this polypeptide leads to
photosynthetically incompetent mutants of Rb.
sphaeroides (Farchaus et al., 1990) and Rb. capsulatus
(Lilburn et al., 1992) species. The electron transfer
from the RC to the Cyt complex is impaired
beyond the second flash of a series. The PufX
polypeptide may play an important role in the
formation of supercomplexes and therefore in the
photosynthetic competence of these species (Farchaus
et al., 1992; Lilburn et al., 1992). This hypothesis
deserves further examination.

In Rb. sphaeroides, the fraction of RCs involved
in supercomplexes is regulated by the relative amount
of intracytoplasmic and cytoplasmic membranes.
This is a long term modulation. It may also be
necessary for the bacteria to adapt rapidly to
environmental changes. This can be achieved by at
least two different ways. We have already seen that
stabilization of the association of the Cyt within
the supercomplex is modulated by the redox state of
Cyt and the pH or the presence of divalent cations
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(Section III). This modulation occurs probably
without dissociation of the interactions between the
membranous complexes. Association or dissociation
of these complexes involve small energy differences.
Changes in phosphorylation states of membrane
proteins, such as antenna complexes or RC, may play
an important role in such regulation. Several
membrane proteins have been found to be phos-
phorylated (Holuigue et al., 1985; Turner and Mann,
1986; Holmes et al., 1986). Phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation of antenna has been observed in
photosynthetic bacteria depending upon the redox
state of the quinone pool (Holmes and Allen, 1988).
Contrary to the situation in green plants and
microalgae, this phenomenon is not well understood
and the location and nature of the different complexes
involved is still unresolved (Allen, 1992). In
Chlamydomonas cells, it has been clearly shown that
reduction of the plastoquinone pool, i.e. phos-
phorylation of light-harvesting complexes, induces
the movement of Cyt complexes from the grana
to the lamellae. This reduction also favors a strong
association between the Cyt complexes and
Photosystem I complexes (Wollman and Bulté, 1989).
This regulates the relative contribution between linear
and cyclic electron transfer. Regulation of the amount
of supercomplexes, i.e. modulation between the
different bioenergetic pathways in purple nonsulfur
bacteria, may involve similar mechanisms of
phosphorylation and migration of membrane proteins
between cytoplasmic and intracytoplasmic mem-
branes.
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Summary

This chapter deals with theoretical mechanisms for electronic excitation transfer among photosynthetic
pigments. General multipole expansions of intermolecular electrostatic potential energies are described in
detail. We review the Golden Rule derivation of the Förster-Dexter theory for dipole-dipole and exchange
transfer in the weak-coupling limit; emphasis is placed on its underlying assumptions and limitations.
Extension of the Golden Rule to higher-order perturbation theory permits the description of spin-forbidden
(e.g. singlet-triplet) energy transfer, as well as remote heavy-atom effects on intersystem crossing. The concepts
of the density operator and density matrix are introduced. We demonstrate the need for a unified energy transfer
theory that treats coherence as well as excited state population decay. The stochastic Liouville equations (SLE)
are solved for the prototype case of a strongly interacting pair of chromophores, and expressions are obtained
for the time-dependent anisotropy r(t) in optical fluorescence and pump-probe experiments in strongly coupled
systems. While time-dependent SLE solutions are required to predict anisotropy decays, evaluation of the initial
anisotropy r(0) requires only knowledge of the excitation conditions and the exciton component transition
moments. Current techniques are described for the simulation of temperature dependence in Förster energy
transfer rates, via the influence of electron-phonon and electron-vibration coupling on pigment absorption and
fluorescence spectra.
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I. Introduction

During the last ten years, many excellent reviews
have addressed the theory of electronic excitation
transfer and its applications to photosynthetic systems
(Knox, 1975; van Grondelle, 1984; van Grondelle
and Amesz, 1986; Geacintov and Breton, 1987). In
the present short review, we begin by examining
some of the physical assumptions underlying the
well-established Golden Rule theories for dipole-
dipole and exchange energy transfer in the weak-
coupling limit. The latter limit holds when the
intermolecular interactions are small compared to
the bandwidths of the molecular electronic tran-
sitions. We then briefly consider extensions of the
Golden Rule to higher-order perturbations, which
can provide mechanisms for spin-forbidden (e.g.
singlet-triplet) energy transfer.

The recent acquisition of femtosecond laser
technology by a growing segment of the photo-
synthesis community has prompted intense interest
in coherence effects on energy transfer, and especially
about their manifestation through optical anisotropies
in time-resolved fluorescence and pump-probe
experiments. These topics are the subject of Section
III. One of our goals is to make these calculations
widely accessible to the photosynthesis community,
so that others may be encouraged to tailor similar
calculations to protein-pigment systems of interest.
In Section IV, we review some techniques for
simulation of temperature-dependent rate constants
in Förster energy transfer.

While most of the chapters in this book have
adopted SI units as a standard, this chapter has been
written in cgs (centimeters-grams-seconds) units,
because the vast majority of previous accounts of
energy transfer theory have been based on these
units. This is intended to facilitate comparisons of
this chapter with the other sources in the literature.

II. The Weak Coupling Limit

A. Multipole Expansion of Electrostatic
Interactions

The exact classical electrostatic energy of two

Abbreviations: FMO – Fenna-Matthews-Olson bacterio-
chlorophyll protein; RHAE – remote heavy atom effect; SLE –
stochastic Liouville equation

molecules D and A is given by the sum of pairwise
Coulomb energies,

where is the separation between charges and
and the indices i and j run over all pairs of charges
(electrons and nuclei) on molecules D and A
collectively. This energy may be broken up into the
partial sums

Here the molecular self-energy

is summed over all pairs of charges (i,j) on molecules
D and A, respectively. In the evaluation of the
intermolecular interaction energy

the indices i,j indicate charges on molecules D and
A, respectively. If the intermolecular separation R is
large compared to the molecular size, so that the
overlap between the respective electronic charge
distributions is small, it is useful to expand the
interaction energy in a power series in 1/R (for
example, see Hirschfelder and Meath, (1967)),

where is the lesser of and The
are the irreducible tensor components of the
electrostatic multipole operators for the interacting
molecules D, A (see, for example, Gottfried (1966)).
For example, and are the total
molecular charges and respectively. The tensor
components for l = 1 are linear combinations of

In this multipole expansion, the coefficients are
given by
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Cartesian components of the electric dipole moment
operators

where e is the magnitude of the electronic charge,
and the z-axis points from the center of molecule D
to the center of molecule A. In Eqs. (7), the sums run
over all of the charges in molecule D; analogous
expressions may be written for molecule A. For
general l > 0, the irreducible tensor components for
the charge distribution on molecule D may be
expressed in terms of the spherical harmonic functions
via

and similarly for molecule A. The angles are
defined with respect to a right-handed Cartesian
coordinate system with its origin at the center of
molecule D, and with its z-axis parallel to the
intermolecular axis. After substitution of explicit
expressions for the spherical harmonic functions
into Eq. (8), the multipole expansion of the
electrostatic interaction energy (Eq. (5)) assumes the
form

Here the vector R points from the center of molecule
D to the center of molecule A, and the quantities
represent Cartesian components of the molecular
electric quadrupole tensor Q (see, for example,
Jackson (1966)). The successive terms in Eq. (9)
represent the charge-charge, charge-dipole, dipole-
dipole, and charge-quadrupole contributions to the
total electrostatic energy. An advantage of this

multipole expansion stems from the fact that in the
long-range (large-R) limit, the power series in 1/R
converges rapidly, and can be well approximated by
its leading nonzero term. In the special case where
both molecules are uncharged, the terms involving

and drop out. The lowest-order nonvanishing
terms in the multipole expansion of then corres-
pond to the dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole
interactions,

In cases where the donor and acceptor electronic
charge distributions overlap appreciably, the multipole
expansion of Eq. (5) remains valid. However, its
utility then becomes limited by the fact that many
higher-order terms may need to be included in order
to accurately describe medium- to short-range
interactions. In such cases, it may be simpler to
proceed from the exact expression for given by
Eq. (1).

B. Dipole-Dipole Energy Transfer

In the limit of weak intermolecular coupling, the
probability for energy transfer from donor molecule
D to acceptor molecule A is given by Dirac’s Golden
Rule (Gottfried, 1966),

where the donor and acceptor molecules are
electronically excited in the initial and final states

and respectively. The total
(electronic plus nuclear) energies of the donor and
acceptor in their electronic ground states are denoted

and the corresponding quantities for the
electronically excited species are and . E is
the initial donor excitation energy ; is
the density of states isoenergetic with the initial level
in the final manifold of states Integration over all
allowed combinations of initial and final donor and

Chapter 15 Theory of Energy Transfer
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acceptor energies then yields

Here and denote the initial energy
distributions in the donor and acceptor molecules;

and are the electronic state degeneracies of the
excited donor and ground-state acceptor; and

The electronic ground state of
the isolated n-electron donor molecule may be
expanded in Slater determinants of spin-orbitals
(e. g. Levine, 1991),

while the excited state may be similarly expanded
in Slater determinants of spin-orbitals Analogous
expressions may be written for the electronic
wavefunctions of acceptor molecule A. According to
Eq. (10), the leading term in the matrix element
required to evaluate the transition probability for
energy transfer between uncharged molecules
becomes

where the dipole-dipole orientational factor, is
given by

It may be shown (Birks, 1970) that the probability
for spontaneous electric dipole emission of a photon
of energy E by excited donor is

where c is the speed of light and n is the medium
refractive index at the emission wavelength. Since
the donor molecule’s radiative lifetime is

it follows that

where is the donor emission spectrum
normalized to unity. The Einstein coefficient for
electric dipole absorption of a photon with energy E
by the acceptor molecule A is

This differs from the molecular absorption cross
section by the factor nhE/c (Birks, 1970).
Substitution of Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (12), with
the help of Eq. (14), then leads to

The factor of 3/2 is conventionally introduced so
that when is averaged over randomly oriented
molecular pairs, it assumes the form

Here we have used the fact
that the empirical fluorescence lifetime of a
noninteracting donor chromophore differs from its
radiative lifetime by the factor its fluorescence
quantum yield; denotes the circular frequency

The use of Eqs. 18 and 19 in deriving the
transition probability in terms of donor fluorescence
and acceptor absorption spectra implicitly assumes
that donor vibrational relaxation occurs on a faster
timescale than energy transfer. This is probably valid
for the original situations visualized by Förster
(energy transfers in dye solutions, in which the
chromophores were typically separated by tens of
Å). Many single-step antenna energy transfers occur
within hundreds of fs (Du et al., 1993; Savikhin et
al., 1993), and so this assumption may be questionable
in photosynthetic systems. Donor and acceptor
pigment spectra in photosynthetic antennae frequently
exhibit inhomogeneous broadening.
In cases where a narrow laser excitation bandwidth
(e.g. ~ for ~ 1 ps laser pulses) excites only a
subpopulation within an inhomogeneously broadened
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inappropriate. The quantity (which has units of
length) is the Förster parameter that characterizes
the strength of the dipole-dipole contribution to the
energy transfer probability. An alternative Förster
parameter, is defined by using the donor radiative
lifetime instead of its empirical fluorescence
lifetime in Eq. (20). Since the two Förster parameters

and then differ by the factor , it is important
to ascertain which definition of is being used
when accessing values from the literature (Knox,
1975). Experimental chemical physicists have tended
to use because is directly measurable. In the
photosynthesis community, is widely used instead.
According to Eqs. (16), (19), and (20), dipole-dipole
energy transfer occurs with large probability only if
the and electronic transitions are
strongly electric dipole-allowed. Since the electric
dipole operators and in Eq. (14) do not operate
on the electron spin functions, dipole-dipole energy
transfer necessarily conserves spin on both donor
and acceptor molecules. The electronic ground states
of photosynthetic antenna pigments are closed-shell
singlet states, so this restricts Förster energy transfer
to singlet-singlet processes. The orientational factor

, which can assume values from 0 to 4, strongly
influences the transition probability; its importance
for energy transfer between molecules in ordered
pigment systems has been discussed by Knox (1975).
Since the molar decadic absorption coefficient
is obtained from the molecular absorption cross
section by multiplying the former by ln 10

(where is Avogadro’s number), a working
expression for the Förster parameter is (Förster,
1959; Knox, 1975)

Van Grondelle and Amesz (1986) have tabulated
representative values of and for energy
transfers among commonly encountered pigments,
including Chl a and b, BChl a spectral forms in
purple bacteria, several carotenoids, and open
tetrapyrrole chromophores found in phycocyanin
and allophycocyanin antennae.

At close separations, for which the molecular
electronic charge distributions overlap appreciably,
many terms may contribute significantly to the power
series for the interaction energy and the advantages
of using the multipole expansion are lost. At the
same time, the magnitudes of the inter- and
intramolecular interactions and may become
comparable. We therefore revert to the original
expression for (Eq. (1)) in the transition probability,

Here the summation is carried out over all pairs of
charges on D and A. The matrix elements now contain
the two-electron operators , evaluated
between initial and final electronic states. For isolated
donor and acceptor molecules containing n and m
electrons respectively, each of the antisymmetrized
electronic states may be expanded as (linear
combinations of) Slater determinants with n! and m!
terms respectively (cf. Eq. (13)). However, in the
presence of substantial overlap between donor and
acceptor charge distributions, the electronic states of
the molecule pair must be completely antisym-
metrized by expanding them in terms of Slater
determinants with (n+m)! terms, i.e.

The evaluation of matrix elements like those in
Eq. (22) is then greatly simplified by the Condon-
Slater rules for matrix elements of two-electron
operators between determinant wavefunctions (for
example, see Levine (1991)). Each spin-orbital
represents a product of a space function and a spin
function i.e. The spin functions are
either (spin up) or (spin down). We assume in
Eqs. (23) that the ground and excited states on the
donor molecule D differ by only one spin-orbital (

), and similarly for acceptor molecule A
In this case, application of the Condon-

Slater rules for matrix elements of a two-electron
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operator leads immediately to

Here the first and second terms on the right-hand
side are termed the direct and exchange contributions
to the matrix element, respectively. The numbers 1,2
are dummy indices that denote the coordinates of
electrons 1 and 2. The direct term is responsible for
the Förster dipole-dipole matrix element discussed
in the previous section. Its contribution to the total
transition probability reduces to the Förster rate for
energy transfer between uncharged molecules in the
limit of large separations R when the dipole-dipole
transition probability is appreciable. At smaller
separations, it will also contain substantial contri-
butions from higher-order multipole interactions
(dipole-quadrupole, etc.). For the direct term, the
spin-function overlaps clearly require that
and that This implies that spin must be
conserved on both donor and acceptor molecules
during energy transfer, and hence that only singlet-
singlet energy transfers arise from this term in
antennae (since the electronic ground states of antenna
pigments are singlets). The direct term can also
account for excitation trapping at oxidized reaction
centers which frequently
occurs with high efficiency. Like singlet-singlet
energy transfers in antennae, this direct singlet-
doublet energy transfer process is spin-allowed,
because the ground and excited acceptor states
and are both doublet states. In contrast, the
exchange term requires that and that
This term is therefore nonzero in antennae when (a)
the electronically excited molecules and are
both singlet states, or (b) and are both triplet
states; it vanishes otherwise. This exchange term
thus appears to provide a major mechanism for triplet-
triplet energy transfer (Dexter, 1953). It may also
provide a route for singlet-singlet energy transfer
when Förster transfer is symmetry-forbidden, as in

energy transfers from carotenoids to BChl a
pigments (Frank et al., 1993). Inspection of the
spatial factor in the exchange term shows that its R-
dependence is dominated not so much by the factor

but by the fact that appreciable contributions to
this matrix element arise only from regions where
the two-center products are large.
Substantial spatial overlap between donor and
acceptor orbitals is therefore a prerequisite for rapid
exchange energy transfer. Two-center exchange
integrals like the one in Eq. (24) exhibit exceedingly
complicated R-dependence, even for the prototypical
simple case where the electronic wavefunctions

are hydrogenlike atomic orbitals - not to
mention porphyrin molecular orbitals (Slater, 1963).
Following Dexter (1953), R-dependence in the
exchange integral is often coarsely parameterized in
the form exp (- R/L), where L is a constant (with
dimensions of length) that is on the order of the
molecular size. The spatial overlap requirement thus
tends to limit the exchange mechanism to short-
range energy transfers between closely situated
chromophores. This situation contrasts markedly with
the case of Förster transfer, where (according to Eq.
(20)) an excited donor exhibits equal probabilities of
intramolecular decay and nonradiative excitation
transfer when and For dipole-dipole
transfers between identical Chl a chromophores,
can be as large as 60–70 Å, which considerably
exceeds the molecular size (Knox, 1975).

Knox and Davidovich (1979) considered the form
of the spectral overlap integral appropriate for triplet-
triplet exchange energy transfer. The zeroth-order
chromophore electronic states and

may be chosen to be eigenstates of the Born-
Oppenheimer electronic Hamiltonian which
includes all intramolecular electrostatic interactions
and the electronic (but not nuclear) kinetic energies.
Since does not contain electron spin operators,
these Born-Oppenheimer states will be either pure
singlet or pure triplet states. Perturbation of by the
intramolecular spin-orbit coupling mixes these
zeroth-order states, so that the perturbed electronic
states and are either singlet
states containing small admixtures of triplet states,
or vice versa. This provides one mechanism
(mechanism 1) through which the otherwise spin-
forbidden radiative processes of singlet-triplet
absorption and phosphorescence can occur. A second
mechanism (mechanism 2) is first- and/or second-
order spin-orbit-vibronic coupling. If the absorption
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and phosphorescence spectra are dominated by
mechanism 1, the triplet-triplet exchange energy
transfer rate is given by

Here and are the normalized donor
phosphorescence and the acceptor singlet-triplet
absorption spectra,

If, however, the spectra contain overlapping
components arising from mechanism 2, these
components do not contribute to the energy transfer
rate; using the empirical spectra in Eq. (25) would
then overestimate the rate constant.

D. Higher-Order Processes: Spin-Forbidden
Energy Transfer

The Golden Rule rate in Eq. (11) only expresses the
leading term in a perturbation expansion of the
radiationless transition rate. Extension of this
treatment to higher orders under a perturbing
Hamiltonian V yields the more general result
(Gottfried, 1966)

where the T-matrix is given to third order by

These summations are carried out over all donor and
acceptor states (D'A', D"A",...) other than the initial
state The perturbation V is not limited to the
electrostatic interaction but may include additional
perturbations such as the intra- and/or intermolecular

spin-orbit Hamiltonian (Avouris et al., 1977;
Struve, 1989). For example, two second-order terms
in that may contribute to the spin-forbidden
singlet-triplet energy transfer process
are

303

In the first term, the donor excited singlet state is
viewed as being coupled (through ) to a virtual
donor triplet state ; the latter interacts in turn with
the acceptor triplet state through the exchange
mechanism. (As explained in Section II. C, the
exchange mechanism alone cannot account for spin-
forbidden energy transfer between a pure singlet
state and a pure triplet state.) Such a mechanism may
be relevant in cases where the acceptor molecule has
no energetically accessible singlet states, but has
triplet levels lying below the donor state In the
second term, the donor excited singlet state interacts
with an acceptor singlet state (e.g. by the Förster
mechanism); the latter is coupled through to an
acceptor triplet state. In the presence of spin-orbit
coupling, the acceptor triplet states are not pure
triplets, but contain small admixtures of acceptor
singlet states. Hence, these admixtures may
alternatively be viewed as being coupled to the donor
singlet state through the dipole-dipole interaction.

Third-order terms in the T matrix appear to be
responsible for the remote heavy-atom effect (RHAE),
in which intramolecular singlet triplet intersystem
crossing on a ‘donor’ molecule is prompted by
intermolecular spin-orbit coupling, due to the
presence of a heavy atom on a nearby chromophore.
Such processes have recently been characterized in
dimeric peptides that contain a fluorescing

chromophore perturbed by p-
bromo-L-phenylalanine (Basu et al., 1993).

III. Unified Theory for Energy Transfer

A. The Density Operator and Density Matrix

We consider a quantum mechanical system whose
time-dependent wavefunction can be expressed
as a linear superimposition of orthonormal basis

Chapter 15 Theory of Energy Transfer
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states

The time-dependent expectation value of a quantum
mechanical observable in this state is

In this representation, all of the information
concerning the state’s time evolution is given by the
set of time-dependent products of expansion
coefficients If we define the density
operator

the matrix elements of this new operator in the basis
states will be given by

and will thus contain the dynamic information of
interest. The set of these matrix elements make
up the density matrix.

Oftentimes a system is not prepared in a pure
quantum mechanical state but in a mixture of
states in such a way that the probability that
the system in state k is In this case, we may
define the partial density operator

for state The corresponding expression for the
full density operator that yields the correct expressions
for the expectation values and the density matrix is
then given by (Cohen-Tannoudji, Diu, and Laloë,
1977)

The physical significance of the diagonal density
matrix elements may be seen by evaluating

It is clear from this that the diagonal density
matrix element          —which is nonnegative definite
— is the probability that the system is in the basis
state statistically averaged over the probabilities

that the system is in the various superimposition
states It is frequently referred to as the
population in state A similar calculation shows
that the off-diagonal matrix elements are

The complex-valued cross terms appearing in each
term of this sum reflect interferences between the
basis states and When statistically weighted
by the over the superimposition states these
interferences may average to a nonzero value —in
which case the quantum mechanical phase coherence
among the basis states is at least partially maintained
in the ensemble averaging. The off-diagonal matrix
elements in Eq. (37) are sometimes termed
coherences.

B. Master equations in the site and delocalized
representations

The conventional master equations for the proba-
bilities that electronic excitation will be
found on one of two identical molecules 1 and 2 after
laser pumping are given by (Förster, 1948)

Here is the total (radiative plus nonradiative)
decay rate for either of the isolated molecules, and F
is the rate of excitation transfer between molecules.
(In the weak-coupling limit, F is given by expressions
developed in Section II.) Equations 38 predict that at
long times t>>1/F, the excited state populations will
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converge to the same equilibrium value, i.e.

Alternatively, the interaction energy J may be so
large that it is more useful to describe the excitations
in terms of the (delocalized) exciton states

This interaction lifts the original degeneracy between
the localized states and yielding exciton
component states whose energies are separated
by 2J. In the strong coupling limit, the time-dependent
probabilities that the respective delocalized
states are populated following laser excitation are
governed by the master equations (Knox and Gülen,
1993)

Here and are rates for upward and downward
transitions between the exciton components. These
must be unequal at finite temperatures, in view of the
requirement that according to
detailed balancing (Rahman et al., 1979). Further-
more, the fluorescence lifetimes of the two
exciton components will be different unless
the transition moments of the two chromophores 1,2
happen to be perpendicular (Chambers et. al., 1974).
The master equations 40 in the delocalized
representation reasonably predict that at long times,
the ratio of equilibrium populations in the
exciton states will be given by the ratio of
upward to downward transition rates.

C. The Need for a Unified Theory

A paradox arises when one attempts to transform the
master equations for the site representation in the
weak coupling limit (Eqs. (38)) into those for the
delocalized representation in the strong coupling
limit (Eqs. (40)). In view of the transformation
(Eqs. (39)) between localized and delocalized states,
it follows that

The corresponding density matrix elements
analogously obey

The diagonal matrix elements give the
probability that excitation resides in state Similar
equations can be written for the other density matrix
elements and in the delocalized
representation in terms of the matrix elements

and in the site basis (Rahman et al., 1979),

It is clear that substitution of these expressions into
the strong-coupling master equations (40) cannot
yield the weak-coupling master equations (38) in the
site representation, because this would introduce
cross terms (involving the off-diagonal matrix
elements and ) that are not present in the weak-
coupling master equations. In a similar way, it may
be shown (by using the inverse of the transformation
in Eqs. 42–43) that the weak-coupling master
equations (small J, large do not go over into the
strong-coupling master equations (large J). Hence,
both theories are fundamentally incomplete, through
their omission of these cross terms. According to Eq.
(43), the probability that excitation resides in the
delocalized state is equal to

While the quantum-mechanical phases in the
localized basis states automatically cancel in
the computation of the absolute values-squared in
the diagonal terms in Eq. (44), they do not cancel in
the off-diagonal terms. This phase information will
persist in the statistical averaging that yields the off-
diagonal elements of the full density matrix, unless it
is destroyed by dephasing processes (e.g. arising
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from interactions of the electronic states with random
protein motions). Hence, the cross terms are
connected with coherence decay in the laser-prepared
excited states.

D. The Stochastic Liouville Equations

Rahman et al. (1979) showed that the correct master
equations in the delocalized representation for the
excited state dynamics in a homodimer (i.e. a pair of
identical chromophores) have the generic form

Here the rate constants and for upward and
downward transitions between the exciton com-
ponents depend on local fluctuations in the excited
state energies their mean is The monomer
radiative and total decay rates are and
respectively. The angle between the transition dipole
moments of chromophores 1,2 is The constants A
and B are related to local fluctuations in the interaction
J, and therefore to In the weak coupling limit, the
Förster rate for excitation transfer between the two
chromophores is given by

Using the relationships (Eqs. (42–43)) between
the density matrices in the delocalized and site
representations, these master equations can be
transformed into (more complicated) master
equations in the site representation. A major
simplifying feature of the master equations in the
delocalized representation is that the diagonal matrix
elements are not coupled to the off-diagonal
matrix elements

The solutions to these master equations are readily
obtained through standard Laplace transform
techniques. In particular, the diagonal density matrix
elements behave as

with

and

Here we have set and The quantities
(which have units of ) are given by

The off-diagonal density matrix elements may be
expressed as

where

Here the roots and are given by

It is clear from Eqs. (46–48) and (50–51) that the
time-dependent functions and initialize to
unity at zero time. Similarly, the functions and

initialize to zero. In general, and
control the exciton level populations, cf. Eqs.

(46) —are biexponential functions of time, because
the numbers are always real. However, the
functions and control the coherence
decays according to Eqs. (50) – may display
oscillatory behavior (‘quantum beats’), since the
numbers are complex when
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E. Optical Anisotropy in Fluorescence and
Pump-Probe Experiments

The result of an optical anisotropy experiment in
many-chromophore systems such as photosynthetic
antennae is directly sensitive to the presence of
exciton couplings and coherence decay. Since the
delocalized exciton states and in a homodimer
are linear combinations of the localized excited states

and (Eqs. 40), the transition moment
orientations of the exciton transitions differ in
both direction and magnitude from those in the site
representation, and The initial values of the
density matrix elements in the delocalized repre-
sentation, promptly following electric-dipole
absorption of a photon with polarization are given
by (Rahman et al., 1979)

Here are the incident light intensities at the
wavelengths for absorptive transitions to the two
exciton states, and are the corresponding
Einstein coefficients. The fluorescence intensity
subsequently emitted by the homodimer at time t
with polarization will then be

where are the corresponding Einstein
coefficients for spontaneous emission from the
exciton components. According to Eq. 53, selective
excitation of one of the exciton components (e.g.

) yields vanishing initial values of
the off-diagonal density matrix elements. Since the
diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements are
uncoupled in the stochastic Liouville equations in
this representation, the off-diagonal elements (the
coherences) then remain equal to zero at all later
times. Equations (54) then imply that the total
fluorescence spectrum and polarization will simply
evolve as incoherent, weighted sums of the respective
quantities for the two exciton components. For
spectrally broad excitation ( ), the off-diagonal
elements will initialize to large values. The resulting

interference terms in Eq. (54) can then markedly
affect the fluorescence polarization, with time
dependence that reflects processes responsible for
the decay in and These coherence decays
may be observed in ultrafast fluorescence or pump-
probe spectroscopy, since femtosecond excitation
pulses are inherently spectrally broad.

In a typical fluorescence anisotropy measurement,
the excitation laser is polarized along the laboratory
x-axis, while the fluorescence is detected with
analyzers polarized along either the x- or y-axis. The
polarized fluorescence intensities emitted by a sample
of randomly oriented homodimers (in which the
transition moments of chromophores 1,2 are separated
by the well-defined angle are then obtained by
combining Eqs. (46), (50), (53), and (54) :

and

Here the brackets indicate averaging over the
(random) orientational distribution of homodimers.
The transition moments in a symmetric
homodimer are mutually orthogonal, regardless of
the angle between the chromophore transition
moments (Chambers et al., 1974). This fact
may be used in performing the required orientational
averages (van Amerongen and Struve, 1993), yielding

and
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In view of the fact that and

In a homodimer for which is the angle between
transition moments and the Einstein coefficients

and for spontaneous emission and absorption
are proportional to ( ). In the limit of
spectrally broad excitation ( ), in which all of
the density matrix elements are ‘created equal’ by
broadband light — the initial anisotropy therefore
simplifies into

Hence, the initial anisotropies are bounded between
0.4 and 0.7 in the case of broadband excitation of a
homodimer (Knox and Gülen, 1993). The minimum
r(0) = 0.4 is attained when the chromophore transition
moments and are parallel; in this case, only one
of the exciton components is electric-dipole accessible
from the homodimer ground state. The maximum
r(0) = 0.7 occurs when , in which case the two
perpendicular transition moments and have
equal magnitude. The initial anisotropy thus depends
on the symmetry of the transition moment distribution
among the exciton components that are excited.
Equation 57 agrees with one obtained by Wynne and
Hochstrasser (1993) using Redfield theory (1965).
These results are of course strongly influenced by the
excitation and detection conditions; empirical
anisotropies will be ‘filtered’ by the excitation
bandwidth and by the detector’s spectral sensitivity.

It is straightforward to show from Eqs. 46–52 that

in the special case where , the anisotropy
function r(t) evolves as

It may be similarly shown that for general

when the excited state decay rate is small compared
to A, B, and J. The function which equals
unity at zero time, is

In accordance with detailed balancing, the factor (
must equal tanh(J/kT). Exciton splittings 2J

on the order of several hundred are common in
pigment-protein complexes, and hence this factor is
significant even at room temperature. The function

exhibits sinusoidal character in the strong-
coupling (large J) limit, causing the occurrence of
‘quantum beats’ (Knox and Gülen, 1993). In the
weak-coupling limit (where J~0 and
the argument of the square root in Eqs. (51–52)
becomes negative, and no longer contains
sinusoidal terms. The third term on the right-hand
side of Eq. 58 then approaches 3exp(–2Ft), and so
this decay component in corresponds to ordinary
Förster energy transfer between the two chromo-
phores. Equations 57 and 59 predict that r(t) should
decay rapidly from with lifetime
and then decay more slowly from r ~ 0.4 with
dynamics that resemble Förster kinetics in the weak-
coupling limit.

It appears that the stochastic Liouville equations
for N-chromophore systems (N > 2) are not simple
extensions of the homodimer master equations
(Kenkre, 1982). However, the prediction of initial
anisotropies r(0) does not require knowledge of the
time-dependent density matrix, but may be obtained
directly from initial conditions similar to those used
in Eqs. (53–56). For example, each protein subunit
in an FMO trimer from the BChl a baseplate antennae
in green sulfur bacteria contains 7 BChl a
chromophores. Each of the 7 monomer exciton

Walter S. Struve

the fluorescence anisotropy at time t = 0
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components becomes split into three sublevels in the
trimer: a nondegenerate level polarized parallel to
the threefold axis, and a doubly degenerate, mutually
perpendicular pair polarized in the plane of the trimer.
The Einstein absorption coefficients of the two
degenerate transitions are equal, while the relative
magnitude of the third Einstein coefficient depends
on the projection of the unsplit monomer exciton
component’s transition moment on the threefold axis.
Uniform excitation of these three FMO trimer exciton
components alone would then lead to the initial
anisotropy function

where is the ratio of parallel to perpendicular

perpendicular transitions), r(0) 0.7. In the limit
where x large (absorption dominated by a single
linearly polarized transition), r(0) 0.4. In the
special case where x = 1 (uniform excitation of three
equally intense, mutually perpendicular transitions),
r(0) = 1.0. In the latter case, the total weighted
transition moment for exciton components excited
by the laser is exactly parallel to the laser polarization
—with the result that the perpendicular fluorescence
component vanishes and r(0) becomes unity.
Hence, these three limiting cases illustrate examples
of linear, planar, and spherical oscillators, respec-
tively. In a recent pump-probe study of FMO trimers
from the green sulfur bacterium Chlorobium tepidum
(Savikhin et al., 1993), initial anisotropies r(0) in
excess of 0.4 were found at 796 and 821 nm. These
decayed to within ~ 100 fs. A subsequent,
slower anisotropy decay occurred at both wavelengths,
with lifetime 1.7–2.0 ps. These fast component
decays are consistent with spectral hole-burning
experiments on FMO trimers from Prosthecochloris
aestuarii (Johnson and Small, 1991), in which the
level widths of the higher-lying exciton
components corresponded to a timescale of 100 fs
for relaxation between exciton components. The
slower (~ 2 ps) components are similar to pump-
probe anisotropy decays observed under lower time
resolution by Lyle and Struve (1991). Anisotropies
r(0) ~ 0.7 have recently been observed in magnesium
tetraphenylporphyrin (Galli et al., 1993). In this
case, the prototype homodimer model of Rahman et
al. (1979) is germane, because the two ‘chromo-

phores’ are provided by the components of a doubly
degenerate excited state (in effect, an intramolecular
version of the intermolecular excited state dynamics
treated by Rahman et al.).

IV. Temperature Dependence of Energy
Transfer

In the context of the first-order Golden Rule treatment
of dipole-dipole and exchange energy transfer in the
weak coupling limit, their thermal effects originate
from temperature changes in the spectral overlap
integral. Hence, temperature modeling of Förster
rate constants has been focused on simulating the
temperature dependence in pigment absorption and
fluorescence spectra. Such temperature dependence
is caused by electron-phonon and electron-vibrational
interactions, arising from differences between nuclear
mode equilibrium geometries and frequencies in the
pigment’s electronic ground and excited states. For
definiteness, we consider a particular harmonic
vibrational mode of frequency Its coordinate
equilibrium position is shifted by and its vibrational
frequency changes by from to when a
ground-state chromophore is promoted to the
electronic excited state. In the special case where
and both vanish (zero electron-vibration
coupling), the vibrational quantum number obeys
the strict selection rule in dipole-
allowed electronic transitions (Birks, 1970; Struve,
1989). All vibrational bands in the electronic
spectrum then occur at the same wavelength
irrespective of temperature T, and this mode
contributes no T dependence to the electronic
absorption spectrum. A nonzero shift  in equilibrium
geometry exerts two major effects on the absorption
spectrum. It leads to a series of nonzero Franck-
Condon factors (which are proportional to vibrational
band intensities) over a progression of wavelengths,
corresponding to different vibrational state changes

in the electronic band spectrum. It also causes hot
bands to appear at wavelengths longer than that of
the vibrationless electronic transition. The hot band
intensities are weighted by the initial thermal
vibrational level populations in the electronic ground
state. Similar effects arise when the ground and
excited state vibrational frequencies are unequal.

A commonly used measure of electron-vibration
(or electron-phonon) coupling strength is the
dimensionless Huang-Rhys parameter S. If the
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ground and excited state vibrational Hamiltonians
are given by

the Huang-Rhys parameter is defined by

The temperature-dependent single-site absorption
profile for an electronic transition in which the
electron-vibration (or electron-phonon) coupling is
strongly dominated by a single mode of frequency
is (Harris, Mathies, and Pollard, 1986)

Here is the Lorentzian broadening parameter,
equal to the sum of the inverse excited state radiative
and nonradiative lifetimes. This model does not
consider vibrational frequency shifts The
behavior of this function is illustrated at several
temperatures in Fig. 1 for S = 0.2 and S = 0.8. The
profiles for S=0.8 exhibit the longer Franck-Condon
progressions of vibrational bands, in consequence of
the larger equilibrium geometry shift The relative
intensities of the hot bands (which occur at lower
frequencies than the 0-0 band) increase with
temperature, to an extent that correlates with the
magnitude of the Huang-Rhys parameter. The
linewidths of the individual vibrational bands are
proportional to Hence, Eq. (63) concisely expresses
the Franck-Condon sequence of vibrational band
intensities for electronic transitions between displaced
harmonic oscillators, with hot band intensities
weighted by appropriate Boltzmann factors.

Realistic simulations of pigment absorption
profiles require simultaneous treatment of all Franck-
Condon active phonons and vibrational modes.
Spectral broadening due to site inhomogeneity must
also be taken into account. In a spectral hole-
burning study of the antenna Chl a spectrum in

PSI-200 particles from spinach, Gillie et al. (1989)
measured the frequencies, Huang-Rhys factors, and
frequency shifts for some 41 Chl a vibrations. The
ground state frequencies of these intramolecular
modes are distributed from 262 to 1524 , and
exhibit small S along with fractional
frequency shifts of 3%. A highly Franck-Condon
active phonon mode ( ) was characterized
with S = 0.8, arising from a large pigment-protein
interaction. Hence, this phonon mode is expected to
dominate the temperature dependence in the Chl a

absorption spectrum. Jia et al. (1992) incorporated
these data in a simulation of the Chl a temperature-
dependent absorption spectrum in a full 42-mode
quantum-mechanical calculation, using

Walter S. Struve
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Here the vibrational Hamiltonians and are 42-
mode generalizations of Eqs. (61), and the brackets
< > represent a thermal average over the phonon and
vibrational levels in the ground electronic state. This
integrand includes a Gaussian factor that simulates

inhomogeneous broadening (Hayes et al.,
1988). Aside from the presence of Gaussian
broadening, this expression coincides with Eq. (63)
in the limit where only one mode is Franck-Condon
active and exhibits no frequency shift. The
fluorescence spectrum required in the calculation of
the Förster transition rate (cf. Eqs. 20, 21) was
derived from the mirror image of the absorption
spectrum (Birks, 1970), a procedure that is valid
when the Franck-Condon active modes do not exhibit
large frequency shifts. In view of the
inhomogeneous broadening, the total Chl a absorption
band fwhm in this simulation increases only by a
factor of ~ 2 (from ~ 200 to ~ 450 ) when the
temperature is raised from 0 to 300 K.

An alternative formulation of the single-site
absorption profile for a Franck-Condon active phonon
mode at low temperature (Personov, 1983; Hayes et
al., 1988) is

where the values of r correspond to zero-, one-, etc.,
phonon transitions. The r-phonon absorption profile

is obtained by convoluting the one-phonon
profile with itself (r – 1) times. The coefficient

is the Franck-Condon factor for the r-
phonon band, which is centered at frequency If
N vibrational modes are incorporated with Huang-
Rhys factors and frequencies the low-
temperature single-site absorption profile becomes

which is a superimposition of phonon profiles
centered at the t-vibration transition frequencies
and weighted by vibrational Franck-Condon factors.
At finite temperatures, hot band terms must be
included with appropriate thermal and Franck-
Condon weights; the Huang-Rhys factors S are
superseded everywhere by a temperature-dependent
parameter S(T). Using a suitable choice (Hayes et

al., 1988) for the zero-phonon profile T-
dependent single-site absorption spectra are readily
calculated. Examples of single-site Chl a absorption
spectra evaluated using Eq. (66) are shown in Fig. 2.
These must be convoluted with a site distribution
function to simulate inhomogeneous broadening.

Jia et al. raised the issue of whether the site
inhomogeneities of the donor and acceptor pigments
(modeled using a Gaussian distribution)
are truly uncorrelated as assumed in their model. In
the absence of such correlation, the energy transfer
rates are comparatively insensitive to temperature
between 0 and 300 K, because the total absorption
linewidth only increases by a factor of ~ 2. However,
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it is possible a priori that some degree of correlation
exists between the site inhomogeneities of donor and
acceptor pigments, in such a way that the donor-
acceptor energy gap exhibits a significantly narrower
site distribution function than that of the empirical
donor fluorescence or acceptor absorption spectrum.
Such a situation would produce much stronger
variation of energy transfer rates in this temperature
range. Experimental temperature dependence studies
of single-step energy transfer kinetics are expected
to shed light on this question in the near future.
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Summary

This chapter presents a comprehensive overview of what is currently known about the structure of purple
bacterial antenna complexes, with special emphasis upon modeling their three-dimensional structure and
intramembrane organization.

Purple bacterial antenna complexes can be grouped into two major types, the ‘core’ B875-type which forms
a close association with the reaction centers and the‘variable’ B800-850- or B800-820-type. Both these types
of complex are constructed on a similar modular principle and are oligomers of and These
antenna apoproteins have been sequenced form a range of species and form a rather homologous group of
proteins. The light-absorbing pigments, BChl and carotenoids, are non-covalently bound to these apoproteins.

As is described below, in a few cases these antenna complexes have been crystallized and structure
determinations are under way. However, in the absence of three-dimensional structural information a great deal
can be deduced by a comparison of their primary structures. The main part of this chapter illustrates the type
of models for antenna structure that can be constructed by a detailed analysis of the conserved structural
elements which can be seen by such an examination of the database of antenna apoprotein primary structures.

I. Structure and Function of Antenna
Complexes from Purple Bacteria

most commonly studied purple bacteria the size of
the PSU is variable. Usually, however, it is in the
range of between 20 and 200 BChl a molecules per
reaction center (Aagaard and Sistrom, 1972). This
arrangement of reaction centers surrounded by an
antenna system ensures that each reaction center is
kept well supplied with incoming solar energy and
effectively increases their cross-sectional area for
photon capture. The detailed structure and function
of the reaction center is described in section V of this
volume. The rest of this contribution will concentrate
upon the antenna complexes.

B. Intracytoplasmic Membranes

In the purple bacteria the PSU is located in the
intracytoplasmic membranes. Most species can
survive either by respiration or photosynthesis. In
the presence of oxygen, the cells tend to be
unpigmented and have a smooth cell membrane.
When they become anaerobic, they switch photo-
synthetic mode and the photosynthetic apparatus
develops de novo. During this changeover, the cells

Abbreviations: Cm. – Chromatium; Ec. – Ectothiorhodospira;
LDAO – lauryl dimethylamine-N-oxide; PSU – Photosynthetic
unit; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rc – Rhodocyclus; Rp. – Rhodo-
pseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum

A. The Purple Bacterial Photosynthetic Unit

The major light-absorbing pigments in purple bacteria
are the bacteriochlorophylls (a and b) and the
carotenoids. These pigments are non-covalently
attached to two types of integral membrane proteins
forming on the one hand the photochemical reaction
centers and on the other the light-harvesting or
antenna complexes (Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell,
1991; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). The majority of
these pigments perform a light-harvesting role and
serve to funnel absorbed solar radiation to a
specialized few which form the reaction center. The
combination of antenna complexes with a reaction
center constitutes the photosynthetic unit (PSU). For
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become highly pigmented and the cell membrane
invaginates to form an extensive system of
intracytoplasmic membranes. All of the newly
synthesized components of the light-reaction of
photosynthesis are ‘housed’ in and on these
membranes.

The structure of these membranes varies. In some
species they are present as lamellar structures, others
as tubular structures and still others as vesicular
invaginations (Trüper and Pfennig, 1981). What
regulates which membrane shape develops is entirely
unclear. Interestingly, some mutants of Rhodobacter
(Rb.) sphaeroides which lack carotenoids and the
peripheral antenna complex (B800–850) show
intracytoplasmic membranes with an altered
morphology. The reason for this pleotropic effect is a
mystery but does show that an analysis of mutants
may provide a way of unraveling this problem of the
control of membrane shape. The internal architecture
of the intracytoplasmic membranes is one of the
major taxonomic characteristics that has been used
in the recent reclassification of the purple bacteria
(Imhoff et al., 1984; Trüper and Pfennig, 1981).

C. Isolation and Characterization of Antenna
complexes

When BChl a is dissolved in an organic solvent such
as 7:2 v/v acetone:methanol its near IR absorption
band is at 772 nm. This is typical of monomeric BChl
a . However, when it is non-covalently bound into a
light-harvesting complex its NIR absorption band is
red shifted to between 800 and 900 nm depending
upon the type of complex. For BChl b this red shift is
even larger with the in vivo NIR absorption peak in
Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.) viridis, for example,
located at 1012 nm (Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell,
1991). In most species this red shift is also associated
with an increase in spectral complexity, with several
peaks/shoulders clearly visible in the absorption
spectrum. This red-shift arises from pigment-protein
and pigment-pigment interactions within the native
antenna complexes and is routinely used as a way of
identifying them and judging their integrity.

Some species of purple bacteria, such as
Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum and Rp. viridis, only
have a single strong NIR absorption band, corres-
ponding to a single antenna type (B880 or B1012
respectively) (Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell, 1991;
Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). Others, such as Rb.
sphaeroides or Rb. capsulatus, contain two types of

antenna complexes (B875 which is equivalent to the
B880 from Rs. rubrum, and B800–850). Still others,
such as Rp. acidophila and Rp. cryptolactis, contain
additional antenna types, for example, the B800–
820 complexes. At first glance this may seem a very
confusing situation, however it is now possible to
draw a simplified picture which clarifies this situation.

In purple bacteria there are two major types of
antenna complex (Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell,
1991; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). The first type is
the B880 from Rs. rubrum or the B875 from Rb.
sphaeroides. This forms the so-called ‘core’ complex
and all wild-type purple bacteria contain it. The
‘core’complex is closely associated with the reaction
center and forms a stoichiometric complex with it
(e.g. there are 24 molecules of BChl a per reaction
center, in an intact RC-‘core’ antenna supramolecular
complex, see Section V.C.2). In some species such as
Rp. viridis or Rs. marina this supramolecular complex
has been visualized by electron microscopy (Stark et
al., 1984; Meckenstock et al., 1992). The antenna
component forms a doughnut-like structure around
the reaction center (Fig. 16). All other antenna types,
such as B800–850, B800–880, B830, etc., form the
so-called variable or peripheral antenna complexes.
This heterogeneous class of complexes, as their names
suggest, are located further away from the reaction
centers than the ‘core’ complexes and are present in
variable amounts with respect to the number of
reaction centers present. The amount present depends
upon a variety of environmental factors such as light-
intensity, temperature, carbon source, etc.

Isolation of a purple bacterial antenna complex,
since they are integral membrane proteins, begins
with the solubilisation of the photosynthetic
membrane with a suitable detergent (Cogdell and
Hawthornthwaite, 1993). Then the individual
complexes are purified from the solubilized mixture
by standard methods of protein purification. The
choice of the detergent is very important. It must be
‘strong’ enough to solubilize the antenna complexes
yet ‘mild’ enough not to denature them. In most
cases we have found that the detergent lauryl
dimethylamine-N-oxide (LDAO) is the most suitable
and it is also very cheap! LDAO also has the advantage
that if you need the complex in a different detergent
for subsequent studies then it is easily exchanged for
other detergents both by dialysis and on small ion
exchange columns.

We have found that for most purple bacteria the
easiest procedure to purify the antenna complexes is
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to initially fractionate them by sucrose gradient
centrifugation. This conveniently separates them into
RC-B875 and B800–850 or B800–820 complexes.
They can then be further purified by DE cellulose
anion exchange chromatography and molecular sieve
chromatography. The integrity of the isolated antenna
complexes can be easily assessed from their
absorption spectra (as described above) and indeed
by eye.

All of the purple antenna complexes are built upon
the same modular principle (Papiz et al., 1989). The
pigments are non-covalently bound to two low
molecular weight (typically 5–7Kd) very hydrophobic
apoproteins. These are called the and
(or polypeptides) and they aggregate to produce the
native pigmented antenna complexes (see Sections
V.A–D).

D. Approaches to Determine the Structure of
Antenna Complexes

For most proteins with molecular masses of 20 kD
and above, determination of their 3D structure
requires the production of highly ordered crystals,
either 2D or 3D, which can then be subjected to
analysis by electron or X-ray crystallography. The
antenna complexes are no exception to this, they are
just difficult to crystallize since they are membrane
proteins.

Several RC-B880 complexes have been crystallized
as 2D arrays (Meckenstock et al., 1994; Ghosh et al.,
1993). Indeed, in some cases, such as Rp. viridis,
they naturally occur in 2D-arrays within the
photosynthetic membrane, and these have been
subjected to high-resolution EM and image analysis
to generate low resolution (~20Å) maps of their
structure. In recent years bacteriorhodopsin
(Henderson and Unwin, 1975) and now the major
Chl a/b protein from peas (Kühlbrandt, 1984) have
been very successfully studied by an electron
diffraction of 2D arrays. The methodology for this
type of crystallographic analysis is now well
developed, and indeed may be more generally
applicable for membrane proteins than X-ray
diffraction of 3D-crystals.

Table 1 lists the purple bacterial antenna complexes
which have been crystallized 2D arrays. These are
now actively being studied and improved, and it is
hoped that they will go on to yield high-resolution
structural information.

Several B800–850 complexes have been crystal-
lized as large, single 3-D crystals (Table 2). Two in
particular, the B800–850 complexes from Rp.
acidophila strain 10050 (Papiz et al., 1989)and from
Rs. molischianum (Michel, 1990) have been shown
to diffract X-rays to high resolution. In both cases
heavy atom searches have begun and it is hoped that
these will soon yield the phase information needed
to solve their structures. However, initial analyses of
the native data sets, together with molecular weight
analysis and electron microscopy, has revealed that
these two complexes have different oligomeric states.
The Rp. acidophila complex is an oligomer
(Papiz et al., 1989) while the Rs. molischianum
complex appears to be (Kleinekofort et al.,
1993; Germeroth et al., 1993). It is most likely that
the fundamental building block is an tetramer
which repeats three times in Rp. acidophila and four
times in Rs. molischianum.

E. Modeling the Structure of the B800–850
Complex from Rp. acidophila Strain 10050
Based upon Native Crystallographic
Diffraction Data.

In the absence of suitable heavy atom derivatives that
would allow the phases to be solved and therefore the
three-dimensional structure of this antenna complex
to be determined, some structural information can be
obtained from the native crystallographic data. It
must be emphasized, though, that this is just modelling
and must be treated with caution. Figure 1 shows a
slice through Patterson space calculated from the full
native data set to a resolution of 3.2 Å. The section
depicted is through the a, b plane. Very simply, this
type of calculation takes each atom in turn, puts it at
the origin of the projection, and calculates the vector
between it and every other atom in the molecule.
Clearly, regular structures will build up density in
this type of calculation. As is described below (see
section 3b) it is thought that 40–50% of the antenna
apoproteins are folded up as an . The pattern
seen in Fig. 1 can be interpreted by considering what
type of helical packing might be present in the
complex. The density at the origin goes up and down
and ‘c’ axis (that is at right-angles to the projection)
for 22–23 Å. If we assume that this density comes
from the then they must be lined up in the
crystal almost parallel to the ‘c’ axis and be 44–46Å
in length. Clearly, this is an oversimplification but it
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does allow an interesting, testable model to be
developed. The rings of density progressing outwards
from the origin at 10.5Å, 14.2Å and 24Å can be
explained by reference to Fig. 2. If two a-helical rods
lie next to and parallel to each other, then the distance
between the center of gravity of one and the center of
gravity of the other will be 10.5Å. If four parallel a-
helical rods are arranged in a square, then the distance
across the diagonal, from the center of gravity of one
helix to the center of gravity of the next is 14.2 Å. At

24Å in the space group R32 six peaks would be
expected from the crystallographic symmetry.
However, 18 peaks are seen. Hence there must be an
additional non-crystallographic three-fold axis of
symmetry. All these features can be accounted for by
assuming that the intact antenna complex contains
three bundles of four a-helices arranged as in Fig. 2.
It will be interesting to see when the structure of this
antenna complex is finally determined how accurate
this model is.
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II. Structure and Function of Antenna
Polypeptides from Purple Bacteria. General
Aspects

The antenna systems of all photosynthetic organisms
surround the reaction center and form a multi-
molecular unit which functions as a regulated, energy-
uptake and energy-transfer system. The physical
requirements of the energy transfer processes within
the antenna system and to the reaction center result
in the structure and organization of antenna complexes
and their various pigment molecules displaying a set
of general features, which may be outlined as follows
(Zuber, 1987, 1993; Zuber et al., 1987; Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991):

Important to the formation of the energy transfer
system of organized pigment molecules in pigment-
protein complexes are specific, structural and
functional interactions, that is pigment-pigment,
pigment-polypeptide and polypeptide-polypeptide.
Here the lipid environment of antenna complexes in
the photosynthetic membrane also plays a decisive
role. The structure and function of antenna
polypeptides and their corresponding hierarchical
organization is of fundamental importance for the
organization of pigment molecules. The polypeptides
form the main basis of the spectral and energy-
transfer characteristics of the pigments. A large body
of structural data shows that:

In the antenna system pigment molecules are
highly ordered and form pigment clusters of a
given size and symmetry.

Pigment clusters in the antenna complexes are
the basic units of the directed, heterogeneous
transfer of energy within and between the
antenna complexes (hierarchy of pigment
organization).

Directed energy transfer to the reaction center
is influenced and regulated by the spatial
separation of the pigment clusters (minimizing
random walk).

Pigment molecules are bound specifically to
polypeptides and form defined antenna com-
plexes. They determine the position, distance,
orientation and environment of the pigment
molecules. That is their essential function.

Polypeptides have specific association char-
acteristics in forming oligomeric or multimeric
units (pigment-protein complexes), i.e. antenna
complexes (including subcomplexes) and the
entire antenna system. Antenna polypeptides
associate in an hierarchical order: a) formation
of microdomains (subcomplexes of 2–4
polypeptides), b) formation of antenna com-
plexes with larger pigment clusters through
association of microdomains, c) formation of
the entire antenna system through the associ-
ation of antenna complexes.

These structural principles of pigment and
polypeptide organization are particularly recognizable
in the relatively simple antenna systems of purple
bacteria. (See also the reviews: Thornber et al., 1983;
Cogdell and Valentine, 1983; Drews, 1985; Zuber
1985a,b; Cogdell, 1986;Thornber, 1986; Zuber, 1987,
1993; Zuber et al., 1987; Zuber and Brunisholz,
1991). Characteristic of these and indicating the
structural principles are: 1.) the existence of two
main types of pigment-protein complexes, the core
complex B870/B890 (BChl a), or B1020 (BChl b) in
proximity to the reaction center, and the peripheral
complex B800–850 (800–820) (see Section I this
chapter) and, 2.) the existence of two main populations
of BChl molecules in antenna complexes, one group
having absorption bands between 820 and 860 nm
(peripheral complex), or 870–1020 nm (core
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complex), and a second group having absorption
bands at 800 nm (peripheral complex only) (Thornber
et al., 1983). Both structural/functional features come
to fruition in the three-dimensional structure of the
entire antenna system, that is, in the efficient transfer
of energy to the reaction center. As the three-
dimensional structures of polypeptides are based
upon their primary structure (amino acid sequence),
the primary structure of these polypeptides already
contains the information which determines the
structure and organization of the antenna complexes
and the arrangement of the pigments in the entire
antenna system.

III. Amino Acid Sequences (Primary
Structure) of Antenna Polypeptides.
Sequence Homologies, Structural and
Functional Features

A. Isolation and Sequence Analysis of Antenna
Polypeptides

In order to solubilize and isolate membrane
polypeptides from the photosynthetic membrane
(chromatophores) or from isolated antenna com-
plexes, organic solvents such as chloroform (or
methylene chloride)-methanol (ratio 1:1) have been
used (Tonn et al., 1977). This solvent mixture plus
0.1 M ammonium acetate (with (5–10%) and without
acetic acid) proved especially useful in solubilization
and fractionation (gel filtration and ion exchange
chromatography by stepwise elution with acetic acid)
of the antenna polypeptides in purple bacteria
(Brunisholz et al., 1981; Brunisholz et al., 1984a;
Brunisholz et al., 1985; Theiler et al., 1984). More
recently the use of reverse phase chromatography
(matrix: octyl-silica or butyl-silica, solvent 50–85%
acetonitrile) has proved to be very quick and effective
and is now the method of choice for separating large
numbers of various types of antenna polypeptides (6
and more) which are formed in some species of
purple bacteria (Brunisholz and Zuber, 1987).

Although today DNA sequencing is frequently the
method of choice for determining the primary
structure of polypeptides (for example for the of
antenna polypeptides (see Chapter 22 by Hunter),
protein sequencing is also necessary in order to
obtain a full understanding of the structure and
function of antenna polypeptides for the following
reasons:

B. Comparison of Primary Structures (Amino
Acid Sequences) of Antenna Polypeptides in
Purple Bacteria: Derivation of Important,
General Structural Elements

During the course of the past ten years, the primary
structures of a great number of antenna polypeptides,
both of the B870/B890 core complexes and of the
peripheral B800–850 (820) complexes, were
determined (Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991) (Figs. 3,
4). It was found that all antenna complexes are
composed of and polypeptides which are of
approximately the same size (40–70 amino acid
residues) and which have homologous amino acid
sequences (Zuber, 1985, a, b; 1987). They do differ,
however, in their characteristic structural features.
The polarity (Capaldi and Vaanderkooi, 1972) of
these membrane polypeptides lies at 23–37%. The
low degree of sequence homology, or distant
phylogenetic relation, between the and
polypeptides of about 5% is an indication of an early
evolutionary separation of these polypeptides Fig.
5 A). On the other hand, a sequence homology of 13–
28% between the or polypeptides of the core and
peripheral complexes shows them to be definitely
related phylogenetically (evolution of the entire
antenna). Species differences of antenna polypeptides
of the core and peripheral antenna complexes in

Identification of the sites of processing of the
antenna polypeptides, e.g. sites of posttrans-
lational cleavage of the polypeptide or
modification of amino acid side chains

Assignment of individual antenna polypeptides
to particular antenna complexes

Determination of the stoichiometry of antenna
polypeptides in the antenna complex

Determination of the position and orientation
of antenna polypeptides in the photosynthetic
membrane by means of enzymatic cleavage
and chemical labeling

Analysis of the relation of structure to spectral
characteristics by use of chemical labels and
limited proteolytic hydrolysis

Crosslinking of antenna polypeptides
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various purple bacteria mean that the degree of
homologies lie between 28 and 78%. The charac-
teristic structural features of the amino acid sequences
in the antenna polypeptides are both conserved single
amino acid residues and clusters of conserved amino
acid residues. These are characteristic both of the
and polypeptides and of the B870/B890 and B800–
850 (820) complexes, which indicates that they play
a special structural and functional role (Figs. 3,4 and
5B). Especially striking is the large number of basic
amino acid residues (Arg, Lys) in the N-terminal
region of the polypeptide chain and acidic amino
acid residues (Glu, Asp) in the N-tenninal region of
the polypeptide chain. A specific, electrostatic
interaction of the and polypeptide chains in this
region (ion pairs) therefore seems likely. Perhaps,
however, the most important structural characteristic
common to all antenna polypeptides in purple bacteria
is their three-domain structure, which is found in
both the linear amino acid sequence and in their
three-dimensional structure (Brunisholz et al., 1984a;
Zuber, 1985, a, b). We can distinguish between the

N-terminal, polar domain ( polypeptide chain: core
and peripheral antennae 12–14 residues; poly-
peptide chain: core antenna complex: 17–25 residues,
peripheral antenna complex: 13–23 residues), the
polar  C-terminal domain ( polypeptide chain, core
and peripheral antenna complexes: 16–20 residues,

polypeptide chain, core and peripheral antenna
complexes: 5 residues, with the exception of e.g. Rs.
rubrum, Rp. viridis, Rp. acidophila: 11/12 residues)
and a central, hydrophobic domain (21–23 residues).
The two polar domains lie on the surface or in the
polar head region of the membrane. The primary
structure in the N-terminal domain suggests that
there is an amphipatic helix parallel to the membrane
plane (Theiler and Zuber, 1984). The long C-terminal
domain of the polypeptide chain, especially in the
case of Rhodocyclus (Rc.) gelatinosus (36 residues,
oligo-Ala segments), has a particular sequence which
indicates that this may represent a second domain
spanning the membrane (Zuber and Brunisholz,
1991). In the center of the sequence of the antenna
polypeptides lies the hydrophobic domain which
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spans the membrane as an helix (tilted helix:
average 30–35°) (IR (UV), CD spectra, labeling
experiments) (Jay et al., 1983; Breton and Nabedryk,
1984). Proteolytic digestion and labeling experiments
applied to the B870 core complex of Rs. rubrum
showed the orientation of the antenna polypeptides
(  helix) in the membrane, i.e. the location of the N-
terminal domain of the and polypeptides at the
cytoplasmic side (proteinase K, trypsin, chymo-
trypsin) (Wiemken et al., 1983; Brunisholz et al.
1984a, 1986). Similarly, the N-terminal regions of
the L and M polypeptides of the reaction center were
also localized at the cytoplasmic side. The structural
role of hydrophobic or hydrophilic amino acid
residues, particularly with respect to the assembly of
the antenna polypeptides and the formation of the
antenna complexes in the membrane, was analyzed
by mutagenesis of the and (Richter
et al., 1992). Redox-controlled in-vivo and in-vitro
phosphorylation of the of the core
complex (Rb. sphaeroides) was found, which indicates
a membrane-bound protein kinase (Cortez et al.,
1992).

C. Relationship Between the Data on the
Primary Structure of Antenna Polypeptides
and the Function (Spectral Characteristics) of
the Antenna Complexes

The three-domain structure of the antenna poly-
peptides also provides the framework for considering
possible structural-spectral (functional) relationships,
i.e. the binding, organization and environment of the
BChl molecules in the three-dimensional structure
of the transmembrane helix. The most conserved
amino acid residue of the and polypeptides from
the core, as well as from peripheral antenna
complexes, is a His residue. This central His residue
is 4 ( ) or 6 amino acid residues (1–2,
turns) from the boundary between the hydrophobic
domain and the polar C-terminal domain which
extends towards the periplasmic side. This conserved
His most probably forms the central binding site for
BChl (central BChl), and is especially important in
the energy transfer within and between the antenna
complexes and to the reaction center (absorption
maximum 850, 820 or 1020 nm) (Brunisholz et al.,
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1981, 1984a; Theiler et al., 1984). This was confirmed
by resonance-Raman spectroscopy (Robert and Lutz,
1985) and mutagenesis experiments (Bylina et al.,
1986). A second, usually conserved His residue in
the chain near the N-terminal domain has been
suggested to be the binding site for monomeric BChl
(absorption maximum: 800 nm) (Zuber, 1985b,
1987). On the other hand, this conserved His residue
is also found in the chain of the B870/B890 antenna
complexes, even though this additional BChl is absent
in this core complex. Interestingly, as well resonance-
Raman studies also did not find that the BChl
(800 nm)-absorbing in the peripheral antenna
complexes (Robert and Lutz, 1985) had an imidazole
ligand. In Rc. gelatinosus, (B800–850,

), His is replaced by Gln, which could also, in
principle, bind BChl (Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991).
In the chain of core antenna complex B806–866 in
the green photosynthetic bacterium Chlomflexus
aurantiacus (related phylogenetically to purple
bacteria), the second conserved His residue was also

found, and the BChl bound by this His could be
responsible for the absorption maximum of 806 nm
(coplanar orientation of the BChl with respect to the
membrane) (Wechsler et al., 1985, 1987).

The folding of the helices, the relative
organization of and polypeptides (heterodimers)
and the order of the diverse side chains of amino acid
residues in the linear polypeptide sequence create a
particular micro-environment for the His residues,
or BChl molecules respectively, which by means of
pigment-polypeptide interactions determines the
function of the BChl molecules (spectral charac-
teristics, energy transfer). Of special interest are the
conserved amino acid residues found at a certain
distance from the His residues in the amino acid
sequence, that is, in relation to the folded polypeptide
chain of the helix (Figs. 3, 4). These may form
secondary binding sites for the of BChl molecules
and could also control the specific orientation of the
tetrapyrrole ring. Amino acid residues around the
central His, His-4 (Ala, and polypeptide chains,
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small hydrophobic residue) and His +4 (Leu,
polypeptide chain) seem to be of special importance
here (Theiler and Zuber, 1984). The spectral
characteristics of the BChl molecules bound to the
central His residue are also influenced by: 1.) the
totality of hydrophobic amino acid residues (Ala,
Val, Ile, Leu, Phe) in the region of His ±4 and 2.) the
conserved aromatic amino acid residues (Tyr, Trp)
(Brunisholz et al., 1984a): at a distance from the
central His residue of His +4, +6 and +9 in the
chain of the core complex B870/B890, or His +9 in
the chain of the peripheral complex B800–850
(820) and in the polypeptide chain of His +11 of
the core complex B870/B890 and of His +9 and + 14
of the peripheral complex B800–850. In the case of
Trp (His +14) of the peripheral antenna complex in
Rp. acidophila (strain 7050,7750), it was postulated
that the substitution of Trp by Leu or Thr was the
origin of the spectral shift of the 850 nm band of
B800–850 to the 820 nm band of B800–820
(Brunisholz et al., 1984, a; Brunisholz and Zuber,
1992). This postulated functional role of aromatic
amino acid residues was then demonstrated by means
of site-directed mutagenesis of the B870 complex in
Rb. capsulatus (Babst et al., 1991), through
substitution of Trp (His +11, position 43) by Ala,
Leu, Tyr (blue shift 8–11 nm) and the peripheral
B800–850 complex in Rb. sphaeroides (Fowler et
al., 1992) through substitution of Trp (His +13) and
(His +14) by Phe, or Phe, Leu (double mutant, blue
shift 11 and 24 nm, respectively). Interestingly, there
is a Trp residue in the polypeptide of the extremely
long-wave length absorbing core complex B1015 of
Rp. viridis at position His +12 (next to Trp His +11)
(Brunisholz et al., 1985). This aromatic amino acid
residue, and possibly the aromatic amino acid residue
(Tyr) in this region in the polypeptide (see 3. e.),
cause this large red shift. Strong (NIR)-CD signals
were reported on the core antenna complexes from
Rs. rubrum, Rp. viridis and Rp. acidophila. (biphasic,
with zero crosspoint at 880 nm) (Fig. 6). In contrast,
CD signals of the core complex from Rb. sphaeroides,
Rb. capsulatus and Rc. gelatinosus are much weaker.
It was suggested that these spectral differences are
determined by the greater length of C-terminal
domains of the polypeptide chains and the existence
of Trp, or Tyr residues, in this lengthened polypeptide
chain area in Rs. rubrum, Rp. viridis and Rp.
acidophila. (Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). In addition,
there is in the polypeptide chain of the core complex
from the first group of organisms (above) a Phe

residue in place of Leu at position His +1.
A surprising finding was made with regard to the

functional role of aromatic amino acid residues when
comparing the aromatic clusters of the antenna
polypeptides ( core antenna) with those in the L
and M polypeptides of the photosynthetic reaction
center (Rp. viridis ) (that is close to the central His
residues of the polypeptides, or the His
residues of the special pair of the L and M subunits
(D helix)) (Brunisholz and Zuber, 1988, a, b). The
BChl molecules, bound by His residues of both
‘special pairs’, show similar absorption charac-
teristics. Proteolytic cleavage experiments (Rs.
rubrum) showed that the N terminus of the antenna
polypeptides and the L and M polypeptides of the
reaction center lies on the cytoplasmic side. However,
due to the identical position of the two‘special pairs’
towards the periplasm and because of the differing
number of transmembrane helices (the antenna
polypeptides ( ) have one helix each, the reaction
center polypeptides 4 helices up to helix D), the
amino acid sequences of the and antenna
polypeptides and the D helices in the membrane of
the reaction center must run antiparallel ( and

respectively, Fig. 7B). A comparison of these
sequences, taking account of the fact that they are
antiparallel, showed an interesting structural
similarity with regard to the arrangement of clusters
of aromatic amino acid residues in proximity to both
‘special pairs’. 8 of 11 aromatic amino acid residues
in the special pair binding pocket of the reaction
center are in the same position in the core antenna
complex (Fig. 7A). This finding may represent a
phylogenetic relationship of a primordial reaction
center and the antenna system (Fig. 7B). The third
polypeptide component of the B1015 complex, the
polypeptide from Rp. viridis, also has these aromatic
amino acid residues, which may also be close to the
BChl pair and indicate that this polypeptide plays a
role in terms of the large red shift of this complex.
These findings indicate analogous functional roles
of the aromatic amino acid residues in both of the
complexes of the cooperative antenna-reaction center
conjugate. An ever increasing amount of data is now
being accumulated which demonstrates that the
aromatic amino acid residues interact functionally
with BChl molecules. A future task will be to visualize
this structural situation in the three-dimensional
structure of antenna complexes as well, and to
understand the theoretical basis of the spectroscopic
consequences of these interactions.
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D. Studies on the Influence of the Environment
of the BChl Molecules on their Spectral
Properties: Limited Proteolysis of Isolated
Peripheral Antenna Complexes

In addition to mutagenesis experiments modifying
the and polypeptide chains of antenna complexes
(see Chapter 22 by Hunter), limited proteolysis of
these polypeptides in the antenna complex is a method
well suited to studying the influence of the polypeptide
environment on the spectral properties. Especially
promising is hydrolytic cleavage of the polypeptide
chain with enzymes at the C-terminus near the central
BChl molecules (Brunisholz and Zuber, 1993). When
the B802–858 (B800–850) complex from Rp.
acidophila (10050) is detergent solubilized (LDAO)
it is relatively stable. Such a preparation was treated
with elastase and carboxypeptidase A and B, and
spectral changes were analyzed in relation to the
changes in amino acid sequence of the antenna
polypeptides. Use of elastase resulted in a strongly
decreased 858 nm absorption and a small blue shift
(856 nm). This enzyme cleaved the polypeptide

chain at the C-terminus, removing the amino acid
residues Lys-Ala-Ala, and the polypeptide chain,
removing Leu-His or Trp-Leu-His. Carboxypeptidase
A treatment shifted the absorption maximum from
858 nm to 853 nm, and this was connected with a
strong decrease in 858 nm absorption and in the
(NIR)-CD signal. In this proteolytic cleavage in the

polypeptide chain Lys-Ala-ALa and in the
polypeptide chain Trp-Leu-His are split off at the C-
terminus. Limited proteolysis using carboxypeptidase
A plus B resulted in a further blue shift to 837 nm of
the absorption maximum and CD signal and to a
further hypochromic shift (extinction coefficient of
about 50 to 60%) of the 800 nm absorption. The
increased spectral changes result from a further
cleavage of the polypeptide chain up to the region
of Trp His +14. These findings also show the
important contribution of the aromatic Trp residue to
spectral characteristics of BChl (absorption,
extinction and CD signal).

E. Antenna Polypeptides of Core Antenna
Complexes Binding BChl b

The core antenna complexes of photosynthetic
bacteria containing BChl b, e.g. Rp. viridis,
Ectothiorhodospira (Ec.) halochloris, show unusual
functional and structural features: 1.) an extreme red
shift to 1015 – 1020 nm of the absorption maximum
and 2.) a marked formation of regular 2D arrays of
antenna complexes in the membrane which are
clearly visible in the electron microscope (Engelhardt
et al., 1983; Stark et al. 1984). These features must be
due to the special structure of the antenna
polypeptides. The primary structures of the and
antenna polypeptides, which are very similar to
analogous antenna polypeptides of the other purple
bacteria, have additional aromatic amino acid residues
at two important positions of the and polypeptide
chains: in the polypeptide chain Trp (His +12) and
Tyr (His-9) and in the polypeptide chain Tyr (His
+ 1) and Tyr (His-8) (Figs. 3, 4). These may be the
origin of the large red shift. But of very special
significance, both structurally and functionally, is
the presence of the additional polypeptides
(Brunisholz et al, 1985; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992).
These were isolated, characterized and in part
sequenced from Rp. viridis, Ec. halochloris and Ec.
abdelmalekii (Fig. 8A.) The polypeptides and the

and polypeptides are present in the B1015
complex of Rp. viridis in a ratio of 1:1:1. Two
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hydrophobic polypeptide variants in a ratio of 2:1
were isolated from this core antenna complex and
sequenced (36 amino acid residues). They differ only
in position 34 (Thr, Val). Also isolated and partially

sequenced (29 amino acid residues) were a number
of polypeptides (three types—one main type and
two minor types) from Ec. halochloris and Ec.
abdelmalekii (unpublished). All the polypeptides
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are clearly closely related and show common
structural features. Of great importance here is a
special sequence-homologous region in the C-
terminus with its structurally important Gly, Pro and
the aliphatic amino acid residues (Ile, Leu), or Arg,
Trp and Tyr residues. These C-terminal, aromatic
amino acid residues appear to be of particular
functional significance. Crucial to understanding the
structural/functional role of these conserved amino
acid residues is the position and orientation of
polypeptides in the membrane and their interaction
with the and polypeptides. It has been found that
the orientation of the N-terminal region of the
polypeptide from Rp. viridis is towards the cytoplasm
(unpublished results). As a consequence, hydrophobic

polypeptides most probably form a transmembrane
helix reaching to the periplasmic side of the
membrane. The role of the polypeptide could be,
on the one hand, that of a linker polypeptide, which
together with the BChl b-carrying and
polypeptides forms the core complex. The particular
structure of the BChl b-containing core complexes

on the membrane surface could reflect this possibility.
On the other hand, the specific position of the Trp and
Tyr residues at the C-terminus could, when we
consider the length of the polypeptides (36 or 29
amino acid residues), allow interactions of these
aromatic amino acid residues with Trp residues in
the C-terminal domains of the and polypeptide
chains ( Trp His+11 and+12, and Trp His+4
and +9). This type of interaction could increase the
functional coupling of these residues with BChl b-
and therefore be responsible for the large red shift.

IV. Structural and Functional Variability of
the Antenna Polypeptides and Pigments
within the Antenna Complex

A. Variability of the BChl-Binding Sites

It was observed in some cases that BChl-binding
sites of the and polypeptide chains vary, both in
regard to type (nucleophilic amino acid side chain)
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and to position. In the polypeptide chain of the core
antenna complex from Ec. halochloris, the central
His residues is replaced by Asn (BChl b-binding site)
(Wagner-Huber et al, 1988). In the polypeptide
chain of the peripheral antenna complex from Rc.
gelatinosus (DSM 149, 151), the second His (near
the cytoplasm) is substituted by Gln (Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991). In peripheral antenna complexes
B800–850 of Type II from Cm. vinosum, Rp.
acidophila and Rp. palustris, the absorption band at
800 nm is spectrally dominant (extinction, specific
(IR)-CD signal) compared to absorption at 850 nm
or 820 nm. The structural basis of this spectral
characteristic is as yet unknown—possible alternative
BChl interactions (dimeric BChl molecule) are
currently being considered (Zuber and Brunisholz,
1991).

B. Variability and Multiplicity of Antenna
Polypeptides. Role of the Binding Site B800

1. Core Antenna Complexes

Members of the family of Ectothiorhodospiraceae,
moderately to extremely halophilic purple photo-
synthetic bacteria, show in their antenna systems
characteristic, and quite different, spectral features
compared to those seen in the Rhodospirillaceae.
These must also be due to the variation in the types
and organization of their antenna complexes. Ec.
halophila, for example, is characterized by NIR
absorption bands of 800, 850 and 890 nm, with the
890 nm as the dominant band (Leguijt and
Hellingwerf, 1991). On the other hand, the BChl b-
containing antenna system from Ec. halochloris and
Ec. abdelmalekii has, in addition to a typical
absorption maximum of 1020 nm, further absorption
maxima at 800 nm and 830 nm (and a very weak one
at 880 nm) (Steiner and Scheer, 1985).

How can these spectral characteristics be explained
by the organization and structure of these antenna
complexes, and in particular, the structure of the
antenna polypeptides. In the case of Ec. halochloris,
it was possible to isolate a fraction of antenna
complexes having absorption maxima at 800 nm,
850 nm and 1020 nm (Steiner and Scheer, 1985).
This fraction contains, according to its (NIR)-CD
signals, at least 5 strongly interacting BChl b-
molecules. Especially characteristic of this antenna
system is the strong biphasic CD-signal with a zero
crosspoint at around 800 nm (which interestingly is

also typical of the peripheral antenna complex in
Chromatium (Cm.) vinosum (Hayashi et al., 1981)).
Five polypeptides having the apparent molecular
weight of 4.5, 6.0, 6.5, 15.5 and 35 kDa were identified
by means of SDS-PAGE (Steiner and Scheer, 1985).
As yet it has not been possible to dissociate these
antenna complexes into subfractions, that is, into
discrete antenna complexes with absorption maxima
at 800 nm plus 830 nm and 1020 nm. In spite of this,
attempts have been made to analyze the structure of
diverse antenna polypeptides present, because such
analysis might be expected to yield insight into the
nature of these antenna complexes (Wagner-Huber
et al., 1988, 1992). Using organic solvent extraction
and subsequent molecular sieve and reversed phase
chromatography, antenna polypeptide types
and a fifth, very small polypeptide were isolated
from the membrane of Ec. halochloris. From Ec.
halophila it was possible to isolate 3 and 2
antenna polypeptide types. Here, for the first time in
a core antenna complex, a multiplicity of and
antenna polypeptides was found. A marked degree of
multiplicity of antenna polypeptides was also found
in peripheral antenna complexes of Cm. vinosum
(Bissig, 1989). Primary structure analysis of these
Ectothiorhodospira polypeptides again revealed the
characteristic three-domain structure which is so
diagnostic of antenna polypeptides as found in the
Rhodospirillaceae. The and polypeptides could
not, unfortunately, be ascribed directly to core or
peripheral antenna complexes, as these polypeptides
could only be obtained from the photosynthetic
membrane and not from isolated antenna complexes.
However, comparison of the primary structures of
diverse antenna polypeptides from Ec. halochloris
and Ec. halophila did allow, upon the basis of their
structural characteristics, their possible assignment
to core or peripheral antenna complexes. The two
types of (N-terminal sequence MWR,
MWK (Ec. halochloris) or MWRL, MWRM (Ec.
halophila), and (N-terminal sequence
AND, TDI (Ec. halochloris) or ADEM, ADNM (Ec.
halophila) exhibited a pronounced sequence
homology to diverse antenna polypeptides of the
core complexes from Rhodospirillaceae (Wagner-
Huber et al., 1992). Only the polypeptide with
the N-terminal sequence MNQA (Ec. halophila)
was clearly related to the antenna polypeptides of
‘classical’, peripheral complexes. But why then are
there two types of and antenna polypeptides (

) types in the core complex? The proportion of to
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antenna polypeptides, isolated from the membrane,
is 1:1:1:1. On the basis of the possible structure of
the core antenna complex, analogous to Rhodo-
spirillaceae, for which a cyclical arrangement of 6
tetrameric units ( ) was postulated (see V.C.),
there are three possible arrangements of the and

or and antenna polypeptides, respectively:

2. Peripheral Antenna Complexes

In contrast to the classic Rhodospirillaceae (for
example Rs. rubrum, Rp. viridis, Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus) which have only one type of
and antenna polypeptides (in a ratio of 1:1), some
species of Rhodospirillaceae have peripheral antenna
complexes with several types of and polypeptides
which differ in their amino acid sequence (Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991) (Fig.3, 4, Fig. 8B). The appearance
of differing types of antenna polypeptides is often

accompanied by variability in spectral characteristics,
whereby the proportion of the different polypeptide
types or the spectral characteristics of the antenna
complexes can be changed (or regulated) through the
environmental factors of light and temperature. In
this sense, the diversity of antenna polypeptides is
possibly of functional significance with regard to the
regulatory adaptation of antenna complexes to the
variable conditions of the environment. The various
types of and polypeptides still, however, possess
the characteristic features of and polypeptides
(which allow the or type classification). This
allows the suggestion that even given the diversity of
these polypeptides the and polypeptides form the
basis of heterodimers, just as is the case in the
antenna complexes of classic Rhodospirillaceae with
only one type of or polypeptide. However, the
question remains open here (as in the core complexes
as well) as to whether the individual types of or
polypeptides build specific antenna complexes or
hybrid antenna complexes with differing types of
and polypeptides. The diversity of antenna
polypeptides is based on the diversity of genes (gene
families) (Tadros and Waterkamp, 1989). This
corresponds to the situation with other peripheral
antenna complexes, for example LHC II in algae and
in higher plants, e.g. Dunsmuir et al., 1983. In all
these cases it is difficult, however, to clearly recognize
or experimentally demonstrate the functional-
adaptive reason for the diversity of polypeptides, due
to the fact that the diversity of genes in these organisms
today could have other origins (e.g. evolutionary
reasons.)

A definite relationship between the variable pattern
of antenna polypeptides and variable spectral
characteristics has been demonstrated, for example
with the peripheral antenna complexes in Rp.
acidophila. Rp. acidophila strain 7050 changes its
NIR absorption maxima and its carotenoid com-
position depending upon the light intensity
(Heinemeyer and Schmid, 1983; Cogdell et al., 1983).
Under high light (2000 lux), the core antenna complex
B880 and the peripheral antenna complex B800–850
(type 1) are synthesized. Under low light conditions
(200 lux), 800 nm absorption is greatly decreased,
and a blue shift of 850 to 825 takes place. Under low
light the B800–850 complex is replaced by a B800–
820 complex. Both antenna complexes have only
and polypeptide. Primary structure analysis of
the and polypeptides of the peripheral B800–850

There are two different core antenna complexes,
each having 6 tetramers, or tetramers,
respectively.

There is only one core antenna complex, having
mixed or polypeptide units (

).

There is only one core antenna complex, for
example whereby the and
polypeptides surrounding the core complex
form the peripheral antenna complexes. It is
also conceivable here that the or and or

antenna polypeptides could form both the
core and also the peripheral antenna complex.
This would lead, in principle, to antenna
complexes with mixed polypeptide units, within
the entire antenna system.

The existence of an  polypeptide with the
characteristic structural elements of the peripheral
antenna complex in Ec. halophila indicates the
existence of peripheral antenna complexes, possibly
having absorption maxima from 800–850 nm. This
does not, however, rule out the possibility that a part
of the or polypeptides also
form peripheral antenna complexes (see above) and
are located between the actual core complex B890
and the B800–850 antenna complex (heterogeneous
energy transfer system).
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B800–820 (825) complex ( residues,
residues) revealed in the C-terminal domain a
substitution of by which most
probably causes the blue shift from 850 to 820 nm
(Brunisholz et al., 1987; Bissig, 1989; Brunisholz
and Zuber, 1988a; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). An
analogous amino acid substitution ( to

) resulting in a blue shift of 850 to 820 nm
(that is, the transition from B800–850 complex to
B800–820 complex) was unexpectedly observed in
Rp. acidophila strain 7750 when the growth
temperature was changed from 30 °C to temperatures
below 25 °C (optimum 22 °C). (Schmidt and
Brunisholz, 1986). This temperature effect (towards
lower temperatures) produces the B800–820 complex
(arising from the B800–850 complex having 1 type
each of and polypeptide chain), with two different

polypeptide types. A multiplicity of antenna
polypeptides, e.g. in B800–850 3 and 3
polypeptides, was found in Rp. acidophila (strain
10050). Rp. palustris also synthesizes multiple forms
of antenna complexes and antenna polypeptides
(Brunisholz et al., 1989, 1990). Under high light
conditions, a B800–850 complex (type 1) is formed
in Rp. palustris (strain ‘French’) in accordance with
the absorption maxima, as in classical Rhodo-
spirillaceae. On the other hand, the 850 nm band
decreases greatly under low light conditions. Both in
the high and low light forms of the peripheral antenna
complex, several types of and polypeptides are
found (a total of 7 polypeptides: 4 and 3 poly-
peptides). The polypeptide chains differ especially
in the C-terminal domain, and the polypeptide
chains in the N-terminal domain, in a number of
amino acid substitutions. At the genetic level as well,
a diversity of genes were isolated and sequenced
from Rp. palustris (four sets of and polypeptides)
(Tadros and Waterkamp, 1989). Through comparison
of the DNA sequences with the protein sequences
derived by protein sequencing, it was shown that in
the C-terminal domain, cleavage of the polypeptide
chain occurs post-translationally. The situation in
Cm. vinosum appears to be even more complex in
terms of spectral features and patterns of antenna
polypeptides. Five different absorption maxima of
BChl were found in Chromalium chromatophores:
795 nm, 805 nm, 820 nm, 850 nm, (845 nm) and 890
nm (Thornber, 1970; Hayashi et al., 1981). Here also
the spectral features are dependent upon light intensity

and temperature (30–40 °C) (Mechler and Oelze,
1978). In Cm. vinosum, at least 10 different antenna
polypeptides are synthesized independently of culture
conditions (Bissig, 1989; Bissig et al., 1989). The
core complex B890 contains 3 polypeptides
in a ratio of 2:1:1. From the peripheral antenna
complex 3 polypeptides and 4 polypeptides were
isolated and sequenced. They show the typical three-
domain structure of and polypeptides of the
peripheral antenna complex. In addition, however,
they also have characteristic structural elements that
differentiate them from antenna polypeptides in
Rhodospirillaceae; e.g., which are located in the
elongated N-terminal domain of the

V. Possible Structural Organization of
Polypeptides and BChl Molecules in the
Antenna Complex Derived from Primary
Structure Data (Primary Structure Models):
Considerations on the Three-Dimensional
Structure of Antenna Complexes

A. General Structural Features of the Antenna
Polypeptides Important for the 3-D Structure
of Antenna Complexes

The specific structural-functional features of antenna
polypeptides derived from primary structure data
must ultimately be the basis of the three-dimensional
structure of the antenna complexes and, finally, of the
entire antenna system of purple bacteria. The
following characteristic structural features of antenna
polypeptides indicate that there is a specific
organization of the antenna polypeptides and BChl
molecules in the 3-D structure (Zuber, 1987, 1993;
Zuber et al., 1987; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991):

Two different types of polypeptides bind
functionally different and BChl molecules.
These polypeptides or BChl pairs form, as
heterodimers, the basic structural and functional
unit of the antenna complexes and the entire
antenna system.

The and antenna polypeptides form a
homologous family and are structurally closely
related. However, they do show specific amino
acid clusters which clearly separate them into
core and peripheral antenna complexes. We can

complex ( residues, residues) and of the
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therefore expect to find in the three-dimensional
structure a similar arrangement of these
polypeptides but having a complex-specific
form.

The three-dimensional structure of the and
polypeptides makes it likely that the central,
transmembrane helix (length 31 or 34 Å,
diameter approximately 10 Å) plays an
important role in the organization of antenna
polypeptides in the antenna system (Fig. 9).
The structure of antenna polypeptides
in antenna complexes was postulated on the
basis of IR, UV and CD spectra (Breton and
Nabedryk, 1984) and labeling experiments (Jay
et al., 1983). IR dichroism studies also showed
that the helices are tilted (on the average, at
30 to 35° away from the membrane plane)
(Breton, 1986). In the tilted helices of the

polypeptide heterodimers, the central BChl
molecules can lie quite close together (up to 10

–15 Å) and thus be exciton-coupled (Sauer and
Austin, 1978). The arrangement of the tilted
helices is the basis for the tilted helices model.

The present status of crystallographic studies
indicates that the of the and
polypeptides are not tilted and form a four helix
bundle of parallel helices. (Basis of the four
helix bundle model, Cogdell and Hawthorn-
thwaite, 1993; Donnelly and Cogdell, 1993).

Proteolytic cleavage experiments (Brunisholz
et al., 1984b) and labeling experiments
(Wiemken et al., 1983; Peters and Drews, 1983a;
Jay et al., 1983, 1984) yielded a vertical
asymmetry of the and polypeptide chain,
with the N-terminal domain on the cytoplasmic
side and the C-terminal domain on the
periplasmic side. Thus the central
pair also lies on the periplasmic side and forms
a two-dimensional energy transfer system in
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the environment of the special pair of the
reaction center, which is also located on the
periplasmic side.

B. Transmembrane Helices of the
Heterodimer Form the Minimal Structural Unit
of the Antenna Complexes and the Entire
Antenna System

Data from various sources (see below V.E) indicate
that the relatively small antenna polypeptides form
large polypeptide aggregates and are thus the
fundamental building blocks from which the
functional network of the BChl molecules is
assembled. It is assumed that the specific interactions
of the helices of the and polypeptide chains, the
packing of the helices in the lipid environment, and
the specific BChl polypeptide and BChl-BChl
interactions are the decisive factors in the formation
of the polypeptide aggregates in the antenna (Zuber,
1987, 1993; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991;). Comple-
mentary to this, the globular structures of the N and
C terminal domains on the membrane surfaces form
interaction sites within and between the antenna
complexes.

1. Four Tilted Helices Model

With regard to the specific aggregation of the
helices, this model predicts that a crucial role is
played by the specific interactions among the amino
acid side chains on the surface of the helices, helically
distributed in four rows along the axis of the
transmembrane helices (Fig. 10A) (Zuber, 1987;
Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991). These interactions
make possible an optimal packing of the tilted helices,
in the formation of both heterodimers and larger
polypeptide assemblies in the lipid environment.
Here it is important that both ( and ) helices
possess a transverse asymmetry with more polar
amino acid residues on the N-terminal (cytoplasmic)
side (Fig. 11C) and more hydrophobic amino acid
residues including the central BChl binding site on
the C-terminal (periplasmic) side (Fig. 11P) of the
helices. This leads to structural (packing), as well as
functional (energy transfer) asymmetry. Polar
(charged) amino acid residues on the N-terminal
side can form four possible regions of interaction
(hydrogen bonds) between the helices, which results
in a defined orientation of the helices both in the
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heterodimers and between the heterodimers
(Fig. 10B). Over this central helical region, the and

polypeptides associate in an hierarchical order,
leading to the formation of heterodimers
(interaction in region and the association of the
heterodimers via regions 

on the cytoplasmic side (upper level) and
hydrophobic residues and BChl-BChl interactions
on the periplasmic side (lower level).

2. The Use of Fourier Transform Methods to
Predict the Structure of Antenna
Complexes. Four Helix Bundle Model

Recently Donnelly and Cogdell (1993) used a Fourier
transform method to try and predict the conformation
and orientation of the conserved transmembrane

and to cyclic arrays, e.g. cyclic
hexamers (of heterodimers = 12 polypeptides) (Fig.
10B, C). Thus, through the tilt and the sideness of the
helices, a system of specific polypeptide interaction
results, with polar (charged) and hydrophobic residues
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segments of the purple bacterial antenna complexes.
Similar methods had been successful with bacterial
reaction centers and bacteriorhodopsin (Donnelly
and Cogdell, 1993) where the ‘real’ structures are
known. The modelling was carried out on 60 antenna
sequences, using primary structural information from
both ‘core’ and ‘peripheral’ antenna complexes. As
part of the modelling procedure the direction of the
hydrophobic face of the helix was calculated with
reference to the helical wheel. The data could be best
reconciled by assuming a 4 helix bundle (see Fig.
12). Interestingly, the Fourier analysis suggested that
the length of the helical rods was at least 30 residues,
and that part way along the helix the hydrophobic
face, which is to the outside, ‘flips’ and moves to the
inside. This is just the sort of behavior that would be
expected for a helix which extends from the
hydrophobic regions of the membrane out into the
polar head group region, and indeed into the aqueous
phase.

C. Dimers of Heterodimers Basic Structural
and Functional Units for Energy Transfer Within
and Between the Cyclic Antenna Complexes

1. Cyclic Peripheral Antenna Complexes
(Hexamers)

With regard to the four tilted heliced model with
optimally packed and interacting peripheral antenna
complexes (B800–850, B800–820) surrounding the
core complexes with the reaction center, the smallest
functional, active cyclical aggregate of
heterodimers appear to be the cyclical hexamers
(Fig. 13). In the case of the peripheral complex
B850–880 from Rs. molischianum, however, an
octameric structure was postulated (Kleinekofort et
al., 1992). In the case of cyclical hexamers not only

periplasmic side: (1)                            interaction for
cyclical energy transfer within the cyclical hexamers
and (2) interactions for the transfer
of energy between the cyclical hexamers. Here

as well as can be
exciton-coupled. The important structural and

are the and polypeptides packed into a cyclical
system, but these cyclical hexamers are packed
optimally in ‘lakes’ as well (Fig. 14). As a result of
this, two types of BChl-BChl interactions are possible
in the two-dimensional energy transfer system on the
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functional units in the optimal packing of the
hexamers are dimers of the heterodimer (
units) (polypeptides, or BChl molecules) (Fig. 15).
Through these units, the cyclical transfer of
energy within hexamers is transformed to energy
transfer between hexamers. With regard to the
units, the cyclical hexamers show a three-fold
symmetry. Two or three hexamers can be coupled
through units (Fig. 15A, B).

With regard to the four helix bundle model see
V.B.2 and Fig. 12.

2. Cyclic Core Antenna Complexes Close to
the Reaction Center: Four Tilted Helices
Model

The principle of a cyclical arrangement of the
heterodimers, or units, seems to apply not only
to the peripheral complexes but also to the core
complexes B870 or B890. Certain indications of this
are also found in the primary structures of antenna
polypeptides of peripheral and core complexes, which
are sequence-homologous (structural basis for the
formation of or ). On
the other hand, complex-specific sequence differences
may lead to the somewhat different arrangement of
the units in the core complex surrounding the
reaction center. For the various core complexes with
BChl a, ratios of BChl to the reaction center were
found of between 21:1 and 41:1 (Dawkins et al.,
1988), while for the core complexes containing BChl
b-, a ratio of 24:1 was postulated. Hypothetically,
there are three possible reasons for this variability of
the ratio of BChl to reaction center: (1) In the core
reaction center complex the reaction center is
unstable. Therefore, the ratio of BChl to the reaction
center varies. (2) 24 polypeptides with 24 central
BChls, bound to the central His, and a variable
amount of BChls, bound to the polypeptides,
surround the reaction center (maximum 36 BChl). In
the corresponding structure model (Fig. 16B), 2
hexamers (with 12 polypeptides each) would always
be coupled over an unit (Fig. 15A). (3) 36
polypeptides with 36 central BChls, bound to the
central His, surround the reaction center. The
variability of BChls is caused by loss of BChl
occurring during isolation or a lower BChl content of
the core complex. In this structure model (Fig. 16A)
3 hexamers (with 12 polypeptides each) are coupled
over 3 units, as in the peripheral antenna complex
(Fig. 15B). This structure model (Fig. 16A) seems to
be rather unlikely for BChl a containing core
complexes. Recent electron microscopic studies
indicate that in all core complexes investigated, only
24 polypeptides seem to exist (Cogdell, unpublished
data). In the BChl b- containing complexes, however,
with the additional polypeptide, 36 polypeptides
have to be organized in the core complex (see below).

In the case of the core complex in Rp. viridis
containing BChl b- with 24 BChl, circular structures
having a diameter of 130 Å were found in the
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photosynthetic membrane (chromatophores) with the
electron microscope (Engelhardt et al., 1983; Stark
et al., 1984; Jay et al., 1984; Stark et al., 1986) (Fig.
17). They appear to consist of a core region with a
reaction center and a ring region (width 20 Å) of
antenna complexes with 12 (Fig. 17A) or 6 (Fig.
17B) peripheral peaks. They may represent the 12

heterodimers or the 6 units. The polypeptides
without BChl, which exist in a ratio to the     (1) and

(1) polypeptides of 1:1:1, are not visible. There are
two possible ways that the 6 units and the

polypeptides (12 12 and 12 polypeptides)
can be organized relative to the reaction center (Fig.
17):

A B880 core complex containing BChl a was
isolated from Rp. marina and characterized
(molecular weight, polypeptide ratio, BChl a :
or polypeptide ratio) (Meckenstock et al., 1992a;

The units are organized as in the hexamer
of the peripheral complex (Fig. 18 A, C; structure
model Fig. 16A). Three hexamer units, including
the polypeptides, surround the reaction center.
Through this, six units surround the reaction
center, and six polypeptides form a linker
polypeptide complex. Interaction of the BChl
of the antenna system with the special pair of
the reaction center is possible.

Six units, connected by two polypeptides
each, surround the reaction center and have a
different orientation compared to Fig. 18A.
(Fig. 18B; structure model Fig. 16B). Through
this, the of two units can interact
between the core complexes. Interaction of BChl
of the antenna complexes with the reaction
center is more difficult due to the larger distance.

BChls
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see also Ghosh et al, 1993) (Rs. rubrum). The core
complex consists of 24 polypeptides with 24 BChl a
molecules, or of 6 B820 subcomplexes having 4
polypeptides each, or 4 BChl. Two-dimensional
crystals reveal in the electron microscope a six-fold
symmetry of the ringlike B880 complex (image
processing, 20 Å resolution) (Meckenstock et al.,

1992b, 1994) (Fig. 19 A, B). They exhibit a hexagonal
lattice with a lattice constant of The
units could be organized correspondingly to the
structural model in Fig. 16B (6/3 hexamers = 24
polypeptides or 24 BChl) analogously, as in the core
complex of Rp. viridis, which contains BChl b (Fig.
18B), but without connecting polypeptides, which
would explain the smaller lattice constant of only
102 Å.

3. Cyclic Core Antenna Complexes Close to
the Reaction Center: Four Helix Bundle Model

In this model the tetramer should be
organized similarly to the structure model in Fig.
16B for the BChl a containing core complexes. The
bars in the cyclic hexamers (Fig. 16A, B, and Fig.
15 A) represent the external or interacting
with other antenna hexamers or the special pairs of
the reaction center.

D. Possible Structural and Functional
Organization of the Core and Peripheral
Antenna Complexes in the Entire Antenna

Energy transfer to the reaction center depends on 1.)
the state of the reaction centers (open and closed
reaction centers) and, 2.) since the photochemical
reaction is a rate limiting step, relative to the fast
energy transfer processes within the antennae, on the
ratio of the number of BChl a as final energy traps of
the antenna to the special pair energy trap. Of
particular importance in this respect are the structural
(steric) conditions for the energy transfer from the
core antenna to the special pair, which is particularly
determined by the twofold symmetry of the special
pair or the L and M subunits of the reaction center in
relation to the six-fold symmetry of the surrounding
core complex. Due to the non-central location of the
special pair in the reaction center, six orientations of
the special pair are possible within the cycle of the
core complex (see Fig. 16).

In the case of the four tilted helices model the
special pair could interact with an heterodimer
of the core complex in the form of an unit
(hybrid between the antenna special pair
(heterodimer) and the special pair). A statistical
distribution of the orientation of the special pair

102 ± 3 Å.
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would, in the cycle of the six heterodimers of the
core complex pointing to the reaction center, always
result in such a single unit transferring energy
from the antenna system to the reaction center (one
nearest-neighbouring antenna lattice site; (Pearlstein,
1982,1992; Zhang et al., 1992). In the instance of the
four helix bundle model this functional interaction
would also take place via a BChl pair of the core
complex and of the special pair.

The core-antenna complex forms in the entire
antenna system large aggregates (photoreceptor
units), in which, according to the structural model in
Fig. 16B, 108 BChl (12 × 12 = 144 – 36 BChl)
interact and are in contact with the next photoreceptor
unit and with 4 reaction centers (1 + 6/2). This
situation is perhaps especially the case in the
photosynthetic membrane of purple bacteria, which
contain only the B880(890) or B1015 complex.

In the entire antenna system of purple bacteria
with core and peripheral complexes, two different

arrangements of the peripheral antenna complex
relative to the core complex and the reaction center
are possible:

The core antenna complexes and the peripheral
antenna complexes are distinct entities. The
peripheral antenna complexes surround the core
complexes (Fig. 20). From the point of view of
heterogeneous energy transfer, this arrangement
should be favored above the mixed type below.

An antenna system surrounds the reaction
centers in which the core and peripheral antenna
complexes are mixed.

The entire antenna system may be made up of
10–20 photoreceptor units of the core complex
with 40 – 80 reaction centers and > 1000 – 2000
BChl (see below, 0.5–1.0 diameter). Light
intensity, or spectral conditions, determine the
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size of the entire antenna and the ratio of core :
peripheral antennae (up to 1:3) (Aagaard and
Sistrom, 1972).

E. Comparison of the Structural Models of the
Core and Peripheral Antenna Complexes with
Experimental Data

The antenna models above should satisfy the
following biochemical data:

Composition and size of the isolated pigment-
protein complexes, BChl content, polypeptide:

polypeptide ratio, BChl : antenna polypeptides
ratio, BChl (antenna polypeptide): reaction
center ratio (Cogdell and Valentine, 1983;
Drews, 1985; Kaplan and Arntzen, 1982; Zuber,
1985a, 1987; Zuber et al., 1987; Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991; Barber, 1987; Miller et al.
1987; Ghosh et al., 1988). There is, however,
disagreement with respect to the mol. weight of
the B820 subunit ( heterodimer or unit)
(Ghosh et al., 1988; Meckenstock et al., 1992a;
Jirsakova et al., 1992).

Crosslinking experiments establishing lateral
topography. In Rb. capsulatus (B800–850) and
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Rp. viridis (B1015), heterooligomers ( and
homooligomers ( as crosslinking
products have been identified (Peters et al.,
1983, 1984; Peters and Drews, 1983b; Ludwig
and Jay, 1985). In Rb. capsulatus, in addition
to crosslinking between the and
polypeptides of the B870 core complex, a
crosslinking product between the polypeptide
of the B800–850 complex and the H subunit of
the reaction center has been found (Peters et al.,
1983).

Dissociation and reassociation experiments with
antenna complexes and antenna polypeptides,
including the isolation and characterization of
antenna subcomplexes (Miller et al., 1987;
Ghosh et al., 1988; Parkes-Loach et al., 1988,
1990; Heller and Loach, 1990; Berger et al.,
1992;Visschers et al., 1992).

The structural model must also be in agreement
with the following spectroscopic data (Bolt and
Sauer, 1978; Sauer and Austin, 1978; Breton et
al., 1981; Kramer et al., 1984; Breton and
Nabedryk, 1984):

UV, CD and IR data which show the trans-

membrane orientation. The four tilted helices
model agrees with experimental data which
shows a tilt of the but the four helix
bundle model does not.

Strong CD signals suggest exciton interaction
between pairs of BChl molecules.

Linear dichroism data demonstrate that BChl
transitions (850 nm) are approximately

parallel to the membrane plane.

transitions (590 nm) of BChl a are
approximately perpendicular to the membrane
plane.

On the other hand, the and transitions of
BChl a 800 lie approximately in the plane of the
membrane.

The structural models of the B800–850 complex,
therefore, fit in principle (and particularly in the
instance of the four helix bundle model) with a
model of a minimal functional unit of the B800–850
complex of four antenna polypeptides ( ) with
four BChl 850, two BChl 800, established on the
basis of spectroscopic data and the size of antenna
polypeptides and the ratio of BChl: carotenoid:
polypeptide (Kramer et al., 1984).

Fluorescence kinetic measurements (picosecond
time-domain in coherent singlet excitation and
trapping kinetics transfer) in the core complex of Rs.
rubrum also suggest aggregates of four BChls, which
could correspond to the minimal functional unit
(Pullerits and Freiberg, 1992).

In contrast, on the basis of fluorescence polarization
measurements and low temperature absorption
spectroscopy of a subunit (B820) of the core complex
and of the entire core complex of various purple
bacteria, it was postulated that the B820 subunit is a
dimer of interacting BChl (exciton coupling)
(Visschers et al. 1991, 1993; Van Mourik et al., 1991;
see also chapter by Loach and Parkes-Loach).

The structural models are also consistent with data
on the size of functional domains, i.e. the cluster of
connected BChl among which the excitations can be

The orientations of the and transitions
suggest that the porphyrin rings of BChl a 850
are approximately perpendicular to the mem-
brane plane.
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freely transferred. With the singlet-singlet annihil-
ation method (Van Grondelle et al., 1983); Kramer et
al., 1984; Van Grondelle, 1985; Vos et al., 1986;
Deinum et al., 1991) using chromatophores or isolated
antenna complexes, it has been found that, e.g. at 4K,
B870 (Rb. sphaeroides, Rs. rubrum) consists of
clusters of 100 –150 functionally connected BChl,
and the peripheral B800–850 of clusters of 30 BChl
850. At 298K, energy transfer takes place within
these complexes in larger lakes of >1000 BChl 870
or > 365 BChl 850, respectively. The low-temperature
form of the functional domain having approximately
100 BChl would correspond to the photoreceptor
unit of the core complex of the structural models
above, and the 298K form would correspond to the
size of the entire antenna of the structure model with
at least 10 photoreceptor units (10 × 100 BChl =
1000 BChl). In this connection there is a finding of
great importance: in two-dimensional crystals of the
core antenna complex in Rp. marina, the giant CD
spectrum, which shows a large aggregate of BChl,
appears in two-dimensional crystals of a size of 0.5–
1 (Meckenstock et al., 1994). This would be in
agreement with the structural model with an aggregate
of approximately 10 photoreceptor units. Inter-
estingly, the size of these aggregates lies within the
region of the wavelength of the absorption maximum
of these complexes (880 nm)—possibly an important
fact with regard to the theoretical basis of the
functional state of the entire antenna during energy
transfer, or of the giant CD spectra.

Finally, the data from X-ray structural analyses of
antenna complexes (see Fig. 1.) and from electron
microscopy (see above) should be congruous with
the antenna model described above.

The structure model of the core complex B820
with six derived from spectroscopic
measurements does not fit the data of electron
microscopy since for sterical reasons six
heterodimers are to small to form a core complex
with the diameter of 103 Å or 140 Å ( ) (see also
core-complex, Rb. sphaeroides, mutant) (Nunn et
al., 1992).

F. Other Antenna Models and Related
Theoretical Studies on the Energy Transfer
System of Light-Harvesting Antennae of
Purple Bacteria

Scherz and Parson (1986) developed a model for the
structure of the antenna complexes based upon

spectroscopic data. They assumed that two hetero-
dimers coupled to a tetramer represents the minimal
unit of the B850 antenna complex. In principle, this
concept agrees with the structural models described
above. However, the arrangement of the tetramers
( ) in the B870/B890 and B800–850 complexes
is different in the four tilted helices model. There is
no agreement between these structural models
discussed above and the structural model of Hunter
et al. (1988), which assumes there are
trimers ( ) in the core antenna complex B875 and
the peripheral complex B800–850 (see Chapter 22
by Hunter).

On the basis of the various antenna models of
purple bacteria, efforts have been made to try and
analyze theoretically exciton effects and electronic
state energy transfer (Pearlstein, 1991). The diverse
structural-functional models of antenna complexes
and of the entire antenna system do not, however,
allow a more detailed theoretical analysis to be
performed, as they only describe structural-functional
marginal conditions. In order to surmount this
problem, in the future, three-dimensional structural
analyses of antenna complexes will be necessary
which show the exact position, orientation and spacing
of BChl and carotenoid molecules.

Note Added in Proof

Since this chapter was written, the structure of the
B800-850 complex from Rp. acidophilia strain 10050
has been determined to a resolution of 2.5 Å
(McDermott et al., 1995). It is an oligomer as
shown in Fig. 21. The nine are arranged
in the middle with the nine around the
edge. The view seen in Fig. 21 looks down on this
complex as it would lie in the plane of the membrane,
from the cytoplasmic side, while Fig. 22 shows it
from a view perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The

are clearly seen. All the pigments are located
within the space between the two rings of helices.
The top and bottom of the structure is formed by the
N- and C-termini folding over. At no point do the
or interact. The BChl a
molecules are organized into two groups. A ring of
nine monomeric 800 nm-absorbing BChl a's lying
flat in the plane of the membrane between the

A second ring of 18 850 nm-
absorbing BChl a molecules form a tightly coupled
ensemble towards the periplasmic side of the complex.
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The carotenoids connect these two rings.
It is clear that this structure was not well modeled

by any of the models described in this chapter.
However, it is interesting, especially since modeling
the structure of membrane proteins is a very popular
pastime, to describe why this is. All of the models
presented in this chapter were based upon

interation. This does not occur in the real
structure. The real structrue is dominated by pigment-
pigment and pigment-protein interactions—40% by
weight of the complex is pigments. It is clear that the
modeling process did not and could not allow for this
and, hence, the models failed.
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Summary

The transfer and trapping of excitation energy in photosynthetic purple bacteria, as it appears from time-
resolved and steady-state spectroscopy, are discussed. As a background to the dynamics we first briefly describe
the structure and organization and spectroscopy of purple bacterial antenna pigments. The concept of spectral
inhomogeneous broadening and its consequences for understanding the spectroscopy and dynamics is
thoroughly discussed. We start the discussion of the dynamics by describing the overall energy equilibration and
trapping processes in antenna-reaction center systems of varying complexity. These processes occur on the time
scale of several picoseconds to tens of picoseconds. The most conspicuous results are that excitation energy is
equilibrated very rapidly, over the entire antenna, but transfer of the energy from the antenna to the
reaction center (the special pair) is a relatively slow process (30–40 ps), both at room temperature and 77 K. The
reaction center is not a perfect trap for the excitation energy; at room temperature ~25% of the energy returns
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to the antenna in Rhodospirillum rubrum, upon selective excitation of the reaction center pigments. At low
temperatures the back transfer to the antenna is negligible. With recently available subpicosecond and
femtosecond laser pulses the most fundamental steps of energy transfer has been resolved. It is shown that
energy transfer between a pair of bacteriochlorophyll molecules typically occur on the timescale 0.2–0.5 ps. On
this extremely short timescale it becomes necessary to also take into account various intramolecular processes,
like vibrational relaxation and vibrational energy redistribution. For such very fast energy transfer processes it
may be necessary to question the applicability of conventional Förster theory of electronic energy transfer. In
order to test particular structural and dynamical aspects of the energy transfer and trapping, molecular biology
methods are invaluable tools to introduce specific changes into the pigment-protein systems. Several examples
of advanced spectroscopy on genetically modified systems are given.

I. Introduction

Photosynthetic purple bacteria are particularly well
suited for studying structure-dynamics-function
relationships of the primary photosynthetic processes,
since these organisms have relatively simple pigment
systems. A variety of well characterized light-
harvesting and reaction center preparations exist,
and specific mutations can be performed to introduce
well defined site-selective alterations of individual
amino acids. During the last approximately five years
there has been a very rapid development in time
resolved studies of excited state dynamics in bacterial
pigment systems. Before 1985 very few studies
existed, but with the advent of low pulse energy high
repetition rate dye lasers there has been a virtual
explosion in the number of works using picosecond
transient absorption and fluorescence to study energy
transfer and trapping dynamics. At present,
researchers are engaged in the second step of this
revolution where it is now becoming possible to
study dynamics in photosynthetic systems on a sub-
100 femtosecond timescale, using femtosecond lasers
to generate highly stable, very short (10–100 fs) and
broadly tunable pulses. Simultaneously, there has
been a strong development of high resolution non-
photochemical spectral hole burning techniques as
an alternative to study very fast dynamics in
photosynthetic pigment systems at very low
temperatures. This development has now brought us
to the point where we very accurately can study
energy and electron transfer dynamics over a wide
timescale, representing the characteristic times
ranging from that of energy or electron transfer
processes between individual molecules to those of

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cm. – Chromatium;
LH1, LH 2 – light-harvesting complex 1 or 2; Rb. – Rhodobacter;
RC – reaction center; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodospirillum

energy equilibration and overall trapping (repre-
senting a large number of individual steps).

II. Pigment-Protein Organization in LH1
and LH2

Purple photosynthetic bacteria contain bacterio-
chlorophyll a (BChl a) or bacteriochlorophyll b
(BChl b) as the dominant pigment in the light-
harvesting antenna and the reaction center (RC). Of
the BChl a-containing bacteria many different species
have been characterized, whereas for BChl b-
containing bacteria only Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)
viridis has been reasonably well studied. The high-
resolution crystallographic structures of Rp. viridis
(Deisenhofer et al. 1984; Deisenhofer et al., 1986)
and Rb. sphaeroides (Allen et al., 1987a,b; Yeates et
al., 1987) reaction centers suggest that reaction centers
of different purple bacteria are quite similar. The
reaction center is surrounded by the LH1 core antenna,
which consists of pairs of small transmembrane
polypeptides and to which BChl is non-
covalently attached in a 1:1 stoichiometry (Zuber
and Brunisholz, 199l; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992).
Most likely, the highly conserved histidines in the
and polypeptides are used as 5th ligand (Robert
and Lutz, 1985; Zuber, 1985; Zuber and Brunisholz,
1991; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992). The BChl b
containing bacteria have an additional
which is not involved in pigment binding (Brunisholz
et al., 1985). In vivo, the LH1-RC core has a constant
number of 24 BChl per RC and although
some uncertainty and variation in this number is
possible (Aagard and Sistrom, 1972; Dawkins et al.
1988; Beekman et al., 1993). Electron micrographs
of membranes of Rp. viridis and other BChl b-
containing species (Miller, 1982; Engelhardt et al.,
1983; Stark et al., 1984; Stark et al., 1986) and,
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recently, the BChl a-containing species Rp. marina
(Meckenstock et al., 1992b) show that LH1 surrounds
the RC in a circular way. The diameter of the RC-
LH1 complex was estimated to be about 13 nm for
the BChl b-containing and 10 nm for the BChl a-
containing species; the difference is possibly due to
the absence of the in the latter. A
recent electron microscopy and image analysis study
of purified RC-LH1 core particles of Rhodospirillum
(Rs.) molischianum resulted in very similar structure,
in which the 12 can be distinguished
(Boonstra et al., unpublished). Ring-like structures
with approximately the same dimensions have also
been observed for concentrated solutions of purified
LH1 (Meckenstock et al., 1992b). For the purified
LH1 complex isolated from Rb. sphaeroides M2192
in detergent solution (octylglucoside) the ring may
have collapsed and the particle appears to consist of
two closely linked units (Boonstra et al., 1993).
All these results suggest models for the organization
of the and polypeptides in the membrane in
which the minimal structural unit is a
complex (Zuber, 1985; Hunter et al., 1989; see also
Chapter 16 by Zuber and Cogdell and Chapter 22 by
Hunter in this volume). These minimum units form a
circular structure with the centers of all BChl pigments
and their moments in a single plane
parallel to the membrane (Breton and Vermeglio,
1982; van Grondelle, 1985). Spectroscopic measure-
ments have shown that the RC-LH1 cores aggregate
further into extended networks containing more than
10 RCs over which, at least at room temperature, the
excitation can freely diffuse (Vredenberg and
Duysens, 1963; Clayton, 1966; Bakker et al., 1983;
Kingma et al., 1983; Vos et al., 1986; Vos et al., 1988;
Deinum et al., 1989; Trissl et al., 1990; Deinum et al.,
1991, 1992a). At low temperature the excitation
diffusion is restricted to, possibly, a single RC-LH1
core (Vos et al., 1988; Deinum et al., 1991; van
Mourik et al., 1993).

Various models have been suggested for the
detailed structural organization of the and
polypeptides of the LH1 antenna (Theiler et al.,
1984a,b, Theiler and Zuber, 1984c; Hunter et al.,
1989; Scherz and Rosenbach-Belkin, 1989, Sherz et
al., 1990; Braun and Sherz, 1991; Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992). It is
believed that pairs of and form a
minimum unit which aggregates further to form the
fully functional in vivo antenna. Such a minimal unit
was first isolated by Loach and coworkers (Loach et
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al., 1985; Miller et al., 1987; Parkes-Loach et al.,
1988) and spectroscopically analyzed in detail (see
section III.D). A molecular weight determination of
this so-called B820 subunit by gel filtration showed
that B820 had a considerably lower molecular weight
than the reassociated B873 form. Similar subunits
could be purified from various other photosynthetic
purple bacteria (Ghosh et al., 1988; Chang et al.,
1990; Heller and Loach, 1990; Meckenstock et al.,
1992a; Jirsakova et al., 1992). Recently, a B820
subunit was prepared from Rp. marina (Meckenstock
et al., 1992a) with a reported molecular mass of 33
kDa, about 1/6 of the molecular mass of purified
LH1 from the same species. From these biochemical
results the was considered to be the most
likely aggregation form for B820 (Meckenstock et
al., 1992a,b). However, a careful evaluation of all the
molecular weight measurements strongly suggests
that B820 arises from a single in agreement
with the spectral properties (see Chapter 21 by Loach
and Parkes-Loach).

Several species of purple bacteria contain, in
addition to the LH1 core antenna, a peripheral LH2
antenna at higher excited state energy with major
BChl absorption between 820 and 860 nm depending
on the species, and a second major BChl a

around 800 nm (see Hawthornthwaite and
Cogdell, 1991 for an overview). The ratio of LH2 to
LH1/RC depends strongly on the growth conditions.
For instance, in Rb. sphaeroides grown under low-
light conditions LH2 is by far the dominant spectral
species. It is now well established that some species
(Rp. palustris, Rp. acidophila , Cm. vinosum) have
the ability to change the antenna polypeptide
composition (and consequently their absorption) in
response to light and/or temperature (Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991; Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell,
1991; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992). Simultaneously,
they can adapt the relative amount of pigment
absorbing around 800 nm. LH2 may have a complex
carotenoid composition and the BChl to carotenoid
ratio may vary between 1:1 and 3:1 (Thornber et al.,
1983; Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell, 1991); for
instance in the case of LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides this
ratio is 2:1 (Evans et al., 1988). The LH2 protein
backbone also consists of transmembrane and

which bind three BChl a per
The organization of the pigments in the LH2 of

Rb. sphaeroides (B800–850) was extensively studied
(Bolt and Sauer, 1979; Breton et al., 1981; van
Grondelle et al., 1982; Kramer et al., 1984a) and
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detailed arrangements of the pigments have been
proposed (see below), although up to now no
agreement exists about the aggregation state and
minimum functional unit etc.). A unit
composed of containing 6 BChl a molecules
and three carotenoids explains most of the steady-
state and time-resolved spectroscopic properties of
LH2 (Kramer et al., 1984a; van Grondelle, 1985).
Zuber and coworkers (Zuber, 1985; Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992) have
proposed the cyclic structure based on
structural considerations. An electron microscopic
and image analysis study of LH2 from Rb. sphaeroides
isolated in the detergent lauryl dimethyl amine oxide
(LDAO) gave similar result (Boonstra et al., 1993).
Crystals of the B800–850 LH2 complex of Rp.
acidophila suggest a trimeric structure as the
basic unit (Hawthornthwaite et al., 1989), which are
in their turn arranged in a circle, in agreement with a
suggestion originally proposed by Scherz and co-
workers (Scherz and Rosenbach-Belkin, 1989, Sherz
et al., 1990; Braun and Sherz, 1991).

In vivo, light absorbed by LH2 is efficiently
transported to the RC probably via LH1, although a
mutant of Rb. sphaeroides lacking LH1 but containing
LH2 and RCs shows trapping kinetics closely similar
to those observed for the RC-LH1 species (Hess et
al., 1993a). For Rb. sphaeroides LH2 connects cores
of LH1/RC units, containing at most a few RCs
(Monger and Parson, 1977;Vos et al., 1986). Recently,
it was shown for Rp. acidophila that the LH2 antenna
interconnects individual LH1/RC units. In case of a
B800–820 connecting antenna, the LH1/RC units
were effectively isolated (even at room temperature),
while in case of a B800–850 antenna excitations
were able to migrate between different LH1/RC
units (Deinum et al., 1991).

III. Spectroscopy of the LH1 and LH2 Light-
Harvesting Antennae

A. In vivo Spectral Properties of LH1 and LH2

The major BChl (a or b) absorption in LH1 and LH2
is strongly red-shifted relative to the absorption of
BChl in organic solvents. In case of BChl a-containing
LH1, room temperature absorption maxima are
observed at about 870–880 nm, which shift even
further to the red upon lowering the temperature. For
some species, e.g. Ectothiorhodospira mobilis
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(Trüper, 1968; Leguijt et al., 1992) and Cm. tepidum
(Garcia et al., 1986), the long wavelength maximum
may be above 900 nm. For each species the precise
maximum depends somewhat on the particular
conditions; for instance the absence (or type) of
carotenoid in LH1 of Rb. sphaeroides may shift the
absorption maximum almost 10 nm to the blue
(Parkes-Loach et al., 1988; Olsen unpublished). For
the BChl b containing species the major absorption
at room temperature is around 980 nm, which
sharpens and shifts to about 1035 nm upon cooling
to 77 K (or 4 K).

Typically, the major LH2 absorption in purple
bacteria is between 820 and 860 nm with a second
peak around 800 nm. For instance, LH2 of Rb.
sphaeroides absorbs at about 800 and 850 nm; LH2
of Rp. acidophila 7050, grown under dim light
conditions absorbs maximally around 800 and 820 nm
(Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991; Brunisholz and Zuber,
1992; Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell, 1991). The
precise location of the peaks is also here sensitive to
the presence and type of carotenoid. Recently, Fowler
et al. (1992) succeeded in blue shifting the major
absorption transition of LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides by
site-directed mutation of the double tyrosine motif

Tyr45) in the The single
 and double

mutants absorbed around 838
and 826 nm, respectively. This mutation was inspired
by the PheLeu motive in the 800–820 complex of Rp.
acidophila and showed that this pair of residues is
indeed responsible for the spectral tuning, possibly
by the formation of an H-bridge between
residues and the c-2-acetyl group of one of the BChl
molecules (Fowler, unpublished).

Both LH1 and LH2 are believed to have a quite
similar organization of their pigments. Consequently,
their spectroscopic properties are also closely related.
In particular, the organization of the BChl a of LH2
absorbing at 820–860 nm is believed to be rather
similar to that of BChl a of LH1, with a dimer of
BChl a as basic structure. All BChl molecules in
LH1 and LH2 have their major transitions in the
plane of the membrane (Bolt and Sauer 1979, 1981;
Bolt et al., 1981; Breton et al., 1981; Kramer et al.,
1984a,b). Within this plane there is, however, no
preferential orientation. The belonging
to B870 in LH1 and B820–850 in LH2 absorb around
590 nm and are oriented perpendicular to the
membrane plane (or make at most a small angle with
the normal). In LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides the
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B800:B850 ratio is 1:2, but the B800 peak is markedly
sharper than the B850 peak and asymmetric in low
temperature absorption spectra (Clayton and Clayton,
1981; van Grondelle et al., 1982). The B800 pigment
is assumed to be ‘monomeric’ and is possibly not
liganded to histidine (Robert and Lutz, 1985), but
rather weakly attached to the LH2 structure (Clayton
and Clayton, 1982; Kramer at al, 1984a; Chadwick
et al., 1987). The B800 absorption shows a
predominant orientation in the plane (Breton et al.,
1981; Kramer et al., 1984a). Species with an increased
absorption around 800 nm (e.g., Rp.palustris) usually
exhibit complex CD, LD and polarized fluorescence
excitation spectra reflecting stronger interactions
between the B800 pigments (Hayashi et al., 1982a,b,c;
Leguijt et al., 1992; van Mourik et al., 1992c).

B. Site Inhomogeneous Broadening in LH1
and LH2

Previously, the low temperature (<100K) spectro-
scopic and excitation transfer properties of the purple
bacterial antenna have been described in terms of the
‘two-pool’ hypothesis, in which the LH1 spectrum
of Rb. sphaeroides was proposed to be composed of
a major form (B880) and a minor long-wavelength
form (B896) (Borisov et al., 1982; Kramer et al.,
1984b; Bergström et al., 1988a; Deinum et al., 1989;
Shimada et al., 1989; Hunter et al., 1990; Reddy et
al., 1992a). Fast excitation energy transfer was
proposed to take place from B880 to B896, leading
to strong depolarization of the fluorescence. Similarly,
for LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides the existence of a major
B850 and a minor B870 form has been forwarded
(van Dorssen et al., 1988; Reddy et al., 1992a).

Recently, however, low-temperature fluorescence
(van Mourik et al., 1992a; Visschers et al., 1993 ),
time-resolved fluorescence (Timpmann et al., 1991;
Pullerits et al., 1994) and absorption (van Mourik et
al., 1993) and spectral hole-burning experiments
(van der Laan et al., 1990; Reddy et al., 1991,
1992a,b) have demonstrated that the LH1 and LH2
absorption spectra are in fact inhomogeneously
broadened. Van Mourik et al. (1992a) applied narrow-
banded laser excitation on purified LH1 complexes
at 4 K and measured as a function of the excitation
wavelength the position of the LH1 emission
maximum and the fluorescence polarization. It
was observed that was unchanged at 904 nm for

nm. For shifted linearly
with to the red and the polarization increased
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from about 0.1 to close to maximal (0.5). Similar
results were also obtained with purified LH2
(Visschers et al., 1993). For LH1-RC complexes and
intact membranes of Rp. viridis the increase in
fluorescence polarization in the long-wavelength part
of the absorption spectrum (1050 nm) was also
detectable using narrow-banded laser excitation and
occurred only upon excitation in the very red edge
(Monshouwer et al., unpublished).

These results are not consistent with the two-pool
hypothesis but can be fully explained by assuming
inhomogeneous broadening as the dominant factor
in determining the shape of the LH1 and LH2
absorption spectra. Within the framework of this
concept, LH1 and LH2 may be regarded as small
clusters of weakly coupled BChl a dimers among
which fast excitation energy transfer takes place.
Each individual cluster is supposed to be a random
sample from the total inhomogeneously broadened
pigmentpool. For small clusters, with efficient energy
transfer leading to rapid thermalization of the excited
state, the effects of site-selection depend on the
cluster size only and, consequently, site-selective
excitation yields information about the number of
coupled BChl a molecules in a cluster. It was
demonstrated that this model explains the observed
emission polarization excitation spectrum unequivo-
cally (van Mourik et al., 1992a). The cluster-size
dependence of the inhomogeneously broadened LH1
antenna was confirmed by the correlation of the
value of the excitation wavelength at which the
fluorescence polarization started to increase with the
LH1 cluster size (van Dorssen et al., 1988; Visschers
et al., 1993).

Spectral holeburning experiments at 1.2 K have
recently been reported for LH1 and LH2 of Rb.
sphaeroides (Reddy et al., 1991, 1992a) and Rp.
acidophila (Reddy et al. 1992b). Excitation in the
middle or blue wing of the main LH1 (~875 nm) or
LH2 (~850 nm) absorption bands only resulted in
broad, featureless spectra, whereas excitation of the
red wings of these absorption bands resulted in
narrow holes implying a 5–10 ps lifetime.
Plotting burning efficiency as a function of laser
frequency mapped out a profile with a width of

peaking around 895 nm in LH1 and around 870
nm in LH2. The narrow (5–10 ps) hole was always
accompanied by a rather broad feature, with a width
of about close to half the bandwidth
of the original LH1/2 absorption band, and a strong
absorption increase (anti-hole) in the blue wing. In
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contrast to the ‘weak coupling of dimers’ model
mentioned above (van Mourik et al., 1992a), the
B850 results were interpreted in terms of a ‘strong
exciton coupling’ model in which all
pairs are organized in a cyclic unit cell and strongly
exciton coupled. Further (weaker) coupling was
proposed to occur between the interacting cells (note
that such a view has also been proposed for the
spectroscopic properties of the BChl a-containing
Fenna-Matthew-Olson (FMO) complex of green
sulphur bacteria (Johnson and Small, 1989, 1991)).
Within the context of this model, B896 and B870 are
the lowest exciton states of the LH1 and LH2 unit
cells and the profile reflects the inhomo-
geneous linewidth. In contrast to the FMO complex,
no further exciton level structure was observed on
the ground state and hole-burning spectrum. The
broad profile observed in the holeburning spectrum
was ascribed to a special form of homogeneous
broadening caused by the close spacing of the many
exciton levels, the lifetime broadening of each exciton
level due to fast inter-exciton level relaxation (~200
fs) and disorder (Johnson and Small, 1991; Reddy et
al., 1992a,c). Alternatively, the excitation profile of
the narrow hole could be related to the probability of
exciting a lowest energy state in a cluster. It is of
interest to note that the limiting wavelength for
observing the narrow hole in LH1 and LH2 coincides
with the onset wavelength of the fluorescence redshift
and polarization increase observed in fluorescence
site-selection experiments described above (van
Mourik et al., 1992a; Monshouwer et al., unpub-
lished). In that case the broad hole arises from a
broad phonon wing accompanying the zero-phonon
hole obtained at the burning wavelength (Pullerits et
al., 1994; Pullerits et al., unpublished).

Holeburning experiments on LH2 complexes from
various organisms have shown that the B800
absorption band is inhomogeneously broadened. The
holewidth in the red edge of the band yields a linewidth
that corresponds with the estimated time-constant

below), which is 2.4 ps (van der Laan
et al., 1990; Reddy et al., 1991, 1992a,b; van der
Laan et al., 1993) in LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides between
1.2 and 30K. If the burning wavelength is tuned to
the blue edge of the band the holes become
progressively broader, reaching a value of 250–300
GHz upon burning at 795 nm or lower (De Caro et
al., unpublished). In the case of blue excitation in
LH2 of Rp. acidophila a broad hole is obtained in the

red edge of the B800 band. All these features are
interpreted as resulting from subpicosecond downhill
energy transfer within the B800 band, consistent
with steady-state fluorescence polarization measure-
ments (Kramer et al., 1984a) and with more recent
time-resolved data (Visscher et al., 1993a, 1993b;
Hess et al., 1993b).

C. Stark Spectroscopy of LH1 and LH2

Stark spectroscopy of BChl a in films has yielded a
value for the difference (between excited and ground
state) dipole moment of (Gottfried
et al., 1991), in which f is the local field correction
factor. For BChl a in the FMO complex rather similar
values were obtained, suggesting that the BChl a
molecules in FMO behave as a set of non-interacting
pigments with respect to the electric field.

For LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides the B800 band has
while the B850 band shows an

unusually large D/f (Gottfried et al.,
1991). Stark spectra of both components have
anomalous lineshapes and the spectra do not match
the second derivative of the absorption spectrum (as
expected for a single transition with a single value
for The complex spectrum may (in part) be
explained by assuming that red-shifted species are
hidden under the LH2 absorption profile with
enhanced charge transfer character. The amplitude
of the B850 Stark spectrum shows that the BChl a
chromophores are strongly coupled, giving rise to
enhancement of for B850 is not affected
by the disappearance of B800 upon lithium dodecyl
sulfate (LDS) treatment. The B800 Stark effect is
consistent with the idea that B800 represents weakly
coupled BChl a, susceptible to perturbations in the
external environment. Surprisingly, LH2 shows an
unprecedented large decrease in fluorescence yield
in an applied electric field. It was suggested that the
proposed charge transfer character of (part of) the
B850 absorption is responsible.

For B875, the Stark absorption and emission
spectra are dominated by a strong first derivative
contribution (Gottfried et al., 1991). Fitting the Stark
absorption spectrum to a sum of derivative
components yielded D/f and in
addition a very large polarizability difference.
Although the Stark absorption spectrum does not
hint at special red states in the B875 profile, it is still
possible that the observed effects are due to overlap
of transitions within the LH1 absorption band, with

for excitation energy transfer (see
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different responses to the applied electric field. In
comparison with the special pair of the RC
D/f) (Lockhart and Boxer, 1988) the Stark effect is
‘weak’, which may indicate that for LH1 not all of
the redshift is due to an increase in electronic coupling,
but rather to ‘local’ effects (see next section).

D. Spectral Properties of the B820 LH1
Subunit and the Nature of the Redshift

The isolation of a subunit form, B820, of LH1 of Rs.
rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides (Loach et al., 1985;
Miller et al., 1987; Parkes-Loach et al., 1988; Gosh
et al., 1988; Chang et al., 1990; Heller and Loach,
1990; Meckenstock et al., 1992a; Jirsakova et al.,
1992; Visschers et al., 1992) has added significantly
to our understanding of the spectroscopy of LH1 in
relation to the aggregation state. From absorption,
CD and fluorescence polarization spectra it was
concluded that two excitonically interacting BChl a
molecules are responsible for the spectral properties
of B820. Recent triplet-minus-singlet spectroscopy,
singlet-triplet annihilation and fluorescence site-
selection studies (van Mourik et al., 1991; Visschers
et al., 1992, 1993a) have demonstrated that the B820
spectral properties are those of a BChl a dimer, with
little or no interaction between different dimers. The
dimer was proposed to have a head-to-tail arrange-
ment, putting most of the oscillator strength in the
red-shifted transition (Visschers et al., 1991). The
high-energy component could only be observed by a
small dip in the polarized excitation spectrum around
790 nm. The ‘monomer‘ transition is located at 808
nm, which indicates that in B820 more than 2/3 of
the redshift (from 777 nm) is non-excitonic. Within
the B820 dimer the monomer transition dipoles are
quasi-equivalent and they make a small angle of
about 20° to account for the observed CD (Visschers
et al., 1991; Koolhaas et al., unpublished). Low-
temperature site-selected fluorescence experiments
(Visschers et al., 1993 ) have shown that the B820
absorption band is inhomogeneously broadened and
in fact behaves like a ‘single state’ system, as expected
for a strongly coupled dimer. In addition, the major
B820 absorption band is narrower with a factor of
about than the estimated monomer transition,
which is consistent with the idea that each B820
dimer is composed of two BChl a monomers that are
randomly selected from the total inhomogeneous
distribution.

Recently, the time-resolved association of B820
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into B875 using stopped flow has strongly suggested
that only two B820 units are required to form B875
(van Mourik et al., 1992b). A spectroscopic
intermediate could not be detected and further
aggregation only marginally affected the spectrum.
The CD spectrum of the reassociated B873 is, apart
from the red-shift, not very different in shape and
intensity from that of B820, which suggests that the
interactions within the dimer have not been altered
much during the aggregation. These experiments
have been taken to imply that the nature of the red-
shift of BChl in LH1 (and probably also in LH2) is
largely non-excitonic. This is supported by low-
temperature triplet-minus-singlet spectra (van Mourik
et al., 1993), which appear to be red-shifted copies of
the B820 triplet-minus-singlet spectrum and do not
show the appearance of a strong monomer absorption
band far to the blue of the original LH1 absorption.

An earlier model that was proposed to explain the
in vivo LH1 and LH2 spectra was based on model
studies, which showed that artificially prepared dimers
of BPheo a have absorption and CD spectra that are
strongly reminiscent to those of LH1 and LH2 (Scherz
and Parson, 1984, 1986; Scherz and Rosenbach-
Belkin, 1989; Scherz et al., 1990). On the basis of
these results it has been suggested that the major
species of LH1 and LH2 consists of dimers of BChl
a in a configuration similar to that of the special pair
of the bacterial RC. The red-shift would be purely
excitonic. The strong CD of LH1 and in particular
LH2 was ascribed to much weaker interaction between
various dimers. However, also in the case of the
special pair of the RC, the origin of the redshift is
certainly not purely excitonic, since even the proposed
high energy exciton component (Breton, 1985) is
still very red-shifted relative to the absorption of
BChl a in organic solvents. Experiments by Picorel
and co-workers (Picorel et al., 1986; Gingras and
Picorel, 1990) provide further evidence that this
model is not correct. It was demonstrated that the
cross-section for inactivation of the
spectroscopic unit of LH1 corresponds with the size
of the pigment-protein complex. The
product of the inactivation has the size of a single
polypeptide plus one molecule of BChl a. Despite its
small size, the product formed by the radiation
inactivation of LHI still has a highly red-shifted
absorption spectrum.

Then what is the cause for the redshift observed in
LH1 and LH2 and how is it related to the redshift of
B820 upon formation of B873? In the B820 complex
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a molecule of the detergent octylglucoside may
occupy the position of the carotenoid (Visschers et
al, 1993 b). Consequently, the interaction between
the detergent molecule and BChl a may have some
effect on the BChl a absorption band. As discussed
earlier, Fowler et al. (Fowler et al., 1992) have shown
that in LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides the B850 absorption
band can be shifted more than 20 nm to the blue upon
mutation of a Tyr pair in the Resonance
Raman spectra have shown that the spectral shift
upon formation of B820 and in LH2 upon muta-
genesis of the Tyr pair in the are
accompanied by dramatic changes in the H-bonding
pattern of the BChl molecules (Visschers et al.,
1993b; Fowler et al., unpublished). Similar effects
have been observed in LH1 (Olsen, unpublished).
These observations are in line with the view that
non-excitonic factors, such as charge effects (Davis,
et al., 1981; Eccles and Honig, 1983), deviations in
planarity of the porphyrin ring system (Gudowska-
Nowak et al., 1991) or the change in dielectric constant
in close environment of the pigments (Altmann et
al., 1992) may largely determine the site-absorption
of the pigments. Similar ideas have been put forward
for the interpretation of the spectrum of the FMO-
complex (Gudowska-Nowak, et al. 1991; Pearlstein,
1992; Lu and Pearlstein, 1993).

IV. Energy Transfer in LH2-Less Purple
Bacteria

A. Rhodospirillum rubrum and Rhodobacter
sphaeroides (LH1-RC Only Mutants)

Villy Sundström and Rienk van Grondelle

room temperature was measured to be 50–70 ps with
both picosecond absorption (Nuijs et al., 1985, 1986;
Sundström et al., 1986) and fluorescence (Freiberg et
al., 1984, 1987; Borisov et al., 1985) techniques. In
‘closed’ centers (with oxidized primary electron
donor), the excited state lifetime lengthens to about
200 ps, showing that even in the state the reaction
center efficiently quenches the excitations in the
antenna. Picosecond absorption kinetics (Sundström
et al., 1986) also displayed an additional 20–50 ps
decay component, which at that time was ascribed to
the equilibration of excitation density among different
spectral forms in the LH1 antenna, but also may have
included singlet-triplet annihilation (Freiberg et al.,
1990; Valkunas et al. 1991; Timpmann et al., 1993).

1. Trapping and Detrapping of the Excitation
Energy

From the functional dependence on distance,
orientation and spectral parameters of energy transfer
it can be expected that the rate and efficiency of
trapping and detrapping (escape) of excitation energy
by the reaction center is a sensitive probe of pigment
organization and relative excited state energies of
antenna and special pair. Earlier models based on
homogeneous lattices have suggested a fast transfer
rate from neighbouring LH1 to P and a high escape
probability for an excitation arriving on P, as a
consequence of the near degeneracy of P and LH 1
and of the assumed fast transfer rate from neighboring
LH1 to P (Duysens, 1979; Bakker et al., 1983;
Borisov et al., 1985). On the other hand, early
measurements of fluorescence excitation spectra of
purple bacteria in which the reaction center absorption
was well separated from the major LH1 band indicated
a relatively low probability of observing the LH1
fluorescence through excitation of the reaction center,
also at room temperature (Olson and Clayton, 1986;
Wang and Clayton, 1971). These results were recently
confirmed and extended at low temperature (Otte et
al., 1993) where the escape probability was found to
be <5% in all cases.

Selective picosecond excitation and probing in the
red wing of the LH1 absorption band has shown that
in the temperature range 100–200 K. energy is
transferred to the RC with a time-constant of 35–40
ps (Bergström et al., 1989; Visscher et al., 1989),
which was considered to reflect excitation transfer
from (one of) the nearest neighbor(s) of the RC to P.
At room temperature, a slightly shorter time constant

Rs. rubrum and RC-LH1-only mutants of Rb.
sphaeroides may be regarded as photosynthetic
systems in which excitation energy transfer and
trapping occur in a ‘homogenous’ core antenna. The
original results of Vredenberg and Duysens (1963)
have shown that at room temperature such systems
should be viewed as ‘lakes’ in which many reaction
centers are connected through very efficient excitation
energy transfer. These ideas were further substantiated
by singlet-singlet and singlet-triplet annihilation
experiments (Monger and Parson, 1977; Paillotin et
al., 1979; Bakker et al., 1983; van Grondelle et al.,
1983; Vos et al. 1986).

The actual time required to trap an excitation by
photochemically active (‘open’) reaction centers at



centers in the state was 40 ± 5%. With this
measured yield, the antenna excited state lifetime of
60 ps, and the charge separation time of 3 ps, a
simple kinetic model simulation showed that trapping
(i.e. energy transfer from antenna to the reaction
center) occurs with a time constant of 35–40 ps, and
that detrapping occurs with a characteristic time
constant of 7.5 ± 1.5 ps. Assuming a six-fold antenna
coordination of the reaction center, these overall
time constants correspond to pairwise trapping and
detrapping time constants of approx. 35 and 45 ps,
respectively (Timpmann et al., 1993). For a
monocoordinate reaction center, as has been
suggested on the basis of shape and symmetry of the
reaction center (Pearlstein, 1992a), the pairwise rates
would be a factor of six faster than this.

That energy transfer from the antenna to the
reaction center is a slow rate limiting step in the
exciton dynamics was recently also shown in
experiments by Beekman et al. (1994) who studied
the rate of excitation trapping in RC-LH1-only
mutants of Rb. sphaeroides in which the Tyr M210
residue in the RC was mutated into Phe, Leu or His.
The first two of these mutations induced a reduction
of the rate of charge separation in the isolated reaction
center by a factor of 3–5, probably by raising the
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energy level of relative to that of P*. However,
the trapping time increased only by about 15% in
membranes of these mutants, while on the other
hand a phase in the decay of the LH1 excited state
reflecting the electron transfer from to Q increased
in amplitude. Consequently, we suggest that the
excitation transfer from a neighbouring LH1 to P and
not the rate of charge separation dominates the
trapping time. This would make the trapping in LH1 -
RC cores of photosynthetic purple bacteria ‘diffusion
limited’, although the rate of excitation diffusion in
LH1 itself is exceptionally high.

A comparison of the trapping time obtained from
the measurements of Timpmann et al. (1993) with
that predicted from a homogeneous random-walk
model (Pearlstein, 1982) suggested that the LH1
antenna in the energy migration process behaves as
if it were organized in clusters of BChl a molecules.
The number of BChl molecules in each cluster was
concluded to be at least two and could be as large as
four, which would correspond to to

as a minimum unit in this respect.
Considering the difficulties associated with calcu-
lations of spectral overlap integrals and combining
all available results on this matter (see above), it
seems likely that constitutes the minimum
pigment-protein unit of the LH1 antenna.

The detrapping yield in Rp. viridis was also
obtained, by measuring the time resolved antenna
fluorescence with selective reaction center excitation
and comparing the amplitude of fluorescence decay
to the corresponding decay with direct antenna
excitation (Timpmann et al., 1995). From the observed
detrapping yield of 20 ± 5% at room temperature
with photochemically active reaction centers (PI), it
was concluded that trapping and detrapping dynamics
in Rp. viridis is quite similar to that in the BChl a-
containing purple bacteria.

Spectrally redshifted minor LH pigments have
often been suggested to play a role in the trapping
process, as specialized pigments concentrating the
energy to the vicinity of the reaction center and
making an optimized contact/entry between the
reaction center and the antenna (Deinum et al., 1989;
Bergström et al., 1988; Hunter at al, 1990). The need
for such specialized contact pigments was examined
by studying the trapping dynamics in a mutant of Rb.
sphaeroides containing reaction centers and LH2 as
the sole LH pigment, i.e. lacking the LH1 core
antenna (Hess et al. 1993a). The fact that the overall
trapping time at room temperature was identical
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was estimated. The weak temperature dependence
suggests that LH1 is nearly resonant with P; the
localization of the excitation energy on P, however,
may be slightly more favorable at lower temperatures
due to the spectral inhomogeneity of the LH1 antenna
(see below). Thus, the excitations may be spread
more homogeneously over all pigments at higher
temperatures. From the measured rate constant a
distance of about 3 nm between the nearest neighbor
and P was calculated, in reasonable agreement with
the distance estimated on the basis of the dimensions
of the RC. Similar results were obtained by Timpmann
et al. (1991) from a picosecond fluorescence
measurement at 77 K. These results on trapping/
detrapping by the reaction center were further
substantiated by measuring the amplitude of antenna
bleaching or antenna fluorescence decay components
in a time resolved experiment with selective reaction
center excitation, and comparing it with the
corresponding amplitudes with direct antenna
excitation (Timpmann et al., 1993). It was concluded
that with photochemically active reaction centers in
the state PIQ, excitation energy is transferred back to
the antenna with a yield of 25 ± 5% at room
temperature. The corresponding figure for reaction
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within experimental error to the trapping time in Rb.
sphaeroides WT, and only approx. two times longer
at 77 K, suggested that the energy transfer from the
antenna to the special pair primarily is controlled by
the spectral overlap between the participating
pigments, and that specialized antenna-RC contact
pigments only play a minor role in the trapping
process.

It has already been mentioned that the oxidized
primary donor is an efficient quencher of excitation
energy from the antenna; in most purple bacterial
species an antenna exciton lifetime approximately
four times the lifetime with active reaction centers,
i.e. 200–250 ps, is observed at both room temperature
and 77K (Sundström et al. 1986;Borisov et al. 1985;
van Grondelle et al. 1987), but the mechanism of this
efficient quenching is poorly understood. By
measuring the quenching rate in a mutant of Rb.
sphaeroides containing LH2 as the only antenna
pigment, it was shown that this quenching is a factor
of 1.5–2 less efficient for excitation energy delivered
by LH2 as compared to LH1 (Hess et al. 1993a). It
was suggested that the spectral overlap between
antenna fluorescence and the broad absorption in
the near-infrared region (~900–1300 nm) constitutes
the basis for a relative efficient Förster energy transfer
from the antenna to The fact that the primary
donor is preoxidized and cannot transfer electrons
implies that the excitation energy is dissipated as
heat in a radiationless process, or emitted as infrared
fluorescence (>1300 nm) which will be difficult to
detect with the detectors conventionally used.

2. Spectral Inhomogeneity of LH1

Early low temperature fluorescence measurements
have indicated that below 100K the fluorescence
yield of (open or closed) Rs. rubrum starts to rise
dramatically (Rijgersberg et al. 1980) and that the
fluorescence polarization of LH1 and LH1-RC cores
of all purple bacteria shows a marked dependence on
the excitation wavelength (Bolt et al., 1981; Kramer
et al., 1984b), suggesting that below 100K the LH1
antenna behaves like a spectrally inhomogeneous
system. Low temperature (77 K) picosecond
absorption (van Grondelle et al., 1987), fluorescence
(Freiberg et al., 1987; Freiberg et al., 1988a, 1988b;
Timpmann et al., 1991) and absorption anisotropy
(van Grondelle et al., 1987; Bergström et al., 1988a;
Hunter et al., 1990) kinetics can also be given the

same interpretation. Early fluorescence and absorp-
tion decays indicated the presence of a 10–20 ps
component on the high energy side of the absorption/
emission spectrum that precedes trapping. Hence,
LH1 is spectrally heterogeneous and consists of at
least two, but possibly many spectral forms, as was
discussed in section III.B. In all models fast
energy transfer occurs from the major BChl a pool to
the low-energy fraction.

At ultralow temperatures (4 K), the trapping
efficiency for excitations by P drops to about 60% of
its value at >100 K (Rijgersberg et al., 1980).
Picosecond absorption measurements indicated an
increase in the trapping time upon far-red excitation
(Visscher et al., 1989). 4 K annihilation experiments
showed that the major part of the fluorescence
quenching occurred in the red wing of the emission
spectrum (Deinum et al., 1989). Time-resolved
fluorescence measurements at 4 K (Timpmann et al.,
1991) on Rs. rubrum membranes, in which the
primary donor was accumulated in the triplet state,
revealed at least 10–20 ps components in the blue
part of the emission spectrum, 100–200 ps
components in the center and very slow components
(1 ns) in the red-edge. All these results can well be
explained by the ‘inhomogeneous broadening’ model
described in III.B (Pullerits and Freiberg, 1991, 1992;
Valkunas et al., 1992; van Mourik et al., 1993;
Pullerits et al., 1994).

In contrast to the relatively slow transfer between
P and its nearest neighbors (~30–40 ps at room
temperature) and the slow equilibration phenomena
observed at 77 K and 4 K, there are strong indications
that the transfer among identical LH1 dimers (or
tetramers) is much faster. From singlet-singlet
annihilation measurements, the residence time of an
excitation on a B880 molecule was estimated to be
less than 1 ps (Bakker et al., 1983; Vos et al., 1986)
and a recent detailed analysis of the annihilation
experiment suggested a of 0.65 ps (Valkunas et
al., 1989). Time-resolved absorption anisotropy
measurements of Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides
showed that at room temperature during the first few
picoseconds after excitation the polarization of the
excited state is largely lost, independent of the
excitation and probing wavelengths (Sundström et
al., 1986; Bergström et al., 1988a; Hunter et al.,
1990). It is very probable that this initial depolar-
ization occurs as a result of ultrafast (sub-ps) energy
transfer among spectrally similar BChl a dimers
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(assuming that the dimer is the basic spectroscopic
structure of LH1—see above). The ‘initial’ value of
the anisotropy of 0.1 is in agreement with earlier
polarized spectroscopy results and consistent with
models proposed for LH1 (Breton et al., 1981; Kramer
et al., 1984b; Hunter et al., 1989). Some further
depolarization took place on a slower time-scale
(10–30 ps), possibly reflecting the diffusion of the
excitation through the LH1 -domain. Also at 77 K the
initial absorption anisotropy was about 0.1 in the
main LH1 absorption band and its blue wing. Only
upon excitation and probing in the low-energy wing

highly polarized decays were observed
(van Grondelle et al., 1987;

Bergström et al., 1988a). This agrees with earlier
fluorescence polarization measurements (Kramer et
al., 1984b) and supports the idea that a minor fraction
of the pigments in the low-energy wing of the LH1
absorption band acts as the final energy acceptor in
LH1. Finally, the transient absorption measurements
after picosecond excitation exhibit a strong bleaching
at the red side of the LH1 absorption band and strong
excited state absorption in the blue wing. Around the
isobestic point fast additional absorption changes
have been observed (van Grondelle et al., 1987;
Bergström et al., 1988a, 1988b; Pullerits et al., 1994)
which, due to the duration of the excitation pulse
could not be time-resolved, but indicated an
equilibration process within LH1 on a timescale of at
most a few picoseconds.

Recently, Pullerits and Freiberg (1992) modeled
energy transfer and trapping by a master equation
approach, on the basis of inhomogeneously broadened
LH1 and RC spectra. A hexameric arrangement of
six units around the RC analogous to the
electron micrographs of Rp. viridis was taken as the
structural basis of this model. The spectral properties
of each unit were chosen randomly from the total
inhomogeneously broadened pool and only three
fitting parameters remained: the interunit hopping
time, the hopping time to the RC and the homo-
geneous linewidth. At 77 K, a satisfactory fit was
obtained with a single hopping time of 60 ps (implying
a mean residence time of 12 ps) and a hopping time
to the RC of 70 ps; extrapolating these results to
room temperature yielded a perfect fit of the
fluorescence data. At 4 K the fit was only qualitatively
correct, in part due to the uncertainty about the
homogeneous absorption and emission spectra at 4
K. The width of the inhomogeneous distribution

function (20 nm) was estimated to be about half of
the bandwidth (40 nm).

The extrapolated hopping time of 60 ps between
tetrameric clusters of BChl a, however, seemed too
slow to be consistent with the annihilation and
absorption anisotropy experiments. It was argued
(van Mourik et al., 1993) that due to the use of
periodic boundary conditions the simulation of
Pullerits and Freiberg missed a phase in the relaxation
due to energy transfer between different LH1-RC
cores. Consequently, Pullerits and Freiberg had to
attribute the observed 10–20 ps decay to an intra-
LH1-RC core energy transfer process, which resulted
in the slow hopping time. More recent accurate
picosecond transient absorption and fluorescence
measurements at 77 K (Pullerits et al., 1994), exciting
LH1 in the blue wing and detecting the antenna
transient absorption or fluorescence signals at various
wavelengths over the absorption/fluorescence
spectrum, showed that the decay of antenna excited
states in the blue wing of the spectrum actually
occurs with a 3–5 ps time constant and is coupled to
an equally fast rise time of antenna bleaching/
fluorescence in the red part of the spectrum. A master
equation kinetic simulation of these experimental
data, applying periodic boundary conditions to a unit
containing several LH1-RC cores, resulted in a
satisfactory fit of the 77 K picosecond absorption
and fluorescence data using a hopping time of 2–3 ps
(Pullerits et al., 1994). Although still larger than the
hopping time extrapolated from annihilation
experiments, the relative values are sufficiently close
to make us confident about the correctness of the
basic concepts. In this respect, a reevaluation of the
annihilation experiment using a spectrally and
spatially inhomogeneous antenna would be appro-
priate.

Very recent measurements using sub-100 fs pulses
revealed that this picture is essentially correct, but
that the fastest energy transfer processes occur on the
few hundred femtosecond timescale (Chachisvilis et
al., 1994). Even faster processes (<100 fs) may also
be present, representing relaxation between exciton
states in a strongly coupled pigment (Pullerits et al.,
1994b). In experiments with very short pulses (40 fs)
an interesting longlived oscillatory decay of the
antenna excited state population was observed
(Chachisvilis et al., 1994) and related to vibrational
coherence in the BChl a pigment molecules. In the
future it will be interesting to investigate the nature
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of this coherence and its role in the energy transfer
processes.

B. Rhodopseudomonas viridis

Until quite recently there was an almost complete
lack of knowledge about the energy transfer dynamics
in the LH1 antenna of Rp. viridis. The main reason
for this was the absence of a suitable picosecond
laser source in the wavelength range of BChl b
absorption (960–1030 nm). At present, however,
modelocked dye lasers and solid state lasers have
become available that operate in the desired part of
the spectrum and consequently, many new results on
Rp. viridis may be expected in the near future. Using
the picosecond photo-induced electric gradient
technique, Trissl and coworkers (Deprez et al., 1986;
Trissl et al., 1990) reported a trapping time of 40 ps
in Rp. viridis whole cells with active reaction centers.
Bittersmann et al. (1990) employed low-intensity
excitation pulses and time-resolved fluorescence
detection and reported a 80 ps fluorescence decay
time. This difference in lifetimes may at least partially
be ascribed to the fact that the electric measurements
by Trissl et al. were performed with high intensity
pulses due to which the excited state lifetime could
have been shortened by singlet-singlet annihilation.
Picosecond absorption measurements using low-
intensity, tunable infrared (960–1020 nm) pulses
provided more detailed results about the Rp. viridis
excitation transfer dynamics (Zhang et al., 1992a). It
was shown that the room temperature excited state
lifetime is 60 ps in open centers, 90 ps in centers with
reduced secondary acceptor and 150 ps in
centers with oxidized primary electron donor.
Measurement of the time-resolved absorption
anisotropy and isotropic absorption kinetics at several
wavelengths at 77 K did not reveal any multi-
exponential decay at the blue edge of the LH1
absorption spectrum (as was observed for BChl a-
containing purple bacteria). The observation of a
low, on a picosecond timescale constant polarization,

is consistent with rapid
(sub)picosecond energy transfer between differently
oriented BChl b antenna molecules, and agrees with
earlier steady-state measurements (Breton et al.,
1985). Motivated by the observed single exponential
antenna excited state decay and fast depolarization,
the energy transfer and trapping in Rp. viridis was
modeled by a homogeneous random-walk model
(Pearlstein, 1982). Good agreement between
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experiment and prediction was obtained provided
the bleaching spectrum measured in Rp.
viridis membranes (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1992)
was used to obtain the absorption spectrum of P in
calculating the Förster spectral overlap integrals for
energy transfer to/from P (Zhang et al., 1992a). It is
known that the absorption spectrum of isolated
reaction centers is blueshifted by about 20 nm at
room temperature (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1992),
which severely influences the overlap ratio for
trapping and detrapping. However, the use of the
bleaching spectrum is not completely free from
problems since it may contain some contributions
from a BChl b bandshift (see below). From this
analysis (Zhang et al., 1992a) it was also concluded
that energy transfer from antenna to the special pair
(and escape from the reaction center) in Rp. viridis is
fast, approx. 6 ps, based on the assumption that the
antenna is organized as monomeric BChl b molecules
and the reaction center has a six-fold coordination;
with a mono-coordinate reaction center the trapping
time would have to be approx. 1 ps in order to fit the
experimental results. For the BChl a-containing
purple bacteria it was mentioned above that the
antenna most likely is organized in small clusters of

holding 2–4 BChl molecules. If this
also is the case for Rp. viridis, which is reasonable to
believe, trapping and detrapping dynamics would in
fact be very similar to that of the BChl a-containing
purple bacteria, with relatively slow (25–30 ps) energy
transfer from the antenna to the reaction center and
very fast energy equilibration within the antenna.

A study of the efficiency of charge separation in
Rp. viridis LH1-RC complexes as a function of
temperature showed, (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1992)
surprisingly, that the quantum yield of charge
separation was independent of the excitation
wavelength at 300 K and at 6 K, but the absolute
efficiency, as measured by the amount of formed
upon flash excitation, dropped to 55% upon cooling
to 6 K. The fluorescence excitation spectrum showed
no contribution from direct RC excitation in the
wavelength range 780–860 nm. The effective rate of
transfer from neighbouring pigments to the special
pair was estimated to be at 6 K.
Kleinherenbrink et al. (1992) suggested that this rate
can only be compatible with the Förster theory for
electronic energy transfer if the long-wavelength
absorption bands are homogeneously broadened.
However, low-temperature polarized fluorescence
experiments on isolated LH1-RC complexes and
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membranes (Monshouwer et al., unpublished)
revealed highly polarized emission only upon
excitation (with a narrow-banded laser) in the very
red wing of the absorption spectrum, suggesting a
similar behavior as the LH1 absorption bands of
BChl a-containing purple bacteria (Kramer et al.,
1984b; van Mourik et al., 1992a). Inhomogeneous
broadening of the main absorption bands remained
so far undetected and will further complicate the
problem of excitation trapping at low temperatures.
In membranes, the polarization effect is limited to
the very red tail of the absorption band and therefore
is probably difficult to detect with broad-band
excitation (Deinum, 1991). Since time-resolved
absorption (Zhang et al., 1992a) and fluorescence
experiments at 23 K (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1993)
only yielded a single decay time, the time for
excitation energy transfer to these lowest states must
be faster than a few picoseconds.

In general, we believe that the observed trapping
kinetics and temperature dependence of the quantum
yield for charge separation are not compatible with
the proposed large energy difference between  and

(Trissl et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1992a;
Kleinherenbrink et al., 1993). The calculation of this
energy difference and of the relevant overlap integrals
using the difference spectrum is possibly not
correct. The difference spectrum measured in Rp.
viridis membranes contains an unknown contribution
of a BChl b bandshift, which may have caused an
apparent blue shift to 1010 nm relative to the main
absorption band (max at 1040 nm at 6 K). Also, the
use of the spectrum of the isolated RC is not correct
because that certainly is blue-shifted in position. The
fact that trapping still has an efficiency of 55% at 6 K
suggests that on the average  and  are about
equal in energy (apart from the entropic contribution).
If both P and LH1 are inhomogeneously broadened,
the number 55% may simply reflect the fraction of
LH1-RC cores in which  is the lowest energy state.

Excitation annihilation experiments (Deprez et
al., 1986; Deinum et al., 1992a) have indicated
significant competition between trapping by reaction
centers and annihilation. The general theory for
trapping, loss and annihilation (Den Hollander et al.,
1983; van Grondelle, 1985) describes these results
correctly if the finite duration of the laser pulse is
accounted for (Deinum et al., 1991). At room
temperature, the domains for annihilation are large
(>15 RC-LH1 cores). At ultralow temperature, the
annihilation becomes less efficient (which could be
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due to inhomogeneity), but still sizable annihilation
domains are estimated. This is consistent
with the observation that the increase in fluorescence
polarization occurs only in the very red edge of the
absorption spectrum. Three effects may contribute
to the relatively efficient energy transfer and
annihilation at 4 K in Rp. viridis: (i) the LH1-RC
structure is highly organized and probably well
connected, (ii) the width of the inhomogeneous
distribution function is probably relatively small in
the case of Rp. viridis (Monshouwer et al.,
unpublished) mitigating the effects due to lowering
the temperature, and (iii), the Stokes shift of Rp.
viridis is probably quite small, resulting in a high
average transfer rate. Since in the excited state decay
no 10–20 ps component is observed reflecting energy
transfer within the inhomogeneous band (Zhang et
al., 1992a; Kleinherenbrink et al., 1993) we have to
conclude that this energy transfer process occurs at a
rate of less than a few ps, even at 4 K.

V. Energy Transfer in LH2-Containing
Purple Bacteria

A. Energy Transfer Pathways and Trapping in
Rhodobacter sphaeroides

Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides is the best studied
LH2 containing purple bacterial species. At room
temperature and with open centers, picosecond
absorption (Sundström et al., 1986) and fluorescence
(Freiberg et al., 1988; Freiberg et al., 1989; Shimada
et al., 1989) techniques monitoring the kinetics within
the B850 or B875 absorption/emission bands,
generally revealed a non-exponential decay with
lifetime components of 20–40 and 70–100 ps. In
fluorescence studies, a faster (< 10 ps) energy transfer
component was dominant while a minor 40 ps phase
corresponded to the decay observed in the single-
color transient absorption measurements. The bi- (or
multi-) exponentiality of the decay is a consequence
of the complex antenna structure of this bacterium,
and reflects the equilibration of energy between LH1
and LH2. Using a simple two-step equilibrium model
involving LH2, LH1 and the RC it was shown
(Sundström et al., 1986) that the measured trapping
time of about 100 ps corresponds to an actual trapping
time of 60 ps for the LH1-RC core, i.e., the same
value as observed for Rs. rubrum (Sundström et al.,
1986) and LH1-RC only mutants of Rb. sphaeroides
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(Hunter et al., 1990). The very fast energy transfer
step from B800 to B850 in LH2 is discussed in
section VI.B.

In centers with oxidized primary electron donor
charge separation cannot occur and the excitation

lifetime increases to 200–250 ps (Sundström et al.,
1986; Freiberg et al., 1988; Freiberg et al., 1989;
Shimada et al., 1989) similar to what was observed
for Rs. rubrum. This shows again that the closed RC
quenches antenna excitations rather efficiently. The

equilibration appeared not to be affected
by the RC redox state. Time-resolved absorption
anisotropy experiments revealed a low ‘initial’
anisotropy of the major LH2 (850 nm)
absorption band. Such a behavior was also observed
for the main LH1 absorption band of Rs. rubrum and
is consistent with (sub-)picosecond energy transfer
between neighbouring BChl molecules in LH1 and
LH2 (Sundström et al., 1986; van Grondelle et al.,
1987).

Measurements of energy transfer kinetics at low
temperature (77 K) with improved spectral resolution
permitted a much better resolution of the individual
energy transfer steps (narrower spectral bands) and
effectively unidirectional energy transfer. Recently,
two-color pump-probe experiments were reported
for Rb. sphaeroides at 77 K, in which the probing
wavelength was varied over the 790–910 nm
wavelength range (Zhang et al., 1992b). Excitation
and detection in the B800 band showed that the
approximate lifetime of the B800* excited state was
between 1–2 ps at 77 K. The absorption changes in
the B800 band were moderately polarized

Exciting the high-energy pigments (B800)
and probing the arrival of the excitations on the low-
energy pigments through the rise-time of the 910 nm
ground state bleaching/stimulated emission revealed
a major time-constant of about 10–12 ps, while the
remaining part had a considerably slower rise of
about 30–40 ps. Selective excitation of B850 in the
wavelength range 830–860 nm and probing the arrival
of excitations at 885 nm (in the middle of the LH1
band) or at 910 nm (at the edge of LH1 spectrum)
showed that this biphasic risetime is the result of the
spectral heterogeneity of B850, because excitation
in the blue wing of the B850 spectrum resulted in a
slower energy transfer to LH1. This wavelength
dependent energy transfer can be represented by two
spectral components with two different transfer times
of 10 and 30–40 ps, respectively (Zhang et al., 1992b).
However, it does not necessarily imply that there
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exist two different forms of B850. The more likely
explanation is that excitation in the blue wing of
B850 results in more and possibly slower transfer
steps than excitation of the main peak. Time-resolved
fluorescence measurements have been interpreted in
a similar way (Freiberg et al., 1988; Freiberg et al.,
1989; Shimada et al., 1989) and Freiberg et al.
(1989) proposed a model with two parallel pools of
LH2, i.e. an inhomogeneity of both B800 and B850.

The 40 ps time-constant mentioned above,
characterizing the B850 heterogeneity, was also
observed in earlier single-wavelength pump-probe
experiments (Sundström et al., 1986; van Grondelle
et al., 1987) and on the basis of these experiments a
sequential model was proposed, involving a single
30–40 ps step from LH2 to LH1. However, with the
more detailed information from the two-color
experiments (Zhang et al., 1992b) it is now clear that
this relatively slow step involves only a minor part of
the excitations and that the major part of the

transfer is fast (< 5 ps). An accurate analysis of
the absorption kinetics of Rb. sphaeroides (van
Grondelle et al., 1987) and studies of the polarized
spectroscopic (van Dorssen et al., 1988) and time-
resolved absorption properties (Hunter et al., 1990)
of an LH2-only mutant of Rb. sphaeroides suggested
that at 77 K there is a pool of red pigments in LH2
(called B870) involved in the coupling of LH2 and
LH1. It is highly likely that this ‘B870’ fraction
originates from the inhomogeneous distribution of
B850. Most time-resolved measurements available
for Rb. sphaeroides thus show that energy equilibra-
tion over the entire antenna is fast at both
room temperature and 77 K. In combination with
results from measurements of the trapping rate in the
temperature interval 100–200 K, and results from
measurements of detrapping yield and rate (Timp-
mann et al., 1993) in Rs. rubrum (see IV.A.1) this
shows that energy transfer from the antenna to the
reaction center is the rate limiting step in the overall
energy migration and trapping process.

B. Energy Equilibration and Trapping in Other
LH2-Containing Species

We will briefly summarize the results obtained with
other LH2 containing purple bacteria. Cm. minutis-
simum, which has a pigment system very similar to
that of Rb. sphaeroides, was studied with time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy (Freiberg et al.,
1988; Freiberg et al., 1989) and the results were very
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similar to those obtained with Rb. sphaeroides on all
essential points. Membranes of low-light Rp.
palustris, in which the B800 band shows a pronounced
exciton structure (possibly due to a tight packing of
several B800 pigment molecules - see below) show
ultrafast relaxation within the 800 nm exciton band,
followed by excitation transfer via B850 to LH1 in at
most a few ps (van Mourik et al. 1992c). The
bacterium Erythrobacter sp. strain Och 114 having
the unusual pigmentation B806–870, where B870
serves as LH1 and B806 as LH2, was investigated
with time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
(Shimada et al., 1990; Shimada et al. 1992). Despite
the large energy difference between the two antenna
species, energy was found to be transferred from
B806 to B870 within the time resolution of the
experiment (about 6 ps) at room temperature
(Shimada et al., 1990), but significantly slower at 77
K (Shimada et al., 1992). A low-energy pigment
component of LH1 (B888), contributing approx-
imately 3 BChl/RC was also observed, with properties
closely related to those reported for the low-energy
components of Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides. The
observed risetime of the B888 fluorescence of 9 ps
agrees well with the observed rise-time of red-edge
excitation in Rb. sphaeroides (Zhang et al., 1992b).
A slower decay component in the B806 fluorescence,
which was not observed as a corresponding risetime
in the B888 fluorescence, suggested a heterogeneous
decay pattern of B806, somewhat reminiscent of the
situation for LH2 in Rb. sphaeroides. Low temper-
ature experiments suggested that also in the B806
band energy transfer to low energy pigments precedes
transfer to B870 (Shimada et al., 1992).

From a comparison of a five-component global
analysis fit and a so-called global target analysis
kinetic simulation to time-resolved fluorescence
kinetic data of Rb. capsulatus membranes at room
temperature, Holzwarth et al. (1993) arrived at
conclusions that on several important points are in
conflict with those described above for the very
similar bacterium Rb. sphaeroides. Thus, it was
concluded that, i. the overall antenna exciton
dynamics is limited by the rate of charge separation
(i.e. trap limited dynamics), and that the excited
states of the LH1 core antenna and the special pair
electron donor of the reaction center are equilibrated
within less than 3 ps; and ii. energy
transfer at room temperature occurs with a time
constant of 9 ps. Both of these conclusions are
difficult to reconcile with most of the available data
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for Rb. sphaeroides and similar bacteria. Thus, from
direct measurements of trapping (Bergström et al.,
1989; Visscher et al., 1989) and detrapping (in Rs.
rubrum (Timpmann et al., 1993)) the energy transfer
from the antenna to the special pair was shown to be
slow, 35–40 ps, both at room temperature and lower
temperature (100–200 K). Further, the suggestion of

 equilibration time of the excitation energy
over the LH1-special pair pigments is expected to
lead to an approximately 1/N population probability
of the special pair (N = number of LH1 antenna
molecules per reaction center). Following selective
excitation of P this would consequently lead to a
much higher detrapping yield than the 25%
experimentally found for Rs. rubrum at room
temperature (Timpmann et al., 1993) (see also IV.A.1).
This comparison relies on the reasonable assumption
that Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum are similar in
this respect. The energy transfer time
constant (9 ps) deduced from the analysis of the
fluorescence data is considerably longer than what
has been concluded for Rb. sphaeroides from transient
absorption (van Grondelle et al., 1987; Zhang et al.,
1992b) and time resolved fluorescence measurements
at 77 K (Freiberg et al., 1988, 1989; Shimada et al.,
1989), pointing to a transfer time of
ps; at room temperature the transfer is most likely
faster than this.

VI. Energy Transfer in Isolated Light-
Harvesting Complexes and Mutants

A. LH1

If detergent-purified LH1 is analyzed on an LDS-
polyacrylamide gel, a discrete set of complexes
is observed with (Westerhuis et al., 1987;
Hunter et al., 1988). All complexes absorb around
870 nm and the absorption maxima shift slightly
further to the red with increasing n (Westerhuis et al.,
1987, 1992). Excitation annihilation (van Grondelle
et al., 1983) and polarized fluorescence (Westerhuis
et al., 1987, 1992) experiments have shown that the
various BChl molecules in these LH1 complexes are
well coupled. For the LH1-only mutant of Rb.
sphaeroides M2192, annihilation experiments
indicated large domains at room temperature

(Vos et al., 1988).
The excited state decay of LH1 is slow, even at

room temperature, and takes about 650 ps for the
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detergent-isolated form (Sebban et al., 1985;
Bergström et al., 1988a; Freiberg and Timpmann,
1992) and 450 ps for the LH1-only mutant M2192
(Hunter et al., 1990), which is consistent with what is
expected for a spectrally ‘homogeneous’ pigment
decoupled from any energy acceptors. At 77 K,
excitation of LH1 of Rb. sphaeroides in the major
absorption peak resulted in a biphasic decay with a
fast ~20 ps phase dominant in the blue edge of the
spectrum followed by a slow decay of the excited
state with maximum amplitude in the red wing of the
spectrum (900 ps in the detergent isolated LH1
complex, 400 ps in M2192 mutant of Rb. sphaer-
oides). Time-resolved absorption anisotropy of
detergent isolated LH1 (Bergström et al., 1988a) and
the LH1-only mutant M2192 (Hunter et al., 1990)
showed that (sub)picosecond depolarization occurs,
probably as a result of very fast energy
transfer within a minimum unit of LH1. More recent
and more accurate transient absorption measurements
of Rs. rubrum chromatophores at 77 K with blue
wing excitation at 870 nm and probing in the range
885–905 nm showed that the decay of bleaching in
the blue part of the spectrum occurs with a lifetime of
approx. 3–5 ps and is correlated with an equally fast
risetime of bleaching/stimulated emission on the red
side of the spectrum (Pullerits et al., 1994), see
section IV.A.2. Time- and spectrally resolved
fluorescence experiments of detergent-isolated LH1
of Rs. rubrum were performed at low temperatures
down to 4 K (Freiberg and Timpmann, 1992). The
observed kinetics depended strongly on the excitation
wavelength; the shortest decay times of 10–20 ps
were observed on the blue side of the emission
spectrum, whereas above 940 nm the emission was
essentially monoexponential with a decay time of
940 ps at 4 K. In all cases the kinetics were taken to
reflect energy transfer in a spectrally heterogeneous
system. Measurement of the polarized LH1
fluorescence spectrum as a function of narrow-banded
excitation at 4 K showed a characteristic shift of the
emission maximum which was interpreted to reflect
energy transfer within an inhomogeneously broad-
ened cluster of coupled BChl a molecules (van Mourik
et al., 1992a).

B. LH2

Energy transfer properties of a variety of LH2
complexes have been studied extensively over the
past few years, and they all demonstrate rather similar
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characteristics. Both stationary and time-resolved
absorption and fluorescence experiments have
indicated that energy transfer among the B850
pigments is fast (< 1 ps) and leads to ultrafast
depolarization of the excited state. At 77 K spectral
equilibration phenomena were observed to take place
on a 10–20 ps time-scale (Bergström et al., 1988b),
very similar to LH1.

The most conspicuous feature of LH2 is the energy
transfer process from B800 to B850, which may be
one of the best studied photosynthetic energy transfer
processes. At room temperature, the emitting B800
excited state is fully equilibrated with the B850
excited state (van Grondelle et al., 1982). From early
fluorescence yield measurements it was estimated
that at 4 K this energy transfer process occurs within
2–3 ps (van Grondelle et al., 1982). Later experiments
with picosecond time-resolution indicated a time-
constant of 1–2 ps at 77 K and somewhat faster rate
at room temperature (Bergström et al., 1986, 1988b).
In the so-called B800–820 complex of Rp. acidophila
strain 7050 the energy transfer from B800 to B820
was observed to take place within 0.5 ps at 77 K,
consistent with the improved spectral overlap for

transfer (Bergström et al., 1988b). In
a transient absorption experiment with 0.2 ps time-
resolution using the B800–850 complex of Rb.
sphaeroides, Shreve et al. (1991) concluded that the
room temperature energy transfer time is 0.6 ± 0.1 ps
upon direct B800 excitation. Spheroidene excitation
yielded a transfer time of about 2–3 ps (Trautman et
al., 1990), which was later interpreted as sphaeroidene

excitation transfer (Shreve et al., 1991).
Direct sphaeroidene excitation transfer
would still result in sub-ps kinetics (Shreve et al.,
1991). Visscher et al. (1993a, 1993b) extended these
measurements to LH2 complexes of several other
species and to low temperature (77 K), by using low-
intensity one-color pump-probe spectroscopy with
0.5 ps pulses. These measurements unequivocally
showed that the energy transfer time
at room temperature is 0.7 ± 0.1 ps in Rb. sphaeroides.
At 77 K the transfer rate slows down by a factor of 3–
4, and was observed to be 2.4 ps in a chromatophore
preparation of Rb. sphaeroides (Visscher et al., 1993a,
1993b). The same LH2 complex isolated and
solubilized with LDAO displayed a slightly faster

transfer, 1.7 ps at 77 K, probably as a
result of more extensive aggregation in the isolated
complex than in vivo. Visscher et al. (1993a, 1993b)
also measured the B800 excited state lifetime in
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membranes of Rp. palustris HL and LL and in the
detergent isolated B800–820 complex of Rp.
acidophila strain 7050. In both species of Rp. palustris
the excited state lifetime and thus the
energy transfer time constant, was found to be slightly
shorter than in LH2 of Rb. sphaeroides, i.e. 1.5 ± 0.1
ps. For B800–820 the energy transfer at 77 K was
even faster, ~0.8 ps. The temperature dependence of
the transfer time and variation with
bacterial species suggested that the
transfer is principally controlled by the spectral
overlap between the B800 donor and B850 acceptor
pigments, at least at room temperature and 77 K.
This was verified by subpicosecond absorption
measurements on LH2 mutants of Rb. sphaeroides
(Hess et al., 1994) in which the TyrTyr motif of the

at positions 44 and 45 had been replaced
successively by PheTyr and PheLeu, resulting in
spectral blueshifts to 839 and 826 nm, respectively
(Fowler et al., 1992). The latter configuration is the
same as that found in B800–820 of Rp. acidophila,
and the energy transfer time from B800 measured in
this mutant agreed very well with that observed in
the native complex. The single mutations (Phe44,
Tyr45 or Tyr44,Phe45) having an absorption band at
839 nm, intermediate between the 850 and 826 nm
bands, displayed an intermediate excited state lifetime
between that of B800–850 and B800–820, i.e. 1.5 ps.
Spectral hole burning experiments were consistent
with a transfer time of 2.3–2.5 ps
between 1.2 and 30 K in membranes of Rb.
sphaeroides (van der Laan et al., 1990; Reddy et al.
1991, 1992a) and of 1.8 ps in membranes of Rp.
acidophila (Reddy et al., 1992b). Hole burning
experiments on the spectrally blueshifted LH2
mutants mentioned above (B839 and B826) at 1.6 K
(van der Laan et al., 1993), exhibited a smaller
variation of energy transfer time than what was
observed in time resolved measurements with 500 fs
pulses (Visscher et al., 1993a,b) and a much smaller
variation than could be expected on the basis of the
spectral overlap between the B800 homogeneous
fluorescence spectral bandwidth and the B850
absorption. Consequently, it was suggested that
energy transfer occurs from B800 to a broad vibronic
structure of B850. A similar mechanism for

energy transfer at very low temperatures was
earlier suggested by Reddy et al. (1992a) to account
for hole burning results on energy
transfer of Rb. sphaeroides.

In the original model of Kramer et al. (1984a),
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energy transfer among (at least two) B800 molecules
was assumed to take place on a timescale (~1 ps) that
competes with the transfer to explain
the observed low polarization of the B800 emission
upon selective Subsequent room
temperature and low-temperature absorption
anisotropy measurements using single wavelength
pump-probe spectroscopy resulted in different r(0)
values, somewhat dependent on the wavelength of
excitation/probing, on the species and on temperature
(Bergström et al., 1986, 1988b). However, a high
(0.3–0.35) and time independent anisotropy was
generally observed in the B800 band, suggesting
only limited energy transfer, in
apparent disagreement with the model of Kramer et
al. (1984a). Anisotropy measurements with 0.5 ps
pulses within the B800 absorption band of several
species (Rb. sphaeroides, Rp. palustris HL and LL,
and Rp. acidophila B800–820) at 77 K identified and
discussed problems associated with obtaining
dynamical information from the observed aniso-
tropies (Visscher et al., 1993b). It was concluded that
the initial B800 anisotropy in all studied species was
high but that in most cases the rate and
extent of anisotropy decay could not be unam-
biguously ascertained due to interference from strong
and depolarized B850 excited state absorption.
Nevertheless, the results suggested at the most partial
depolarization on the time scale of the B800 excited
state lifetime, i.e. within 5–10 ps. This implies that at
77 K energy transfer within the
inhomogeneously broadened B800 band is slower
than transfer, or that transfer occurs
between B800 molecules with close to parallel
transition dipole moments. The dynamics within the
800 nm band were examined further in very recent
time resolved absorption measurements with better
time resolution (<100 fs). An accurate description of
the contribution from excited state absorption to the
measured anisotropy kinetics (Hess et al., 1993b),
confirmed and substantiated the earlier results
obtained with lower time resolution (Visscher et al.,
1993a, 1993b). Thus, at room temperature a 0.9–1.5
ps decay of anisotropy was observed in both Rb.
sphaeroides and Rp. palustris, which is considerably
slower than the isotropic B800 excited state decay
(0.6–0.8 ps). At 77 K the anisotropy decay was
slowed down to the extent that no decay was clearly
discernible within the available observation window
of approx. 5 ps, set by the B800 excited state lifetime.
Simultaneously, the magic-angle decay of the B800
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excited state, measured in the blue wing of the 800
nm band, was observed to be strongly nonexponential
(Hess et al., 1993b), with a 200–300 fs decay
component in addition to the previously detected
0.6–0.8 ps or ~2.4 ps lifetime at room temperature
and 77 K, respectively. This very fast relaxation was
found to be almost independent of temperature and,
interestingly, it was not correlated to a similar decay
of anisotropy, showing that if this process reflects
energy transfer between spectrally dissimilar B800
molecules the transition dipoles
of the participating molecules have to be close to
parallel. Early hole burning experiments on LH2 of
Rb. sphaeroides did not resolve any wavelength
dependence of the holewidth across the 800 nm band
or broad holes on the red side of the spectrum
(following blue excitation) indicative of downhill

energy transfer (van der Laan et
al., 1990; Reddy et al., 1991, 1992a). However,
studies of Rp. acidophila 7750 (B800–850) showed
that blue excitation produced such broad holes in the
red wing of the B800 band (Reddy et al., 1992b). An
analysis of the efficiency of spectral hole burning vs.
the burning wavelength and vs. laser power in LH2
of Rb. sphaeroides showed that a narrow 2.4 ps hole
was only present in the red wing of the B800 band
(van der Laan et al., 1993). Upon burning at shorter
wavelengths the holewidth gradually increased,
indicating a shorter excited state lifetime in the blue
wing of the 800 nm band. The shortest lifetime
observed in that experiment was about 600 fs. Thus,
independent results from femtosecond time resolved,
hole burning and steady-state fluorescence polar-
ization spectroscopies show that there exist fast
relaxation processes within the B800 band, in addition
to the decay associated to energy
transfer. Energy transfer from ‘blue’ to ‘red’ B800
pigments is a very likely origin
of this relaxation process, but there still remains
some ambiguity as to the relative orientation of the
transition dipoles participating in the transfer process.

Excited state relaxation times on the several
hundred femtosecond time scale have frequently
been observed in various dye molecules in solution
and attributed to vibrational relaxation or cooling
and solvation processes (Elsaesser and Kaiser, 1992).
Such processes are also to be expected in the pigment
molecules of a biological pigment-protein complex,
although little quantitative information so far is
available. However, time resolved measurements on
various porphyrin molecules (Bilsel et al., 1993) as
well as on bacteriochlorophyll a in solution (Becker
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et al., 1990; Åkesson and Sundström, unpublished)
showed the presence of approx. 0.5–1 ps relaxation
processes, that most likely reflect vibrational
relaxation and cooling of the excited molecules. The
necessity to consider such relaxation processes, in
order to account in full detail for the dynamics
observed in a biologically active system of dipole
coupled chromophores, exhibiting energy transfer
on the picosecond to subpicosecond time scale was
therefore discussed (Visscher et al., 1993b).
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Summary

The close association of carotenoids and bacteriochlorophylls in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria facilitates
energy transfer processes between these molecules. A better understanding of the association between these two
groups of pigments has been derived from significant, recent advances in: (1) The biochemical methodology for
the separation and purification of pigment-protein complexes from photosynthetic bacteria; (2) The chemical
procedures for the extraction, identification, and reconstitution of carotenoids into these complexes; (3) The
analytical techniques for the chromatographic separation and purification of the carotenoid pigments; (4) The
steady-state and time-resolved absorption and fluorescence spectroscopic techniques for exploring the nature
of the excited states of carotenoids; and (5) Our understanding of the theoretical framework in which the
photochemical properties of carotenoids may be cast. The present chapter will discuss these advances and
attempt to provide a connection between the unique electronic structure of carotenoids and the manner in which
they function as antenna pigments in photosynthesis.
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I. Introduction

The abundance of carotenoids in photosynthetic
preparations bears witness to the essential roles these
pigments play in photosynthesis. Carotenoids are
capable of at least three types of photochemical
reactions in the photosynthetic apparatus: (1)
Quenching of chlorophyll triplet states; (2) Quenching
of chlorophyll singlet states; and (3) Singlet energy
transfer from carotenoid to chlorophyll. The first two
of these processes provide mechanisms by which
carotenoids protect photosynthetic systems from
singlet oxygen (generated by chlorophyll triplet states)
and the harmful effects of excess light energy. We
shall focus on singlet energy transfer from
carotenoids, paying particular attention to prokaryotic
photosynthetic bacteria. Recent advances in this area
have come from systematic studies of the energies
and decay rates of carotenoid excited states and
measurements of the efficiencies of carotenoid-to-
chlorophyll singlet energy transfer in vivo. In this
chapter we shall explore the relationships between
carotenoid electronic structure and the efficiency of
energy transfer.

II. The Electronic Structure of Carotenoid
Excited States

The photochemistry of carotenoids can be traced to
the unique electronic properties of their conjugated

frameworks (Zechmeister, 1962; Kohler
1993). Most carotenoids contain carbon skeletons,
corresponding to eight isoprene units. The number
of conjugated C=C bonds in naturally occurring
carotenoids ranges from 3 (e. g. phytoene) to 13 (e. g.
spirilloxanthin) with 9–11 conjugated double bonds
being typical for many of the carotenoids involved in
photosynthesis (neurosporene, spheroidene,

etc.). In addition, carotenoids with up to 19
double bonds have been obtained synthetically
(Karrer and Eugster, 1951). The energies and
dynamics of polyene excited states (the lowest energy
excited singlet and triplet states are of
particular importance in understanding energy
transfer) are sensitive to the length of conjugation.
The connection between biological function and the
carotenoid structure is a topic of considerable interest.

Our current understanding of the low energy
electronic states of carotenoids, in large part, is
based on experimental and theoretical studies of
shorter model systems (Hudson et al., 1982 and
1984; Kohler, 1991). Experimental studies of simple
polyenes have exploited their relatively high
fluorescence yields and their ability to be incorporated
into low temperature n-alkane mixed crystals
(Granville et al., 1979; D’Amico et al., 1980; Snyder
et al., 1985; Simpson et al., 1987; Kohler et al.,
1988). These crystals provide single, well-defined
polyene conformations and homogeneous distri-
butions of solvent/solute interactions resulting in
vibronically-resolved absorption, fluorescence, and
fluorescence excitation spectra. Such spectra lead to
precise assignments of electronic and vibrational
states and accurate determinations of electronic
energies. Since energy transfer from carotenoids
originates from vibrationally relaxed, electronically
excited states, the ‘zero-point’ levels of these states
are of particular relevance in understanding
carotenoid/chlorophyll interactions. The high
resolution experiments recently have been extended
to model polyenes in molecular beams (Leopold et
al., 1984; Heimbrook et al., 1984; Buma et al., 1990,
1991, 1992; Bouwman et al., 1990; Petek et al.,
1991, 1992, 1993), resulting in an unprecedented
view of the electronic and vibrational states of cold,
isolated molecules. Although similar experiments
are not yet feasible for carotenoids, these high-
resolution results are critical for interpreting the
typically broad optical spectra obtained from
carotenoid solutions.

It is important to emphasize the profound
importance of fluorescence spectroscopy in detecting
and understanding the nature of the lowest energy
states of polyenes/carotenoids. The high fluorescence
quantum yields of intermediate length polyenes (e.g.,
octatetraene has in low temperature glasses
and mixed crystals (Gavin et al., 1978) has been a
major factor in establishing these molecules as
prototypical, linearly conjugated molecules. In
contrast, shorter polyenes (e.g., unsubstituted dienes
and trienes) and longer polyenes (e.g.,
spheroidene, and many other carotenoids of biological
relevance) have fluorescence yields of or less
(Petek et al., 1992; Bondarev et al., 1988 and 1989;
Gillbro et al., 1989; Cosgrove et al., 1990). The
extremely low fluorescence yields of these com-
pounds have presented significant barriers to the
detection of their lowest excited singlet statesAbbreviations: Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas
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This turns out to be a critical issue, since the lowest
energy, absorptions in polyenes are extremely
weak and difficult to detect on the tails of the
absorptions responsible for the intense colors of the
carotenoid family.

The and transitions have been
directly detected in polyene/n-alkane mixed crystals
using fluorescence and fluorescence excitation
techniques, and it is to these experiments that we owe
much of our current understanding of the nature of
the states in linearly conjugated systems. The
most characteristic signature of these spectra is the
large shift in energy (‘Stokes-
shift’) between spectral origins (0-0) of the strongly
allowed, absorptions and the
emissions. In addition, the states exhibit
anomalously long fluorescence lifetimes (Hudson et
al., 1972, 1973, 1982 and 1984). These features can
be explained by the following ordering of singlet
electronic energies:
See Fig. 1. The fluorescence thus corresponds to a
symmetry-forbidden, transition which
lies below the strong, symmetry-allowed

absorption. The Stokes-shifts thus provide
accurate measures of the energy
differences. The above energy scheme has been
verified by high-level calculations on model systems
(Schulten et al., 1972 and 1976; Ohmine et al., 1978;
Tavan et al., 1979 and 1986; Orlandi et al., 1991).
Theory shows that simple molecular orbital models
(e.g., Huckel theory which incorrectly predicts a

ordering for the lowest electronic
states) do not adequately treat the effects of electron-
electron repulsion of the electrons in the polyene
chains. Though the u and g symmetry labels (and the
concepts of strictly ‘allowed’ or ‘forbidden’
transitions) apply only to polyenes with centers of
symmetry (e.g., all polyenes seem to
exhibit the same electronic energy orderings and
similar relative transition strengths. We shall retain
the idealized symmetry labels in discussing the low
lying energy levels of carotenoids.

Extending the optical studies of model systems to
carotenoids has been hampered by their broad, almost
featureless spectra and extremely low fluorescence
yields. Early reports of fluorescence from
indicated an emission origin coinciding with the
origin of the strongly allowed, absorption
(Cherry et al., 1968; van Riel et al., 1983; Haley and
Koningstein, 1983; Watanabe et al., 1986; Bondarev
et al., 1988, 1989). It is important to note that van

Riel et al. (1983) and Bondarev et al. (1988) obtained
fluorescence excitation spectra of the weak emission,
thus correcting a fundamental shortcoming of the
reports of fluorescence by Cherry et al.
(1968), Haley and Koningstein (1983) and Watanabe
et al. (1986). The good agreement between the

absorption and the fluorescence excitation
spectra proved the existence of fluor-
escence. Later work of Gillbro and Cogdell (1989)
and Cosgrove et al. (1990) confirmed the presence of

emissions in and
related carotenols. The detailed studies of shorter
polyenes allows us to identify the emission spectra of

to fluorescence.
emission has not yet been detected in
spheroidene, or other carotenoids with more than
nine conjugated double bonds, leaving the location
of their states subject to indirect detection.

An early attempt to locate the low-lying state

suggested that the state was below
the state placing the states of
carotene and other carotenoids well above the
states of most chlorophylls. These energetics have
been widely cited in discussions of the antenna
function of carotenoids in photosynthesis (Siefer-

Chapter 18 Carotenoid-to-Bacteriochlorophyll Energy Transfer

in was made by Thrash et al. (1977,1979)
using resonance Raman excitation profiles. This work

and other long carotenoids as being due
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mann-Harms, 1985). However, a relatively small
energy difference for was notconsistent

with trends noted in shorter polyenes (Snyder et al.,
1985; Cosgrove et al., 1990). Furthermore, a later
investigation of the Raman excitation profiles of

(Watanabe, et al., 1987) could not reproduce
the Thrash et al. (1977 and 1979) results. This showed
that Raman excitation profiles shared the same
limitations as standard absorption measurements in
detecting weak transitions on top of
strong absorption tails. Location of the

state in and other carotenoids thus
has relied on the extrapolation of trends observed in
the transition energies of shorter, more
fluorescent polyenes.

Cosgrove et al. (1990) carried out a systematic
study of the connection between the fluorescence
properties of shorter polyenes (relatively strong
emissions from  and longer carotenoids
(weak emissions from ). A series of
carotenols with 7–11 conjugated double bonds was
purified using HPLC techniques, and absorption,
fluorescence, and fluorescence excitation spectra were
obtained in 77 K glasses. The shorter, less conjugated
members of this series exhibited the Stokes-shifted

emissions of short model polyenes. Optical
spectra of the carotenols are significantly broader
due to well-understood complications brought about
by twisting of the cyclohexenylidene end group
(Christensen and Kohler 1973; Hemley and Kohler
1977). Nevertheless, as illustrated in the comparison
of the fluorescence excitation and emission spectra
of and hexadecaheptaene
(Fig. 2), there is sufficient resolution in the carotenol
spectra to allow the accurate identification of
electronic origins. An important feature of Fig. 2 is
the almost identical transition energies
of the two heptaenes. This illustrates that in

the loss in conjugation due to the
nonplanarity between the ring and side-chain is offset
by the stabilizing effects of the isoprenoid structure,
making hexadecaheptaene an unexpectedly appro-
priate model for the more complicated carotenol.
(By implication, we might predict that the electronic
states of will have energies quite similar
to those of corresponding states of model polyenes
with eleven co-planar double bonds.)

Cosgrove et al. (1990) found that the fluorescence
of carotenols with more than eight conjugated double
bonds was dominated by ‘anti-Kasha’
fluorescence as previously had been observed for

carotene (van Riel et al., 1983; Watanabe et al., 1986;
Bondarev et al., 1988; Gillbro et al., 1989). The
cross-over from emissions was
attributed to a larger energy difference and
the resultant decrease in radiationless decay
(following the ‘energy-gap law’ of Englman and
Jortner, 1970). This allows emission to compete
with internal conversion. The lack of fluorescence
prohibits the direct observation of the state in
longer carotenoids. Nevertheless, trends noted in the
model polyenes suggested energies considerably
lower than those originally suggested by the work of
Thrash et al. (1977 and 1979).

DeCoster et al. (1992) extended the Cosgrove
(1990) study to provide a systematic comparison of
the energy levels of a series of
(for which the vibronic resolution allows accurate
measurement of electronic energies) with a series of
iso-structural spheroidene analogs varying only in
their extent of conjugation (7, 8, 9 and 10 double
bonds). See Fig. 3. The energies of the and
electronic origins are summarized in Fig. 4. The
Cosgrove (1990) study points to the following
conclusions: (1)The energy difference increases
with increasing conjugation, (2) The  and  energies

Harry A. Frank and Ronald L. Christensen
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than those of with the same
conjugation, (3) Spheroidene is
essentially an emitter, (4) Of particular interest
for this review is the comparison of the extrapolated

energies of spheroidene and with the
energies of bacteriochlorophylls and chlorophylls.

spheroidene at above the
levels of bacteriochlorophylls, allowing singlet energy
transfer to occur via the spheroidene state.
However, the data presented in Fig. 4 strongly suggest

the possibility that the state of (11
double bonds) lies below the state of its
chlorophyll acceptor.

Recent estimates of the energies of spher-

Mimuro et
al. (1993) have reported the observation of the

transition for neurosporene at
an energy considerably above the

obtained by DeCoster et al. (1992) from fluorescence
spectra (Fig. 4). The fluorescence assigned to

emission by Watanabe et al. (1993) has almost
all of its intensity in a single vibronic band (673 nm)
analogous to a porphyrin derivative. This contrasts
with the extended vibronic development of typical

polyene emissions (e. g. Fig. 2). Analysis
of the weak, long wavelength absorption spectrum of
neurosporene (Mimuro et al., 1993) probably
overestimates the zero-point energy. Franck-
Condon envelopes of polyene absorp-
tions show a steep monotonic rise in vibronic
intensities with increasing energies due to the

dependence of vibronic mixing between the
and states (Petek et al., 1991). This is

clearly evident in high resolution spectra of model
polyenes (Simpson et al., 1987; Kohler et al., 1988).
The bands are thus extremely
weak compared to higher energy vibronic bands,
making them difficult to detect in low resolution
experiments.

Similar uncertainties in estimates of the energy
of are probably of more relevance, given
the possibility that this state may not have enough
energy to participate in energy transfer to chlorophyll
a energy of (Sauer (1975)). For
example, Andersson et al. (1992a) have obtained

fluorescence spectra from the shorter
members of a series of analogs. Based on
estimates of (0-0) energies of shorter members of
this series (unlike the spectra of spheroidenes and
model polyenes, the fluorescence spectra of the
carotene analogs are not sufficiently resolved to
observe electronic origins), these authors estimate a

energy of . This is
significantly higher than the value predicted from
extrapolation of the data presented in Fig. 4 and
might permit energy transfer from . Andersson
et al. (1992a) also suggest that the energy
gap does not increase with increasing conjugation, a
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of the more highly substituted spheroidenes are lower

These extrapolations place the energy of

et al. (1993) suggest a energy for spheroidene of

oidene, and other long carotenoids appear
to span a rather wide range. For example, Watanabe
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result inconsistent with trends noted both in model
polyenes and the spheroidenes. Haley et al. (1992)
recently suggested a energy of

based on the maximum intensity
of the reflectance spectrum in zeolite. However, as
discussed above, a broad spectrum does not facilitate
the identification of a relatively weak electronic origin
which very likely lies on the long wavelength tail of
the 700 nm peak. Another intriguing result is the
recent observation of a weak absorption background
in the inverse Raman (Raman loss) spectrum of
canthaxanthin (Jones et al., 1992). This shows
evidence for a low lying absorption at ~600–700 nm,
though the identification of the (0-0) band of the

transition again is subject to considerable
uncertainty. Though the earlier (Thrash et al., 1977,
1979) estimates of the energy of
clearly should be abandoned, higher resolution
spectroscopic work will be needed to accurately
locate the electronic origins in
and other long carotenoids.

The lifetimes of the states of a range of
carotenoids have now been investigated. Using
picosecond transient absorption spectroscopy,
lifetimes of 8.4 ± 0.6 ps for 5.2 ± 0.6 ps
for canthaxanthin and 25.4 ± 0.2 ps
in toluene were found (Wasielewski and Kispert,
1986). Wasielewski et al. (1989) also measured the
temperature dependence of the lowest excited singlet
state lifetime of and fully
deuterated in 3-methylpentane.
In this work the authors reported an 8.1 ± 0.5 ps
lifetime for and a 10.5 ± 0.6 ps

lifetime for fully deuterated

III. The Dynamics of Carotenoid Excited
States

A wide variety of methods have been employed for
measuring the excited state dynamics of carotenoids.
Indirect methods include ground state depletion

A. Dynamics of States

(Dallinger et al., 1981b; Wylie and Koningstein 1984),
lifetime broadening of resonance-Raman spectral
lines (Haley and Koningstein 1983), time resolved
resonance-Raman spectroscopy (Noguchi et al., 1989;
Hashimoto and Koyama 1990; Kuki et al., 1990) and
emission yield determinations (Shreve et al., 199 la;
Gillbro and Cogdell 1989; Cosgrove et al., 1990,
Katoh et al., 1991; Mimuro et al., 1991; and Andersson
et al., 1991). The direct methods are picosecond
(Wasielewski and Kispert 1986; Gillbro and Cogdell
1989) and femtosecond (Shreve et al., 1991b and
1991c, Frank et al., 1993) time resolved transient
absorption measurements.
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The weak dependence of the lifetime on isotopic
substitution suggests that conformational changes in
the C-H bending and stretching modes are not primary
factors in the decay of the state of carotenoids to
the ground state. It was postulated that changes in the
frequencies of the C-C stretching modes along the
carbon backbone of the carotenoid provide the
appropriate accepting modes for nonradiative decay
of the state.

Shreve et al. (1991a,b) used femtosecond ground
state depletion/recovery techniques to record an 11
ps lifetime of the state of in
These authors extended their studies to carotenoids
extracted from photosynthetic bacteria and found a
9.1 ps lifetime of the state of spheroidene in
cyclohexane. Noguchi et al. (1989), Hashimoto and
Koyama (1990) and Kuki et al. (1990) used
picosecond time-resolved resonance Raman spectros-
copy to examine the states of and
spheroidene and concluded that the lifetime of the

states of these molecules must be at least 10 ps.
Thus, several workers have converged on the range
10 ± 2 ps for the lifetimes of the states of both

and spheroidene. (See also below.) In
addition, Gillbro and Cogdell (1989) used picosecond
ground state depletion/recovery experiments and
measured the lifetime of the state of spher-
oidenone, a carbonyl-containing derivative of
spheroidene, to be 15 ps in

Monitoring time-resolved fluorescence from the
state is another manner in which one may probe

the dynamics of shorter carotenoids. The time-
resolved fluorescence decay profile of fucoxanthin
(n = 8) in displayed a major kinetic component
of 41 ps, while that of in the same
solvent was 16 ps (Katoh et al., 1991). Andersson et
al. (1992) measured a 2.0 ns lifetime for emission
from the state of a analog having 5
double bonds.

In an attempt to understand the controlling features
of nonradiative decay of the state of carotenoids,
Frank et al. (1993) analyzed a series of four all-trans-
carotenoids: 3,4,7,8-tetrahydrospheroidene, 3,4,5,6-
tetrahydrospheroidene, 3,4-dihydrospheroidene, and
spheroidene (Fig. 3). These molecules have
conjugations that systematically increase from 7 to
10 carbon-carbon double bonds. Otherwise, they are
structurally identical. The absorptions
decayed with single-exponential kinetics revealing

lifetimes of for 3,4,7,8-
tetrahydrospheroidene, 85 ± 5 ps for 3,4,5,6-

tetrahydrospheroidene, 25.4 ± 0.9 ps for 3,4-
dihydrospheroidene, and 8.7 ± 0.1 ps for spheroidene
in petroleum ether. The data were analyzed in terms
of the energy gap law for radiationless transitions
(Englman and Jortner, 1970).

where is the internal conversion rate constant, in
this case very well approximated by because
for polyenes is much larger than the radiative rate
constant, A is a pre-exponential
factor that depends on the energy difference,

For the four spheroidenes A can be safely approx-
imated as a constant. is the energy of the high
frequency ‘acceptor’ modes (presumably C=C
stretches of and can be related to the
relative displacement of the potential surfaces in the
two electronic states. The transition energies
deduced for 3,4,5,6-tetrahydrospheroidene, 3,4,7,8-
tetrahydrospheroidene and 3,4-dihydrospheroidene
compounds from fluorescence experiments (DeCos-
ter et al., 1992) were and

respectively. The transition
energy for spheroidene has not previously been
assigned. A fit of the energy gap law expression to
these data yielded a state energy value of

for spheroidene, in good agreement
with the value determined by extrapolation from
fluorescence studies (

In a similar fashion, Andersson and Gillbro (1992b)
studied a systematic series of analogs. In
this study, analogs of possessing 5, 7, 9,
11 15 and 19 conjugated double bonds
were analyzed by femtosecond transient absorption
experiments. The decay rates were found to increase
with the number of carbon-carbon double bonds in
qualitative agreement with the energy gap law. The
variation in the energies for this series of
carotenoids was so extensive, however, that the full
energy dependence including the explicit
functionality in the pre-exponential term (Eq. (2))
must be considered in treating the data.
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B. Dynamics of States

where is the lifetime and is the natural radiative
lifetime of the state (Strickler and Berg, 1962). The
natural radiative lifetime of the state (but
not the state) of a carotenoid can be estimated
by integrating its absorption profile. This procedure
yields a value of about 1 ns for the radiative
lifetime of (Gillbro and Cogdell 1989;
Shreve et al., 1991a). Fluorescence quantum yields
lead to lifetimes of ~200 fs for the states of

and spheroidene. This number agrees very
well with the direct kinetic measurements of Shreve
et al. (1991a,b).

The yield of emission from the previously
described analog having 5 carbon-carbon
double bonds was (Andersson et al.,
1992). This value, combined with the 2.0 ns lifetime
of this state, yields a natural radiative lifetime for the

state of 300 ns If similar natural radiative
lifetimes are assumed for the analog with
7 carbon-carbon double bonds and for
(11 carbon-carbon double bonds), then fluorescence
yield measurements indicate lifetimes of their
states of ~240 ps and 3-10 ps, respectively. These
values are in good agreement with the lifetimes
determined by direct time-resolved absorption
measurements and ground state recovery experiments
(Andersson and Gillbro, 1992).

IV. Implications for Energy Transfer

The efficiency, of energy transfer between two
molecules is defined by

where is the rate constant for energy transfer and
represents any one of several alternative excited

state decay pathways. Energy transfer from
carotenoids to chlorophylls can easily be demon-
strated by comparing the absorption and chlorophyll
fluorescence excitation profiles from antenna
pigment-protein complexes isolated from photo-
synthetic bacteria or algae. Normalization of the two
spectral profiles at a specific wavelength (e. g. the
maximum of the bacteriochlorophyll transition
near 600 nm in the B800–850 complex from
photosynthetic bacteria) allows the calculation of
Efficiencies measured in this manner range from
greater than 90% for spheroidene in the B800–850-
complex from Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides wild
type strain 2.4.1 (Cogdell et al., 1981; Noguchi et al.,
1990; van Grondelle et al., 1982) to ~ 25% for the
carotenoids, spirilloxanthin, rhodopin, and lycopene
in the B880 complex from Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)
acidophila (Angerhofer et al., 1986). In general, the
longer chain carotenoids show lower efficiencies of
energy transfer to chlorophylls (Frank and Cogdell,
1993).

These steady state experiments are particularly
interesting when comparing a systematic series of
complexes. For example, Frank et al. (1993) analyzed
the B850 complex from the carotenoidless mutant
Rb. sphaeroides R-26 after it had been reconstituted
with the four spheroidene analogs discussed above
(Fig. 3). This study attempted to provide a systematic
approach to exploring the effect of excited state
energies, spectral overlap and excited state lifetimes
on the efficiency of carotenoid-to-bacteriochlorophyll
singlet energy transfer. The efficiencies of energy
transfer for the four reconstituted complexes could
be rationalized from changes in spectral overlaps
and an increase in the rate of internal
conversion with increasing conjugation. The work
suggested that the general trend of lower efficiencies
of energy transfer from carotenoids to bacterio-
chlorophyll for longer chain carotenoids (e. g.
spirilloxanthin) may be due to the states of these

The fluorescence yield of any state can be expressed
as:

C. Connection Between Direct and Indirect
Measurements of and Dynamics

The lifetimes of the states of a range of
carotenoids have been directly measured. Shreve et
al. (1991a,b) used femtosecond transient absorption
measurements and determined the room temperature
lifetimes of the states of and
spheroidene to be 200–250 fs and 340 fs, respectively.
The lifetimes varied slightly depending upon the
solvent. This group also found that the state
decayed into a second excited state which had a
lifetime of 11 ps for and 9.1 ps for
spheroidene. This second state is in all probability
the state.
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molecules lying below the state of bacter-
iochlorophyll. Augmenting these studies with
transient dynamics data carried out directly on the
isolated pigment-protein complexes would test this
hypothesis.

Upon excitation of the B800–850-complex from
Rp. acidophila strain 7750, Wasielewski et al. (1986b)
observed a bleaching of the carotenoid absorption,
which was restored with a time constant of 5.6 ± 0.9
ps. The rise-time of a bleaching of a bacterio-
chlorophyll band at 860 nm occurred in 6.1 ± 0.9 ps
indicating the arrival of the carotenoid excitation at
the bacteriochlorophyll site. Similar experiments were
carried out by Gillbro et al. (1988) on the B800–850-
complex from Rps. acidophila strain 7050. Energy
transfer from the carotenoid to the bacteriochlorophyll
took place in 3 ± 1 ps. Femtosecond time-resolved
experiments were carried out (Trautman et al., 1990b)
on the thylakoid membrane preparations from the
diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum and from
Nannochlorpsis sp. The time for the carotenoid-to-
chlorophyll energy transfer in the latter species was
found to be < 240 ± 40 fs (i. e. instrument limited).
Energy transfer in the diatom was bi-exponential
with transfer times 500 ± 100 fs and 2.0 ± 0.5 ps and
relative amplitudes of 1.7 ± 0.7:1.

Using femtosecond time-resolved techniques,
Trautman et al. (1990a) and Shreve et al. (1991b)
studied the B800–850 complex isolated from Rb.
sphaeroides strain 2.4.1. The data were interpreted
within the framework of a model whereby the
carotenoids transfer energy to both the 800 nm and
850 nm-absorbing bacteriochlorophylls with the
majority of the carotenoids present in the complex
transferring their energy directly to the 850 nm
bacteriochlorophylls in ~300–400 fs. The remainder
of the carotenoids transfer their energy via the 800
nm bacteriochlorophylls to the 850 nm-absorbing
molecules. The best fit of the dynamics data requires
that energy transfer can originate from both the
and the states of the carotenoid. The suggestion
that energy transfer from carotenoids may originate
from their states opens up the possibility of

transfer in higher plant systems where might be
too low to participate in energy transfer to
chlorophyll a.

A fundamental goal of research in this area is to
relate the efficiencies and kinetics of carotenoid/
chlorophyll energy transfer to the electronic structures
and excited state dynamics of the donors and
acceptors. Energy transfer between unlike molecules

usually is explained using one of two established
models. These are the dipole-dipole or coulomb
(Förster) mechanism or the electron exchange
(Dexter) mechanism. (Förster 1948, 1965; Dexter,
1953; see also Chapter 15 by Struve in this volume).
Which of these applies to energy transfer between
antenna carotenoids and chlorophylls will depend
critically on the answers to the following questions:
(1) How do specific molecular features (e.g. distance,
geometry, structure, extent of conjugation, stereo-
chemistry, functional groups, etc.) control energy
transfer? (2) Which carotenoid excited electronic
states participate in the transfer and
how is the overall energy transfer efficiency
partitioned between them? (3) Which chlorophyll
electronic states (those associated with the or
transitions or other states) are involved in the transfer?

In principle, which mechanism (coulomb or
exchange) operates between carotenoids and
chlorophylls can be determined by analyzing how
various molecular features affect the efficiency of
energy transfer. Singlet energy transfer measurements
using steady state and direct dynamics techniques
need to be carried out on several different types of
complexes including: (1) Well-defined pigment-
protein complexes where a range of different
carotenoids can be incorporated into a single
controlled binding site. As alluded to above, this has
recently been provided by Frank et al. (1993), but
more work in this area is needed; (2) A variety of
antenna complexes whose structures are known and
have one carotenoid molecule bound in a single site.
In experiments of this sort, the distances between
donor and acceptor molecules can be correlated with
the measured rates of the energy transfer. 3-
dimensional structures of antenna complexes that
contain chlorophylls and carotenoids are forthcoming
(Cogdell et al., 1985; Papiz et al., 1989; Guthrie et
al., 1992). With data on these complexes, a thorough
understanding of the factors that control energy
transfer between carotenoids and chlorophylls will
ultimately be possible.
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Summary

Recent years have nullified an old illusion that all that is needed for a complete picture of photosynthetic
excitation transfer and trapping dynamics is detailed structural information about the system. This still seems
to be only a prerequisite. The present chapter highlights the problems concerning the coupling of light-
harvesting antennas to reaction centers. Structural, kinetic as well as functional aspects of the coupling are
considered. As the antenna-reaction center coupling is largely governed by the specific protein medium,
interactions of pigments with their protein surroundings and the elastic properties of these proteins are studied
by employing high hydrostatic pressure technique. Excitation transfer from the antenna to the reaction center
takes place in tens of picoseconds. The reaction center is a rather perfect trap. In conditions of photosynthesis,
only about a quarter of the energy entering the reaction center is transferred back to the antenna. A conclusion
is made that future progress in the field is expected by a more detailed study of the dynamical properties of
pigment-protein complexes.
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I. Introduction

In the previous encyclopedia about the photosynthetic
bacteria, issued 15 years ago, the contemporary
understanding of the antenna-reaction center coupling
problem was reviewed by Zankel (1978). His
conclusions were briefly as follows: Energy transfer
from antenna pigments to the reaction center (RC) is
channeled through the longest-wavelength antenna
component. Transfer from the antenna to the RC
takes place in tenths of nanoseconds. The same time
is characteristic of the transfer between long-
wavelength antenna components. Energy in an active
RC becomes trapped in about 7 ps. Within this time
a fraction of the energy entering the RC is transferred
back to the antenna. A spectrally homogeneous model
was considered sufficient to interpret most of the
available experimental data, though Zankel realized
that this was an oversimplification. The results of
emerging picosecond time-resolved kinetic studies
remained contradictory and confusing at that time.

The aim of this chapter is to review recent
developments in the study of the coupling between
the antenna and the RC in photosynthetic bacteria. In
this respect, purple photosynthetic bacteria represent
without doubt the most extensively studied and best
characterized systems. We shall see, however, that
even in these relatively simple objects (‘hydrogen
atoms of photosynthesis’) our knowledge is far from
being complete and further studies are necessary.
The presentation given here is selective rather than
comprehensive. The author has focused on what are,
from his point of view, some of the most interesting
and relevant items of the problem, trying to examine
what is understood and what is not.

The contents of this chapter are closely related to
(and sometimes overlapping) that of several others in
the book, which are referenced where appropriate.

II. The Concept of a Photosynthetic Unit

The concept of a photosynthetic unit (PSU) forms
the basis of the modern perceptions of the primary
processes of photosynthesis. It originates from the

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cm. – Chromatium;
PSU – photosynthetic unit; Rb. – Rhodobacter, RC – reaction
center; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Tc. –
Thiocapsa

experiments by Emerson and Arnold (1932). They
have determined that, on the average, one oxygen
molecule per 2500 chlorophyll molecules is formed
when Chlorella cells are illuminated with a single
light flash of saturating intensity. Dividing this number
by 8, the minimum number of light quanta per oxygen
molecule evolved, one reaches a conclusion that
about 300 chlorophyll molecules cooperate in
producing oxygen. In order to explain this cooperation
it was postulated that the absorbed light quantum can
transfer between chlorophyll molecules until it
becomes trapped at a specific site where the energy is
used to drive the photochemical reaction. The trap
was given a special name: reaction center.

The statistical ensemble consisting of the RC and
all the light-absorbing pigment molecules contri-
buting excitation energy to this RC, has been defined
as a PSU. The organization of the photosynthesis
apparatus as PSUs increases the effective optical
cross section of the RC (for review, see Mauzerall
and Greenbaum, 1989).

The photochemistry leading to the evolution of
oxygen and its coupled dark reactions occur within
milliseconds, after which the original state is restored.
In case of a moderate solar energy fluence every
chlorophyll molecule absorbs a photon on the average
once per second. This means that in the antenna of an
approximate size of a hundred chlorophyll molecules,
virtually each photon absorbed can effectively be
utilized by a single RC.

The major experimental proof of the PSU concept
was given in the early 1950s by Duysens (1952).
Energy transfer between different pigments was
observed in fluorescence studies in which the energy
absorbed by one type of pigments sensitized emission
from a spectrally distinct pigment. A small decrease
of the near infrared absorption band was observed in
the bacteria under illumination, which was correctly
attributed to excitation energy trapping by the
mechanism of photochemical bleaching of a small
fraction of bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) molecules.

According to the PSU concept, the primary steps
of photosynthesis comprise: (i) absorption of a photon
by antenna pigments; (ii) transfer of excitation energy
through the antenna to the RC pigments; (iii) trapping
of energy at the RC by light-driven oxidation reaction
of a special RC complex; (iv) a sequence of electron
transfer steps within the RC.
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III. Structure and Organization of Real
Photosynthetic Systems

A. Antennas

An insight into the molecular organization of the
photosynthetic apparatus has been given by a number
of interdisciplinary studies involving spectroscopy,
crystallography, biochemical and genetic analyses.
Although much is known about the structure of RCs
(see Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.), similar
information about the antenna systems is still very
incomplete.

Antenna systems, like RCs, represent biopolymers
containing pigment molecules. BChl-containing
antennas are located either within a cytoplasmic
membrane, like in purple bacteria (see Chapter 16 by
Zuber and Cogdell), or within extra-membrane
vesicles (chlorosomes) attached to the membrane,
like in green bacteria (see Chapter 20 by Blankenship
et al.). While the membrane part of the antenna of
green bacteria is similar to that in purple bacteria, the
composition and organization of chlorosomes is
completely different. The recently discovered
heliobacteria are unique in the sense that their
photosynthetic apparatus is fully contained in the
cell membrane (see Chapter 31 by Amesz).

Mauzerall and Greenbaum (1989) motivate the
great variability of antenna structures with the
limitations to the size of the PSU which is set by the
finite radiative lifetime. Nature takes advantage of
several macromolecular organizational principles to
minimize the loss in efficiency of energy utilization.
Reduction of the dimensionality of energy transfer,
as it takes place in the chlorosomes, is one of the
possibilities. The specific organization of membrane-
bound pigment-protein complexes, ensuring the
energy funneling towards RCs, as can be found in
some purple bacteria where the RC is surrounded by
core antenna complexes which in turn are surrounded
by peripheral antenna complexes absorbing at higher
energy, is an another one. By these means the size
(number of antenna pigments per RC) of the PSU
can be increased to 1000 molecules and more.

Difficulties with the crystallization of membrane
antenna proteins do not allow an application of
powerful X-ray structural analyses in full as yet.
Electron microscopy (Miller, 1982; Welte and Kreutz,
1982) of freeze-fractured thylakoid membranes of
Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.) viridis indicates an ordered

pattern (with a lattice constant about 10–12 nm) of
hexagonal particles. A large central RC structure (5–
7 nm in diameter) protrudes from both sides of the
membrane and is surrounded by six smaller antenna
structures. In another purple bacterium, Rp. marina,
cyclic structures with an approximate diameter of 10
nm for both membranes with RCs and RC-less core
antenna complexes have been revealed (Meckenstock
et al., 1993).

The photosynthetic membranes of bacteria are not
actually crystalline, despite a good periodic
arrangement of morphological complexes seen in
averaged electron-microscopic pictures (Engelhardt
et al., 1985). The real structural nonuniformities may
be blurred by instrumental reasons. Specifically, the
RC complex is an ellipsoid with an approximate
cross-section of 4 times 7 nm rather than a symmetric
structure (see Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.).

Many of the various antenna pigment-protein
complexes of bacteria can now be isolated in a
spectrally and functionally intact form. It appears
that the RC is always associated with core antenna
complexes of an almost fixed stoichiometric ratio:
20–40 antenna BChl molecules per RC (Varga and
Staehelin, 1985). The peripheral antenna forms the
variable component of the photosynthetic apparatus
depending on growth conditions. In an early stage of
the membrane development the mean distance
between the complexes is larger than in a mature
organism. In such membranes the energy transfer
between the peripheral antenna and the core is
inhibited (Pradel et al., 1978).

It is possible to tackle the spatial relationship
problem from the other side by trying to restore the
excitation transfer function by incorporation of the
isolated complexes into artificial liposome mem-
branes. Such attempts have been proved successful
in the case of antennas from Chromatium (Cm.)
minutissimum (Moskalenko et al., 1992). However,
the energy transfer conditions created were less
optimal than those in the native state.

Fundamental for the formation of functionally
active antenna pigment clusters are protein poly-
peptides that are responsible for the hierarchical
organization of the entire antenna based on a specific
polypeptide aggregation. In purple bacteria the
antenna consists of pairs of chemically different
hydrophobic polypeptides, and
(see Chapter 16 by Zuber and Cogdell). Each of
these membrane-spanning polypeptides hosts 50–60
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amino acid residues. Protein polypeptides not only
provide the environment, but also determine the
position and orientation of pigment molecules as
well as the distance between them (1–2 nm in an

Two to three BChl and one to two carotenoid
molecules are non-covalently bound to an

The actual size of the in vivo
is still under debate. The reconstitution of

the antenna from separately isolated and
polypeptides and pigments has been demonstrated
(see Chapter 21 by Loach and Parkes-Loach). It has
been proposed that the basic building element is

and two basic elements are sufficient to
form a complex which has spectral characteristics
similar to the native core antenna complex. It is
likely a weakly coupled aggregate of two dimers
where two BChls are strongly coupled (see Chapter
17 by Sundström and van Grondelle). The BChl
dimer may be similar to the RC primary electron
donor.

B. Structural Aspects of Antenna-Reaction
Center Coupling

Little is known about the spatial relationships and
interactions of RC polypeptides with light-harvesting
complexes. Three different arrangements of
peripheral antenna complexes and core complexes
with respect to RCs in the photosynthetic membrane
plane have been proposed: (i) peripheral antenna
complexes surround and structural connect core
complexes, which in their turn host the pool of RCs
(Monger and Parson, 1977); (ii) an isolated RC,
surrounded by core complexes, in a pool of peripheral
antenna complexes (Deinum et. al., 1991b); (iii) an
arrangement where both peripheral and core
complexes have close spatial relationships with the
RC (Drews, 1985).

The ultimate purpose of these arrangements is to
form an effective heterogeneous excitation energy
transfer system towards the RC. Some of the
peripheral complexes, however, seem to be more
remote and, correspondingly, less effective energy
mediators (Moskalenko and Toropygina, 1988;
Freiberg et al., 1989). Reversible chemical cross-
linking studies (Drews, 1985) give strong evidence
that close spatial contacts (about 1 nm) exist between
both the and polypeptides of the core antenna
complex and the H protein subunit of the RC. The H
subunit does not bind pigments. Its protein backbone
spans the membrane once (five times in the case of L

and M subunits) and forms a globular structure
outside the membrane that makes extensive contact
with the cytoplasmic side of the L and M subunits
(see Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.).

A close spatial contact of core antenna complexes
with the RC is a prerequisite of an effective energy
utilization. The dilution of the membrane by lipids
results in the uncoupling of the antenna and RC with
respect to energy transfer (Takemoto et al., 1985).

In membranes the core antenna BChl molecules
bound to lie asymmetrically on the
periplasmic side. The special pair of the RC is also
localized on the periplasmic side. This specific
location is the basis for two-dimensional energy
transfer parallel to the membrane plane within and
between antenna complexes and the RC. The pigments
of the core antenna, like the primary donor pigments,
have their molecular plane oriented perpendicular to
the membrane plane. The long-wavelength
transition dipoles of antenna and RC pigments are
believed to lie approximately parallel to the membrane
plane (see Chapter 16 by Zuber and Cogdell).

IV.Trapping of Energy by the Reaction Center

The migration of singlet excited states from the
antenna to the RC has intrigued theorists since the
pioneering work of Franck and Teller in 1938 (for
discussion see Robinson, 1967). The first clear
experimental demonstration of an effective trapping
of antenna excitations by RCs was given by
Vredenberg and Duysens (1963). They also observed
an increase of the fluorescence yield from photo-
synthetic bacteria when the photochemical machinery
became saturated by the incoming light energy.

As to the kinetics of the excitation transfer through
the antenna and from the antenna to the RC, the early
experimental evidence was scanty and inconsistent.
Thus, Zankel and Clayton (1969) and Zankel (1978)
concluded that the average trapping time constant is
rather slow, about a nanosecond. This was supported
by the data of Govindjee et. al. (1972) who found that
the fluorescence lifetime of bacteria increases from
0.3–1 ns as the RC traps are closed. Borisov and
Godik (1970), however, have proposed much shorter
lifetimes, around 50 ps for the photoactive RCs and
0.5 ns for the inactive, closed ones. This conclusion
was based on a single-frequency phase fluorimetric
measurements. The possibility to resolve picosecond
decays by this technique was obscure and the data
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fell under criticism (see, e.g., Zankel, 1978). Another
source of difficulties is the dependence of kinetics on
the excitation intensity that is crucial when single
picosecond pulses are used for excitation (for review,
see van Grondelle, 1985; Valkunas et al., 1991).

These inconsistencies start to find clarification
with the use of a new-generation of picosecond
lasers and recording techniques (for review, see
Freiberg, 1986). An important feature of such
instruments is a high pulse repetition rate. In
experiments employing single picosecond pulses, it
is almost always the case that excitation intensities
are considerably higher than in natural photosynthesis.
Singlet-singlet type excitation annihilation processes
may then prevail over photosynthetically relevant
excitation quenching processes (Campillo and
Shapiro, 1978). New spectrometers allow a low-
fluence excitation more characteristic of natural
photosynthesis, together with picosecond and even
subpicosecond time resolution.

A. The Effect of the Reaction Center State

It was first shown by Sebban and Moya (1983) using
the bacterium Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides and
Freiberg et al. (1984) using Rhodospirillum (Rs.)
rubrum that the variable fluorescence lifetime of the
core antenna, associated with the redox state of the
RC, changes from 50–60 ps in the case of active RCs
to about 250 ps on closing the RCs. Later, a similar
behavior was observed in a number of other bacteria.

Borisov et al. (1985) have summarized how the
picosecond fluorescence from the antenna of Rb.
sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum reacts to the closing of
RCs. Almost a single fluorescence emission decay
lifetime at different incident light levels was observed
which simply increased as the RC traps were oxidized
due to the increased light level. In contrast to these
studies, Woodbury and Bittersmann (1990) found
that the decay of fluorescence emission was
nonexponential at all excitation intensities. The
increase of the overall emission decay time was not
only due to an increase in the initial fast excitation
trapping time, but also to a substantial contribution
from a second, longer-lived emission component
which grew in as the traps were inactivated by high
light level. Only recently, it was established (A.
Freiberg and N. Woodbury, unpublished) that most
of the described discrepancies can be explained by
different excitation conditions used by different
groups. In the case of a very small excitation volume

as used in the measurements of Woodbury and
Bittersmann (1990), diffusion of excited PSUs out of
the illuminated volume and unexcited PSUs into this
volume should be taken into account in order to
obtain the correct kinetics. All the relevant data,
including these corrections, seem to verify that the
fluorescence yield as well as the fluorescence lifetime
of an antenna are directly governed by the rate of
energy trapping on active RCs.

Vredenberg and Duysens (1963) assumed that
closed RCs neither trap nor quench antenna
excitations. This assumption was based on the
observed bleaching of the long-wavelength absorp-
tion band of photooxidized RCs, resonant with the
antenna fluorescence (Duysens, 1952). Energy
transfer from the antenna to the RC presumably takes
place via the Förster dipole-dipole mechanism (see
Chapter 15 by Struve). Because the absorption of the
RC is almost lost, they assumed that the Förster
overlap integral will become close to zero and so will
the trapping/quenching rate.

Later studies proved that the reality is more
complex. There are a number of different inactive
(closed) RC states, not just a single one. All of them
are able to quench excitations in the antenna (Godik
and Borisov, 1977; Heathcote and Clayton, 1977).
The coupling mechanism in specific cases, however,
needs further clarification. Depending on the redox
potential of the medium, the excitation light intensity,
the availability of electron donors, temperature, and
other factors, the following RC states have been
quantified (Godik and Borisov, 1977):

active state

inactive states

Letters denote the important molecular constituents
of the RC: C is the cytochrome electron donor
complex, P is the BChl dimer primary donor, I is the
bacteriopheophytin intermediate electron acceptor,
Q is the primary quinone electron acceptor. When P
is photoexcited, it becomes oxidized and the electron
transfer proceeds via I to Q, and from there to a
secondary quinone acceptor until the electron
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primary donor is at 150 or about 217 K higher
energy with respect to the antenna pigments. Thus,
trapping via the long-wavelength antenna does not
kinetically impede an efficient utilization of light
energy at room temperature. The quantum yield of
charge separation is even more conservative. This
follows from the well-known relation between the
yield of the primary photochemistry, Y, and the rate
constants of trapping, and the competing loss
processes, The quantum yield stays
high as long as This may explain the almost
50% quantum yield of charge separation in Rp.
viridis at 6 K (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1992).

eventually returns to P. This electron transfer sequence
results in trapping and stabilizing the energy of light
excitations harvested by the antenna (for review, see
Bixon et al., 1992).

Different RC states quench antenna excitations
with different efficiencies as shown in Table 1, where
the data relevant to the bacteria Rs. rubrum and
Thiocapsa (Tc.) roseopersicina from various
publications are gathered together (Freiberg et al.,
1984; Godik et al., 1985; Borisov et al., 1985; Godik,
1989). When compared with the BChl lifetime in
isolated core antenna complexes or in a RC-less
mutant (about 650 ps at room temperature, according
to Sebban et al. (1985) and Freiberg and Timpmann
(1992)), it appears that when present RCs are always
efficient antenna fluorescence quenchers.

Recently, it was found that in two bacteria, the
BChl g containing Heliobacterium chlorum and the
BChl b containing Rp. viridis, fluorescence is
quenched more strongly when the primary donor is
oxidized than when it is reduced (Deinum et al.,
1991 a, 1992). Accordingly, the fluorescence lifetime
decreases after the closing of RCs (Kleinherenbrink
et al., 1993), instead of increasing, which was
observed in the ‘normal’ BChl a containing bacteria.
This was interpreted as due to the fact that antenna
levels are lower in energy than those of a reduced
primary donor. In these conditions the Förster overlap
integral may well increase and the antenna
fluorescence decrease upon photooxidation of the
primary donor when compared to the reduced state
of the donor. Although this is in principle compatible
with the Förster mechanism of energy transfer, the
quantitative aspects of this interpretation remain to
be proved. The same concerns the quantitative aspects
of the coupling mechanism in ‘normal’ cases. Some
of the problems encountered by the Förster
mechanism of quenching have been underlined by
Sebban (1985). The primary electron donor in higher
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plant Photosystem II, P680, also appears to be an
equally effective quencher of chlorophyll fluorescence
in the oxidized and in the reduced state (see, e.g.
Freiberg et al., 1992, 1994).

B. ‘Up-Hill’ Energy Trapping

Because of the Stokes shift of the donor emission
spectrum the Förster overlap integral has a larger
value if the acceptor molecule absorption spectrum
is red-shifted with respect to that of the donor. As a
result, in the inhomogeneous ensemble excitations
tend to accumulate on the molecules with lowest
energies. When the pigments with redmost absorption
spectra belong to the primary donor or to antenna
pigments adjacent to it, the spectral uni-directionality
results in a spatially directed energy transfer towards
the RC. This is how the photosynthetic systems
should be and generally are arranged, so far as the
peripheral antenna is concerned. Otherwise,
excitations may end up in a local minimum apart
from the RC and get lost.

In many cases, the primary donor is not an energetic
trap compared to all the core antenna pigments
present. Rp. viridis is probably the most studied
representative of this class of systems. In natural
membranes the primary donor absorbs at 985 nm
and the antenna pigments, at 1015 nm at room
temperature (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1992). Note
that Rp. viridis like Rs. rubrum possesses only the
core antenna proteins, arranged concentrically in a
single circle around the RC. In a structure optimized
in such way excitations always stay adjacent to the
RC until they are trapped. The trapping rate stays
relatively high until the thermal energy, kT, and the
gap between the 0-0 transition energies (not just
between the absorption maxima) of the antenna and
the RC pigments are comparable. In Rp. viridis the
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Picosecond time-resolved measurements on purple
bacteria have shown that the energy equilibration
between the proximal and the core antenna as well as
over the core antenna is very fast and it is essentially
complete within 10 ps (Freiberg et al., 1987, 1989;
van Grondelle et al., 1987; Timpmann et al., 1991;
Müller et al., 1993; Pullerits et al., 1994). The transfer
rate between the antenna and the RC (the pairwise
trapping rate) is probably slower, considering the
several times longer lifetime of antenna fluorescence,
a short charge separation time (3 ps) and the generally-
accepted spatial organization of the antenna and the
RC in the membrane. The latter aspect is very
important, though it does not necessarily allow a
complete picture of excitation transfer dynamics
(Valkunas et al., 1992).

At room temperature the trapping rate constant
cannot be measured directly, because of the
interference with thermal equilibration processes
within the antenna. Measurements at 77 K have
given the following estimates for trapping time
constants from the long-wavelength antenna: 35 ps
in Rb. sphaeroides and 75 ps in Rs. rubrum. The
trapping time is constant over the temperature range
177–77 K and it is believed to be not much different
at room temperature (Visscher et al., 1989). Crude
estimates for trapping times in Rp. viridis are about
10 ps (Zhang et al., 1992) and 1.3 ns (Kleinherenbrink
et al., 1992), respectively at room temperature and at
6 K. Analyses of the room-temperature femtosecond
pump-probe data in membranes of Rb. capsulatus
lead Xiao et al. (1994) to the conclusion that the
excitation energy transfer and trapping is limited by
the overall rate of energy transfer between the antenna
and the RC. The viewpoint that there exist some rate-
limiting energy transfer steps in the antenna or from
antenna to RC is shared by several others (van
Grondelle et al., 1987; Freiberg et al., 1989). At the
same time, Müller et al. (1993) are confident that
their picosecond time-resolved fluorescence emission
data of Rb. capsulatus could only be interpreted if
the equilibration time for the excited states of antenna
and RC is very short, <3 ps. These opposite views
show that at this point our knowledge is, perhaps,
still incomplete.

It has been proposed by Trissl (1993) that the
possible reason for the development of long-
wavelength antenna and spectrally broad hetero-
geneous absorption bands is an advantage which is
evolutionarily obtained via the adaptation of
photosynthetic organisms to the spectrally filtered

light caused by self-absorption. Trissl (1993) has
also achieved a good agreement between the measured
long-wavelength fluorescence lifetime and the
theoretically predicted one, assuming a rate-limited
trapping from thermally equilibrated antenna states.
Small (<2 nm) and uniform pigment-pigment
distances have been utilized which is inconsistent
with the known PSU organization described above.
The original Förster formula (see, e.g. Förster, 1965)
contains a number of uncertain parameters when
photosynthetic systems are considered which limits
its direct use. These have been discussed by Pullerits
and Freiberg (1992). Here it suffices to note that in
the formula the refractive index appears in the fourth
power, but even the applicability of this average
macroscopic constant on the needed microscopic
level is not obvious. We will return to this specific
problem later. Usually, these ‘details’ are overlooked
and the distances between pigments are adjusted in
order to get the needed transfer rates. Naturally, such
a ‘determination’ of the structure is arbitrary and
should be taken with caution.

V. Detrapping of Excitation Energy from
the Reaction Center

The process opposite to trapping–detrapping, is even
less well characterized. Some early measurements of
the antenna fluorescence yield upon excitation at the
wavelengths corresponding to the absorption from
RC pigments, appear to suggest that not very extensive
back-transfer of excitation energy from the RC to the
antenna occurs in purple bacteria at room temperature
(Clayton and Siström, 1966; Olson and Clayton,
1966; Ebrey, 1971; Wang and Clayton, 1971).
However, the relatively limited knowledge of the
pigment origin and not so well defined experimental
conditions at the time of these measurements make
these results at the best qualitative in nature. Much
more recent steady-state fluorescence yield measure-
ments on Rp. viridis and Rs. rubrum (Kleinherenbrink
et al., 1992) suggest that at least at 6 K RCs behave
as absolute traps. The extent of detrapping is very
low, only some few per cent. On the basis of time-
resolved absorption measurements with antenna-RC
complexes from Cm. minutissimum (Abdourakh-
manov et al., 1989) the energy detrapping efficiency
at room temperature was estimated to be 10–20%.

It is important to have more detailed and
quantitative information on the detrapping process,
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because of at least two reasons. First, it tells us about
the efficiency of the RC as an energy trap, and
secondly, is of additional help in assessing the trapping
rate, since the two processes—trapping and
detrapping, are related to each other. The possibility
of learning something about trapping via detrapping
is particularly interesting because the detrapping can
be tested at room temperature, and thus it yields the
trapping rate at room temperature, which cannot be
directly measured, as noted before.

Timpmann et al. (1993) have measured the energy
back-transfer efficiency from the RC to the antenna
in Rs. rubrum chromatophores at room temperature
by using two types of picosecond time-resolved
measurements, absorption and fluorescence methods.
Due to the additional possibility to discriminate
against unwanted signals, the time-resolved
measurements are superior over the steady-state
measurements. The RC pigments in Rs. rubrum can
be almost selectively excited through the 800 nm
absorption band of the accessory monomeric BChl.

Figure 1 offers compelling evidence that there is a
substantial back-transfer of excitation energy from
the RC to the antenna. The excitation of the
chromatophores within the 800 nm absorption band
of the RC results in picosecond absorption and
fluorescence signals, demonstrating the presence of
antenna excitations. Different amplitudes of the
signals result from different dark-adapted RC states
(PBIQ in absorption and in fluorescence
experiments). After taking into account the antenna
absorption in the 800 nm region, the part of energy
detrapped from the RC back to the antenna is
determined to be for active RCs and
when the primary quinone acceptor was prereduced.
The yield obtained for active RCs is in remarkably
good agreement with the room-temperature data,
derived in other bacteria: 10–20% in Cm. minu-
tissimum (Abdourakhmanov et al., 1989),
in Rb. capsulatus (Xiao et al., 1994) and in
Rp. viridis (Timpmann et al., unpublshed).

From the back-transfer data for active RCs in the
state PBIQ the following rate constants corresponding
to the trapping/detrapping kinetic model of Fig. 2
have been found:  and

For RCs in the state respectively
and The pairwise

detrapping rate, is related to the total detrapping
rate, from the RC to all the nearest q antenna
molecules coordinating the RC by

The pairwise trapping rate, could be derived, in
good approximation at room temperature, from the
following equation (N is the number of spectrally
equivalent pigments or aggregates of pigments):

The obtained results, when combined with the
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previous knowledge of the energy transfer rates in
purple bacteria, suggest that the most crucial step of
the overall energy transfer process in the photo-
synthetic pigment system of the purple bacteria is
the energy transfer from the core antenna molecules
to the RC ones. It is rather arbitrary whether the
energy transfer in this situation is considered
diffusion-limited or trapping-limited.

VI. Pigment-Protein Couplings According
to High Hydrostatic Pressure Studies

The dynamic behavior and functioning of pigment-
protein complexes is among other factors governed
by the properties of protein due to important couplings
between protein polypeptides and pigments with the
protein surrounding (Pancoska et al., 1990). The
protein matrix provides a large number of local
conformations which lead to inhomogeneous
broadening effects on spectra and support various
dynamic processes, e.g. electronic excitation and
electron transfer processes. Also, different low-
frequency modes in proteins and their postulated
glass-like structure (Iben et al., 1989) may have a
profound effect on the dynamics of photosynthetic
systems. Until now, relatively little attention has
been paid to these problems, especially, as far as
photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes are
considered.

Therefore, and also because of the connection
with the current actively disputed subject about the
origin of the large spectral red shift of the near-
infrared absorption bands of BChls in photosynthetic
pigment-protein complexes when compared to those
in organic solvents, we will consider the elastic
properties of photosynthetic pigment-proteins in
some detail here (Freiberg et al., 1993; Tars et al.,
1994).

A. Solvent- Versus Pressure-Induced Spectral
Shifts

It is well known that when a molecule is dissolved in
a solvent, its spectrum shifts, usually towards lower
energy. The shift is evidently induced by the
interaction between the solute molecule and the
surrounding medium. In the case of a nonpolar
molecule in a nonpolar isotropic medium the major
contribution to the shift is due to the dispersion
interaction, i.e. an interaction via the fields of the

induced dipole moments. This contribution to the
spectral solvent shift (expressed in is given by
the following expression (see, e.g. Andersson et al.,
1991):

Here  and are the transition frequencies of a
molecule in the medium and in the gas phase; and

Onsager cavity radius of the solute, I and I' are the
ionization potentials of the solute and the medium
molecules, and n is the refractive index of the medium
at a given transition wavelength. Since molecules in
the excited state are generally more polarizable than
in the ground state in Eq.(3)), a red solvent
shift commonly occurs. A linear relationship between
the absorption band maximum in solution and
the Lorentz-Lorenz function

characterizing the electronic polarizability
of the medium is the electronic polarizability of
the solvent molecules and N is their number in the
molar volume) has been established for many solute-
solvent systems. In particular, this relationship has
proved to hold in the case of both chlorophylls
(Renge, 1992) and carotenoids (Andersson et al.,
1991) in nonpolar media.

Pressure leads to changes in the interaction between
the molecule and the surrounding medium and,
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are electronic polarizabilities of the molecule in
the ground and in the excited electronic state, h is
Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light; a is the
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consequently, to the shift of spectral bands. However,
it is not easy to see from Eq.(3) the functional
dependence of this shift.

Figure 3 shows the room-temperature absorption
spectra of light-harvesting pigment-protein com-
plexes between 450 and 1050 nm at three different
pressures: 1 atm, 5 kbar and 9.1 kbar

The most intensive band at 880 nm
belongs to the transition in aggregated BChl
molecules in the protein surrounding. A much weaker
band around 590 nm corresponds to the transition
in the same molecule. Three blue bands (at 485, 513
and 549 nm) represent vibronic transitions between
the ground and the second electronic excited state in
the spirilloxanthin molecule. One can see in Fig. 3 a
substantial red shift of the absorption band and of
spirilloxanthin bands with the increase of pressure.

The shift of the band is accompanied by a band

practically unchanged. The position of the band
seems to be relatively less sensitive to pressure than
the spirilloxanthin bands.

Although the pressure dependence of the spectral
band shifts has both linear and quadratic terms, the
latter contribution is relatively small (Fig. 4; Tars et
al., 1994). The pressure coefficients,
determined as slopes of a single straight line fitted to
the data points in the plot of the band peak position
versus the pressure were found to have the following
values: for the BChl  band,

for the band and
for all the spirilloxanthin vibronic bands.

From the pressure-induced shifts of the spirillo-
xanthin spectral bands the local refractive index in
the surrounding of the spirilloxanthin molecule can
be calculated following Eq.(3) and by using the
solvatochromic data. At atmospheric pressure n =
1.51 and it increases to n = 1.58 at 5.5 kbar. It has
been suggested that the surrounding of the
spirilloxanthin molecule may to a great extent consist
of the aromatic amino acid residues of the protein
(Andersson et al., 1991).

Some years ago a simple expression was deduced
(Laird and Skinner, 1989) for the pressure-induced
shifts of spectral bands of impurity molecules
dissolved in solid media:

Here is the isothermal compres-
sibility of the medium in the neighborhood of the
guest molecule and is the solvent (matrix) shift
at normal pressure (see Eq.(3)) with respect to the
inhomogeneous band maximum  Inderiving Eq.
(4), the elastic properties of the matrix were
considered as isotropic and homogeneous. This is
certainly not the case for proteins, as they are both
heterogeneous and anisotropic. S. H. Lin (unpub-
lished) has considered the case where the heat bath
molecules are not isotropically distributed around
the solute molecule. The result is similar to the Eq.
(4), but without the numerical coefficient 2. Evidently,
the linear pressure dependence given by these
equations holds for sufficiently low pressures only. If
either the compressibility or the solvent shift is
known, the other can be determined from the pressure-
induced spectral shift experiment.

Arvi Freiberg
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B. Compressibility of the Protein Matrix

The gas phase transition frequencies for different
carotenoids are known from solvatochromic data.
For the 0-0 vibronic transition of the spirilloxanthin

(P. O. Andersson, unpublished),
which gives for the solvent shift

With the given pressure coefficient and the
equation derived by Lin (unpublished) we calculate

The gas phase frequencies of
native BChl aggregates are not available for
understandable reasons and neither are the corres-
ponding solvent shifts. Here, in a limiting case,
which presumably gives a larger solvent shift and
thus a diminished compressibility, we will use the
frequencies determined from solvatochromic
measurements of monomeric BChl molecules
(Renge, 1992): for and

transitions. With these data
we have From the
pressure shift of band we obtain

As can be seen, within the limits of experimental
accuracy rather close compressibility values have
been obtained from different transitions in the same
BChl molecule. On the contrary, different molecules,
BChl and spirilloxanthin, give clearly different
compressibility values.

From the present data and the relatively short
range of dispersion forces it seems evident that the
chromophores probe the local structure of the protein
matrix surrounding them and that the protein elastic
properties are locally specific. A somewhat higher
flexibility of BChl location in the light-harvesting
protein complexes may stem from the specific binding
of pigment molecules to protein polypeptides and
the package of  heterodimersinto larger oligomers,
leaving easily compressible voids. Both and
polypeptides carry one BChl molecule, but the
binding site of the spirilloxanthin molecule is shared
by the two polypeptides (see Chapter 16 Zuber and
Cogdell). Also, pressure-induced changes in excitonic
coupling between chromophores in dimers and larger
aggregates, resulting in the additional red shift of the
lower excitonic component, could contribute to an
overestimated compressibility in this case.

The perturbation induced by the external factor in
the described experiments is substantial. At the highest
applied pressure it constitutes 20–40% of the ‘internal
pressure’ which could be defined as the pressure one

would have to apply in order to achieve a band shift
comparable to the solvent shift. In other terms, it
corresponds to the decrease of the average distance
between protein molecules by 3–9%.

The estimated local compressibilities at room
temperature fall into the typical range of bulk
compressibilities of various proteins, organic
solvents, polymers and molecular crystals. These
organics are approximately by an order of magnitude
more compressible than observed in inorganic
crystals. In crystals, a single set of elastic moduli
characterizes all the elastic properties of the crystal.
In protein macromolecules, various local elastic
constants are needed in order to understand their
properties and functioning. A quantitative correlation
between the observed pressure effects and structural
changes is still not available.

VII. Concluding Remarks

Retracing the Introduction to this chapter, one can
conclude that the 15-years-ago understanding of the
antenna-RC coupling problem was qualitatively
correct. Although modern experimental techniques
have allowed the specification of many important
details and made the picture much richer, the basic
concepts have remained essentially unchanged.
However, the field is still highly descriptive and
progress in quantifying the underlying mechanisms
is too slow. Some of the pending important problems
were pointed out in the main text.

Recent years have destroyed an old illusion that all
we need for a complete picture of excitation transfer
and trapping dynamics is detailed structural
information about the system. This structural
information still seems to be only a prerequisite for a
deeper understanding of excitation transfer, which
will require the application of many approaches.

One of the achievements of the reviewed period,
unfortunately not paid due attention in this chapter,
is the realization that different inhomogeneous effects
constitute a primary characteristic of the protein
medium. At the same time, both the kinetics and the
dynamics of the antenna-RC coupling are largely
governed by the specific protein medium. Future
progress is expected through exploiting this
knowledge.

Chapter 19 Coupling of Antennas to Reaction Centers
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Summary

Green photosynthetic bacteria contain antenna complexes known as chlorosomes. These complexes are
appressed to the cytoplasmic side of the inner cell membrane and function to absorb light and transfer the energy
to the photochemical reaction center, where photochemical energy storage takes place. Chlorosomes differ
from all other known photosynthetic antenna complexes in that the geometrical arrangement of pigments is
determined primarily by pigment-pigment interactions instead of pigment-protein interactions. The functional
role of the proteins found in chlorosomes is not well understood. The bacteriochlorophyll c, d or e pigments
found in chlorosomes form large oligomers with characteristic spectral properties significantly perturbed from
those exhibited by monomeric pigments. Because of their close spatial interaction, the pigments are thought to
be strongly coupled electronically, and many of the optical properties result from exciton interactions.

In addition to chlorosomes, the green sulfur bacteria contain another unique antenna complex known as the
bacteriochlorophyll a protein, or the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) protein. This complex was the first
pigment-containing photosynthetic complex to have its high resolution structure determined. It has been
intensely studied by spectroscopic and theoretical methods.

This review summarizes existing knowledge on the chemical composition and properties of chlorosomes, the
evidence for the oligomeric nature of chlorosome pigment organization and proposed structures for the
oligomers, the properties of and possible functions of chlorosome proteins, the kinetics and mechanisms of
energy transfer in chlorosomes, and the structure and spectroscopic properties of the FMO protein.

I. Introduction

Green photosynthetic bacteria contain two unique
antenna complexes. Chlorosomes are found in both
the green sulfur bacteria and the green filamentous
bacteria. In addition to chlorosomes, a bacterio-
chlorophyll a-containing protein known as the Fenna-
Matthews-Olson (FMO) protein is found in the green
sulfur bacteria. Together, they constitute the bulk of
the antenna pigments in these organisms. Interest-

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cb. – Chlorobium;
CD – circular dichroism; Cf – Chloroflexus; FMO protein –
Fenna-Matthews-Olson BChl a protein; LD – linear dichroism;
Pc. – Prosthecochloris; Pd. – Pelodictyon

ingly, the two types of complexes represent the
extremes of pigment organization, with the FMO
protein being a classic pigment-protein, where the
protein serves as a scaffold to which pigments are
attached, while the chlorosome is organized on a
completely different principle, with self-assembled
pigment oligomers and relatively little direct pigment
binding by the few proteins that are present.

Chlorosomes are membrane-associated antenna
complexes found only in green photosynthetic
bacteria. Cohen-Bazire et al. (1964) first reported
chlorosomes and called them Chlorobium vesicles.
A comprehensive account of the early work on
chlorosomes is given by Pierson and Castenholz

D. Minor Spectral Species as Energy Transfer Intermediates Within Chlorosomes
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(1978), which should be consulted for references to
the older literature. Staehelin et al. (1978, 1980)
proposed that the name of this complex should be
changed to chlorosome (green body) in recognition
of the fact that these structures are more widely
distributed than is implied by the name Chlorobium
vesicle, and this term has become universally adopted.
Previous reviews of chlorosome antennas can be
found in Olson (1980a), Blankenship et al. (1988b),
Zuber and Brunisholz (1991), Holzwarth et al. (1992)
and van Grondelle et al. (1994).

There are two families of green photosynthetic
bacteria, the green sulfur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae)
and the green filamentous bacteria (Chloroflexaceae)
(Trüper and Pfennig, 1992; Pierson and Castenholz,
1992). The two groups are only distantly related to
each other by the criterion of 16S rRNA comparison
(Gibson et al., 1985; Woese, 1987) and have very
different reaction centers and integral membrane
antenna complexes, as well as entirely distinct
metabolic and ecological characteristics (see Chapters
1, by Imhoff, 3 by Pierson and Castenholz, 4 by Van
Gemerden and Mas, 30 by Feiler and Hauska, 32 by
Feick et al. and 40 by Sirevåg for further discussion
of these characteristics). Yet these widely separated
bacterial lines contain chlorosomes, remarkably
similar antenna complexes, the presence of which
can be considered to be their primary common
characteristic. The possible evolutionary significance
of this unusual situation has been discussed by Pierson
and Olson (1989) and Blankenship (1992), and is
considered below in section IX of this chapter.

Chlorosomes contain bacteriochlorophyll (BChl)
c, d or e, usually as a complex mixture of structurally
similar yet distinct structures (see below and Chapter
8 by Senge and Smith). BChl c is the main chlorosome
pigment in many green sulfur bacteria, and is also
found in all known green filamentous bacteria. BChls
d and e, which are structurally related to BChl c, are
found only in various species of green sulfur bacteria.
All these pigments were formerly known as
Chlorobium chlorophylls, and collectively are now
referred to as chlorosome chlorophylls (Smith, 1994).
BChl c (d or e) is found inside the chlorosome and is
thought to be associated with rod-elements ca. 5–
10 nm in diameter that have been visualized by
electron microscopy (see Chapter 13 by Oelze and
Golecki).

It is now quite clear that the mechanism of pigment
organization in chlorosomes must be substantially
different than is found in more familiar pigment-

proteins. Chlorosomes contain surprisingly little
protein, relative to the large amount of pigment
present. Although there is considerable variation in
the values reported in the older literature, much of
this difference is almost certainly due to varying
degrees of purity of the chlorosome preparations
used (Pierson and Castenholz, 1978; Schmidt, 1980).
Feick and Fuller (1984) reported a protein to BChl c
ratio of approximately 2.2:1 (w/w) in Chloroflexus
(Cf.) aurantiacus. A recent determination gave ratios
of protein to BChl of about 0.5:1 (w/w) in Chlorobium
(Cb.) tepidum (Chung et al., 1994). These values are
in contrast to ratios much greater than one invariably
found in other pigment-proteins. For example, the
FMO protein from Cb. tepidum has seven BChl a
molecules (911.5 Da each) associated with a
monomer of protein of molecular mass 40,165 Da,
(Dracheva et al., 1992) giving a protein to pigment
ratio of 6.3:1.

The role of the small amount of protein in the
chlorosome remains controversial. Some workers
maintain that protein is necessary in some way to
stabilize the chlorophyll structures in the chlorosome
while others maintain that proteins serve only to give
the chlorosome the correct shape. Possible structural
and mechanistic consequences of this relatively small
protein content are discussed in detail below in
sections III, IV and V.

II. Chlorosome Composition

Purified chlorosome preparations can readily be
obtained from cell homogenates either simply after
cell breakage (Schmidt, 1980), or after further
treatment with detergents (Feick and Fuller, 1984) or
chaotropes (Gerola and Olson, 1986). Chlorosomes
from both types of green bacteria contain lipids,
proteins and carotenoids as well as chlorophylls.

A. Bacteriochlorophylls c, d and e

1. Structure and Distribution

All green bacteria contain either BChl c, d or e. The
structures of these pigments are shown in Fig. 1 (also
see Chapter 8 by Senge and Smith). The numbering
used in Fig. 1 is the IUPAC system. Much of the older
literature uses the Fischer system, in which position
3 is numbered 2, is 2a, 8 is 4, 12 is 5, is 9,
is 10 and 20 is The chlorosome chlorophylls have

Chapter 20 Antenna Complexes from Green Photosynthetic Bacteria
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several distinctive structural features in common.
These include the OH group at the position and the
lack of the carboxymethyl substituent found in most
chlorophylls at the position. The stereochemistry
at the position can be either R or S, and is often
found as a mixture of diastereomers. There is a trend
toward S stereochemistry at the position as the
substituents at the 8 and 12 positions become more
bulky (Bobe et al., 1990; Smith, 1994; Chapter 8 by
Senge and Smith). In contrast to the Chloroflexaceae
which contain almost exclusively BChl c, the major
light-harvesting pigments in different types of
Chlorobiaceae are BChl c, d or e. A given organism
usually contains a mixture of different homologs of
only one of the three pigments, although in some
strains of Cb. vibrioforme and Cb. limicola, both
BChl c and d are often found (see below).

Bacteriochlorophylls c, d and e can be distinguished
by the absorption maxima of their band both in
vivo and in vitro (Oelze, 1985; Scheer, 1991;
Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell, 1991; Hoff and
Amesz, 1991). A characteristic feature of the
bacteriochlorophyll in the chlorosomes is that its red
absorption maximum is red shifted 70–80 nm with
respect to that of the monomeric form observed in
organic solvents. This spectral shift is largely due to

aggregation, and is discussed in detail below.
Spectroscopic properties of chlorosome chlorophylls
in a variety of solvents have been reported by Fetisova
and Borisov (1973) and Brune et al. (1988b).

In cell suspensions of different strains of green
sulfur bacteria the long wavelength absorption for
the BChl c containing species lies between 745 nm
and 760 nm. For the BChl d and BChl e containing
species the corresponding values are 725–745 nm
and 715–725 nm, respectively (Gloe et al., 1975;
Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell, 1991; Hoff and
Amesz, 1991; Chapter 1 by Imhoff). At 5 K Otte et al.
(1991) found that intact cells of Prosthecochloris
(Pc.) aestuarii, Cb. vibrioforme and Cb. phaeo-
vibrioides which contain BChl c, d, and e respectively,
have absorption maxima at 758, 746 and 728 nm.

The biosynthetic pathways of BChls c, d and e
have not been studied in the same detail as those of
other chlorophyll-type pigments. Suggestions that
there may be some unusual steps in these pathways
are provided by the observations that anesthetic gases
specifically inhibit biosynthesis of these pigments
(Ormerod et al., 1990) and that there is a specific
effect of vitamin on chlorosome formation
(Fuhrmann et al., 1993). Smith and co-workers have
investigated the unique methylation that results in
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much of the pigment diversity found in green bacteria
(Bobe et al., 1990). None of the proteins involved in
pigment biosynthesis in green bacteria have been
isolated nor the genes that code for them identified.

2. Variations of Bacteriochlorophylls in
Chlorobiaceae

In some green sulfur bacteria, the degree of
methylation of the chlorin ring is dependent on the
growth condition of the culture. Broch-Due and
Ormerod (1978) observed that when Cb. vibrioforme
was grown under low light intensities for four to five
months there was a change in the in vivo absorption
maximum in the red from 742 nm to 756 nm. Based
on spectra of methanol extracts of the cells they
concluded that the cells had mutated from a BChl d-
containing form to a BChl c-containing form (Fig 1).
Later, Smith and coworkers (Smith and Bobe, 1987;
Bobe et al., 1990) found that cultures of Cb.
vibrioforme strain B1-20 and Cb. vibrioforme strain
NCIB 8327 responded to reduced light conditions in
the culture by methylating substituents at the 8- and
12- positions of the bacteriochlorophylls. Eventually,
BChl d was converted to BChl c in the last strain
mentioned.

Concomitant with the increased methylation of
the bacteriochlorophylls in the 8-, 12-, and 20-
positions a red shift of the in vivo antenna pigment
system is observed. In nature this could possibly be
of advantage for the bacteria in competing for
available light. Huster and Smith (1990) suggested
that the homologation process increases the
hydrophobic interactions between the individual
bacteriochlorophyll molecules, giving rise to larger
aggregates in the chlorosome antenna and thereby
increasing the chance for light capture. Nozawa et al.
(1992b) reported that the aggregation properties of
different homologues of purified BChl d are strongly
dependent on the nature of the peripheral substituents.
Recently, similar results were reported for pigments
from Cb. limicola (Uehara et al., 1994).

Otte et al. (1991) spectrally resolved at least two
different pools of bacteriochlorophyll within the
chlorosomes of green sulfur bacteria. The results
were interpreted in terms of a lateral gradient
promoting directional energy transfer to the antenna
components in the membrane. Causgrove et al. (1992)
came to a similar conclusion for BChl e-containing
chlorosomes through analysis of energy transfer rates
in isolated chlorosomes. Other data related to this

question in both families of green bacteria are
discussed in Section VII.

In all three types of bacteriochlorophyll isolated
from green sulfur bacteria the major esterifying
alcohol is the C-15 isoprenoid, farnesol. Thus, in
batch cultures of Cb. limicola grown for 21 days,
Caple et al.(1978) found that 91% of the esterifying
alcohols of the BChl c molecules was trans, trans-
farnesol with minor amounts of five additional
alcohols, where cis-9-hexadecen-1-ol and trans-
phytol each comprising 3% of the total. Otte et al.
(1993) identified the esterifying alcohols in Cb.
vibrioforme and Cb. phaeovibrioides by mass
spectrometry. In addition to farnesol, various minor
esterifying alcohols were found, including phytol,
oleol, cetol, 4-undecyl-2-furanmethanol and decenol.

3. Variations of Bacteriochlorophylls in
Chloroflexaceae

The BChl c composition of Chloroflexaceae consists
only of the 8-Et, 12-Me homologue (Gloe and Risch,
1978; Brune et al., 1987b; Bobe et al., 1990). The
main esterifying alcohol is stearol with phytol and
all-trans geranylgeraniol as minor components (Risch
et al., 1979). Fages et al. (1990) and Larsen et al.
(1994) reported the presence of two additional
alcohols in Cf. aurantiacus; hexadecanol and octadec-
9-enol. It has been observed that Cf. aurantiacus can
take up exogenous long chain fatty alcohols and
incorporate them into the BChl c as the esterifying
alcohol, thus changing the homolog distribution. By
addition of short chain (C10, C12) or long chain
(C20) alcohols novel BChl c homologs could also be
formed (Larsen et al., 1995). Chlorosomes from Cf.
aurantiacus contain trace quantities of BChl d, as
well as substantial amounts of both the R and S
diastereomers at the position of BChl c, with a
ratio that is somewhat dependent on culture conditions
(Brune et al., 1987b; Bobe et al., 1990; Fages et al.,
1990; Larsen et al., 1994).

Why are the bacteriochlorophyll molecules within
the chlorosomes of one species of green bacteria
present in so many different homologous forms? Is
this a functional adaptation or is it simply a result of
‘slippage’ in the biosynthesis of these pigments? Are
the chemically distinct pigments uniformly distri-
buted within the chlorosome or is there a spatial and
energetic gradient with the shorter wavelength-
absorbing pigments further from the membrane, thus
‘funneling’ excitations toward the membrane and
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increasing the efficiency of trapping by the reaction
center? If this is so, how is such a nonuniform
distribution of pigments achieved during assembly
of the chlorosome? Unfortunately, none of these
questions can be answered definitively, and for many
of them almost no information is available.

In conclusion, it is clear that chlorosomes are not
homogeneous with respect to pigment composition,
as indicated by the wide variety of bacterio-
chlorophylls present with different esterifying
alcohols and peripheral substituents in the chlorin
ring, as well as different stereochemistries at the
position, all of which are sensitive to culture
conditions.

B. Bacteriochlorophyll 

In highly purified chlorosomes from Cf. aurantiacus
Schmidt (1980) found a specific BChl a-complex
with a characteristic absorption maximum at about
790–795 nm in amounts corresponding to about 5%
of the BChl c content of the chlorosomes (Fig. 2).
Similar results were subsequently reported by Sprague
et al. (1981a), and Feick et al. (1982). There is now a
considerable body of evidence that shows that the
molar ratio of BChl c to BChl a, both in whole cells
and in isolated chlorosomes depends strongly on
growth conditions (Pierson and Castenholz, 1978;
Sprague et al., 1981b; Feick and Fuller, 1984; Oelze,
1992; Lehmann et al., 1994a; Larsen et al., 1994;
Foidl et al., 1994; see also Chapter 13 by Oelze and
Golecki). The molar ratio of BChl c to Bchl a in
isolated chlorosomes ranges from approximately 25:1
in cells of Cf. aurantiacus grown under low light
intensity (Feick et al., 1982) to 2:1 in log-phase cells
grown at high light intensity (Lehmann et al., 1994a).
This special form of BChl a, known as B790 or B795
after the wavelength of the absorption band, was
proposed to be associated with a 5.8-kDa protein
(Feick and Fuller, 1984). The evidence concerning
this assignment is discussed in Section II E.

Chlorosomal BChl a has also been observed in the
green sulfur bacteria, where most of the BChl a is
found in the water-soluble FMO-protein (section
VI). Fig. 3 shows absorption and fluorescence spectra
of chlorosomes isolated from three species of green
sulfur bacteria. In highly purified chlorosomes
isolated from Cb. limicola, the level of BChl c is
much higher than that of BChl a, with a molar ratio
of approximately 100:1 (Gerola and Olson, 1986).
This is contrast to the substantially higher amounts
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of BChl a found in chlorosomes of Cf. aurantiacus,
as indicated above. The presence of chlorosomal
BChl a was detected in intact cells of three species of
Chlorobiaceae by absorbance and fluorescence
spectroscopy at 5K (Otte et al., 1991) and in isolated
chlorosomes and membranes by time-resolved
fluorescence spectroscopy at room temperature
(Causgrove et al., 1992). The chlorosomal BChl a in
these species not only had similar spectroscopic
properties but also was present in approximately the
same ratio to the total BChl. Similar results were
reported recently by Van Noort et al. (1994).

B795 is generally believed to function as an
intermediate in the energy transfer between the
chlorosome and the membrane-embedded antennas
and reaction centers. This conclusion is based
primarily on spectroscopic data in Cf. aurantiacus
(Betti et al., 1982; Van Dorssen and Amesz, 1988;
Mimuro et al., 1989; Holzwarth et al., 1990b;Müller
et al., 1990, 1993; Miller et al., 1991) and various
species of green sulfur bacteria (Otte et al., 1991;
Causgrove et al., 1990b, 1992; Van Noort et al.,
1994). While this position in the energy transfer
sequence very strongly suggests that the BChl a is
indeed physically located in the region of the
chlorosome that is proximal to the membrane, this
has not been demonstrated directly. More work is
needed to clarify the environment of BChl a in
chlorosomes, especially in light of reports that suggest
multiple spectral forms of BChl a in chlorosomes
(Mimuro et al., 1994b; Savikhin et al., 1994b).

C. Carotenoids

Isolated chlorosomes from both types of green
bacteria contain substantial amounts of carotenoids
(Schmidt, 1980). In the Chlorobiaceae the major
carotenoid is the aromatic chlorobactene (Liaaen
Jensen et al., 1964), which is also detected in the
thermophilic Cb. tepidum (Wahlund et al., 1991). In
the chlorosome fraction of Cb. limicola chlorobactene
comprises 69%, neurosporene 21% and lycopene
8% of the total carotenoid content (Schmidt, 1980).
In the brown-colored Cb. phaeobacteroides the
carotenoids are solely isorenierate/beta-isorenierate
absorbing at 505 nm in the intact cell (Overmann et
al., 1992).

In chlorosomes isolated from Cf. aurantiacus
and and a hydroxy derivative of the latter
comprise 36%, 43%, and 12% respectively of the
total (Schmidt, 1980). These are the principal

carotenoids in whole cells (Halfen et al., 1972).
Schmidt (1980) reported that two-thirds of the

in the chlorosomes was gluco-
sidated. The glucoside of
increased relative to the other carotenoids in the
chlorosomes isolated from cells grown at either high
light-intensities or at suboptimal temperatures and
may therefore possibly have a role in protecting the
photochemical systems from photodamage (Schmidt
et al., 1980). Interestingly, some of the glucosides of
the has been found to be acylated
with either C16:0 or C16:1 fatty acids. Some of these
compounds are probably located in the envelope of
the chlorosome, because they are lost from the
chlorosome fraction after SDS treatment (K. Mat-
suura and S. Takaichi, personal communication).

Much of the carotenoid in Cf. aurantiacus is not
associated with either the chlorosome or the
cytoplasmic membrane. This carotenoid is localized
in structures known as wax oleosomes (Beyer et al,
1983), and is recovered as a copious bright orange
floating pellet upon cell breakage followed by
ultracentrifugation. The amount of this fraction is
greatly increased in cells grown at higher light
intensity, imparting a distinct gold color to the
cultures, hence the name aurantiacus (Pierson and
Castenholz, 1974a,b). The function of this carotenoid
is not known, although it probably does not transfer
energy to bacteriochlorophyll due to the very short
distance dependence of carotenoid to chlorophyll
energy transfer (see Chapter 18 by Frank and
Christensen). It is therefore probably ineffective at
driving photosynthesis. The efficiency of carotenoid
to BChl energy transfer in whole cells of any species
of green bacteria apparently has not been measured
quantitatively, although Van Dorssen et al. (1986b)
found an apparently high efficiency of energy transfer
from carotenoid to BChl c in isolated chlorosomes.

D. Lipids

The primary distinguishing characteristic of the lipid
content of chlorosomes from both families of green
bacteria is the presence of large amounts of
glycolipids, which are rare or absent from most
purple bacteria. The glycolipids are significantly
enriched in the chlorosomes compared to the
cytoplasmic membranes (see Chapter 10 by Imhoff
and Bias-Imhoff).

In total lipid extracts of Cf. aurantiacus cells, wax
esters comprised 45 mol %, polar lipids 36 mol %
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and chlorophylls and carotenoids 11 and 8 mol %,
respectively (Beyer et al., 1983). Wax esters are
rarely found in bacteria, but in Cf. aurantiacus they
are dominating both in oleosomes and spindle-shaped
bodies found in a floating fraction after cell breakage
and also in the chlorosomes and plasma membrane
fractions (Beyer et al., 1983). The dominating wax
ester in Cf. aurantiacus is the fully saturated
(Knudsen et al., 1982). Because the wax-esters are
very hydrophobic molecules, the authors speculated
that they might be a component of the presumed
hydrophobic interior of the chlorosomes, although
this has not been examined in isolated chlorosomes.
Interestingly, the mesophilic Cb. limicola does not
possess any wax esters, in contrast to the thermophilic
Cb. tepidum (Knudsen et al., 1982; Wahlund et al.,
1991). This suggests a possible role for the wax
esters in maintaining a structural integrity of
membranes or hydrophobic domains during growth
at elevated temperature.

The polar lipid fraction from chlorosomes contains
phospholipids and glycolipids in addition to the
bacteriochlorophylls (Schmidt, 1980). Monogalac-
tosyldiglycerol (MGDG) is found in chlorosomes
from both types of green bacteria and Cf. aurantiacus
also contains a diglycosyldiglycerol with glucose
and galactose as carbon moieties (Knudsen et al.,
1982). It has been suggested that the MGDG has a
structural role in the chlorosomes by forming a
monolayer covering the cytoplasmic boundary of the
chlorosome (Cruden and Stanier, 1970). However,
Holo et al. (1985) were not able to correlate the
content of bacteriochlorophyll and galactolipids in
cells grown under different conditions where different
amounts of bacteriochlorophyll are produced, even
though it has been reported that an enlargement of
the average chlorosome volume up to a factor of 1.9
can take place in cells of Cf. aurantiacus (Golecki
and Oelze, 1987). The work of Holo et al. (1985) also
indicated that the chlorosome proteins are masking
the galactose moieties on the galactolipids by
comparing the agglutination pattern with Ricinus
lectins before and after tryptic digestion of the
chlorosome proteins.

The preferred location of glycolipids in chloro-
somes in both families of green bacteria suggests
that there may be an important role for these lipids in
chlorosome structure and function. Recently, Uehara
et al. (1994) have demonstrated that aggregated BChl
c with spectral properties very close to those of the
pigments in vivo can be assembled in aqueous

suspensions if MGDG is included, lending strong
support to this idea. Similar results were reported by
Hirota et al. (1992) and Miller et al. (1993a,b) using
protein-free fractions from cell extracts. See also
Section IIIB. Thus, there is the suggestion that these
lipids have a specific role in the pigment organization
in chlorosomes. More work is needed on the
localization and composition of lipids in chlorosomes
and the properties of pigment aggregates as a function
of lipids.

E. Proteins

The protein composition of chlorosomes is now
reasonably well established for Cf. aurantiacus and
is beginning to be so for the green sulfur bacteria.
The possible functional role(s) of these proteins
continues to be a controversial subject, as is discussed
in Section VI.

Purified chlorosomes from Cf. aurantiacus contain
three major proteins with molecular weights of 18,
11 and 3.7 kDa based on electrophoretic mobility on
SDS-PAGE, and smaller amounts of a 5.8 kDa protein
(Feick and Fuller, 1984). The3.7kDa polypeptide
was chemically sequenced by Wechsler et al. (1985b),
who reported a molecular mass of 5.6 kDa and
proposed a structural model for how this protein
might bind BChl c to seven Gln and Asn residues.
Later, the protein was determined to have an actual
molecular weight of 5.7 kDa and to be processed at
the carboxyl terminus from a longer preprotein
(Theroux et al., 1990). The gene that encodes this
protein is known as csmA (Theroux et al., 1990;
Bryant, 1994). Assertions that this protein is a
degradation product of much larger cellular proteins
(Griebenow et al., 1990) cannot be correct, given the
gene sequence.

Feick and Fuller (1984) proposed that the minor
5.8 kDa peptide observed in chlorosomes from Cf.
aurantiacus is associated with the B795 BChl a
found in all chlorosomes (see Section IIB). This
assignment was made on the basis of protease
digestion experiments that showed a correlation
between the 790 nm absorption and the amount of
this protein. In addition, the amount of this protein
correlated with chlorosomal BChl a content in
samples derived from cells grown under differing
light intensity (Feick and Fuller, 1984). This putative
5.8 kDa pigment-protein has never been purified and
biochemically characterized. Whether it is actually
the binding site for chlorosomal BChl a has recently
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been questioned by Lehmann et al. (1994a). These
authors reported a partial amino acid sequence of a
peptide in this molecular mass range. A lack of
correlation between the amount of the 5.8 kDa peptide
and BChl a content was observed by Foidl et al.
(1994) in cultures of Cf. aurantiacus grown under a
variety of culture conditions. No homolog to the 5.8
kDa protein has yet been identified in green sulfur
bacteria, although the much lower content of BChl a
in these chlorosomes might well make its identi-
fication difficult.

Much of the protein in chlorosomes from six
strains of green sulfur bacteria is accounted for by a
6.2–6.3 kDa polypeptide (Wagner-Huber et al., 1988,
1990; Chung et al., 1994). This protein is almost
certainly the homolog to the 5.7 kDa CsmA protein
found in Cf. aurantiacus. The sequence identity
among the 6.2 kDa polypeptides isolated from Cb.
tepidum, Cb. vibrioforme, Pelodictyon luteolum,
Prosthecochloris aestuarii, Cb. limicola and Cb.
phaeovibrioides is more than 90% and the sequence
identity of these polypeptides to the 5.7 kDa
polypeptide of Cf. aurantiacus is 30% (Fig. 4)
(Wagner-Huber et al., 1988; Zuber and Brunisholz,
1991; Chung et al, 1994).

The sequence similarity between the CsmA
proteins from the two families of green bacteria,
although modest, clearly suggests a functional

similarity and evolutionary relationship between these
proteins in the chlorosomes of both green filamentous
bacteria and green sulfur bacteria. The proteins are
found in cellular structures that are very similar in
terms of both overall morphology and function. In
addition, all CsmA proteins from all green bacteria
that have been examined so far are synthesized as
precursor proteins that are post-translationally
processed to cut 20–27 amino acids from the carboxyl
terminus of the preprotein (Theroux et al., 1990;
Chung et al., 1994). This type of processing is very
unusual, so the similarity of this feature in the two
groups of green bacteria is probably significant.
Finally, the gene organization surrounding the csmA
gene is similar in two green sulfur bacteria, Cb.
vibrioforme and Cb. tepidum, as compared to Cf.
aurantiacus (Theroux et al., 1990; Chung et al.,
1994). All three organisms contain similar upstream
and downstream open reading frames, although in
the green sulfur bacteria an additional gene is found,
known as csmC. This gene is not present in this
location in Cf. aurantiacus and there is so far no
evidence in this organism for any chlorosome protein
with a similar sequence.

The sequences of all known CsmA proteins are
compared in Fig. 4. None of the seven Asn and Gln
residues proposed by Wechsler et al. (1985b) as
possible BChl c binding sites in Cf. aurantiacus are
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conserved in the CsmA proteins from green sulfur
bacteria (arrows in Fig. 4), strongly suggesting that
this assignment is incorrect. However, there are two
conserved regions in the aligned sequences, which
are boxed in Fig. 4. Lehmann et al. (1994a) have
proposed that the His in the first of these regions
could bind to the Mg of a BChl c in pigment oligomers.

A comparison of the hydropathy plot of the 6.3
kDa Pelodictyon protein with that of the 5.7 kDa Cf.
aurantiacus protein supports this idea (Fig. 5). Both
proteins have a hydrophilic region between residues
21 – 29 surrounded by hydrophobic segments on
each side. The hydrophilic segments have a conserved
amino acid sequence: Gly His Trp. In both proteins
the hydrophobic region closest to the N terminus has
a high potential for forming an alpha helix (Garnier
et al., 1978), and in the case of the 5.7 kDa protein
from Cf. aurantiacus the estimated length of this
alpha-helix is about half of what is found for
membrane-spanning proteins.

The sequences of the genes encoding the 11 and
18 kDa proteins have recently been determined
(Niedermeier et al., 1994). The two genes, csmM and
csmN, are cotranscribed as part of an operon (see
Chapter 54 by Shiozawa). The sequences of the 11
and 18 kDa CsmM and CsmN proteins from Cf.
aurantiacus are shown in Fig. 6 (Niedermeier et al.,
1994). The two proteins exhibit a substantial degree
of identity in the central region, and have similar
hydropathy plots, suggesting that they are the
descendants of an ancestral protein for which the
gene underwent duplication and subsequent diver-
gence.

A 7.5 kDa polypeptide is also a major protein
component in chlorosomes from Cb. limicola and
Cb. tepidum (Gerola and Olson, 1986; Gerola et al.,
1988; Højrup et al., 1991; Chung et al., 1994). This
protein has been sequenced (Højrup et al., 1991) and
the gene that codes for it has been given the
designation csmB (Bryant, 1994). Analysis of the
amino acid sequence of the CsmB and CsmA proteins
shows that there is less than 18% identity between
the sequence of the 7.5 kDa CsmB protein of Cb.
limicola and of either the 6.2 kDa CsmA polypeptide
from the Chlorobiaceae or the 5.7 kDa CsmA protein
from Cf. aurantiacus. However, Gerola et al. (1988)
reported that the hydropathy plots and secondary
structure profiles for the 7.5 kDa and 5.7 kDa proteins
are similar. The 7.5 kDa polypeptide could not be
found in detergent prepared chlorosomes from
Chlorobiaceae lacking the baseplate (Wagner-Huber

et al., 1988) and it has been proposed that this protein
is part of the baseplate binding the chlorosomes to
the FMO protein (Højrup et al., 1991).

Some additional proteins with molecular weight
between 9 and 38 kDa have been detected in
chlorosomes from Cb. limicola (Gerola and Olson,
1986) whereas in Cb. phaeobacterioides and in Cb.
tepidum only a 34.5 kDa protein was detected in
addition to the low molecular weight polypeptide
(Stolz et al., 1990). In contrast, chlorosomes isolated
from Cb. tepidum by Chung et al. (1994) were found
to contain a significantly larger number of proteins.
These authors also noted that the sensitivity of
different proteins to silver staining versus Coomassie
blue staining was very different. This suggests that
the protein composition of chlorosomes from green
sulfur bacteria may be more complex than has
previously been thought.

III. In vitro Aggregates of Chlorosome
Chlorophylls

A large body of evidence has been accumulated that,
taken as a whole, very strongly indicates that some
sort of aggregated or oligomeric pigment complex is
present in chlorosomes in vivo. An important
component of this evidence is studies of the spectral
properties of BChl c and related pigments in a variety
of solvent systems in which pigment aggregates
form spontaneously. These aggregates exhibit a
substantial red shift of their absorbance spectra,
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which arises from strong exciton-type interactions
among the pigments. Depending on the details of the
solvent system, the pigment concentration and the
precise pigment involved, a range of aggregated
species can be formed, ranging from dimers, through
intermediate species to very large oligomers that
readily precipitate from solution.

A. A. Krasnovsky was a pioneer in the study of
chlorophyll aggregation in solid films and in colloidal
suspension, and first proposed the concept of
aggregated pigments as models for pigment
organization in chlorosomes of green bacteria.
Krasnovsky and coworkers (Krasnovsky and
Pakshina, 1959; Krasnovsky et al., 1961,1962,1966;
Bystrova et al., 1979; Krasnovsky and Bystrova,
1980) showed that purified BChl c from green sulfur
bacteria exists in solid films in a 740-nm form very
similar to the spectral form seen in native chlorosomes
and whole cells. Formation of the aggregated pigment
required the presence of Mg in the macrocycle
(Krasnovsky et al., 1966), but did not require water
or other polar groups (Bystrova et al., 1979), which
are required to form long-wavelength absorbing
aggregated forms of other photosynthetic pigments
(Katz et al., 1991). They further showed by IR
spectroscopy that the 740-nm form was an aggregate
involving the groups and also that the OH
group was involved in the aggregation. While the
six-coordinated Mg structural model that they
proposed (Bystrova et al., 1979) has since been
superseded by other models discussed below, this
seminal work was instrumental in shaping the thinking
of all subsequent workers.

A. Aggregates in Nonpolar Solvents

Shortly after the proposals by Krasnovsky discussed
above, Smith et al. (1983) demonstrated that the
same type of spectra could be achieved with BChls c,
d and e and Zn methyl bacteriopheophorbides c
dissolved in n-hexane: methylene chloride (200:1).
The addition of methanol converted the long-
wavelength aggregate to monomers. Metal-free
bacteriopheophorbides did not form aggregates under
any conditions. An oligomeric aggregate was
proposed with coordination of the on
one BChl c to the Mg of another BChl c, but this
model did not propose any involvement of the
carbonyl group (see Section VA). Olson et al. (1985)
reported absorption and CD spectra of BChl c in the
same solvent system and carried out exciton
calculations assuming the Krasnovsky structural
model.

Brune et al. (1987b, 1988a) carried out similar
experimental studies with BChl c from Cf. auran-
tiacus. (This pigment is a complex mixture of
homologs, the major component of which is 8-ethyl-
12-methyl BChl c stearyl ester in a racemic mixture
of diastereoisomers with different configurations at
the chiral center). BChl c in hexane formed an
oligomer with absorption and fluorescence emission
spectra closely resembling those of Cf. aurantiacus
chlorosomes. FTIR studies showed that the
group of BChl c is involved in forming the oligomer.
Pyrochlorophyll a, which is structurally very similar
to BChl d, but lacks the polar OH group at the
position, did not form long wavelength aggregates
under the same conditions in which the chlorosome
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chlorophylls readily form aggregates.
Olson and Pedersen (1988, 1990) showed that 4-

isobutyl homologs of BChl c, which exist mainly in
the configuration, formaggregates in whose
absorption (747 nm maximum) and circular dichroism
spectra resemble those of chlorosomes from green
sulfur bacteria. These aggregates in water-saturated

are oligomers consisting of 20–40 chlorophyll
molecules (Uehara and Olson, 1992). FT-IR studies
(Uehara et al., 1991) showed a keto-carbonyl
stretching peak at , tentatively assigned
to a carbonyl group hydrogen bonded to a

group in the oligomer.
The fluorescence emission spectrum of the

oligomer in peaks at ca. 760 nm (Olson and
Pedersen, 1990), and two fluorescence decay times
of, 19 and 67 ps have been measured (Causgrove et
al., 1990a). These two decay times suggest that the
oligomer/polymer is probably a mixture of more
than one species, both of which absorb at ca. 747 nm.

Tamiaka et al. (1992, 1994) also showed that
synthetic Zn chlorins in n-hexane-methylene chloride
form aggregates with absorption maxima at 740 nm.
Cheng et al. (1993) have demonstrated that Zn and
Mg methyl bacteriopheophorbides d form aggregates
with maxima at ca. 730 nm. These results show that
the long hydrocarbon tail of the chlorophyll molecule
is not required for oligomer formation.

Chiefari et al. (1995) recently reported an extensive
study of aggregation of BChl c isolated from Cf.
aurantiacus. They found that in dichloromethane the
S diastereomer at the position, but not the R,
formed the 750 nm aggregate as monitored by UV-
Vis, FTIR and NMR spectroscopy.

B. Aggregates in Aqueous Systems

BChl c will also form aggregates spontaneously in
an aqueous medium in the presence of detergents or
lipids (Hirota et al., 1992; Miller et al., 1993a,b;
Uehara et al., 1994). In the two former studies,
chlorosomes from Cb. limicola and Cf. aurantiacus
were extracted with chloroform/methanol. The crude
extracts, containing BChl a and c and lipids but no
protein, were dissolved in methanol and then
dispersed in buffer. The latter study used purified
pigments and lipids, in particular MGDG. The extracts
spontaneously formed aggregates with the spectral
properties similar to those of BChl c in the
chlorosome. Electron micrographs of aggregates from
Cb. limicola showed a rather heterogeneous

distribution of stain-excluding bodies with sizes
ranging from 40 to 400 nm. The aggregates from Cf.
aurantiacus were somewhat more uniform in size
with a range of diameters between 70 and 170 nm.
(The dimensions of the aggregates are comparable to
those of chlorosomes).

The aggregates show fluorescence, CD and LD
spectra similar to those for intact chlorosomes. In
addition, treatment of the aggregates with 1-hexanol
causes a reversible shift from 740 nm to 670 nm just
as in intact chlorosomes (see Section IV F).

IV. Spectroscopic Probes of Chlorosome
Structure

A. Linear Dichroism and Fluorescence
Polarization

A number of studies have all clearly demonstrated
that the transition dipole moment of the BChl c in
chlorosomes is oriented generally parallel to the long
axis of the chlorosome. Early work on chlorosomes
from Cf. aurantiacus using stretched polyvinyl
alcohol films (Betti et al., 1982) or compressed gels
(van Dorssen et al., 1986b) came to this general
conclusion, but did not give as precise a value for the
angle between the transition dipole and the
chlorosome axis as did later measurements (Van
Amerongen et al., 1988; Griebenow et al., 1991a;
Van Amerongen et al., 1991). The early measurements
almost certainly suffered from incomplete orientation
of the chlorosomes and therefore provided only lower
limits of the degree of BChl c organization in
chlorosomes. Van Amerongen et al. (1988) measured
the linear dichroism (LD) of chlorosomes from Cf.
aurantiacus between 250 and 800 nm and found that
the transition moments corresponding to the 741-nm
and 461-nm BChl c absorption bands make angles of
20° and 30° respectively with the long axis of the
chlorosome. Subsequently, Griebenow et al. (1991 a)
measured an average angle of 15 ± 10° for the 740-
nm BChl c absorption band. The results of Van
Amerongen et al. (1991) using fluorescence
polarization gave very similar results.

Matsuura et al. (1993) analyzed chlorosomes from
Cf. aurantiacus by both three-dimensional LD and
circular dichroism (CD). Three-dimensional orien-
tation of chlorosomes in polyacrylamide gels was
carried out by uniaxial compression along the x-axis
and uniaxial stretching along the z-axis without
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changing the y-axis. It was assumed that the 10-nm
axis of the chlorosomes oriented along the x-axis of
the gel, and that the 30-nm and 100-nm axes of the
chlorosomes oriented along the y- and z-axes
respectively. The results confirmed the conclusions
from earlier work that the transition moment is
oriented along the long axis of the chlorosome, and
that the BChl a component in the baseplate has its
transition moment oriented nearly perpendicular to
the long axis of the chlorosome.

Two slightly different spectral components of
BChl c were indicated by the difference in the shapes
of the main -bands in and in the experiments
of Matsuura et al. (1993). The absorption spectra
were deconvoluted and two major components were
found at 727 and 744 nm. The polarization values
calculated for these two components were 0.59 and
0.76 respectively measured from the y-axis. These
two components could also rationalize the various
CD spectra observed in terms of two simple exciton-
type spectra with the opposite order of positive and
negative components (see Section IV B). BChl c744
was partially converted to BChl c727 by the addition
of 0.5–0.6% 1-hexanol.

Considerably less work has been reported on the
LD of chlorosomes from green sulfur bacteria.
Fetisova et al. (1986) measured the LD of chlorosomes
from Cb. limicola and found that the transition
moment corresponding to the 730-nm band was
parallel to the long axis of the chlorosome. The angle
reported was 0 ± 7° for the ca. 740-nm band. Whether
this value is significantly different from the 15 ± 10°
values reported above for Cf. aurantiacus is not yet
clear.

Kinetic studies of fluorescence polarization and
transient photodichroism are discussed in section
VI E.

B. Circular Dichroism (CD)

Whereas LD gives information about long-range
order in the chlorosome, CD gives information about
the local environment of the pigment molecules. The
CD spectra reported for chlorosomes and oligomeric
pigments arise primarily from excitonic interactions
among the strongly coupled pigments. Surprisingly,
the CD spectra that have been reported are extremely
variable in intensity, number of components and
even sign. These dramatically different CD spectra
often arise from samples with essentially identical
absorption spectra. There is as yet no quantitative

understanding of these effects.
Early CD spectra of chlorosomes were reported by

Betti et al. (1982), Olson et al. (1985) and Van
Dorssen et al. (1986b). Brune et al. (1990) investigated
the CD spectra of chlorosomes from both Cb. limicola
f. thiosulfatophilum and Cf. aurantiacus and found
that both had similar spectra with positive peaks at
735 nm (Cf.) or 747 nm (Cb.) and negative peaks at
752 nm (Cf.) or 770 nm (Cb.).

Treatment of chlorosomes with 0.3% sodium
dodecylsulfate removes absorbance attributable to
BChl a but does not change the CD spectrum of the
remaining BChl c (Brune et al., 1990). This suggests
that in the presence of this concentration of detergent
the BChl c sees the same local environment as in the
native chlorosome.

Griebenow et al. (199la) obtained both CD and
LD spectra of Cf. aurantiacus chlorosomes. Intact
chlorosomes were compared with so-called ‘GEF-
chlorosomes’ (GEF=Gel-Electrophoretic-Filtration)
that are essentially free of BChl a and proteins. The
LD spectra were very similar, but the CD spectra of
various preparations showed pronounced differences
in the magnitude as well as the shape of the spectra
and the number of maxima. The set of different CD
spectra obtained could be simulated by linear
combinations of two basic spectra. This suggests a
variation in the relative amounts of two different
species in the chlorosome samples.

Niedermeier et al. (1992) reported that proteo-
lytically modified chlorosomes exhibit a 10–20-fold
larger CD signal than do native chlorosomes, but the
published CD spectra were sign-reversed in
comparison with those of Blankenship et al. (1988a)
and Brune et al. (1990). Lehmann et al. (1994b)
reported an extremely large CD in chlorosomes from
Cf. aurantiacus that had been treated with hexanol
and proteinase K and the hexanol subsequently
removed by dialysis. They correlated this large CD
with the presence of large structures apparent in
electron micrographs, that appeared to be aggregates
of chlorosomes. The giant CD effect is well known in
systems with large macromolecular assemblies whose
dimensions are comparable to the wavelength of
light (Keller and Bustamante, 1986). This may
possibly be the explanation for at least part of the
extreme variability in reported CD spectra of
chlorosomes and pigment oligomers.

The factors that influence the extremely variable
CD spectra of chlorosomes and aggregates are not
well understood, and this represents an area where
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considerable progress is needed, both in biochemically
defining the conditions needed to obtain reproducible
spectra and theoretically interpreting those spectra
in the context of structural models of pigment
organization.

C. Hole Burning Spectroscopy

Fetisova and coworkers (Fetisova and Mauring, 1992,
1993, Fetisova et al., 1994) examined whole cells of
Cb. limicola, Cf. aurantiacus and Cb. phaeovibrioides
at 1.8 K using holeburning spectroscopy in
fluorescence excitation and emission spectra and
found persistent hole spectra that were consistent
with a strongly exciton-coupled BChl c (d or e)
chromophore system. The 0-0 band of the lowest
exciton state was directly detected in each organism,
with wavelengths of 774 nm, 752 nm and 739 nm,
respectively for the three organisms. The linewidths
of the 0-0 bands are relatively narrow, 90–100 ,
indicating that the amount of inhomogeneous
broadening in the absorption spectra is relatively
small. This result seems to argue against suggestions
from other groups that much of the spectral width of
the absorption band arises from unresolved distinct
spectral components in the chlorosome chlorophylls,
although it is not yet clear if there is really a
discrepancy that is quantitatively important, as the
different techniques measure the pigment distribution
rather differently. This point is discussed further in
Section VII.

D. Resonance Raman and Infrared
Spectroscopy

Vibrational spectroscopy, especially resonance
Raman, has been extremely valuable in narrowing
down the possibilities for the structural arrangements
of pigments in chlorosomes. A reasonably consistent
picture of the environment of various functional
groups is now available, in particular, the Mg, the
keto group and the hydroxyl group.

Lutz and van Brakel (1988) studied chlorosomes
from both Cb. limicola and Cf. aurantiacus and
found a single, sharp band at 1639–1640 (Cb.)
or 1641–1642 (Cf.). They assigned this band to
most of the carbonyls (BChl c) sharing identical
interaction sites. A single, sharp band at 1607
(Cb.) or 1609 (Cf.) was assigned to methine
bridge stretching which is sensitive to the coordination
number of the Mg atom. From the position of the

band it was concluded that the Mg coordination
number was five. This assignment was supported by
the finding of a second band at 1552 , also
sensitive to coordination number. Lutz and van Brakel
concluded that in chlorosomes of Cb. limicola, in
particular, BChl c occurs as oligomers involving a
single carbonyl ligand on each Mg atom. They
did not assign a role to the OH, as this group is not
directly observable using resonance Raman.

Using FTIR, Blankenship et al. (1988a) and Brune
et al. (1988a) found that a 1650 band assigned
to the keto group in Cf. aurantiacus chlorosomes
shifted to 1680 upon exposure to pyridine vapors.
This technique had been introduced earlier by
Bystrova et al. (1979) in studies on oligomeric
pigments isolated from green bacteria. Both groups
proposed models for pigment organization, invoking
six-coordinate Mg, with ligands from the OH
group and the keto group. Brune et al. (1988a)
also proposed structural models that maintained five
coordinate Mg, but involved both the OH group
and the keto group in intermolecular interactions.
These models are discussed in more detail in
Section V A.

Nozawa et al. (1990a) essentially confirmed the
resonance Raman results of Lutz and van Brakel
(1988), concluding that the Mg is five coordinate,
but they interpreted their 1642 (Cf. aurantiacus)
band in terms of a carbonyl either H-bonded to an
OH group or coordinated to an Mg atom.

Hildebrandt at al. (1991) also used chlorosomes
from Cf. aurantiacus and observed peaks at 1595,
1605, 1645 and 1715 . The 1595 peak was
suggested as a possible indication of six coordination
for a portion of the BChl c molecules, and the 1715

peak was taken as evidence for a second
conformational state of the -carbonyl group. The
1645 peak was assigned to the -carbonyl
group coordinated to a Mg atom in agreement with
Lutz and van Brakel (1988). More recently, the same
group, taking advantage of a wider range of model
compounds reinterpreted the data of Hildebrandt at
al. (1991) in terms of only five coordinate Mg
(Hildebrandt et al., 1994). There now appears to be
consensus that essentially all the chlorosome
chlorophylls in chlorosomes are five coordinate.

Feiler et al. (1994) found that the keto
frequencies from three green sulfur bacteria were
essentially identical to each other, and slightly
different from the spectra in Cf. aurantiacus,
suggesting a somewhat different arrangement of
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pigments in the chlorosomes from the two classes of
organisms. They also found that the C-7 formyl
group of BChl e. in Cb. phaeobacterioides chloro-
somes does not enter into any intermolecular
interactions.

E. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Nozawa and coworkers (1990b, 1991, 1992a, 1994)
used the technique of Cross Polarization/Magic Angle
Spinning (CP/MAS) to investigate the

group of BChl c in Cf. aurantiacus and
BChl c ring current shifts in Cb. tepidum. They found
evidence for an H-bond between the
group and the group. On the basis of
CP/MAS NMR experiments, Nozawa et al. (1991)
proposed a stepped, parallel chain model in which
the group ligates the Mg atom of one
BChl c while simultaneously H-bonding to the

group of another. More recent results from
the same group (Nozawa et al., 1992a,b, 1993, 1994)
have been interpreted in terms of a ‘ring overlap’
model, which is discussed in Section V B.

F. Effects of Polar Molecules

Bystrova et al. (1979) showed that the addition of
polar molecules such as methanol or pyridine broke
up the long wavelength absorbing in vitro aggregates
of BChl c in nonpolar solvents. The action of these
polar species is almost certainly to coordinate to the
Mg in the center of the BChl c macrocycle, thus
displacing the OH (or keto) groups from
adjacent molecules and converting the oligomer into
monomeric pigments.

This same concept was applied to dried films of
chlorosomes by Blankenship et al. (1988a) and Brune
et al. (1988a), and the disaggregation followed by
absorption spectroscopy and FTIR. Brune et al.
(1987b) introduced the amphipathic molecule
hexanol, which has similar effects on BChl c
organization in chlorosomes in aqueous buffer
solutions. They found that the effect could be partially
reversed by dilution of the hexanol into buffer. More
complete reversibility of the hexanol effect was
demonstrated by Matsuura and Olson (1990).

Matsuura et al. (1993) showed that the characteristic
linear dichroism of BChl c in chlorosomes (see
Section IV A) was completely abolished upon the
hexanol treatment. Remarkably, the dichroism
returned to the control level upon removal of the

hexanol. This suggests that an oligomeric structure
that was very similar to that in untreated chlorosomes
self-assembled from the disrupted pigments when
the hexanol was removed.

The environment of pigment in hexanol-treated
chlorosomes is not yet well understood. The
absorption spectrum appears to be very similar to
that of monomeric pigment. However, it is clearly
still contained within the chlorosome and is still able
to transfer energy to the BChl a in the chlorosome
baseplate, yet exhibits no long range ordering or
evidence for exciton-type interactions characteristic
of closely packed pigments (Matsuura and Olson,
1990; Matsuura et al., 1993). The pigment is converted
upon hexanol treatment from the highly packed form
present in the untreated chlorosome into a state that
exhibits no spectral evidence for order or pigment-
pigment interactions, yet is still contained within the
envelope of the chlorosome and carries out efficient
energy transfer to BChl a in the baseplate.

V. Structural Models for Pigment and
Protein Organization in Chlorosomes

A wide range of structural models for BChl c
organization in oligomers and chlorosomes have
been proposed. The detailed structure of the
oligomeric complexes formed by BChl c and related
pigments is not yet known, and there may be several
related but distinct structures that are found in both
in vitro systems and in chlorosomes.

It is interesting to compare the BChl c oligomers
with the 740 nm absorbing chlorophyll oligomer that
forms in wet hydrocarbon solvents (Katz et al., 1991).
The structure of the 740 nm Chl species is known in
detail (Chow et al., 1975; Kratky and Dunitz, 1975,
1977). The spectral properties of this species are in
many ways similar to those of the BChl c oligomers,
in particular the very large absorption red shift.
However, the structure of the Chl oligomer is by
necessity different from that of the BChl c oligomer,
because the former structure involves bridging by
water between the carboxymethyl substituent
and the Mg of an adjacent molecule. BChl c lacks the
carboxymethyl substituent at the position, (as
does pyrochlorophyll) so this arrangement is not
possible. Furthermore, water is not required for
formation of BChl c oligomers (see below). It is
likely that the OH group of BChl c has the same
function of coordinating to the Mg as does the
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bridging water in the 740 nm Chl species. However,
in case of BChl c the group is internal to the molecule
rather than part of the solvent, so the details of the
geometry of the pigment organization must be
different.

A. Models Invoking Local Interactions Among
Functional Groups

Figure 7 compares some of the local structural models
that have been proposed by various workers. The
original Krasnovsky model (Fig. 7A) includes
coordination of both the OH and the keto
group, and proposes that the Mg is hexacoordinate.
A slight modification of this was proposed by
Blankenship et al. (1988a) in which the Mg was
hexacoordinate but out of the plane of the macrocycle
(Fig. 7C). We now know from resonance Raman that
essentially all the BChl molecules have pentaco-
ordinate Mg, so these models have largely been
abandoned (see Section IV D).

The Smith et al. (1983) model (Fig. 7B) and the
Lutz and van Brakel (1988) model (Fig. 7D) have
pentacoordinate Mg, but in the former case the
keto group is left free, while in the latter the OH is
free. A variety of evidence, summarized in Sections
III and IV, indicates that both these groups are directly
involved in oligomer formation.

Two models that are consistent with the absorbance,
FTIR, and resonance Raman data were proposed by
Brune et al. (1988a) and are shown in Fig. 7E and F.
In both models the Mg atom of BChl c is 5-
coordinated as suggested by the resonance Raman
data discussed in Section IV D. In the model shown
in Fig. 7E the BChl c molecules are arranged in
antiparallel chains, with the molecules in each chain
linked by H-bonds between the and the

keto groups. BChl c molecules in opposite chains
are attached by hydroxyl ligation of the central Mg
atoms. In the model shown in Fig. 7F the interacting
BChl c molecules are arranged in parallel, stepped
chains. Each BChl c molecule is linked to the next by

ligation and to the one after the
next by H-bonding. Most of
the recent large scale models of pigment organization
discussed in the next section are similar to one or the
other of these two models. Alden et al. (1992) favored
the parallel chain model of Brune et al. (1988a)
because of exciton calculations that indicate that it
and not the antiparallel chain model could more
easily explain the magnitude of the observed red

shift in oligomers. However, Nozawa et al. (1993)
favored an extension of the antiparallel chain model
that included more than a single row of pigments in
the oligomer, also on the basis of exciton calculations.
This has been termed the ‘ring overlap model’.
Recently, Chiefari et al. (1995) proposed an extension
of the parallel chain model that also includes more
than two chains of pigments.

Nozawa et al. (1991, 1992a, 1993, 1994) have
proposed a number of variations on these models in
which the pigments are arranged either face-to-face,
back-to-back or piggyback, and have calculated the
geometries of the pigments. Some of these models
are also similar to a model proposed on the basis of
NMR by Smith et al. (1986) for the solution structure
of a BChl d dimer.

In organic solvent systems of somewhat higher
polarity than those that favor the formation of long
wavelength absorbing oligomers, a highly fuorescent
intermediate-sized aggregate of BChl d with
absorption maximum at 693 nm (710 nm for BChl c)
is observed (Brune et al., 1987b, 1988a,b; Olson and
Peterson, 1990; Olson and Cox, 1991; Uehara and
Olson, 1992; Cheng et al., 1993). Olson and Cox
(1991) proposed that this species is a tetramer, on the
basis of log concentration vs. log concentration plots.
In contrast, Causgrove et al. (1993) proposed a
hexameric trimer of dimers model for this species.
They argued that this species is probably not a building
block of the large oligomers that mimic the in vivo
environment in chlorosomes.

B. Models of Larger Scale Pigment Organization

Several attempts have been made to synthesize the
local structure models discussed above with the larger
scale information that comes primarily from electron
microscopic investigations. While it is not yet clear
which if any of these models is correct for either
BChl c oligomers in solution or for BChl c in
chlorosomes, they represent a new and important
phase in this subject in which the molecular level
interactions probed primarily by spectroscopy are
correlated and reconciled with the larger scale
structures visualized by microscopic techniques.
Several of these models are reproduced in Fig. 8.

An interesting model for BChl c in chlorosomes
has been developed by Katz and coworkers (Worcester
et al., 1986, 1993; Katz et al., 1991). In their model
system, aggregates of various chlorophylls are formed
by addition of stoichiometric amounts of water to
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rigorously dry solutions of a particular chlorophyll
in nonpolar organic solvents such as D-toluene and
D-octane. However, with BChl c no water is required
for aggregate formation (see Section III A). The
aggregates formed by BChl c from Chlorobium in

deuterated octane/toluene (1:1) are hollow cylinders
11–12 nm in diameter (determined by neutron
scattering), and the absorption peak is at 750 nm. In
the model of Worcester et al. (1986), the BChl c
cylinders resemble the rod elements in chlorosomes
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of green sulfur bacteria in shape and dimensions.
However, the transition dipoles of the pigments in
the Worcester et al. (1986) model are not parallel to
the long axis of the tube. This appears to be
inconsistent with the linear dichroism results in
chlorosomes discussed in Section IV A, so this
model is probably not a valid representation of the
pigment structure in chlorosomes.

Several rod element models that are essentially a
three dimensional extension into a tube of the
antiparallel chain model first presented by Brune et
al. (1988a) have been presented by Nozawa et al.
(1992a,b, 1994) and Matsuura et al. (1993). The
macrocycles are oriented in such a way that the tails
are either all arranged towards the inside of the tube
(Fig. 8A) (Nozawa et al., 1992a, 1993), or with
alternate tails toward the inside and outside (Fig. 8C)
(Nozawa et al,, 1994). In most cases, the planes of
the pigment macrocycles are essentially perpendicular
to the surface of the tube, although in others, the
pigments are covering the surface of the tube like
scales on a snake (Fig. 8B) (Mimuro et al., 1992;
Matsuura et al., 1993).

Perhaps the most ambitious and interesting of this
new generation of larger scale structural models has
been proposed by Holzwarth and Schaffner (1994).
These authors used computer molecular modeling
and energy minimization techniques to build up
structures involving as many as 40 molecules of
BChl-ide d. The basic local geometry is essentially
the parallel chain model shown in Fig. 7e. In the
Holzwarth and Schaffner model, the pigment

macrocycles are perpendicular to the surface of the
tube, and the hydrocarbon tails are oriented toward
the outside of the tube, leaving a large hole of about
50Å diameter down the center. It is not clear what
might fill this hole in the chlorosome. The C-8 and C-
12 aliphatic substituents are oriented towards the
hole, so this region is predicted to be very
hydrophobic.

C. Conclusions from in vitro Models and
Spectral Studies on Chlorosomes

While it is not yet possible to give a definitive
structure for the pigment oligomers present in the in
vitro aggregates or in chlorosomes, certain con-
clusions can be safely drawn. 1). Chlorosomes contain
pigment oligomers in which the basic geometry of
the oligomer is determined by pigment-pigment
interactions (The oligomers are possibly associated
as a group with proteins, see Section V). 2). The Mg
atoms in the BChl c molecules in chlorosomes are
essentially all pentacoordinate. 3). The
of each BChl c interacts strongly with a functional
group on another BChl c. 4). The
group is involved in oligomer formation and is most
likely to be directly coordinated to a Mg atom and
hydrogen bonded to the group. 5). The
BChl c molecules are close together and oriented in
such a way that they exhibit strong excitonic
interactions. 6). BChl c molecules show long range
ordering with the transition moments aligned
parallel to the long axis of the chlorosome.
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While essentially all workers now agree that some
sort of pigment oligomer is present in chlorosomes,
there is still no consensus on the role(s) of proteins in
chlorosome structure and function. The role of
proteins in the organization of the bacteriochlorophyll
molecules within the chlorosome has been a
controversial subject for many years. Feick and Fuller
(1984) presented a model for Cf. aurantiacus
chlorosomes with the 5.7 kDa protein placed inside
the rod elements forming a framework for the BChl
c molecules and with the 11 and 18 kDa polypeptides
located in the chlorosome envelope. Wechsler et al.
(1985b) determined the primary structure of the
5.7 kDa CsmA protein and proposed that each protein
binds seven BChl c molecules. They further suggested
that each of the globular subunits in the rod elements
observed in freeze-fracture EM are composed of 12
of these 5.7 kDa polypeptides. However, this view
now seems unlikely, based on sequence comparisons
of CsmA proteins from a number of organisms (see
Section II E).

In contrast, Griebenow and Holzwarth (1989) and
Holzwarth et al. (1990a,b) by means of detergent
treatment and gel-electrophoresis obtained a protein-
free preparation (so-called ‘GEF chlorosomes’) from
Cf. aurantiacus cells in which the spectral properties
of the BChl c molecules were similar to those of
native protein-containing chlorosomes (Holzwarth
et al., 1992). Furthermore, Wullink et al. (1991)
localized antigenic sites of the 5.7 kDa protein to the
envelope of the Cf. aurantiacus chlorosomes. These
results were interpreted as indicating that the 5.7
kDa polypeptide is not embedded in the rod-structures
participating in the organization of BChl c molecules
as predicted in the models of Feick and Fuller (1984)
and Wechsler et al. (1985b).

Niedermeier et al. (1992) investigated the effect of
thermolysin treatment on the protein composition of
Cf. aurantiacus chlorosomes. The 11 and 18 kDa
proteins were degraded within 20 seconds after
addition of the protease. Longer treatment also lead
to the digestion of the 5.7 kDa protein and
simultaneously a change in the absorption intensity
and rotational strength of the BChl c molecules.
However, the authors were not able to correlate the
decrease in the 740 nm absorption and the
disappearance of the 5.7 kDa chlorosome protein
and suggested that at least some of the BChl c

molecules within the native chlorosomes could be
arranged as aggregates of BChl c molecules. Lehmann
et al. (1994a) found that the ratio of pigment to
protein in Cf. aurantiacus chlorosomes changed
substantially when cells are grown under different
light intensities and concluded on the basis of protease
treatment experiments and CD spectra that the 5.7
kDa protein binds to pigment oligomers, possibly by
way of the conserved His residue (Fig. 4).

Treatment of chlorosomes from Cf. aurantiacus
with low concentrations of LDS resulted in a fraction
with a full complement of proteins and antenna BChl
c absorbing at 740 nm but at the same time the
characteristic ellipsoid shape of the chlorosome was
changed to a more spherical form (Miller et al.,
1993b). At higher concentrations of the detergent a
protein-free fraction possessing the same absorption
spectrum was obtained. This fraction appeared in
electron micrographs as stain excluding spheres with
the same overall dimension as intact chlorosomes.
Miller et al. (1993b) concluded that the protein-free
spheres probably are micelles of BChl c molecules
since the same structures could be produced when
dispersing purified BChl c molecules into buffer.

Currently we are left with the question of the
relationship between these protein-free structures or
‘GEF chlorosomes’ (Griebenow and Holzwarth,
1989) produced after detergent treatment and native
chlorosomes. It may be that the BChl c molecules in
the intact chlorosome are organized in oligomeric
structures similar to those observed in artificial
aggregates with no protein involvement at all. On the
other hand, it is possible that removal of proteins
either by detergent treatment or proteolysis disrupts
the normal pigment organization and the BChl c
molecules then spontaneously form aggregates which
coincidentally have the same spectral properties as
those of intact chlorosomes, and possibly a similar
structure. We think, however, that the name
‘chlorosome’ should be restricted to subcellular
preparations that have the characteristic ellipsoidal
shape and which contain proteins, lipids, carotenoids,
etc.

E. Structural Model for Overall Chlorosome
Organization

Figure 9 shows a schematic model presenting our
current picture of the organization of proteins and
bacteriochlorophyll in the chlorosome antenna of Cf.
aurantiacus. The model is based on data obtained
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from freeze-fracture electron microscopy, cross-
linking experiments, surface-exposed localization
of antigenic sites of the chlorosome proteins as well
as the basic conclusions about the pigment
organization and involvement of proteins from many
lines of evidence, as discussed above.

The model depicts the BChl c molecules as being
organized in rod-forming polymeric structures
extending the full length of the chlorosome. No
proteins are involved in the structural arrangement
of the chlorophyll molecules: the polymeric structures
are formed solely by pigment-pigment interactions
as in artificial aggregates of BChl c molecules.
However, in the model it is envisaged that the 5.7
kDa chlorosome protein penetrates deeper into the
chlorosome core than do the 11 and 18 kDa proteins
which are more exposed at the surface of the envelope
of the chlorosome. In the 5.7 kDa protein the helix
region near the N terminus is long enough to penetrate
the proposed monolayer of lipids forming the
envelope of the chlorosome so that the conserved
hydrophilic section with the His residue contacts the
Mg-atom of a BChl c molecule in the rod element
nearest the envelope. The 5.7 kDa ‘aggregate-binding’
CsmA protein might also be responsible for breaking
up the aggregates into small domains of about 30
BChl c molecules, the unit of functionally connected
BChl c molecules as determined by annihilation
studies in Cf. aurantiacus using picosecond
spectroscopy (Miller et al., 1991). The striation of
the rod elements observed in the freeze-fracture EM
may appear where the 5.7 kDa protein separates two
pigment domains.

VI. Kinetics and Pathways of Energy
Transfer in Chlorosomes

A. Overall Pathway of Energy Transfer

The overall energy transfer pathway of green bacteria
is described by the scheme:

The latter steps of the energy transfer process are
different in the green sulfur bacteria compared to the
filamentous green bacteria, due to the substantial
differences in the reaction centers and membrane-
bound antenna complexes. Also, the filamentous
green bacteria do not contain the FMO complex that
is clearly an intermediate in the energy transfer
pathway in all green sulfur bacteria.

The chlorosome antenna system is a classic
example of the ‘funnel’ concept of photosynthetic
antennas. Almost every successive pigment species
in the scheme above has progressively red-shifted
absorption and fluorescence spectra. The descending
energy levels thus provide an energetic gradient of
excitations into the reaction center. Absorption and
fluorescence spectra and lifetimes, especially when
coupled with careful biochemical resolution and
separation procedures, can give insight into the
pathway and mechanism of excitation transfer and
trapping. Phycobilisomes found in cyanobacteria
and red algae are another example of a peripheral
antenna complex that has a substantial energy
gradient, although there seems to be no structural
relationship between the two classes of antennas,
either in terms of pigments or proteins, and they are
almost certainly independent evolutionary inno-
vations.

Early fluorescence spectra that demonstrated
energy transfer from BChl c to BChl a in green sulfur
bacteria were measured by Krasnovsky et al. (1962,
1963) and the first quantitative measurements of this
process were made by Sybesma and Olson (1963).
Betti et al. (1982) and Van Dorssen et al (1986b)
reported fluorescence spectra of isolated chlorosomes
from Cf. aurantiacus and Van Dorssen et al. (1986a)
measured spectra from Cb. limicola chlorosomes.
The role of B795 BChl a in the chlorosome baseplate
in the energy transfer pathway was proposed on the
basis of these and other studies.
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B. Anomalies in the Fluorescence Yields and
Lifetimes in Chlorosomes

A number of studies have pointed out a curious
phenomenon in chlorosomes (in particular those
from Cf. aurantiacus), that the intensity of BChl c
and even in some cases the B795 BChl a fluorescence
emission is remarkably insensitive to the integrity of
the later steps in the energy transfer pathway.
Normally, one expects that if the acceptor that receives
excitations is removed, then the fluorescence intensity
of the donor is greatly increased. This is because the
major deactivation pathway for the excited state of
the energy donor is energy transfer to the acceptor, so
that when this pathway is lost, other pathways, such
as fluorescence, must assume a larger role in the
excited state decay. A dramatic example of this effect
is given by Brune et al. (1990), in which the B795
baseplate was eliminated using SDS treatment, a
method introduced by Griebenow and Holzwarth
(1989). The fluorescence due to the B795 pigments
is completely lost, but the intensity of the 750 nm
fluorescence arising from the BChl c is virtually
unaffected. Steady-state fluorescence measurements
can be deceptive, in that low amplitude but long-
lived components that are quantitatively not important
in excited state decay pathways can dominate the
steady state fluorescence spectra. However, time-
resolved measurements also clearly show that the
principal 10-15 ps lifetime of the BChl c excited
states is virtually unaffected by the presence or
absence of the B795 pigments (Holzwarth et al.,
1990b; Miller et al., 1991).

There are at least two possible explanations for
this unexpected result. First, the treatments that disrupt
the energy transfer pathway may introduce new decay
processes that were not present in the intact sample.
These new quenching processes would then take the
place of the energy transfer process that normally
deactivate the excited state, with the result that the
observed intensities and kinetics of BChl c emission
are not greatly affected. While this effect can explain
the observed results, it does so in an ad hoc way and
requires the apparently fortuitous generation of just
enough quenchers to almost precisely compensate
for the loss of the energy transfer acceptors. However,
it is not clear what happens to the B795 pigments
upon SDS treatment, so that the existence of a
chemically damaged pigment whose absorption is
buried under the large BChl c absorption envelope
yet was still able to quench excitations, is certainly

possible. It is also clear that chlorosomes are highly
susceptible to excited state quenching, so this
explanation seems plausible.

The other major way of explaining the near
independence of the BChl c emission on the integrity
of the energy transfer pathway is to propose that the
observed BChl c emission arises from a pool of
pigments that are not directly involved in the energy
transfer to B795, and that the mainstream energy
transfer is so rapid that the majority of BChl c
antenna pigments contribute almost nothing to the
steady-state emission spectrum. This explanation is
also somewhat ad hoc, in that it proposes a functional
heterogeneity in the BChl c and a putative ultrafast
energy transfer process that is not yet well
documented. However, some recent measurements
do suggest that there is such an ultrafast component
and that some excitations absorbed in BChl c are
transferred to pigments absorbing in the 800 nm
region on the femtosecond time scale (Savikhin et
al., 1994b). Whether or not this can quantitatively
account for the observations discussed above is not
yet clear.

C. Kinetics of Energy Transfer within
Chlorosomes

Borisov et al. (1977) and Fetisova and Borisov
(1980a,b) made early time-resolved fluorescence
measurements on subcellular complexes of Cb.
limicola, and concluded that about 90% of the BChl
c molecules transferred energy to BChl a in 20–50
ps. Brune et al. (1987a) made the first measurements
of fluorescence lifetimes in isolated chlorosomes,
and reported lifetimes of less than 30 ps for BChl c
emission in Cf. aurantiacus.

A number of recent studies of the kinetics of
energy trapping in green bacterial systems have been
carried out by several groups using time-resolved
fluorescence and absorption methods, with samples
ranging from freshly isolated whole cells under
physiological conditions to isolated complexes of
various sorts at both room and low temperatures to
purified oligomeric pigments. The data generally
support a sequential energy transfer pathway from
the BChl c (d or e) pigments in the body of the
chlorosome to the baseplate to the membrane-bound
antenna complexes and finally to the reaction centers.
However, there are some inconsistencies in the
available data that have not been resolved, so that a
complete picture has not yet emerged. In particular,
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the question of whether or not a graded series of
different spectral forms of BChl c creates an energetic
funneling within the chlorosome, is not at all clear.
While there is substantial evidence that there are
different spectral forms of BChl c within the
chlorosome, some data argues that they are not
important in the main energy transfer pathway. Also,
recent studies suggest that there are ultrafast excited
state decay and rise components in these systems
that were not observed in the majority of reported
studies due to insufficient time resolution.

Excitation annihilation in the chlorosome system
is a consideration that must be addressed, in particular
for the baseplate pigments, where energy tends to
accumulate. This effect is a particular concern in this
system because so many pigments are coupled
together in a single chlorosome, and the use of high
powered lasers will inevitably introduce multiple
excitations into a single chlorosome. Depending on
the details of the experimental arrangement, either
singlet-singlet or singlet-triplet annihilation may
dominate. While in many experiments annihilation
effects may introduce undesirable complications in
the observed fluorescence yields and excited state
kinetics, this type of experiment can also yield useful
information about pigment organization. Unfor-
tunately, these effects have not yet been very
thoroughly studied in the chlorosome system and
much remains to be learned from this sort of
experiment.

Vos et al. (1987), observed clear evidence for
annihilation in chlorosomes from both Cf. aurantiacus
and Cb. limicola, using flash-induced fluorescence
yield measurements, and determined domain sizes
for excitation diffusion at room temperature and 4K.
In Cb. limicola, the domain size at room temperature
was essentially the entire chlorosome, when dithionite
was included, while it was much smaller if dithionite
was not added or at low temperatures. For Cf.
aurantiacus, the domain size was much smaller and
could not be accurately determined at room
temperature. Gillbro et al. (1988) and Miller et al.
(1991) reported no intensity effects on BChl c excited
state lifetimes in isolated chlorosomes from Cb.
limicola and Cf. aurantiacus. In Cf. aurantiacus, the
amplitude of the absorbance changes were affected,
however, and a domain size of 30 BChl c was
determined (Miller et al., 1991). Van Noort et al
(1994) observed evidence for annihilation effects in
the baseplate region of chlorosomes from Cb.
vibrioforme.

1. Energy Transfer Kinetics in Chloroflexus
aurantiacus

In Cf. aurantiacus a major component of the BChl c
excited state decay exhibits a lifetime of 10–15 ps,
along with small amplitudes of longer components.
This pattern has been observed by a number of
groups using both time-resolved fluorescence and
absorption techniques (Mimuro et al., 1989;
Blankenship et al., 1990; Holzwarth et al., 1990b;
Miller et al., 1991; Lin et al., 1991; Müller et al.,
1993; Savikhin et al., 1994b). In addition to this
component, Savikhin et al. (1994b) found substantial
femtosecond timescale decay components in the BChl
c decay.

Several, but not all, studies have found that the 10–
15 ps BChl c decay is matched by a rise component
in the baseplate BChl a 795. Mimuro et al. (1989)
failed to observe such a correspondence in the decay
of the BChl c emission and the rise of the BChl a
emission at 805 nm, either by single photon timing or
streak camera techniques. However, Müller et al.
(1990) Holzwarth et al. (1990b) and Causgrove et al.
(1990b) did observe corresponding rise and decay
components, although the amplitudes of the decay
and rise components were significantly different.
Savikhin et al. (1994b) observed complex multi-
exponential kinetics in the 800 nm region, including
an ultrafast bleaching, interpreted as a femtosecond
timescale excitation transfer from BChl c to B795
(or to a small pool of extremely red-shifted BChl c
pigments). A slower rise was observed on the red
edge of the B795 band, which was interpreted as
energy transfer between two distinct pools of B795.
Several earlier studies have also suggested that the
B795 pigments have more than one spectral
component. Mimuro et al. (1989, 1992, 1994a,b).

2. Energy Transfer Kinetics in Green Sulfur
Bacteria

In the green sulfur bacteria the lifetimes of BChl c,
d or e excited states are generally somewhat longer
than in Cf. aurantiacus, as long as the redox-activated
quenchers are reduced (see Section IX). Lifetimes of
BChl c, d or e for all the green sulfur bacteria are in
the 50–100 ps range (Fetisova et al., 1987, 1988;
Gillbro et al., 1988; Blankenship et al., 1990;
Causgrove et al., 1990b, 1992). Some of the early
literature on energy transfer in these organisms may
have mistakenly assigned the very short lifetimes
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observed under aerobic conditions to energy transfer
processes, while it now seems more likely that
quenching processes are responsible for the short
lifetimes observed under such conditions (see Section
IX).

D. Minor Spectral Species as Energy Transfer
Intermediates Within Chlorosomes

In phycobilisome antenna complexes, clear evidence
for sequential energy transfers from more blue-shifted
to more red-shifted pigments has been obtained (see
Van Grondelle et al., (1994) for recent review).
Whether such a ‘funneling’ takes place within
chlorosomes is as yet unclear. While a number of
steady-state studies using various types of spectros-
copy have clearly indicated the presence of multiple
pigment species in chlorosomes (Otte et al., 1991;
Griebenow et al., 1991a; Matsuura et al., 1993;
Mimuro et al., 1994a,b), it is much less clear whether
or not these intermediates are important in mainstream
energy transfer. Holzwarth et al. (1990b) observed a
5 ps fluorescence component in Cf. aurantiacus
chlorosomes in which the BChl a of the baseplate
had been removed, which was interpreted in terms of
an intermediate BChl c species in the energy transfer
in intact chlorosomes (Müller et al., 1993). However,
transient absorption studies with femtosecond time
resolution on intact chlorosomes do not reveal any
evidence for spectral development of the sort that
would be expected if this were indeed the case
(Savikhin et al., 1994b), and it may be that this
component is only present in samples that have had
the baseplate removed. The important question of
whether or not energetic funneling processes take
place within chlorosomes remains unresolved.

E. Kinetics of Energy Transfer Measured with
Polarized Light

A number of time-resolved measurements have been
made in chlorosome systems using polarized light,
and the results from different laboratories and using
a range of organisms are generally consistent both
with each other and with steady-state measurements.
These kinetic studies generally support the ideas of
pigment organization discussed in Sections IV and V.
Fetisova et al. (1987,1988) found that the polarization
of fluorescence from BChl c in both Cf. aurantiacus
and Cb. limicola was high (p = 0.41–0.42) and nearly

constant during the entire BChl c excited state
lifetime. Similar results were reported by Freiberg et
al. (1988) and Mimuro et al. (1994a). Gillbro et al.
(1988) reported lower polarizations (p = 0.2) in Cb.
limicola, as did a later report from the same group
(Miller et al., 1991). Lin et al., (1991) using absorption
difference techniques, observed an initial anisotropy
r(0) of 0.4 and also observed a 4–7 ps component of
the anisotropy decay that was somewhat wavelength
dependent, with a final Savikhin
et al., (1994b), using the highest time resolution
absorption difference instrumentation employed in
this system to date, found for Cf. aurantiacus r(0) of
0.39–0.40 and throughout the BChl
c absorption band. They observed a faster anisotropy
decay (0.3–1.5 ps) than observed by Lin et al. (1991).
In addition, Savikhin et al. (1994b) observed coherent
oscillations in the BChl c region of the spectrum that
damped within 1 ps, which were interpreted in terms
of vibrational coherences in the pigment aggregates.

No evidence for r(0) > 0.4 has been obtained in
any studies reported to date, despite the use of
instrumentation with femtosecond time resolution.
Such high values have been predicted in certain
situations by Knox and Gülen (1993) (discussed in
Chapter 15 by Struve) and are observed in FMO
trimers (Section VIIE) (Savikhin et al., 1994a;
Savikhin and Struve, 1994). While the significance
of these observations is not yet entirely clear, the
differences may reflect the much stronger electron
coupling of pigments in chlorosomes compared to
FMO trimers.

In contrast to the observations discussed above
that there is little depolarization of excited states
within the lifetime of the BChl c (d or e) pigments,
transfer to the baseplate BChl a leads to substantial
depolarization. This is in agreement with numerous
steady-state fluorescence and linear dichroism studies
that concluded that these pigments have substantially
different orientations (Section IVA). Fetisova and
coworkers found in Cb. limicola (Fetisova et al.,
1987, 1988; Freiberg et al., 1988) and Cf. aurantiacus
(Fetisova et al., 1988) that this depolarization was
complete in 120 ps. Miller et al. (1991)
observed an anisotropy decay in Cf. aurantiacus at
800 nm of 7.6 ps using transient absorption, but
found a larger residual anisotropy . Mimuro
et al. (1994a) reported fluorescence anisotropy decay
times of 70 ps in Cf. aurantiacus and
Savikhin et al. (1994b) observed 8–9 ps anisotropy
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decay in transient absorption in the 800 nm region in
Cf. aurantiacus, with depending
on wavelength of excitation and detection. Van Noort
et al. (1994) observed 20 ps depolarization with

in the 800 nm region of Cb. vibrioforme.

F. Kinetics of Energy Transfer Within Membranes
and into the Reaction Center

The major component of decay of the BChl a 795 in
Cf. aurantiacus is about 40 ps at room temperature,
(Mimuro et al., 1989; Causgrove et al., 1990b;Müller
et al., 1990,1993) which is matched by the rise of the
emission of the B808–866 complex in the membrane
(Causgrove et al., 1990b; Müller et al., 1990, 1993).
This process is substantially interrupted at low
temperatures (Mimuro et al., 1992, 1994b).

The energy transfer time from B808 to B866 is
extremely rapid and has not been resolved in intact
systems, although Vasmel et al. (1986) estimated it
to be 6 ps, on the basis of steady-state fluorescence
spectroscopy. This transfer time has been measured
as 5 ps in isolated B808–866 complexes (Griebenow
et al., 1991b). This ultrafast energy transfer is similar
to the results in the analogous B800–850 complexes
found in purple bacteria (see Chapter 17 by Sundström
and Van Grondelle). The chemical sequences of the
B808–866 peptides have been determined by
Wechsler et al. (1985a, 1987).

The energy transfer time from B866 to P870, the
reaction center special pair has been measured both
in samples with oxidized and reduced P870. Brune et
al. (1987a) observed a time of 218ps for this process
at 77 K. In room temperature measurements, Nuijs et
al. (1986) found a time of 200 ps, while Mimuro et al.
(1989) reported 250 ps, and Müller et al. (1993)
observed 200 ps. In all these experiments the reaction
centers were almost certainly in the oxidized state, so
this time represents trapping by Müller et al
(1990) reported 106 ps for this process, although the
redox state of the trap was not known with certainty.

In samples where P870 is reduced, the trapping
times of B866* by P870 are substantially faster.
Causgrove et al. (1990b) observed 43 ps for this
process, while Müller et al. (1993) reported it to be
70–90 ps. While this apparent discrepancy has not
yet been resolved, the former time is more in
agreement with what is found for the same process in
purple bacteria with open traps (see Chapter 17 by
Sundström and Van Grondelle).

VII. The Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO)
Bacteriochlorophyll a Protein

A water-soluble BChl a-containing protein was
isolated and characterized from two green sulfur
bacteria by Olson and coworkers (Olson and Romano,
1962; Olson, 1966, 1971, 1978, 1980a,b, 1994;
Thornber and Olson, 1968; JM Olson et al., 1969,
1973, 1976a,b; RA Olson et al., 1969a,b). The FMO
protein was the first chlorophyll-containing protein
to have its structure determined to atomic resolution.
For this reason, much of our current understanding
of the principles of pigment-proteins derives from
studies of this system. This includes the fact that the
pigments are held precisely in place in the protein by
specific interactions with protein groups, that His is
usually the fifth ligand to Mg, that the complex
exhibits threefold rotational symmetry and that
exciton coupling is important in determining the
absorption and CD spectra of pigment-proteins. These
features are now known to be generally true for most
pigment-proteins. However, in other respects, the
FMO protein is an atypical antenna complex, in that
no other complex has been isolated that is similar in
overall protein fold.

The FMO protein is found in all green sulfur
bacteria that have been surveyed, but is clearly not
present in the filamentous green bacteria. In the
green sulfur bacteria, some FMO protein remains
associated with the reaction center even after extensive
purification (Feiler et al., 1992; Okkels et al., 1992;
Oh-Oka et al., 1993; Kusumoto et al., 1994). The
chlorosome, the FMO protein and the reaction center
core itself apparently constitute the complete set of
antenna complexes in green sulfur bacteria. Earlier
work (Swarthoff and Amesz, 1979; Swarthoff et al.
1981) had suggested that there might be an additional
membrane-bound antenna complex, although this
now appears not to be the case. It is, however, unclear
why a fraction of the complexes remain tightly
associated with the reaction centers, while the
majority of them are readily dissociated. The tightly
associated FMO complexes have the same apparent
molecular mass and identical N-terminal amino acid
sequence as does the easily dissociated pool of FMO
protein. Also, DNA hybridization experiments in
Cb. tepidum indicate that only one gene with sequence
similar to the FMO protein is present, arguing against
multiple forms of the protein with slightly different
primary structure and therefore slightly different
properties (Dracheva et al, 1992).
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A. X-ray Structure

The structure of the FMO-protein from Pc. aestuarii
2K has been determined to a resolution of 1.9 Å by
Matthews and coworkers (Fenna and Matthews, 1975;
Matthews et al., 1979; Matthews and Fenna, 1980;
Tronrud et al., 1986). The amino acid sequence was

determined by Daurat-Larroque et al. (1986), and
the combined structure has recently been described
by Tronrud and Matthews (1993). The crystallization
of the FMO protein from Cb. tepidum has been
reported, and an X-ray structure of the protein from
this organism is in progress (J. Allen, personal
communication).
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The FMO-protein is a trimer, and each subunit
consists of a protein fold variously described as a
string bag, taco shell or a distorted hollow cylinder.
The protein surrounds seven BChl a molecules (See
Fig. 10). One end of the cylinder is open, but this
opening is covered in the trimer. The wall of the
cylinder that faces the outside of the trimer is
composed almost entirely of 15 strands of
The side of the cylinder in contact with adjacent
subunits consists of short lengths of  together
with regions of irregular conformation.

The seven BChl a molecules occupy the space
within an ellipsoid of axial dimensions, 45 × 35 ×
15 Å. The ligands to five of the BChls are His (110,
145, 290, and 298). BChl 2 is liganded to a water
molecule, and BChl 5 is liganded to the backbone
carbonyl of residue 242. The average center-to-center
distance between porphine rings is 12 Å for nearest
neighbors. The phytyl chains lie close together. The
tails of BChls 4, 5 and 6 are parallel and form a
planar structure between porphine rings 5 and 6 and
the of the outer wall. The tails of BChls 2, 3
and 7 lie in extended conformation in the inner space
between porphine rings. The tail of BChl 1 is bent
into a U-shaped loop.

Each BChl molecule is anchored to the protein
through extensive hydrogen bonding and liganding
to the Mg atom in addition to hydrophobic interactions
through the phytyl tail. The position and orientation
of each BChl molecule are controlled mainly by
specific interaction with protein, rather than with
other BChl molecules.

The subunits are tightly packed in the trimer,
which is approximated by an oblate ellipsoid of
revolution 57 Å × 83 Å (Fenna et al., 1974). The
closest distance between BChl molecules in adjacent
subunits is 24 Å. In trigonal crystals, the trimers are
close packed, and the closest distance between BChl
molecules in adjacent trimers is about 30 Å. In vivo,
the trimers appear to form a two-dimensional trigonal
crystal plate between the chlorosome and the plasma
membrane (Olson, 1980a).

B. Amino Acid Sequence

The polypeptide chain of the FMO-protein from Pc.
aestuarii consists of 366 amino acids (Daurat-
Larroque et al., 1986). In Cb. tepidum the sequence
of the FMO-gene has been completed, and the
deduced amino acid sequence shows 78% identity
with the FMO-protein from PC. aestuarii (Dracheva

et al., 1992). The six residues that ligand BChl
molecules in Pc. aestuarii are conserved in Cb.
tepidum. The sequences of the FMO proteins from
these two organisms are compared in Fig. 11.

C. Absorption, Fluorescence and Circular
Dichroism Spectra

The FMO-proteins from Pc. aestuarii and Cb.
limicola show quite similar absorption and CD spectra
at 20–25 °C, but distinctly different spectra at
temperatures of 77 K and below (Olson et al., 1976a).
These low temperature differences show that the
excitonic interactions between the BChl molecules
in the two FMO-proteins are not exactly the same.
Combining the absorption and CD data at 5K for the
two FMO-proteins, Whitten et al. (1980) deduced
that all the spectra were consistent with seven
excitonic components at 793,801–2,806,810,814–
6, 819–20, and 823–25 nm. Extinction coefficients

at the absorption maxima at 20–25° C
are listed as follows: 37 (267 nm), 49 (343 nm), 67
(370.5 nm), 28.4 (603 nm), 13.4 (745 nm) and 154
(809 nm) (Olson, 1978).

The fluorescence emission peak at 20–25 °C is at
818 nm (Sybesma and Olson, 1963; Olson, 1966). At
77 K it sharpens and shifts to 831 nm, and the
fluorescence yield increases from 0.19 at 293 K to
0.29 at 77 K (Olson, 1971).

D. Theoretical Analysis, Transient and Hole-
Burning Spectroscopies

Because of the wealth of structural and spectral data
available, the FMO protein has been very intensely
studied using theoretical methods. In a series of
calculations of increasing levels of sophistication
(Philipson and Sauer, 1972; Olson et al., 1976a;
Pearlstein and Hemenger, 1978; Gudowska-Nowak
et al., 1990; Pearlstein, 1988, 1991, 1992; Lu and
Pearlstein, 1993), a reasonable theoretical fit to the
absorption and CD spectral data for PC. aestuarii has
finally been obtained. The seven pigments within a
subunit of the trimer are strongly coupled by exciton
interactions, with coupling strengths of from 100–
375 . Coupling between trimers is weaker, with
coupling strengths of 20 or less. Each of the
seven pigments in a subunit has a slightly different
site energy as a result of pigment-protein interactions.
The 21 coupled pigments give rise to two sets of
states, a set of 7 polarized parallel to the symmetry
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axis and a set of seven pairs of doubly degenerate
states polarized perpendicular to the symmetry axis.
The lowest energy exciton states are primarily
localized on BChl 7, and give rise to the low
temperature absorption band centered at 825 nm.
Hole-burning and triplet state spectroscopy have
indicated that the 825 nm band is actually composed
of two distinct transitions, which are assigned to the
parallel and perpendicular transitions of the lowest
energy exciton states (Johnson and Small, 1991; Van
Mourik et al., 1994).

Several time-resolved spectroscopic studies on
isolated FMO trimers have been reported, (Causgrove
et al., 1988; Gillbro et al., 1988; Lyle and Struve,
1990; Van Amerongen and Struve, 1991; Van Mourik
et al., 1992; Louwe and Aartsma, 1994; Savikhin et
al., 1994a; Savikhin and Struve, 1994; Zhou et al.,
1994). After excitation of the FMO protein from Cb.
tepidum into either the or absorption bands, at
room temperature the system relaxes to an equili-
brated excited state distribution with a time constant

of about 500 fs (Savikhin et al., 1994a). Relaxation at
low temperature is complex (A Freiberg, personal
communication). The relaxed excited state lifetime
is multiphasic at room temperature, with components
of about 60–80 ps and 2–2.5 ns (Gillbro et al., 1988;
Zhou et al., 1994). The relative amount of the two
phases was found to depend on redox potential, with
reducing conditions increasing the longer lifetime at
the expense of the shorter (Zhou et al., 1994). This
effect is discussed further in Section VIII.

The FMO protein from Cb. tepidum exhibits initial
excited state anisotropy values r(0) > 0.4 (see section
VIA and Chapter 15 by Struve), but rapidly decays to
< 0.4 in less than 100 fs (Savikhin et al., 1994a;
Savikhin and Struve, 1994). Anisotropy decays of
70–100 fs and 1–2 ps are observed at most
wavelengths, with values less than 0.1.
Interestingly, the anisotropy decays are not reflected
in the isotropic decay processes. The slower anisotropy
decay processes probably result from equilibration
among equivalent lowest energy pigments on different
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subunits in the trimer, while the physical explanation
for the faster processes is not yet clear.

VIII. Redox Modulation of Energy Transfer
in Green Photosynthetic Bacteria

A growing body of evidence suggests that the energy
transfer system in the green sulfur bacteria may be
regulated in vivo by redox potential. The first
indications for this effect were reported by Karapetyan
et al. (1980), who observed an increase in the
fluorescence of the FMO protein upon addition of
dithionite. Van Dorssen et al., (1986a) and Vos et al.,
(1987) observed dramatic effects of dithionite on
chlorosomes.

A. Effects on Efficiency of Energy Transfer

In 1990, a redox-activated regulation of energy
transfer in the green sulfur bacteria was proposed
(Wang et al., 1990; Blankenship et al, 1990). This
effect appears to involve a direct chemical titration
of redox-active groups in the chlorosome antennas,
and was observed in whole cells, isolated membranes
and purified chlorosomes. There is no evidence for
nor reason to suspect phosphorylation in this system,
as the effect is easily observed in purified systems
with no phosphorylation substrates present. In the
oxidized form, the redox-active groups efficiently
quench excited states in the antenna system, reducing
the overall energy transfer efficiency from nearly
100% to 10% or less. Redox titrations of fluorescence
in isolated chlorosomes gave a midpoint potential of
–146 mV vs NHE at pH 7, with a pH dependence of
–59mV per pH unit (Blankenship et al., 1990, 1993).

B. Effects on Excited State Lifetimes in
Chlorosomes

The excited state lifetimes of BChl c (d or e) are
dramatically affected by the redox potential. At low
potential (which has generally been achieved by
addition of dithionite) there is clear evidence for
energy transfer from BChl c (d or e) to BChl a in the
baseplate, and an excited state lifetime of 50–100 ps
depending on the species (Blankenship et al., 1990,
1993; Causgrove et al., 1990b). Under oxidizing
conditions these lifetimes are reduced to 10–15 ps
and no characteristic rise is observed in the baseplate
BChl a. The simplest explanation for the effects on

both the energy transfer efficiency and the excited
state lifetime is that quenchers are formed in the
chlorosomes at high redox potentials. These
quenchers provide a rapid nonradiative decay pathway
that effectively competes with energy transfer.
Possible mechanisms of this effect are considered in
Section VIII D.

C. Effects in the FMO Protein

A similar redox modulation of the excited state
lifetime is present in the Fenna-Matthews-Olson
(FMO) protein (Karapetyan et al., 1980; Blankenship
et al., 1993; Zhou et al., 1994). In this case the
excited state lifetime is dominated by a 60 ps decay
component at high redox potential and a 2 ns
component at low potential (Zhou et al., 1994). The
latter time is typical for an isolated antenna complex
(Van Grondelle et al., 1994), while the shorter time is
thought to reflect quenching processes within the
protein.

D. Possible Mechanisms and Functional
Significance

The redox modulation effect appears to operate on at
least two levels, within the chlorosome itself and in
the FMO protein. Whether these two effects have
similar molecular mechanisms is not yet clear. Do
these redox effects on the antenna system reflect a
real cellular control mechanism? It is too soon to
reach a final decision on this question, but a plausible
case can be made that such an effect would serve to
protect the cell from transient exposure to oxidizing
conditions, in particular to oxygen. The green sulfur
bacteria contain a reaction center that has very low
potential iron sulfur centers as early acceptors and
reduces ferredoxin directly in a manner similar to
Photosystem I (see Chapter 30 by Feiler and Hauska).
The reduced ferredoxin is freely diffusible in the cell
cytoplasm and it is utilized in addition to NAD(P)H
as the reducing substrate for its carbon reduction
cycle, which is a reverse TCA cycle rather than the
Calvin cycle (for reviews see Buchanan, 1992 and
Chapter 40 by Sirevåg). The reduced ferredoxins
will readily react with oxygen to form superoxide
(Orme-Johnson and Beinert, 1969; Asada, 1994),
which leads to a variety of damaging photooxidative
products, including hydroxyl radicals. The system is
thus very vulnerable to autooxidation, probably more
so than Photosystem I, which contains a complex
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system of protective enzymes including superoxide
dismutase and ascorbate peroxidase (Asada, 1994).

Green sulfur bacteria are obligate anaerobes and
do not possess any respiratory activity. In nature they
are found in a variety of environments, often just
below the chemocline in stratified lakes (Trüper and
Pfennig, 1992; Ormerod, 1992). Under these
conditions they are likely to be exposed occasionally
to moderate oxygen levels and a mechanism that
provided even partial protection from oxidative
damage would be of enormous adaptive advantage.
Of course, there is an important difference between
respiratory activity and protection from oxidative
damage, and the two do not have to go together. Cb.
limicola has been reported to contain superoxide
dismutase activity (Asada et al., 1977), although it is
not clear from the original paper that a pure culture
was used rather than the co-culture with sulfate-
reducing bacteria that was utilized extensively in the
older literature.

By preventing charge separation under oxygenic
conditions by quenching excitations in the antenna
system, green bacterial cells avoid producing these
toxic substances entirely. Thus, while these organisms
apparently do not have an active mechanism for
removing oxygen from their environment, they may
have a system that permits them to survive transient
exposures to oxygen without incurring cellular
damage. No information is available as to whether
green sulfur bacteria possess any of the other
components of the system that protects oxygenic
organisms from photooxidative stress.

The redox effects are largely missing in both
whole cells and isolated chlorosomes of the green
nonsulfur bacterium Cf. aurantiacus. (Vos et al.,
1987; Wang et al., 1990), although some preparations
of isolated chlorosomes do exhibit some redox-
induced fluorescence increase (J. Zhu and R. E.
Blankenship, unpublished observations). Cf.
aurantiacus has an entirely different physiology and
ecology with respect to oxygen. Most strains respire
and usually lives in close proximity to cyanobacteria,
and therefore is often under aerobic, even hyperoxic
conditions (Pierson and Castenholz, 1992). However,
Cf. aurantiacus is not vulnerable to oxidative damage
in the same way that the green sulfur bacteria are. It
has a reaction center that is similar to that found in
the purple bacteria, and therefore does not directly
reduce ferredoxin (see Chapter 32 by Feick). Its
carbon reduction cycle, while not fully understood,
clearly does not involve free ferredoxin as does the

reverse TCA cycle (see Chapter 40 by Sirevåg).
Therefore, a redox modulation effect such as has
been found in green sulfur bacteria would provide no
selective advantage for Cf. aurantiacus, and actually
would prevent them from carrying out photosynthesis
under most natural conditions.

The chemical mechanism for the redox effects on
energy transfer in green bacteria is not yet understood
and the mechanism active in chlorosomes may be
entirely different from that in FMO proteins.
Aggregated pigments formed from pigment extracts
exhibit dithionite effects on fluorescence similar to
those observed in chlorosomes (Matsuura et al.,
1992). Similar results have been observed with HPLC
purified pigments, where the magnitude of the redox
effect correlates with the time that has elapsed since
the purification (P. I. Van Noort and R. E. Blankenship,
unpublished observations). This suggests that a trace
impurity can cause such a result, although it does not
prove that this is the mechanism for the effect in vivo.
In FMO proteins, it has been suggested that modified
amino acids may be involved in the redox effect,
although no direct evidence has been found for such
an effect (Zhou et al., 1994).

IX. Evolutionary Considerations

The very similar morphology, pigment content and
functional role of the chlorosomes in the two families
of green bacteria strongly suggests an evolutionary
relationship between them, despite the fact that there
is considerable evolutionary distance between the
two families by almost any other criterion (see above).
This disjunction between the chlorosome properties
and other characteristics has prompted suggestions
that the information coding for chlorosome
components may have been transferred between
otherwise unrelated organisms (Olson and Pierson,
1987; Pierson and Olson, 1989; Blankenship, 1992).

The recent availability of sequences coding for
some chlorosomal proteins gives new information
with which to make this comparison. As discussed
above, the 30% sequence identity (as well as
processing and gene organization) between the 5.7
kDa CsmA protein from Cf. aurantiacus and the 6.3
kDa CsmA protein from the green sulfur bacteria is
highly suggestive of an evolutionary connection
between these two proteins. However, this is the only
case in which such a relationship has been found so
far. To some extent, this may reflect the fact that the
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information needed to make such comparisons is
only just now beginning to become available. The
picture will undoubtedly become much clearer when
more sequences of chlorosome proteins have been
determined, as well as information concerning
proteins involved in biosynthesis of other chlorosome
components such as BChl c, d and e, as well as
glycolipids.

Finally, gene organization patterns may be
revealing. If, for example, the genes needed for
synthesis of critical chlorosome components are
clustered and in a similar overall order in the two
families, it is highly likely that at least that part of the
genome derive from a common ancestor. This sort of
gene clustering is found in purple bacteria, where
almost all the information needed to synthesize the
photosynthetic apparatus is contained in a conserved
order in a 43 kB cluster of genes (see Chapters 50
and 58 by Alberti et al. and Bauer, respectively).
Some information of this sort may be forthcoming in
the green bacteria, as genome mapping in several
species is in progress (R. Sirevåg, personal
communication).
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Summary

The preparation and characterization of a dissociated intermediate of LH1 has been achieved for each of five
different photosynthetic bacteria and several of their mutants. On the basis of nearly identical spectroscopic and
biochemical properties, together with the demonstration that in each case native LHI can be formed by
association, it is concluded that the isolated complex represents a fundamental structural subunit of the core
light-harvesting complex and probably occurs universally in bacterial LHI complexes. The composition of the
subunit is assigned to on the basis of biochemical and spectroscopic characterization. Upon
association to form LHI, this subunit complex initially dimerizes and then further associates.

The subunit complexes prepared from these bacteria can be fully dissociated to their fundamental components
and the subunit complex and LHI reformed by subsequent reassociation. Beginning with separately isolated

and BChl a, reconstitution to form the native subunit complex was demonstrated for each
of three BChl a-containing bacteria (Rhodospirillum rubrum, Rhodobacter sphaeroides, and Rhodobacter
capsulatus). A similar reconstitution of the subunit complex of a BChl b-containing organism (Rhodopseudomonas
viridis) has also been accomplished. In addition, LHI has been reconstituted as well for the three BChl a-
containing systems. Using properties of the subunit- and LHI-type complexes as assays, hybrid reconstitution
experiments were conducted, the results of which indicate the importance of a conserved core region of amino
acids for subunit and LHI formation, as well as the likelihood of ion-pairing as stabilizing interactions in the N-
terminal region of the polypeptides. Chemical and enzymatic modification of the polypeptides have provided
further support for these tentative conclusions and minimal structural features required for formation of the
subunit complex and LHI were also better defined by these modifications.

The BChl binding site has been probed by use of structural analogs of BChl in the reconstitution experiments
with polypeptides of Rhodospirillum rubrum and Rhodobacter sphaeroides. Structural requirements including
the Mg, carbonyl group at and the carbomethoxy group at were indicated. Comparative association
constants for many reconstituted systems were measured and used to initially evaluate the contribution of
various structural elements to the highly specific formation of the subunit and LHI complexes. Based on these
experimental results and analyses of the stabilizing interactions, certain structural features of the subunit
complex are proposed that involve cross-hydrogen bonding and a pseudo-plane of symmetry.

Reconstitution of wild-type LHI has been successfully achieved with the from
Rhodospirillum rubrum, BChl a and spirilloxanthin as well as with the from Rhodobacter
sphaeroides, BChl a and spheroidene. Appropriate structure and function was demonstrated by measuring
absorption, CD and fluorescence excitation spectra and by examining protection of BChl from degradation by
the combination of light and air.

Beginning with the isolated or reconstituted subunit complex and isolated reaction centers (RC) of
Rhodospirillum rubrum, the photoreceptor complex was formed by association of these complexes. This LHI-
RC complex exhibited native absorbance and CD spectra as well as a quantum yield of 1.0 for energy utilization
from BChl of LHI to cause charge separation in the RC.

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; BChl a is implied unless BChl b is indicated; Car – carotenoid; CD – circular dichroism; Chl
– chlorophyll; Cm. – Chromatium; cmc – critical micelle concentration; Da–daltons; – association constant for binding; Kcal
– kilocalories; LHI – core light-harvesting complex, also called B875, B890, etc. depending on the far-red absorption maximum; LHII
– peripheral light-harvesting complex, also called B800–850, for example; OG – n-octyl PRC – photoreceptor
complex which contains LHI and RC; Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Re. – Rhodocyclus; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodospirillum
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IntroductionI.

In his thesis research, Duysens (1952) determined
that the energy absorbed by the bacteriochlorophyll
(BChl) pigments was efficiently transferred from
shorter wavelength species to BChl species absorbing
at longer wavelengths, downhill in energy flow. This
energy was shown to be ultimately transferred to the
reaction center (RC) where photochemistry was
initiated (Clayton, 1962). The longest wavelength
light-harvesting component was found to occur in a
fixed stoichiometry to the RC whereas the shorter
wavelength components varied in their stoichiometry
to the RC in response to environmental conditions
(Aagaard and Sistrom, 1972). Monger and Parson
(1977) proposed that the long wavelength com-
ponents, called the core light-harvesting complexes
(LHI) were the most intimately associated with and
interconnected the RC. They further suggested that
the shorter wavelength complexes (peripheral LH,
also called LHII) were more distant from the RC and
surrounded the LHI-RC system. This arrangement
would best facilitate efficient energy flow. The modern
era of photophysics has seen the confirmation of the
sequential path of energy migration (Hunter et al.
1989) and the era of membrane biochemistry has
confirmed the existence of the expected peripheral
and core BChl-protein complexes (Thornber et al.,
1983; Drews, 1985; Cogdell, 1986).

Because LHI complexes can now be isolated and
are well-characterized (Feick and Drews, 1978; Sauer
and Austin, 1978; Cogdell and Thornber, 1979;
Broglie et al., 1980; Cogdell et al., 1982; Picorel et
al., 1983; Drews, 1985;Sundström and van Grondelle,
1991; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991; Brunisholz and
Zuber, 1992), there is great interest in determining
their structure and how their structure relates to
function. The goal of the research described in this
review is to determine the interactions that stabilize
this BChl-protein complex and to understand how
the structure enables its function. The question of
whether all LHI of photosynthetic bacteria have
fundamentally the same structure is timely to consider.
Each wild-type, BChl a-containing LHI has a long-
wavelength absorption maximum which is red-shifted
to about the same extent (the range is between 99 and
119 nm relative to BChl in acetone except for
thermophiles such as Chromatium (Cm.) tepidum
(Jensen et al., 1964; Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991;
Hawthornthwaite and Cogdell, 1991)). Even though
the magnitude of the shifts are similar, one can not

assume that all these wavelength shifts have the same
structural origin (Gottstein and Scheer, 1983; Scherz
and Parson, 1986; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1988;
Pearlstein, 1988; Braun and Scherz, 1991;Thompson
et al., 1991; Thompson and Fajer, 1992). Moreover,
the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of LHI complexes
show considerable variation among the photo-
synthetic bacteria (Bolt et al., 1981 a,b; Kramer et al.,
1984; Cogdell and Scheer, 1985), indicating some
differences in structure do exist. Whatever these
differences may be, however, they seem to have no
effect on function since all LHI complexes for which
there are appropriate measurements seem to show
very high efficiency of excited singlet state transfer
to the RC (Loach and Sekura, 1968; Sebban, 1985).

Important information relating to the question of a
common structure has been obtained from bio-
chemical analyses of isolated LHI. LHI typically
consist of associated complexes of two small
polypeptides, and which occur in a 1:1 ratio, and
in the ratio of 2 BChl per (Broglie et al.,
1980; Cogdell et al., 1982; Picorel et al., 1983;
Theiler et al., 1985;Drews, 1985; Picorel and Gingras,
1988). The uniform existence of these small
polypeptides, their fixed stoichiometry to BChl, and
the fact that many such units, approximately twelve
in number, must associate to form the LHI which
associates with one RC, suggests that the same
fundamental structure may exist in all LHI.

The determination of amino acid sequences for
the of LHI from many
photosynthetic bacteria (Zuber and Brunisholz, 1991;
Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992) and the advent of
molecular genetics methodology (Bérard et al., 1986;
Scolnik and Marrs, 1987; Bélanger and Gingras,
1988; Kiley and Kaplan, 1988; Coleman and Youvan,
1990; Wiessner et al., 1990; Wellington et al., 1992)
have made possible the first real insights into
structure-function relationships. Recently, structural
subunits formed by dissociation of the LHI have
been isolated from several different bacteria (Miller
et al., 1987; Chang et al., 1990b; Heller and Loach,
1990, Meckenstock et al., 1992). Comparison of
these subunits has shown that they all exhibit
extremely similar absorption and CD properties as
well as biochemical behavior. Thus, it appears that
there may be a fundamental building block that is the
same in all LHI of photosynthetic bacteria. In addition,
both the subunit complex (also referred to as B820)
and LHI can be reversibly dissociated and recon-
stituted from individual components (Parkes-Loach
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et al., 1988; Loach et al., 1994).
The ability to reconstitute the complex from its

individual components is a uniquely powerful tool
for evaluating structural relationships in LHI (Parkes-
Loach et al., 1990; Loach et al., 1994). Use of this
methodology allows assessment of structural
requirements of the BChl and carotenoid (Car), as
well as the protein. In combination with spectroscopic
measurements, it should be possible to obtain detailed
structure-function information for LHI complexes
as well as for their interaction with RC, peripheral
LH complexes and each other. This review will
summarize results obtained using the methodology
for subunit preparation and reconstitution. Consid-
ering these results along with other knowledge of
LHI, some comments about possible structural
elements for the subunit complex and LHI will be
offered.

II.The Structural Subunit of LHI

Structural subunits of the LHI of several bacteria
have been isolated by using detergent methodology
(Loach et al., 1985; Miller et al., 1987; Heller and
Loach, 1990; Chang et al., 1990b; Meckenstock et
al., 1992; Visschers et al., 1992). These subunit
complexes are smaller in size and have blue-shifted

absorption maxima relative to LHI, but are still
substantially red-shifted relative to free BChl in
detergent (Fig. 1). Upon further addition of detergent,
the subunit complexes can be dissociated into their
individual polypeptides and free BChl. By decreasing
the detergent concentration, the subunit and the LHI
complexes can be quantitatively reassociated (Parkes-
Loach et al., 1988; Heller and Loach, 1990; Chang et
al., 1990b).

A. Preparation

1. General Procedures

The first bacteria from which structural subunits of
LHI were isolated were wild-type Rhodospirillum
(Rs.) rubrum and its G-9 carotenoidless mutant
(Loach et al., 1985; Miller et al., 1987). Membrane
fractions from these bacteria required a wash step in
Triton X-100 and EDTA before they were susceptible
to forming the subunit complex. On the other hand,
membrane preparations from Rhodobacter (Rb.)
sphaeroides (wild-type and a LHII(–) mutant) did

not require extensive treatment, but simply Car
removal by extraction with a hydrocarbon solvent. In
general, as Cogdell and Thornber once concluded
about isolation of RC and LH complexes from
different photosynthetic organisms, each system is
unique and procedures are not necessarily inter-
changeable (Cogdell and Thornber, 1979; Thornber,
1986). This has been our experience for the
preparation of the subunit complex of LHI from
different bacterial species, and might also be extended
to include various mutants of a single species. Even
so, some general observations seem to apply. In the
bacteria we have examined, it has been necessary to
remove Car, or work with a carotenoidless mutant to
successfully prepare high yields of the subunit
complex. After the membranes are appropriately
prepared, they are susceptible to formation of the
subunit complexes upon addition of increasing
amounts of n-octyl (OG). For
BChl a-containing organisms, the subunit complex
of LHI is separated from RC and LHII (if present) by
gel filtration chromatography on a Sephadex G100
column.

An interesting question to address is what role Car
plays in LHI structure. Use of carotenoidless mutants,
or Car removal prior to exposure to detergent, was
required for quantitative formation of a stable subunit
complex in the four bacteria we have studied (Rs.
rubrum, Miller et al., 1987; Rb. sphaeroides, Chang
et al., 1990b; Rb. capsulatus, Heller and Loach,
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1990; Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.) viridis, Parkes-
Loach et al., 1994). Prior Car removal was also
necessary for the preparation reported by Mecken-
stock et al. (1992) of the subunit isolated from Rp.
marina. In a recent report of a subunit preparation
from Rs. rubrum, the Car was not removed prior to
subunit formation, but none was found in the isolated
subunit complex (Visschers et al., 1992). On the
other hand, two preliminary reports indicate the
presence of Car in subunit-containing fractions Cm.
purpuratum (Kerfeld et al., 1994) and Rhodocyclus
(Rc.) gelatinosus (now called Rubrivivax gelatinosus)
(Jirsakova and Reiss-Husson, 1993), although the
amount of Car was greatly reduced in the latter.
Further characterization of such systems will be of
interest.

All experimental results are consistent with the
following equilibria where the lower case ‘d’ refers
to detergent that solvates the component.

Thus, addition of Car shifts equilibrium (2) toward
LHI at all detergent concentrations and decreases the
concentration of  Depending on the value of
the equilibrium constants for reactions (1) and (2),
B820 may or may not be observed as the detergent
concentration is varied (Ghosh et al., 1988a; Heller
and Loach, 1990). The early work of Ogawa and
Vernon (1969) suggested to us that removal of Car
might be a useful step in our goal to reversibly
dissociate LHI.

Some caution should be noted with regard to
carotenoid extraction. The most effective solvent
(petroleum ether or benzene) and the behavior of the
membrane fractions are different for preparations
from different bacteria. Variables such as the age of
the lyophilized chromatophores or photoreceptor
complex (PRC)-enriched membrane fractions, the
temperature, and the ratio of membrane material to
organic solvent are important. Each of these
parameters must be evaluated for each membrane
system to which extraction is applied. Excellent
reproducibility was found when the exact same set of
extraction parameters were applied to membrane
preparations from one bacterium.

Another key factor for preparation of the subunit
complex has been the choice of detergent. Some of
the earliest biochemical experiments designed to

isolate membrane complexes were conducted with
membranes from photosynthetic organisms (Gingras,
1978; Thornber et al., 1978 and references therein).
One reason for this is that these membranes have
built-in monitors of structural integrity (the pigments
of LH complexes and the redox centers of RC).
Development of early methodology focused on
isolation of intact LH and RC complexes. From these
studies it was found that various detergents, organic
solvents and chaotropic agents seemed to fall into
the following categories: too gentle for separation of
complexes (cholate, most chaotropic agents),
somewhat effective and gentle (detergents such as
deoxycholate and Deriphat), quite effective and not
too disruptive (Triton X-100 and OG), effective but
moderately disruptive (lauryl dimethylamine-N
oxide, lithium dodecyl sulfate, cetyl dimethyl-
ammonium bromide, low concentrations of butanol)
and too harsh (sodium dodecyl sulfate, high
concentrations of organic solvents). For subunit
preparation of LHI, OG is exceptionally effective.
The reason for this is unclear, although size,
hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance and ability of the
polar moiety to participate in multiple hydrogen
bonding are likely to be important. In our experience,
few detergents can be successfully used to reversibly
dissociate LHI. We found the following order of
effectiveness: OG>n-octyl
> n-nonyl > octanoyl, nonanoyl
and decanoyl N-methylgluconamide, lauryl maltoside
(Miller et al., 1987). In work from other laboratories,
subunit complexes were observed in systems using
LDAO and sodium cholate (Ghosh et al,, 1988a,b)
and subunit complexes were isolated using n-octyl-
rac-2,3-dipropylsulfoxide (Visschers et al., 1992),
sucrose mono-N-decanoate in Tris buffer containing
EDTA and 60% ammonium sulfate (Jirsakova and
Reiss-Husson, 1993) and n-dodecyl maltoside and
OG (Kerfeld et al., 1994).

2. Rhodospirillum rubrum

The first organism with which we worked to isolate
LH and RC complexes was Rs. rubrum. It was chosen
because it has only one LH complex, the LHI, and its
photosynthetic unit size (number of BChl/RC) was
one of the smallest known. From our earlier
experiments in which PRC were isolated (Loach et
al., 1970a) we found that LHI and RC withstood a
number of procedures which were used to remove
other components from the membrane (Hall et al.,
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1973). Our strategy was to first remove everything
from the membrane that was not required to maintain
native LH and RC physical properties and function.
Among the treatments that were effective in removing
other polypeptides (assayed by SDS-PAGE) was a
wash step with high Triton X-100 concentration
(3%) and EDTA. This treatment seemed to effectively
solubilize many of the components of the complex,

and components of ATP synthase and perhaps
metabolite transport components.

The enriched-PRC preparations were used for
development of procedures to quantitatively and
reversibly separate LHI from RC. Many procedures
were tried that gave poor yields (less than 50%) and/
or were largely irreversible. The motivation for
requiring quantitative separation and reversibility
was twofold, both relating to eventual extrapolation
back to the in vivo system. First, by obtaining
quantitative yields, it would be possible to account
for all LH and RC complexes in the membrane. It is
prudent to note that nearly all commonly used RC
preparations give low yields of between 20% to 50%
(Feher and Okamura, 1978; Gingras, 1978; Vadebon-
coeur et al., 1979) so that the question can be raised
as to whether there might be other important
components or structural differences in the intact
membrane that were missed because of the low
yield. Secondly, as Racker (1985) pointed out in his
pioneering work with bioenergetic membranes, the
only way to understand how the in vivo complexes
really work is to reconstitute them from their
individual components. We felt that a less than a
quantitative accounting of all components would
compromise eventual conclusions.

Upon addition of OG to the PRC-enriched
membranes of the carotenoidless G-9 mutant, the
long wavelength absorption band of BChl a in LHI
underwent a systematic transition to an 820-nm-
absorbing species (Loach et al. 1985, Miller et al.
1987). After extraction of Car from the PRC-enriched
membranes prepared from wild-type cells, the same
transition could be demonstrated. The 820-nm-
absorbing material of both systems could be
quantitatively reassociated to reform the 873-nm-
absorbing complex by lowering the OG concentration.
Thus, quantitatively-reversible conversion was
achieved.

In membranes in which LHI was converted to the
820-nm form, light energy absorbed at this
wavelength was poorly transferred to the RC.
Therefore, it was likely that physical separation of

LHI subunits from the RC had occurred. The two
complexes were separated by gel-filtration chroma-
tography under conditions where the 820 nm form
was stable. This purification step could be refined to
achieve > 95% yield of both the subunit of LHI
(based on reassociation of B820 to form LHI) and
the RC (Miller et al., 1987). Only the

of LHI were present in the B820 material
and a stoichiometry of 2BChl was determined.
Preparations of the subunit complex in detergent
solution were stable for several days if kept anaerobic
and dark, but they degraded rapidly in light and air.
The preparation can be lyophilized and stored at
–15 °C for months to years without degradation. The
long-wavelength maximum for the subunit prepar-
ation at 20 °C is 820 ± 1 nm which shifts to 825 nm
on cooling to 77 K (Visschers et al., 1991).

The subunit complex of wild-type Rs. rubrum has
also been prepared using n-octyl-rac-2,3-dipropyl-
sulfoxide (Visschers et al., 1992). In this case, the
membranes were not treated with Triton X-100/
EDTA nor was the Car first removed, but Car was not
observed spectrally in the subunit. The yield of the
subunit complex was not as high as for that described
above using OG, but the spectral properties were
similar to those of the OG preparation.

3. Rhodobacter sphaeroides

After developing the procedures that were successful
for preparation of the LHI subunit from Rs. rubrum,
we extended the methodology to another bacterium,
Rb. sphaeroides (Chang et al., 1990b). This organism
contains the peripheral LH complex, B800-850, as
well as LHI. The Triton X-100-EDTA wash step used
with membranes from Rs. rubrum could not be used
with Rb. sphaeroides membranes because it resulted
in solubilization of large quantities of BChl-
containing material. It was found that washing wild-
type membrane vesicles with 0.01 M Tris buffer
(pH 7.3) containing 0.05 M EDTA was effective in
yielding a membrane preparation in which Car could
then be extracted and that formed a subunit complex
upon OG addition, For a  mutant, PUC705-BA,
this Tris-EDTA wash was unnecessary.

The above membrane preparations could then be
extracted with petroleum ether (wild-type cells) or
benzene (PUC705-BA cells) to remove Car without
removing BChl. The LHI of these extracted systems
could then be titrated with OG to produce a subunit
complex and RC (and also LHII with wild-type
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cells). Separation of products was achieved in a
manner similar to the procedure used for the subunit
preparation with Rs. rubrum material.

The overall yield of the subunit complex from
wild-type cells could be optimized to obtain over
80% of both LHI and RC while somewhat lower
yields (about 50%) were obtained from PUC705-BA

HPLC analyses, together with determination
of the N-terminal amino acid sequences of HPLC-
purified polypeptide components, demonstrated that
only the LHI were present in a
stoichiometry of 1:1. The stabilities of the subunit
preparations were similar to those of Rs, rubrum.
The long-wavelength maximum for the subunit
preparation at 20 °C, as well as at 77 K, was 825 ± 1
nm (Chang et al., 1990b; Visschers et al., 1991).

The subunit complex of Rb. sphaeroides was also
prepared from an mutant, M2192, by dialyzing
isolated LHI against the detergent n-octyl-rac-2,3-
dipropylsulfoxide, but the subunit was not separated
from remaining LHI and solubilized BChl (Visschers
et al., 1992). Absorption and CD spectra of this
subunit were similar to those formed with OG.
Fluorescence polarization and transient triplet-singlet
spectra indicated a similar BChl a dimer interaction
for both detergent preparations.

4. Rhodobacter capsulatus

As was the case with membrane preparations from
Rb. sphaeroides, the use of Triton X-100 and EDTA
severely modified the membranes of Rb. capsulatus,
resulting in irreversible degradation of LHI upon OG
addition (Heller and Loach, 1990). In the case of the
membrane preparation from Rb. capsulatus, no wash
step was necessary prior to Car removal. Benzene
was used to remove Car from membrane fractions of
both wild-type cells of Rb. capsulatus and a
mutant, MW442. The preparations could then be
titrated with OG and the subunits isolated using the
same procedure as with the Rs. rubrum and Rb.
sphaeroides material.

Curiously, the membrane fraction of a
carotenoidless mutant of Rb. capsulatus, SB203E,
did not behave like the comparable carotenoidless
mutant, G–9, of Rs. rubrum. Addition of OG to this
sample caused formation of monomer BChl only
(absorbing at 777 nm), although subsequent dilution
did result in a small amount of subunit formation.
Successful reversal from the 777-nm material to LHI
was demonstrated (Heller and Loach, 1990).

The overall yields of subunit complex were
typically about 45% with material isolated from the
mutant MW442 and much lower (about 20%)
with that from wild-type cells (Heller and Loach,
1990). The isolated subunit complex of Rb. capsulatus
was not as stable as those from Rs. rubrum and Rb.
sphaeroides, which probably resulted in increased
loss of BChl during isolation by gel-filtration
chromatography. Only the LHI
were present in the subunit complex and were found
to be in a stoichiometry of 1:1 as determined by
HPLC analyses, identification of the N-terminal
amino acid sequences of HPLC-purified polypeptide
components and UV absorption of the protein. The
long-wavelength maximum for the subunit prepar-
ation at 20 °C was consistently 815 ± 1 nm. This
shorter wavelength probably reflects the smaller
association constant than those of subunit complexes
from Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides because, for
solutions of the subunit complex of Rb. capsulatus,
more free BChl absorbing at 777 nm was present. If
the absorption contribution due to free BChl was
subtracted, the long-wavelength absorption maximum
of the subunit complex was near 819 nm. The latter
value was also observed in reconstitution experiments
where formation of the subunit complex was
optimized by using high protein concentration and
low BChl concentration.

5. Rhodopseudomonas viridis

Rp. viridis was selected as an interesting organism to
study and compare to Rs. rubrum, not because of the
similarities (a single LHI antenna and 50% homology
in the ) but because of the
differences. These differences include: (1) the
chromophore, which is BChl b in Rp. viridis rather
than BChl a as in Rs. rubrum, (2) the additional LHI
polypeptide, in Rp. viridis, and (3) lamellar stacking
of membranes in Rp. viridis rather than the vesicular
membrane structure of Rs. rubrum.

Because of the instability of BChl b, it has not
been possible to obtain high reversibility for
reassociation of LHI from the subunit complex.
However, the conversion of LHI to a structural
subunit has been achieved in high yield as well as the
partial reversal (25%) to reform LHI (Parkes-Loach
et al., 1994). As with the first three bacteria, Car
removal was necessary before OG was effective in
causing an absorption change reflecting formation
of the subunit. As in the case of membrane material
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from Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus, no treatment
prior to benzene extraction of Car was required. OG
titrations of the Car-depleted membranes resulted in
a similar set of absorption changes as was observed
in the other bacteria, except that the sample had to be
kept anaerobic, with reductant present and at low
temperature (0 °C). Because of the difficulty in
maintaining these conditions during the steps required
for isolation of the subunit (such as column
chromatography), such preparation has not yet been
attempted.

The most effective method for converting LHI
into the subunit complex was by addition of OG to
Car-extracted membrane preparations at room
temperature (22 °C). This treatment resulted in the
dissociation of LHI into free BChl b, absorbing at
809 nm, and the polypeptides. Upon chilling to 0 °C,
high yields of the subunit complex (greater than 80%
using expected extinction coefficients based on those
from BChl-a-containing subunit complexes (Chang
et al., 1990a)) were obtained (Parkes-Loach et al.,
1994). The long-wavelength maximum for this BChl-
6-containing subunit complex was found to be at 895
± 5 nm, representing an identical shift in energy
relative to free BChl b and LHI of Rp. viridis as was
determined for subunit complexes of BChl-a-
containing bacteria relative to free BChl a and their
LHI.

6. Rhodopseudomonas marina

Rp. marina has a LHI, but no peripheral LH and its
intracytoplasmic membrane structure is lamellar like
Rp. viridis instead of vesicular like Rs. rubrum, Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus (Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991). LHI from Rp. marina was found
to be very stable upon isolation (Meckenstock et al.,
1992). In comparison to Rs. rubrum LHI, the

of Rp. marina is 75% homologous and
the is 53% homologous (Brunisholz
et al., 1989). In an initial step to form the subunit
complex of Rp. marina, Meckenstock et al. (1992)
prepared membranes containing LHI, RC, and
cytochromes in 0.5% LDAO which were then dialyzed
against 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0
and subsequently lyophilized. The dried material
was extracted several times with benzene to remove
Car and then resuspended in 1% OG to convert LHI
to the subunit form. The subunit complex was purified
in the same manner as for the other subunit
preparations summarized above. The biochemical

composition of this subunit preparation was identical
to that reported for Rs. rubrum; the

were present in a stoichiometry of 1:1
with two BChl a per pair. Absorption, CD, and
fluorescence emission spectra were also very similar
to those of the subunit complex of Rs. rubrum.The %
yield of subunit was not reported.

7. Rhodocyclus gelatinosus

Jirsakova and Reiss-Husson (1993) have described
the formation of a subunit complex from a LHI
isolated from Rc. gelatinosus. The subunit was formed
in 0.2% sucrose mono-N-decanoate in 0.1 M Tris-
HC1, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 and 65% ammonium
sulfate and separated from remaining LHI by
chromatography on Sepharose 6B-CL gel. Absorption
and CD properties were similar to those of subunit
preparations from other bacteria but without addition
of carotenoid, the subunit could not be reassociated
to reform LHI. A unique feature of this subunit
complex is that it was formed from LHI that still
contained Car. Most of the Car was lost as the
subunit was formed but a variable amount of about
20% still remained with the subunit-containing
fraction. Upon addition of the native carotenoid
(hydroxyspheroidene) of this bacterium to the subunit
complex, a native-like LHI complex could be formed
upon dialysis (Jirsakova and Reiss-Husson, 1994).
Addition of different carotenoids that were struc-
turally similar to the hydroxyspheroidene gave little
or no LHI formation, indicating that the native
carotenoid seems to be very important in the LHI
structure in Rc. gelatinosus.

8. Chromatium purpuratum

Kerfeld et al. (1994) have described the preparation
of LHI from Cm. purpuratum, a purple sulfur
bacterium, in which 1.5% n-dodecyl maltoside and
1.5% OG were used to solubilize the membrane.
Upon purification, a membrane fraction separated
into an RC-LHI complex and a fraction with a typical
subunit complex absorption spectrum. Car was
present in the LHI before treatment and was still
present in the subunit-containing fraction. The subunit
preparation could not be induced to reform the native
LHI complex by dilution of the detergent concen-
tration. These are very interesting results because
Chromatium are purple sulfur organisms whereas all
other bacteria from which subunit complexes have
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so far been prepared are purple nonsulfur bacteria.

B. Characterization of Subunit Structure

1. Composition

Each subunit preparation that has been well-
characterized (Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides, Rb.
capsulatus, Rp. marina, Rc. gelatinosus) contains
only the LHI which occur in a
1:1 stoichiometry. The ratio of 2 BChl per
has been well-established for the preparations from
Rs. rubrum and Rp. marina. Lipids and other factors
have not been reported in these preparations, although
such analyses have not been exhaustive.

2. Subunit Size

The first indication of the molecular weight of the
subunit complex was from gel-filtration chroma-
tography of the subunit complex prepared from Rs.
rubrum (Miller et al., 1987). In these experiments,
blue dextran, which eluted at the void volume,
separated from and preceded the RC which in turn
preceded and separated from the subunit complex.
The subunit could also be separated from free BChl
and the uncomplexed which
followed it. From the average of many experiments,
the peak of the subunit fraction of Rs. rubrum eluted
at 37,500 Daltons (with values varying within ±
3,500 Da) when compared to hydrophilic proteins
used as molecular weight markers. Integral membrane
proteins bind large amounts of detergent relative to
water soluble proteins (Guidotti, 1978). If it is
assumed that the subunit complex binds an amount
of detergent equal to its molecular weight, which is a
reasonable estimate based on its relative hydrophobic
surface and based on detergent binding for known
integral membrane proteins (for example, rhodopsin
is reported to bind 1.1 mg Triton X-100/ mg protein;
Guidotti, 1978), then the subunit complex molecu-
larity could be either 2BChl (M. Wt. = 14,000
Da) or ·4BChl (M.Wt. = 28,000 Da), although
the data suggest the former.

Several other studies of the subunit complex have
resulted in suggestions that it has an .4BChl
structure. In an ultracentrifugation study of LHI
from Rs. rubrum, Ghosh et al. (1988a) observed
several different molecular weight species in the
octyl-pentaoxyethylene detergent system used for
these measurements. These species were presumed

to be different aggregate states of the subunit for
which they concluded that the 4BChl (24–27
kDa) species best described the subunit complex
(Ghosh et al. 1988b). A similar conclusion was
reached by Meckenstock et al. (1992) for the subunit
complex of Rp. marina based on gel filtration
experiments. The molecular weight they determined
was 32,000 Da not corrected for detergent binding,
which is similar to the value of 37,500 Da obtained
with Rs. rubrum subunit complexes.

Sturgis and Robert (1994) have investigated the
equilibrium between the subunit and its dissociated
products absorbing at 777 nm. On the basis of low
temperature resonance Raman spectra and the lack
of effect of added BChl on the equilibrium, it was
concluded that BChl was still bound to the

in the dissociated state that absorbs at
777 nm, and that the subunit complex was an

4BChl structure. However, the lack of effect on
the equilibrium by added BChl is counter to the
experience of our laboratory in conducting recon-
stitution experiments and in measuring association
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constants (see Section IV.C). The explanation of the
differences in these observations remain to be
determined.

In experiments conducted using our preparations
of subunit complexes from Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus (Chang et al., 1990b; Heller and Loach,
1990; Heller, 1992; Chang and Heller, unpublished
results), we have observed that the subunit complexes
consistently eluted later than the comparable complex
from Rs. rubrum. A comparison of these molecular
weight determinations is shown in Fig. 2, where the
value for the subunit complex from Rs. rubrum is
shown to be 37,500 Da and that for Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus is 24,500 Da. The variation in
values obtained with different preparations from the
latter two organisms was only about ± 1,500 Da. The
difference in the apparent molecular weight values
for the Rb. sphaeroides and the Rb. capsulatus subunit
complexes compared to the Rs. rubrum subunit
complex may be a reflection of the difference in
amount of detergent bound. From a comparison of
the amino acid sequences of the
(Fig. 3) it is apparent that the membrane-spanning
segments of both polypeptides from Rs. rubrum are
less polar than those of Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus. Because this is the region that is expected

to bind detergent (Deisenhofer and Michel, 1991), a
somewhat higher percentage of detergent binding to
the subunit complex of Rs. rubrum would be expected.
It might also be noted that in OG titrations of LHI,
higher detergent concentrations were required to
stabilize the subunit complex of Rs. rubrum compared
with those necessary to stabilize the other two
(typically, 0.70% vs. 0.64%).

In their experiments with Rc. gelatinosus, Jirsakova
and Reiss-Husson (1993) also reported an apparent
molecular weight in the 18–25 kDa range as
determined by gel filtration chromatography. If the
assumption is made that the subunit complexes
isolated from Rb. sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus and
Rc. gelatinosus bind an amount of detergent equal to
their weight, then the corrected value of about 12,500
Da would agree well with the molecular weight
expected for an 2BChl structure. Due to the
uncertainty of detergent binding and the extent to
which the subunit complexes deviate from the
assumed spherical shape, the conclusion that the
composition of the subunit complex is an 2BChl
is only tentatively made. A further discussion of the
size of the subunit complex based on spectroscopic
evidence is found in the next section.
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3. Spectroscopy

A variety of spectroscopic measurements contribute
to our knowledge of the size and structure of the
subunit complex. Based on CD measurements, at
least 2 BChl interact strongly, thus implying a minimal

2BChl unit (Fig. 4; Chang et al., 1990a; Visschers
et al., 1991). From fluorescence polarization
(Visschers et al., 1991), triplet-singlet spectroscopy
and singlet-triplet annihilation (van Mourik et al.,
1991; van Mourik et al., 1993) and the relationship
between the emission maximum and the excitation
wavelength as a function of temperature (Visschers
et al., 1993a), the subunit spectral properties clearly

arise from strongly-coupled BChl dimers (exciton
pairs) which cannot transfer energy to other such
pairs. This makes the 4BChl structure very
unlikely because two dimeric pairs would exist within
energy transfer distance. Because the fluorescence is
highly polarized, any such pair of dimers must either
not transfer excited state energy between them or
both dimers must exist in an essentially parallel
configuration. Furthermore, since singlet-triplet
quenching is not observed, further restrictions are
placed on the possible distance between such pairs.
The only subunit structure consistent with these
restrictions is that containing one set of polypeptides
and one pair of BChl (i.e., an 2BChl).

From resonance Raman spectroscopy, the in
BChl is 5-coordinate and is unchanged in the subunit
complex of Rs. rubrum relative to LHI (Chang et al.,
1990a). Presumably the 5th ligand is provided by a
histidine in each case (Robert and Lutz, 1985). There
are significant differences in the resonance Raman
and FTIR spectra of LHI of Rs. rubrum compared to
its subunit complex (Chang et al., 1990a; Visschers
et al., 1993b; Sturgis and Robert, 1994). In each
case, these changes in resonance Raman spectra
were completely reversible upon reforming LHI.

C. Association of Subunits to Form LHI

1. Procedures

The subunit complexes of Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaer-
oides and Rb. capsulatus are formed only in OG
concentrations near the critical micelle concentration
(cmc) and lowering that OG concentration results in
association to form a LHI-type complex.

In our work, reassociation has most often been
accomplished by chilling the subunit to 0 °C (at this
temperature the cmc of OG has increased to above
the actual OG concentration), or by dilution of the
OG concentration in the sample. As was noted earlier
(Eq. (2)), the equilibrium is also displaced toward
LHI by addition of Car. Increasing the concentration
of the subunit also displaces the equilibrium towards
LHI and more detergent is required to prevent LHI
formation. The value of n in Eq. (3) is at least 2 and
probably 3 or larger, which explains the high
sensitivity to the subunit concentration.
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2. Properties of the Reassociated LHI

The NIR absorption spectra of reassociated LHI of
Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus
match very closely the absorption spectra of the
corresponding in vivo Car-free LHI complexes. The
long-wavelength absorption bands of these LHI
complexes are very similar to each other in
(typically between 868 and 875 nm), extinction
coefficients, and half-widths. The major function of
excited singlet state energy transfer is also restored
as demonstrated by the highly efficient energy transfer
from BChl of reconstituted LHI of Rs. rubrum to the
RC of Rs. rubrum (see section XII).

Of special interest are the CD spectra of the
reassociated LHI. Although the CD spectra of the
subunit complexes of Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus with BChl a are extremely similar
(Fig. 4), the CD spectra of the in vivo LHI complexes
from different species are quite different (Bolt et al.,
1981a,b; Kramer et al., 1984; Cogdell and Scheer,
1985). Thus, even though the absorption spectra and
energy transfer function are nearly identical, structural
subtleties exist that greatly affect the CD spectra. It is
therefore quite significant that each LHI, prepared
from reassociation of its respective subunit complex,
displayed its own particular native CD spectrum
(Parkes-Loach et al., 1988; Chang et al., 1990a,b;
Heller and Loach, 1990). Since these CD spectra are
unique to each LHI, they are useful as criteria for
probing the quality of reassociated and reconstituted
systems and indicate that the structure of the
reassociated complexes are identical to the native
forms. Other spectroscopic data that indicate
reassociated LHI has a native structure are those of
resonance Raman spectra in which changes that
occurred upon forming the subunit complex from
LHI of Rs. rubrum, were reversed upon subsequent
reassociation to LHI (Chang et al., 1990a).

The relationship between the subunit and LHI
provides insight into the structure of LHI. When,
after appropriate treatment of the membrane, LHI is
converted into the subunit complex by the addition
of OG, a set of isosbestic points can be observed
through about half of the titration and then a second
set seems to exist through the rest of the titration
(Miller et al., 1987; Heller and Loach, 1990; Chang
et al., 1990b; Parkes-Loach et al. 1994). This
observation suggests that only two species are in
equilibrium initially and at the end of the titration,

but an intermediate may be present between the
subunit complex and LHI. Experimental results that
bear directly on the relationship between the subunit
and LHI were obtained by a stopped-flow dilution
experiment in which the kinetics of subunit
association to form LHI were found to be bimolecular
in the subunit concentration with no other apparent
intermediates (van Mourik et al., 1992). It should be
noted, however, that the maximum wavelength
reached in these experiments was approximately 860
nm. In our experience, the shift in the wavelength
maximum to about 860 nm is fast (within a few
seconds), but the final 12 to 15 nm shift is much
slower (requiring hours to days). Thus, although the
first product may result from a dimerization of the
subunit, further association and/or rearrangement is
probably involved in forming LHI. Fluorescence
polarization measurements of Rs. rubrum LHI
(Deinum et al. I989)and Rs. rubrum LHI reassociated
from its subunit complex (Visschers et al., 1991)
were in good agreement, giving low polarization
values, and indicating that in LHI, excitation energy
is shared by a number of BChl molecules with non-
parallel configuration. These results further suggest
that after initial dimerization, a larger cluster of
subunits forms.

If the long-wavelength band shift to approximately
860 nm is primarily associated with dimerization of
the subunit, then the next question to address is
whether there is a change in structure of the BChl
binding sites upon dimerization and LHI formation.
In this regard, it is of interest that both the subunit
complex and LHI of Rs. rubrum exhibit inhomo-
geneous spectral broadening (Visschers et al., 1993a;
van Mourik et al., 1993). This would be expected for
a simple association with little perturbation in the
fundamental subunit structure, but of course, it does
not constitute proof.

As with most structural elements that become
well-defined, it is possible to look back at earlier
experimental data and possibly explain observations
that were not understood at the time. This is certainly
true with the structural subunit of LHI, since many
shorter wavelength forms have been observed as a
result of detergent or other treatment of photosynthetic
bacterial membranes (Vernon and Garcia, 1967;
Thornber, 1971; Cuendet and Zuber, 1977; Thornber
et al., 1978, for example). These shorter wavelength
species have, in general, been irreversibly formed.
Among such early observations, a spectral inter-
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mediate absorbing near 820 nm was observed upon
oxidative degradation of chromatophores. In these
experiments, the membrane fraction of Rs. rubrum
was oxidized with to selectively degrade
BChl (Loach et al., 1963). As degradation progressed,
the long wavelength absorption band shifted from
881 to shorter wavelengths, forming a band near 820
nm as an intermediate. In these experiments, if
degradation of BChl was random, and if interacting
subunits give rise to the LHI spectra, it might be
expected that partial degradation of BChl might
allow direct observation of some surviving subunit
complexes.

The oxidation of BChl in LHI was further studied
in isolated complexes by Picorel et al. (1984). In
these studies, it was possible to reversibly oxidize
part of the BChl in the LHI preparation and
demonstrate the existence of the cation radical by
EPR. The EPR signal was narrowed to 3.5 G (relative
to 13.0 G for monomeric BChl cation radical in
organic solvent (McElroy et al., 1969)). The narrowed
signal could be explained by the sharing of the
unpaired electron by a group of approximately 12
BChl molecules (Picorel et al., 1984). These results
suggest six 2BChl subunit complexes are in close
association in LHI. The suggestion of a close
association of six 2BChl subunits (three

4BChl) is also consistent with the preliminary
results of crystallographic studies of LHII (Papiz et
al. 1989), B800–820 (Guthrie et al. 1992) and LHI
(Nunn et al., 1992). The following equilibria would
be consistent with stopped-flow dilution data (van
Mourik et al., 1992) and observations suggesting a

structure:

D. Conclusions

LHI is constructed from a fundamental unit,
2BChl, which can be isolated as a stable detergent

complex from many photosynthetic bacteria. The
two BChl molecules of the subunit form a strongly-
interacting exciton pair which are proposed to be
arranged as shown in Fig. 5 and are about 11 Å apart
(center-center) (Visschers et al., 1991). The structural
suggestions in Fig. 5 will be further discussed in

section X. The removal of detergent to form LHI,
results in an initial dimerization (van Mourik et al.,
1992). Further subunit association most likely occurs
before the properties of LHI are fully attained. Thus,
the red-shift from 820 nm to 873 nm would be
ascribed to additional protein interaction due to
close packing of additional of both         and

and the existence of other subunit
BChl pairs at distances between 8 to 15 Å (BChl
exciton dimer center to BChl exciton dimer center).
When present, Car binds to further stabilize the
association of the subunits to form LHI, interacting
between associated 2BChl units. For further
extrapolation to the structure of native LHI, it is
desirable to have more information on the associated
intermediate state(s) as well as fully formed LHI,

III. Reconstitution of Subunit Complexes and
LHI from Separately-Isolated Components

A. Reversible Dissociation of Subunit Complexes

One of the original goals in dissociating the LHI was
to develop methodology to dissociate the complex
fully to its fundamental components and then
reassociate them to reform LHI in high yield (> 90%).
It was therefore with considerable satisfaction that
we found the subunit complex of Rs. rubrum could
be further dissociated to its fundamental components
by increasing the OG concentration and then the
subunit subsequently reformed by reducing the
effective OG concentration (Parkes-Loach et al.,
1988). Such reversible dissociation was also
demonstrated for the subunit complexes of Rb.
sphaeroides (Chang et al., 1990b), Rb. capsulatus
(Heller and Loach, 1990) and Rp. viridis (Parkes-
Loach et al., 1994), the last of which is a BChl-b-
containing organism.

B. Reconstitution of the Subunit Complex and
LHI from Separately-Isolated Polypeptides and
BChl a

Since the subunit complex could be dissociated into
its component polypeptides and BChl, it was clear
that it should be possible to reconstitute the subunit
and LHI complexes with separately-isolated
polypeptides and BChl, unless some additional
undetected component present in dissociated
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membrane material was required. The polypeptides
used for reconstitution were extracted from the
membranes with organic solvents, separated from
lipid and other components by gel filtration
chromatography, dialyzed against water, lyophilized
and often further purified by reverse-phase HPLC.
The pure polypeptides were resuspended in OG-
containing buffer, BChl a was added and the OG
concentration was adjusted to optimally stabilize the
subunit complex. After the subunit complex was
formed, LHI-type complexes were then formed by
using the same procedures as was previously
described for reassociating the subunit complex.
Reconstitution of subunit and LHI-type complexes
with BChl a has been demonstrated using the

of LHI of Rs. rubrum (Parkes-Loach
et al., 1988; Loach et al., 1994), Rb. sphaeroides
(Loach et al., 1994), Rb. capsulatus (Loach et al.,
1994), and Rp. viridis (Parkes-Loach et al., 1994).

From studies of these reconstituted systems, two
important conclusions can be made: (1) only mature
protein coded for by the puf A and puf B genes is
required for in vitro LHI assembly and (2) the amino
acid sequence of each polypeptide contains sufficient
structural information to direct specific complex
formation with BChl. These conclusions should not
be interpreted to mean that no other protein factors
are involved in the in vivo assembly of LHI in the
membrane, but it does establish that such factors
may not be required, and if an additional factor is
involved, it likely plays no role in the eventual structure
of LHI.

C. Formation of a Subunit-type Complex with
the                      alone and BChl a

Because the subunit and LHI complexes could be
reconstituted from individual components, it was
possible to evaluate the role of each component and
begin to probe structure-function relationships. For
the isolated from Rs. rubrum, Rb.
sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus, and Rp. viridis, no direct
spectroscopic evidence for BChl binding was
obtained when the alone was
reconstituted with BChl (Parkes-Loach et al., 1988;
Loach et al., 1994; Parkes-Loach et al., 1994); that is,
under conditions where the subunit complex readily
forms when both polypeptides are present, no red-
shift in the band (or any absorption change of
BChl) was observed in the presence of the

polypeptides alone. In addition, no change in the
very weak molar ellipticity of monomeric BChl
(Sauer, 1978; Parkes-Loach et al., 1988) in detergent
solutions was noted in the presence of the

even at high concentrations of the
peptide (unpublished results). On the other hand,
BChl-BChl oligomerization was significantly
retarded in the presence of under
LHI-forming conditions, indicating that the
polypeptide has an effect on BChl-BChl aggregation.
As the detergent concentration is lowered to LHI-
forming conditions, the BChl apparently binds to
His of the with a higher affinity than
that exhibited for BChl oligomer formation.

In the case of the alone of Rs.
rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus, a very
specific complex is formed at typical subunit-forming
conditions. This complex has absorption, CD, and
fluorescence polarization properties identical to those
of the subunit complexes formed when the respective

are also present (Parkes-Loach et al.,
1988; Visschers et al., 1991; Loach et al., 1994).
However, the ratio of BChl: is 1:1 in
such complexes prepared from the of
Rs. rubrum (Loach et al., 1989) or from Rb.
sphaeroides (unpublished data) rather than 2:1 as is
observed in each normal heterodimer subunit
complexes. Because the all have two
conserved His (whereas all have only
one), and since a His is thought to provide the ligand
coordinated to each BChl (Roberts and Lutz, 1985),
one might suggest that, in the subunit complex, only
the are involved in coordinating BChl,
one molecule on each of its two His. In this case, the
structure of the complex would be ascribed to

2BChl complex where one plays
a role usually fulfilled by the and the
other one binds a pair of BChl. However, the spectral
properties of the exciton pair for such a BChl dimer
would be expected to be significantly different from
those observed. In addition, recent reconstitution
experiments with a truncated  from Rs.
rubrum containing only one histidine, His 0 (see Fig.
3 for amino acid numbering), demonstrated that the
subunit complex can still be formed (see section
VII.C). Therefore, each in the
subunit-type complex most probably has a BChl
coordinated to the imidazole side chain of its His at
position 0. When the is present, the
native subunit complex, 2BChl, would have one
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BChl coordinated to His 0 of the and
the other BChl coordinated to His 0 of the

IV. Probing the BChl Binding Site by
Reconstitution with BChl Analogs

A. Common Binding Requirements

Using reconstitution of the subunit complex and LHI
as assays for specific BChl binding, several BChl a
analogs have been evaluated primarily with

from Rs. rubrum and from Rb.
sphaeroides, but also to some extent with the

of Rb. capsulatus and Rp. viridis
(Parkes-Loach et al., 1990; unpublished results).
Most of the analogs tested gave similar results with
each set of polypeptides and these will be discussed
first. For reference, Fig. 6 shows the structure of
BChl a. Neither a subunit complex or a LHI-type
complex was formed with either the Rs. rubrum or
Rb. sphaeroides polypeptides when analogs lacked

the carbomethoxy group at or the
bacteriochlorin oxidation state of the macrocycle. In
addition, when the carbonyl group at was absent,
no LHI-type complex was formed. In this latter case,
a subunit-type complex could be formed with
polypeptides from Rs. rubrum but not with those
from Rb. sphaeroides. This difference will be
discussed in section IV.B.

Changes in structure that were compatible with
forming both subunit-type and LHI-type complexes
with polypeptides from either bacteria included a
change in the side chain at C8 to a double bond (BChl
b) and variation of the esterifying alcohol of the
BChl at In the latter case, even with an ethyl
group as the esterifying alcohol, both the subunit
complex and LHI were formed.

From these analog studies, it can be concluded that
the carbomethoxy group and carbonyl
group are important structural features for BChl
binding with from both Rs.
rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides. The Mg atom is clearly
involved in coordinating a group from the protein
(most likely a histidine imidazole group (Robert and
Lutz, 1985)). It is likely that the oxygen atoms of the

carbonyl and the carbomethoxy groups are
involved in hydrogen bonds with donor groups from
the protein. We have so far not been able to test the
carbonyl group at specifically because of the
lack of appropriate analogs.

B. Differences in Binding Requirements
between Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides

Two of the BChl analogs behaved differently in
reconstitution depending on the polypeptides used.
One of these, OH-BChl a, under the assay
conditions chosen, forms both a subunit-type complex
and a LHI-type complex with the polypeptides from
Rb. sphaeroides, but the complexes were not as
stable as when native BChl a was used (Davis et al.,
unpublished). However, with polypeptides from Rs.
rubrum, only a small red-shift in the wavelength
maximum (from 778 nm to 781 nm) was observed
under subunit-forming conditions and no LHI-type
complex formed (Parkes-Loach et al., 1990). It must
be concluded that different binding constraints exist
at the carbomethoxy site with the two sets of
polypeptides. Thus, under the conditions selected for
the comparison, the addition of the hydroxyl group at

destabilizes complex formation with poly-
peptides from Rb. sphaeroides and prevents formation
of a subunit or LHI complex with polypeptides from
Rs. rubrum.

The second analog that behaves differently with
the two sets of polypeptides is 3-vinyl BChl a. In this
case, no evidence for interaction was found for the
polypeptides of Rb. sphaeroides, but a subunit-type
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complex formed with Rs. rubrum polypeptides (Davis
et al., unpublished). This subunit-type complex with
Rs. rubrum polypeptides could not be converted to a
LHI-type complex. From these data, it may be
concluded that the carbonyl group at is required
for formation of LHI for both bacteria but not for
formation of the subunit with Rs. rubrum poly-
peptides. These results showing differences between
binding will be especially useful in identifying
binding elements between the polypeptides and BChl
and will be discussed further in section VIII.

C. Measurement of Association Constants for
Formation of the Subunit Complex

Because the subunit complex can be reversibly formed
from LHI and reversibly dissociated to its individual
components, association constants for each of these
equilibria can presumably be measured. Although
these constants are highly dependent on the detergent
concentration, relative values can be determined at
fixed detergent concentration. The availability of
such information is helpful in understanding the
contributions made by some of the interactions that
stabilize the subunit complex and that play a role in
LHI formation.

Some association constants for forming the subunit
complex are listed in Table 1. The molecularity of the
reaction measured is assumed to be:

From the values of these constants, the high affinity
of binding is apparent. Less than concentrations

of the polypeptides and BChl are sufficient to
quantitatively form many of the subunit complexes,
even in the presence of 0.75 % OG. Thus, the high
affinity of binding in forming the subunit complex
and LHI allow the subtleties of binding interactions
to be probed.

It is interesting that the relative stability of these
subunit complexes formed with only the

of Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides or Rb.
capsulatus vary more than 200-fold. In fact, even
comparing the values of the of
Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus which have 80%
identity in their amino acid sequences, there is a 200-
fold difference (Table 1). Moreover, the wavelength
maximum of the absorption band of the subunit
seems to reflect the strength of binding with the
greater red shift correlating with stronger binding
(Rb. sphaeroides, 825 nm > Rs. rubrum, 819 nm >
Rb. capsulatus, 816 nm). The role of the
of Rs. rubrum in stabilizing the subunit complex of
Rs. rubrum is also apparent, increasing the 6-
to 10-fold. Contributions to the binding energy by
various structural elements will be discussed in more
detail in section VIII.

D. Competitive Inhibitors to BChl Binding

In testing BChl a analogs, the criteria for complex
formation were a red shift in the long-wavelength
absorption band and characteristic CD properties at
specific concentrations of protein, BChl and OG.
These properties are very sensitive to the way in
which the two molecules of BChl in the dimeric pair
interact with each other. Many of the analogs tested
may have a high affinity for the polypeptides, but fail
to show a red shift in the absorption band,
presumably either because of changes in interaction
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in the dimer due to a different geometry or due to
differing properties of the molecular orbitals in the
ground and excited states of the analog molecule
compared to BChl a. One of the analogs we expected
to have some affinity for the binding site was 3-
acetyl-Chl a, even though its chlorin oxidation state
has a slightly different geometry than the bacterio-
chlorin oxidation state of BChl; the two molecules
are otherwise structurally the same. However,
experimentally, no red-shifted species were observed.
If a complex were forming but exhibited no red-shift
in the band, such binding could be determined by
evaluating the extent to which the analog might
compete with BChl a for its binding site(s). A variety
of analogs were examined in this way and their
relative effectiveness determined. Examples of
analogs tested for competitive inhibition were vinyl
BChl a, chlorophyll a (Chl a), chlorophyll b (Chl b),
hemin dimethyl ester, manganese protoporphyrin IX
dimethyl ester, and manganese hematoporphyrin IX
dimethyl ester. Each of these molecules is able to
coordinate an imidazole group of His and each
contains several oxygen atoms in locations similar to
those that occur in BChl a. All were effective in
preventing formation of the normal subunit complex
with BChl a at concentrations of analog comparable
to that of BChl a. For comparison to the association
constants of Table 1, we determined the competitive
binding constant of Chl a with the Rb. sphaeroides

to be Thus, by the
use of competitive binding methodology, a wide
variety of analogs can be used to probe the nature of
BChl binding.

E. Reconstitution Studies Using DMSO

A different approach to reconstitution and competitive
binding was used by Berger et al. (1992). They
started with LHI isolated from Rs. rubrum and
dissociated the complex in 0.02 M Tris buffer, pH 8.0
containing 0.3% LDAO and 20 to 30% DMSO.
Reconstitution was carried out by adding concentrated
BChl a or analog in DMSO, at about 5 times the
original BChl concentration. After one hour at 4 °C,
the sample was diluted 10-fold with 1 M NaCl, 0.02
M Tris buffer, pH 8.0. The reconstituted LHI-type
complexes were separated from excess BChl, or
analog, by gel filtration HPLC using Tris buffer (0.02
M, pH 8.0) containing 1 M NaCl and 1 to 5% cholate
as eluent.

In these experiments the subunit complex was not

observed as an intermediate either upon dissociation
or reassociation. It is unclear whether the

dissociated during the treatment, but
with excess BChl a addition under reassociation
conditions, good yields of the 873-nm-absorbing
complex were obtained. Berger et al. (1992) found
that BChl BChl and BChl b formed red-
shifted LH-type complexes while pyro BChl

Chl a and Chl b did not. These results
were similar to those reported by Parkes-Loach et al
(1990) for reconstitution assays with these analogs
in OG. In addition, Berger et al. (1992) found no
evidence for binding of 3 BChl

Because the amount of analog and remaining
BChl were determined analytically after each
reconstitution, the relative effectiveness of the analogs
in displacing BChl and therefore presumably
binding to the protein, could be compared. They
found the order of effectiveness to be pyroBChl

V. Reconstitution of Car to Form Wild-Type
LHI with BChl a and Polypeptides of Rb.
sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum

Car is found in all wild-type bacteria; only mutants
grown under laboratory conditions can exist without
carotenoids (Ke, 1971; Cogdell and Frank, 1987).
One or two Car molecules are bound per
polypeptide pair in LHI, depending on the bacterial
species (Cogdell, 1985a; Cogdell, 1986). Since the
presence of Car displaces the subunit complex/LHI
equilibrium towards LHI, all reconstitution experi-
ments where it was desirable to form the subunit
complex were conducted without Car. When the goal
was to reconstitute the wild-type LHI, Car was added
to the BChl and the under
conditions where the subunit complex was in
equilibrium with free BChl a and

(Davis et al., 1995). The amount of
subunit complex decreased and LHI was formed
under these initial mixing conditions which are
normally unfavorable for LHI formation. Upon
decreasing the detergent concentration as is usually
done to form LHI, the reconstituted LHI-type
complex had an additionally red-shifted, long-
wavelength BChl absorption maximum (usually to
between 879 and 883 nm compared to 871 to 875 nm
without Car). As further evidence for the near native
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structure of Car-containing, reconstituted LHI
complexes, a red shift in the CD spectra in the
region of BChl occurred (Fig. 7). Both of these
properties were consistent with those displayed by in
vivo wild-type LHI. In addition, the reconstituted
Car had a characteristic red shift in its absorption
spectrum and displayed CD properties in the 400 to
550 nm region similar to those of the in vivo state
(Fig. 7). This is an especially sensitive probe of the

binding environment since Car in organic solvent is
not optically active (Cogdell et al., 1976).

Successful Car reconstitution has been achieved
with BChl a and the of two
photosynthetic bacteria, Rs. rubrum and Rb.
sphaeroides (Davis et al., 1995). In addition to the
absorption and CD spectra, measurement of Car
function was also conducted. The functional role of
Car seems to be two-fold (Cogdell and Frank, 1987):
to act as an accessory pigment and to protect BChl
from degradation. As an accessory pigment, it absorbs
light in a wavelength region where BChl has little
absorption, and then transfers this excitation energy
to BChl of LHI. The efficiency of transfer of such
Car excited singlet state energy to BChl can be
estimated by measuring fluorescence excitation
spectra (Goedheer, 1959). We chose two bacteria
that differ greatly in their efficiency: for Rs. rubrum
LHI the efficiency of transfer is 30–32% (Goedheer,
1959; Noguchi et al., 1990; Cogdell et al., 1992)
while for Rb. sphaeroides LHI it is near 70% (Kramer
et al., 1984; Cogdell et al., 1992). Spirilloxanthin is
the native Car of Rs. rubrum S1 (van Neil et al.,
1956; Schmidt, 1978). When this Car was recon-
stituted with the of Rs. rubrum
and BChl a, a 30% efficiency for transfer of excited
singlet state energy was determined from fluorescence
excitation spectra (Davis et al., 1995). This compares
very favorably to that of the intact membranes,
indicating excellent reconstitution of function as
well as structure. Interestingly, if spheroidene (the
major native Car of Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1 (Schneour,
1962; Schmidt, 1978) was used as the reconstituted
Car with the of Rs. rubrum,
absorption and CD properties of both BChl and Car
were similar to those of wild-type LHI of Rb.
sphaeroides and the relative efficiency of transfer of
excited singlet state energy was increased to 75%
(Davis et al., 1995), essentially the same as the value
found in LHI of Rb. sphaeroides.

Spheroidene affects the BChl absorption and CD
spectra the same way in both the Rs. rubrum and Rb.
sphaeroides systems. Also, spheroidene’s absorption
maxima are red-shifted the same amount in both
systems, the CD spectra have the same properties,
and spheroidene’s efficiency of energy transfer is
identical in both systems, even though spirilloxanthin
in the native Rs. rubrum system has a much lower
yield of energy transfer. Therefore, the way in which
spheroidene is bound in Rs. rubrum and in Rb.
sphaeroides must be very similar. In this instance,
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the efficiency of energy transfer reflects the
fundamental properties of the specific Car molecules
(the energy level of the states relative to
that of the BChl absorption band and the lifetime
of the Car excited state (Frank et al., 1993)) and does
not seem to be perturbed significantly by the protein.
This is in contrast to the results reported by Noguchi
et al. (1990) for Chromatium light-harvesting
complexes where the protein did perturb the properties
of the Car.

The second in vivo role of the Car is to quench the
excited triplet state of BChl when it is produced
(Cogdell, 1985b; Cogdell and Frank, 1987). This
quenching occurs by transfer of excited triplet state
energy from BChl a to the Car, which in turn, rapidly
dissipates the energy and returns to the ground state.
If the excited state occurs on BChl in the absence of
Car, it can interact with oxygen and the BChl is
subsequently degraded. A simple assay for evaluating
this protective role by Car can be used in which the
photodegradation of BChl is measured. Because
triplet energy transfer is highly sensitive to distance
and orientation between the donor and acceptor
molecules, this assay is an effective probe for in
vivo-like structure. If membrane vesicles (chromato-
phores) are illuminated with high-intensity radiation
in air, BChl is degraded over time (Fig. 8; Davis et
al., 1995). The data for chromatophores of wild-type
cells shows the protective role of Car as compared to
chromatophores of G9 cells, a carotenoidless mutant.
Also shown in Fig. 8 is the relative stability of BChl
in reconstituted LHI with and without Car. It can be
seen that LHI reconstituted with Car resulted in
marked stabilization of BChl toward photo-
degradation. This effective photoprotection indicates
that the Car-BChl distance and orientation are very
similar in reconstituted and in vivo complexes. Thus,
beginning with the isolated
BChl a and Car, wild-type LHI has been reconstituted
and displays in-vivo-like structure and function.

VI. Reconstitution of LHI-type Complexes
Using Mixed Polypeptides

The LHI polypeptides have been isolated from many
photosynthetic bacteria and their amino acid
sequences have been determined (Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991; Brunisholz and Zuber, 1992).
Certain structural elements are highly conserved,

such as His 0 in the the two His
residues in the and the stretch of
apolar amino acids in each polypeptide that have
been assigned the role of spanning the membrane as
an (Zuber, 1986). By comparison of these
sequences, a core region can be identified in which
there is substantial sequence homology as well as
highly conservative changes (see core regions marked
in Fig. 3). Because of these conserved core regions,
it might be expected that the of one
bacterium could be paired with the of
another bacterium to reconstitute hybrid subunit and
LHI complexes. Furthermore, such mixed poly-
peptide experiments might be useful in highlighting
important structural elements necessary for complex
formation.

Since reconstitution of subunit complexes from
pure components has been demonstrated for three
different bacteria (Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides, and
Rb. capsulatus), these polypeptides were used for
hybrid reconstitution experiments. The polypeptides
of Rp. viridis were also employed since they have
also been well-characterized in homologous
reconstitution experiments with BChl a and BChl b
(Parkes-Loach et al., 1994). Several conclusions may
be drawn from the hybrid reconstitutions with these
four sets of polypeptides (Loach et al., 1994). (1)
Because half the hybrid combinations of
polypeptides with BChl a successfully formed subunit
and LHI-type complexes, the experimental results
support the supposition that a core region of the
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amino acid sequence may be sufficient for formation
of functional complexes. The expectation that regions
of the that show little or no
homology are not required for subunit and LHI
formation was confirmed. The amino acid sequences
outside of the core region may be important for the
assembly of LHI in vivo where membrane insertion
and assembly with the RC are important. (2) A
region sensitive to charge exists between amino acids
at positions –17 to –26 of both the

(see Fig. 3 for amino acid sequences
and numbering). In the hybrid reconstitution
experiments there were two general cases where
reconstitutions of a LHI were unsuccessful. In one of
these, the of Rs. rubrum did not form
LHI with any other than its own. A
possible explanation of this result is that the existence
of an additional cationic residue in the core region of
the Rs. rubrum at position –17 could
result in charge repulsion of the Rs. rubrum

with all other than its
own. In the other general case, the of
Rp. viridis failed to support LHI formation with any

other than that of Rp. viridis. The
reasons for this are not obvious.

VII. Probing Structural Requirements for
Formation of the Subunit Complex and LHI
by Reconstitution with Modified
Polypeptides

On the basis of the reconstitution results from the
experiments with heterologous combinations of
polypeptides, and from other reported experiments
in which the importance of certain amino acids were
evaluated by site-directed-mutagenesis (Bylina et
al., 1988; Dörge et al., 1990; Stiehle et al., 1990;
Babst et al., 1991; Fowler et al., 1992), it appeared
useful to selectively modify polypeptides by chemical
and enzymatic treatment. In the results to be
summarized in this section, the amino and carboxyl
groups of were modified
chemically. Also, the was shortened
in the N-terminal region by chemical means and both
the were shortened from the
N- and C-terminal ends by enzymatic modification.

A. Chemical Modification of Charged Groups

A traditional biochemical approach in evaluating the

importance of charged amino acid residues is to
chemically modify them and determine the effect on
biological activity. By selecting specific polypeptides
whose amino acid sequences contained a single lysine
(e.g., the of Rs. rubrum), the group
could be modified, for example, by acetylation, and
the effect on reconstitution of the subunit complex
and LHI evaluated. Conditions for quantitative
modification of the group of the lysine
residue were developed for this simple system and
then applied to polypeptides containing multiple
lysine residues (Heller, 1992). Using this approach,
the lysine side chains of the of
Rs. rubrum and Rb. capsulatus were modified by
acetylation and the carboxyl groups of the same
polypeptides were modified by esterification
(converting the carboxyl groups to carboxymethyl
groups); both of these procedures removed charged
groups. Conditions were selected to achieve as
complete a modification as possible of all susceptible
groups. Each modified polypeptide was isolated by
HPLC and tested in reconstitution assays. The results
can be summarized in the following way. In cases
where the modified residues were located outside the
core region, derivatization of these charged residues
had no effect on reconstitution. Examples include
the single lysine in the of Rs. rubrum
and the single lysine on the of Rb.
capsulatus. These results are consistent with those
reported by Gogel et al. (1986) in which the single
lysine of the was chemically modified
with dansyl chloride and found to have no effect on
LHI properties. However, in cases where conserved
lysine residues were modified within the core region
(the of Rb. capsulatus and the

of Rs. rubrum), the ability of these
polypeptides to support formation of LHI with their
homologous partner was eliminated or significantly
impaired.

For reconstitution systems containing only the
and BChl a, the subunit complex formed

well in the case of the acetylated of
Rb. capsulatus but it was destabilized in the case of
the acetylated of Rs. rubrum. These
results are parallel to those obtained for LHI formation
in that only in the case where the modification was of
lysine residues outside the core sequence was there
no effect on formation of the subunit complex.

In the case of the carboxyl groups, esterification of
each polypeptide was conducted but it was not easy
to determine whether the esterification reaction had
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gone to completion. In addition, there are more
potential carboxyl groups to derivatize, making
isolation of modified polypeptides more difficult.
Some general trends in the results were observed and
followed expectations according to whether the
modified groups were in the core region of amino
acid sequence (Heller, 1992)

The conclusions from these experiments clearly
indicate the likely involvement of cationic amino
acid side chains of the core region in stabilization of
both the subunit complex and LH1. The results of
esterification are less definite, but are consistent with
a presumed role of several Glu and/or Asp in the core
region providing anions to ion-pair with the conserved
cationic groups.

B. Chemical Modification by Limited-Acid
Hydrolysis

All of the from LHI of bacteria where
the amino acid sequences are known (Zuber and
Brunisholz, 1991) contain the sequence... Asp-Pro...
in their hydrophilic N-terminal region (Fig. 3). The
peptide bond connecting these two amino acids is
known to be much more labile to acid than other
peptide bonds (Landon, 1977). This bond can be
specifically cleaved by limited acid hydrolysis, and
the truncated (e.g., of Rs. rubrum,
Pro-Arg-Gln-Ala....) isolated by HPLC (Meadows et
al., 1995). It should be noted that three highly
conserved amino acids are removed in such a split
(Arg or Lys at position –26; Trp at position –24; and
Asp at position –20). When this truncated

of Rs. rubrum was tested for its ability to
support formation of the subunit complex and LHI
with the normal of Rs. rubrum, each
complex formed but the stability of the LHI-type
complex was markedly reduced.

C. Truncation of Polypeptides by Hydrolysis
with Proteolytic Enzymes

Among the family of specific proteases are
endoproteinase Lys-C and endoproteinase Glu-C
which specifically hydrolyze the bond on the carbonyl
side of Lys and Glu, respectively. In the experiments
summarized below, we found these enzymes to
maintain their activity and specificity in 2.0% OG
(Meadows et al., 1995). By selecting hydrolysis

conditions (amount of enzyme, length of hydrolysis
time, etc.), it appeared to be possible to isolate by
HPLC all products for each polypeptide treated.
Some of the polypeptides prepared in this way are
illustrated below (see Fig. 3 to compare to the native
polypeptide sequences). The sequence shown is the
polypeptide remaining after protease treatment and
isolation. The dots indicate that the amino acid
sequence toward the amino- or carboxy-terminus is
the same as that of the native polypeptide.

C-terminal truncated Rs. rubrum

RFNWLEGASTK
+ 18

RFNWLE
+13

N-terminal truncated Rs. rubrum

EFHKIFTSSI
–20

FHKIFTSSI
IFTSSI

N-terminal truncated Rb. sphaeroides

LHSVYM
–19

N-terminal truncated Rp. viridis

FHGIF
–19

The two truncated C-terminal -polypeptides were
completely active in reconstitution experiments with
native Rs. rubrum Thus, the C-
terminus of the -polypeptide can be shortened by
10 amino acids without affecting either subunit or
LHI formation when tested with the native

This result is consistent with expec-
tations, since the amino acids removed are not highly
conserved. Two of the N-terminal truncated

of Rs. rubrum, Glu-Phe-His-Lys.... and
Phe-His-Lys-Ile...., when reconstituted with the native

of Rs. rubrum, were found to form
normal subunit complexes but only partially formed
LHI-type complexes, which were unstable. Of
considerable interest is the fact that the N-terminal
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truncated Ile-Phe-Thr-Ser... from the Rs. rubrum
polypeptide alone or with the normal Rs. rubrum
polypeptide still formed the subunit complex,
although the for formation was reduced by about
2 kcal (Meadows et al., 1995). Even though a
highly-conserved N-terminal region including the
His at position –18 was removed, the subunit complex
could still be formed. Clearly, although His –18 may
be involved in stabilizing the subunit complex, it is
not an absolute requirement. In contrast, no LHI-
type complex could be demonstrated with this
truncated together with the native Rs.
rubrum Presumably, too many
stabilizing interactions had been lost, including those
involving His –18.

The most stable subunit complex that we have
examined is that prepared with the
only of Rb. sphaeroides. We were therefore especially
interested in whether the N-terminal truncated

Leu-His-Ser-Val... from Rb. sphaeroides,
would still form a stable subunit complex.
This was indeed found to be the case, indicating the
importance of groups within and immediately
flanking the nonpolar, membrane-spanning
region in forming the subunit complex. The
LHI-type complex with the native Rs. rubrum

(used in this experiment because of its
strong interaction with all ) and the
N-terminal truncated of Rb. sphaer-
oides, Leu-His-Ser-Val... was quantitatively formed
but absorbed at 847 nm and was quite unstable.

VIII. Analysis of Stabilizing Interactions in
Subunit Complexes

In order to fully understand structure-function
relationships in the subunit complex and LHI, it is
important to evaluate the contributions made by
specific binding elements. Using the experimental
data from the research reviewed here, it is possible to
tentatively identify and estimate the importance of
some specific interactions. The ability to isolate and
reconstitute subunit complexes is of immense help in
this regard.

Stabilization of the subunit complex will be
addressed first. The stabilization energy of the subunit
complex in 0.75% OG is very large, 24 kcal
calculated from  for formation of
the subunit complex using the
of Rs. rubrum and BChl a (Table 1). Possible

interactions contributing to the stabilization of the
subunit complex might include the following: (1)
coordination of the ligand to the Mg atom of BChl,
(2) hydrogen bonding between the protein and BChl,
(3) hydrogen bonding between amino acid side chains
of the polypeptides, (4) ion-pair interaction between
the polypeptides, and (5) knob-hole (packing)
interaction between polypeptide (Dunker
and Jones, 1978).

The first of these interactions clearly contributes
to BChl binding since, on the basis of resonance
Raman data, it has been concluded that the imidazole
group of His is coordinated to BChl (Robert and
Lutz, 1985) and reconstitution with BPh does not
form either subunit complexes or LHI (Parkes-Loach
et al., 1990). From model studies (Cotton, 1976), the
strength of Mg coordination to imidazole can be
estimated to be between 4 and 6 kcal in nonpolar
solvents such as carbon tetrachloride. Since there are
two BChl per subunit complex, each coordinated to
an imidazole group of His, this interaction is
responsible for approximately half the binding energy
in the subunit complex.

The experimental data from reconstitutions using
BChl a analogs indicated that at least two hydrogen
bonds between the protein and BChl were important
with polypeptides from Rb. sphaeroides (involving
the carbonyl and the carbomethoxy groups
of the BChl), while at least one seemed important
with the polypeptides from Rs. rubrum (involving
the carbomethoxy group). Each such bond may
contribute between 2 and 4 kcal to complex
formation in the nonpolar environment of these
integral membrane proteins (Tinoco et al., 1985).
Since there are two BChl molecules in the subunit
complex of Rs. rubrum, two hydrogen bonds (one in
each molecule) to a carbomethoxy group at
might be expected. From the comparison of
reconstitution results with from
different bacteria, the special stability displayed by
the subunit-type complex prepared with the

only of Rb. sphaeroides can only be
attributed to hydrogen bond interaction in the region
of BChl binding. This is because a much less stable
subunit complex was formed with the highly
homologous only of Rb. capsulatus
whose amino acid sequence only differs significantly
from that of Rb. sphaeroides by the loss of two
hydrogen bonding side chains (Loach et al., 1994
and section X). In addition to hydrogen bonding
involving Arg 7, cross hydrogen bonding from groups
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such as Tyr (Trp) 4 and/or Trp 6 of the
to BChl coordinated to the and/or
from Ser 5 and/or Thr 6 of the to BChl
coordinated to the would further
stabilize the dimeric structure.

From hybrid reconstitution experiments and
reconstitution with truncated or chemically modified
polypeptides, at least one ion-pair (with hydrogen
bonding) appears to contribute to stabilization (Loach
et al., 1994; Meadows et al., 1995). This contribution
is approximately 3 kcal when calculated from
the weakening of association observed in the absence
of this pair of ions. Finally, comparison of the subunit
complex of Rs. rubrum formed with the BChl analog
containing an ethyl ester at position instead of
geranylgeranyl indicated that the native esterifying
alcohol contributed about 1.5 to 2.0 kcal to
stabilize complex formation (unpublished results).

If the energies of stabilization for the four known
interactions discussed above are added together for
the Rs. rubrum system (2 × 5 kcal for
coordinated ligands + 4 × 2 kcal for hydrogen
bonding to BChl + 3 kcal for an ion pair + 2
kcal for the esterifying alcohol contributions =
23 kcal ), the elements primarily responsible
for stabilization of the subunit complex in 0.75% OG
are largely defined. These estimates indicate that
there is little hydrogen bond interaction between
polar amino acid side chains of the two polypeptides
except for the above mentioned ion-paired groups,
nor is there extensive stabilization by knob-hole
packing between the polypeptides in the subunit
complex in 0.75% OG. Thus, there seem to be four
kinds of interactions that stabilize the subunit
complex; in descending order of the magnitude of
their contribution to the stabilization energy, they are
ligand coordination to Mg, cross hydrogen bonding
to BChl, ion pair formation, and packing assisted by
the esterifying alcohol.

complex, some of the subunit interactions could be
stronger, perhaps by a few kcal

Equilibria between the subunit complex and LHI
could be estimated from data obtained at 0.73% OG
for reconstitution of LHI at high protein and BChl a
concentration (Loach et al., 1989). If, in consideration
of the results of the stopped flow dilution experiments
of van Mourik et al. (1992), the initial association
reaction is assumed to be a dimerization of the
subunit complex

then,

Using the data from reconstituting LHI at high
protein and BChl a concentration (Loach et al.,
1989), corresponding to a

If further association then occurs to
form a species with spectral properties equivalent to
LHI, which we feel is likely to be the case, one might
consider

for which,

A conservative estimate of this latter would
corresponding to an additional

kcal
In reconstitutions where Car is present, the wild-

type LHI complex is formed at 0.73% OG at
approximately ten-fold lower concentrations of
subunit complex than in the absence of Car (Davis et
al., 1995). Thus, for the reconstitutions with
polypeptides from Rs. rubrum with BChl and Car

for which

corresponding to a kcal Further
association presumably occurs to form a wild-type
LHI complex. Clearly, even in the presence of 0.73

IX. Analysis of Stabilizing Interactions in LHI

Estimating the relative contributions of structural
elements in the stabilization of LHI is more difficult
due to the uncertain molecularity of the association
reaction. As a first step, the assumption might be
made that all interactions that stabilize the subunit
complex are also important in formation of LHI, In
the absence of the small amphipathic detergent
molecules that are important in stabilizing the subunit
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% OG, when Car is present, the subunit complexes
strongly associate to form wild-type LHI.

If the reconstitution is conducted in the presence
of phospholipids (phospholipid:BChl = 20:1), the
LHI forms quantitatively even at the lowest
concentrations of protein, BChl and Car that we can
measure (approximately M). One could
conservatively estimate that the for this initial
step in association of the subunit complex in the
presence of lipid is in the absence of
Car (Eq. (5)), and in its presence
(Eq. 7).

From the results obtained with the hybrid
reconstitution experiments and with the truncated
polypeptide experiments in the absence of Car, the
following insights may be offered. Because most of
the N-terminal truncated of Rs.
rubrum supported formation of LHI-type complexes,
but gave much lower yields, and because the
complexes were less stable, specific interaction
between these N-terminal regions most likely makes
a major contribution to the stability of LHI. There are
three pairs of strictly-conserved amino acids that
may form specific ion pairs and/or hydrogen bonds
(see further discussion in the next section). If one of
these is involved in stabilizing the subunit complex,
then the other two may be involved in stabilizing the
initial associated product and each contribute about
3 kcal These interactions would account for a
significant fraction of the estimated for the
association indicated by Eq. (5). It is interesting to
note that unlike truncation of the N-terminus,
truncation of the C-terminal region of the

of Rs. rubrum by ten amino acids did not
appear to have a significant effect on stability of the
reconstituted LHI (Meadows et al., 1995).

In addition to the possible ion pair interaction in
the hydrophilic N-terminal region, hydrogen bonding
between polypeptides (possibly including the BChl)
in the otherwise nonpolar, membrane-spanning
regions may be important. The special stability
displayed by the subunit-type complex prepared with
the only of Rb. sphaeroides was
attributed to this kind of interaction (section VIII)

Also, knob-hole packing of the is
probably quite important to the stabilization to LHI.
Such packing does not seem to be a very significant
factor in the detergent-stabilized subunit complex,
probably because the mixed micelles formed,
composed of protein and detergent, satisfy the major
hydrophobic driving force to minimize the exposure

of hydrophobic surface to water. Decreasing the
detergent concentration to below that necessary to
support the mixed protein-detergent micelle structure
would result in a strong hydrophobic force for subunit
association. When the detergent concentration is
decreased in the presence of phospholipid, the subunit
complex presumably incorporates into the lipid
bilayer of the proteoliposome with the lipid replacing
detergent on the protein’s hydrophobic surface.
However, more restrictions to motion occur in the
hydrocarbon tails of the phospholipid in comparison
to detergent binding, especially in the region near the
lipid head group. Thus, phospholipid may not
effectively compete with polypeptide-polypeptide
interaction in the bilayer of the proteoliposome and,
as a result, extensive association of the subunit
complexes occurs.

Of special interest is the stabilization due to the
presence of Car. Although Car causes only a small
perturbation in the structure of the BChl in LHI, as
indicated by a small red-shift in the absorption and
CD spectra in the its presence results
in a significant increase in stability of the complex.
Such stability presumably stems from specific
packing between the rigid conjugated double bond
chain of the Car molecule with its periodically
protruding methyl groups and the 2BChl units.

X. Implications for the Structure of the
Subunit Complexes

The models for the subunit complex suggested in
Fig. 5 are based on a consideration of the results of
biochemical and spectroscopic characterization of
the subunit complexes from different bacteria, and
from reconstitutions with systematically modified
components. Essential features are the following:

(1) The composition of the subunit complex is
2BChl.

(2) One BChl is coordinated to the imidazole
group of the His 0 of the and one is
coordinated to His 0 of the

(3) The two polypeptides are closely packed with
the two BChl 11 Å apart (center to center), the
planes of their macrocyclic rings are parallel to the
axes of the polypeptides and there is an
angle of about 24° between their axes (axis
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through rings I and III). The axes are
approximately perpendicular to the axes.

(4) Two or more hydrogen bonds/BChl are proposed
to further fix the molecules in space and provide
their specific orientations. The tail-to-tail orienta-
tion of the axes was chosen for all models
because this maximizes the possibilities for cross-
hydrogen bonding between BChl bound to one
polypeptide and amino acid side chains of an
adjacent polypeptide in the subunit complex

2BChl. Also significant in our thinking is
that this orientation would provide a reason why
the subunit is such a stable entity rather than a
mixture of oligomers as one might expect in head-
to-tail orientations. In addition, these subunit
complexes are constructed with an element of
symmetry. The location of possible hydrogen bond
donors in the amino acid sequence are indicated in
Fig. 9.

A key feature of models (A) and (B) in fig. 5 is that
Arg 7 of the is suggested to provide
a bridge between the two BChl molecules by
hydrogen bonding, for example, to the carbo-
methoxy oxygens at of both BChl. The charge
on the cationic guanidino group of Arg may also
contribute to the red-shift of the long-wavelength
band of BChl (Davis et al., 1981; Eccles and
Honig, 1983; Fowler et al., 1993). It has been
found in experiments with site-directed-mutations
of Arg 7 (in Rb. capsulatus) that normal-appearing
LHI was formed (Babst et al., 1991). Although
this result may be viewed as evidence that this
highly conserved amino acid does not play a key
role in formation of LHI, as noted below, if this
group is merely one of many stabilizing features in
LHI, its absence may not be sufficient to prevent
LHI formation. In this regard, it will be important
to quantitatively evaluate its role in formation of
the subunit complex.

Two different groups may also contribute to cross-
hydrogen bonding; one hydrogen bond donor on
the and one on the
both at position 6 (for the sake of clarity, these are
not shown in Figs. 5A and 5B). One of these could
be contributed by Thr 6 of the
interacting with an oxygen of BChl which is
coordinated to His 0 of the The
second could be Trp 6 of the (except

for Rp. viridis; recall that the weakest subunit
complex is formed with Rp. viridis b-polypeptide)
contributing a hydrogen to bond with an oxygen
atom of the BChl coordinated to His 0 of the a-
polypeptide. A further possible hydrogen bond
could involve Tyr (or Trp) 4 of the
and the carbonyl at position of the BChl
molecule coordinated to His 0 of the same

(see Figs. 5A and 5B).

Alternative models featuring multiple cross-
hydrogen bonding are shown in Figs. 5C and 5D.
These two models are not meant to exclude a role
for Arg 7 as a bridging ligand, but the focus here is
on Tyr (Trp) 4. The involvement of Tyr (or Trp) 4
in such hydrogen bonding could explain why the

of Rb. sphaeroides forms a highly
stable subunit complex while that of Rb. capsulatus
(whose Met at this position is incapable of donating
a hydrogen to hydrogen bond formation) does not
(Chang et al., 1990b; Heller and Loach, 1990;
Loach et al., 1994); there are only two significant
differences in the amino acid sequences in the
apolar core region of these two bacteria (the other
is at position –7). Furthermore, the fact that the

subunit complex formed with the
of Rb. sphaeroides is about ten-fold

more stable than that formed with the
of Rs. rubrum could reflect the greater hydrogen
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bond strength of Tyr 4 compared to Trp 4,
respectively. Also in the models of Figs. 5C and
5D, the conserved Ser 5 and Thr 6 of the

respectively, are proposed to be
involved in a hydrogen bond to the carbomethoxy
group at position or the keto group at group
at position of the BChl. Other possible
hydrogen bond donor groups of the protein further
toward the C-terminus that are highly conserved
include Trp 9 of the and Asn 10 and
Trp 11 of the Interestingly, a change
of this latter residue to Phe in Rb. sphaeroides was
reported to result in a normal expression of LHI,
but caused a blue-shift of the to 853 nm
(Olsen et al., 1994).

Because BChl is very likely bound within the
membrane but near the aqueous interface (Loach
et al., 1985), hydrogen bonding between water
molecules and the oxygen atoms of BChl are also
important to consider. From this perspective, it
should be noted that BChl is protected from
deleterious interactions with oxygen, hydrogen
ions and hydroxide ions in both the subunit complex
and LH1 form relative to BChl in OG (unpublished
results). Such marked stability to extremes of pH
and oxygen presumably means that the C-terminal
portion of the polypeptides cover the otherwise
exposed edge of the BChl that would be at the
aqueous interface and, as a consequence, protect it
from interacting with water. Even so, a sequestered
water molecule may be an important structural
element required to stabilizing the binding site
and could also act as a bridge between the two
BChl.

(5) The two esterifying alcohol groups are
suggested to immediately turn after the ester
linkage resulting in the isoprenoid chain running
towards the N-terminus next to the apolar
regions of the polypeptides, one in front and one
behind the approximate plane of the BChl dimer.

(6) Three sets of ion pairs may occur between
groups in the N-terminal region of the

Arg-18, Asp-20 and Lys(Arg)-26 of
the may be paired with Glu-20,
His-18 and Glu(Asp)-25, respectively, of the

Polypeptide conformations in this
region are probably not extensively
because of the Pro in the and several

Gly in the in their N-terminal amino
acid regions. Reconstitution experiments utilizing

with truncated N-terminal
regions indicate that only the postulated ion pair
involving Asp-20 of the and His-18
of the may be important for
stabilizing the subunit complex. On the other hand,
evidence from these experiments indicates that all
three interactions are of importance in stabilizing
LHI.

It is also necessary to account for the subunit-type
complex formed with only the In
fact, the ability to explain the formation of a highly
similar environment for an exciton pair of BChl with
only the is a key point of the models
presented in Fig. 5. The structure of this complex is
suggested to be basically the same as that for the
native subunit complex in which either Arg 7 is used
to bridge between the two BChl molecules ((A) and
(B)), or Tyr 4 is cross-hydrogen bonding as in (C) and
(D). Then, in a manner similar to the native subunit
complex, Trp 6 (except for Rp. viridis) of a second

could provide hydrogens for hydrogen
bonds to BChl coordinated to His 0 of the other
polypeptide; the lack of Trp 6 in Rp. viridis is
consistent with this suggestion since the latter fails
to form a stable subunit complex without an

Further stabilization of the subunit
complexes of Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides, and Rb.
capsulatus could come from an ion pair formed
between His 18 of one polypeptide and Glu 20 of the
other. Both are highly conserved amino acids, which
may stabilize the subunit-type complex in the same
way as was suggested for His 18 of the
and Asp 20 of the in the native subunit
complex.

Very recently, the structure of LHII from Rp.
acidophila has been determined in crystals prepared
from LHII isolated in OG (McDermott et al., 1995).
Many of the structural features of LHII undoubtedly
have relevance to the structure of LHI and its subunit
complex reviewed here. Because this crystallographic
information became available very late in the final
proof stage of this review, an in-depth analysis cannot
be attempted. It is interesting to point out, however,
that the BChl molecules apparently responsible for
the 850 nm absorption band of LHII are coordinated
to His 0 of the as predicted,
and two different fundamental repeating 2BClhl

Chapter 21  Subunit Structure and Reconstitution of LHI
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units can be considered. In one of these repeating
units, the distance and orientation of the two BChl
are strikingly similar to those suggested in Fig. 5 for
the subunit comples of LHI. In addition, in both LHII
and LHI, Tyr and Trp side chains in the C-terminal
region of the are involved in hydrogen
bonds to the keto group of BChl. While no
hydrogen bonds to the protein were found between
the oxygen-containing groups at positions
or of the BChl of LHII, such bonding may be
unique to LHI and responsible for the stability of the
subunit complex of this species. (Also see Chapter
16 by Zuber and Cogdell.)

XI. Minimal Structural Requirements to
Form LHI

In examining structural features involved in the
formation of the subunit complex, a variety of binding
elements could be probed because the detergent
concentration was sufficiently high to satisfy all
hydrophobic surfaces without recourse to unspecific
self-aggregation. However, under conditions for LHI
formation, the detergent concentration is purposely
maintained below that necessary to stabilize the
subunit-detergent, mixed micelle. Thus, the driving
force for LHI formation is fundamentally the
hydrophobic force which is very large and would
result in non-specific aggregation if specific
association did not occur first. Recognizing that self-
aggregation will occur under LHI-forming conditions,
the question we wish to address is what interactions
are responsible for forming the very specific,
associated state, LHI.

It is reasonable to speculate that, for LHI forma-
tion, all BChl molecules may be required to be
coordinated to a His at position 0 because of the large
stabilization energy involved in this interaction and
the restrictive geometry of the coordination sites.
On the other hand, the much smaller energy of a
hydrogen bond, the six oxygen atoms available on
the periphery of BChl and the possibly more flexible
environment in the region of these oxygens probably
means that some differences exist in the groups
participating in hydrogen bonding in different
bacteria. It seems unlikely that all of the oxygen
atoms on BChl would be involved in hydrogen
bonding or that so many bonds would be necessary
for stabilizing the subunit complex. On the other
hand, evidence summarized in this review indicates

that in LHI at least three of the four oxygen-containing
groups are likely to be involved in hydrogen bonding
interactions with the protein. Thus, caution should
be exercised in evaluating the results of site-directed-
mutation experiments; a native-like LHI complex
could form in a mutant even with the removal of a
normal hydrogen bond participant. In this regard,
measuring for appropriate reactions may be
essential for proper evaluation.

A special role in forming LHI from the subunit
complex is suggested for the carbonyl group at the

position, a group unique to BChl. From resonance
Raman measurements (Robert and Lutz, 1985; Chang
et al., 1990a; Visschers et al., 1993c) and BChl
analog studies (Parkes-Loach et al., 1990; unpub-
lished results) this keto group is required and is
strongly interacting with the protein in LHI but not
(or much less so) in the subunit complex. This group
contains the only potential hydrogen bonding oxygen
atom on this side of the molecule; the other five
oxygen atoms are clustered together on the other side
of the molecule. In the suggestions for the structure
of the subunit complex shown in Fig. 5, the carbonyl
group at is ideally suited to direct association of
the subunit complex to form LHI. Of particular
interest in this regard are potential hydrogen-bond-
donating amino acids such as Trp 9 of the

and Trp 11 of the
Consistent with this suggestion, a site-directed mutant
reported by Olsen et al. (1994), in which this latter
residue was changed to Phe, resulted in a 23 nm blue-
shift of the indicating a significant effect on
LHI structure. It may also be purposeful to use an
amino acid side chain as far away from the center of
BChl binding as Trp 9 of the and Trp
11 of the in order to use the flexibility
in the C-terminal portion of the polypeptide to allow
it to fold back over the BChl edge, thus fulfilling an
important role in protecting BChl from the aqueous
environment.

Because the alone of Rs. rubrum,
Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus can form the
subunit complex but not LHI, and if the structure of
LHI is basically due to the subunit in an associated
state, it might be expected that a modified

or a native of some other
species might be able by itself to form LHI. The
properties of the of Rp. viridis fulfill
this expectation as does the truncated
of Rb. sphaeroides (LHSVYM ).

In characterizing the subunit complex and the
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reconstitution behavior of the
of Rp. viridis, it was found that with only the

and BChl a (not BChl b), a LHI-type
complex was readily formed (Parkes-Loach et al.,
1994). Therefore, the Rp. viridis
contains all the structural requirements necessary to
form a LHI-like complex with BChl a. On the other
hand, the subunit complex was not appreciably formed
with only the of Rp. viridis, although
it was stabilized by the presence of any -polypeptide
(Loach et al., 1994). Interestingly, the truncated

of Rp. viridis, FHGIF....., still showed
behavior nearly identical to that of the native

even though most of the N-terminal
region was removed (Meadows et al., 1995). This
result again suggests that there are strong interactions
in the membrane spanning segment of the polypeptide
that primarily direct the nature of association when
the detergent concentration is decreased so that the
hydrophobic force driving association causes a LHI-
type complex to form.

The other that we found to form a
stable LHI-type complex was the N-terminal
truncated of Rb. sphaeroides, Leu-
His-Ser-Val... . As indicated before, this truncated
polypeptide does form a stable subunit-type complex
as well. This example is especially interesting because
the extra hydrogen bonding capability in the apolar
region (relative to the of Rb. capsulatus)
seems to be responsible for formation of a very
stable subunit complex. Perhaps these hydrogen
bonding groups are also helpful in LHI formation
when the hydrophilic N-terminus is removed.

To our surprise, two modified have
been observed to form LHI-type complexes by
themselves with BChl a, the N- and C-terminal-
truncated of Rs. rubrum. Whereas
the native of Rs. rubrum will not form
either a subunit-type complex or LHI-type complex
without the the N-terminal truncated

Pro-Arg-Gln-Ala... and the C-terminal
truncated Leu-Ser-Thr-Glu still did
not form subunit complexes, but both formed stable
LHI-type complexes (Meadows et al., 1995). These
results can be explained by, and lend support to the
structural suggestions shown in Fig. 5. For example,
in Figs. 5(A) and 5(B) Arg 7 is used as a bridging
group providing hydrogen bonds to both BChl
molecules of the exciton dimer. An Arg is located at
position +8 in the of Rs. rubrum
compared to the strictly conserved position +7 in all

On the other hand, consistent with
the suggestions indicated in Figs. 5C and 5D, Ser 5
and Thr 6 of the truncated -polypeptides could
perhaps play the role of Trp 4 and Trp 6 of the R.
rubrum

Consideration of the results showing formation of
a LHI-type complex with a single polypeptide, along
with information discussed in earlier parts of this
review, lead to the following suggestions for minimal
structural requirements for formation of LHI:

(1) a single membrane spanning
polypeptide that can associate with itself (reason-
able knob-hole fit and without charge repulsion).

(2) a histidine residue approximately one-third of
the way into the apolar region that serves to fix one
dimension of BChl binding, holding this amphi-
pathic molecule in its most stable location relative
to the aqueous interface.

(3) three or more cross-hydrogen bonding elements
that serve to link two BChl molecules in a dimeric
structure.

If the above are valid conclusions, then the question
arises as to why living organisms seem to have opted
to build the subunit structure and LHI with
heterodimer polypeptides instead of homodimer
polypeptides. Use of the latter would have been
simpler. Perhaps the answer to this question is to be
found in the need for specificity and control, both of
which are hallmarks of living systems. The
diversification in using two different polypeptides,
especially such small ones, considerably enhances
the uniqueness of the subunit complex. Highly
specific recognition is presumably required for proper
binding of LHI to RC as well as LHI to LHI and in
some species, LHI to peripheral LH complexes
(LHII). There is also the possibility of a built-in
control feature for energy distribution and utilization
in the form of sites for phosphorylation (Allen,
1992a,b). Another possible need for specific
recognition is to provide binding for Car molecules,
an important component of wild-type cells. This
latter consideration can actually be tested in
reconstitution experiments using appropriately-
modified polypeptides capable of forming LHI-type
complexes either as homodimers or heterodimers.

From the point of view of designing macro-
molecules (proteins) to perform specific functions, it
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is instructive that polypeptides as small as those of
the LHI contain so much information. Whereas a
polypeptide containing as few as 30 amino acids
seems to be sufficient to specifically bind BChl and
form a unique associated system, requirements for
other forms of recognition and binding (e.g., to the
RC) may require the additional polypeptide structure.

XII. Interaction of LHI with RC

The preparation of the subunit complex and the
ability to reconstitute this complex and the LHI from
their fundamental components offers an exceptional
opportunity to examine the interaction of LHI with
RC. By addition of RC of Rs. rubrum and
phospholipid to the subunit complex of Rs. rubrum
at 0.80% OG at room temperature, proteoliposomes
containing photoreceptor complexes (PRC) were then
formed by chilling the sample to 4° C (Bustamante
and Loach, 1994). These proteoliposomes were
stabilized at room temperature by first decreasing the
OG concentration at low temperature and then
warming the sample. The absorption and CD
properties of this reassociated system appeared to
reproduce those of membrane vesicles prepared from
whole cells. In addition, energy absorbed by BChl of
the LHI was transferred to the RC with ideal
efficiency; that is with a quantum yield = 1.0.

In these reassociation experiments, at the
concentration employed, there was no evidence for
interaction between the subunit complex and the RC
in 0.70% OG at room temperature (Bustamante and
Loach, 1994). These are the conditions, as described
earlier, for the dissociation of LHI from the RC in the
subunit preparation procedure. Energy transfer from
BChl of the subunit complex to the RC was very low,
indicating that large distances separate the two
complexes. The interaction energy between these
complexes is in a delicate balance in the presence of
0.70% OG as indicated by the fact that the equilibrium
can be shifted toward formation of PRC by increasing
the concentration of either the RC or the subunit
complex of LHI. In addition, binding of the LHI to
the RC did not result in major changes in the
absorption and CD spectra of either complex.

Evidence that there is specific binding in vivo
between LHI and RC comes from several sources.
According to liposome fusion experiments, the
peripheral LH complex, but not the LHI, can be
easily separated from the RC (Westerhuis et al.,

1989). Secondly, by the judicious choice of detergents
and separation methods, the PRC complex can be
isolated intact from several organisms (Loach et al.,
1970a,b; Hall et al., 1973; Loach et al., 1980; Jay et
al., 1984; Dawkins et al., 1988; Hara et al., 1990;
Agalidis et al., 1991, Vasil’ev, 1991). Finally, in the
subunit-RC reassociation experiments, the efficiency
of transfer of excitation energy from BChl of the LHI
to the RC was only 20% (quantum yield of 0.2) when
a hybrid reassociation was attempted with the subunit
complex of Rb. sphaeroides and RC from Rs. rubrum
(Bustamante and Loach, 1994). In further studies it
should be possible to establish interactions responsible
for specificity in binding by using selectively-
modified, reconstituted LHI.

In considering the types of interaction that may
occur between LHI and RC to stabilize the PRC, the
following are possible: (1) ion pairing, (2) hydrogen
bonding especially in the nonpolar region, (3) knob-
hole packing of nonpolar regions, and (4) other
specific binding of amino acid side chains or
polypeptide structural motifs that would most likely
occur external to the membrane-spanning -helical
segments. It seems pertinent to consider that amino
acid residues of the RC with their side chain groups
exposed to the membrane (where they would interact
with lipid, LHI and possibly other protein complexes,
but do not contact the cofactors or adjacent
polypeptides of the RC) are very poorly conserved
(16% homology among known reaction center
sequences). On the other hand, 42% of residues are
conserved for those amino acid residues contacting
the cofactors or adjacent RC polypeptides (Yeates et
al., 1987)). This result indicates a lower level of
specific interaction likely exists in knob-hole packing
with LHI in the -helical, membrane-spanning
regions.

In some of our reassociation experiments, the RC
was subjected to proteinase K treatment before
addition to the subunit complex. This treatment
resulted in total hydrolysis of the H-polypeptide
(perhaps leaving the membrane-spanning segment
intact) and removal of much of the hydrophilic
portions of the L and M polypeptides. Even so, no
effect on subsequent association with LHI was
observed. These results, together with the fact that
there are few hydrophilic regions of LHI, indicates
that any ion pair stabilization must occur near the
membrane interface, not further out in the aqueous
environment. Also, there would not seem to be enough
protein left to form a highly specific LHI receptor
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site. These considerations suggest that initial studies
should focus on the membrane interface region where
there is a higher probability of specific structural
elements important for LHI–RC interaction.
Preparation of certain site-directed mutations of the
RC, together with reconstitution of selectively
modified LHI, should allow identification of the
LHI-RC binding region(s).
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Summary

Photosynthetic bacteria have relatively simple photosystems, and they are therefore attractive models for the
study of the absorption of light, and the transfer and trapping of excitation energy. This simplicity extends to the
organization and expression of genetic information, and it would be a missed opportunity if molecular genetics
were not used to examine the assembly, organization and function of light harvesting complexes. Furthermore,
directed mutagenesis of genes encoding structural subunits of the antenna, in combination with various forms
of spectroscopy, provides a means of testing structural models for these complexes, and of enhancing our
understanding of existing crystallographic data.

The potential of using genetic techniques to provide partial photosystems was realized over thirty years ago
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by, among others, Clayton and Sistrom, and indeed the carotenoidless, LH2- deficient mutant R26 isolated by
Clayton in 1961 is still used today. The availability of mutants lacking either the peripheral LH2 complex or the
core LH1 complex provides a means of simplifying spectroscopic studies that would otherwise be complicated
by overlapping signals, as well as a way of rapidly and efficiently obtaining a given complex using detergent-
based isolation procedures. This chapter provides an account of the way in which various antenna mutants have
been used for such purposes, concentrating on the bacteria for which an array of molecular genetic tools have
been developed, Rhodobacter (Rb.) capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides. The latter part of the chapter concentrates
on more recent developments in which protein engineering has been used to modify the assembly and the
spectroscopic properties of LH1 and LH2, by altering various aminoacids singly, or in groups. Further progress
in this rapidly moving field is aided by new developments in spectroscopy, as well as by the application of
combinatorial mutagenesis and the heterologous expression of LH genes. It is expected that molecular genetics
will play an increasingly important role in the study of light harvesting complexes.

I. Introduction

A. Early Examples of Valuable Mutants

The use of genetic techniques to study bacterial light
harvesting complexes has a long history, and the
early work of Clayton and Sistrom contains several
examples of using a genetic approach to advance the
study of photosynthesis. This chapter will briefly
survey this early work before moving on to the
possibilities recently opened up by the application of
molecular genetic and cloning techniques. Such a
survey is particularly appropriate, since the
forerunner of this volume was The Photosynthetic
Bacteria, edited by Clayton and Sistrom in 1978.

The use of bacterial mutations has had a profound
impact on biochemistry in general, and mutational
analysis of Escherichia coli, for example, has
established the order of many biochemical pathways
and has facilitated the eventual identification of
hundreds of genes. The small genome size of E. coli
and the availability of gene transfer techniques lend
themselves to this kind of genetic analysis, and so it
would be surprising, and a missed opportunity, if
similar approaches could not be used to analyze the
most important and fundamental process on Earth,
photosynthesis. The existence of bacteria that can
photosynthesize would seem to offer almost limitless
possibilities to explore the molecular biology of this

Abbreviations: B800, 850, 875 –bacteriochlorophyll absorbance
in vivo at 800, 850 and 875 nm; E. –Escherichia; FP–fluorescence
polarisation; I – reaction center pheophytin acceptor; LDAO –
lauryl dimethyl amine oxide; LDS, SDS – lithium, sodium
dodecyl sulfate; LH – light harvesting; P – reaction center
primary donor; PCR – polymerase chain reaction; Q – the
reaction center quinone, Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC – reaction
center; Rc. – Rhodocyclus; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodospirillum; WT – wild-type

process. This is certainly the case now for the study
of light harvesting complexes. However, thirty years
ago, there were restrictions imposed by the lack of
molecular cloning techniques. Despite this, several
elegant experiments were performed that turned out
to have lasting significance.

The earliest example of the production of mutant
antennas was in 1956, when Griffiths and Stanier
isolated around 50 mutants of Rhodobacter (Rb.)
(then Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)) (Griffiths and
Stanier, 1956; Sistrom et al., 1956). They noticed
that some of these, such as UV-33, had alterations in
carotenoid content, and that this was reflected in the
absorbance spectrum in the near infrared arising
from the light harvesting bacteriochlorophylls. In
particular, the major absorbance peaks at 800 and
850 nm, attributable to the peripheral LH2 complex,
were absent; this arose from a blue-green strain with
the major peak at approximately 870 nm, which we
now know to be the light harvesting LH1 complex.
Interestingly, a minor peak of 800 nm could be seen
which arises from the monomeric BCh1800 molecules
within the reaction center, so this was an early sighting
of reaction center absorbance.

At the time, the concept of a reaction center, first
advanced by Duysens in 1952, was a relatively recent
one. His studies involved Rhodospirillum (Rs.)
rubrum, which can be thought of as a naturally
occurring strain. Indeed, the contribution of

strains was to have a crucial bearing on
subsequent progress toward the isolation of the
reaction center (Reed 1969; Clayton and Wang, 1971;
Feher, 1971) , and the eventual elucidation of the
structure by X-ray crystallography (Deisenhofer et
al., 1985; Allen et al., 1987, Chang et al., 1991). In
each case the purification of the reaction center was
facilitated either by the use of another naturally-
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occurring strain, Rp. viridis or by the
mutant R26, because the absence of LH2 eliminates
the need to remove this complex in a purification
protocol. R26 has occupied an important role in
bacterial photosynthesis for these reasons, although
it was originally isolated as strain CC1R26 in a study
of photooxidative killing in Rb. sphaeroides (Clayton
and Smith, 1961).

The work of Sistrom and Clayton in 1963 produced
a number of other interesting mutations in the bacterial
photosynthetic apparatus; the mutant PM-8 was
shown to lack the photochemical activity of the
reaction center and contained diminished levels of
the LH1 light harvesting complex. This study of PM-
8 provided important evidence for the role of the
reaction center ‘P870’ in photosynthesis (Sistrom
and Clayton, 1963). As part of this study a derivative
of PM-8, PM-8:bg58, was obtained which also lacked
reaction center activity as well as the major
absorbance peaks of 800 and 850 nm attributable to
the major light harvesting complex, LH2. Thus
PM8:bg58 was the first LH1-only mutant. Subse-
quently, Clayton and Haselkorn (1972) demonstrated
that PM8 lacked the H, M and L subunits of the
reaction center. PM8, or at least a more pigmented
variant called PM8dp, was to find further use as the
source of membranes for reconstitution in vitro with
purified reaction centers. It was already known that
addition of reaction centers to membranes from the
bacteriochlorophyll-deficient mutant 01 resulted in
restoration of cyclic light-driven electron flow (Hunter
and Jones, 1979); the performance of the system
could be improved by adding either the purified light
harvesting LH2 complex to the reconstitution, or by
using membranes from PM8dp; this demonstrated
that the reaction centers can insert into the PM8dp
membrane and receive excitation energy from the
endogenous antenna (Hunter et al., 1979b).

At this stage, the genetics of Rb. sphaeroides were
much less well understood than for Rb. capsulatus
and although various kinds of gene transfer had been
successfully carried out with Rb. sphaeroides (for
example, Sistrom, 1977; Miller and Kaplan, 1978;
Pemberton and Bowen, 1981) the availability of the
gene transfer agent which is specific for Rb. capsulatus
(Yen et al., 1979) facilitated genetic mapping of a
region of the chromosome known to contain most of
the information for photosynthesis (Yen and Marrs.,
1976). Thus, light harvesting mutants, lacking either
LH2 or LH1 complexes were reported for Rb.
capsulatus quite early on (for example, Feick and

Drews, 1978), well before further advances in genetics
enabled gene-specific deletions and site directed
mutagenesis to be undertaken.

B. A Brief Summary of the Molecular Genetics
Underlying the Production of Mutant Antennas

A detailed consideration of the molecular genetics of
the purple bacteria is outside the scope of this chapter,
and for this information the reader should refer to
Chapters 57, 58 and 59 by Beatty, Bauer and Klug in
this volume. It is intended to be a quick summary for
those whose main interest is in antenna function,
rather than gene regulation. Thus, it will suffice to
say that the genes for the major objects of study, LH1
and LH2, have been cloned, mapped and sequenced.
This includes the LH2 genes of Rb. sphaeroides
(Ashby et al., 1987; Kiley and Kaplan, 1987) and of
Rb. capsulatus (Youvan and Ismail, 1985). LH1
genes were sequenced by Kiley et al., (1987) for Rb.
sphaeroides, by Youvan et al. (1984) for Rb.
capsulatus, and by Bérard et al. (1986) for Rs. rubrum.
In the case of LH1, the genes (pufBA) lie upstream of
the pufLM genes encoding two of the bacterial
reaction center subunits and these puf genes form
part of a single transcriptional unit (Zhu et al., 1986;
Belasco et al., 1985;Bélanger and Gingras, 1988). In
both Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides the LH1 -
RC genes lie at one end of the photosynthesis gene
cluster, the other end of which is conveniently defined
by puhA encoding the reaction center H subunit
(Zsebo and Hearst, 1984, Coomber and Hunter, 1989).
The LH2 genes (pucBA) are situated approximately
18 kb from puhA in Rb. sphaeroides (Suwanto and
Kaplan, 1989) but lie over 1000 kb away on the other
side of the chromosome in Rb. capsulatus (Fonstein
and Haselkorn, 1993).

Many spectroscopic studies on antenna mutants in
the last ten years have been conducted on point
mutants where the mutation was known to reside
within a given gene, although the precise location of
the alteration was unknown. This situation has now
improved somewhat, so that genetically defined
deletions or site directed alterations can be studied.
Moreover, protein engineering studies on light
harvesting (or reaction center) complexes require a
well-defined genetic background: the altered genes
are expressed on plasmids, that is independently of
the chromosome, and the native copies of the gene
have been excised from the chromosome and have
been replaced by a selectable marker which confers
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resistance to a particular antibiotic. This is an
important point, since the spectral effects arising
from alterations in the plasmid-borne copy of the
gene should not be superimposed on those from the
normal version of the gene. A point mutation which
merely inactivates the chromosomal copy of the
gene but leaves it in place will not suffice, because it
still leaves potential sites for recombination with the
plasmid-borne altered copy since the sequences are
still likely to be more than 99% homologous. Such
events in the purple bacteria have been documented
and cannot be ruled out since recombination-deficient
strains are not widely available. Recombination
between an inactive chromosomal copy containing a
point mutation, and a plasmid-borne copy of a gene
with a site-directed alteration could in theory produce
a normal copy.

Youvan and co-workers were the first to construct
deletion strains lacking either LH2 genes, or LH1-
RC genes (Youvan et al., 1985) and they went on to
use the LH1-RC deletion-complementation system
to great effect, by producing a series of fascinating
and important site-directed mutants in the reaction
center complex, reviewed by Coleman and Youvan
(1990). The LH2 genes (pucBA) of Rb. sphaeroides
were deleted by Burgess et al., (1989) who replaced
pucBA with a kanamycin resistance cassette, to
produce strain DBC1. Subsequently, was
constructed by using a streptomycin resistance
cassette instead (Jones et al., 1992a). In each case the
strain is Conversely, the LH1-RC
genes of Rb. sphaeroides (pufBALMX) have been
deleted and replaced with a kanamycin resistance
gene to produce strain DPF2, which is therefore

Finally, a combination of the
and DPF2 deletions produced strain DD13 which is

(Jones et al., 1992a). A summary of
these deletions, which in principle also applies to Rb.
capsulatus, appears in Fig. 1. Despite its outwardly
featureless and uninteresting phenotype, DD13 is
valuable since it acts as a null background for the
expression of LH2, LH1 or RC genes either singly or
in any combination. In addition, three different
carotenoid variants of DD13 are possible in which
phytoene, neurosporene or spheroidenone are the
major pigments. Thus many different phenotypes are
available for the examination of site directed
alterations in photosynthetic complexes (Jones et al.,
1992a). Some of these possibilities are represented
in Fig. 2. A comparable degree of flexibility exists
for Rb. capsulatus, particularly since a double deletion

strain has recently been constructed (unpublished;
referred to in Goldman and Youvan, 1992). The main
reason for constructing these various deletion strains
is to provide a ‘clean’ background for the expression
of mutated genes, although it is worth noting that
they are interesting in their own right because they
provide ‘partial’ photosystems for study, as will be
mentioned later on.

The plasmids that are used to express mutated
genes are generally based on derivatives of the broad
host range plasmid RK2; the significance of the host
range is that the plasmid will replicate equally well in
either E. coli or, for example, Rb. sphaeroides. RK2
is a large (~54 kb) plasmid and so relatively small
derivatives have been constructed, such as RK415
which is 10.5 kb in size (Keen et al., 1988). This
plasmid confers tetracycline resistance on the
recipient and contains several useful cloning sites.
Once the gene(s) of interest is cloned into such a
vector, it would normally be desirable to perform
several rounds of directed mutagenesis in order to
introduce a series of unique restriction sites flanking
each individual gene so that each one can be removed,
mutated and sequenced independently of the others
(Jones et al., 1992a). The gene can be mutated by
standard procedures such as that described by Kunkel
(1985), reintroduced into the expression plasmid,
and then transferred, usually by conjugation, into the
recipient deletion strain.

It should be mentioned that as a result of expressing
a given gene chromosomally or extrachromosomally
there are now two different ways to obtain, for
example, an LH2-only strain: either the LH1-RC
genes could be deleted from the chromosome, leaving
the LH2 genes, or an LH2-only expression plasmid
could be introduced into a double deletion

background. The only difference would
be that the latter strain would probably express the
LH2 complex to higher levels since the number of
plasmids per cell will typically be 4–6 for pRK415
derivatives (Davis et al., 1988), compared to the copy
number of one for the single, chromosomal copy of
the LH2 genes. In a direct comparison of the levels of
antenna in two such strains, LH1-only in this case,
the cellular level of LH1 was 2–3-fold higher for the
plasmid-expressed genes than for strain M2192
containing a single genomic copy (Hunter et al.,
1991). It is not unlikely that at this level of abundance
the membrane could run into ‘capacity constraints’
when faced with such high levels of antenna. However,
plasmid-based expression is still a useful way of
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increasing the levels of complex, for example,
crystallization trials (see section IIIA).

II. The Effect of Genetic Alteration of
Antennas on the Morphology of
Intracytoplasmic Membranes

Alteration of the normal composition of the
photosynthetic unit, notably by abolishing the
synthesis of the LH2 complex, has a radical effect on
the morphology of the intracytoplasmic membranes.
A more detailed discussion of the organization of
cellular membranes appears in Chapter 12 by Drews
and Golecki in this volume; for the purposes of
discussing mutated antennas it is sufficient to note
that the normal membrane morphology can vary
widely between different genera. In Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus a fully pigmented cell contains
hundreds of spherical or near-spherical invaginations.
The loss of the LH1-RC core appears to have little
effect on the presence of these invaginations, as
judged by electron microscopy of strain NF57, for
example (Hunter et al., 1988). However, the loss of
the LH2 complex can produce gross distortions
resulting in flattened lamellae or tubular membranes
that can sometimes spiral round the cytoplasm (Kiley
et al., 1988.; Hunter et al., 1988). These observations
were made earlier by Lommen and Takemoto (1978),
who showed that the carotenoidless strain R26
also displays lamellar membrane morphology. In
apparent contradiction of the observations on
carotenoid containing strains such as the point
mutant M21, Oelze and co-workers found a normal
spherical morphology (Golecki et al., 1991) in the

strain 19. More recent work by Gibson et al.
(1992) employed deletion and insertion mutagenesis
of the LH2 structural genes pucBA (encoding the
and subunits of LH2, respectively), as well as pucC
which lies downstream of pucBA, and is essential for
LH2 synthesis. The morphology of intracytoplasmic
membranes was disrupted under conditions where
the pucBAC operon is disrupted, but no clear
correlation was observed between morphology and
the position of the mutation. Whereas it is true to say
that loss of LH2 can markedly affect membrane
morphology, this is not always the case and it will be
necessary to construct further mutations in order to
define the relationship between LH2 biosynthesis
and membrane morphology.

Finally, it should be mentioned that although LH2
could exert some effect on membrane morphology in
some species of photosynthetic bacteria, the naturally
LH2-deficient species Rs. rubrum still contains
spherical invaginations (Drews and Oelze., 1981), so
it might not be possible to draw any far-reaching
conclusions on membrane morphology from a study
of Rhodobacter.

III. The Use of LH1-Only and LH1-RC
Mutants to Facilitate Biochemical and
Structural Studies

This is an area of research that is to some extent
under-exploited. In theory, the availability of mutants
capable of synthesizing only one of the three possible
pigment-protein complexes should be an invaluable
aid for the purification of antenna and reaction center
complexes. In practice, however, biochemical
techniques are able to overcome these problems by
physically separating the complexes by, for example,
column chromatography or by electrophoretic
techniques. In addition, some detergents can
selectively destabilize a particular unwanted complex,
which removes one purification problem from the
protocol. This is illustrated by the observation that
some of the most commonly used detergents such as
lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO) destabilize the
LH1 complex, leaving only LH2 and the RC, which
can be easily separated and purified. Thus the RC and
LH2 complexes of Rb. sphaeroides were purified
relatively early on (Clayton and Wang, 1971; and
Clayton and Clayton, 1972) whereas another eight
years elapsed before a relatively mild procedure was
found for the purification of LH1 from the wild-type,
using lithium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis in the dark at 4 °C (Broglie et al.,
1980). It has already been mentioned in section I
how the carotenoidless mutant R26
was able to provide pure reaction centers relatively
easily, because once LDAO had destroyed LH1, RCs
are the only complex present. In subsequent work,
Sauer and Austin (1978) were able to turn R26 to
further advantage by purifying the carotenoidless
LH1 complex. Other mutants have
been reported subsequently. For example, Kaufmann
et al. (1984) used transposon Tn5 mutagenesis to
disrupt LH2 biosynthesis and produce an
strain, NK3. Bachmann et al. (1983) used Rb.
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sphaeroides strain 19, which contains RCs and LH1
as well as carotenoids, as a means of purifying the
LH1 complex, and presented an amino acid analysis
of the LH1 subunits. The LH1 complex was
characterised further by Sebban et al. (1985) who
used a mutant strain 3P17 of Rb. sphaeroides as a
source of material. This mutant, although non-
photosynthetic, contained reaction centers and very
small amounts of LH2 in addition to the major
complex, LH1. Treatment of membranes from this
mutant by lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO)
followed by column chromatography yielded an LH1
complex, and the lack of other absorbance peaks
demonstrated the value of using a mutant as the
source of LH1.

A. Structural Studies

Conventional biochemical techniques have been able
to yield pure LH2 (and RCs) for many years, and
therefore it would be surprising if X-ray crystallo-
graphic studies, which are notorious for consuming
vast quantities of pure protein, did not progress first
with these two complexes. Thus, Cogdell and co-
workers have reported the crystallization of the B800–
850 and B800–820 LH2 complexes of Rp. acidophila
(Papiz et al., 1989;Guthrie et al., 1992) and Michel
has reported diffracting crystals of the LH2 complex
from Rs. molischianum (Michel, 1991). The Rb.
capsulatus LH2 has also been crystallized (Welte et
al., 1985). Clearly, the construction of an LH1-only
strain could be of real benefit to structural studies of
the LH1 complex, as long as suitably mild detergents
are employed, and the LH1-only Rb. sphaeroides
mutant M2192 has been used to provide large
quantities of LH1 for X-ray crystallography, using
octyl glucoside as the detergent (Nunn et al., 1992).
In addition, Rs. rubrum has furnished LH1 for 2-
dimensional crystallisation work on the LH1 complex
(Ghosh et al., 1993; Karrasch et al., 1995).

At this point, strain M2192 will be briefly described,
since it has been extremely useful for biochemical
and spectroscopic studies (see also section V). The
parental strain for M2192 is the mutant M21 which
contains a point mutation at some undefined position
in the puc operon; transconjugants of M21 containing
this operon exhibit a normal phenotype (Ashby et al.,
1987). Transposon Tn5 mutagenesis of the Rb.
sphaeroides wild type had already identified several
constructs which would selectively disrupt the pufLM

gene pair encoding reaction center subunits (Hunter,
1988). One of these was introduced into strain M21,
a manipulation which therefore produced an LH1-
only strain, named M2192 (Hunter et al., 1989).

Mutant M2192 has been used as a source of LH1
for several purposes. For example, a recent electron
microscopy study of the structure and aggregation
behavior of LH1 (and LH2) used M2192 (Boonstra
et al., 1993). In this work the LH2 complexes have a
molecular mass of 150 kDa, and the particles
corresponded to a ring-shaped structure consistent
with 4–6 heterodimers. The LH1 complexes were
isolated as 360 kDa dimeric particles and each particle
was 5.2 nm in diameter and 6.2 nm in height, similar
to the LH2 particle. Image analysis suggested a three
or six-fold symmetry and an configuration. The
crystallographic studies on LH complexes mentioned
above are often held back by the lack of isomorphous
heavy atom derivatives necessary to solve the phase
problem. Again, the application of molecular genetics
is able to make a contribution, this time by using the
plasmid-encoded expression system mentioned
earlier in section IA, in which LH genes are expressed
in an genetic background (Jones et
al., 1992a). Creation of potential heavy atom binding
sites, through the introduction of cysteine residues
for example, can provide a possible way forward.
Moreover, this approach can be coupled with the
heterologous expression of the other antenna
complexes in Rb. sphaeroides for example, to
facilitate the introduction of heavy atom binding
sites in LH2 complexes from Rp. acidophila and Rc.
gelatinosus (G.J.S. Fowler, S.J. Barrett, R.C.
Mackenzie, R.J. Cogdell and C.N. Hunter, unpub-
lished; see also section VI). Recently, the structure of
the LH2 complex from Rp. acidophila has been
determined by X-ray crystallography (McDermott et
al., 1995) using a conventional approach for obtaining
heavy atom derivatives. However, molecular genetics
may still prove to be invaluable for other structural
work.

B. The Production of   and   Subunits to Study
the in vitro Assembly of the LH1 Complex

The study of bacterial antenna complexes in general
and LH1 complexes in particular was advanced
considerably by the isolation of the B820 particle
(see Chapter 21 by Loach and Parkes-Loach). In this
respect, LH1 appears to be more stable to such a
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fractionation process and little equivalent progress
has been made with the LH2 complex. In most cases
so far, the starting material has been an LH2-deficient
background; in fact it is possible to generate the
B820 particle using membranes as the starting
material even if reaction centers are also present.
Thus, the species Rs. rubrum proved
to be the ideal starting point for this work and Miller
et al. (1987) published a characterization of the
subunits of the core antenna of Rs. rubrum, following
on from the first report of this approach by Loach et
al., (1985). They showed that dissociation of the
complex from its normal oligomeric state (for
example) resulted in a reversible shift of the
absorption maximum from 873 nm to 820 nm after
addition of 0.8%

At even higher detergent concentrations, a
second reversible blue shift to 777 nm is observed
(Parkes-Loach et al., 1988). It appears to be important
to remove carotenoids prior to detergent treatment,
although the use of N-octyl-rac 2, 3, dipropylsulfoxide
can circumvent this problem (Visschers et al., 1992).
This approach has been extended to the  mutants
MW442 of Rb. capsulatus, and puc705BA of Rb.
sphaeroides. (Heller and Loach, 1991; Chang et al.,
1990a). Ghosh et al., (1988) have suggested that this
B820 subunit form is an particle, and its
relatively small size provides a good model system
for various kinds of spectroscopy. Thus it has been
shown that in spectroscopic terms at least, B820
behaves as an excitonically coupled dimer;
measurements of low-temperature polarisation, CD
and triplet-singlet spectroscopy are in good agreement
with a dimer model in which a pair of excitonically
coupled BChl a molecules are bound to the
subunits (Chang et al., 1990b; van Mourik et al.,
1991; Visschers et al., 1991, 1993a). The recent
application of resonance Raman spectroscopy to the
B820 species demonstrates that dissociation of the
LH1 complex correlates with the replacement of
internal hydrogen bonds by bonding to the detergent
(Visschers et al., 1993b).

These results all show that the LH1 complexes
studied so far are possibly built up as oligomers of an

dimer, and apart from using molecular genetics to
provide LH1 -only strains for this kind of approach, it
might be possible in the future to couple dissociation
experiments with the production of site-specific
alterations in LH complexes, in order to improve the
spectroscopic characterisation of LH1 mutants.

IV. The Use of Antenna Mutants to Simplify
Spectroscopic Studies of Antenna
Complexes in a Membrane Environment

Despite the kind of advance made possible by the use
of detergents to break down the oligomeric state of
antenna complexes in order to simplify spectroscopic
studies, summarised above, it is clear that there may
be attendant effects of detergents which complicate
spectroscopic work. This would arise from the
creation of unwanted aggregation or dissociation
states, or by altering or shifting absorbance peaks. At
the same time, ‘mixed’ antenna systems containing
both LH1 and LH2 are difficult to investigate because
of overlapping signals. The availability of mutants
deficient in one or two pigment proteins have made a
valuable contribution to both problems, since the
antenna is present in a spectroscopically pure state in
its native lipid environment. This section will
summarize the results of work undertaken on such
mutants.

A. LH2-Only Mutants

This section will include some early work on both
LH2-only and LH1-only mutants of Rb. capsulatus
before moving on to summarize more recent work on
a Rb. sphaeroides LH2- only mutant.

Several mutants of Rb. capsulatus provided
valuable experimental material for spectroscopic
studies, in particular the LH2-only mutants Y5 and
the LH1 -RC strain both of which were used as
the starting point for the purification of the respective
antenna complexes (Feick and Drews, 1978; Tadros
et al., 1982). They demonstrated that the LH2 complex
in this species has three subunits of 8, l0 and 14kDa,
the latter having no involvement in pigment binding.
The amino acid composition was also determined
for the subunits. In the case of LH1 the carotenoidless
nature of may have contributed to the lability of
the detergent-solubilized complex. The fluorescence
emission properties of the same mutants were reported
by Feick et al., (1980). Subsequently, Y5 and
were studied using circular and linear dichroism, and
Bolt et al. (198la) were able to use these mutants to
resolve the spectroscopic properties of the separate
antennae into two classes. In particular, a strong CD
signal reflecting exciton interactions was found in
Y5 but was attenuated more than ten-fold in
they concluded that these two LH complexes have
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significantly different chromophore arrangements or
local environments. The same two mutants were
used to provide a pure source of antenna for
determination of the primary sequences of LH2 and
LH1 subunits (Tadros et al., 1983;1984).

The LH2-only mutant Y5 of Rb. capsulatus was
used as a source of B800–850 complex in a study of
the temperature-dependence of energy transfer in
the range 4–300K (van Grondelle et al., 1982). This
work, which also included LH2 complexes purified
from Rb. sphaeroides strains with different carotenoid
contents, concluded that the energy transfer
efficiencies from carotenoid to B800 and B850 are
greater than 90% at all temperatures, and at 4K
carotenoids transfer energy preferentially to B850.
The yield of emission from B800 at 4K was used to
calculate the B800–850 dipole-dipole distance as

a figure which was subsequently used in the
model of Kramer et al. (1984a).

Thus, these Rb. capsulatus mutants were useful in
ascribing basic properties to the antenna chlorophylls
in LH complexes. Scolnik et al., (1980) provided an
elegant example of how LH1 and LH2-only mutants
could be used to examine the spectral properties of
the carotenoids in these complexes. It was already
known that the ‘natural’ carotenoid spheroidenone
was unsuitable for conducting such a study due to its
broad and relatively featureless absorption in the
visible region, so the gene transfer agent was used to
introduce a crtD mutation, producing neurosporene
plus its methoxy and hydroxy derivatives. Thus the
original LH2-only strain Y142 became BY 1424 and
the LH1+RC strain MW442 became MW4422. The
study of these mutants demonstrated that carotenoids
bound to LH1 are relatively blue-shifted, that those
in LH2 are red-shifted and that only the LH2
carotenoids undergo a bandshift. However, the energy
transfer efficiency from carotenoid to BChl was
similar in each complex.

Another way to disrupt the synthesis of the LH1-
RC core is to mutate the gene for the reaction center
H subunit, puhA (Youvan et al., 1983; Hunter and
van Grondelle, 1988; Sockett et al., 1989), although
the reasons for the effect on the LH1 complex at least
are not understood. Mutant NF57 of Rb. sphaeroides
is a point mutant, which is complemented by a 1.4 kb
BamHI fragment encoding puhA, although the precise
location of the mutation has never been determined.
The preferable approach of constructing a defined
deletion was carried out by Sockett et al., (1989) and

mutant PUHA1 also lacked both the LH1 and RC
complexes. The interesting mechanisms of gene
expression and complex assembly that accompany
these observations are discussed more fully in Sockett
et al., (1989). Recently, a chromosomal deletion has
been described in which only sequences internal to
puhA are removed, which also produces an
phenotype. Thus the loss of LH1 can be assigned to
the deletion of puhA (J.T. Beatty, personal commun-
ication). The LH2 complex of mutant NF57 was
analyzed by a variety of spectroscopic and bio-
chemical techniques since it provided a membrane-
bound form of this antenna. Low-temperature
absorbance, fluorescence emission and polarised light
spectroscopy (van Dorssen et al., 1988) showed that
in many respects the LH2 of NF57 was as expected
from earlier results on the LDAO-solubilised complex
(Kramer et al., 1984a), except that the ‘B850’
absorbance band was broader due to the presence of
a minor pool of red-shifted bacteriochlorophylls.
There was no indication of a residual LH1 complex
to explain this broadening, especially at the levels of
red-shifted absorbance seen of approximately 15%
of the B850 band. It was significant that a linear
combination of the NF57 (LH2) and M21 (LH1+RC)
spectra could be fitted to the wild type profile in a
satisfactory manner, but that a combination of the
respective detergent-solubilized complexes could not
(van Dorssen et al., 1988). The analysis of singlet-
singlet annihilation in mutant NF57 demonstrated
that at room temperature it contains domains of more
than 370 B850 BChls connected for energy transfer,
a figure which is reduced to 30 B850 BChls at 4K
when thermal barriers to energy transfer help to
‘resolve’ the domains into smaller structures (Vos et
al., 1988); see Fig. 3. Since NF57 consists of domains
of approximately 30 B850 BChls at 4K, this
corresponds to ~ 45 (B800 + and B850) pigments,
and an oligomeric state of This is in good
agreement with the size of one of the detergent-
solubilised species of LH2 measured as by
electrophoretic mobility in LDS-PAGE (Hunter et
al., 1988); a direct comparison of the aggregation
state of LDS- solubilized and membrane-bound LH2
is discussed in Hunter and van Grondelle (1988).
Thus it appeared that approximately 30 BChl 850 +
15 BChl 800 is a fundamental unit of LH2 structure,
although this is 18 BChl 850 + 9 BChl 800, at least
for the detergent-solubilized LH2 complex from Rp.
acidophila (McDermott et al., 1995). It is worthwhile
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to mention that although the singlet-singlet
annihilation technique does not necessarily produce
an accurate number at all times, the domain size for
the water-soluble BChl a complex of Prosthecochloris
aestuarii was determined to be 24 ± 4 BChl a (van
Grondelle et al., 1983); the size determined by X-ray
crystallography is 21 BChl a (Fenna and Matthews,
1975).

NF57 was put to further use, to obtain in situ
extinction coefficients for LH2 BChls, which were
determined to be 226 ± 10 and
respectively for BChl 800 and BChl 850 (Sturgis et
al., 1988). Also, picosecond absorption spectroscopy
was used to investigate energy transfer dynamics
within the membrane-bound LH2. The inhomo-
geneity within the B850 absorbance band was again

noted and the transfer of energy to what at 77K
appears as a red-shifted pool was determined to be
39 ± 9 ps (Hunter et al., 1990). It should be pointed
out that this two-pool model has been re-evaluated in
terms of an inhomogeneously broadened band, at
least for the LH1 complex at 4K (van Mourik et al.,
1992a). The use of NF57 has been discontinued
since the availability of a defined LH2- only deletion
strain, DPF2, (Jones et al., 1992a). However, Reddy
et al. (1992) used NF57 as part of a wider study of the
application of spectral hole burning to the study of
several antenna complexes.

More recently, the alternative method of generating
LH2-only mutants, by introducing plasmid-borne
LH2 genes into an background, has
produced a great deal of new information when
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coupled with Fourier transform resonance Raman
spectroscopy and ultrafast time-resolved absorption
spectroscopy. However, since this work was carried
out as part of a site directed mutagenesis program, it
will be summarized in section V C1.

B. LH1-Only and LH1-RC Mutants

The availability of LH1-only mutants is a great
advantage, because the purification of this complex
from wild-type membranes is hampered by the
presence of other complexes. As noted earlier in
section IIIA, biochemically-based studies such as X-
ray crystallographic and reconstitution projects
benefit greatly from the availability of large amounts
of LH1. Spectroscopic projects are less demanding
to an extent, since there is no particular necessity to
remove LH1 from the membrane and so one can
examine the complex in situ unless the manipulation
of the aggregation state is of particular interest.

The LH1-only mutant M2192 of Rb. sphaeroides
has been mentioned already in section IIIA. It has
been used for a variety of spectroscopic studies for
investigating the aggregation state of LH1, and the
energy transfer dynamics within this antenna. A
comparison of the M2192 absorbance spectrum with
the LH1 complex purified by LDS-PAGE reveals
some broadening and a slight blue shift of the long
wavelength absorbance maximum for the mutant
(Hunter et al., 1989). A comparison with the LH1-
RC parental strain M21 showed a striking difference
in fluorescence polarization (FP) in the 880–920 nm
region: the FP of M2192 hardly increases over the
wavelength region where the FP of M21 reaches a
maximum value of 0.45. This work suggested a
model in which the absence of reaction centers causes
the LH1 complexes to adopt an altered conformation
so that the depolarization resulting from energy
transfer between red-shifted pools of pigment, which
is normally prevented by the presence of reaction
centers, can now take place. This would suggest that
the red-shifted pools were located near to the reaction
center. It is interesting to note that the rise in FP seen
in both the LH1-RC mutant M21 and in the wild type
is qualitatively similar to that seen for the LDS-
solubilized LH1 complex; in this latter case the
complex is sufficiently small that red-shifted pools
of pigment cannot transfer energy among similar
units. Vos et al. (1988) measured the annihilation
behavior of M21 and M2192 to investigate the
aggregation state of the LH1 antenna, with and

without reaction centers. It was concluded that M21
contained rather larger domains than did M2192
( and 150BChl a respectively), and that although
the domains of M21 were resolved into units of
around 100 BChl a at 4K the number for M2192
barely changed, to 125 (Fig. 3) This demonstrates
two things: firstly that the LH1-RC ‘core’ in vivo
probably contains a functional unit of up to 150 LH 1
BChl a associated with 2, 3 or even 4 reaction
centers; second, that the absence of reaction centers
exerts an effect on the ability of the core antenna to
aggregate, a phenomenon probably connected with
the FP results summarised above. This large LH1
domain that constitutes the core antenna is made up
of smaller fundamental units, which have been
investigated by spectroscopic and biochemical
techniques. The results of van Grondelle et al., (1983)
suggest 6–8 BChl a as the likely size of the LDS-
solubilised complex, which would correspond to

or This figure is also predicted from the
electrophoretic mobility studies of Hunter et al.
(1988), which indicated two species of 54.6 ± 4.4
and 48.0 ± 3.0 kilodaltons corresponding also to

and respectively.
As was the case for mutant NF57, strain M21 was

useful for determining the extinction coefficient for
the relevant antenna which was found to be 118 ± 5

for the B875 absorbance band (Sturgis et
al., 1988).

The energy transfer dynamics within LH1 have
been studied intensively and a complete survey of
this topic appears in Chapter 17 by Sundström and
van Grondelle. For the reasons mentioned already,
the naturally occurring LH1-RC species Rs. rubrum
is extensively used for such work, since it provides a
relatively simple system for study. Thus, Borisov et
al. (1982) had proposed early on that there may be an
energetically low-lying component in the LH1
antenna, which would correspond to the B896
component identified in FP measurements (Bolt et
al., 1981b; Kramer et al., 1984b), and by the fluores-
cence lifetime measurements performed on the
reaction center-less mutant C71 (Sebban et al., 1984).
The presence of what at 77K can be described as a
small pool of energetically low-lying pigments does
not appear to depend on the presence of the reaction
center, since it can be seen in both the purified LH1
complex, as well as in mutant M2192 (Kramer et al.,
1984b; Hunter et al., 1989).

The single wavelength picosecond absorption
recovery measurements of Hunter et al., (1990)
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showed that at 77K mutant M21 behaves similarly to
Rs. rubrum, and that excitation energy is transferred
to the red-shifted pool with a time constant of about
22 ps. The lifetime of the excited state measured
from the terminally emitting pigments in the red
wing of the LH1 absorbance band was approximately
168, 335 and 670 ps for M21, M2192 and the LDS-
B875 complex respectively, which could reflect
differences in the aggregation state of the red-shifted
pool caused by either the lack of reaction centers (in
M2192) or the lack of reaction centers in combination
with separation into smaller units in the LDS-B875
complex, as noted in Hunter et al., (1989). It is
interesting to note the differences in time-resolved
anisotropy, which reflect depolarization of excited
states arising from relatively slow energy transfer in
the red-shifted pool, and which provide a comple-
mentary approach to the FP measurements in Hunter
et al, (1989). In M2192, the anisotropy is time
dependent which could reflect energy transfer among
similarly red-shifted pigments, whereas in the LDS-
solubilised small units this parameter is high, and
time-independent (Bergström et al., 1988).

A study of the temperature dependence of energy
transfer from the red-shifted pool to the reaction
center was carried out between 77 and 177K (Visscher
et al., 1989). In this case, the reaction center traps
were kept open. It was shown that for both the Rb.
sphaeroides wild type and the M21 mutant the
absorption changes were virtually independent of
temperature in the range studied. A calculation was
made of the activation energy for the final transfer
step to the reaction center, which was or less;
the transfer time would correspond to a distance of
26–31Å between the donor LH1 BChl and the special
pair within the RC.

Although the ‘two-pool’ model of LH1 explains
many experimental observations at 77K quite
satisfactorily (van Grondelle et al., 1988), it was
insufficient to explain the results of Timpmann et al.
(1991) who measured time-resolved fluorescence at
4K (discussed in Valkunas et al., 1992). The decay of
fluorescence contained several components, the
relative contributions of which depended on the
wavelength of detection. The two-pool (B875/B896)
model was analyzed further by van Mourik et al.,
(1992) who used site-selected fluorescence emission
spectroscopy at 4K on the LH1 complex purified
from mutant M2192 to demonstrate that the
wavelength of maximum emission depends on the
wavelength of excitation. This would not be the case

if all the pigments present were strongly coupled so
that all emission took place from a single red-shifted
pool; thus the absorption spectrum is now proposed
to arise from the inhomogeneous broadening of the
‘B875’ absorption band. At 4K, each part of the total
absorbance band contains a contribution from a series
of weakly coupled clusters of pigments; the most
significant parameter determining the wavelength of
the maximum emission is the number of interacting
pigments within a cluster. Thus, this measurement
contains information on the number of connected
pigments within such a cluster, which was calculated
to be composed of 8 closely interacting BChl a
dimers (van Mourik et al., 1992). This would
correspond to two of the 6–8 BChl entities reported
from biochemical and annihilation experiments
(Hunter et al., 1988., van Grondelle et al., 1983).
More recent data shows that, as expected, the emission
maximum is only weakly dependent on excitation
wavelength in intact membranes of M2192 at 4.2K,
which suggests strongly-coupled clusters of larger
size. At temperatures higher than 4K, such as 77K,
energy transfer between clusters will become more
feasible, so that the concept of a ‘terminal emitter’
from the absorbance band as a whole can be
introduced; thus the two-pool model will still suffice
at 77K. It appears likely that recent progress in
crystallography, spectroscopy and molecular genetics
will provide further information on this topic in the
next few years. As an example of the two latter
techniques, the combination of ultrafast (~40 fs)
spectroscopy and molecular genetics has resulted in
the first demonstration of coherent nuclear motion
and exciton state relaxation in light harvesting
complexes from Rb. sphaeroides (Chachisvilis et al.,
1994;Pullerits et al., 1994).

C. R26 and R26.1

The carotenoidless mutant R26 of Rb. sphaeroides
has already been mentioned in section 1 A, as has its
value as a source of pure reaction centers. Davidson
and Cogdell (1981) noticed that an alteration to the
absorbance spectrum had occurred at some time
since the isolation of the mutant in 1961, in which the
870 nm maximum shifted down to 855–860 nm.
They demonstrated that this blue-shifted strain,
designated R26.1, contained not only LH1 but also
an altered LH2 complex, in which the B800 peak is
absent. This explained earlier spectroscopic
observations that R26.1 contains two types of antenna
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complex (for example, Rijgersberg et al., 1980) and
this was confirmed by subsequent work (Robert et
al., 1984).Theiler et al. (1985) determined the amino
acid sequence of the LH1 polypeptides from R26.1
and a comparison with the wild type LH1 revealed a

which was proposed to weaken
the heterodimer. In addition an
alteration in LH2 was observed (Theiler et al., 1984;
Theiler and Zuber 1984). The accumulation of these
mutations might be considered to be of no importance
and indeed a reason to discard R26.1 as a source of
antenna complexes, but R26.1 has been used several
times as a model system, and the
mutation is interesting in its own right.

Braun and Scherz (1991) fractionated the ‘B850’
complex of R26.1 using SDS gel electrophoresis,
and obtained several bands which were examined by
absorption spectroscopy and by circular dichroism.
Models of the organization of LH polypeptides were
presented based on these data in which the basic unit
is a tetramer. They proposed that three tetramers
form a dodecamer having symmetry, and that
larger hexagonal assemblies could assemble from
these dodecamers.

Recently, the change has been
introduced into LH2 by site-directed mutagenesis, as
part of an attempt to explain the reversion of R26 to
R26.1 (G.J.S. Fowler and C.N. Hunter, unpublished).
When expressed in a phytoene background the level
of LH2 complex in the membrane is consistently
higher when the mutation is present
and ultrastructural analysis of the transconjugant
strains shows an enhanced ability to form intra-
cytoplasmic membranes. A speculative sequence of
events could be firstly that the lack of carotenoid
destabilizes the BChl800 binding site and the LH2
complex as a whole and that the LH2 polypeptides
are unfavorable in some way for the viability of the
cell. Pressure for suppression mutations arises from
the need to provide additional light harvesting
capacity; the mutation might improve
matters by fostering additional interactions to
counterbalance the loss of stability resulting from
the lack of carotenoid and B800.

D. Mutants Containing LH2 and RCs, with No
LH1

It is possible to generate mutants, either by
random chemical mutagenesis or by a more deliberate
process of deleting LH1 genes. Examples of both

methods exist, and these will be summarized below.
The absence of LH1 raises some fascinating questions
about the ‘uniqueness’ of LH1 as a donor of energy
to the reaction center, and the structural similarity
between LH1 and LH2.

The first report of such a mutant was in 1985,
when Meinhardt et al. published a spectral
characterization of the Rb. sphaeroides mutant
RS103. They measured the relative efficiency of
energy transfer from LH2 to the reaction center and
concluded that RS103 exhibited only 24% of the
efficiency of the wild type, even though the
photosynthetic unit was larger than normal. In a
subsequent paper Kiley et al. (1988) demonstrated
that RS103 contains approximately 25% of the normal
complement of the LH1 the amount
of the was not determined. It was clear
that in this mutant the lack of intact LH1 complex did
not inhibit the assembly or function of the reaction
centers, in contrast to the situation found in the LH1
mutant PAS 108 of Rb. capsulatus (Jackson et al.,
1986, 1987) where reaction centers are apparently
assembled but do not receive excitation energy from
the LH2 complex. In this mutant LH1 polypeptides
could form but they were turned over relatively
rapidly; indeed it is possible that low levels of the
LH1 complex are present at all times in PAS108
(Jackson et al., 1986). It was concluded that in the
absence of LH1, reaction centers of Rb. capsulatus
assemble but are not capable of useful work. A direct
comparison of Rb. sphaeroides RS103 and Rb.
capsulatus PAS108 concluded that the two species
must differ in their requirements for the correct
insertion of reaction centers, and that in this respect
LH1 is essential in Rb. capsulatus but not in Rb.
sphaeroides (Jackson et al., 1987). However, later
work on site-directed LH1 mutants of Rb. capsulatus
(see also section IVB) produced some
phenotypes in a U43 background, which is by
virtue of a point mutation in pucC downstream of
structural genes for the LH2 complex. (Tichy et al.,
1989; 1991). Thus Bylina et al. (1988), Dorge et al.
(1990), Richter et al. (1991, 1992) and Garcia et al.
(1991) have all reported Rb. capsulatus strains which
were and which would appear to
contradict the results of Jackson et al. (1987), Finally,
though, it should be mentioned that Babst et al.
(1991) report some site-directed alterations to LH1
which do affect RC assembly.

The availability of defined deletion strains in Rb.
sphaeroides enabled Jones et al. (1992a) to construct
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a mutant similar to RS103 of Meinhardt et al. (1985),
but with the LH1 genes deleted. This was accom-
plished by introducing a plasmid containing only the
pufQLM (and X) genes encoding reaction center
subunits and from which the LH1 genes had been
deleted, into strain DPF2 which contains a genomic
copy of the LH2 genes and a deletion of puf BALMX.
The resulting strain, DPF2 (pRKEH2) grows
relatively slowly at low light intensity with a doubling
time of 8 hours, compared with 4 hours for the wild
type. However, it grows more rapidly than a strain
which is completely devoid of antenna complexes,
DD13/G1 (pRKEH2), which contains only reaction
centers and which has a doubling time of 12 hours.
This simple experiment shows firstly that reaction
centers do assemble in the absence of the LH1
complex as first demonstrated by Meinhardt et al.
(1985), and that there must be at least some productive
energy transfer from LH2 to the RC. Recently the
kinetics of energy transfer and trapping in DPF2
(pRKEH2) were examined by time-resolved
absorption and fluorescence methods (Hess et al.,
1993). Following excitation at 840 nm, the recovery
of ground-state bleaching was monitored at 880 nm,
which had a time constant of 55 ± 5ps. A long-lived
bleaching was observed which is characteristic of
the charge separated states This
demonstrates that trapping and charge separation in
DPF2 in (pRKEH2) occur with a time constant of 55
± 5ps at room temperature; in the same experiment
the results for the wild type were 60 ± 5ps. Time-
resolved fluorescence measurements demonstrated
that the decay of antenna fluorescence with open
reaction centers in DPF2 (pRKEH2) is largely (>80%)
dominated by a 52 ± 5ps decay component, in good
agreement with the absorption measurements. Similar
results were obtained for the wild type. These results
demonstrate directly that LH2 can transfer energy
efficiently and rapidly to reaction centers in this
LH1-deficient mutant.

It is remarkable that the trapping of excitation
energy by the reaction center appears to be unaffected
by the removal of the LH1 core antenna. It would be
reasonable to assume an optimized design of LH1-
reaction center contacts and interchromophore
distances, which could not be easily reproduced for
the peripheral LH2 antenna. The fact that the rate of
trapping is virtually the same in DPF2 (pRKEH2)
and the wild type therefore suggests that the part of
the core antenna surrounding the reaction center is
not highly specialized, with finely tuned antenna-

reaction center distances and a number of antenna
pigments dedicated to energy transfer to each reaction
center. Rather, it appears that when antenna
polypeptides pack around the reaction center a
suitable organization is formed more or less
spontaneously; the exact organization of the antenna
polypeptides around the reaction center is not known.
It could also be the case that the architecture and
organization of LH1 and LH2 may be similar, a point
which is being addressed by progress on the
crystallography of these complexes (McDermott et
al., 1995; Karrasch et al., 1995).

The LH2-RC mutant DPF2 (pRKEH2) provides
other opportunities, such as the study of fast energy
transfer within LH2, without the complications of
LH1 being present (Hess et al., 1993). This follows
on from an earlier characterisation of membrane-
bound LH2 only systems such as NF57 (Hunter et
al., 1990). The measurements on DPF2 (pRKEH2)
in this instance were conducted with reaction centers
closed in the state which are normally relatively
efficient quenchers of antenna excitations, although
this mechanism is poorly understood. Substitution of
the LH1 core antenna by the LH2 complex provided
an opportunity to gain new insight into the mechanism
of antenna quenching by The 330±30 ps time
constants of LH2 absorption decay at 860 nm contrasts
with the 200 ps lifetime observed for the wild type
under similar conditions. The spectrum for
reaction center charge separation
shows that develops an absorption band at
wavelengths greater than 900 nm, where P870 has
very little absorption initially. This absorption has
very good spectral overlap with the fluorescence
from LH1, but less overlap with LH2 fluorescence.
This directly demonstrates that there are possibilities
for energy transfer from the LH1 antenna to
which probably dissipates the energy as heat through
a radiationless process. The smaller spectral overlap
for energy transfer also explains why
the LH2 antenna within DPF2 (pRKEH2) with closed
reaction centers has a considerably longer excited
state lifetime than the wild type. The broad
absorption band is consistent with the observation
that the quenching time with closed reaction centers
is virtually temperature independent in the species of
purple bacteria studied so far.

The degree of spectral inhomogeneity within the
B850 absorption band of DPF2 (pRKEH2) was
assessed by exciting the antenna with a picosecond
pulse at 835–845 nm at 77K with closed reaction
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centers and by monitoring the absorption changes in
the 835–880 nm range. The kinetics at the different
probe wavelengths were well described by two
lifetime distributions centered at ~10 ps and 350 ps,
the first of which corresponds to fast (1–5 ps) hopping
of the excitation energy between small clusters of
BChl molecules from the blue-absorbing to red-
absorbing pigments within LH2. Anisotropy
measurements show that very fast depolarizing energy
transfer occurs on a subpicosecond timescale. Very
recently these processes have been resolved through
the application of 80 fs pulses (Hess et al., 1994).

E. Reaction Center-Only Mutants

Reaction center structure and function is an extremely
large subject, and is outside the scope of this chapter.
It is relevant to mention, though, that the correct
series of deletions in light harvesting genes will
result in a strain containing only reaction centers.
This has been found many times for Rb. capsulatus,
on occasions where mutations inactivating LH1
assembly are expressed in a U43 background
(Bylina et al., 1988; Garcia et al., 1991). Expression
of reaction centers is then occurring in a background
where small but unstable quantities of both LH1 and
LH2 polypeptides can be incorporated into the
membrane (Tichy et al., 1989), but a more recent
modification of this approach by Jones et al., (1992a)
relied on the expression of a plasmid bearing RC (puf
LMX) genes in an background. The
resulting strain, RCO1, has been characterised (Jones
et al., 1992b), and is an ideal vehicle for the study of
various mutations on reaction center structure and
function in its native membrane environment.

F.PufX

The pufX gene is located at the 3' end of the puf
operon, and is mentioned briefly here, since its
function, at least in part, appears to concern the
association of the LH1 complex with the reaction
center in some way. Farchaus and Oesterhelt (1989)
constructed a strain of Rb. sphaeroides lacking pufL,
M, and X and complemented it with a plasmid
containing only pufB, A, L and M, a manipulation
which effectively produces a strain. Although
all of the photosynthetic complexes are still present,
the transconjugant strain is non-photosynthetic
(Farchaus et al., 1990). Lilburn et al., (1992) have
demonstrated that in a Rb. capsulatus strain,

electron transfer from the RC to the cytochrome
complex is impaired. In addition, Westerhuis et al.
(1993) suggest that the pufX gene product may limit
the aggregation state of the LH1 complex. However,
it appears that the PufX protein does not directly
facilitate electron transfer between the RC and the
cytochrome complex, because there is no
requirement for PufX for photosynthetic growth in
an RC-only strain (McGlynn et al., 1994). Recently,
the fascinating observation has been made that
intergenic suppressors can restore photosynthetic
growth to strains lacking PufX and that many of the
revertants sequenced so far contained a modification
of in theLH1 subunit where a stop codon
was introduced instead (Barz and Oesterhelt, 1994).
Thus, truncation of this LH1 subunit compensates in
some unknown way for the loss of PufX, which adds
another level of complexity to the study of LH1-
reaction center interactions.

V. Site-Directed Mutagenesis of Bacterial
Light Harvesting Complexes

A. The Rationale for the Design of Site-Directed
Mutations  in  Bacterial   Light  Harvesting
Complexes

It is important to introduce some element of choice
into the construction of site-directed mutants, unless
this element is abolished and a highly discriminatory
screening step is applied, as in random mutagenesis
methods (see section V C4). The availability of a
number of polypeptide sequences has provided
important clues as to the conformation of the antenna
polypeptides, and for a detailed account of the
conclusions that can be drawn from these alignments,
the reader is referred to Brunisholz and Zuber (1992)
and Chapter 16 by Zuber and Cogdell in this volume.
The generally accepted model, where a central
membrane-spanning helical region is flanked by
polar N- and C-terminal domains, has been verified
by X-ray crystallographic analysis (McDermott et
al., 1995). For convenience, the polypeptide pairs
of Rb. sphaeroides LH2, LH1 and Rb. capsulatus
LH1 have been represented in this form to facilitate
the discussion of the site directed mutants in sections
V B and C.

An inspection of aligned sequences in Fig. 4 reveals
several interesting similarities and differences; it is
immediately apparent that the polypeptides of
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LH1 and LH2 are rather similar, as are the
polypeptides. In the polypeptides, the KIW motif
is a possible membrane anchor, and the highly
conserved proline is a likely location for a turn (see
McDermott et al., 1995). In the membrane spanning
region, the histidine is a ligand to a bacterio-
chlorophyll molecule and in the C-terminal region
there is a cluster of conserved aromatic residues.
Mutagenesis of these regions of the LH1 subunit
will be summarized in section V B.

In the polypeptide alignment in Fig. 4 there is a
conserved histidine, which participates in the binding
site of BChl 800 within LH2; however it is also
present in LH1 which has no such pigment. In the
LH2 sequences an arginine at position 29 in Rb.
sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus, Rp. palustris and Rp.
acidophila is also involved in B800 binding and it is
absent in all LH1 sequences. Again, there is a histidine
in the membrane-spanning domain which is a likely
ligand to BChl a and on the C-terminal (periplasmic)
side there is a totally conserved proline-tryptophan

pair. Mutagenesis of the first mentioned histidine, as
well as the arginine in the transmembrane region will
be summarized in the next section.

B. The LH1 Antenna Complex

A simple model of the LH1 complex is presented in
Fig. 5; since most of this section deals with Rb.
capsulatus it is this complex which is depicted in
Fig. 5. Much of the information contained therein
shows the locations of the site-directed mutations
summarized below. The first report of the site-directed
mutagenesis of any bacterial light harvesting complex
was published by Youvan’s group (Bylina et al.,
1988), working on Rb. capsulatus. The object of
study was the putative bacteriochlorophyll binding
sequence Ala-X-X-X-His (see above and Chapter 16
by Zuber and Cogdell); was changed to Asn,
Asp, Gln, Thr, Arg, and Pro, and was changed
to Gly, Ser, Cys, Val, Asp, Glu, Phe and His. They
concluded that no other residue in this list would
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substitute for histidine and that residues with side
chains smaller than valine can substitute for alanine,
but larger ones cannot.

In the last few years, there have been a series of
studies which have mainly concentrated on those
residues which have some bearing on the process of
the integration and assembly of the LH1 polypeptides.
It has been known for several years that intrinsic
membrane proteins conform to the ‘positive-inside’
rule (von Heijne, 1986) in which the balance of
charge on periplasmically and cytoplasmically
exposed domains is with the positive residues in
greater number on the cytoplasmic face. Indeed, it
has been possible to reverse the orientation of leader
peptidase by reversing the charge balance (von Heijne,
1989; Nilsson and von Heijne., 1990). Another

determinant of membrane protein stability appears
to be the location of aromatic groups at the membrane
interface (Schiffer, 1992). A series of publications
from Drews’ group have addressed these and other
aspects of LH1 assembly (Fig. 5). Dorge et al. (1990)
examined the role of charged amino acids in the N-
terminal regions of the and subunits. The changes

at positions and or
Arg had little effect on LH1 assembly, but the

additional exchange of Asp
and/or Arg had a strongly
inhibitory effect. Stiehle et al. (1990) examined these
mutations constructed in the or subunits separately
and found that the positively charged residues of the
N-terminus of and the negatively charged residues
of the N-terminus of influence LH1 assembly
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differently. For example the mutations (Lys3, Lys6,
Glu, Glu, Asp) resulted in

a transient insertion of LH1 polypeptides whereas
the mutations (

Arg, Arg, Arg) resulted in a much slower
degradation of LH1 polypeptides. This second series
therefore permits the accumulation of small amounts
of the LH1 complex.

Richter and Drews (1991) examined the stability
of LH1 in the absence of and vice-versa, by
deleting either pufB or A, followed by expression in a
U43 background. In neither case did an LH1 complex
assemble, so pulse chase experiments were used to
find transient levels of LH1 subunits. In the ‘wild
type’ control LH1 was found to appear in membranes
before LH1 moreover the subunit could insert
transiently in the absence of but the reverse was
not observed. These experiments were complicated
by the presence of transiently expressed LH2 subunits
in the U43 strain, as well as another labelled
polypeptide in the background, but nevertheless it
appears that LH1 and are not inserted
simultaneously.

The studies of Babst et al., (1991) targeted several
residues, and the effects seen among the eighteen
mutations varied widely, even at a single position.
The three tryptophan exchanges at position for
example, resulted in either the absence of a core
complex, that is, the abolition of LH1 and RC
assembly the absence of the core
antenna or a reduction in the
carotenoid content Richter et al.
(1991) also noted that is important for the
insertion of LH1 into the membrane:
abolished LH1 assembly, in agreement with Babst et
al. (1991). However, substitution of by Phe or
Tyr appeared to have little effect on assembly or on
carotenoid content, in contrast with Babst et al.
(1991); the introduction of His yielded a
less stable LH1 complex. Several other alterations
produced an elevated amount of bacteriochlorophyll
in LH1, such as and
which produced a 1.3-fold higher level: this was
attributed to the presence of additional BChl
molecules not attached at the normal co-ordination
sites. The change destabilized the
LH1 antenna considerably, but surprisingly

did not. Several of the changes studied
produced a small blue shift in the absorbance
maximum which is normally at 878 nm, notably
those at (867 nm), Ala (868 nm) and

Leu (870 nm). The authors suggested that this residue
interacts with BChl a and that it modulates the
absorbance behavior of this pigment. It is interesting
to note that is conserved in all LH1 antennae,
and that in Rb. sphaeroides it is the site of the
intergenic suppressor mutation provoked by the
reversion of mutants to photosynthetic growth
(Barz and Oesterhelt, 1994). Moreover, Fourier
transform resonance Raman spectroscopy of
mutants of Rb. sphaeroides demonstrates that this
residue is hydrogen bonded to the 2 acetyl carbonyl
of one of the BChl a molecules in LH1 (Olsen et al.,
1994). The bond is abolished in an
mutant, but strengthened in an
thus, at least one mechanism underlying these spectral
shifts in vivo is likely to be by hydrogen bonding to
the BChl. One interesting consequence arising from
the demonstration of this hydrogen bond is that there
must be a turn towards the N-terminal end of LH1
this is consistent with the presence of a conserved
proline residue in this region in both Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides.

Richter et al. (1992) further examined the role of
the LH1 N-terminus in the insertion and stability
of the LH1 complex by deleting amino acids 6–8, 9–
11, 12 and 13, or 14 and 15. In addition the
hydrophobic stretch of amino acids 7–11 was
lengthened by the addition of hydrophobic or
hydrophilic amino acids. All of these mutations
abolished the formation of LH1; however, a
photosynthetic revertant of Leu9-Val 10-Phe11
contained an intragenic suppression mutation which
arose from an in-frame duplication of an existing
sequence, Lys6, Ile7, Trp8. In summary, the wild-
type sequence is: Met-Ser-Lys-Phe-Tyr-Lys-Ile-Trp-
Leu-Val-Phe-Asp. The revertant was

The revertant strain had
double the normal carotenoid content of an LH1
complex with respect to BChl, and an increase in the
size of the photosynthetic unit. This interesting
experiment supports the notion that in
particular could be part of a carotenoid binding
motif, as well as a determinant of LH1 stability.
Preliminary work on the mutagenesis of in
Rb. sphaeroides supports this: mutation of

and Tyr had no effect on LH1 assembly, but
Arg and Ala did (McMaster et al.,

1992). In contrast with the observation of Babst et al.
(1991) that abolished reaction center
assembly, no effect was observed, and it seems likely
that different factors govern the stability of LH1-RC
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cores in Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides, as
noted earlier by Jackson et al. (1987). The flexibility
of the genetic system of Jones et al. (1992a) facilitates
the examination of a given antenna mutation in three
different carotenoid backgrounds and therefore the
possibility that and carotenoids interact in
some way could be examined. For example, it was
observed that the insertion and assembly of LH1
took place in the mutant in a
neurosporene background, but not when phytoene
was the major carotenoid.

C. The LH2 Antenna Complex

At the time of writing rather fewer residues of the
LH2 complex have been altered by mutagenesis,
compared to LH1. This is partly because until recently
there was no double
deletion strain of Rb. capsulatus, although a single

deletion strain has been available since
1985 (Youvan et al., 1985). Another reason is that the
work on Rb. sphaeroides has been conducted with
the aim of presenting a thorough spectral charac-
terisation for each mutant which lengthens the
turnover time of the whole process. Fig. 6 shows a
simple model of the Rb. sphaeroides complex in the
style of Fig. 5 which indicates the locations of the
site-directed changes made.

1. Blue-Shifted Complexes Produced by
Mutagenesis of and Tyr45

The first example of the mutagenesis of an LH2
complex was in 1992 when Fowler et al. reported the
effects of altering Tyr45 firstly to Phe, Tyr
then Phe, Leu. The rationale for this was that the
mechanisms underlying the red-shifts of bacterio-
chlorophylls in vivo are poorly understood, although
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it is clear that aggregation effects such as those
examined in vitro are important (Visschers et al.,
1991). The B800–820 subunit from Rp.
acidophila strain 7050 has a Phe, Leu pair where the
Rb. sphaeroides B800–850 LH2 pair is Tyr, Tyr. This
suggests a simple mutagenesis experiment, in which
Tyr, Tyr is changed first to Phe, Tyr then to Phe, Leu,
to see if this modulates the absorbance behavior of
the complex. The altered genes were expressed in
both single deletion and double deletion

backgrounds. In the
latter case, an unequivocal account of the effects on
LH2 could be obtained: at 77K the absorbance
maximum of the 850 nm band is shifted by 11 nm to
839 nm (Phe, Tyr) whereas in the Phe, Leu mutant
there was a further shift to 826 nm. The intensity of
this band decreased to the point where the absorbance
spectrum of the Phe, Leu mutant did indeed resemble
that of the Rp. acidophila B800–820 complex (Fig. 7).
Excitation spectra demonstrated that in these mutants
BChl800 was fully able to transfer energy to, and
elicit fluorescence from the 850, 839 or 826 nm
component. Expression of the altered genes in an

background resulted in a ‘pseudo’ wild
type, in which the altered LH2 was completely
efficient in energy transfer to the native core. Circular
dichroism in the near infrared, which is a sensitive
indicator of perturbations to the relative geometry of
the pigments, showed the same, strong conservative
signal in each core albeit a progressively blue-shifted
one. Thus the absorbance behavior of these BChls is
modulated by the protein framework of the antenna,
by the use of the Tyr, Tyr motif in this case. The
mechanism underlying this effect was examined by
further mutations to Tyr, Phe, and Tyr, Leu (Hunter et
al., 1993) and in summary the main shift arises from
a change. Therefore, interactions between

orbitals of aromatic residues and the bchl
macrocycles probably do not cause blue shifts, but
rather it is hydrogen bonding between Tyr and the
BChl (Hunter et al., 1993). A resonance Raman
study of these mutants is in support of this, and
demonstrates the disruption of at least one hydrogen
bond to the C2 acetyl carbonyl of one of the B850
BChls in the mutants (Fowler et al., 1994). The X-ray
crystallographic structure for the Rp. acidophila LH2
complex is consistent with the proposed hydrogen
bonding arrangement (McDermott et al., 1995). This
work runs parallel with the Raman assignment of
LH1 mutants (Olsen et al., 1994). As in the
case of LH1, this bond in LH2 necessitates a turn
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near the predicted membrane interface, at the
sequence Thr-Trp-Leu-Pro-Ala (Fig. 6). More recent
work shows that there are several ways to produce
the same blue-shifted phenotype: for example,
alteration of (wrongly numbered as

in Fowler et al., 1993) produces a B800–837
complex, in this case possibly by affecting the relative
disposition of the and subunits, and therefore the
pigments as well. The mechanism underlying this
change has not yet been determined.

The availability of LH2 complexes with progres-
sively blue-shifted absorbance bands prompted an
investigation of energy transfer dynamics within
LH2 by spectral hole-burning (van der Laan et al.,
1993). These measurements were performed on the
BChl800 band at very low temperature (1.6–4K) and
the measured hole-widths were related to the rate of

energy transfer. For wild-type LH2
complexes, good agreement was found with the

lifetimes obtained by time-resolved absorption
techniques at 77K (Hess et al., 1994), with both
techniques giving approximately 2.4 ps. The rates
determined by hole-burning experiments on the
mutants did not follow a clearly increasing trend,
unlike the time-resolved study which produced rates
of approximately 1.6 and 0.8 ps for the B800–839,
800–826 mutants, respectively. Thus, the time-
resolved measurements at 77K correlated with the
Förster description of the energy transfer rate whereas
the hole-burning measurements at 4K did not. A
discussion of the causes of this discrepancy is beyond
the scope of this chapter, but these results emphasise
the value of spectrally modified LH complexes to the
study of energy transfer dynamics in antenna systems.

2. Alteration of the Absorbance Properties of
the B800 Bacteriochlorophyll

LH2 contains an extra absorbance band (B800),
when compared to LH1 and it is already known that
this band is relatively labile in the presence of the
detergent lithium dodecyl sulfate, for example,
(Clayton and Clayton, 1981; Kramer et al., 1984).
This band presents an attractive target for muta-
genesis, and this then offers the prospect of being
able to re-examine the conclusions of Kramer et al.
(1984), who proposed a model of LH2 based on
experiments conducted on a modified LH2 complex
of Rb. sphaeroides lacking B800.

The residues chosen for this study were
and (Visschers et al., 1994). In the former

case, this histidine was an attractive site for the study
of BChl binding, notwithstanding the fact that
BChl800 is absent from LH1 which possesses a
histidine residue at the analogous position. In addition,
resonance Raman spectroscopy found no evidence
for histidine coordination of BChl800 (Robert and
Lutz, 1985). was chosen because it is
conserved in most LH2 complexes, and is not found
at the analogous position in LH1 (see fig 4). Both
mutations lead to
severe changes in the spectroscopic characteristics
of the BChl800 pigment. The mutant
has a greatly attenuated BChl800 absorbance band,
and membranes of the mutated strain have only a
B850 absorbance peak which is shifted to the red by
2–3 nm. The mutant results in a blue
shift to 787 nm and a broadening of the absorbance
band, suggesting that this residue also plays a role in
determining the absorbance properties of BChl800.
Circular dichroism reveals no perturbations of the
BChl850 binding sites in either mutant. The residual
BChl800 pigment in these mutants is still fully
efficient for energy transfer to BChl850, and when
expressed in an LH1-RC background energy transfer
from the modified LH2 complexes to LH1 is still
efficient. Linear dichroism of the region shows
that the transitions of the B800 pigments are in the
plane of the membrane, in good agreement with
Kramer et al. (1984).

The conclusion from this work is that both
and have some influence on the properties of
BChl800, although results from studying whole cells
are instructive, in that rather more BChl800
absorbance is preserved. Preparation of membranes
results in some loss of BChl800, which demonstrates
that site-directed mutants can be labile even at this
stage; one would expect that even more spectral
losses and modifications would occur if a detergent
purification protocol was added. Nonetheless, it is
interesting that a modification such as the loss of
BChl800 is specific and does not prevent the assembly
and function of the LH2 complex. The conclusions
drawn from the study of these mutants is consistent
with the crystallographic data, which show that these
residues are in close proximity to the BChl 800
pigment (McDermott et al., 1995).

3. Alteration of the Binding, Function and
Electrochromic Behavior of the Carotenoids

The same changes specified above,
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and had pronounced effects on the
carotenoids in the LH2 complex (Crielaard et al.,
1994). The altered LH2 genes were expressed in a
double deletion background which
carries a mutation in the crtD locus leading to the
synthesis of neurosporene and its methoxy-and-
hydroxy derivatives (Coomber et al., 1990). The
distinct spectral features of carotenoids in the green
LH2 antenna are preferable to the rather featureless
spectrum of spheroidenone in the wild-type.
Difference spectra in the visible region (LH2-WT vs.

and LH2-WT vs. )
clearly showed that the loss of the histidine residue
results in a broadening and a blue shift of 3 nm in all
carotenoid peaks. A similar blue-shift of 1 nm was
seen in the mutant although no broadening
was observed. In neither case was there any indication
of a lower carotenoid binding capacity, despite the
attenuation or loss of BChl800. Fluorescence
excitation spectra at 77K showed that no disturbance
of energy transfer to BChl had occurred, so that
energy was being transferred directly to B850. Linear
dichroism in the visible region indicated that no
rearrangement of carotenoids had occurred in the
mutants. With regard the model of Kramer et al.,
(1984a) these results show that an energy transfer
pathway from is not
obligatory, at least in the mutants, which is not
consistent with earlier data (Trautmann et al., 1990;
Crielaard et al., 1992). More data is required on site-
directed mutants to examine this point further.

Diffusion potentials were applied to membranes
from the LH2-WT, and
strains; all 3 contained electrochromically active
carotenoids, but in the mutant the difference
spectrum was shifted 6 nm to the blue; a similar,
smaller shift of 3.5 nm was observed for the
mutant. Finally, the relationship between the
carotenoid absorption change and the membrane
potential was examined. Each time a linear
relationship was observed, demonstrating that a local
field is still present, but in both mutants, particularly

there was a severely reduced response.
In all cases, an inverse potential reversed the sign of
the absorption changes. The hypothesis that there is
a large permanent field in the vicinity of the reactive
carotenoids is strengthened by the observation that
changing the positively charged to glutamate
has a major effect on the response to an applied
membrane potential, indicating a change in the
permanent field near the carotenoid. From the

structural data of McDermott et al. (1995), it appears
that exerts an effect on the carotenoid despite
the intervening presence of BChl 800; the creation of
new mutations at this position should clarify the
nature of the side chain-BChl-carotenoid interactions
involved.

4. A Combinatorial Library of Localized Point
Mutations

A careful inspection of the sequence alignments in
Fig. 4 reveals a large number of potential point
mutations which would yield interesting structural
information, provided that the spectroscopy brought
to bear on these mutants is sufficiently thorough.
Nonetheless, even this ‘rational’ approach might
represent potentially  mutations, a number which
would deter any spectroscopist. The second point to
make is that there will be interesting mutations that
are not readily suggested from sequence comparisons,
and there is no way of predicting in advance what
these will be. Douglas Youvan and co-workers have
developed a different approach to mutagenesis, which
involves a means of applying random, or semi-random
mutagenesis to a target sequence which generates a
large number of potential mutants (Goldman and
Youvan, 1992; also see Chapter 61 by Goldman and
Youvan). A typical library of mutants could consist
of several thousand colonies, and then the pressure
falls upon the speed and discrimination of screening,
which in this case is facilitated by digital imaging
spectroscopy. The spectral resolution of this technique
is sufficient to allow the classification of 3 major
classes of mutants in the case of LH2 : pseudo wild-
type absorbing at 800 and 860 nm; pseudo LH1
showing reduced absorbance at 800 nm and a
maximum near 875 nm, and finally mutants with no
appreciable absorbance in the near infra-red. There
are several ways to generate the mutations, for
example by using error-based PCR of a whole subunit
(McMaster and Hunter, unpublished), by combina-
torial cassette mutagenesis which uses all 20 amino
acids at each position, or by the aforementioned
target set mutagenesis (Goldman and Youvan, 1992).
In the latter case various parameters such as sequence
alignments or structural considerations are used to
limit the possible number of options; this has
demonstrable benefits for the screening stage later
on. The other limitation is the width of the target
‘window’ which was 15 residues in Goldman and
Youvan (1992), sufficient to encompass almost half
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the length of a LH subunit. In this case, the window
was located with the BChl-binding at the
center. The DNA sequence is determined following
the screening procedure, instead of beforehand as in
conventional site-directed mutagenesis.

More recently Delagrave et al., (1993) described
recursive ensemble mutagenesis, which is the
application of successive rounds of combinatorial
cassette mutagenesis (Goldman and Youvan, 1992),
so that a list is compiled of ‘acceptable’ amino acids
at each mutated position. This list allows another
cassette to be designed which can increase the
frequency of ‘positive’ mutants 30-fold, when
compared to combinatorial cassette mutagenesis and
30,000-fold compared to random mutagenesis.

It is clear that the application of random and semi-
random techniques will produce mutants which could
not be designed or predicted merely from a study of
aligned sequences, and therefore it is likely that this
approach will make a valuable contribution to the
study of antenna complexes in the future.

VI. Heterologous Expression of LH Genes
in Rhodobacter sphaeroides

It is clear from the sequence alignments in Fig. 4 that
nature has provided a large number of natural variants
in light harvesting sequences among different species.
Not many of these interesting bacteria can be
examined by a full array of molecular genetic
techniques, however. This difficulty can be overcome
by expressing foreign LH genes in Rb. sphaeroides,
for example. In Fig. 8 the absorbance spectrum of the
Rp. acidophila LH2 antenna complex is shown, in an

sphaeroides background. Trans-
cription is driven by the Rb. sphaeroides puc promoter
(McGlynn and Hunter 1992) on a broad host range
plasmid designed for expression of Rb. sphaeroides
genes. There are several benefits from this approach:
it is possible to observe and measure the absorbance
of a Rp. acidophila LH2 complex for the first time in
isolation and in a membrane environment, Second,
Rp. acidophila has a family of many LH2 genes and
this technique has allowed us to examine the
complexes that result from previously ‘silent’ gene
pairs. Third, the fact that the expressed complex
appears to accommodate the host’s carotenoid,
neurosporene, in place of the normal pigment
rhodopin poses interesting questions about the
specificity of carotenoid binding in these antenna.

Finally, when expressed in an Rb.
sphaeroides background a mixed photosynthetic unit
is obtained which raises new possibilities for
productive contacts between membrane proteins.

All of the above can just as easily be applied to
complexes from Rc. gelatinosus (see Fig. 8) and this
approach of heterologous expression could in
principle be extended further to examine other
spectroscopically interesting antennae.

VII. Concluding Remarks

The objective of this review was to establish the
value of genetic alterations to the study of bacterial
antennas, firstly as a means of generating ‘partial’
systems, secondly for site-directed mutagenesis and
finally for the study of antenna complexes for
genetically poorly characterised bacteria. It is
undoubtedly true that altered antenna systems muddy
the waters a little. To echo the sentiments expressed
in Marrs (1978): ‘Why do you study crippled strains?
It’s hard enough to figure out how the normal ones
work’. However, a thorough and patient spectroscopic
examination of genetically altered complexes will,
in combination with structural studies, reveal many
of the molecular details of these complexes within
the next few years. By the time this chapter is
published, the structure of the Rp. acidophila LH2
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complex will have been determined by X-ray
crystallography (McDermott et al., 1995). With this
new information, we look forward to using
mutagenesis techniques to examine the role of various
amino acid residues in determining the properties of
this antenna.
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Summary

Photosynthetic reaction centers from purple bacteria are the best known membrane protein complexes. In this
review, X-ray crystal structures of the reaction centers from Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.) viridis and Rhodobacter
(Rb.) sphaeroides are compared on the basis of data quality and quantity, maximum resolution limits, and
structural features. In contrast to earlier comparisons and on the basis of the most recent, best defined Rb.
sphaeroides structure, a number of the reported differences between the two species cannot be confirmed. Not
only the overall architecture of the reaction centers and the relative positions and orientations of the cofactors,
but also specific structural features are well conserved. For example, the hydrogen-bonding pattern between the
protein and the monomeric bacteriochlorophylls, the bacteriopheophytins, and the primary quinone, are
identical. Therefore, the asymmetry between the A- and B- branch is maintained. However, there are small
conformational differences which might provide a basis for the explanation of observed spectral and functional
discrepancies between the two species.

A particular focus in this review is on the binding site of the secondary quinone where electron transfer
is coupled to the uptake of protons from the cytoplasm. For the description of the -binding site, an improved
coordinate set for the Rp. viridis reaction center has been included. In particular, a new understanding of the role
of Ser L223 in the -binding site has become apparent. In addition, chains of ordered water molecules are
found leading from the cytoplasm to the site in the best defined structures of both Rp. viridis and Rb.
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sphaeroides reaction centers. New insights concerning the binding of triazine-type electron transfer inhibitors
to the Rp. viridis site include the identification of additional hydrogen bonds and of two tightly bound water
molecules. Finally, recent developments regarding the structures of mutant reaction centers are discussed.

I. Introduction

The first steps of photosynthetic light-energy
conversion take place in the photosynthetic
membranes from various bacteria or organelles. Light
is absorbed first by light-harvesting antenna
complexes (see Chapters 15–22 of this volume for
reviews). Upon transfer of the energy from the light-
harvesting antenna to the photosynthetic reaction
center, or direct excitation by light of the reaction
center itself, an excited singlet state of the ‘primary
electron donor’ is created. This event leads to the
primary charge separation and a subsequent vectorial
electron transfer in the photosynthetic reaction center
across the photosynthetic membrane. The photo-
synthetic reaction centers are complexes containing
several integral membrane proteins and a number of
pigment molecules. Best characterized are those from
the purple bacteria (for earlier reviews, see Okamura
and Feher, 1992; Breton and Vermeglio, 1992;
Deisenhofer and Norris, 1993). In general, they
consist of three protein subunits, which are called H
(heavy), M (medium) and L (light) according to their
apparent molecular weights as determined by sodium
dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
The H subunit can frequently be removed without
impairing the primary photochemistry (see e.g. Debus
et al., 1985). The L and M subunits bind the
photosynthetic pigments (cofactors) which are one
carotenoid molecule, 2 bacteriochlorophylls (a or b),
one ubiquinone (or menaquinone) as a primary
electron acceptor one non-heme iron, and another
ubiquinone as the secondary electron acceptor
The L and M subunits possess a sequence homology
of about 25–35% (Youvan et al., 1984; Williams et
al., 1984; Michel et al., 1986a; Williams et al., 1986).
The reaction centers from most purple bacteria
contain a fourth protein subunit, a cytochrome c with
four covalently bound heme groups. Among these is
the reaction center from Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)
viridis, which possesses bacteriochlorophylls and
bacteriopheophytins of the b type, and menaquinone-
9 as The carotenoid is 1,2-dihydroneurosporene

(Sinning, 1988). The reaction center from Rhodo-
bacter (Rb.) sphaeroides contains bacteriochloro-
phylls and bacteriopheophytins of the a type,
ubiquinone-10 as and spheroidene as the
carotenoid. It does not possess a tightly bound
cytochrome subunit.

The isolated photosynthetic reaction center from
the filamentous green aerobic bacterium Chloroflexus
(Cf.) aurantiacus, consists of an L and M subunit
which show sequence similarities to the reaction
centers from purple bacteria (Ovchinikov et al., 1988a,
1988b, Shiozawa et al., 1989). There is no evidence
for the presence of an H subunit. However, in vivo a
four-heme containing cytochrome subunit, similar
to that from Rp. viridis, is present (Dracheva et al.,
1991). Much of what will be said about the three-
dimensional structure of the photosynthetic reaction
center core from purple bacteria will also be valid for
the reaction center from Cf. aurantiacus. The known
amino acid sequences of reaction center subunits
from purple bacteria have been compiled and
compared with those from Cf. aurantiacus recently
(Nagashima et al., 1993, 1994). The photosynthetic
reaction centers from the anaerobic green sulphur
bacteria are completely different (see Chapter 30 by
Feiler and Hauska).

The photosynthetic reaction centers from purple
bacteria are the best known membrane protein
complexes: The crystal structures of the reaction
centers from the purple bacteria Rp. viridis and Rb.
sphaeroides have been determined as the first
membrane protein complexes. Initially, the structure
of the reaction center from Rp. viridis was solved by
the multiple isomorphous replacement method
(Deisenhofer et al., 1984, 1985) and refined to a
crystallographic R-factor of 19.3% up to a resolution
of 2.3 Å (Deisenhofer and Michel, 1989, Deisenhofer
et al., 1995). The structure of the reaction center
from Rb. sphaeroides was then determined by three
different groups using a partially refined coordinate
set of the Rp. viridis reaction center by the molecular
replacement method. All three groups used an
orthorhombic crystal form with slightly different
cell dimensions for structure determination (Allen et
al., 1986, Chang et al., 1986, Arnoux et al., 1989).
The structures were refined at a resolution around 3

Abbreviations: Cf. – Chloroflexus; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rc.–
Rhodocyclus; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum
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Å with crystallographic R-factors between 20 and
22%.

Although the overall structure of the Rb.
sphaeroides reaction center was published to be very
similar to that from Rp. viridis, a number of substantial
differences in cofactor binding have been reported
(Yeates et al., 1988, Allen et al., 1988) However,
there are also differences between the published
structures of the Rb. sphaeroides reaction centers
(El-Kabbani et al., 1991). Recently, a trigonal crystal
form has been obtained which diffracts X-rays to a
resolution of at least 2.65 Å (Buchanan et al., 1993).
Structure determination using this crystal form and
the refinement to a crystallographic R-factor of 18.6%
has now been completed (Ermler et al., 1994). The
Protein Data Bank ID code for this structure is
1PCR. Due to the improved resolution, more and
better data and the lower R-factor, the new structural
model of the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center is
considerably better defined. The average coordinate
error is now reduced to 0.3 Å compared to 0.4 Å or
0.5 Å for the previously published structures whereas
it is 0.26 Å for the Rp. viridis reaction center (cf.
Table 1). In addition, as for the Rp. viridis reaction
center, more than 160 firmly bound water molecules
could be identified and added to the atomic model.
For the description of the -binding site we will
also use an improved coordinate set for the Rp.
viridis reaction center which was obtained after
reconstitution of with ubiquinone-2, data
collection, and refinement (Lancaster and Michel, to
be published). The site in the Rp. viridis reaction
center crystals is normally only 30% occupied,
resulting in a ‘mixed’ structure around

Table 1 lists the coordinate sets, which are available
either from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank
(Bernstein et al., 1977; Peitsch et al., 1995) or from
the authors upon request. The publications from one
group originally describing the Rb. sphaeroides
reaction center structure (Allen et al., 1987; Yeates et
al., 1988, Allen et al., 1988;Komiya et al., 1988) are
based on a coordinate set (1RCR) which has now
been replaced by 4RCR without an updated
publication. Also, very recently, another set of
coordinates named 1PSS for the Rb. sphaeroides
reaction center from wild type strain WS 231, has
been deposited (Chirino et al., 1994). Due to the
higher accuracy we will mainly use the coordinate
set obtained with the new trigonal crystal form of Rb.
sphaeroides reaction center in the following
comparison of the reaction center from both species.

II. Structural and Functional Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of the photosynthetic
reaction center from Rp. viridis similar to that
published by Deisenhofer et al. (1985). In such a
representation the reaction center from Rb. sphaer-
oides would look nearly identical with the exception
that the cytochrome subunit shown at the top (green)
would be missing. The protein subunits are shown in
the form of a smoothed ribbon diagram, the cofactors
as atomic models with yellow carbon atoms, blue
nitrogen and red oxygen atoms. The reaction center
from Rp. viridis has an overall length of 130 Å. This
is in the direction perpendicular to the membrane.
Parallel to the membrane, the maximum width is
about 70 Å. The central core of the reaction center is
formed by the L subunit (shown in brown) and the M
subunit (shown in blue) which possess five membrane
spanning helices each. Both subunits are closely
associated and bind the bacteriochlorophylls, the
bacteriopheophytins, the quinones, the non-heme
iron, and the carotenoid. With the exception of the
carotenoid, the cofactors and the L and M subunits
show a high degree of local twofold symmetry with
the symmetry axis perpendicular to the membrane.
On the external (periplasmic) and internal (cyto-
plasmic) side this central core forms flat surfaces.
The cytochrome subunit with its four covalently
bound heme groups is attached to this core on the
periplasmic side, the H subunit on the cytoplasmic
side. In addition the H subunit is anchored to the
membrane by a single membrane spanning helix.
The cytochrome subunit also possesses a membrane
anchor. This membrane anchor is made up by two

-fatty acids which are covalently bound to the N-
terminal Cys-residue via a glycerol moiety (Weyer et
al., 1987a). It is not visible in the electron density
map. Most likely it is disordered in the detergent
micelle which surrounds the hydrophobic trans-
membrane helices, as indicated by neutron crystal-
lography (Roth et al., 1989).

The pigments form two branches (see also Fig. 2)
each consisting of two bacteriochlorophylls, one
bacteriopheophytin and one quinone, which both
cross the membrane starting from a ‘special pair’ of
two closely associated bacteriochlorophylls (one of
which belongs to each branch) near the periplasmic
side, followed by the ‘accessory’ bacteriochlorophyll,
one bacteriopheophytin and a quinone. Only the
branch more closely associated with L subunit is
used in the light-driven electron transfer. According
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to the nomenclature proposed by Hoff (1988) it is
called the A (active)-branch, the inactive one the B-
branch. The active branch ends with the inactive
one with Halfway between both quinones a non-
heme iron atom is located. The carotenoid is
associated with the second bacteriochlorophyll of
the inactive branch. Which branch is used in electron
transfer, could be decided by optical spectroscopy
with polarized light on single crystals (Zinth et al.,
1983) in combination with the structural data (Michel
and Deisenhofer, 1986) keeping in mind that the
bacteriopheophytin involved in electron transfer
absorbs light at longer wavelengths than the other
(Vermeglio and Paillotin, 1982). The final electron
transfer from to occurs parallel to the
membrane. After or during a second electron transfer

becomes doubly protonated. This reaction is
discussed in Chapter 26 by Okamura and Feher.

III. Arrangement of the Cofactors

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the cofactors for
the Rp. viridis (green) and the Rb. sphaeroides
reaction centers (red). The two pigment branches A
and B can clearly be seen, starting with the
bacteriochlorophylls and constituting the

primary electron donor (‘special pair’), then the
accessory bacteriochlorophylls and the
bacteriopheophytins and the primary electron
acceptor (menaquinone is Rp. viridis, ubiquinone
in Rb. sphaeroides), the secondary electron acceptor

(ubiquinone in both species) and the non-heme
iron halfway between and The carotenoid is in
van der Waals contact with and disrupts the
twofold symmetry. The linear row of the four heme
groups in the Rp. viridis reaction center is seen at the
top.

The arrangement of the cofactors is very similar in
both reaction centers. The head groups of the cofactors
are in nearly identical positions except for which
is discussed below. The small differences of the
cofactor arrangement are difficult to discuss because
they depend on the coordinate errors and the way of
superposition. Both reaction centers were super-
imposed with the program O (Jones et al., 1991)
using only atoms of the L, M, and H subunits.
The relative centers of mass of the ring systems of
the cofactors relative to the polypeptide chain are
displaced by less than 1 Å.

The arrangement of the bacteriochlorophyll
monomers and may be slightly different in
both reaction centers (Ermler et al., 1994). In
projection, the overlapping area of the two pyrrole
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rings I of and is slightly larger in the reaction
center from Rp. viridis than in that from Rb.
sphaeroides. Furthermore, the distance between the
pyrrole rings I of  and is 3.4 Å in Rb. sphaeroides
and 3.2 Å in Rp. viridis.

The accessory bacteriochlorophyll molecule of
the B-branch in the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center
seems to be located closer to the periplasmic side
than in the Rp. viridis reaction center. Consequently,
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in the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center the distance
between the centers of and is 0.6 Å shorter,
between the centers of and 0.5 Å larger. The
position is shifted substantially and is located about
3.5 Å further away from when compared to the
reaction center from Rp. viridis and the older Rb.
sphaeroides reaction center structures.

A nearly perfect agreement between both reaction
centers is obtained when the deviation angles from
the twofold axis for the cofactors of the A- and B-
branch are compared (Michel and Deisenhofer, 1989;
Ermler et al., 1994), An optimal superposition of
and is obtained by a rotation of 179.7° in the Rp.
viridis reaction center and 177.9 in the Rb. sphaeroides
reaction center, of  and by a rotation of –175.8°
and –176.8°, respectively, and of and by a
rotation of –173.2° and –171.9°, respectively.

Large conformational differences between both
reaction centers are found for the phytyl side chains
of the cofactors, particularly along the B branch. The
arrangements of the phytyl side chains in the A and B
branches deviate from the local twofold symmetry.
This might be partially due to the carotenoid molecule
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attached to the B branch. In both species the
crystallographic temperature factors, which are a
measure for the rigidity of the structure, are
considerably higher along the B branch than along
the A branch.

IV. The Structure of the Protein Subunits

A. The L Subunit

The structures of the L subunits of the reaction
centers from Rp. viridis and Rb. sphaeroides are
shown in Fig. 3 in the form of traces. The dom-
inant features are the five long membrane-spanning
helices (A-E). They possess a length of 21 (helix A),
24 (helices C and E) or 28 (helices B and D) residues.
The segments connecting the transmembrane helices
and the C-terminus are also partly helical. On the
periplasmic side, the connection of transmembrane
helices C and D contains a helix with eleven residues,
and the C-terminal stretch one of 9 residues. On the
cytoplasmic side, the connection of transmembrane
helices D and E contains a helix of 12 residues which
partly intrudes into the membrane. This region of the
structure forms the binding site of the secondary

electron acceptor which is also shown. On the
cytoplasmic side, the L and M subunits are tightly
interwoven. In projection, viewed from the top of the
membrane, the transmembrane helices A-E form a
half circle, in the order A,B,C,E and D. Polar
interactions between transmembrane helices seem to
be weak, there are only up to two hydrogen bonds per
pair of helices. The cytoplasmic ends of the
transmembrane helices frequently contain charged
residues. Transmembrane helix A is an exception
which starts with a Phe-Phe pair already in the
hydrophobic part of the membrane. Transmembrane
helices A, B and D are straight, helix E is smoothly
curved, and helix C possesses a kink of more than
30° which is due to a Pro residue. However, helix C
contains another Pro which does not lead to such a
kink, but to only minor distortions from the regular
helix geometry. On the periplasmic side there is an
excess of negatively charged residues, on the
cytoplasmic side of positively charged residues,
leading to a permanent electric dipole moment across
the membrane. When the L subunits from Rp. viridis
and Rb. sphaeroides are compared, an additional 8
amino acids are found at the C-terminus in Rb.
sphaeroides.
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B. The M Subunit

In a similar way the peptide chains of the M subunits
of the reaction centers from Rp. viridis and Rb.
sphaeroides are displayed in Fig. 4. As indicated
already by the sequence identity of around 30%
between the L and M subunits the overall protein
fold is very similar. In Rp. viridis the five
transmembrane helices of the M subunit possess a
length of 24 (C), 25 (A, E), 26 (D) or 27 (B) residues.
The short helices in the connections of transmembrane
helices C and D (12 residues) near the C-terminus (7
residues) on the periplasmic side, and in the
connection of the helices D and E (14 residues),
forming part of the –binding site, are also present.
Accompanied by an insertion of seven amino acids
(compared to the L subunits) each, short additional
helices are formed in the connections of trans-
membrane helices A and B (7 residues) on the
periplasmic side, and of transmembrane helices D
and E (6 residues) on the cytoplasmic side. Much of
what has been said for the L subunit is also valid for
the M subunit: Transmembrane helices A, B and D
are straight, E is curved and C contains a kink due to
a Pro-residue. Negatively charged side chains
dominate on the periplasmic side, positively charged
ones on the cytoplasmic side. When the L and M
subunits are compared the N-termini of the M subunits

are 26 (Rp. viridis) or 25 (Rb. sphaeroides) residues
longer than the N-termini of the L subunits. At the C-
terminus the M subunit from Rb. sphaeroides is 9
amino acids shorter than the L subunit. The C-
terminus of the M subunit from Rp. viridis possesses
an additional 18 amino acids, which interact with the
cytochrome subunit (see also Fig. 1). The M subunit
from Rb. sphaeroides compared to that from Rp.
viridis contains an insertion of one residue after
amino acid M38, and another one after residue M104
(Rp. viridis numbering), so that the equivalent residue
between residues M38 and M104 (Rp. viridis
numbering) differ by one number and beyond M104
by two numbers (see Michel et al., 1986a).

C. The H Subunit

The H subunits from Rp. viridis and Rb. sphaeroides
possess a sequence identity of 39% only with several
insertions and deletions (Williams et al., 1986).
Nevertheless, the protein fold is very similar with the
exception of several loop regions as can be seen in
Fig. 5. The N-terminus is located on the periplasmic
side of the membrane. Residues H12 to H35 form a
membrane-spanning helix, which is an at its
beginning but a at its very end. Around the C-
terminus of the helix a cluster of seven charged
residues is found in Rp. viridis (residues H33-H39),
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but of only three in Rb. sphaeroides (residues H34,
H37, H38). The next 70 residues are preferentially in
contact with the LM complex. A globular region
follows that contains an extended system of
antiparallel and parallel and an
close to the C-terminus. The form a pocket
which is lined with hydrophobic amino acid residues.
The significance of this pocket is unclear.

The function of the H subunit is not well defined at
present. It is not involved in pigment binding. Its
cytoplasmic domain helps to shield the -binding
site from contact with the cytoplasm. Several glutamic
acid residues of the H subunit line up the channel of
bound water molecules that leads to the -binding
site (see below). There is also some evidence that the
H subunit is involved in the assembly of the reaction
center (Chory et al., 1984). It may form a matrix for
the sequential assembly of the reaction center
components. However, there is no evidence for the
presence of an H subunit in the green aerobic
bacterium Cf. aurantiacus.

D. The Cytochrome Subunit

As mentioned in the introduction the reaction centers
from most purple bacteria do possess a bound
cytochrome subunit containing four covalently bound
heme groups (see Chapter 36 by Nitschke and
Dracheva). This is not the case for the reaction

centers from the most frequently studied species Rb.
sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus, and Rhodospirillum
(Rs.) rubrum, which also can grow very well under
aerobic conditions. The amino acid sequences are
known for the cytochrome subunits from Rp. viridis
(Weyer et al., 1987b), from Rhodocyclus (Rc.)
gelatinosus, now called Rubrivivax gelatinosus
(Nagashima et al., 1993, 1994), and from the green
aerobic bacterium Cf. aurantiacus (Dracheva et al.,
1991). Only in Rp. viridis the cytochrome subunit is
so firmly bound to the reaction center, that it is also
present in the isolated reaction center. A recognition
site for the covalent attachment of a diglyceride and
removal of the signal peptide by signal peptidase II is
present in Rp. viridis and Rc. gelatinosus, but not in
Cf. aurantiacus.

The structure of the cytochrome subunit from the
Rp. viridis reaction center has been described in
detail (Deisenhofer et al., 1995). It consists of five
segments. The N-terminal segment (residues C1-
C66) from the Cys-residue with the attached
diglyceride, to the beginning of the first heme binding
segment (at the top of the reaction center) with the
binding sites for heme 1 and heme 2 (see Figs. 1,2,6).
This first segment contains two strands of antiparallel

parallel to the membrane surface followed
by an (residues C25-C34) and irregular
secondary structure. The first heme binding segment
(residues C67-C142) with the binding sites for heme
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1 and heme 2 is followed by a connecting segment
(residues C143-C225) with little regular secondary
structure. This connecting segment comprises around
60% of the contact surface with the M subunit. Then
the second heme binding segment with the binding
sites for heme 3 and heme 4 (residues C226-C315),
and the C-terminal segment (residues C316-C336)
follow. The heme binding segments and their attached
heme groups are related by local twofold symmetry.

The hemes and the heme-binding segments make
up the core of the cytochrome subunit. Each heme-
binding site consists of an that runs parallel
to the heme plane, a loop and the heme attachment
site with the sequence Cys-X-Y-Cys-His. The Cys-
residues form thioether bonds with the heme groups,
the His is the fifth ligand to the heme iron. The Met
residues C74, C110 and C233 in the parallel helices
are the sixth ligands to hemes 1, 2 and 3, the sixth
ligand to heme 4 is His C124, which is located in the
loop region of the heme 2 binding site.

The redox midpoint potentials of the four heme
groups follow the order low, high, high, low in the
sequence, or high, low, high, low if the hemes are
ordered with increasing distance (see Fig. 2) from
the primary electron donor (Shopes et al., 1987;
Alegria and Dutton, 1987; Dracheva et al., 1988;
Fritzsch et al., 1989,Vermeglio et al., 1989; Shinkarev
et al., 1990). Heme 3, closest to the primary electron
donor has the highest redox potential (370 mV),
heme 4 has 10 mV, heme 2 has 300 mV, and heme 1,
the most distant one, has –60 mV. A recent theoretical
investigation (Gunner and Honig, 1991) taking into
account the different solvent exposures of the heme
groups, the electrostatic effects of the protein
environment and the heme arrangement reproduced
the experimentally determined redox potentials with
reasonable accuracy. The function of the alternate
spatial order of high and low potential heme groups
is unknown. Under physiological conditions of cyclic
electron flow, only the high potential hemes are
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reduced. It is most likely heme 2, the second from the
top (see Fig. 2), which is reduced by a water soluble
cytochrome It transfers its electron to heme 3,
from where the photooxidized primary electron donor
is re-reduced.

V. Cofactor Conformation and Protein-
Cofactor Interactions

A. The Primary Electron Donor

The primary electron donor (‘special pair’) is located
at the interface of the L and M subunits near the
periplasmic side (see Figs. 1 and 7). It interacts with
residues of the C, D and E transmembrane helices
and the connections of the C and D helices. The
special pair bacteriochlorophylls and in both
species are held in their position by specific
interactions with the protein matrix (Fig. 7). The
atoms of His L173 and His M200 (M202 in Rb.
sphaeroides) bind strongly to the central Mg atoms
with distances of 1.9–2.3 Å in both species. The ring
I acetyl group of  is hydrogen bonded to His L168
in the Rb. sphaeroides (3.2 Å) as well as in the Rp.
viridis reaction center (2.8 Å), in contrast to an
earlier publication (Yeates et al., 1988). The
symmetry-related amino acid residue near is Phe
M197 in Rb. sphaeroides. Thus, no hydrogen bond
can be formed. In Rp. viridis it is Tyr M195 forming
a hydrogen bond (3.0 Å) with the acetyl carbonyl
oxygen of ring I. Thr L248 forms a hydrogen bond
(2.6 Å) with the ring V keto carbonyl of in Rp.
viridis. It is absent in Rb. sphaeroides. Neither the
ester nor the keto carbonyl oxygens of ring V from

undergo polar interactions with the polypeptide
chain in the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center, in
contrast to published results (El Kabbani et al., 1991).

Substantial conformational differences between
both reaction centers are found around rings V of
and In Rp. viridis ring V is bent towards Thr L248
(Fig. 7), whereas it is oriented into the opposite
direction in Rb. sphaeroides. This difference is
presumably due to the presence of bulky side chains
on opposite sides of in Rp. viridis and in Rb.
sphaeroides (Ermler et al., 1994). Met L127 in Rp.
viridis corresponds to a smaller Ala in Rb. sphaeroides
on one side. Vice versa Gly L247 and Thr L248 in Rp.
viridis are replaced by the larger Cys L247 and Met
L248 in Rb. sphaeroides on the other side. Similar
but less pronounced conformational differences are
also seen at ring V of

B. The Accessory Bacteriochlorophylls

The accessory bacteriochlorophylls and are
located between and and the bacterio-
pheophytins and respectively and are in van der
Waals contacts with both. Although the intermediate
position and the favorable redox properties of
suggest a direct role as very first electron acceptor
(Zinth and Kaiser, 1993) its role is still under
discussion (Kirmaier and Holten, 1993; also see
Chapter 24 by Woodbury and Allen in this volume).

Significant conformational differences between
the reaction centers from Rp. viridis and Rb.
sphaeroides are only found at the ethyl groups of
ring II (see Fig. 7) caused by the structural difference
between the ethyl group of bacteriochlorophyll a and
the ethylidene group of bacteriochlorophyll b. The
polar interactions with the protein matrix are
symmetric and identical in both reaction centers. The

atoms of His L153 (distance 2.2 Å in Rp. viridis,
2.3 Å in Rb. sphaeroides) and His M180 (182) (2.1 Å
in Rp. viridis, 2.2 Å in Rb. sphaeroides) are the
ligands to the central Mg atoms. The atom of His
L153 is hydrogen bonded to the peptide carbonyl
oxygens of Gly L149 and Ile L150. This kind of
interaction between the and His L153 was not
observed in one of the published Rb. sphaeroides
reaction center structures (Yeates et al., 1988). In
both reaction centers the ring V carbonyl oxygen
atoms are hydrogen bonded via a water molecule to
His L173 and His M200(M202) respectively. In
contrast to earlier studies on the orthorhombic crystal
forms of the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center (Yeates
et al., 1988; El-Kabbani et al., 1991) the hydroxyl
group of Ser L178 is at 4.3 Å too far away from the
ester carbonyl oxygen to form a hydrogen bond.

The carotenoid molecule makes van der Waals
contacts with and with hydrophobic residues of
the helices A, B, C and the connection of helices C
and D. The carotenoid molecule possesses a kinked
conformation with its conjugated -system parallel
to the membrane. The kink can be caused by a cis
bond in position 13 or 15. A definite assignment has
to await refinement at higher resolution. A 13 cis
bond would contradict the results obtained by Raman
spectroscopy (Arnoux et al., 1989; deGroot et al.,
1992) which indicates a cis bond at position 15.

The carotenoid protects the reaction center against
photooxidation by quenching triplet states of the
primary electron donor. Its proximity to suggests
that the energy transfer from the triplet state of the
primary electron donor occurs via as proposed
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from spectroscopic measurements (Schenck et al.,
1984).

C. The Bacteriopheophytins

Figure 8 shows for both reaction centers the location
of the bacteriopheophytin between and At
the top Tyr M208(M210) seems to be of importance
since it is in van der Waals contact with and

The conformations of and are identical in
both reaction centers except at the side chains of

pyrrole rings II due to the chemical difference of the
ethyl and ethylidene side chains. The pattern of
hydrogen bonds formed by and with the protein
matrix is identical in both species. Trp L100 and
TrpM127 (129) respectively form a hydrogen bond
with the ester carbonyls of ring V of (3.0 Å in Rp.
viridis, 2.8 Å in Rb. sphaeroides) and (2.7 Å in Rp.
viridis, 2.8 Å in Rb. sphaeroides) respectively (Michel
et al., 1986b, Ermler et al., 1994). The carboxyl
group of Glu L104 is probably in the protonated state
and forms a short hydrogen bond (2.7 Å) to the ring
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V keto carbonyl in both reaction centers. No such
hydrogen bond is found for . Replacement of Glu
L104 by neutral amino acids in Rb. capsulatus,
which is closely related to Rb. sphaeroides, influences
the spectral properties of the reaction center, but only
scarcely the dynamics and directionality of the
electron transfer (Bylina et al., 1988). In the M
subunit of the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center the
residue corresponding to Glu L104 is Thr M131. In

contrast to the results from the orthorhombic crystal
forms (Yeates et al., 1988; El-Kabbani et al., 1991)
the hydroxyl group of Thr M131 is at 3.9 Å too far
away from the ring V carbonyl group to form a
hydrogen bond. The bacteriopheophytin is
surrounded by an astonishing number of phenyl-
alanine residues (see Fig. 8). These bulky residues
may contribute to the rigidity of the structure in the
environment of . Around they are replaced to a
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large extend by smaller amino acid residues. As seen
in Figs. 8 and 9 Trp M250(M252) with its large
aromatic side chain bridges the gap between and

in both reaction centers. In the symmetry-related
position a phenylalanine is found. This observation
implies a role for Trp M250(M252) in the electron
transfer from to A ‘superexchange mechanism’
has been postulated for the electron transfer from
to with Trp M250(M252) as superexchange
mediator (Plato et al., 1989).

D. The Primary Electron Acceptor and the
Non-Heme Iron

Figure 9 shows the binding site of the first quinone
for both reaction centers. is located on the A

side where the L subunit dominates, but the quinone
ring system exclusively interacts with residues of the
M subunit. The -binding site clearly is more
hydrophobic than the -binding site. A major part
of the -binding site is made up by Trp M250-
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(M252). The ring systems of the tryptophan and
are parallel. Trp M250(M252) forms a hydrogen
bond with Thr M220(M222). The structural difference
between the menaquinone as in Rp. viridis and
the ubiquinone as in Rb. sphaeroides causes only
minor rearrangements of the -binding site, which
are not shown in Fig. 9 for clarity.

In both species interacts with the protein
surrounding in the same way. The first quinone oxygen
atom is hydrogen bonded to the side chain of His
M217(M219) (distance 3.1 Å in Rp. viridis and 3.2 Å
in Rb. sphaeroides), the second one to the peptide
nitrogen of the M258(M260) (distance 3.1 Å in Rp.
viridis and 2.8 Å in Rb. sphaeroides). A shorter bond
length for one hydrogen bond would be consistent
with the finding that one carbonyl group is dominant
for binding (Warncke and Dutton, 1993). Earlier
studies on the orthorhombic crystal form (Allen et
al., 1988, El-Kabbani et al., 1991) of the Rb.
sphaeroides reaction center indicated a hydrogen
bond between the first quinone oxygen and Thr
M222. This result is excluded on the basis of the
analysis of the trigonal crystal form.

His M217(M219) is one of four histidine ligands
to the non-heme iron (Fig. 9), His M264(M266), His
L190 and His L230 are the other three. Glu
M232(M234) is a bidentate ligand to the non-heme
iron. Both oxygen atoms are in contact with the iron.
As a result the ligands to the non-heme iron form a
distorted octahedron in both reaction centers. In the
region around the iron both reaction centers can be
superimposed with an rms deviation of better than
0.5 Å. Despite this hint about the importance of the
non-heme iron, its role remains an enigma.

E. The Secondary Electron Acceptor

The binding site of the secondary acceptor quinone
is formed exclusively by residues of the L subunit.

In particular, it involves residues of the trans-
membrane helices D (L189, L190, L193) and E
(L226, L229, L232), of the connecting helix DE
(L212, L213, L216) and of the loop region connecting
the latter two helices (L222 -L225). The profile of the
pocket is conserved in all characterized reaction
center structures. in the Rb. sphaeroides model
based on the trigonal crystal form (1PCR) is displaced
by approximately 5 Å from the other models (cf.
Fig. 10) and displays high isotropic temperature
factors (Ermler et al., 1994). It is mostly omitted
from the following comparative discussion, because

it seems likely that this site contains the quinol
and not the quinone. Since it combines the
requirements of high quinone occupancy and a
sufficiently high  ratio (cf. Table 1), the
structure of the ubiquinone-2-reconstituted Rp. viridis
reaction center complex (Q282) will be used as a
guideline for the following discussion of the site.

The proximal carbonyl oxygen of i.e. the one
closer to the non-heme iron, accepts a hydrogen
bond from the atom of His L190, whereas the
distal carbonyl oxygen accepts two hydrogen bonds
from the peptide nitrogens of Ile L224 and
Gly L225. The side chain of Ser L223 is also
within hydrogen-bonding distance of the distal
carbonyl oxygen and was originally inferred to donate
a hydrogen bond to the quinone carbonyl (Deisen-
hofer and Michel, 1989). However, in the refined
quinone-reconstituted structure, the of Ser L223
donates a hydrogen bond to the side chain of Asn
L213(cf. Fig. 10). In the absence of a hydrogen bond,
the presence of the Ser L223 so close to the distal
carbonyl oxygen is electrostatically unfavorable for
quinone binding. This finding explains the observed
9-fold increase in quinone affinity for the Rp. viridis
mutant T1, where one of the mutations is Ser L223
Ala (Sinning et al., 1989). While not favorable for
quinone binding, the close association of the two
oxygen atoms is compatible with the importance of
Ser L223 in stabilizing the reduced quinone and for
efficient proton donation to as demonstrated for
the Rp. viridis reaction center by Leibl et al. (1993)
and for the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center by
Paddock et al. (1990). Apart from this new insight
regarding the role of Ser L223, the hydrogen-bonding
pattern is similar in the structures 1PRC, 4RCR, and
1PSS (cf. Fig. 10 and Table 2), although in the latter
structure the hydrogen bond between Gly L225 N
and the distal carbonyl oxygen is lost. The
displacement of the model in the 1PCR structure
has already been discussed. In the 2RCR structure,
the quinone ring plane is oriented nearly perpendicular
(65°–80°) to the other rings.

As Trp M250 (M252 in the Rb. sphaeroides reaction
center) for Phe L216 forms a significant part of
the -binding pocket. In the ubiquinone-2-
reconstituted structure Q282, the ring planes of Phe
L216 and are approximately parallel, with an
angle between the two planes of only 5.6° (cf. Table
3). The distance between the two planes is approxima-
tely 3.5 Å. However, as the rings are displaced in the
planes (cf. Fig. 10), the centroid-to-centroid distance
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of 5.3 Å is significantly larger. The importance of
Phe L216 for quinone binding is illustrated by a
reduced affinity for quinone in a PheL216 Ser Rp.
viridis mutant. (Sinning et al., 1989). The most
striking discrepancy concerning the Phe L216
residues of the other structures (cf. Fig 10) is the
60°–70° plane deviation in the 4RCR structure.

A major difference between the binding sites of
and is the presence of protonable residues at

the site. Some evidence has been provided for the
residues Glu L212, Asp L213 (in Rb. sphaeroides,
Asp M43 in Rp. viridis), and Ser L223 to be involved
in the transfer of protons to (Paddock et al., 1990;
Takahashi and Wraight, 1992; Leibl et al., 1993;
Rongey et al., 1993). Glu L212 forms a large part of
the bottom of the site. A major difference in the
orientation of the Glu L212 side chain is observed
between the fully occupied quinone-reconstituted
structure (Q282) and the original structure with 30%

occupancy (1PRC). In this region, the latter
structure is similar to a quinone-depleted structure
(Lancaster and Michel, unpublished), in which one
of the water molecules replacing the quinone is
hydrogen-bonded to Glu L212. This seems to indicate
that the 70% -depleted reaction centers in the
1PRC crystals dominate this part of the structure.

The side chain of Tyr L222 has an indirect effect
on binding, as is illustrated by the reduced
affinity of a Tyr L222 Phe Rp. viridis mutant
(Sinning et al., 1989). The nature of this indirect
effect and the structural consequences of the mutation
are discussed below (cf. Section VI).

The residues Leu L189, Leu L193, Val L220, Ala/

Thr L226, Ile L229, and Leu L232 form a large part
of the -binding pocket (cf. Fig. 10). The importance
of some of these residues for binding has been
demonstrated by the characteristics of the following
mutants. A Val L220 Leu mutation in Rp. viridis
(with a second-site mutation Arg L217 His) reduces
the affinity for by a factor of eight (Ewald, 1992).
A mutation of Thr L226 Ala in Rb. capsulatus (i.e.
from the residue also present in Rb. sphaeroides to
the one present in the Rp. viridis reaction center)
leads to a threefold increase in the affinity for
(Baciou et al., 1993). An Ile L229 Ser mutant of
Rb. capsulatus (Baciou et al., 1993) and an Ile L229

Met mutant of Rb. sphaeroides (Paddock et al.,
1988) both display a reduced affinity for The
only major discrepancy among the different structures
regarding these residues is observed for the side
chain of Leu L193 (cf. Fig. 10) in the 2RCR structure.
This is a consequence of the large deviation of the
molecule in this structure compared to the others.

In summary, the improved model of the Rp. viridis
site displays only small but important differences

to the original (1PRC) model. In particular, this
applies to the hydrogen bonding of the quinone and
the role of Ser L223. The discrepancies between the
four Rb. sphaeroides sites are substantially greater
than those between the two Rp. viridis site models.
The 1PCR is most likely reduced, but the
discrepancies among the other Rb. sphaeroides
structures underline the requirement for more and
higher resolution data in order to resolve ambiguities.
These could be resolved by additional measurements
on the new trigonal crystal form. Considering the
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conservation of the overall profile of the site
between Rp. viridis and Rb. sphaeroides, it may well
turn out that the sites are more similar than can
presently be discussed.

F. The ‘Water Chain’ to the Site

The site is deeply buried within the reaction
center complex. For the protonation of associated
with its reduction to quinol, protons must therefore
be transferred from the cytoplasm through the protein
to the site. This is likely to involve protonatable
residues together with water molecules. The protons
may move along a chain of proton donors and
acceptors connected by hydrogen bonds. In both Rp.
viridis reaction center structures considered (1PRC
and Q282) and the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center
structure based on the trigonal crystal form (1PCR),
chains of water molecules from the cytoplasmic
surface to the site are found. Most of them are in
hydrogen bonding distance to one another (Fig. 11).
Surprisingly, more water molecules can be observed
in the case of the Rb. sphaeroides structure than for
the Rp. viridis structures, even though the latter are
based on higher resolution data. The water molecules
are in extensive contact with mainly protonatable
amino acid residues. Only in the Rb. sphaeroides
structure is the row of water molecules uninterrupted
over a length of 23 Å from the cytoplasmic surface to
the molecule. In the Rp. viridis structures, ‘detours’
via protonatable amino acid residues must be taken
in order to establish an uninterrupted chain.

At least some of the protonatable residues lining
the ‘water chain’ have been shown to be functionally
relevant for the proton transfer process. Based on the
spectroscopic analysis of site-specific mutants
(reviewed by Okamura and Feher, 1992; chapter in
this volume) it was suggested that the first proton to

is transferred in the reaction center of Rb.
sphaeroides via Asp L213 and Ser L223, the second
via Asp L213 and Glu L212. In Rp. viridis, residue
L213 is an asparagine. However, its role can
apparently be complemented (Rongey et al., 1993)
by Asp M43 (which is Asn M44 in Rb. sphaeroides).
In the Rp. viridis structures, Asp M43 and Glu L212
are within hydrogen-bonding distance to members
of the ‘water chain’, whereas in the Rb. sphaeroides
this is the case for Glu L212, but not for Asp L213.
Another residue shown to be functionally relevant to
the proton transfer process is Arg M231 (M233 in
Rb. sphaeroides), as observed in the case of

photocompetent revertants of mutants incapable of
proton transfer. Exchanging Arg M233 to cysteine in
Rb. sphaeroides (Okamura et al., 1992) and Arg
M231 to leucine in Rb. capsulatus (Hanson et al.,
1993) restores the photosynthetic activity to a level
similar to that of the wild type. In Rp. viridis, Arg
M231 forms salt bridges to Asp H125 and Glu H235,
in Rb. sphaeroides, Arg M233 interacts with the
corresponding residues Glu H122 and GluH230. In
the Rb. sphaeroides reaction center, Glu H122 directly
interacts with water molecules of the water chain. In
the Rp. viridis reaction center, this applies to both
Asp H125 and Arg M231 itself. On the other hand
other residues, such as Glu H173 (Takahashi unpubl.,
cited by Shinkarev and Wraight, 1993) and Asp
L210 (Paddock et al., 1992) in Rb. sphaeroides,
corresponding to Glu H177 and Glu L210 in Rp.
viridis, are possibly nonobligatory participants in the
proton transfer pathways.

The many fixed water molecules observed in the
‘water chain’ may, however, solely be a consequence
of the increased local polarity caused by a large
number of charged residues. At present, there is no
evidence for the use of this ‘water chain’ in proton
transfer. It will be interesting to see whether an
interruption of the ‘water chain’ is possible by site-
directed mutagenesis and what effect this might have
on the protonation of

G. The Binding of Triazine Inhibitors to the
Reaction Center

The site is also a well-established site of action of
electron transfer inhibitors. Of particular interest in
this respect are herbicides. Over 50% of commercially
available herbicides function by inhibition of higher
plants at the site on the D1 polypeptide of the
photosystem II (PS II) reaction center (Percival and
Baker, 1991). Many of them are triazines. The
probably best available model to date in this reaction
center is based on the X-ray structure of the reaction
center from Rp. viridis (Michel and Deisenhofer,
1988). Although the triazine binding site has been
localized by X-ray crystallographic analysis of the
reaction center-terbutryn complex at 2.9 Å resolution
(Michel et al., 1986b), description of the exact nature
of the mode of binding and the effect of binding on
the structure of the protein has to await the refinement
of high resolution structures. The refined structure at
2.3 Å resolution of a Rp. viridis reaction center
complex with the chiral atrazine derivative DG-
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420314 (Lancaster and Michel, unpublished), has
yielded a highly reliable model of triazine inhibitor
binding based on over 100,000 unique reflections
(cf. Table 1). Novel general principles of triazine
class inhibitor binding include a tightly-bound water
molecule involved in accepting a hydrogen bond
from the atom of His L190 and donating a second
hydrogen bond to a nitrogen of the triazine ring (cf.
Fig. 12). A second tightly-bound water molecule is
involved in completing the hydrogen-bonding web
with hydrogen bonds to the first water molecule and
to the of Glu L212. In addition, a subtle change is
observed in the conformation of the loop region
(L220–L226) connecting helices DE and E, bringing
the backbone carbonyl oxygen of tyrosine L222
within hydrogen bonding distance of the triazine.
Also shown in Fig. 12 are the two hydrogen bonds
observed previously (Michel et al., 1986b) between
the backbone N of Ile L224 and the N5 of the triazine
ring and between the aminoethyl N and Ser L223
respectively. This means that the triazine molecule
forms three hydrogen bonds with the protein on the
distal side of the molecule and is only indirectly
bound via water molecules on the proximal side.
Finally, compared to the quinone-reconstituted
complex of the reaction center, the aromatic ring of
Phe L216 is reoriented by 18.2° to be aligned
approximately parallel (with an angle between planes
of 2.4°) to the plane of triazine ring, which is tilted by
14.5° compared to the quinone ring plane (Fig. 12).

VI. The Structure of Mutant Reaction
Centers

Considering the importance of the photosynthetic
reaction center it is not amazing that several groups
have tried to establish systems for site-directed
mutagenesis of photosynthetic reaction centers.
Reviews of this recently developed field are already
available (Coleman and Youvan, 1990; Diner et al.,
1991). Work started with the photosynthetic reaction
center from Rb. capsulatus, which is genetically very
well characterized, and able to grow non-photo-
synthetically under aerobic conditions, as well as
under anaerobic conditions using e.g. dimethyl-
sulfoxide as electron acceptors. Most importantly,
under these latter conditions the photosynthetic
apparatus is fully induced. Unfortunately, the reaction
center from Rb. capsulatus could not be crystallized,
so that proper inspection for structural changes cannot

be performed on Rb. capsulatus reaction centers.
The closely related Rb. sphaeroides can be grown
under similar non-photosynthetic conditions, so that
site-directed mutagenesis is also straightforward.
Also, structural changes in mutant reaction centers
can be investigated by X-ray crystallography (Chirino
et al., 1994) even more now with the availability of
the new, better ordered trigonal crystal form. Site-
directed mutagenesis of the structurally best
characterized reaction center from Rp. viridis is now
also possible Laußermair and Oesterhelt, 1992).
However, Rp. viridis can grow only under photo-
synthetic and, very slowly, under microaerophilic
conditions. Under microaerophilic conditions the
photosynthetic apparatus is not induced. Photo-
synthetic growth conditions exert a selection pressure
for revertants and suppressor mutants if the reaction
centers are functionally impaired. However, very
interesting herbicide-resistant mutants were obtained
by classical selection procedures, with mutations
some of which would not have been made by site-
directed mutagenesis (Sinning et al., 1989; Ewald et
al., 1990; Sinning, 1992).

Many amino acids which were considered to be of
importance for pigment binding or electron transfer
(Michel et al., 1986b) were changed in Rb.
sphaeroides reaction centers, and characterized by
spectroscopic methods. Most outstanding is the
mutation Tyr M210 Phe. In the mutant reaction
center the rate of the initial electron transfer is slowed
down by a factor of 4–6 (Finkele et al., 1990;
Nagarajan et al. 1990). The X-ray crystallographic
analysis (Chirino et al., 1994) did not reveal any
significant structural changes except for the absence
of the O atom, so that the decrease of the electron
transfer rate can be ascribed to removal of the oxygen
atom. Other mutations such as GluL212 Gln,
AspL213 Asn, with the protonatable residues
presumably involved in protonation of (see
Chapter 26 by Okamura and Feher) and HisM219
Cys, removing a ligand to the non-heme iron, also do
not lead to detectable structural changes. (Chirino et
al., 1994). However, the resolution of the latter data
set was limited to 4 Å. When the residues His LI73
and His M202 liganded to the special pair bacterio-
chlorophylls and are replaced by Leu residues,
bacteriopheophytins are incorporated as and
respectively. Vice versa, in the LeuM214 His
mutant, a bacteriochlorophyll is incorporated as
instead of a bacteriopheophytin. Using the new
trigonal crystal form, the reaction center mutants Trp
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M252 (see Figs. 8 and 9) Phe, Trp M252 Tyr,
and Thr M222 Val (Stilz et al., 1990) have been
analyzed. In these mutants the electron transfer from

to has been slowed down by a factor of three.
The structural analysis (Merckel M, Ermler U,
Fritzsch G, Michel H, Stilz U and Oesterhelt D,
manuscript in preparation) indicates some structural
changes in the Trp M252 Tyr mutant due to the fact
that tyrosine is longer than the original tryptophan
which forms a hydrogen bond to Thr M222. This

hydrogen bond cannot be formed by tyrosine for
sterical reasons. The tyrosine evades towards
pushing back also . On the other side, Phe M151
is pulled in the same direction by the newly created
tyrosine, so that the van der Waals and aromatic
interactions are maintained. The mutations Trp M252

Phe and Thr 222 Val do not lead to detectable
structural changes.

Some of the herbicide resistant mutants of the
reaction center from Rp, viridis have also been
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analyzed by X-ray crystallography (Sinning et al.,
1990; Sinning, 1992; Lancaster et al., unpublished).
The double mutant (ArgL217 His, SerL223
Ala) shows some structural changes: The side chain
of AsnL213 which is hydrogen-bonded to Ser L223
in the wild type is rotated towards the cavity which is
created by the replacement of Arg L217 by the
smaller His. At the same time, becomes more
firmly bound (Sinning et al., 1989), as discussed
above. The mutation TyrL222 Phe unexpectedly
leads to resistance against the herbicide terbutryn. In
the wild type, TyrL222 forms a hydrogen bond with
the peptide carbonyl oxygen of AspM43. Since this
hydrogen bond is now missing, a stretch of the M
subunit (M25–50) moves into a new position. The
side chain of PheL222 rotates by 90° into the herbicide
binding site (see above) thereby preventing the
binding of terbutryn by steric hindrance. The
binding pocket becomes slightly wider. Work on
other mutants is in progress.

VII. Conclusions

As the result of the structure determination of the
reaction centers from purple bacteria and sequence
comparisons it could be concluded that the core of
the reaction center from photosystem II is made up
of the D1 and D2 subunits (Michel and Deisenhofer,
1986; Trebst, 1986; Michel and Deisenhofer, 1988).
This proposal could be verified (Nanba and Satoh,
1987). In addition, the availability of a structural
model of the photosynthetic reaction centers from
two purple bacteria has led to a much better
understanding of the primary charge separation and
the electron transfer across the membrane. Physicists
and theoreticians now have a solid basis for their
experimental and theoretical investigations. Gen-
eticists and biochemists start to understand the role
of individual amino acids. As a result of the combined
efforts one may have a satisfactory understanding of
the first steps in photosynthetic electron transfer in
the near future.
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Summary

The light driven electron transfer reactions of photosynthesis are best characterized in the reaction centers of
purple nonsulfur bacteria such as Rhodobacter sphaeroides. These reactions are extraordinarily fast: the first of
them taking place within a few picoseconds. Because photosynthetic electron transfer is initiated by light, and
the redox active cofactors have distinct spectral signatures, both the kinetics and thermodynamics of the
reaction can be studied on the timescale of the actual reactions. This, in combination with the availability of
detailed structural information, has made the electron transfer reactions of purple nonsulfur bacteria some of
the most completely characterized electron transfer reactions in biological systems. In addition to the
spectroscopic tools which have been used to characterize the electron transfer reactions, the reaction center has
also been the subject of mutagenesis studies. The ease with which genetic engineering can be performed in these
bacteria, coupled with the structurally robust nature of the reaction center, has resulted in many mutations which
affect the early electron transfer reactions. Critical protein-cofactor interactions have now been identified and
analyzed which affect the metal content, redox potentials, electronic structure and intermolecular coupling of
the bacteriochlorophylls and bacteriopheophytins of the reaction center. In combination, these studies have
suggested various possible mechanisms for early electron transfer which involve both the electronic states of the
cofactors as well as nuclear conformational changes in the surrounding protein.

I. Introduction

Light absorption by the photosynthetic apparatus of
purple nonsulfur bacteria results in the formation of
the lowest excited singlet state of bacteriochlorophyll
(BChl). Subsequently, this energy is transferred from
one BChl-complex to another in the photosynthetic
membrane until it arrives at the reaction center, a
special BChl containing protein-cofactor complex
which is the site of the initial photosynthetic electron
transfer reactions. One of the most important
constraints on these early electron transfer reactions
is the brief lifetime of the BChl excited singlet state.
In organic solvents, the lifetime of the excited singlet
state of BChl is about 3 nanoseconds (Seely and
Connolly, 1986). Thus, the initial electron transfer
reactions in the bacterial photosynthetic reaction
center must take place on a timescale much shorter
than this in order to achieve a high quantum yield.
The requirement for ultrafast electron transfer in the
reaction center is made even more imperative by the
competition between forward electron transfer and
backward energy transfer to the antenna, a process
which is usually thermodynamically favorable due

to the large number of antenna pigments per reaction
center (Dawkins et al., 1988; Woodbury and Parson,
1986).

The initial electron transfer reactions of photo-
synthesis have been best studied in the reaction
centers of the purple nonsulfur bacteria (Kirmaier
and Holten, 1987, 1993; Feher et al., 1989; Parson,
1991; Martin and Vos, 1992). Though many of the
mechanistic details of this process remain unclear,
the overall kinetics are well known. The initial charge
separation takes place within a few picoseconds and
is followed by two subsequent electron transfer
reactions that take place on the hundred picosecond
and hundred microsecond timescales, respectively.
The state formed at each step is progressively more
stable, starting with the excited singlet state, which
has an intrinsic lifetime that is probably less than a
nanosecond (see below) and resulting in a final charge-
separated state with a lifetime of roughly a second
and a quantum yield of nearly 100%. Of course,
there is a price to be paid for this stability and
reaction specificity; the final charge-separated state
of the purple bacterial reaction center conserves only
about one third of the standard free energy available
in the initial excited singlet state, relative to the
ground state.

The success of studying photosynthetic electron
transfer in the purple nonsulfur bacteria comes from
the many technical advantages of working with the
reaction centers from these organisms. The reaction
centers of several species are readily isolated in high

Abbreviations:     –  A-side BChl monomer.    –  B-side BChl
monomer; BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; BPhe – bacteriopheo-
phytin;    – A-side Bphe;    – B-side Bphe; P – BChl dimer; P*
– excited singlet state of  P;   – cation of  P;    – A-side BChl of
P;   –  B-side BChl of P;   –  A-side quinone; –  B-side
quinone; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodosprillum
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yield and in most cases are stable for days in the dark
at room temperature or indefinitely when frozen
(Feher and Okamura, 1978; Prince and Youvan, 1987;
Snozzi and Bachofen, 1979). They have a small, well
defined number of absorbing cofactors and,
importantly, the electron transfer function of the
reaction center can be cleanly separated from the
energy gathering function of the antenna, making the
performance and interpretation of optical spectros-
copy much simpler than it is in systems where the
antenna and the reaction center have not or cannot be
separated. Finally, genetic manipulation of the
reaction center genes has become routine in recent
years, and the reaction center of purple nonsulfur
bacteria has proven to be a surprisingly robust system
for directed mutagenesis studies (Coleman and
Youvan, 1990; Bylina and Youvan, 1991).

This chapter is devoted to a brief, and necessarily
incomplete, summary of what has been learned,
primarily during the past 10 years, about the pathway,
kinetics and thermodynamics of early electron
transfer in the reaction centers of purple nonsulfur
bacteria and their mutants. The chapter starts with a
discussion of the structural aspects of the reaction
center that are known to affect the early electron
transfer reactions and a brief description of some of
the mutations that have been constructed and
characterized. This leads to a description of reaction
center spectroscopy and then to a discussion of
possible mechanisms of electron transfer, particularly
for the initial charge separation reaction. While there
is at present no consensus on the mechanism of
initial electron transfer, an attempt is made to
distinguish between possible mechanisms and to
point out the complex aspects of the experimental
observations that have proven difficult to unambigu-
ously explain using simple kinetic models.

II.The Reaction Center of Rhodobacter
sphaeroides

Spectroscopically, the best characterized of the purple
bacterial reaction centers is the complex isolated
from Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides. The three
dimensional structures of both this reaction center
and the reaction center from Rhodopseudomonas
(Rp.) viridis have been determined by X-ray
diffraction studies as described in detail in Chapter
23 by Lancaster et al. Briefly, the structure of the
reaction center of Rb. sphaeroides has two symmetry

related subunits, L and M, that each have five
transmembrane helices, and a third subunit, H, that
has one transmembrane helix and a large globular
domain (Fig. 1A; Allen et al., 1987; Chang et al.,
1991;Chirino et al., 1994; Ermeler et al., 1994). The
reaction center BChls, bacteriopheophytins (BPhes)
and quinones are divided into two branches, labeled
A and B, that are related by the same symmetry
axis as the L and M subunits (Fig. 1 A). Apparent in
the structure is a closely interacting dimer of BChls
that serves as the primary electron donor (P). Sym-
metrically placed with respect to P are two BChl
monomers and two BPhes and and
two quinones and Between the two quinones
is a non-heme iron atom that appears to serve a
structural role in stabilizing the complex. In
carotenoid containing strains of Rb. sphaeroides,
there is also a symmetry breaking carotenoid molecule
situated near

The two BChls which make up P overlap at the
ring I position with a separation of approximately 3
Å (Fig. 1 A,B). The twofold symmetry of the dimer is
broken by molecular interactions involving the
protein. Some distances involving symmetry related
residues are not equivalent. For example, the distances
between each of the magnesiums of the initial electron
donor BChls and the ligating of histidines L173
and M202 in Rb. sphaeroides are different,
respectively 2.1 Å and 2.6 Å (Chirino et al., 1994).
Also, different side chains are found at some
symmetry related positions. For example, the
symmetry related residue of His L168, that forms a
hydrogen bond with the acetyl group of ring I of the
A-side BChl of the dimer, is Phe M197 which cannot
form such a bond. The asymmetry in the protein
interactions has led to the suggestion that these
structural differences should establish the asymmetry
in electron transfer (Plato et al., 1988; Scherer and
Fischer, 1989; Parson et al., 1990; Thompson et al.,
1991).

Electron transfer proceeds from the excited state
of the primary donor, P*, to in approximately 3.5
ps. The closest distance between P and is
approximately 7Å. To explain the fast rate of electron
transfer over this distance, bridging intermediates
have been suggested, most commonly located
between P and (see Fig, 1A). Near is the
primary quinone that receives the electron in
approximately 200 ps. The electron is subsequently
transferred to the secondary quinone in about
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III. Reaction Center Mutants

A number of mutations have been constructed
involving residues near the dimer and monomer
BChls in Rb. sphaeroides and a closely related
bacterium, Rb. capsulatus (Fig 1B). These mutations
fall into 4 general classes: 1) mutations of the
histidines that provide ligands for the Mg of the
BChls, 2) mutations of the aromatic residues, 3)
alterations of hydrogen bonds to the dimer, and 4)
large scale symmetry changes of the M subunit to
corresponding regions of the L subunit and vice
versa. In addition, two mutations have been
constructed near one of the BPhes, (Fig. 1C)
that: 1) introduce a potential Mg ligand and 2) break
an existing hydrogen bond donor to the 9-keto group
of ring V. The general characteristics of these
mutations are described briefly below.

A. Heterodimer Mutants

Histidines L173 and M202 (or M200 in Rb.
capsulatus) that provide ligands for P have been
altered in both Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus
(Bylina and Youvan, 1988; Kirmaier et al., 1988;
McDowell et al., 1991a,b). Changing either of these
histidines to leucine results in the formation of a
BChl-BPhe heterodimer in place of the normal BChl-
BChl homodimer. Based upon the higher midpoint
potential of the BPhe, the unpaired electron would be
expected to be localized primarily on the BChl side
of the pair forming In both of the
heterodimer mutants the yield of electron transfer is
decreased by roughly a factor of two. The measured
decay rates of the excited state are 42 ps, 18 ps and 14
ps for the L173 and M202 mutants in Rb. sphaeroides,
and the M200 mutant in Rb. capsulatus, respectively.
The rate and yield of transfer from to the primary
quinone is essentially unchanged. The M202 and
L173 heterodimer mutants of Rb. sphaeroides have
been characterized by X-ray diffraction to resolutions
of 3.0 Å and 4.0 Å, respectively (Chirino et al.,
1994). The structure of the M202 mutant has been
refined and shows that the BPhe is substituted into a
position similar to that normally occupied by the
BChl. Displacements and rotations of amino acid
residues, including Phe L181 and Phe M197, are
observed as well as an apparent loss of a nearby
water molecule. The limited resolution of the L173
data prevented refinement of the structure although
features similar to that of the M202 mutant were

observed in difference electron density maps.

B. Mutation of Aromatic Residues

Two symmetry related aromatic residues Phe L181
and Tyr M210 (M208 in Rb. capsulatus) are located
near the dimer, BChl monomer, and BPhe on the A
and B sides, respectively. These residues have been
altered to a variety of other residues in various
combinations by several groups in both Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides (Nagarajan et al., 1990, 1993;
Finkele et al, 1990; Chan et al., 1991a; Jia et al.,
1993). The replacement of Tyr M210 by a Phe resulted
in an electron transfer rate to approximately five-
fold slower than wild type. Replacement of the
symmetrically related residue, Phe L181, with a Tyr
resulted in a roughly two-fold increase in the P*
decay rate. The mutations result in only small changes
in the reaction center structure as measured by
resonance Raman, linear dichroism, and X-ray
diffraction (Mattioli et al., 1991a; Gray et al., 1990;
Chirino et al., 1994). Theoretical calculations have
suggested that the observed changes in rates for the
mutants principally arise from altered energy levels
of the charge-separated states due to changes in the
electrostatic field (Parson et al., 1990; Nagarajan et
al., 1993).

C. Hydrogen Bond Mutants

The BChl dimer has carbonyl groups in the conjugated
system of rings I and V of both BChls. In wild type
Rb. sphaeroides reaction centers, only one of these
carbonyl groups forms a hydrogen bond to a nearby
amino acid (His L168). Residues near the other three
carbonyl groups, Leu L131, Leu M160, and Phe
M197 have all been mutated to His in Rb. sphaeroides
(Williams et al., 1992a,b,c) and Phe Ml95 in Rb.
capsulatus, which corresponds to M197 in Rb.
sphaeroides, has also been changed to His (Stocker
et al., 1992). In addition, the one hydrogen bond
present in the wild type has been removed by the
mutation of the His at L168 to a Phe (Murchison et
al., 1993). In each case that a histidine was inserted
near a ring I or ring V carbonyl group, a new hydrogen
bond resulted (Mattioli et al., 1994, 1995; Nabedryk
et al., 1993). The addition of each hydrogen bond to
the BChl dimer resulted in an increase of 50–120 mV
in the midpoint potential of P in Rb. sphaeroides
(Williams et al., 1992b; Murchison et al., 1993; Lin
et al., 1994) and at least 100 mV in the His
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mutant of Rb. capsulatus (Stocker et al., 1992).
Associated with the decrease in the free
energy difference for each mutant is a decrease in the
rate of P* decay ranging from 1.5 to 4-fold at 295 K
(Williams et al., 1992b; Murchison et al., 1993). The
loss of the existing hydrogen bond in the
Phe mutant resulted in a corresponding decrease in
the midpoint potential of 80 mV but the rate of
electron transfer was essentially unchanged at 295 K
(Murchison et al., 1993).

D. Large-Scale Symmetry Mutants

Large scale symmetry changes have been made by
exchanging regions of the L subunit with the
corresponding region of the M subunit, and vice
versa, in Rb. capsulatus (Robles et al., 1990; Taguchi
et al., 1992). Replacing residues M192 to M217 that
form the D-helix of the M subunit with the
corresponding residues of the L subunit, L165 to
L190, results in a reaction center that is not capable
of electron transfer due to the loss of (the
mutant’, Robles et al., 1990). The corresponding
replacement of the D-helix of the L subunit with M
subunit sequences has also been constructed as has
the complete D-helix swap between the L and M
subunits (Robles et al., 1990). In the mutant, the
excited state of P, P*, has a lifetime of 190 ps,
allowing a detailed spectroscopic characterization of
this state (Breton et al., 1990). Another symmetry
mutant, sym1, was constructed by replacing residues
Ml87 to M203 of the M subunit with the corres-
ponding residues of the L subunit, L160 to L176.
This mutant has a decreased quantum yield of electron
transfer (65–70%), a three-fold decrease in the rate
of P* decay, and an increase in midpoint potential of
at least 100 mV (Stocker et al., 1992; Taguchi et al.,
1992). Many of these functional changes were
attributed to the specific change of Phe to His at
M197 that results in the introduction of a hydrogen
bond to the dimer (see above). None of the large
scale symmetry mutants, nor any of the single site
mutants that have been characterized to date, result
in clearly demonstrable electron transfer involving
the inactive (B-side) cofactors of the reaction center.

E. Mutations Near

The introduction of a potential Mg ligand at M214 in
Rb. sphaeroides by the mutation Leu to His results in
a mutant with a BChl replacing (the mutant;

Kirmaier et al., 1991). The decay rate of the stimulated
emission from P* in this mutant is 6.4 ps and the
electron transfer rate from the cofactor to the
primary quinone occurs in approximately 350 ps
with a 60% quantum yield of (Kirmaier et al.,
1991). The standard free energy difference between
P* and (see below) was 85 mV less negative in
the mutant than the value determined for wild type
reaction centers.

A second mutation near involves the loss of a
hydrogen bond between Glu L104 and the ring V
keto group of the BPhe. This mutation,
Leu, resulted in a 12 nm shift of the band of

and a slightly slower rate of 4.8 ps for the
decay of P* with no change in yield compared to
wild type (Bylina et al., 1988).

IV. The Ground State Optical Spectrum of
Reaction Centers

The ground state optical spectrum of reaction centers
isolated from Rb. sphaeroides strain 2.4.1 is shown
in Fig. 2 at 295 K and at 20 K. The small number of
bacteriochlorins (4 BChls and 2 BPhes) makes the
isolated reaction center much simpler to study by
optical spectroscopy than the intact photosynthetic
membrane, and essentially all of the direct
measurements of electron transfer discussed in this
chapter have been performed on isolated complexes.

A great deal of experimental and theoretical
investigation has been directed towards the assign-
ments of the different reaction center spectral bands.
Though the spectral features are complex (Fig. 2),
and it is very likely that there is substantial mixing
between the electronic transitions of the different
cofactors affecting both the energy and oscillator
strengths of the individual transitions, the transitions
seen at 865, 802, 760, 590, and 540 nm in the 295 K
spectrum of Rb. sphaeroides (960, 830, 790, 600,
and 540 nm in Rp. viridis) can be largely assigned to
specific cofactors or types of cofactors (Zinth et al.,
1985; Parson, 1987, 1991; Breton, 1988; Breton et
al., 1989; Feher et al., 1989). It is clear that the 865
nm band seen in the 295 K spectrum of Rb.
sphaeroides is predominantly the transition of the
pair of BChls, P. The band at 802 nm in the 295 K
spectrum of Fig. 2 is thought to be largely due to the

transitions of the monomer BChls. At 20 K, this
band resolves into at least two transitions (the 802 nm
transition becomes asymmetric, Fig. 2) at 802 and
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810 nm, possibly representing the two monomer
BChls in distinct environments (Beese et al., 1988;
Williams et al., 1992b), though contributions from
other transitions in this region are possible as well
(Breton, 1988; Breton et al., 1989). The band at
760 nm in the 295 K spectrum of Fig. 2 is
predominantly due to the transition of the BPhes.
At low temperature, this band becomes more
asymmetric in Rb. sphaeroides, due, at least in part,
to the two different environments of the BPhes as
shown by specific reduction of the individual BPhes
by photopumping methods (Robert et al., 1985).
This is more easily seen in reaction centers from Rp.
viridis where the two BPhe bands are well resolved
at low temperature (Tiede et al., 1987; Kellogg et al.,
1989). The band near 600 nm in Fig. 2 is due to the
overlapping transitions of all of the reaction
center BChls. The band near 540 nm at room
temperature in Fig. 2 is the combined transitions
of the BPhes. The bands of the BPhes resolve
quite cleanly into two transitions at low temperature.
The BPhe which is predominantly involved in the
electron transfer gives rise to the narrower 546 nm
peak at 20 K while the broader 533 nm transition
shows much less photobleaching activity (Fig. 3 and
Bylina et al., 1988). Linear dichroism studies of
single crystals (Zinth et al., 1985) and specific
mutagenesis near affecting its spectral properties
(Bylina et al., 1988) have shown that the red absorbing
BPhe is Mutagenesis studies have indicated that
the spectral shift between the BPhes is largely due to

a glutamic acid in the L-subunit which hydrogen
bonds to (Bylina et al., 1988), though further
mutagenesis in this region and at the symmetrically
located site in the M subunit has suggested that other
factors in the protein environment of the BPhes may
significantly affect these transition energies as well
(Williams and Allen, unpublished results).

V.The Spectral and Kinetic Properties of P*

The only known photochemically active excited
singlet state of the reaction center is the lowest
excited singlet state of the initial electron donor, P*.

533
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This is also the state that is produced upon energy
transfer from the antenna, and direct excitation into
any of the other BChls or BPhes in the reaction
center rapidly results in energy transfer to P again
forming P* (Breton et al, 1986; Breton et al., 1988;
Du et al., 1992; Xiao et al., 1994).

A. Spontaneous Emission from P*

Though in wild type reaction centers the quenching
of the excited singlet state of P is predominantly via
charge separation, P* can also decay by other
nonradiative pathways (see below) or by emitting a
photon. The emission spectrum for P* is shown in
Fig. 4B. The natural radiative rate constant of P* is
estimated to be about (Woodbury and
Parson, 1984). Characterizing the decay of the
spontaneous emission from P* is a useful method for
determining its population as a function of time.
Several laboratories have used picosecond and
subpicosecond resolution transient spectroscopy to
study the kinetics of the spontaneous emission from
P*. The kinetic behavior of P* decay determined by
these measurements is complex. It does not show
single exponential kinetic behavior as one would
expect for a simple irreversible, first order reaction.
Fig. 5a shows the multiexponential decay of the
spontaneous emission on the picosecond timescale
in Rb. sphaeroides reaction centers (Du et al., 1992;
Muller et al., 1992; Hamm et al., 1993). Fig. 5b
shows that emission is also observed on timescales
as long as nanoseconds, when forward electron
transfer to the quinone is blocked (Schenck et al.,
1982; Sebban and Moya, 1983; Woodbury and Parson,
1984; Peloquin et al., 1994; Ogrodnik et al., 1994).
When fit as a series of exponential decay terms, at
least three time constants are required to accurately
describe the P* decay in reaction centers with
unreduced quinones. At least five rate constants are
probably required to describe the decay of P* in
reaction centers with reduced or removed quinones.

B. Stimulated Emission and Absorption
Changes Associated with P*

It is also possible to follow the decay of P* by
observing the transient absorption spectrum of
reaction centers as a function of time. One of the
features of the transient difference spectrum of P*
often used to follow the decay of this state is the
stimulated emission in the 915 nm region (Woodbury

et al., 1985; Martin et al., 1986;Kirmaier and Holten,
1987, 1988b; Fleming et al., 1988; Holzapfel et al.,
1989). Fig. 4 compares the spectrum of the steady-
state spontaneous emission (Fig. 4B) with the
spectrum of the stimulated emission (Fig. 4A) from
Rb. sphaeroides reaction centers as determined by
exponential decay analysis of multiwavelength
ultrafast transient absorption measurements in the
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900 nm region. One disadvantage in measuring the
decay kinetics of P* by following the stimulated
emission instead of the spontaneous emission is that
sensitivity to small stimulated emission signals is
poor in comparison to that obtainable by following
the spontaneous emission. This is because a low
level of stimulated emission is indistinguishable from
small absorption changes which underlie the
stimulated emission band in the difference absorption
spectrum. Despite these difficulties, multiexponential
decay of the stimulated emission has been observed
which closely matches that of the spontaneous
emission from P* over the first 20 ps (Vos et al.,
1992; Woodbury et al., 1994).

The state P* also has other characteristic features

in the time-dependent difference absorption spectrum
recorded on subpicosecond timescales by fast
transient absorption spectroscopy (Kirmaier and
Holten, 1987; Kirmaier and Molten, 1993). The time
evolution of the absorption change spectrum in the
700–860 nm region is shown in Fig. 6A at room
temperature. Fig. 6B shows a single difference
spectrum at 0.4 ps that represents primarily the state
P*. There is a broad absorption throughout the 700–
820 nm region with small, but distinct, features in the
800 nm region (Fig. 6B). There is also a large
bleaching of the band of P as would be expected
for the excited state of this cofactor. This can be seen
most clearly in Fig. 6C which shows the difference
absorption spectra as a function of time over a broader
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spectral range. The bleaching at early times in the
870 to 940 nm region is the superposition of the
stimulated emission discussed above on the bleaching
of the ground state band of P.

C. The Intrinsic Lifetime and Electronic
Characteristics of P*

Much of what is known about the electronic properties
of P* comes from studies of the transition between
the ground state and P*. For example, electric field
effects on the energy of the P to P* transition provide
information about the magnitude and direction of the
difference dipole moment between P and P*. Low
temperature hole-burning experiments provide
insights into the mechanism of broadening of the
absorption band of P and about the degree of
inhomogeneity and the vibronic structure of the
excited singlet state. These issues have been
considered in detail in recent reviews (Boxer, 1993;
Reddy et al., 1992).

There is also complimentary information available
about the inherent properties of P* from fast transient
absorption measurements of both wild type and
mutant reaction centers. One very important property
of P* from a kinetic standpoint is its intrinsic lifetime
in the absence of electron transfer. One can easily
assign a minimum value to this number simply by
considering the yield of initial electron transfer. The
quantum yield of stable photooxidation of P has been
measured to be at least 98% (Wraight and Clayton,
1973). If the observed lifetime of P* is about 3 ps at
room temperature (just using the single exponential
decay lifetime), this means that the intrinsic lifetime
of P* must be at least 150 ps. Without a more precise
measurement of the quantum yield of the first electron
transfer step, it is difficult to do more than put a lower
limit on the intrinsic lifetime in the wild type reaction
centers. However, this value is much better known in
several mutants with quantum yields of the initial
electron transfer reaction that are low enough to
accurately measure. The simplest example of such a
mutant is the mutant (Robles et al., 1990) which
does not undergo electron transfer at all. P* decays in
about 190 ps in the mutant, consistent with the
minimum value estimated above (Breton et al., 1990).
This in itself is an interesting result, because
monomeric BChl in solution typically decays on a
timescale more than ten times this long (Seely and
Connolly, 1986). Further information about the
mechanism behind the rapid decay of P* comes from
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measurements of other mutants that perturb the
symmetry of this state. The best studied of these are
the heterodimer mutants (Bylina and Youvan, 1988;
Kirmaier et al., 1988; McDowell et al., 1991a,b). In
both heterodimer mutants the yield of electron transfer
drops dramatically due to both a decrease in the rate
of initial electron transfer and to a decrease in the
intrinsic lifetime of P* (McDowell et al., 199la;
Kirmaier et al., 1988). For example, when the histidine
at M200 is replaced by leucine in the Rb. capsulatus
reaction center, the intrinsic lifetime of P*, as
calculated from the yield and the observed lifetime
of P*, is about 30 ps (Kirmaier et al., 1988). This has
been rationalized in terms of the stabilization of the
charge transfer state of the heterodimer,
relative to the homodimer charge transfer state,

in the wild type. Model studies have indicated
that when the excited state of a dimer has a large
charge transfer character, nonradiative decay of the
excited singlet state is more rapid (e.g. Bilsel et al.,
1990). The results from these mutants have led to the
suggestion that P* in wild type reaction centers has
an intrinsic lifetime much shorter than monomeric
BChl in solution, possibly due to contributions to P*
from the charge transfer state. However, it is
noteworthy that in one mutation Phe in
Rb. sphaeroides) the intrinsic lifetime of P* is thought
to be more than 300 ps at room temperature and in
the nanosecond range at low temperature (Nagarajan
et al., 1990). The variability of the intrinsic lifetime
of P* among different mutants makes an accurate
estimate of this important number in wild type
reaction centers difficult.

D. Coherence Dephasing and Vibrational
Relaxation of P*

It has recently been possible to directly observe an
oscillatory time dependence of both absorption
changes (Vos et al., 1991, 1993, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c)
and emission decay profiles (Stanley and Boxer,
1994) shortly after P* formation. These are apparently
temporal manifestations of the vibrational modes
that have been observed by resonance Raman and
photochemical hole-burning techniques (Shreve et
al., 1991; Reddy et al., 1992; Cherepy et al., 1994).
The Fourier transform of the oscillatory parts of
these decays reveals two broad frequency regions. In
wild type reaction centers, one of the modes strongly
coupled to the P to P* transition is centered near 120

at 10 K or at 295 K, the other is in the

15 to range (Vos et al., 1994a,b,c; Stanley
and Boxer, 1994). The frequency of the lower energy
mode is rather uncertain due to the fact that the
oscillation is on the same timescale as the electron
transfer in wild type (Stanley and Boxer, 1994 ).
Fig. 7 shows the oscillatory behavior of the stimulated
emission in the reaction center mutant of Rb.
capsulatus. Here, the P* decay time is much longer
than the period of the lower frequency mode, making
the determination of the mode frequency by Fourier
transform analysis more certain. In all studies
performed on this phenomenon in reaction centers,
coherence dephasing occurs on the 1–2 ps timescale
(Vos et al., 1991, 1993, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c; Stanley
and Boxer, 1994).

There is presently no direct measurement of the
timescale of the vibrational relaxation of P*. The
observation of vibrational coherence indicates that
at least some of the modes coupled to P* are not well
coupled to the bath on timescales comparable to the
overall rate of initial electron transfer. In addition,
results from hole-burning measurements of reaction
centers suggest that thermal equilibration with the
bath is not instantaneous (Middendorf et al., 1991),
and in vitro measurements of monomer and dimer
porphyrins have indicated that vibrational relaxation
of porphyrin excited states can occur on a timescale
of picoseconds to tens of picoseconds (Rodriguez
and Holten, 1989; Rodriguez et al., 1991). There are
also changes in the transient absorption difference
spectrum on the subpicosecond timescale which could
be interpreted as a change in the state P* (Vos et al.,
1992). Recently, Vos et al. (1994c) have shown that
the spectral features of the stimulated emission evolve
dramatically during the first few hundred femto-
seconds after light absorption. One would expect
that dipolar relaxation of the protein around the
excited state would give rise to a dynamic Stokes
shift (Pierce and Boxer, 1992). The spectral changes
seen in the stimulated emission from P* do imply an
overall displacement of the excited state potential
surface relative to the ground state potential surface
(Vos et al., 1994c), though the excited state evolution
observed appears to be a coherent movement and
may not represent the complete vibrational relaxation
process (Vos et al., 1994b). There is also recent
evidence that in a reaction center mutant
Phe) with a somewhat longer P* lifetime than that
observed in wild type there is a shift of the stimulated
emission spectrum to higher energies as a function
of time (Nagarajan et al, 1993). This has been
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interpreted as a relaxation of P* possibly involving
changes in underlying absorption transitions of the
excited state or changes in the oscillator strength of
the stimulated emission.

VI. The State

A. The Spectral Properties of

The oxidized state can be formed as a stable state
either by freezing reaction centers in the presence of
light (forming or by addition of an oxidant
such as ferricyanide (forming One can also
cause nearly complete conversion to the state
by steady-state illumination of reaction centers at
room temperature. The difference absorption
spectrum in the near infrared is dominated by a
bleaching of the band of P (865 nm in Rb.
sphaeroides, Fig. 2) and a shift to higher energy of

the 802 nm transition, presumably due to an
electrochromic shift of one or both of the monomer
BChls in this region. These features also dominate
the and spectra (see below). In addition,
at 1250 nm in Rb. sphaeroides there is a small
absorption band which appears upon formation,
and at an additional  transition has been
detected by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(Breton et al., 1992).

The stability of produced either chemically or
photochemically has allowed it to be characterized
by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and
electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR)
(reviewed in Lubitz, 1991). The initial modeling of
the electron donor as a BChl dimer was based on the
EPR and ENDOR spectra of in Rb. sphaeroides
(Feher et al., 1975; Morris et al., 1975). In these
models, the delocalization of the unpaired electron
over a symmetrical dimer reduces the width of the
EPR spectrum by a factor of and reduces the
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hyperfine coupling constants of the ENDOR spectra
by a factor of 2 compared to the spectra of in
organic solvents. More refined models for the
distribution of the electron spin density of have
been developed using molecular orbital calculations
based upon the three dimensional structure of the
reaction center (reviewed in Plato et al., 1991).
Analyses of these data indicate an unequal distribution
of the electron spin density over the dimer halves,
favoring by approximately 2:1 in both Rb.
sphaeroides and Rp. viridis (Lendzian et al., 1988,
1993). Essentially identical ENDOR spectra have
been reported for in chromatophores of Rb.
sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus, Rhodosprillum (Rs.)
centenum and Rs. rubrum (Rautter et al., 1994).
While reaction centers isolated from Rb. sphaeroides
and Rs. rubrum showed ENDOR spectra similar to
those observed in chromatophres, reaction enters
isolated from Rb., capsulatus and Rs. centenum had
significantly altered ENDOR spectra that indicate a
5:1 ratio of spin density favoring rather than the
2:1 ratio observed in chromatophores (Rautter et al.,
1994). In addition, the availability of reaction center
crystals has allowed determination of the anisotropic
components of the hyperfine coupling constants and
consequently a significant improvement in accuracy
of the calculated spin density of for reaction
centers from Rb. sphaeroides (Lendzian et al., 1993).

Changes in the spin density due to altered
interactions with the protein can be measured by
EPR, ENDOR and FT Raman. The heterodimer
mutants show large changes in the EPR and ENDOR
signals due to the predominant localization of the
unpaired electron on the BChl side of the dimer
(Huber et al., 1990; Bylina et al., 1990). The sym1
mutant also shows a broadened EPR signal indicating
a more localized cation state than wild type (Stocker
et al., 1992). Analyses of ENDOR experiments on
the hydrogen bond mutants of Rb. sphaeroides have
enabled the quantitative determination of the relative
spin densities on the two BChls of the dimer. The
addition of each hydorgen bond causes a significant
redistribution of spin density yielding a series of
mutants with spin density ratios ranging from
0.3 to 5.0 (Rautter et al., 1992, 1995). These spin
density changes have been modeled in terms of
preferential stabilization of or due to the
introduction of each hydrogen bond. The magnitude
of the oxidation induced upshift of one of the dimer
carbonyl Raman bands is also an indicator of the
localization of the electron spin density (Mattioli et

al., 1991a). This upshift provides estimates that are
consistent with the ENDOR values (Mattioli et al.,
1994, 1995)

B. The Midpoint Potential

The midpoint potential can be measured in
reaction centers by monitoring the amplitude of the

dimer band while titrating the sample either by
chemical oxidants and reductants or by electro-
chemical titration. In wild type reaction centers from
Rb. sphaeroides, the measured midpoint potential is
approximately 500 mV (Williams et al., 1992b;
Nagarajan et al., 1993). A number of mutations near
the dimer have been characterized that alter the
midpoint potential by 10 to 50 mV (Du et al., 1992;
Nagarajan et al., 1993). Two types of reaction center
mutations have been found that result in significantly
larger midpoint potential changes. First, due to the
altered cofactor composition, the Rb. sphaeroides
heterodimer, Leu, has a midpoint
potential that is 160 mV above that of wild type
(Davis et al., 1992). Second, addition or removal of
hydrogen bonds between P and the surrounding
protein results in large midpoint potential changes.
The loss of the hydrogen bond between the ring I
acetyl group and His L168 in Rb. sphaeroides reaction
centers results in an 80 mV decrease in potential
(Murchison et al., 1993). The gain of a hydrogen
bond between a histidine and the other acetyl group
or one of the keto groups of the dimer results in an
increase of 55 mV to 125 mV (Williams et al.,
1992a,b,c; Stocker et al., 1992). The combination of
hydrogen bonds is additive (Lin et al., 1994) and
correlated with the total change in hydrogen bonding
energy (Mattioli et al., 1995). The combination of
mutations yielding hydrogen bonds to histidine at all
four keto and acetyl groups of P results in a net
increase in the midpoint potential of 260 mV
compared to wild type (Lin et al., 1994). The
formation of a hydrogen bond between a Tyr and the
acetyl group of ring I results in a smaller increase in
the potential (30 mV, Wachtveitl et al., 1994). This
suggests that the large increase in potential due to the
formation of hydrogen bonds with histidines is due
either to the formation of a strong hydrogen bond or
to another specific property of the histidine, such as
electrostatic interaction (Williams et al., 1992b;
Mattioli et al., 1994, 1995).
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VII.The Product of Initial Charge Separation

A. The Formation and Spectral Properties of
the State

As one might expect from the complexity of the
decay of the initial electron donor excited singlet
state, the kinetics of formation of the first fully
populated charge-separated state are complex as well
(Holzapfel et al., 1989; Dressier et al., 1991; Kirmaier
and Holten, 1990; Kirmaier and Holten, 1991; Chan
et al., 1991b). Time constants between 0.9 and 4 ps
have been reported at room temperature, depending
on the wavelength measured and the method of
analysis (single exponential vs. multiexponential).
Complex kinetics are also obtained at low temper-
ature, with lifetimes determined by exponential decay
analysis on the 0.6 to 2.5 ps timescale as well as on
the roughly 15 ps timescale (Kirmaier and Holten,
1990; Lauterwasser et al., 1991; Woodbury et al.,
1994). Possible explanations for the complex spectral
and kinetic behavior during the first 10–15 ps are
discussed later in this chapter along with a
consideration of several mechanistic models
involving intermediate states. Here, we will consider
the spectral properties of the charge-separated state
present on the 15–20 ps timescale.

Though there is considerable disagreement about
the mechanism of formation of the state present 15
ps after light absorption, there is general agreement
about the spectral properties of the state that is
formed. Examples of difference absorption spectra
as a function of time for Rb. sphaeroides reaction
centers are shown in Fig. 6A and 6C at room
temperature and in Fig. 8A at 20 K. The difference
spectrum on subpicosecond timescales is mostly that
of P* (Fig. 6B). This then evolves with time to form
the state shown at 20 ps in Fig. 6C. The absorption
decreases in the 760 nm (Fig. 6C) and 546 nm
(Fig. 3) bands of the reaction center at this time have
been used to argue that the state present is
predominantly a charge-separated state made up of
the cation of P and the anion of the A-side BPhe
see below for a discussion of the relative yields of
charge separation along the A and B cofactors),
though the absorption changes near 800 nm
complicate this assignment (Kirmaier and Holten,
1987). The extent of the 760 and 800 nm absorption
changes associated with formation of the anion can
be seen most easily when the contribution of the
absorption changes due to have been subtracted.

Since the quinone does not absorb significantly in
the near infrared, the difference spectrum is
usually taken to represent absorption changes due to

Fig. 9A compares the absorbance change
spectrum (15 ps) and the absorbance change
spectrum (660 ps). Fig. 9B shows the result of
subtracting the spectrum from the
spectrum. In the resulting difference spectrum there
is a large bleaching not only at 760 nm presumably
corresponding to but also a large bleaching near
800 nm. The concept that this state might be an
equilibrium mixture of two states, and
was proposed (Shuvalov and Parson, 1981) but later
thought improbable due to the fact that the relative
absorption changes between the 760 and 800 nm
regions were not very temperature dependent
(Kirmaier and Holten, 1987). Since BPhe has a less
negative midpoint potential, it seemed reasonable
that, at least at low temperature where thermal
population of two states with different enthalpies is
unlikely, would predominantly remain. As will
be discussed below, however, the energetics of initial
charge separation is still a matter of debate and its
temperature dependence is not entirely understood.
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Mutagenesis has also helped in understanding the
charge-separated state. In the mutant, the spectral
characteristics of the state present after initial electron
transfer are dramatically altered (Fig. 10), again
implying that is probably playing a predominant
role in the formation of the 15 ps charge-separated
state in the wild type (Kirmaier et al., 1991). This
evidence coupled with detailed kinetic and photo-
dichroism studies of a transient absorption increase
near 650 nm thought to represent the anion of the
charge-separated state (Fig. 10; Kirmaier et al., 1985a;
Kirmaier and Holten, 1991) has led to the general
acceptance of the assignment of the state present 15
ps after light absorption as being predominantly

(Kirmaier and Holten, 1987).

B. Charge Recombination in the State

It is possible to measure the intrinsic decay time of
the state in reaction centers where the
subsequent transfer of an electron to has been
blocked by reduction or removal of the quinones. At
room temperature, the lifetimes reported for this
state vary from 10 to 20 ns, depending on the sample
conditions and the state of the quinone (reduced or
removed, Schenck et al., 1982; Ogrodnik et al., 1982;
Chidsey et al., 1984). There are three pathways for
decay of (Scheme (1)). First, it is possible to
have recombination reforming the excited singlet
state which then decays by mechanisms discussed
above to the ground state. This probably has very
little role in the decay of in wild type reaction
centers, since the free energy of the state is
substantially below that of P*on the nanosecond
timescale (see below). It does appear to play a role in
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the decay of in some mutants in which the
midpoint potential of the special pair has been greatly
increased, resulting in a much smaller free energy
gap between P* and (Taguchi et al., 1992;
Peloquin et al., 1994).

The second possible decay route for is direct
recombination to the ground state. This occurs with
a time constant of roughly 10 ns in Rb. sphaeroides
reaction centers where electron transfer to the quinone
is blocked by reduction (Schenck et al., 1982). This
is the dominant decay path in wild type reaction
centers at room temperature; nearly 90% of the
decay follows this route (Parson et al., 1975). This
reaction is interesting in its own right, since it
represents electron transfer between and P, much
as does the forward reaction, except that different
molecular orbitals of P and are involved.

The final decay path for involves triplet
formation. After charge separation, the coupling
between the electron spins of the radical pair is small
enough so that over a period of nanoseconds the
spins can dephase resulting in the formation of radical
pair states with triplet character (Parson et al., 1975).
Charge recombination then results in the formation
of triplet P, with a yield of 5–10% at 295 K. At 77
K, the recombination reaction in the singlet state
slows down and formation becomes the dominant
decay product of when electron transfer to the
quinone is blocked.

VIII. Electron Transfer to the Primary
Quinone

A. The Absorption Changes Associated with
Electron Transfer to

As described above, most investigators believe that
the state present 15 ps after excitation of the reaction
center is predominantly During the subsequent
several hundred picoseconds, this state decays to
form the state This process can be followed by

observing the absorption changes at 546 or 760 nm
due to recovery of the ground state absorption of the
BPhe as the electron is transferred to the quinone or
by observing the change in the absorption near 650
nm where the anion of BPhe absorbs (Kirmaier and
Holten, 1987). As was the case with the initial electron
transfer reaction, the rate at which these absorption
changes occur depends on the wavelength of
measurement (Kirmaier et al., 1985b; Kirmaier and
Holten, 1990). Single exponential fits of the
absorption changes yield time constants ranging
from 80 ps to 320 ps in Rb. sphaeroides reaction
centers. There are various possible ways of explaining
the complex kinetics, but because there are no obvious
intermediate charge-separated states between the
BPhe and the primary quinone, it has been suggested
that multiple conformational states of the reaction
center, either as a static distribution or a dynamic
progression, give rise to the kinetic and spectral
complexity observed. Like the kinetics of the initial
electron transfer reaction, the rate of electron transfer
to is only weakly temperature dependent,
increasing by about a factor of two as the temperature
is lowered from 295 K to 4 K (Kirmaier et al.,
1985b).

B.          Charge Recombination

If electron transfer to the secondary quinone is
blocked, decays to the ground state in about
100 ms at room temperature in Rb. sphaeroides
reaction centers. Charge recombination in this state
is faster at low temperature, occurring in about 30 ms
at 77 K (Parson, 1987). There is a substantial body of
literature that considers the mechanism of this
recombination reaction. Much of this work has
utilized conditions, mutations or quinone sub-
stitutions that change the midpoint potential of or
P, followed by measurement of the effects of those
changes on the charge recombination kinetics
(Gunner et al., 1982; Gopher et al., 1985; Popovic et
al., 1986a,b; Woodbury et al., 1986; Lösche et al.,
1987; Franzen et al., 1990, 1993; Williams et al.,
1992c; Franzen and Boxer, 1993; Lin et al., 1994).
The thermodynamics of this state and the effect of
changing the redox chemistry of the quinone on
charge recombination will be considered in a later
section of this chapter. However, measurements in
Rb. sphaeroides reaction centers point to the concept
that with ubiquinone in the pocket at room
temperature, most of the recombination occurs
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utilizing as a virtual intermediate in a
superexchange mechanism (Franzen et al., 1993).
When quinones with more negative redox potentials
are substituted for ubiquinone, an activated route,
probably also involving  as a thermally accessible
intermediate, becomes dominant (Woodbury et al.,
1986; Gunner et al., 1982). The thermally activated
path is also observed in native reaction centers of Rp.
viridis (Shopes and Wraight, 1987).

IX. Electron Transfer from the Primary to
Secondary Quinone

In many respects, the most complex reaction that
occurs in the reaction center is electron transfer
between the two quinones. Unlike the other electron
transfer reactions that occur between one-electron
carriers in a nearly solid-state configuration, is a
two electron carrier and electron transfer is linked
both to proton uptake and binding of quinone to the

site. The details of this reaction are the subject of
Chapter 26 by Okamura and Feher.

X. The Thermodynamics of Reaction Center
Electron Transfer

Two primary techniques have been used to measure
the standard free energy difference between P* and
early charge-separated states. One of these involves
monitoring the yield and decay The predominant
path to formation in the reaction center is
intersystem crossing in the state followed by
charge recombination (Scheme (1)); Parson et al.,
1975). The yield of formation and the rate of decay of
the triplet state are sensitive to the free energy
difference between and (Chidsey et al.,
1985). Combined with the known energies of  and
P* relative to the ground state, the free energy gap
between P* and has been estimated as about
0.26 eV in Rb. sphaeroides reaction centers (Takiff
and Boxer, 1988; Goldstein et al., 1988; Ogrodnik et
al., 1988). The limitation of this technique is that it
can only be used to determine the free energy gap
tens of nanoseconds or microseconds after electron
transfer has occurred.

The other common method for estimating the free

energy gap between P* and the early charge-separated
states is to monitor the fluorescence of P* as a
function of time after excitation and to compare the
initial fluorescence amplitude of P* (the initial
concentration of P*) to the amplitude of the
fluorescence due to back electron transfer from early
charge-separated states (Schenck et al., 1982). This
method has the advantage of giving information
about electron transfer energetics on the timescale of
electron transfer. However, the analysis is model
dependent, requiring the assumption that the small
amplitude fluorescence components are due to
thermal repopulation of P* from Though this
interpretation is largely accepted on the nanosecond
timescale, there are alternative, kinetically consistent,
interpretations of the very early time complexities of
P* decay that involve an intrinsic static heterogeneity
in the reaction center population giving rise to several
different rates of P* decay (discussed below; see also
Ogrodnik et al., 1994).

If one accepts the model that the complex kinetic
decay of the excited singlet state is due to thermal
repopulation of P* from a series of charge-separated
states with different energies (this model for the
decay kinetics of P* is discussed in more detail
below), then this leads to the conclusion that the
standard free energy gap between P* and the early
charge-separated state(s) depends strongly on the
timescale of the measurement. On the nanosecond
timescale, in reaction centers in which electron
transfer past is blocked by reduction of the
quinones, the standard free energy gap between P*
and calculated from the long-lived fluorescence
amplitude is nearly 0.20 eV (Woodbury and Parson,
1984; Schenck et al., 1982; Woodbury et al., 1986),
approaching that determined by the longer timescale
triplet P technique. However, on the timescale of a
few tens of picoseconds, the free energy gap estimated
from the P* fluorescence decay is only about 0.12 eV
(Williams et al., 1992b). If one interprets the
multiexponential decay of P* on the picosecond
timescale in terms of equilibration with a charge-
separated state, then the free energy gap calculated is
a few tens of meV or less, depending on the
temperature (Woodbury et al., 1994). Obviously, the
issue of the driving force for electron transfer at early
times is not completely understood, and the estimates
one obtains for this number are dependent on the
model one uses to describe the kinetics of electron
transfer.

One of the most confusing and controversial aspects

A. The Standard Free Energy Difference
Between P* and

543
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of the thermodynamics of electron transfer is its
temperature dependence. If one estimates the standard
free energy change between P* and on
microsecond timescales by monitoring the state,
one finds that the free energy determined is nearly
temperature independent (Takiff and Boxer, 1988;
Ogrodnik et al., 1988). This implies that the driving
force for electron transfer is largely enthalpic.
However, if one estimates the free energy change
between P* and from the fluorescence decay as
described above, then one finds that the standard free
energy change calculated is very temperature
dependent, decreasing from approximately 120 meV
on the ten picosecond timescale at 295 K to less than
10 meV on the same timescale at 20 K (Peloquin et
al., 1994). A plot of the time evolution of the standard
free energy difference between P* and the early
product(s) of charge separation as a function of
temperature, calculated from the fluorescence decay,
is shown in Fig. 11 for one of the high potential
hydrogen bond mutants Similar
results are obtained for R-26 reaction centers, though
the level of the long-lived fluorescence is lower (see
below). According to this analysis, the free energy
becomes very small as one approaches zero time and

zero temperature. A naive analysis of the temperature
effect on the free energy gap might imply that the
driving force for electron transfer was largely entropic,
contrary to the experiments performed on longer
timescales. However, a more careful consideration
of the temperature dependence of the P* decay shows
that the relationship between free energy and
temperature is not linear over a very large temperature
region as would be expected for a purely entropic
process (Woodbury and Parson, 1984; Peloquin et
al., 1994). Instead, the slope of the temperature
dependence varies dramatically, particularly near
200 K and 100 K. This, coupled with the fact that the
free energy appears to be smaller at early times, has
led to the suggestion that the free energy of the
system is strongly affected by movements of the
cofactors and their protein environment, and that
these movements are frozen out at low enough
temperature or simply have not had time to occur at
early times (Peloquin et al., 1994; Woodbury et al.,
1994). Another possibility is that the time and
temperature dependence of the fluorescence decay
results from a broad distribution of charge-separated
state free energies which is static on the time scale of
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these experiments (Ogrodnik et al., 1994).
One further way of exploring the thermodynamics

of the early electron transfer reactions is to consider
the effects of mutations known to change the steady-
state midpoint potential. For the hydrogen bond
mutants that change the reduction potential over
a nearly 400 mV range (Williams et al., 1992a,b;
Murchison et al., 1993; Lin et al., 1994), one finds
that as the midpoint potential is increased, more
long-lived fluorescence due to back electron transfer
is observed. This is consistent with the idea that
much of the long-lived fluorescence is due to back
electron transfer reforming P*, since one would
expect an increase in the midpoint potential to
be correlated with a decrease in the free energy gap
between and P* making thermal repopulation
of P* more favorable.

B. The Relative Standard Free Energy of

Little experimental evidence exists on the free energy
of However, there is one recent paper which
addresses this question within the model of an initial
charge separation reaction forming a true state
followed by a faster reaction forming (see
below). In this work, Schmidt et al. (1994) used a
transient absorbance increase near 1050 nm as a
indication of the population of By performing a
replacement of with pheophytin (instead of
bacteriopheophytin) they were able to increase the
relative free energy of This resulted in thermal
repopulation of and P* from   which allowed
them to estimate energies for these states. From the
level of the apparent anion absorbance near 1050 nm
under these conditions they calculated a standard
free energy difference of about 50 meV between

and P*. It is important to note that, like the
fluorescence methods discussed above, the use of
thermal repopulation to calculate the free energy of

in this system depends explicitly on the model
employed.

C. The Relative Standard Free Energy of

The decay of the much weaker long-lived (milli-
second) fluorescence from P* in thermal equilibrium
with has given rise to estimates for the standard
free energy of this state as well. is estimated to
be about 0.86 eV below P* in free energy or about
0.52 eV above the ground state in Rb. sphaeroides
(Arata and Parson, 1981). The latter value very nearly

matches what one obtains by using the measured
midpoint potentials of P and Similar measure-
ments have placed about 60 meV below at
neutral pH (Arata and Parson, 1981). A similar value
is also obtained by a consideration of the decay
kinetics of these two states (Kleinfeld et al., 1984;
Maróti and Wraight, 1988). A much larger free energy
difference between and is observed in
reaction centers of Rp. viridis (Gao et al., 1991).

Similar estimates of the standard free energy
difference between P* and have been made on
a series of reaction centers in which has been
removed and replaced by a quinone other than
ubiquinone (Woodbury et al., 1986). As with the
series of mutations described above that alter the

midpoint potential, one would expect that
substitution with quinones of higher reduction
potential than ubiquinone would result in a
state that is closer to P* in energy and thus would
give rise to more thermal reformation of P* during
the lifetime of A clear correlation is observed
between the amplitude of the long-lived (millisecond)
fluorescence decay and the reduction potential of the
quinone used, supporting the validity of the estimates
of the relative free energy of using the
fluorescence measurements.

A summary of the energetics of the excited and
charge-separated states of Rb. sphaeroides reaction
centers is given in Fig. 12.

XI. Reaction Center Symmetry and the
Direction of Electron Transfer

One of the most striking features of the reaction
center crystal structure is the approximate 2-fold
rotational symmetry which encompasses both the
cofactors and the two core protein subunits, L and M
(Fig. 1A; Deisenhofer et al., 1984; Allen et al., 1987;
Chang et al., 1991). As alluded to above, however,
the predominant cofactors involved in the initial
electron transfer events appear to be those on the
A-side of the reaction center. The exact ratio of A vs.
B side electron transfer is not agreed upon. Values
have been published ranging from about 3.6:1
favoring the A-side to 200:1 (Horber et al., 1986a,b;
Tiede et al., 1987; Kellogg et al., 1989; Michel-
Beyerle et al., 1988; Kirmaier et al., 1985a; Breton et
al., 1986; Bylina et al., 1988; Lockhart et al., 1990).
The evidence for electron transfer directionality
comes primarily from monitoring the absorption
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changes due to reduction of the two BPhes which can
be distinguished spectrally at low temperature (Fig. 3).
Steady state photopumping experiments have been
performed in which the rate or yield of reduction
is measured and compared to that of reduction
(Tiede et al., 1987; Kellogg et al., 1989). Also, direct
measurements of absorption changes in the
spectral bands have been performed on the picosecond
timescale (Fig. 3; Kirmaier et al., 1985a,b; Breton et
al., 1986; Bylina et al., 1988; Lockhart et al., 1990).
All of these have shown electron transfer strongly
favoring formation of though the magnitude and
interpretation of the small spectral changes in the
absorption bands varies between different reports
and using different samples and conditions.

It is clear from the photopumping measurements
that it is possible to form the state implying
that this state does not lie very far above P* in energy.
However, it is not clear at this point whether the
major determining factor in the directionality of
electron transfer is the kinetics or the thermodynamics

of the process. Because the mechanistic reasons
underlying the predominant A-side electron transfer
are not known and the formation of is clearly at
least possible under certain conditions, it is difficult
to extrapolate accurately between measurements at
cryogenic temperatures (where the BPhe spectral
bands are well resolved) in isolated reaction centers
and the actual working of the photosynthetic apparatus
at physiological temperatures in an energized
biological membrane. However, the indication from
the available spectroscopic data is that electron
transfer in vivo predominantly involves A-side
cofactors.

Several attempts have been made to alter the
symmetry of the reaction center by mutagenesis. The
first, and perhaps most relevant of these to our present
understanding of the importance of symmetry in
electron transfer, are the two heterodimer mutants.
One might think that the symmetry-breaking aspect
of the reaction center that is important for the observed
asymmetry in electron transfer would be the
environment around the special pair itself. Since
there is no unambiguous evidence for B-side electron
transfer on any timescale, it makes sense to suggest
that the asymmetry of importance exists in the very
initial state of the system, P*. It also seems reasonable
to suppose that changing one of the BChl molecules
of the special pair to a BPhe would skew the electron
density in this state to one side (as it does in the state

Huber et al., 1990; Bylina et al., 1990), therefore
predisposing the system to undergo electron transfer
along one of the branches. However, neither
heterodimer mutant significantly affects the
directionality of electron transfer (McDowell et al.,
1991b).

Further evidence that the environment of the special
pair does not play a predominant role in determining
the direction of initial electron transfer comes from
the Rb. capsulatus mutant, sym 1, which symmetrizes
a large fraction of the amino acids in the vicinity of
P (Taguchi et al., 1992; Stocker et al., 1992). Though
a small fraction of the B-side BPhe band appears
to bleach in this mutant at 20 K, the effect is no larger
than that observed in wild type grown and isolated
under the same conditions (Woodbury et al.,
unpublished results). Apparently, the symmetry of
the electron distribution of the special pair is not the
only determining factor in the direction of electron
flow.

This points to the environment of cofactors further
along the chain as potentially important in
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determining the electron transfer asymmetry. Several
different mutations have been made that alter the
environment of one or the other monomer BChl in
the reaction center. One of the amino acids predicted
to significantly affect the energy of is the tyrosine
at M210 in Rb. sphaeroides (Parson et al., 1990).
Changing this to a phenylalanine, the identity of the
symmetrically related amino acid at L181, increases
the lifetime of the excited singlet state of P, but does
not appear to affect the direction of electron flow
(Nagarajan et al., 1990;Finkele et al., 1990). Similarly,
changing the phenylalanine at L181 to a tyrosine or
preparing the double mutant in which the tyrosine
and phenylalanine are exchanged between the two
subunits affects the lifetime of P*, but does not
appear to dramatically alter the direction of electron
transfer (Chan et al., 1991b).

One other mutation that speaks to this issue is the
mutant that changes the A-side BPhe to a BChl

(Kirmaier et al., 1991). This mutation cleanly removes
any bleaching due to in the BPhe region of the
spectrum, and by perturbing the energy of the A-side
electron acceptor, it could potentially force the
electron transfer down the other branch, particularly
if the determining factor in the electron transfer
asymmetry was the thermodynamics of the charge-
separated state (Kirmaier et al., 1991). Despite these
changes, however, there is no significant bleaching
in the absorption band of in this mutant (Fig.
10; Kirmaier et al., 1991).

Finally, large scale mutations were prepared in
which a number of amino acids in the D-helix near
the monomer BChls and the BPhes have been either
made the same between the L and M subunits or have
been exchanged (Robles et al., 1990). These mutations
do have large effects on electron transfer, but no
evidence has been obtained for B-side electron
transfer. Of particular note in this regard is the
mutant that appears to completely lack the A-side
BPhe. There is no evidence, even with the A-side
completely nonfunctional, for significant electron
transfer along the B-side (Vos et al., 1991).

XII. The Pathway and Mechanism of Initial
Electron Transfer

The pathway and mechanism of the initial electron
transfer reaction has been the source of considerable
controversy (Holzapfel et al., 1989, 1990; reviewed
by Kirmaier and Holten, 1993; Chan et al., 199la;

Martin and Vos, 1992) and as yet no consensus has
been reached. As described above, the kinetics of
both P* decay and of the formation of subsequent
charge-separated states is complex. P* decay occurs
on many timescales with multiple kinetic components
as determined by exponential decay analysis of the
spontaneous emission. The absorption changes
associated with charge separation are also complex,
involving multiple exponential decay components
and wavelength dependent kinetics, at least at physio-
logical temperatures. Since P* can be monitored by
following the emission from this state, its population
can be detected even at very low levels, and therefore,
its decay kinetics have been characterized over longer
timescales than charge-separated state formation.
Thus, models to describe the decay of the excited
state will be considered first.

A. Kinetic Models for P* Decay

There are two general types of models that have been
suggested to explain the multiexponential decay of
the excited singlet state. One is that the different
kinetic components of the P* decay represent different
subpopulations of reaction centers with different
rate constants for electron transfer (Kirmaier and
Holten, 1990; Muller et al., 1992). This could explain
the complexity of the P* decay on the picosecond to
hundred picosecond timescales if one assumed a
very broad distribution of electron transfer rate
constants within the reaction center population.
However, it is unlikely that this could be used to
account for P* decay times longer than a few hundred
picoseconds because the intrinsic lifetime of P* in
the absence of electron transfer is thought to be only
100–300 ps in the wild type (see above) and even
shorter in some mutants that still show substantial
levels of long-time fluorescence (Williams et al.,
1992a; Peloquin et al., 1994). At least on the longer
timescales, one needs to invoke the participation of
substantial back electron transfer reforming P* from
the charge-separated state(s).

The concept of reversible electron transfer brings
up the second class of possible explanations. The
complex kinetics of P* could be generated by
reversible reactions between P* and several different
charge-separated states or multiple nuclear con-
figurations of the same charge-separated state. This
could manifest itself as several possible parallel
products of P* decay (Muller et al., 1992; Hamm et
al., 1993) or as a linear sequence of product states
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(Kirmaier et al., 1985b; Du et al., 1992; Woodbury et
al., 1994). The latter model has been used for the
estimation of free energy gaps from fluorescence
decay data (discussed above in the section on
thermodynamics; Schenck et al., 1982; Woodbury
and Parson, 1984; Peloquin et al., 1994). The one
requirement of any model involving substantial
backwards electron transfer is that the states involved
must be close enough in free energy so that significant
thermal repopulation of the initial state is possible.
This last point has important implications. A linear
series of charge-separated states in a homogeneous
reaction center population can only give rise to the
complex P* decay observed if significant back
electron transfer occurs, reforming P* from the
charge-separated state(s). A spectral analysis of the
reaction center absorption changes that are concurrent
with the various decay components of P* is consistent
with the notion that a series of protein conformational
changes altering the free energy of the state
occurs as a function of time (Woodbury et al., 1994).
A similar model also explains the temperature
dependence of the long-lived fluorescence from
reaction centers (Peloquin et al., 1994). However,
since the decay of P* is complex even at low
temperature, this model requires that the free energy
difference between P* and the form of present
shortly after electron transfer is very small, a few
meV at 20 K (discussed above; see also Peloquin et
al., 1994; Woodbury et al., 1994).

None of the simple models described above to
explain the complex P* decay are wholly satisfactory.
It is not clear either how electron transfer at low
temperature could occur with driving forces of a few
meV or why there would be a distribution of
productive electron transfer reaction rates within the
reaction center population spanning two to three
orders of magnitude. Before considering mechanistic
issues further, the experimental evidence from
transient absorption studies for the involvement of
intermediate states in this reaction will be considered.

B. The Role of in Initial Electron Transfer

The absorption changes associated with the early
charge separation reaction involve both multiple
exponential decay components and wavelength-
dependent kinetics, at least at room temperature.
Perhaps the simplest way to explain a wavelength-
dependent reaction timecourse is to introduce an
intermediate state with a significantly different

spectrum from the initial or final states. Due to the
position of the A-side monomer BChl in the reaction
center structure (Fig. 1 A), the state is an obvious
possibility for such a state as illustrated in the
following kinetic scheme:

where the time constants shown are for fits performed
at 295 K of the data in Fig. 6A. Absorption change
kinetics at some key wavelengths that have been
used as evidence for a intermediate are shown
in Fig. 13. As shown in Fig. 14A, multiexponential
fits of this transient absorption data over a broad
wavelength range result in a fast (0.9 ps) change in
these regions followed by a slower (3.1 ps) kinetic
component. It is particularly striking that in some
spectral regions these two changes are actually in
opposite directions (see 788 nm in Fig. 13). This has
been taken as strong evidence that there are more
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than two spectrally independent components involved
in the reaction.

The involvement of anion states of bacterio-
chlorophyll has also been inferred from transient
absorbance measurements in the 1000 to 1100 nm
region where the anion of bacteriochlorophyll is
expected to absorb. Zinth and coworkers have
observed a short-lived absorbance increase in this
region which they have assigned to the low steady-
state population of using a model similar to
kinetic Scheme (2) above (Arlt et al., 1993; Schmidt
et al., 1994).

Note that in Scheme (2) the initial reaction is
slower than the second reaction This is
because the spectral evidence for the intermediate
state involves relatively small absorption changes
compared to those expected from the state Fig.
14A shows the amplitude spectra of the absorption
changes associated with the 0.9 ps, 3.1 ps and constant
terms which result from an exponential fit of the
absorption change surface in Fig. 6A.

Using the global exponential decay analysis of
Fig. 14A, one can take a specific kinetic scheme,
such as Scheme (2), and calculate the difference
spectra for the proposed intermediate states. The
results of such an analysis for Scheme (2) at 295 K
are shown in Fig. 14B. Similar analyses have been
performed by Holzapfel et al. (1990) on a series of
kinetic traces with less spectral resolution. The
calculated spectrum of the intermediate state in
this model does show substantial bleaching near 800
nm, as one might expect for a BChl anion. However,
the spectra derived from this model are complex, and
both and have significant absorption
changes in all of the spectral transitions of the
reaction center. Thus, identification of the two spectra
predicted by this model as and is not
unambiguous. In any case, an irreversible scheme,
such as Scheme (2), could not be entirely correct
because it predicts a single exponential decay of P*,
contrary to what is observed.

At low temperature (20 K), the complex kinetics
of electron transfer still remain (Lauterwasser et al.,
1991; Woodbury et al., 1994), but the wavelength
dependence of the kinetics is much less pronounced
(Kirmaier and Holten, 1990) and isobestic points are
maintained throughout the initial electron transfer
reaction (Kirmaier and Holten, 1988a). Singular value
decomposition analysis (which is model independent)
demonstrates that at 20 K there are only two spectrally
distinct states required to describe the early electron

transfer reactions of R-26 reaction centers (Fig. 15
and Woodbury et al., 1994). This argues against the
concept that there is a distinct intermediate at
20 K since one would expect this state to have a
spectrum different from either P* or a pure
state. It is possible that the electron transfer pathway
is different at low and high temperatures (Chan et al.,
1991b). However, the fact that the complex kinetics
are present at both temperatures suggests that there
may be an explanation other than a significantly
populated intermediate for the multiexponential
kinetics of the absorption changes associated with
early charge separation.

C. Other Possible Reaction Intermediates

Because the kinetic model in Scheme (2) is not
unequivocally supported at 295 K and appears not to
hold at 20 K, several other possible explanations for
the complex absorbance change kinetics at early
times have been considered. First, one could assume
that the 0.9 ps component (using the 295 K kinetics)
represents the first reaction and the 3.1 ps component
the second reaction as shown in Scheme (3).

Here, due to the small size of the absorption changes
associated with the fast kinetic component, one
possible intermediate state in this model could be an
altered form of P* (Holzapfel et al., 1989). A spectral
analysis of the same kinetic decays used for
Scheme (2) is also shown in Fig. 14C for Scheme
(3). Here one can see that the proposed intermediate
state indeed looks similar to the initial P* in spectral
features, though there are changes in the magnitude
of the relative extinction coefficient as a function of
wavelength. Evidence for changes in the state P*
during the first few hundred femtoseconds after light
absorption has been presented by Vos et al. (1991,
1994a,c). This model could explain some of the early
time complexity in the decay kinetics of the
fluorescence from P* assuming that was also
able to fluoresce. Of course, it does not explain the
components of the fluorescence decay on the several
picosecond to hundreds of picosecond timescale
(see above).

D. Reaction Center Heterogeneity

The fact that at low temperature, the wavelength
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dependence of the kinetics essentially disappears
and one finds only two spectrally distinct states
involved in the initial electron transfer reaction,
presumably P* and (Kirmaier and Holten,
1988a; Kirmaier and Holten, 1990; Woodbury et al.,
1994), has suggested that the complex spectral
changes in the first few picoseconds may be due to a
reaction center population heterogeneity that is either
static or dynamic (Kirmaier et al., 1985b; Kirmaier
and Holten, 1990; Muller et al., 1992; Small et al.,
1992; Jia et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1993; Ogronik et
al., 1994; Woodbury et al., 1994; Bixon et al., 1995).
There could be either a static heterogeneity in the
rate of initial electron transfer or a dynamic
heterogeneity due to a series of states formed
sequentially each with a different free energy relative
to P*, as described above to explain the complex P*
decay. For example, the data of Figs. 6 and 13 could
be explained in terms of a model in which there are
two distinct reaction center subpopulations each
undergoing electron transfer with a different rate. In
this model, one needs to assume that the two
subpopulations undergo electron transfer at different
rates and that the states formed are significantly
different in their spectral properties in the 800 nm
region at 295 K but not at 20 K (Kirmaier and Holten,
1990; Woodbury et al., 1994). Alternatively, a model
in which the free energy difference between P* and

is small and time dependent can be used,
accounting for the complex absorption change
kinetics on the picosecond timescale and for the
complex emission decay kinetics on timescales from
picoseconds to nanoseconds. However, this model
requires a very small free energy difference between
P* and particularly at low temperature
(Woodbury and Parson, 1984; Peloquin et al., 1994;
Woodbury et al., 1994; see also sections above on P*
decay and the thermodynamics of charge separation).

E. Pathway and Mechanism

As described above, there are several possible ways
to describe the complex kinetic features associated
with the initial electron transfer reaction, and no
single mechanism for this reaction has yet been
widely accepted. From the present understanding of
electron transfer theory in these systems, it is clear
that all three bacteriochlorins that comprise the A-
side electron transfer chain must play some role in
the early electron transfer pathway. Those who support
the notion that the kinetic complexity during the first

few picoseconds can be explained by the formation
of think of this state as a true populated
intermediate between P* and (Holzapfel et al.,
1989; Arlt et al., 1993; Schmidt et al., 1994). On the
other hand, those who use other mechanisms to
explain the complexity of the transient absorption
data usually assign the role of as that of a virtual
state, modifying the coupling between P* and
but never itself being populated (Kirmaier and Holten,
1991). Alternatively, it is possible that the excited
and charge-separated states involved in electron
transfer are close in energy and strongly coupled and
that none of these states exist in pure form at any time
during the course of the reaction (Woodbury et al.,
1994; Small et al., 1995), though present theoretical
estimates of the electronic coupling between the
states involved in electron transfer argue against this
concept (Plato et al., 1988; Scherer and Fischer,
1989).

XIII.The Role of the Reaction Center Protein
in Electron Transfer

The discussion above has concentrated on the kinetics,
thermodynamics and pathway of electron transfer in
terms of the reaction center BChls, BPhes and
quinones. Because the visible and near infrared
spectroscopy of the reaction center is determined by
the electronic structure of these cofactors, the
cofactors have occupied center stage in electron
transfer models. However, there is growing evidence
that the protein may play an extremely important role
in driving the reaction forward and preventing side
reactions which might otherwise occur.

There are a number of studies which have supported
the concept that there are changes in nuclear structure
during the charge separation (as suggested above),
and that the result of these movements either stabilizes
the charge-separated state or prevents recombination
to form the ground state. For example, the to

electron transfer reaction will not occur at
cryogenic temperatures if the sample is cooled in the
dark. However, cooling the sample in the light results
in a significant population of reaction centers
apparently frozen in a conformation that allows this
reaction to proceed (Kleinfeld et al., 1984). As
described above, the multiexponential decay kinetics
of P* can be explained in terms of protein motions
progressively stabilizing the charge-separated state
(Woodbury and Parson, 1984; Peloquin et al., 1994;
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Woodbury et al., 1994). Similarly, some of the
complex absorption changes observed during electron
transfer to have been suggested to be due to
nuclear motion (Kirmaier and Holten, 1990).

Recently, concerted protein motion has been used
to explain the oscillatory behavior of the picosecond
and subpicosecond absorption signals in the
stimulated emission region of the spectrum (Vos et
al., 1993, 1994a,c), opening up the possibility for a
direct role of protein motion (or at least direct
involvement of protein vibrational modes) in the
electron transfer event. Finally, there have been
indications from FTIR and resonance Raman
measurements of changes in protein-protein or
protein-cofactor interactions upon formation of or

(Breton et al., 1991; Nabedryk et al., 1990a,b;
Mattioli et al., 1991b). Ultrafast absorption changes
in the infrared spectral region hold promise for further
direct observation of protein motion during the early
electron transfer reactions (Maiti et al., 1993).
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Summary

Photosynthetic bacterial reaction centers provide a rich territory for exploring the nature of biological electron-
transfer reactions. The crystal structures of reaction centers from two species of bacteria are known, and the
structures can be modified by site-directed mutagenesis or by substituting other pigments for the natural
bacteriochlorophylls, bacteriopheophytins or quinones. Femtosecond laser excitation pulses of various
wavelengths can be used to prepare the initial excited state in a variety of conditions, and the kinetics of the
subsequent charge separation and recombination reactions can be measured with extremely high time
resolution. Measurements can be made under an extraordinarily wide range of conditions, including low
temperatures and the presence of external electrical or magnetic fields. Further, there are many intriguing
observations to explain. Several of the reactions occur extremely rapidly and become even faster with
decreasing temperature; electron transfer along the active ‘L’ branch of the pigments is much faster than that
along the ‘M’ branch; and seemingly drastic changes in the structure sometimes have little effect on the
directionality or rates of the reactions. What is it, then, that determines the speed and temperature dependence
of an intermolecular electron-transfer reaction in a protein?

This chapter discusses electron-transfer reactions from a theoretical perspective. Beginning with the picture
provided by simple time-dependent perturbation theory, we first set down general expressions that relate
electron-transfer rate constants to the energies of the vibrational states of the reactants and products. We then

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 559–575.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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consider some of the phenomenological expressions that can be used to describe electron transfer under various
simplifying assumptions. These expressions range from the classical Marcus equation to the quantum
mechanical equation of Kubo and Toyozawa. Many of the expressions have been applied in discussions of
reaction centers and have been used to fit experimental data on rate constants as functions of temperature or of
the overall free energy change in the reaction. We then turn to microscopic calculations of electron-transfer
parameters on the basis of the actual structure of the protein. We show how molecular-dynamics simulations
using potential energy functions allow one to calculate free-energy changes and reorganization energies and to
evaluate the vibrational modes that are coupled to a reaction. These parameters can be used in several types of
dynamic simulations of electron transfer, including fully quantum mechanical density-matrix treatments that
incorporate vibrational relaxations of intermediate or product electronic states. The chapter ends with a brief
survey of microscopic calculations of electronic coupling factors.

I. Introduction

Imagine a system consisting of an electron donor (D)
and acceptor (A) that are very far apart. Let’s designate
by the state of the system in which D is reduced and
A oxidized, and by the state in which D is oxidized
and A reduced. We’ll neglect electronic spins, which
give rise to singlet and triplet substates of and for
the moment we’ll also neglect vibrational substates
of and as well as the interactions of the molecules
with their surroundings. We can represent states
and by wavefunctions and with
and As long as A and D are too far apart
to interact, transitions between states and do not
occur. In this case, and are eigenfunctions of
the Hamiltonian operator, and either wavefunction
satisfies the Schrödinger equation,

Now suppose we bring D and A closer together so
that the electrical fields from electrons on each
molecule begin to contribute to the potential energies
of the electrons on the other. These interactions
introduce a new term to the Hamiltonian, which
makes our original solutions to the Schrödinger
equation no longer satisfactory. and now are
diabatic states that do not diagonalize the complete
Hamiltonian. However, if the interactions between D
and A are still relatively weak, reasonably satisfactory
wavefunctions can be written in the form of linear
combinations of and with coefficients ( and

that reflect the extent to which the state of the
system resembles or

Abbreviations: and – accessory bacteriochlorophylls on
the L (photochemically active) and M (inactive) sides of the
purple bacterial reaction center; and – bacteriopheophytin
and quinone that act as the initial electron acceptors;
P – bacteriochlorophyll dimer that serves as the primary electron
donor; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas

When this expression for is inserted in Schrödinger
equation along with the full Hamiltonian
(see, e.g., Merzbacher, 1970; Atkins, 1983), the
coefficients and are found to oscillate with
time. The frequency of the oscillation depends on the
interaction matrix element or electronic coupling
factor, which is the integral

The nomenclature here means that operator
O operates on function a, the result is multiplied by
the complex conjugate of function b, and the product
is integrated over all space. The amplitude of the
oscillations of and depends on both and the
magnitude of the energy difference between
states and and it peaks sharply when goes
to zero. If we start out with molecule D reduced (

and the probability of finding that an
electron has moved to A ( or will begin
to grow with time according to the expression

The initial rate of the transition is obtained by
differentiating Eq. (3) with respect to time:
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In general, an electron-transfer reaction involves a
variety of nuclear vibrational and rotational substates
of the product electronic state so can take on
different values. Interactions with the surroundings
broaden the distribution of energies by causing the
initial product to decay into more stable forms. To
obtain an expression for the electron-transfer rate
constant we therefore must integrate Eq. (4)
over a range of energies. However, the term
sin drops off very rapidly as
departs from zero.

The contributions of transitions to various nuclear
substates can be assessed by writing the time-
dependent wavefunction of the system as a sum of
products of the electronic wavefunctions
and nuclear wavefunctions     and

The matrix elements for the individual vibronic
transitions then are given by

The square of the overlap integral of a pair of
nuclear wavefunctions, is termed a  Franck-
Condon factor. If the reacting system is in thermal
equilibrium with its surroundings, summing up the
contributions of all the possible vibrational transitions
and integrating Eq. (4) over the widths of the
vibrational energy levels gives

where

and is the Boltzmann constant. The factor
weights the contribution from vibrational level i of

according to the population of this level at
temperature T. The delta function is 1 if the
energy of level f of is the same as that of
level i and zero otherwise.

Electron transfer thus can occur at an appreciable
rate only if the reactants have a thermally accessible
nuclear state whose energy is the same as that of a
nuclear state of the products, and if the Franck-
Condon factor for this combination of states is not
zero. The semiclassical statement of these conditions

is that electron transfer occurs at points where the
potential-energy surfaces of the reactants and products
intersect (Fig. 1). It is only at these intersections that
the system can move from the reactant to the product
surface while conserving both energy and momentum.
The electron-transfer rate depends on the frequency
at which random structural fluctuations of the
reactants and their surroundings bring the system to
such crossing points, and on the strength of the
coupling factor that then can induce transitions to the
product state. If is relatively small, so that the
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system usually passes through the crossing point
without evolving into the products, the reaction is
said to be nonadiabatic. Most of the electron-transfer
steps in photosynthetic reaction centers probably are
nonadiabatic, with the possible exception of the
initial reduction of bacteriopheophytin If is
large enough so that a transition to the product state
occurs virtually every time the system reaches a
crossing point, the reaction is termed adiabatic. In
this case, the approximations inherent in the analysis
outlined above become severe, and the problem
usually is better treated by starting with wavefunctions
that diagonalize the full Hamiltonian (see Warshel
and Hwang, 1986).

The electronic coupling factor depends on the
overlap of the molecular orbitals of the electron
donor and acceptor, and so falls off approximately
exponentially with the distance between the two
molecules (Moser et al., 1992). It can be increased by
superexchange coupling through virtual intermediate
states. In superexchange, the virtual intermediate
state connects the initial and final states ( and
by mixing quantum mechanically with both of them.
The strength of this mixing depends, in part, on the
energy difference between and (or at the
point where If is large relative to the
interaction matrix elements and then

II.   Phenomenological Descriptions of
Electron-Transfer Reactions

Attempts to apply Eq. (7) to an actual system such as
the reaction center encounter both conceptual and
practical problems. For one thing, we have assumed
that the reactants are in thermal equilibrium with
their surroundings, and that the various vibrational
modes of the system are excited stochastically, i.e.,
with random phases. Studies with femtosecond
excitation flashes indicate that such an equilibrium
may not be attained during the short lifetime of in
the reaction center (Vos et al., 1993). Second, we
have neglected the matter of what happens to the
product state after it forms. This amounts to
assuming that the vibrational substates of that are
populated in the reaction relax by transferring energy
to the surroundings rapidly enough so that back-
reactions to are insignificant, but not so rapidly as
to give a large uncertainty-broadening of their

energies. Perhaps most importantly, Eq. (7) leaves us
with the practical problem of finding the energies
and Franck-Condon factors for all the vibrational
modes of the system. This is not yet feasible for a
system as large as the reaction center, or indeed for
any protein. Let us therefore consider some possible
simplifications of the problem.

In a classic series of papers, Marcus (1956, 1965;
reviewed by Marcus and Sutin, 1985) showed that
the electron-transfer rate constant often can be related
to the overall free energy change in the reaction,
and a phenomenological parameter termed the
reorganization energy. The reorganization energy

is the change in free energy associated with
distorting the system from the mean nuclear
configuration of the reactants to that of the products,
or (equivalently, if the curvatures of the reactant and
product free-energy surfaces are the same) from the
mean nuclear configuration of the products back to
that of the reactants. Marcus assumed that the free
energies of the reactants and products were harmonic
(quadratic) functions of the displacement of the
system along the reaction coordinate (see Fig. 1a).
The relationship between the reaction coordinate
and the actual nuclear coordinates of the system was
not clearly defined initially, but such a definition was
not necessary at this level of the theory. (More
precise definitions of the reaction coordinate and the
free energy surfaces are given in Section III.) The
assumption of classical, harmonic free-energy
surfaces led to the expression

Here as in Fig. 1, is defined to be a positive
quantity, and many authors
use the reverse convention with regard to

Equation (9) has several important implications.
First, in order for to be greater than zero must be
nonzero, except possibly in the event that also is
zero. This means that there must be a difference in
nuclear geometry between the equilibrium structures
of the reactants and products. Second, the
activation free energy for the reaction, is given
by and thus depends quadratically on

If should be zero and the rate
should be essentially independent of temperature.
Further, a plot of ln(k) vs should go through a
maximum when (Fig. lb). Making the
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reaction more exothermic should speed up the
reaction in the region where but (perhaps
more surprisingly) should slow down the reaction in
the ‘inverted region’ where Marcus’
prediction concerning the inverted region lacked
experimental support for many years, but the
qualitative trend eventually was observed in studies
of covalently linked donor-acceptor pairs (Miller et
al., 1984; Wasielewski et al., 1985; Closs and Miller,
1988).

In the reaction center, for the reactions
and has been varied by

substituting other quinones for ubiquinone as
(Gunner et al., 1986; Gunner and Dutton, 1989), by
external electrical fields (Popovic et al., 1986; Feher
et al., 1988; Boxer et al., 1989; Franzen et al., 1990;
Franzen and Boxer, 1993), and by genetic modifi-
cations (Finkele et al., 1990; Nagarajan et al., 1990,
1993; Chan et al., 1991; Williams et al., 1992a,
1992b). Phenomenological fits of the rate constant to
the Marcus equation have been used to extract values
of and The notion that has been
invoked to account for the observation that the
activation energies for these reactions are zero. (Both
reactions actually speed up somewhat with decreasing
temperature.) However, this analysis fails to explain
why the reaction still speeds up with
decreasing temperature even if is altered
substantially (Gunner et al., 1986; Gunner and Dutton,
1989; Nagarajan et al., 1993). Also, although the

reaction does slow down when is
made more negative in the inverted region, the
decrease is not as pronounced as Eq. (9) predicts. As
we will discuss below, this discrepancy probably
reflects the fact that the classical Marcus equation
neglects quantum mechanical nuclear tunnelling
(Warshel et al., 1989a,b).

Several authors have developed expressions that
incorporate quantum mechanical effects and thus
should be better suited than Eq. (9) for treating
reactions at low temperatures. Probably the most
general expression is due originally to Lax (1952)
and Kubo and Toyozawa (1955), who showed that the
thermally-weighted Franck-Condon factors in Eq. (7)
can be expressed analytically if the vibrational modes
are assumed to be harmonic and to have the same
frequencies in the reactants and products. With these
assumptions (and with the same assumptions made
above concerning thermal equilibrium and irreversi-
bility), the rate constant takes the form of a Fourier
transform:

with

Here is the mean value of when the
system is in the reactant state is the frequency of
vibrational mode j; and

is the difference between the mean nuclear
coordinates for mode j in states and which
is defined to be dimensionless by setting
The problem of choosing appropriate values of the
and for an actual system such as the reaction center
may appear to be intractable because the total number
of vibrational modes available to a protein of this
size can exceed However, the assumption of
harmonic vibrational modes simplifies this task
significantly. We will return to this point below.

In the multimode model of Kubo and Toyozawa,
the overall reorganization energy is

A particular vibrational mode contributes to and
to the rate constant, only if for that mode is
nonzero. Vibrational modes that meet this test are
coupled to the reaction. The dimensionless factor

is sometimes referred to as the Huang-Rhys factor.
Motions along coordinates for which is zero affect
the potential energies of both the reactant and the
product states equally, without helping to bring the
system to a crossing point.

The quantum mechanical Franck-Condon factors
in Eq. (10) allow nuclear transitions that are forbidden
classically. Such nuclear tunnelling to excited
vibrational levels of the product electronic state
becomes particularly important when is more
negative than and this makes electron transfer in
the inverted region faster than predicted by the
classical Eq. (9) (Warshel et al., 1989a,b).

Alden et al. (1992) have derived an expression that
gives a good approximation to Eq. (10) but avoids
the need to evaluate the Fourier transform. A possible
further simplification is to treat the high-frequency
vibrational modes (e.g., those with
quantum mechanically, and the lower-frequency
modes classically. In principle, this should be
satisfactory as long as for the low-
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frequency modes. Another simplification is to treat
all of the vibrational modes (or all the high-frequency
modes) as a single mode with effective values of
and Following this approach, Levich (1966),
Jortner(1976,1980), Kestner et al. (1974) and Efrima
and Bixon (1976) obtained expressions of the form

where

and

Equation (12) reduces to the classical Eq. (9) in the
high-temperature limit, as does Eq. (10). Kakitani
and Kakitani (1981) have considered the case that
the effective frequency differs in the reactants and
products. The result in this case is formally the same
as Eq. (12) except that a temperature-dependent free
energy change replaces the energy gap
Sarai (1979,1980) presented a treatment that retained
a small number of discrete modes instead of just one
effective mode.

Small et al. (1992) have developed expressions
that collect the vibrational modes into one or two
effective modes but consider a heterogeneous sample
with a Gaussian distribution of energy differences
between the reactant and product states. If the mean
energy gap is as before, and the width of
distribution of is 2D,

where Besides including an
energy distribution, this expression differs from the
Marcus Eq. (9) primarily in the substitution of

for which incorporates the
main quantum mechanical effect of the zero-point
vibrational energy (Hopfield, 1974). For the initial
electron-transfer step in reaction centers, Small et al.
(1992) argue that is not large enough relative to

to have much effect on the kinetics.
As mentioned above, Eqs. (7) through (13) all

assume that the reacting species are in thermal
equilibrium with their surroundings. Marcus (1988),
Almeida and Marcus (1990) and Marcus and Almeida
(1990) have considered the case of a reaction that
proceeds through a very short-lived intermediate
state, which reacts in a second step before it has
much opportunity to relax. They refer to such a
process as a ‘nonsuperexchange coherent’ mechan-
ism, and derive phenomenological expressions that
take into account vibrational coherence between the
intermediate and final states. Kitzing and Kuhn (1990)
have derived expressions for an electron-transfer
reaction that is adiabatic in nature but is limited by
the rate of thermal relaxation.

III. Microscopic Calculations of Electron-
Transfer Parameters

Although the phenomenological expressions
discussed in the previous section provide a great deal
of insight into the nature of electron-transfer reactions,
the significance of fitting experimental kinetic results
to any of these equations is questionable because
such fits rarely determine the parameters uniquely.
Equivalent fits usually can be obtained by choosing
various combinations of and or various
vibrational frequencies, or by making some of the
parameters temperature dependent. Further, these
expressions do not tell us how to predict the rate of a
reaction for a given molecular system, because they
do not specify how to calculate the values for any of
the parameters on the basis of the system’s
microscopic structure. However, new computational
approaches and advances in computer power are
making such calculations possible for increasingly
large and complex systems. In the following sections,
we will describe microscopic calculations of free
energy changes, reorganization energies, and the
frequencies and displacements of vibrational modes
that are coupled to electron-transfer processes in
photosynthetic reaction centers. We also will indicate
how the same computational approaches allow one
to simulate electron-transfer dynamics using either
semiclassical or quantum mechanical formalisms.
For more detailed reviews that also discuss electron-
transfer reactions in solution, see Warshel and Parson
(1991) and Parson and Warshel (1993).
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A. Electrostatic Energies and the Importance
of a Complete Description of the Micro-
environment

As an illustration of a microscopic calculation of
for an electron-transfer reaction, consider the

energy of in the reaction center of Rhodo-
pseudomonas (Rp.) viridis. Attempts to detect
experimentally have given controversial results, and
it presently is unclear whether this state is a real
intermediate in electron transfer from P* to  or
whether it simply mediates the electronic coupling
of P* and by superexchange. Accurate calculations
of the energy of should help to resolve this
issue.

The free energy change associated with moving an
electron from P to is:

where is the energy of forming the ion pair
in the gas phase and represents the
difference between the solvation free energies of

and PB by their surroundings in the protein

Here is the energy of forming with P and
separated to infinite distance in a vacuum, is

the calculated change in electrostatic interaction

between P and at their actual positions in the
reaction center (still without any dielectric shielding
by the protein or the surroundings), is the Faraday
constant, and are the redox potentials of the
reactants, and is the calculated
change in solvation energy for forming the individual
ions under the reference conditions of the redox
measurements

The thermodynamic cycle composed
of these steps is shown in Fig. 2.

Combining (14) and (15) gives

This expression circumvents the problem of
calculating quantum mechanical gas-phase energies

The evaluation of the gas-phase energy is
immediately problematic. In principle, could be
obtained by gas-phase quantum mechanical calcu-
lations, and this approach has been taken by Scherer
and Fischer (1989a,b), Thompson and Zerner (1991)
and Marchi et al. (1993). However, such calculations
are not yet able to give accurate results for the
ionization energies and electron affinities of such
large molecular systems as P and B. At present, it
seems more reliable to use a thermodynamic cycle
that incorporates experimental information on the
midpoint redox potentials of P and in the protein,
or where necessary, of bacteriochlorophyll in solution
(Creighton et al., 1988; Parson etal., 1990). This can
be done by writing:
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directly. Calculations of solvation energies, though
subject to difficulties we will discuss below, are
presently more reliable and are necessary anyway for
evaluation of the term in Eq. (14). In
addition, Eq. (16) reduces the problem largely to a
calculation of the difference between the solvation
energy of and the sum of the solvation energies
for and This is helpful because some types of
errors tend to cancel out in the result.

Given the molecular structure and rudimentary
descriptions of the molecular orbitals of P and

can be obtained straightforwardly by summing
the interactions of the partial charges on the atoms of
the two molecules, using a dielectric constant of 1.
Evaluating the solvation energies requires more
discussion. One approach here would be to use a
macroscopic reaction-field treatment. The solvation
energy of for example, could be expressed in
the form:

where is the dipole moment of the dipole, b
is the effective radius of the protein cavity around the
dipole, is the effective dielectric constant of the
protein, and

However, it is not clear what value of to
use inside the protein (Warshel and Åqvist, 1991),
nor how to choose the appropriate value of b (Luzhkov
and Warshel, 1991). Since , is
proportional to Eq. (17) cannot be used to obtain
a reliable value for In addition, resort to such a
macroscopic treatment would dash any hopes of
exploring how microscopic structural features give
rise to differences in electron-transfer rates on the L
and M sides of the reaction center.

The three main options are molecular-dynamics
simulations with an all-atom model (Warshel et al.,
1986; King and Warshel, 1989; Beveridge and
DiCapua, 1989), the protein-dipole-Langevin-dipole
(PDLD) model (Warshel and Russell, 1984; Lee et
al., 1993) and the discretized-continuum model
(Sharp and Honig, 1990). In the PDLD model, the
solvation energy is broken into a sum of terms for the
changes in (i) direct electrostatic interactions of P
and B with the protein (ii) interactions with
induced dipoles in the protein , (iii) interactions
with mobile water and/or phospholipid side
chains (iv) interactions with solvent ions

and (v) interactions with solvent outside the
sphere of protein that is treated microscopically

The direct interactions are evaluated using a
dielectric constant of 1; and
are evaluated by iterative procedures that seek self-
consistent solutions for the potentials, charges and
induced dipoles at all atoms of the pigments and
protein and on a grid of points surrounding the
protein. is treated with macroscopic expressions
due to Born and Onsager. The term
in Eqs. (15b) and (16), which pertains to the redox
measurements, includes additional reorganization
energies that are obtained as described in the following
section.

Calculations of electrostatic energies in proteins
can easily go astray as a result of the use of improper
boundary conditions or the omission of the solvent
or other key components of the system (Warshel and
Åqvist, 1991). A particularly important concern is
the assignment of charges to ionizable amino acid
residues. Calculations that take all the ionizable
residues to be in their charged forms, but neglect the
effects of mobile solvent molecules in and around
the protein (Marchi et al., 1993; Treutlein et al.,
1992), lead to a much higher energy for than
calculations that treat the ionizable groups as neutral
or well solvated (Creighton et al., 1988; Parson et al.,
1990). In the former treatment, the results also are
very sensitive to the size of the system that is included
in the analysis. Since most of the ionizable residues
are near the surface of the protein including larger
fractions of the reaction center brings more of these
residues into the system. If the charged groups are
not completely solvated, the calculated electrostatic
energies will continue to fluctuate until the system
contains essentially the entire protein. In our
experience, this is an artifact of using an insufficiently
complete model. Experimentally, observed inter-
actions between charged groups in proteins usually
are relatively weak because the charged atoms are
well shielded by solvent or by induced dipoles of the
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protein (Warshel et al., 1986; Warshel and Åqvist,
1991). Conversely, ionizable groups that are not well
solvated by the solution or by other groups in the
protein are unlikely to be charged.

The reaction center ordinarily is embedded in a
phospholipid bilayer or a belt of detergent molecules
(Roth et al., 1989). Yet there may also be many water
molecules around the protein. Although some water
molecules are seen in the crystal structure, others
probably are too mobile to be resolved. In the regions
of and the surface of the protein has grooves
that could contain water because they fall well inside
the cavity defined by placing straight phospholipid
chains around the protein. Including a polarizable
solvent in this region lowers the calculated free
energy of  substantially with respect to It
therefore seems essential to consider the polarizabiltiy
of the solvent in any discussion of electrostatic
energies in the reaction center, and to use methods
with proper boundary conditions (e.g., Lee et al.,
1993) that give accurate calculations of absolute
values and related properties of other proteins.

B. Free Energy Surfaces and Reorganization
Energies

Microscopic calculations of reorganization energies
require evaluating the free energy surfaces of the
reactant and product states in terms of the actual
structure of the system. This can be done by using
semiempirical potential-energy functions of the
atomic coordinates (V(r)) to treat the vibrations,
rotations, and van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions of all the atoms within a sphere
surrounding the electron carriers. As the microscopic
reaction coordinate (X), it is advantageous to choose
the energy difference between states and

(Warshel, 1982; Warshel and Parson,
1991). Free energy functions then can be defined as

where is the probability that a system in state
 has a value of equal to X. can be

obtained by keeping track of as a function of
time during a molecular-dynamics simulation (Fig. 3).
In such simulations, the atoms in the computer model
are initially assigned random kinetic energies
corresponding to a selected temperature. The structure
then is allowed to fluctuate a series of small time

steps according to the classical Newtonian equations
of motion (Jorgensen, 1989; Beveridge and DiCapua,
1989; Kollman and Merz, 1990; Warshel, 1991; van
Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1990; Straatsma and
McCammon, 1992).

A molecular-dynamics trajectory on the potential-
energy surface of the initial state is unlikely to
yield reliable information about the activation energy
of a reaction if is much larger than because
the probability that the trajectory will reach the
crossing point between and then is very
small. However, this problem can be overcome by
free-energy-perturbation and umbrella-sampling
procedures (Warshel, 1982; Hwang and Warshel,
1987; Kuharski et al., 1988; King and Warshel,
1990). The idea is to force the system to move
through regions of configuration space near X = 0.
This is accomplished by running trajectories on hybrid
potential surfaces of the form

From the values of obtained from simulations
with different values of m, one can determine
and for each value of X (Warshel, 1982; Hwang
and Warshel, 1987; King and Warshel, 1990; Kuharski
et al., 1988). The free-energy functions and

are the microscopic equivalents of the Marcus
parabolas shown in Fig. 1a, and the reorganization
energy can be obtained directly from the
functions (Warshel, 1982; Hwang and Warshel, 1987).
This approach has been used to obtain
and for the formation of and in mutant
and wild-type reaction centers (Creighton et al.,
1988; Parson et al., 1991).

Although they are expressed as functions of a
single reaction coordinate whose choice may seem
odd and reflect the multi-
dimensional, anharmonic fluctuations of the actual
structure, at least to the extent that the starting crystal
structure and the semiempirical potential energy
functions and are reliable. It is important to
note that, as in the calculations of discussed
above, the potential energy functions are not chosen
specifically to fit data for a particular electron-transfer
reaction of interest; they are parametrized on the
basis of a large body of spectroscopic and
thermodynamic data for many different systems
including both macromolecules and small molecules.
Of course, calculations on reaction centers are subject
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to the same uncertainties discussed in the previous
section concerning the charges on ionizable residues
and the effects of the surrounding solvent.

C. Semiclassical-Trajectory Simulations

Molecular-dynamics trajectories can provide the
information needed for several types of dynamic
simulations of electron-transfer reactions. In a
semiclassical-trajectory or surface-hopping simu-
lation (Tully and Preston, 1971; Miller and George,
1972; Warshel, 1982; Warshel and Hwang, 1986), a
transition from the reactant to the product state can
occur whenever the trajectory reaches an intersection

of and The probability that a system starting in
will be in at time t is given by with

(Warshel, 1982). As in Eqs. (3)–(13) above, is
assumed to be and conversions to the product
state are considered to be effectively irreversible. If
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is small, the average rate constant is

where means an average over many trajectories
on The exponent in Eq. (21) is a rapidly oscillating
function that contributes to the rate constant only
when Thus can be obtained by running
a single long trajectory and collecting the transition
probability every time and intersect (Warshel,
1982; Warshel and Hwang, 1986). For harmonic
potential surfaces, the high-temperature limit of Eqs.
(21) and (22) is identical to the high-temperature
limit of the exact quantum mechanical expression
(Eq. 10) (Warshel and Hwang, 1986):

Here is the difference between the aver-
age potential energies of states and

and the reorganization energy is
Equation (23) can be viewed as the

product of the probability that the system has the
energy required in the transition state

and the average rate of crossing from the
reactant to the product surface in this state. If potential
energies are replaced by free energies, Eq. (23) is
identical to the Marcus Eq. (9).

Equations (21) and (22) provide more than an
alternative derivation of Eq. (9) because they also
can be used in the high-temperature limit for
anharmonic systems. For an anharmonic system, the
activation energy in Eq. (23) is replaced by the
activation free energy obtained from the and

functions, so that the factor reflects
the actual probability of reaching the transition state.
This application is important because we presently
have no analytical recipe for quantization of a
multidimensional, anharmonic system such as a
protein.

Creighton et al. (1988) have described semi-
classical-trajectory simulationsof Rhodobacter (Rb.)
sphaeroides reaction centers. Transitions from to

and from to were evaluated in
separate trajectories by means of Eq. (21), and were
incorporated into coupled differential equations for
the concentrations of  and The results

agreed reasonably well with the experimental
measurements. rose with a time constant of
about 3.5 ps, with the build-up of a small amount of

during the first 1 ps. Figures 4 a and b show the
results of a similar simulation (Warshel and Parson,
1991). The autocorrelation function of the energy
gap between and is shown in Fig. 4c.

Molecular-dynamics simulations of the Rp. viridis
reaction center have been described by Treutlein et
al. (1992) and Marchi et al. (1993). Treutlein et al.
focused on the structural reorganization that follows
the simulated formation of from They
found that most of the relaxation occurred within 0.2
ps, which is consistent with the rapid decay of the
autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 4c. Similar
rapid relaxations have been obtained in other
simulations of charge-transfer processes in solutions
(Warshel and Hwang, 1986; Hwang et al., 1988) and
proteins (Churg and Warshel, 1985; Warshel et al.,
1988b). Marchi et al. (1993) note that the relaxations
of also appear to include a much slower
component.

D. Quantum Mechanical Simulations and
Vibrational Relaxations

Semiclassical-trajectory simulations neglect the
contributions to electron-transfer processes from the
nuclear tunnelling that can occur even when the
energy of the system is not sufficient to reach the
transition state. A practical way to examine these
classically forbidden transitions is provided by the
‘dispersed polaron’ model (Warshel and Hwang,
1986; Warshel et al., 1989a,b). This model is based
formally on the exact quantum mechanical expression
for electron transfer in a multi-dimensional harmonic
system (Eq. 10). The fluctuations of the time-
dependent energy gap during a molecular-
dynamics simulation can be related to the fluctuations
that would occur in a multidimensional harmonic
system by equating the Fourier transforms of
In the Fourier transform of the harmonic model, each
vibrational mode contributes a peak at its charac-
teristic frequency with an amplitude proportional
to the corresponding displacement The time-
dependent energy gap for the actual system thus
provides all the necessary input for Eq. (10) except
for If the dependence of on the fluctuations
of the system is known, or is assumed to be negligible,
a molecular-dynamics simulation for a single
temperature yields all the information needed to
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describe the kinetics of electron transfer at any other
temperature, including the effects of nuclear
tunneling. The temperature dependence of the rate
constant enters Eq. (10) naturally through the
Schulten and Tesch (1991), Treutlein et al. (1992)
and Marchi et al. (1993) recently have adopted a
simulation strategy they term a ‘spin boson’ treatment,
which is essentially identical to the dispersed polaron
treatment.

The dispersed polaron model has been used to
examine the reaction in which an electron moves
from to the first quinone in the reaction
center, and also the much slower back-reaction
between and (Warshel et al., 1989a,b). The
calculated rate of electron transfer from to was
essentially independent of temperature, in agreement
with the experimental observations on Rp. viridis.
By reducing the value of the reaction could
be made to speed up with decreasing temperature, as
is seen experimentally in Rb. sphaeroides (Kirmaier
et al., 1985). The back-reaction was found to be
relatively insensitive to the free energy difference
between and the ground state, in agreement
with studies in which the free energy of was
changed experimentally (Gunner et al., 1986; Gunner
and Dutton, 1989). As was discussed above, the
classical Eq. (9) predicts that the rate constant would
decrease more abruptly when

The information on vibrational frequencies and
displacements provided by the dispersed-polaron
model also can be incorporated directly into fully
quantum mechanical simulations. The idea here is to
write the time-dependent wavefunction of the system
as a sum of products of electronic and vibrational
wavefunctions as in Eq. (5). This expression can be
expanded to include an arbitrary number of electronic
states. The nuclear overlap integrals that enter into
the transition matrix elements between the various
vibronic levels (Eq. 6) can be calculated straight-
forwardly if the vibrational energies and displace-
ments are known.

The best way to treat the relaxation processes that
result from interactions of the system with its
surroundings probably is to construct the density
matrix from the time-dependent coefficients. The
elements of the reduced density matrix of the system,

are defined by Diagonal terms of
represent the time-dependent probabilities of finding
the system in particular vibronic states, while off-
diagonal terms can convey information about
coherent electronic or vibrational oscillations of an

ensemble of many molecules (Redfield, 1965; Silbey,
1989; Hu and Mukamel, 1989; Jean et al., 1992). The
initial values of the coefficients can be chosen to
model a variety of situations, such as a thermally
equilibrated excited state or a nonequilibrated state
created by a femtosecond excitation flash with a
given spectrum of wavelengths. The subsequent
evolution of the system then is described by the set of
simultaneous differential equations

Here the relaxation matrix, includes both the
stochastic thermal equilibration of vibrational levels
within each electronic state and the ‘pure dephasing’
processes due to fluctuations of the energies of the
vibronic states. The density-matrix treatment is
particularly appropriate for the two-step reaction
pathway from to through because it
provides a way of dealing with the relaxation of the
intermediate state.

The simultaneous equations for the can be
solved either by Runge-Kutta integration or by
unfolding the N × N matrix of derivatives to a vector
of elements and diagonalizing the corresponding

matrix (Silbey, 1989; Sugawara et al., 1990).
However, procedures for calculating the terms of
on the basis of microscopic simulations have not yet
been developed for systems as complicated as
proteins. The best that can be done at present probably
is to treat the relaxation terms as phenomenological
time constants that are related to an
autocorrelation function such as that shown in Fig. 4c.

An early density-matrix treatment that considered
intramolecular vibrational modes of the pigments
was described by Friesner and Wertheimer (1982)
before the Franck-Condon factors for the protein
were available. Recently, Sugawara et al. (1990) and
Alden et al. (1992) also have used a density-matrix
treatment based on the vibrational modes of the
pigments. In their formulation of the problem,
transitions between different electronic states are
included in the relaxation matrix rather than in H.
The density-matrix approach can be extended to
include the vibrational modes of the protein by using
the dispersed-polaron treatment to obtain the
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vibrational frequencies and displacements (Warshel
and Parson, 1991; Parson and Warshel, 1993).

Figure 4d shows a density-matrix simulation of
the initial electron-transfer step in the Rp. viridis
reaction center. The simulated behavior is similar to
that obtained with the surface-hopping model (Fig.
4b). The small oscillatory components reflect coherent
electronic oscillations that are incompletely damped
by the relaxation terms. Their magnitude decreases if
one shortens the phenomenological time constants
for thermal equilibration or pure dephasing

in The oscillations also become less distinct
with increases in the number of vibrational levels
that are included, and they would be attenuated if the
vibronic energies were broadened by a distribution
function. Oscillations have been seen experimentally
in the absorption and stimulated-emission signals
from excited reaction centers, particularly in a mutant
strain that is missing the initial electron acceptor,
(Vos et al., 1993). However, these appear to represent
coherent vibrational motions, rather than the
electronic oscillations depicted in Fig. 4d.

E. Electronic Coupling Factors

Microscopic calculations of electronic coupling
factors for intermolecular electron transfer reactions
are still in early stages of development. To a reasonable
approximation, decreases exponentially with the
edge-to-edge distance between the donor and acceptor
(Moser et al., 1992). Yet, within a series of closely
related donor-acceptor pairs, the observed coupling
factor can depart from this simple relationship by
several orders of magnitude, depending apparently
on the details of the individual molecular structures
(Beratan et al., 1991, 1992). For widely separated
donors and acceptors, the relative magnitude of
can be calculated remarkably well by considering the
network of possible connecting pathways through
covalently bonded atoms and placing a penalty on
jumps through space (Beratan et al., 1991, 1992). In
this picture, the overall coupling factor for a particular
pathway is a product of superexchange matrix
elements for a series of microscopic steps. Attempts
to include the molecular orbitals of the intervening
amino acids explicitly in a supermolecular quantum
mechanical description of the donor-acceptor
complex also have met with some success (Broo and
Larsson, 1989).

Several efforts have been made to calculate the
coupling factors for electron transfer from to

or from to in bacterial reaction centers (Parson
et al., 1987; Warshel et al., 1988; Plato et al., 1988;
Scherer and Fischer, 1989; Thompson and Zerner,
1991). Here, the electron donors and acceptors seem
close enough together for electrons to jump directly
from one carrier to the other without extensively
involving the surrounding protein. The central
difficulty is that depends on the overlap of the
molecular orbitals of the donor and acceptor in the
intermolecular region where the orbital amplitudes
are small and not reliably characterized. In addition,
the calculated coupling factors could be sensitive to
small errors in the crystal structures. Whereas
calculations using the Rp. viridis crystal structure
have given results of the right order of magnitude to
account for the observed rate of electron transfer,
those calculated with the Rb. sphaeroides structures
are considerably smaller. However, it seems clear for
both species that must play a role in mediating
electron transfer from to because the coupling
factor calculated for a direct reaction without the aid
of is too small by many orders of magnitude.
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The reaction center from purple bacteria mediates the initial steps of a light driven proton pump, coupling light
induced electron transfer to proton uptake. The key steps in this reaction involve the two electron reduction of
the secondary quinone with the concomitant uptake of 2 protons:

Summary

Recent advances in studies of reaction centers from purple bacteria have provided insight into the pathway
of proton transfer into the RC and the mechanism of coupling proton and electron transfer reactions. Studies
using site directed mutagenesis have identified 3 residues near that are important for proton transfer in RCs
from Rb. sphaeroides. The mutation of Ser L223 and Asp L213 to Ala and Asn, respectively, block proton
transfer and the second electron transfer involved in reduction. Mutation of Glu L212 to Gln blocks proton
transfer associated with reduction but 2 electron reduction of still occurs. The model explaining these
results is that Ser L223 and Asp L213 are involved in the proton transfer pathway for uptake of the first proton
which is bound prior to the second electron transfer, whereas Glu L212 is involved in the pathway for the second
proton which is bound after the second electron transfer. These results clearly show that specific residues play
important roles in proton transfer. However other functionally active mutant RCs have been obtained in which
either Asp L213 , Ser L223 or Glu L212 were absent indicating that the pathways for proton transfer are not
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unique. The structure of the RC near the site suggests the involvement of water molecules in addition to
protein residues in the proton transfer chain to In addition, negatively charged residues near increase the
proton coupled electron transfer rate by stabilizing a proton in the interior of the RC.

I. Introduction

In photosynthetic bacteria light energy is transformed
into chemical energy by the action of a light driven
proton pump coupled to electron transfer (see Fig. 1).
The bacterial reaction center (RC) plays a key role in
this process by performing the initial light-activated
electron transfer reactions and the initial proton uptake
reactions of the proton pump (Feher et al., 1989;
Breton and Vermeglio, 1992). The key reaction
required in purple bacteria for coupling proton
transfer with electron transfer involves the two
electron reduction and concomitant binding of two
protons by the secondary quinone on the RC:

The two electrons in this reaction arise from
successive photoionizations of the primary electron
donor, a bacteriochlorophyll dimer, D which transfers
the electron to through a series of electron
acceptors (bacteriopheophytin and (see Chapter
24 by Woodbury and Allen). The two protons in this
reaction originate from the aqueous solution of the
cytoplasm and are transferred to through a chain

Abbreviations: Cyt c – cytochrome c; D – primary donor; IR –
infrared; – primary quinone; – secondary quinone; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas

of proton acceptor/donor groups which include
several protonatable residues. The exact sequence of
the proton and electron transfer steps remains to be
determined. After the two electron reduction, the
doubly reduced quinone subsequently dissociates
from the RC and is reoxidized by the cytochrome
complex releasing protons on the periplasmic side of
the membrane (Fig. 1). The net result of these reactions
is the vectorial transport of protons across the
membrane driven by electron transfer, as proposed
by Mitchell, 1961. This proton transport is used to
drive ATP synthesis (reviewed in Crofts and Wraight,
1983; Cramer and Knaff, 1990).

Recently, the molecular basis for proton and
electron transfer have begun to be elucidated as the
result of two major developments in RC research.
The first was the determination of the X-ray crystal
structure of the RCs from Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)
viridis by Deisenhofer et al. (1984) and Rhodobacter
(Rb.) sphaeroides by Allen et al.(1986) and Chang et
al.(1986)(see Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.). The
second was the use of molecular biology in studying
RCs by site directed mutagenesis (Bylina et al.,
1989; Paddock et al., 1989; Takahashi and Wraight,
1990). The X-ray crystal structure revealed that is
located in the interior of the protein, out of contact
with the aqueous solution and suggested the
possibility that protonatable amino acid side chains
from the protein were responsible for proton transport
to Site-directed mutagenesis of several of these
residues to non-protonatable groups resulted in loss
of proton transport to and conclusively demon-
strated that the protein plays an important role in
proton transport and coupling between electron and
proton transfer. Proton transfer to in bacterial
RCs has been recently reviewed by several authors
(Takahashi et al., 1992; Okamura and Feher, 1992;
Feher et al., 1992; Takahashi and Wraight, 1994). In
this review, we will focus on the coupling between
electron and proton transfer reactions of in
bacterial RCs, emphasizing the results from site-
directed mutagenesis. Earlier reviews of quinones in
bacterial RCs have been published (Parson, 1978;
Okamura et al., 1982; Wraight, 1982; Morisson et
al., 1982).
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II. Structure of the Bacterial Reaction
Center Near the Site

The structure of the RC from Rb. sphaeroides in the
region near is shown in Fig. 2 (Allen et al., 1988).
The binding site consists of a loop of amino acid
residues spanning the region between the D and E
transmembrane helices of the L subunit. One carbonyl
oxygen of is hydrogen bonded to His L190 which
is liganded to the The other carbonyl oxygen is
hydrogen bonded to Ser L223. The quinone ring is
near the hydrophobic amino acid residues Ile L229,
Val L220, and Phe L216. Also nearby are the acidic
residues Glu L212, Asp L213, Asp L210 and the
basic residue Arg L217. These acidic and basic
residues could serve to modify the electrostatic
potential at and/or serve as proton donor groups
in a proton transfer pathway to

Several residues which have been implicated in
function are shown in Fig. 2. The residues Asp L213
(Takahashi and Wraight, 1990; Paddock et al., 1993),
Ser L223 (Paddock et al., 1990a) and Glu L212
(Paddock et al., 1989; Takahashi and Wraight, 1992)
have been shown by site-directed mutagenesis to be
involved in proton transfer to Near is the
hydrophilic residue Asn M44. This residue is
homologous to the Asp M43 in RCs from Rp. viridis
(Deisenhofer and Michel, 1989) and several other
photosynthetic bacteria that contain an Asn (instead
of Asp) at position L213. The Asp at L213 could
serve the same function as the Asp at M43 as
suggested by recent experiments (Hanson et al.,
1992b; Rongey et al., 1993). In the region below

that defines an interface between the H subunit and
the LM core of the RC are found numerous acidic
and basic residues from the M and H subunits.
Among these residues is Arg M233. The mutation of
Arg M2331 to Cys has been shown to partially restore
the proton and electron transfer rates in deficient
mutants containing the Asp L213 Asn mutation
(Okamura et al., 1992). A similar mutation of the
homologous Arg M231 Leu was shown to confer
photosynthetic competence to deficient RCs from
Rb. capsulatus containing the mutations Asp L213

Ala and Glu L212 Ala (Hanson et al., 1992a).
The X-ray crystal structure of Rp. viridis shows

many internal water molecules including several in
the region near that may be involved in proton
transfer (Deisenhofer and Michel, 1989). The lower
resolution structure of the RC from Rb. sphaeroides
does not show the position of water molecules.
However, the void spaces in the structure suggest the
presence of water molecules. A computational
approach to predict water in the Rb. sphaeroides
structure was used by Beroza et al. (1992). They used
the algorithm of Rashin et al. (1986) based on finding
sites at positions capable of providing hydrogen
bond interactions to stabilize water molecules in the
interior of the RC. Interestingly, a considerable
number of water molecules are predicted to be near

in the Rb. sphaeroides RC. A high density of
water is located near the methoxy groups below the
quinone in a region called the ‘methoxy pocket.’

1 This mutation was inadvertently mislabeled Arg M223 by
Okamura et al. (1992).
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These water molecules may play a role in proton
transfer to as well as in stabilizing the charge on
the reduced quinone. Recently, a chain of 14 water
molecules extending 23 Å from to the cytoplasmic
surface of the RC was reported in the structure of
RCs from Rb. sphaeroides determined from X-ray
diffraction studies at 2.65 Å resolution (Ermler et al.,
1994).

III. The Quinone Reduction Cycle

The light-induced electron and proton transfer
reactions that couple electron transfer to the uptake
of protons in the RC are represented by the quinone
reduction cycle shown in Fig. 3. This cycle
summarizes the results of electron transfer (Vermeg-
lio, 1977; Wraight, 1977; Wraight, 1979), and proton
transfer (Wraight, 1979) as well as site-directed

mutagenesis (Paddock et al., 1990a; Takahashi and
Wraight, 1992). Two electrons are transferred and
two protons are bound to as a result of two
separate photochemical events resulting in the
oxidation of two cytochrome molecules.

The cycle starts with the RC in the initial state
The sequence of steps shown in Fig. 2 are as

follows:

1) First Light-Induced Reduction. The first step
in the cycle involves the transfer of an electron to

and concomitant cytochrome oxidation. This
involves 3 rapid successive electron transfer steps
not explicitly shown in Fig. 3. These are: (a)
Electron transfer from the primary donor to the
bacteriopheophytin molecule. (b) Electron transfer
from bacteriopheophytin to (c) Electron
transfer from a cytochrome molecule to
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2) First Electron Transfer to The second
reaction in the cycle involves the transfer of the
first  electron from to  This reaction is
reversible and gives rise to an equilibrium between
the states and In Rb. sphaeroides RCs

(Vermeglio, 1977; Wraight, 1979;
Kleinfeld et al., 1984).

3) Second Light-Induced Reduction. The third
step is a repeat of step 1), a light induced electron
transfer that gives rise to the diradical state

4) Second Electron Transfer to The fourth
reaction is an electron transfer coupled to proton
uptake that gives rise to the singly protonated
doubly reduced state This reaction
could proceed through two possible paths: Proton
uptake followed by electron transfer or electron
transfer followed by proton uptake. These two
mechanisms are shown as parallel paths in step 4
in Fig. 4. In Rb. sphaeroides RCs
(Wraight, 1979; Kleinfeld et al., 1985).

5) Second Proton Uptake. Following the formation
of the takes up the second
proton in reaction 5 to form the dihydroquinone

The rates for the individual steps in
reactions 4 and 5 have not been resolved, but the
overall time for reaction 4 and reaction 5 is about
1 ms (pH 7.5) (Wraight, 1979, Kleinfeld et al.,
1985). Results from site-directed mutagenesis
suggest that the two protons and are
taken up via 2 separate pathways (Paddock et al.,
1990b;Takahashi and Wraight, 1992).

6) Quinone Exchange. After reduction, the
dihydroquinone dissociates from the RC and is
replaced by an oxidized quinone (McPherson et
al., 1990), thereby completing the cycle. The
exchange times for the quinone depend on the
nature of the quinone and detergent composition,
but are generally in the ms range.

The electron transfer rate of the cycle, which is the
turnover rate for cytochrome photo-oxidation by
RCs under saturating light intensity in the presence
of excess cytochrome and quinone, is about
The values of the rates for electron and proton transfer
reactions for RCs from different bacteria and mutants
are shown in Table 1.

IV. Properties of the Quinones

Despite the roughly 2-fold symmetry of the RC
about an axis bisecting the two quinones (Allen et al.,
1988) the electron transfer functions of the quinones

and are quite different. The primary quinone
undergoes a rapid one electron reduction, taking

an electron rapidly from the reduced bacterio-
pheophytin acceptor with a rate of (for a
discussion see Chapter 24 by Woodbury and Allen).
On the other hand, undergoes a slower two electron
reduction by electron transfer from  in two one-
electron steps with rates of with a
concomitant uptake of 2 protons. Some properties of
the quinones in RCs are summarized below.

The one-electron redox potential for was
found to be pH dependent with a value of –65 to –80
mV for Rb. sphaeroides at pH 8 (Prince and Dutton,
1978). The redox potentials for the and
couples (40 and –40 mV respectively at pH 8)
(Rutherford and Evans, 1980) for Rb. sphaeroides
are somewhat higher, favoring the electron transfer
from to A convenient assay for the free energy
difference between the states is the
recombination rate for electron transfer from
to which has been shown to proceed in Rb.
sphaeroides RCs through the reaction

(Kleinfeld et al., 1984). Thus, a
small indicates a stabilization of Values of

for RCs from different mutants are shown in
Table 1. The structural basis for the difference in
redox potentials between the two quinones must lie
in the protein structure, since both quinones are
ubiquinone. Interestingly, the electron transfer
equilibrium favors over despite the prepon-
derance of negatively charged residues near
Possible reasons for the stabilization of may be
the effect of helix dipoles (Gunner, 1993) or internal
water molecules (Beroza et al., 1992).

The semiquinone states and have been
shown to be unprotonated by a number of spectro-
scopic techniques, i.e. optical (Vermeglio, 1977;
Wraight, 1977), EPR (Hales and Case, 1981),
ENDOR (Lubitz et al., 1985; Feher et al., 1985) and
IR spectroscopy (Breton et al., 1991b, 1991a). The
transient protonation of the semiquinone may play a
role in the mechanism of proton coupled electron
transfer.

Proton uptake accompanying the reactions
and exhibits a proton uptake stoichi-

Proton-Coupled Electron Transfer Reactions of       in RCs
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ometry of < (Wraight, 1979; Maróti and
Wraight, 1988; McPherson et al., 1988). This proton
uptake has been attributed to proton binding by
acidic residues whose have been shifted due to
interactions with the negative charge on the quinone.
Recent IR studies have shown that Glu L212 near
is involved in proton uptake upon formation
(Hienerwadel et al., 1992). Proton uptake measure-
ments on the reaction have shown the
binding of 2 (Wraight, 1979; Maróti and
Wraight, 1988; McPherson et al., 1993). However, a
decrease in proton binding at pH > 8.5 has been
observed. This decrease has been attributed to the
ionization of bound or nearby protein residues
(McPherson et al., 1993).

V. Effects of Site-Directed Mutagenesis on
Electron and Proton Transfer Rates

The study of mutants with changes of amino acid
residues near has served to elucidate the
mechanisms of proton and electron transfer to
The results of replacing proton donor residues with
non-proton donor residues were used to identify
amino acid residues involved in the pathway for
proton transfer to The effect of modifying the
environment of helped establish the role of the
electrostatic potential in the mechanism of electron
and proton transfer to Mutations to residues
affecting proton coupled electron transfer were
obtained by 1) site-directed mutagenesis in Rb.
sphaeroides (Paddock et al., 1989, 1990b; Takahashi
and Wraight, 1992) 2) selection of second site
mutations that compensated for detrimental effects
of initial mutations (Hanson et al., 1992b; Okamura
et al., 1992; Bylina and Wong, 1992) 3) Herbicide
resistance mutants (Leibl et al., 1993). RCs containing
the altered residues were isolated and characterized
by measuring the cytochrome turnover rate (i.e. the
rate of cytochrome oxidation during continuous
illumination in the presence of excess cytochrome c
and quinone), as well as by measuring electron transfer
rates and and proton uptake The
characteristics of several RC mutants are described
below.

A. Mutations Affecting Proton Transfer

1. Glu L212

Mutation of Glu L212, located near the binding

site (see Fig. 2) to Gln in RCs from Rb. sphaeroides
reduced the cytochrome turnover rate by a factor of

following the fast oxidation of 3 cytochromes
(Paddock et al., 1989) (see Fig. 4).

This result was explained by a reduction in the rate
of transfer of the second proton (see step 5 in
Fig. 3) which slows down the turnover of the quinone
reduction cycle. Since this block occurs after electron
transfer of the second electron to the RC can
absorb a third photon to form the fully reduced
quinone complex resulting in the oxidation
of 3 cytochrome molecules. This hypothesis was
verified by direct measurements of the electron and
proton transfer rates, which showed that both the
electron transfer rates were not appreciably
changed, whereas the proton transfer rate was. When
RCs were illuminated with a multi-turnover flash,
biphasic proton uptake was observed with fast uptake
of about one proton and slow uptake of a second
proton (see Fig. 5) (Feher et al., 1990; McPherson et
al., 1994).

The proton uptake rate measured using a pH
sensitive dye, was biphasic with the slow phase
reduced by a factor of about 200 to a rate of
(pH 7.5). This slow proton uptake rate accounted for
the slow cytochrome turnover (2 cytochromes/
turnover). Control experiments in which Glu L212
was changed to Asp gave RCs with high turnover
rates (Paddock et al., 1989, 1990a). The Glu L212
Gln mutant was also studied by Takahashi and
Wraight, (1992) who found a biphasic rate of electron
transfer after two flashes at pH above 7. The slow

Proton-Coupled Electron Transfer Reactions of   in RCs
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phase (pH 7.5) was attributed to a slow
proton uptake by the Glu L212 Gln mutant. The
difference between the rate observed by Takahashi
and Wraight, (1992) and that measured by Feher et
al., (1990) is at least partly due to the reduction of
to under multi turnover conditions. The RCs
containing exhibit a faster rate of protonation
than those containing (McPherson et al., 1994).
Shinkarev et al., (1993) used flash induced
electrogenicity measurements on chromatophores
from the Glu L212 Gln mutant to show that the
doubly reduced remains bound to the RC and
inaccessible to the cytochrome complex on the
ms time scale. This shows that proton uptake is
required before the release of

The change of Glu L212 Gln is structurally
conservative since the size and shape of the two
residues are approximately the same. Preliminary X-
ray crystallography measurements have indicated
that no large changes (<0.5 Å) in the structure of the
Glu L212 mutant are observed (Chirino et al.,1994).
The pH dependence of the rates and was
eliminated in the mutant. Native RCs show a pH
dependence with inflection points near pH 9.5
(Paddock et al., 1989; Takahashi and Wraight, 1992).
This was explained by an apparent of 9.5 for Glu
L212. However, recent results from IR spectroscopy
indicate that Glu L212 is at least partially
unprotonated at pH 7, indicating that a more

complicated model for protonation must be invoked
(Hienerwadel et al., 1992). Two models based on
electrostatic calculations have been proposed to
explain the results. In one model presented by Gunner
and Honig, (1992), Glu L212 is fully ionized over the
whole pH range when is oxidized. Formation of

results in full proton uptake by Glu L212.
Compensating proton release by other interacting
residues account for the small value for the net
proton uptake. In another model, (Beroza et al.,
1995) Glu L212 is partially ionized from pH 7 to 9
and becomes fully ionized at higher pH. Formation
of results in the fractional proton uptake by Glu
L212, which increases with increasing pH. Further
work is required to resolve the protonation state of
Glu L212 and other interacting residues.

2. Ser L223

Ser L223, which provides a hydrogen bond to
was changed to Ala in RCs from Rb. sphaeroides
(Paddock et al., 1990b). The cytochrome turnover
rate slowed by a factor of 60 after an initial fast
oxidation of 2 cytochromes (see Fig. 4). This was
explained by a reduced rate for the transfer of the first
proton, in the quinone reduction cycle (step 4
– Fig. 3). A block in the uptake of this proton would
reduce the rate of the second electron transfer and
lead to the accumulation of the state after
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oxidation of only 2 cytochromes. This interpretation
was supported by the result that both proton uptake
and electron transfer rates, were found to be
decreased by a factor of 400 (pH 7.5) (Table I). The
change of Ser L223 Ala does not lead to large
structural changes as indicated by the lack of change
in the electron transfer rates for the first electron
and the recombination and by an unchanged EPR
spectrum of (Paddock et al., 1990b). Control
experiments in which Ser L223 was changed to the
protonatable residues Thr and Asp gave RCs with
normal turnover rates while substitution with Asn
resulted in slow turnover (see Table 1). A second-site
mutation ofTyr L222  Cys was found to compensate
for the Ser L223 Ala change, restoring photo-
synthetic competence in Rb. sphaeroides (S. H.
Rongey, unpublished).

The importance of Ser L223 was also shown by
mutant RCs from Rp. viridis selected for herbicide
resistance. Leibl et al., (1993) found that a mutation
of Ser L223 Ala was accompanied by a large
reduction in the second electron transfer rate similar
to that associated with this mutation in RCs from Rb.
sphaeroides. The Rp. viridis RCs contained both the
Ser L223 Ala change and a change of Arg L217
His. Evidence that the slow second electron transfer
rate was due to the Ser L223 change and not the Arg
L217 change came from a second double mutant
containing the Arg L217 His mutation along with
a Val L220 Leu change in which the second
electron transfer rate was close to the native rate. In
RCs from Rb. capsulatus, Bylina et al., (1992) found
that the Ser L223 Ala mutation resulted in a loss
of photosynthetic competence, consistent with the
slow rates of electron and proton transfer measured
in RCs from Rb. sphaeroides and Rp. viridis. However,
mutations of Ser L223 to Thr, Glu, Gly in Rb.
capsulatus resulted in photosynthetically competent
strains (Bylina et al., 1992). The Ser Gly mutant is
interesting since it lacks a proton donor group to
replace the OH group in Ser. This mutation in RCs
from Rb. sphaeroides did not decrease the proton
coupled electron transfer rate (Paddock et al.,
1995). The X-ray crystal structure of the Ser L223
Gly mutant RC showed that there were no changes in
conformation (Axelrod et al., 1995). These results
were interpreted in terms of a water molecule
replacing the Ser side chain as the proton donor to

Several Photosystem II RC herbicide resistant
mutants have been obtained with alterations at Ser

L264 on the D1 protein, homologous to Ser L223 in
bacterial RCs (Oettmeier, 1992). These include Ser

Gly (Hirschberg and McIntosh, 1983), Ser Ala
(Erickson et al., 1984), Ser Thr (Sato et al., 1988)
and Ser Asn (Pay et al., 1988). Interestingly, a
Photosystem II mutant from Amaranthus hybridus
containing the Ser Gly at position 264 on the D1
subunit homologous to the Ser L223 site in purple
bacteria, was also found to be photosynthetically
competent and displayed normal electron transfer
kinetics (Taoka and Crofts, 1990).

3. Asp L213

The Asp L213 residue located near was changed
to Asn in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides (Takahashi and
Wraight, 1990, 1992; Paddock et al., 1990b, 1994).
The cytochrome turnover rate was decreased by a
factor of 250 after a fast oxidation of 2 cytochromes
similar to the effect of the Ser L223 Ala mutation
indicating a block in proton and electron transfer
associated with the second electron. The electron
transfer rate coupled to proton transfer was
found to be reduced by a factor of at
pH 7.5. The change of Asp L213 Asn produced
significant changes in other rates besides Both
the first electron transfer rate and recombination
rate were decreased by a factor of at pH 7.5
(see Table 1). These changes in rate are likely due to
electrostatic effects associated with the loss of a
negative charge on Asp L213 whose is estimated
to be below 7. In addition, a double mutant with the
changes Asp L213 Asn and Glu L212 Gln was
constructed (Takahashi and Wraight, 1992; Takahashi
et al., 1992). RCs from this mutant exhibited slow
rates of cytochrome turnover and electron and proton
transfer associated with the second electron
similar to the Asp L213 Asn mutant. However, the
rate of the first electron transfer was fast and pH
independent, similar to the Glu L212 Gln mutant.

The reductions in proton and electron transfer
rates described above can be explained if Asp 213 is
involved in proton transfer of the first proton
that is necessary for the second electron transfer (see
Fig. 3 step 4). Evidence for a proton donor role for
Asp L213 comes from the finding that its replacement
by Ser, Thr, Leu as well a Asn gives slow rates for

However, replacement with the proton
donor Glu gives a faster rate (Paddock et
al., 1994). This rate is slower than the rate observed
in native RCs which is attributed to an
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electrostatic effect, as indicated by a slow
(Table 1). Evidence that the reduction in proton uptake
and electron transfer rates in the Asp L213 Asn
mutant are due to a proton transfer bottleneck comes
from the observation by Takahashi and Wraight
(1991) that these rates are increased by addition of
azide and other weak acids. Paddock et al. (1994)
found that azide also increases the recombination
rate in Asp L213 Asn RCs, indicating a
destabilization of This finding suggests a model
in which binding of the azide anion near the site
provides a negative charge which facilitates proton
transfer. A similar increase in proton transfer rate
was observed by addition of azide to proton transfer
mutants of bacteriorhodopsin (Tittor et al., 1989;
Otto et al., 1989).

The Asp L213 residue is the closest proton donor
residue to Glu L212. It has, therefore, been suggested
that it is involved in proton transfer to Glu L212
(McPherson et al., 1991; Takahashi and Wraight,
1992; Shinkarev et al., 1993). Supporting evidence
of the involvement of Asp L213 in the proton transfer
pathway to Glu L212 comes from experiments on the
AspL213 Asn mutant in which the rate for the
reaction is slower than in native RCs
(see Table 1) (McPherson et al., 1991; Takahashi and
Wraight, 1992). One explanation for the slower rate
postulates a rate limiting proton transfer to ionized
Glu L212 as a process that is required for electron
transfer to The slower rate in the mutant RCs
lacking Asp L213 suggests that Asp L213 is involved
in the proton transfer to Glu L212 (McPherson et al.,
1991). Shinkarev et al. (1993) have presented a
model for the pH dependence of which accounts
for the results from native RCs and the Glu L212
Gln mutant but not the Asp L213 Asn mutant. The
failure of this model to account for the electron
transfer rate in the Asp L213 Asn mutant was
attributed to a slow protonation rate in the Asp L213

Asn mutant. This result was interpreted to indicate
the central role of Asp L213 in proton transfer to
residues near

4. Glu H173

Recent work has implicated a residue on the H
subunit in proton coupled electron transfer. The
mutation of Glu H173 Gln in RCs from Rb.
sphaeroides has been found to decrease by 20–
50 (pH 7.5) indicating a possible role in proton
coupled electron transfer (Takahasi and Wraight,

1995; Rongey et al., 1995). However, in contrast to
the Asp L213 Asn mutant, the back reaction rate

was increased, indicating a destabilization of
These results could, in principle, be attributed to a
slower rate limiting proton transfer in mutant RCs.
However, measurements of the effects of substituting
low potential quinones in the site on showed
that electron transfer, not proton transfer, was the
rate limiting step. Thus, the mutation of Glu H173
Gln slows down the rate of electron transfer or
decreases the stability of the protonated semiquinone
(M. S. Graige et al., 1995; and unpublished results).

B. Second-Site Mutants Compensating for
Asp L213 (Asn M44, Arg M233, Gly L225)

Several second-site mutations which compensate for
the loss of Asp L213 in Rb. sphaeroides and Asp
L213 and Glu L212 in Rb. capsulatus have been
obtained. These mutations give important information
about the factors responsible for fast proton and
electron transfer rates.

An interesting second-site mutation involves the
Asn M44 Asp change in Rb. sphaeroides (Rongey
et al., 1993) and the homologous Asn M43 Asp
change in Rb. capsulatus (Hanson et al., 1992b,
1993; Maróti et al., 1994). These changes restore
photosynthetic competence to the non-photosynthetic
parent strains lacking Asp L213. The rates of the
electron transfer reactions and for the
double mutant in Rb. sphaeroides were found by
Rongey et al., (1993) to be very similar to those in
native RCs (see Table 1). The compensatory Asn
M43 Asp change in RCs from Rb. capsulatus
containing the double mutation Asp L213 Asn and
Glu L212 Ala increased and proton transfer
by about 10-fold compared to the low rates in the
double mutant; however, these rates were considerably
less than in native RCs (see Table 1; Maróti
et al., 1994). The observation that either Asp L213 or
Asp M44 can serve the same function in proton
transfer explains the puzzling fact that Asp L213 is
not conserved in different strains of photosynthetic
bacteria. An Asp at either L213 or M442 is found in
all photosynthetic bacteria in which RCs have been
sequenced. RCs from Rb. sphaeroides (Williams et
al., 1983, l984), Rb. capsulatus (Youvan et al., 1984),
and Erythrobacter OCH114 (Liebetanz et al., 1991)
contain Asp at position L213 and an Asn at position

2 Or the homologous residues, eg. M43 or M231 in Rb. capsulatus
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M44, while RCs from Rp. viridis (Michel et al.,
1986), Rhodospirillum rubrum (Belanger et al., 1988)
and Chloroflexus aurantiacus (Ovchinnikov et al.,
1988a,b) contain Asn at position L213 and Asp at
position M442.

Another interesting second-site mutation involves
the change of Arg M233 Cys in Rb. sphaeroides1

(Okamura et al., 1992) and the homologous change
of Arg M231 Leu in Rb. capsulatus (Hanson et al.,
1992a). These changes confer photosynthetic
competence to the parent strain lacking Asp L213.
The mutant showed an increase in the recombination
rate which is indicative of a negative charge near

The value of in the second site mutant RCs
from Rb. sphaeroides is larger than in RCs lacking
Asp L213 but still slower than in native RCs (see
Table 1). The unusual feature of the M233 site is its
large distance to (see Fig. 2). The
question, therefore, arises how a change at the M2332

position can restore the rapid proton coupled electron
transfer rate to Possible explanations proposed
involve the effect of altered electrostatics on a cluster
of charged residues spanning the region between
M233 and and the role of water molecules as
proton donors (Hanson et al., 1992a; Okamura et al.,
1992).

Other second-site mutations that restore photo-
synthetic competence to RCs from Rb. capsulatus
lacking Asp L213 and Glu L212 are the changes of
Gly L225 Asp(Schiffer et al., 1993), Arg L217
Cys and Asn M5 Aso (Hanson et al., 1995). An
important feature of this mutation as in all other
second-site mutations that restore activity to RCs
lacking Asp L213 is the increase in negative charge.
These mutations show the importance of electrostatic
effects on proton-coupled electron transfer.

C. Mutations Not Affecting Proton Transfer
(Arg L217, Asp L210, His L190)

Mutations that did not produce large changes in the
proton transfer rate include several conservative
replacements that preserved the proton donating
ability (see Table 1) eg. Glu L212 Asp (Paddock et
al., 1990), and Ser L223 Thr (Paddock et al.,
1990a). Several other mutations that did not result in
a significant loss of activity were Arg L217 Gln
(M. L. Paddock unpublished) and Asp L210 Asn
(M. L. Paddock unpublished). Preliminary results on
a mutant in which the residue His L190, which
provides the second H bond to was changed to

Gln showed a near normal cytochrome turnover rate
(J. Williams, unpublished). The role of H-bonded
protons was studied by ENDOR measurement of
their rates of exchange with deuterium (Paddock et
al., 1995b). One of the protons, assigned to the H-
bond from His L190, exchanged slowly
with a rate that was independent of quinone turnover.
The result was interpreted as indicating that this
proton is not part of the proton transfer chain.

VI. Mechanism of Proton Coupled Electron
Transfer

The coupling between electron transfer and proton
uptake occurs in the second electron transfer to
The proposed mechanism for this step involves the
uptake of two protons and The first
proton uptake could occur either before or after
electron transfer as shown in the upper and lower
paths of Eq. (1) (Maróti and Wraight, 1990; Takahashi
and Wraight, 1992; Paddock et al., 1994).

A difficulty in deciding between the two paths is that
both and are high energy intermediates
that are not formed in sufficient quantity to be
observed. The upper path (proton transfer before
electron transfer) would be expected to dominate if

is lower in energy than The energy of
these two states depends on the environment of the
quinone. The reduced and states may be
stabilized with respect to their protonated state, for
instance, by hydrogen bonding. This could permit
the electron transfer to proceed before protonation. It
is also possible that proton transfer and electron
transfer are highly cooperative and tightly coupled.
In this case, electron transfer and proton transfer may
proceed simultaneously. Experimentally, the
individual steps have not yet been resolved kinetically,
except for the case of the mutant (eg. Glu L212
Gln) in which the second proton transfer is slow.

The mechanism involving the protonated semi-
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quinone (upper path) can explain the observed values
for as follows (Paddock et al., 1994; Takahashi
and Wraight, 1992). If the proton transfer rate is
fast, the observed rate would be
given by where is the rate of
electron transfer to the protonated semiquinone shown
in Eq. (2), and is the fraction of protonated
semiquinone.3 We estimate to be
approximately the same as This assumes that
similar free energy changes are associated with
and (see Eq. (3) below). For this value of and
a for the protonated semiquinone the pH
dependence would approach an asymptotic limit
of near pH 4, in agreement with the
observed value. Various estimates for the of the
protonated semiquinone have been made. The

for protonated ubisemiquinone in aqueous
solution has been found to be near 5–6 (Swallow,
1982). The of the protonated semiquinone state

in Rb. sphaeroides RCs was estimated to be
< 7.4 (Kleinfeld et al., 1984, Takahashi and Wraight,
1992). Although the expected values for the  of
the protonated semiquinone is in reasonable
agreement with those required by the mechanism of
the upper path in Eq. (1), further evidence for the
protonated semiquinone is needed to support the
mechanism. The protonated semiquinone state

has not been observed even at relatively low
pH (P. McPherson, unpublished results).
Alternatively, a mechanism through the upper path
could involve a rate limiting proton transfer
at pH > 5. This would account for the pH dependence
of approaching the maximum value of at low
pH. The mechanisms through the upper path can
also explain the slow rate for seen in the Asp
L213 Glu mutant by either a shift of the
proton donor Glu L213 or by a reduction in the
population of the protonated semiquinone (Paddock
et al., 1994).

The mechanism involving the doubly reduced
state (lower path) cannot be excluded at present.
However, estimates of the magnitude of the rate
discussed below suggest that it may be less likely.
The electron transfer rate for the reaction

involving the unprotonated semiquinone,
depends on the free energy change of the reaction,

The dependence of on can be obtained
3 For simple titrations at However, the
functional form of in the RC may be more complicated
due to interactions between interacting residues (see Paddock et
al., 1994).

from the Marcus equation (Marcus and Sutin, 1985)
which gives the rate of electron transfer as a function
of an intrinsic rate and a reorganization energy

where is the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute
temperature. The value for depends on the electron
transfer pathway between the donor and acceptor.
The value of depends on the change in energy due
to structural changes associated with electron transfer.
We assume that the values of and are the same for
the first and second electron transfer between and

Furthermore, under the conditions that
we can obtain the electron transfer rate involving
the unprotonated semiquinone by comparing it with

and correcting for the difference in free energy
using Eq. (4) (Paddock et al., 1991).

where is equal to the difference
in free energies of the two reactions involving the
second and first electrons, respectively.

One estimate of the limiting value for
comes from the equilibrium constant of the reaction

in RCs (where the protonation
state of is not known). At high pH (> 10.5) the
equilibrium constant for this reaction approaches a
value of Assuming that the quinol is
unprotonated above pH 10.5, the value of
and (Kleinfeld et al., 1984;
Takahashi and Wraight, 1992; McPherson et al.,
1993, 1994). However, the for the ioniza-
tion of the second proton from is much lower
than observed for fully reduced ubiquinone in solution
which has a for the first proton near 13 (Swallow,
1982; Morrison et al., 1982). The second proton
would have an even higher A smaller value

for the equilibrium constant  involving
the unprotonated was estimated by Paddock et
al., (1994). This gave a lower limit of
meV The values calculated from Eq. (4) using
these estimated free energies were respectively ~ 1
and 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the observed
values of at pH 7.5. This suggests that
the mechanism does not involve the unprotonated

state. Another observation (Paddock et al., unpub-
lished) which argues against the mechanism is
that use of quinone analogues with substitution of Br
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for the ring proton in decreases the value of
Bromine-substituted quinones are expected to
stabilize which would result in an increase of

of the lower path. This is in disagreement with
the observation and therefore argues in favor of the
upper path. (See note added in proof.)

VII. Pathways for Proton Transfer

A model for the proton transfer pathways in RCs
from Rb. sphaeroides based on site directed
mutagenesis studies is shown in Fig. 6 (Okamura and
Feher, 1992; Paddock et al., 1990b; Takahashi and
Wraight, 1994). In this model two protons  and

are transferred from solution to along two
pathways. The first proton is transferred along
a pathway involving Ser L223 and Asp L 213. The
second proton is transferred along a pathway
involving Glu L212 and Asp L213. Inspection of the
X-ray crystal structure shows that protons from
solution have access to the region near Asp L213
with Asp L210 or Arg L217 possibly acting as
intermediates, although evidence for the direct
involvement of these residues is lacking. In addition,
a void in the protein structure large enough to hold
5–6 water molecules is seen in the X-ray crystal
structure in a region bordered by the methoxy groups
of Asp L213 and Glu L212 (Beroza et al., 1992).

This pocket is likely to contain water molecules
which could play an important role in the proton
transfer to

The pathway shown in Fig. 6 is based on the
assumption that the large changes in proton transfer
rate due to mutations of Glu L212, Ser L223 and Asp
L213 result from the properties of the mutated residue
and not from conformational changes. In addition,
the model makes the assumption that the loss of
activity due to mutation of a protonatable residue
indicates its role as a proton donor in a proton
transfer chain. Other interpretations of the results
from site-directed mutagenesis are possible. These
include: a) short range steric effects or long range
conformational effects not related to the role of the
mutated residue as a proton donor; b) electrostatic
effects on either the rate or the equilibrium of the
proton transfer reaction.

Although the mutagenesis results indicate that
specific amino acid residues play important roles in
facilitating proton transfer, the results from second-
site mutations indicate that proton transfer pathways
are not unique and that alternate proton transfer
pathways are possible. The general requirement for
fast proton transfer is the availability of suitably
oriented proton donor/acceptor groups with appro-
priate A likely possibility is that in some cases
internal water molecules may be involved in proton
transport. In addition, negatively charged groups
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appear to be necessary to facilitate proton transfer by
stabilizing protons in the interior of the protein.

The results obtained in bacterial RCs may also be
applicable to RCs in oxygen-evolving species. The
RC of Photosystem II in these organisms contains a
bound site with properties similar to those
observed in RCs from purple bacteria. In Photosystem
II there are no obvious homologies to the Glu L212
and Asp L213 residues. However, a bound bicarbonate
(Govindjee and van Rensen, 1993) has been shown
to increase the rate of the second electron transfer
reaction to Diner and Petrouleas (1990) have
suggested that the bicarbonate binds to the non-
heme Fe in the PS II RC and plays a role in proton
transfer similar to the acid groups in the RCs from
purple bacteria. Takahashi and Wraight (1991) have
suggested that the bicarbonate effect in Photosystem
II RCs is similar to the azide effect in purple bacterial
mutants deficient in proton transfer. It is interesting
that Arg residues 233 and 251 in the D2 protein have
been implicated in bicarbonate binding (Cao et al.,
1991). These residues may have some homology
with the Arg M233 found to affect proton transfer in
bacterial RCs (Hanson et al., 1992a; Okamura et al.,
1992). In view of the diversity in proton transfer
pathways in bacterial RCs and mutants it is not
surprising that specific residues responsible for fast
proton transfer to in bacterial RCs are not
conserved in the Photosystem II RC. Nevertheless,
the Photosystem II RC may utilize the same principles
for increasing proton transfer, e.g. the presence of
protonatable groups and negative charges near to
facilitate proton transfer.

Note Added in Proof

The mechanism of proton coupled electron transfer
for the second electron was studied in native RCs
by substituting low potential quinones for in the

site while retaining in the site (Graige et
al., 1995). This should change the rate of electron
transfer but not the rate of proton transfer. The values
for were found to increase with increasing driving
force with a dependence consistent with the Marcus
theory, indicating that electron transfer was the rate
limiting step. This result, along with those previously
discussed, indicates a mechanism in which rate
limiting electron transfer follows rapid proton
transfer
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Summary

When electron transfer to the primary quinone is blocked, the radical pair (P: primary donor, H:
bacteriopheophytin at the A-branch) recombines on the 10 ns time scale either to the ground state P or, after
hyperfine-induced singlet-triplet-mixing, to the triplet state . An external magnetic field hinders singlet-
triplet-mixing, thus reducing the yield of and slowing the recombination of . Magnetic field dependent
measurements of the recombination dynamics allow the determination of the recombination rates and and
the exchange interaction J. From these parameters free energies, electronic matrix elements and reorganization
energies relevant for the fast charge separation and slow charge recombination processes in the reaction center
can be determined. In many cases, recombination data constitute the sole experimental access to such
parameters, which constitute the basis for the theoretical treatment of electron transfer processes.

In this review, results obtained on quinone-depleted reaction centers of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, Rhodobacter
capsulatus and Chloroflexus aurantiacus are discussed in the context of (i) the similarity of reaction centers
from different organisms, (ii) the mechanism of primary charge separation, (iii) the distinction between
structural and energetic effects of genetic alterations of the reaction center, and (iv) the effects of an external
electric field, which shifts the energy of the charge separated states. Furthermore, different recombination
dynamics observed in transient absorption and delayed fluorescence reveal an inhomogeneous broadening of
radical pair energies in the reaction center. This energetic broadening allows us to understand a variety of
phenomena: (a) the observed multiphasic electron transfer kinetics, (b) the unexpectedly weak electric field
effects on the fluorescence and (c) the discrepancies of energetics determined by delayed fluorescence and
transient absorbance measurements. As a consequence, absorption measurements are better suited to determine
the average of the energetic distribution of the radical pair

I. The Magnetic Field Effect

Excitation of reaction centers (RCs) from Rhodo-
bacter (Rb.) sphaeroides in which the primary
quinone Q at the active A-branch was reduced showed
the formation of a state (Parson et al., 1975;
Cogdell et al., 1975). This state was identified as the
radical pair P being the primary donor and H
the bacteriopheophytin (BPheo) at the active branch.
At room temperature, was found to decay on the
10 ns time scale, partly to the ground state and partly

mechanism, the yield of (Blankenship et al.,
1977; Hoff et al., 1977) and the lifetime of
(Michel-Beyerle et al., 1979, 1980) were found to be
affected by an external magnetic field. Since the
early eighties, RCs depleted of the primary quinone
were predominantly investigated (Ogrodnik et al.,
1982), because the interpretation of the results for Q-
reduced RCs suffers from several difficulties: (i) the
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to the state identified as the lowest triplet state      .
From its unusual spin polarization (Dutton et al.,
1973; Uphaus et al., 1974; Thurnauer et al., 1975)

this triplet state was recognized (Blankenship et al.,
1977; Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1977) to be
formed via the magnetic field dependent radical pair
mechanism (Michel-Beyerle et al., 1976; Schulten
and Schulten, 1977; Werner et al., 1978; Haberkorn
and Michel-Beyerle, 1979). In accordance with this
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complex spin dynamics due to the coupling of the
radical electron spin on H to the electron spin on Q
(Lang, 1991), which in turn is coupled to the fast
relaxing spin on the iron ion (Okamura et al., 1975),
(ii) the distortion of the energies of the charge-
separated states by the negative charge on Q which
affects the electron transfer kinetics (Breton et al.,
1986) and (iii) the destabilization of the Q binding
site by reduction of Q (Scheidel, 1989). For earlier
reviews see (Hoff, 1981, 1986; Boxer et al., 1983).

A. Hyperfine Induced Singlet-Triplet-Mixing

After formation of from the singlet state on
the ps timescale (Kaufmann et al., 1975; Rockley et
al., 1975; Woodbury et al., 1985; Martin et al., 1986;
Fleming et al., 1988; Holzapfel et al., 1989), the
radical electron spins on P and H are in a singlet
configuration. In RCs in which the electron transfer
from H to Q is blocked the radical pair
recombines with a lifetime on the 10 ns timescale
(Parson and Cogdell, 1975; Ogrodnik et al., 1982;
Schenck et al., 1982; Chidsey et al., 1984; Ogrodnik
et al., 1988). During this time the spins of the radical
electrons on P and H undergo singlet-triplet-mixing
(S-T-mixing). S-T-mixing is due to the hyperfine
interaction (HFI) of the radical electron spins with
their respective nuclear spin environments. In a
simplified picture it can be viewed as a precession of
the electron spins around the effective magnetic
fields originating from the nuclear spins. Since the
two electrons have different nuclear environments,
in general the precession frequencies of the two
electron spins will be different, resulting in a coherent
oscillation between the original singlet and the triplet
spin configuration.

B. Reaction Scheme of Radical Pair
Recombination

The complete scheme for the recombination of
is shown in Fig. 1. In addition to recombination to the

Abbreviations: B – BChl monomer at the active branch; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; BPheo – bacteriopheophytin; Car –
carotenoid; Cf. – Chloroflexus; H – BPheo at the active branch;
HFI – hyperfine interaction; MARY – MAgnetic field dependence
of the Reaction Yield; P – primary donor (BChl dimer); PVA –
polyvinyl alcohol; Q – quinone at the active branch; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas;
RYDMR– Reaction Yield Detected Magnetic Resonance; S-T-
mixing – singlet-triplet-mixing

singlet ground state P, HFI induced S-T-mixing opens
a second recombination channel from the triplet
radical pair state to . Also shown are the exchange
interaction J, i.e. the energy splitting of  and

and the Zeeman splitting
of the triplet states in an external magnetic field B.
The dipole interaction between the two radical
electron spins, causing additional splitting of the
triplet radical pair energies, is small (D = 5.5G) due
to their large distance (17Å, as deduced from the X-
ray structure (Deisenhofer et al., 1984; Chang et al.,
1986; Allen et al., 1987)) and can be neglected for
the discussion of radical pair recombination
(Ogrodnik et al., 1985).2

The isoenergetic S-T-mixing is hindered by an
energetic splitting of the singlet and triplet radical
pair levels. For a magnetic field one of the
triplet states is isoenergetic to the singlet state, thus
one expects the maximum triplet yield for this
field. The width of the magnetic field dependence
of around resonance is determined by inhomo-
geneous broadening due to hyperfine interaction and
homogeneous broadening reflecting the lifetime of
singlet and triplet levels, with the lifetime broadening
constituting the dominant contribution in RCs
(Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1977, 1979; Werner
et al., 1978).
1 In this article, J is given in units of G, corresponding to the value
of with g the g-factor and Bohr’s magneton.
2 In this reference a factor of 0.5 was erroneously dropped, thus
the correct value of D is 5.5G.
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In general, the rates for recombination via the two
channels are different. For Q-reduced and Q-depleted
RCs of Rb. sphaeroides it was found that the rate
for recombination via the singlet channel is smaller
than the rate for recombination via the triplet
channel (Michel-Beyerle et al., 1980; Norris et al.,
1982; Ogrodnik et al., 1982; Wasielewski et al.,
1983a,b, 1984; Chidsey et al., 1984; Ogrodnik et al.,
1988). This conclusion immediately follows from
the observed increase of the lifetime of  upon
application of a magnetic field which increases the
yield of recombination via the slow singlet channel.
Also, from the lifetime broadening of the radical pair
levels, as measured by the width the sum of the
rates and can be estimated to be on the order of

. Since is on the order of 10 ns, the larger rate
has to be " with S-T-mixing constituting the
bottleneck for the recombination via the fast triplet
channel. The value of therefore, is a convenient
measure for the triplet recombination rate

C. Methods: MARY and RYDMR

The measurement of the magnetic field dependence
of the yield of has been given the name MARY-
(MAgnetic field dependence of the Reaction Yield)-
spectroscopy (Lersch et al., 1982). As will be shown
in the next section, from MARY spectra the
parameters and J can be determined, while the
measurement of the radical pair lifetime allows the
determination of

In addition to the static magnetic field a microwave
field can be applied. If the frequency of this field
is in resonance with the Zeeman splitting of the
triplet states of it couples these states, thus
modulating the triplet recombination yield (RYDMR–
Reaction Yield Detected Magnetic Resonance)
(Frankevich et al., 1977). The method has been
applied to RCs by Bowman et al. in 1981. The
modulation of depends on the external magnetic
field as well as on the strength  of the microwave
field. As in MARY spectroscopy, a quantitative
analysis of the experimental results allows the
determination of and J. The determination of J
even is possible in a range of values which is not
accessible to MARY spectroscopy (Lersch, 1987).
However, this extended range for the determination
of J is relatively small and, in contrast to MARY
spectroscopy, RYDMR spectroscopy shows a
significant selectivity in the case of sample
inhomogeneity (see section II.D.2.c). For a recent

review see (Lersch and Michel-Beyerle, 1989).

II. Temperature Dependent Recombination
Dynamics of in Native RCs of Various
Photosynthetic Bacteria

The parameters directly accessible to transient
absorbance measurements are the radical pair lifetime

the triplet and singlet recombination yields
and and their magnetic field dependence, is the
portion of RCs recombining to the ground state P
and can best be determined by monitoring the
nanosecond-recovery of the ground state absorbance
band at 865 nm, normalized to the initial bleaching
directly after the formation of The remaining
bleaching of this band after recombination is
completely finished is due to thus being a measure
for

A. Previous Measurements

Table 1 summarizes previously reported results for
the radical pair lifetime and the triplet yield in
Q-reduced and Q-depleted RCs. Most of these results
refer to RCs of Rb. sphaeroides R26. As mentioned
before, the application of an external magnetic field
leads to a decrease of and an increase of Upon
lowering the temperature, both and increase.
Also given are results for the magnetic field at
which half of the maximum magnetic field effect on

is found in the MARY spectrum, which is a
measure for and values of and J obtained
from MARY- and RYDMR-measurements.

Additional information has been obtained for Q-
depleted RCs of Rb. sphaeroides at room temperature
from measurements in high magnetic fields, which
cause an increase of the triplet yield (accompanied
by a decrease of ) because of the enhanced S-T-
mixing due to the different g-factors of the radical
electrons (Chidsey et al., 1980; Boxer et
al., 1982a,b,c). At 50 kG values of and

were measured (Chidsey et al., 1984). Above
120 kG saturation at a triplet yield of 0.5 was observed
(Goldstein et al., 1988). At such high magnetic fields
a radical pair lifetime of 5 ns was extracted from
fluorescence measurements (Goldstein and Boxer,
1989a).

The S-T-mixing in high magnetic fields
was found to be pronouncedly anisotropic. In
principle, conclusions on the RC structure can be
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drawn from this anisotropy of the tensor (Boxer et
al., 1983). In contrast, the HFI-induced S-T-mixing
in low fields shows only a small anisotropy due to the
small anisotropy of HFI and dipole interaction (Boxer
et al., 1982a,c; Ogrodnik et al., 1985).

High pressure was found to have only small effects
on the recombination dynamics of  in Q-reduced
RCs at room temperature, reducing its lifetime from
12 ns to approx. 8 ns at 345 MPa (Windsor and
Menzel, 1989).

B. Measurements with High Accuracy on
Quinone-Depleted RCs of Rhodobacter
sphaeroides R26, Rhodobacter capsulatus
and Chloroflexus aurantiacus

In the following we summarize the results of highly
precise measurements on Q-depleted RCs of the
purple bacteria Rb. sphaeroides R26 (Table 2) and
Rb. capsulatus (Table 4) and of the green bacterium
Chloroflexus (Cf.) aurantiacus (Table 3), all recently
obtained in our lab. The results for the RC of Rb.

Chapter 27 Recombination Dynamics of
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sphaeroides given here are the first set of all
parameters of interest obtained on the same sample
for a wide range of temperatures. They will be
compared to the results obtained for the very similar
RC of  Rb. capsulatus (Prince and Youvan, 1987) and
for the RC of Cf. aurantiacus, which has a different
pigment content (BPheo at the position of the
bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) at the inactive B-branch)
(Blankenship et al., 1983; Pierson and Thornber,
1983) and, in spite of a high overall homology of the
primary structure, contains different amino acid
residues at various significant positions (Ovchinnikov
et al., 1988a,b; Shiozawa et al., 1989).

The lifetime and MARY data in Tables 2a, 3a and
4a were obtained in spectrometers for time-resolved

measurement of absorbance changes using either an
optical delay line with a maximum delay of 92 ns
(Rb. sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus) or an electronic
delay (Rb. sphaeroides, Cf. aurantiacus). The
spectrometers have been described in Ogrodnik et al.
(1988) and Volk et al. (1992), respectively. The
electronic delay makes delay times in the nano- to
millisecond range accessible, thus allowing the
simultaneous measurement of radical pair recom-
bination, the lifetime of and of the residual
fraction of RCs containing Q (Volk et al., 1992), see
Fig. 2. The RYDMR data in Tables 2b, 3b and 4b
were measured as described in Lersch et al. (1989).

For Rb. sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus the radical
pair lifetime was determined from a mono-
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exponential fit of the time dependent recovery of the
P absorbance in the maximum of the as
shown in Fig. 2 for the case of Rb. sphaeroides at
90K. For  Rb. sphaeroides also the recovery of the
band of H around 750 nm was measured, yielding
slightly different time constants, see Table 2a. The
observed small deviations from monoexponentiality
(compare the residuals for the monoexponential fits
of radical pair recombination and decay of in Fig.
2) and the wavelength dependence of can be
interpreted in a quantitative way, as will be discussed
in Section II.C. The triplet recombination yield
was determined from the bleaching of P after radical
pair recombination is complete, normalized to the
initial amplitude at 0 ns. Both the radical pair lifetime
and the triplet yield have similar values in Rb.
sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus (Tables 2a and 3a).

The MARY spectra were obtained by measuring
the bleaching of the of P at 92 ns and
200 ns in the spectrometer with optical and electronic
delay, respectively. Figure 3 shows some of the spectra
obtained for Cf. aurantiacus at different temperatures.
Above 230K a pronounced resonance structure was
observed, allowing the direct determination of the
exchange interaction J. At lower temperatures no
such resonance can be resolved due to the increasing
width of the MARY spectrum. For RCs of Rb.

sphaeroides we observed a weakly resolved resonance
structure (with a maximum triplet yield near 10G)
only at 230K. For the cases without resonance

resonance is expected to occur, from the value of
the magnetic field at which half of the maximum
magnetic field modulation of is observed. is
almost temperature independent with values between
28G and 45G in the case of Rb. sphaeroides, while it
increases from 34G at 290K to 94G at 90K in the
case of Cf. aurantiacus.

The measurements on RCs of Rb. capsulatus are
handicapped by the presence of carotenoids (Car).
As in carotenoid containing RCs of Rb. sphaeroides
(Schenck et al., 1984), fast energy transfer (within
approx. 100 ns) from  to  could be observed
here. Since the decay of proceeds on a similar
time scale as radical pair recombination, was
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structure the halfwidth of the MARY spectra was
determined by subtracting the value of J (10G for Rb.
sphaeroides, 21G for Cf. aurantiacus, Section II.D.3,
both essentially temperature independent), where



determined from the recovery of the bleaching of the
H absorbance band at 750 nm, where neither
nor Car cause substantial absorbance
changes. The magnetic field dependence of was
measured indirectly by monitoring in its strong
absorbance band at 560 nm. No resonance was found
in the MARY spectra at 80K and 280K, again was
determined by subtracting the value of J (10G, from
RYDMR measurements) from Due to the
uncertainties of the extinction coefficients, the
absolute value of could not be determined directly,
but was concluded upon from the magnetic field
dependence of and the magnetic field modulation
of with the use of Eq. (1). All observed parameters
have very similar values as the ones for Rb.
sphaeroides (because of the inherent wavelength
dependence of the observed time constants, (see
Section II.C), only the values of determined at
corresponding wavelengths should be compared).

The values for and J determined from RYDMR
measurements on reaction centers of Rb. sphaeroides,
Cf. aurantiacus and Rb. capsulatus (Lersch et al.,
1990; Lang et al., 1990) are given in Tables 2b, 3b
and 4b (see section II.D.2.b. for a more detailed
description of the theoretical treatment of RYDMR
data).
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channel which introduces the inhomogeneity.
The distribution of ranges from

for the case of fast S-T-mixing (leading to a quasi-
equilibration of singlet and triplet levels) to

for the case of zero S-T-mixing. This is a rather
broad distribution, ranging from 3 ns to 60 ns in RCs
of Rb. sphaeroides at 90K. It can be approximated in
an analytical form (Volk, 1991) using the one-proton
model (Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1979) and
assuming a Gaussian distribution of the effective
HFI constant (Schulten and Wolynes, 1978; Goldstein
and Boxer, 1987), Fig. 4.

The inhomogeneity of radical pair recombination
observed at a particular wavelength, and consequently
the average time constant measured at this wave-
length, depend on the spin state of the recombination
products which are monitored at that wavelength.
For example, simulations of the radical pair
recombination using the stochastic Liouville-
Equation, Eq. (3), and the Hamiltonian, Eq. (4), for

and (similar to the
values for RCs of Rb. sphaeroides at 90K) yield
average time constants of 22.0 ns, 14.4 ns and 16.8 ns
for the recovery of the singlet ground state, the
formation of and the overall radical pair decay,
respectively. In measurements of the recovery of the

C. Inherent Inhomogeneity of the Singlet-Triplet-
Mixing

The recombination of  shows small, but
significant deviations from monoexponentiality (Fig.
2), which were observed for all RCs investigated.
Also, the observed time constants were found to
depend on the probing wavelength (Table 2a). Such
effects can be ascribed to structural or energetic
heterogeneities. Here, however, they mostly arise
from an inherent ‘physical’ inhomogeneity of the
effective hyperfine coupling due to the random
orientation of nuclear spins (Feick et al., 1990). This
inhomogeneity of the HFI leads to a distribution of
the frequency of S-T-mixing (Schulten and Wolynes,
1978; Goldstein and Boxer, 1987). Since RCs with
strong S-T-mixing preferentially recombine via the
fast triplet channel, while RCs with weak S-T-mixing
recombine via the slower singlet channel, the
inhomogeneous HFI leads to a distribution of radical
pair lifetimes. Indeed, the observed deviations from
monoexponentiality are more pronounced for RCs
of bacteria with high triplet recombination yield, that
is with considerable recombination via the triplet

Chapter 27 Recombination Dynamics of
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P ground state absorbance at 887 nm, the formation
of absorbance at the isosbestic point of the
difference spectrum at 552 nm and the recovery of
the H absorbance at 762 nm we could determine
these time constants experimentally, yielding values
of 22.7 ns, 18.2 ns and 18.5 ns for RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides at 90K (M. Volk, unpublished). The
difference between the values at different wavelengths
is significant, but not as pronounced as expected
from the simulations. As shown recently (Ogrodnik
et al., 1994), the energy of is inhomogenously
broadened, probably due to different conformational
substates of the protein (section V.C.). This leads to
an inhomogeneity of the recombination rates and

which also contributes to the observed deviations
from monoexponentiality and was shown to partially
cancel the effect of the inherent inhomogeneity of
the S-T-mixing on the wavelength dependence of
(Aumeier, 1993).

Due to the deviations from monoexponentiality
and the wavelength dependence of the observed time
constants, an unambiguous determination of the
average radical pair lifetime is not straightforward.
Simulated radical pair recombination data, obtained
with the stochastic Liouville equation, were employed
to find the best procedure (Volk, 1991). They show
that monoexponential fits of the recovery of the P
ground state absorbance indeed yield time constants
close to the average radical pair lifetime for the
typical parameters observed in bacterial RCs. For the
recombination parameters found in D1D2Cytb-559-
RCs of Photosystem II, however, the distribution of
the radical pair lifetimes is much broader because of
the unusually small value of and complicates the
determination of the average radical pair lifetime
from the experimental data (Volk et al., 1993).

A more comprehensive discussion of the inherent
inhomogeneity of S-T-mixing and its effects on the
recombination dynamics of will be given
elsewhere (M. Volk et al., unpublihsed).

D. Determination of the Recombination Rates
and the Exchange Interaction

For RCs of Rb. sphaeroides at room temperature
was found to be smaller than (i) any value compatible
with the reaction scheme, Fig. 1 (Chidsey et al.,
1984; Goldstein and Boxer, 1989b) and (ii) the value
expected from simulations of the radical pair
recombination using the stochastic Liouville

equation, Eq. (3), (Volk, 1991). These discrepancies
can be explained self-consistently by equilibration
between and the triplet state of the BChl monomer
in the inactive branch on the time-scale of
recombination or faster. The triplet state of this BChl
is expected to have an energy higher than by
about 0.02–0.03 eV (Shuvalov and Parson, 1981;
Schenck et al., 1984) and was shown to be an
intermediate for the triplet energy transfer to the
carotenoid in Car-containing RCs (Frank and Violette,
1989). With this extension of the reaction scheme, at
higher temperatures the observable concentration of

after completion of recombination will be
smaller than the overall portion of RCs recombining
via the triplet channel. In agreement with this scheme,
no discrepancies are observed for RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides at low temperatures and for RCs of Cf.
aurantiacus even at high temperatures, since here
the BChl at the inactive branch is replaced by a BPh
(Ovchinnikov et al., 1988a,b; Shiozawa et al., 1989).
The conclusions described below are not affected by
neglecting this extension to the reaction scheme,
since only relative triplet yields will be considered.

This extension contrasts to the previously proposed
reaction scheme (Goldstein and Boxer, 1989b), which
assumed fast recombination of preceding
nuclear relaxations on the time scale of a few
nanoseconds. Such an explanation does not hold,
however, since in measurements of the recombination
dynamics of with ps-time resolution (Chidsey
et al., 1984) no corresponding recovery of the
absorbance of P in the first nanoseconds was observed.

1. The Singlet Recombination Rate

The average radical pair lifetime is given (Haberkorn
and Michel-Beyerle, 1979) by

The determination of and at zero magnetic
field and at a magnetic field B of several hundred G
allows the determination of from Eq. (1):
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The values of obtained with Eq. (2) are included
in Tables 2a, 3a and 4a. Within the error of
measurement the singlet recombination rate is
identical in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus, decreasing from to
upon lowering the temperature from 290 K to 90 K.
This is in agreement with previously published data
(Norris et al., 1982; Ogrodnik et al., 1982, 1988;
Chidsey et al., 1984; Budil et al., 1987). The values
for in RCs of Cf. aurantiacus are only slightly
larger and are independent of the temperature below
200K.

In principle, the singlet recombination rate has a
contribution from recombination via which is
thermally activated. The absence of a significant
activation of for bacterial RCs shows that even at
room temperature this recombination path is
negligible (Ogrodnik et al., 1988).

2. The Triplet Recombination Rate

a. Approximate Determination from the Width
of the MARY Spectrum

A direct determination of from and
comparable to the determination of Eq. (2), as has
been attempted in (Chidsey et al., 1984), is not
possible, since the second term in Eq. (1) is much
smaller than the first and, therefore, has no
significant direct contribution to the value of As
described above, the width of the MARY spectrum
is a measure for the triplet recombination rate
However, there are other factors contributing to the
width of the MARY spectrum like the HFI interaction.
For a quantitative determination of the measured
MARY and RYDMR spectra have to be fitted to
theoretical ones as described below. These fits indeed
yield results for which are very similar to the ones
obtained directly from Therefore, indeed is a
good measure for and will be used for the discussion
of the temperature dependence of see Fig. 5.

b. Determination from Numerical Simulations

The dependence of the triplet yield on static magnetic
fields and/or microwaves can theoretically be
calculated by the solution of the stochastic Liouville
equation for the density matrix  (Werner et al.,
1978; Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1979; Lersch
and Michel-Beyerle, 1983)

for the appropriate Hamilton operator

Here and represent the projection operators on
the singlet and the triplet subspaces, respectively,
and the nth nuclear spin of P or H with the
respective HFI tensor or and the spin of
the radical electron on P or H with g-factors and

Bohr’s magneton, the static magnetic field,
the magnetic field of the applied microwaves

and J the exchange interaction. Due to their large
distance, the dipole interaction between the two
radical electron spins can be neglected for the
calculation of (Ogrodnik et al., 1985). Similarly,
the anisotropy of the HFI tensors is neglected because
of the small observed anisotropy of the HFI induced
triplet yield (Boxer et al., 1982a,c).

Because of the large number of nuclear spins
contributing to the HFI an exact solution of the
Liouville equation is not feasible. In the one-proton
model the manifold of nuclear spins is replaced by
only one representative spin with a suitably chosen
HFI constant, giving analytical expressions for
(Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1979). However,
this model does not account for the effects from the
random orientation of nuclear spins. In a semiclassical
model the sum of the nuclear spins, weighted with
their hyperfine constants, is replaced by a classical
magnetic field. The strength of this field can be
modeled by a Gaussian distribution due to the large
number of nuclear spins with random orientation
(Schulten and Wolynes, 1978).

Using the semiclassical model, the measured
MARY and RYDMR can be fitted with
and J as free parameters, inserting the values for
given above. The width of the distribution of the
magnetic field modelling the HFI corresponds to the
HFI-induced width of the EPR spectrum of the

3 In view of the discrepancies with respect to the absolute triplet
yield (Section II.D), only relative MARY and RYDMR spectra
(i.e. the shape of these spectra) were considered here.
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respective radical. These were determined to be 9.5G
for in Rb. sphaeroides (McElroy et al., 1972),
9.8G for in Cf. aurantiacus (Bruce et al., 1982)
and 13.0G for (Okamura et al., 1979). For the
magnetic fields employed here, the difference of the
g-factors (McElroy et al., 1972;
Okamura et al., 1979)) as well as their anisotropy
(van der Est et al., 1993) can be neglected.

Fits of the MARY spectra yield values of 0.8–
0.95 for in the case of Rb. sphaeroides,
independent of the temperature. In the case of
Cf. aurantiacus a value of was obtained at
290 K, increasing to upon lowering the
temperature to 90 K. No fits of the MARY data for
Rb. capsulatus were performed so far; however, due
to the close similarity of the data obtained for RCs of
Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides, almost identical
results are expected for  in the RCs of these bacteria.

These values are almost the same as those
calculated from the MARY-width under the
assumption of being the purely homogeneous
width due to (Fig. 5). The latter values are slightly
larger due to the neglect of other contributions to
the largest of which is expected to be HFI with values
of 9.5 G for and 13 G for

Values for resulting from fits of the RYDMR
spectra are given in Tables 2b, 3b and 4b. For Rb.
sphaeroides the value is approx. independent
of the temperature. A somewhat smaller value is
obtained for Rb. capsulatus at 277K. For RCs of Cf.
aurantiacus a pronounced increase of by a factor
of 2 upon lowering the temperature from 280K to
170K was deduced from RYDMR data; the value of

obtained from the fits, however, depended on the
microwave power. The cause of this discrepancy and
of the different values obtained by the different
methods will be discussed in the following section.

c. Inconsistency of the Values Obtained by
Different Methods

The values of determined in MARY and RYDMR
measurements differ by a factor of up to 2. Similarly,
RYDMR measurements on RCs of Cf. aurantiacus at
different microwave powers could not be simulated
with the same value of (Table 3b).

As discussed in section V.C., from the measurement
of the magnetic field dependent recombination
dynamics of in delayed fluorescence one can
conclude that there is an inhomogeneous distribution
of the energy of This yields a distribution of the
recombination rates and explaining the

inconsistency of the values for determined with
the different techniques. It can be shown that the
amplitude of the RYDMR spectra decreases rapidly
with increasing particularly at low microwave
powers (Lersch, 1987). Therefore, the overall signal
from a sample inhomogeneous with respect to will
not be sensitive to contributions from RCs with large

Another method for the determination of the value
of is the measurement of in very high magnetic
fields (>100 kG). At these magnetic fields S-T-mixing
is predominantly caused by the different g factors of
P and H and ultimately leads to an equilibration of
singlet and triplet levels, implying

A value of was determined with this
method for RCs of Rb. sphaeroides at room
temperature from time resolved fluorescence
measurements (Goldstein and Boxer, 1989a). This
corresponds well with the value determined from
RYDMR spectra but is in disagreement
with the MARY spectra, yielding
However, again the method is not sensitive to RCs
with large rates of because large values of yield
lifetimes that could not have been resolved,
particularly in view of the fast fluorescence
components that are present even at low magnetic
fields.

Therefore, the observed discrepancies can be
resolved and even confirm the inhomogeneity of the
RCs with respect to In fact, simulations of the
MARY spectrum for Rb. sphaeroides at 290 K under
the assumption of two populations of RCs with
values of of 0.4 (70%) and 2.5 (30%)
reproduce the measured spectrum significantly better
than under the assumption of only one value of
(Volk, 1991).

3. The Exchange Interaction J

As can be seen in Fig. 1, one of the triplet levels of
is isoenergetic with the singlet level for an

external magnetic field of                                                               is most
efficient for this magnetic field. The observation of a
pronounced resonance structure in the MARY
spectrum, therefore, allows the determination of the
exchange interaction J. If the width of the MARY-
spectrum is much larger than J, however, no resonance
is observed. If only a weak resonance is found, the
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maximum triplet yield is not observed at B = J, since
S-T-mixing to the complementary triplet level distorts
the shape of the resonance. In this case, the value of
J has to be obtained from a numerical fit. For Cf.
aurantiacus the MARY spectra yield a value for J of
21 G at 310 K increasing to 25 G at 230 K. For the
other RCs no resonance is found and the MARY
spectra only allow the determination of an upper
limit for the value of J.

For these cases a determination of J is possible
from the fit of the RYDMR spectra. An almost
temperature independent value of J = 10 G was
found for Rb. sphaeroides (Table 2b) and Rb.
capsulatus (Table 4b). For Cf. aurantiacus the best
fits were obtained for values of J between 20 G and
25 G (Table 3b), in agreement with the MARY
results.

In the literature, a value of J= (14 ± 1) G has been
reported for Rb. sphaeroides at temperatures between
296 K and 222 K from the magnetic field dependent
measurement of with less resolution than the one
employed here (Norris et al., 1987a). From the
anisotropic electron spin polarization of in Q-
reduced RCs of Rhodospirillum rubrum, which are
very similar to RCs of Rb. sphaeroides, a value of J
of 10 G was determined (Hore et al., 1993).

E. Determination of the Free Energies of
and

From the parameters of the recombination
dynamics and the magnetic field dependent lifetime
of the free energy difference between and

can be deduced (Chidsey et al., 1985; Goldstein
et al., 1988; Ogrodnik et al., 1988). At low
temperatures the triplet state decays on the 100
time scale to the singlet ground state P via intersystem
crossing with the rate  At higher temperatures the
lifetime decreases and becomes magnetic field
dependent. This magnetic field dependence has been
shown to be parallel to that of the triplet recombination
yield, implying a decay mechanism that involves
thermal repopulation of from    with the
rate followed by triplet-singlet-mixing and
subsequent recombination to the ground state. A
thorough treatment yields the following equation for
the effective decay rate of (Chidsey et al., 1985):

The magnetic field dependence of allows the
separation of the two contributions and the
determination of From the ratio of and the
free energy difference between and can
be obtained. Measurements on Q-depleted RCs of
Rb. sphaeroides at room temperature yielded values
of (0.173 ± 0.004) eV (Goldstein et al., 1988) and
(0.165 ± 0.008) eV (Ogrodnik et al., 1988).

The apparatus with electronic delay allows the
simultaneous determination of the lifetime of
and of the recombination parameters. The values of

and obtained for RCs of Rb. sphaeroides
(Ogrodnik et al., 1988) and Cf. aurantiacus (Volk,
1991) are included in Table 2a and 3 a, see also Fig. 8.
The value of for RCs of Cf. aurantiacus is
significantly larger (0.20 eV compared to 0.16 eV in
Rb. sphaeroides at room temperature). Such a
difference has been predicted from electrostatic
calculations (Michel-Beyerle et al., 1988b; Parson et
al., 1990a) due to the exchange of the polar
(protonated) glutamic acid at position L 104 in Rb.
sphaeroides to the unpolar glutamine in Cf.
aurantiacus.

The value of shows only a weak temperature
dependence. A linear fit of the data yields values for
the enthalpy difference  and
the entropy difference for
Rb. sphaeroides and  and

for Cf. aurantiacus. The
value of for Rb. sphaeroides determined here is
more precise than the value determined in (Goldstein
et al., 1988) from the temperature dependence of
where the temperature dependence of and was
not available.

For Rb. sphaeroides a value of 
 was obtained from fluorescence and

phosphorescence spectra (Takiff and Boxer, 1988)
and from the temperature dependence of microsecond
delayed fluorescence (Shuvalov and Parson, 1981).
Because the entropy difference between and
should be negligible,
thus with  a free
energy gap for charge separation to of

 can be calculated. At room
temperature this value agrees with the one obtained
from delayed fluorescence data (Hörber et al., 1986).4

Fluorescence measurements with better time

4 This result also can be derived from the data in (Woodbury et
al., 1986), if refering to the slowest fluorescence component
(Ogrodnik, 1990).
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resolution yield a somewhat lower value of 0.21 eV
(Ogrodnik et al., 1994). However, due to the energetic
inhomogeneity of the apparent value of

as determined from fluorescence, strongly
decreases upon lowering the temperature, see Section
V.C.

In the carotenoid-containing RCs of Rb. capsulatus,
energy is transferred from to the triplet state of
the carotenoid on the 100 ns timescale; therefore,

cannot be determined directly. From the close
similarity of the temperature dependence of in
RCs of Rb. capsulatus to that in RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides, however, one can conclude that the
energy of is similar in both RCs, see Section
II.F.5.

The recombination dynamics of also gives
access to the free energy difference between

and (B: BChl monomer at the active
branch). Fast hopping between and affects
various observables of the recombination dynamics
(Haberkorn et al., 1979; Bixon et al., 1987; Ogrodnik
et al., 1982, 1988; Michel-Beyerle and Ogrodnik,
1990; Ogrodnik, 1990). In this context the additional
triplet recombination channel via leading to
an effective recombination rate

gives the best access to Here, and denote
the rate of recombination to from and

respectively. From the experimentally found
inverted temperature dependence of Fig. 5, the
activated second term in Eq. (7) can be estimated to
contribute less than 20% even at room temperature
in RCs of Cf. aurantiacus and of Rb. sphaeroides,
corresponding to less than

The electronic coupling between and is
similar to the coupling between and
which was estimated from the activationless rate of
primary charge separation to be in RCs of
Rb. sphaeroides(Bixon et al., 1988, 1989). This is
larger than the electronic coupling between
and by a factor of 20, see section II.F.4. The free
energy of is above that of and the triplet
recombination from is near the activationless
case, thus is in the inverted region, but close to the
activationless case as long as does not have a
very large free energy. Therefore, the Franck-Condon-

factor for is expected to be similar to that of a
decrease by at most a factor of 2 will be assumed
here. It can be concluded that

With these values, a lower limit for  of 0.17 eV
can be estimated for Rb. sphaeroides. Due to the
slightly slower primary charge separation in RCs of
Cf. aurantiacus, the corresponding calculation yields

in this case.
As a consequence, the free energy gap

for charge separation to can be
estimated to be smaller than 0.05 eV in Cf. aurantiacus
and smaller than 0.08 eV in Rb. sphaeroides.

In a recent investigation (Schmidt et al., 1994)
effort has been made to determine in RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides with the bacteriopheophytin exchanged
with pheophytin. In this case, becomes so small
that the electron transfer step slows
down to . This should give rise to
delayed fluorescence from From the amplitude
of the experimental fluorescence component with a
lifetime corresponding to that of

has been derived. However, (1) contri-
butions to this fluorescence component not originating
from recombination of and (2) an inhomogeneity
of (see Eq. (18)) would lead to an underestimation
of the true average value of . Together with the
limit derived above, can thus be confined to

 We include this result in Fig. 8.

F. Conclusions

The recombination of cannot compete with
forward electron transfer to Q, which in native RCs
occurs with a quantum yield close to unity (Wraight
and Clayton, 1973; Volk et al., 1991). This high
quantum yield only is possible because the
recombination to the ground state is slow due to the
large energy gap and the fast recombination via the
triplet channel is hindered by the ‘bottleneck’ of
HFI-induced S-T-mixing. On the other hand, the
parameters obtained from the measurement of the
recombination dynamics, i.e. and J, can be
discussed in relation to the charge separation steps
from to and allow the determination of free
energies, as was shown in the previous section, as
well as electronic matrix elements and reorganization
energies.
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1. Nonadiabatic Electron Transfer Theory

In the framework of nonadiabatic electron transfer
theory, the simplest expression for the electron
transfer rate (considering only protein vibronic modes
with is given by the electronic coupling
matrix element V, the free energy of the reaction
and the reorganization energy (Jortner, 1980a,b;
Marcus and Sutin, 1985; see Chapter 25 by Parson
and Warshel):

with denoting the coupling between P and
the coupling between and and

the vertical energy separation between
and at the nuclear coordinates where the
transition takes place. In Section V.C. experimental
evidence for the predominance of the superexchange
coupling mechanism for the recombination of
is described.

2. —A Rate in the Marcus Inverted Region

From the energies given in Section II.E., together
with the known energy of the free energy for
the singlet recombination process can be estimated
to be  The reorganization energy is
expected to be similar to the one for the triplet
recombination process, which will be shown below
to be 1000–1500 . Therefore, is a rate deep in
the Marcus inverted region . For this case,
a reduction of the rate by many orders of magnitude
is expected upon lowering the temperature from
290 K to 90 K according to Eq. (8). In all three
bacterial RCs discussed here, however, the singlet
recombination rate shows only a weak temperature
dependence, decreasing by a factor of less than 3
upon decreasing the temperature from room
temperature to 90 K. This can be reconciled with

electron transfer theory by including the coupling of
high energy vibronic modes to the recombination
process, as has been discussed in (Bixon and Jortner,
1991). Such couplings strongly influence electron
transfer rates in the inverted region and can diminish
their temperature dependence to a large extent.

3. Determination of the Reorganization
Energy

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the
MARY halfwidth for Rb. sphaeroides and Cf.
aurantiacus. On the right hand ordinate of Fig. 5,
is converted into the triplet recombination rate It
shows an inverted temperature dependence, which
according to Eq. (8) only is possible for an
(pseudo)activationless (Bixon and Jortner, 1989)
process, i.e. This discussion neglects
possible thermal contraction effects altering the value
of upon changing the temperature. However, in
the light of the small changes of the radical pair
lifetime observed under extremely high pressure
(Windsor and Menzel, 1989), such effects are
expected to be small.

The matrix element relevant for the recombination
of is expected to be dominated by superexchange
coupling via (Michel-Beyerle et al., 1988a;
Bixon et al., 1991):
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The curves in Fig. 5 are simulations of the
temperature dependence of with Eq. (8) (scaled to

the values of as determined in
Section II.E. It can be seen that for both species the
measured temperature dependence of is well
reproduced by the simulations for a value of of
1000–1200 . For Cf. aurantiacus these simula-
tions indicate an activationless rate
around 100 K and a small activation at higher
temperatures, while in Rb. sphaeroides the activa-
tionless case is expected at the higher temperatures
due to the different value of Taking into account
the uncertainty of the temperature dependent values
of the value of can be concluded to be in the
range 1000–1500

4. Determination of the Electronic Coupling

With the values of  and as determined
above, the matrix element for the triplet
recombination process can be determined from
Eq. (8). Taking into account the uncertainties of

and values of and
are obtained for RCs of Rb.

sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus, respectively.

5. Similarity of the Recombination Dynamics
of in the Different RCs

The recombination dynamics of in the RC of
Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus is almost
identical, while the RC of Cf. aurantiacus shows a
somewhat different behavior. The triplet recom-
bination rate is similar in all RCs at room
temperature, but, in contrast to Rb. sphaeroides,
shows a pronounced increase to lower temperatures
in Cf. aurantiacus. In addition, the value of the
exchange interaction J in RCs of Cf. aurantiacus is
more than twice as large as compared to Rb.
sphaeroides. This is directly seen from the resonance
structure of the MARY spectra, Fig. 3.

As discussed in Section II. F. 3, the different
temperature dependence of in RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus is due to the different
free energy gap  (Fig. 5). In Cf. aurantiacus

is close to at 100K, resulting in an
activationless electron transfer rate while in Rb.
sphaeroides is smaller than by several

resulting in a small activation energy.

Upon increasing the temperature, becomes slightly
activated in Cf. aurantiacus, while it approaches the
activationless case in Rb. sphaeroides, which explains
the different temperature dependence of in the two
RCs. No further assumptions, such as different values
of or effects of thermal contractions have to be
made.

In RCs of Rb. capsulatus, on the other hand, the
temperature dependence of is almost identical to
that in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides, as can be concluded
from the temperature dependence of Table 2a
and Table 4a. Therefore, in reversal of the foregoing
discussion, one expects to be very similar in Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus.

From the absolute values of  the electronic
coupling was estimated to be slightly larger in Cf.
aurantiacus than in Rb. sphaeroides.5 Indeed, if the
electronic coupling for recombination is dominated
by superexchange coupling via one expects it
to be larger in Cf. aurantiacus than in Rb. sphaeroides,
due to the higher free energy of The vertical
energy separation can be estimated
from the sum of and the reorgani-
zation energy for to have a value of
approx. (here a value of approx.
was assumed for close to the value determined for

The different free energy of as determined
in Section II.E, leads to a correspondingly different
value of . An electronic coupling that
is 10% larger in Cf. aurantiacus than in Rb.
sphaeroides, indeed, is expected from Eq. (9).

The different free energy of  also can explain
the larger value of J in RCs of Cf. aurantiacus
compared to the value found in RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides. This notion is based on several
arguments. (i) The stronger electronic coupling in
the case of Cf. aurantiacus results in a larger value of
J. (ii) The shift of due to its interaction with

(Eq. 10b) has an energy denominator which is
smaller in the case of Cf. aurantiacus than in Rb.
sphaeroides. (iii) The absolute value of is slightly
smaller than in Rb. sphaeroides, therefore the
energy of at the equilibrium nuclear coordinate of

is higher than that of The interaction of
the two states results in a shift of to lower
energies, parallel to the energetic shift of

5 Within the uncertainty given in Section II.F.4, is the same in
both RCs. However, this uncertainty of the absolute value of
mostly arises from the uncertainty of If one assumes the same
value for for both RCs, can be shown to be different in the
two RCs by approx. 10%.
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leading to a partial compensation of the two shifts. In
Cf. aurantiacus, on the other hand, is larger
than so that is shifted to higher energies
and the two shifts add.

From this argument, the sign of J can be
concluded to be positive in RCs of Cf. aurantiacus,
which means that is higher in energy than

A similar conclusion for Rb. sphaeroides is
not possible, because it is not clear whether the
singlet or the triplet contribution, both shifting
to lower energies, predominates.

Summarizing, the differences in the recombination
dynamics of Rb. sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus
result from the different energy of  presumably
caused mostly by the exchange of the polar
(protonated) glutamic acid at position L 104 in Rb.
sphaeroides to glutamine in Cf. aurantiacus (Michel-
Beyerle et al., 1988b; Parson et al., 1990a). All other
parameters seem to be very similar in the two RCs.

III. The Effect of Genetic Mutations on the
Recombination Dynamics of

A. Mutagenesis of

The amino acid residue in
Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.) viridis located
between H and Q in RCs of Rp. viridis (Deisenhofer
et al., 1984) and Rb. sphaeroides (Chang et al., 1986;
Allen et al., 1987), is conserved in all bacterial RCs
sequenced so far as well as in Photosystem II (Komiya
et al., 1988). It is essential for the binding of Q
(Coleman et al., 1990a,b) and has been suspected to
enhance the electronic coupling for the electron
transfer with the rate via the
superexchange mechanism (Plato et al., 1989).
Indeed, the mutagenic replacement of by
amino acid residues with high lying energy levels, as
leucine or phenylalanine in RCs of Rb. capsulatus
(Coleman et al., 1990a,b) or tyrosine or phenylalanine
in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides (Stilz et al., 1990), leads to
a significant decrease of due to a reduction of the
electronic coupling. However, this reduction could
be due to structural changes affecting H and/or Q
and/or changed energetics of the amino acid in its
role as superexchange mediator.

To investigate possible structural changes of the H
site, the recombination dynamics of were
measured in Q-depleted RCs of Rb. capsulatus in

which had been replaced by leucine (Leu),
glutamic acid (Glu) or phenylalanine (Phe) (Coleman
et al., 1990a; Lang et al., 1990; Lersch et al., 1990;
Volk, 1991). Lifetime and MARY data as well as
RYDMR data are almost unaffected by the mutation,
Table 4. In all mutant RCs increases slightly upon
decreasing the temperature, similar to the native RCs
of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides. This
observation shows that is essentially unaffected
by the mutation. The similarity of the values of
and J in the mutant and native RCs leads to the
conclusion that mutation induced structural effects
at the sites of P and H are small.

Conclusions on the specific role of as a
superexchange mediator could not be drawn, since
structural changes at the Q binding site might be
predominant. This view is supported by (i) a decreased
Q binding affinity after the mutation (Coleman et al.,
1990a,b; Stilz et al., 1990) and (ii) the fact, that the
aromatic Phe has a similar effect on as the aliphatic
Leu.

B. Mutagenesis of

The amino acid residue in Rp.
viridis is in van-der-Waals-distance to P, B
and H on the active branch in RCs of Rp. viridis
(Deisenhofer et al., 1984) and Rb. sphaeroides (Chang
et al., 1986; Allen et al., 1987). It is conserved in all
purple bacterial RCs sequenced so far. Electrostatic
calculations (Parson et al., 1990a) predict an increase
of the free energy of by and a
smaller increase of the free energy of upon
replacement of  by phenylalanine (Phe). Such
energetic shifts are expected to cause significant
effects on the rate of primary charge separation.
Indeed, the mutagenic replacement of by Phe,
tryptophan, isoleucine or leucine in RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides slows primary charge separation
considerably (Finkele et al., 1990; Parson et al.,
1990b; Nagarajan et al., 1993). This could be due to
effects of the mutation on the energies of the states
involved in primary charge separation and/or
mutation-induced structural changes affecting the
electronic couplings. Measurements of the recom-
bination dynamics of on Q-depleted RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides were performed to
distinguish between these two possibilities (Volk et
al., 1993a).

Neither the radical pair lifetime nor the
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magnetic field dependence of the triplet yield were
found to be strongly affected by the mutation, Table
2a (because of the inherent wavelength dependence
of the observed time constants (Section II.C.), only
the values of determined at the same wavelengths
should be compared)6. The magnetic field at
which half of the maximum modulation of is
observed, was found to be larger in the mutant at
90K, but smaller at 290K. Since the genetic
modification had been constructed in strain GA of
Rb. sphaeroides, energy transfer from to
was found to occur on the 100 ns timescale between
90K and 290K. Consequently, the determination of
the free energy gap between and from the
lifetime of (Section II.E)was not possible.

However, the temperature dependence of the triplet
recombination rate (estimated from in the

increasing by a factor of
almost 2 upon lowering the temperature from 290K
to 90K mirrors the temperature dependence of
found in RCs of Cf. aurantiacus, see Fig. 5. In
analogy to the discussion in Section II.F.5, this allows
the conclusion that the mutation causes an increase
of the free energy of to a value similar to that in
Cf. aurantiacus, which was found to be shifted by
0.04 eV compared to Rb. sphaeroides, see Section
II.E. A similar increase of the free energy of by
0.046 eV due to was concluded upon
from the amplitude of delayed fluorescence
(Nagarajan et al., 1993). However, the conclusions
on the energetics of from fluorescence
measurements suffer from uncertainties with respect
to the energetic inhomogeneity of (Section
V.C.). The major contribution to the altered energetics
of seems to arise from the altered redox potential
of which is increased by 30 mV (Nagarajan et
al., 1993).

From the difference of the absolute values of
between the native and the mutated RCs, it can be
estimated that the replacement of by Phe
results in a decrease of the electronic coupling by
10%. Such a reduction of the electronic couplings
also is supported by results from RYDMR measure-
ments (Lang, 1991) revealing reduced values of
and J.

The singlet recombination rate was determined
from Eq. (2) to be at 90 K and
at 290 K, which is 30% smaller than in native RCs of
Rb. sphaeroides R26. The temperature dependence
of is unaffected by the mutation. This is to be
expected for a rate in the Marcus inverted region
strongly coupled to high energy modes, which is
insensitive to small variations of the free energy gap.
The smaller value of in the modified RCs,
consequently, indicates that there has been a decrease
of the electronic coupling by a factor of 0.85.

The major contribution to the electronic couplings
and for the recombination of  is expected to

arise from superexchange via Eq. (9). The
vertical energy separation was
estimated above to have a value of approx. 3000

. From this, it can be calculated that the predicted
increase of the energy of by together
with the predicted and indeed observed increase of
the energy of by should lead to a
reduction of the superexchange couplings by a factor
of approx. 0.85. This is in full agreement with the
effect actually observed.

Summarizing, the effects of the replacement of
by Phe on the recombination dynamics of

can be understood with the predicted shifts of
the free energies of and (Section VI.B),
without assuming any mutation-induced structural
changes.

IV. Recombination Dynamics of in an
External Electric Field

External electric fields are a powerful tool for
experimentally altering the energies of charge
separated states due to their large dipole moments
(Popovic et al., 1986; Feher et al., 1988; Lockhart et
al., 1990; Ogrodnik and Michel-Beyerle, 1992;
Ogrodnik, 1993). The ion radical pair has a
considerable electric dipole moment which can be
calculated from the X-ray structure of the RC
(Deisenhofer et al., 1984; Chang et al., 1986; Allen et
al., 1987) to be 82 D. The interaction of this dipole
moment with the external electric field leads to a
shift of the energy of Depending on the
orientation of the dipole moment in the electric field,
this shift can adopt a value of up to in a field
of V/cm. Recently, the recombination
dynamics of in an external electric field was
measured (Volk et al., 1993b). The results necessitated

6In(Nagarajan et al., 1993) an increase of at 295K is reported
due to the replacement of by Phe. However, these results
do not allow conclusions on the majority of RCs, since they
originate from delayed fluorescence measurements which might
be dominated by a minority of RCs (Section V). Furthermore,
they refer to Q-reduced RCs.
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the development of an extended theoretical treatment
for the exchange interaction J.

A. Results

Nanosecond time-resolved absorbance measurements
in an external electric field were
performed on quinone-depleted RCs of Rb. sphaer-
oides in PVA at 90 K and 210 K (Volk et al., 1993b).
Within the experimental uncertainty, was
essentially unaffected by the electric field. Similarly,
the shape of the MARY-spectra were hardly altered

was reduced from 52 G to 51 G at 90 K and from
55 G to 48 G at 210 K in the electric field).

However, significant effects of the electric field
were observed on the P absorbance bleaching. At a
delay time of 0 ns (± 1 ns) a reduction of this
bleaching by approximately 8% was found both at
90 K and at 210 K. This effect, evolving on the
picosecond time scale (Ogrodnik et al., 1992), reflects
the reduction of the quantum yield of formation
in the electric field. On the 10 ns time scale the
relative electric field effect on the bleaching of P
changes, mirroring an electric field effect on the
triplet yield At 90 K an electric-field-induced
reduction of by 6% is observed at 0 G and at
700 G, while at 210 K there is a slight increase of
in the electric field by 3% at 0 G and almost no effect
at 700 G.

The electric-field-induced reduction of the overall
yield of at 90 K, described in Volk et al. (1993b),
agrees with that reported by Boxer and coworkers
(Franzen et al., 1992; Boxer et al., 1992) at 80 K. In
contrast to the above findings, Boxer and coworkers,
however, did not obtain a difference between the
electric field effects on and implying no
effect on the recombination process yielding
Taking into account the increase of the relative field
effect with a time constant of approximately 10 ns,
due to the limited time resolution (excitation pulse
width 8 ns) of the setup used by Boxer and coworkers
caused them to fail to observe this difference.

B. The Effect of the Electric Field on the
Recombination Rates

An energetic shift of alters the free energy
differences          and         for the charge recombination
rates and The triplet recombination rate
being almost activationless, is expected to decrease
upon any changes of Indeed, the slight reduction
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of at 210 K might reflect this decrease of The
lack of such effects at 90 K suggests that the decrease

other RCs, which is expected if is not exactly
equal to as it is the case in Rb. sphaeroides at
90 K. The singlet recombination rate on the other
hand, is a rate in the Marcus inverted region strongly
coupled to high energy vibronic modes, which is
expected to depend only weakly on the free energy
(Bixon and Jortner, 1991). In summary, the observed
small electric field effects on and can be
understood in terms of the energetic shift of by
the electric field.

C. The Effect of the Electric Field on the
Exchange Interaction—Extended Theoretical
Treatment of J

1. Effects Expected from a Perturbation
Theoretical Treatment of J

In a perturbation theoretical approach, the energy
separation between the singlet and the triplet phased
radical pair and arises from the
different energetic shifts of and of

due to their interaction with the manifolds of
other singlet and triplet states:

The dominant contributions to and result
from the interaction with and :

with denoting the electronic coupling and
the vertical energy separation (at the equilibrium

and and respectively. The activationless
nature of implies that is smaller than

(Michel-Beyerle et al., 1988a; Bixon et al.,
1988, 1989). The singlet vertical energy separation

on the other hand, can be estimated to be
approx. 3000 from the sum of the free energy
difference and the
reorganization energy which, in
turn, is expected to be similar to Due
to these differences in the vertical energy separation,
energetic shifts of by the electric field on the
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order of up to 800 should strongly affect
while they do not alter considerably.

For the sake of clarity, in the following it will be
assumed that For similar singlet and triplet
electronic couplings, this is reasonable, because the
triplet vertical energy separation is much smaller.
However, the conclusions described here are valid
also for With in zero electric
field, an electric field of causes a shift of

to values under in 25% of the
isotropically oriented RCs (Volk et al., 1993b). With

the absolute value of in these RCs is
larger than according to Eq. (11a). This
is more than the width of the MARY spectrum

and, therefore, S-T-mixing to all
three triplet levels should be effectively inhibited.
On the other hand, in RCs with orientations leading
to a reduction of J in the electric field, no significant
enhancement of S-T-mixing occurs, because the value
of J at zero electric field  already is
small. Therefore, after averaging over all orientations,
the electric field is expected to lead to a significant
reduction (of at least 25%) of the overall triplet yield.

These expected large electric field effects on the
triplet yield were not observed. In the electric field
was found to be reduced by less than 10% at 90 K and
even to increase at 210K. In addition to the effects on
the triplet yield, the wide distribution of J in an
isotropic sample of RCs in an external electric field
as expected from Eq. (10) should have resulted in
pronounced effects on the shape of the MARY
spectrum which were not observed. In principle, the
inhibition of S-T-mixing in 25% of the RCs could be
compensated by an increase of due to electric field
effects on the recombination rates and in the
remaining RCs. This can be ruled out on the basis of
the small electric field effects on MARY spectrum,
radical pair lifetime and monoexponentiality of
radical pair recombination (Volk et al., 1993b).

In conclusion, the observed electric field effects
on the recombination dynamics of are much
smaller then expected from the simple perturbation
theoretical treatment of J, Eq. (11). In the next section
we will describe an extension to this theory that
reconciles theory and experiment.

2. Extended Theoretical Treatment of 

The shift of arising from the interaction
with is very sensitive to the vertical energy

separation between and which for
Eq. (11a) is taken at the equilibrium position of

However, the nuclear coordinates are not fixed
at this position, but oscillate around it. These
oscillations lead to pronounced fluctuations of the
vertical energy separation, especially in the domain
of small

Assuming displaced harmonic potentials for
and with the same vibrational frequency the
vertical energy separation at the (generalized)
nuclear coordinate q can be calculated:

Here q = 0 denotes the equilibrium position of
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the
energetic shift of due to its interaction with

can be calculated at each nuclear coordinate q
from Eq. (11a). The effective triplet shift then is
given by averaging over all values of q. With the
wavefunction for the harmonic oscillation
(Davydov, 1965) in the nuclear vibronic ground state
of this averaging yields

For T > 0, the same average over q can be calculated
for all excited nuclear vibronic states of and the
value of then is obtained by thermal averaging
over these values.

For the sake of simplicity, the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation also is used near the intersection of
the two potential energy surfaces, although this may
not well be justified in general. However, the results
obtained here are in agreement with those of a
thorough quantum mechanical treatment (Bixon et
al., 1993).

The typical oscillation of the nuclear coordinates
in an harmonic oscillator lead to fluctuations

of the vertical energy separation between
and around of the order of which for
typical parameters
has a value of If the energy separation

at the equilibrium position of is smaller
than those fluctuations, a partial cancellation of
negative and positive contributions to is expected.
For the case the negative and positive
contributions to should cancel completely in this
approximation.
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Figure 6 shows the dependence of on
calculated with Eq. (13) for typical values of and

For comparison, the result obtained with Eq.
(11a) also is given. For values of smaller than

the results of the extended theory
indeed deviate considerably from Eq. (11a). At higher
values, both approaches yield very similar results.
As expected, for a value of  of 0 is obtained
with Eq. (12). Thus the inclusion of nuclear
oscillations removes the unrealistic discontinuity of

found with Eq. (11a) at this point.
With the extended treatment the discrepancies

between predicted and observed electric field effects
on the triplet yield and the shape of the MARY
spectrum are removed. No matter to which values

is shifted by the electric field,  calculated with
Eq. (13) does not take values larger than

comparable to the
width of the MARY-spectrum. In addional, the small
values of  calculated with the extended treatment
also allow to rationalize the small value of the
experimentally determined exchange interaction,
being smaller than in all RCs
investigated so far, in spite of considerable differences
in the energy of

V. Observation of the Recombination
Dynamics of in Delayed
Fluorescence: Evidence for an Energetic
Inhomogeneity of

A nonuniform RC population with an energetic
inhomogeneity with respect to can be revealed
by comparing the recombination kinetics monitored
by transient absorbance and by delayed fluorescence
(due to repopulation of from  While transient
absorbance measurements are sensitive to all RCs,
the fluorescence signal will be dominated by RCs
with an energetically higher-lying radical pair. From
the observed different magnetic field dependence of
delayed fluorescence and transient absorbance in
RCs of Rb. sphaeroides it was concluded that the free
energy of is inhomogeneously broadened
(Ogrodnik et al., 1994).

A. Expected Magnetic Field Dependence of
the Delayed Fluorescence

The delayed fluorescence due to thermal repopulation
of mirrors the concentration of the singlet radical
pair Therefore, it monitors the lifetime
of defined as

with denoting the concentration of the
singlet radical pair (normalized to 1 at t = 0) and B
the magnetic field. Note, that is not the same as
the overall radical pair lifetime  (see Section II.C).

Equation (14) allows us to relate the delayed
fluorescence to transient absorbance measurements,
because the yield of recombination to the singlet
ground state of P is given by the product
of the singlet recombination rate with the same
integral (Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1979):

Therefore, the magnetic field dependence of
as monitored by delayed fluorescence, and of the
singlet or triplet recombination yield, as monitored
by the transient absorbance at delay times sufficiently
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longer than are expected to have the same
lineshape.

B. Results

A multiexponential decay of the time resolved
fluorescence is observed at all temperatures for Q-
depleted RCsof Rb. sphaeroides. Being in agreement
with previous observations (Woodbury et al., 1986;
Goldstein and Boxer, 1989a), further components
could be revealed with higher time resolution
(Ogrodnik et al., 1994). For example, at 275 K the fit
yields a fast initial decay (within the temporal
resolution of the set-up) followed by components
with 135 ps, 550 ps, 2.6 ns and 11 ns lifetime with
continuously decreasing amplitudes. The time
constant of 11 ns compares fairly well with the
lifetime of (see Table 2a), therefore this
component certainly relates to delayed fluorescence
arising from thermal repopulation of                                  from
Only this component is expected to be affected by
the application of an external magnetic field, while
all other lifetimes and all amplitudes are necessarily
independent of the magnetic field. This is indeed
confirmed by measurements of the fluorescence in
an external magnetic field of 600 G.

Due to the multiple decay components it is difficult
to isolate the lifetime in a fitting procedure
with sufficient resolution to obtain its magnetic field
dependence. A more precise determination of
Eq. (14), can be obtained by integrating over the
decay of the delayed fluorescence signal
(normalized to 1 at t = 0):

Because contributions from the other fluorescence
components (summarized as in the experi-
mentally accessible total fluorescence

are independent of the magnetic field, the
magnetic field dependence of can be obtained
from:

The magnetic field dependence of the integrated
fluorescence at different temperatures is shown in
Fig. 7 and compared with the MARY spectra of the
singlet yield obtained from transient
absorption measurements. There are significant
differences in the linewidths of the curves, particularly
at low temperatures. While in transient absorbance
measurements is almost temperature independent,
increasing from 38 G to 55 G upon lowering the
temperature from 290 K to 90 K (Table 2a), as
measured in fluorescence increases from 65 G to
130 G in the same temperature range. Apparently,
RCs with different recombination dynamics are
monitored in fluorescence and absorbance measure-
ments. Because is a measure for one can
conclude that those RCs predominantly detected in
fluorescence have larger rates than the RCs that
are detected in absorption.

Simulations of the recombination dynamics and
its magnetic field dependence using the stochastic
Liouville equation, Eq. (3), were carried out to search
for the best match to the magnetic field dependence
of and respectively. At low temperatures a
perfect match to the fluorescence data could be
obtained, at high temperatures slight deviations had
to be accepted. The values for obtained from the
simulations of the fluorescence data were significantly
larger than the values obtained from the best fits of
the absorption data ( compared to 1.0 at
90 K, 1.8 compared to 0.8 at 290 K).
Simulations of the time dependence of the overall
concentration of were matched to the absorption
recovery at 760 nm and simulations of the
concentration of were matched to the delayed
fluorescence decay to obtain values for Again the

values obtained from the fluorescence data are
significantly larger than those from the absorption
data compared to at 90 K,

and at 290 K).

C. Energetic Inhomogeneity of

The delayed fluorescence signal is proportional to
the singlet radical pair concentration weighted by the
Boltzmann factor for repopulation of and thus
has a preferential selectivity to radical pairs
energetically close to while the absorption signal
is related directly to the radical pair concentration.

with
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Therefore, the experimental finding that fluorescence
and absorbance measurements probe different RCs
implies an energetic inhomogeneity of the free energy
gap between and In contrast to transient
absorbance that monitors the majority of RCs, most
of the delayed fluorescence can result from a small
minority of RCs. At lower temperatures, the delayed
fluorescence selects radical pairs even closer to
than those selected at higher temperatures.

A significant energetic inhomogeneity of the state
should lead to excitation wavelength dependent

rates of primary charge separation. In photochemical
hole-burning spectra in the band of P,
however, no dependence of the lifetime of on the
burn frequency was found (Lyle et al., 1993).
Furthermore, an energetic inhomogeneity of is
not expected to have significant effects on the
recombination of to the ground state. Therefore,
the inhomogeneity of observed here
has to arise from an energetic inhomogeneity of

Differences in fluorescence and absorbance
measurements will result from an energetic
inhomogeneity of only, if at least one of the
relevant recombination parameters changes with the
free energy of The value of the majority of
RCs was concluded to be near the activationless
limit. Shifting the radical pair energy to higher values
should result only in a small increase of the Franck-
Condon factor when reaching this limit and a

subsequent decrease upon a further shift. The
difference in the apparent values of measured at
low temperatures in fluorescence and absorption,
however, is distinctly larger, suggesting that not only
the Franck-Condon factor, but also the electronic
coupling is changed with energy. The notion of a
significant dependence of the recombination matrix
element on the energy of is confirmed by the
inhomogeneity of which is found to parallel that of

The Franck-Condon factor of this rate is expected
to depend only weakly on the free energy, because
the reaction is deep in the Marcus inverted region.
Thus, a dependence of on the free energy of
corresponding to that of can be deduced.

Indeed, the energetic inhomogeneity of is
expected to affect and if the superexchange
mechanism prevails for these couplings, see Eq. (9).
The expected dominance of superexchange coupling
for the recombination rates and (Michel-Beyerle
et al., 1988a; Bixon et al., 1991), thus, can be
supported from experimental results.

From the temperature dependence of the delayed
fluorescence, the width of the energetic distribution
of can be estimated (Ogrodnik et al., 1994).
When neglecting the energetic inhomogeneity, the
activation barrier for the recombination process from

to can be calculated from the ratio of the
amplitudes of the prompt and the 10 ns-delayed
fluorescence components to be 0.2 eV at 290 K and
0.08 eV at 90 K. However, due to the energetic
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inhomogeneity of the delayed fluorescence
amplitude is proportional to the average of the
Boltzmann factor for recombination of to
over the distribution of the free energy of The
apparent value as determined from the observed
fluorescence amplitude will be smaller than the
average value of because energetically
higher radical pairs are weighted more strongly by
the Boltzmann factor. Assuming the energy of
to have a Gaussian distribution of width around a
maximum value a simple approximate
expression was derived for which holds as
long as  is small compared to

With the values of 0.2 eV and 0.08 eV for at
290 K and 90 K, respectively, the width  of the
energetic distribution of is calculated to be
approx. 0.05 eV. The maximum of the distribution is
at in full agreement with the value
obtained from transient absorbance measurements.

VI. Recombination Dynamics as a Unique
Diagnostic Tool: Conclusions

The unique merits of the elucidation of the
recombination dynamics in absorption and emission
experiments refer to two issues: (i) the demonstration
of inhomogeneous broadening of radical pair energies
and (ii) the determination of radical pair energetics
for the majority of RCs, Fig. 8. Due to the specificity
of delayed fluorescence experiments to energetically
high lying radical pair states, as discussed in Section
V, they may not yield information on the bulk of the
RCs, unless suitable extrapolation from high
temperature data is made. Thus, information derived
from MARY absorption data constitutes in many
cases the only direct access to parameters basic for
the treatment of rates in the framework of electron
transfer theories.

A. Implications of the Energetic Inhomogeneity
of

Until recently, electron transfer dynamics in
photosynthetic reaction centers were assumed to be
single-exponential. Considering the complexity of
the system with the numberless degrees of freedom
of the protein, it was not surprising when growing

evidence for deviations from homogeneous kinetics
appeared with increasing experimental precision.
Bi- and multiphasic kinetics were observed for the
recombination of (Kleinfeld et al., 1984; Parot
et al., 1987; Sebban and Wraight, 1989; Franzen et
al., 1990) and (Gao et al., 1990), for the primary
charge separation (Feick et al., 1990; Becker et al.,
1991; Vos et al., 1991, 1992; Du et al., 1992; Hamm
et al., 1993) and for delayed fluorescence (Sebban
and Barbet, 1984; Woodbury and Parson, 1984;
Woodbury et al., 1986; Hörber et al., 1986).
Indications for inhomogeneity were also derived
from kinetics that were found to depend on the
probing wavelength (Kirmaier and Holten, 1990).
The described inhomogeneities referred to phenom-
enological nonuniformities of the measured dynamics
or to spectral information, but could not directly
address the origin of these inhomogeneous features,
so that various assumptions have been made on this
issue (Woodbury and Parson, 1984; Goldstein and
Boxer, 1989b; Feick et al., 1990; Hamm et al., 1993).

As discussed in Section V.C, the different magnetic
field dependence of the recombination dynamics
observed in delayed fluorescence and in transient
absorbance measurements proves an energetic
inhomogeneity of the radical pair  It is reasonable
to suspect that this energetic inhomogeneity originates
from differences of the interaction of the charged
cofactors with their protein surroundings in different
configurational states (Frauenfelder et al., 1988). If
the protein matrix is thus responsible for the proven
energetic inhomogeneity of the assumption of
a similar inhomogeneity for or any other radical
pair seems justified.

Primary charge separation is discussed to form
either or in the first electron transfer step.
The energetic inhomogeneity of these radical pairs
yields the physical basis for interpreting the
multiphasic kinetics detected in the charge separation
process (Wang et al., 1993; Ogrodnik et al., 1994).
Due to the influence of the energy on the electron
transfer rate via the Franck-Condon factor, a
continuous distribution of the lifetime of the primary
donor state is expected, which should become
broader at lower temperatures. We propose that the
multiphasic decay of detected experimentally in
stimulated emission or fluorescence upconversion
results from this inhomogeneity. This multiphasic
decay extends with continuously decreasing
amplitudes to considerably longer times, which have
been detected in photon counting experiments. These
prompt fluorescence lifetimes are limited by the
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internal conversion rate of which was determined
to be faster than 1 ns (Eberl et al., 1992). Thus, we are
inclined to assign the fluorescence components up to
about 1 ns to very slow charge separation processes.

The influence of an external electric field on the
fluorescence has been studied with the intention to
clarify the mechanism of primary charge separation,
in particular to assign the identity of the primary
radical pair state to either (Lockhart et
al., 1988; Ogrodnik et al., 1991; Ogrodnik and
Michel-Beyerle, 1992; Ogrodnik, 1993). Compared
to theoretical expectations (Bixon et al., 1989), the
observations yielded a weak dependence of the
fluorescence on the electric field, both in steady-state
and time resolved measurements. These weak effects
now can be understood by taking into account the
energetic inhomogeneity of the state and/or

Due to the interaction of the dipole moments of
the radical pairs and with the electric field,
these states will be shifted by a value in the order of
0.1 eV in the electric fields employed. Because the
shift depends on the orientation of the dipole in the
electric field, and isotropic RC samples were used, a
continuous distribution of the radical pair energies
around the levels at zero field will be induced by the
field. If the radical pairs have a well-defined energy
at zero field, this will result in a significant spread of
the charge separation rate, leading to a significant
increase of the average lifetime and thus of the
prompt fluorescence quantum yield. However, if the
energy levels of and/or already are
broadened in absence of the field, the electric field
mainly causes a redistribution of the energy levels
and only results in an additional broadening. In this
case, it is not surprising to find the field induced
changes of the prompt or delayed fluorescence
partially masked by the initial inhomogeneity.

Another important consequence of the energetic
inhomogeneity of is the impossibility of
measuring the energetics in the majority of RCs by
delayed fluorescence directly. Since those RCs with
a higher energy of will contribute predom-
inantly, delayed fluorescence will yield an apparent
energy gap between and which is smaller
than the mean value, see Eq. (18). This effect is
stronger at lower temperatures, therefore it is not
surprising that a significant decrease of
with decreasing temperature was derived from
delayed fluorescence measurements. In contrast to
delayed fluorescence, transient absorbance measure-
ments are not expected to be affected by the energetic
inhomogeneity of and indeed do not show the

strong temperature dependence of Table 2a. On
the other hand, the temperature dependence of the
apparent free energy difference determined from the
delayed fluorescence allows one to estimate the width
of the energetic distribution of as described in
Section V.C, and to extrapolate to the mean energy of
the majority of RCs.

Summarizing, the energetic inhomogeneity of
radical pair states, which was proven by the
comparison of recombination dynamics
measurements in delayed fluorescence and transient
absorbance, allows us to understand the multiphasic
kinetics observed for electron transfer processes in
the RC. It also explains the unexpectedly weak
dependence of prompt and delayed fluorescence on
an external electric field and discrepancies in the
energetics of determined by delayed fluor-
escence and transient absorbance measurements.

B. Energetics and Mechanism of Primary
Charge Separation

After excitation of a RC of Rb. sphaeroides, an
electron is transferred from the primary donor P to H
within 3–4 ps (Woodbury et al., 1985; Martin et al.,
1986; Fleming et al., 1988; Holzapfel et al., 1989).
The detailed mechanism of this primary charge
separation, especially the role of the accessory BChl
monomer B, is still discussed controversially
(Holzapfel et al., 1989; Kirmaier and Holten, 1990;
Lauterwasser et al., 1991; Chan et al., 1991). Under
debate are models, in which electron transfer either
occurs in two steps via B or directly to H with B
enhancing the electronic interaction between P and
H via the superexchange mechanism (See Chapter
24 by Woodbury and Allen and Chapter 25 by Parson
and Warshel).

In principle, both mechanisms will contribute in
parallel to the primary charge separation. The relative
contribution of each mechanism is determined mostly
by the free energy gap between and At
physiological temperatures the two-step-mechanism
is expected to dominate as long as the free energy of

is not above that of (Bixon et al., 1991),
while at 100 K the two-step-mechanism still should
prevail, if is more than under . This
is just the upper limit of derived from the
recombination dynamics of in RCs of Rb.
sphaeroides, Fig. 8A. Therefore, the energetic results
from the recombination dynamics are fully com-
patible with both superexchange and two-step charge
separation even at 100 K. In the case of Cf.
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aurantiacus, the upper limit of is 150 (Fig.
8C), again compatible with both mechanisms of
charge separation, at least at physiological temper-
atures (however, the analysis by Bixon et al. (1991)
strictly only refers to Rb. sphaeroides, because it is
based on various assumptions and parameters taken
from Rb. sphaeroides).

Besides picosecond time resolved spectroscopy
and hole burning experiments (Reddy et al., 1992),
both yielding information about the rate of charge
separation, also the exchange interaction J of
has been used to draw conclusions on the mechanism
of primary charge separation (Marcus 1987, 1988;
Michel-Beyerle et al., 1988a; Bixon et al., 1988,
1989, 1991). Even before the X-ray crystal structure
of the RC revealed the location of B between P and H
(Deisenhofer et al., 1984; Chang et al., 1986; Allen et
al., 1987), the observed small value of J led to the
proposal of two-step charge separation (Haberkorn
et al., 1979). This was necessary to reconcile the
small value of J with the strong electronic interaction
concluded from fast electron transfer.

From the activationless rate of primary charge
separation the relevant matrix element could be
estimated to be approx. Under the assumption
of one-step (superexchange) charge separation, this
is the electronic coupling between and This
coupling is also relevant for the calculation of the
singlet shift of due to its interaction with     .
The value of estimated this way is on the order of

several 100 G, much larger than the experimentally
observed value of J. Still, two possibilities resolving
this discrepancy were discussed so that one step
charge separation could not be ruled out solely on the
basis of recombination data(Bixon et al., 1988, 1989;
Michel-Beyerle et al., 1988a). (i) A fortuitous
compensation of by an equivalently large shift
of in the same direction. However, the
maximum values of calculated with the extended
treatment including nuclear motion, Eq. (13), are not
large enough to compensate the expected large values
of (ii) A fast decrease of the coupling between P
and H due to some configurational relaxation after
charge separation.

In a two-step model, the strong electronic inter-
action derived from the primary charge separation
rate refers to the coupling between and
Theoretical calculations based on the known structure
predict that the coupling between and is
larger than that between and by a factor of 6
(Plato et al., 1988). Together with an estimate of the
vertical energy gap between and

see Section II.F.5), the
superexchange coupling between and can
be calculated7 to be on the order of 1 in
accordance with the value determined for the coupling

between and (Section II.F.4). This coupling
7 Even in the case of two-step charge separation, charge
recombination is a one-step process dominated by superexchange
coupling, Eq. (9), see Section II.F.1.
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yields a value of of several G, which is very
compatible with the observed value of J.

Summarizing, the results obtained from the
recombination dynamics of in native RCs of
Rb. sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus can only be
reconciled with the superexchange mechanism of
charge separation, if configurational relaxation leads
to a substantial decrease of the electronic coupling
between P and H after charge separation. The
energetics of as determined from the recom-
bination dynamics of are compatible with both
mechanisms. It has to be stressed that the conclusions
described are based on energetics derived from
transient absorbance measurements. Therefore, they
refer to the average values of the majority of RCs and
are not distorted by the energetic inhomogeneity of
the radical pair states discussed in Section V.C.

In the context of the investigation of mutagenic or
chemical modifications of the RC, the measurement
of the magnetic field dependent recombination
dynamics of yields important information. In
particular, conclusions about the effects on the
energies of the charge-separated states can be derived,
see Section III. In contrast to other investigations
referring only to mutationaly induced changes of the
oxidation potential of P, information derived from
recombination data includes energetic changes of
as well. The altered energies have to be taken into
account for the discussion of the effects of any
modification of the RC on the rate and mechanism of
primary charge separation.
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Summary

In the past 10 years infrared Spectroscopy has become a valuable tool for the analysis of the primary processes
in reaction centers. Because it analyzes vibrational properties of the entire molecule, it can yield information
on the protein which is otherwise difficult to obtain. In this chapter, the basic concepts of IR spectroscopy for
macromolecules and the reaction-induced difference techniques using Fourier transform and single-wavelength
techniques are briefly reviewed. The strategies used for the assignment of vibrational modes are described.
Light-induced Fourier transform difference spectra monitoring charge-separated states and electrochemically-
induced spectra monitoring the redox transitions of individual cofactors are reported. A major section deals
with the vibrational spectra of the quinones in the RC, and information on the modes of the quinones in situ and
of their protein sites is discussed. Finally, time-resolved IR experiments at individual wavelengths showing
quinone reduction and concomitant protonation processes are reviewed.
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I. Introduction: What Can We Learn About
Reaction Centers From Infrared
Spectroscopy?

Infrared spectroscopy analyzes vibrational properties
of a molecule and can thus address other properties
of reaction centers (RC) than those monitored by
optical spectroscopy in the UV, visible, and near-
infrared region. The vibrational spectrum of the RC
is composed of individual and coupled modes of the
numerous bonds of the protein, the pigments, the
quinones, lipids, and water constituting the entire
molecule, and thus contains abundant information
on structural details and functional properties. In this
chapter we shall deal with the information that can
be drawn from this ‘messy’ overlap of multiple IR
bands. This subject is also covered by recent reviews
by Hoff (1992) and Mäntele (1993b).

In infrared spectroscopy, photons with energies
that match those of vibrational sublevels of the
molecule (typically 0.5–0.05 eV) are directly
absorbed. These low-energy photons do not cause
photochemistry and thus can be used at high
intensities. A large variety of techniques in infrared
spectroscopy have emerged in recent years, and most
of them can be applied to obtain useful information
on structural and functional properties of the RC.

Infrared spectroscopy probes vibrational modes
of the pigments, the quinones, the polypeptide
backbone and amino acid side chains without any
selectivity and may thus be used to address questions
on pigment and quinone in situ properties and
interactions, on the role of the protein mediating
electron transfer and coupling proton transfer to
electron transfer. This is complementary to Raman
spectroscopy, where resonance enhancement can
yield spectra of individual pigments even in a complex
photosynthetic membrane. A problem of the non-
selectivity of IR spectroscopy is the background
absorption of the bulk part of the RC, of lipids, water,
and buffer, which necessitates difference techniques.
Since the size of the RC protein does not allow
‘classical’ difference spectroscopies where two
different samples are compared, ‘reaction-induced’
IR difference techniques on a single sample have to
be used. The result are highly structured difference
spectra which represent the sum of all molecular

Abbreviations: Cm. – Chromatium; FTIR – Fourier transform
infrared; IR – infrared; Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center;
Rc. – Rhodocyclus; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodo–
spirillum

changes associated with the induced reaction.
IR spectroscopy relies on physical processes with

short intrinsic lifetimes and thus allows very high
time resolution for the study of intermediate states in
electron transfer as well as of the dynamic processes
in the protein. The past few years have seen
developments especially in time-resolved IR
spectroscopy which have given access to all steps of
electron transfer, from picoseconds to several seconds.
To date, quite a few processes in RCs have been
detected in real-time in this entire time range which
are functionally related to the electron transfer and
proton transfer phenomena, but kinetically uncoupled
from these. Vibrational spectroscopy can thus provide
us with a detailed molecular view of the role of the
protein in mediating electron transfer.

II. Technical Aspects of Infrared
Spectroscopy of Reaction Centers

The above-mentioned non-selectivity of IR spectros-
copy necessitates difference techniques on a single
sample, rather than subtracting the IR absorbance
spectra obtained from two different samples. The
basic concept of this reaction-induced IR difference
spectroscopy for the study of protein function and
reaction mechanisms has been recently discussed
(Mäntele, 1993). The technical developments of the
past 20 years have increased the sensitivity of IR
spectroscopy to a level where the contributions of
individual bonds in the RC to its total IR spectrum
are detectable. These include the practical appli-
cability, availability, and ‘affordability’ of Fourier
transform infrared techniques which have been
predominantly applied to RCs. Further developments
include sensitive semiconductor quantum detectors
and tunable IR laser sources for CW and pulsed
applications. Although the main purpose of this
chapter is to review the molecular information
obtained from vibrational spectroscopy, we shall
briefly ‘dive’ into the technical aspects.

A. Steady-State FTIR Spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy of stationary states in the RC has
become the easiest and most widespread technique
and relies on commercially available FTIR instru-
ments. An FTIR spectrophotometer makes use of an
interferometer, rather than scanning the individual
wavelength elements dispersed by a prism or a grating.

Werner Mäntele
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The detector intensity as a function of the
interferometer position is called the interferogram;
its Fourier transform yields the IR spectrum. The
theory, basic principles, and applications of FTIR
spectroscopy to the study of proteins and biological
membranes has been described in some recent reviews
(Griffiths and DeHaseth, 1986; Susi and Byler, 1986,
Braiman and Rothschild, 1988; Arrondo et al., 1993;
Rothschild, 1993; Mäntele, 1993). FTIR spectroscopy
results in a number of advantages over dispersive
spectroscopy, like Jacquinot’s advantage (the high
energy throughput because of the lack of resolution-
determining slits), and Conne’s advantage (the high
wavelength accuracy because of the laser reference
interferometer). The major improvement, however,
is the simultaneous recording of all spectral elements
(Felgett’s advantage), which takes less than a second
even for a simple FTIR spectrophotometer and only
a few milliseconds for sophisticated ‘rapid scan’
interferometers. Felgett’s advantage can be either
used toward a gain in sensitivity by accumulating
many interferometer scans before performing the
Fourier transform, or toward time-resolved studies
using a series of single interferometer scans.

A steady-state FTIR experiment on RCs consists
of recording a single beam IR spectrum of the RC in
an initial state, inducing a triggering reaction, and
recording a single beam IR spectrum of the final
state. The resulting difference spectra should arise
from the particular structural changes induced by the
triggering reaction, with the absorption from the
bulk of the protein being removed, and is selective
for the functionally important part rather than for the
global structure. The ‘trigger’ should provide a
minimum disturbance of the sample, but specifically
and quantitatively start the desired reaction.

In RC, mostly the intrinsic photoreactions have
been applied to create a reaction-induced (‘light-
induced’) IR difference spectrum. The photo-
stationary state of an RC sample in the FTIR
spectrophotometer beam can be easily modified by
additional bleaching light, which does not perturb
the measurement, since the spectral regions (VIS/
NIR for excitation, mid-IR for detection) are well-
separated. Light-induced FTIR difference spectra
reflecting charge-separation between P and or
are easily obtained at moderate bleaching intensity.
These spectra reflect the differences for the

transition and are termed
difference spectra, with the understanding that

the bands of the disappearing state, are

negative, and those of the appearing state, are
positive. However, care needs to be taken with higher
intensities of the bleaching light, and correct filtering
is recommended, since even minor heating of the
sample results in changes of hydration, leading to
unspecific signals which can be much larger than
those caused by light-induced charge separation. In
general, it is advantageous to add a number of light-
dark difference cycles rather than to accumulate a
high number of scans for the dark-adapted or the
light-adapted state. Efficient thermostating of the
samples is a prerequisite for high-quality spectra.

Light-induced difference spectroscopy combined
with the use of exogenous donors can be used to
obtain difference spectra between further states of
the RC. Rapid rereduction of at low redox potential
conditions leads to formation of a procedure
which has been used for Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)
viridis RC and Chromatium (Cm.) vinosum membrane
particles, and, recently, for Rhodobacter (Rb.)
sphaeroides RC. At moderately reducing conditions,
but in the presence of a redox mediator to shuttle
electrons rapidly to the photooxidized  reduction
of or has been achieved without oxidizing a
detectable fraction of In RCs with bound
cytochromes, adjusting the redox potential for the IR
samples has led to light-induced FTIR difference
spectra where charge separation between the hemes
and the quinone acceptors can be observed.

All steady-state FTIR difference spectra that have
been obtained by use of the intrinsic photochemical
reactions, however, present signals from a mixture of
states such as of P, Q, and in spectra reflecting
charge separation. Difference spectra in which an
exogenous donor has been used seem to change only
one cofactor’s redox state. However, the difference
spectra due to the redox reaction of the exogenous
donor adds to that of the respective RC cofactor,
although convincing evidence comes from control
experiments that the difference bands of the
exogenous donor are broad and featureless or simply
in a different spectral region.

This limitation has been successfully overcome
with the development of ultra-thin-layer electro-
chemical cells that allow redox reactions in the RC to
be triggered at a transparent electrode in combination
with UV-VIS-NIR and FTIR spectroscopy. Electron
transfer at an electrode is more specific than light as
a trigger, and different cofactors of the RC could be
selected by the choice of the appropriate potential
(‘dial-a-cofactor’). These ‘redox-induced’ difference

or
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spectra are as detailed and sensitive as are light-
induced difference spectra; moreover, individual
bands can be titrated and thus assigned to a specific
redox transition. It should be mentioned that both,
redox-induced and light-induced difference tech-
niques, can be combined on one RC sample to start
photochemical reactions from a well-defined redox
clamp.

B. Time-Resolved FTIR Spectroscopy

Time-resolved FTIR studies can be carried out by
three different techniques. In rapid-scan FTIR
spectroscopy (Braiman et al., 1987), the inter-
ferometer mirror is moved as fast as possible (and as
fast as digitization of the detector signal allows) to
successively record and store interferograms (which
may be transformed afterwards) in the course of a
reaction. For RCs, IR spectra spaced some tens of
milliseconds can be recorded after flash excitation.
With the stroboscope technique (Braiman et al.,
1991), a series of interferograms is collected, each
with a different delay time with respect to the
triggering event. This set of interferograms is then
used to construct a set of time-resolved spectra in the
microsecond-to millisecond time domain, with
(partial) loss of the multiplex advantage. The ‘step-
scan’ technique (Uhmann et al., 1991) uses a stepwise
(instead of continuously) moving interferometer to
record the time dependence at fixed mirror positions
and reconstructs time-dependent IR spectra from
them, without a loss of the multiplex advantage.

C. Single Wavelength Techniques, Diode
Lasers, PS Techniques

As an alternative to FTIR, time-resolved IR studies
are possible by single-wavelength techniques, either
using thermal IR sources with a monochromator
(Siebert et al., 1980; Iwata and Hamaguchi, 1990) or
tunable lead salt IR diode lasers (Mäntele et al.,
1990a). The latter can be continuously tuned over
100–400 in the 2000–1000 range and
provide sufficient power (up to a few mW) to allow
sensitive detection of transient changes of band
intensities. Investigations of dynamic processes in
the RC in the ns to ms time domain by this technique
will be discussed below. CO lasers, a principal
alternative IR source of abundant power, have not yet
been used for time-resolved studies at longer (ms to
ns) time scales because of their limited amplitude
stability and tunability. Recently, several laboratories

have applied picosecond techniques for ultrashort IR
studies on RC. The first approach (mainly from the
Hochstrasser group) used a CO laser for the
generation of IR probing light, with ‘upconversion’
techniques to detect the transient ps IR signal in the
visible spectral range (Diller et al, 1992). The second
approach (from the Zinth group) used the generation
of an ultrashort IR pulse from visible light by mixing
techniques with detection in the IR. The latter authors
elegantly used the spectral width of their IR pulse

for multiwavelength detection with an IR
multichannel analyzer (Hamm et al., 1995)

D. Reaction Center Samples for Infrared
Spectroscopy

The IR range accessible with most FTIR spectro-
photometers spans from > 4000 to < 600
However, most difference spectroscopic studies are
confined to the 2000–1000 range, where the
majority of bands with diagnostic relevance are
located. The strong water H-O-H bending mode
centered around 1650 with an extinction
coefficient of ca. necessitates thin
layers for aqueous samples, because the absorbance
from water at this frequency is around 1 for a
pathlength of 10 As an additional problem, the
extinction coefficients for most of the protein modes
(at most 1000 are one or two orders of
magnitude smaller than the electronic transition
moments of pigments, quinones, or hemes. RC IR
samples thus need to be of much higher concentration
than samples used for optical transmission spectros-
copies.

IR windows used for studies on RC are almost
always from a compromise between trans-
mission (from 190 nm to 10 stability against
aqueous solutions, and price. IR cells with
windows allow spectroscopic investigations of the
same samples from the UV to the mid-IR, or excitation
in the VIS/NIR range and detection in the mid-IR.
The considerably differing extinction coefficients
for the pigments in the NIR (for example for the
monomeric BChls) and for the RC protein (the amide
I band) lead to comparable absorbance at 800 nm and

thin, semihydrated films dried on windows

Werner Mäntele

at approx. 1650 a fact which facilitates excitation
coaxially with the IR beam, or simultaneous VIS/
NIR and mid-IR spectroscopic investigations such
as described in a recent review (Mäntele, 1993b).

Two major types of samples have been used for
FTIR and kinetic IR investigations. The first type are
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from solutions or suspensions of RCs in detergent,
RCs reconstituted in lipid vesicles, or from
membranous particles containing RC. Salt, buffer,
and detergent concentrations in the suspensions need
to be reduced considerably to avoid excessively high
salt concentrations or detergent enrichment in the
films upon drying, and controlled hydration of the
films is essential to maintain full activity. Correct
buffering and ionic strength are almost impossible to
maintain, and there has been a continuous concern
that these films at reduced water content might not
correspond to RCs in dilute solutions. In addition,
the RCs become oriented upon drying, leading to
polarization effects even for samples perpendicular
to the IR beam. Careful control of the structural and
functional integrity by measurement of the electron
transfer rates is recommended, and has provided
evidence that the electron transfer activity of the RC
at high hydration (for example at equilibrium with
98% relative humidity) is indistinguishable from
that in dilute solution.

The second type of IR samples used are concen-
trated solutions or suspensions. Detergent-solubilized
RCs can be concentrated to 1–2 mM in ultrafiltration
cells and transferred to demountable IR microcells
with pathlengths as low as 5–10        Ionic strength
can be easily controlled this way, and orientation
does not occur, however, the pH may be offset toward
the isoelectric point of the RC if the concentration of
the buffer is too low with respect to that of the RC.
This type of sample has been routinely used for
electrochemical investigations, where diffusibility
of the RC is a prerequisite.

Finally, the amounts of protein needed for either
sample type have frequently been overestimated, a
misjudgment from the ‘old days’ of IR spectroscopy.
Quantities of ca. 2–5        of a 0.5–1 mM solution are
sufficient for a film or concentrated suspension IR
sample, and correspond to what is conveniently used
at higher dilution for UV and VIS spectroscopy.

III. From Bands to Bonds: Strategies for Band
Assignments

Ideally, the bands in an IR spectrum are assigned to
the vibrational modes of the molecule by performing
a normal mode calculation and matching the force
field parameters by replacing all atoms with stable
isotopes, a procedure far out of reach for the RC.
Even without the limitation of computer capacity, a

force field yielding consistent modes would be
difficult to obtain. In the case of the RC, the concept
of group frequencies, i.e. of vibrational modes
uncoupled from others, has proven to be very useful.
This concept assumes the vibrational spectrum of
the RC to be composed of modes from the backbone,
from amino acid side chain groups, from cofactors,
lipids, detergent and buffer molecules, and water.
Coupling of such modes is possible, but will only
result in small shifts depending on the interactions.
For each of these group frequencies, an empirical
assignment then becomes possible by isotopic
labeling and comparison of the observed with the
calculated frequency shifts.

The most simple isotope labeling experiment is
substitution of by easily done by
resuspending concentrated RC or membrane
suspensions in a buffer and equilibrating. The
resulting exchange of accessible N-, O-, or S- bound
protons leads to distinct shifts in the spectrum, some
of which will be discussed below. The probability for
a given group to exchange depends on the global
accessibility for water to the protein domain, on the
local environment, and on the pK of the group. The
extent of exchange can be monitored at the relative
intensities of the amide II and the amide II’ (the
corresponding mode of the amide I group in
modes.

Other mass labels, like or can be
introduced biosynthetically, but will not be
incorporated specifically. Isotope-labeled amino
acids, introduced into the RC via the nutrient, in
combination with site-directed mutations, present
the tedious yet clear tool to identify and to assign
specific vibrational modes of the protein. In general,
the remarkable potential of site-directed mutagenesis
of RCs is a tempting tool for IR assignments. However,
any mutant resulting in severe blocking of the function
renders reaction-induced IR difference spectroscopy
useless. A further problem of site-directed muta-
genesis, in the case of charged residues, is the
perturbation of entire charge patterns, for which IR
difference spectroscopy (which monitors the changes
of dipole moments) is a very sensitive technique. The
balance seems to require generation of mutants with
sufficiently small perturbations, but with retained
general functional properties. In this line, natural
variants can be considered to be of a similar relevance.

In RCs, the exchange of cofactors has long been
limited to the secondary and the primary quinone
acceptor, and only recently exchange of the

Chapter 28   Infrared Vibrational Spectroscopy of Reaction Centers
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monomeric bacteriochlorophylls and the bacterio-
pheophytins by analogs has been reported (see
Chapter by Scheer and Hartwich). Nevertheless, the
comparison of light- or redox-induced FTIR
difference spectra with the spectra of the isolated
cofactors, i.e. bacteriochlorophylls, bacteriopheo-
phytins, and quinones and numerous analogs, all in
their neutral and relevant ion radical, dianion, or
protonated forms, has created a basic data set of
vibrational modes. Table 1 summarizes the IR
frequencies that can be expected in reaction induced
difference spectra of the RC in the 2000 to 1000

range.

IV. Light-Induced Difference Spectroscopy
of Charge Separation in Reaction Centers

Steady-state light-induced FTIR difference spectra
reflecting the difference between the neutral PQ and
the charge-separated state have been the first
and most widespread data used to analyze the
molecular processes occurring upon charge separ-
ation. Mostly RCs from Rb. sphaeroides, but also
RC, membrane particles and chromatophores from
Rp. viridis, Rb. capsulatus, Cm. vinosum, Rhodo-
spirillum (Rs.) rubrum, Rhodocyclus (Rc.) gela-
tinosus, and Rp. palustris were investigated (Mäntele
et al., 1985a; Hayashi et al., 1986,1990; Nabedryk et
al., 1986, 1987, 1990; Gerwert et al., 1988; Buchanan
et al., 1990a,b, 1992).

The light-induced difference spectra consist of
sharp difference bands, indicating that predominantly
intramolecular processes are observed. The maximum
size of the difference bands is small, only about 0.5
– 1 % of the total absorbance at the strongest band of
the amide I mode at around 1650 A first and
general conclusion from all authors was that no
major protein conformational change occurred upon
charge separation and stabilization. Even though the
signal amplitude in these difference spectra is small,
the sensitivity of FTIR difference spectroscopy shows
that even minor and subtle band structures are highly
reproducible in amplitude and in frequency. All
signals arise from primary charge separation and
present a key to the molecular processes around the
pigments and the quinone(s).

The highest-frequency band in these difference
spectra is a positive band (we use the notation that
positive bands correspond to the light-induced
state, while negative bands correspond to the

quiescent PQ state) at approx. 1750 In the
absence of model compounds, and, later, using IR
spectra of isolated pigments, this band was assigned
to the ester C=O group of the primary donor
BChls (Mäntele et al., 1985a, 1988b). A differential
signal at 1712(+)/1683–) was assigned to the

C=O group. In the region from 1660 to
1600 several small bands were candidates for
the 3 acetyl C=O group.

The clear assignment of the rich band structures in
these spectra awaited numerous models studies. The
cation-minus-neutral difference spectra of isolated
BChls generated electrochemically in a variety of
solvents clearly reproduce the band structures of the
light-induced FTIR difference spectra of RCs in the
carbonyl region (Leonhard et al., 1989a,b). However,
the exact band positions depend on the solvation of
the pigments and may thus be used for the mapping
of the in vivo interaction of the pigments. The
electrochemically-generated BChl /BChl a FTIR
difference spectra insufficiently describe the light-
induced FTIR difference spectra in the 1600–1400

region. Nevertheless, the assignment of a band
doublet at 1566 and at 1546 to C=C/C-C
modes appears justified, although these bands are
shifted with respect to model compound spectra
(Mäntele et al., 1990c).

Clearly, the comparison of light-induced FTIR
difference spectra with model spectra of monomeric
pigments is not very satisfying, and it would be
highly desirable to either analyze the vibrational
modes of the light-induced spectra in comparison
with a model dimer or to extract pigments and
reconstitute with isotopically labeled or structurally
different analogs. A dimeric model suitable as a
maquette for IR spectroscopy would have to be
precisely defined, not only for its neutral state, but
also for the cation radical form. Besides, it should be
very difficult to mimic the heterogeneous environment
of the pigments in the RC. As for the second point,
exchange of pigments has actually only been possible
for the monomers and the pheophytin (Struck and
Scheer, 1990; Struck et al., 1990). FTIR spectra of
RC with modified monomers have been obtained
(Leonhard, 1991), and revealed only minor effects
on the primary donor cation vibrational spectrum.

The quinone contribution in light-induced
PQ difference spectra could not be separated easily,
mainly because the strong modes of the pigments
mask the weaker quinone modes. We shall discuss
the approaches to generate ‘pure’  difference

Werner Mäntele
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spectra in a separate section.
The availability of site-directed mutants in the

primary donor environment was recently used to
probe binding and interaction of the primary donor
BChls (Nabedryk et al., 1992a-c). For the ‘hetero-
dimer’ mutants His M200 Leu and His L173
Leu, the most prominent differences were found in
the 1200–1600 region, with strong bands
missing, thus supporting the previous view based on
comparison of light-induced difference spectra with
monomeric BChl that bands in this range are
characteristic for a dimeric BChl. The comparison of
RCs with mutations near the primary donor like Leu

M160 His, Leu L131 His, and His L168
Phe, which add one or more hydrogen bonds to the
primary donor, had a large effect in the keto C=O
region. For a detailed discussion of the effect of
mutations around the primary electron donor, the
reader is referred to a previous review by Hoff (1992).

While the spectra discussed above were obtained
in steady-state upon continuous illumination,
Thibodeau et al. (1990a,b) have recorded rapid-scan
FTIR spectra to follow the decay after a pulse of light
to create a charge-separated state. The bands of
(and those of decayed in a concerted manner, and
no long-term molecular changes could be observed.

Chapter 28   Infrared Vibrational Spectroscopy of Reaction Centers
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Recently, Burie et al. (1993) have used the step-
scan technique to record light-induced spectra in the
microsecond time domain. The spectral features
characteristic for formation could already be
detected 10 after flash excitation and were quite
comparable to those found in steady-state spectra.
The same authors used RCs with a chemically
prereduced primary quinone acceptor to generate the
triplet state of the primary electron donor. This triplet
state, which gives rise to characteristic IR absorbance
changes decaying with half-times of 130 compares
well with the triplet difference spectrum
obtained from the same group by steady-state FTIR
spectroscopy at low temperature (Breton and
Nabedryk, 1993a,b). In the steady triplet spectrum,
bands at 1648 and 1619 were assigned to
the free and H-bonded 3 acetyl C=O groups of the
primary electron donor, respectively. Peaks at 1749
and at 1740 were assigned to the ester
C=O groups, and peaks at 1695 and at 1682 to
the C=O group. It was noted that all these
bands were downshifted by formation. The major
conclusion given by the authors was that the triplet
state is mostly delocalized over the two bacterio-
chlorophyll molecules.

Ultrafast time-resolved measurements of charge
separation in RC have recently been performed by
the Hochstrasser group (Hochstrasser et al., 1992;
Cowen et al., 1993; Maiti et al., 1993) and by the
Zinth group (Hamm et al., 1995). IR difference
spectra at 70 ps and at 600 ps (Hochstrasser et al.,
1992; Cowen et al., 1993) showed mainly band
features which can be constructed from the static

and spectra, with some additional bands not
observed in static spectra. At present, it is unclear
whether the spectral features observed at shorter
time intervals can be interpreted in terms of a transient
reduction of the monomeric BChl. Hamm et al.
(1995) have recorded the full spectral range from
1800 to 1000 in the time domain from 200 fs to
1000 ps, and constructed spectra at t=1 ps (mainly

 10 ps (mainly and 1000 ps
The 1 ps spectrum exhibits a shift of a band at

1684 to 1666 (attributed to a shift of the
keto C=O group to lower frequencies) and several
strong positive bands at 1532 1458 and
between 1300 and 100 However, no effect of
formation on the ester C=O modes was noted.

V. Electrochemically-lnduced FTIR
Difference Spectra

Unlike light-induced FTIR difference spectra, which
always involve a donor/acceptor couple, electro-
chemically-induced FTIR difference spectra offer
the opportunity to investigate single cofactors and
their redox transitions, in equilibrium with a potential
applied via an electrode (Moss et al., 1990). The
electrochemically-induced FTIR difference spectrum
of the primary donor of Rb. sphaeroides and Rp.
viridis RC was analyzed by Leonhard and Mäntele
(1993). A difference spectrum of Rb.
sphaeroides RCs is reproduced in Fig. 1 (courtesy of
Dr. M. Leonhard). It should be emphasized that this
vibrational difference spectrum exclusively represents
the primary donor reactions. This can be shown by
titration of the IR difference spectrum, which yields
the correct midpoint potential for all bands.

The difference spectrum obtained by electro-
chemical titration was extremely similar to the light-
induced spectrum, a result which gives confidence to
the previous assignments of the bands in the 1750

to 1660 region to the C=O modes of the
primary electron donor. The sharp band at 1748
can be assigned to the ester C=O mode in the
state. The apparent lack of a negative band for the P
state was proposed to be explained by assuming
strong hydrogen bonding in this state, resulting in
extreme broadening. The bands at 1682 and at
1702 have been assigned to the keto C=O
modes of the primary electron donor in the P and
states, respectively. Both the negative and the positive
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bands have some high-frequency shoulder.
Equilibration of the RC in did not change the

signals above approx. 1680  This allowed to
exclude contributions from protonation/depro-
tonation of carboxylic groups at neutral pH, where
these experiments were performed. However, effects
of were observed below 1680 a broad
signal between 1680 and 1600 is removed
in hand in hand with appearing signals centered
around 1450 and 1200 The authors explained
this by the disappearance of an mode and
the appearance of corresponding and

This effect, however, was only observed in
Rb. sphaeroides RCs.

The direct accessibility of the vibrational difference
spectra for the BChls in situ by these electrochemical
techniques probably presents the most direct access
to the impact of the protein on the primary donor
pigments, since it yields spectra free from contri-
butions of other cofactors. For further work, this
approach should be of use in combination with RCs
from site-directed mutants, with RC containing
isotopically labeled amino acids, and with RCs with
pigments removed and exchanged by chemically-
modified pigments.

VI. Vibrational Modes of the Quinones and
Their Host Sites

Infrared difference spectra of the quinones in RCs
or without contributions from other

cofactors have been obtained by various techniques:

(1) Electrochemically, by direct electrochemical
reduction of the primary electron acceptor quinone

by protein electrochemistry in a thin-layer cell
(Mäntele et al., 1990b,d; Bauscher, 1991; Bauscher
et al., 1993a,b). Selective reduction of in
reaction centers containing a full complement
has not been possible, mainly because  in  part
became doubly reduced, but also because of
equilibration of with

(2) Photochemically/electrochemically, by subtrac-
tion of an electrochemically generated
difference spectrum from a light-induced

or difference spectrum, both
obtained from the same sample under identical
conditions (Mäntele et al., 1990b; Bauscher, 1991;
Bauscher et al., 1993a,b).

(3) Photochemically, by illumination of an RC
sample in the presence of a strong electron donor
and a mediator to rapidly rereduce resulting in

difference spectra for RC with the site
blocked by a herbicide or in difference
spectra with RC containing a full complement
at much weaker illumination. Principally, these
spectra contain contributions from the electron
donor which becomes partly oxidized and
undergoes chemical reactions through this
procedure, however, convincing evidence could
be presented that these signals were either broad
(arising from a reaction in aqueous solution) or
negligible in the spectral region under consideration
(Breton et al., 1991a,b).

(4) Photochemically/ electrochemically, by flash-
induced formation of or
(whichever functioned as the terminal electron
acceptor in the RC), rapid rereduction of by
cytochrome (Cyt) present in the sample, and
rereduction of the oxidized Cyt by protein
electrochemistry, resulting in net or
difference spectra (Bauscher, 1991; Bauscher et
al., 1993a,b, 1994).

In addition to these ‘single’ or
difference spectra, double difference spectra

were obtained by various techniques:

(5) By illumination of an RC sample at different
cryogenic temperatures to obtain
difference spectra (at approx. 100 K) or
difference spectra (at ~ 260 K) (Nabedryk et al.,
1990; Bagley et al., 1990).

(6) By time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy making
use of the rapid-scan technique and the different
reaction half times of approx. 60 ms for charge
recombination from and approx. one second
for recombination from (Thibodeau et al.,
1990a,b). In this case, FTIR spectra recorded
immediately (within 100 ms) after charge
separation by a light pulse yielded difference
spectra from all charge-separated states

and in RCs containing an
intermediate (ideally 50%) complement, and
spectra recorded at extended time intervals (> 500
ms) yielded spectra reflecting predominantly the

state. Double difference spectra (late
minus early) were obtained using a normalization
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procedure to make P and bands disappear.

(7) By recording light-induced and
difference spectra from two different samples

(one with a full complement, the other with the
site empty or blocked with a herbicide) and

using a similar normalization to remove the P and
contributions (Buchanan et al., 1990, 1992).

(8) A further technique using time-resolved IR
spectroscopy in the microsecond time domain
(Mäntele et al., 1990) also yields double difference
spectra. Here, the transient IR signals after laser
flash illumination measured at different IR probing
wavelengths provided by tunable IR diode lasers
were recorded straightforwardly and analyzed for
reaction time constants in the to ms time domain,
which can be ascribed to electron transfer.

The approaches to generate IR difference spectra
which give access to the vibrational modes of
and their respective protein host sites differ
considerably, and we should keep in mind that
deviations in the band structures can arise from the
experimental conditions rather than being due to
experimental inaccuracies. For example, the methods
(1) to (7) assess the relaxed state of the protein after

or formation, whereas the approach using
microsecond kinetics (8) monitors ‘real-time’ kinetic
processes upon electron transfer to and from
to A second difference is the involvement of
charge-separated states in the methods (2), (5), (6),
(7) and (8), which may result in contributions from
more distant residues because of the formation of
transprotein dipoles. Yet, the common feature of all
different methods is that the strong vibrational modes
of the primary electron donor, which dominate in
light-induced difference spectra of charge separation
and make the detection of quinone or quinone site
modes in the latter difficult (Nabedryk et al., 1990)
or impossible, could be suppressed.

As an example for the IR signals obtained upon
or reduction, figure 2 shows the and
FTIR difference spectra obtained according to method
(4) described above, i.e. with cytochrome c as
secondary electron donor in a reaction probably
closest to native RC electron transfer. These seemingly
complicated FTIR difference spectra, at first glimpse,
allow a number of conclusions:

(1) The changes in the vibrational spectrum upon

or reduction are minute, at most 0.5 mOD
or ca. 5 x of the total absorbance, and in
general much smaller. This size of absorbance
changes is in agreement with the small IR extinction
coefficients of, for example, C=O or C=C bonds,
and supports the view that the signals in fact
correspond to alterations of individual bonds
which, however, can be followed reproducibly by
the FTIR techniques described.

(2) The spectra obtained for or reduction are
significantly different, although the same type of
quinone (UQ-10) occupies both sites in Rb.
sphaeroides RCs. It is thus evident that the changes
in the vibrational spectrum are largely dominated
by the site rather than arising from the quinone
molecule itself.

(3) This point (2) is illustrated by comparison of
these spectra with the electrogenerated
difference spectrum of UQ-10 in the non-protic
solvent tetrahydrofuran (Bauscher and Mäntele,
1992), which is relatively simple and shows the
disappearance of the C=O and C=C modes of the
neutral quinone at approx. 1650 and 1610

respectively, as well as the appearance of C-
O and C-C modes from the semiquinone anion in
a broad band around 1488 The difference
spectra shown in figure 2 contain a substantial
number of bands in excess of those that have been
found in these model spectra.

Thus, the message is that or reduction has a
considerable impact on their respective protein sites,
and possibly even on more distant residues. This
impact seems to be much higher at the quinone side
than at the donor side (see above), a fact which may
arise from the spatial density of the excess negative
charge on the acceptor side, which is considerably
higher than that of the ‘hole’ on the donor side. We
may hypothesize that the changes in the vibrational
spectrum reflect the solvation of the negative charge.

The signal amplitudes in or difference
spectra are small, at least a factor of five smaller for
the strongest bands as compared to the strongest
bands of the difference spectra obtained from the
donor side. This may explain why the quinone signals
have proven elusive in earlier light-induced difference
spectra.

Model spectra of quinones have been an essential
tool for the ‘fishing’ of assignments in these quinone

Werner Mäntele
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spectra, especially since FTIR difference spectra
between neutral quinones and their electrochemically
generated anions (as well as dianions and quinols)
became available for a number of relevant quinones
and their analogs which can be incorporated in the

or sites (Bauscher and Mäntele, 1988, 1992;
Bauscher et al., 1989, 1990a,b, 1991; Bauscher,
1991). Most of these model difference spectra are
remarkably simple in comparison with the highly
structured and complex or difference
spectra. For the further discussion, the complicated
spectra with numerous protein modes necessitate to
distinguish between and as the
respective quinone ‘species’ or as quinone-protein
‘states’.

stretching modes, see Table 1) are expected. A second
possible origin of signals is the amide II mode
(coupled C=O stretching and N-H bending).
Difference bands arising from the amide II mode
should show some correlation with signals from the
amide I mode, i.e. whenever an amide I mode is
perturbed resulting in a signal in the 1600 to
1700 range, a corresponding amide II signal
should appear.

The spectral region below 1500 is governed
by the C-O and C-C modes of between approx.
1500 and 1460 and thus can be used to
probe the in situ binding and interaction of the
semiquinone anion.

The 1700 –1750 range is potentially the
most interesting one, since it contains the COOH
modes of protonated Asp and Glu residues and should
provide a means of following protonation/depro-
tonation of amino acid side chain residues in response
to electron transfer. A positive signal in this range
would correspond to protonation

a negative signal to deprotonation
The location of the C=O group in

this range depends on solvation: a noninteracting
group would be located at the upper end of the scale;
H-bonding and polar environment would lower the
C=O frequency to as low as approx. 1700 In
addition, the location and width of the band contain
information on the degree of conformational
flexibility and accessibility. Apart from protonation
and deprotonation, difference signals in this range
could also be generated by changes of environment
without changing the degree of protonation. In
addition to signals from Asp and Glu side chains,
there is a chance that quinone reduction might affect
neighboring pigments (the bacteriopheophytin on
the L or M branch) by electrostatic effects and cause
signals from their ester or keto C=O groups.

B. Assignment of Genuine and Non-Genuine
Quinone Modes

Assignments for bands arising from the modes of the
quinone molecule itself have been proposed on the
basis of quinone extraction and reconstitution with
either isotopically labeled (Bagley et al., 1990;
Thibodeau et al., 1990; Breton et al., 1994) or
structurally different quinones (Breton et al, 1991a,b,
1992b; Bauscher et al., 1993a,b).

In a first paper by Bagley et al., and
difference spectra were compared for

A. Genuine and Non-Genuine Quinone
Vibrational Modes

Most and difference spectra have been
analyzed in the 1800–1000 region, though band
structures also appear above and below this range.
We can discern four major frequency regions where
sharp and structured bands appear. The strongest
signals are found in the 1700–1600 region,
where the quinone C=O and C=C modes, but also
peptide C=O modes and modes from some amino
acid side chain residues are expected. This region is
rather complex and contains at least 6–8 signals, the
strongest at 1684 (–), 1666 (–), 1647 (–), 1627 (–)

in difference spectra and at 1684 (–),
1661 (–), 1650 (+), 1638 (–) and 1616 (–) in

difference spectra, (we follow here the
convention that negative bands are counted to the

state, and positive bands to the state of the
corresponding semiquinone anion radicals). Accord-
ing to model quinone spectra (Bauscher and Mäntele,
1988, 1992; Bauscher, 1991, Bauscher et al. 1989,
1990a,b, 1991), the C=O and the C=C modes of the
neutral species should appear as negative bands in
this region between approx. 1670 and 1630
(C=O) and at approx. 1610–1600 (C=C).
Although one is tempted to ascribe one of the strong
negative bands in the or difference
spectra to the quinone C=O or C=C mode, detailed
analysis using RCs with isotopically-labeled quinones
or structurally different quinones has shown that the
majority of the bands in this range arises from the
quinone site rather than from the quinone itself.

In the 1600           – 1500  region, mainly signals
from aromatic amino acid side chain residues (ring
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Rb. sphaeroides RC containing native and or
labeled UQ-10. It was noted that a strong band in

difference spectra at 1649 did not shift
upon isotope substitution, thus excluding a vibration
from itself. Small effects were seen at around

unambiguously. However, a band at 1604 in
native RCs still present for RCs, but
absent for RCs was tentatively assigned
to the quinone C=C mode for In a second study,
Thibodeau et al. (1990) used time-resolved FTIR
spectroscopy to construct double
difference spectra according to method (6) described
above. Bands at 1670 and at 1652 in these
spectra remained at the same position when and

were replaced by UQ–10 and thus could be
excluded as candidates for genuine quinone modes.
However, a complex negative band at 1493–1480

for the native UQ-10 shifted to 1434 and
was thus attributed to the C-C modes of the
semiquinone anions, without excluding the possibility
of C-O contributions.

A more thorough analysis using isotopes was
recently carried out by Breton et al. (1994), giving
final hints for the identification of the C=O and C=C
mode(s) on the basis of constructed double-difference
spectra from pairs of spectra obtained from
RC reconstituted with UQ-6 and UQ-1,

UQ-8, and UQ-8. The double
difference spectra revealed two C=O bands at 1660

and at 1628 and one C=C band at 1601
for the neutral quinone. The inequivalence of

the two C=O bands was explained by the asymmetrical
bonding properties of the site as already proposed
from X-ray crystallography and quinone exchange
experiments. In particular, the isotopic shifts observed
for the various quinone C=O and C=C bands indicated
that the mixing of C=O and C=C modes is affected
by the site, and that the 1628 and the 1601
bands of UQ-6 in vivo are highly mixed. Since no
splitting of the C-O mode after photoreduction was
observed, it was concluded that more symmetrical
bonding was prevalent after photoreduction.

Replacement of the native UQ-10 at the site of
Rb. sphaeroides RC by naphthoquinone analogs
(Breton et al., 1992b) and by duroquinone,
anthraquinone and 2-Cl-anthraquinone (Bauscher et
al., 1993b) has also been used for tentative C=O
and C=C assignments, which were in agreement
with the isotope replacement studies discussed above.

In general, these replacements result in minor
perturbations of the spectra in the 1700 to 1600

range, but show substantial differences with
respect to the native quinone in the range between
1500 and 1400 where the C-C and C-O bands
of the semiquinone anion appear. Interestingly, the

spectra of Rb. sphaeroides RC reconstituted
with vitamin are very similar in this range to

spectra of Rp. viridis RCs (Breton et al.,
1992b). It is important to note that the alterations of
the quinone site by bulkier quinones or quinones
with Cl substituents, whenever they are functioning
as electron acceptors, do not affect strongly the
conformationally-sensitive 1700–1600 range.
Moreover, the spectral range above 1700 which
reflects signals from protonated Asp and Glu side
chain groups, is not altered at all. This range will be
described in more detail below.

An analysis of the non-genuine quinone modes,
i.e. of those arising from the amino acids lining the
binding site(s) and from more distant groups is still
in its beginning. Clearly, this task needs isotopically-
modified amino acids entered biosynthetically and a
multitude of site-directed mutations for a complete
analysis, and appears to be a Sisyphean task, even if
shared among many research groups1.

The first assignment of a protein signal associated
with quinone reduction was made by Nabedryk et al.
(1990). A signal at 1650 present in
difference spectra and not in the difference
spectra from Rb sphaeroides RCs, but in both spectra
for Rp. viridis RCs, was interpreted in terms of a
conformational change of the protein backbone near

and tentatively assigned to the peptide C=O of a
conserved alanine residue in the pocket.

Further possible tentative assignments of bands to
protein modes were proposed by Bauscher et al
(1993a) on the basis of the proximity of amino acids
to the primary and secondary quinone, and confirmed
or rejected by analyzing the effect of
substitution (Bauscher et al., 1994). A small shift of
a differential signal at 1552(–)/1560(+) to 1548(–)/
1556(–) upon exchange was used for
assignment to the aromatic stretching mode of a Trp
residue, and Trp M252 in van-der-Waals contact

1 This reminds me of an FTIR paper which we had submitted
some time ago, and which contained some highly structured
difference spectra. It returned with the following reviewers
comments: ‘… I have counted approx. 50 bands in your spectra,
of which you have assigned only five. Please resubmit the paper
when you have asigned the rest of the peaks …’

Werner Mäntele

1625 and 1618 for and labeling.
Thus, a C=O stretching mode could not be detected
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with was proposed as a candidate. Several bands
between 1600 and 1700 could tentatively
be assigned to amide I modes, since they experience
only small shifts or none for exchange. The
positive band at 1538 in difference spectra
only present in was assigned to an amide II
mode. Overall, these tentative assignments present
reasonable hints and may help to select and to reduce
the number of site-directed mutations needed for a
conclusive picture of the microstructural changes at
the and site.

C. Protonation/Deprotonation ofAmino Acid
Side Chains upon Quinone Reduction in the
Reaction Centers

The bands in FTIR difference spectra between 1700
and 1780 are not affected by the substitution

of quinones by (even exotic) analogs, provided that
these function as electron acceptors. However, band
positions and intensities are changed by
exchange (Bauscher et al., 1994). The fact that model
quinones do not show any mode in this range has led
to the assumption that the appearance and disap-
pearance of C=O modes of Asp and Glu side chains
is predominantly responsible for spectral changes in
this range, thus making it an ideal spectral region for
probing protonation/deprotonation reactions in the
RC. The major difference signals for FTIR
difference spectra are a negative peak at 1732
and positive peaks at 1724 and 1712 , respectively.
In difference spectra, a negative signal at
1738 and a positive signal at 1725 are
observed (the numbers refer to the spectra shown in
Fig. 2; peak intensities and positions may vary slightly
for other spectra reported). As a simple working
hypothesis, one could assume that the reduction of

results in partial deprotonation of a group
absorbing at 1732 and partial protonation of
groups absorbing at 1724 and 1712 Conse-
quently, reduction of results in deprotonation of a
group absorbing at 1738 and protonation of a
group absorbing at 1725 In the case of
reduction, the residues involved could be the ones
lining the binding sites; for however, one would
have to assume rather distant residues (the closest
Asp or Glu residues are at least 8–10 Å away).

In addition to these steady-state FTIR spectra
which clearly reflect the relaxed state of the protein
upon reduction of and time-resolved IR
spectroscopy using tunable diode lasers has provided

insight into the dynamic nature of these protonation/
deprotonation processes. Hienerwadel et al. (1992)
have reported IR signals with microsecond time
resolution at various frequencies between 1700 and
1450 which show the disappearance and
appearance of modes in real-time. In addition to
signals rising/decaying immediately, which were
attributed to primary charge separation
signals with half-times of 60–100 ms and approx-
imately 1 sec, which were attributed to charge
recombination from and respectively, and
signals with half-times of approx. 100 which were
attributed to modes changing upon electron
transfer, it was noted that transient IR signals in the
1700 to 1750 range exhibit half times of approx.
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1 ms. These signals were proposed to arise from Asp
or Glu side chain protonation/deprotonation reactions.

Recently, Hienerwadel et al. (1995) have reported
a detailed analysis of the temporal and spectral
distribution of these signals in the 1700 to 1760

range. Figure 3a shows the major signal at 1725
The fast rising component originates from

primary charge separation and was
suppressed for the display of the three-dimensional
representation of the transient signals shown in Fig.
3b. Adopting the above working hypothesis, namely
that the absorbance changes in this range predom-
inantly represent protonation/deprotonation reactions
at Asp or Glu residues, this representation corresponds
to a real-time video of proton movements in the RC
upon electron transfer.

A total of two negative signals (1698 and
1716 respectively) and three positive signals
(1706 1725 and 1732 respectively)
is seen. Global fit analysis of these signals showed
that they can be described by two kinetic processes
with approximately 1 ms and approx. 180 half
time at wavelength-dependent amplitude proportions.
Both kinetic components depend strictly on electron
transfer between and and are thus absent in
terbutryn-treated RC (see Fig. 3a). The only evidence
for transient signals in the absence of     is around
1730–1740 where weak components in the
domain were detected (Hienerwadel et al., 1995).
The attribution of the major signal at 1725 to an
Asp or Glu COOH group is further confirmed by the
absence of the signal at this frequency for the
group of RCs equilibrated in Analysis of the
signal for RCs from site-directed mutants, where a
Glu L212 Gln mutant showed a complete absence of
the signal, while it was little affected in an Asp L213
Asn mutant (Hienerwadel et al., 1995). This provided
the final clue to identify the residue involved as Glu
L212. It was further concluded from the sign and
amplitude of the signal that Glu L212 takes up
approx. 0.3 to 0.6 upon formation of This
calculation of the stoichiometry was based upon an
the (integrated) extinction coefficient of Glu side
chain residues in model compounds, which may not
be a good approximation for a Glu residue embedded
in the protein. The proton uptake was found to show
little variation with pH, in disagreement with a
Henderson-Hasselbalch titration curve expected for
a single titrating residue, and thus taken as evidence
for the titration of Glu L212 in a cluster of strongly
interacting ionizable groups (Hienerwadel et al.,
1995).

The appearance of a COOH mode from Glu L212
should be strictly correlated with the disappearance
of the antisymmetric and symmetric modes.
Hienerwadel et al. (1992b) have proposed that a
negative transient signal at 1617 which closely
matches the kinetics of the 1725 signal and is
also absent in RC lacking could arise from the
disappearing mode.

One might be tempted to attribute the entire set of
transient IR signals between 1700 and 1760

to deprotonation and protonation processes at
specific Asp/Glu residues or to shifts of the C=O
modes of protonated Asp/Glu residues upon
formation. This may be oversimplified, since the
signals can be partly explained assuming IR
absorbance changes upon reduction of which
then decay upon electron transfer. In fact,
the transient IR difference spectrum between 1760

and 1690 can be modeled by the sum of a
and of an inverted FTIR difference

spectrum. As already discussed above, an alternative
but less likely interpretation of signals in this range is
that shifts of ester and keto C=O modes from the
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pigments lead to additional signals.
Further kinetic IR and steady-state FTIR studies

on RC from site-directed mutants have indicated that
a another group involved in the cluster of ionizable
residues is Asp L210, presumably associated with
the smaller positive IR signal at 1706 (see
Fig. 3b.). In ongoing experiments, a complete pH
dependency of the transient IR signals for several
mutant RCs is recorded for each mutant RC, since
the removal of the ionizable group may affect the pK
values of other groups in the cluster.

The question is whether a conclusive interpretation
can be given for the signals in the 1700 to 1600

range. The comparison with quinone model
compounds has indicated that only a small fraction is
due to modes from the quinone itself, and the majority
presumably arises from peptide carbonyl groups.
One possible explanation is that reduction of or

strongly polarizes or depolarizes the peptide C=O
bonds of neighboring groups, depending on their
orientation relative to the charge density on the
respective quinone. Gunner (personal commun-
ication) has pointed out the role of the backbone
carbonyl groups in stabilizing buried charges in the
protein, and it may well be that the signals discussed
here are a manifestation of this process.

D. Can IR Spectroscopy Provide a Model for
Transfer to

The data presently available from steady-state FTIR
difference spectroscopy and time-resolved IR
spectroscopy on the molecular processes at the
site upon formation suggest a role of the site in
maintaining a favorable electrostatic situation. The
movements of protons in the site and the net proton
uptake of the RC upon formation may represent a
rearrangement of charges to form local counter-
charges for the negative charge on the quinone
which is predominantly localized on the quinone
C=O oxygens. On the basis of the present data,
which have identified Glu L212 (and tentatively also
Asp L210) as groups that increase protonation, the
following scenario summarized in Fig. 4 is proposed.

In this scenario, we assume to be surrounded
by a cluster of several ionizable residues, which
interact strongly and form a pattern of charges around

Note that the arrangement and the distances of
the three residues with respect to shown in Fig. 4
are purely schematic. This cluster may include Glu
L212, Asp L213, and Asp L 210, as well as other
residues identified by X-ray structural analysis to be

close to Positively charged amino acid residues
may also be part of the cluster; however, they are
omitted in this simplified scheme.

In this scenario, the residues located closest to the
quinone carbonyls are proposed to be partly or fully
ionized for neutral Upon formation of excess
negative charge resides on either quinone carbonyl
oxygen. It is now conceivable that this excess charge
induces pK shifts on the neighboring carboxyl group
residues. These shifts of pK may lead to internal
reequilibration of protons in the cluster as well as to
a net proton uptake. Hienerwadel et al. (1995) have
hypothesized that the fast kinetic components that
correspond to those of the electron transfer (approx.
100 could be due to movements of protons
directly correlated to electron transfer, and the slow
kinetic components (approx. 1 ms) could be due to
net proton uptake.

In order to provide details of this scenario, the
rates of electron transfer, proton transfer, and proton
uptake need to be determined separately. Hienerwadel
(1993) has analyzed the rate of reduction of by
following the rate of appearance of its semiquinone
C-O mode at 1478 This rate was found to be
much higher than the shift of the pheophytin signal at
750–760 nm, which is the ‘classical’ monitor for

electron transfer. The half-time found
(approx. 150 at 6°C) was much shorter than that
of the protonation of Glu L212 (approx. 1 ms at 6 °C)
and was almost temperature-independent. The
protonation of Glu L212 and the shift of the
pheophytin signal, however, match perfectly in their
kinetic parameters and their temperature dependence.
Consequently, Hienerwadel et al. assumed that the
pheophytin absorbance responds to changes of
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protonation rather than to the charge of the quinone.
It may be difficult to fully separate protonation

and electron transfer events, since any movement of
charges in the RC will probably result in a concerted
electrostatic reaction. In this line, we could
hypothesize that the transient IR signals seen in the
absence of represent alterations in the empty
site caused by formation of One could imagine
these alterations as a means of ‘preparing’ a favor-
able electrostatic situation for electron
transfer.

For the first turnover of the RC and formation,
the protonation and deprotonation processes seen by
kinetic IR and FTIR spectroscopy seem to reflect the
response of an electrostatic reaction field which
account for local electroneutrality. The groups
forming this cluster may also be involved in supplying
the protons for protonation of upon transfer of the
second electron to form the quinol. Kinetic IR
experiments are in progress to follow the fate of the
Glu L212 for the second turnover; however, they are
complicated by the fact that a rapid secondary donor
to the RC is involved which can contribute to the
difference spectra, and that quinone/quinol exchange
at the site has to proceed before the system can be
repetitively excited by double flashes. Nevertheless,
we may be confident that within the next years
kinetic IR and FTIR spectroscopy will bring some
light into the pathway of protons to

VII. RC-Associated Cytochromes

In the cytochrome subunits of RC from Rp. viridis,
Chloroflexus (Cf.) aurantiacus, Rc. gelatinosus and
others, c-type hemes are bound and given a wide
range (almost 0.5V) of redox potentials (see Chapter
36 by Nitschke and Dracheva). This presents an
example of how a protein can modulate the spectral
and redox properties of a cofactor by varying charged
residues near the hemes, placing water molecules
into the heme pocket, and playing with the ionization
state of the heme propionates. Gunner and Honig
(1990, 1991) have calculated the electrostatic
potential in the cytochrome subunit of the Rp. viridis
RC and pointed out the weight of the factors
determining the midpoint potential.

IR spectroscopy has been used to seek for
experimental evidence for the nature of the heme-
protein interactions and for the role of the protein in
stabilizing a heme redox state. Nabedryk et al. (1991)

have obtained light-induced FTIR
difference spectra and subtracted the contri-
butions by normalizing to bands previously assigned
to quinone reduction. They obtained reduced-minus-
oxidized difference spectra of the two high-potential
hemes (c-559 and c-556) as well as of one low-
potential heme (c-552). Fritz(1995) has used
electrochemically-induced FTIR spectroscopy to
directly generate the reduced-minus-oxidized
difference spectra of all four hemes of the Rp. viridis
reaction center and of the isolated tetraheme subunit
from Cf. aurantiacus reaction centers. The difference
spectra obtained from the Rp. viridis cytochrome by
either method agree in their main band features. The
differences observed for smaller peaks may be the
result of the different states of the RC used: the first
approach involves charge-separated states, while in
the second approach the hemes are in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the applied potential.

In general, the band amplitudes in the reduced-
minus-oxidized IR difference spectra are about 5
times smaller than those observed for primary donor
oxidation on comparable samples, and on the order
of the signals observed for the quinones. Again, we
may conclude that no major rearrangement occurs in
the protein structure as a result of the redox transitions.
The difference spectra have a common signature in
the conformationally-sensitive 1700 to 1600

spectral region: two negative bands at 1658
and at 1686 and two positive bands at 1634
and at 1676 are observed. Further deviations

among the different hemes were observed in the
amide II region, where the c-559 high-potential heme
exhibits a negative band doublet at 1558 and 1540

In the difference spectra, fairly strong signals
appear between 1680 and 1710 a region
characteristic for the heme propionates. Signals in
this region were also observed in reduced-minus-
oxidized FTIR difference spectra of different
cytochromes c (Moss et al., 1990) and of cytochromes

from Rp. viridis, Rb. sphaeroides, and Rs rubrum
(Baymann, 1991). and tentatively assigned to the
heme propionate C=O. This immediately implies
that one or both propionate groups are at least partially
protonated at neutral pH, where these experiments
were performed. Furthermore, a differential signal
would imply that the protonation state changes upon
the redox transition. At present, the problem seems
unresolved for the Rp. viridis RC, where electrostatic
calculations (Gunner and Honig, 1990, 1991 and
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Gunner, personal communication) rather favor
ionized heme propionates, while the FTIR spectra
provide some evidence for propionate C=O signals.

In contrast to Rp. viridis RC, the cytochrome
subunit of Cf. aurantiacus can be removed from the
RC and investigated separately. Fritz (1995) has
analyzed the FTIR difference spectra of the isolated
subunit obtained by electrochemical oxidation/
reduction. In this case, the IR difference bands could
be titrated and thus assigned to the individual hemes.
As in the case of the Rp. viridis cytochrome, each
heme exhibits a characteristic set of IR signals,
including difference bands which can be tentatively
attributed to the propionate C=O group.

In the case of the isolated tetraheme cytochrome
subunit of Cf. aurantiacus, the titration of the IR
difference signals offered an interesting additional
application. In this tetraheme subunit, all hemes
exhibit at the same wavelength, which makes
an optical titration of all four hemes almost
impossible. Fritz (1995) has thus used the titration of
IR difference signals to determine the redox midpoint
potentials of the four hemes. In the IR difference
spectra, bands common to all four hemes, to three or
two hemes only, but also characteristic for individual
hemes were detected, thus allowing very precise
titrations.

We currently see the studies of the cytochrome
subunits at an early stage, and particularly weak on
the assignments of vibrational modes. Nevertheless,
it appears that the heme protein interactions and the
stabilization of redox states translate to the vibrational
difference spectra and make this a worthwhile
approach.

VIII. Conclusions

The past decade has seen vibrational IR spectroscopy
of RCs developed as a new technique which had
earlier gained interest only for the probing of CO
binding in heme proteins and for retinal proteins.
The major outcome seems to be that IR spectroscopy
can be used to probe the relaxation of the protein in
electron transfer processes (not only in photosynthetic
RCs). Even within these ten years, the progress from
easy-to-obtain light-induced FTIR difference spectra
to the more sophisticated IR difference spectra of
single cofactors or to transient spectra showing slow
or even ultrafast electron transfer steps in real-time
was breathtaking (at least for me).

Among the lessons learned from IR spectroscopy,
the one that no large conformational changes occur
with electron transfer was the first one. It taught us to
look closer and search for microconformational
changes in the vicinity of cofactors, which are clearly
present and most pronounced (and best characterized)
for the quinones. Although the scenario shown in
Fig. 4 may not fully correspond to reality, it may
illustrate why the protein is sometimes called an
‘optimized solvent,’ and I find it very helpful for the
understanding of the role of the protein pocket of a
cofactor.

The deficit of IR spectroscopy of RCs is certainly
the question of the band assignment (here I agree
with a reviewer’s opinion mentioned in the footnote
in section VI.B). It is clear that further progress will
have to include more experiments using site-directed
mutagenesis and isotope labeling, but I doubt that we
shall ever be able to fully explore the wealth of
information contained in an IR difference spectrum.
Yet, focusing on ‘hot’ spectral regions like the
carboxyl group ranged between 1700 and 1750

is most promising, and I am optimistic that a
full mapping of this range is within reach.

Ultrafast IR spectroscopy of RC is just at its
beginnings: The present data range from several
hundred femtoseconds to nanoseconds and open the
possibility to follow the role of the protein in the
primary steps. Soon these experiments will have
evolved from mostly being technical highlights, and
the search for protein signals in primary charge
separation will be a rewarding task. Altogether, the
use of IR spectroscopy on the RC over a wide
wavelength range and, even more important, over
more than twelve orders of magnitude in the time
domain, will help us to understand the role of the
protein matrix in charge separation, stabilization and
photosynthetic energy conversion.
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I. Introduction

Cofactor modifications complement site-directed
mutagenesis in evaluating the structural and
functional determinants of reaction centers (RC); the
two techniques can be used separately or in
combination. For the preparation of RCs with
modified tetrapyrrolic pigments, there exist currently
three different routes: 1) Exchange of chromophores
into native or partly denatured RCs by chemical or
enzymatic means. 2) Modification of binding sites to
incorporate different chromophores, e.g. by
mutagenesis. 3) Mutagenic modifications of the
pigments’ biosynthetic pathways. Alternative routes
which have been applied to other photosynthetic
pigment-protein complexes, involving the chemical
or enzymatic modification of chromophores within
the RC1 or the complete reassembly from the
components (apoproteins and cofactors) have as yet
been unsuccessful. This chapter deals with recent
results obtained by a method of type (1) which was
developed several years ago in our laboratory (Struck,
1990; Scheer and Struck, 1993). It allows us to
introduce, singly or in combination, modified
pigments into the sites and of the monomeric
bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) or the sites or of
the bacteriopheophytins (BPhe). A first example of
method (3) has been reported recently2, and method
(2) is discussed in the Chapter 24 by Woodbury and
Allen.

II. Selectivity of the Exchange

The structural modifications to BChl and BPhe are
summarized in Fig. 1. Most of the pigments used for

exchange experiments have been modified only at a
single position, however, metalation and hydrox-
ylation at have frequently been combined
with other structural changes. Preparative procedures
for most of the pigments have been summarized by
Scheer and Struck (1993).

A. Influence of Central Metal

Chlorophylls (Chl) and BChls contain Mg as the
central metal. Although formally four coordinate, it
is coordinatively unsaturated and is normally five or
six coordinate by binding of extraneous ligands above
or below the tetrapyrrole plane. This affinity is so
high, that in dry, nonpolar solvents, it is a major
driving force for (B)Chl aggregation via ligation to
peripheral C=O or OH groups of neighboring
molecules (Katz et al., 1978). A fifth ligand has also
been identified in all (B)Chl protein complexes whose
structures are known with sufficient resolution. A
variety of such ligands have been characterized:
Histidine3 is the common one in RC, but it can be
replaced by site-directed mutagenesis with glutamine,
asparagine, serine and threonine without loss of the
BChl in the assembled RC (Coleman and Youvan,
1990; Bylina et al., 1991; Scheer and Struck, 1993).
In the water-soluble Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO)-
protein from Prosthecochloris aestuarii, which is
involved in energy transfer from the chlorosome to
the RC (Olson, 1978), five of the seven BChls are
also ligated to histidines, one to a backbone peptide
carbonyl, and one to water (Fenna et al., 1977) (see
Chapter 20 by Blankenship et al.).

Yet another motif has recently been characterized
in the LHCII antenna from green plants (Kühlbrandt
et al., 1993). Here, at least two of the chlorophylls

1 See Struck et al., 1991 for the discussion of an attempt along this line. It should also be mentioned that under the exchange conditions
used by us (Scheer and Struck, 1993), small amounts of BChl a’ (the of BChl a) and of a are extracted from
treated reaction centers. Since these pigments are not extracted from untreated samples, they should be formed within the reaction centers
during the treatment. However, they are present in non-stoichiometric amounts and their binding sites are not specified, so this method
is presently not useful for preparative work.

2 First examples of pigment modification by manipulating the biosynthesis have recently been achieved (C. Bauer, private communication,
1993). By systematically inactivating the genes of the BChl biosynthesis cluster, they obtained mutants containing BChl     (through
inhibition of the geranyl-geraniol dehydrogenase) and [8-vinyl]-BChl (through inhibition of the 8-vinyl-hydrogenase). Pigments of the
latter type have also been found naturally in prochlorophytes (Goericke, 1990; Goericke and Repeta, 1992; Chisholm et al., 1992). Aside
from interesting biogenetic implications, the mutants had no functional phenotype, and reactions centers isolated from the second mutant
had the same kinetics as the wild type ones (J. Allen, private communication, 1993).

3 The early notion of too long histidine-N-to-Mg distances at the P-sites in Rb. sphaeroides (Allen et al., 1987) has been corrected by newer
structureswith higher resolution (Chang et al., 1991; Ermler et al., 1994).
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(Chl a or b) have an aspartate ligand, which in turn is
bound to an arginine. Interestingly, this motif has a
precedence in the biliproteins, where it does not bind
to the central metal of a cyclic tetrapyrrole, but rather
to two nitrogens located in the ‘inner’ rings (B,C) of
a linear tetrapyrrole (Schirmer et al., 1987; Dürring
et al., 1990,1991. The two rings (pyrrole and
pyrrolenine), are in a Z,s-syn-geometry, and the
latter is believed to be protonated (Scharnagl and
Schneider, 1989,1991), this partial structure thus
constitutes one half of the dication of a cyclic
tetrapyrrole. The similar binding then would support
the similarity between metal complexes and dications
of tetrapyrroles.

Bacterial RCs of type II4 possess binding sites for
BChl (= Mg-complexes) and BPhe (= free bases). A
major distinction between these two types of sites is
the presence of a histidine in a favorable position to
bind to the central Mg as a fifth ligand in the BChl
binding sites and and an isoleucine in the
respective position of the BPhe binding sites
This distinction holds also for the RC from
Chloroflexus (Cf.) aurantiacus, in which histidine

M180 in the is replaced by isoleucine, and
the normally bound BChl a is replaced by BPhe, and
for a variety of site-directed mutants of several
bacteria. Polar residues capable of ligation result in
the binding of BChl, and large, nonpolar residues in
the binding of BPhe. A complementary distinction
has been found for the pigments during exchange
experiments: Bacteriochlorophylls are always
exchanged into the BChl pockets irrespective
of the substituents at the periphery, and (bacterio)-
pheophytins lacking the central Mg are always
exchanged into the BPhe pockets

The peripheries of the binding pockets seem to
play a lesser role in the distinction between BChl and
BPhe, if judged from the ready change of pigment
upon change of the ‘central’ amino acid; the exchange
experiments with modified pigments indicate that
this is also true for at least part of the periphery of the
pigments (see below). The aforementioned interaction
between the central metal and the ligand provides a
ready explanation for the selection of BChls: the N-
Mg binding energy is large enough to select for the
Mg-complexes only. The positive selection of BPhe

Abbreviations: –binding sites for the monomeric BChls; BChl –bacteriochlorophyll; BPhe–bacteriopheophytin; Cf.– Chloroflexus;
Chl – chlorophyll; – binding sites for the BPhes, in each case the subscripts A and B refer to the ‘active’ and ‘inactive branch’,
respectively; – binding sites for the primary donor BChls; Phe – pheophytin; RC – reaction center; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum

4 Type I and II refers to reaction centers which are structurally related to RC from Photosystem (PS) I (like those from heliobacteria and
Chlorobiaceae) and to RC from PS II (like those from purple bacteria and Chloroflexaceae), respectively.
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and rejection of BChls in the pockets is more
difficult to understand. Probably, it does not simply
require the absence of an appropriately placed ligating
amino-acid, but also the absence of sufficient space
to introduce an extraneous ligand, like e.g. water.
There are two lines of evidence for this: Firstly, the
FMO-protein provides already an example that water
can act as ligand in a BChl protein; if this could be
introduced into in RCs, binding of BChl may be
expected. Secondly, there is recent direct evidence
for this concept from site-directed mutagenesis of
the D1 protein of the PS II-RC (B. Diner and P.
Nixon, private communication, 1993). Replacement
of (which is a presumed ligand to Chl a in
the P-site) with alanine yields functioning RCs in
which neither the content of Phe a is increased, nor
the content of Chl a is decreased. On the other hand,
the mutation (the equivalent of which
produces a heterodimer in bacterial RC (Coleman
and Youvan, 1990)) has a phenotype. The small
size of the alanine in the former mutant may allow
the introduction of a molecule of water as a fifth
ligand to Mg, while this is not possible in the latter.
Histidine-to-alanine mutations have been done with
bacterial RCs and support, at least in part, this
selection mechanism (S. Boxer, personal commun-
ication, C. Schenck, personal communication).

B. Replacement of Central Magnesium

Replacement of Mg with other metals allows in
porphyrins a systematic variation of the redox
potentials (Fuhrhop et al., 1974; Watanabe and
Kobayashi, 1991). A series of metallo-bacterio-
chlorophylls (which more precisely should be termed
metallo-bacteriopheophytins) has been recently
prepared by us (Hartwich et al., 1995b; see Tables 1
and 2 for their spectroscopic properties and redox
potentials). Several pigments in which the central
Mg has been replaced by other metals are exchange-
able to a high degree of selectivity into the
pockets. These include [Zn]- and [Ni]-BChl a
(Hartwich, 1994). Zn complexes of porphyrins have
been classified by Buchler (1975) as square-pyramidal
(=5 coordinate), Ni-porphyrins as square planar (=4
coordinate). In view of the above discussion, an
exchange of [Ni]-BChl into both the and the

sites might be expected. The selective exchange
into and the failure of exchange into is then
surprising and may indicate the operation of additional
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steric, electronic or other factors besides ligation. It
should also be mentioned, that the coordination of Ni
is quite variable, and EXAFS studies have indicated
that [Ni]-BChl a is five coordinated both in solvents
of intermediate polarity and in the RC (Chen et al.,
1995). Paulsen et al. (1990, 1991) studied the
reconstitution of the LHCII antenna complex from
plants with several [metallo]-Chls. Their results also
indicate that pigments with central metals other than
Mg can replace at least part of the 13–14 molecules
of Chl a and b present. No data on the site of
replacement, the type of pigment replaced, or metal
coordination states in these reconstituted LHCII
complexes are yet available.

The biosynthetic origin of (B)Phe in type-II RCs
is unknown. All (B)Phes derive from Mg-porphyrins,
which must then be demetalated. Mg-complexes of
bacteriochlorins and, even more so of chlorins, are
labile, they are readily demetalated by acid. There
are also several reports on dechelatase activities
(Ziegler et al., 1988; Owens and Falkowski, 1982),
but the postulated enzymes have not been purified,
no information on their active sites is available, and
it is not clear if their function is to provide a pool of
(B)Phe which is utilized for supplying the RC, or if
they are involved in (B)Chl breakdown5. Principally,
an alternative mechanism is possible for (B)Phe
insertion: BChl (e.g. the Mg-complex) is first bound
to all six tetrapyrrole binding pockets, and the
pigments at are subsequently demetalated. None
of the exchange experiments support such a
mechanism, but it could also mean that once a BPhe
is bound, it is no longer exchangeable with BChl.
However, other available evidence also points against
an in situ demetalation. Walter et al. (1979) identified
different esterifying alcohols in BPhe a and BChl a
from Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum RCs. Since
exchange experiments with these RCs did not strongly
discriminate between pigments bearing the two
alcohols, viz. phytol or geranylgeraniol (Beese, 1989;
Struck et al., 1990; Struck, 1990), this indicates a
dedicated synthesis (and possibly even delivery) of
the BPhe. The mutagenesis experiments (see e.g.
Table 1 in Scheer and Struck, 1993) point in the same
direction, unless the exchange of the amino acid next
5 Several degradation products of Chl a (Engel et al., 1991;
Iturraspe et al., 1991; Kräutler et al., 1992; Mühlecker and
Kräutler, 1993) and Chl b (Iturraspe et al., 1994) have been
recently reported, but it is not yet clear if the ring-opening
reaction involves the Mg-complexes as substrates, or if a previous
demetalation is required.
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to the central N4-cavity at any one of the position
confers indiscriminately dechelatase activities to such
sites.

C. Peripheral Substituents

The influence of modified peripheral substituents on
the exchange of (B)Chl or (B)Phe capacity can give
new insights to the interaction between amino-acids
of the protein with the pigments. However, being a
purely operational criterion, only positive results are
meaningful. A previous overview of all modifications
tested until the end of 1992, has been given (Scheer
and Stuck, 1993). Briefly, pigments modified at C-3,
or or hydroxylated at alone or in
combination, exchange into both the and the
pockets of carotenoid-less Rhodobacter (Rb.)
sphaeroides RCs, and into only in wild-type RCs.
Also, the exchange into is faster than into (see
below).

Tinkering with the isocyclic ring other than
hydroxylation at , inhibited an exchange. This
includes removal of the as
well as enlargement or an opening of the ring. Even
the hydroxylation is highly stereospecific:

a, which has the same orientation of
the as BChl a6, exchanges and
is functionally competent, whereas the
does not exchange (F. Storch, H. Scheer, unpublished,
1993). This discrimination is so strong, that only the
traces of the S-in preparations of the R-epimer are
taken up during exchange experiments, rather than
the main product with the ‘wrong’ orientation of the

group. A similar selectivity also applies to
a (see below). Interestingly,

a, the epimer of the native
a can be found in all ‘blank’ samples of RCs subjected
to the exchange conditions in the absence of
extraneous pigments. It is not clear at which site it is
bound, but the tight binding and its absence in
untreated RCs using the same extraction conditions
indicates that it is indeed incorporated into the RC
and not merely adsorbed. If the stereoselectivity of
the sites found for a holds

6 Due to the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog nomenclature rules, the
configuration of changes by replacing the H-substituent
present in BChl a with the OH-substituent present in

a, even though the arrangement of all other substituents
remains unchanged.

also for BChl a, the epimer might then be bound at
the site. It should be mentioned in this context,
that both the chlorophyll synthetase (Helfrich et al.,
1994) and chlorophyllase (Fiedor et al. 1992; Y.
Nishiyama, M. Kitamura, S. Tamura, T. Watanabe,
unpublished, 1993) are also highly stereospecific
with regard to the

The bacteriochlorin conjugated system appears to
be essential for an exchange into the since
neither Chl a nor [3-acetyl]-Chl a have been found
exchangeable. The latter differs from BChl a ‘only’
by the removal of the two ‘extra’ hydrogens at C-7
and C-8. Inspection of the crystal structure (Chang et
al., 1991) does not indicate an obvious reason for the
failure to incorporate chlorins instead of bacterio-
chlorins, but it may be due to a changed flexibility of
the macrocycle (Scheer and Katz, 1975; Senge et al.,
1993). The are much more tolerant in this
respect. Phe a, Phe b and [7-hydroxymethyl]-Phe a
are exchangeable, they differ from BPhe a not only
in ring B being unsaturated, but also in the nature of
the C-7 substituent. It is hydrophobic in Phe a, an H-
bond acceptor in Phe b, and both acceptor or donor in
[7-hydroxymethyl]-Phe a (Shkurupatov and Shuv-
alov, 1993; Meyer, 1992; Scheer et al., 1992; Meyer
and Scheer, 1995; A. Y. Shkurupatov, M. Meyer, H.
Scheer and V. A. Shuvalov, unpublished).

D. Asymmetric Exchanges

and the symmetry-related site do not strongly
discriminate between the pigments tested up to now.
There is, however, a kinetic discrimination: The first
molecule is exchanged considerably faster than the
second one, and there are several lines of evidence
for the assignment of the faster exchanging site as

One comes from kinetic analysis of the electron
transfer in a partially exchanged sample: After
exchange of        of BChl at sites  with  [3-
vinyl]-BChl a, there were about 40% RC left in
which the kinetics of the primary charge separation
were unchanged, viz. which contained BChl a at site

Even considering the error limits of the analysis,
which are in the range of ±10%, this would indicate
a larger exchange in than in

Selective exchange into is possible in wild-
type reaction centers. Here, the carotenoid located
close to inhibits an exchange into the latter
(Hartwich, 1994). This assignment of the exchange
site was originally tentative, but it has recently been
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confirmed by optical-electron-double resonance
experiments (see below). The selective exchange
into the has been accomplished in a more
roundabout sequence exemplified here for [3-Vinyl]-

a (G. Hartwich, 1994). First, both
B-sites have been exchanged with

a in RC from Rb. sphaeroides R26.
This is followed by a reconstitution with spher-
oiden(on)e to protect the and in the
subsequent step the site only is brought back ‘to
normal’ by a second exchange with the native
pigment, BChl a.

The discrimination between the A-and B-sites is
much stronger for

do only exchange for
one BPhe. There is even a strong discrimination for
the alcohol: BPhe (the subscript denoting geranyl-
geraniol rather than phytol as the esterifying alcohol),
exchanges only into one site. There is presently only
circumstantial evidence as to which of the sites is
affected by the exchange, and whether it is the same
in all cases, because the spectra of the aforementioned
pigments are very similar and allow no distinction in
the Our working hypothesis is that it is

because there is also a distinctly more rapid
exchange at this position (as compared to with
pigments having sufficiently different spectra that
the exchange can be followed spectroscopically. There
is a selective interaction of glutamine L104 with the

of the pigment in (Allen et al., 1987;
Chang et al., 1991; El-Kabbani et al., 1991; Michel
and Deisenhofer, 1988; Lutz and Mäntele, 1991)
leading to a red-shift of the  of this pigment.
This interaction may also account for the failure to
exchange pigments bearing a lacking the

In these pigments,
enolization of the system at ring V is
inhibited, and enolization (Bocian et al., 1987) or at
least strong H-bonding between the
of BPhe a and the neighboring glutamate (see Lubitz,
1991) in has been suggested as the reason for the
spectral shift. Because the enolizable
system is found in all tetrapyrroles known to
participate in electron transfer in RCs, there may be
a functional and structural significance at least in this
site (as contrasted from see above). However, it
should be noted that mutagenesis
abolished the shift, but does neither inhibit the binding
of BPhe a nor the function of these RCs (Coleman
and Youvan, 1990).

III. Static Spectroscopy of Reaction Centers
with Modified Pigments

All pigments introduced into reaction centers are
subject to spectral modifications (absorption shifts,
hyperchromism, induced circular dichroism). The
origin of these can formally be separated in two
components: those induced by the protein moiety,
and those induced by pigment-pigment interaction.
Both have been discussed by Struck and Scheer
(1993) and are summarized here only briefly:

After self exchange experiments, i.e. incubation
under exchange conditions with native pigments
added exogenously, RCs show that the protein subunit
is unaltered as judged by UV/VIS absorption, CD,
linear dichroism, magnetic resonance (ENDOR) and
vibrational spectroscopy, and by light-induced
bleaching of the P-absorption at 870 nm. Accordingly,
the treatment leaves the RC largely unchanged.

The absorption spectra (e.g. in diethylether) of
many of the pigments used for exchange differ from
those of the native pigments (see Scheer, 1988 and
Table 2). If the spectra of a series of such pigments in
monomeric solution are compared with the spectra
of the same pigments incorporated in the RC, a
surprisingly constant environment-induced red shift
(EIRS) was found: it amounts to and

for the sites and to
and for the sites (Scheer and

Struck, 1993; Scheer et al., 1993). In view of the
short distances among all pigments in the RC the
problem of EIRS has received considerable attention
and it is not clear whether this is a result of protein-
chromophore or chromophore-chromophore inter-
action, or both (Scherz et al. 1991; Scherer and
Fischer, 1991). Unchanged EIRS in chromophore-
exchanged RCs argue against specific protein-
chromophore interactions, at least as far as the
modified groups are concerned. However, they are
compatible with more global changes, e.g. distortions
of the macrocyclic system from planarity.

Introduction of spectrally different pigments also
leads to negligible changes of the absorption spectral
features assigned to P7. This indicates that none of
the chromophore substituents modified hitherto is
strongly involved in pigment-pigment interactions
with this site. This is further supported by CD-
spectroscopy which is very sensitive to pigment

7 The position of this band is considerably affected by the other
environmental conditions like detergent, temperature, etc.
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interaction and geometry. Besides shifts of the spectral
position due to band shifts of the modified pigments,
only minor variations of the non-exchanged pigments
are observed. ENDOR shows that there is also little
to no interaction between the primary donor in its
doublet state and any of the other pigments
(Struck, 1990). The situation is more complex and
not yet well explored for interactions among the
and sites. Here, small but distinct shifts are
always observed if a neighboring pigment is
exchanged, which is most obvious if the newly
introduced pigment does not absorb in the same
spectral region. Based on kinetic studies with RC in
which BPhe a has been replaced by Phe a,
Shkurupatov and Shuvalov (1993) have recently
proposed a considerable contribution of the pigments
in to the band assigned generally to
BPhe at the sites.

The differential absorptions in the of
BPhe a t and was essential in defining and
exploring the asymmetry of electron transfer. The
former absorbs at longer wavelengths
than the latter (Clayton and Yamamoto,
1976; Vermeglio et al., 1978; Breton 1985; Kirmaier
et al., 1985; Kellog et al., 1989). The two bands
overlap at room temperature but can be deconvoluted;
at low temperatures they are well resolved. This
differentiation has been observed, too, for all
replacement pigments in the H-sites, and can be used
to establish asymmetric echanges. No similar
differentiation existed for the B-sites. Static
spectroscopy after site-selective, asymmetric
exchanges at and/or then allowed the spectral
assignment and differentiation of the B-sites. Taking
advantage of the partial and asymmetric triplet energy
transfer from the carotenoid to BChl at this site
could be tagged (see also below). This was explored
by low-temperature absorption, ADMR and MIA
spectroscopy (Hartwich, 1994; Hartwich et al., 1995c)
in RCs, in which and/or were exchanged with

a, a BChl a-derivative where
the and the transitions in solution as well as in
the RCs shifted to the blue. This allowed the following
assignments: BChl a at absorbs at and
595 nm whereas BChl absorbs at 812 and
600 nm, respectively. There is furthermore additional
evidence from these experiments for locating the
upper exciton of the primary donor at
808 nm (see also section E), and the absorption of
P at 603 nm.

The main previous evidence for specific interaction
of the primary donor in its triplet state or
with pigments in was derived from microwave-
induced absorption difference spectra (MIA, often
also referred to as singlet-triplet difference, Lous
and Hoff, 1987) of RCs, in which the BChl at both
sites was replaced by pigments with progressively
blue-shifted absorptions: there is one band in the
MIA spectrum which shifts like the absorption band
of the exchanged pigments in from ~800 to ~770
nm.

Selective exchange experiments of the type
mentioned above also allowed a detailed study of the
triplet energy transfer within the RC (Hartwich et al.,
1995c). The sample showed almost
the same spectra as the
sample, indicating that there is no strong interaction
between and The sample,
however, shows not only the expected features around
815 nm identical to native RCs, but also the 776 nm
band indicative of the modified substituent at
This contrasts with the suggestion that interacts
selectively with and rather indicates that there is
an interaction of the primary donor triplet with both
B-sites, at least at liquid He temperatures.

In wild-type RCs, is close to the carotenoid
(Car) site, which breaks the high symmetry of the
RC. It has a protective function, and the otherwise
long-lived is quenched by fast energy
transfer to Car (Frank, 1993). The latter
triplet lies energetically below and is hence
photochemically safe, and it furthermore relaxes
quickly to the singlet ground state (Parson and
Monger, 1977). It is then suggestive, that the partial
triplet energy transfer from monitored by MIA,
is related to the fast and complete transfer to Car, and
hence to the protection of RC under conditions where
the acceptor is reduced. This has been supported
by two lines of experiments:

In the first one (Hartwich et al., 1995c), MIA
spectra of the carotenoid triplet from wild-
type RC from Rb. sphaeroides have been investigated.
Besides the signal at 550 nm characteristic for
they show an additional signal in the long-wavelength
region (812 nm) characteristic for BChl at This
has been confirmed by using RCs where has been
selectively exchanged with
where this signal is shifted to 775 nm. Modification
of BChl at the  has no effect on the MIA of

A. Triplet Energy Transfer
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Thus only the pigment at experiences
interaction with indicating this pigment as a
mediator or even an intermediate in energy transfer
from to These experiments allowed at the
same time an unequivocal assignment of the two
exchange sites (see above).

A second experiment (Frank et al., 1993) was
based on the suggestion that the triplet transfer via

is an activated process, and that specifically the
activation barrier is determined by the energy
difference of  and The origin of this suggestion
is the temperature dependence of the triplet transfer,
which stops in wild-type RC from Rb. sphaeroides at

(Schenck et al., 1984). The onset of triplet
transfer has now been measured in RCs derived from
the R26 mutant, in which first BChl a in both and

had been exchanged against modified pigments,
and which have then been (re)constituted with Car.
The onset of triplet transfer to Car in these RCs,
followed the estimated increase in the triplet energy
of the modified BChls, thus confirming the activation
hypothesis, and furthermore suggesting as a real
intermediate.

It can be concluded that unidirectionality of triplet
energy transfer is conditioned by interaction of
with and selective interaction of with
and that this transfer is an activated process. This
asymmetry of triplet energy transfer to the B-branch
may be compared to the well known and still not
understood asymmetry of electron transfer to the A-
branch.

B. Singlet Excitation Energy Transfer

Reaction centers where BChl a in (    or)  is
replaced by [Ni]-BChl a seem to be a powerful tool
in explaining the role of the accessory BChls. They
are capable of charge separation, but with a lower
quantum yield, which is furthermore dependent on
the excitation wavelength. The preliminary analysis
indicates that both energy and electron transfer in
these RCs are strongly impaired (Hartwich, 1994).

Energy transfer was studied by fluorescence
spectroscopy. The excitation spectrum for the
emission of (Fig. 2) shows a much decreased
quantum yield (<30%) for all spectral regions where
the Ni-BChl or the BPhe are excited, as compared to
direct excitation of P. It is concluded, that i) [Ni]-
BChl in is a trap for excitation energy and that ii)

elucidate the effect of [Ni]-BChl in and/or on
the dynamics and unidirectionality of charge
separation. The energy trapping of [Ni]-BChl can be
explained by the electronic structure of the pigment.
In solution, excitation energy in the of the

is transferred within <1 ps to a d-orbital of
the Ni, and then to the ground-state within less
than 30 ps (Kobayashi et al., 1979). By using an
upper limit for the excitation transfer in RC of ~ 100
fs (Breton et al., 1986), the relaxation must
be faster than 50 fs to explain the decreased
fluorescence yield. Fluorescence is the competition
to charge separation, which is believed to take place
only along the active branch (A-branch)8. This can be
taken as for additional support that exchange of

8 Strictly speaking, this is true only of charge separation to Q,
whereas transient charge separation to BB as a ‘parking process’
has been discussed (see Zinth and Kaiser, 1993).

after excitation of BPhe in energy is transported,
at least partly, via the accessory BChls to the primary
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donor (Hartwich et al., 1995a). Further measurements
(e. g. transient absorption etc.) will be necessary to
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bacteriochlorophylls in wild-type RCs from Rb.
sphaeroides is restricted to the These RCs
show the same reduction of fluorescence quantum
yield as the sample. Even if an
additional charge separation in the
sample via the B-branch is assumed, one would
expect a higher fluorescence quantum yield in the

sample or for a nonselective exchange
in wild-type RCs, detectable within a limit of error of
10%.

IV. Stabilization

Self-organization of (B)Chl is a widely studied
process (Katz et al., 1978, 1991, Scherz et al., 1991),
and it has been suggested that the pigments also play
a role in formation and stabilization of the native
pigment-protein complexes. Experimental evidence
to this comes also from reconstitution studies with
antenna complexes from green plants (Plumley and
Schmidt, 1987, Paulsen et al., 1990, 1991) and purple
bacteria (Parkes-Loach et al., 1988, 1990; Ghosh et
al., 1988; see chapter by Loach and Parkes-Loach).
Several lines of evidence indicate a structural role of
the bound tetrapyrroles for the integral reaction center
complex. The first comes from temperatrure studies
carried out in order to optimize the exchange reaction.
In the presence of an excess of exogenous pigment(s),
the RC can be heated 3–5 degrees higher than in their
absence. This can be rationalized in terms of an
equilibrium between RCs with open and occupied
binding sites, which is shifted towards the former,
more stable ones by the mass action of exogenous
pigment(s). Further evidence comes from recent
attempts to remove the quinones from modified RCs:
the procedure of Okamura et al. (1975) gives much
lower yields with such RCs. Interestingly, there is
also a stabilizing effect of the quinone(s). If they are
removed prior to the exchange of BPhe or BChl, then
the yield of the subsequent exchange procedure is
much reduced (M. Meyer, G. Hartwich and H. Scheer
unpublished results). There is, furthermore, a distinct
difference among wild-type reaction centers from
Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1 and the carotenoidless mutant
R26: the latter tolerates only a 3 degree lower
temperature for exchange, viz. it is considerably less
stable due to the loss of the carotenoid, 15,15'-cis-
spheroiden(on)e. The stabilization of reaction centers
by their various cofactors, therefore, is clearly a
cumulative effect. Only a single exchange has hitherto

been done with RCs modified by site-directed
mutagenesis Göbel, 1993). The
stability of wild-type RCs (Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1)
under the reaction conditions was comparable to that
of non-mutated RCs from the carotenoidless mutant
R26.1.

V. Time-Resolved Spectroscopy

RC are energy transducers, they convert excitation
into electrochemical energy. Modifications of
pigments may help to clarify the assignment of kinetic
processes to the different molecular events which are
currently discussed controversially (Kirmaier and
Holton, 1993; Zinth and Kaiser, 1993; Shuvalov,
1993; Martin and Vos, 1992; DiMagno and Norris,
1993; see Chapter 24 by Woodbury and Allen). If
judged from the light-induced bleaching, all reaction
centers mentioned in the previous sections are
competent for light-induced electron transfer. The
quantum yield and recovery of P870 in these samples
shows some variations, but none of the recombination
times are strongly affected.

The first kinetic experiments of the forward reaction
have been done with ‘blank’ samples which had been
subjected to the exchange conditions in the absence
of extraneous pigment (Finkele et al., 1992). Spectra
and kinetics of these RCs were identical to those of
native ones, indicating no significant damage to
those RCs which are isolated from the exchange
mixture (see above). Only few pigment modifications
have hitherto been characterized kinetically. RCs
containing a at sites have
within the limits of error identical kinetics to native
ones (Finkele et al., 1992). Hence, this modification
is ‘neutral’ as far as the charge separation is
concerned. At the same time, it supports again that
structural changes due to the exchange procedure are
negligible. RCs containing

a at sites gave heterogeneous kinetics
(Finkele et al., 1992). At all wavelengths studied, the
kinetics could be fit by four components, viz. 0.9,
3.5, 30 and 200 ps. Native reaction centers lack the
30 ps component. The amplitude of this component
varied considerably in the 700–800 nm spectral range
and showed an inverse relationship to the 3.5 ps one:
The former was highest upon excitation at 776 nm,
which is the absorption maximum of

a, while the latter is maximum in the
absorption region of BChl a at sites around 800
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nm. The most straight-forward explanation is a
heterogeneity of the preparation due to only partial
exchange at the site: One fraction consisted of
(kinetically) native RCs (0.9, 3.5 and 200 ps), the
other of modified RCs, in which the 3.5 ps component
was replaced by a 30 ps one9. If one assumes that the

substituent alone has no influence on the
kinetics (see above), then the tenfold decrease of the
intermediate rate is the result of a replacement of the
3-acetyl- by a vinyl-substituent. In solution, the redox
potential of the modified pigment is estimated to be
150 mV more negative (Watanabe and Kobayashi,
1991), one would then expect that the step leading to

becomes slower. However, such an effect
would also be expected for a superexchange
mechanism. A more direct evidence for a stepwise
mechanism is that in exchanged RCs there is no fast
component with a high amplitude: if this fast
component (0.9 ps in native RC) were to precede the
slow component, its amplitude should increase,
whereas it is expected to decrease if this step is
subsequent to the intermediate one. Since it is no
longer observable in regions where the exchanged
RC dominate the spectrum, this result is consistent
with a stepwise electron transfer (Holzapfel et al.,
1989; Finkele et al., 1990). There is some evidence
for a kinetic component with ps in the modified
reaction centers, but this needs further work (Finkele,
1992).

The third detailed characterization has been done
with RC in which BPhe a has been replaced by Phe a
(Shkurupatov and Shuvalov, 1993; Arlt et al., 1993).
Although its redox potential in solution is mV
more positive (Watanabe and Kobayashi, 1991), the
kinetics are not much changed: The most significant
difference is the increase of the 200 ps component to

ps, this time relates to the transfer of the
electron from to and might reflect the changed
redox potential. However, the changed redox potential
has yet another, more profound, effect of raising the
energy of the state to a value close to that of

. Because the kinetics of interconversion of
these states are much faster than the decay of the
former, this allows for thermal equilibration and a
cumulative decay of the states. This equilibration
does even extend to it stays populated to
during the lifetime of thus allowing an estimate

9 This heterogeneity was supported by pigment analysis and the
relatively high intensity at the 800 nm band, indicating the
presence of >20% of BChl a at site

of the energetic separation between and as
Taken together, it appears that modification

of pigments at the B-site(s) affect the kinetics of
electron transfer much more profoundly than those
at the H-site(s).

VI. Open Problems and Outlook

Although the method of pigment exchange has so far
been tested only with a limited number of pigment
modifications and RC species, it seems to be a
valuable complement to site-directed mutagenesis,
because it allows a direct manipulation of the
pigments. Realizing the limited knowledge of
bacteriochlorophyll chemistry, a major effort of future
work will have to go into the synthesis and the
collection of basic data of the modified pigments, not
only in situ, but also in solution. (Hartwich, 1994;
Hartwich et al., 1994; Feiler et al., 1994; Käss et al.,
1994; Teuchner et al., 1994; and unpublished results
referred to in the text). Only then can the effects in
the native environment be fully evaluated. A potential
which is hitherto hardly explored, is selective (isotope)
labeling for magnetic resonance or vibrational
spectroscopic work.

The exchange method is restricted so far to the
monomeric BChl and BPhe, and it appears currently
unclear if the principle can be extended to the primary
donor as well. There is hope, however, that the recent
advances in the folding of previously unwieldy
proteins, will render this site accessible, too, in the
foreseeable future. A further challenge will be the
extension to other RC, in particular those from PS II,
but also to the variety of other (B)Chl protein
complexes.

Appendix: Updated Procedure for Pigment
Exchange

The exchange procedure has been summarized by
Struck and Scheer (1993). This is an update for
asymmetric exchanges and exchanges with metallo-
bacteriochlorophylls.

For replacement of bacteriochlorophylls in the
sites, RC from Rb. sphaeroides R26 in TL-

buffer (10 mM tris, 0. 1% LDAO, pH = 8) are
incubated under Ar with a 10-fold molar excess of
exogenous pigment in MeOH at 43 °C for 90 min.
Recovery of RCs with exchanged chromophores is
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30–50%. The concentration of MeOH should not
exceed 10% of the volume of the reaction mixture.
Under these reaction conditions, which are close to
the melting point of the RCs, internal motions become
larger and allow for equilibration between the
external, modified pigments and the original ones
bound to the protein.

A selective substitution at the is possible
when RC from the carotenoid-containing wild-type
strain 2.4.1 of Rb. sphaeroides are used, and the
temperature is raised to 47 °C in order to account for
the increased stability of these RCs. The selectivity
is due to the spheroiden(on)e, which is located
asymmetrically and adjacent to the This
pigment probably is responsible for the increased
thermal stability of the RC, and seems to block the

site from exchange of the chromophore.
For an exchange at the only, the starting

material are RCs from the carotenoid-less R26 mutant.
First BChl a is replaced symmetrically at the sites
and with exogenous pigment under the standard
exchange conditions. After purification, carotenoid
(re)constitution was done with spheroidene dissolved
to maximal concentration in diethylether and diluted
with 3 parts (v/v) methanol. This solution was added
to the RC at 865 nm) to a concentration
of the organic solvent of 10% (v/v), and the mixture
incubated for 50 min at 43 °C under Ar. By this
(re)constitution, the becomes blocked, and
native BChl a can finally be re-exchanged into the

under the conditions described above for
the wild-type strain 2.4.1.

For the exchange with some metallo-bacterio-
chlorophylls (e. g. [Ni]-BChla) as well as for the
replacement of (bacterio-)pheophytins into R26 RC,
the reaction conditions were similar, but acetone was
used instead of methanol, because of poorer solubility
and/or pigment aggregation effects in the latter, and
the reaction time was 1 h at 43.5 °C.

Protein and pigment analyses of modified RCs
were done as detailed in Struck and Scheer (1993).
Extraction of pigments is done on DEAE-columns
with methanol as denaturant of the protein moiety
and as eluant for the pigments. Exhaustive
extraction has to be ensured for quantitative pigment
analysis.
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Summary

Green sulfur bacterial reaction centers have been usually cited as counterparts of Photosystem I. However, they
have remained poorly characterized for a long time, since the main interest was directed towards understanding
the unique antenna system of green bacteria, the so-called chlorosomes. Many exciting developments in green
sulfur bacterial reaction center research have occurred during the years 1990 to 1995. Important similarities
between the reaction centers of green sulfur bacteria, heliobacteria, and Photosystem I have been discovered,
such as the presence of the same set of electron acceptors and a similar polypeptide composition. Furthermore,
similarities to the purple bacterial-type reaction centers have been described. These include the presence of a
bacteriochlorophyll dimer as the primary donor and a reaction-center-associated cytochrome subunit as
electron donor to P840. Most surprising, however, has been the discovery of only one gene coding for the
dimeric, large reaction center subunits. This feature is in contrast, not only to Photosystem I, but also, to purple
bacterial-type reaction centers, and it has raised interesting evolutionary questions which are discussed in this
chapter. It has been shown that both types of reaction centers, i.e. purple bacterial- and Photosystem I -type
reaction centers share common features, such as the charge separation processes, those pigments involved and
a similar organization of the main polypeptides. All this led to the speculation that the different kinds of
photosynthetic reaction centers have a common evolutionary origin. In this review we summarize the current
state of knowledge about the green sulfur bacterial reaction center structure and function and compare these
with those of other Photosystem I-type and purple bacterial reaction centers.

I. Introduction

The observation of a photosynthetic reaction center
(RC) in green sulfur bacteria dates back to 1963,
when Sybesma and Vredenberg reported photo-
bleaching at 840 nm due to a photooxidizable primary
donor, P840, for Chloropseudomonas ethylicum 2K.
This ‘organism’ has since been identified as a
syntrophic mixture of the sulfur-photooxidizing green
sulfur bacterium Prosthecochloris (Pc.) aestuarii
and the sulfur-respiring bacterium Desulfovibrio
(Olson, 1978a). P840-photobleaching has subse-
quently been described for Chlorobium (Cb.) limicola
(Olson et al., 1973), and other green sulfur bacteria,
in pure culture.

The early work on green sulfur bacteria, however,
was focused on two other components of their peculiar
photosynthetic apparatus—the chlorosomes, which
are huge antennae complexes (Cohen-Bazire et al.,
1964; see Chapter 13 by Oelze and Golecki and 20
by Blankenship et al.), and a bacteriochlorophyll

Abbreviations: ADMR – absorption detected magnetic resonance;
BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; BPh – bacteriopheophytin; Cb. –
Chlorobium; Chl – chlorophyll; FeS – iron-sulfur; FMO – Fenna-
Mathews-Olson; FT – Fourier transform; HPLC – high
performance liquid chromatography; Li/SDS – lithium/sodium
dodecyl sulphate; P700 – primary donor of Photosystem I; P800
– primary donor of heliobacterial reaction centers; P840 – primary
donor of green sulfur bacterial reaction centers; Pc. –
Prosthecochloris; PS – Photosystem; RC – reaction center

(BChl) a-protein (FMO-protein), which was the first
chlorophyll protein structure to be resolved by X-ray
crystallography (Mathews et al., 1979). Therefore
little was known about the RC proper of green sulfur
bacteria in the pertinent chapters of the comprehensive
account on photosynthetic bacteria from 1978
(Gingras, 1978, Olson 1978b, Pierson and Casten-
holz, 1978). Two years later, Olson (1980) summar-
ized the notion of the photosynthetic apparatus in
green sulfur bacteria in more detail, and put forward
a structural model for the participating BChl-proteins,
which includes the studies by Swarthoff and Amesz
(1979), and by Staehelin et al. (1980). Its essentials
were: 1) The photosynthetic unit contains 900 – 4500
BChl c, d, or e molecules in the chlorosome, and 80
– 250 BChl a molecules per RC. 2) The BChl a
molecules are bound in groups of seven on to 42
kDa-polypeptides, which build trimers, most of which
form a baseplate between the chlorosome and the RC
in the cytoplasmic membrane. 3) Each RC is attached
to two BChl a-protein trimers. 4) The RC was
speculated to be built of 5 BChl-proteins similar to
the known 42 kDa BChl a-protein, and a core holding
P840 and carotenoids.

Another central interest in the RC of green sulfur
bacteria is its similarity to the RC of Photosystem
(PS) I, which goes back to the finding that green
sulfur bacteria are capable of pyridine nucleotide
photoreduction without further energy requirement
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(Buchanan and Evans, 1969), which was substantiated
by the identification of iron-sulfur (FeS)-centers as
early electron acceptors (Knaff and Malkin, 1976;
Jennings and Evans, 1977). After the stimulus that
research on PS II obtained from the similarity to the
well characterized RCs in purple photosynthetic
bacteria (see Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.), the
prospect of elucidating PS I structure and function
from its bacterial counterparts grew, inspiring
intensive investigations (see below). The recent
discovery that the RC of heliobacteria also resembles
PS I adds to the value of this comparison (Nitschke et
al., 1990b; Liebl et al., 1993; for recent reviews see
Mathis, 1990; Nitschke and Rutherford, 1991;
Nitschke and Lockau, 1993). Moreover, both green
sulfur bacteria (Büttner et al., 1992a, Okkels et al.,
1992, Xie et al., 1993) and heliobacteria (Liebl et al.,
1993) recently became accessible to molecular
biology. In the following we will attempt to compile
these new developments, and to update our concept
of the RC in green sulfur bacteria. For the similar RC
of heliobacteria this will be done by J. Amesz in
Chapter 31.

II. Composition of the Reaction Center

A. Different Reaction Center Preparations

The first attempts to purify the RC of Chlorobiaceae
consisted in the mechanical separation of the
chlorosomes from the cytoplasmic membranes, using
the French press and sucrose density gradient
centrifugation (Fowler et al., 1971; Olson et al.,
1973; Schmidt, 1980). This is equivalent to the
separation of the BChl c-, d- or e- from BChl a-
containing fractions. The latter consisted of a
photoactive BChl a RC and the 42 kDa BChl a-
antenna protein. By treatment of such a preparation
from Cb. limicola with guanidine-HCl, followed by
gel filtration on Sepharose, the BChl a-protein could
be removed, but photoactivity was diminished (Olson
et al., 1976a). The residual RC fraction retained
about half the BChl a and carotenoid, together with
photooxidizable cytochrome c and photoreducible
cytochrome b.

A more defined RC particle was subsequently
obtained from Pc. aestuarii by means of Triton X-
100 treatment and sucrose density gradient separation
(Swarthoff and Amesz, 1979). It closely resembled
the cytoplasmic membrane vesicles mentioned above,

in pigment composition (about 75 BChl a molecules
per RC) and photoactivity, and its size corresponded
to about 600 kDa. Again by treatment with guanidine-
HCl, keeping the incubation time short, a sub-particle
of about 350 kDa and 35 BChl a /RC was prepared,
which retained primary charge separation, however
with a lower yield. A smaller sub-particle, of about
200 kDa, called the ‘core complex’ was later
described, which had all the BChl a-antenna protein
removed by treatment with lithium dodecyl sulphate
(LiDS), but had lost its photochemical activity
(Vasmel et al., 1983). The authors estimated the
removal of about two 42 kDa BChl a-proteins (14
BChl a-molecules), about 20 BChl a-molecules
remaining in the core complex.

Another extensively purified RC preparation from
Cb. limicola f thiosulphatophilum, strain Tassajara
was obtained with the combination of octylglucoside/
cholate for solubilization (Hurt and Hauska, 1984).
The BChl a-antenna, as well as cytochrome b were
removed from this preparation. Photooxidation of
P840 and of cytochrome c were still observable, but
were unstable.

More recently, a procedure yielding more stable
RC preparations from Cb. limicola and from Cb.
phaeobacteroides was described, using dodecyl-
maltoside treatment, and avoiding ammonium
sulphate precipitation (Feiler et al., 1992). These
preparations retained part of the BChl a-antenna
protein, and showed light-induced reduction of FeS-
centers and as measured by EPR (see III.B.3.).
Following this method, the RC has also been purified
from Cb. vibrioforme (Okkels et al., 1992), with
emphasis on the characterization of an electron
donating cytochrome c-551 (see III.C.).

Meanwhile two more photoactive RC preparations
which reveal photoreduction of FeS-centers have
been reported, one from Cb. limicola f thiosulphato-
philum, strain Larsen, using octylglucoside/cholate
in the presence of cysteine (Oh-oka et al., 1993), and
one from Cb. tepidum using Triton X-100 in the
presence of dithiothreitol (Kusumoto et al., 1994).
Furthermore, the presence of photoreducible FeS
centers in the RC preparation of Cb. vibrioforme
(Okkels et al., 1992) has been observed (Kjaer et al.,
1994).

B. Polypeptide Composition

The isolation procedure of Hurt and Hauska (1984)
was optimized for obtaining an RC complex with the

667
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minimum polypeptide composition necessary for
primary charge separation. Three polypeptides of
65, 32 and 24 kDa in SDS-PAGE, together
with a small amount of residual BChl a-antenna
protein of 42 kDa were present. Actually the BChl a-
antenna protein is partially resolved from the other
polypeptides on sucrose density gradients, and
fractions totally devoid of it can be obtained (Büttner
et al. (1992a), demonstrating that it is not required
for the primary charge separation. Nevertheless, the
42 kDa BChl a-antenna-protein seems to stabilize
the RC, and is present in excess in the more stable,
photoactive preparations (Feiler et al. 1992; Okkels
et al., 1992;Oh-oka et al., 1993). Following the more
detailed picture of Olson (1980) we would state, that
in the membrane the RC is attached to two trimers of
the 42 kDa BChl a-protein (2 × 3 × 7 = 42 BChl a
molecules), which can be removed by guanidine-
HCl (Swarthoff and Amesz, 1979), plus two additional
BChl a proteins (2×7= 14 BChla molecules), which
can be removed by LiDS (Vasmel et al., 1983), or by
octylglucoside/cholate (Hurt and Hauska, 1984)
treatment.

The 65 kDa polypeptide (Hurt and Hauska, 1984),
observed already in the above-mentioned ‘core
complex’ (Vasmel et al., 1983), in the more recent
RC preparations is seen at 50 kDa (Feiler et al.,
1992), 68 kDa (Oh-oka et al., 1993) or 80 kDa
(Okkels et al., 1992). This variation may be caused
by different SDS-PAGE conditions. In all cases this
polypeptide migrated as a diffuse band, characteristic
of hydrophobic proteins, at a similar to that
of the large subunits of PS I (see Golbeck and
Bryant, 1991). For the 65 kDa polypeptide, it was
additionally shown that it retained BChl during LiDS-
PAGE (Hurt and Hauska, 1984), further, it was not
fully unfolded in SDS-PAGE, yielding a green band
at about 110 kDa and was easily aggregated by
boiling in SDS sample buffer (Hurt and Hauska,
unpublished). All this is similar to what is observed
for the PS I large subunits. The resemblance of the
diffuse 65 kDa band to the large subunits of PS I,
binding the primary donor and the early acceptors,
has been confirmed by comparison of the genes (see
IV.A.).

A heme-staining polypeptide was observed in most
of the described RC preparations. The 24 kDa
polypeptide (Hurt and Hauska, 1984) represents
the photooxidizable cytochrome c-550.5, and
corresponds to the 21 kDa polypeptide of Oh-oka et
al. (1993). Probably, both resemble the 18 kDa

cytochrome c in the preparation from Cb. vibrioforme,
which has been characterized via the gene sequence
(Okkels et al., 1992). A cytochrome c-553 has been
separated from the RC in the purification procedure
of Hurt and Hauska (1984). In contrast, the
preparation by Feiler et al. (1992) keeps the 32 kDa
cytochrome c-553 bound and removes the 24 kDa
cytochrome c-550.5. In a recent study on the isolated
32 kDa cytochrome c-553 it was shown that it is a
multihemic cytocrome (D. Albouy, W. Nitschke, B.
Robert and U. Feiler, unpublished). A cytochrome
c-553 was already described as the immediate electron
donor to P840 in Chloropseudomonas by Fowler et
al. (1971), and in Chlorobium by Prince and Olson
(1976). Thus the cytochrome c-553 seems to be the
electron donor and as to EPR studies on membranes
it is possible that it corresponds to a tetraheme
cytochrome (Feiler et al., 1989; see Section III.C.
and Chapter 36 by Nitschke and Dracheva).

A subunit of about 32 kDa, formerly ascribed to
the Rieske protein (Hurt and Hauska, 1984), has
recently been identified by immunoblotting as the
protein carrying the FeS centers and (Illinger et
al., 1993). Therefore, all the RC preparations
exhibiting photoreduction of the terminal acceptors,
the FeS center and (see III.B.3.), should contain
a respective subunit. A 32 kDa polypeptide is indeed
present in the preparation described by Okkels et al.
(1992) and Oh-oka et al. (1993), but in substoichi-
ometric amounts. The heme-positive 32 kDa band on
SDS-PAGE of the preparation of Feiler et al. (1992)
might, then, either represent two proteins, cytochrome
c-553 and the binding protein or the
binding protein is migrating on SDS-PAGE at
different apparent molecular weight.

Minor heme-negative polypeptides of 22, 15 and
12 kDa, or of 15, 9 and 6 kDa are present in the
preparations of Feiler et al. (1992) and Okkels et al.
(1992), respectively. The preparation by Oh-oka et
al. (1993) contains only one small polypeptide of
about 12 kDa, together with a number of larger
polypeptides, which probably represent contamin-
ations. The possible role of the small polypeptides
remains to be established.

The minimal number of subunits in a stable and
photoactive Cb. limicola RC preparation included
the P840 protein (pscA), the 42 kDa BChl a antenna
protein (FMO), the FeS protein (pscB) and a fourth
subunit of 17kDa (pscD). The presence of PscC, the
cytochrome c-551, was not required. The gene for
PscD was sequenced and codes for a polar, basic
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16.5 kDa protein, which showed no sequence
homologies, but could still functinally resemble PsaD
of PSI (C. Hager-Braun, D.-L. Xie, U. Jarosch, E.
Herold, M. Büttner, R. Zimmermann, G. Hauska and
N. Nelson, unpublished).

C. Pigment Composition

All green sulfur bacteria contain BChl a in their RC
complex. Characteristic absorption bands of BChla
are the transition band at ca. 810 nm, the
transition band at ca. 610 nm and the Soret band at
ca. 370 nm (in vivo; Olson, 1980). In the case of the
primary donor, which is most likely a BChl a dimer
(see III.A.), the transition band is shifted to ca.
840 nm.

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of the RC
complex of Cb. limicola f thiosulphatophilum isolated
following the procedure of Feiler et al. (1992). We
can estimate the pigment content of the RC complex
from this spectrum: At 340, 370, 603 and 810 nm, the
characteristic absorption bands of BChla and,
additionally, the shoulder at 838 nm indicating the
primary donor, are seen. The ratio of BChl a to P840
was about 40:1 in this preparation. Considering the
model of Olson (1980) discussed above, this ratio
might be interpreted as implying two BChl a-antenna
proteins are attached to the RC complex, while the
remaining BChla’ s are bound to the RC core.

In Fig. 1, the insert shows part of the absorption
spectrum of a preparation enriched in the RC core
which contained only about 25 BChl a per P840
(Vasmel et al., 1983; Hurt and Hauska, 1984).
Characteristic for a RC core complex, from which
the BChl a-antenna protein is separated, is the shift
of the absorption maximum of the and
transitions of BChl a. The absorption maximum of
the transition is now at 814 nm and the shoulder
arising from P840 is more pronounced. Additionally,
the absorption maximum of the transition is at
597 nm and shows, like the transition, an
asymmetry possibly reflecting the presence of a
heterogeneous population of BChl a. The  transition
of BChl a shown in Fig. 1 are similar to those
reported for Pc. aestuarii (Swarthoff and Amesz,
1979; Vasmel et al., 1983).

Low-temperature absorption spectra of purified
membrane particles resolved several BChl a Qy
bands arising from exciton interactions within BChla
aggregates. Peaks at 805, 816 and 823–824 nm were
present in RC containing preparations as well as in

the BChl a-antenna protein, while 1 or 2 peaks
between 833 and 836 nm, due to the primary donor
were additionally present in the former only
(Swarthoff and Amesz, 1979; Olson, 1980; Miller et
al., 1994). Likewise, the CD spectra of the same
samples were comparable in both band sign and
band position. From these similarities in absorption
and CD spectra of the two BChla-containing proteins,
it was concluded that the exciton interactions and
thus, presumably, the organization of the BChl a’s,
present in the BChl a-antenna protein and in the RC-
containing membranes, are similar (Olson, 1980).

The absorption band at 672 nm (see Fig. 1) arises,
at least partially, from the primary acceptor pigment,
called BChl-663, which is a Ch1 a-molecule (van de
Meent et al., 1992; Feiler et al., 1994; see III.B.1.).
No BChl c or bacteriopheophytin (BPh) c contri-
butions could be detected by means of resonance
Raman spectroscopy in the preparation of Feiler et
al. (1992,1994). However, in earlier RC preparations
of Chlorobium and Prosthecochloris (see II. A.) both
BChl c and BPh c contributed to absorption bands at
670 nm. As detected by low-temperature absorption
and CD spectroscopy (Olson, 1980), these contri-
butions are most likely due to residual BChl c and
BPh c presumably formed from chlorosomal BChl c.

Absorption bands in the wavelength range from
440 to 505 nm arise from the carotenoids’ rhodopin
and/or hydroxychlorobactene (Braumann et al.,
1986). A ratio of ca. 2 carotenoids per P840 can be
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calculated for the spectrum in Fig. 1.
In the RC preparations, c-type hemes are present

associated with membrane-bound cytochrome(s)
(Hurt and Hauska, 1984; Feiler et al. 1992, Okkels et
al., 1992; Oh-oka et al., 1993; see III.C.). However,
the stoichiometry and the exact nature of these
cytochromes associated with the RC is not yet clear
(see III.C.). The described b-type cytochromes in
membranes (Fowler, 1974) do not copurify with the
RC.

III. Electron Transfer With in the Reaction
Center

A. The Primary Electron Donor P840

1. Optical Properties

Photobleaching of BChl a at around 840 nm (P840)
was first reported in whole cells of Chloro-
pseudomonas ethylicum 2K (Sybesma and Vreden-
berg, 1963), and has since been observed in both
membranes and isolated RC preparations of all green
sulfur bacteria studied. This photobleaching is
accompanied by additional bleachings at ca. 830 nm
and, weaker, at ca. 790 nm (Fowler et al., 1971; Olson
et al., 1973; Olson et al., 1976b; Swarthoff and
Amesz, 1979). The origin of these additional signals
is not yet clear. These bleachings have also been
observed in chemically-induced oxidized-minus-
reduced difference spectra (Fowler et al., 1971; Olson
et al., 1973; Feiler et al., 1992; Miller et al., 1992;
Oh-oka et al., 1993).

In light-minus-dark CD difference spectra, only
the band at ca. 840 nm was visible (Olson et al.,
1973). This might be interpreted as evidence that the
two additional bleaching bands at 830 and 790 nm,
seen in the absorption difference spectra, arise from
monomeric pigments which have very little rotational
strength.

Two bands at around 830 and 840 nm, were also
observed in low-temperature triplet-minus-singlet
absorbance difference spectra of RCs from Pc.
aestuarii (Vasmel et al., 1984). It was concluded
from LD-absorbance detected magnetic resonance
(ADMR) spectroscopy experiments that these two
transitions are approximately parallel. They, thus,
cannot arise from an excitonically split transition, as
the transition moments of such an exciton pair are
mutually perpendicular. These two bands therefore

do not belong to the same molecular species (e.g. a
special pair). A possible explanation is, that only one
of the bands, presumably the one at 840 nm, reflects
the primary donor (the low energy transition of a
strongly exciton coupled, CD-active dimer) while
the second band at around 830 nm is arising from
electrochromic changes that occur in neighbouring,
monomeric pigments.

More specifically, this transition at 830 nm may
arise from a special pigment, a so-called ‘voyeur’-
BChl, as found in purple bacterial RCs (for a review
see Kirmaier and Holten, 1987). This is supported by
observations of chemical-induced absorption
difference spectra of Chlorobium RC complexes
(Feiler et al., 1992; Okkels et al. 1992); no negative
band at ca. 790 nm was observed in the purified RCs.
The difference spectra in this region could be
interpreted as arising from the shift of the transition
of a pigment absorbing at ca. 815 nm resulting in a
negative band at ca. 830 nm and a positive band at ca.
800 nm. This is reminiscent of the situation in the
purple bacterial RC, where oxidation of the primary
donor causes an electrochromic shift of the ‘ voyeur’-
BChl absorption band near 800 nm.

An absorption band at 1157 nm, attributed to
was observed in both light-induced and

chemical-induced absorption difference spectra
(Olson et al., 1976b; U. Feiler, T. A. Mattioli and B.
Robert, unpublished, respectively). Like in the purple
bacterial RC (for a review see Kirmaier and Holten,
1987) the band of green sulfur bacterial RC shows
a large red-shift when compared to monomeric BChl

which absorbs near 900 nm (Fajer et al., 1975).
This suggests that in green sulfur bacteria the primary
donor is a dimer of BChl a, or more precisely it keeps
its dimeric character in the state, as in the purple
bacterial RCs.

2. Redox Potential

Measurement of the magnitude of light-induced
bleaching of P840 as a function of applied redox
potential yielded a titration curve well described by a
one-electron Nernst curve with a midpoint potential
of +240 mV (Fowler et al., 1971; Prince and Olson,
1976). This potential is ca. 150 mV lower than those
of the primary donors in either purple bacteria (see
Kirmaier and Holten, 1987) or PS I of plants and
cyanobacteria (Golbeck and Bryant, 1991). This
decrease in the redox potential is also observed in
other redox carriers of Chlorobiaceae (Rieske-protein,
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Knaff and Malkin, 1976; cytochrome c-555, Meyer
et al., 1968) and seems to be an adaptation to the
reducing conditions in which they live.

3. Structural Studies

Magnetic studies have given valuable insight into the
delocalization of unpaired electrons over the 
of and hence the structure of the primary
donor. The EPR lineshape of studied by the
second moment method in Chlorobium,
demonstrated that the unpaired electron is delocalized
over two macrocycles (Wasielewski et al., 1982).
Furthermore, the 9–10 Gauss EPR linewidth of
(Olson et al., 1976b; Swarthoff et al., 198la; Feiler,
1991) is narrowed compared to that of monomeric
BChl (12.8 Gauss) by a factor of ca. as in
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Norris et al. 1971), and
has also been attributed to a delocalization of the
unpaired electron over two BChl a molecules.

Additionally, the triplet state of P840 has been
studied by both EPR and ADMR spectroscopy. The
zero field splitting parameters of (Swarthoff
et al., 1981a; Vasmel et al., 1984; Nitschke et al.,
1990a) are similar to those of the primary donor
triplet signal in purple bacterial RC (Dutton et al.,
1971). Moreover, the orientation of the EPR
signal (Nitschke et al., 1990a) is very similar to that
found for in purple bacterial RCs (Hales and
Gupta, 1979; Tiede and Dutton, 1981).

These studies together with the observation of the
band at 1157 nm of Olson et al. (1976) (see

III. A. 1.) have shown that the primary donor in green
sulfur bacterial RCs is most likely a BChl a dimer
with a similar geometry to that of the purple bacterial
RC.

Analysis of the unpaired electron spin distribution
of using electron nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR) and special TRIPLE spectroscopy was
perfomed by Rigby et al. (1994). A highly symmetrical
distribution of the electron spin density between the
two BChl a molecules of the special pair was shown,
indicating a symmetrical protein environment of the
special pair. This is consistent with the proposal of a
homodimeric photosynthetic RC (see IV).

Recently, near-infrared Fourier transform (FT)
Raman spectroscopy (excited at 1064 nm) has been
performed on the isolated RC (U. Feiler, T. A. Mattioli
and B. Robert, unpublished). The FT resonance
Raman spectrum of the Chlorobium RC in the 
state exhibits a band at which is

significantly lower than its counterpart in the
spectrum from BChl a-containing purple bacterial
RCs This band arises
from the carbonyl stretching mode of the
species which is upshifted from  observed
in the Raman spectrum of ascorbate-reduced
Chlorobium RCs. This upshift of a free keto
carbonyl stretching frequency has been interpreted
as indicating a nearly complete and symmetric
delocalization of the residual unpaired electron over
both BChl a molecules in the state on the timescale
of the resonance Raman effect In the RC of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides the corresponding upshift
is which indicates that nearly the full +1
charge is carried by one of the two dimeric BChl a
molecules (Mattioli et al., 1991). Therefore the
delocalization of the +1 charge in the state over
two BChl a molecules in the Chlorobium primary
donor is markedly different from the situation in
purple bacteria, and supports the suggested
homodimeric structure of the RC, which was based
on the observation of a sole RC gene (see IV).

B. The Electron Acceptors

1. The Primary Electron Acceptor

In light-minus-dark absorbance difference spectra
Swarthoff and Amesz (1979) observed a negative
band at 660 nm and a positive band at 678 nm which
they proposed to be caused by an electrochromic red
shift of a pigment absorbing at 670 nm, possibly a
BPh c. Since, in the two different RC preparations
used (see I.A.), this pigment was present in an
approximately constant ratio to P840, they suggested
that it might be a functional component of the RC
complex. Later, flash-induced absorption changes at
around 670 nm were attributed to reduction of a
primary acceptor molecule, variously identified as
BChl c or BPh c (van Bochove et al., 1984; Nuijs et
al., 1985; Shuvalov et al., 1986).

Evidence of BPh c as primary acceptor was based
on absorption and CD spectrophotometry data (Olson,
1981) and LD spectroscopy data (Vasmel et al.,
1983). From comparison of the absorption spectra of
both BChl c and BPh c in organic solvents with
absorption spectra of different RC preparations it
was concluded that the observed 670 nm pigment is
mainly BPh c. CD data showed that only some of the
BPh c molecules were optically active. Furthermore,
a correlation between distorted CD and LD signals
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of the 670 nm pigment and the loss of photochemical
activity of the RC was shown.

Thin layer chromatography showed, besides BChl
a and carotenoids, small amounts of BPh c and an
unidentified pigment (named P-665), with an
absorption spectrum similar to that of BPh c, were
present in Pc. aestuarii membranes (Swarthoff et al.,
1982). Further analysis of the pigment composition
of various pigment-protein complexes from the same
bacterium by reversed-phase high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) (Braumann et al., 1986),
demonstrated the presence of a special pigment with
absorption maxima at 663 and 433 nm in these
complexes. This pigment, labelled BChl-663, was
more lipophilic than BChl c and had phytol as the
esterified alcohol rather than the trans-trans farnesol
of BChl c. A ratio of 10–15 molecules BChl-663 per
RC was calculated. Since this pigment absorbs at
670 nm in vivo, a wavelength where absorption
changes associated with the primary acceptor
reduction were observed (see above and III.C.), it
was proposed that BChl-663 is the primary acceptor.
BPh c which may also absorb at 670 nm was absent
from the pigment protein complexes studied. This
work was extended by van de Meent et al. (1992)
who showed, by normal-phase HPLC, that BChl-663
was present, at a ratio of 3–9 molecules/RC, in five
species of green sulfur bacteria studied. By using
plasma desorption mass spectroscopy, NMR and
absorption spectroscopy they concluded that BChl-
663 was a Chl a-isomer.

More direct evidence for the role of a Chl a-like
pigment as the primary acceptor in situ was provided
by a resonance Raman study of isolated, photoactive,
RCs (Feiler et al., 1994). This work demonstrated not
only the presence of a Chl a-like pigment in highly
purified RCs but also that this molecule was bound to
the RC protein in a manner very similar to the
primary acceptors of both purple bacterial RCs and
PS II (see V.A.).

Therefore, it appears that the primary acceptor in
green sulfur bacterial RCs is a Chl a-like pigment, as
it is likely in PS I (Golbeck and Bryant, 1991) and in
the heliobacteria (see Chapter 31 by Amesz). We
will, thus, refer to it as below.

2. The Secondary Electron Acceptor

The first evidence for the presence of a quinone in the
RC of green sulfur bacteria was given by Nitschke et
al. (1987) where a low-temperature EPR signal in the

Chlorobium RC similar to that of  in PS I (Mansfield
et al., 1987; Mansfield and Evans, 1988) was
observed. However, a controversy has since arisen as
to the origin of the low-temperature EPR signal of 
in PS I (Ziegler et al., 1987; Barry et al., 1988;
Heathcote et al., 1993). The experimental conditions
necessary to induce the triplet EPR-signal, and thus
to reduce the secondary acceptor, were similar in
Chlorobium and PS I. This provides indirect evidence
for the secondary acceptor behaving like a quinone
in the Chlorobium RC (Nitschke et al. 1990a). In a
preliminary study of electron spin polarized EPR
spectroscopy performed on Chlorobium membranes,
an emission/absorption signal was observed,
resembling the spectra of purple bacterial RCs in
which the rate of electron transfer from to
quinone  was reduced. This can be understood in
terms of sequential electron transfer in green sulfur
bacteria (Snyder and Thurnauer, 1993).

A preliminary study of the lipid composition of
Chlorobium RCs by thin-layer-chromatography
(Feiler and Hauska, unpublished) demonstrated the
presence of a quinone-like component, probably
hydroxy-menaquinone-7 which is one of the three
menaquinones identified in whole cells (Powls and
Redfearn, 1969). Furthermore, in the same study, a
quinone component was observed by redox difference
spectroscopy.

Although one could expect a quinone participating
in the electron transport chain as in PS I (Hauska,
1988), involvement of such a quinone as secondary
acceptor in the RC complex remains unclear and
thus further experiments are necessary to clarify the
identity of the secondary acceptor. In this context it
is noteworthy that the electron transport in the RC of
heliobacteria is not affected by removal of extractable
menaquinone (Kleinherenbrink et al. 1993 and
Chapter by 31 Amesz).

3. The Iron-Sulfur Centers as Electron Acceptors

Early EPR data on Chlorobium membranes suggested
that FeS centers are involved in primary electron
transfer processes as RC bound acceptors. However,
the early results were inconsistent: Jennings and
Evans (1977) observed a signal at g = 1.90 which was
photoinduced at 4 K and its midpoint potential was
estimated as –550 mV. They associated this light-
induced signal with the low g-value component,
previously reported by Knaff and Malkin (1976)
who originally attributed it to a Rieske FeS center,

Ute Feiler and Günter Hauska
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and suggested that the +160 mV midpoint potential,
determined by Knaff and Malkin, was artifactual.
Re-examination (Knaff et al., 1979) confirmed the
original assignment of the g = 1.90 signal to a Rieske
FeS center with the and challenged
the existence of the photoreducible signal.

Swarthoff et al., (1981b) reported the EPR
spectrum of an FeS center with g-values of

and determined the midpoint potential to
be more positive than –420 mV. They attributed this
signal to the terminal acceptor of the RC. A sample
poised at –420 mV and frozen during illumination
gave rise to an additional FeS center signal at

and This observation is in line with
earlier redox titration experiments (Knaff and Malkin,
1976) that described an FeS center with a g-value of
g = 1.94 and a redox potential of about –550 mV.
Swarthoff and co-workers suggested that the latter
FeS center was an earlier electron acceptor with an

of ca. –560 mV functioning prior to the terminal
acceptor of the RC (Swarthoff et al., 1981b).

Nitschke et al. (1987) showed that, at 200 K in the
presence of dithionite at high pH an FeS center could
be photoreduced. The EPR signal obtained in this
study was similar to the photoinduced FeS signal of
Swarthoff et al. (1981b). However, it was still not
clear how many FeS centers are involved in
photoinduced electron transport within the RC.

A clarifying re-examination by EPR spectroscopy
of Chlorobium membranes (Nitschke et al., 1990a)
finally showed the presence of three different
photoreduced FeS centers involved in electron transfer
processes in the RC of green sulfur bacteria. One FeS
center was stably
photoreduced at 4 K and is probably identical with
the 1.90 signal reported by Jennings and Evans
(1977). At 200 K an additional FeS center was
photoaccumulated
whose spectrum resembles that published by
Swarthoff et al. (1981b) when the chemically reduced
sample was illuminated during freezing. A further
signal was obtained after prolonged illumination at
200 K, identified by a and assigned to a
third FeS center. Based on the similarities of their g-
values and orientations to those of the PS I FeS
centers they have been designated as and
respectively. If this assignment is warranted, the
order of low temperature photoreduction of the FeS
centers in green sulfur bacterial RCs (i.e. first
second ) is reversed compared to PS I (first
second ) under the same conditions. FeS centers in

RCs of Cb. limicola f thiosulphatophilum are not
chemically reducible under these conditions (i.e. 20
mM dithionite, 200 mM glycine pH 11) and thus
should have lower redox potentials than ca. –600 mV.
A recent report, however, indicates that in the
thermophilic Cb. tepidum the redox potentials of the
FeS centers (as well as that of P840) are slightly more
positive, rendering them reducible by dithionite at
high pH (Kusumoto et al., 1994).

Both the FeS centers and have been shown to
be present in an isolated RC complex (Feiler et al.,
1992), and since, the presence of photoreducible FeS
centers in Chlorobium RCs has been confirmed by
several groups (Miller et al., 1992; Oh-oka et al.,
1993; Kusumoto et al., 1994; Kjaer et al., 1994).

Preliminary data using electron spin polarized
EPR spectroscopy at 283 K have been obtained on
Chlorobium membranes (U Feiler, W Nitschke, D
Stehlik and C Bock, unpublished). An emission/
absorption spectrum was observed. Based on the
similarities of its g-values and emission/absorption
characteristics to those in comparable spectra of PS
I, it might be arising from the radical pair
However, a clear interpretation of these data is not
possible yet.

The putative binding elements for the FeS center
are conserved in RCs of Chlorobium, PS I and

heliobacteria (Golbeck and Bryant, 1991; Büttner et
al., 1992a; Liebl et al., 1993). A gene related to the
psaC gene of PS I, which codes for the protein
binding the FeS centers and (Büttner et al.,
1992a; see IV), as well as the corresponding protein
(Illinger et al., 1993; see II.B.), is also found in Cb.
limicola f thiosulphatophilum

4. Ferredoxin and Ferredoxin-NAD(P)-
Reductase

Green sulfur bacteria are capable of direct photo-
reduction of via ferredoxin without
additional energy requirement (i.e. an electrochemical
proton gradient) (Buchanan and Evans, 1969). The
light-induced reduction is insensitive to
uncoupling chemicals added in order to collapse the
proton gradient (Knaff, 1978). Both soluble
ferredoxin and the flavoprotein ferredoxin-NAD(P)-
reductase (FNR) have been isolated (Rao et al.,
1969; Buchanan et al., 1969; Kusai and Yamanaka,
1973; Shioi et al., 1976). The amino acid sequence of
Chlorobium ferredoxin (Tanaka et al., 1974) indicates
that it is a protein containing two 4Fe4S-clusters,
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which is in contrast to the 2Fe2S ferredoxin in PS I.
The Chlorobium ferredoxin is proposed to be a link
between the ferredoxins of non-photosynthetic
bacteria and those of photosynthetic bacteria of the
Chromatium-type (Buchanan et al., 1969; Rao et al.,
1969). The FNR catalyses the reduction of
by photoreduced ferredoxin (Kusai and Yamanaka,
1973; Shioi et al., 1976). Both proteins were proposed
to be involved in transferring electrons from the
bound FeS centers to similar to the
respective process in PS I (for a review see Knaff and
Hirasawa, 1991).

C. The Electron Donor to P840

As early as 1971, a membrane-bound cytochrome c
with an at 553 nm was proposed to act as
electron donor to the photooxidized primary electron
donor P840 (Fowler et al., 1971). This was confirmed
by light induced kinetic measurements on membrane
fragments showing that is rapidly (biphasically,

and ) rereduced by cytochrome c-553
(Prince and Olson, 1976). In whole cells, the
rereduction of by cytochrome c-553 is seen to
be monophasic with (U Feiler and W
Nitschke, unpublished).

Recently, however, different RC preparations have
been reported which have triggered a controversy as
to the nature of the cytochrome serving as immediate
electron donor to photooxidized P840. A cytochrome
c with an at 553 nm and a of 32 kDa
copurifies with the RC proteins in the RC preparation
of Feiler et al. (1992). Based on EPR data on
membranes and partially isolated cytochrome (Feiler
et al., 1989; Feiler, 1991) this cytochrome c-553 was
proposed to contain four heme groups like the
tetraheme cytochromes associated with the RCs of
purple bacteria and Chloroflexus (see Chapter 36 by
Nitschke and Dracheva). A ratio of 4 hemes per RC
was determined in solubilized membranes and the
isolated RC complex still showed a stoichiometry of
2 hemes/RC (Feiler et al., 1992). Recently this
cytochrome c-553 was isolated. Its characterization
by EPR spectroscopy showed that this cytochrome is
multihemic (D. Albouy, W. Nitschke, B. Robert and
U. Feiler, unpublished). By contrast, in a preparation
reported by Okkels et al. (1992), a photooxidizable
18 kDa monoheme cytochrome with an at
551 nm was observed to copurify with the RC proteins
and was proposed as electron donor to Its

primary sequence was determined and no significant
homology to known cytochromes was found. This
cytochrome might be similar to that observed in the
preparation of Hurt and Hauska (1984), where a
photooxidizable 24 kDa cytochrome c-550.5
copurified with the large RC subunit. More recently,
Oh-oka et al. (1993) proposed a cytochrome c-551 as
electron donor to which exhibited a of 21
kDa. However, in purified samples the rereduction of

via this cytochrome c-551 occurred with rather
high time constants and

To resolve this controversy, further functional
studies of the various cytochromes are needed. Further
data on amino acid sequences of the several proposed
cytochromes and deletions of their respective genes
should be performed to obtain more information.
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D. Kinetics of Electron Transfer

Primary charge separation and further electron
transfer steps in the RC of green sulfur bacteria have
been studied by time-resolved optical spectroscopy.
Experiments have been performed on different RC
preparations with antenna sizes ranging from ca. 20
to ca. 100 BChl a per RC (see II.) at both low and
room temperatures. In this paragraph, only the data
obtained at room temperature are discussed (see Fig.
2).

The time constant for the primary charge
separation was calculated to be <10 (Shuvalov et al.,
1986) and 35 ps (Nuijs et al., 1985). The primary
acceptor A0 was identified by measuring a light-
induced bleaching around 670 nm together with the
primary donor bleaching. Both showed the same
kinetics (Swarthoff and Amesz, 1979). In a further
investigation by flash-induced optical spectroscopy
on various kinds of RC preparations, P840 oxidation
at 810–850 and 610 nm together with bleaching
around 670 nm, was observed (Swarthoff et al.,
1981c). Recovery of the neutral state was measured
by nanosecond flash-induced spectroscopy (van
Bochove et al., 1984). A decay time of 20–35 ns was
measured for the radical pair, most likely
mainly to the triplet state of P840, because the
preparation used was impaired in electron transfer
between the Chl a-like acceptor and the secondary
acceptor (Swarthoff et al., 1981c). In picosecond
absorption spectroscopy the decay time of the
signal measured at 670 nm was 550 to 770 ps which
was attributed to the electron transfer time to the
secondary acceptor present in the more intact
membrane systems of these studies (Nuijs et al.,
1985 and Shuvalov et al., 1986, respectively). This
secondary acceptor might be a quinone (see III.B.2.).

No kinetic data are available for forward transfer
reactions from to the terminal acceptors and on
recombination reactions of the secondary acceptors
to P840.

A BChl a-triplet signal with a life time of
was interpreted as being due to the triplet-state of
P840 (Swarthoff et al., 1981c).

Recombination between the FeS centers and
and photooxidized P840 was measured and a time
constant of 10 ms was observed (Miller et al., 1992).
After removing the FeS centers     and       by treatment
of the RC samples with chaotropic agents, faster
rereduction kinetics were introduced which
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were suggested by the same authors as resulting from a
recombination between the FeS center     and

The respective kinetic data in PS I occurred in the
same order of magnitude (see Golbeck and Bryant,
1991), further supporting the similarities to PS I.

Further, rereduction of the primary donor was
measured together with the photooxidation of
cytochrome c. However, several somewhat incon-
sistent, results have been presented in the literature.
Fast electron transfer kinetics between
cytochrome c with its at 553 nm and
was observed in whole cells (U Feiler and W Nitschke,
unpublished; see III.B.5. and chapter by Nitschke
and Dracheva in this volume). A similar value

was measured in membrane fractions, however
the kinetics showed also a slower phase with a time
constant of (Prince and Olson, 1976), which
might indicate some damage on the donor side to

In an isolated RC complex, similar kinetics
(time constants of and ) were observed.
However, they were due to reaction of a cytochrome
c-551 with (Okkels et al., 1992). The slow
kinetics have also been observed by Swarthoff et al.
(1981c) and Miller et al. ( 1992)

however, in both cases due to reduction of
by cytochrome c-553. Depending on the

preparation used an even slower phase
was seen, which was due to damage on the donor side
during purification (Swarthoff et al. 1981c). A 130

 and an additional phase, due to oxidation
of cytochrome c-551 were described by Oh-oka et al.
(1993).

It seems clear that the immediate donor to is
a membrane bound cytochrome c, however, the exact
nature still remains unclear. The time constant
of oxidation of cytochrome c likely indicates that this
cytochrome is closely associated if not bound to the
native RC and slowing down of the respective
donation kinetics may indicate damage of the RC
preparations.

IV. Genes Encoding Reaction Center
Proteins

A transcription unit coding for two subunits of the
RC of Cb. limicola has been cloned and sequenced
by Büttner et al. (1992a). At about the same time the
sequence of the gene and its interpretation for the

P840+.
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electron donating cytochrome c-551 in a RC
preparation from Cb. vibrioforme has been published
(Okkels et al., 1992). Furthermore, a gene for the
large subunit of the RC from Heliobacillus mobilis
(Liebl et al. 1993; see Chapter 31 by Amesz in this
volume) has been obtained. Thus the photosynthetic
bacteria with PS I-like RCs have become accessible
to molecular biology.

The first gene (pscA) in the transcription unit of
Cb. limicola codes for the P840-protein (PscA) related
to the P700-proteins PsaA and PsaB, the second
(pscB) for the protein related to PsaC, which carries
the FeS-centers and Upstream of the
transcription unit promoter and ribosome binding
motifs are found, and a transcription terminating
stem-loop structure occurs after the second gene.
This suggests that the two genes are transcribed
together into a bicistronic mRNA. See also Section
II.B.

A. The Gene for the P840-Protein

The gene for the P840-protein (pscA) codes for 730
amino acids, with a calculated mass of 82.24 kDa.
This is almost the same mass as the ones for the
PsaA/B-proteins, which are 750 and 742 amino acids
long, respectively (Fish et al., 1985; see Golbeck and
Bryant, 1991). Several hydrophobic peptides long
enough to span the membrane occur along the
sequence. The ‘positive-inside-rule’ (von Heijne,
1986) favors eleven transmembrane helices (Büttner
et al. 1992a,b). Eleven spans each have also been
postulated for the PsaA/B-proteins (Fish et al., 1985),
and have been detected in the gene (pshA) for the
shorter P800-protein (608 amino acids) from
Heliobacillus mobilis (Liebl et al., 1993). Most
striking and valuable for an alignment of these RC
proteins is the occurrence of a highly conserved
dodecapeptide close to the hydrophobic span IX, as
seen in Fig. 3. Of the 12 amino acids identical
between PsaA and PsaB, 9 each are conserved in
both the P840- and the P800-protein (Trost et al.,
1992), which themselves have 11 in common. The
PS I-dodecapeptides contain 2 cysteines each, which
are suggested to bind the FeS-center between
PsaA and PsaB (see Golbeck and Bryant, 1991).
From its position the alignment of the P840-protein
with the PsaA/B-proteins was started (Büttner et al.,
1992a).

The overall identity of the P840-protein to PsaA/

B-proteins is only 15 and 14%, respectively. For the
P800-protein it is about 17% to both PsaA and B
(Liebl et al., 1993). The two large PS I-proteins have
45% of their amino acids in common, indicating that
gene duplication occurred later than the separation
of green sulfur bacteria and heliobacteria from
cyanobacteria. The low overall identity between both
P840- and P800-protein to PsaA and -B points to the
significant residues, which may be valuable for
suggesting site–directed mutations of PS I. These are
now possible after successful deletion of the genes
for PsaA or-B (Smart et al. 1991; Toelge et al. 1991).
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The P840-protein contains only 20 histidines,
compared to 42 and 37 in PsaA and -B, respectively.
Of these 20 histidines only 7 are found at identical
positions in the alignment with PsaA and -B (Büttner
et al. 1992a). One of the two histidines conserved in
hydrophobic span VI, more likely the one closer to
the cytoplasmic surface (Fig. 3), may hold the primary
acceptor (see III.B.1). The one in putative
transmembrane helix VIII (Fig. 3) might bind P840,
the ‘special pair’of BChl a’s (see III.A). However,
recently, site-directed mutagenesis experiments
performed on chloroplast psaB gene of Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii indicated that a conserved
histidine in helix X might be the ligand of the primary
donor P700 (Cui et al., 1995). Indeed, conserved
histidine residues are found for PsaA and PsaB of
maize as well as for the reaction center proteins of
both Chlorobium and Heliobacillus (see Fig. 3). The
aromatic residues conserved in span IX may
contribute to the transmembrane charge separation.
Furthermore, the phenylalanine in the conserved
dodecapeptide may be involved in the function of
(see III.B.2.).

In the alignment of Büttner et al. (1992a) helices
I–III and VI–IX are found at corresponding locations
in all RC proteins, while IV and V are not. Possibly
helices IV and V are not in the membrane, as
considered in a recent folding model (Xie et al.
1992). Indeed, a first structure of the RC of PS I from
X-ray crystallography shows only 8 transmembrane
helices per PsaA or -B (Krauss et al., 1993).

B. Evidence for a Reaction Center-Homodimer

Only one gene coding for a large, hydrophobic protein
is present in the transcription unit as opposed to two
genes, mostly in tandem, for PsaA and -B of PS I
(Golbeck and Bryant, 1991). A second band in
Southern blot analyses with 16 different restriction
enzymes, even under low stringency, is not observed
(Büttner et al. 1992b), although cross hybridization
occurs between the genes for PsaA and PsaB. This
again indicates the presence of only one gene, unless
the two proteins in the RC are significantly less
related than PsaA to PsaB. The most convincing
evidence for only one gene, and thus for a
homodimeric RC, is that it represents all 7 peptides
obtained so far from the large 65 kDa-subunit by
proteolytic degradation and amino acid sequencing
(Büttner et al., 1992a,b and unpublished). This leaves

a probability of 1/128 for a second protein in the 65
kDa-subunit, if equal accessibility to proteases is
assumed. Very similar negative evidence for a
respective second gene has been provided for the RC
of heliobacteria (Liebl et al. 1993; see Chapter 31 by
Amesz).

C. The Gene for the Protein Binding the FeS-
Centers and

The second gene (pscB) in the transcription unit
codes for a protein of 23.87 kDa with 232 amino
acids. It contains 8 cysteines in the C-terminal part,
which are spaced similar to the smaller PsaC-proteins
(8,8 kDa) of PS I (see Golbeck and Bryant, 1991)
and probably hold the two 4Fe4S-clusters of centers

and As mentioned above (see II.B.), the gene
product has been identified as the 32 kDa-polypeptide
(Illinger et al., 1993). The comparatively high
apparent mass is probably caused by the positively
charged N-terminal extension of 132 amino acids,
with a repetitive sequence, which may function in
docking the negatively charged ferredoxin (Büttner
et al., 1992a), and which may thus substitute for
subunit PsaD in PS I (see Golbeck and Bryant,
1991). A similar N-terminal extension is encoded in
the gene for cytochrome b of Chlorobium (Schütz et
al., 1994), and a shorter version of it also in the N-
terminus of the P840-protein (Büttner et al., 1992a;
see Fig. 4).

The redox potentials of FeS centers and are
more negative and photoreduction order is turned
around in Chlorobium RC compared to PS I. An
explanation of the latter might be that center in
Chlorobium is more negative than center (Nitschke
et al., 1990a). On the basis of the structural similarities
of the PsaC-protein to bacterial 2(4Fe4S) ferredoxins
(Adman et al., 1973; Dunn and Gray, 1988; Oh-oka
et al., 1988) it was suggested for the PsaC-protein
that the first 3 and the last of the 8 cysteines bind one
of the two 4Fe4S clusters, while the residual cysteines
bind the second cluster. Two positive charges, likely
responsible for stabilization of the reduced center
are conserved between the 6th and the 7th cysteines
in the PsaC-proteins, but missing from the respective
Chlorobium sequence. This could explain a shift of
the redox potential of to a more negative value in
Chlorobium. Therefore, center is probably bound
to cysteines 4 to 7, while center is bound by the
residual four cysteines (Büttner et al., 1992a). This
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assignment is in agreement with site directed
mutagenesis of psaC (Zhao et al., 1992). However,
the latter work rose also doubts about correlation of
predominant photoreduction and relative redox
potentials of  and

D. A Gene for an Electron Donating Cytochrome

Another gene, pscC (formerly called cycA, Bryant
(1994)) was isolated and characterized from Cb.
vibrioforme by Okkels et al. (1992). The gene codes
for the cytochrome c-551 that copurifies
with the RC complex and was proposed to function
as electron donor to P840. The 621 base pair open
reading frame of pscC encodes an apoprotein of
22.858 kDa with a single heme binding site. Three
N-terminal membrane spanning helices were
predicted. Sequence comparison showed no signifi-
cant similarities to other cytochromes. Northern blot
analysis indicated a monocistronic transcript of pscC
gene and presence of only one pscC gene was
confirmed by Southern blot analysis. The unique
membrane-bound monoheme cytochrome c-551 of
Cb. vibrioforme was assigned to a new class of c-
type cytochromes. Very recently the sequence of the

cytochrome c-550.5, copurifying with
the RC proteins in the preparation of Hurt and Hauska
(1984), was obtained. It showed a high degree of

identity to the cytochrome c-551 sequence (D-L Xie,
N Nelson and G Hauska, unpublished). This
cytochrome c-550.5 was additionally observed to
copurify with cytochrome b, being separated from
the RC (Hurt and Hauska, 1984). Therefore, a function
as an equivalent to cytochromes in a cytochrome
bc-complex (for review see Hauska (1986) and
Chapter 35 by Gray and Daldal) cannot be excluded.
This is even more likely since a transcription unit for
a cytochrome bc-complex of Cb. limicola includes
the genes for the Rieske FeS-protein and cytochrome
b, but lacks a gene for cytochrome (Schütz et al.,
1994). Cytochrome c-550.5 thus reduced by the
cytochrome bc-complex could then function as
electron donor to either P840 directly, or to a tetraheme
cytochrome c-553 (see III.C.).

V. Comparison with Other Reaction Centers

All photosynthetic RCs characterized so far can be
classified into two types, the ‘pheophytin-quinone’
RCs of purple bacteria, Chloroflexaceae and PS II,
and the ‘FeS’ RCs of green sulfur bacteria,
heliobacteria and PS I (Blankenship, 1992).

The similarity of the Photosystem of green sulfur
bacteria to PS I suggested from earlier studies
(Buchanan and Evans, 1969) has been substantiated
by more recent results on electron transport,
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polypeptides and their genes, as detailed in the
previous sections. The respective similarities of the
heliobacterial PS to PS I have been discovered more
recently (Trost et al., 1992; Liebl et al., 1993; see
Chapter 31 by Amesz).

Both types of RCs consist of a dimeric core
structure containing two hydrophobic subunits, which
bind the primary electron donor and the early electron
acceptors (see above and Chapter 23 by Lancaster et
al.). The primary electron donor is probably a ‘special
pair’ of (bacterio)chlorophylls in all cases (see above),
although this is still not clearly shown in PS II (van
Mieghem and Rutherford, 1994). The primary
electron acceptors are tetrapyrroles, either
(bacterio)pheophytins, or Chl a-like molecules (see
above and Chapters 23, 31 and 32 by Lancaster et al.,
Amesz, and Feick, respectively, and Golbeck and
Bryant, 1991). Quinones universally seem to function
as secondary electron acceptors (see above and
Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al., however, also see
Chapter 31 by Amesz). Furthermore it has been
concluded from X-ray crystallography that the
distance between the special pair and the Fe at the
acceptor side of the ‘pheophytin-quinone’ RCs is
similar to the distance between P700 and FeS center

in the PS I RC (Krauss et al., 1993).
The major differences between ‘pheophytin-

quinone’ RCs and ‘FeS’ RCs are, that the core
subunits of the latter are more than twice as large,
carrying tens of antenna (bacterio)chlorophylls in
the N-terminal part, and that FeS centers of low
redox potentials enable the reduction of via
ferredoxin (see Golbeck and Bryant, 1991). The two
subunits of the ‘pheophytin-quinone’ RCs with a

around 30 kDa span the membrane 5 times,
while the corresponding subunits of the ‘FeS’ RCs
contain up to 11 hydrophobic spans (Fish et al.,
1985; Büttner et al., 1992a,b; Liebl et al., 1993).

Despite these differences, several similarities in
the primary structure and the folding models of RC
cores have been noted (Robert and Moënne-Loccoz,
1990; Margulies, 1991; Nitschke and Rutherford,
1991; Otsuka et al., 1992). As indicated by the
shaded parts in Fig. 6 (see below) it has been suggested
that the five transmembrane helices of the ‘pheo-
phytin-quinone’ RC subunits correspond to the C-
terminal part of the two larger ‘FeS’ RC subunits
from transmembrane spans V to IX, based on both
conserved residues and folding pattern (Büttner et
al., 1992a,b; Liebl et al., 1993). By principal
component analysis Otsuka et al. (1992) extended

the structural similarity. According to their results,
an additional similarity was proposed between the
N-terminal half of the large ‘FeS’ RC subunits and
the ‘pheophytin-quinone’ RC subunits. This would
imply gene duplication and fusion of the small RC
core subunits to construct the large RC during
evolution.

A. Homodimeric and Heterodimeric Reaction
Centers

All RCs exhibit a dimeric core structure which
catalyzes transmembrane charge separation. The
dimeric structure is apparently necessary for binding
the special, electron donating pair of (bac-
terio)chlorophylls, and also to bind the Fe in the case
of the ‘pheophytin-quinone’ RCs (see Chapter 23 by
Lancaster et al.), or the FeS center in the case of
the ‘FeS’RCs. While the ‘pheophytin-quinone’ RCs
and the PS I RCs are heterodimers, built by two
different, although related core subunits, a homo-
dimeric structure is indicated for the RCs of both
Chlorobium (Büttner et al., 1992a,b) and heliobacteria
(Liebl et al., 1993).

The near symmetry of the RCs of purple bacteria
not only relates the two subunits L and M, but also
the two sets of pigments, one set being strongly
favored for charge separation (see Chapters 23 by
Lancaster et al. and 24 by Woodbury and Allen).
Similar heterodimeric structures are envisaged for
the RCs of PS II (Trebst, 1987; Michel et al., 1986)
and PS I (see Golbeck and Bryant, 1991). The reasons
for the presence of one electron transfer branch, and
for the continued existence of the other remains
unclear. If the RCs of green sulfur- and heliobacteria
are indeed homodimeric, then it is possible their
study may aid in the resolution of this question.
Furthermore, it is intriguing to consider whether the
existence of a homodimeric structure is related to
their anaerobic life.

In Fig. 4 schemes for the organization and the
electron transfer of the PS I RC heterodimer and of
the simpler P840 RC homodimer are compared. It is
conceived that the positively charged, N-terminal
extension of PscB (equivalent to PsaC) in Chlorobium
(see IV C.) substitutes for PsaD in binding ferredoxin,
and that electron transfer occurs in the two parallel,
equally probable, branches of the homodimer. As a
consequence, each of the two secondary acceptors

should exchange with the menaquinol pool with
equal ease. This might limit the occupancy of the

679
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site and lead to a faster back reaction to from
An increased back reaction rate might raise the

vulnerability of this system to oxygen.
Possibly associated with parallel electron transfer

in the RCs of green sulfur bacteria is the presence of
the charged cluster, which in ‘pheophytin-quinone’
RCs is C-terminal to transmembrane helix II of
subunit L or Dl, or C-terminal to helix VI in the
PsaA subunit of PS I. The glutamic acid D131 in PS
II RC and aspartic acid PsaA414 in PS I have been
proposed to bind the respective primary electron
acceptors (Robert and Moënne-Loccoz, 1990). From
resonance Raman data of Chlorobium RCs a single-
type of binding site for the primary electron acceptor
of Chlorobium was proposed (Feiler et al., 1994),
supporting the presence of a homodimeric RC core.
Additionally, a similar binding force as to those in
PS II and purple bacterial RCs was estimated. If
PscA is added to the sequence alignment mentioned
above (see Fig. 5) it is clear that glutamine PscA397
could be the residue H-bonding the acceptor Chl a
molecule in each half of the homodimer. Further
evidence for the presence of a homodimer comes
from ENDOR and special TRIPLE spectroscopy and
from FT Raman spectroscopy in the near infrared,
which reveals an even distribution of the positive
charge in over the special pair of bacterio-
chlorophylls in Chlorobium, as opposed to purple
bacteria (see III.A.3.).

Without a three dimensional structure, it can not
be excluded that the two identical core subunits of
the P840 RC are rendered asymmetric by binding the
protein carrying FeS centers and as is seen in
receptor dimerization by a single, asymmetrically
binding growth factor molecule (de Vos et al., 1992).
Further, post-translational modification of the
polypeptides could lead to an asymmetry. Both
possibilities could lead to two unequal electron
transfer branches.

B. Evolutionary Aspects

The overall similarities of photosynthetic RCs suggest
that all of them originate from one common ancestor
(Nitschke and Rutherford, 1991; Blankenship, 1992),
and it is rational to assume that the heterodimeric
forms of the RC cores evolved from a homodimeric
form as depicted in Fig. 6. Based on the parsimony
analysis of the RC core subunit sequences at least
two independent gene duplications have occurred,
giving rise to the L/M and D1/D2 heterodimers, of

the RCs of purple bacteria and Chloroflexus, and of
PS II, respectively (Blankenship, 1992). Thus the
divergence of the reaction centers in purple bacteria
and those in PS II might have taken place before the
gene duplications. Since PsaA and B, in turn, are
substantially more closely related to each other, than
to the RC subunits in either helio- or green sulfur
bacteria (Liebl et al., 1993; Büttner et al., 1992a),
gene duplication must have occurred after the
divergence of the RC of PS I, and those of green
sulfur bacteria and heliobacteria. Earlier, the
‘pheophytin-quinone’RCs must have separated from
the ‘FeS’ RCs, but it remains undecided which was
first. One may make a case for the ‘FeS’RCs, because
they occur in strictly anaerobic bacteria, and the
early atmosphere was anaerobic. The idea of an iron-
sulfur world at early stages of evolution supports this
view (Drobner et al., 1990). If the ancestral gene
indeed coded for an ‘FeS’ RC, as shown in Fig. 6,
was it small or large? According to the analysis of
Otsuka et al. (1992), which suggests the evolution of
the large subunits of the recent ‘FeS’ RCs by yet
another gene duplication, a small ancestral gene is
more likely. Whether the ancestral photosynthetic
RC had a monomeric or dimeric structure remains
unclear, although a monomeric form is favored for
simplicity (Blankenship, 1992). Finally, recent
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oxygenic photosynthesis in cyanobacteria and
chloroplasts probably evolved by fusion of two
bacterial ancestors (Büttner et al., 1992a; Blanken-
ship, 1992) as indicated in Fig. 6, although other
alternatives are under discussion (Olson and Pierson,
1989).

VI. Conclusions

Summarizing the present state of our knowledge, it is
now certain that the RC complex of green sulfur
bacteria is a bacterial counterpart of PS I. This is
based on both functional and structural features as
well as genetic data. The latter established a
convincing level of identity between the sequences
of the PS I genes and that of Chlorobium. This
permits the identification of regions of functional
and structural importance in both systems and thus
can be used for designing site-directed mutations.
Such mutations will lead to a better understanding of
the properties of the FeS-type RCs.

Of considerable interest, also, is the nature of the
electron donor to P840 since two different candidates
(a monoheme- or a tetraheme-containing cytochrome,
see III.C. and Chapter 36 by Nitschke and Dracheva)
are discussed. In either case, intriguing evolutionary
questions should arise.

New and most striking is the possibility of a

homodimeric organization of the green sulfur
bacterial RC core, since only one gene coding for the
two core subunits has as yet been found. However, it
remains unclear whether electron transport occurs
symmetrically in the two branches. A three
dimensional structure of the RC complex could help
answer this question.
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Summary

The heliobacteria are a recently discovered group of photosynthetic bacteria that are characterized by the
presence of bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) g as major pigment. All of the pigments are contained in a single
pigment-protein complex, which contains about 35 BChls g per reaction center. The primary electron donor,
P798, is presumably a dimer of BChl g or of its epimer, BChl the primary electron acceptor has been
identified as hydroxy chlorophyll a. There is evidence that iron-sulfur centers act as secondary electron
acceptors, while a c-type cytochrome, cytochrome c-553, acts as secondary electron donor to P798. Energy
transfer from the antenna pigments to the reaction center appears to be distinctly faster than in purple bacteria.
The major subunit of the antenna reaction center complex is a peptide of 68 kDa, containing 609 amino acid
residues, which shows an about 20% homology to the PS I-A and PS I-B reaction center-core peptides of
Photosystem I.

The above observations all indicate that the reaction center of heliobacteria, like that of green sulfur bacteria
is related to that of Photosystem I of plants and, in fact, the heliobacteria are in many ways excellent material
to study the basic processes of Photosystem I-type reaction centers. However, the reaction center is homo-
dimeric, i.e., it contains two identical subunits that bind the antenna pigments and the reaction center
components. This indicates that the ancestral lines of Photosystem I and heliobacteria separated before gene
duplication occurred in the first one.

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 687–697.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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I. Introduction

Jan Amesz

The heliobacteria have been known for only about a
decade. The first species, Heliobacterium (Hb.)
chlorum was discovered by Gest and Favinger (1983)
in a soil sample from the Indiana University campus
(Gest, 1994), and soon thereafter several species
were discovered in rice fields in Asia and Africa
(Beer-Romero and Gest, 1987; Beer-Romero et al.,
1988; Ormerod et al., 1990). More recently, various
strains or species were also found in more natural
habitats, like lakeshore muds (A. Hiraishi, personal
communication) and even an alkaline hot spring
(Starynin and Gorlenko, 1993). It is recognized now
that the heliobacteria, at least the species that have
been more than summarily investigated, are all very
closely related, and it has been proposed to assign
them all to one genus (Ormerod et al., 1990), although
one species, Heliobacillus (Hc.) mobilis (Beer-
Romero and Gest, 1987), is still known under a
different genus name. In fact, the only three species
that have been studied more or less extensively (Hb.
chlorum, Hc. mobilis and Hb. gestii) are photo-
synthetically and spectroscopically virtually
indistinguishable, although they are morphologically
quite different. 16S rRNA sequence analyses have
shown that the heliobacteria are related to the Gram-
positive bacteria (Woese et al., 1985; Stackebrandt et
al., 1988). All species investigated so far are able to
fix nitrogen (Gest and Favinger, 1983; Kimble and
Madigan, 1992), which may be of some ecological
and economic importance.

For a discussion of the taxonomy and physiology
of the heliobacteria refer to Chapter 2 by Madigan
and Ormerod in this volume.

II. Pigments and Spectral Properties

The heliobacteria are distinguished from other
photosynthetic organisms by the possession of the
newly discovered bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) g
(Brockmann and Lipinski, 1983)(Fig. 1). The pigment
resembles BChl b with respect to its ethylidene
group at C8 (ring II) but has a vinyl group at C3 (ring
I), like chlorophyll (Chl) a. It is esterified with
farnesol (Michalski et al., 1987). The only carotenoid

Abbreviations: – primary electron acceptor; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; Chl – chlorophyll; Hb. – Heliobacterium;
Hc. – Heliobacillus; P798 – primary electron donor

present in Hb. chlorum and Hc. mobilis is neuro-
sporene (Gest and Favinger, 1983; Kobayashi et al.,
199la). Ultrastructural studies indicate that these
pigments are contained in the cytoplasmic membrane
only; heliobacteria have no chlorosomes, and
intracytoplasmic membranes, as in purple bacteria,
appear to be absent too (Gest and Favinger, 1983;
Miller et al., 1986; Starynin and Gorlenko, 1993).

Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum of BChl g
in acetone. The Soret transitions of BChl g in acetone
are located at 364.8 and 404.8 nm., the and
transitions at 566.4 and 761.6 nm, respectively
(Kobayashi et al., 1991a), with a specific extinction
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coefficient of  at 761.6 nm (van de
Meent et al., 1991). Cells as well as isolated
membranes show bands at 368, 409, 575 and 787 nm
(Fig. 3 and Fuller et al., 1985). The amplitude of the

band is higher than in solution, with a specific
extinction coefficient of (Kleinher-
enbrink and Amesz, 1993). At low temperature, the

indicate that the transition of BChl 808 lies more
or less in the plane of the membrane, while those of
the short-wave forms make a larger angle with the
membrane plane (van Dorssen et al., 1985). The
transitions are more perpendicular. The orientation
of BChl g thus is similar to that of antenna BChl a in
the membrane of purple bacteria (Breton, 1974).

At room temperature, the fluorescence spectrum
of Hb. chlorum shows a band at 813 nm. Upon
cooling to 4 K, the band intensifies about 20-fold and
shifts to 819 nm (van Dorssen et al., 1985) indicating
that, at least at low temperature, all of the emission
comes from BChl 808. Excitation spectra indicate a
nearly 100% efficiency of energy transfer from BChl
778 and BChl 793 to BChl 808, while neurosporene
transfers its excitation energy with about 70%
efficiency.

III. The Primary Electron Donor and the
Antenna-Reaction Center Complex

The primary electron donor of heliobacteria is called
P798, after the wavelength of its maximum bleaching
in the upon photooxidation (Fuller et al.,
1985; Prince et al., 1985). Its redox potential is
225 – 250 mV and the EPR spectrum of the oxidized
radical indicates a dimeric structure (Prince et al.,
1985; Brok et al., 1986; Fischer, 1990). A rapid
photooxidation of P798 was observed by flash
spectroscopy in the ps region, at room temperature as
well as at 15 K, confirming the notion that it is the
primary electron donor (Nuijs et al., 1985a; van Kan
et al., 1989; van Kan, 1991).

At room temperature, the maximum bleaching at
798 nm upon illumination as well as upon chemical

oxidation is 1/20 to 1/22 of the antenna absorption
maximum at 788 nm, both in Hb. chlorum and Hc.
mobilis (Trost and Blankenship, 1989; van de Meent
et al., 1990; Kobayashi et al., 1991a). Evidence to be
discussed below indicates that the antenna of both
species contains about 35 BChls g per P798, which
means that the differential extinction coefficient of

is considerably higher than the specific
extinction coefficient of the antenna (see previous
section). In fact, a value of has been
determined recently (Kleinherenbrink and Amesz,
1993), higher than of any primary electron donor
determined to date. An even higher number (225–

was reported by Kleinherenbrink et
al. (1994a).

The reaction center and the antenna of heliobacteria
appear to be bound to a single pigment-protein
complex. Antenna-reaction center complexes have

band is resolved into at least three components
(Fig. 4), supposedly due to three spectral forms of
BChl g, BChl 778, BChl 793 and BChl 808 (van
Dorssen et al., 1985; Smit et al., 1989). The circular
dichroism spectrum shows an approximately
conservative signal centered at 793 nm, suggesting
that BChl 793 may have a dimeric structure (van
Dorssen et al., 1985). Linear dichroism measurements



been obtained by detergent solubilization of
membranes of Hb. chlorum and Hc. mobilis (Trost
and Blankenship, 1989; van de Meent et al., 1990)
and from Hb. gestii (Trost et al., 1992). These
complexes have the same spectroscopic properties
as isolated membranes and they are fully active in
P798 photooxidation (Fig. 5). The fluorescence
excitation spectrum showed unimpaired efficiency
for energy transfer from short wave absorbing BChls g
to BChl 808. (van de Meent et al., 1990). These
observations indicate that the isolated complexes
contain the complete pigment complement of the
cells, although some neurosporene may be lost during
the isolation (Trost and Blankenship, 1989), and that
the structural integrity of the complex is essentially
conserved during its isolation.

SDS-PAGE of purified antenna-reaction center
preparations showed only one major band on the
electrophoresis gel (Trost and Blankenship, 1989;
van de Meent et al., 1990). Attempts to sequence the
polypeptide were at first hampered by blockage at
the N-terminus, but after enzymatic and chemical
cleavage, 15 peptide fragments were sequenced from
the peptide of Hc. mobilis (Trost et al., 1992; Liebl et
al., 1993). Subsequent identification and sequencing
of the corresponding gene resulted in the amino acid
sequence shown in Fig. 6 (Liebl et al., 1992, 1993).
Inspection of the sequence reveals a distinct, but
limited homology of about 20% with the PS I-A and
PS I-B reaction center-core peptides of Photosystem
I. Although the molecular mass (68 kDa) and the
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number of amino acid residues (609) are about 20%
smaller than of PS I-A and PS I-B, the number of
predicted membrane-spanning helices is the same
(11). These helices contain 17 histidines as compared
to 29 and 24, respectively, on the Photosystem I
peptides (Golbeck and Bryant, 1991), in agreement
with the notion that the antenna-reaction center
complex of heliobacteria contains fewer (B)Chls
than does the Photosystem I core. It may be noted,
however, that the preliminary results of an X-ray
analysis of the reaction center complex of Photo-
system I revealed only 8 such helices (Krauss et al.,
1993), suggesting that the hydropathy plots may not
be fully reliable. The homology with the PS I-A and
B peptides is mainly apparent in the putative reaction
center binding areas. A homology of about 50% was
found in the extramembranous loop between helices
VIII and IX (Fig. 6), that contains two conserved
cysteines. These residues are the presumed binding
sites for iron in the analogon to the first iron-
sulfur electron acceptor of Photosystem I.

There is no evidence for the existence of a second,
related peptide in the antenna-reaction complex of
Hc. mobilis, and the same applies to the recently
sequenced core-complex of green sulfur bacteria,
which contains a peptide of 730 amino acid residues
and shows a homology pattern similar to that of
heliobacteria (Büttner et al., 1992a,b; see also Chapter
30 by Feiler and Hauska). These observations strongly
indicate that the reaction centers of heliobacteria and
of green sulfur bacteria, in contrast to Photosystem I,
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are homodimers. The results clearly support the
notion, based on studies of electron transfer (see
below), that the three reaction centers are evolu-
tionarily of the same origin, but one has to conclude
that the evolutionary tree has branched off before
gene duplication occurred in the ancestral line of
Photosystem I(Liebl et al, 1992, 1993;Blankenship,
1992; Büttner et al., 1992b). Interestingly, the N-
terminal part of the heliobacterial protein, including
the first six major hydrophobic regions, shows a
significant homology to CP47, suggesting an
evolutionary relationship to this antenna protein of
Photosystem II (Vermaas, 1994).

A quantitative pigment analysis of isolated antenna-
reaction particles as well as membrane fragments
and cells of Hb. chlorum and Hc. mobilis revealed
the presence of neurosporene and BChl g, but
essentially no bacteriopheophytin when material from
rapidly growing cells was used (Kobayashi et al.,
1991a, van de Meent et al., 1991). In addition, small
amounts of the epimer of BChl g, BChl were
found. The latter pigment differs from BChl g in the
configuration of the carboxymethyl group at
(ring V), which has the opposite position with respect
to the macrocycle (Fig. 1). The absorption spectrum
of BChl in organic solvents resembles that of
BChl g, but the circular dichroism spectrum is
distinctly different (Kobayashi et al., 1991a). Control
experiments indicated that BChl was not produced
by epimerization during or after extraction; however,
in old cells some artifactual epimerization appeared
to occur (Kobayashi et al., 1991a,b).

The epimer of Chl a, Chl  has been implied to
constitute the primary electron donor of Photosystem
I, P700 (Maeda et al., 1992). By analogy, BChl
might function as primary electron donor in
heliobacteria. The amount of BChl was found to be
one molecule per ca. 17 BChls g for both species
investigated, and it was therefore proposed that P798
would be a dimer of BChl giving a BChl g to
reaction center ratio of ca. 35. It may be noted that
such a number would be in fair agreement with the
number of histidines in the membrane spanning
regions of the reaction center peptides.

IV. The Primary Charge Separation

Measurements of flash-induced absorbance changes
in membranes of Hb. chlorum at 800 nm (Nuijs et al,

1985a) showed a transient bleaching, which reversed
in some tens of ps, and a ‘permanent’ one, which did
not reverse on the timescale (several ns) of the
experiment. When the reaction centers had been
closed by a ‘preflash’, given a few ns before the
actual measurement, only the transient bleaching
was seen. Thus, the transient bleaching, which will
be discussed in more detail in the next section, can be
ascribed to excited antenna BChl g, whereas the
‘permanent’ one is caused by the oxidation of P798.
A bleaching was also observed near 670 nm. This
bleaching again was only observed with ‘active’ but
not with closed reaction centers, indicating that it is
caused by the photoreduction of the primary, or at
least an early, electron acceptor, which we shall call

This bleaching decayed in 500–800 ps (Nuijs et
al., 1985a; van Kan et al., 1989; Lin et al., 1994a),
presumably by electron transfer to the next acceptor,

Because of energy transfer and absorbance
changes occurring in the antenna, an accurate
determination of the rate of charge separation has not
yet been possible, but it must be faster than 10 ps
(van Noort et al., 1992a). In fact, model calculations
indicate a time constant of, at most, 1.2 ps for the
primary charge separation (Lin et al., 1994a).
Measurements at 15 K confirmed the above picture.
Photooxidation of P798 could now be observed by
the bleaching of a band centered at 793 nm and the
reoxidation of now occurred in 300 ps, i.e. 2–3
times faster than at room temperature (van Kan et al.,
1989; van Kan, 1991). A similar effect has been
observed for electron transfer from reduced
bacteriopheophytin to the first acceptor quinone in
purple bacteria (Kirmaier et al., 1985).

It thus appears that the minor band at 669 nm in the
absorption spectrum of heliobacteria (Fig. 3) is, at
least in part, due to the primary acceptor. This situation
is reminiscent of that in green sulfur bacteria (Nuijs
et al., 1985b, Shuvalov et al., 1986; see also Chapter
30 by Feiler and Hauska). Experiments of van Noort
et al. (1992a) showed that the bleaching at 670 nm
was brought about not only upon excitation at 532
nm, as in the experiments of Nuijs et al., but also
upon excitation at 790 nm, excluding the possibility
that it would be due to an excited state of the pigment.
Supporting evidence came also from measurements
of Kleinherenbrink et al. (1991, 1994b), who
showed that the lifetime of could be extended to
17 ns by applying strongly reducing conditions. The
same time constant was now observed in the decay
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of whereas normally decays in several
ms.

The radical pair recombination resulted in the
formation of the triplet of P798, with a yield of 20–
25%. At 6 K, the yield increased slightly, and radical
pair recombination slowed down to 55 ns. The
lifetimes of the triplet was 35 at room temperature
and 500 at 6 K (Nitschke et al., 1990; Kleinheren-
brink et al., 1991). By means of absorption detected
magnetic resonance (ADMR) the zero-field splitting
parameters (D and E values) of the reaction center
triplet, as well as the decay times for the x, y and z
sublevels at 1.2 K have been determined (Vrieze et
al., 1992). The latter were found to be 270 ± 20, 360
± 45 and 1150 ± 60 respectively. Very similar
decay times were observed for the triplet of BChl g in
ethanol. Absorption difference spectra of reaction
center triplet formation show a minimum at 794 nm,
and have been obtained by flash spectroscopy
(Kleinherenbrink et al., 1991) as well as by ADMR
(Vrieze et al., 1992). The latter method gives more
detailed spectra.

The chemical identity of the primary electron
acceptor has recently been determined after
purification by HPLC (van de Meent et al., 1991). A
pigment was isolated from membranes of Hb. chlorum
and Hc. mobilis which had essentially the same
absorption spectrum as Chl a from plants, but showed
a higher polarity. NMR and mass spectroscopy
established its identity as a, esterified
with farnesol. This observation again points to the
similarity with the reaction centers of Photosystem I
and green sulfur bacteria, where the primary acceptors
are Chl a (Golbeck and Bryant, 1991) and an isomer
of Chl a (van de Meent et al., 1992), respectively. The
amount of a was found to be one molecule
per 17 BChls g, the same as of BChl (see previous
section). With a BChl g to reaction center ratio of
about 35, this would indicate the presence of two
molecules of OH-Chl a per reaction center. Since the
reaction center is presumably homodimeric, and may
be assumed to be inherently symmetrical it is likely
that both molecules occupy equivalent positions and
that there is no preferred pathway for electron transfer,
as in purple bacteria and in Photosystem II. The
transitions of these pigments make a large angle with
the plane of the membrane (Francke et al., 1994). It
is conceivable that OH-Chl a is formed by
isomerization and oxidation of BChl g at ring II (see
also Michalski et al., 1987); some additional OH-

Chl a and other oxidation products of BChl g are
formed in old cells (van de Meent et al., 1991).

V. Transfer and Trapping of Excitation
Energy

At room temperature, the fluorescence lifetime of
BChl g in membranes and isolated antenna-reaction
center complexes of Hc. mobilis is ca. 25 ps (Trost
and Blankenship, 1989), which explains, at least
qualitatively, the low fluorescence yield (van Dorssen
et al., 1985). Similar results were obtained in time-
resolved absorption measurements on membranes
of Hb. chlorum and Hc. mobilis, which showed a
bleaching, centered at around 805 nm, which decayed
in20–30ps(van Noort et al., 1992a;Lin et al., 1992,
1994a). The bleaching developed in less than about 1
ps (Lin et al., 1992, 1994a) indicating a very rapid
equilibration of the excitations among the various
spectral forms of BChl g, BChl 798, 793 and 808
(see section II). Its lifetime was essentially
independent of the redox state of P798, in agreement
with measurements of Deinum et al. (1991), who
showed that, at room temperature, P798 and
are approximately equally effective in quenching
antenna fluorescence. At 6 K, is almost twice
as effective a quencher as P798.

The above measurements thus lead to a simple
model, where the excitations are equilibrated between
BChl 778, BChl 793 and BChl 808 within a very
short time, and energy transfer to P798 or
effectively takes 20–30 ps (van Noort et al., 1992a),
but a model involving more rapid transfer to P798
has also been proposed (Lin et al., 1992, 1994a).
Energy transfer to the reaction center thus is
significantly faster than in purple bacteria (Sundström
and van Grondelle, 1992), which may be explained
by the binding of P798 and antenna pigments to the
same protein complex. Because the equilibration is
so fast, the results do not permit distinguishing
between energy transfer from BChl 793 and BChl
808 to P798. The lifetime of excited P798 appears to
be much shorter than 20 ps, since the bleaching (i.e.
reduction) of  was found to occur at the same rate
as the disappearance of excited antenna BChl g (van
Noort et al., 1992a; but see also Lin et al., 1994a).

The fluorescence and absorption kinetics at low
temperature cannot be explained by a simple model,
however. The action spectrum of P798 photooxida-
tion indicates that, at least at low temperature energy
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transfer to the reaction center proceeds via BChl 808
(Kleinherenbrink et al., 1992) and steady state
fluorescence (van Dorssen et al., 1985) as well as
time resolved fluorescence and absorption measure-
ments (van Noort et al., 1992b, 1994; Kleinher-
enbrink et al., 1993a) indicate very fast energy transfer
from the other BChls to BChl 808, presumably within
1 ps. However, the decay of the excitations on BChl
808 shows a complicated pattern, with various time
constants, ranging from about 4 to 900 ps. The 4 ps
decay appears to reflect energy transfer to the
(oxidized) reaction center, while the longer-lived
components are associated with BChl 808 species
with red-shifted absorption and fluorescence spectra
(van Noort et al., 1992b, 1994; Kleinherenbrink et
al., 1993a), suggesting the existence of different
sites in the antenna which are only weakly coupled to
each other and to the reaction center. Energy transfer
to the open reaction center was found to occur in
about 70 ps (Lin et al., 1994b).

In addition to the reaction center triplet, mentioned
in the previous section, antenna triplets are also
generated at liquid helium temperature. The overall
yield is 1–2%. Most of these appear to be produced
by intersystem crossing on long-wavelength forms
of BChl 808 (Nitschke et al., 1990; Kleinherenbrink
et al., 1991) but a triplet on a BChl g species absorbing
at 798 nm was also observed (Vrieze et al., 1992).
Three different triplets of BChl 808, with somewhat
different zero field splitting parameters could be
distinguished, confirming the heterogeneity of this
antenna component (Vrieze et al., 1992). The lifetimes
of the antenna triplets are not much different from
those of the reaction center triplet (section IV).

VI. Secondary Electron Transport

There is various evidence, mainly based on low
temperature EPR measurements, that iron-sulfur
centers act as secondary electron acceptors (Prince
et al., 1985 Brok et al., 1986; Smit et al., 1987;
Nitschke et al., 1990; Fischer, 1990), as in
Photosystem I (Golbeck, 1993). EPR signals with g-
values of 2.07, 1.93 and 1.89 and of 2.05, 1.95 and
1.90 have been observed which have been attributed
to centers which are, except for their relative midpoint
potentials, analogous to and in Photosystem I
(Nitschke et al., 1990). Since rates of reduction of
iron sulfur centers are hard to measure, and since the

EPR method cannot be applied at room temperature,
direct evidence concerning the role of these iron
sulfur centers is not available. Optical evidence for
the role of an iron sulfur center analogous to in
Photosystem I has recently been reported (Klein-
herenbrink et al., 1994a), but no corresponding EPR
signal has been observed so far (Trost and
Blankenship, 1989). Indirect evidence for the
presence of such a center comes from the primary
structure analysis (Trost et al., 1992; Liebl et al.,
1992, 1993).

The isolated antenna-reaction center complex of
Hc. mobilis contains about one molecule of
menaquinone (vitamin K-2) (Trost and Blankenship,
1989) and 3–4 times larger amounts have been found
in isolated membranes of Hb. chlorum and Hc.
mobilis, the main component being menaquinone-9
(Hiraishi, 1989; Trost and Blankenship, 1989;
Kleinherenbrink et al., 1993b) Photoaccumulation
of reduced quinone was observed by EPR (Brok et
al., 1986) and the double reduction of a quinone
acceptor was proposed to explain the titration behavior
of the recombination kinetics of (Trost et al.,
1992). These observations thus would indicate that
menaquinone functions as a first secondary electron
acceptor in heliobacteria in an analogous way as
phylloquinone (vitamin K-l) does in Photosystem I
(Golbeck and Bryant, 1991). However, recent
experiments have shed doubt on this hypothesis. It
was observed that by extraction with appropriate
ether-water mixtures essentially all menaquinone
could be removed from membranes while secondary
electron transport and charge recombination were
not affected (Kleinherenbrink et al., 1993b). In
Photosystem I preparations such treatments have a
major effect on electron transport (Ikegami et al.,
1987). These results do not exclude a function for a
very strongly bound quinone, but is should be noted
that there is also evidence that at least some of the
rates of electron transfer in heliobacteria are about an
order of magnitude slower than for Photosystem I,
including that of electron transfer from to the next
electron acceptor (see section I and Fig. 7, and also
Kleinherenbrink and Amesz, 1993), indicating that
there may be rather fundamental differences between
the electron acceptor chains of Photosystem I and
heliobacteria.

The electron donor to P798 is a c-type cytochrome,
cytochrome c-553. In intact cells of Hb. chlorum its
oxidation is fairly rapid, with half times of 110 and
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700  (Vos et al., 1989), but in isolated membranes
a much slower and incomplete photooxidation with a
time constant of about 6 ms occurs (Prince et al.,
1985; Smit et al., 1987). The cause of this effect is
not known; it might be due to a change in binding
constant. The cytochrome is removed by detergent
treatment to solubilize the antenna-reaction center
complex (Trost and Blankenship, 1989; van de Meent
et al., 1990), indicating that it is not strongly bound
to the reaction center. Recent experiments have shown
that the 6 ms time constant is mainly determined by
a concomitant back reaction of with a reduced
electron acceptor (Kleinherenbrink and Amesz,
1993). When the back reaction was prevented by the
addition of vitamin K-3 (menadione) as an artificial
electron acceptor, P798 and cytochrome c-553 reacted
in stoichiometric amounts with a time constant of
approximately 20 ms.

Although outside the scope of this chapter, it may

be mentioned here that the cytoplasmic membrane
of heliobacteria contains a cytochrome bc complex
which may function in cyclic electron transport. The
presence of a Rieske iron-sulfur center has been
demonstrated (Liebl et al., 1990) and recently the
isolation of a cytochrome bc complex by detergent
solubilization of membranes of Hc. mobilis was
reported (Nitschke and Liebl, 1992). Interestingly, in
various aspects the complex resembles more the

complex of oxygenic photosynthesis
than the bc-type complex of purple bacteria and
mitochondria (Liebl, 1992).

VII. Concluding Remarks

Hopefully, the foregoing sections have demonstrated
that the heliobacteria, although they may occupy a
tiny niche in the ecological spectrum of photo-
synthetic organisms, are of considerable scientific
interest. Even to the reader who is not interested in
the heliobacteria per se it should be clear that they
present a paradigm of the Photosystem I-type reaction
center which in many ways is more amenable to
investigation than the reaction center of Photosystem I
of plants or the related reaction center of green sulfur
bacteria. Heliobacteria have a relatively small antenna,
and for many experiments the preparation of
membrane fragments suffices to obtain material with
a higher reaction center to pigment ratio than has the
core complex of Photosystem I, which can only be
obtained by detergent solubilization and separation
of the solubilized pigment protein complexes. A
similar comparison applies with respect to the green
sulfur bacteria, which have a very large antenna
which is difficult to remove entirely. Moreover, the
primary electron acceptor, in contrast to Photo-
system I of plants, is chemically different from the
bulk pigment, and absorbs at a wavelength (670 nm)
far removed from the absorption of the antenna
and the primary electron donor, which facilitates
optical measurements on charge separation con-
siderably.

Altogether, the heliobacteria provide excellent
material for studies of the basic processes of
photosynthesis, and although these have been
performed in only a few laboratories to date, the
heliobacteria are potentially as useful for such studies
as the much more extensively investigated purple
bacteria.
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Chapter 32

Biochemical and Spectroscopic Properties of the
Reaction Center of the Green Filamentous Bacterium,

Chloroflexus aurantiacus

Reiner Feick, Judith A. Shiozawa and Angelika Ertlmaier
Max Planck Institut für Biochemie, Am Klopferspitz 18a, 82152 Martinsried, Germany

Summary

The reaction center of the thermophilic green bacterium Chloroflexus (Cf.) aurantiacus has a bacteriochlorophyll
donor-bacteriopheophytin-quinone acceptor system which is characteristic for purple bacteria and not for
Chlorobiaceae reaction centers. It is comprised of 3 BChl a-, 3 BPheo a-, 1-2 menaquinone molecules and only
two protein subunits with almost identical molecular masses of approximately 35,000 Da. The RC complex
possesses thermal stability. Despite the absence of the so called H-protein subunit, electron transfer steps are
not impaired although the kinetics are somewhat slower than that in the three protein subunit RC of purple
bacteria. Hence, the RC of Cf. aurantiacus is the smallest functional RC isolated thus far. The two polypeptides
possess a moderate identity of 40% each to the L- and M proteins of Rhodobacter sphaeroides and
Rhodopseudomonas viridis RC, respectively. A characteristic feature of the N-terminus of the Cf. aurantiacus
RC is the extended hydrophilic region at the N-terminus. When compared to purple bacteria RC, a few
functionally important amino acids are not conserved; these differences help to explain some of the spectral and
kinetic features of the Cf. aurantiacus RC.
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I. Introduction

Over the last twenty years reaction centers of two
members of the Rhodospirillaceae, namely Rhodo-
bacter (Rb.) sphaeroides and Rhodopseudomonas
(Rp.) viridis have emerged as the spectroscopically
and biochemically best characterized photoactive
pigment-protein complexes for two reasons: the RC
of Rb. sphaeroides was the first to have been isolated,
and the reaction center (RC) of Rp. viridis was the
first to be crystallized and the first to have its structure
elucidated. While RC preparations from other purple
bacteria have been described more recently such as
that of Rhodobacter capsulatus, Rhodospirillum (Rs.)
rubrum and Chromatium (Cm.) vinosum, the reaction
center of Cf. aurantiacus has emerged over the last
decade as perhaps the third best characterized RC.
The thermophilic nature of Cf. aurantiacus probably
contributes to the unusual stability of its RC (Pierson
et al., 1983; Nozawa and Madigan, 1991) and makes
this RC particularly well suited to spectroscopic
analysis. This progress was certainly influenced by
some inherent differences between the purple
nonsulfur bacteria and the green filamentous bacteria
RC.

II. Biochemical Composition of the
Chloroflexus aurantiacus Reaction Center

A. Cofactors

1. Pigments

Although the preparation of the first Cf. aurantiacus
RC enriched fraction dates back to 1977 (Fuller and
Feick, unpublished), the first isolation procedure
yielding RC free of antenna pigment was published
by Pierson and Thornber (1983). Purified RC
exhibited in the near infrared absorption bands at
865, 813, 756 and a shoulder at around 792 nm in a
characteristic ratio of 0.77 : 1 : 0.95 (Fig. 1) which

Abbreviations. – –
BChl–bacteriochlorophyll; BPheo–bacteriopheophytin;

Cf. – Chloroflexus; Cm. – Chromatium; –
MQ – menaquinone; P – the special

BChl dimer pair; PAGE – polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis;
– primary quinone acceptor; –secondary quinone acceptor;

Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rp. – Rhodopseu-
domonas; Rs.– Rhodospirillum; SDS – Sodium dodecyl sulfate;
UQ – ubiquinone

were attributed to BChl, BChl, BPheo and BChl,
respectively (Shiozawa et al., 1987). The light-induced
reduced minus oxidized difference spectrum in
general resembled that of purple nonsulfur RC with
a few minor differences in the 800 nm region.

Based on a spectral comparison to the Rb.
sphaeroides RC in which the absorbances at 865 nm
of both reaction center preparations were normalized,
Pierson and Thornber (1983) concluded that the
BChl a to BPheo a stoichiometry is 3:3 in the Cf.
aurantiacus RC instead of the 4:2 commonly present
in purple nonsulfur bacteria RC. No carotenoid was
found in the isolated Cf. aurantiacus RC despite the
fact that this organism contains large amounts of
carotenoids. A Gaussian deconvolution of low
temperature absorption spectra led Vasmel et al.,
(1983) to assume a pigment composition of 4 BChl a
to 3 BPheo a molecules per Cf. aurantiacus RC.
This, however, was subsequently refuted as the
following experiments show.

Quantitative pigment extraction experiments
(Blankenship et al., 1983) and, in addition,
comparative optical and ESR experiments (Blanken-
ship et al., 1984; Mancino et al., 1985) not only
confirmed the 3:3 stoichiometry but, furthermore,
established extinction coefficients ( at
865 nm and at 813 nm) and identified
the photobleachable primary electron donor as a
BChl a dimer which absorbs maximally at 865 nm
(P865) in analogy to purple nonsulfur bacteria RC.
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This pigment composition and spectral characteristics
was further supported from theoretical calculations
of the Cf. aurantiacus RC absorption spectra with the
aid of exciton theory (Vasmel et al., 1986; Scherer
and Fischer, 1987); however, it was assumed that the
pigment geometry was the same as in the structurally
known Rp. viridis RC.

Initial studies on the primary charge separation in
Cf. aurantiacus RC clearly established that BPheo is
an intermediate electron acceptor of the photo-
chemistry (Kirmaier et al., 1983, 1986; Nuijs et al.,
1986; Shuvalov et al., 1986b). Photoselection
experiments revealed that the photoreducible
BPheo(s) is oriented perpendicular to the special
pair P865 transition dipole. The ‘third’ BChl
absorbing at 813 nm possesses roughly the same
orientation with an angle of 35–65° with respect to
the tetrapyrrole plane of P865 (Kirmaier et al., 1984;
Parot et al., 1985).

The midpoint potential for P865 in purified
membranes has been determined to be
mV, n = 1 (Bruce et al., 1982) and in isolated RC to
be (Shuvalov et al., 1986a) or +420
mV (Venturoli and Zannoni, 1988).

2. Primary and Secondary Electron Acceptors

The primary electron acceptor has been identified
through a combination of spectroscopy on isolated
RC and by quinone analysis of Cf. aurantiacus cells.
Time resolved light-induced difference spectroscopy
(in the presence of N-methylphenazonium metho-
sulfate) under conditions which prevent the
accumulation of oxidized P865 yielded a difference
spectrum characteristic of menaquinone (vitamin

) anion (Vasmel and Amesz, 1983). After isolated
Cf. aurantiacus RC have been exposed to a
light pulse, charge recombination (electron transfer
back to ) with a monoexponential decay of =
60 ms occurred (Blankenship et al., 1983; Venturoli
et al., 1991). Addition of excess quinone analogues
slowed the charge recombination by almost 10-fold
(= 550 ms), if Vit was used (Blankenship et al.,
1983) or by a factor of 100 (= 6 s) if was added
(Venturoli et al., 1991). This recombination depended
to a certain degree on the type of quinone used
(Venturoli et al., 1991). If a suitable donor was added
to such a quinone-reconstituted RC, so that P865
was maintained in a reduced state, a binary oscillation
in semiquinone absorbance was observed which is
characteristic of a two electron gate or a two quinone

acceptor system typically observed in purple
nonsulfur bacteria RC (Blankenship et al., 1988).
Once again o-phenanthroline abolished this spec-
troscopic behavior while, in contrast to purple
nonsulfur bacteria RC, herbicides such as terbutryn
and atrazine had no effect (Blankenship, 1984). These
experiments clearly showed that the Cf. aurantiacus
RC has i) a two quinone acceptor system ii)
the secondary quinone is usually lost during RC
isolation, iii) MQ functions both as and Since
functional reconstitution of can be achieved with
different quinone types, either UQ or MQ, the
identification of as a MQ rests solely on the
quinone analysis of Cf. aurantiacus cells (Hale et al.,
1983). The absence or noninvolvement of ferredoxin
as a primary electron acceptor, commonly found in
green sulfur bacteria RC can be indirectly surmised
from the amino acid sequence of the Cf. aurantiacus
RC protein entity.

Redox titrations with membranes yielded a
midpoint potential for of (Bruce
et al., 1982) or (with a pH
dependence of 60 mV/pH unit up to pH 9.3 (Venturoli
and Zannoni, 1988). Removal of the primary acceptor
of Cf. aurantiacus RC does not require as harsh of a
treatment as for Rb. sphaeroides RC. It can be readily
removed by a 1% Triton X-100 wash (see below).

B. The Polypeptide Backbone

In contrast to the initial pigment characterization and
spectroscopy, the polypeptide composition was at
first ambiguous. Using SDS-PAGE as an analytical
tool, Pierson et al. (1983) found, in addition to some
contaminating polypeptides, two dominant proteins
with of 30,000 and 28,000. Feick and Fuller
(1984) reported only one major polypeptide with
= 24,000–26,000. There was, however, agreement
that when the RC preparation was subjected to less
harsh denaturation conditions, a photochemically
active RC pigment-protein band having = 52,000
was observed and was present in relatively high
amounts (Blankenship and Fuller, 1986; see also
Fig. 2B lane 2).

Complete denaturation and re-electrophoresis of
the extracted pigment-protein band ( 52,000–
55,000) revealed the presence of just two polypeptides
with very similar mobilities of approximately of
24,000 (Fig. 2). Subsequently, the isolation of a
highly purified Cf. aurantiacus reaction center
preparation having an of 1.3 to 1.4 was
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A comparison of the RC constituents from Cf.
aurantiacus, Rb. sphaeroides and Rp. viridis is shown
in Fig. 3.

described. After denaturation and electrophoresis on
a SDS-PAGE having an optimized composition, only
two polypeptides with similar 24,500 and 24,000,
in an 1:1 stoichiometry were observed (Fig. 2, lanes
2–5). These data confirmed that the 30,000
constituent in the Pierson and Thornber (1983)
preparation was a proteinaceous contaminant. A third
polypeptide corresponding to the H subunit of the
purple nonsulfur bacteria reaction center was not
found in Cf. aurantiacus reaction center preparations.
Purified Cf. aurantiacus membranes showed no cross
reaction with polyclonal antibodies against the H
subunit of Rb. sphaeroides RC when analyzed by
western blot experiments (Shiozawa and Feick,
unpublished). Electron transfer and charge recom-
bination kinetics from and in isolated and
reconstituted Cf. aurantiacus RC suggest that a third
protein subunit is not present in the reaction center of
this bacterial species (Venturoli et al., 1991). Thus,
the Cf. aurantiacus reaction center is the smallest
functional reaction center isolated thus far.

III. Structure-Function Relationships of the
RC Complex

Protein chemical sequencing of the proteins and
nucleotide sequencing of the genes encoding the
reaction center polypeptides led to the elucidation of
their primary structures (Ovchinnikov et al., 1988a,
b, Shiozawa et al., 1989). These studies clearly showed
a LM subunit analogy to the purple nonsulfur bacteria
reaction center. The 24,000 protein has 40%
sequence identity with the L subunit of Rb.
sphaeroides, is 310 amino acids long and has a of
35,010 Da. The 24,500 polypeptide is 42% identical
to the Rb. sphaeroides M subunit and possesses a
of 34,948 Da. The N-terminal amino acid of the M
subunit is modified by a group having a of 60 Da.
A characteristic feature of the Cf. aurantiacus L
subunit is its extended (31 amino acid residues long)
hydrophilic (10 of 31 amino acid residues) N-terminus
(see Fig. 4). Due to the low degree of sequence
identity to the purple nonsulfur bacteria H subunit, it
is doubtful that this region could substitute for the
missing H subunit. However, it could be involved in
stabilizing or anchoring the chlorosome attachment
to the cytoplasmic membrane. Also it is not known
with certainty whether reaction centers are located
exclusively under chlorosomes.

The Kyte and Doolittle hydropathic profiles
indicate that each polypeptide has five transmembrane
helices. From the overall shape of these profiles, it is
assumed that the location of the N- and C-termini
correspond to that of purple nonsulfur bacteria
reaction centers.

Comparing the primary structure and results of
spectroscopic measurements on the Cf. aurantiacus
RC with that of the two structurally known purple
nonsulfur bacteria RC, the arrangement of the
cofactors, eg. 3 BChl, 3 BPheo and 2 menaquinones
( and ), should be analogous to that in the Rb.
sphaeroides and Rp. viridis RC where they are
arranged in two transmembrane branches. These two
branches will be denoted as A (L) and B (M) according
to their relative proximity to the corresponding protein
subunit (Fig. 5). In the Cf. aurantiacus RC, the

is replaced by a BPheo, hence, the B-
branch contains two BPheo molecules, and
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The regions of highest sequence identity between
Cf. aurantiacus and purple bacteria RC are observed
where amino acid residues are known to interact with
the special pair BChl (P865 or P) and accessory
BChl molecules in the latter RC. A comparison of
the functionally important amino acid residues which
are involved in pigment binding and electron transfer
(Michel et al., 1986; Allen et al., 1988;El-Kabbani et
al., 1991) reveals some similarity, though significant
differences exist (Fig. 4) and deserve some attention.

which acts as a ligand for the accessory
BChl in Rp. viridis RC is replaced by a Leu in
Cf. aurantiacus and, hence, might be the reason for
the replacement of BChl by the third BPheo in Cf.
aurantiacus reaction center.

located in the vicinity of P865,
and is conserved in all purple nonsulfur
bacteria RC and it is proposed to facilitate or influence
the primary electron transfer step (Allen et al., 1988)
by lowering the energy of the state (Parson et
al., 1990). A replacement of this residue by Leu
could explain the slower photochemical charge
separation in Cf. aurantiacus RC. The functional
role of this amino acid residue could indeed be

confirmed by site-directed mutagenesis of Rb.
sphaeroides RC where a Leu change
drastically changed the time constant from 3.5 to 22
ps (Gray et al., 1990; Finkele et al., 1990; Nagarajan
et al., 1990).

is located near and is hydrogen
bonded with the carbonyl group of ring V of this
pigment. This interaction is thought to be responsible
for a red shift of the transition of this BPheo and,
hence, allowed a spectroscopic discrimination
between and (Zinth et al.,
1983; Zinth et al., 1985). Exchanging this amino
acid for Gln, which occurs in Cf. aurantiacus RC,
significantly diminished this red shift and caused an
absorbance in the BPheo region which is
reminiscent of that of Cf. aurantiacus RC (Bylina et
al., 1988).
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IV. The Primary Photochemistry

The early events of photochemistry originate from
P* ’ which is directly formed after absorption of a
light quantum by the special pair (P). The initial
electron transfer steps which occur well within 1 ns
after light excitation have been studied by transient
absorption and, more recently, by fluorescence
emission spectroscopy with pico- and femtosecond
time resolution.

A. The Early Event(s): Before 15 ps —The
Formation of

Initial studies with Cf. aurantiacus RC revealed the
involvement of BPheo as an intermediate electron
acceptor which is reduced within 13 ps. An electron
is subsequently transferred within 280–400 ps from
the reduced BPheo to (Kirmaier et al., 1983,
1984, 1986; Nuijs et al., 1986). Despite an improved
spectral resolution in the near infrared absorption
range compared to purple bacteria RC, the time
constants of the kinetics differed somewhat with the
detection wavelength. In similar experiments, in
which P was directly excited with a 32 ps light pulse,
Shuvalov et al. (1986b) interpreted their results as a
two step electron transfer, first from P* to with

10 ps (1/e) and, subsequently, to within 3 ps; these
time constants were well within the time resolution
of the instrument.

Subpico- and femtosecond absorbance spectro-
scopy with Rb. sphaeroides and Rp. viridis RC
contradicted this electron transfer sequence
(Woodbury et al., 1985; Martin et al., 1986; Breton et
al., 1988; Kirmaier and Holten, 1991). No evidence
for a state was found. According to their data
evaluation, charge transfer occurred from P* directly
to within less than 2.2 –2.8 ps via a superexchange
mechanism (Bixon et al., 1988). See Chapter 24 by
Woodbury and Allen for a discussion of this issue.

In contrast, Zinth and coworkers’ assessment of
their data from femtosecond absorption and
fluorescence spectroscopy was fully consistent with
a sequential two step electron transfer from P* to
in 3 ps and then to in 0.9 ps (Holzapfel et al.,
1990; Hamm et al., 1993; Arlt et al., 1993).

This controversy might be partially related to the
mathematical treatment of kinetics (curve fitting)
and to the very complex behavior of absorbance
changes and their kinetics which are dependent upon
i) the temperature, ii) the wavelength of the probing
beam and iii) the occurrence of mono- and non-
monoexponential decay patterns.

For Cf. aurantiacus RC, the quantum yield of
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charge separation has been initially reported
to be 0.6 (Shuvalov et al., 1986a) which is
considerably lower than the 1.0 reported for Rb.
sphaeroides RC (Wraight and Clayton, 1973; Cho et
al., 1984). Since such a low yield could be indicative
of certain unusual electron transfer characteristics
and/or might simply reflect a partial loss of . This
measurement was repeated on a ns time scale, thus
making it insensitive to Q-depletion. The value
obtained was 1.0 at 280 K (Volk et al., 1991).
Furthermore, it was shown that standard Cf.
aurantiacus RC preparations contained usually 90%

if LDAO, but only 20% occupancy if Triton X-
100 was used as detergent.

Subpicosecond absorption changes associated with
the decay of P*, mirroring the earliest electron transfer
step, revealed monoexponential kinetics with a
ps at 296 K and ps at 320 K in Cf. aurantiacus
RC (Becker et al., 1991). At lower temperatures the
kinetics became markedly biphasic and could be best
fitted with two exponential functions. The time
constants for P* decay were 2 and 24 ps at 10 K and
2 and 12 ps at 240 K with amplitudes of 1:1 at both
temperatures (Martin et al., 1990; Feick et al., 1990).

With fluorescence emission studies several (3, 7,
18 ps, Müller et al., 1991) or two (2.7 and 9 ps,
Hamm et al., 1993) short lived components could be
detected. The 7–9 ps constituent agrees nicely with
the ps observed by Becker et al. (1991) and
should clearly reflect the formation of or

. The 2–3 ps kinetics was attributed to energy
transfer from the excited to P within the RC
(Müller et al., 1991). However, ps absorption
measurements with 812 nm excitation failed to
confirm this assignment (Hastings et al., 1993). This
2–3 ps energy transfer component could not be the 2
ps component observed by Martin et al. (1990)
because P was directly excited in their experiments
and uphill energy transfer can be ruled out on such a
time scale. The 18 ps fluorescence kinetics was
interpreted to originate from charge transfer from P
in closed RC which the authors contributed to
a open/closed RC sample heterogeneity. In light of
the results of Volk et al. (1991) where standard RC
preparations contain about 10% Q-depleted centers,
this type of heterogeneity cannot formally be ruled
out. Heterogeneous populations of Cf. aurantiacus
RC which could be caused by differently charged
complexes have been reported earlier (Feick et al.,
1990). Other interpretations for the origin of the
complex decay kinetics of P* are discussed in detail

by Becker et al. (1991), Müller et al. (1991), Kirmaier
and Holten (1991), Hamm et al. (1993), Arlt et al.
(1993).

B. Events After 15 ps: Electron Transfer from

Regardless of whether the reduction of BPheo
within 10 ps) occurs via a one or two step mechanism,
the subsequent forward electron transfer from
results in the formation of the state with
320 ps at 280 K (Kirmaier et al., 1986). The authors
observed a dependence of on the detection
wavelength used. The observed value of ranged
from 365 ps in the 530–545 nm region to 281 ps at
810 nm. With the knowledge of the Rb. sphaeroides
and Rp. viridis RC crystal structures, a spectroscopic
discrimination between the two functionally
nonequivalent BPheo-molecules was possible (Zinth
et al., 1983, 1985). Subsequently, with the help of a
high resolution spectrophotometer, this distinction
could also be made on a picosecond time scale
(Eberl, 1988; Aumeier, 1990; Aumeier et al., 1990).
It was found that, after a 25 ps flash, differential
absorption changes at 540 and 533 nm mirrored
forward electron transfer from or from (if it
occurs at all) to . In Rb. sphaeroides RC (the
equivalent wavelengths were 547 and 530 nm). Since
only the 547 nm showed a differential absorption
change of the 530 nm feature remained
constant over a ms time scale. Thus, it was possible to
selectively probe electron transfer along the A- and
B-pigment branch. In Cf. aurantiacus RC, however,
the changes of the 540 nm (due to the disappearance
of ) and 533 nm band with a amplitude ratio of 6:1
disappeared with different kinetics = 320 ps,

= 280–450 ps. This behavior was consistent
with the interpretation of a significant charge transfer
into the B-branch of Cf. aurantiacus RC (Eberl,
1988). Later measurements and, also, the high
quantum yield of 1.0 were no longer compatible with
this notion. Hence, unidirectionality of electron
transport, i.e. charge transfer occurs via the A-branch
only, also appeared to be a salient feature of Cf.
aurantiacus RC (Aumeier et al., 1990). However,
according to recent picosecond fluorescence
measurements under reduced conditions, a
reversible electron transfer into the B-branch, from
P* to had to be considered as one alternative to
explain the observed results (Schweitzer et al., 1992).
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C. Electron Transfer from  to       and Charge
Recombination

Very few data exist on the forward electron transfer
from to .This might in part be related due to the
fact that isolated Cf. aurantiacus RC are depleted
and, hence, require Q-reconstitution prior to
measurement. Time constants of 1.3 ms (Blankenship
et al., 1988) and 400 (Venturoli and Zannoni,
personal communication) for electron transfer from

to have been determined. The difference could
be due to the type of quinone (UQ and MQ analogues)
with which the RC have been reconstituted. An even
more pronounced quinone dependence has been
observed for charge recombination (back electron
transfer to the state ) which varied from
140 ms in the presence of MQ-6 and in the
presence of UQ-3. Further spectroscopic charac-
teristics of and have already been addressed
above. A summary of the redox potentials and time
constants of all photochemical processes occurring
in Cf. aurantiacus RC are presented in Fig. 5

V. Summary and Conclusions

The photosynthetic apparatus of the thermophilic
Cf. aurantiacus has many distinctive features which
are characteristic for green bacteria. Its RC and
photochemical processes are reminiscent of purple
nonsulfur bacteria RC. However, significant
differences exist: i) a modified pigment composition
of 3 BChl:3 BPheo molecules per RC (compared to
a 4:2 stoichiometry in purple nonsulfur bacteria RC,
ii) it is composed of only two protein subunits with
almost identical molecular masses of approximately
35,000 Da and iii) increased thermal stability of the
complex. Due to the absence of the so called H-
protein subunit, the Cf. aurantiacus RC is the smallest
functional RC isolated thus far. The two polypeptides
possess a moderate identity of 40% each to the L-
and M polypeptides of Rb. sphaeroides- and Rp.
viridis RC, respectively. A characteristic feature of
the N-terminus of the L-subunit of the Cf. aurantiacus
RC is the extended hydrophilic region at the N-
terminus. This region could be involved in stabilizing
or anchoring the chlorosome attachment to the
cytoplasmic membrane. A three-dimensional
structure is not yet available; all evidence points to a
two branch organization of cofactors similar to the
two structurally known RC. A few functionally

important amino acids are not conserved and help to
explain certain spectroscopic features such as the
presence of a BPheo instead of a BChl and slower
photochemical reactions. These characteristics and a
better resolved absorption spectrum in the near
infrared should, in theory, make the Cf. aurantiacus
RC particularly well suited for ultrafast spectroscopy
to complement the existing knowledge of primary
photochemical charge separation.
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A variety of cytochromes are present in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria including c-type, b-type and a-
type. The properties that biosynthetically distinguish these types include: the type of heme group, the nature of
the heme linkage to the apoprotein and the topological characteristics within the cell, which are in part
determined by the secretion and/or assembly pathway. For example, cytochromes a contain heme a that is
enzymatically modified with formyl and farnesylhydroxymethyl hydrophobic side chains. Although the b- and
c-type cytochromes both have heme b, the heme in c-type cytochromes is covalently bound through thioether
linkages to CysXxxYyyCysHis of the apoprotein. Enzyme(s) must be present in the cell for this ligation
reaction. Topologically, the c-type cytochromes of Gram-negative bacteria are present in the periplasmic space
(or are oriented toward it) and the apocytochromes c are synthesized with typical bacterial signal sequences for
secretion. In many cases, the b- and a-type cytochromes are membrane bound and contain numerous
transmembrane helices. The topological location of the heme in these cases may vary, thus presenting a further
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complication from a biosynthetic standpoint. This chapter discusses the cytochrome assembly pathways and
assembly factors that have been discovered in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and their relationship to those
in other organisms. Biogenesis pathways of macromolecular membrane complexes like cytochrome and the
cytochrome oxidase are complicated, with some of the assembly rules and potential assembly factors or
proteins just beginning to be elucidated. There appears to be at least seven assembly proteins required for the
biogenesis of all c-type cytochromes in the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter capsulatus.
These assembly proteins (called Hel and Ccl) are discussed with respect to their properties and putative roles
within a specific cytochrome(s) c biogenesis pathway. The recent discovery of hel- and ccl-like genes in
mitochondrial genomes underscores the idea that related biogenesis pathways may exist in eukaryotes. Their
predicted close phylogenetic relationship to the ancestral mitochondrial endosymbiont make Rhodobacter and
organisms like it ideal systems to study the biogenesis of cytochromes.

I. Introduction: Topological and Biosyn-
thetic Distinctions Among Cytochromes

Cytochromes are heme proteins that function in
electron-transfer systems of the cell. The physical
and functional properties that distinguish one
cytochrome from another include: reduction/
oxidation potential, interaction with specific
substrates (i.e., electron donors or acceptors), type of
heme group and the nature of its binding to the
apocytochrome, and the topological location of the
cytochrome within the cell. Five types of cytochromes
have been classified based on heme characteristics:
a, b, c, o and d types (Palmer and Reedijk, 1992).
Thus, a- and d-type cytochromes are distinguished
by their heme prosthetic group: hemes o and a
contain a farnesylhydroxymethyl group, heme a an
additional formyl group while cytochromes d con-
tain heme d (also known as heme Heme d
contains two hydroxyl groups on pyrrole ring III. In
contrast, both b- and c-type cytochromes contain
heme b and are distinguished from each other in that
only c-type cytochromes have this heme covalently
attached by thioether linkages to Cys XxxYyy Cys
His residues of the apocytochrome. Cytochromes c
also differ from most b-type cytochromes in their
subcellular location; they are either soluble in the
periplasm (e.g., cytochrome or periplasmically
orientated if membrane bound (e.g., cytochrome
of the complex). (For a detailed discussion of the
structure and function of various cytochromes see
Chapter 34 by Meyer and Donohue, Chapter 35 by
Gray and Daldal and Chapter 36 by Nitschke and

Abbreviations: CCHL – cytochrome c heme lyase;
Rb.–Rhodobacter; TMPD–tetramethyl p-phenylamindiamine;
S. – Saccharomyces; E. – Escherichia; B. – Bradyrhizobium;
P. – Paracoccus; N. – Neurospora

Dracheva, and of the structure and biosynthesis of
heme see Chapter 9 by Beale.)

A variety of heme proteins have been reported to
be present in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria,
including a-, b- and c-type cytochromes. In fact, it is
not uncommon to find these various types of
cytochromes present in a single complex (e.g.,
cytochrome or cytochrome cb oxidases in
phototrophic bacteria or as bd oxidases or
oxidases in other bacteria). Understanding the
assembly of these diverse macromolecular complexes
is clearly at a very early stage. Nevertheless, it is
clear that specific assembly proteins, either transiently
or permanently bound to such complexes as the
oxidases, may aid in the folding and/or insertion of
these polypeptides into the membrane and/or their
stability (see IIB below for an example).

Putative assembly factors have been reported for
the cytochrome oxidase in Rhodobacter
sphaeroides (Cao et al., 1992; see IIB). Some
extragenic (i.e., not apocytochrome structural gene)
factors have also been discovered in Rhodobacter
(Rb.) capsulatus that are specifically required for the
synthesis of c-type cytochromes. These factors will
be described here and we will evaluate their proposed
functions with respect to the assembly of non-c-type
cytochromes. Chapter 34 by Meyer and Donohue
will address the structural requirements of soluble
cytochromes c with respect to heme attachment in
Rb. sphaeroides. The majority of studies on
cytochrome c biogenesis have been conducted in Rb.
capsulatus. However, the significant homologies
observed between many of these Rb. capsulatus
components and proteins encoded by mitochondrial
and chloroplast genes underscores the idea that similar
assembly processes may occur in plants and animals.
These conservations also reveal the close ancestral
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relationship between anoxygenic non-sulfur purple
bacteria like Rb. capsulatus and mitochondria (Woese,
1987). Clearly, Rb. capsulatus and bacteria like it can
be used as model systems for the biogenesis of
cytochromes in general. A working model for
cytochromes c biogenesis in Rb. capsulatus is
presented in Fig. 1 to serve as an aid in understanding
the properties and putative functions of these
components.

II. Transport of Apocytochromes to the
Appropriate Subcellular Locations

Type Cytochromes

The structural genes encoding many c-type
cytochromes from photosynthetic and non-photo-
synthetic bacteria have been cloned and sequenced.
From these studies, it is clear that these proteins are
synthesized with amino-terminal extensions that are
not present in the purified (or crystallized) c-type
cytochrome. These extensions have the properties of
typical bacterial signal sequences: 15–30 amino acid

(aa) residues in length with a net positively charged
region of 5–8 aa long, followed by a 8–12 aa central
hydrophobic core, a predicted ‘turn’ (e.g., proline)
and a polar region of 5–7 aa that terminates in a site
for signal cleavage (von Heijne, 1985). In recent
years Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase gene
(phoA) fusions have been used as reporters of
secretion since alkaline phosphatase is active only in
the periplasm (see Manoil et al., 1990 for review).
Gene fusions between phoA (without its signal
sequence) and the N-termini of specific cytochrome
c genes have been used to verify the use of these
signal sequences in both the photosynthetic bacterium
and in the heterologous E. coli system (e.g., Varga
and Kaplan, 1989). Interestingly, the heterologous
secretion of these cytochrome c-alkaline phosphatase
fusion proteins implies that the general secretory
components used in E. coli (e.g., SecA, Y, E, D, F)
are present in anoxygenic phototrophs. This is
supported by the discovery of SecD and SecF
homologs in Rb. capsulatus (Beckman and Kranz,
1993). Certain indirect evidence (presented in Section
IIIA) strongly suggests that the apoproteins and not
the holoproteins are secreted across the cytoplasmic

Chapter 33
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membrane, probably in an unfolded state. Accord-
ingly, heme and final assembly of the holocytochrome
occurs in the periplasmic compartment or on the
outer leaflet of the cytoplasmic membrane (see III
below). This suggestion is consistent with the
hypothesis that during signal sequence-dependent
transport, a protein must be in the unfolded state for
efficient secretion.

B. Other Cytochromes

Specific modification enzymes are needed to form
heme a or heme o for these types of cytochromes
(e.g., see review by von Wachenfeldt and Hederstedt,
1992). Although these enzymes or their genes have
yet to be discovered in anoxygenic photosynthetic
bacteria, they have been characterized in other bacteria
(eg. Saiki et al., 1993; Svensson et al., 1993).
Undoubtedly, similar enzymes and genes will be
discovered in anoxygenic phototrophs.

Topological studies on cytochrome b of the
cytochrome complex in Rb. sphaeroides have
indicated that some domains are oriented toward the
periplasm and others towards the cytoplasm (Yun et
al., 1991; see Chapter 35 by Gray and Daldal). A
number of important assembly questions remain for
the complex. Does the b apoprotein naturally
insert within the membrane via specific hydrophobic
rules dictated by the cytochrome b primary amino
acid sequence? Is heme bound before, during or after
this folding pathway? Do other polypeptides within
the complex play a role in directing this assembly
pathway? If heme is oriented towards the periplasm,
how does heme get to this location? Are there
assembly factors required for this folding pathway?

Putative factors have been proposed for the
assembly of specific oxidases (Cao et al., 1992). For
example, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae COX10 and
COX11 mutations result in a block in cytochrome

oxidase assembly (Nobrega et al., 1990; Tzagoloff
et al., 1990). Proteins homologous to COX10 that are
encoded by genes adjacent to cytochrome oxidase
subunit genes have been discovered in Gram-negative
bacteria (e.g., Chepuri et al., 1990) and Gram-positive
bacteria (see von Wachenfeldt and Hederstedt, 1992).
Very recently, two Rb. sphaeroides genes that are
linked to cytochrome oxidase subunit genes have
been shown to be required for proper cytochrome
oxidase assembly and the proteins encoded by these
genes are related to the COX10 and COX11 genes
(Cao et al. 1992). These authors (Cao et al., 1992)

note that the high degree of identity between the
eukaryotic oxidase and that of Rb. sphaeroides
establish this organism as an excellent model for
function, structure and assembly of this important
oxidase.

It should be noted that b-type cytochromes can be
periplasmically located in Gram-negative bacteria.
Cytochrome b-562, which has a crystal structure
surprisingly similar to some soluble c-type cyto-
chromes (Lederer et al., 1981), is present in the
periplasm of certain E. coli strains. Although its
function is unknown, cytochrome b-562 is synthe-
sized with a typical signal sequence (Nikkila et al.,
1991). Accordingly, the question of how heme gets
to apocytochrome b-562 is particularly pertinent:
Could it involve similar mechanisms employed for
cytochrome c assembly? Some of these generic
questions concerning biogenesis of cytochromes will
be addressed in this chapter when considering the
specific assembly pathway of c-type cytochromes
(e.g., see IIIA below).

III. Components Required Specifically for
Cytochrome c Biogenesis

Rb. capsulatus is the only anoxygenic photosynthetic
bacterium for which genes involved specifically in
the synthesis of c-type cytochromes have been
characterized. Rb. capsulatus contains a b-type
ubiquinol oxidase in addition to a cytochrome c
oxidase. Previous studies (La Monica and Marrs,
1976; Hüdig and Drews, 1982) have demonstrated
that because either oxidase is sufficient for aerobic
growth, it is possible to isolate mutants specifically
deficient in c-type cytochromes. This property, along
with the amenable genetics and gene transfer systems,
make Rb. capsulatus an excellent model for studying
cytochrome c biogenesis. A Rb. capsulatus mutant
that cannot make c-type cytochromes will be unable
to grow anaerobically since the complex is
required for photosynthetic growth (Prince and
Daldal, 1987; Daldal et al., 1987) and it has been
shown that a c-type cytochrome may be involved in
dark anaerobic growth (Zsebo and Hearst, 1984;
Kranz, 1989). In fact, cytochromes c biogenesis
mutants (Davidson et al., 1987; Kranz, 1989; Biel
and Biel, 1990; Beckman et al., 1992; Beckman and
Kranz, 1993) have such a phenotype, i.e., they can
only grow aerobically. Whether it is possible to
isolate null mutants of this pathway in other
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anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria will depend on
the particular physiology of the microorganism in
that it must have a non c-type ubiquinol oxidase or
other growth mode that is independent of c-type
cytochromes.

Analyses of Rb. capsulatus mutants and genes
have defined seven genes at two loci that are required
for cytochromes c biogenesis (Kranz, 1989; Biel and
Biel, 1990; Beckman et al., 1992; Beckman and
Kranz, 1993). Physical maps of these genes are
shown in Fig. 2. The hel locus contains five genes
(helABCDX) and the second locus contains two genes
(ccl12) that are required for cytochromes c biogenesis.
In addition to the growth phenotype described above,
mutants in each of these seven genes have the
following properties:

(1) Negative for tetramethyl P phenylenediamine
(TMPD) oxidase activity.

(2) Complete deficiency of all c-type cytochromes,
as detected by (a) heme stained polypeptides

separated on sodium dodecyl sulfate gels and (b)
spectroscopically.

(3) Wild-type levels of b-type cytochromes, except
for the cytochrome b of the cytochrome
complex which is spectroscopically and anti-
genically missing. (It should be noted that mutants
lacking cytochrome have greatly reduced levels
of the cytochrome b subunit of the complex;
thus, it is predicted that cytochrome is required
for proper assembly of the complex and without
cytochrome the polypeptides are rapidly
degraded (Konishi et al., 1991; Davidson et al.,
1992; see Chapter 35by Gray and Daldal).

(4) Secrete extracellular protoporphyrin and
coprotoporphyrin. This property appears to be a
response to a deficiency in c-type cytochromes (or
electron transport catalyzed by such) and will be
discussed in Chapter 52 by Biel.

(5) All mutants have the ability to synthesize and

Chapter 33
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secrete an apocytochrome phosphatase
reporter into the periplasm (Beckman et al., 1992;
Beckman and Kranz, 1993 and unpublished). Thus,
these mutants still transcribe, translate and transport
the apocytochrome molecule, presumably
through the sec-dependent pathway. Accordingly,
it is probable that each of the proteins encoded by
these seven genes plays a role in the biogenesis
pathway at a step after the secretion of the
apocytochrome molecule to the periplasm.

Following is a discussion of each of the gene
products. They will be discussed separately with
respect to their properties and putative functions.

A. HelABC Proteins: A Putative Heme Exporter
that Fits the Paradigm of an ATP-Dependent
Transporter

Results with the Rb. capsulatus cytochrome
phosphatase reporter, as described above,

suggest that apocytochrome is transported either
independently of or concurrently with the covalent
ligation of heme. Secretion is therefore predicted to
occur prior to the assembly of periplasmic c-type
cytochromes. This is also the conclusion of studies
carried out with cytochromes c in Paracoccus
denitrificans; mutants in P. denitrificans that do not
form the final holocytochromes c are still able to
synthesize and secrete the apocytochrome to the
periplasm (Page and Ferguson, 1989, 1990).
Moreover, three separate proteins (i.e., Ccl1, Ccl2,
HelX) in Rb. capsulatus have been shown to be
required for cytochromes c biogenesis and present in
the periplasm (see below; Beckman et al., 1992;
Beckman and Kranz, 1993), a result that is consistent
with the post-secretion assembly hypothesis. It is
therefore necessary to understand how heme and
other assembly factors are transported to the
periplasmic compartment.

One class of Rb. capsulatus mutations and genes
involved in cytochromes c biogenesis were mapped
to a single locus called hel (for heme for ligation).
Genetic analyses determined that 5 genes at this
locus (called helABCDX) are required for cyto-
chromes c biogenesis (Kranz, 1989; Beckman et al.,
1992; Beckman and Kranz, 1993). Each hel gene on
the chromosome was inactivated and complemented

with a DNA fragment containing only that hel gene.
Also present at this locus are genes which are highly
homologous to the E. coli secD and secF genes
(Gardel et al., 1990); a gene called orf124 that encodes
an open reading frame (ORF) of unknown function
that is not required for cytochromes c biogenesis;
and the hpt gene, which is homologous to the human
HPRT gene (Beckman and Kranz, 1991a), is also not
required for cytochromes c biogenesis. Considering
transcription at this locus, since the stop of secF
overlaps the predicted orf124 translational start site,
it is thought that these may comprise a single
transcription unit (or a superoperon with multiple
promoters). Because it was not possible to inactivate
the chromosomal secD or secF by insertional
mutagenesis with growth on minimal media it is
assumed that, as in E. coli, these genes are required
for optimal protein secretion in Rb. capsulatus. A
mini-Mu insertion in the chromosomal orf124 was
obtained, ruling out that orf124 is required for
secretion. Additionally, this insert showed polarity
on helA, resulting in a cytochromes c biogenesis
defect. This polarity was confirmed by comple-
mentation of this insertion strain using a plasmid
with only helA and a vector promoter. Similar
complementation studies in helB, helC, helD and
helX indicate that multiple promoters exist,
representing a potential secD - secF - orf124 - helA -
helB - helC - helD - helX superoperon. It will be
interesting to determine if the products of all these
genes also interact in a direct fashion to facilitate
cytochromes c biogenesis (see model in Fig. 1). It
should be noted that although the exact functions of
SecD and SecF in the E. coli secretory pathway are
unknown, SecD and SecF are membrane-bound
proteins which are oriented towards the periplasm
(Gardel et al., 1990). A role at a later stage in the
secretory pathway is envisioned.

2. The Hel ABCD Proteins

The helA gene encodes a product that is a member of
a larger class of proteins recently termed ABC
transporters (for ATP-binding cassette) or traffic
ATPases. Recent reviews on ABC transporters in
general, including bacterial and eukaryotic systems,
have been published (e.g., Ames, 1992; Higgins,
1992; Reizer et al., 1992) Additionally, a compre-
hensive review of putative exporters of the ABC
protein family, including the hel system, has been
published (Fath and Kolter, 1993). Substrates for

1. The hel Locus in Rb. capsultants
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such exporters include peptides, proteins, polysac-
charides and certain antibiotics and anti-tumor agents.
An ABC transporter is typically composed of a
hydrophilic polypeptide containing a consensus ATP-
binding site (i.e., Walker motif; Walker et al., 1982).
Additional C-terminal amino acid residues are
conserved. In the bacterial systems, the ATP-subunit
of the ABC transporter is thought to function either
as a homodimer or as a heterodimer of two ATP-
binding gene products (see Fig. 1). Members of the
ABC transporter family include HisP (for histidine
import in E. coli), MalK (for maltose import), and
HlyA (for hemolysin export in E. coli) (see reviews
for extended references). Associated with this ATP-
binding component of the ABC transporter is one
(e.g., hemolysin transporter) or multiple (e.g.,
histidine transporter) polypeptides containing
transmembrane domains. Both HelB and HelC are
predicted to have 6 transmembrane helices and they
are predicted to associate with a HelA homodimer
(see Fig. 1). Accordingly, HelB and HelC are predicted
to confer the substrate specificity to this transport
system. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the
HelA polypeptide is unstable and degraded in Rb.
capsulatus helB and helC mutants, results that support
the hypothesis that HelABC forms a complex
(Goldman and Kranz, unpublished). In contrast, the
eukaryotic ABC transporters appear to be composed
of a single large polypeptide chain with at least 12
transmembrane helices, 6 each adjoining 2 individual
ATP-binding sections. Examples of the eukaryotic
ABC transporters include the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator protein
(chloride transport) and the multidrug-resistance
protein (also known as MDR or P-glycoprotein). A
notable exception to the eukaryotic ‘single poly-
peptide rule’ may be the HelB- and HelC-like proteins
observed in mitochondria (see below).

The helD gene encodes a 52 aa protein with one
potential transmembrane domain in the N-terminus
and a highly basic C-terminus. Although this gene
has been shown to be essential for cytochrome c
biogenesis, it is unknown whether it has a role within
the ABC transporter model since it does not fit
within the current paradigm of ABC transporters.
Recent studies indicate that HelD may anchor HelX
to the cytoplasmic membrane within the periplasmic
space (Beckman and Kranz, unpublished).

The discovery of a specific ABC transporter
required for cytochromes c biogenesis initially led to
a number of theories on its exact function. Substrates

for the Hel transporter included three likely
candidates: (1) apocytochromes c, (2) heme, or (3)
other assembly component(s). An additional
possibility was that the hel genes encoded an iron
importer or exporter. This possibility was rejected as
unlikely for a number of reasons. These include the
specific nature of the defects, the fact that alternative
iron sources do not correct the hel defects, the hel
mutants are as sensitive as wild-type to the iron
chelator dipyridyl, and because the Hel components
appear to be well conserved among bacterial and
eukaryotic organisms that synthesize c-type
cytochromes. Iron import systems, on the other hand,
are diverse with multiple mechanisms usually
operating and available (e.g., Angerer et al., 1992).

That apocytochromes c is a substrate of the Hel
transporter was ruled out by the previously described
apocytochromes c - alkaline phosphatase gene fusion
studies. Possibility (3) seems unlikely since the
currently known periplasmic assembly components
(Ccl1, Ccl2 and HelX) all have signal sequences and
are presumably exported through a sec-dependent
pathway. Likewise, Ccl1-, Ccl2- and HelX-PhoA
fusion proteins are transported to the periplasm in an
hel-independent manner. Accordingly, the most
likely substrate for the hel-encoded transporter is
heme. This hypothesis is consistent with the
suggestion that assembly takes place within the
periplasm. Furthermore, the transport function is
corroborated by the discovery of Hel-like components
in mitochondria, the site of heme biosynthesis in
eukaryotes (see below). Biochemical analysis of heme
transport will be required to confirm this hypothesis.

B. Periplasmic Proteins

1. Ccl1

A Rb. capsulatus mutant in ccl was first isolated by
Biel and Biel (1990). This mutant, called AJB530,
was shown to possess the cytochrome defects
previously described for hel mutants, yet the DNA
fragment that complemented AJB530 was different
than the hel DNA fragment. Subsequently, Beckman
et al., (1992), showed that two genes at this locus
were required for cytochrome c biogenesis, called
ccl1 and ccl 2 (for cytochrome c ligation). Sequence
and genetic analysis of this locus indicated that ccl1
and ccl2 are located between two other genes not
involved in cytochromes c biogenesis: argD encodes
a protein related to E. coli acetylornithine
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aminotransferase and fadB1 (Beckman and Kranz,
1991b), encodes a protein related to the mitochondrial
enoyl CoA hydratase, an enzyme involved in fatty
acid degradation. The Rb. capsulatus ccl1 gene is
predicted to encode a 653 aa protein that has a typical
bacterial signal sequence. This observation and the
high alkaline phosphatase activity exhibited by a
ccl1- phoA fusion in Rb. capsulatus suggest that
Ccl1 is oriented toward the periplasm. However, the
Ccl1 protein is also predicted to have as many as 12
potential transmembrane helices, indicating that Ccl1
may be integrally associated with the cytoplasmic
membrane. While the defects in Rb. capsulatus Ccl1
strains clearly indicate a role in the post-secretory
assembly of cytochromes c, the exact function can
only be speculated. The Ccl1 protein is not
homologous to known eukaryotic cytochromes c
heme lyases (CCHL), the enzyme that ligates heme
to apocytochromes c in yeast (see below). Moreover,
the discovery of mitochondrial ORFs homologous to
Ccl1 leads to the premise that the Ccl1 class of
proteins have a conserved function that remains to be
defined. Possibly, the Ccl1 protein acts as a specific
chaperone or scaffold used to concentrate the
substrates (i.e., heme and apocytochromes c).
Curiously, the Cel1 protein shows limited but
significant homology to the HelC protein (in a region
called the WWD domain because of the highly
conserved tryptophan character of this domain across
kingdoms; see Fig. 3). It is conceivable that this
WWD domain represents a specific heme and/or
apocytochrome c binding site for the respective
functions of HelC and Ccl1. In fact, a similar
tryptophan-rich motif (including WFWD) is
conserved in the hemopexin protein from rabbit, rat
and human (eg. Morgan et al., 1993). Hemopexin is
present in the plasma and carries heme to the liver.
Recently, it has been shown using pho fusion analysis
that the WWD domain of Cc11 is exposed to the
periplasmic space (Beckman and Kranz, unpub-
lished).

2. Ccl2

The ccl2 gene is located downstream of ccl1 in a
potential ccl12 operon. ccl2 is predicted to encode a
149 aa polypeptide with a typical bacterial signal
sequence and, with the exception of the hydrophobic
domain of its signal sequence and aa residues 105 to
122, is predicted to be hydrophilic in character.
Recently, the amino two thirds of Cc12 (up to residue

105) has been overproduced and purified from the
periplasmic fraction in E. coli; the signal sequence of
this protein has been cleaved off, proving the
presence and function of this signal (Monika and
Kranz, unpublished). Ccl2 contains a sequence motif
within its N-terminus (RCPVCQGEN) that is similar
to a motif found in the S. cerevisiae CCHL
(CPVMQGDN) (Dumont et al., 1987). However,
there is no overall similarity between Ccl2 and CCHL.
Additionally, the sequence motifs RCVDH and
RCPVL have been identified, respectively, as heme-
binding motifs in the HAP 1 regulatory protein from
S. cerevisiae (Creusot et al., 1988; Pfeifer et al.,
1989) and erythroid aminolevulinate synthase
(Lathrop and Timko, 1993). Ccl 2 may play a role in
the heme ligation process itself, although definitive
proof awaits biochemical analyses of this aspect of
the assembly pathway.

3. HelX, a Thioredoxin-Like Protein

Using deletion mutagenesis, the Rb. capsulatus helX
gene, downstream of helD, was shown to be
specifically required for cytochromes c biogenesis
(Beckman and Kranz 1993). The helX gene is
predicted to encode a hydrophilic protein of 176 aa
residues with a typical N-terminal signal sequence.
Using helX-phoA as a secretion reporter, it was
shown that HelX is a periplasmic protein. HelX
shares significant overall homology to E. coli
thioredoxin (49% similarity and 23% identity) as
well as to other thioredoxins (Beckman and Kranz,
1993). Thioredoxins are enzymes involved in reducing
protein disulfide bonds and they are characterized by
their active site cysteines (WCXPC) that are involved
in the redox reactions. The Rb. capsulatus HelX
protein has this conserved active site. Site-directed
mutagenesis of each cysteine residue of HelX, when
replaced with a serine residue, results in an inactive
protein, unable to complement the helX deletion
strain (Monika and Kranz, unpublished). This result
is taken as evidence that HelX is involved in a red-ox
reaction at its active site. It is noteworthy that another
class of periplasmic oxido-reductases has recently
been characterized. Represented by its first member,
the E. coli DsbA (Bardwell et al., 1991; Kamitani et
al., 1992) protein has been shown to be required for
oxidizing cysteine residues of specific secreted
proteins (presumably for the latter’s proper folding
pathway)(Bardwell et al., 1991). The DsbA-class of
periplasmic oxido-reductases do not have significant
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overall similarity to thioredoxins but do contain the
active site cysteine residues. HelX is not homologous
to DsbA overall. Moreover, HelX cannot be DsbA
since high levels of alkaline phosphatase activities
were observed in vivo in a mutant (Beckman
and Kranz, 1993). In contrast, an E. coli DsbA
mutant strain shows significantly reduced levels of
alkaline phosphatase activity because its cysteine
residues are not oxidized, consequently altering the
folding pathway of this enzyme (Bardwell et al.,
1991). Thus, the HelX protein is proposed to be
involved not in the oxidation of cysteine, but in
maintenance of reduced cysteine residues. Alter-
natively, HelX may be required for the maintenance
of heme in the reduced state. Each hypothesis is
consistent with the view that both heme (Nicholson
and Neupert, 1989) and apocytochrome cysteine
residues (Enosawa and Ohashi, 1987) must be in the
reduced state prior to ligation. Many questions remain,
including the ultimate need or supply of reducing
equivalents for such reactions to occur within the
periplasmic compartment. Obviously, some reactions
within this compartment are reducing and some are
oxidizing; specific rather than general redox
mediating enzymes are therefore likely.

C. Other Proteins

It is important to remember that it remains to be
determined whether there exists only one generic
CCHL (or one for each c-type cytochrome in the
cell). The phenotype of mutants in all seven Rb.
capsulatus genes described above (helABCDX and
ccl 12) are clear—they are totally deficient in all c-
type cytochromes. Thus, if Ccl2 represents a CCHL,
then it is probably a CCHL for all c-type cytochromes.
Nevertheless, it is possible that a CCHL exists for
each (or for soluble versus membrane-bound) c-type
cytochrome. In this respect, it is interesting to note
that a recently described mutant from Bradyrhizobium
japonicum is deficient in soluble cytochrome c but
not membrane-bound c-type cytochromes (Ritz et al.
1993). The gene complementing this mutant, cycH,
encodes a periplasmically oriented protein that is
not homologous to Hel, Ccl, or eukaryotic CCHL
proteins. The function of CycH awaits further
investigation. Some results seem to imply that
bacterial lyase systems are not highly specific. A
number of reports have been made that indicate
synthesis and heme attachment of certain c-type
cytochromes can occur in heterologous E. coli

expression systems (e.g., Sanbongi et al., 1991; von
Wachenfeldt and Hederstedt, 1990).

IV. Synthesis of c-Type Cytochromes in Other
Bacteria and in Eukaryotes: Analogous
Components

A. Other Gram-Negative Bacteria

Genes that are homologous to the Rb. capsulatus
helABCDX have been reported in the nonphoto-
synthetic bacterium B. japonicum (Ramseier et al.,
1991). B. japonicum mutants in cycV (helA-like)
cycW (helB-like) and cycX (helD-like) were isolated
using Tn5. These mutations resulted in strains that
are specifically deficient in c-type cytochromes.
Surprisingly, inactivation of orf263, which is located
between cycW and cycX and homologous to helC,
resulted in the wild-type B. japonicum phenotype.
Why this gene is not required is unknown. Another
gene product in B. japonicum called Orf132 is related
to the Rb. capsulatus HelX. However, in contrast to
helX, a deletion or insertion in orf132 could not be
constructed and the orf132 gene product is neither
reported to have a signal sequence, nor does its N-
terminus show resemblance to HelX. However, recent
results indicate that a cosmid containing the B.
japonicum orf132 (provided by Dr. Mark O’Brian,
University of New York, Buffalo) complements the
Rb. capsulatus helX deletion strain to photosynthetic
growth (Beckman and Kranz, unpublished). Accord-
ingly, similar functions are envisioned for B.
japonicum Orf132 and HelX.

Very recently, mutants deficient in cytochrome c
biogenesis in Methylobacterium extorquens AM1
have been reported (Oozeer et al., 1993). DNA
fragments complementing these mutants mapped to
two locations and the authors speculate that these
may be ccl- and hel-like genes.

Clearly, biogenesis components similar to those
of Rb. capsulatus are present in non-photosynthetic
Gram-negative bacteria.

B. Gram-Positive Bacteria

Because of the different structural limitations placed
on the cell envelope compartments within Gram-
positive bacteria, c-type cytochromes are of necessity
bound to the cytoplasmic membrane. Some of the
genes encoding c-type cytochromes in Bacillus have
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been characterized and discussed in a recent review
(von Wachenfeldt and Hederstedt, 1992). Briefly,
these cytochromes are proposed to be synthesized
with a typical prokaryotic signal sequence. Some of
these signals are apparently not cleaved but serve to
anchor the cytochrome to the membrane. With regards
to biogenesis, little is known about the involvement
of extragenic factors or the location and timing of
assembly. Whether the biogenesis components
described for Rb. capsulatus (and for B. japonicum
or eukaryotic organelles—see below) are also present
in Bacillus and other Gram-positive bacteria remains
to be determined.

C. Eukaryotes

1. Mitochondria

The site of eukaryotic ATP synthesis is the
mitochondrion. Mitochondrial electron transport
pathways are similar to that of some anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria. These aerobic electron
transfer chains include a membrane-bound cyto-
chrome complex and soluble cytochrome c that
are structurally and functionally analogous to the
bacterial types (see Chapters 35 by Gray and Daldal
and 34 by Meyer and Donohue). Topologically, these
cytochromes are also similar to those in procaryotes.
Cytochrome is membrane-bound and oriented
toward the intermembrane space while cytochrome c
is in the mitochondrial intermembrane space. The
intermembrane space, located between the mitochon-
drial inner membrane and outer membrane, is
topologically equivalent to the periplasmic space of
a Gram-negative bacterium. Transport of the
apocytochrome c and of S. cerevisiae and
Neurospora crassa has been the subject of many
exceptional experiments during the last 20 years.
These transport pathways have been reviewed
(Gonzales and Neupert, 1990). Briefly, both
apocytochrome c and are synthesized in the
cytoplasm and posttranslationally transported to the
intermembrane space. Apocytochrome c is synthe-
sized without a signal sequence and is brought directly
into the intermembrane space by a reaction that is
proposed to depend on the ligation of heme to the
apocytochrome c within the intermembrane space
(see below). The apocytochrome is synthesized
with a bipartite signal sequence which is initially
used to enter the mitochondrial matrix where cleavage
of the first part of the bipartite signal occurs. The

remaining signal directs the apocytochrome back
across the inner membrane. Heme ligation to
apocytochrome although it may occur prior to
cleavage of the second presequence, is not obligatory
for this translocation process.

S. cerevisiae and N. crassa mutants in CCHL and
cytochrome heme lyase have been
characterized and the genes encoding these two lyases
have been cloned and sequenced (Dumont et al.,
1987; Drygas et al., 1989; Zollner et al., 1992).
Accordingly, it is well documented that two separate
heme lyases, both of which are present in the
intermembrane space, are required for formation of
holocytochrome c and (Nargang et al., 1988;
Dumont et al., 1988). Recently, transport of CCHL
to the intermembrane space has been characterized
(Lill et al., 1992). It is thought that a signal present in
the mature CCHL is sufficient for translocation across
the outer membrane directly to the intermembrane
space.

Certain questions concerning the heme ligation
reaction in mitochondria have been answered. In
contrast to bacterial systems in which in vitro heme
lyase activity has not been reported, this activity has
been detected in vitro in the two eukaryotic systems
described above. Although the CCHL is significantly
homologous to the HL and both appear to be
membrane bound intermembrane proteins (Zollner
et al., 1992; Lill et al., 1992; Dumont et al., 1991;
Nicholson et al., 1989), cannot use
apocytochrome c as a substrate (Stuart et al., 1990).
Interestingly, both CCHL- and catalyzed
ligation reactions require that heme is in the reduced
state (Nicholson and Neupert, 1989; Nicholson et
al., 1989). This reduction was accomplished by the
addition of NADH and FMN in the in vitro assays
(Nicholson and Neupert, 1989). However, sodium
dithionite can replace these reductants (Nicholson
and Neupert, 1989) and it is likely that the cysteine
residues of apocytochromes c need to be reduced for
the ligation reaction to proceed (Enosawa and Ohashi,
1987). The mechanism(s) by which heme and
apocytochromes are reduced in vivo in the mito-
chondria is unknown.

Furthermore, the involvement of components
besides CCHL and in eukaryote cyto-
chromes c biogenesis remains an open question. The
last step of heme biosynthesis occurs in the
mitochondrial matrix. How does heme get to the
mitochondrial intermembrane space? Recently,
searches of the protein and DNA databases with the
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Rb. capsulatus Hel and Ccl proteins have resulted in
some striking comparisons. A number of mito-
chondrial genomes have recently been sequenced;
these genomes show ORFs that have remarkable
similarities to the Rb. capsulatus HelB, HelC and
Ccl1 proteins. In fact, the helB-,helC-, and ccl1-like
genes are adjacent to each other in the liverwort
mitochondrial genome (Oda et al., 1992). Examples
of these comparisons and references are shown in
Fig. 3. The HelC and Ccl1 comparisons to the
eukaryotic proteins are particularly identical in a
domain, called the ‘WWD’ domain. These mito-
chondrial analogies raise obvious questions con-
cerning function. Could the Hel ABC transport system
be required for cytochromes c biogenesis (and
possibly heme transport) in eukaryotes? Could the
Ccl1 protein be required for cytochrome c biogenesis
in eukaryotes? Two very recent reports note the
striking similarity between an Oenothera (primrose)
mitochondrial Orf577 (Schuster et al. 1993) or a
wheat mitochondrial Orf589 (Gonzales et al., 1993)
and the Rb. capsulatus Ccl1. Both groups show that
mRNA editing occurs within these Orfs, especially
within the WWD domain, to yield even more
homology. Based on these results, the authors
conclude that these Orfs may also be involved in
cytochromes c biogenesis in plant mitochondria.

2. Chloroplasts

Chloroplasts possess a c-type cytochrome called
cytochrome f which is a membrane component of the
cytochrome complex, and it is the chloroplast
equivalent of the mitochondrial cytochrome (for
recent reviews on cytochrome f see Gray, 1992; for
cytochrome bf see Hope, 1993 and Anderson, 1992).
Proteins encoded by chloroplast genomes from a
number of plant species have previously been shown
to be homologous to Rb. capsulatus Ccl1 (see Fig. 3
for example). Moreover, certain mutations which
map to the chloroplast genome of Chlamydomonas
yield cells that are pleiotrophically deficient in
chloroplast c-type cytochromes (Howe and Merchant,
1992). Could these mutations be located in the Ccl1 -
like ORFs encoded in the chloroplast?

V. Future Directions

Much work is required on the folding and assembly
pathways of the membrane-bound cytochrome

complexes. What accessory factors are required and
what are their functions within the biogenesis pathway
for macromolecular cytochrome complexes? When
and how is heme incorporated into the complexes?
Questions concerning cytochrome c biogenesis
include what are the exact functions of Ccl and Hel
proteins? Are other accessory factors required (e.g.,
individual heme lyases)? Clearly, multifaceted
approaches that include genetics, molecular genetics
and biochemistry will be required to answer these
and other important questions. The discovery of
eukaryotic counterparts to the Rhodobacter com-
ponents underscore the significance of these factors
and the use of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria as
models for these biogenesis pathways.
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Summary

Electron transfer between the photosynthetic reaction center and the cytochrome complexes is often
mediated by a high redox potential soluble cytochrome. In purple non-sulfur bacteria, this electron donor is
usually cytochrome while cyanobacteria and green algae can use the distantly related cytochrome

protein. Genetic and biochemical support for the role of these soluble mediators has been obtained in purple
bacteria Rhodobacter sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus, and in several cyanobacteria and green algae. However,
recent experiments indicate that photosynthetic organisms often contain redundant electron donors to light-
oxidized reaction center complexes. For example, soluble or membrane-bound cytochromes can substitute for
the normal electron donor, Cyt in purple non-sulfur bacteria. In addition, the soluble copper protein,
plastocyanin, is interchangeable with cytochrome in cyanobacteria and green algae even though it is
apparently the sole electron donor in green plants.

In contrast, the soluble electron donor is either unknown or presumed to be different in photosynthetic
bacteria that lack soluble high potential proteins in the Cyt family. Spectroscopic analysis indicates this donor
could be the high redox potential ferredoxin, HiPIP, in Rhodocyclus sp. and members of the Chromatiaceae and
Ectothiorhodospiraceae families. In addition, cytochromes other than Cyt may reduce reaction center
complexes in some photosynthetic bacteria. For example, Cyt c-551 may be the donor in Ectothiorhodospira sp.,
while related cytochromes could function in Rc. purpureus and green bacteria. Finally, the membrane bound
copper protein, auracyanin, from the green bacterium Chloroflexus aurantiacus could also be responsible for
reaction center reduction. In these latter species, the combination of biochemical and genetic analyses have not
been used to identify the actual electron donor(s) to reaction center complexes.

I. Introduction

In the broadest sense, photosynthesis may be defined
as the conversion of light into chemical energy. In
photosynthetic (PS) prokaryotes, this conversion is
accomplished by coupling light-driven oxidation of
specific chlorophylls or bacteriochlorophylls in a
reaction center (RC) complex to subsequent electron
transfer through membrane-bound redox com-
ponents. The resulting formation of a proton gradient
by PS membrane redox complexes is used to drive
ATP synthesis. In its simplest form, there are two
essential membrane-bound components of PS
electron transport pathways, the RC and the
cytochrome complexes. Function of

these two integral membrane complexes is linked via
membrane-diffusible quinones and soluble electron
carrier proteins. This chapter discusses the soluble
redox proteins which are capable of mediating
electron transfer from the Cyt complex to a light-
oxidized RC complex.

A. Why Do Photosynthetic Cells Use Soluble
Electron Carriers?

As described elsewhere in this volume, light-induced
electron transfer in the bacterial RC results in the
rapid oxidation of a special pair of pigment molecules
at the outer or periplasmic side of the PS membrane
and the reduction of a quinone on the inner or
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cytoplasmic side of this membrane. This so-called
special pair of pigment molecules can be either
bacteriochlorophyll or chlorophyll in different PS
prokaryotes. The role of soluble redox proteins in PS
electron flow is to reduce the photo-oxidized special
pair (Fig. 1) to a ground state. In order for photo-
synthesis to generate net biological energy, special
pair reduction must occur before the return of an
electron from the RC quinone (the so-called ‘back
reaction’). Since full quinone reduction requires the
addition of two electrons, it is generally considered
essential that the singly-reduced semiquinone remain
bound to the RC until it is fully reduced to quinol by
a second electron. Either semiquinone or quinol
would be capable of directly reducing the special
pair via this back reaction if soluble electron donors
were not capable of efficient RC reduction. Once
quinone is fully reduced to quinol, it diffuses from
the RC through the membrane, where it is oxidized
by the Cyt complex, which in turn reduces the
soluble redox protein that ultimately donates its
electron to the special pair. Presumably, the inability
to position the respective redox centers of the RC and
Cyt complexes in close enough proximity make
direct electron transfer between the these two
supramolecular aggregates too slow to compete with
the non-productive return of an electron from a
reduced quinone species to the oxidized special pair.

The current understanding of bacterial photo-
synthesis indicates that the RC electron donor must
have several characteristics. First, the RC electron
donor must be on the proper side of the membrane to
reduce the special pair and accept electrons from Cyt

of the Cyt complex. In bacterial systems, these
donors are found either in the periplasm of Gram-
negative bacteria or associated with the outer surface
of the cytoplasmic membrane of Gram-positive
species. Thus, their genes commonly contain signal
sequences to presumably help direct the respective
precursor proteins to their proper cellular location
(Daldal et al., 1986; Donohue et al., 1986; Brandner
and Donohue, 1994; see Chapter 33 by Kranz and
Beckman). In addition, these donors should have
midpoint potentials between Cyt and the special
pair. Cyt has a midpoint potential of 265–318 mV
in purple bacteria (Gabellini et al., 1982; Guner et

al., 1991; Gray et al., 1992; Hacker et al., 1993),
while the midpoint potential of the RC special pair is
~500 mV (Case and Parson, 1973; Gao et al., 1990;
Murchison et al., 1993). Thus, the theoretical range
of midpoint potentials for soluble electron donors is
~300–500 mV for cells in which these soluble proteins
are directly responsible for special pair reduction. In
cells that have a membrane-bound tetraheme
cytochrome c in the RC (see below), the soluble
donors should have midpoint potentials (~300–350
mV) which approximate that of the cytochrome c
heme, which is the immediate electron acceptor.
Significant deviations from these midpoint potentials
for the soluble electron donor are likely to be reflected
in the corresponding values for the Cyt complex
and the RC. In addition, these diffusible proteins
often contain a so-called interaction domain to
reversibly dock with their membrane-bound electron
donor (Cyt complex) or acceptor (RC complex).
For membrane bound electron donors, there
presumably must be a membrane anchor, a ‘soluble’
or extra-membrane portion, and a flexible arm which
permits the interaction domain to flip back and forth
from one complex to the other. Finally, to sustain the
rate of electron transport necessary to generate a
sufficient proton gradient for supporting PS growth,
the cellular abundance of these electron donors should
approximate that of the RC.

This chapter summarizes what is currently known
about proteins which can mediate electron transfer
between the Cyt complex and the RC special pair.
Historically, the ability to monitor light-dependent
electron transport reactions in either whole cells,
isolated membranes or with purified components
provided investigators with a relatively simple way
to identify and characterize proteins capable of
catalyzing RC reduction. The first part of this chapter
summarizes what is known about soluble proteins
that are capable of performing this reaction. Next,
the mechanisms by which these soluble proteins
might interact with their membrane-bound redox
partners is discussed. Finally, we summarize how
recent molecular genetic of several PS bacterial
species has provided the means to test whether those
proteins which can participate in RC reduction in
vitro do, in fact, perform this function in vivo. This

Abbreviations: AdhI – Zn-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase; Cf. – Chloroflexus; ChrR – Cohemin-resistance regulatory protein;
Cyt –  cytochrome           Cyt – ubiquinol  Cyt      -oxidoreductase;  Cyt –  cytochrome Cyt –  cytochrome Ec. –
Ectothiorhodospira; HiPIP – high potential ferredoxin; isocyt – isocytochrome NAD – nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; PC –
plastocyanin; PrrA – photosynthesis regulatory protein; PS II – Photosystem II; PS – photosynthetic; PS I – Photosystem I; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rc. – Rhodocyclus; Rh. – Rhodophila; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum
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interdisciplinary approach has shown that cells often
contain more than one protein capable of participating
in light-driven electron transport in vivo. Therefore,
this chapter seeks to summarize how genetic and
biochemical analysis of PS bacteria has provided
new and important insights into the numbers and
types of soluble proteins that can reduce RC
complexes.

B. The Two Major Classes of Reaction Center
Complexes Found in Photosynthetic Cells

To understand how and why PS cells use a variety of
soluble proteins to reduce RC complexes, one must
remember there are two very different kinds of PS
RC complexes (Golbeck, 1993; Chapter 30 by Feiler
and Hauska). Thus, the interaction of an electron
donor with the RC can vary significantly depending
on the type of membrane-bound complexes present.

1. Purple Bacterial Reaction Center Complexes
Are Similar to Photosystem II

The purple bacterial RC is the best understood
complex from both structural and functional
standpoints (Fig. 1, Panel A). At a minimum, it
contains similar 30 kDa core membrane-spanning
polypeptides (the L and M subunits) which bind the
bacteriochlorophyll special pair and the electron
acceptor quinones (Deisenhofer et al., 1985). The
overall architecture of the core subunits of
cyanobacterial and plant PS II complexes appears
similar to that of the purple bacterial RC (Michel and
Deisenhofer, 1988; Komiya et al., 1988). However,
PS II complexes do not interact with soluble
cytochromes because they utilize light energy to
oxidize water with concomitant quinone reduction.
Rather the membrane-bound subunits for water
oxidation generate both electrons for PS II reduction
and hydrogen ions to contribute to the proton gradient.

There appears to be considerable similarity in the
core structure of the RC complex among different
bacterial species. For example, the three-dimensional
structures of RC complexes from Rhodopseudomonas
(Rp.) viridis (Deisenhofer et al., 1985) and
Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides (Allen et al., 1987;
Chang et al., 1991) show that the sequence and
organization of these core subunits are similar even
though the Rp. viridis RC contains an additional 45
kDa membrane-bound tetraheme cytochrome c
subunit. In addition to Rb. sphaeroides, there are

only a few other species which lack a membrane-
bound tetraheme cytochrome c subunit in the RC;
the best characterized are those found in Rb.
capsulatus, Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum and Rp.
palustris (Rickle and Cusanovich, 1979; Matsuura
and Shimada, 1986; Hall et al., 1987; Jones et al.,
1990; Bartsch, 1991).

2. Bacterial Reaction Center Complexes That
Are Similar to Photosystem I

The cyanobacterial PS I has a pair of non-identical
membrane spanning 82 kDa core polypeptides that
bind the special pair chlorophylls and a 4-Fe-S cluster
that serves as the immediate electron acceptor (Krauss
et al., 1993). The green bacterial RC (Fig. 1, Panel B)
appears homologous to cyanobacterial and plant PS
I complexes except that the green bacterial core
subunits are identical to one another (Büttner et al.,
1992). Instead of catalyzing light-dependent quinone
reduction, this type of RC transfers electrons from
the 4-Fe-S cluster to a bound low potential 8-Fe-S
ferredoxin subunit (the protein). Ultimately,
pyridine nucleotide is reduced via soluble 2-Fe-S or
8-Fe-S ferredoxins and a flavoprotein (FNR). In this
case, the generation of a proton gradient may involve
additional membrane-bound components such as
NADH dehydrogenase (Mi et al., 1992) as well as the
Cyt       or Cyt complexes.

3. Why Might Bacterial Reaction Center
Complexes Contain a Membrane-Bound
Tetraheme Cytochrome c?

In species that contain a membrane-bound cyto-
chrome c subunit, this cytochrome serves the same
function as the soluble electron donors in species
that contain only core RC subunits; namely to be the
immediate electron donor to the special pair. From
current analysis, purple bacterial RC complexes that
contain membrane-bound cytochrome c subunits
appear more common than those where the soluble
electron donor interacts directly with the core subunits
(Bartsch, 1991). This could suggest that the
membrane-bound cytochrome c is generally more
efficient in reducing the special pair than the soluble
proteins present in these species.

Based on the available examples, it seems generally
true that the membrane-bound tetraheme cytochrome
c is missing in species that contain Cyt This might
suggest that members of the Cyt protein family are
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at least as effective in reducing the RC as the
membrane-bound tetraheme cytochrome c subunit.
However, there are some exceptions to this
generalization. The most well-studied is Rp. viridis,
which contains both a RC tetraheme cytochrome c
subunit and soluble Cyt     .Additional exceptions
include Roseobacter denitrificans, whose Cyt is
closely related to that of Rb. capsulatus (Okamura et
al., 1987), which has a tetraheme RC cytochrome c
(Liebetanz et al., 1991). On the other hand,
Rhodomicrobium vannielli, which contains a Cyt
closely related to that of Rp. viridis (Ambler et al.,
1979a), appears to lack a membrane-bound cyto-
chrome c in its RC (Bartsch, 1991). Furthermore,
the Rp. palustris type strain appears to lack the
tetraheme RC cytochrome c, but Rs. centenum
(which has a closely-related Cyt ) appears to have
this additional subunit (Bartsch, 1991). From this
developing analysis, we might also conclude that
species that rely on mediators that are not related to
Cyt (i.e., auracyanin, HiPIP, or other c-type
cytochromes; see below) contain a membrane-bound
cytochrome c because these electron donors are not
very efficient. Thus, these species may be more
primitive in PS electron transport than those which
utilize Cyt for direct and rapid reduction of the RC
special pair.

II. What Proteins Participate in Light-
Dependent Reaction Center Reduction?

The central problem common to all RC complexes is
the necessity to rapidly reduce the photo-oxidized
special pair to prevent non-productive back electron
transfer from either reduced quinone or the 4-Fe-S
cluster. In most cases, productive reduction of the
special pair is accomplished by a soluble cytochrome.
However, as described below, this function may be
assumed by a variety of proteins in different PS
bacteria.

The electron donor to RC complexes has often
been inferred by spectroscopic examination of
characteristic light-dependent absorbance changes
after excitation of either whole cells, membranes or
isolated components. It should be noted that
cytochromes are easy to characterize in this manner,
but iron-sulfur proteins and copper proteins have
broad absorption peaks of low absorbency, which
make their oxidation difficult to monitor in vivo.
Therefore, in some species potential electron donors

have been identified solely from analyzing their redox
properties and cellular abundance. Although each
system has its limitations, the following sections
describe what proteins are believed to function as
electron donors to light-dependent RC complexes in
different classes of PS bacteria.

A. Electron Donors From Purple Bacteria

1. Rhodospirillaceae—Species Which Use
Members of the Cyt c2 Family

In most of these bacteria, the soluble electron carrier
to the RC special pair is a protein in the Cyt family.
Members of this family are defined as the nearest
bacterial homologue to mitochondrial cytochrome c.
In Rb. sphaeroides (Overfield and Wraight, 1980;
Rosen et al., 1983; Allen et al., 1987; Tiede and
Chang, 1988; Moser and Dutton, 1988; Caffrey et
al., 1992), Cyt binds transiently and reversibly to
the RC core subunits. However, electron transfer
occurs between Cyt and heme 2 of the membrane-
bound tetraheme cytochrome c in Rp. viridis (Knaff
et al., 1991; Meyer et al., 1993). Even though these
soluble cytochromes can interact with dissimilar RC
subunits, the ability to monitor light-induced electron
transport with mixtures of Cyt proteins and RC
complexes from different sources suggests that at
least some of the interactions used for binding and
formation of a productive complex are conserved
(see Section III).

An ~ 1:2 ratio of Cyt to RC complexes is sufficient
to support PS growth of Rb. sphaeroides (Crofts, et
al., 1983) and Rb. capsulatus (Prince et al., 1986),
but the minimal amount of electron donor necessary
to support wild type growth rates is not yet clear.
Recent genetic analysis has confirmed the role of
either soluble or membrane-bound members of the
Cyt family in light-induced electron transport in
these two species (Daldal et al., 1986; Donohue et
al., 1986; Prince et al., 1986; Donohue et al., 1988;
Fitch et al., 1989; Rott and Donohue, 1990; Rott et
al., 1993; Jenney and Daldal, 1993; see below).
However, other soluble or membrane bound medi-
ators must be used in some purple bacteria because
not all of them contain measurable quantities of
soluble Cyt (Bartsch, 1991). As described below,
Rhodocyclus (Rc.), Chromatium, and Ectothio-
rhodospira (Ec.) sp. generally lack soluble members
of the Cyt family.
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2. Chromatium vinosum—Are Cytochrome c-
551 or HiPIP Electron Donors to Reaction
Center Complexes?

The purple bacterium, Chromatium vinosum, has
also been well studied with respect to light-induced
absorbance changes and the involvement of
cytochromes in RC reduction (Van Grondelle et al.,
1977; Knaff et al., 1980; Coremans et al., 1985).This
RC contains a membrane-bound 45 kDa tetraheme
cytochrome c similar to that of Rp. viridis with both
high and low potential hemes (Kennel and Kamen,
1971; Case and Parson, 1973; Itoh, 1980). However,
this bacterium does not grow aerobically and genetic
techniques are lacking to test the role of soluble
proteins in RC reduction. Consequently, the identity
of soluble proteins that presumably function as
reductants for the RC Cyt c subunit has rested solely
on spectroscopic studies.

Spectroscopic analysis suggests that a high
potential soluble, Cyt c-551  ( ~240–260 mV) can
donate electrons to the RC (Van Grondelle et al.,
1977; Tomiyama et al., 1983; Gray et al., 1983).
However, the midpoint potential of purple bacterial
Cyt proteins (265–318 mV, Gabellini et al., 1982;
Guner et al., 1991; Gray et al., 1992; Hacker et al.,
1993) suggest that the redox potential of Cyt c-551
may be too low unless this bacterium’s Cyt and
Rieske iron sulfur proteins have correspondingly
lower potentials. Furthermore, the relationship of
Cyt c-551 to other c-type cytochromes is unknown
because it has never been purified or sequenced. For
example, Cyt c-551 may not be a member of the
Cyt family or it could lack the proper charge at the
interaction domain. Finally, even if its properties
were optimal, the concentration of Cyt c-551 may be
below that needed to allow rates of RC reduction
required for PS growth. The recent analysis of Rb.
sphaeroides Spd mutants provides an example of
how PS growth can be limited by low levels of a
functional electron donor (see Section IV).

Another possible soluble electron donor in
Chromatium is the high redox potential ferredoxin,
HiPIP. HiPIP is relatively abundant and has a midpoint
potential (+330 mV) close to that of the membrane-
bound RC cytochrome c subunit (Case and Parson,
1973). HiPIP can transfer electrons to the isolated
Chromatium RC (Kennel et al., 1972), even though
its small negative charge at the interaction domain
makes this protein a rather poor donor to the purified
Rp. viridis RC complex (Meyer et al., 1993a). On the

other hand, Knaff et al. (1980) found that HiPIP was
not very effective in Chromatium RC reduction.

A final candidate for an electron donor to the
Chromatium RC is a minor high potential cytochrome
(Cusanovich and Bartsch, 1969) that has been
identified as a diheme cytochrome (Van Beeumen,
1991). Unfortunately, this protein is also not very
efficient in electron transfer to RC complexes (Knaff
et al., 1980). Therefore, in spite of this extensive
search, additional experiments are necessary to
identify the actual electron donor to Chromatium RC
complexes.

3. Rhodocyclus sp.—Are Cyt c-553 or HiPIP
Electron Donors to Reaction Center Complexes?

The purple non-sulfur bacteria in the genus
Rhodocyclus also contain a RC with a membrane-
bound tetraheme cytochrome c. The tetraheme
cytochrome c in Rc. gelatinosus RC complexes is
easily separated from the other subunits (Clayton
and Clayton, 1978; Fukushima et al., 1988; Agalidis
and Reiss-Husson, 1992) and the midpoint potentials
of the four hemes in the RC cytochrome are
comparable to those of Rp. viridis (Nitschke et al.,
1992). This suggests that a relatively high potential
soluble electron donor should exist in this species.
However, both Rhodocyclus sp. (Bartsch, 1991) and
Rs. salinarum (Meyer et al., 1990a) appear to lack
soluble proteins related to Cyt In fact, Rc.
gelatinosus and Rs. salinarum have no measurable
soluble high redox potential cytochromes. These
observations suggest that either a soluble mediator is
not required or that proteins other than cytochromes
must be considered for this role. Notwithstanding
these observations, Matsuura et al. (1988) reported
that a soluble cytochrome from a strain of Rc.
gelatinosus was as efficient as horse Cyt c in reducing
RC preparations that either contained or lacked its
membrane-bound tetraheme cytochrome c subunit.
It is important to note that these two seemingly
contradictory sets of results came from studies
performed with different strains. Thus, it is possible
that some isolates produce different bacterial
cytochromes than the type strain (for which the
sequence and redox potential of Cyt c-551 were
determined) or that some isolates may not indeed be
Rc. gelatinosus. Until these discrepancies are
resolved, the nature of the soluble mediator in Rc.
gelatinosus will remain an open question.

Rc. gelatinosus, Rc. tenuis, and Rs. salinarum all
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contain abundant levels of HiPIP, that might function
as a soluble electron donor to the RC. Rc. gelatinosus
will grow aerobically, so it may be amenable to the
types of genetic analyses necessary to identify the
electron donor to the RC (see below).

On the other hand, the soluble Cyt c-551 of Rc.
gelatinosus has a redox potential of only ~28 Mv
(Meyer et al., 1983). It is a minor component, and is
related to Pseudomonas Cyt c-551 (Ambler et al.,
1979b). Thus, it would not be able to efficiently
couple electron flow from the Cyt complex to the
RC if the Cyt has a potential near 300 mV as found
in other species. Rc. tenuis contains both HiPIP and
an abundant soluble high redox potential, Cyt c-553,
that is related to Pseudomonas Cyt c-551 (Ambler et
al., 1979b). From their properties, it is possible that
either HiPIP or Cyt c-553 function interchangeably
to reduce RC complexes in this bacterium. Both are
positively charged and should interact favorably with
the RC, although neither was effective in electron
transfer to complexes from Rp. viridis (Meyer et al.,
1993a). In contrast Rc. purpureus does not have
HiPIP, but it has a Cyt c-553 similar to that found in
Rc. tenuis. Thus, it is likely that Cyt c-553 from Rc.
purpureus is the sole soluble electron donor to the
RC in this species.

4. Rhodophila globiformis—Cyt and HiPIP
Are Potential Donors to Reaction Center
Complexes

The purple bacterium, Rh. globiformis, is a relatively
interesting example since it contains a RC complex
with a membrane-bound tetraheme cytochrome c
and both Cyt and HiPIP as potential soluble electron
donors (Bartsch, 1991; Ambler et al., 1987). Rp.
marina (Meyer et al., 1990b) and Rhodomicrobium
vannielli also share these characteristics, although
HiPIP is only a minor constituent in the latter species.
Presumably, Cyt would be more reactive with the
RC than HiPIP and would be the primary electron
donor in these species. However, HiPIP could be of
greater significance if growth conditions alter its
cellular level relative to Cyt In this regard, Rp.
marina will grow aerobically, so it has the potential
for the types of genetic analyses necessary to show
what proteins are electron donors in vivo. Finally,
both Cyt and HiPIP from Rh. globiformis have
redox potentials >100 mV higher than the average
(450 mV for HiPIP and 470 mV for Cyt ), so it is
possible that the membrane bound tetraheme RC

cytochrome c and the special pair will have
correspondingly higher redox potentials.

5. Ectothiorhodospira sp.—Are Cyt c-551 and
HiPIP Electron Donors to Reaction Center
Complexes?

The halophilic purple bacteria in the family
Ectothiorhodospiraceae all have a membrane-bound
tetraheme cytochrome c RC subunit (Lefèbvre et al.,
1984; Engelhardt et al., 1986; Bartsch, 1991) although
it appears that the cytochrome subunit might

Ec. halophila (Meyer, 1985), Ec. shaposhnikovii

 be
easily dissociated (Leguijt and Hellingwerf, 1991).
An apparent characteristic of phototrophic halophiles
is that the soluble electron transfer proteins have
lower than average midpoint potentials. For example,

(Kusche and Trüper, 1984), and Ec. vacuolata
(unpublished) all have equally abundant isozymes of
HiPIP with the lowest redox potentials of proteins in
their class (50–250 mV). Ec. halophila (Meyer,
1985), Ec. halochloris (unpublished), and Ec.
abdelmalekii (Then and Trüper, 1983) also have a
Cyt c-551 related to Pseudomonas Cyt (Ambler et
al., 1993) with a low midpoint potential (–7 to
+58 mV) similar to those of HiPIP isozymes (Meyer
et al., 1983; Then and Trüper, 1983). Finally, Ec.
shaposhnikovii has a soluble Cyt c-553 (549) with a
midpoint potential of ~248 mV (Kusche and Trüper,
1984). Thus, if any of these proteins function as
electron donors to RC complexes, then it seems
likely that both the Cyt complex and tetraheme
RC cytochrome c subunit from these bacteria also
have lower than average midpoint potentials.

B. Electron Donors from Green Sulfur Bacteria

1. Chlorobium—Does Cytochrome c-555
Reduce Reaction Center Complexes?

The green bacterial RC found in Chlorobium is quite
different from that of purple bacteria (Fig. 1, Panel B).
In this bacterium, both the bacteriochlorophyll special
pair and the electron acceptors have much lower
redox potentials (in the vicinity of +250 mV and –
600 mV, respectively) than either PS I or purple RC
complexes (Fowler et al., 1971; Prince and Olson,
1976; Hurt and Hauska, 1984; Nitschke et al., 1990a;
Feiler et al., 1992; Miller et al., 1992). This suggests
that both the hypothetical cytochrome complex
and soluble electron donors also have lower midpoint
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potentials than the proteins typically found in purple
bacteria. The gene sequence of the green bacterial
RC shows that it is homologous to PS I and an
adjacent gene encodes a protein resembling an 8 Fe-

protein (Büttner et al., 1992). There is a bound
cytochrome c subunit in the green bacterial RC
(redox potential of 165–220 mV). However, the
sequence of this structural gene indicates only a
single heme binding site on this ~23 kDa protein
(Okkels et al., 1992), unlike the 45 kDa Rp. viridis
tetraheme RC cytochrome c subunit.

All species of green sulfur bacteria contain an
abundant soluble Cyt c-555 (redox potential of 80–
160 mV; Fischer, 1988), which could be the soluble
electron donor to RC complexes. This protein is not
closely related to Cyt (Van Beeumen et al., 1976).
Rather, Cyt c-555 is similar to Ec. halophila Cyt c-
551 and cyanobacterial Cyt (Ambler et al., 1993).

2. Chloroflexus—Copper proteins Reduce
Reaction Center Complexes

Chloroflexus aurantiacus has properties of both green
and purple bacteria. This moderate thermophile is a
facultative aerobe but the presence of light harvesting
bacteriochlorophylls and chlorosomes similar to those
in Chlorobium (Zuber, 1988) led to its classification
as a green photosynthetic bacterium, even though all
other green bacteria are strict anaerobes. In contrast,
Cf. aurantiacus contains a RC which is closely related
to those of purple bacteria (Bruce et al., 1982; Pierson
and Thornber, 1983; Shiozawa et al., 1989; Van Vliet
et al., 1991). This RC is surrounded by typical purple
bacterial antenna proteins (Zuber, 1988) and it con-
tains a membrane-bound tetraheme cytochrome c
(Freeman and Blankenship, 1990; Dracheva et al.,
1991). A simple explanation for the occurrence of
both green and purple bacterial characteristics is that
Chloroflexus is a hybrid resulting from gene transfer
(Blankenship, 1992).

For this chapter, perhaps one of the most interesting
characteristics of Chloroflexus is that it appears to be
gram positive (Meissner et al., 1988) and it lacks
detectable soluble cytochromes. Instead, membrane-
bound copper proteins, known as auracyanins
(McManus et al., 1992), which are easily washed
from the membrane, might fill the role usually
reserved for soluble cytochromes in electron transfer
between the presumed cytochrome complex and
the RC. Auracyanins are most closely related to the
azurin type of copper proteins found in Pseudomonas.

Because Chloroflexus can grow aerobically, there is
a possibility for the types of genetic manipulation
necessary to test the role of these copper proteins in
RC reduction.

C. Heliobacterium Contains No Known Soluble
Electron Donors to the Reaction Center Complex

Heliobacterium appears to have the green bacterial
type of RC (Fuller et al., 1985; Prince et al., 1985;
Smit et al., 1987; Vos et al., 1989; Nitschke et al.,
1990b; Trost et al., 1992) and a RC peptide from this
bacterium is homologous to those of plant PS I and
green bacterial subunits (Trost et al., 1992). The
primary donor has a midpoint potential of +225 mV
and the acceptor has a potential of –510 mV (Prince
et al., 1985).

There is no evidence for soluble electron donors to
RC complexes in Heliobacterium. This suggests the
existence of a membrane-bound electron donor
similar to the apparent situation in Chloroflexus.
Heliobacterium contains several membrane-bound
c-type cytochromes of ~50, 33, and 20 kDa (Fuller et
al., 1985). In addition, a membrane-bound cyto-
chrome c-553 (redox potential ~170 mV) is photo-
oxidized (Prince et al., 1985). Thus, it is possible that
a bound RC cytochrome c similar to that found in
Chlorobium may be present. However, the immediate
electron donor to this membrane-bound cytochrome
is still unknown.

D. Cyanobacteria, Green Algae, and
Chloroplasts Use Cyt and Plastocyanin as
Interchangeable Electron Donors to
Photosystem I

Cyanobacteria, algae and plants contain two
photosystems that are homologous to either purple
bacterial (PS II) or green bacterial (PS I) RC
complexes (Fig. 1, Panel C). Because PS II oxidizes
water via a non-cyclic electron transport pathway, a
soluble electron donor such as Cyt of purple
bacteria is not necessary. The PS I RC, unlike those
found in green sulfur bacteria and Heliobacterium,
does not contain a membrane-bound cytochrome c
subunit. In addition to reducing pyridine nucleotides
in a non-cyclic pathway, PS I is involved in cyclic
electron transfer between NADH dehydrogenase and
Cyt complexes (Mi et al., 1992). In this pathway,
PS I complexes interact with the high potential end
of the complex (the plant and cyanobacterial
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version of the Cyt complex) via soluble protein
mediators. There is overwhelming evidence for a
soluble electron donor to light-oxidized PS I com-
plexes.

Cyt (also called Cyt c-553) or the copper protein
plastocyanin (PC) transfers electrons between the

and PS I complexes in many cyanobacteria and
green algae (Wood, 1978; Lochau, 1981; Ho and
Krogmann, 1984; Sandmann, 1986). The interchange-
able function of PC and Cyt has been confirmed by
spectroscopic, genetic and physiological experiments
in the cyanobacteria and green algae that are amenable
to such interdisciplinary approaches (Merchant and
Bogorad, 1987; Briggs et al., 1990; Hill et al., 1991;
Nakamura et al., 1992; Bovy et al., 1992; Zhang et
al., 1992). However, some species utilize only Cyt
whereas others (including all green plants) use only
PC as an electron donor to PS I.

PC is homologous to other electron transfer copper
proteins including auracyanin from Chloroflexus,
although the latter protein appears closer to the
azurins of Pseudomonas. There is not likely to be a
close evolutionary connection between these copper
protein classes because they interact with widely
different RC complexes. In contrast, Cyt appears
most closely related to Chlorobium Cyt c-555 and
Ectothiorhodospira Cyt c-551 (Ambler et al., 1993),
suggesting a more direct evolutionary link between
green sulfur bacteria and cyanobacteria. Cyano-
bacterial PS I complexes do not have a membrane-
bound tetraheme cytochrome c subunit similar to
that found in green bacteria. However, it appears that
the psaF gene product is necessary for binding and
efficient electron transfer from PC (Hippler et al.,
1989; Wynn et al., 1989).

III. How Do Electron Donors Interact with
Membrane-Bound Redox Complexes?

To support PS growth, soluble redox proteins must
reversibly interact with membrane bound electron
donors (Cyt or Cyt complexes) and acceptors
(RC complexes). This suggests that transient binding
of these soluble proteins requires a specific interaction
with their membrane-bound redox partners. In
addition, the ability of these diffusible electron
carriers to interact with more than one membrane-
bound redox partner raises the question of whether
their binding to each complex is mediated by the
same interaction domain.

Among PS systems, the most detailed information is
available on the interaction between Cyt and those
RC complexes that lack a membrane-bound
cytochrome c subunit. Proteins in the Cyt family
have relatively high affinities for these RC complexes

Rickle and Cusanovich, 1979; Overfield
and Wraight, 1986; Moser and Button, 1988;
Venturoli et al., 1990, Tiede et al., 1993). The salt
dependence of the rate constant for RC reduction
suggests that electrostatic interactions make a
significant contribution to the productive interaction
between these proteins (Caffrey et al., 1992). Support
for the potential contribution of electrostatic
interactions also comes from the existence of a net
positive charge at the Cyt interaction domain with
either small molecule reactants (Meyer et al., 1984)
or proteins (Tollin et al., 1984), the location of
lysines on the interaction surface in the available
crystal structure of several proteins in this family
(Benning et al., 1991), and the expected decrease in
either affinity for the cytochrome or its rate of electron
transfer when individual lysines are modified
chemically (Hall et al., 1987; Long et al., 1989) or
genetically (Caffrey et al., 1992). Although some of
the highly conserved surface lysines appear to be
more important than others, multiple electrostatic
interactions must aid formation of a productive
complex since no chemical or genetic modification
at a single lysine totally abolishes binding or electron
transfer to RC complexes.

If electrostatic interactions play a significant role
in formation of productive complexes between Cyt
and RC complexes, then one might expect its
membrane-bound redox partners to contain a
complementary set of charged residues at their
interaction domains. The crystal structure of the Rb.
sphaeroides RC complex indicates the existence of
several negatively charged residues on the periplasmic
surface (Allen et al., 1987; Chang et al., 1991).
Although structural representations of Cyt docked
on a RC complex suggest these residues could
represent sites of electrostatic contact (Allen et al.,
1987; Tiede and Chang, 1988; Caffrey et al., 1992;
Tiede et al., 1993), the orientation of the bound
cytochrome differs significantly in individual models.
Therefore, the contribution of individual charge pairs
predicted by different models to the formation of a

A. Interaction of Cyt with Reaction Center
Subunits
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productive complex remains to be proven. Indeed,
while considerable attention has been devoted to
defining the importance of electrostatics, it is
important to note that the binding or rate of electron
transfer by various members of this cytochrome
family does not correlate directly with the magnitude
of the charge difference at the interaction domain.
Therefore, forces other than electrostatics (i.e.,
hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions) are
likely to contribute significantly to formation of a
productive complex between these redox partners.
Currently, Rb. sphaeroides is the only genetically-
manipulatable PS organism for which a crystal
structure for both Cyt (Allen, 1988; Axelrod et al.,
1994) and its membrane-bound redox partner (Allen
et al., 1987; Chang et al., 1991) is available. In the
absence of co-crystals, this type of detailed
information should make Rb. sphaeroides an
extremely attractive model for future genetic and
biochemical analysis of the determinants required
for Cyt docking and electron transfer to RC
complexes.

Studies of electron transfer between Cyt and the
Rp. viridis RC complex suggests that Cyt directly
binds and donates electrons to the membrane-bound
tetraheme Cyt c subunit (Knaff et al., 1991; Meyer et
al., 1993). In this case, a negatively charged region
of the tetraheme cytochrome c subunit appears to be
involved. The structure of the Rp. viridis RC
cytochrome c subunit indicates that a negatively
charged surface exists in the vicinity of the ~330 mV
c-556 (often called heme 2) that serves as the
immediate electron acceptor from Cyt However,
as was the case for Cyt electron transfer to simpler
RC complexes (see above), electrostatic interactions
appear to be only one part of the driving force for the
formation of a productive complex between these
redox partners.

B. Interaction of Cyt with Other Photosynthetic
Membrane Complexes

The interaction domain of Cyt used for RC binding
appears to be similar to that used for interaction with
Cyt complexes, since the rates of electron transfer
from this donor are often influenced by the same
alterations that affect the rates of RC reduction (Hall
et al., 1989; Guner et al., 1993). Although these
results suggest that electrostatic interactions
contribute significantly to the formation of a

productive complex between Cyt and Cyt
complexes, structural information on the Cyt
subunit (the immediate electron donor to Cyt ) is
required to begin identifying the potential site of this
interaction.

C. Interaction of Other Soluble Electron
Donors with Photosynthetic Membrane Redox
Partners

Distantly related cytochromes, HiPIP and azurins
are relatively poor electron donors to the Rp. viridis
RC (Meyer et al., 1993a). In spite of significant
differences in their midpoint potentials or net charge
at the interaction domain (positive or negative), these
soluble electron donors all appear to interact with a
similar negatively charged region surrounding heme 2
of the RC tetraheme cytochrome c subunit. These
results may suggest that hydrophobic, van der Waals,
and electrostatic interactions all contribute to
formation of a productive complex. In addition, the
lack of a correlation between the redox potential
difference of the reactants and the rate constants for
electron transfer implies that factors such as distance
and orientation between electron donors and acceptors
may also contribute to formation of productive
complexes and the reaction rate. Considerably less is
known about the interaction of PC with either PS I
RC complexes or Cyt ƒ subunits of the Cyt
complex. Chemical modification of PS I shows that
the requirement for divalent cations, such as
magnesium, is to neutralize negative charges on PS I
and optimize binding and reaction with PC, which is
also negatively charged at its interaction domain
(Burkey and Gross, 1981). The kinetics of electron
transfer in the complex between Cyt ƒ and PC
indicate that some rearrangement of reactants is
necessary for rapid electron transfer (Qin and Kostic,
1992; Meyer et al., 1993b). Chemical cross-linking
has implicated the interaction of a negatively charged
region of spinach PC with both PS I and Cyt
complexes. Specific cross-linking of spinach PC to
lysine residues of turnip Cyt ƒ has been found
(Morand et al., 1989), while the basic residues of a
positively charged region within spinach PsaF have
yet to be cataloged (Wynn et al., 1989; Hippler et al.,
1989). From this initial analysis, electrostatic
interaction between a negatively-charged domain of
PC and a positively charged region on the membrane-
bound redox partner has been proposed. The
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contribution of this type of interaction is likely to be
conserved because Euglena Cyt could also be
covalently linked to turnip Cyt ƒ (Morand et al.,
1989). However, a variety of cyanobacterial Cyt
proteins and a cyanobacterial PC could not be cross-
linked to turnip Cyt ƒ. This lack of cross-linking
could reflect the lack of an acidic domain in the
cyanobacterial proteins or a slightly different
arrangement of acidic domains relative to their
eukaryotic counterparts. In this regard, several labs
have also noted significant sequence differences
between the cyanobacterial and plant Cyt ƒ subunits
in the regions identified by cross-linking with PC
(Ho and Krogmann, 1984; Widger, 1991). Therefore,
it is also possible that cyanobacterial and higher
plant PC may use a different series of interactions to
form productive complexes with their physiological
redox partners. In support of this notion, the net
charge at the interaction domain in Cyt and PC was
found to be highly variable in different species (Meyer
et al., 1987).

IV. What Insights Has Genetics Provided
About Electron Donors to Reaction Center
Complexes?

Among PS bacteria, Cyt is the only soluble redox
protein whose physiological function has been
confirmed both biochemically and genetically (Daldal
et al., 1986; Donohue et al., 1988; Rott et al., 1993;
Jenney and Daldal, 1993). Genetic analysis of Cyt
function was facilitated by the fact that some PS
bacteria grow under conditions where this protein is
dispensable. Although this analysis has only been
performed to date in Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus, biochemical and genetic (Self et al.,
1990; Liang et al., 1991; Donohue and Kaplan,
1991) advances in Rs. rubrum suggest this bacterium
is currently amenable to similar experiments.

Previous genetic analysis of Cyt function took
advantage of the existing protein sequence to clone
the respective structural gene (cycA) and construct
defined null mutants by marker exchange (Daldal et
al., 1986; Donohue et al., 1988; Donohue and Kaplan
1991). In retrospect, there are several reasons why
this approach was preferable to random genetic
screens for mutant cells lacking Cyt First, the
relatively small size of the cycA locus (< 1 kb) predicts
that such mutants would represent only a small
fraction of any given population. For example, a

screen for Rb. sphaeroides strains lacking isocyt
identified only one mutant in over 20,000 independent
isolates. Even in this case, the mutation did not
directly inactive this structural gene (cycI); rather the
loss of isocyt was due to polarity of the mutation
on cycI expression (Rott et al., 1993). More
importantly, the existence of functionally redundant
electron donors to the RC dramatically underscores
why cycA mutants might not have been isolated in
some PS bacteria (Rott et al., 1993; Jenney and
Daldal, 1993) and cyanobacteria (Laudenbach et al.,
1990) if photosynthetically-incompetent cells
were directly screened for a loss of proteins in the
Cyt family. The following sections briefly describe
what new insights into PS electron transport have
been obtained by genetically analyzing PC electron
donors.

A. Purple Bacteria That Require Members of
the Cyt Family

The inability of Rb. sphaeroides Cyt null mutants
to grow under PS conditions and reduce light-oxidized
RC complexes (Donohue et al., 1988) confirmed this
protein’s presumed function in this species. Although
analogous Rb. capsulatus Cyt null mutants are
(Daldal, et al., 1986), they lack the rapid and complete
RC reduction that is diagnostic of electron transfer
from Cyt (Prince et al., 1986). Initially it was
proposed that PS growth of Rb. capsulatus Cyt
null mutants resulted from direct electron transfer
between the Cyt and RC complexes (Prince and
Daldal, 1987; Prince et al., 1988). However,
subsequent biochemical (Jones et al., 1990; Zannoni
et al., 1992) and genetic (Jenney and Daldal, 1993)
experiments demonstrated that both Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus use different isoforms of Cyt to
support PS growth when cycA is inactivated (see
below). This is one clear instance where a genetic
approach to identifying electron donors to the RC
allowed PS bacteria to reveal aspects of their
physiology that remained hidden during previous
biochemical analysis of wild type cells.

Both Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus grow
with virtually wild type growth rates under PS
conditions at saturating light intensities when they
use an alternative electron donor to the RC. This is
true even though the magnitude of RC reduction is
considerably lower than that seen in wild type cells
(Daldal et al., 1986; Rott and Donohue 1990). This
indicates that the rapid RC reduction seen in wild
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type purple bacteria is not limiting for PS growth
rates at saturating light intensities. In this regard, it
may be more significant that the apparent rate of
proton pumping through the Cyt complex (as
estimated by the slow phase of the carotenoid
bandshift) is similar in both wild type and mutant
cells. Electron transport through the Cyt complex
is a primary source of the membrane potential under
PS conditions, so a simple explanation for the virtually
wild type growth rates is that the lesions do not
dramatically alter the rate at which these mutants
generate a proton gradient from light.

1. Rb. sphaeroides Uses a Soluble Isoform of
Cyt as an Alternative Electron Donor to
Reaction Center Complexes

In Rb. sphaeroides, spd mutations allow PS growth
of cyc A null mutants because they increase the cellular
abundance of a soluble Cyt isoform (isocyt
Fitch et al., 1989; Rott and Donohue, 1990; Rott et
al., 1992). A simple explanation for the inability of
isocyt to support PS growth of Rb. sphaeroides
cyc A null mutants in the absence of an spd mutation
is that these cells contain only ~1 molecule of this
protein for every 100 RC complexes. However, the
~25-fold increase in isocyt levels under PS
conditions brought about by the spd mutation brings
the cellular abundance of this protein close to that of
RC complexes (Rott et al., 1992).

Genetic and biochemical experiments confirmed
that isocyt reduces RC complexes in Rb.
sphaeroides Spd mutants. The accumulation of
isocyt in Rb. sphaeroides Spd mutants initially
suggested it was responsible for RC reduction in the
absence of Cyt (Rott and Donohue, 1990). The
ability of purified isocyt to reduce light-oxidized
RC complexes in vitro supported this notion (V. C.
Witthuhn, M. A. Rott, C. A. Wraight and T. J.
Donohue, unpublished). In spite of the fact that
isocyt is ~45% identical to Rb. sphaeroides Cyt
these in vitro experiments demonstrated that
saturating concentrations of isocyt reduce RC
complexes 50–100 fold slower than Cyt at low
ionic strength. This reduced rate of RC reduction by
isocyt apparently is not due to an altered affinity of
RC complexes for this protein. In addition, the salt
dependence of RC reduction by isocyt suggests
that it interacts with RC complexes via similar
electrostatic contacts with a positive interaction
domain. This slow rate of RC reduction by isocyt

Although the initial analysis of the Rb. capsulatus
Cyt mutant generated by Daldal and co-workers
suggested that light-oxidized RC complexes might
be directly reduced by the Cyt complex (Prince et
al., 1986; Prince and Daldal, 1987), subsequent
experiments by several groups implicated a
membrane-bound c-type cytochrome in Cyt
independent PS growth of this bacterium (Jones et
al., 1990; Zannoni et al., 1992). To test this possibility,
Jenney and Daldal (1993) used the phenotype of
an Rb. sphaeroides Cyt null mutant to screen Rb.
capsulatus DNA for sequences that allowed PS
growth. This screen identified a gene that apparently
encodes a membrane-bound member of the Cyt
family (this protein has been called Cyt but it
actually appears to be a membrane-associated
isozyme of Cyt similar to those found in other
prokaryotes; Bott et al., 1991). This membrane-
bound isoform of Cyt appears responsible for PS
growth of the Rb. capsulatus Cyt null mutant
isolated by Daldal and co-workers because a strain
lacking both it and Cyt is unable to grow via
photosynthesis (Jenney and Daldal, 1993). In
addition, mutants lacking either Cyt or this
membrane-bound isoform of Cyt are so it
appears that either protein is capable of supporting

2. Rb. capsulatus Uses a Membrane-Bound
Member of the Cyt Family as an Alternative
Electron Donor to Reaction Center Complexes

appears to be a major reason for the relatively slow
kinetics of whole cell PS electron transport seen in
Spd mutants (Donohue et al., 1988; V C. Witthuhn et
al., unpublished).

If isocyt c2 was responsible for PS growth of Spd
mutants, then the ability to grow photosynthetically
should be lost in a strain lacking this protein. The
isolation of a mutant lacking both Cyt and isocyt
(Rott et al., 1993) confirmed the function of isocyt
in PS electron transport. In addition, it showed that
PS growth of Rb. sphaeroides Cyt null mutants
required increased cellular levels of isocyt All of
the data indicate that the failure of previous
investigators to discover isocyt reflects the fact
that synthesis of this protein is repressed in wild type
cells (Rott et al., 1992). In contrast, isocyt levels
necessary to support PS growth can be obtained
either by an spd mutation or by placing the isocyt
structural gene under control of a promoter that
bypasses negative regulation (Rott et al., 1993).

737
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rates of RC reduction necessary to support PS growth.
Estimates of the cellular abundance of this membrane-
bound isoform of Cyt are not yet available in
different Rb. capsulatus genetic backgrounds. Thus,
it is not clear why previous studies of light-induced
electron transport in Rb. capsulatus failed to detect
significant RC reduction by this membrane-bound
protein. In this regard, it is possible that electron
transport previously ascribed to tightly bound Cyt
in Rb. capsulatus spheroplasts was actually due to
the membrane-bound isoform of Cyt (Prince et al.,
1975). It has also been suggested that the cellular
abundance of the membrane-bound isoform of
Cyt is dependent on nutrient supply, so it is possible
that many of the previous experiments used cells
grown under conditions where low levels of this
protein obscured its contribution to RC reduction
(Jones et al., 1990; Zannoni et al., 1992). Finally,
Cyt mutants from another wild type Rb. capsulatus
strain were PS– (Hudig, et al., 1986) so it is possible
that strain differences contributed to the previous
failure to detect the function of this membrane-
bound isoform of Cyt in RC reduction.

B. How is Synthesis of Reaction Center Electron
Donors Regulated?

In facultative species, chlorophyll-protein complexes
are often accumulated only under conditions of low
oxygen tension that induce PS membrane synthesis
(Kiley and Kaplan, 1988). If the RC electron donor is
also not accumulated under non-PS conditions, then
its cellular abundance will probably parallel that of
chlorophyll-protein complexes. However, when
considering how synthesis of RC electron donors
might be regulated it is important to remember that
these proteins might serve an important physiological
function under non-PS conditions. Indeed, the
apparent function of Rb. sphaeroides Cyt in aerobic
respiration (Gennis, et al., 1982) means that
significant levels of this protein are present in cells
that lack detectable quantities of PS membrane
pigment-protein complexes (Chory et al., 1984).

In many systems, the cellular level of PS membrane
complexes is also controlled by changes in light
availability (Kiley and Kaplan, 1988). However, in
Rb. sphaeroides neither Cyt levels nor the cellular
abundance of mRNA specific for this RC electron
donor appear to be significantly altered by changes
in light intensity (Donohue et al., 1986). These results
appear to support the notion that synthesis of RC

electron donors need not be coupled to that of the
chlorophyll-protein complexes within the PS
apparatus.

From recent studies, some general themes are
beginning to emerge on how synthesis of RC electron
donors is regulated. The following sections briefly
illustrate potential strategies that different PS bacteria
use to regulate the synthesis of electron donors to the
RC complex. For example, ligand availability can
influence the cellular level of RC electron donor. In
several cyanobacteria and green algae, the choice
between PC and Cyt as an electron donor to PS I is
governed by copper availability. In addition, recent
work indicates that Rb. sphaeroides couples Cyt
synthesis to the accessibility of this protein’s heme
ligand. The recent cloning of alternative electron
donors to RC complexes from purple bacteria has
provided investigators with some insights into how
synthesis of these proteins might be regulated.

1. Cyt Synthesis in Purple Bacteria

In Rb. sphaeroides, the normal RC electron donor,
Cyt also participates in a branch of the aerobic
respiratory chain (Gennis et al., 1982). Because of
this additional function, Rb. sphaeroides Cyt levels
only increase ~2–4 fold under PS conditions
(Brandner et al., 1989). Indeed, when one compares
the induction of Cyt to that of chlorophyll-protein
complexes during a shift from aerobic to PS growth
conditions, the cellular levels of this electron donor
do not increase until after chlorophyll-protein
complexes are assembled and growth resumes (Chory
et al., 1984). From these and other experiments, it
appears that the pool of Cyt present in aerobically
grown cells is sufficient to support RC reduction
during induction of the PS membrane.

Analysis of Cyt synthesis in Rb. sphaeroides
indicates that increased cycA transcription under PS
conditions contributes significantly to the increased
levels of this protein. Several lines of evidence indicate
that the Cyt structural gene (cycA) contains several
promoters and that transcription from at least one
upstream promoter region is increased under
conditions that induce synthesis of the PS apparatus
(MacGregor and Donohue, 1991; Schilke and
Donohue 1992). To test whether this increase in cycA
transcription could be coupled to changes in heme
availability that accompany induction of the PS
apparatus (see Lascelles, 1978 for review),

levels from a series of cycA´:lacZ
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operon fusions were assayed after tetrapyrrole
intermediates were added to cells. From the results
of these experiments, it appeared that a negative
feedback loop links cycA transcription to heme
availability because the addition of
acid (ALA), the first committed intermediate in the
tetrapyrrole biosynthetic pathway, effectively
repressed cycA transcription (Schilke and Donohue,
1992).

The existence of this negative feedback loop
predicts that mutants in which cycA transcription is
insensitive to exogenous ALA should have increased
expression of this gene. Such regulatory mutants
(Chr4) have been isolated (Schilke and Donohue,
1992) and recent data indicates that the ChrR gene
product is an activator of cycA transcription whose
function is poisoned by the addition of exogenous
ALA (Schilke and Donohue, 1995). If this were the
case, then the ChrR protein in mutants like Chr4 is
locked in an active state and can not respond to the
signal generated by the addition of ALA. In this
regard it is exciting to note that the mutant gene
product in Chr4 contains a Cys to Arg substitution in
a Cys-X-Y-Cys motif reminiscent of heme binding
sites in cytochromes (Schilke and Donohue, 1995).
While it is tempting to speculate that this motif
represents a target site for the interaction of ChrR
with heme or some other tetrapyrrole intermediate
produced from ALA, final conclusions await
additional physiological and genetic analysis. It will
also be interesting to see if ChrR regulates
transcription of additional cytochromes or chlor-
ophyll-binding proteins within the PS membrane
which are known to respond to the presence of
exogenous ALA (Neidle and Kaplan, 1993).
Regardless of the number of gene products controlled
by ChrR, this negative feedback loop serves a similar
function to the systems used by cyanobacteria and
green algae that insure that Cyt is only synthesized
when cells are limited for the copper ligand required
for PC formation.

Recent genetic experiments suggest that Rb.
sphaeroides cycA transcription requires a second
gene product (PrrA) which positively controls
transcription of many PS membrane gene products
(Erase and Kaplan, 1994). The observation that cycA
transcription is still induced under PS conditions in
ChrR null mutants might suggest that the PrrA
pathway is still operative (Schilke and Donohue,
1995). However, additional experiments are required
to test whether these two regulatory networks

independently regulate cycA transcription.

2. Do Purple Bacteria Control Synthesis of
Cyt Isoforms?

In the few bacterial systems known to contain alternate
electron donors to the RC complex, little is known
about whether individual proteins are used under
specific physiological conditions. In addition,
information is lacking about the molecular cues
which might regulate synthesis of an individual
electron donor to the RC complex.

In Rb. capsulatus, levels of the membrane-bound
isoform of Cyt are believed to respond to nutrient
conditions (Zannoni et al., 1992). However, the signals
mediating this response and the magnitude of the
changes in the abundance of this protein have not
been elucidated. The ability of Rb. capsulatus Cyt
null mutants to grow photosynthetically (Daldal et
al., 1986) suggests that levels of this alternative
electron donor are sufficiently high to support PS
growth in the absence of any other mutation or
specific physiological stimulus.

In contrast, Rb. sphaeroides Cyt mutants do not
grow photosynthetically because isocyt synthesis
is repressed when cells are grown in a succinate-
based minimal medium (Rott et al., 1992). However,
spd mutations bypass negative regulation of isocyt
synthesis in this medium and allow this protein to
accumulate to levels necessary to support PS growth.
While sequencing the isocyt structural gene (cycl),
it was noted that cycI was apparently part of an
operon with an open reading frame encoding a typical
member of the Zn-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase
enzyme family (Rott et al., 1993; R. Barber, M.A.
Roth and T. J. Donohue, unpublished). Soluble
members of the AdhI family normally function in the
oxidation of primary alcohols (Jornvall, et al., 1987).
However, recent experiments confirmed that this
protein is actually a member of the glutothione-
dependent formaldehyde dehydrogenase family of
alcohol dehydrogenases (R. Barber et al., unpub-
lished). Since this protein apparently lacks a signal
peptide, it seems unlikely that it functions as a direct
electron donor to the periplasmic isocyt protein in
a fashion similar to the membrane-bound alcohol
dehydrogenase of Acetobacter pasteurians (Takemura
et al., 1991) and Gluconobacter suboxydans (Takeda
and Shimizu, 1992). Additional experiments are also
required to determine the potential relationship of
AdhI to other broad specificity alcohol dehydro-
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genases from Rhodospirillaceae (Bamforth and
Quayle, 1978).

While there are reports of methanol utilization by
some purple bacteria (Quayle and Pfennig, 1975),
Rb. sphaeroides is one of the few Rhodospirillaceae
that can utilize ethanol as sole carbon and energy
sources (Imhoff and Trüper, 1984). Although it might
be tempting to speculate that isocyt synthesis
might be inducible by the addition of alternate carbon
sources to wild type cells, additional experiments are
required to determine the potential function of
isocyt In this regard, cloned genes and defined
mutants should facilitate the experiments necessary
to determine whether growth in the presence of
alternate carbon sources allows increased isocyt
synthesis or whether this protein could contribute to
PS electron transport under other physiological
conditions in wild type cells. Therefore, in spite of
the potential physiological function of isocyt
suggested by the genetic linkage of these two genes,
experimental support is currently lacking for a role
of isocyt in any other metabolic pathway.

3. Copper Availability Dictates the Use of
Plastocyanin or Cyt

Many oxygenic phototrophs contain a regulatory
network to control synthesis of functionally redundant
proteins like Cyt and PC. For example, one third of

accumulate significant levels of Cyt Thus, cells
containing both genes only use Cyt as an electron
donor to PS I when they lack the copper ligand
required for assembly of an active PC molecule
(Merchant and Bogorad, 1987a and 1987b, Bovy et
al., 1992). In all of these species tested, transcription
of the Cyt gene is repressed by copper, whereas
regulated transcription of the PC gene by copper is
found only in some species (Briggs et al., 1990, Hill
et al., 1991; Nakamura et al., 1992; Bovy et al., 1992;
Zhang et al., 1992). The behavior of this regulatory
network suggests that PC is generally a more efficient

electron donor, although the molecular basis for this
difference must await completion of the three-
dimensional structure of PS I and the appropriate
kinetic studies.

V. Future Perspectives

This chapter has attempted to provide a current
understanding of the soluble proteins capable of
electron transfer to light-oxidized RC complexes.
The recent biochemical, structural and genetic
analysis of these electron transfer proteins has
demonstrated the power and versatility of such an
interdisciplinary approach to this important biological
question. In addition to providing new ways to address
old biological questions, this interdisciplinary
approach has uncovered new and exciting areas of
inquiry for future research. Hopefully, like most
areas of research, these recent advances have
demonstrated that model building or the assignment
of a function to a given protein from a single type of
analysis can be misleading. Rather, we hope this
chapter has clearly illustrated that the ultimate
confirmation of a protein’s function in PS electron
transport requires the complementary information
gleaned from biochemical, physiological and genetic
experiments. Therefore, one challenge for future
investigators working with new and exciting species
of PS bacteria is to develop the necessary ensemble
of structural, biochemical and genetic techniques to
unambiguously assign a function to a given protein.

When one considers the explosion of structural,
biochemical and genetic information that has
occurred since the last review of soluble electron
transfer proteins from PS bacteria (Bartsch, 1978), it
is clear that remarkable progress has been made on
many fronts. Having accumulated this plethora of
information, it is also obvious that many important
questions remain to be answered about the synthesis,
structure and function of proteins that transfer
electrons to light-oxidized RC complexes. A further
challenge for future researchers is the development
of the techniques and experimental systems to answer
these important biological questions.

Finally, many of the questions we posed regarding
soluble electron donors to the RC have parallels in
the function of redox proteins in virtually all energy
generating pathways. The unequaled wealth of
biophysical data on bacterial PS electron transport,
the RC crystal structures, and the rapidly expanding

the cyanobacteria contain Cyt alone, whereas two
thirds contained both proteins (Sandmann, 1986). In
contrast, three quarters of the green algae have both
proteins while one quarter have only PC. Therefore,
it will be interesting to see if bacteria that use copper
proteins as electron donors to RC complexes contain
a similar regulatory network.

In cyanobacteria and green algae that are able to
make both proteins, PC seems to be the preferred
electron donor because only copper-limited cells
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array of genetic techniques that can be brought to
bear on soluble proteins and their membrane-bound
redox partners all promise to make PS bacteria a
unique system for future analysis of photosynthesis
and biological energy generation.
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Summary

The ubihydroquinone: cytochrome c oxidoreductase (Cyt complex) is a multisubunit integral membrane
protein present in a wide range of organisms. In the photosynthetic bacteria the Cyt complex is involved in
both light driven cyclic electron transfer as well as respiratory electron transfer. It oxidizes ubihydroquinone
generated either by the reaction center or the respiratory dehydrogenases and reduces Cyt (or Cyt which
then either re-reduces the reaction center or donates electrons to a terminal cytochrome c oxidase. During
electron transfer, protons are translocated from the cytoplasm to the periplasm and contribute to the formation
of an electrochemical gradient used for ATP synthesis. A large body of spectroscopic data supports a Q-cycle
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mechanism of electron transfer through the Cyt complex. The enzyme is composed of three metal
containing subunits, Cyt b, Cyt and the ‘Rieske’ iron sulfur protein. The structural genes encoding these three
core subunits (designated pet A, B and C or fbcF, B and C) have now been cloned and sequenced from several
photosynthetic bacteria. Two of them, Rhodobacter capsulatus and Rhodobacter sphaeroides, have been
genetically modified to allow site-directed mutagenesis, and a number of single site mutants have been obtained
in each of the three subunits. In recent years, the analyses of both site-directed mutants and spontaneous
inhibitor resistant mutants have led to the identification of the ligands to the metal clusters, the general location
of the sites of quinone interaction and more accurate folding models of the individual subunits of the complex.
This chapter reviews recent biochemical and genetic studies (inclusive of 1994) that have greatly increased our
understanding of how the Cyt complex functions at the molecular level.

I. Cytochrome Complex

A. Physiological Role in Photosynthesis and
Respiration

Ubihydroquinone-cytochrome c oxidoreductase (or
the Cyt complex) is an integral membrane protein
involved in energy transduction in a wide range of
organisms (for recent reviews see Prince, 1990;
Trumpower, 1990; Cramer and Knaff, 1990; Knaff,
1993; Gennis et al., 1993; Brandt and Trumpower,
1994). The enzyme is a major component of the
mitochondrial electron transfer chain and performs a
similar function in aerobic prokaryotes (Fig. 1).
Anoxygenic photosynthetic prokaryotes contain a
Cyt complex that is utilized for both light driven
electron transfer and dark respiration (Crofts and
Wraight, 1983; Dutton, 1986; Prince, 1990; Knaff,
1993). Oxygenic photosynthetic organisms contain
a similar redox complex (called the Cyt
which functions between Photosystems I and II
(Hauska, 1986; Cramer et al., 1987; Malkin, 1992).
In all cases the complexes oxidize and reduce the
lipid soluble two electron carrier (plasto- , ubi- or
mena-hydroquinone) in the membrane phase, and
reduce a one electron carrier (the water soluble Cyt c
or plastocyanin or the newly discovered membrane-
associated Cyt [Jenney and Daldal, 1993; Jenney
et al., 1994]) at the membrane aqueous interface.
During respiration ferrocyt c then donates electrons
to Cyt c oxidase (Gray et al., 1994) which catalyzes
the four electron reduction of dioxygen to water. On
the other hand, during anoxygenic photosynthesis, a

Abbreviations: B. – Bacillus; Br. – Bradyrhizobium; Cb. –
Chlorobium; Cyt – cytochrome; E. – Escherichia; N. –
Neurospora; P. – Paracoccus; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; UHDBT –
undecylhodroxydioxobenzothiazole; UNHQ – undecylhydroxy-
napthoquinone

predominantly cyclic process, ferrocyt c re-reduces
the photooxidized BChl dimer of the reaction center,
resulting in no net redox change (Fig. 1). During
electron transfer, charges (electrons and protons) are
vectorially transported across the membrane,
generating an electrochemical gradient used
to drive energy requiring processes such as ATP
synthesis, active transport and taxis (Dutton, 1986;
Prince, 1990).

B. Experimental Advantages of Phototrophs in
Studying the Cyt Complex

Photosynthetic bacteria, in general, and Rhodobacter
(Rb.) capsulatus and Rhodobacter sphaeroides, in
particular, provide important experimental advan-
tages over mitochondria and chloroplasts for studying
the structure and function of the Cyt complex.
First, the bacterial complexes are structurally much
simpler, and yet functionally very similar, when
compared with those from mitochondria. The
bacterial enzymes contain only three or four subunits,
while mitochondrial complexes contain several
additional subunits of undefined function. Second, in
phototrophic organisms the reactions catalyzed by
the Cyt complex can be measured in situ by flash
activation of the photochemical reaction center using
either chromatophore membranes or whole cells.
The initial events that take place in the reaction
center are extremely fast, and this photoactivation
provides an oxidant (ferricyt c) and a reductant

for the Cyt complex allowing the use of
time-resolved optical spectroscopy to monitor the
internal reactions of the complex. Examples of flash-
induced electron transfer kinetics and the corres-
ponding specific reactions are shown in Fig. 2. Further,
in response to the change in the electric field across
the low dielectric of the membrane (i.e. the membrane
potential) caused by charge transfer the absorbance
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upon the presence of a functional Cyt complex,
thus mutations affecting the complex can be detected
by simply monitoring the growth ability of the mutants
(Fig. l) (Daldal et al., 1987). Yet, non-functional Cyt

complex mutants of facultative phototrophic
bacteria are still viable due to the availability of other
growth modes independent of the complex (Marrs
and Gest, 1973; Zannoni et al., 1976; LaMonica and
Marrs, 1976). Appropriate growth conditions (low

in the dark) can be chosen so that the photo-
synthetic apparatus is induced, thus non-functional
mutants can be analyzed in detail. Fourth, for both
Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides molecular and
genetic tools are available for sophisticated genetic
analyses such as ‘gene tagging’ and suppressor
analyses. Furthermore in Rb. capsulatus the genetic
system to be used can be chosen so that a mutant
complex is either over–produced to facilitate its
physicochemical analysis, or kept at the wild type
level to analyze its physiological impact. The
overproduction also eases the purification and
characterization of the wild type as well as mutant
complexes, and allows the detection of very low
activity of some mutants which may be otherwise
undetected. Finally, the structural genes of most
bacterial Cyt complexes are genetically organized
as an operon (with a few exceptions) so that both

classical and reverse genetic approaches are often
facilitated. Thus, multidisciplinary approaches
encompassing biochemistry, biophysics, molecular
biology and genetics can be more easily applied in
the bacterial systems. Similar approaches are either
not yet available or more difficult to perform in
mitochondrial and chloroplast systems.

In this chapter we review the salient features of the
Cyt complex and describe recent mutagenesis
work being performed on the complex. Although we
mainly focus on the work accomplished using the
purple non-sulfur photosynthetic bacteria, which is
currently the most advanced, similar approaches are
also being pursued in other bacterial systems such as
Paracoccus (P.) denitrificans, Bradyrhizobium (Br.)
japonicum and cyanobacteria, as well as yeast and
other higher eukaryotes (see for example Graham
and Trumpower, 1991).

C. Structure

1. Protein Subunits

While the subunit content of the Cyt complexes
is variable from organism to organism the smallest
number is in general found in bacteria. Those
complexes from the purple non-sulfur, photosynthetic
bacteria Rb. capsulatus (Robertson et al., 1993),
Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum (Wynn et al., 1986;
Kriauciunas et al., 1989; Majewski and Trebst, 1990;
Purvis et al., 1990; Güner et al., 1991) and
Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.) viridis (Wynn et al, 1986)
contain three polypeptides while Rhodobacter
sphaeroides contains a fourth subunit of unknown
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spectra of the membrane-associated carotenoids are
shifted (a Stark effect). Thus the electrogenic steps of
the internal reactions can be followed spectros-
copically on a fast time scale (see for example
Matsuura et al., 1983b; Glaser and Crofts, 1984;
Robertson and Dutton, 1988). Third, photosynthetic
growth of these bacteria is absolutely dependent
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function (Yu et al., 1984; Ljungdahl et al., 1987;
Andrews et al., 1990; Purvis et al., 1990; Usui et al.,
1990, 1991). Recent immunological evidence
suggests that this fourth subunit appears to be a bona
fide component of the complex, possibly interacting
with quinone and antimycin (Wilson et al., 1985; Yu
and Yu, 1987, 1991; Usui et al., 1991; Chen et al.,
1994). The Cyt complexes from the purple sulfur
bacteria, Ectothiorhodospira mobilus (Leguijt et al.,
1993) and Chromatium vinosum (Tan et al., 1993)
also appear very similar to those from the purple
non-sulfur bacteria. It now appears that the bacteria
utilizing menaquinone in the (for example
heliobacteria, bacilli and Chlorobium-type green
bacteria) contain Cyt bc complexes with somewhat
different properties (Knaff and Malkin, 1976; Kutoh
and Sone, 1988; Liebl et al., 1990, 1992; Riedel et
al., 1993), perhaps to better to accommodate the
approximately 150 mV lower redox midpoint
potential of menaquinone in comparison to that of
ubiquinone.

Regardless of the total subunit content, all Cyt
complexes contain three core polypeptides, called
Cyt b, Cyt and the ‘Rieske’ iron-sulfur protein
(FeS), that bind the metal clusters participating in
charge separation through the complex. Cyt
complexes actually contain another subunit referred
to as subunit IV, however it is highly homologous to
the C-terminal region of Cyt b while Cyt is highly
homologous to the N-terminal region of Cyt b. Thus,
Cyt and subunit IV of the chloroplast complex
could be considered a ‘split’ Cyt b. A similar situation
probably exists in some Gram positive bacteria, such
as Bacillus PS3 (Kutoh and Sone, 1988 and N. Sone,
personal communication) and Bacillus subtilus
(Sorokine and Erlich, personal communication).

2. Prosthetic Groups and Quinone Binding
Sites

The Cyt b polypeptide (typically about 45 kDa) is an
integral membrane protein with multiple transmem-
brane helices that contains two spectrochemically
distinct molecules of protoheme, Cyt and
referring to the relatively ‘low’ (approximately –100
mV in Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides) and
‘high’ (approximately 50 mV in Rb. capsulatus and
Rb. sphaeroides) redox midpoint potentials of
the two hemes. Spectroscopic analyses have suggested
that both b hemes have bis-imidazole ligation (Carter
et al., 1981; Salerno et al., 1986; Simpkin et al.,

1989; McCurley et al., 1990; Hobbs et al., 1990), and
current folding models of this protein with eight
transmembrane helices (see below) use the four
universally conserved histidine residues located on
the same pair of helices (two in B and two in D) as
their ligands.

Cyt (typically about 30 kDa, except in P.
denitrificans where it is approximately 65 kDa),
covalently binds one molecule of heme
mV) with the most probable axial ligation of histidine
and methionine (Simpkin et al., 1989). The consensus
heme binding motif (-Cys-Xaa-Yaa-Cys-His-) is
located close to the amino terminus of both Cyt
and Cyt f of the Cyt complex, and these two
cysteines covalently link the heme macrocycle to the
protein via thioether linkages. Magnetic circular
dichroism (MCD) and resonance Raman (RR)
measurements suggested that the sixth axial ligand
to the heme Fe of Cyt f is not methionine but an
amine group perhaps from a lysine (Rigby et al.,
1988; Davis et al., 1988; Simpkin et al., 1989).
Recent 3-D structural analysis of isolated Cyt f from
turnip has shown that its sixth axial ligand is
surprisingly the amino terminus of the protein
(Martinez et al., 1992, 1994).

The FeS protein (typically about 20 kDa) has a
cluster with an unusual EPR spectrum and a

relatively high value (approximately 260 mV).
Spectroscopic analyses have suggested that two
histidines and two cysteines are the ligands to the
cluster in contrast to the more common four cysteines
seen in the ferredoxins (Telser et al., 1987; Powers et
al., 1989; Britt et al., 1991; Miki et al., 1991; Gurbiel
et al., 1991). The cluster interacts with the
site of hydroquinone oxidation as evidenced by the
sensitivity of the EPR spectrum of the cluster to the
redox state of the and to the occupancy of the

site of the complex (Matsuura et al., 1983a;
Robertson et al., 1986; Robertson et al., 1990; Ding
et al., 1992).

In addition to these metal-containing cofactors the
enzyme has interaction sites for its reaction partners,
Cyt Cyt (in Rb. capsulatus) and ubi(hydro)-
quinone. The two quinone binding sites, called
and are at least partially located on the Cyt b
polypeptide and have different catalytic and
thermodynamic properties (see the section on the Q-
cycle below). The interaction between Cyt and
is electrostatic and involves lysine residues on the
‘front’ face (i.e. the side of the exposed heme edge)
of Cyt (Margoliash and Bosshard, 1983; Wynn et



2. Inhibitors

The use of inhibitors has aided greatly in the
elucidation of the pathways of electron transfer
through the Cyt complex. The most common
inhibitors of the Cyt complex predominantly
affect either the or specifically (reviewed
in von Jagow and Link, 1986) although they may
have additional effects elsewhere (Tsai and Palmer,
1982; Rich et al., 1990; Howell and Robertson,
1993). The site inhibitors can be subdivided into
the methoxyacrylates, which include myxothiazol
and mucidin, and the chromones like stigmatellin.
The methoxyacrylates inhibit reduction of both Cyt
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al., 1986; Bosshard et al., 1987; Güner et al., 1993).
Differential chemical modification (Hall et al.,
1987a,b,c; Hall et al., 1989) and later, site-directed
mutagenesis (Caffery et al., 1992; Güner et al., 1993),
of these lysines resulted in a perturbation of the Cyt

interaction and the kinetics of electron transfer.
The positions of Cyt providing the counter charges
are unknown but the effective negative charges
supplied by Cyt in the interaction appear
approximately the same in Rb. capsulatus and Rp.
viridis (Güner et al., 1993). There are two patches of
highly conserved acidic residues on Cyt in Rb.
capsulatus (G88 to D107 and V209 to G218) which
could be responsible for these interactions (Davidson
and Daldal, 1987b). At present the interaction between
Cyt and Cyt of Rb.capsulatus is entirely unknown
(Jenney and Daldal, 1993).

D. Q-cycle Mechanism of Charge Separation

1. Inner Reactions

Light-induced electron transfer through the Cyt
complex is initiated by the very rapid (microsecond)
oxidation of Cyt c in the periplasmic space by the
photo-oxidized bacteriochlorophyll dimer of the
reaction center (Fig. 2). Ferricyt c triggers a cascade
of events beginning with the oxidation of Cyt The
latter then oxidizes the cluster, which in turn
is reduced by ubihydroquinone bound at a site
formed by Cyt b and the FeS protein. The transient
semiquinone generated by the one electron oxidation
of is unstable and quickly reduces the low
potential Cyt The observation of reduction of Cyt
b following the addition of an ‘oxidant’ (the oxidized

led to the proposal of a Q-cycle mechanism
of electron transfer through the complex (Wikström
and Berden, 1972; Mitchell, 1976). Later, modifi -
cations to the Q-cycle were introduced to better
describe the pathways of charge separation (Crofts et
al., 1983; Ding et al., 1992). Inherent to these models
are two separate, independent sites of (hydro)quinone
interaction on the enzyme. One site, that of
oxidation for proton ‘output’), is near the
periplasmic surface of the membrane and undergoes
a concerted two-electron oxidation by the and
Cyt Ding et al. (1992) have recently analyzed the
EPR spectra of ubiquinone extracted- and reconsti-
tuted-chromatophores and proposed that two
molecules of may occupy the site. These
two sites are called            ‘weak’)  and

‘strong’) in reference to their strength for binding

After the reduction of Cyt electron transfer
occurs in an electrogenic step from Cyt to Cyt
From carotenoid electrochromic shift measurements
the distance from Cyt to Cyt is estimated to
span more than half of the membrane dielectric
(Glaser and Crofts, 1984; Robertson et al., 1988).
Cyt is then oxidized by a quinone bound at a
second site, called the site (for proton ‘input’)
forming an antimycin sensitive EPR detectable
semiquinone species (Ohnishi and Trumpower,
1980; Robertson et al., 1984). Carotenoid bandshift
measurements have estimated that the distance
between quinone bound at the site and Cyt
represents the remainder of the membrane dielectric.
Recently it has been calculated from spin relaxation
enhancement of the EPR signal of by an external
spin probe that the semiquinone anion is 6 to 10 Å
from the protein surface (Meinhardt and Ohnishi,
1992). Note that a second turnover of the site is
needed for a complete turnover of the site, and the
presence of one and one may allow two
turnovers of the site without the need of
replenishment from the Each oxidation of
at the site releases two into the periplasmic
space while reduction of UQ to at the site
results in the consumption of two from the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane. Thus the oxidation
and reduction of both an electron and proton carrier
on opposite sides of the membrane forms a classical
redox loop (Mitchell, 1966), and explains how
turnover of the Cyt complex contributes to the
electrochemical potential difference between the two
sides of the membrane.
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and the cluster via the site but allow
turnover of the site (see Fig. 2 for the effects of the
inhibitors on the electron transfer kinetics). Binding
of myxothiazol perturbs the EPR spectrum of the

cluster, which may be a consequence of
displacing Q from the site (Ding et al., 1992 and
references therein). The hydroxyquinones, which
include UHDBT (undecylhydroxydioxobenzo-
thiazole) and UHNQ (undecylhydroxynaphtho-
quinone), act between the cluster and Cyt
The mode of action of these quinone analogs appears
different from the methoxyacrylates, in that they
increase the value of the cluster by
approximately 50 mV and inhibit oxidation of the
cluster by Cyt (Matsuura et al., 1983a). The
inhibitory effect of stigmatellin also seems to be
centered on the cluster since its binding to the
Cyt complex induces a large (approximately 250
mV) increase in the value of this cluster, strongly
stabilizing the reduced state and inhibiting oxidation
by Cyt (von Jagow and Ohnishi, 1985). Interest-
ingly, this effect is not observed in menaquinone
utilizing Cyt complexes such as Heliobacterium
chlorum (Liebl et al., 1990, 1992), Bacillus (B.) PS3
and B. firmus OF4 (Riedel et al., 1993).

Examples of inhibitors are antimycin,
HQNO (heptylhydroxy-quinoline-N-oxide), diuron
and funiculosin. All inhibit the oxidation of Cyt by
displacing the semiquinone bound at the site
without affecting the oxidation of the first at the

site (Fig. 2, Ohnishi and Trumpower, 1980).
Antimycin also induces a red shift in the absorption
spectrum of Cyt suggesting that its binding site is
close to that heme. Funiculosin causes an increase in
the value of Cyt (Howell and Robertson, 1993)
and the cluster in mitochondria (Tsai and
Palmer, 1982) but the photosynthetic bacteria appear
to be immune to the effects of this latter inhibitor
both in vivo and in vitro (M. K. Tokito and F. Daldal,
unpublished data).

E. Genetic Organization of the Structural Genes
of the Cyt Complex

The first structural gene of a Cyt complex from a
photosynthetic bacterium initially thought to be Rb.
sphaeroides was isolated by Gabellini et al. (1985)
using the Rieske iron sulfur gene of Neurospora (N.)

crassa as a heterologous probe (Harnisch et al.,
1985). The determination of the nucleotide sequence
of this cloned region indicated that it contained not
only the gene for the FeS protein (fbcF) but also the
structural genes for the Cyt b (fbcB) and Cyt
(fbcC) subunits (Gabellini and Sebald, 1986). S1
mapping and Northern blot analysis indicated that
the corresponding mRNA was approximately 2.9 kb
long, and proved that these three genes were
cotranscribed and constitute an operon (Gabellini et
al., 1985; Gabellini and Sebald, 1986).

An independent approach to clone the structural
genes of the Cyt complex was used by Daldal and
co-workers with a different purple non-sulfur
photosynthetic bacterium, Rb. capsulatus (Daldal et
al. 1987, Davidson and Daldal, 1987a,b). This
organism was chosen due to its amenability to genetic
approaches and to the availability of mutants related
to bacterial energy transduction isolated by Marrs
and co-workers (for a review see Scolnik and Marrs,
1987). One of these mutants, R126, was initially
described by Zannoni et al. (1981) as a non-
photosynthetic mutant defective in the electron
transfer pathways around the Cyt complex.

Genetic complementation of R126 with the Rb.
capsulatus chromosomal library of Scolnik and
Haselkorn (1984) yielded a plasmid containing the
structural genes (petABC) for the Cyt complex.
As in the case of Gabellini et al. (1985) this study
also indicated that the three structural genes petA,
petB and petC corresponding to the FeS, Cyt b and
Cyt polypeptides respectively, are organized in the
5' to 3' order. This work also revealed unexpectedly
that the sequence obtained by Gabellini and Sebald
(1986) was almost identical to the sequence obtained
by Davidson and Daldal (1987a), and that the strain
used by Gabellini and coworkers was not Rb.
sphaeroides but was rather a photosynthetic bacterium
closely related to Rb. capsulatus (Davidson and
Daldal, 1987b). The first partial fbc/pet sequence of
a bona fide Rb. sphaeroides strain was reported by
Davidson and Daldal (1987b), and the entire sequence
from Rb. sphaeroides was later completed by Yun et
al. (1990).

The isolation of the structural genes led to the
construction of Cyt mutants of Rb.
capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides, and to the
demonstration that a functional Cyt complex is
absolutely essential for photosynthetic growth of
these species (Daldal et al., 1987; Yun et al., 1990).

1. Cloning of the fbc/pet Operons
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Insertional mutagenesis of these genes further
confirmed that they constitute an operon since
insertions in the proximal genes are polar to the
expression of the distal genes (Daldal et al., 1987).
While no other gene related to the Cyt complex
located at the 3' end of the operon was found insertions
near its 5' end negatively affected the growth of Rb.
capsulatus. Subsequent analysis of this latter region
revealed the presence of two additional genes, petP
and petR, whose activities are essential for both
photosynthetic and respiratory growth of Rb,
capsulatus (Tokito and Daldal, 1992). While one of
these genes (petR) shows strong
homology to ompR, the well studied response
regulator involved in osmoregulation in E. coli (Stock
et al., 1989), neither its role in Rb. capsulatus nor the
role of the preceding gene (petP) are known. The
strong homology observed infers that they may be
regulatory genes involved in sensing some unknown
environmental signal(s).

The structural genes of the Cyt complex have
also been obtained from other purple non sulfur
photosynthetic bacteria, Rp. viridis (Verbist et al.,
1989) and Rs. rubrum (Majewski and Trebst, 1990;
Shankar et al., 1992) using heterologous probes and
were found to form an operon as well. These genes
are also available from the non-phototrophs, P.
denitrificans (Kurowski and Ludwig, 1987), B.
japonicum (Thöny-Meyer et al., 1988), and the green
sulfur photosynthetic bacterium Chlorobium (Cb.)
limicola (Schütz et al., 1993) with the exception of
Cyt gene in this latter case. Partial or preliminary
genetic data have recently been obtained for the
strict aerobes Bacillus PS3 and Bacillus subtilis (N.
Sone, and Sorokin and Ehrlich, respectively, personal
communication). In addition, the structural genes
have also been cloned and sequenced from the
cyanobacterial species Nostoc PCC 7906 (Kallas et
al., 1988a) and Synechococcus PCC 7002 (Widger,
1991; Brand et al., 1992). Hopefully sequence data
from two other important branches of the phototrophs,
namely the purple sulfur bacteria such as Chromatium
and the green gliding bacteria such as Chloroflexus,
will soon be added to this growing database and
provide further insight into the structure and function
as well as evolution of the Cyt complex.

2. Primary Sequences of the Subunits from
Different Species

While the operonal organization of the fbcF (petA),
fbcB (petB) and fbcC (petC) genes for the three

3. Folding Models for the Different Subunits

The determination of the primary sequences of the
three subunits of the Cyt complex has led to
predictions of their secondary structures using various
computer programs (Rao and Argos, 1986; Crofts et
al., 1987; Brasseur, 1988). These analyses indicated

essential subunits of the Cyt complex is generally
conserved, some interesting deviations have also
been observed (Fig. 3). For example, in Cb. limicola
fbcFand fbcB are next to each other, but fbcC is not
adjacent to this cluster (Schütz et al., 1993). In
cyanobacteria fbcFand fbcC analogues have remained
together while the equivalent of the fbcB gene was
found elsewhere in a split form (Kallas et al., 1988b;
Widger, 1991; Brand et al., 1992). In addition, the
Cyt b and Cyt genes of Br. japonicum are fused to
form a single gene (referred to as fbcH) whose
product is apparently post-translationally processed
to yield a complex with three polypeptide subunits
(Thöny-Meyer et al., 1991). Finally, there are
approximately 150 additional residues of unknown
role at the N-terminal end of Cyt   from P.
denitrificans (Kurowski and Ludwig, 1987) that are
not present in other known species, and whose
deletion does not affect drastically either the assembly
or the function of the Cyt complex (B. Ludwig,
personal communication).

The currently available sequences of Cyt b from
the photosynthetic bacteria can be divided into two
distinct groups based upon the presence or absence
of specific deletions (Fig. 4a). Both Rp. viridis and
Rs. rubrum lack the residues from 231 to 237 in the

region and between 309 to 326 in the region
(Shankar et al, 1992). The deletion of either of these
regions from Rb. capsulatus Cyt b has no drastic
effect on the Cyt complex (K. A. Gray and F.
Daldal, unpublished). Also, helix H present in other
bacterial Cyt b is absent from that of Cb. limicola.
The alignment of the amino acid sequences of the
three subunits from photosynthetic species (Fig. 4a,
b, c) reveals that while the Cyt b subunit is extremely
well-conserved between various species, such
pronounced homologies in the other subunits are
limited to the metal binding domains of the FeS
protein (the C-terminal region) and Cyt (the N-
terminal region) (see also Hauska et al., 1988). An
extensive comparison of the primary sequence of
Cyt b subunit of the Cyt complex from many
phylogenetically distinct species has recently been
reported (Degli Esposti et al., 1993).
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that the Rieske FeS protein is mainly hydrophilic
with its two mostly hydrophobic regions being located
near the N-terminus and around the cluster
binding region near the C-terminal end of the protein
(Fig. 5). While there is no cleaved signal sequence in
the FeS protein the bulk of the protein appears to be
on the periplasmic face of the membrane. Its amino
terminal region has been implicated in binding it to
the membrane, although the exact nature of this
association is unclear (Li et al., 1981b; Schägger et
al., 1987; Gonzalez-Halphen et al., 1988, 1991; Cocco
et al., 1991; Theiler and Niederman, 1991; Van Doren
et al., 1993b).

Cyt is also mainly a hydrophilic protein but with
two hydrophobic helical regions (Fig. 6). The first
region corresponds to its membrane translocation
signal sequence located at the N-terminus. This
sequence is processed during secretion across the
cytoplasmic membrane into the periplasm and is not
present in the mature protein found in the complex
(Gabellini and Sebald, 1986; Yun et al., 1990). The
second hydrophobic domain of Cyt (about 15
amino acids delimited by charged residues) located

close to its C-terminal end is thought to anchor the
subunit to the cytoplasmic membrane. Limited
proteolysis experiments which release the subunit
from the membrane in Neurospora crassa (Li et al.,
1981a) as well as genetic approaches involving the
introduction of a stop codon at an appropriate position
to prematurely terminate the subunit (Konishi et al.,
1991, Gray et al., 1992) are consistent with this
topology of Cyt (Fig. 6).

Secondary structure analyses predicted that Cyt b
is an integral membrane protein with multiple
transmembrane helical domains (Fig. 7). While
initially it was proposed that it contained nine
transmembrane helices (Saraste, 1984; Widger et al.,
1984) more refined analyses using several different
secondary structure prediction programs (Crofts et
al., 1987) revealed that the helix 4 of the initial model
is more amphipathic and probably not trans-
membranous. This extramembranous loop (referred
to as helix cd) is reminiscent of the amphipathic
helix in the purple bacterial photosynthetic reaction
center which forms part of the binding pocket
(Deisenhofer et al., 1985; Allen at al., 1988).
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Furthermore, a large number of spontaneous and
site inhibitor resistant mutants have been mapped

to Cyt b, and the observed nature and distribution of
the sites of these mutations were inconsistent with
the nine transmembrane model (Fig. 7a). These
findings led several groups to propose a newer model
of Cyt b with eight transmembrane helices (A to H)
by pulling the old helix 4 out of the membrane and
reversing the orientation of the following five helices
(D to H). The distribution of charged residues of Cyt
b (inside more positive than the outside, von Heijne
et al., 1989) also supports the latter model. There is
another large loop on the periplasmic side of the
membrane (between the helices E and F) and one
large cytoplasmic loop (between helices D and E)
which may also contain amphipathic domains.

Indirect experimental proof confirming the

topology of the Cyt b polypeptide has also been
obtained using alkaline phosphatase (phoA) fusions
in Rb. sphaeroides (Yun et al., 1991b). This frequently
used technique has been shown to be reliable in
predicting the topology of several E. coli membrane
proteins (Manoil and Beckwith, 1986), and also to
correctly predict the overall topology of the Rb.
sphaeroides reaction center subunits L and M (Yun
et al., 1991b) for which a high resolution structure is
available. The data on Cyt b clearly indicate that the
inside/outside orientation of its first six helices is
consistent with the eight helix model predicted from
the distribution of inhibitor resistant mutations.
However, there is still little information pertinent to
the last two helices G and H of Cyt b in bacteria. The
recent determination of the primary structure of Cyt
b from Cb. limicola indicates that the last helix (H)
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may not be present in that polypeptide (Schütz et al.,
1993), and it has even been proposed that this helix,
in those cases where it exists, may not be entirely
transmembranous (Cramer and Trebst, 1991).

It should be noted that although several speculative
models for specific portions of each of the subunits
have been successfully developed in recent years no
crystallography-based direct structural data are yet
available for any of them with the exception of the
hydrophilic portion of Cyt f of turnip chloroplast Cyt

complex (Martinez et al., 1992, 1994). Unfor-
tunately, the poor homology between Cyt f and Cyt
may limit the direct application of this important
information to the analogous subunits of bacterial
and mitochondrial complexes.

II. Mutational Approaches

A combination of molecular genetics to obtain
desired mutants designed to test specific hypotheses
followed by in-depth biochemical and biophysical
analyses is a powerful experimental approach to
obtain structural and functional information about
membrane-associated complexes. This approach is
being used extensively in both Rb. capsulatus and
Rb. sphaeroides to address a number of issues related
to the Cyt complex including the steps of electron

transfer and proton translocation processes, the
physicochemical properties and the assembly of the
subunits, the active sites of the complex and the
validity of current folding models.

A. Spontaneous Mutants

The isolation and molecular genetic characterization
of spontaneous mutants has been invaluable to further
our knowledge on how the Cyt complex functions.
R126 was one of the earliest Rb. capsulatus mutants
known to affect electron transfer between Cyt b and
Cyt (Zannoni and Marrs, 1981). A detailed
biochemical analysis by Robertson et al. (1986)
indicated that this mutant was kinetically impaired at
the site of the Cyt complex while its site
function was retained. The mutation in R126 was
later determined to be a single amino acid substitution,
G158D, located in the transversal helix cd of the Cyt
b polypeptide (Daldal et al., 1989) (Fig. 7).

Another set of spontaneous mutants that has been
highly informative for the location of the site are
Rb. capsulatus mutants resistant to the site
inhibitors stigmatellin, myxothiazol and mucidin.
Several of these have been isolated, and the genetic
lesions conferring inhibitor resistance have been
determined (Daldal et al., 1989). Similar Cyt b
mutations have also been obtained in yeast (di Rago
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et al., 1989) and mouse (Howell and Gilbert, 1988)
mitochondria. The great majority of these mutations
have been mapped to the Cyt b polypeptide and are
distributed nonrandomly (Fig. 7a). They are clustered
in two distinct domains referred to as and
The region is a very small segment of the Cyt b
polypeptide, spanning the residues 140 to 163 (in the
numbering of Rb. capsulatus) containing part of

helix C and most of the amphipathic transversal
helix cd while the region is located towards the
C-terminal end of Cyt b. In addition, one substitution
(L106P) was found located on helix B between the
histidines that coordinate heme and Robertson
et al. (1990) observed that not only was the affinity
for inhibitor decreased in these mutants but there
was also a weakening of the binding of the
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physiological substrate, ubiquinol, at the site
suggesting that the inhibitor and substrate interaction
sites share common structural features. The study of
the locations and the nature of the inhibitor resistant
mutants has led to a speculative model for the Cyt b
portion of the site based on the three dimensional
structure of the and sites of the reaction center
(Robertson et al., 1990). In addition, this region of
Cyt b polypeptide has now been shown to bind
ubiquinone by photoaffinity labeling using an azido-Q
derivative (He et al., 1994).

Interestingly, not all Cyt inhibitors are active in
the photosynthetic bacteria. Since photosynthetic
growth of these bacteria is absolutely dependent on
the presence of a functional Cyt complex (Daldal
et al., 1987) it could be expected that most electron
transfer inhibitors also inhibit growth. While this is
true for the site inhibitors it is not the case in Rb.
capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides for the site
inhibitors. This natural resistance to site inhibitors
in vivo precluded the isolation of spontaneous
inhibitor resistant mutants in Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides. However it has been shown recently
that the photosynthetic growth of the purple non-
sulfur bacterium Rs. rubrum is sensitive to antimycin
(Shankar et al., 1992;Uhrig et al., 1994). Antimycin-
resistant mutants were isolated using this latter species
and lesions responsible for the resistance were
identified as the substitutions D252E and D252H
(Park and Daldal, 1992; Uhrig et al., 1994). D252 is
located near the beginning of helix E in close
proximity to mutations conferring resistance to
antimycin and diuron in yeast and mouse mito-
chondrial Cyt complex (di Rago et al., 1986;
Howell et al., 1987; di Rago and Colson, 1988;
Weber and Wolf, 1988; di Rago et al., 1990). The
many mutations available in mitochondrial Cyt b
are also clustered in two distinct regions, which
could be called by analogy consisting of the
loop extending into the cytoplasm connecting helix
D and E, and consisting of a stretch close to the
amino terminus of the protein also extending into the
cytoplasm (Fig. 7a).

B. Site-Directed Mutants

The site directed mutagenesis systems that are
developed inboth Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides
have two components. The first is a deletion
background in which the chromosomal copy of the
wild type structural genes has been eliminated using

a. site

The majority of the initial work on the site has
been geared towards defining the regions of Cyt b
affecting oxidation. Clues to the approximate
location of the site have come from earlier analyses
of spontaneous inhibitor resistant mutants (see above)
and the non-photosynthetic mutant of Rb. capsulatus
R126. One position chosen for detailed study was
G158. This site yields a Cyt complex defective in
the site when substituted with aspartate in bacteria
(Robertson et al., 1986), or a myxothiazol resistant
complex when substituted with alanine in mouse
mitochondria (Howell et al., 1988). To define the role

either interposon mutagenesis as in Rb. capsulatus
(Atta-Asafo-Adjei and Daldal, 1991), or non-
replicating suicide plasmids as in Rb. sphaeroides
(Yun et al., 1990). The use of a deletion background
avoids unwanted homologous recombination events
that otherwise may yield mixtures of wild type and
mutant complexes and complicate the biochemical/
biophysical analyses.

The second component of the genetic system is a
broad host range plasmid into which the wild type
structural genes have been cloned. The mutations are
often generated by in vitro mutagenesis techniques
and exchanged with their wild type counterparts on
this plasmid. Any desired mutation can be efficiently
constructed using these systems, and the growing
lists of mutants of Rb. capsulatus (Tables 1,2 and 3)
and Rb. sphaeroides (Gennis et al., 1993) are rather
impressive. Other phototrophic species are also
amenable to similar approaches, and an example is
Rp. viridis for which a similar system to study the
reaction center has recently been described
(Laussermaier et al., 1992). Similar deletion and
conjugation procedures also work well for the Cyt

complex of Rs. rubrum (S. Y. Park and F. Daldal,
unpublished results) for which genetic systems are
also developed to study the reaction center (Hessner
et al., 1991),CO dehydrogenase (Kerby et al., 1992)
and ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase (Hartman et
al., 1987).

1. Cytochrome b Mutants

Figure 7b and Table 1 show the locations and effects
of site directed mutations that are currently available
in the Cyt b polypeptide, and are grouped into different
classes as described below.
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of position 158 Atta-Asafo-Adjei and Daldal (1991)
substituted it with fifteen different amino acid
residues, and observed that all but the A and S
substitutions had lower Cyt c reductase activities and
failed to support photosynthetic growth. While a
glycine in this position allows free access of both
ubiquinol and myxothiazol into the site,
substitutions with side chains like (A) or

(S) hinders the access of myxothiazol and
confers inhibitor resistance. Based on these facts it
was proposed that side chains larger than methyl and
hydroxymethyl at this position exclude the substrate
and lead to nonfunctional mutants. More recent data
obtained by EPR spectroscopy, using the
cluster signal to monitor the occupancy of the
site in these mutants, further confirmed this finding
(Ding et al., 1992; Ding et al., unpublished).

Other positions in Cyt b conferring resistance to
specific inhibitors were also mutagenized

extensively (Tokito and Daldal, 1993). These include
M140, F144, G152, T163 and V333. All, except for
V333, are located in the region either in
transmembrane helix C or in the cd amphipathic
helix. In contrast to G158 mutants, most of these
mutations yielded photosynthetically competent
strains with, however, perturbed rates of
oxidation and modified inhibitor recognition. At
position 140 the presence of a methyl group on the
carbon atom correlated with myxothiazol and
stigmatellin resistance, while position 144 required
an aromatic residue to yield a myxothiazol-sensitive
Cyt complex with a high turnover rate (Tokito
and Daldal, 1993). An extension of this work has
now shown that mutations at positions 158 and 144
perturb the binding of substrate to both the and

domains (Ding et al., unpublished), and the study
of these mutants has led to a correlation between the
occupancy of the site (as determined from EPR of
the cluster) and the rate of turnover of the site.
On the other hand positions 163 and 333 do not
appear to define strong interaction points with
myxothiazol though they affect stigmatellin
resistance.

Furthermore some mutations at T163 affect the
assembly of the complex and in particular the T163F
and P mutants are devoid of the three subunits of the
Cyt complex (Tokito and Daldal, 1993). It was
proposed that T163 provides a contact point between
the subunits based on the fact that suppressors of
T163F were found in the other subunits of the complex
(see below). This finding was used to orient the

transversal helix cd in such a way that the face
containing T163 is turned away from the protein
interior, thus positioning G158 toward the protein
interior of Cyt b as proposed earlier (Robertson et al.,
1990). Crofts et al. (1992) have also predicted a
similar orientation for helix cd in a computer
generated model of the topology and folding of Cyt
b. Thus the steric restraints on the residues occupying
positions 152 and 158 can be understood since the
side chains would project into the binding
pocket. More recent work on positions Y147 and
T160 are also consistent with this orientation (S.
Saribas and F. Daldal, unpublished results).

The loop connecting helix E and F contains the
highly conserved -PEWY- span (Hauska et al., 1988).
Mutations at these sites in Rb. sphaeroides cause a
decrease in the rate of oxidation at the site
(Crofts et al., 1992; Table 1). For example the
substitution E295Q decreased the rate of turnover
by a factor of approximately 50, but did not prevent
photosynthetic growth under laboratory conditions.
Considering that the midpoint potential of Cyt is
more positive in most of the -PEWY- mutants and
that some substitutions also confer resistance to
specific inhibitors, it was proposed that this portion
of Cyt b is also involved in the interaction with
at the site.

b. Ligands of the Cyt b hemes

Mutagenesis of Cyt b in Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides has also involved the residues H97,
H111, H198 and H212 (Fig. 7), proposed to be the
ligands of Cyt and hemes (Widger et al., 1984;
Saraste et al., 1984). These residues were altered in
Rb. sphaeroides to amino acids unable to coordinate
metal ions, and it was shown that all are absolutely
essential for photosynthetic growth (Yun et al.,
1991a). The substitutions of H111 and H212 led to
the selective loss of Cyt while those of H97 and
H198 resulted in the loss of both hemes. Similar data
were also obtained for H212 mutants in Rb. capsulatus
(F. Daldal, unpublished data). These findings indicated
that H212 and H111 are ligands to Cyt and H97
and H198 are ligands to Cyt This assignment is
totally consistent with the eight transmembrane
helices model of Cyt b, and indicated that the site
stays fully functional even when Cyt is selectively
destroyed (Yun et al., 199la). The opposite of this
finding has been seen with R126 where the G158D
mutation selectively inactivates the site while
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leaving the site intact (Robertson et al., 1986).
These experiments thus provide clear support for the
remarkable functional independence of the quinone
interaction sites.

c. site

Several highly conserved residues thought to be in
the vicinity of the site have been altered (Yun et
al., 1992; Crofts et al., 1992; Hacker et al., 1993;
Gray et al., 1994). These positions were chosen
based on the known location of spontaneous inhibitor
(antimycin, diuron and funiculosin) resistant
mutations in mitochondrial Cyt b, and on their
universal conservation in Cyt b polypeptides from
many phylogenetically different species (Degli-
Esposti et al., 1993). The high resolution structure of
the quinone binding sites from the Rb. sphaeroides
photosynthetic reaction center also offers clues to
deciphering analogous interactions that may occur
between the quinone moiety and the Cyt b polypeptide
(Allen et al., 1988). In this respect, the site of the
reaction center appears to be a good model for the
site since both sites catalyze similar redox chemistry.
Of particular interest is the finding that in the reaction
center H190 and S223 of the L-subunit form hydrogen
bonds with the quinone carbonyl groups at the
site.

The main effect of the mutations in this region of
Cyt b is an inhibition of re-oxidation of Cyt
following flash activation. This kinetic defect accounts
for the observation that these mutants are impaired to
various degrees for their photosynthetic growth (from
no growth to slow growth). Further, some of these
mutations also affect the amount of Cyt which is
postulated to be a high potential form of Cyt due
to a redox interaction between the heme and the
quinone bound at the site (de la Rosa and Palmer,
1983; Salerno et al., 1989; Rich et al., 1990). The
increased amount of Cyt in those mutants
suggested that the interaction of the protein with the
quinone bound at the site has been perturbed. Redox
titrations of the antimycin sensitive semiquinone
have shown that mutations at H217 either highly
destabilized (L and D substitutions) or over-stabilized
(R substitution) the semiquinone with essentially the
same phenotypic effect (Gray et al., 1994). Recent
ENDOR data have suggested that the semiquinone at

interacts with the protein via hydrogen bonds, and
that the protons of these bonds are exchangeable

with the medium (Salerno et al., 1990). Further,
these authors suggest that these interactions could be
strong enough to account for the stabilization of the
semiquinone, thus modulating the thermodynamic
properties of the bound quinone. It was therefore
proposed that H217 may, in a manner analogous to
H190 of the L-subunit of the reaction center, form a
hydrogen bond with the quinone at the site (Gray
et al., 1994). Obviously, a better picture of the quinone
binding pocket as well as a detailed kinetic model of
quinone catalysis at the site will emerge as more
work is performed in this region of Cyt b.

d. Other Regions of Cyt b

Some of the other highly conserved Cyt b residues
have also been altered with the hope of discovering
their basis of conservation (Yun et al., 1992). However
none of the positions tested thus far appears to be
absolutely essential for a functional Cyt complex.
For example, F104 is located in helix B between the
two sets of axial ligands to the two hemes and is often
modeled to project between them. It is conserved in
most Cyt b sequences, with the exception of Cyt
from chloroplasts, and Cyt b from some protozoans.
It had been suggested that the rate of electron transfer
between Cyt and may be enhanced by the
presence of this aromatic residue (Widger et al.,
1984). However, Yun et al. (1992) replaced F104
with I and observed minimal effects on the rates of
electron transfer within the Cyt complex,
suggesting that F104 does not function in the rate-
determining step of electron transfer.

Another example is P202, which is the only
conserved proline within a transmembrane helix (D)
in the Cyt b polypeptide. The presence of a proline
would be expected to change the hydrogen bonding
patterns in the helix and may participate in proton
translocation via a cis-trans isomerization (Brandl
and Deber, 1986). However replacement of P202
with the helix-favoring amino acid leucine had only
minor effects on the properties of the Cyt complex
(Yun et al., 1992). These examples suggest that
conservation of a particular amino acid alone is not
sufficient to indicate that it has a specialized role for
the function of the Cyt complex.

2. Rieske Iron Sulfur Protein

On the basis of proteolytic cleavage, the C-terminal
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region of the Rieske protein has been implicated in
the binding of its cluster (Li et al., 1981b).
This region of the protein contains two groups of
highly conserved residues, called box I (CTHLGC)
and box II (CPCHGS). In Rb. capsulatus these
correspond to residues C133 to C138 and C153 to
S158 (Fig. 4c). Each box contains two cysteines and
one histidine, residues thought to coordinate the
cluster. However, considering that the cluster
requires only two N and two S ligands (Gurbiel et al.,
1991; Britt et al., 1991) the number of conserved
potential ligands exceeds the number needed. Each
potential ligand in box I and box II (as well as a non-
conserved H159 next to box II and the G137 in box
I) have been altered by site directed mutagenesis

(Table 2; Davidson et al., 1992a; van Doren et al.,
1993a). Mutations of H159 did not affect the
properties of the cluster or the assembly of the
complex, and it was concluded that H159 is not a
ligand (Davidson et al., 1992a). Substitution of G133
in Rb. sphaeroides (G137 in Rb. capsulatus) to
aspartate yielded a photosynthetically competent
strain, but interestingly, with a decreased turnover
rate of the site (van Doren et al., 1993a). On the
other hand mutations of either H135 or H156 in Rb.
capsulatus (and the corresponding residues in Rb.
sphaeroides) resulted in photosynthetically incompe-
tent strains, and led to the loss of the cluster and
degradation of the mutant FeS subunit. It was
concluded from these data that the imidazole rings of
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H135 of box I and H156 of box II provide the
nitrogenous ligands to the cluster (Fig. 5).

Of the four cysteines mutagenized only C138S
(Ohnishi et al., 1993) and C155S (Davidson et al.,
1992a) contained a very small amount of a perturbed

cluster detectable by EPR, suggesting that
these residues are not ligands. Substitutions of the
remaining two cysteines (C133 and C153) resulted
in a loss of the cluster and very small amounts of
detectable apoprotein (Table 2). Sequence compar-
isons of the Rb. capsulatus FeS protein with ‘Rieske-
type’ cluster-containing dioxygenase proteins
also suggested that the non-conserved C138 and
C155 residues are not the ligands to the
cluster (Davidson et al., 1992a; van Doren et al.,
1993a), thus leaving C133 and C153 as possible
ligands. Considering that substitutions at C155 and
C138 highly perturbed the assembly of the complex
it was further suggested that they may form a disulfide
bond which is essential for the structure of the wild
type protein. The overall data has led to a folding
model of the binding pocket of the cluster in
Rb. capsulatus (Fig. 5) (Davidson et al., 1992a). On
the other hand, it should be noted that other residues
were also proposed as ligands in other systems
(Graham and Trumpower, 1991), and the exact nature
of the ligands of the cluster has not yet been
unequivocally established.

3. Cytochrome Mutants

Mutagenesis of Cyt has been geared towards two
main goals. One was the identification of the amino
acid residue that provides the sixth ligand to the
heme Fe. Data from magnetic circular dichroism of
Cyt from mitochondria are consistent with
histidine-methionine ligation (Simpkin et al., 1989).

Further, sequence alignments of  Cyt from different
species reveal the presence of two highly conserved
methionines (M183 and M205 in the numbering of
the mature Rb. capsulatus protein) near the C-terminal
portion of the protein (Fig. 6). Both M183 and M205
have been altered to non-liganding aliphatic residues
(M183L and M205V) in Cyt from Rb. capsulatus
(Table 3; Gray et al., 1992). The substitution M205V
caused no growth defect, and had very minor effects
on the enzymatic activity of the Cyt complex
whereas the substitution M183L had quite drastic
effects. The strain containing this mutation was
while the entire complex was still present in the
membrane. Redox titrations of purified complex
indicated that the value of the mutant Cyt was
decreased by approximately 390 mV (to –70 mV) as
compared to wild type Interestingly
while the isolated Cyt could bind CO its absorption
spectrum indicated that it was still at least partially
low spin. This suggests that if M183 is indeed the
ligand in the wild type protein yet another residue
that can be displaced by CO could replace it in the
ligation sphere. These results suggest that M183 is
more likely than M205 to be the sixth ligand of the
heme Fe, and a similar analysis in yeast (Nakai et al.,
1990) has also come to the same conclusion. However,
this assignment needs to be confirmed by direct
structural analyses, especially in light of the recent
structure of Cyt f which indicated that the N-terminal
amino group of this protein is the sixth ligand of its
heme Fe (Martinez et al., 1992, 1994) .

A second focus of mutagenesis in Cyt has been
to isolate a truncated, non-membrane anchored form
which may be more readily crystallized (Table 3).
For this purpose, Konishi et al (1991) engineered a
stop codon at position 228 (Q) in Rb. sphaeroides
Cyt right before the putative transmembrane anchor,
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and were able to detect traces of a soluble form of
Cyt which could still donate electrons to Cyt In
this mutant, a small amount of a crippled Cyt
complex with relatively unperturbed and Cyt

was also detected, suggesting that the absence of
Cyt does not entirely destroy the essential
architecture of these subunits. On the other hand a
similar mutation in Rb. capsulatus Cyt as well as
an internal deletion eliminating its heme binding site
(from residue 32 to 159) has not led to the production
of any truncated derivative of Cyt (Gray et al.,
1992). This finding suggests that both the signal
sequence and bound heme appear necessary for
effective translocation of Cyt across the membrane
and its insertion into the lipid bilayer.

4. Assembly/Subunit Interaction Mutants

a. Partial Cyt Complexes

During the characterization of FeS protein mutants it
was observed that the cytochromes b and were
fully present in the intracytoplasmic membranes of
Rb. capsulatus mutants containing little, or no FeS
apoprotein (Davidson et al., 1992a). Further
characterization of these mutants have shown that a
stable subcomplex with a functional site could be
formed in the absence of a site (Davidson et al.,
1992b). To further examine the stabilizing interactions
among the three subunits of the Cyt complex in
the membrane, additional strains which contained
deletions of the fbcFBC genes in various combin-
ations were obtained. These mutants contained both
Cyt b and in the absence of the FeS protein in the
membrane, consistent with the point mutations
affecting box I and box II of the latter subunit.
However in the absence of Cyt very little of the
remaining subunits were detected, leading to the
suggestion that Cyt and Cyt b must somehow
interact and protect each other from degradation
(Davidson et al., 1992b).

Recently Van Doren et al. (1993b) have succeeded
in expressing low amounts of the FeS protein in
E. coli and Rb. sphaeroides in the absence of the
other two subunits. When the subunit was expressed
alone in either Rb. sphaeroides or E. coli it was
located in the cytoplasmic membrane and contained
a Rieske-like cluster but with aberrant EPR properties.
Further, stigmatellin did not affect the EPR spectrum
of the cluster in the absence of the other two subunits.
Finally, truncation of the putative transmembrane

anchor by limited proteolysis resulted in a water
soluble form of the FeS protein retaining the
cluster. These studies suggested that the Rieske
protein is anchored to the membrane via a single
transmembrane helix which may interact with helices
of the other subunits.

b. Suppressors of a Cyt b Mutant

During a systematic analysis of the role on inhibitor
recognition and quinol catalysis of the previously
defined positions, twomutations in the

region of Cyt b, T163F and T163P, have been
found to affect drastically the overall assembly and
in vivo stability of the Cyt complex (Tokito and
Daldal, 1993). Chromatophore membranes of the
strains carrying these mutations were devoid of any
of the three subunits of the complex. Further, the
phenotype of these mutants was rather unstable, and
reverted to a phenotype very frequently. The
basis of the severe effect of these mutations on the
assembly and in vivo stability of the Cyt complex
is not clear. However, considering that the ‘Rieske-
less’ mutants of Rb. capsulatus can still form a two
subunit Cyt subcomplex the data suggest that
these mutations must severely disrupt subunit
interactions around the site. In fact analyses of the

revertants of the T163F mutation indicated that
there are at least three genetically different classes of
suppressors overcoming its deleterious assembly
effect (Tokito and Daldal, in preparation). While one
class affects another Cyt b residue close to T163
(G182T mutation) two other classes are located in
Cyt (R46C) and in the FeS protein (A46T), close
to their respective N-terminal regions. If the effect of
these suppressor mutations is direct then these
findings suggest that the amino terminal domains of
these two latter subunits must be close to the
region of Cyt b and contribute to the formation of
the site. The isolation and analysis of more
mutations with similar effects are needed to further
define the subunit interactions in the Cyt complex.

III. Conclusions and Perspectives

The Cyt complex is a paradigm for redox-driven
proton translocation and the combination of
multidisciplinary approaches including molecular
genetic, biochemical and biophysical studies have
led in recent years to substantial progress in our
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understanding of the structure, function, genetic
organization and physiological importance of this
enzyme. In particular, our knowledge has been greatly
increased by the ever growing set of structural genes
from many different organisms. This database now
allows meaningful structural and functional
comparisons and also points to the possible steps
during the evolution of this complex. The primary
sequences of the subunits have led to more accurate
secondary structural models and to the identification
of the ligands for the metal cofactors that have been
probed by mutagenesis. Currently while the ligands
to Cyt and are known with some confidence
strong contenders for the sixth axial ligand of Cyt
and the possible ligands for the cluster of the
FeS protein have also been found. The tentative
identification of these ligands now raises several
other crucial questions. For example, how the protein
environment modulates the redox and spectroscopic
properties of these metal clusters.

The extensive work using both spontaneous and
site directed inhibitor resistant mutants has been
very informative in globally defining the regions
involved in the interaction with at the site
as well as in establishing the topology of the
transmembrane helices of Cyt b. A better picture of
the architecture of the site and the role of the Cyt
b residues stabilizing the semiquinone is also
beginning to emerge. Working models for the and

sites are being developed using analogies with the
quinone binding sites of the photosynthetic reaction
center. Yet, the roles of amino acid residues located
in the vicinity of these sites need to be analyzed in
depth to define their contributions to the different
steps of the catalytic cycle. Although there are a
number of mutants now available it should be noted
that only 27 positions out of 437 of Cyt b have been
probed by mutagenesis with often only one or just a
few substitutions at each position. Further, several
other areas of Cyt b still need to be explored, in
particular very little information is available about
the last two transmembrane helices G and H. To date,
mutagenesis has been limited to single site changes,
and undoubtedly, future experiments could use a
judicious combination of multiple, and perhaps large
scale, substitutions similar to those currently being
carried out in other systems. Finally, the charac-
terization of second site revertants of mutants has
only been initiated very recently, and has already
been extremely informative about the crucial subunit
interactions in the complex. Until now while most of
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the work has been focused on the Cyt b subunit,
comparatively little effort has been devoted to the
Rieske FeS protein and Cyt

Currently our knowledge about the biogenesis and
assembly of the Cyt complex is rudimentary at
best. In the bacterial case, while we now realize the
importance of the in vivo stabilizing interactions
between some subunits we are still in the dark about
the temporal order of assembly of the subunits, their
translocation across the cytoplasmic membrane and
the incorporation of their prosthetic groups during
biogenesis and maturation. Another important
direction for future work could be the issue of unifying
the different Cyt variants of the
oxidoreductases encountered in nature. While there
are some distinct differences between these
complexes, they catalyze the same overall charge
separation processes across the lipid bilayer.
Systematic attempts to convert a Cyt structure to
a Cyt structure by stepwise molecular engi-
neering, and to analyze the implications of these
cumulative mutations would be extremely inform-
ative, and attempts in this direction are already
underway. Without question these future studies will
be greatly enhanced with the availability of a high
resolution structure for a Cyt complex, and
recently several groups have reported promising
advances in this direction (Kubota et al., 1991; Yue et
al., 1991; Berry et al., 1992; Yu and Yu, 1993;
Kawamoto et al., 1994).

While there are so many unanswered questions
related to the structure and function of the Cyt
complex, the well developed molecular genetic and
biochemical/biophysical tools available in photo-
synthetic bacteria will certainly further our
understanding of how a Cyt complex works as a
redox-driven proton pump. Further, the Cyt
complex will also continue to contribute as a model
system to issues with broader implications, such as
the investigation of the general phenomenon of
membrane protein targeting and insertion, and the
coordinated biogenesis and assembly of the
multisubunit membrane complexes.
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Summary

The X-ray structure of the Rhodopseudomonas viridis reaction center has for the first time provided a detailed
picture of a reaction center associated cytochrome. Guided by the domain structure visible in this atomic model
of the protein, the amino acid sequence of the Rp. viridis subunit can similarly be divided up into the respective
structurally important segments. A comparison of presently available amino acid sequences for reaction center
associated tetraheme subunits in the light of this segmented structure strongly suggests that all these proteins
have a common global structure.

Many experimental results obtained on a variety of tetraheme subunits prior to the Rp. viridis crystal
structure, however, were interpreted to yield a model that looks rather different from this structure. A
compilation of these results is presented and alternative interpretations are proposed. It is shown that all
experimental data reported so far on tetraheme subunits can be rationalized assuming structural arrangements
comparable to that of the crystal structure.

Presently available data on electron transfer properties of cytochrome subunits are summarized.
In addition to the description of tetraheme subunits found in purple and green filamentous bacteria, the

possible nature of the respective reaction center associated cytochromes in green sulfur and heliobacteria is
discussed.

Present ideas on evolutionary relationships (or lack thereof) among these cytochrome subunits are presented.

I. Introduction

A hypothetical young researcher who entered the
subject later than in 1985 probably would have
become aware of the presence of such things as
reaction center (RC) associated cytochrome subunits
while gazing at the glossy, multicolored pictures of
the X-ray structure of the Rhodopseudomonas (Rp.)
viridis RC (e.g. in Deisenhofer et al., 1985). Upon
reading these articles, our young researcher might
almost be led to believe that the RC associated
cytochromes were discovered via the Rp. viridis
crystal structure. Only occasionally will she or he
come across references to older work on this subunit
in Rp. viridis or in other photosynthetic bacteria.
However, having found a way into the past along
such cross references, our young scientist is likely to
soon become lost in a vast labyrinth of data on RC
associated cytochromes (close to a third of the articles
in the reference list appeared before 1978).

Abbreviations: Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus; Cm. –
Chromatium; EC. – Ectothiorhodospira; – redox midpoint
potential; EPR – electron paramagnetic resonance; LD – linear
dichroism; Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rc. –
Rhodocyclus; Ro. – Roseobacter; Rp. — Rhodopseudomonas;
Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Tc. – Thiocapsa

The resulting confusion of our hypothetical young
researcher reflects the trouble with the present state
of the art on RC associated cytochromes: Since
1984, a high resolution crystal structure of the
cytochrome subunit attached to the Rp. viridis RC is
at hand and (mainly based on this structure) a wealth
of data with respect to electron transfer between and
properties of the four hemes within this subunit has
been obtained. Nevertheless, no convincing model
explaining how the cytochrome subunit functions
and why it is there has yet been put forward. On the
contrary, many of the results obtained on the Rp.
viridis cytochrome actually added to the ‘myster-
iousness’ of this protein.

However, this is only one part of the problem. The
surprise of the 3-D structure of the tetraheme subunit
in Rp. viridis was the fact that it provided a picture
that looked rather different from what people had
anticipated based on previously obtained data on the
respective cytochrome subunits from various purple
bacteria. Many of the data reported within 25 years
of research on RC associated cytochromes actually
seemed to contradict the structure. The incompre-
hensibility of these data as looked at against the
background of the Rp. viridis structure caused a
tendency to willfully ignore these discomforting
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results. A wealth of information therefore lies dormant
that might well contribute important clues for solving
some of the riddles of the cytochrome subunits. One
aim of this article is therefore to reexamine and,
when necessary reinterpret these data in the light of
our present knowledge based on the X-ray structure.

One might be tempted to say: ‘Why bother with a
superfluous appendix on an RC from a bacterium
most people hadn’t even noticed before it became the
shooting star of photosynthesis due to the crystal
structure.’ It is certainly true that a few species of
purple bacteria grow perfectly well without such a
cytochrome subunit. However, in the world of purple
bacteria presently known to the microbiologists, these
are rather the exceptions than the rule (see for example
Matsuura and Shimada, 1990). Even more strikingly,
in all eubacterial phyla containing photosynthetic
organisms (with the only exception of the cyano-
bacteria) the great majority of species seem to use an
RC associated cytochrome as immediate reductant
for the photooxidized primary donor Several of
these subunits have been proposed to be tetraheme
cytochromes, evolutionarily related to each other,
while the precise nature of others is under debate.
Thus, the advantage conveyed by the presence of a
cytochrome subunit (whatever this advantage will
turn out to be) seems to be widely appreciated by
photosynthetic eubacteria and the molecular evolution
of the cytochrome subunits might even be related to
the evolution of photosynthetic reaction centers. A
second goal of this article is therefore to present an
overview of presently available data concerning
distribution among species, nature of the cytochromes
and evolutionary relatedness.

II. A Brief History of Reaction Center
Associated Cytochromes

A. RC Associated Cytochromes: A Segregating
Factor in the World of Photosynthetic Bacteria

In whole cells of photosynthetic eubacteria, the
photooxidizable pigment (presumably a dimer of
BChls in all species) is rereduced by a secondary
electron donor in the time range between 100 ns and
several hundreds of depending on species (see
also Chapter 34 by Meyer and Donohue). This
secondary electron donator can either be a soluble
redox protein (mostly a small heme protein called
cytochrome or it can be a membrane associated

heme protein which is additionally interpositioned
between the soluble components and the photo-
oxidizable pigment.

The phenomenon that some species only contain
soluble electron carriers whereas others additionally
have membrane-bound electron donors has been
well studied already in the 1970s for a range of
different organisms (for reviews see Dutton and
Prince, 1978 and Dutton et al., 1978).

The degree of membrane-association of the non-
soluble cytochromes, however, varies significantly
between species. Whereas, for some species this
cytochrome was retained even in highly purified RC
samples (e.g. Clayton and Clayton, 1978 for Rp.
viridis), in most species examined so far it is easily
released into the aqueous phase during purification
procedures (e.g. in Rhodocyclus (Rc.) gelatinosus,
Prince et al., 1978; for a detailed study of such loss of
the tetraheme cytochrome see Fukushima et al.,
1988). An experimental distinction between
organisms that contain and organisms that lack the
RC associated cytochrome is therefore not always a
trivial task (see for example the conflicting data
reported for Rp. palustris by Kihara and Chance,
1969, Kihara and Dutton, 1979 and Matsuura and
Shimada, 1986).

B. Distribution Among Species

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the
occurrence of membrane-bound cytochromes serving
as immediate electron donors to photooxidized is
not confined to purple bacteria. In addition to the
proteobacterial phylum (containing the purple
bacteria, Stackebrandt et al., 1988), examples for
such a situation were found in green filamentous
(Bruce et al., 1982), green sulfur (Prince and Olson,
1976) and heliobacteria (Prince et al., 1985) (for a
description of the classification of species presently
in use see Woese, 1987; also see Chapter 1 by
Imhoff).

A compilation of data concerning RC associated
cytochromes reported so far in a variety of
photosynthetic bacteria is given in Table 1.

C. The Tetraheme Subunits of Purple Bacterial
Reaction Centers

It was observed for a number of purple bacterial
species that depending on redox conditions (i.e.
anaerobiosis or aerobiosis in the case of whole cells)

Reaction Center Associated Cytochromes
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different hemes were oxidized upon illumination.
This was interpreted to reflect two different
populations of hemes which are both able to reduce

(Parson and Case, 1970). The hemes which were
in the reduced state only under anaerobic conditions
(the so-called ‘low potential’ hemes) were able to
rereduce faster than the hemes which had a higher
redox potential (i.e. which were in the reduced state
already under aerobic conditions). Therefore, these
low potential hemes were considered to be closer to
P than the high potential ones. The assumed shorter
distance between the low potential hemes and the
special pair also served to rationalize the phenomenon
that photoinduced oxidation of the low potential
hemes persisted down to the lowest temperatures
attained (2K), whereas there was no stable low
temperature photooxidation when only the high
potential hemes were reduced prior to illumination
(Vredenberg and Duysens, 1964). Below a certain
temperature the kinetics of this reaction became
virtually temperature-independent leading to the
proposal that this low-temperature photooxidation
of hemes was the first biological example of electron
tunneling (DeVault and Chance, 1966; see also
III.C.1.b.).

After a short period of time when numbers up to 9
hemes per RC were reported (Thornber, 1970;
Thornber and Olson, 1971; Seibert and DeVault,
1970), the values obtained both spectroscopically
and biochemically converged towards four hemes/P,
two of which had a high (> 250 mV) and two a low
(< 150 mV) redox midpoint potential (Case and
Parson, 1971; Clayton and Clayton, 1978). Kennel
and Kamen (1971b) demonstrated that in Chromatium
(Cm.) vinosum the low and the high potential hemes
were located on one polypeptide, thereby preparing
the ground for the notion of the ‘tetraheme
cytochrome subunit.’ No conspicuous distinguishing
characteristics were observed within the pair of low
potential and within the pair of high potential hemes.
The four hemes were therefore considered to consist
of two twins of hemes suggesting an arrangement
displaying some two-fold symmetry with respect to
the RC. In such an arrangement, all four hemes were
considered to be able to directly reduce and it was
only due to their faster donation reactions (supposedly
due to their closer proximity) that the low potential
hemes dominated the rereduction process once they
were reduced.

This rough picture was refined into a detailed
structural model based on data obtained on Cm.

vinosum (Tiede et al., 1978). The respective model
was characterised by two symmetric pairs of hemes,
i.e. one pair of low potential hemes oriented parallel
with respect to the membrane and closer to P than the
pair of high potential hemes considered to be oriented
perpendicular to the membrane plane (see Tiede et
al., 1978).

D. The ‘New Age’

The scientific community was apparently satisfied
with this model (or had possibly become tired of RC
associated cytochromes), since from 1978 to 1985
only very few studies were published on this specific
subject.

It was not before the mid-80 ’s that the RC associated
cytochromes had a glamorous comeback, promoted
by major breakthroughs in two rather different fields.

1. The Impact of the Crystal Structure

One breakthrough was the crystallization and
subsequent structure determination of the photo-
synthetic reaction center from Rp. viridis, a species
that contained an RC associated tetraheme cyto-
chrome (Deisenhofer et al., 1985). This structure
showed that the model arrived at in 1978 for the
Chromatium subunit had hardly anything more in
common with the Rp. viridis structure than the total
of four for the number of hemes (see section III. A. 1.).
This led to the question whether the apparent
inconsistencies between previous models and the
structure of the Rp. viridis subunit were due to
misleading interpretations of data or to real
interspecies differences. Amino acid sequence
information appeared to be a first step to address the
question of relatedness between the tetraheme
subunits from different organisms. Primary sequences
for Chloroflexus aurantiacus, Roseobacter denitri-
ficans and Rubrivivax gelatinosus have been obtained
providing evidence that, at least for the tetraheme
subunits from these three organisms, the global
structure elements are comparable to those of the Rp.
viridis subunit (see III.B.4.).

Furthermore, several of the species for which
reported data were in conflict with the Rp. viridis
crystal structure were reexamined yielding explana-
tions for at least part of the obvious incompatibilities.
Most conspicuously, the model featuring two twins
of identical hemes was in blatant conflict with the
structure of the Rp. viridis cytochrome subunit
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showing the presence of four individual, non-
equivalent hemes. Only when they saw the structure,
spectroscopists and electrochemists went back to
their experimental setups and duly found what this
structure had ordered them to find, i.e. differences in
spectral parameters, redox midpoint potentials and
orientations between the individual hemes of each
‘pair’ both in Rp. viridis and in other species
containing a tetraheme subunit (see III.A.2.a and
III.B.1./2.).

Whereas in these cases, improved experimental
data were required for a reconciliation with the crystal
structure, in other cases a mere reinterpretation of
published work might be sufficient to this end (see
III.B.3.).

Independently, the advantage conveyed by the
sound basis of a high resolution crystal structure
attracted many research groups to perform in-depth
studies of the cytochrome subunit from Rp. viridis
with respect to spectroscopic, electrochemical and
electron transfer parameters (see III.A.2. and III.C.).

III. Tetraheme Cytochrome Subunits

A. The Special Case: Rp. viridis

1. Structure

a. The Global Structure

Since the high resolution structure of the Rp. viridis

reaction center including the cytochrome subunit is
the topic of an entire chapter in this volume, the
reader is referred to this contribution and figures
therein for a general outline of the structure (see
Chapter 23 by Lancaster et al.). Only features of the
X-ray structure dealing specifically with the
cytochrome subunit will be discussed in more detail
in the following sections.

The tetraheme subunit in Rp. viridis consists of
336 amino acid residues, four covalently linked hemes
and a covalently attached lipid molecule adding up to
a molecular weight of 40.5 kDa. Whereas in the
models developed prior to the Rp. viridis crystal
structure, the cytochrome subunits were thought to
be largely membrane-integral (Tiede et al., 1978;
Dutton and Prince, 1978; Prince, 1978), the
cytochrome seen in the crystal structure appears as
an oblong soluble protein which was stuck at one of
its ends to the periplasmic surface of the membrane-
integral RC core (i.e. the L- and M-subunits, Fig. 1).
The interaction surface of the cytochrome subunit
with the RC-core amounts to approximately 15 % of
the cytochrome’s total surface, the remainder being
exposed to the aqueous phase of the periplasmic
space. The oblong protein harbors the four heme
groups which are arranged in a roughly linear row
spanning a large part of the periplasmic space and
pointing from the far end of the cytochrome subunit
right towards the special pair (for the arrangement of
the cofactors in the RC, see Chapter 23 by Lancaster
et al.). This again is a major difference to the
previously assumed two similar, parallel pathways
each containing one high and one low potential
heme.

The row of hemes breaks the of the
RC core’s redox centers being inclined by about 30°
with respect to the membrane normal. Parts of the
cytochrome subunit, however, display an internal

with respect to an axis not far from parallel
to the membrane plane (see below).

The four hemes in the subunit can be identified
either by order of distance from the RC, i.e. heme 1
being closest to the special pair etc., or by the position
of the respective heme binding motifs (CXXCH) in
the primary sequence. Both conventions are currently
in use. To avoid confusion, Roman numerals will be
used in the following sections to denote the sequence
based, whereas Arabic numerals denote the structure-
based nomenclature. Fig. 1a defines the relationship
between both systems.

2. The New Phylogenetic Landscape of the
Eubacteria

The second important re-launching of research efforts
on membrane associated cytochrome donors was
triggered by profound changes in our conceptions of
bacterial taxonomy and phylogeny. Application of
approaches based on molecular biology (rRNA
catalogues) and phylogenetic tree building algorithms
resulted in extensive rearrangements of bacterial
taxa that formerly were mainly based on morphology
and ecology (Woese, 1987). Since it has been
recognized during recent years that RC associated
cytochromes are abundant in the world of photo-
synthetic organisms, these proteins have become
important markers in tracing the evolutionary
relationships between species and between types of
reaction centers (see IV. and V.).
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b. Breakdown into Structure Elements

As has been pointed out by Deisenhofer et al. (1985),

parts of the tetraheme subunit can be superpositioned
onto one another via a operation. Hemes
4/I and 3/II superimpose on hemes 1/III and 2/IV,
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respectively, when the lower half of the cytochrome
subunit is turned up by 180° about the
axis. Equally, the providing ligands to
hemes 4/I and 3/II can be mapped onto the respective
parts of the protein surrounding hemes 1 /III and
2/IV, respectively. Thus, it appears as if the central
part of the tetraheme subunit was made up from two
similar building blocks (each of which contains two
hemes), arranged in with respect to
each other. This symmetry seen on the structural
level finds its expression also on the level of the
primary sequence of the Rp. viridis tetraheme subunit
(Weyer et al., 1987a), since higher sequence
homologies have been found between the heme-
binding regions of the pairs I/III and II/IV than
between all other possible pairs.

In addition to the parts liganding
the heme groups, the following structural elements
(Fig. 1a) can be distinguished (note that in the
following discussion of structurally important
sequence stretches, the numbering for the protein
including the presequence will be used; in this
numbering, the mature protein starts at residue
number 21).

At the N-terminal end of the protein, the first 24
amino acid residues (residues 21 to 44) run roughly
parallel (containing a region) to the membrane
plane in contact with the L-subunit. Between residue
45 and residue 65, the chain protrudes vertically
away from the membrane towards the far end of the
subunit. After winding around the bottom of the
protein between residues 66 and 82, the chain enters
the part discussed above, liganding
hemes 4/I and 3/II. This first ‘diheme segment’ is
followed by a long stretch that is not part of the
symmetric structure but links the two symmetric
segments. Within this sequence stretch, the chain
winds back to the periplasmic surface of the RC core
and forms a large loop along the plane of the
membrane (residues 222–244) in close contact with
the M-subunit. From residues 245 on, the second
diheme segment is formed and the C-terminal end of
the protein disappears in mystery since the last four
residues are apparently disordered and do not yield
attributable electron density in the structure
(Deisenhofer and Michel, 1989).

However, the between the two diheme
segments is broken when it comes to the 6th ligand of
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heme 2/IV. An providing the 6th ligand, a
methionine, in the case of hemes I, II and III, is also
present in the equivalent position close to heme 2/IV,
however, the only methionine (Met 293) in this helix
is one helix-turn too far to serve as a ligand for the
iron (Fig. 2a,b). Instead, this role is taken over by a
histidine residue (His 144) situated on the first diheme
segment and within the sequence stretch liganding
heme 3/II, i.e. the neighboring heme in the direction
of the far end of the subunit. This altered ligation
pattern for heme 2/IV has important consequences
for the functional properties of the Rp. viridis subunit,
as will be detailed below.

c. Attachment to and Interactions with the
Core of the RC

A rather unusual structural element participating in
the attachment of the cytochrome subunit to the
membrane is the so-called lipid-anchor. Weyer et al.
(1987b) demonstrated that the N-terminal cysteine
residue of the mature protein was covalently linked
to a diglyceride. Furthermore, the precursor protein
(the sequence of which was deduced from the DNA-
sequence of the gene; Weyer et al, 1987a) contained
a stretch of amino acids around the N-terminus of the
protein (residues 17 to 21) which is known as a
recognition site for signal peptidase II, a protease
that specifically cleaves presequences before lipid-
modified cysteines in many bacterial lipoproteins
(Weyer et al., 1987a). As can be seen in Figs. 1a and
1b, the N-terminus is close to the plane of the
membrane. Since this N-terminus furthermore
contacts the membrane at the very periphery of the
core of the RC (Fig. 1b), the fatty acids attached to
the terminal cysteine seem to be inserted into the
membrane to become part of the lipid bilayer.
Accordingly, no electron density attributable to the
lipid anchor is seen in the X-ray structure (Deisen-
hofer and Michel, 1989), indicating that the two fatty
acids are disordered in the membrane. The lack of
specific interaction of the lipid anchor with other
parts of the RC makes it rather unlikely that it
contributes significantly to the well-determined
geometry of the cytochrome-RC complex.

The N-terminal segment consisting of 25 residues
is mainly in contact with the L-subunit of the reaction
center, whereas the loop region (residues 222–244)
connecting the two diheme segments touches the M-
subunit but also reaches out of the circumference of
the RC core at the periplasmic surface of the

membrane contacting (with the ‘TALP’-sequence)
the H-subunit at its N-terminal residues (Fig. 1a,b).

In contrast to this very local interaction between
the cytochrome and the H-subunit, a rather extended
interaction surface exists between the cytochrome
and the C-terminal 20 residues of the M-subunit
which run along one side of the cytochrome away
from the membrane plane down to a level between
the 2nd and the 3rd heme. The sequence segment
between residues 276 and 286 of the cytochrome
subunit (i.e. the region between the heme binding
cysteines of heme 1/III and the flanking        of
heme 2/IV is virtually clamped to the membrane via
these 20 N-terminal residues of the M-subunit
(Fig. 1a-c).

It is of note, that in Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides,
Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum and Rb. capsulatus,
that are all species lacking an RC associated
cytochrome, the polypeptide chain of the M-subunit
terminates about 20 residues earlier and therefore
the respective stretch reaching out into the periplasmic
space to grab the cytochrome is missing. By contrast,
all M-subunits from purple bacteria that contain the
cytochrome subunit and that have been sequenced so
far, possess the C-terminal extension. Thus, the
(admittedly small) statistical sample of some half a
dozen examples presently indicate that the presence
of the RC-attached cytochrome subunit and the M-
terminal extension are correlated in purple bacteria.

2. Redox Properties

a. The Equilibrium Redox Midpoint Potentials
of the Four Hemes

By 1976, it had become clear that there were four
hemes functionally associated to the Rp. viridis
reaction center (Case et al., 1970; Thornber and
Olson, 1971; Cogdell and Crofts, 1972; Prince et al.
1976). The high and the low potential hemes,
designated Cyt and were found to titrate as
identical pairs at of about +340 mV and
–10 mV, respectively, in dark equilibrium redox
titrations (Thornber and Olson, 1971). The arrange-
ment of the hemes seen in the X-ray structure (Fig. 1),
however, made such a situation hard to believe, since
no obvious pairs of identical hemes could be seen in
the cytochrome. A subsequent reexamination of the
spectral and electrochemical properties of the
cytochrome subunit from Rp. viridis yielded distinct

absorption wavelengths, vibrational spectra
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and for each of the hemes of the former
two ‘pairs’ (seeTable 1; Dracheva et al. 1986; Shopes
et al. 1987; Dracheva et al. 1988; Nabedryk et al.
1991). These individual have since been
confirmed by several independent studies using
various different methods (Nitschke and Rutherford
1989; Fritzsch et al. 1989; Alegria and Dutton 1991b;
Fritz et al. 1992). Values obtained in these studies are
within of the midpoint potentials first
obtained by Dracheva et al. (1988). This range of
measured values, however, seems to be at least in
part due to using differently treated materials rather
than reflecting experimental error. An investigation
of the influence of detergents on the of the
hemes has been presented by Alegria and Dutton
(1991a).

In a next step, these four individual, spectrally and
electrochemically distinguishable hemes had to be
related to the hemes seen in the X-ray structure. The
most obvious choice was to arrange the hemes by
order of their redox midpoint potentials, i.e.

(Michel and Deisenhofer, 1986). However, the
finding that heme 2/IV had histidines both as 5th and
6th ligands (usually resulting in rather low redox
midpoint potentials), whereas all other hemes had
histidine-methionine ligation (Weyer et al. 1987),
together with comparisons of data obtained on Rp.
viridis with those previously gained on Cm. vinosum
quickly raised doubts about this attribution (Dracheva
et al. 1988).

Indeed, the consensus of subsequent studies
addressing this specific question was the following
order of hemes:

(Nitschke and Rutherford
1989, Fritzsch et al. 1989; Alegria and Dutton 1991b).

From what is known for the organization of typical
electron transfer chains, the interposition of a low
potential heme in between the two high potential
hemes would certainly not have been anticipated.
The role of this very heme as well as the ‘raison
d’être’ of the low potential hemes in general, are part
of the enigmatic features of the tetraheme subunits
(see III.C.3.).

b. Factors Influencing the Redox Potentials of
the Hemes

In the case of heme 2/IV with its histidine/histidine-
ligation, the correlation between
and structure seems rather straightforward. Heme 4/

I, however, with its even lower has
histidine/methionine ligands just as the two high
potential hemes do, nevertheless being more negative
by almost 400 mV Therefore, other factors must
exert a significant impact on the electrochemical
properties of the hemes.

Recent progress in computational treatment of
continuum electrostatics (Sharp and Honig, 1990),
applied to the high resolution crystal structure of the
cytochrome subunit provided the first quantitative
estimations of factors contributing to the equilibrium

of the four hemes (Gunner and Honig,
1991). These calculations were able to reproduce the
alternating sequence of redox midpoint potentials
yielding comparable to the experimentally
determined potentials. The following conclusions
were drawn from these calculations (Gunner and
Honig, 1991):

(a) Specific residues and parts of the cofactors (i.e.
propionic acid side chains on hemes) were
predicted to strongly modulate of the
hemes. These predictions can serve to suggest
promising targets for site-directed mutagenesis.
They furthermore can help to rationalize inter-
species differences once the respective amino acid
sequences are available (see sequence comparisons
in III.C.4.).

(b) Taking only the protein into account and
neglecting electrostatic interaction between hemes
yielded the correct division into low and high
potential hemes. In absolute values, however, the
experimental data could only be reproduced when
heme-heme interactions between the individual
hemes were included in the calculations. Electro-
static interaction energies of up to 100 mV were
found (for example between heme 3 and the two
neighbouring low potential hemes). The important
take-home message from this result was that the

measured in equilibrium titrations need
not apply to all experimental conditions. For
example, using the values given by Gunner and
Honig (1991), it can be calculated that the potential
of heme 1, i.e. the closest one to the special pair,
drops from its experimental of +380 mV (when
all other hemes are oxidized) to +289 mV in a state
where hemes 1, 2 and 3 are reduced (see III.C.1.
for a further discussion of these effects).
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(c) Based on these calculations of electrostatic
potentials, effective dielectric constants were
predicted for all possible pairs of charges within
the tetraheme cytochrome. As shown by Gunner
and Honig (1990), are not identical for
all pairs of hemes but rather increase dramatically
with increasing distance between the members of
the respective pair. This dependence of on
distance can be intuitively understood considering
the almost rod-shaped geometry of the cytochrome
subunit which is surrounded by a medium with
high dielectric constant, i.e. water Basic
electrostatics predict for such a geometry that
electric field lines between two charges with
opposite sign will bend out of the low dielectric
protein interior probably close to 4, see Gunner
and Honig, 1991) into the surrounding phase,
thereby significantly increasing the effective
dielectric constant between the two charges.
Accordingly, an of 13 was calculated for the
neighboring hemes 1 and 2, whereas this value is
as high as 81 for the pair heme 1 -heme 4, i.e. for
the hemes at the extremes of the oblong cytochrome
subunit (see also Moore and Rogers, 1985).

The resulting inhomogeneity of the dielectric
medium might help to rationalize apparently
incomprehensible data with respect to the contribution
of the cytochrome to the buildup of membrane
potential (see III.B.3.).

B. The ‘Tetraheme Family’

1. The ‘Pairs of Hemes’ (a Tentative
Reinterpretation of Previous Data)

The dogma of pairwise identical high and low
potential hemes was somewhat in conflict with
experimental data already in the 1970’s. Redox
titrations of multiple-flash induced cytochrome
oxidations showed lower for the hemes
oxidized in the second flash, compared to what was
obtained for the first flash oxidations. These ‘ 1st and
2nd flash usually were found at 20 mV
above and below the of the ‘pair’ as
determined in dark titrations. This discrepancy,
however, was resolved by postulating a number n of
identical hemes all of which were competent in
rereduction of photooxidized Apparent values
to be expected in such a situation explained the data
sufficiently well (Case and Parson, 1971; Jackson

and Dutton, 1973). These considerations made perfect
sense as long as their basic assumptions were justified.

We now know that this is not the case for the RC of
Rp. viridis since only heme 1 seems to be well-
placed for efficient electron transfer to the special
pair. However, taking the multiple flash titrations
curves obtained for Rp. viridis at face value instead
of passing them through the ‘identical hemes
algorithm’, yields in perfect agreement
with the midpoint potentials of the individual hemes
(see Table I).

Recently, distinct for the four hemes
have been obtained by EPR for the tetraheme systems
from Cm. vinosum (Nitschke et al., 1993) and Re.
gelatinosus (Nitschke et al., 1992). In both cases, the
redox midpoint potentials seen in the EPR titrations
correspond well to the obtained by
multiple-flash-induced cytochrome oxidations and
electrochromic changes (Table I). This is also true
for the tetraheme subunit of Chloroflexus (Cf.)
aurantiacus (n.b.: Cf. aurantiacus is not a purple
bacterium but belongs to the green filamentous
bacteria) where equilibrium redox titrations (Freeman
and Blankenship, 1990; VanVliet et al., 1991) could
be reconciled with multiple flash experiments
(Zannoni and Venturoli, 1988).

In short, whereas in the older literature it was
assumed that the equilibrium titrations gave correct
values and the multiple flash data were ‘distorted’,
the opposite appears to be the case, i.e. multiple flash
experiments monitored the ‘true’ of the
individual hemes whereas the equilibrium dark
titrations actually yielded non-resolved curves.

We assume that this holds true also for other
tetraheme systems for which multiple flash data are
available but no differentiation in equilibrium
titrations has been achieved yet, such as Thiocapsa
(Tc.) pfennigii (Prince, 1978), Rp. acidophila
(Matsuura and Shimada, 1980) or Ectothiorhodospira
(Ec.) shaposhnikovii (Chamorovsky et al., 1985).

Therefore, all tetraheme cytochromes are likely to
contain four individual, distinguishable hemes rather
than two twins of identical hemes.

2. Heme Orientations in Tetraheme Subunits

Both optical LD- (Verméglio et al., 1989; Fritsch et
al., 1989; Alegria and Dutton, 1990, 1991a,b) and
EPR spectroscopy (Tiede et al., 1978; Nitschke and
Rutherford, 1989; Van Vliet et al., 1991; Nitschke et
al., 1992, 1993) have been employed in order to
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determine orientations of the hemes with respect to
the membrane in RC associated cytochromes.

When applied to the case of Rp. viridis, these
techniques yielded roughly correct orientations

as judged by comparisons with the crystal
structure showing that they have the potential to
yield structural information in species for which no
crystal structure is available as yet.

Presently, such orientation data are available for
Cm. vinosum, Rhodocyclus (Rc.) gelatinosus and Cf.
aurantiacus (see Table 1).

The heme orientations (and redox midpoint
potentials) determined by EPR for the cytochrome
subunit from Cm. vinosum (Dutton and Leigh, 1973;
Tiede et al., 1978) had contributed significantly to
the formulation of the ‘pairs-of-hemes’-dogma.
Reexaminations of this cytochrome both by LD
(Alegria and Dutton, 1990) and by EPR (Nitschke et
al., 1993), however, yielded results supporting the
presence of four distinguishable hemes and therefore
in disagreement with the previously proposed model.

Surprisingly, none of the sets of heme orientations
determined in the above mentioned species fitted the
pattern of the Rp. viridis cytochrome. Even more
surprisingly, they all seem rather different from one
another.

A tentative model rationalizing these interspecies
differences in the light of presently available primary
sequences will be presented below (III.B.4.C.).

3. The        Paradox

The contribution of the RC associated cytochrome to
the light-induced generation of membrane potential
has been studied in Cm. vinosum (Dutton, 1971;
Case and Parson, 1973; Itoh, 1980), Rc. gelatinosus
(Dutton, 1971), Tc. pfennigii (Prince, 1978) and Rs.
molischianum (Nagashima et al., 1993a) by
monitoring electrochromic changes of carotenoids
and bacteriochlorophylls. Chemical reduction of the
high potential hemes prior to the actinic flashes
resulted in an additional electrochromic component
the extent of which ranged between 0.5 and 1.5 of the
change due to charge separation between P and
The migration of the positive charge from to the
cytochrome therefore seemed to roughly double the
dielectric distance between the separated pair of
charges. However, at ambient redox potentials where
the low potential hemes became reduced, the
electrochromic response diminished to a level even
below that of the state (about 60% of this state).

Assuming a homogeneous dielectric medium, this
was interpreted to indicate that the low potential
hemes were much closer to the special pair than were
the high potential hemes (Dutton and Prince, 1978;
Tiede et al., 1976; Itoh, 1980; Chamorovsky et al.,
1985) or even located in between P and (Prince,
1978). However, Case and Parson (1973) suggested
that the assumption of a dielectrically homogeneous
phase harboring the redox centers might be
misleading.

Such caution turned out to be fully justified when
the crystal structure showed that the Rp. viridis
cytochrome subunit was not membrane-integral at
all but reached far out into the aqueous periplasmic
phase. Thus, the relationship between dielectric and
spatial distance is predicted to increasingly deviate
from linearity the further the positive charge moves
out within the tetraheme system into the periplasmic
space (cf. III.A.2.b.).

Due to the absence of significant electrochromic
shifts in Rp. viridis, data with respect to the buildup
of membrane potential had to be collected by direct
electrometric measurements on proteoliposome-
collodion films (Skulachev et al., 1987; Dracheva et
al., 1988).

Figure 3 relates the dielectric distances obtained
in these studies for the high potential hemes to the
distance of charge separation perpendicular to the
membrane plane (arrows and values left to the RC in
Fig. 3). Assuming a dielectric constant of about 4 for
the protein inserted in the membrane (i.e. the RC
core), effective of about 6 and about 8
would result from the positions of heme 1 and heme
3, respectively.

Furthermore, using data obtained on Cm. vinosum
or Tc. pfennigii for electron donation from the low
potential hemes to and assuming that the respective
electron comes (like it does in Rp. viridis) ultimately
(i.e. at very low potentials) from the outermost heme
4, would require an of about 20 (note that this and
the following considerations rely on the fact that the
2nd heme from P is a low potential heme in Cm.
vinosum and Tc. pfennigii, just as it is in Rp. viridis;
see also III.B.4.d.).

Published data on the contribution of heme 2 (i.e.
the less reducing of the low potential hemes in the
case of Rp. viridis) are ambiguous. In the study on
Cm. vinosum by Case and Parson (1973), the
pronounced decrease of the electrochromic response
seems to titrate with the lowest potential heme,
suggesting that donation from the second low
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potential heme is still approximately as electrogenic
as is donation from the high potential hemes. This
would predict an of  7, which is just intermediate
between those for hemes 1 and 3, i.e. suggesting that
the magnitude of is dominated by the distance
from the membrane. In Itoh’s work on Cm. vinosum

(1980) and Prince’s study on Tc. pfennigii (1978),
however, the membrane potential titrates rather with
the higher component of the low potential hemes. In
that case, must be as high as 15. Since hemes 2
and 4 are rather exposed to solvent (Deisenhofer and
Michel, 1989; Gunner and Honig, 1990), the high
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and low dielectrics would in this case predominantly
depend on solvation energy.

Alternatively, it is possible that in the respective
species, heme 4 has a higher than heme 2 (Nitschke
and Rutherford, 1994). In that case, the electrochromic
response should increase on reduction of the lowest
potential heme, an effect which might be rendered
difficult to observe by a compensating decrease in
efficiency of charge separation due to chemical
reduction of (for indications of such an effect see
Nagashima et al., 1993a).

Thus, the presence of a drastically inhomogeneous
dielectric medium in the region of the cytochrome
subunit as suggested by electrostatic calculations
(Gunner and Honig, 1991) can explain why previous
interpretations of measurements (based on
constant yielded models in conflict with
the crystal structure.

Once the contributions of the individual hemes to
formation (e.g. via time-resolved experiments)

will be resolved in tetraheme systems for which no
crystal structure is available, this method can become
a powerful tool for investigating the order of redox
potentials in these systems.

4. Sequence Comparisons

a. The ‘Building Blocks’ of a Tetraheme
Cytochrome

By the time of completion of this contribution, the
primary sequences of the RC associated cytochromes
from Rp. viridis (Weyer et al., 1987a), Cf. aurantiacus
(Dracheva et al., 1991), Roseobacter (Ro.)
denitrificans (formerly called Erythrobacter sp. OCH
114; only a partial sequence is available so far;
Liebetanz et al., 1991) and Rc. gelatinosus
(Nagashima et al., 1993b, 1994) have been published.
All four amino acid sequences are indicative of four
heme groups bound to the protein by sequence motifs
very similar to what is seen in the crystal structure of
the Rp. viridis cytochrome subunit (see Fig. 4). The
amino acid compositions determined for the
cytochromes from Cm. vinosum (Kennel and Kamen,
1971b) and Ectothiorhodospira sp. (Lefèbvre et al.,
1984, 1989) agree well with those calculated from
the two complete purple bacterial sequences providing
additional evidence for structural relatedness of all
these proteins.

An alignment of the four sequences is shown in

Fig. 4. This alignment is similar to those proposed by
Dracheva et al. (1991) and by Nagashima et al.
(1993b, 1994) with one exception: the stretch
proposed to form an parallel to heme IV in
Cf. aurantiacus is shifted by three residues (i.e. one
helix turn) with respect to the other sequences (see
below).

Note that the first three sequences are all from
purple bacteria, i.e. from species belonging to the
proteobacterial phylum, from which the organism
shown in the last line, i.e. Cf. aurantiacus, is
evolutionarily rather distant, according to 16 Sr-
RNA (Woese, 1987).

The sequence stretches corresponding to the
structural elements of the Rp. viridis subunit as
discussed in section III.A. 1 are indicated above the
amino acid sequence of the Rp. viridis cytochrome
(uppermost line). Obviously, the amount of detail
permitted in conclusions concerning such structure
elements in the other species depends on the quality
of the alignment. Whereas this alignment seems to
be quite reliable within each of the diheme segments
due to the possibility to align heme binding motifs,
the conservation of amino acids in other parts of the
sequence is rather poor, resulting in a large number
of possible alignments with comparable probabilities.
To facilitate comparisons with the original articles,
the previously proposed alignments for the sequence
stretches of low conservation have been adopted. It is
of note, however, that these alignments based on
homology are not always in line with independent
pieces of information. For example, the
part of the segment going down from the N-terminus
to the bottom of the cytochrome (see Fig. 1) is
correctly predicted (as a Chou-Fasman
between residues 45 and 56, i.e. PAT...RDA in Rp.
viridis. The respective stretches with high probability
for align well for the case of Cf. aurantiacus
(residues 41–51, RAQ...AGA) but badly for that of
Ro. denitrificans (predicted between residues 59 and
67, HVA...VTR). Secondary structure prediction
would therefore suggest that the Ro. denitrificans
sequence should be shifted by 7 residues with respect
to the other species. No is predicted for Rc.
gelatinosus in this region of the protein.

The global alignment of the four sequences is
nevertheless validated by numerous spots of
significant homology throughout the entire sequence
and it is therefore likely that the arrangement of
structural elements seen in the Rp. viridis crystal
structure is conserved in the other three species
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sequenced so far: An N-terminal contact region is
followed by a segment protruding away from the
membrane towards the far end of the subunit
(containing an part at the beginning and the
highly conserved stretch NVXVL at the end), the 1st

and the 2nd diheme segments connected by a long
stretch of low homology and by a C-terminal patch
of variable length with essentially no homology.

The layout of the sequence comparison shown in
Fig. 4 is meant to emphasize these structural elements.

Sequence stretches within the two diheme segments
have been arranged in order to locate 5th and 6th

ligands (i.e. and CXXCH-patches) at
equivalent positions.

In previous alignments Met330 of Cf. aurantiacus
has been aligned with Met293 of Rp. viridis, because
Met330 most probably serves as 6th ligand for heme
IV in Cf. aurantiacus (Dracheva et al., 1991; also see
below). An inspection of the crystal structure,
however, shows that Gly290 rather than Met293
would be at the correct position for liganding heme
IV Moreover, analysis of internal homology between
different heme binding sites in the tetraheme subunit
of Rp. viridis (Weyer et al., 1987a) also favors
alignment of Gly290 in the segment binding heme
IV with the 6th ligand Met in the segments binding
hemes I–III. The stretch 317–344 in the Cf.
aurantiacus sequence has been realigned accordingly,
i.e. placing Met330 (Cf. aurantiacus) at the position
of Gly290 (Rp. viridis).

b. Attachment to the Reaction Center

Within the N-terminal part interacting with the L-
subunit in Rp. viridis, a rather conserved patch is
found in the purple bacterial cytochromes between
residues 31 and 36 (Rp. viridis numbering). This
conservation of amino acid residues does not extend
to the green filamentous bacterium Cf. aurantiacus.
Moreover, in Cf. aurantiacus, the predicted respective
stretch of residues is significantly shorter than in the
purple bacteria. The recognition sequence for signal
peptidase II and an N-terminal cysteine residue are
only present in Rp. viridis and Rc. gelatinosus.
Therefore, it seems likely that both Ro. denitrificans
and Cf. aurantiacus do not have the lipid anchor.

Another important piece of sequence contributing
to interaction of the cytochrome with the RC is the
loop between residues 222 and 244 (Rp. viridis). The
residues within this loop that are in contact with the
N-terminus of the H-subunit (see Figs. 1 and 4) are

fully conserved in the purple bacteria (residues 227-
230, ‘TALP’). This homology is absent in Cf.
aurantiacus in line with the finding that the
Chloroflexus RC does not contain the H-subunit
(Blankenship et al., 1983).

For the short loop clamped to the membrane by the
C-terminal ‘arm’ of the M-subunit (see Figs. 1 and
4), i.e. residues 276–280 in Rp. viridis, no homologous
residues are seen in the other species. However, the
Chloroflexus sequence has an insertion of 10 amino
acid residues at precisely this position, indicating
that the respective loop might be more extended than
in purple bacteria. It is tempting to correlate such a
larger loop with the finding that the C-terminal arm
of the M-subunit in Cf. aurantiacus is only half as
long as it is in purple bacteria (Nagashima et al.,
1993b, 1994).

c. Primary Sequence and Heme Orientation

The non-conservation of heme orientations between
species has been tentatively attributed (Nitschke et
al., 1993) to the low homology in the regions of the
cytochrome in contact with the RC and in the stretch
that runs along the protein from the N-terminal
contact area with the membrane to the far end near
heme I. Low conservation in this latter part is certainly
also due to its being largely exposed to the aqueous
phase resulting in low constraints on mutability.
However, the almost twice as long respective stretch
in Cf. aurantiacus as compared to the purple bacterial
sequences is likely to produce an altered tertiary
structure in this region of the protein which might
entail a tilt angle of the whole subunit different from
that in Rp. viridis. In that respect it is noteworthy that
the possible absence of an part in this
segment in Rc. gelatinosus would also result in an
altered ‘spatial’ length of the segment, even if the
‘sequence’ length is roughly conserved. For the third
species studied with respect to heme orientation, i.e.
Cm. vinosum, no sequence data are available as yet.

As suggested by the model proposed in Fig. 5, the
above discussed local alterations of structural
elements could result in heme orientations
significantly differing between species while still
retaining a globally similar structure of the various
tetraheme subunits.

The examination of further species both with
respect to structural and sequence data, or site-
directed mutagenesis in the respective sequence
segments will provide a more solid basis for these
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kinds of considerations.

d. Primary Sequence and Electrochemistry

The 6th ligand of heme IV being histidine instead of
methionine in Rp. viridis contributes significantly to
the fact that this heme has a low redox potential. This
histidine is found to be conserved in all three purple
bacterial sequences whereas the ‘legitimate’ 6th ligand
methionine is replaced by a conserved glycine (Gly
290 in Rp. viridis) the small size of which might be
required to facilitate access of the histidine to the
heme without major displacements of the
(see Fig. 2). This pattern of conservation indicates
that heme 2 is probably a low potential heme in all
these species. It therefore seems likely that the
alternating sequence of redox midpoint potentials is
common to these species. However, it cannot be
ruled out that in some of these species the order
might be high-low-low-high-special pair.

Whereas histidine as 6th ligand to heme IV is
conserved in purple bacterial sequences, it is absent
in the sequence of the Cf. aurantiacus cytochrome.
Since no histidines besides the four His residues
contained in the CXXCH-stretches are found in this
sequence, the 6th ligand to heme IV must be some
other residue, most probably (based on the alignment)
Met330. It appears tempting to suggest that this is
the reason why no second heme titrating around 0
mV is found in Cf. aurantiacus (Zannoni and
Venturoli, 1988; Freeman, 1989; Freeman and
Blankenship, 1990; Van Vliet et al., 1991). However,
already the highest potential heme in the Cf.
aurantiacus tetraheme subunit has an that is

about 100 mV lower than that of the respective heme
in Rp. viridis. Therefore, the influence exerted by the
protein is obviously too dominant to allow such
offhand conclusions. More structural and/or sequence
information is required to assay the contributions of
various factors on redox midpoint potentials of the
four hemes. In this context it is of note that five out of
seven residues pointed out by Gunner and Honig
(1991) as significantly influencing the of
the hemes in Rp. viridis, are conserved in the purple
bacterial sequences, i.e. the arginines 128, 157, 222,
284 and 292. Important pieces of information with
respect to this question can also be expected from the
primary sequence of the cytochrome subunit in Rs.
molischianum where three low potential hemes and
only one high potential heme have been found
(Nagashima et al, 1993a).

C. Electron Transfer Reactions Involving
Tetraheme Cytochromes

1. Electron Transfer Involving the Tetraheme
Subunit and the RC

a. At Room Temperature

Kinetic parameters of the electron donation from the
RC associated cytochromes to the photooxidized
special pair have been determined by optical
spectroscopy as well as by direct electrical
measurements in Cm. vinosum (Chance and
Nishimura, 1960 ;De Vault and Chance, 1966; Parson,
1969; Kihara and Chance, 1969; Parson and Case,
1970; Seibert and DeVault, 1970; Case et al., 1970;
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Dutton et al., 1971; Case and Parson, 1971; Kihara
and McCray, 1973), Cm. minutissimum (Rubin et al.,
1989; Shinkarev et al., 1991), Ec. shaposhnikovii
(Chamorovsky et al. 1985), Rc. gelatinosus (Dutton
et al., 1970)and Rp. viridis (Case et al., 1970; Holten
et al., 1978; Shopes et al., 1987; Dracheva et al.,
1986; Skulachev et al., 1987; Dracheva et al., 1988;
Gao et al., 1990; Ortega and Mathis, 1992; Ortega
and Mathis, 1993).

Whereas in previous publications, kinetics of
by the cytochrome in Rp. viridis were

interpreted to be monoexponential, Ortega and Mathis
(1993) recently claimed to be able to distinguish
multiple (up to three) kinetic components. Under all
experimental conditions, however, there was one
phase which was strongly dominant, the rate constants
of which being comparable to those reported earlier.

In Rp. viridis, when only the highest potential
heme (heme 1) is reduced prior to the flash,
photooxidized is rereduced by this heme with a
dominant phase of and a minor phase
(about 10%) having                   (Ortega and Mathis,
1993).

When the potential is lowered so that both high
potential hemes are reduced (i.e. heme 1 and heme
3), both donation phases from heme 1 to are sped
up to ( Holten et al., 1978; Dracheva et al,
1986; Skulachev et al., 1987; Shopes et al., 1987;
Dracheva et al., 1988; Ortega and Mathis, 1993) and

(10%; Ortega and Mathis, 1993). Heme 1 is
subsequently rereduced by heme 3 with of
(Shopes et al., 1987; Dracheva et al., 1988; Ortega
and Mathis, 1993).

At an of–20 mV (i.e. hemes 1, 2 and 3 are
reduced), the rereduction of becomes even faster

85% and Dracheva et al.,
1988; Ortega and Mathis, 1993), however, the heme
which is seen to be oxidized with the same kinetics is
now heme 2. This can be interpreted in two ways, (a)
Once the low potential heme 2 is reduced, it donates
its electron directly (without passing via heme 1) to

(b) The kinetics seen for rereduction
corresponds to the oxidation kinetics of heme 1. This
oxidation of heme 1, however, is masked by a much
faster rereduction of heme 1 by heme 2 (<40 ns;
Ortega and Mathis, 1993). (a) seems to be in conflict
with considerations based on electron transfer theory
(Moser et al., 1992) predicting rates for the direct
electron transfer from heme 2 to that are
significantly slower than what is observed (Ortega
and Mathis, 1993).

The speed-up of the dominant phase from 230 ns
through 190 ns to 115 ns when one, two or three
hemes are reduced, can be rationalized by an
electrostatic effect of the electrons on hemes 2 and 3
on the driving force for electron transfer from heme
1 to Neglecting electrostatic influences on the
of driving forces of 120 mV, 134 mV and 211
mV are predicted by electrostatic calculations
(Gunner and Honig, 1991; Ortega and Mathis, 1993)
for the respective three states. Assuming these values
for the measured electron transfer rates agree
well with the free-energy-rate-relationship proposed
by Moser et al. (1992) for this reaction.

In the other species studied so far, the electron
donation seems to proceed slightly slower with values
for varying between 800 ns and in different
species (see Table I). For a structure identical to that
of the Rp. viridis RC, large variations in driving force
would be necessary to explain the altered rate
constants. Such variations are not observed [see
Table I, (cytochrome) vs. Slight
differences in structure resulting in altered distances
for electron transfer, however, could rationalize the
observed differences in rate constants. Such
variability in structure has already been invoked
based on the lack of conservation of heme orientation
between species (see III.B.4.c.). Rearrangements on
the order of 0.2 Å would be sufficient to yield the
observed differences in rate constants (Moser et al.,
1992).

Apart from the absolute value of the electron
donation reactions observed in the other species
show most of the characteristic features seen in Rp.
viridis. Electron donation to is sped up by a factor
of two to four upon additional reduction of the low
potential hemes in Cm. vinosum, Cm. minutissimum,
EC. shaposhnikovii (Seibsrt and De Vault, 1979; Rubin
et al., 1989; Chamorovsky et al., 1985) and Cf.
aurantiacus (Mulkidjanian et al., 1993).

Furthermore, a somewhat slower electron transfer
from the cytochrome to at potentials where only
one high potential heme is reduced as compared to
the two-hemes-reduced state as reported for Rp.
viridis by Ortega and Mathis (1993) has been observed
in Ec. shaposhnikovii(Chamorovsky et a., 1985) and
Cf. aurantiacus (Mulkidjanian et al., 1994).

The presence of multiple kinetic phases reported
by Ortega and Mathis (1992, 1993) was taken as
evidence for heterogeneity in the samples and
attributed to conformational substates of the RC.
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b. At Cryogenic Temperatures

The following description of the behavior of
photooxidation of hemes at low temperatures is
presented in an order intended to facilitate a global
overview of the data. This order of presentation,
however, deviates significantly from the chronological
order of discoveries in this field. These discoveries
constitute a fascinating period of research in
photosynthesis performed by remarkable scientists.
Interested readers are referred to more ‘historical’
presentations, e.g. Don DeVault (1989).

In a state, where one or both of the high potential
hemes are reduced but the two low potential hemes
are oxidized, lowering the temperature results in a
relatively small increase in half-times of cytochrome
oxidation in Ec. shaposhnikovii (Chamorovsky et
al., 1980, 1986), Cm. vinosum (Sarai and DeVault,
1984), Cm. minutissimum (Rubin et al., 1989) and
Rp. viridis (Ortega and Mathis, 1993) yielding
activation energies in the range of For
Rp. viridis, an activation energy of was
found for the state with only one heme reduced
whereas this dropped to when both
high potential hemes were reduced prior to the flash
(Ortega and Mathis, 1993).

By contrast, the extent of heme oxidized by
decreases drastically from close to 100% at room
temperature to relatively low values below 100 K,
i.e. to < 10% in Cm. vinosum (Vredenberg and
Duysens, 1964; Sarai and DeVault, 1984), 10–20%
in Ec. shaposhnikovii (Chamorovsky et al., 1980)
and roughly 0% in Cm. minutissimum (Rubin et al.,
1989). For Rp. viridis, a broad range of values has
been reported by different groups (20% Kaminskaya
et al., 1990; 4% by Ortega and Mathis, 1993;close to
0% by Gao et al., 1990 and Nitschke and Rutherford,
1989; for a conflicting EPR result, however, see
Hubbard and Evans, 1989). The transition from full
to only fractional oxidation of heme occurs in a
narrow temperature range (50–70K) in all studies
published so far. Again, the absolute value of this
‘transition temperature’ varies by as much as 80K
for the same species (Rp. viridis) between groups.
From the work of Ortega and Mathis (1993), though,
it seems likely that the transition temperature falls in
correlation with increasing number of hemes reduced
(being 250K with one heme reduced and 210K with
two hemes reduced) prior to the flash. This again is
indicative of an increase in driving force for electron
donation to due to electrostatic interactions when

an increasing number of the outer hemes are reduced
(see III.A.2.b.).

Reports observing blockage of electron transfer
from heme to already at room temperatures in the
presence of cryoprotectants above a well-defined
threshold concentration in Cm. vinosum (Kihara and
McCray, 1973) or induced by partial dehydration in
Ec. shaposhnikovii (Chamorovsky et al., 1986) and
in Cm. vinosum (Kihara and McCray, 1973) might
actually observe related effects.

The charge separated state recombines
with halftimes of 500 ms (recombination between
heme 1 and and 7s (recombination between
heme 3 and below 200K in Rp. viridis (Gao et al.,
1990; Kaminskaya et al., 1990). An in-depth study of
kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of these
recombination reactions has been presented by Gao
et al. (1990). A recombination under these conditions
has also been observed in Cm. vinosum, its kinetics,
however, have not been studied (Sarai and DeVault,
1984). Considerable disagreement prevails with
respect to the amount of oxidized high potential
heme that does not recombine with the electron on

but becomes stably photooxidized below 100K.
Values ranging from 40% (Hubbard and Evans, 1989)
through 10% (Kaminskaya et al., 1990) down to
values below detection (Nitschke and Rutherford,
1989; Gao et al., 1990) have been reported for the
case of Rp. viridis.

In contrast to what is seen for Rp. viridis, Cm.
vinosum, Cm. minutissimum and Ec. shaposhnikovii,
significant amounts of stable photooxidation of high
potential hemes can be observed below 100 K in Rc.
gelatinosus (Dutton et al., 1971; Nitschke et al.,
1992) and in Cf. aurantiacus. In Cf. aurantiacus,
three of the four hemes were seen to undergo stable
photooxidation at 4 K (Van Vliet et al., 1991).

The situation changes drastically when one or
both of the low potential hemes are additionally
reduced prior to illumination. Under these conditions,
the major part of the photoinduced charge dipole of
heme does not recombine any more at low
temperatures in all species containing a tetraheme
subunit, i.e. low temperature photooxidation of the
low potential hemes is an irreversible process.

In 1960, Chance and Nishimura have shown that
in whole cells of Cm. vinosum, electron donation
rates from the low potential hemes to P were
essentially independent of temperature below 100 K.
A subsequent study by De Vault and Chance (1966)
established the dependence of donation rates in the
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temperature range from 300 K down to 30 K, showing
that above 100 K, the reaction was described by an
activation energy of about whereas it
became almost activationless below 100 K. Further
experiments on chromatophores and subchroma-
tophore particles (i.e. partially detergent-solubilized
material) confirmed the results obtain on whole cells
(Dutton et al., 1971). Since in the structural model in
use prior to the Rp. viridis crystal structure the hemes
closest to the special pair were considered to be low
potential, a direct donation from these low potential
hemes without implication of the high potential hemes
was assumed. Electron tunneling from these low
potential hemes has been invoked to explain the
apparently temperature independent donation
reaction at low temperatures (DeVault and Chance,
1966; Hopfield, 1974; Hales, 1976). After the Rp.
viridis structure was published, alternative explan-
ations were put forward (Bixon and Jortner, 1986,
1989), based on activationless electron transfer rather
than tunneling, however, still keeping the idea of
direct electron transfer from heme 2 to

In contrast to the theories based on direct donation
from the low potential hemes, other models are
based on the assumption that electron donation to
is likely to proceed via heme 1 under all conditions.
In these models, it is proposed that the redox
equilibrium between heme 1 and P is temperature
dependent, i.e. that below a certain threshold
temperature the equilibrium shifts from heme

to heme This would explain the observed
sharp drop in efficiency of the donation reaction.

Additional reduction of the low potential heme 2
would in this model result in (a) a lower transition
temperature due to a higher driving force and (b) a
rapid rereduction of heme 1 during the time interval
when the electron resides transiently on P, thereby
rendering the donation event irreversible. In this
model, the long (ms) donation times under these
conditions would reflect the time of equilibration
between all states rather than being a true electron
transfer rate.

To rationalize the required temperature dependent
equilibrium, Kaminskaya et al. (1990) proposed the
existence of an excited intermediate state that has to
relax via medium reorganization to the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. At low temperatures, medium
reorganization is proposed to become frozen out
making the free energy of the transition state the
determining factor for the equilibrium between heme
1 and the special pair.

Although more work is required to decide between
the various models proposed, the experimentally
similar behavior in the electron transfer reactions
described above for all species examined, provides
further circumstantial evidence for a rather similar
structural and electrochemical arrangement of the
four hemes in all these tetraheme cytochromes.

2. Rereduction of the Tetraheme Subunit

The rereduction of photooxidized hemes in RC
associated cytochromes has been studied in vivo in
Cm. vinosum(van Grondelle et al., 1977), Ec. mobilis
(Leguijt, 1993) and Rp. viridis (Olson and Nadler,
1965; Garcia et al., 1993). Both in Cm. vinosum and
in Rp. viridis under most physiological conditions,
this rereduction is probably mediated by a soluble
cytochrome Cytochrome was found to be
in turn rereduced by the cytochrome complex
(Shill and Wood, 1984;Coremans et al., 1985; Tan et
al., 1993; Garcia et al., 1993). Halftimes of the
dominant phases of electron transfer from cytochrome

to the tetraheme subunits were determined to be
(Coremans et al., 1985) in the case of Cm.

vinosum and to be (Garcia et al.,
1993) for aerobic or anaerobic conditions, respec-
tively, in the case of Rp. viridis. In both species, these
halftimes were independent of the intensities of sub-
saturating flashes, indicating that they may not
correspond to diffusion controlled, second order
processes (van Grondelle et al., 1977; Garcia et al.,
1993). The formation of an electron transfer complex
between cytochrome and the tetraheme cytochrome
prior to the flash was therefore proposed (Garcia et
al., 1993). In Rp. viridis, even under anaerobic
conditions, no involvement of the low potential hemes
was seen. It was therefore argued that under most
physiological culture conditions, the low potential
hemes do not participate directly in rereduction of
the photooxidized special pair (Garcia et al., 1993).

The existence of electron transfer complexes has
also been reported using purified reaction center and
cytochrome of Rp. viridis (Knaff et al., 1991;
Meyer et al., 1993). Complex formation as evidenced
by the presence of first order rate constants was only
observed at low ionic strengths indicative for an
electrostatic nature of this complex. The halftimes
for the intra-complex electron transfer reaction

according to Knaff et al., 1991 and
according to Meyer et al., 1993) are somewhat longer
that those observed in vivo. Studies comparing
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binding of cytochrome with either the cytochrome
complex or the tetraheme cytochrome indicate

substantially different docking modes for these two
electron transfer complexes (Güner et al, 1993).

Since in Rp. viridis the in vivo halftime of donation
from cytochrome to the high potential hemes is an
order of magnitude slower than electron transfer
from heme 3 to heme 1 within the tetraheme subunit,
it was concluded that, if the binding site for
cytochrome was near to heme 1, donation from
cytochrome would always be outcompeted by
intrasubunit heme-heme electron transfer. An
obligatory donation into heme 3, i.e. the heme with
the second highest potential, and consequently a
binding site close to this heme was therefore proposed
(Meyer et al., 1993) to explain the observed electron
transfer events. Molecular modeling studies, however,
were interpreted to indicate possible binding sites
also near heme 4 (Knaff et al., 1991) and heme 1
(Sogabe et al., 1992).

In the case of a specific strain of Rc. gelatinosus, a
soluble high potential iron sulfur protein (HiPIP)
was recently identified as the physiological electron
donor to the RC-associated tetraheme subunit
(Schoepp et al., 1994; Schoepp, 1994). The
characteristics of inter-protein electron transfer
between the HiPIP and the tetraheme subunit were
found to resemble those observed for cytochrome
and the cytochrome subunit.

3. What Are Those Tetraheme Subunits Good
For?

In the years before the Rp. viridis crystal structure,
the RC associated cytochromes of purple bacteria
were enigmatic on three different levels. (1) Why did
RC associated cytochromes exist at all when species
like Rb. sphaeroides proved that they were
dispensable, (2) why was one heme not enough and
(3) why were there hemes with redox potentials too
low to fit into the cyclic electron transfer scheme. A
tentative explanation for (2) and (3) was proposed by
the hypothesis that the low potential hemes might
serve as entry points for electrons coming ultimately
from low potential substrates (for a discussion see
Dutton and Prince, 1978), a hypothesis that was as
elegant and appealing as it was difficult to check
experimentally. Eventually, the crystal structure of
the Rp. viridis RC and subsequent studies based on
this structure provided a wealth of data and another
level of mystery, i.e. the question (4) why the four

hemes were arranged in an alternating sequence of
redox potentials. The interposition of a low potential
heme in between two high potential hemes would not
seem to be required for this heme to act as an
acceptor for electrons coming from low potential
substrates but rather points to a more complicated
role of this arrangement, especially since it seems to
be conserved at least among the purple bacterial
tetraheme subunits (III.B.4.d.). For example,
electrostatic interaction energies between two
adjacent high potential hemes might be too high to
allow efficient electron donation to under all
redox conditions (see III.A.2.b.). Although the Rp.
viridis crystal structure did not solve these questions,
answers seem nevertheless likely to be provided by
Rp. viridis. The recently described transformation
system for this bacterium (Laußermair and Oesterhelt,
1992) allows site-directed mutations to be introduced
into the tetraheme subunit, providing a tool to study
the importance of the individual hemes and their
redox midpoint potentials for in vivo metabolic
processes. Complete deletion of the cytochrome
subunit might furthermore give hints to the kind of
advantage provided by these additional, RC associated
cytochrome electron donors.

IV. Nature of RC Associated Cytochromes
in Photosynthetic Eubacteria

A. Proteobacteria

The evidence that the RC associated cytochromes in
purple bacteria all belong to the ‘family’ of tetraheme
cytochromes appeared to be rather compelling until
recently. Conflicting data have been presented for the
case of the Ectothiorhodospira (Leguijt and
Hellingwerf, 1991), where the purification of a protein
containing only the low potential hemes was reported.
Such a situation would certainly raise interesting
questions with respect to the evolution of RC
associated cytochromes (Leguijt, 1993). Even so,
some caution seems to be appropriate since similar
observations have been made in Cm. vinosum (Doi et
al., 1983; Knaff and Kraichoke, 1983) and in Tc.
pfennigii (Meyer et al., 1973), the RC associated
cytochromes of which are now generally accepted to
be members of the tetraheme family (see also
III.B.4.a.). Alterations of the physicochemical
properties of the hemes induced by detergent
treatments have been invoked to explain the observed
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phenomena (Meyer et al., 1973). Moreover, the amino
acid composition of the cytochrome copurifying
with the RC in Ectothiorhodospira sp. agrees well
with that of other tetraheme cytochromes (Lefèbvre
et al., 1984, 1989). Further circumstantial evidence
for the cytochrome associated to the Ectothio-
rhodospira RCs being a true tetraheme cytochrome
comes from its photochemical behavior (Chamor-
ovsky et al., 1980, 1985, 1986) which is strikingly
similar to that observed in Rp. viridis (see III.C. 1.).

B. Green Filamentous Bacteria
(Chloroflexaceae)

The cytochrome subunit of Cf. aurantiacus has been
purified and characterized (Freeman and Blanken-
ship, 1990; Meyer et al., 1989;Heibel et al., 1991).A
partial amino acid sequence has been obtained by
Edman degradation (Freeman, 1989) and subse-
quently the complete primary sequence was
determined from the gene (Dracheva et al., 1991).
All these data demonstrate that the Chloroflexus
cytochrome is a member of the tetraheme family.

C. Green Sulfur Bacteria (Chlorobiaceae)

The nature of the immediate electron donor to in
green sulfur bacteria is presently a matter of debate
and both mono- and tetraheme cytochromes have
been proposed to fulfill this role.

Four hemes in approximately equal amounts were
observed by EPR in membrane fragments of
Chlorobium phaeobacteroides (Feiler et al., 1989).
This was interpreted as evidence for the presence of
a tetraheme cytochrome donor in green sulfur bacteria
(Nitschke and Rutherford, 1991). This putative
tetraheme cytochrome was tentatively identified with
a 32 kDa cytochrome c-553 found to copurify with
the RC (Feiler et al., 1992). The recent purification
and characterization of the 32 kDa cytochrome c-
553 demonstrated, in fact, that this cytochrome is a
multiheme protein (Albouy et al., 1994). By contrast,
in a preparation of the RC from Cb. vibrioforme
(Okkels et al., 1992), an 18 kDa cytochrome c-551
was observed. Its sequence was determined from the
respective gene (named pscC, formerly called cycA),
demonstrating that it contained only one heme binding
motif (Okkels et al., 1992). No sequence homology
to tetraheme cytochromes was seen and a (weak)
resemblance was only found to the membrane-
anchored cycM gene product studied in Brady-

rhizobium japonicum (Bott et al., 1981). Deletion of
the pscC gene seemed to be lethal for the organism
(Kjærulff et al., 1993) suggesting an indispensable
metabolic function of the gene product. Possibly
similar cytochromes were reported in RCs of Cb.
limicola by Hurt and Hauska (1984; 24 kDa, Cyt c-
550.5) and Oh-oka et al. (1993; 21 kDa, Cyt c-551).
The wavelength of 550–551 nm is signifi-
cantly different from the wavelength (553 nm) of the
heme photooxidized in membrane fragments (Olson
and Sybesma, 1963; Sybesma and Vredenberg, 1964;
Sybesma, 1967; Fowler et al., 1971; Prince and
Olson, 1976; Swarthoff and Amesz, 1979) and in
whole cells (Feiler and Nitschke, unpublished) or the
heme components found to be abundant in Chlor-
obium (Gibson, 1961; Fowler et al., 1971), but this
might again be due to detergent-induced alterations
of spectral properties.

It is of note, however, that in double flash
experiments on Cb. limicola, Prince and Olson (1976)
obtained differing for the 1st and 2nd flash-
induced cytochrome oxidation reminiscent of the
situation found with purple bacterial tetraheme
subunits (see III.B. 1.). Two of the four hemes observed
in EPR equilibrium titrations (Feiler et al., 1989) had

values comparable to those determined in the
double flash experiment (see Table I) which was
considered as further support for the cytochrome
associated to the Chlorobium RC being a tetraheme
system (Feiler et al., 1989; Nitschke and Rutherford,
1991). Similarly different titration curves for 1st and
2nd flash induced cytochrome oxidation in Cb. tepidum
were recently interpreted assuming two identical
monoheme cytochromes associated with one RC
(Okumura et al., 1994). If this model should turn out
to be correct, then Chlorobium might provide an
example where the rationalizing of multiple flash
data by assuming two or more identical electron
donating cytochromes would eventually be applicable
(see III.B.1.). Both the 18 kDa cytochrome c-551
and the 32 kDa cytochrome c-553 were shown to
contain hemes with in the range of those
of the photooxidized heme(s) (Kjaer et al., 1994;
Albouy et al., 1994).

No stable photooxidation of hemes at low
temperatures has been observed in green sulfur
bacteria.

For a more detailed description of the green sulfur
bacterial reaction center, the reader is referred to the
contribution by Hauska and Feiler in this volume.
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D. Heliobacteria

In Firmicutes (formerly called Gram-positive phylum;
see Wayne et al., 1987), the last phylum containing
photosynthetic representatives (i.e. the Heliobacteria),
data with respect to the immediate electron donor to
the RC are scarce. A membrane-bound cytochrome c-
553 can donate to the photooxidized primary donor
with in the ms-range in membrane fragments
(Prince et al., 1985; Smit et al., 1987). The of this
heme photooxidized in membranes has been
determined to +170 mV (Prince et al., 1985). In
whole cells, electron transfer from cytochrome c-
553 to is significantly faster and biphasic (Vos et
al., 1989). Promising candidates on the level of
proteins for being cytochrome c-553 are a 50 kDa
and a 17 kDa protein which were found in membrane
samples (Fuller et al., 1985; Trost and Blankenship,
1990; Nitschke and Liebl, 1992). All purification
procedures reported so far yielded photosynthetic
reaction centers devoid of cytochrome (Trost and
Blankenship, 1989; Van de Meent et al., 1990). From
optical spectra, no differentiation into multiple heme
components has been achieved so far. In EPR,
however, three to four inequivalent hemes were
observed in membranes, two of which titrated around
170 mV whereas the other one or two had potentials
somewhat below –50 mV (Liebl, Rutherford and
Nitschke, unpublished). Multiple flash experiments
on whole cells also yielded distinguishable titration
curves (Nitschke, unpublished), reminiscent of what
is described in III.B. 1. for the case of the tetraheme
cytochromes from purple bacteria (however, see
IV.C.). Indications for more than one photooxidizable
heme in a fraction of RCs have also been reported by
Kleinherenbrink and Amesz (1993).

Just as in green sulfur bacteria, no (Nitschke and
Rutherford, unpublished) or very low (4%; Smit et
al., 1989) photooxidation of hemes at low temper-
atures (< 100K) has been observed in Heliobacteria
(see also Chapter 31 by Amesz on the heliobacterial
RC).

V. Some Considerations with Respect to
Evolution

Efforts in the fields of structure determination,
protein/gene sequencing and functional studies have
transformed the subject ‘evolution of photosynthetic
reaction centers’ from an intellectual pastime

discussed in scientific ‘salons’ into experimental
research performed on lab-benches and in CPUs (for
a review see Blankenship, 1992). There is some
reason to believe that the two types of reaction
centers, i.e. RCI (as represented by the green sulfur
and heliobacterial RCs as well as PS I) and RCII (as
represented by the RCs from purple and green
filamentous bacteria as well as PS II) have evolved
from a common origin.

In phylogenetic trees based on 16 Sr-RNA (Woese,
1987), green filamentous bacteria are evolutionarily
the earliest photosynthetic phylum to branch off
from the tree. Since these organisms were shown to
possess a tetraheme cytochrome subunit related to
that of purple bacteria (IV.B.) and since some data
suggested that the cytochrome subunit in green sulfur
and heliobacteria might also be a tetraheme
cytochrome (IV.C./D.), it was inferred that the
principle of the tetraheme subunit was ancient and
that such cytochromes already served as electron
donors to the common ancestor of all extant types of
reaction centers (Nitschke and Rutherford, 1991).

However, based on inconsistencies of phylogenetic
trees constructed from 16S r-RNA and from
sequences of the RC-subunits L and M, the conclusion
was drawn that the photosynthetic apparatus of
Chloroflexus might have been imported via lateral
gene transfer from an ancestor of the Proteobacteria
(Blankenship, 1992). This would mean that the
photosynthetic apparatus of Cf. aurantiacus cannot
be related to the position of the organism within the
phylogenetic tree of the eubacteria. This would
weaken the significance of the Chloroflexus
cytochrome subunit being a tetraheme protein with
respect to evolutionary scenarios.

Furthermore, recent results suggest that the
cytochrome subunit in green sulfur bacteria might be
a monoheme cytochrome (IV.C.). On the basis of this
finding, an alternative model for the evolution of RC
associated cytochromes has been put forward (Kjær
et al., 1992). In this model, a monoheme would have
been attached to the ancestral reaction center (and
would still be present in extant RCI-type reaction
centers), subsequently evolving (via two gene
duplications) into the tetraheme subunits of purple
and green filamentous bacteria.

As pointed out by Okkels et al. (1992), if the green
sulfur bacterial subunit was a monoheme cytochrome,
then it would also be possible that the ancestral RC
was devoid of bound secondary electron donors and
mono- or tetraheme cytochromes were captured only
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later in evolution by the different descendants of the
primordial RC. If the pscC gene product should turn
out to be the immediate secondary donor to in
green sulfur bacteria, then the latter hypothesis
actually seems more likely than an evolution from a
mono- through a di- into a tetraheme cytochrome.
From the amino acid sequence of pscC it seems clear
that not only sequence but also structural homologies
are absent between this monoheme and the tetraheme
cytochromes. The proposed 6th ligand to the heme,
methionine, in pscC is located about 30 residues
further down towards the C-terminal end of the
protein than is the CXXCH-heme binding motif. A
heme binding structure element comparable to that
seen for all four hemes in the tetraheme subunit (see
III. A. 1 .b.) would therefore be excluded in pscC.

Thus, a number of rather different scenarios for
the evolution of the RC associated cytochromes are
presently being proposed. This might seem remin-
iscent of the situation way back in the days of the
evolutionary ‘salons’. The present situation is
nevertheless different in that further data can be
expected to gradually exclude some of these scenarios.

Both the hypothesis on the importance of lateral
gene transfer (see for example Nagashima et al.,
1993b reporting further inconsistencies between
phylogenetic trees based on 16S r-RNA and protein
sequences) and the controversy on the nature of the
RC associated cytochrome in green sulfur bacteria
(see Kjærulff et al., 1993, presenting a transformation
system for Chlorobium which can ultimately allow
site-directed mutagenesis to be performed on this
organism) are presently under investigation.

Therefore, a much clearer picture for these
evolutionary considerations can be expected in the
near future and the authors of a review article on RC
associated cytochromes to be written in 10 years
time will probably shake their heads in wonder about
what people could have been imagining in 1993.
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Summary

The ATP synthase is responsible for electron-transport coupled ATP synthesis in every living cell, and
functions also as a reversible ATPase. It is composed of an integral membrane sector, containing four
subunits in a stoichiometry of and an extrinsic sector, containing five subunits in a stoichiometry
of The detailed structure of the catalytic site and mechanism of action of this very complex enzyme
are still unknown. Work by many research groups led to isolation of the whole complex and the
from many bacteria. From Rhodospirillum rubrum chromatophores the catalytic complex and the

subunit have also been isolated. Removal of all from the membrane enabled the separation of
inactive, but fully reconstitutable Rs. rubrum chromatophores. The subunit could be sequentially
removed from these chromatophores. All isolated whole and partial complexes and individual subunits have
been purified and characterized. Most important results include: 1) Demonstration of a low but continuous
light-driven ATP synthesis by purified reconstituted into phospholipid vesicles together with reaction

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 807–830.
© 1995 Ktuwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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centers and a cytochrome complex purified from the same bacteria. This is a first step towards reconstitution
of a functional photosynthetic membrane. 2) Formation and characterization of active hybrid membrane-bound

by reconstituting Rs. rubrum chromatophores with subunits isolated from E. coli
and spinach The restored ATPase activity demonstrated the functional homology of all subunits, but
their different response to various known effectors. 3) Characterization of two binding sites for ATP and ADP
on the purified One of them, which does also bind appears to be the catalytic site of the
Recent successful attempts at cloning and functional expression of this subunit open up exciting
possibilities for future research aimed at elucidating the structure of this catalytic site and identifying amino
acid residues essential for assembly of the subunit into an active

A concerted effort involving biochemical, genetic, electron microscopic and crystallographic techniques will
hopefully lead to resolution of the as yet enigmatic mechanism of action of this most important enzyme
complex.

Each of the two sectors is a complex structure by
itself, composed of a number of different subunits
with varying stoichiometries. Although the overall
function and shape of all enzymes is similar,
there are some important differences, especially in
regulation of their ATPase activity and in the subunit
composition of various sectors. The enzyme from
respiratory bacteria is the least complex, containing
three types of subunits in addition to the conserved
structure of five types of subunits assembled with
a stoichiometry of The mitochondrial enzyme
is the most complex. It contains, besides the five
subunits, up to nine additional types of subunits
(Collinson et al., 1994), which form the sector and
link it to the sector. The photosynthetic
complexes, including those of anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria, form a separate group with four
distinct subunits (see II. A.1).

A vast amount of structural and functional
information obtained through genetic, biochemical
and electron-microscopic investigations of various
types of ATP synthases, has led to the formulation
of plausible models for the mechanism of action of
this group of enzymes (see Section IV). However for
elucidation of the exact molecular mechanism of
proton-coupled ATP synthesis/hydrolysis much more
detailed direct structural information is required.
The first published 3.6 Å X-ray crystallographic
structure of an complex was that of rat-liver

Energy transducing membranes of bacteria, chloro-
plasts and mitochondria contain proton-
translocating ATP synthases that catalyze electron-
transport coupled phosphorylation. The coupling
mechanism involves utilization of an electrochemical
gradient of protons, generated during respiratory or
photosynthetic electron-transport, as driving force
for the respective oxidative and photosynthetic
phosphorylation (Mitchell, 1966). All membrane
embedded ATP synthases can also work in the
reverse direction as proton-translocating ATPases,
but their major biological function is the synthesis of
ATP. This unique metabolic role is reflected in the
very unusual structural complexity of the ATP
synthases in comparison to other ATPases, as well as
in the high degree of conservation of this structure in
enzymes from different sources. All ATP
synthases consist of two distinct sectors, termed
and is an integral membrane complex, which
mediates transmembrane proton conduction, and
is an extrinsic membrane complex, which when
removed from the membrane functions as a water
soluble ATPase. However, proton-transport coupled
ATP synthesis and hydrolysis occurs only when the

sector is combined with the membrane-bound
sector, hence the widely used term of coupling factor
(Racker, 1976).

I. Introduction

Zippora Gromet-Elhanan

Abbreviations: AMP–PNP – BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus; 0

chloroplast  – chloroplast  – chloroplast – chloroplast subunit; – chloroplast subunit; Cm. –
Chromatium;  – Cm. vinosum ; DCCD – N,N-dicyclohexyl carbodiimide; DEPC – diethylpyrocarbonate; DTT – dithiothreitol;
E. – Escherichia;  – E. coli ;   – E. coli  ;  – E. coli ; – E. coli subunit; EDTA –
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid; – mitochondrial  ; – mitochondrial  ; NBf-Cl – 4-chloro-7-nitrobenzofurazan; PMS
– N-methylphenazonium methosulfate; Rb. – Rhodobacter;  – Rb. capsulatus ; – Rb. capsulatus ; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas; –Rs.rubrum  ; –Rs. rubrum ; –Rs.rubrum subunit; –Rs.rubrum subunit;

–Rs. rubrum Rs. –Rhodospirillum; – Rb. sphaeroides ;SDS-PAGE–sodium dodecyl sulfate – polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis;  – Thermophilic bacterium PS3  ; WRK – Woodward’s reagent K

; ;
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(Bianchet et al., 1991), and recently the structrure of
bovine heart        , at 2.8 Å resolution, has also been
reported (Abrahams et al, 1994).

This chapter will review the current knowledge
about the structure and function of complete and
partial ATP synthase complexes isolated from
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, and compare
their properties with those of other types of
photosynthetic enzyme complexes. Due to space
limitations chromatophore photophosphorylation and
proton-coupled ATP hydrolysis will not be discussed,
except for a short summary of membrane-bound
F activities, that are useful for comparison with
the isolated enzyme. Recent comprehensive reviews
of the presently available literature on the structure
and mechanism of action of ATP synthases can
be found in: Futai et al. (1989); Fillingame (1990);
Penefsky and Cross (1991); Cox et al. (1992); Issartel
et al. (1992); Hatefi (1993); Boyer (1993). Specific
reviews of the chloroplast enzyme include: Strotmann
and Bickel-Sandkotter (1984); McCarty and Moroney
(1985); Nalin and Nelson (1987); Graber et al. (1990);
Jagendorf et al. (1991) and Glaser and Norling (1991).
There is only one earlier review on the photosynthetic
bacterial enzyme (Baccarini-Melandri and Melandri,
1978).

II. The Complex

A. Overall Structural Features

1. Organization of Gene Clusters and Gene
Sequence Homology

complexes of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria
have first been isolated from chromatophores of the
purple non-sulfur bacterium Rhodospirillum rubrum
(Oren and Gromet-Elhanan, 1977; Schneider et al.,
1978). As has been observed with the chloroplast

(see Glaser and Norling, 1991 and references
therein), the best purified preparations showed
on SDS-PAGE either eight (Bengis-Garber and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1979) or at least nine (Muller and
Baltscheffsky, 1979) different polypeptide subunits.
Nine subunits have also been observed in the
complex purified from another purple non-sulfur
bacterium Rhodobacter capsulatus (Gabellini et al.,
1988). These earlier discrepancies in the reported
number of subunits in various photosynthetic
complexes have been resolved via gene sequence

analysis, which revealed that , and all
other examined photosynthetic complexes,
contain nine distinct polypeptide subunits rather than
the eight found in the Escherichia coli

Figure 1 compares the organization of genes
encoding subunits in two anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria with those of two oxygenic
cyanobacteria, plant chloroplasts and E. coli. All the

three       a, c and b subunits followed by the five
subunits in the order of and (see Futai et al.,
1989 and references therein). Upstream of the
subunit a there is a ninth gene, designated I, encoding
a small hydrophobic protein of unknown function
that is not assembled into the complex. In Rs.
rubrum the genes for the and sectors are
organized in separate operons. The operon consists,
as in            , of genes for I, a, c, b and an additional
related but different gene for (Falk and Walker,
1988). The second operon consists of the five
genes in the same order as in the E. coli operon (Falk
et al., 1985). In a related purple non-sulfur bacterium
Rhodopseudomonas blastica only the operon has
been identified. It contains six genes arranged in the
same order as the genes in E. coli and Rs. rubrum,
except for the presence of an additional unknown
gene, designated x, inserted between the  and ones
(Tybulewicz et al., 1984).

A different organization of two or even three
operons encoding nine subunits has been
reported in two closely related cyanobacteria (Fig.
1). In both cases the operon, as the Rs. rubrum
operon, contains two genes for b and but in
Synechococcus 6301 (Cozens and Walker, 1987), it
carries also the genes for subunits and
whereas in Synechococcus 6716 (Van Walraven et
al., 1993) it carries only the genes for and In
this cyanobacterium the gene for appears on a
completely separate cluster. The genes for and
form a separate far apart operon in both cyanobacteria
as well as in higher plant chloroplasts. However, in
plants and green algae the organization of genes
encoding the remaining seven ATP synthase subunits
isdifferent, because subunits and subunit
II, which is equivalent to (Hermann et al., 1993),
are encoded in the nucleus (see Jagendorf et al.,
1991). So the plastid operon carries only genes for

subunits IV (a), III (c), I (b) and subunit
The presence of a separate operon encoding the
and subunits has recently been reported in the

genes for the eight subunits form a single
operon organized in two sub-clusters encoding the
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green sulfur bacterium Chlorobium limicola, but the
organization of the other genes coding for
subunits is as yet unknown (Xie et al., 1993). The
green photosynthetic bacteria, unlike the purple
bacteria, utilize a reaction center related to
Photosystem I of cyanobacteria and chloroplasts
(see chapter by Feiler and Hauska). It would therefore
be very interesting to find out whether the organization
of the genes encoding other subunits is also
similar in Cb. limicola and in cyanobacteria.

Some general features observed in all examined
species include the highly significant homology
between their subunits (>40% sequence identity in
20 different subunits) and to a lesser extent
subunits (Futai et al., 1989). A functional homology
has also been demonstrated among subunits isolated
from various sources (see III.B.2). A comparison of
the sequences of subunits from all photosynthetic
sources with available sequences of plant and bovine
mitochondria (Cozens and Walker, 1987; Falk et al.,
1988) indicates rather clearly that both mitochondrial
enzymes are more closely related to the enzyme
from the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria than to
any other group. They show >70% sequence identity
in their and subunits and >40% in their c
subunits. The chloroplast enzyme on the other hand
is more closely related to the cyanobacterial one,
showing >70% sequence identity in their  subunits
and >80% in their and III (c) subunits.

2. Subunit Stoichiometry, Structure and
Topology

The stoichiometry of the subunits has been
investigated in detail in E. coli and chloroplast

complexes. This involved careful determination of
molecular weights of each individual subunit and of
purified and complexes, as well as
estimation of relative amounts of each subunit in
radioactively labeled complexes (McCarty and
Moroney, 1985; Futai et al., 1989; Glaser and Norling,
1991 and references therein). An identical pattern of

subunit stoichiometry of has been
established for both bacterial and chloroplast
complexes. The subunit stoichiometry of the
respective complexes is less certain, especially for
the c subunit. The presently proposed ratios are

for and for The main
difference between both types of enzymes is in the
assembly per complex of two identical b subunits in

as compared to one of each of the non-identical
homologues b and in The subunit stoichi-
ometry of and complexes isolated from various
photosynthetic bacteria has not been examined in
detail. At present the identical numbers obtained for

bacterial and chloroplast complexes is very
conserved.

Low resolution information on the overall shape
of what we recognize now as the membrane-bound

complex, has been obtained already in 1965
by electron microscopic examination of negatively
stained Rs. rubrum chromatophores (Low and
Afzelius, 1965). Their pictures suggested the presence
of protruding knobs of 120 Å diameter, that are
located on the outside surface of the chromatophores.
These structures have been observed on all examined
energy-transducing membranes, and their release
upon removal of the membrane-bound ATPase

Zippora Gromet-Elhanan

and suggest that the basic overall
subunit stoichiometry and structure of at least all
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activity by washing with EDTA, suggested that they
are morphological representations of the coupling

sector of the membrane-bound ATP
synthase complex (see Racker, 1976). This suggestion
was ascertained by experiments with antibodies raised
against the purified coupling factor

from Rb. capsulatus (Prince et al., 1975). The
antibodies agglutinated chromatophores but not
spheroplasts, thus demonstrating that the sector of
the is located exclusively outside the
chromatophore membrane. Further immunological
studies compared the effect of antibodies prepared
against the and its purified native subunit
(Philosoph and Gromet-Elhanan, 1981a, see also
III.B.1). Both types of antibodies agglutinated the
Rs. rubrum chromatophores, suggesting that the
subunit is located on the external part of (see
Fig. 2).

No further structural work has been reported on
the from any photosynthetic bacterium. But
electron microscopic examinations of detergent-
solubilized ATP synthases from E. coli,
chloroplasts and mitochondria led to formulation of
two-dimensional structural models for the (Gogol
et al., 1987; Graber et al., 1990; Walker et al., 1990;
Pedersen and Amzel, 1993). These models propose a
tripartite structure containing a headpiece, identified
as the sector, a short stalk and a basepiece, identified
as the sector. The stalk is probably composed of
subunits or parts of subunits that connect the to the

(see Fig. 2). Electron microscopy has also
succeeded in defining the gross arrangement of
subunits within the complex, revealing a hexagonal
arrangement of the large subunits enclosing a mass
suggested to be one or more of the small and
subunits. Studies with labeled with monoclonal
antibodies against the subunit, demonstrated
the binding of three antibodies at an angle of 120
degrees per molecule. This observation verified
the stoichiometry of and indicated that the
and subunits are arranged in alternating positions
(see Graber et al., 1990).

The X-ray crystallographic structure at 3.6Å
resolution of rat liver gives a more detailed
picture of the organization of the and subunits
(Bianchet et al., 1991). They are arranged in two
interdigitated layers, each containing a trimeric array
of one type of subunit. The trimer starts below the

trimer, which in turn protrudes about 15Å above
the one, and both and subunits have similar

ellipsoidal shapes. A different picture has recently
been reported for the bovine heart structure at
2.8 Å resolution (Abrahams et al., 1994). It is clear
that a higher resolution crystallographic structure of
these, as well as additional types of complexes,
including the photosynthetic ones, is needed.

We know less about the overall shape of the
sector. But from the primary structure of the
subunits and their hydrophobic profiles, including

polar loop projecting towards the sector. A
conserved acidic residue, glutamic acid in Rs. rubrum
(Hoppe and Sebald, 1984), within the C-terminal
hydrophobic region is the site of DCCD-binding,
that results in inhibition of proton translocation and
thus of coupled ATP synthesis and hydrolysis. Subunit
b, and the related in and other examined
photosynthetic enzymes, have a hydrophobic N-
terminal domain, while the rest of the protein is
hydrophilic (Falk and Walker, 1988). This structure
has been interpreted as indicating that the two copies
of b in E. coli (Deckers-Hebestreit and Altendorf,
1992) or the two homologous b and in the
photosynthetic enzymes (Otto and Berzborn, 1989)
are anchored in the membrane via their two N-
terminal parts in association with the transmembrane
segments of subunits c and a. The remaining
hydrophilic part is proposed to protrude into the
cytoplasm and interact with subunits. Subunit a is
the largest subunit, and the least resolved in
structure. It is extremely hydrophobic and various
reports suggest that it inserts in the membrane with 5
to 8 membrane spanning A schematic
model of the overall shape with a more detailed
presentation of the organization of and subunits
and the suggested arrangement of the subunits is
given in Fig. 2.

B. Catalytic Properties of the Membrane-
Bound

Chromatophores of most photosynthetic bacteria
effectively catalyze both ATP synthesis and
hydrolysis. Rates of ATP synthesis in absence of any
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isolated from Rs. rubrum (Berzhorn et al., 1975) and

those reported for the Rs. rubrum subunits (Hoppe
and Sebald, 1984; Falk and Walker, 1988), secondary
structural models for their orientation in the
membrane have been deduced (see Fillingame, 1990;
Graber et al., 1990; Glaser and Norling, 1991;
Deckers-Herbestreit and Altendorf, 1992). Subunit c
has two hydrophobic stretches, thought to span the
membrane in a hairpin-like structure, linked by a
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added electron carriers vary between 80–200
hr per mg BChl for both Rs. rubrum and Rb.
capsulatus. Addition of PMS increases these rates to
800–1200 in the first and 400–500 in the second
(Gromet-Elhanan and Gest, 1978; Baccarini-
Melandri et al., 1979; Gromet-Elhanan and Weiss,
1989). In contrast to chloroplasts, chromatophores
also hydrolyze ATP in the dark at relatively high rates
in the presence of either or . These rates
reach 30 and 10%, respectively of the rates of
photophosphorylation (Baccarini-Melandri and
Melandri, 1978; Gromet-Elhanan and Weiss, 1989).
Most chromatophore membrane-bound ATPase
activities do not respond to the activation treatments
employed in chloroplasts, such as tryptic digestion
or illumination. Only in special cases, when the dark
rates are very low, as in Chromatium vinosum
chromatophores (Gepshtein and Carmeli, 1974), has
tryptic digestion been shown to cause a large
stimulation.

All chromatophore bound ATP synthesis and
hydrolysis activities are inhibited by energy-transfer
inhibitors that were shown to block proton-
translocation through the sector (Hoppe and Sebald,

1984). DCCD is a general inhibitor of all membrane-
bound including chromatophore com-
plexes. It does also inhibit the isolated
but at much higher concentrations and different
conditions (see III. A.3). Oligomycin is a much more
selective inhibitor. It inhibits the mitochondrial
membrane-bound and solubilized but not

and is completely ineffective towards the
chloroplast Oligomycin does inhibit the
membrane-bound ATP synthesis and hydrolysis

activities (Johansson et al., 1971). It is
somewhat less effective in various Rhodobacter
chromatophores (Melandri and Baccarini-Melandri,
1971; Müller et al., 1982), and completely ineffective
in Chromatium chromatophores (Gepshtein and
Carmeli; 1974).

Uncouplers exert a different effect. They stimulate
the activity, while inhibiting photophos-
phorylation in all chromatophore membranes.
Illumination in presence of uncouplers causes further
stimulation of the activity, especially
at very high ratios of  (Edwards and
Jackson, 1976; Slooten and Nuyten, 1981). Recently
a transient stimulation of 10 to 15 fold was reported,
when uncouplers were added immediately after the
illumination. The rate of the transient
observed in this case was two fold higher than the
rate of ATP synthesis (Turina et al., 1992).

The activity is much less responsive
to uncoupler stimulation than the This
difference between and has been traced to
their effect on by the membrane-
bound complex (Casadio, 1988; Gromet-
Elhanan and Weiss, 1989). In the presence of
and also the complex catalyzes both
ATP synthesis and hydrolysis as well as ATP-induced

that the inability of to maintain the coupling
process is not due to opening of a proton leak in its
presence, but rather to the inability of bound CaATP
to lead to a conformational change that opens up the
pathway for proton translocation through the
complex during catalysis (Gromet-Elhanan and
Weiss, 1989; Strid and Nyren, 1989). These findings
direct attention to the earlier kinetic analysis of the
membrane bound activity in Chroma-
tium (Gepshtein and Carmeli, 1977) as well as in Rs.
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but in the presence of it
catalyzes only ATP hydrolysis, which is not coupled
to . Further studies have indicated

activities of as effectively as the mitochondrial
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rubrum (Oren and Gromet-Elhanan, 1979). The
cation-ATP complex was shown to be the substrate
for ATP hydrolysis in both bacteria and free
but not free was a very efficient competitive
inhibitor. It is thus clear that play an
important regulatory role in proton-coupled ATP
hydrolysis.

The chromatophore membrane-bound has
been shown to synthesize ATP in the dark at the
expense of an artificially imposed electrochemical
proton gradient composed of both a and a
(Leiser and Gromet-Elhanan, 1974). This capacity,
first observed in chloroplasts (Jagendorf and Uribe,
1966), helped confirm the basic concepts of the
chemiosmotic theory (Mitchell, 1966). It has also
been very useful in establishing the capacity of the
detergent-solubilized purified preparations for

ATP synthesis after their reconstitution
into phospholipid vesicles (see II.C.2).

C. Resolution and functional reconstitution

1. Purification and properties of isolated
ATPases

Highly purified complexes have been obtained
from Rs. rubrum (Bengis-Garber and Gromet-
Elhanan, 1979; Müller and Baltscheffsky, 1979, and
Slooten and Vanderbranden, 1989a), Rb. capsulatus
(Gabellini et al., 1988) and recently also from the
green non-sulfur bacterium Chloroflexus aurantiacus
(Yanyushin, 1991). The procedures used for
solubilization and purification have been adapted
from those developed for the detergent solubilized
mitochondrial and chloroplast enzymes. The earlier
preparations employed the mitochondrial procedure
(Tzagoloff and Meagher, 1971) of solubilization by
Triton X-100, and purification of the concentrated
extract by glycerol gradient centrifugation. Additional
steps of ion-exchange chromatography or gel filtration
(Bengis-Garber and Gromet-Elhanan, 1979; Schnei-
der et al., 1979) yielded the most active purified
preparations reported to date in photosynthetic
bacteria (Table 1). More recent preparations used the
procedure introduced by Pick and Racker (1979) for
extraction and purification of in which the

is solubilized by a combination of octylglucoside
and cholate (or deoxycholate) and purified by
ammonium sulfate fractionation and sucrose gradient
centrifugation. All isolated and purified bacterial

complexes were shown to retain the characteristic
DCCD-sensitive activities of their
parent chromatophore membrane-bound enzymes
(see II.B).

An extensive characterization of the catalytic
properties of the isolated, as compared to the
membrane-bound has been carried out
with the As is illustrated in Table 1 the
membrane-bound enzyme is both a and
dependent ATPase, its activity being
two to three fold faster than the one
(Johansson et al., 1971; Bengis-Garber and Gromet-
Elhanan, 1979 and see II.B). Both activities are
retained also in the detergent solubilized enzyme,
but the is purified to a much greater

activity. Table 1 shows also that the
water soluble is predominantly a

(see III.A.2). In Rb. capsulatus only the
activity of the purified complex

has been followed, and found to be five to ten fold
slower than that of purified (Gabellini et al.,
1988).

Chapter 37 ATP Synthase-ATPase Complex

extent than the activity, so that the
finally purified complex shows a two fold higher
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Optimal ratios of 0.2–0.5 and 1–3
ATP were found for both membrane-bound and
solubilized (Oren and Gromet-Elhanan, 1979)
as well as for (see III.A.2.). The results
summarized in Table 1 have been obtained with these
ratios. The lower optimal ratio of reflects
the fact that free are, whereas
are not potent competitive inhibitors of the membrane-
bound (see II.B) as well as the solubilized
Here the  for free is 7 whereas free

do not inhibit even at 10mM (Oren and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1979).

The nucleotide specificity of soluble and of
the membrane-bound complex are very similar. The
preferential substrate is ATP, but GTP and, to a lesser
extent ITP, are also hydrolysed (Schneider et al.,
1979). Table 1 illustrates that both bound and soluble

activities are very sensitive to the
energy-transfer inhibitor oligomycin, that does not
inhibit the water soluble (Oren and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1977 and 1979; Schneider et al.,
1978). The is the only
in both groups of bacterial and photosynthetic
enzymes that is as sensitive to oligomycin and
rutamycin as the mitochondrial complex (see
II. B). The is somewhat less
sensitive than the in both membrane-
bound (Johansson et al., 1971) and solubilized states
(Oren and Gromet-Elhanan, 1977).

2. Reconstitution of Proton-Coupled ATP-
Linked Activities

complexes isolated and purified from various
photosynthetic bacteria have been reconstituted into
phospholipid vesicles and found to catalyze, as the
membrane-bound enzyme, a number of proton-
coupled ATP-linked reactions. These range from
ATP-dependent quenching of acridine dye fluores-
cence (Schneider et al., 1980; Slooten and Vander-
branden, 1989a), to exchange, and finally to

net ATP synthesis (see II. B). All
these reactions were inhibited by the energy-transfer
inhibitors oligomycin and DCCD as well as by
uncouplers. Reconstitution of isolated
(Bengis-Garber and Gromet-Elhanan, 1979) and

(Gabellini et al., 1988) into phospholipid
vesicles, enabled catalysis of exchange at
reproducible but low rates, amounting to 23 and 5
nmol ATP formed/min per mg of and
respectively. Ten-fold higher rates, similar to those

observed with reconstituted (Pick and Racker,
1979), have recently been obtained with the
Chloroflexus enzyme, upon its reconstitution into
liposomes prepared with intrinsic lipids isolated from
the same bacterium (Yanyushin, 1991).The use of
lipids prepared from the same bacterium was earlier
found to yield higher exchange activities as
well as ATP synthesis in a reconstituted
cyanobacterial complex (Van Walraven et al.,
1983; 1986). Purified reconstituted into
phospholipid vesicles is also capable of ATP synthesis
at the expense of artificially applied plus
(Slooten and Vandenbranden, 1989b). The amount
of ATP formed in this discontinuous system, 80 mol/
mol enzyme, is similar to that obtained with
reconstituted (Pick and Racker, 1979).

Continuous net ATP synthesis was first obtained
with a purified reconstituted together with
purple membrane bacteriorhodopsin into phospho-
lipid vesicles (Oren et al., 1980). The light-induced
ATP synthesis was proportional to the amount of

and bacteriorhodopsin (at a 1:1 ratio) and
linear for at least 20 min of illumination . The
maximal rate of ATP synthesis of 8·4 nmol/min per
mg of protein obtained in this system is low, but 10 to
30 fold higher rates have been obtained when
was reconstituted into soybean liposomes together
with monomeric bacteriorhodopsin (Wagner et al.,
1987). Concomitantly measured rates of light-driven
proton translocation enabled the calculation of
ATP stoichiometries in this reconstituted system.
The constant ratio of of 5·2, that was obtained
under saturating light intensities, is lower than the
value of of 3 obtained in native membranes
(Ferguson and Sorgato, 1982). Net continuous ATP
synthesis has also been obtained upon reconstitution
of the purified together with an energy-linked
pyrophosphatase, partially purified from the same
bacterium (Nyren and Baltscheffsky, 1983). The
maximal rate of this ATP synthesis was 25
nmol of ATP/min per mg of protein and it was
sensitive to a variety of uncouplers and inhibitors of
both the and the pyrophosphatase.

A more ambitious system for coreconstitution of
cyclic electron transport and photophosphorylation
has been developed by Gabellini et al. (1989). They
have coincorporated into phospholipid vesicles
purified preparations of the Rb. capsulatus reaction
center, cytochrome complex, and and
obtained light-driven ATP synthesis at a rate of 36
nmol ATP/min per mg of . A rate of up to 55
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nmol/min per mg of protein has been reported in an
earlier developed system for coreconstitution of
chloroplast Photosystem I reaction centers and
where the cyclic electron transport was completed
with the artificial redox component PMS (Hauska et
al., 1980). Although the reported maximal rates
amount to only about 0.3–3% of the rates of
photophosphorylation observed in native chromato-
phores (see II. B), when calculated by using the two
different published ATP synthase contents of coupled
chromatophores (see III.A.1), this is a first step
towards reconstitution of a functional photosynthetic
membrane.

III. The

A. General Features of the Whole Complex

1. Isolation and Purification

ATPases have been isolated from Rb.
capsulatus (Baccarini-Melandri et al., 1970), Cm.
vinosum (Hochman and Carmeli, 1971), Rs. rubrum
(Johansson, 1972), Rb. sphaeroides (Reed and
Raveed, 1972), Rp. palustris (Müller et al., 1982),
and Cf. aurantiacus, (Yanyushin, 1988). The methods
employed for complete detachment of the complex
from the chromatophore membrane vary depending
on the tightness of its attachment to the membrane-
bound sector. A 10 min incubation in a low ionic
strength buffer was sufficient for elimination of
practically all the photophosphorylation from Cm.
vinosum chromatophores, enabling the separation of
fully resolved chromatophores and a supernatant
from which the solubilized has been
purified (Gepshtein et al., 1978). In Rb. capsulatus a
similar incubation, even in presence of 1 mM EDTA,
decreased phosphorylation by only 50%, and for an
85% decrease a 90 sec sonication in presence of
EDTA was required. In Rs. rubrum chromatophores
this harsher treatment decreased the endogenous
phosphorylation by 80% (Johansson, 1972), but the
PMS-supported phosphorylation by less than 50%
(Gromet-Elhanan, 1974a). It is thus clear that
sonication in a low ionic strength buffer in presence
of EDTA releases in Rs. rubrum not only the

but also electron transport components that
are bypassed in the presence of PMS (Gromet-
Elhanan, 1977).

Up to now no satisfactory procedure has been

developed for preparing Rs. rubrum chromatophores
that are completely devoid of the whole complex
and show no extensive damage of their electron
transport chain. In the absence of such
chromatophores it is impossible to determine the
content of coupled chromatophores by the method
developed in chloroplasts (Strotmann et al., 1973) of
assaying their ATPase activities before and after
removal of the as compared to the activity
of the removed Calculations based on other
methods yielded for Rs. rubrum chromatophores

1989) and 0.9 mmol BChl (Andralojc and
Harris, 1993). Differences in the light intensity at
which the Rs. rubrum cultures were grown were
suggested as a possible reason for this 10 fold
difference in the calculated content. But the
relevant light intensities were not stated for any one
of the published estimates. So a reliable determination
of the content will require a careful examination
of light intensity dependent changes in the ratios of
total protein and protein/BChl.

as well as other bacterial were
usually removed from their parent chromatophores
by drastic treatments that did not enable isolation of
resolved chromatophores. These involve either
aqueous extraction of acetone powders of coupled
chromatophores (Baccarini-Melandri and Melandri,
1971) or the chloroform extraction technique
developed by Beechey et al (1975) for removal of the

and introduced by Webster and Jackson
(1978) for isolation of In many cases the
drastic extraction procedures and even some
purification procedures yielded complexes
containing only four, or even three, subunits. Thus,
in Cm. vinosum the subunit was present in the
crude extract, but only a small amount of it remained
in the purified (Gepshtein et al., 1978).
The purified Cf. aurantiacus is also
depleted of the subunit (Yanyushin, 1988). The
subunit is relatively easily dissociated from various

and complexes during extraction and/or
purification, and in its absence the can
bind to resolved membranes, but does not restore
phosphorylation (McCarty and Moroney, 1985;
Glaser and Norling, 1991; Futai et al, 1989). Indeed
the crude containing the subunit could,
whereas the purified could not, restore
phosphorylation to resolved Cm. vinosum chroma-
tophores (Gepshten and Carmeli, 1974; Gepshtein et
al., 1978). A five subunit has not, as yet, been
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values of 9.1 mmol of BChl (Norling et al.,
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purified from these two bacteria.
Conflicting data earlier reported with the

seem in retrospect to reflect a similar case of loss of
one or more of the small single copy subunits upon
extraction and purification. Thus, purified from
an acetone powder extract (Johansson et al., 1973)
was found to contain five subunits with molecular
weights of
and (Johansson and Baltscheffsky, 1975).
Identical numbers were also reported by Soe et al.
(1978). The molecular weights of the first three
subunits correspond to those calculated by Falk et al.
(1985) from predicted protein sequences, but the last
two subunits show much lower molecular weights
than the calculated and These
purified were not assayed for
restoration of phosphorylation activity to resolved
chromatophores, so it was not realized that their
content of and could be questionable. Later,
Müller et al. (1979) reported that they could purify
only a four subunit complex, composed
of and from a similar acetone powder
extract. They could, however, purify a five subunit

from a chloroform extract, and the molecular
weights of these subunits did correspond to those
calculated by Falk et al. (1985). In light of these
results, it seems possible that the enzyme purified
and assayed by Johansson and Baltscheffsky (1975)
and Soe et al. (1978) could be composed of
and either or a split complexes purified from
acetone extracts of Rp. palustris and Rb. sphaeroides
(Müller et al., 1982) show also molecular weights of
13,000 for and 8,000 for that do not correspond
to those calculated from the predicted protein
sequence of their close relative Rp. blastica
(Tybulewicz et al., 1984).

The chloroform extraction does also yield variable
results. Webster and Jackson (1978) have reported
that their crude chloroform extract could not restore
phosphorylation to partially resolved EDTA-treated
Rs. rubrum chromatophores and purified from it
only a three subunit  containing and
Müller et al. (1979) state on the other hand that the
chloroform extract from which they have purified the
five subunit was prepared as described by
Webster and Jackson. It is thus clear that both the
acetone and chloroform extraction procedures used
in the earlier reported attempts at solubilization and
purification are not ideal.

A milder technique of extraction, using a much
lower amount of chloroform than that employed by

Beechey et al (1975), has been introduced by Fisher
et al. (1981). This technique was employed for
extraction and purification of a five subunit
(Norling et al., 1988). Protein sequencing of the N-
terminii of all five subunits has established that they
are products of the earlier sequenced Rs. rubrum
genes. So this extraction technique seems to provide
at present the best available procedure for obtaining
purified five subunit complexes from photo-
synthetic bacteria. It should however be emphasized
that up to now none of the extensively purified five
subunit complexes from any photosynthetic
bacterium have been assayed for their capacity to
restore photophosphorylation in resolved chroma-
tophores.

have also been prepared from a number
of cyanobacteria, including Mastigocladus lamin-
osus(Binder and Bachofen, 1979); Synechococcus
6716 (Lubberding et al., 1981); Spirulina platensis
(Hicks and Yocum, 1986a) and Anacystis nidulans
(Nemoto et al., 1990). Most cyanobacterial complexes
could be removed from the membrane by incubation
in low ionic strength buffers without or with 1 mM
EDTA, but the usual Beechey-type chloroform extract
has also been used. Both extraction methods enabled
the purification of five subunit complexes for
Spirulina and Anacystis, but from the other
cyanobacteria only four subunit lacking
the  subunit, have been purified.

The complexes isolated from various photo-
synthetic bacteria exhibit a rather varying spectrum

2. Catalytic Properties of Isolated

very weak activity of 0.16
of protein, and no measurable

activity (Melandri and Baccarini-Melandri, 1971).
Its inactivity as seems to be due to loss
of this activity rather than to latency, as in
because a) it could not be stimulated by treatments,
such as heat or trypsin, that enhance the
activity of and b) unlike in chloroplasts, the
membrane-bound  is rather an active
and ATPase (see II.B). So although
this partially purified could restore some
photophosphorylation to resolved Rb. capsulatus
chromatophores (Baccarini-Melandri and Melandri,
1971) it has not been subjected to any further
purification or characterization. The partially purified

exhibits low but reproducible and
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of properties. Thus the partially purified has a
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dependent ATPase activities that are stimulated five-
fold on addition of trypsin to the assay medium. The

activity is 3 fold higher than the
activity (Gepshtein and Carmeli, 1977), and

amounts to 9U/mg of protein in the highly purified
four subunit (Gepshtein et al,, 1978).

All purified preparations show, unlike

1979, and Table 1), but their activities
vary depending on the extraction procedure. The
acetone extracted enzymes show no
activity (Johansson et al., 1973; Soe et al., 1978;
Müller et al., 1979), whereas the various chloroform
extracted and purified five subunit complexes,
exhibit some activity (Müller et al.,
1979; Norling et al., 1988). When assayed at an
optimal ratio of Mg/ATP of 0.2 to 0.5 it amounts to
about 15% of the activity (Müller et al.,
1979; Weiss et al., 1994, see Table 1). This range of

and activities is very similar to
those of activated from which the subunit has
been removed (McCarty and Moroney, 1985).

In both activated and native
the low activity has been stimulated by
addition of certain anions (Nelson et al., 1972;
Webster et al., 1977) or detergents (Soe et al., 1978
and 1980; Pick and Bassilian, 1982) to the assay
medium . With anions, such as malate or sulfite, the

is highly stimulated while the
is either unaffected (Nelson et al., 1972), or

even somewhat stimulated (Webster et al., 1977).
Detergents, on the other hand, inhibit the
activity while stimulating the activity.
Recent examinations of these two opposite effects,
using octylglucoside as the detergent, revealed that
the stimulation is dependent on the ratio of

At high ratios higher concentrations
of octylglucoside are required for stimulation of the

activity than for inhibition of the
ATPase one (Norling et al., 1988). But at optimal

ratios of 0.2 to 0.5 both inhibition and
stimulation occur at identical and very low
concentrations of octylglucoside. A 50% effect is
obtained at 5 mM octylglucoside, a concentration
well below its critical micellar concentration (Weiss
et al., 1994, see Table 1). These results indicate that
the effect of octylglucoside cannot be restricted to
relief of inhibition by free It must also
have a more direct effect on the affinity of the
cation binding site towards and . A similar

almost complete conversion of the and
from a mostly into a mainly

enzyme, has been obtained when ATP
was replaced by 1, ATP (Schafer et al.,
1980).

The ATPase activity of the purified Rp. palustris,
Rb. sphaeroides and Cf. aurantiacus enzymes has
also been extensively characterized (Müller et al.,
1982 and 1983; Yanyushin, 1988). All complexes are
active and exhibit a
activity, amounting to about 40% of their
activities, that can be stimulated by sulfite and
octylglucoside. None of these activities is stimulated
by trypsin. The nucleotide specificity of these
enzymes is similar; the preferential substrate is ATP,
but GTP, UTP, and to a lesser extent CTP, are also
hydrolyzed, especially in presence of

A kinetic analysis of the partially purified
(Gepshtein and Carmeli, 1977) and the completely
purified (Müller et al., 1979) and (Müller
et al., 1983) revealed that in all complexes, as in the
membrane-bound and isolated (see II.B. and
II.C.1), the cation-ATP complex is the functional
substrate for ATP hydrolysis. The kinetic parameters
obtained for are very similar in all
examined complexes. The for is
between 0.2–0.5 mM, the for free ATP is 0.5 to
1.0 mM, and the for free is 5 to 8 mM.
The kinetic parameters for show however
large differences. Thus, the for is 1
mM in and but only 30 in . The

for free ATP is similar in all complexes - about 1
mM, but the for  free         is again very
different, although in this case it is around 10 to 20

in both and but0.65mMin .The
reason for these differences has not been clarified.

Some general catalytic properties of these isolated
bacterial do, however, emerge from the
above summary. They are not latent ATPases and do
not respond to the activation treatments, except
for which is stimulated by trypsin. They are
also both and with a higher

activity, except for whose
activities are not clear. These enzymes thus form a
separate group between the very active
that has a much higher than
activity (Dunn and Heppel, 1981), and the tightly
regulated latent (McCarty and Moroney, 1985).

All isolated cyanobacterial unlike
most photosynthetic bacterial ones, are rather latent
enzymes. Their as the chloroplast

Chapter 37 ATP Synthase-ATPase Complex
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is stimulated 5 to 10 fold by trypsin.
They show also a very low activity that
can be stimulated 10 to 20 fold by methanol (Binder
and Bachofen, 1979; Lubberding et al., 1981; Hicks
and Yocum, 1986b; Nemoto et al., 1990). But except
for the Spirulina enzyme, the cyanobacterial

do not respond to additional treatments,
such as heat and DTT, that elicit ATPase activity in
latent chloroplast The molecular basis of thiol
activation involves the reduction of a disulfide bond
between cysteines 199 and 205 in the spinach
subunit (McCarty and Moroney, 1985; Glaser and
Norling, 1991). These two cysteines are rather specific
to plant chloroplast subunits, since all other
subunit sequences reported to date, including those
of various Synechococcus strains, as well as of Rs.
rubrum and Rp. blastica, do not contain them (see
Van Walraven et al., 1993 and references therein). In
light of the positive response of the Spirulina enzyme
to DTT (Hicks and Yocum, 1986b) it would be most
interesting to find out whether the Spirulina
subunit sequence contains these two cysteines.

3. Nucleotide Binding and Chemical
Modifications

The determination of the number of nucleotide
binding sites in various purified and
their characterization played a major role in
formulating the presently prevailing hypothesis for
the mechanism of action of the ATP synthase-
ATPase complex (Boyer, 1987 and 1993). The
maximal number of nucleotide binding sites retained
on and after passage through gel filtration
centrifuge columns is six (Futai et al., 1989; Penefsky
and Cross, 1991 and references therein). In such
nonequilibrium binding measurements revealed the
presence of four sites (Xue et al., 1987; Shapiro et
al., 1991a) and only under strict equilibrium
conditions have six sites been recently observed
(Girault et al., 1988; Shapiro et al., 1991b). Three of
the sites can readily exchange bound nucleotides for
medium nucleotides and are suggested to have a
catalytic role, whereas the three less exchangeable
sites are referred to as noncatalytic (Penefsky and
Cross, 1991).

The number and properties of nucleotide binding
sites on and have recently been compared
with enzymes depleted of all loosely bound
nucleotides by passage through three successive
centrifuge columns (Weiss et al., 1994). They still

contain 1.6 mol of ADP plus 0.1 mol of ATP/mol of
and 1.5 mol of ATP plus 1.1 mol of ADP/mol of
. After incubation with saturating concentrations

nucleotides/mol . In they include 2.3 mol of
AMP-PNP, practically no ADP, and all the 1.5 mol of
ATP/mol that were retained on the depleted

So in about two of the observed four
nucleotide binding sites do exchange with medium
AMP-PNP and two are occupied by nonexchangeable
ATP molecules. The lower maximal number of four
occupied nucleotide binding sites retained after
column centrifugation on the photosynthetic
and as compared to six in the respiratory
and is probably due to faster constants of
two of the Mg-dependent nucleotide binding sites on

and . They might lead to the much lower
activities of the photosynthetic

ATPases.
The location of nucleotide binding sites has been

studied in respiratory and chloroplast
with labeled nucleotide affinity probes or photo-
reactive nucleotide analogs and, where available,
with isolated subunits. These studies have revealed
that all nucleotide binding sites reside exclusively on

of these reagents that inhibit activity are
also known to modify specific amino acid residues.
The effect of such reagents as well as of other
inhibitors of activity have been studied
mainly with

DCCD is a hydrophobic carboxyl group reagent,
which inhibits all types of by binding
specifically to the conserved carboxyl residue within
the C-terminal hydrophobic segment in the
subunit (Hoppe and Sebald, 1984). Gepshtein et al.,
(1978) were the first to observe that DCCD can also
inhibit the purified activity. Further
experiments with DCCD have established that
it does indeed bind to and inactivates all examined

(Vignais and Lunardy, 1985). Khanan-
shvili and Gromet-Elhanan (1983b) have shown that
DCCD inactivates purified in a time- con-
centration- and pH-dependent manner. Complete
inhibition requires binding of 1 mol of
mol of , suggesting that inactivation is associated
with modification of one essential carboxyl group in
the complex. The inhibition of both membrane-
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the and subunits (Vignais and Lumardi, 1985;
Futai et al., 1989; Penefsky and Cross, 1991). Some

of followed by removal of all excess
and loosely bound nucleotides, both enzymes have
been found to retain up to four mol of tightly bound
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bound and isolated by another, hydrophilic
carboxyl group modifier, WRK, has also been
proposed to be due to modification of one essential
carboxyl group on (Ceccarelli and Vallejos,
1983). But since a previous modification with WRK
did not prevent binding of DCCD, these two
reagents seem to modify two different carboxyl
groups on This suggestion has indeed been
corroborated by studies with the isolated
subunit (see III.B.3).

The adenine analogue NBf-Cl does also inhibit
both membrane-bound and soluble from
various sources (Vignais and Lunardy, 1985). In Rs.
rubrum it inhibits photophosphorylation and the
membrane-bound activity as well as
the activity of soluble  in a DTT-
reversible manner (Khananshvili and Gromet-
Elhanan, 1983a). Isolated binds covalently
NBf-Cl with an accompanying increase in absorbance
at 385 nm, indicative of a tyrosyl-0-NBf bond. Full
protection of the inhibition of the
by NBf-Cl has been obtained in presence of 5 mM
(Cortez et al., 1983). Another reagent that effectively
inhibits the activity is the histidine
reagent DEPC. Complete inactivation is obtained on
modification of 2 to 3 histidine residues per molecule
of (Khananshvili and Gromet-Elhanan, 1983c).

Various other known inhibitors of have
also been reported to inhibit the
These include azide (Johansson et al., 1973),
aurovertin (Gromet-Elhanan, 1974b; Ravizzini et
al., 1975), efrapeptin (Webster et al., 1977) and
quercetin (Weiss et al., 1994). Some inhibitors seem
to exert a similar effect on all types of
while others, such as aurovertin, efrapeptin and
tentoxin, are more specific. Aurovertin is a fluorescent
compound which inhibits and ATPase
activities. Its fluorescence is enhanced when it binds
to these enzymes, and undergoes marked changes on
addition of nucleotides, that have been used to monitor
nucleotide binding sites on the sensitive
(Vignais and Lunardy, 1985). Aurovertin has been
found to inhibit the but no accom-
panying changes in its fluorescence could be observed
(Gromet-Elhanan, 1974b).

The effects of efrapeptin and tentoxin on the
and activities of and activated

have recently been compared under identical
assay conditions (Weiss et al., 1994). Efrapeptin was
found to be a much more effective inhibitor of
than Half maximal inhibition of both and

activities is obtained
with a ratio of 1.6 mol of efrapeptin/mol of
whereas for a thirty fold higher ratio is required,

is thus as sensitive to efrapeptin as the
mitochondrial (Cross and Kohlbrenner,
1978), while the lower sensitivity of is similar to
that reported for the E. coli enzyme (Wise et al,
1983). Tentoxin, on the other hand, is a very potent
species specific inhibitor of (Steele et al., 1976;
Selman and Durbin, 1978). Half maximal inhibition
of the spinach activities are obtained at
a concentration below 0.1 tentoxin. All
ATPase activities are however completely resistant
to tentoxin concentrations of up to 300 under all
assay conditions used (Weiss et al., 1994; see also
III.B.2). The membrane-bound and isolated

of the cyanobacterium Anacystis nidulans
has recently been reported to be as sensitive to
tentoxin as spinach (Ohta et al., 1993).

B. Individual Subunits and Partial
Complexes

1. Isolation and Reconstitution of Single
Subunits

The complex structure of the synthase and
its soluble sector (see Fig. 2) impedes
studies aimed at elucidating the structure of their
catalytic sites and mechanism of action. A precise
determination of the function of each subunit is a
prerequisite for achieving this goal. Two main
methods have been developed for the isolation of
single subunits in a native, active state. The first
involves partial or complete dissociation of the
complex, followed by separation and purification of
the dissociated subunits. Complete dissociation of
all  five subunits was reported for from various
respiratory bacteria, and reassociation of mixtures of
such isolated subunits led to isolation of partial
active complexes (Futai and Kanazawa, 1983, and
references therein). There are no reported attempts
to dissociate isolated from photosynthetic
bacteria. With only a partial dissociation was
achieved, enabling up to now isolation and purification
of containing about 5% of (Richter et al.,
1986).

The second method developed in Rs. rubrum
chromatophores involves selective removal of
individual subunits or partial complexes from the
membrane-bound Incubationofchroma-

Chapter 37 ATP Synthase-ATPase Complex
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tophores with 2M LiCl followed by 2M LiBr led to
sequential removal of all their and subunits,
leaving inactive, but fully reconstitutable and

chromatophore membranes (Philosoph et
al., 1977; Khananshvili and Gromet-Elhanan, 1982).
The thoroughly washed LiCl-treated chromatophores,
retain about 5% of their ATP synthesis and hydrolysis
activities, but over 80% of their capacity to take up
protons during light-induced electron transport. Their
lost ATP-linked activities could be restored by more
than 80% after reconstitution with three volumes of
the dialyzed LiCl-extract (Binder and Gromet-
Elhanan, 1974).

The removed by extraction of Rs. rubrum
chromatophores with LiCl and purified by ammonium
sulfate fractionation and gel filtration (Philosoph et
al., 1977) or ion-exchange chromatography (Gromet-
Elhanan and Khananshvili, 1986) could rebind to the
LiCl-treated chromatophores and restore their lost
ATP-linked activities, but showed no measurable
ATPase activity. A previous claim for a significant
ATPase activity in a similarly prepared (Harris
et al., 1985) has recently been explained as due to
contamination by the (Andralojc
and Harris, 1992; see III.B.5). Antibodies prepared
against the purified did agglutinate control
active Rs. rubrum chromatophores, but not the washed
LiCl-treated inactive ones (Philosoph and Gromet-
Elhanan, 1981b). These antibodies could also form
precipitin lines with whole native but not with
a four subunit composed of and that
has been solubilized from the washed LiCl-treated
chromatophores (Philosoph and Gromet-Elhanan,
1981b). These results indicate that all the
subunit has indeed been removed from the thoroughly
washed LiCl-treated Rs. rubrum chromato-
phores.

Optimal conditions for rebinding of purified
to chromatophores, which lead to restoration
of 70–90% of their lost ATP synthesis and hydrolysis
activities, require the presence of at least 2 mM ATP
and 20 mM during the long reconstitution at
35 °C, but much lower concentration of for
assays of restored activity (Gromet-Elhanan, 1974a;
Philosoph et al., 1977). Under these conditions the
reconstitution of a fixed amount of chromato-
phores with increasing amounts of follows a
simple saturation curve, and results in a similar
degree of restoration of photophosphorylation and

and activities (Khananshvili and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1982). For restoration of 50% of

these activities a ratio of 1.0 of BChl is
required.

Further extraction of Rs. rubrum chroma-
tophores by LiBr removed one additional subunit,

that was purified by ammonium sulfate
fractionation and hydroxyapatite chromatography
(Philosoph et al., 1981). The resulting doubly
extracted chromatophores have, of course, no ATP-
linked activities, but can be restored to about 65% by
reconstitution with both purified and
although not with either one alone (Khananshvili
and Gromet-Elhanan, 1982).These LiCl-LiBr doubly
extracted chromatophores are therefore defined as

chromatophores. Reconstitution of
chromatophores by the missing subunits was optimal
at pH 6.2, and required the presence of 20 mM
MgCl2 (Philosoph et al., 1981; Gromet-Elhanan et
al., 1981). Because the reconstitution of
chromatophores with was similar between pH
6.2 and 8.0, both systems could be compared under
identical conditions. All assays of restored activity
were, however, conducted at their optimal pH 8.0.

Incubation of chloroplast thylakoid membranes
from various plants with LiCl resulted in release of

together with varying, but large amounts of
and traces of the single copy and subunits.

The ratio of released varied from 0.7–0.8
in spinach (Avital and Gromet-Elhanan, 1990,1991),
to 0.5 in lettuce and 0.2–0.3 in tobacco (Avni et al.,
1991). Fractionation of the spinach LiCl-extract led
to isolation of pure a complex, and
small amounts of various larger partial
complexes, but no pure (Avital and Gromet-
Elhanan, 1991; Sokolov et al., 1992; and see III.B.2
and III.B.5). Washed LiCl-treated spinach thylakoids,
as the Rs. rubrum LiCl-treated chromatophores, lost
>95% of their photophosphorylation capacity. But,
because of the more drastic removal of subunits,
the reconstitution of the treated thylakoids with their
LiCl-extract restored at the most 20% of the lost
activity (Avital and Gromet-Elhanan, 1991).

In light of the observed release of large amounts of
from LiCl-treated chloroplasts, we have

reexamined the Rs. rubrum LiCl-extracts for presence
of by Western immunoblotting with mixtures
of anti and The ratio of
appearing in these extracts varied between 0.03–
0.15 (Weiss and Gromet-Elhanan, unpublished). The
small amount of extracted by LiCl together
with all the is partly associated in an
complex (Androlojc and Harris, 1993; and see

Zippora Gromet-Elhanan
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III.B.5). It is also the source of the ~5% found
to accompany the  purified preparations which
can by themselves restore activity to the
chromatophores (Weiss and Gromet-Elhanan,
unpublished). Purified preparations of
containing <1% of as well as purified
expressed that has no trace of the subunit
can restore the activity only when
supplemented with ~5% of (see also III.B.2
and 4).

2. Hybrid Formation and
Characterization

The inactive, but fully reconstitutable, Rs.
rubrum chromatophores from which all has
been removed provide a uniquely suitable system for
testing the capacity of subunits, isolated from
various other sources, for reconstitution of active
hybrid membrane-bound .Two such active
hybrids have been formed with isolated
(Gromet-Elhanan et al., 1985) and spinach that
contained about 5% of (Richter et al., 1986).
Pure containing no trace of could not
form an active hybrid when reconstituted by itself
into Rs. rubrum chromatophores (Avital and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1991; Avni et al., 1991). It could,
however, do so when supplemented by trace amounts
of a pure complex, at a ratio of 0.1  of

of BChl (Avni et al., 1991). These
traces of were inactive by themselves. It was
therefore suggested that the component of the
added exerts a chaperonin-like function of
keeping in the correct folding during the
reconstitution at 35 °C with 20 mM (see
III.B1).

All types of   and hybrids
could restore 50 to 140% of the activity,
but less than 10% of the photophosphorylation
activity obtained in chromatophores recon-
stituted with their homologous Moreover in
the hybrids, unlike in the homologous enzyme, the
restored activity was not coupled to

In this respect the hybrid
activities are rather similar to the

activity of the control membrane-bound
which has been shown to be completely disconnected
from (see II.B). These results
indicate that in the hybrid enzymes the catalytic
site is restored, but its connection with others subunits
is not tight enough to trigger proton translocation

through the membrane-bound sector. The
relatively high activity of the hybrid
enzymes thus suggests that they might enable leakage
of the protons released during ATP hydrolysis to the
outside medium, rather than translocate them inside
through the sector. Experimental evidence for this
suggestion is provided by the finding that both hybrid

unlike the homologous
are not stimulated by uncouplers (Richter et

al., 1986; Gromet-Elhanan, 1988).
The hybrid enzymes retain specific properties of

their parent that enable clear identification
of the activity of each one of them. Thus only the

hybrid is inhibited by anti
antibodies and insensitive to sulfite, and only

the hybrid is inhibited by tentoxin. Indeed,
the hybrid is as sensitive to tentoxin as the

being fully inhibited by 0.1 whereas
the native is resistant even to
higher concentrations (see III.A.3). So the complete
elimination of restored ATPase activity in the

and hybrids in presence of anti
and tentoxin, respectively demonstrate the absence
of any remaining homologous activity. These
findings reinforce an earlier conclusion that all the

has been removed from the Rs. rubrum
chromatophores (see III.B.1).

3. Nucleotide Binding Sites on Isolated
Subunits

The finding of six nucleotide binding sites on various
that are located exclusively on the

and subunits (Futai et al., 1989; Penefsky and
Cross, 1991), together with the conserved stoichi-
ometry of (see II.A.2), led to the suggestion that
each of these subunits contains a single nucleotide
binding site. These sites were designated as catalytic
or noncatalytic according to their exchangeability
with medium nucleotides, and since nucleotide
affinity probes were shown to label the subunits of
many under conditions that led to loss of
activity, the catalytic sites were assumed to be located
on the subunits.

Direct binding studies with labeled ATP or ADP
have indeed revealed the presence of a single
nucleotide binding site on the and subunits
isolated from two respiratory bacteria (Futai et al.
1989). In isolated such direct binding studies
have however identified two different binding sites
for either ATP (Gromet-Elhanan and Khananshvili,

Chapter 37 ATP Synthase-ATPase Complex
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1984) or ADP (Khananshvili and Gromet-Elhanan,
1984), one being Mg-independent and the other Mg-
dependent (Table 2). These results questioned the
validity of the proposed model of a single binding
site on each and subunit. To accommodate these
findings with the overall number of six nucleotide
binding sites per molecule, one of the two
nucleotide binding sites on the subunit, the Mg-
independent site, has been suggested to reside at an
interface between the and subunits (Gromet-
Elhanan and Khananshvili, 1984). These binding
properties have also been observed in pure expressed

that has no trace of the  subunit (see III.B.4).
Further evidence for this suggestion came from

binding tests, which revealed only one Mg-
dependent binding site on (Khananshvili
and Gromet-Elhanan, 1985a, see Table 2), and from
the effect of chemical modification of by
DEPC and WRK (Khananshvili and Gromet-Elhanan,
1985b). Table 2 illustrates that DEPC did not affect
the binding of ADP to both sites on nor its
capacity to rebind to chromatophores, but
inhibited completely the Mg-independent binding of

the binding of ATP to its Mg-dependent site, and
the capacity of the modified rebound to
restore ATP synthesis in the reconstituted chromato-
phores. These results have thus identified the Mg-
dependent ATP and binding site on as the
catalytic site and the Mg-independent site as the
noncatalytic one (Khananshvili and Gromet-Elhanan,
1985b). More recent studies on the photolysis of 2-
azidoadenine nucleotides bound at either catalytic or
noncatalytic sites on and have
indicated that the subunit was labeled in all cases
(Boyer, 1987). These findings suggested the presence
of at least parts of the adenosine moiety of both
nucleotide binding sites on the subunit, and the
possible sharing of one (Penefsky and Cross, 1991)
or even both sites (Gromet-Elhanan, 1992) by the
and subunits.

Occupation of the nucleotide binding sites on
by ADP, ATP and was found to induce large
conformational changes, that could be followed by
their effect on trypsin sensitivity of the isolated
subunit (Khananshvili and Gromet-Elhanan, 1986).
Two distinct types of changes were obtained: one on
occupation of the Mg-independent nucleotide binding
site, that is further stabilized by MgADP, the other on
binding of MgATP or suggesting that it is
induced by occupation of the subsite
in the Mg-dependent catalytic site on the subunit.

Purified was found to bind NBf-Cl and
DCCD, with a binding stoichiometry of 1 mol

of either reagent/mol of (Khananshvili and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1983a,b). The NBf-modified
unlike the DEPC or WRK modified subunit, did
rebind to the chromatophores and restored all
their lost ATP-linked activities as efficiently as native
unmodified whereas the DCCD-modified
subunit lost its capacity to rebind to the
chromatophores. Moreover, modification of
by either DCCD or NBf-Cl had little effect on its
capacity to bind ADP, ATP and (Khananshvili and
Gromet-Elhanan, 1985b). These results indicate that
DCCD and WRK modify two different carboxyl
groups on isolated (see III.A.3). The WRK
modified carboxyl group is located within the catalytic
site, while the DCCD modified carboxyl group is
essential for rebinding of the isolated to the

chromatophores (see III.B.4).

4. Cloning and Expression of Subunits

The large number of direct assays for binding of
nucleotides, and various modifying reagents by
isolated  together with its capacity to rebind to

chromatophores and restore their ATP-linked
activities, make an especially interesting
candidate for studies aimed at identifying the amino
acid residues essential for these activities. A most
promising approach towards this goal is the use of
site directed mutagenesis, which requires cloning
and expression of the gene. This technique can
also ensure the absence of contamination by other
subunits in the expressed protein.

Baltscheffsky et al., (1992) have recently reported
on the cloning of the gene, and its expression

Zippora Gromet-Elhanan
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as a soluble fusion protein in E. coli. Activity tests
have not been reported yet for this expressed
In another attempt (Nathanson and Gromet-Elhanan,
1994), cloning and functional expression of wild
type and Glu 195 mutant has been achieved.
The expressed subunits, that are free of any
contaminating could bind ATP as the native

(III.B.3), but could not restore ATP-linked
activity to Rs. rubrum chromatophores. They
could, however, do so when supplemented with traces
of about 5% of as has been shown for native

containing <1% of (III.B.1) and for
pure containing no trace of (III.B.2). The

Glu mutant, unlike the wild type
native or expressed could form only an
unstable assembled that dissociated upon
centrifugation (Nathanson and Gromet-Elhanan,
1994). Glu 195 in is identical to Glu 192 in

and Glu 199 in that are modified by
DCCD (Yoshida et al., 1982). The findings that both
the Glu mutant and the DCCD modified

(see III.B.3) form unstable assembled
complexes indicate that the fully conserved Glu 195
in does play an important role in the assembly
of the subunit into a stable complex.

Three recent reports describe the cloning and
expression of chloroplast genes from Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii (Blumenstein et al., 1990),
Spinach (Chen et al., 1992) and maize (Wang et al.,
1992). The expressed polypeptide, unlike the
expressed appeared in insoluble inclusion
bodies. It was solubilized in all cases by 4M urea.
Slow removal of the urea by stepwise dialysis restored
a functional that could bind the nucleotide
analog TNP-ATP (Chen et al., 1992).

5. Isolation, Structure and Function of minimal
catalytic Complexes

complexes, containing equimolar ratios of
the  and subunits, have been shown to function as
active ATPases, with rates varying between 1 to 10%
of those found in their parent . The
individually isolated and subunits show about
100 fold lower rates than those of the
complexes (Gromet-Elhanan, 1992 and references
therein). Such complexes have either been assembled
from a 1:1 mixture of cloned and expressed and

subunits (Kagawa et al., 1989; Miwa and Yoshida,
1989) or isolated from LiCl extracts of spinach
(Avital and Gromet-Elhanan, 1991) and lettuce

chloroplasts (Avni et al., 1991), and Rs. rubrum
chromatophores (Andralojc and Harris, 1992).

The and subunits were found to assemble
into  in absence of MgATP, but the
hexamers dissociated into in presence
of MgATP (Harada et al., 1991). So in an ATPase
assay medium a varying mixture of both structures
exists. The complex appeared as an
dimer on size exclusion HPLC in presence of MgATP
and removal of caused complete dissoci-
ation of this dimer into the monomeric and
subunits (Andralojc and Harris, 1992). The
complex is very unstable and dissociates into
monomers upon dilution and/or removal of ATP. A
stabilized has recently been
isolated by gel filtration chromatography (M. Sokolov
and Z. Gromet-Elhanan, unpublished).

All types of isolated complexes are active
ATPases. They exhibit however lower rates of catalysis
than their parent (see Table 1) and are
resistant to inhibition by azide. The is also
resistant to inhibition by tentoxin (Gromet-Elhanan
and Avital, 1992). These properties suggest that the
single copy subunits are not required for assembly
of these core complexes nor for their activity.
They are however responsible for the 10 to 100 fold
increased rates and for the different properties of the
whole The complexes can
therefore provide an important tool for elucidating
the role of the single copy subunits in the structure
and function of the

An interesting result obtained with the
and complexes is their capacity to bind to
the inactive LiCl-treated Rs. rubrum chromatophores
and restore their activity (Avital and Gromet-Elhanan,
1991; Andralojc and Harris, 1992, 1993). The activity
restored by each complex is identical to that restored
by the respective isolated subunits, which
contained about 5% (see III.B.1 and 2). Thus the
homologous restored both ATP synthesis
and hydrolysis, whereas the restored only
ATP hydrolysis, that is fully sensitive to inhibition by
tentoxin (Avital and Gromet-Elhanan, 1991; Gromet-
Elhanan and Avital, 1992). It is not clear as yet
whether these complexes bind as a complex
to the depleted membranes or dissociate during the
reconstitution step which is conducted in 20 mM

at 35 °C (see III.B.1).
One reported difference between and

is the 10-fold lower ratio of 0.1
BChl as compared to 1 BChl
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required for 50% restoration of activity to the LiCl-
treated chromatophores (Andralojc and Harris, 1993;
Avital and Gromet-Elhanan, 1991). The reason for
this difference can be traced to the different types of
LiCl-treated chromatophores used in both cases.
Andralojc and Harris (1993) studied the rebinding of

to ‘LiCl-washed’ chromatophores in which
they found, according to their nucleotide binding
properties, more than 50% of the subunits still
attached to the chromatophore membrane. Avital
and Gromet-Elhanan (1991) used, on the other hand,
thoroughly washed chromatophores from
which all the subunit has been removed (see III.B.1).
When pure containing no trace of was
added to these chromatophores it could rebind,
but could not restore any ATPase activity (see III.B.2).
These chromatophores containing bound
inactive are similar to the ‘LiCl-washed’
chromatophores, containing large amounts of
attached but inactive that have been used by
Andralojc and Harris (1993). The ATPase activity of
these containing chromatophores could
indeed be restored upon addition of a low ratio of
0.1 BChl (Avni et al., 1991).

The above described results indicate that the
attached present in the ‘LiCl-washed’
membranes (Andralojc and Harris, 1993), as the
pure added to the chromatophores (Avni
et al., 1991), are activated by added traces of the
respective complexes. These activated
and subunits restore the same level of activity
to chromatophores as the and
containing about 5% of their respective subunits.
It is, therefore, clear that restoration of activity in all
LiCl-treated chromatophores does not require
stoichiometric amounts of and subunits. For an
accurate determination of whether this activation
reflects a chaperonin-like function of (Avni et
al., 1991) labeled and complexes
will be required.

A complete resolution of the mechanism of action of
the ATP synthase requires the presence of detailed
information on its structure, as well as on the pathway
of proton-translocation through the whole enzyme
complex and on the specific mode of coupling of this
proton-transport to ATP synthesis. Although the

general features of the structure have been
elucidated (see II.A.2 and Fig. 2), the detailed
organization of its catalytic sites is as yet unknown.
Also, the role of in proton-translocation through
the membrane is clear, and the detailed pathway for
their translocation through this sector is being
elucidated (Fillingame, 1990). But there is almost no
information on if and how protons move from the
sector to the sector, or on how they affect the
catalytic energy-linked steps. All proposed models
for the mechanism of action of the ATP synthase are
therefore still at a rather speculative stage.

The hypothesis for which considerable experi-
mental evidence exists, and that is currently the most
widely used, is the binding change mechanism (see
Boyer, 1987 and 1993 and Penefsky and Cross,
1991). It is based on the existing information on the
presence of three catalytic sites in the ATP
synthase (see III.A.3) and their location mainly on
the subunits (see III.B.3). The basic features of
this model have evolved from a large body of data
collected from studies with and some
respiratory bacterial enzymes. Very few mechanistic
studies have been conducted with the photosynthetic
bacterial enzymes, so only the overall features will
be presented below. They are as follows:

1. The driving force is not required for the
final step of ATP synthesis at each catalytic site.

2. Energy is required to promote the release of
product, ATP, from the site of synthesis and to
enable the binding of substrate, ADP and to
another site.

3. The energy-linked substrate binding and product
release occur simultaneously at separate catalytic
sites, that must therefore interact during the
catalytic event.

This hypothesis thus suggests that the newly formed
product is tightly bound to the catalytic site. The
energy driving its loosening and final release does
also tighten the binding of a new substrate at an
alternate site, where product is formed with no
additional energy input. Thus, during catalysis each
site changes its ligand affinity properties, hence the
definition of binding change mechanism (Boyer,
1987 and 1993). The involvement of protons in this
mechanism is linked with a proposed rotation of an
aggregate of subunits, possibly the internally located

IV. Mechanism of Action of the ATP
Synthase
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against a complex of the remaining
subunits. There is however no direct evidence for this
rotation mechanism.

The recently isolated catalytic core
complexes provide important tools for further
investigation of the above proposed mechanism of
action. A kinetic investigation of stable, nondis-
sociating could establish whether the
specific alternation of sites is dependent on the
presence of the single copy subunits.
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Summary

Some species of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria possess transhydrogenase and NADH dehydrogenase
enzymes that are closely related to equivalent enzymes from animal mitochondria. Both are membrane proteins
which couple redox reactions of the nicotinamide nucleotides to the translocation of hydrogen ions.
Transhydrogenase catalyses the reversible transfer of reducing equivalents between NAD(H) and NADP(H); it
has a low proton pumping stoichiometry. Probably under most conditions NADH dehydrogenase serves to
transfer reducing equivalents from NADH to ubiquinone; it has a high proton pumping stoichiometry. Both
enzymes are very active in chromatophore membranes isolated from cells of Rhodobacter and Rhodospirillum
species grown anaerobically in the light, but their physiological function during phototrophic growth is not
clear. Transhydrogenase may be involved in the transfer of reducing power between the cytoplasmic NAD(H)
and NADP(H) pools, governed by the transmembrane proton electrochemical gradient and in response to
the metabolic needs of the cell. It might have a lesser role in the generation or regulation of During aerobic
growth in the dark, NADH dehydrogenase undoubtedly serves as a major generator of during phototrophic
growth it might be essential for the oxidation of highly reduced carbon substrates by auxiliary oxidants such as
nitrate or dimethylsulfoxide, or it might be expressed in ‘readiness’ for the return to dark aerobic growth.

Interest in NADH dehydrogenase in photosynthetic bacteria will increase as gene sequences become
available and, perhaps, in response to the need to elucidate the role of the related protein in chloroplasts from
higher plants. Present studies are limited by the lack of a purification procedure for the enzyme. Transhydrogenase,
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on the other hand, is amenable to study. In many ways it presents an excellent model for the study of other ion-
translocating membrane proteins, particularly in photosynthetic membranes where its activity can be measured
by spectroscopy with good time resolution.

I. Introduction

A. The Reactions Catalysed by Transhydro-
genase and NADH Dehydrogenase

Proton-translocating transhydrogenase
catalyses the transfer of reducing equivalents (hydride
ion equivalents) between NAD(H) and NADP(H)
coupled to the translocation of protons across a
membrane,

where x is the stoichiometry of translocated per
equivalent transferred between the nucleotides.

There are no scalar protons associated with the net
reaction. Recent reviews on transhydrogenase have
been published by Rydstrom et al. (1987), Jackson
(1991) and Yamaguchi and Hatefi (1992).

NADH dehydrogenase (NADH-DH), more
properly called NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase
and sometimes, especially in mitochondria, referred
to as ‘complex I’, catalyses the transfer of reducing
equivalents from NADH to ubiquinone coupled to
the translocation of protons across a membrane,

where n is the stoichiometry of translocated per
transferred from NADH to UQ. A scalar proton is

associated with the net reaction. Recent reviews on
NADH-DH can be found (Ragan, 1987; Weiss and
Friedich, 1991; Weiss et al., 1991; Yagi, 1991, 1993;
Fearnley and Walker, 1992; Walker, 1992).

Both enzymes are found in the inner membranes
of animal and plant mitochondria and the cytoplasmic
membranes of many bacteria. In the anoxygenic

Abbreviations: – acetyl pyridine adenine dinucleotide;
E. – Escherichia; -Thase – proton-translocating nicotinamide
dinucleotide transhydrogenase; N. – Neurospora; NADH-DH –
NADH dehydrogenase; Rb.–Rhodobacter; Rs.–Rhodospirillum;

– proton electrochemical gradient

photosynthetic bacteria, -Thase has been studied
in some detail in Rhodobacter (Rb.) capsulatus and
Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum but, in other organisms
from the group, the available information is sketchy.
There have been few investigations into the properties
of NADH-DH from photosynthetic bacteria but this
situation might change in view of the resurgence of
interest in the enzyme from mitochondria and the
finding that there may be homologues of some
subunits of mitochondrial complex 1 in the
chloroplast genome. Unfortunately, the enzyme from
photosynthetic and other bacteria has been difficult
to isolate in a form that can actively transport protons
(Berks and Ferguson, 1991). Remarkably, the
functions of -Thase and of NADH-DH during
phototropic growth are not well understood (Jackson
and McEwan, 1993). However, both are present at
high activities during chemoheterotrophic and
photoheterotrophic growth. They are both directly
coupled to the proton electrochemical gradient
the primary energetic intermediate of the bacterial
cell, and to the redox state of the nicotinamide
nucleotide pools. Some speculations as to the function

The discovery of -Thase and NADH-DH in
photosynthetic bacteria followed on rapidly from
research into the mechanism of energy coupling in
animal mitochondria during the 1960’s.

Keister and Yike (1966,1967b) and Orlando et al.
(1966) described ‘energy-linked’ transhydrogenation
from NADH to in chromatophores from a
number of species of photosynthetic bacteria. The
reaction proceeded at a low rate in darkened
suspensions of chromatophores but was substantially
increased by ATP, PPi or light. The acceleration was
blocked by uncoupling agents. From these obser-
vations and from the effects of specific inhibitors, for
example antimycin, on the light-driven reaction and
oligomycin on the ATP-driven reaction, it was
concluded that transhydrogenation was coupled to
the consumption of ‘the high energy intermediate,

J. Baz Jackson

of -Thase and NADH-DH will be offered at the
end of the chapter.

B. Historical Perspective
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X~I’. Subsequent appreciation that the high energy
intermediate is in fact a proton electrochemical
gradient led to the recognition that transhydrogenase
is a proton pump, confirmed by Rydstrom (1979)
and Earle and Fisher (1980) with the purified
mitochondrial enzyme reconstituted into liposomes.
An equivalent experiment with purified trans-
hydrogenase from photosynthetic bacteria was not
reported until recently (Jackson et al., 1991).

It has long been known that several species of the
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria are capable of
oxidative growth in the dark under aerobic conditions.
It was realized in the 1950’s and 1960’s that
chromatophores, for example from Rs. rubrum, Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus, had respiratory
activity with NADH as an electron donor. The activity
was shown to be inhibited by rotenone and piericidin
A and might thus be related to NADH-DH from
mitochondria. The existence of an energy coupling
site at the level of NADH-DH in chromatophores
was indicated by the observation of ‘energy-linked
reversed electron flow’ first, in Rs. rubrum (Keister
andYike, 1967a) and then in Rb. capsulatus (Klemme,

Until recently most work on the structure of -
Thase had been carried out with the enzymes from

mitochondria and Escherichia coli but information
is now emerging on the somewhat different structure
of the Rs. rubrum protein.

A. The Structure of Transhydrogenase from
Mitochondria and E. coli as a Paradigm for the
Enzyme from Photosynthetic Bacteria?

The amino acid sequences for -Thase from E. coli
and mitochondria have been predicted from the
nucleotide sequences of the genes and the cDNA,
respectively (Clarke et al., 1986; Yamaguchi et al.,
1988; Ahmad et al., 1992). It is established that the
E. coli enzyme comprises two polypeptides Mr
54000 and Mr 49000) which in the active enzyme
probably form an structure (Clarke and Bragg,
1985; Hou et al., 1990). The mitochondrial enzyme
is a dimer of two identical polypeptides (Anderson
and Fisher, 1981; Persson et al., 1987). When the
and polypeptides of -Thase from E. coli are
arranged contiguously there is a clear similarity in
sequence with the mitochondrial enzyme. Hydropathy
profiles indicate that both enzymes might be organised
in three large domains—see Fig. 1 (Clarke et al.,
1986; Yamaguchi et al., 1988). In mitochondria,
domain I (approximately 400 amino acids at the N-
terminus) and domain III (approximately 200 amino
acids at the C-terminus) are relatively hydrophilic
and are thought to protrude from the membrane
whereas domain II (approximately 400 amino acids
at the center of the polypeptide) is strongly
hydrophobic and might comprise up to 14 trans-
membrane helices. In E. coli the structure is similar
except that there is a ‘break’ in the polypeptide chain
within the hydrophobic domain II. Experiments with
proteases and with specific antibodies raised to
segments of the protein indicate that domains I and

Chapter 38      -Transhydrogenase and NADH Dehydrogenase

1969): reduction of by succinate was observed
only if chromatophores were supplied with ATP, PPi
or light; uncoupling agents inhibited the reaction.
Although the clear implication of these findings
would now be that chromatophore NADH-DH is a
proton pump, a direct demonstration of this, either in
chromatophores, or in a reconstituted system is still
required.

II. The Structure of Transhydrogenase
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III protrude from the same side of the membrane -
the matrix side in mitochondria (Yamaguchi and
Hatefi, 1991) and the cytoplasmic side in E. coli
(Tong et al., 1991). There is no evidence for the
existence of prosthetic groups in -Thase from any
source.

There is clear evidence from analysis of steady-
state kinetics (Hanson, 1979; Homyk and Bragg,
1979; Enander and Rydstrom, 1982; Lever et al.,
1991) that there are separate sites on -Thase for

or NADH and for or NADPH.
Substrates bound at the NAD(H) site donate or receive

equivalents to or from the 4A position of the
nicotinamide ring whereas substrates bound at the
NADP(H) site donate or receive equivalents to or
from the 4B position (Kawasaki et al., 1964; Griffiths
and Robertson, 1966; Lee et al., 1965).

There is presently considerable interest in the
indentification of the two nucleotide binding sites in

-Thase. There is a clearly recognizable
‘Rossman fold’ in domain I (Clarke et al., 1986;
Yamaguchi et al., 1988) which has been predicted to
be the NAD(H) site on the basis of a G-G--G motif.
However, recent findings (Lilly et al., 1991) suggest
that there may be exceptions to what was thought to
be a general rule for the specificity of nucleotide
binding. Some experiments with radiolabeled
dicyclohexyl-carbodiimide and 5'-[p-(fluorosul-
fonyl)benzoyl] adenosine were taken to support the
view that the NAD(H) site lies within domain I and
also to indicate that the NADP(H) site is in domain
III (Wakabayashi and Hatefi, 1987a,b). However,
other studies with radiolabelled 8-azido-AMP are
less conclusive (Hu et al., 1992).

B. The Unique Structure of Transhydrogenase
in Rhodospirillum rubrum

Consistent with the existence of stretches of very
hydrophobic amino acids in their sequences, the
Thases from mitochondria and from E. coli require
detergent for solubilization. The enzyme from Rb.
capsulatus has a polypeptide composition that
resembles the one from E. coli and it too has the
character of a membrane protein (Lever et al., 1991).
However, in an elegant series of papers, Fisher and
colleagues showed that the structure of trans-
hydrogenase in Rs. rubrum is different. When
chromatophores from this organism were washed by
centrifugation through low ionic strength buffer,

light-dependent transhydrogenation was abolished.
The supernatant fraction, though inactive itself, was
fully able to restore the reaction to depleted
chromatophores (Fisher and Guillory, 1969a,b). In
the intact chromatophore membranes, the 4A to 4B
stereospecific transfer of from NADH to
was similar to that found for the mitochondrial
enzyme, indicating that it is the same type of
transhydrogenation reaction (Fisher and Guillory,
1971a). It was supposed that -Thase in Rs. rubrum
is composed of a water soluble protein, and a
membrane-bound component, which can be
reversibly associated. The recombination of with

was dependent on the presence of low
concentrations of nicotinamide nucleotides (Fisher
and Guillory, 1971b). The potential of the system for

in which and washed, depleted chromatophores
were separately treated with protein modification
reagents and then reconstituted with the untreated
complementary component (Fisher et al., 1975;
McFadden and Fisher, 1978; Jacobs and Fisher, 1979;
Palmer et al., 1993).

As the primary amino acid sequences for
Thases from E. coli and mitochondria became
available and, with them, predictions of the domain
structure of the enzymes (Clarke et al., 1986;
Yamaguchi et al., 1988), it became of interest to re-
evaluate the relationship with the transhydrogenase
from Rs. rubrum. It was conceivable that could
correspond to either of the predominantly hydrophilic
domains I or III, or to an activating protein factor for
transhydrogenase unique to this bacterium. Purifi-
cation of from Rs. rubrum and analysis of the
nucleotide sequence of the gene have led to a solution
of this problem.

In earlier work, only partial purification of       and

by washing in the presence of and then
can be specifically removed by centrifugation in the
absence of nucleotide. Further purification is then
achieved by ion-exchange and affinity dye chroma-
tography. The protein is assayed on the basis of its
ability to restore light-driven transhydrogenase to
depleted chromatophores. It runs predominantly as a

J. Baz Jackson

the study of Thase was exemplified by experiments

had been achieved (Konings and Guillory, 1972;
Jacobs et al., 1977) but we recently described a
procedure that routinely leads to small quantities of
highly-purified material (Cunningham et al., 1992b).
It makes use of the fact that other peripheral proteins
can be displaced from Rs. rubrum chromatophores
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single band, Mr 43000 Da, on SDS-PAGE but appears
to be dimeric under non-denaturing conditions. The
complete purification of still remains to be
achieved. The solubilization procedure is particularly
demanding, with only two detergents being successful
of more than thirty tried (Palmer et al., 1993). Some
purification was achieved by ion exchange and affinity
dye chromatography but the small quantity of
available material limited further success.

The N-terminal amino acid sequence of the 43
kDa polypeptide of (Cunningham et al., 1992b),
and of proteolytic fragments derived therefrom, show
clearly that it is related to domain I of the
mitochondrial and E. coli proteins. The nucleotide
sequence of the gene (Williams et al., 1994) leads us
to expect that the relationship of the Rs. rubrum
protein to other members of the family is as shown in
Fig. 1. The essential difference with E. coli
transhydrogenase is that the Rs. rubrum protein has
three polypeptides. In addition to that, in the strongly
hydrophobic domain II, there is an additional ‘break’
between domain II and the relatively hydrophilic
domain I. This is nicely consistent with the view that
domain I protrudes from the cytoplasmic side of the
membrane. Evidently, under physiological conditions
the domain I polypeptide of Rs. rubrum is bound to
domains II and III by interactions that depend on the
occupation of the nicotinamide nucleotide sites. In
the absence of nucleotides, the domain I protein,
dissociates from domains II and III. In the presence
of nucleotides, it can be rebound (Cunningham et al.,
1992a).

Although the predicted amino acid sequences of
from E. coli and mitochondria have been

available for some time, there had been no reported
sequence similarities with other proteins except in
the region of the nucleotide binding region. However,
it transpires (Cunningham et al., 1992) that domain I
of -Thase has close similarities with the recently-
published sequences of alanine dehydrogenase from
Bacillus sp. (Kuroda at el., 1990). Alanine dehydro-
genase catalyses the reversible reductive amination
of pyruvate to alanine with NAD(P)H. It is a soluble
enzyme, widespread in bacteria, and is generally
thought to be cytoplasmic, although alanine
dehydrogenase from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (for
which amino acid sequence is now available,
Anderson et al., 1992) is secreted from the cells
during growth. The implications of these observations
for the structure, mechanisms and evolution of alanine

dehydrogenase and -Thase are extremely inter-
esting. Possibly -Thase evolved from interaction
between a soluble alanine dehydrogenase-like protein
and an intrinsic membrane protein with a capacity
for proton translocation.

III. Bioenergetics and Kinetics of
Transhydrogenase

A. Transhydrogenase is a Simple Proton Pump

The primary energy-conserving process in photo-
tropic bacteria is the chemiosmotic proton circuit
utilising the photosynthetic electron transport chain
as a generator and the -ATP synthase as a consumer
of However, as an experimental system this can
sometimes be complex and, in contrast, electron
transport -Thase, is relatively simple. For
example, the dependence of the rate of ATP synthesis
in chromatophores on the value of indicates that
the activity of the -ATP synthase may be modulated
by interactions with the electron transport system
(Baccarini-Melandri et al., 1977; Venturoli and
Melandri, 1982) but the reaction catalysed by
Thase, operating in the ‘forward’ direction (Eq. (1)),
has a unique dependence on regardless of whether

is varied with uncoupling agents or with inhibitors
of electron transport (Cotton et al., 1987). Thus,
Thase can be treated as a simple and independent
proton pump.

Furthermore, as in other membrane systems, the
chromatophore synthase is not only driven
by, it is also regulated by, increase in leads to
a conformationally-activated enzyme. This is most
clearly demonstrated by experiments in which an
increase in upon illumination causes an accelerated
rate of ATP hydrolysis (Melandri et al., 1972). In
contrast, when conditions were chosen greatly to
favor the ‘reverse’ transhydrogenase reaction (Eq.
(1)), even up to substantial values of there was no
increase in the rate of reaction for any incremental
increase in (Palmer and Jackson, 1992). Thus,
there is no evidence that transhydrogenase can be
switched between relatively active and inactive states.

B. Steady-State and Transient-State Kinetics
of Transhydrogenase

The kinetic mechanism for the reduction, by NADPH,

Chapter 38      -Transhydrogenase and NADH Dehydrogenase
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of (an analogue of whose reduced
form, AcPdADH, has a characteristic absorbance
band at 363 nm), has been determined for membrane-
bound and solubilized preparations of -Thase from
E. coli, mitochondria and Rb. capsulatus (Hanson,
1979; Homyk and Bragg, 1979; Enander and
Rydstrom, 1982; Lever et al., 1991). The reaction
proceeds by random addition of substrates to give a
ternary complex with the enzyme. The substrate
binding reactions appear to reach equilibrium. Thus,
despite some speculations to the contrary (see Fisher
and Earle, 1982), there is little evidence to support a
substituted enzyme (‘ping-pong’) mechanism or for
the existence, in the absence of substrates, of a
reduced enzyme intermediate. The transfer of
equivalents between the bound nucleotide substrates
on the ternary complexes might be direct - at least it
is clear that the transferred does not exchange
with water protons (Lee et al., 1965).

The relationship between the rate of transhy-
drogenation, from NADH to (an
analogue of and in steady-state, when
the nucleotides were in excess, has been examined in
chromatophores of Rb. capsulatus (Cotton et al.,
1989; Jackson, 1991). The data were consistent with
a simple scheme in which an increase in in
the conditions of the experiment) gives rise to an
increase in a single rate constant in the reaction
sequence, i.e. there is only a single step responsible
for energy transduction. At high values of this
step is saturated and a reaction component unaffected
by becomes rate-limiting. The dependence of the
relationship on was complex. There was little to
choose between two models of energy transduction:
(i) is transformed by a ‘proton well’ within the
enzyme into a (Mitchell, 1969). The elevated
concentration of at catalytic center, at the bottom
of the well, would lead to an accelerated rate of a
single component in the reaction. (ii) increases
the rate constant for the movement of charge within
the enzyme across the membrane dielectric. The
charge displacement would be coupled to a single
component in the catalytic reaction.

To date there have been no reports of any transient-
state kinetic analyses with solubilised -Thase from
any source but these would assuredly be of value in
understanding the mechanism of the enzyme. An
experiment with chromatophores from Rb. capsulatus
was described in which transhydrogenation from
NADH to was measured at the onset of
illumination (Palmer and Jackson, 1990). Because,

under these conditions, rose rapidly (within a few
milliseconds) to a high value, resolution of a hitherto
undetected component in the transhydrogenase
reaction was possible: a burst ~ 6 ms) of thio-
NADPH formation was recorded prior to the
establishment of the steady-state rate. On the
assumption that, under de-energized conditions
before illumination, the nucleotide substrates reached
binding equilibrium on the enzyme, the existence of
the burst was simply explained. The rapid increase in

upon illumination caused acceleration of a single
rate constant (see above) and hence the rapid
formation of thio-NADPH on the enzyme during its
first turnover. Release of product (thio-NADPH or

was rate-limiting in the steady-state reaction
during subsequent turnovers. On this basis, it was
calculated that -Thase must be in excess of 0.12
mol/mol of photosynthetic reaction centers (about
1.2 enzymes per chromatophore) and, thus, was
in the region of This figure is consistent with
an estimation of the turnover number of -Thase
based on the yield of transhydrogenation by
chromatophores during trains of short flashes (Palmer
et al., 1991).

C. The Ratio of Transhydrogenase

A consensus was reached that the ratio (the
ratio of the number of protons translocated across the
membrane per hydride ion equivalent transferred
between the nucleotide substrates) was 1.0 for
mitochondrial transhydrogenase (Fisher and Earle,
1982; Rydstrom et al., 1987). A ratio of 1.0 can be
easily accommodated by several types of reaction
mechanism (Jackson, 1991). Chromatophores
provide a good system for the measurement of
ratios for transhydrogenase since they can be
energized conveniently with light and because their
electrochromic absorbance changes provide a rapid
measure of membrane potential and of membrane
ion flux. Published experiments have led to ratios in
the region of 0.4–0.7 (Cotton et al., 1989; Jackson et
al., 1990; Palmer and Jackson, 1992; Bizouarn and
Jackson, 1993). In recent work using chromatophores
from a strain of Rs. rubrum that over-expresses
transhydorgenase, and a rapid mixing procedure that
permitted initial rate measurements of proton
translocation with negligible contamination by
‘leaks,’ it emerged that the true ratio is probably 1.0
(T. Bizouarn, L. A. Sazanov, S. Aubourg and J. B.
Jackson, unpublished).
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D. Comment on the Mechanism of
Transhydrogenase

Many authors have favored mechanisms of action of
transhydrogenase in which energy coupling between
the proton electrochemical gradient and the chemical
reaction of hydride transfer is mediated by
conformational changes in the protein (Rydstrom et
al., 1981; Fisher and Earle, 1982; Yamaguchi and
Hatefi, 1989). Specifically, it has been suggested that
energy-dependent changes in the binding of the
nucleotide substrates are critical in the energy-
transduction process (see Fig. 2). The enzyme may
function as a dimer (Anderson and Fisher, 1981;
Persson et al., 1987; Hou et al., 1990) and interaction
between the monomeric units might be indicated by
observations that transhydrogenase displays ‘half of
the sites’ reactivity (Phelps and Hatefi, 1984, 1985).
Studies on the cyclic reduction of by
NADH in the presence of either or NADPH
in purified solubilized transhydrogenase from Rb.
capsulatus (Palmer et al., 1993) and E. coli (Hutton
et al., 1994) have revealed that, at low pH, or after
inhibition by dicyclohexyl carbodiimide, NADP(H)
is very tightly bound by the enzyme. The pH
dependence of the cyclic reactions suggest that
binding/release of NADP(H) to/from the protein are
accompanied by the binding/release of a proton. It
was proposed that these proton binding and release
reactions might, in the membrane-bound enzyme be
components of proton translocation.

IV. Structure of NADH Dehydrogenase

As a guide to the structure of NADH dehydrogenase
in photosynthetic bacteria, the enzyme from other
organisms will be briefly considered. It is the most
complex of the respiratory proteins in animal
mitochondria. It comprises in the region of 40
different polypeptides, all of which have now been
sequenced (Arizmendi et al., 1992). The enzyme
from Neurospora crassa contains more than 30
polypeptides, some of which have been sequenced
(Weiss et al., 1991). Clear similarities between the
sequences of some of the polypeptides are emerging.
In both enzymes most of the polypeptides are nuclear
encoded. A minority, mostly hydrophobic poly-
peptides, are encoded in the mitochondrial DNA.

NADH-DH from both sources has one FMN which
might be the immediate electron acceptor for NADH

and at least four iron-sulfur centers, N-1 to N-4
(Ingledew and Ohnishi, 1980; Beinert and Albracht,
1982; Wang et al., 1991). Centers N-1, N-3 and N-4
have low redox potentials in the region of–250
mV), whereas N-2, with a midpoint potential around
– 100 mV, may be an electron donor to ubiquinone.
The location of the Fe-S clusters on individual
peptides of the bovine complex has been predicted
on the basis of sequence motifs (Walker, 1992). The
complex from beef heart might also contain a single,
tightly-bound ubiquinone (Burbaev et al., 1989).

NADH-DH can be resolved into smaller complexes
by a variety of means. After treatment of the enzyme
from beef-heart with chaotropic reagents, it can be
fractionated into a ‘flavoprotein’ fragment and an
‘iron-protein’ fragment, which are both water-soluble,
and a ‘hydrophobic protein’ (Hatefi, 1985; Ragan,
1987). The bovine enzyme can alternatively be split
by detergent treatment into two subcomplexes,
and which are thought to correspond to the
peripheral and the intrinsic membrane domains (Finel
et al., 1992). When mitochondrial protein synthesis
is inhibited in N. crassa, a ‘small form’ of NADH-
DH is produced (Friedrich et al., 1989) which appears
to correspond to the combined flavoprotein fragment
and iron-protein fragment of the beef-heart enzyme.
Alternatively, when the organism is grown under Mn
limitation, the membrane component is accumulated
(Schmidt et al., 1992). Three-dimensional image
reconstruction of electron micrographs of the intact
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and small form of N. crassa NADH-DH indicate that
the enzyme is L-shaped, with the hydrophobic part
of the protein within the membrane corresponding to
one arm, and the extrinsic peripheral arm protruding
into the mitochondrial matrix (Hofhaus et al., 1991).
All the known redox centers of NADH-DH are located
in the peripheral polypeptides of the complex (Weiss
and Friedrich, 1991; Schmidt et al., 1992; Walker,
1992).

Sequence comparisons of the polypeptides of
NADH-DH have revealed some interesting evolu-
tionary relationships with bacterial redox enzymes.
A part of the water-soluble -reducing
hydrogenase from Alcaligenes eutrophus (actually
the dimer, which binds FMN and two [4Fe-4S]
clusters) is related to subunits in the small form of
NADH-DH from N. crassa and the flavoprotein and
iron-protein fragments of the beef heart enzyme
(Pilkington et al., 1991). In other studies it has been
shown that there may be sequence homologies
between some of the hydrophobic polypeptides of
NADH-DH and the membrane-spanning regions of
glucose dehydrogenase, a ubiquinone-reducing
enzyme from Acinetobacter calcoaceticus, and
formate hydrogen lyase from E. coli (Weiss and
Friedrich, 1991).

The difficulties of isolating NADH-DH from
photosynthetic and indeed other bacteria have been
the main reason for the lack of progress in
understanding the structure of the bacterial enzyme
(Berks and Ferguson, 1991). An NADH dehy-
drogenase, purified from membranes of Rb.
capsulatus by Ohshima and Drews (1981), seems
structurally not to resemble the mitochondrial type
of enzyme (class NDH-1, in the terminology of Yagi,
1991). However, the inhibitor sensitivity of NADH-
dependent respiration in chromatophores of Rb.
capsulatus and its coupling to (Klemme, 1969;
Berks and Ferguson, 1991), the presence of Fe-S
centers N1-N4 (Zannoni and Ingledew, 1983;
Meinhardt et al., 1989) and, recently, the identification
of two genes of Rb. capsulatus which code for proteins
that are homologous to polypeptides from mitochon-
drial complex I (Dupuis, 1992) all testify to the
existence of an NDH-1 enzyme in this bacterium. It
seems very likely that the next advances in our
understanding the structure and mechanism of
NADH-DH in photosynthetic bacteria will come
from molecular genetics (eg. Dupuis, 1992) but in
the longer term it will be necessary to develop a
protocol for solubilizing and purifying the protein.

Yagi (1986) and George and Ferguson (1984) have
made some progress with the NADH-DH from the
related non-photosynthetic bacterium Paracoccus
denitrificans and, very recently, a preparation of the
enzyme from E. coli has been described (Leif et al.,
1993). The impetus for further research is that
precedents with other electron transport systems
suggest that the bacterial complexes may be simpler
and easier to study than their mitochondrial
counterparts and this is born out by the fact that the
NADH-DH from E. coli has only 14 polypeptides.

V. Integration Of NADH Dehydrogenase
and Transhydrogenase in Metabolism

A remarkable feature of many species of photo-
synthetic bacteria is their versatility (Madigan and
Gest, 1979). However, information about their
metabolic profiles is often very limited. Not even
during photoheterotrophic growth in the species
commonly used for studies of photosynthetic electron
transport, are the central metabolic pathways clearly
established. In that they are coupled to and can
also affect the redox state of the nicotinamide
nucleotide pools, NADH-DH and -Thase can, in
principle, have profound effects on metabolism but,
because of the lack of precise definition of the ongoing
pathways, their exact function is not clear. The
following discussion is intended to indicate what
possible roles these enzymes might play and in what
way their activities must be regulated.

A. The Function of NADH Dehydrogenase

During chemoheterotrophic growth of organisms
such as Rb. sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus and Rs.
rubrum under aerobic conditions in the dark, it seems
likely that NADH-DH serves to input electrons from
NADH to the respiratory chain and contribute to the
generation of across the cytoplasmic membrane
(Fig. 3). Consistent with this, Rb. capsulatus M-1, a
mutant with defective NADH-DH, is unable to grow
under these conditions (Marrs and Gest, 1973). It
also seems likely that the enzyme functions in an
analogous manner when these organisms grow in the
dark and obtain their energy by anaerobic respiration,
for example with nitrous oxide, trimethylamine-N-
oxide or dimethylsulphoxide as electron acceptors
(Yen and Marrs, 1977; Madigan and Gest, 1979;
Schulz and Weaver, 1982; McEwan et al., 1985).
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The function of NADH-DH during photo-
heterotrophic growth is not known. It has a high
activity in chromatophores from photohetero-
trophically-grown bacteria but the M-1 mutant of
Rb. capsulatus grows rapidly with malate as carbon
source during photosynthetic conditions. Malate is
presumably metabolized by the pathways shown in
Fig. 4: NADH generated in the first step of malate
metabolism (Tayeh and Madigan, 1987) could be
reoxidized (a) during carbohydrate synthesis, (b)
during re-fixation of by the Calvin cycle (note
that triosephosphate dehydrogenase is NADH-
dependent in Rb. sphaeroides, Lascelles, 1960), (c)
during production of storage polymers, or (d) by -
Thase (see below). Thus, it is understandable why, on
malate, NADH-DH is not essential to maintain the
balance of the pools. It might have
been expected that NADH-DH would be necessary
during photoheterotrophic growth on succinate, to
reoxidize the bound of succinate dehy-
drogenase by energy-linked reversed electron
transport via the ubiquinone pool, although the M-1
mutant is reported to grow normally under these
conditions (Marrs and Gest, 1973). When anaerobic,
phototrophic growth on highly-reduced substrates,
such as propionate and butyrate is facilitated by
auxiliary electron acceptors such as trimethylamine-

N-oxide, dimethylsulphoxide, nitrate or nitrous oxide
(Richardson et al., 1988), then NADH-DH is probably
involved in the transfer of reducing equivalents
(Fig. 3). It is therefore predicted that the M-1 mutant
of Rb. capsulatus would not grow phototrophically
under anaerobic conditions with propionate (or
butyrate) and auxiliary oxidant, but this has not been
tested.

Because NADH-DH links the cytoplasmic
NADH pools with the membrane phase
pools, and since the redox state of the latter can
critically influence the rate of cyclic electron transport
(Venturoli et al., 1986), the enzyme could, in principle,
be involved in the regulation of photosynthesis. It
might supply or withdraw reducing equivalents to or
from the quinone pool, under the control of and
thus modulate the cyclic electron transport rate.
Indeed, unless the NADH-DH is itself subject to
regulation, or unless the nicotinamide nucleotide
pools and the quinone pools are somehow compart-
mentalized, then it is difficult to escape the conclusion
that there will be a tendency towards redox
equilibration. If the ratio of NADH-DH is 4.0
(see Weiss and Friedrich, 1991) and is 250 mV,
then the redox potential difference between
NADH and at equilibrium would be
500 mV. The advantage to the bacterial cell could be
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that this provides a vehicle by which carbon
metabolism, via the redox state of
might exert control on photosynthetic electron
transport. At low values of (eg. when bacteria are
exposed to only low light intensities) and particularly
with relatively reduced carbon sources, there is
evidence (Jones et al., 1990) that the resulting low
potential of the UQ pool restricts the rate of light-
driven cyclic electron transport. Oxidation of the UQ
pool with the auxiliary oxidants, nitrate, nitrous
oxide or trimethylamine-N-oxide under these
conditions increases the cyclic electron transport
rate.

B. The Function of Transhydrogenase

The function of -Thase in photosynthetic bacteria
(or indeed in other bacteria) is not clear. However, in
Rb. capsulatus the enzyme is expressed constitutively

at high levels during chemotrophic and phototrophic
growth on a variety of carbon and nitrogen sources
(Jackson and Cotton, unpublished) and, in view of its
interaction with and the redox state of the
nicotinamide nucleotide pools, it seems likely that it
has a key role in metabolism. It is probably involved
in balancing the supply of NADH and NADPH for
biosynthesis and detoxification in the cell, dependent
on the supply of reduced nucleotides from catabolic
dehydrogenases and on the value of (Jackson and
McEwan, 1993).

Although experimental proof for bacteria is
unavailable, it is widely thought that NAD(H) is
maintained in the oxidized state in the cell and
NADP(H) in the reduced state. The action of
Thase would contribute to this separation using the
energy of For an ratio of 1.0 and a of
200 mV, the redox potential difference at equilibrium
would be about 100 mV, in which case the ratio of
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would be about 2300 times greater
than the ratio of This situation
favors the action of the catabolic dehydrogenases,
which are mainly (though not universally)
linked, and reductive biosynthetic reactions and
detoxification reactions, which generally require
NADPH. A role for -Thase in this context might
be particularly acute during anaerobic photosynthetic
growth (as distinct from growth under aerobic
conditions) since NADH cannot be oxidized by the
respiratory chain. Even so, this function -Thase
might not be essential, since NADH might also be
reoxidized by the -linked triose phosphate
dehydrogenase during refixation of (Ormerod
and Gest, 1962) or during the synthesis of energy
storage polymers (Eidels and Preiss, 1970).
Furthermore, -Thase is not the only enzyme capable
of generating NADPH at substantial rates;
linked dehydrogenases, for example isocitrate
dehydrogenase (Beatty and Gest, 1981; Ley land and
Kelly, 1991), can also fulfill this role. In E. coli, there
are clear indications that there are indeed several
metabolic sources of cytoplasmic NADPH, including

-Thase (Hanson and Rose, 1980). The importance
of the transhydrogenase pathway in this context might
be to provide a regulatory link between and
biosynthesis (Fig. 4).

It is also possible that -Thase could serve in the
opposite sense, to transfer reducing equivalents from
NADPH (generated by -specific dehy-
drogenases) to NADH, for example if the supply of
the N-source were limiting and it therefore became
desirable to divert carbon towards the production of
storage compounds such as glycogen or beta-
hydroxybutyrate. At lease in some bacteria the
enzymes catalyzing these reactions prefer NADH to
NADPH (Haywood et al., 1988). Of course this
reaction of -Thase would be depressed at high
values of Under these conditions of N-limitation,
and in order to permit continued metabolic turnover,
NADH is also re-oxidized by in the production of

by nitrogenase (Hillmer and Gest, 1977).
Transhydrogenase might also participate in the

generation or utilization (Jackson and McEwan,
1993). However, as there is increasing evidence that
the ratio for the enzyme is only 1.0 (Section
III.C), it would seem that transhydrogenase is not a
very effective generator or consumer; its major
function is more likely to be in the distribution of
reducing equivalents between the NAD(H) and
NADP(H) pools, biased by (see above). Perhaps

in some circumstances its proton-translocating
properties are directly important. Conceivably during
short periods of energy deprivation it might operate
in reverse (cf. Eq. (1)) and pump outwards across
the cytoplasmic membrane to maintain Because
of the non-Ohmic conductance of the bacterial
membrane (Golby et al., 1990), -Thase could
support a low but substantial enough to support
some essential maintenance functions, such as the
cellular osmotic balance, even despite a low
ratio. Another possibility (Jackson and McEwan,
1993) is that pairs of dehydrogenases operating
cyclically would lead to continued generation of
NADH and as substrates for -Thase in the
forward direction. This would represent a ‘futile’ or
‘ substrate’ cycle that might be important in the control
of metabolic flux or even as a ‘valve’ for the
dissipation of in a process that would contribute
to ‘metabolic uncoupling’ or ‘overflow metabolism’
(Tempest and Neijssel, 1984).

VI. Concluding Remarks

NADH-DH and -Thase are both involved in the
coupling of the redox chemistry of the nicotinamide
nucleotides to proton translocation across the
cytoplasmic membrane of at least some species of
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria. The metabolic
role of neither of these enzymes is known with
certainty but it is likely that they function in different
capacities in different metabolic states. They are
both clearly related to the equivalent enzymes in
mitochondria. Difficulties in the development of a
good solubilization and purification procedure for
NADH-DH have limited studies on this enzyme.
Thase, on the other hand, is rather easy to purify from
the photosynthetic bacteria and indeed its unique
properties in Rs. rubrum make it a good system for
study.
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Summary

Most photosynthetic bacteria can grow photoautotrophically using inorganic sulfur compounds (i. e. sulfide,
sulfur, polysulfides, thiosulfate, or sulfite) as electron donors for      fixation. The different types of
phototrophs that use sulfur compounds as electron donors, and their varying sulfur-oxidizing capabilities are
briefly described. Several species of purple sulfur bacteria can also grow aerobically or microaerophilically as
chemolithotrophs, oxidizing sulfur compounds to obtain energy as well as electrons for reduction. They
share this ability with nonphotosynthetic sulfur bacteria such as thiobacilli. Although thiobacilli are not
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particularly closely related to purple sulfur bacteria, studies on sulfur oxidation by thiobacilli have yielded
information that may be relevant to sulfur oxidation by photosynthetic bacteria. A variety of enzymes catalyzing
sulfur oxidation reactions have been isolated from photosynthetic bacteria, and possible pathways for sulfur
oxidation involving those enzymes are discussed. Except for flavocytochrome c and sulfide-quinone reductase,
which catalyze electron transfer from sulfide to cytochrome c and quinone, respectively, the in vivo electron
acceptors used by the sulfur-oxidizing enzymes are generally unknown. So far, no enzyme has been isolated that
catalyzes oxidation of elemental sulfur, and some new possibilities for how elemental sulfur is oxidized are
considered. Finally, some suggestions for future research are made that use metabolically versatile purple
bacteria to examine donation of electrons by sulfur compounds to the electron transport chain, active transport
of ionic sulfur compounds, and the molecular genetics of sulfur-oxidizing enzymes.

I. Introduction

Photosynthetic bacteria, other than the chlorophyll
a-containing cyanobacteria, do not photochemically
generate a sufficiently strong oxidant to use water as
an electron donor. Thus many of them grow simply
as photoheterotrophs, using light as the source of
energy for converting organic nutrients to metabolic
products (Gest, 1993). Others, however, find
environmental niches in which sulfide, polysulfide
or elemental sulfur, or thiosulfate is available. Sulfide
is typically generated by sulfate-reducing bacteria,
which reduce sulfate in oxygen-depleted environ-
ments such as sediments or stagnant lower levels in
stratified lakes and lagoons (Postgate, 1984). Sulfide
spontaneously reduces oxygen as it diffuses upward,
thus expanding the anaerobic zone. When light
reaches such habitats, photoautotrophic sulfur
bacteria proliferate.

Inorganic sulfur compounds are concentrated
sources of electrons at a low redox potential (see
Table 1). Sulfide, for example, donates 8 electrons
while being oxidized to sulfate at an overall midpoint
redox potential of –215 mV at pH 7. For
thiosulfate, mV for its 8-electron oxidation
to sulfate. A variety of enzymes participate in the
oxidation of these electron donors, with sulfur
compounds of intermediate redox states being formed

Abbreviations: APS – adenosine-5'-phosphosulfate; BChl –
bacteriochlorophyll; Cm. – Chromatium; Cb. – Chlorobium;
Dv. – Desulfovibrio; Ec. – Ectothiorhodospira; FAD – flavin
adenine dinucleotide; FMN – flavin mononucleotide; GSH –
glutathione; HiPIP – high potential iron-sulfur protein; HQNO –
2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline-N-oxide;         and NADH –
oxidized and reduced forms of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide;
NEM – N-ethylmaleimide; NQNO – 2-nonyl-4-hydroxy-
quinoline-N-oxide; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodo-
pseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; SDS-PAGE – sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; SQR –
sulfide-quinone reductase; Tb. – Thiobacillus; Tc. – Thiocapsa

in the process. This chapter will review what is
known about the sulfur-oxidizing capabilities of
different bacterial species and the enzymes mediating
their sulfur oxidation reactions. As will become
apparent, much remains to be learned about the
biochemistry of sulfur oxidation, and some thoughts
about possible future experiments in this area will
also be presented.

The low redox potentials for oxidation of sulfide
and thiosulfate imply that a substantial amount of
energy can also be obtained through aerobic oxidation
of these electron donors. In fact thiotrophy (i. e.
chemolithotrophic growth using energy derived from
oxidation of inorganic sulfur compounds) is fairly
widespread among the prokaryotes, occurring both
among the Archaea (Sulfolobus, for example) and
the Bacteria. This wide distribution of thiotrophy
may indicate that it appeared at an early stage in the
evolution of life, but comparative information about
the structures of the enzymes involved is needed to
decide between that possibility and the alternative
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that the requisite enzymes of (thiotrophic) Archaea
and Bacteria evolved independently. Among the
Bacteria, chemolithotrophy via aerobic oxidation of
sulfide, elemental sulfur, or thiosulfate is charac-
teristic of the thiobacilli, a diverse group of which
some are economically important because of their
ability to oxidize and solubilize mineral sulfide ores
and because of the damage to concrete and limestone
or marble structures caused by the acidity produced
during their sulfur oxidation reactions (Fischer, 1988).
Interestingly, several species of purple sulfur bacteria
resemble the thiobacilli in that they can also grow on
sulfur as chemolithotrophs.

II. Types of Anoxygenic Phototrophs and
Their Sulfur-Oxidizing Capabilities

Figure 1 shows a current scheme for the phylogeny
of bacteria based on 16S ribosomal RNA sequences.
Taxonomy/phylogeny of the anoxygenic phototrophs
is discussed in detail by Imhoff (Chapter 1) and is
discussed here only as it relates to their sulfur-
oxidizing capabilities.

A. Purple Photosynthetic Bacteria

The best known anoxygenic phototrophs belong to a
large and diverse bacterial phylum called the
Proteobacteria (previously referred to as the purple
bacteria) (Stackebrandt et al., 1988). The Proteo-
bacteria have been subdivided into four groups,
designated and (Woese, 1987), although
recent RNA analyses (Lane et al., 1992) suggest that
the genera Campylobacter and Thiovulum belong to
a fifth    subdivision branching off near the root of
the subdivision (Fig. 1). The classical purple sulfur
bacteria (family Chromatiaceae), and their close
relatives the Ectothiorhodospiraceae, belong to the
subdivision. Both families form coherent groups on
the basis of 16S rRNA sequences as well as the
classical taxonomic criteria of cellular morphology
and physiology.

1. Chromatiaceae

The Chromatiaceae are easily distinguished by the
presence of microscopically observable, highly
refractile globules of elemental sulfur that form
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intracellularly when they are grown on sulfide or
thiosulfate. The sulfur in these globules exists in a
metastable liquid state at room temperature, possibly
due to the presence of polysulfides which give the
sulfur a somewhat hydrophilic character and prevent
its crystallization (Steudel et al., 1990). Sulfur
globules isolated from Chromatium vinosum contain
about 5% protein on a dry weight basis, and evidence
was presented that this protein forms a monolayer
enclosing the sulfur globule (Schmidt et al., 1971;
Nicolson and Schmidt, 1971). A recent analysis of
Cm. vinosum sulfur globules showed that three major
proteins could be purified by high pressure liquid
chromatography, two with molecular masses of about
10.5 kDa and one with a mass of about 8.6 kDa
(Brune, in preparation). Similar proteins were isolated
from sulfur globules of Thiocapsa roseopersicina,
and N-terminal sequencing showed them to be
homologous to the Cm. vinosum proteins. These
proteins are rich in glycine and tyrosine and have
weakly repetitive sequences, making it likely that
they are structural rather than enzymatic.

Sulfur globules in the Chromatiaceae are generally
considered to be cytoplasmic. However, electron
micrographs by Remsen (1978) show chromatophores
opening into the space enclosing sulfur globules.
Since the interior of chromatophores of purple
photosynthetic bacteria is thought to be continuous
with the periplasm, this implies a periplasmic location
for the sulfur globules, at least at some stage of their
formation. Remsen (1978) suggested that sulfur-
filled chromatophores coalesce followed by disinte-
gration of their lipid bilayer membranes to eventually
form sulfur globules that are separated from the
cytoplasm only by the surrounding proteinaceous
membrane.

The sulfur-oxidizing capabilities of the Chrom-
atiaceae are summarized in Table 2. Most of these
data were discussed previously (Brune, 1989), so
only some general observations and new information
will be discussed here.

On the basis of their sulfur metabolism, the
Chromatiaceae can be divided into two groups
(Imhoff, 1992a). One, consisting of the large-celled
Chromatium species (buderi, okenii, warmingii,
weissei), Cm. tepidum, Thiospirillum jenense,
Thiocapsa pfennigii, Lamprobacter modesto-
halophilus, and the Thiodictyon species, requires
sulfide or elemental sulfur both as a photo-
synthetic electron donor and as a source of sulfur for

biosynthesis. These do not use thiosulfate as an
electron donor, and cannot grow aerobically. The
other group, which includes most of the small-celled
Chromatium species and Thiocapsa roseopersicina,
is more versatile. Most use thiosulfate, and some
also use sulfite as an electron donor. Assimilatory
sulfate reduction is common in this group (although
it is absent in Cm. minus, Cm. salexigens, the
Amoebobacter species, and Thiospirillum wino-
gradskyi), allowing them to grow photohetero-
trophically with sulfate as the sulfur source. Generally
they can grow as chemolithotrophs using aerobic
oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds as their source
of energy and electrons for           fixation (Kondratieva
et al., 1976, Kämpf and Pfennig, 1980, 1986; de Wit
and van Gemerden, 1990, Overmann and Pfennig,
1992). Some can even grow as chemoorganotrophs,
although they may require sulfide or thiosulfate due
to a suppression of sulfate assimilation by aerobic
conditions (Kondratieva et al., 1981).

Although not included in Table 2 because the
small number of investigations of its use do not
represent a comprehensive survey, two species of
Chromatiaceae, namely Cm. vinosum and Thiocapsa
roseopersicina, have been shown to use polysulfide
(average chain length 3–4 S atoms) as a photosynthetic
electron donor (van Gemerden, 1987, Steudel et al.,
1990, Visscher et al., 1990). Cultures grown on
sulfide oxidize polysulfide to sulfate (with inter-
mediate accumulation of elemental sulfur globules)
without any lag and show a high affinity for
polysulfide. A possible role of polysulfides as
intermediates during oxidation of sulfide to elemental
sulfur was discussed previously (Brune, 1989).

Recently some organic sulfur compounds have
also been shown to function as electron donors for
photosynthetic growth of some Chromatiaceae.
Visscher and Taylor (1993) found that Tc. roseo-
persicina could decompose mercaptomalate to
fumarate + and mercaptopropionate to acrylate
+ and then use the liberated sulfide as an electron
donor. This ability was shared by an as yet unclassified
Rhodopseudomonas species that, unlike Tc. roseo-
persicina, could also assimilate the fumarate or
acrylate formed in the decomposition reaction.
Previously, Visscher and van Gemerden (1991)
reported that dimethylsulfide functioned as an
electron donor for photosynthetic growth of Tc.
roseopersicina, being oxidized to dimethyl sulfoxide,
which is not further metabolized.
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2. Ectothiorhodospiraceae

As the name implies, species of the family
Ectothiorhodospiraceae deposit elemental sulfur
extracellularly during sulfide oxidation. The
Ectothiorhodospiraceae are halophilic and alkalo-
philic phototrophs, typically being found in salt lakes
or marine tidal pools (Imhoff, 1992b). Polysulfides,
which are stabilized by alkaline conditions, have
been found to accumulate during sulfide oxidation
and are attributed to a chemical reaction between
sulfide and sulfur. Alternatively, polysulfides may be
intermediates in the oxidation of sulfide to sulfur.

16S rRNA sequences indicate that the Ectothiorho-
dospiraceae can be divided into two subgroups, one
consisting of the extreme halophiles Ec. halochloris,
Ec. abdelmalekii (both of which contain BChl b),
and Ec. halophila, and the other containing the
remainder of the Ectothiorhodospira species (Trüper,
1987). The two BChl b-containing species have the
most limited sulfur-oxidizing capabilities, oxidizing
sulfide only to elemental sulfur while growing
photomixotrophically (i. e. with both and an
organic carbon source). They are incapable of
photoautotrophic growth (Then and Trüper, 1984).
The remaining species oxidize sulfide and sulfur to
sulfate, and except for Ec. marismortui, also use
thiosulfate as an electron donor. Kusche (1985) found
that elemental sulfur is not an intermediate during
thiosulfate oxidation by Ec. shaposhnikovii, an
observation that probably can be generalized to other
thiosulfate-oxidizing Ectothiorhodospiraceae.

None of the species of Ectothiorhodospiraceae are
able to grow as chemolithotrophs, although two
species, Ec. mobilis and Ec. shaposhnikovii, can
grow as chemoorganotrophs if sulfide or thiosulfate
is supplied as a sulfur source (Kondratieva et al.,
1981). The same two species are the only Ecto-
thiorhodospiraceae able to assimilate sulfate when
growing anaerobically as photoheterotrophs.

3. Purple ‘Nonsulfur’ Bacteria

Purple photosynthetic bacteria belonging to the
and subdivisions of the Proteobacteria were
formerly placed together in the family Rhodo-
spirillaceae (also called the purple nonsulfur bacteria
because of their predominantly photoheterotrophic
growth mode). Ribosomal RNA sequence compar-
isons show that many species of ‘Rhodospirillaceae’
are more closely related to non-photosynthetic
bacteria than to each other. Family designations are

not used in the latest edition of The Prokaryotes,
which discusses the division phototrophs (‘Rhodo-
spirillum and related genera’) and the division
phototrophs (the genera Rhodocyclus and Rubrivivax)
in separate chapters (Imhoff and Trüper, 1992; Trüper
and Imhoff, 1992). Rhodocyclus and Rubrivivax
apparently are incapable of using reduced sulfur
compounds as photosynthetic electron donors and
will not be discussed further here.

Generally speaking, the division photosynthetic
Proteobacteria (here called purple phototrophs)
are photoheterotrophs, and with a few exceptions,
were generally considered incapable of growing
photoautotrophically with reduced sulfur compounds
as electron donors. That perception changed when
Hansen and van Gemerden (1972) demonstrated that
Rhodopseudomonas palustris, Rhodospirillum
rubrum, Rhodobacter sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus
could grow photoautotrophically in a chemostat when
sulfide was supplied continuously at a low concen-
tration (below 0.5 mM for the first three and 2 mM
for Rb. capsulatus). The higher sulfide concentrations
typically used in the culture media of purple and
green sulfur bacteria prevent the growth of these
species. It is now known that all species of
Rhodobacter can grow photosynthetically with sulfide
as the electron donor, and one species, Rb.
sulfidophilus, resembles the true sulfur bacteria in its
tolerance of high sulfide concentrations.

The diverse sulfur-oxidizing capabilities of the
purple phototrophs are summarized in Table 2. Most
of these data have been discussed previously (Fischer,
1988; Brune, 1989), although the ability of Rs. rubrum
and Rb. sphaeroides to grow photolithotrophically
on thiosulfate was reported only recently by Wang et
al. (1993), who noted an increase in turbidity of the
bacterial culture which they attributed to formation
of elemental sulfur. This suggests that the products
of thiosulfate oxidation are and An interesting
aspect of the work by Wang et al. (1993) is that
fixation in Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides does not
require rubulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase and
thus does not proceed via the Calvin cycle, which is
usually used for purple bacterial fixation.

4. Relationship of Photosynthetic to
Nonphotosynthetic Sulfur Bacteria

Included with the purple photosynthetic bacteria in
the phylum Proteobacteria are such nonphotosyn-
thetic sulfur bacteria as the thiobacilli, beggiatoas,
and a group of so-called ‘morphologically conspic-
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uous ’ sulfur bacteria, of which only Thiovulum has
been obtained in pure culture (La Rivière and Schmidt,
1992). The thiobacilli were originally grouped
together solely on the basis of their ability to grow
chemolithotrophically with reduced inorganic sulfur
compounds as respiratory substrates. Physiological
and biochemical characterizations (Kelly, 1989) as
well as ribosomal RNA sequences (Lane et al., 1992)
indicate that the thiobacilli do not form a coherent
taxonomic group. Most of them belong to the β
branch of the Proteobacteria, where the relatively
well studied species Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, Tb.
thiooxidans, Tb. neapolitans, and Tb. tepidarius
cluster together in one group. RNA sequences indicate
that Tb. thioparus is somewhat related to Rhodocyclus
purpureus, while Tb. perometabolis is related to
Rubrivivax gelatinosus. However, as noted above,
neither of those β branch phototrophs can oxidize
reduced sulfur compounds.

Tb. versutus (and two marine thiobacilli isolated
from hydrothermal vent environments) appear to be
fairly closely related to Rb. capsulatus (Lane et al.,
1992) (and thus presumably also to Rb. sulfidophilus,
which has fairly well developed sulfur�oxidizing
capabilities). A periplasmic enzyme complex has
been isolated from Tb. versutus that oxidizes
thiosulfate (and sulfite) to sulfate with a c�type
cytochrome as the electron acceptor (Kelly, 1989).
Too little is known about the biochemistry of
thiosulfate oxidation in those species of Rhodobacter
able to use it to know if they contain enzymes like
those in Tb. versutus. Unlike Tb. versutus, none of the
Rhodobacter species grow chemolithotrophically on
thiosulfate (Kondratieva, 1989).

Considering the ability of some species of
Chromatiaceae to grow aerobically or micro�
aerophilically in the dark on thiosulfate or sulfide, it
is surprising that they have no close relatives that,
having lost the ability to carry out photosynthesis,
grow as chemolithotrophs. The nonphotosynthetic

sulfur bacteria in the branch of Proteobacteria
include Beggiatoa, a genus of filamentous bacteria
that characteristically form periplasmic intracellular
sulfur globules when grown in the presence of sulfide
and oxygen. Many of these, however, cannot actually
grow autotrophically on sulfide (Nelson, 1989). Also
included in the branch are several sulfur bacteria
that occur in symbiotic associations with marine
invertebrates living near hydrothermal vents and
Thiothrix. They appear to be more closely related to
the fluorescent pseudomonads than to the purple
sulfur bacteria (Lane et al., 1992).

The lack of a close relationship between the purple
sulfur bacteria and the thiobacilli indicated by
ribosomal RNA sequence comparisons is consistent
with the differences in their sulfur oxidation pathways.
Unlike the purple sulfur bacteria, most thiobacilli
(Tb. versutus is an exception) oxidize thiosulfate to
tetrathionate en route to sulfate, and can grow with
tetrathionate as the electron donor (Kelly, 1989).
This difference is revealed in the different biphasic
oxygen uptake curves for thiobacilli and Chroma�
tiaceae growing on thiosulfate. Thiocystis violacea
and Cm. vinosum consume one molecule of oxygen
per two molecules of thiosulfate in a rapid, initial
phase of oxygen uptake in which 2 S° and 2 are
formed (Overmann and Pfennig, 1992). In typical
thiobacilli (e.g. Tb. acidophilus, Tb. ferrooxidans,
Tb. thiooxidans, Tb. neapolitanus, and Tb. tepidarius),
oxygen uptake is also biphasic, but 4 are
consumed per with 2 being the product of
their oxidation in the rapid initial phase of oxygen
consumption (Lu and Kelly, 1988a, Meulenberg et
al., 1992; Pronk et al., 1990). Similar experiments
indicate that the acidophilic archaean Sulfolobus has
a thiosulfate oxidation pathway similar to that of the
thiobacilli (Nixon and Norris, 1992).

Several species of sulfate�reducing bacteria were
recently found to oxidize sulfide and thiosulfate
under aerobic conditions (Dannenberg et al., 1992).
Like the purple sulfur bacteria, the thiosulfate�
oxidizing species Desulfovibrio desulfuricans does
not form tetrathionate as an intermediate and is
thought to reductively cleave thiosulfate initially to
sulfide and sulfite. The sulfate reducing bacteria
belong to the group of the Proteobacteria (Woese,
1987).

B. Green Sulfur Bacteria

The green sulfur bacteria, or Chlorobiaceae, form a
coherent taxonomic group (resembling in this respect
the Chromatiaceae and the Ectothiorhodospiraceae)
and are the characteristic members of a separate
bacterial phylum (Woese, 1987). They differ from
the purple photosynthetic bacteria both in their
primary photochemical processes and in their carbon
metabolism (Amesz, 1991). All are photoautotrophs,
although acetate and a few other simple organic
substrates also can be assimilated when is
present. Assimilatory sulfate reduction is lacking, so
reduced sulfur compounds are required as sulfur
sources as well as photosynthetic electron donors.

The sulfur�oxidizing capabilities of the Chloro�
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biaceae are summarized in Table 2. Until recently,
only two strains, namely Chlorobium limicola f.
thiosulfatophilum and Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulfato-
philum were known to oxidize thiosulfate. These
strains are also the only phototrophs known to use
tetrathionate as an electron donor and to be able to
photochemically disproportionate elemental sulfur
into and with the latter product probably
being formed via reaction of a intermediate
with elemental sulfur (Trüper et al., 1988). Recently
two other green sulfur bacteria that use thiosulfate as
an electron donor have been discovered, namely
Pelodictyon phaeoclathratiforme (Overmann and
Pfennig, 1989) and Cb. tepidum (Wahlund et al.,
1991). So far, the tetrathionate-utilizing and sulfur-
disproportionating capabilities of those species have
not been reported. None of the Chlorobiaceae are
known to use as a photosynthetic electron
donor.

C. Green Gliding Bacteria

The family Chloroflexaceae, or green gliding (green
‘nonsulfur’) bacteria, belongs to a phylum which,
according to 16S rRNA sequence data, branched off
early in the evolutionary history of Bacteria. The
only species of that family that has been obtained in
pure culture and characterized biochemically is
Chloroflexus aurantiacus, a thermophile capable of
slow photoautotrophic growth while oxidizing sulfide
to elemental sulfur (Madigan and Brock, 1975;
Pierson and Castenholz, 1992). Several other species,
particularly in the genera Heliothrix, Oscillochloris,
and Chloronema are often found in sulfide-containing
environments, and Gorlenko (1988) has reported
that Oscillochloris trichoides grows photoauto-
trophically while oxidizing sulfide to sulfur. Cf.
aurantiacus resembles the purple phototrophs in its
primary photochemistry and reaction center structure
(Blankenship, 1992).

III. Electron Transport in Purple and Green
Sulfur Bacteria

A. Purple Bacteria

Electron transport in the photosynthetic Proteo-
bacteria (purple bacteria) is basically cyclic (Fig.
2A). A photochemical reaction center complex
integral to the photosynthetic membrane uses light

energy to transfer electrons from a periplasmic c-
type cytochrome (and perhaps a high potential iron-
sulfur protein [HiPIP] in some species, particularly
in the family Ectothiorhodospiraceae) (Bartsch, 1991;
Leguijt, 1993) to a quinone within the membrane.
Quinone reduction occurs near the cytoplasmic
membrane surface and is accompanied by uptake of
protons (one per electron) from the cytoplasm (see
chapter by Okamura and Feher). The cycle is
completed when electrons are transferred to a
periplasmic cytochrome (or HiPIP) via a membrane-
spanning cytochrome complex (Trumpower,
1990). Quinol oxidation releases protons into the
periplasmic space.

Due to a cycle of quinone reduction as well as
oxidation by the cytochrome complex, per
electron are translocated from the cytoplasm to the
periplasm, creating a gradient in the chemical
potential of hydrogen ions across the
cytoplasmic membrane. This ion gradient drives
ATP synthesis (photophosphorylation) and reduction
of to NADH with quinol as the reductant.
NADH and ATP are used to reduce to
carbohydrate via the reductive pentose phosphate
pathway (Calvin cycle).

Electrons drained from the reduced quinone pool
to reduce NADH (and ultimately are replaced
in the photosynthetic sulfur bacteria by oxidation of
inorganic sulfur compounds. Given the redox
potentials of the sulfur compounds used as
photosynthetic electron donors, these electrons can
be transferred initially either to a periplasmic
cytochrome c or directly to the quinone pool within
the membrane. In the former case, subsequent quinone
reduction would occur photochemically, resulting in
charge transfer through the membrane and contri-
buting to the transmembranous The energetic
differences between these two cases have been
discussed previously (Brune, 1989).

Electron transport in the Chloroflexaceae is
basically similar to that in purple bacteria (Amesz,
1991), but        fixation follows a different pathway
(see Chapter 40 by Sirevåg).

B. Green Sulfur Bacteria

Electron transport in the green sulfur bacteria is
fundamentally different from that in the purple
bacteria in that the membrane-spanning photo-
chemical reaction center transfers electrons
completely through the membrane from a periplasmic
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cytochrome c to a cytoplasmic ferredoxin molecule
(Fig. 2B). Ferredoxin, a low-potential iron-sulfur
protein, reduces pyridine nucleotides in a reaction
catalyzed by reductase (Kusai and
Yamanaka, 1973; Knaff and Buchanan, 1975).
reduction in the green sulfur bacteria uses reduced
ferredoxin, NADH, and NADPH as electron donors
and occurs via a reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle
(see Chapter 40 by Sirevåg for further details).

Like the purple bacteria, the green sulfur bacteria
contain a cytochrome complex (Hurt and Hauska,
1984) and quinones (menaquinone and chlorobium
quinone) that can participate in cyclic electron

transport. Electrons from inorganic sulfur compounds
can enter the electron transport chain either via a
periplasmic cytochrome c or via the quinone pool
within the photosynthetic membrane. In the latter
case, electron transfer would be via the cytochrome

complex to a periplasmic cytochrome c and then
via the reaction center to ferredoxin and NAD(P). A
similar pathway for electron transport in green
bacteria was presented by Okumura et al. (1994)
who examined the kinetics of cytochrome c oxidation
and rereduction during cyclic and noncyclic electron
transport in the thermophilic green sulfur bacterium,
Chlorobium tepidum.
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IV. Pathways of Sulfide and Thiosulfate
Oxidation and Catalytic Enzymes

Enzymes able to catalyze sulfur oxidation reactions
have been isolated from various species of photo-
synthetic bacteria and the reactions they catalyze
arranged into possible sulfur oxidation pathways,
bearing in mind the intermediates observed in
bacterial cultures and what intermediates might be
stable en route to sulfate formation (for reviews, see
Trüper and Fischer, 1982; Fischer, 1988, 1989; Trüper,
1989; and Brune, 1989). One such pathway is shown
in Fig. 3.

Only two intermediates are shown during sulfide
oxidation, namely elemental sulfur, which accum-
ulates as sulfur globules during sulfide oxidation by
all species of green and purple sulfur bacteria (but
not in some purple phototrophs), and sulfite.
Although sulfite formation has been observed only
in Rb. sulfidophilus (Neutzling et al., 1985), enzymes
that can catalyze its formation and consumption
have been isolated from a variety of photosynthetic
bacterial species. Possibly sulfite is not observed in
other species because it is formed in the cytoplasm
and is further oxidized to sulfate before it can escape
to the external medium. The inability of most
phototrophs to use sulfite as a photosynthetic electron
donor could also be explained by its consumption in
the cytoplasm together with impermeability of the
cell membrane to it.

Thiosulfate oxidation is thought to proceed through
the same intermediates as are formed during sulfide
oxidation, except in special cases in which
tetrathionate is the end product of its oxidation. The
enzymes catalyzing the sulfur transformations shown
in Fig. 3 are discussed below.

A. Oxidation of Sulfide to Elemental Sulfur

1. Flavocytochrome c

The distribution of flavocytochrome c among the
photosynthetic bacteria and its chemical and catalytic
properties were discussed in detail in a recent review
(Brune, 1989; see also Meyer and Cusanovich, 1989,
and Bartsch, 1991). Recently it was also shown to be
present in Amoebobacter pedioformis (Fischer and
Ufken, 1991). What is important for the present
discussion is that flavocytochromes c can catalyze
electron transfer from sulfide to a variety of small c-
type cytochromes, including cytochrome c-555 from
Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum (Yamanaka and
Kusai, 1976) and cytochrome c-550 from Cm.
vinosum (Davidson et al., 1985) which are thought to
donate electrons to the reaction centers in those
species.

The best-studied flavocytochromes are those
from Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum and from Cm.
vinosum. Both contain a 46–47 kDa flavoprotein
subunit and a smaller hemoprotein subunit. The
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hemoprotein subunit of the Cb. limicola flavo-
cytochrome contains a single heme group and has a
molecular mass of 10 kDa (van Beeumen et al.,
1990), while in the Cm. vinosum flavocytochrome it
is larger (21 kDa) and contains two heme groups
(van Beeumen et al., 1991). Electron transfer from
sulfide is initially to the flavin group and is followed
by intramolecular electron transfer to the heme
group(s) (Tollin et al., 1982; Cusanovich et al., 1985),
which then reduce various cytochromes c. A recent
crystal structure of flavocytochrome c from Cm.
vinosum (Chen et al., 1994) has provided new insights
into electron transfer between the flavin and heme
cofactors, and also revealed a disulfide bond near the
flavin that may participate in sulfide oxidation. Knaff
and coworkers (Davidson et al., 1985, 1986) have
shown that interaction between the flavocytochrome
heme subunits and cytochrome c is electrostatic, and
is inhibited at high ionic strength with concomitant
inhibition of flavocytochrome-catalyzed cyto-
chrome c reduction.

Van Beeumen and coworkers (1990, 1991) have
obtained complete amino acid sequences for the
hemoprotein subunits of the Chlorobium and the
Cm. vinosum flavocytochromes as well as N-terminal
sequences for the flavoprotein subunits. The Cm.
vinosum hemoprotein apparently evolved by fusion
of the genes for two different  kDa hemoproteins,
rather than by gene duplication, since the two halves
of that hemoprotein exhibit only 7% sequence identity.
The N-terminal half of the Cm. vinosum hemoprotein
appears to be related to the Chlorobium hemoprotein,
with which it has 39% sequence identity. The
flavoprotein subunits are also homologous, with their
N-terminal sequences being about 60% identical.
Recently the protein sequence data were used to
isolate and clone the genes encoding the Cm. vinosum
hemoprotein and about 25% of the flavoprotein
(Dolata et al., 1993). The translated gene sequences
revealed that both flavocytochrome subunits have
signal peptide leader sequences that are absent in the
mature proteins, implying a periplasmic location.

Not all bacteria that oxidize sulfide to elemental
sulfur have a flavocytochrome c. For example
flavocytochromes have not been found in any of the
Ectothiorhodospiraceae or in Tc. pfennigii (Bartsch,
1991) or in Cm. warmingii (Wermter and Fischer,
1983). The green sulfur bacteria Cb. vibrioforme (the
non-thiosulfate-utilizing strain) and Pelodictyon
luteolum also lack flavocytochromes (Steinmetz et
al., 1983).

In spite of these indications that flavocytochrome c

is not necessary for sulfide oxidation, it is difficult to
assign another function to it in those species in which
it occurs. The low midpoint redox potentials of its
flavin and heme prosthetic groups (0 to +100 mV)
(Tollin et al., 1982) and its ability to mediate electron
transfer to small periplasmic cytochromes c are most
consistent with a role in transferring electrons from
a periplasmic substrate to the reaction center.
Although flavocytochromes c form complexes with
sulfite and thiosulfate (Meyer et al., 1988, 1991),
neither appears to be oxidized by the flavocytochrome,
leaving sulfide as the most likely of the normally
encountered substrates. Possibly there are parallel
sulfide oxidation pathways. The large redox potential
drop when electrons are transferred via flavocyto-
chrome c to the reaction center would keep
flavocytochrome c in a highly oxidized state, creating
a high affinity system for sulfide oxidation, especially
at low sulfide concentrations. This might be important
in environments in which bacteria have to compete
for sulfide. The fact that flavocytochrome c is
constitutive (at least in Cm. vinosum) (Bartsch, 1978)
would keep sulfide-starved cells ready to oxidize
sulfide as soon as it was encountered. This high
affinity system might supplement an energetically
more efficient system involving electron transfer
from sulfide to quinone via a sulfide-quinone
reductase (see below).

Cytochromes without flavin prosthetic groups have
also been proposed to mediate electron transfer from
sulfide to the reaction center (see Fischer, 1984 and
Brune, 1989, for discussion of the older literature).
Recently Leguijt and coworkers (Leguijt, 1993) found
that a low potential membrane bound
cytochrome c in Ectothiorhodospira mobilis is
reduced by sulfide with a half-time of 465 ms. They
proposed that this cytochrome, which is in turn
oxidized by the reaction center in less than 5
mediates sulfide oxidation in that species. As noted
above, periplasmic sulfide oxidation by such a
mechanism could contribute to the transmembranous

required for reduction and ATP synthesis.
In fact, sulfide stimulated formation of the
transmembranous when Ectothiorhodospira
mobilis cells were illuminated (Leguijt, 1993),
although the sensitivity of this stimulation to inhibitors
of the cytochrome complex present in EC. mobilis
(Leguijt et al., 1993) was not tested.

2. Sulfide-Quinone Reductase

Recently Shahak and coworkers provided a new
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perspective on photosynthetic bacterial sulfide
oxidation when they developed an assay for and then
isolated an enzyme catalyzing electron transfer from
sulfide to plastoquinone in the facultatively
anoxygenic cyanobacterium Oscillatoria limnetica
(Arieli et al., 1991; Shahak et al., 1992b,c). They
named this enzyme sulfide-quinone reductase, or
SQR. Subsequent work showed that analogous
enzymes are present in the green sulfur bacterium
Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum and in Rb. capsulatus
(Shahak et al., 1992a,b,c). Earlier experiments by
Brune and Trüper (1986) showing nonphotochemical
reduction of ubiquinone by sulfide in Rb. sulfidophilus
can now be explained by assuming that SQR is also
present in that species. The O. limnetica enzyme has
a molecular weight of 57,000 (from SDS-PAGE)
(Shahak et al., 1992b,c) and contains a flavin
prosthetic group that probably mediates electron
transfer from sulfide to quinone (Y. Shahak, personal
communication). Its for sulfide is 4 (Arieli et
al., 1991), a value comparable to that of flavocyto-
chrome c-552 from Cm. vinosum (Fukumori and
Yamanaka, 1979). Preliminary N-terminal protein
sequence data on the O. limnetica and Rb. capsulatus
enzymes indicate that they are homologous proteins
with FAD-binding domains near their N-terminal
ends (Y. Shahak, personal communication).

The Oscillatoria, Chlorobium, and Rhodobacter
enzymes exhibit different sensitivities to various
quinone analog inhibitors (Shahak et al., 1992a,b), a
result consistent with the occurrence of different
quinone acceptors in these species. The sensitivity of
SQR in Cb. limicola to antimycin A and NQNO
probably accounts at least partly for the previously
observed sensitivity of photochemical electron
transport from sulfide to those inhibitors in
membranes isolated from that species (Knaff and
Buchannan, 1975; Shill and Wood, 1985).

The experimental evidence for SQR in such
different species as O. limnetica, Cb. limicola, and
Rb. capsulatus raises the possibility that this enzyme
is present in all sulfide-oxidizing phototrophs.
Electron transfer from sulfide to quinone in the
Chromatiaceae was previously suggested based on
the energetics of chemolithotrophic growth of Tc.
roseopersicina and Cm. vinosum (Brune, 1989).

B. Oxidation of Sulfide and Sulfur to Sulfite

Oxidation of sulfur is a problem in bacterial
photosynthesis in that no enzyme has been found

that catalyzes this reaction. Some recent observations
on sulfur oxidation by thiobacilli may be relevant to
the reaction in phototrophs. A variety of thiobacilli
form elemental sulfur as an intermediate during
sulfide and tetrathionate oxidation (Javor et al., 1990;
Meulenberg et al., 1992; Pronk et al., 1990).
Subsequent sulfur oxidation is completely inhibited
by the sulfhydryl reagent N-ethyl maleimide (NEM).
The effect of NEM on sulfur oxidation is specific;
oxidations of thiosulfate, trithionate, and even
tetrathionate (as measured by oxygen uptake rates)
were not affected. Analogous experiments on
photosynthetic bacteria have not yet been carried
out.

Bacon and Ingledew (1989) found that Tb.
ferrooxidans cells formed from added sulfur
(and, less  efficiently, from red selenium). They
proposed that the rings of elemental sulfur were
activated by a two electron reduction to give an
enzyme-bound polysulfide, i. e.

The enzyme-bound polysulfide is
subsequently oxidized to eight sulfate ions in a manner
not specified. The sulfide detected in their experiments
was thought to be a product formed from a side
reaction of the enzyme-bound polysulfide. Sulfhydryl
groups are strong nucleophiles that readily attack
elemental sulfur to form polysulfides (Roy and
Trudinger, 1970), and if the enzyme reacts with
sulfur via one or more cysteine SH groups, the
inhibition by NEM would be expected. Analogous
schemes for activation of elemental sulfur by reaction
with glutathione have been proposed previously (Oh
and Suzuki, 1980).

Sulfur oxidation in thiobacilli is also inhibited by
uncouplers and by cytochrome complex inhibitors
such as myxothiazole and HQNO (Beffa et al.,
1992a,b; Meulenberg et al.., 1992; Pronk et al.,
1990). Inhibition by uncouplers may indicate an
energy requirement for sulfur activation, while the
inhibitor data could indicate either that electron
transfer from sulfur to oxygen occurs via the
cytochrome complex or that coupled electron
transfer through the complex is needed to provide
energy for activation. Analogous experiments on
sulfur oxidation by purple sulfur bacteria that can
grow as chemolithotrophs have not yet been done.

Even if elemental sulfur is reductively activated
(which, from a redox point of view, is a step
backward), this information per se provides little
insight into how it is further oxidized to sulfite or
sulfate. An alternative possibility might be that
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polysulfides are formed by initial oxidation of
elemental sulfur followed by ring opening and
hydrolysis of the resulting sulfane monosulfonate
(Fig. 4). Oxidation of    to might be catalyzed by
an enzyme analogous to that catalyzing the oxidation
of dimethyl sulfide to dimethyl sulfoxide that occurs
in some purple sulfur bacteria (Visscher and Van
Gemerden, 1991). A second oxidation, yielding

followed by hydrolytic ring opening to form
and subsequent hydrolysis to
could generate a polysulfide without

an initial reduction reaction. The intermediate
proposed in this scheme has been synthesized and
characterized, while is unstable, decomposing
to and (Steudel, 1984). Spontaneous hydrolysis
of sulfane monosulfonates at room temperature is
slow (Steudel et al., 1988) and enzymes catalyzing
this reaction are unknown. However, enzymes
catalyzing the analogous hydrolyses of trithionate
and tetrathionate have been found in thiobacilli
(Meulenberg et al., 1992; Lu and Kelly, 1988b). A
similar pathway for sulfur oxidation was suggested
earlier (Kodama and Mori, 1968).

1. Sulfite Reductase

Sulfite reductase is an enzyme which, as its name
implies, can catalyze reduction of sulfite to sulfide. It
occurs in bacteria and in some algae where it
participates in assimilatory reduction of sulfate for
incorporation into sulfur-containing amino acids,
coenzyme A, etc. (Schiff and Fankhauser, 1981), and
in sulfate-reducing bacteria, where it participates in
dissimilatory sulfate reduction (Thauer, 1989).

Kobayashi et al. (1978) and Schedel et al. (1979)
found that sulfite reductase was also present in extracts
of Cm. vinosum cells grown photoautotrophically on
sulfide and and the latter obtained the enzyme
in about 80% purity. Schedel et al. (1979) suggested
that the enzyme catalyzed sulfide oxidation, rather
than sulfite reduction, and noted that it was
undetectable in cells grown photoheterotrophically
on malate with sulfate as the sulfur source. There is
no information about the electron acceptor for sulfide
oxidation via sulfite reductase, and in fact enzyme
activity was measured as sulfite reduction.

Analysis of the isolated enzyme indicated that it
contained siroheme and Fe-S prosthetic groups as is
characteristic of sulfite reductases. SDS-PAGE
revealed approximately equal amounts of two
subunits, with molecular masses of 37 and 43 kDa.
Schedel et al. (1979) suggested an structure for
the enzyme in approximate agreement with a
molecular weight of 280,000 determined by gel
filtration.

Much has been learned about the mechanism of
action of sulfite reductases from extensive studies
done on the assimilatory enzyme from E. coli.
Although it is beyond the scope of this review to
discuss that work in depth, a few conclusions from it
are relevant. The E. coli enzyme is a large (nearly 700
kDa) complex in which the 8 subunits contain
FAD and FMN prosthetic groups that transfer
electrons from NADPH to the siroheme-containing

subunits (Siegel et al., 1982). The sulfite-binding
subunit can be isolated using chaotropic agents, and
its crystal structure has been determined (McRee et
al., 1986). The crystal structure indicated that the
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siroheme and prosthetic groups are only 4.4 Å
apart, and probably share a cysteine sulfur ligand.
The side of the siroheme group away from the
cluster is solvent exposed, and is thought to bind
sulfite via ligation of its sulfur atom to the siroheme
iron (Young and Siegel, 1988). A similar arrangement
of the siroheme and prosthetic groups and for
substrate binding has been proposed for a smaller
(27 kDa) sulfite reductase isolated from Desulfovibrio
vulgaris, although in that case the bridging ligand
between the siroheme and prosthetic groups
appears to be a sulfide ion (Tan and Cowan, 1991).
This configuration allows concerted transfers of
electron pairs between the enzyme and bound
substrate molecules, and is probably a general feature
of both assimilatory and dissimilatory sulfite
reductases.

Trüper (1984) has suggested that sulfite reductase
can catalyze oxidation of elemental sulfur and of
polysulfides as well as sulfide. Zero-valent sulfur is a
likely intermediate between sulfite and sulfide in the
reaction catalyzed by sulfite reductase and conceiv-
ably could be transferred to that enzyme from a
polysulfide chain by a sulfane sulfur transferase.
Alternatively, a cycle (see below) can be written in
which sulfite produced by sulfite reductase (4) is
used to activate elemental sulfur via nucleophilic
attack (1) to form a transient sulfane monosulfonic
acid that, as noted in the discussion of Fig. 4, could
be hydrolyzed (2) to form sulfate + a polysulfide.
Disproportionation of polysulfides to elemental sulfur
and sulfide (3) is a thermodynamically favored
reaction, and could regenerate the sulfide substrate
for a second round of sulfite formation via sulfite
reductase (4). The series of reactions in this cycle is
as follows:

With some modifications, this scheme might also
apply to the polythionate-utilizing thiobacilli, and in
fact Schedel and Trüper (1979, 1980) isolated and
characterized a sulfite reductase from Tb. denitrificans
which they suggested was also involved in sulfur
oxidation. In the acidophilic thiobacilli, dispro-

portionation of the sulfane monosulfonic acid formed
in reaction (2) to form polythionates + polysulfides
would also have to be included, as well as hydrolysis
reactions involving the polythionates. It is known
that polythionates are most stable at acidic pH values
(Le Faou et al., 1990), which may account for their
occurrence in the sulfur globules of acidophilic
thiobacilli such as Tb. ferrooxidans. (Steudel et al.,
1987, 1988; Steudel, 1989). Polythionates have also
been detected in sulfur globules formed by the
thiosulfate-oxidizing Chlorobium species (Steudel
et al., 1988).

A key feature of the proposed cycle is that sulfite
acts as the reductant for activation of sulfur to a
polysulfide [reactions (1) and (2)], with sulfite being
oxidized to sulfate in the process. Reaction (1) is
well known in sulfur chemistry (Roy and Trudinger,
1970). In the presence of excess sulfite, subsequent
reactions yield thiosulfate, which could account for
the observed formation of small amounts of
thiosulfate as a side product during sulfide oxidation
by Cm. vinosum (Steudel et al., 1990) and by the
thiosulfate-utilizing species of Chlorobium (Fischer,
1984). Oxidation of sulfite by sulfur might also
account for the inability of many photosynthetic
sulfur bacteria to grow using sulfite alone as the
electron donor.

2. Sulfite Formation by Other Enzymes

A sulfite reductase like the Cm. vinosum enzyme has
not yet been found in any other bacterial species,
making it questionable whether or not this enzyme
has any general role in photosynthetic bacterial sulfide
(or sulfur) oxidation. Sugio et al. (1987,1989) have
isolated a very different enzyme from Tb. ferrooxidans
that also catalyzes oxidation of sulfide to sulfite with

as the electron acceptor. Best results were
obtained with sulfide produced at constant low levels
by the reaction of elemental sulfur with glutathione
(Sugio et al., 1989). No redox active prosthetic group
has yet been identified for that 46 kDa enzyme,
which contains two identical 23 kDa subunits.
Although ferric ions are not plausible electron
acceptors in phototrophs, the midpoint potential for
oxidation of sulfide to sulfite (–115 mV at pH 7) is
sufficiently low that a variety of other electron
acceptors might be used by an analogous photo-
synthetic bacterial enzyme, if one exists.

Another possibility that perhaps should be
considered is oxidation of sulfur via persulfide (R-S-
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S-H) and S-sulfo-, or Bunte salt,
intermediates. This would involve redox transform-
ations that are essentially the reverse of those
occurring during assimilatory sulfite reduction in
Chlorella and in higher plants (Schiff and Fankhauser,
1981; Fischer, 1988). Westley and Westley (1991)
have noted that the pool of sulfane sulfur, including
elemental sulfur and persulfides, in animal tissues is
in rapid equilibrium in the presence of glutathione
and can be assayed via rhodanese-catalyzed
thiocyanate formation (see below for further
discussion of rhodanese.) Such an equilibrium might
possibly supply persulfides for further oxidation.
Currently, however, there is no experimental evidence
for this kind of sulfur oxidation pathway in any
bacterial species.

C. Oxidation of Sulfite to Sulfate

Although hypothetical mechanisms for sulfite
oxidation have been mentioned in the previous
section, other sulfite oxidation reactions have been
suggested, and enzymes that catalyze them have
been isolated and characterized. These enzymes will
be considered briefly in the sections below.

1. APS Reductase

APS reductases occur in sulfate reducing-bacteria
where they catalyze the reductive cleavage of
adenosine-5'-phosphosulfate, or APS, to form AMP
(adenosine-5'-monophosphate) and sulfite (Thauer,
1989). They have also been found in some thiobacilli
(Takakuwa, 1992) and in several species of purple
and green sulfur bacteria (Trüper and Fischer, 1982;
Fischer, 1989) where their function is assumed to be
an oxidative binding of sulfite to AMP, giving APS as
the product. Typically enzyme activity is measured
as AMP-dependent sulfite oxidation with ferricyanide
as the electron acceptor. With most of the APS
reductases, c-type cytochromes can also be used as
electron acceptors. The in vivo electron acceptor is
unknown. Although APS is also an intermediate in
assimilatory sulfate reduction, it is not reduced by
APS reductase in that process; thus APS reductases
are generally regarded as dissimilatory enzymes.

Sulfate can be liberated from APS in a subsequent
reaction with inorganic phosphate in which ADP is
formed (Trüper, 1989, Fischer, 1989). That reaction
is catalyzed by the enzyme ADP sulfurylase.
Alternatively, APS may react with pyrophosphate in

an ATP sulfurylase-catalyzed reaction giving ATP
and sulfate as the products. In either case, part of the
free energy from hydrolysis of the phosphosulfate
anhydride bond (Thauer et al.,
1977) is conserved by formation of a phosphate
anhydride bond. When ADP is the product, AMP can
be regenerated in the reaction
which is catalyzed by adenylate kinase.

APS reductases have been found in several species
of Chromatiaceae, in which they are usually
membrane bound (Trüper and Fischer, 1982; Schwenn
and Biere, 1979), a factor which has inhibited their
isolation and purification. The enzyme from Tc.
roseopersicina strain 6311 is an exception, and was
purified by Trüper and Rogers (1971). Recently,
Dahl and Trüper (1989) also described an isolation
procedure for the membrane-bound enzyme from
Tc. roseopersicina strain M1. APS reductases have
also been isolated from two green sulfur bacteria,
namely Cb. limicola f. thiosulfatophilum (Kirchoff
and Trüper, 1974) and Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulfato-
philum (Khanna and Nicholas, 1983). Both were
obtained from the soluble fraction from broken cells.
APS reductases apparently do not occur in any of the

purple phototrophs and are either absent or present
at very low levels in the Ectothiorhodospiraceae
(Trüper and Fischer, 1982; Fischer, 1989). They also
were reported not to occur in Cm. gracile or Cm.
purpuratum (Trüper and Fischer, 1982).

The photosynthetic bacterial enzymes are generally
similar to those from thiobacilli and from sulfate-
reducing bacteria (Takakuwa, 1992). All contain
FAD and Fe-S prosthetic groups and have molecular
masses near 200 kDa. The enzyme from Tc.
roseopersicina was also reported to contain two
heme groups per molecule (Trüper and Rogers, 1971).
Recently, however, Wang (1991) presented the
following arguments that the heme groups belong to
a contaminating protein that copurifies with the Tc.
roseopersicina enzyme: (1) Adding sulfite + AMP  to
the enzyme gave spectral changes indicating flavin
and Fe-S reduction, but did not affect the oxidized
heme absorbance, and (2) The heme absorbance in
different fractions from the APS reductase band
collected during chromatography on hydroxyapatite
was not proportional to enzyme activity.

Very little is known about the subunit structure of
the APS reductases from either photosynthetic
bacteria or thiobacilli. Bramlett and Peck (1975)
found that the 220 kDa enzyme from the sulfate-
reducing bacterium Desulfovibrio (Dv.) vulgaris
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consisted of 70 and 20 kDa subunits and proposed a
3 to 1 stoichiometry in which each 70 kDa subunit
bound a group while the single 20 kDa subunit
bound FAD. This composition was consistent with
the staining intensities of the protein bands on
polyacrylamide gels and with the iron, sulfur, and
FAD analyses. Wang (1991) also found 70 and 20
kDa subunits for the Tc. roseopersicina enzyme,
possibly suggesting a subunit structure similar to
that of the Dv. vulgaris enzyme. However, nonheme
iron and acid labile sulfur contents of APS reductases
from photosynthetic bacteria (Trüper and Rogers,
1971; Khanna and Nicholas, 1983) and thiobacilli
(see Takakuwa, 1992 for a table) are sufficient only
for the presence of one or two clusters per FAD
group in those enzymes. Two would be reasonable to
accept the two electrons released during sulfite
oxidation.

On the basis of EPR and spectroscopic data, Peck
and Bramlett (1982) proposed a catalytic mechanism
for APS reductase in which initially formed a
complex with the flavin. This then reacts with AMP
to yield APS, releasing two electrons that are
transferred via the flavin to the centers. A
kinetic analysis of AMP-dependent ferricyanide
reduction catalyzed by the Tc. roseopersicina enzyme
(Wang, 1991) indicated a ping-pong type mechanism
in which AMP and sulfite first reacted with the
enzyme (probably to reduce its prosthetic groups) to
form an intermediate which then reacted with
ferricyanide. This mechanism is consistent with that
proposed for the Dv. vulgaris enzyme by Peck and
Bramlett (1982).

2. Sulfite: Acceptor Oxidoreductase

Often extracts from photosynthetic bacteria have
been observed to catalyze an AMP-independent
reduction of ferricyanide as well as (or instead of)
the APS reductase catalyzed reaction. This reaction
may be catalyzed by an enzyme called sulfite: acceptor
oxidoreductase, or sulfite oxidoreductase for short.
Because APS reductase is not found in the
Ectothiorhodospiraceae or in the purple photo-
trophs, it has been suggested that sulfite oxidation in
those groups is catalyzed by this enzyme.

Sulfite is a strong reducing agent
for the sulfate/sulfite couple), and nonenzymatic
artifacts are a problem when assaying ferricyanide
reduction. For example, Dahl and Trüper (1989)
found a membrane-associated activity in two Tc.

roseopersicina strains that was not destroyed by
boiling, indicating that it was not enzymatic.

Sulfite oxidoreductases have been found in almost
all photosynthetic bacteria examined (Fischer, 1989),
but in some cases it is not clear what controls were
performed. Dahl and Trüper (1989) reported that
only one of the three strains of Tc. roseopersicina
that they examined contained a true heat sensitive
sulfite oxidoreductase. That enzyme, which was
present at only low levels, used cytochrome c as the
electron acceptor and gave no activity with
ferricyanide. In isotope fractionation experiments
on Cm. vinosum, Fry et al. (1985) noted a change
from a preferential formation of            (an inverse
isotope effect) to preferential formation of
during sulfite oxidation. They interpreted this result
as indicating competition for sulfite between two
different enzymes, possibly APS reductase and sulfite
oxidoreductase. Cm. vinosum was previously reported
to contain a 68 kDa protein with sulfite oxidoreductase
activity (see Neutzling et al., 1985). So far, nothing is
known about the prosthetic groups or the in vivo
electron acceptors of any of the photosynthetic
bacterial sulfite oxidoreductases.

Several species of thiobacilli have been shown to
contain sulfite: acceptor oxidoreductases in which
the preferred electron acceptor is cytochrome c
(Takakuwa, 1992). These are molybdoproteins in
which molybdenum is complexed with an organic
cofactor called molybdopterin (see Takakuwa, 1992,
for a proposed structure). The Tb. versutus enzyme
appears to be part of a larger periplasmic enzyme
complex that catalyzes oxidation of thiosulfate to
sulfate, and it is not clear that sulfite oxidation is
actually the function of sulfite oxidase in that complex
(Lu and Kelly, 1984). Tb. versutus and Tb. pantophora
require molybdenum to grow on thiosulfate (Friedrich
et al., 1986), and transposon insertional mutants of
the latter species that are unable to synthesize
molybdopterin are also unable to grow on thiosulfate
(Chandra and Friedrich, 1986; Mittenhuber et al.,
1991). Sulfide oxidation is also abolished in these
mutants. Whether or not any phototrophs have an
analogous molybdenum requirement is not known.

D. Thiosulfate Oxidation

Basically, three different initial reactions have been
considered for oxidation of thiosulfate in photo-
synthetic bacteria. These are (1) oxidation to
tetrathionate by a thiosulfate: acceptor oxido-
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reductase, (2) reduction to sulfite and sulfide by a
rhodanese or thiosulfate reductase, and (3) hydrolysis
to sulfide and sulfate. These will now be discussed
briefly in that order.

1. Thiosulfate: Acceptor Oxidoreductases

In 1966, Smith reported that Cm. vinosum oxidized
thiosulfate to tetrathionate in a mildly acidic culture
medium (pH = 6.25). Similarly, Rp. palustris was
found to oxidize thiosulfate to tetrathionate when its
concentration in the culture medium exceeded 10
mM (Trüper, 1984). Neither these nor any other
purple bacteria have been found to oxidize
tetrathionate further, however, making it unlikely
that this oxidation reaction is on the main pathway of
thiosulfate oxidation. In fact, Smith (1966) reported
that tetrathionate inhibited the normal oxidation of
thiosulfate to sulfate as well as growth of Cm.
vinosum.

Enzymes that catalyze reduction of various electron
acceptors (i. e. ferricyanide, various cytochromes,
and a high potential iron-sulfur protein, or HiPIP) by
thiosulfate have been isolated from Cm. vinosum and
from Rp. palustris. That work was reviewed previously
(Brune, 1989), and that review can be consulted for
further information. If tetrathionate is in fact the
product of thiosulfate oxidation in these reactions,
then they are unlikely to play any significant role in
the complete oxidation of thiosulfate to sulfate.
Therefore they will not be considered further here.

Two strains of Chlorobium are able to use
tetrathionate as an electron donor, but there is no
evidence that it is an intermediate in thiosulfate
oxidation. Experiments with thiosulfate labelled with

in the sulfane or sulfone
position indicated that Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosul-
fatophilum rapidly released the sulfone sulfur as
sulfate, while the sulfane sulfur was retained (probably
as elemental sulfur) with the bacterial cells upon
filtration (Khanna and Nicholas, 1982). Acidophilic
thiobacilli apparently contain enzymes able to
hydrolyze tetrathionate to thiosulfate, sulfur, and
sulfate (Meulenberg et al., 1992), and it may be that
a similar enzyme is present in these Chlorobium
strains. In this case, tetrathionate would be
metabolized via thiosulfate, rather than vice versa.

2. Rhodanese and Thiosulfate Reductase

Rhodaneses are thiosulfate: cyanide sulfur trans-

ferases, meaning that they transfer the sulfane sulfur
atom of thiosulfate to generating and

as the products (Westley, 1988). The best-
studied rhodanese is the 33 kDa enzyme from bovine
liver, for which a high-resolution crystal structure
has been obtained (Hol et al., 1983), providing useful
insights into the catalytic mechanism of rhodanese.
The initial reaction is between thiosulfate and a
cysteine at the active site of the enzyme to form a
cysteine persulfide (Cys-SSH) and sulfite, which is
released into the medium. The persulfide form of the
enzyme is rather stable, and was in fact the form
crystallized. The enzyme persulfide can transfer the
bound sulfane sulfur to a variety of thiophilic
acceptors such as cyanide, various thiols, and, by
reversal of the initial reaction, sulfite. The preferred
substrate for the mammalian enzyme is cyanide, and
thiocyanate formation catalyzed by rhodanese is
important as a means of cyanide detoxification
(Westley, 1988). Cerletti (1986) has argued that
another important function of rhodaneses is to
generate sulfide for assembly of Fe-S centers in iron-
sulfur proteins. Reaction with a thiol generates a
persulfide from which sulfide may be released by
reaction with a second thiol; i. e.

An intramolecular disulfide is formed
if the sulfane sulfur is transferred to a dithiol, such as
dihydrolipoic acid.

Thiosulfate reductases are similar to rhodaneses
in their mode of action, but do not catalyze reactions
of the persulfide with cyanide. The best characterized
of these is a 17 kDa enzyme from yeast for which a
useful substrate is glutathione (Chauncey et al., 1987).
It first binds the thiol (e.g. GSH) and then catalyzes
its reaction with thiosulfate to form a persulfide (e.g.
GSSH) and sulfite, both of which then dissociate
from the enzyme. Formation of sulfide can then
occur in an uncatalyzed reaction with a second thiol,
resulting in a net reduction of thiosulfate to sulfite +
sulfide. Alternatively the persulfide can react with
cyanide in an uncatalyzed reaction, causing
thiosulfate reductases to have a low apparent
rhodanese activity (Westley, 1988).

The overall reaction for thiosulfate reduction
catalyzed by either rhodanese or thiosulfate reductase
is as follows:

Trüper and Pfennig (1966) demonstrated that Tc.
roseopersicina could form sulfide from thiosulfate

either
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in the dark by flushing the produced from the
cell suspension into a zinc acetate trap with a stream
of argon, but were unable to detect sulfite. Sulfide
was not produced by broken cells, possibly because
of a need for cellular metabolism to produce the
reduced thiol needed for thiosulfate reduction.
Subsequently Khanna and Nicholas (1982) detected
formation of both sulfite and sulfide from thiosulfate
in a suspension of Cb. vibrioforme f. thiosulfatophilum
cells by trapping them as complexes with N-
ethylmaleimide.

Smith and Lascelles (1966) isolated a rhodanese
from Cm. vinosum and reported that it had a for
thiosulfate of 0.6 mM and a for cyanide of 20
mM. Hashwa (1975) later partially purified both a
rhodanese and a thiosulfate reductase from the same
species, and determined the molecular weight of the
rhodanese to be 45,000 while that of the thiosulfate
reductase was 90,000. The thiosulfate reductase had
a for dihydrolipoic acid of 1.25 mM and an
apparent for cyanide of 3.3 mM. Steinmetz and
Fischer (1985) isolated two rhodaneses from Cb.
limicola f. thiosulfatophilum, the main one of which
was a 39 kDa protein with a for thiosulfate of 0.25
mM and a for cyanide of 5 mM. Previously,
Trüper and Fischer (1982) had reported that neither
rhodanese nor thiosulfate reductase occurred in the
non-thiosulfate utilizing strains of Cb. limicola and
Cb. vibrioforme, while both enzyme were present in
the strains able to grow on thiosulfate (See also
Trüper et al., 1988). This observation suggests a
specific role for the enzymes isolated by Steinmetz
and Fischer (1985) in thiosulfate oxidation.

It has sometimes been suggested that an enzyme
like rhodanese might also mediate dissociation of
thiosulfate into sulfur and sulfite. While it is possible
that the sulfane sulfur of a persulfide could be
transferred to a sulfur globule, Wood (1988) has
pointed out that the equilibrium constant for the
overall process strongly favors thiosulfate formation
rather than dissociation. Consequently, dissociation
of thiosulfate into sulfite and sulfur is unlikely, unless
there is an input of energy.

It should be emphasized that rhodaneses (and
thiosulfate reductases) are widely distributed
enzymes, whose occurrence is not limited to bacteria
that oxidize thiosulfate. They are versatile enzymes,
and may be employed by the organisms that have
them for a variety of purposes (Cerletti, 1986).
Utilization of thiosulfate as a photosynthetic electron
donor may well be one of these purposes. If they

really are key enzymes in thiosulfate utilization, it is
then necessary to study them further to see what
distinguishes the enzymes (or their biochemical
environment) in phototrophs able to oxidize
thiosulfate from those in species unable to do so.

3. Thiosulfate Hydrolysis

Hydrolysis of thiosulfate to form sulfate and sulfide
directly occurs with a of–5.2 kcal/mol (Bak and
Pfennig, 1987) and thus is thermodynamically
favorable. Nearly 30 years ago, Trüper and Pfennig
(1966) considered the possibility that an enzyme
catalyzing this reaction might be involved in
thiosulfate utilization by photosynthetic bacteria.
However, an enzyme able to catalyze that reaction
has never been isolated, and the possibility has
received little further attention. The discovery of
enzymes in thiobacilli able to hydrolyze
bonds in trithionate and tetrathionate (Meulenberg et
al., 1992) is perhaps indirect evidence that a
thiosulfate hydrolyzing enzyme in phototrophs should
not yet be completely ruled out.

V. Considerations for Future Research

The metabolic versatility of some species of
photosynthetic bacteria is a feature that makes them
uniquely useful for studies on oxidative sulfur
metabolism. It is also a feature that in my opinion has
been underexploited in the work done so far. Several
species of purple sulfur bacteria, notably Tc.
roseopersicina, but also several others (see Overmann
and Pfennig, 1992, for example) can grow as
photoheterotrophs, photoautotrophs, or as chemo-
lithotrophs. When growing as chemolithotrophs, these
bacteria presumably utilize a linear electron transport
chain from the inorganic sulfur compounds acting as
electron donors to oxygen. The site of electron
donation to this electron transport chain might
logically be at either the ubiquinone or the cytochrome
c level. In principle, inhibitors of electron transfer
through cytochrome complexes, which mediate
electron transfer from ubiquinone to cytochrome c,
could distinguish between these possibilities. Knaff
and coworkers have partially characterized the
components of the electron transport chain in
microaerobically grown Cm. vinosum cells (Wynn et
al., 1985) as well as the cytochrome complex in
phototrophically grown cells (Tan et al., 1993).
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Measurements of oxygen uptake rates in the presence
and absence of cytochrome inhibitors have been
done with thiobacilli (e.g. Lu and Kelly, 1988a;
Beffa et al., 1992b), but not yet with chemo-
lithotrophic purple sulfur bacteria.

In thiobacilli, energy generation and sulfur
oxidation are coupled processes. This is a disad-
vantage for studying active transport of the oxidizable
sulfur substrates. Phototrophs, on the other hand,
obtain energy from light which is converted via
cyclic electron transport to a transmembranous
ion gradient and eventually ATP. This energy can be
used for active transport of substrates like thiosulfate
and sulfite in the absence of oxidation reactions if

the terminal electron acceptor in photosynthesis,
is omitted from the cell suspension. at pH
values near its of 7.04, is uncharged and probably
can freely diffuse through the membrane with slight
accumulation on the more alkaline side of the
membrane.) So far, nothing is known about transport
of sulfur compounds into photosynthetic bacterial
cells. Such information is of course relevant to the
locations of the enzymes that oxidize these substrates.

The metabolic versatility of many purple sulfur
bacteria (and of the purple phototrophs able to
grow photoautotrophically on sulfide and thiosulfate)
makes dissimilatory sulfur metabolism optional. Thus
mutants of these species lacking enzymes required
for sulfur oxidation could grow as photoheterotrophs
(or chemoorganotrophs, in some cases). Transposon
mutagenesis, which was used to generate mutants of
Thiosphaera pantotropha unable to oxidize thiosul-
fate and sulfide (Chandra and Friedrich, 1986;
Mittenhuber et al., 1991) should also be applicable to
sulfur-oxidizing purple bacteria. This approach might
also be useful as a first step toward developing
procedures for gene transfer and recombination in
the purple sulfur bacteria.

Molecular biological methods can also be used to
isolate and clone genes encoding known proteins
thought to have key roles in sulfur metabolism.
Examples are APS reductase from Tc. roseopersicina
and sulfite reductase from Cm. vinosum. Partial
protein sequences of purified subunits of these
enzymes can be used to design oligonucleotide probes
that can in turn be used to isolate and clone the genes
encoding these enzymes. Complete protein sequences
for the enzymes can be derived from the gene
sequences. The cloned genes can also be used as
probes in Northern blots to study regulation at the
transcriptional level as well as for gene mapping. An

interesting possibility is that many of the genes for
enzymes with specific functions in sulfur oxidation
may be clustered together to facilitate their joint
regulation.

Eventually it should be possible to use the cloned
genes to generate mutants lacking these enzymes by
homologous recombination events (Saunders, 1992;
Hunter and Mann, 1992). This might be done by
interrupting the cloned gene by inserting an antibiotic
resistance cartridge, using this construct to transform
wild-type cells, selecting transformants for antibiotic
resistance, and testing the colonies obtained for the
presence of the enzyme in question by Western
blotting (assuming that an antibody specific for the
enzyme has been prepared). Sulfur oxidation
pathways in bacteria are complex, and some reactions
may be catalyzed by more than one enzyme. Cb.
limicola f. thiosulfatophilum contains both flavo-
cytochrome c and sulfide quinone reductase, for
example. In such cases sulfur oxidation may still
occur even when an enzyme normally involved in the
process has been eliminated. If so, examining the
physiological and biochemical consequences of the
mutation may reveal what benefit is derived by the
organism from the presence of parallel oxidation
reactions. The situation is of course more straight-
forward when alternative reactions do not exist and
mutagenesis eliminates the ability to oxidize a
particular sulfur substrate.

It should be apparent from the preceding discussion
that much remains to be learned about dissimilatory
sulfur metabolism in photosynthetic bacteria.
Nevertheless, new techniques in molecular genetics
as well as in biochemistry and biophysics make it
likely that future research in this field will be rewarded
with definitive new results.
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Summary

The only common feature of the two families of green bacteria, Chlorobiaceae (green sulfur bacteria) and
Chloroflexaceae (green gliding bacteria), is their type of light harvesting chlorophyll and the organization of
these pigments into chlorosomes. In most other respects, including metabolism, photosynthetic apparatus and
phylogeny, they are very different and far apart. Each of the two most studied genera possesses a unique pathway
for autotrophic fixation of the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle used by Chlorobium and the newly
discovered 3-hydroxypropionate cycle used by Chloroflexus.

The two pathways are described in detail and the experimental evidence for their existence is given. Likewise
are the experimental approaches used to elucidate these pathways discussed and evaluated. The biochemical
reactions participating in the pathways are considered in relation to the nature of the photosynthetic apparatus
of the organisms and their ecology.

The current knowledge of the metabolism of organic compounds in Chlorobium and Chloroflexus is
reviewed, and the accumulation of glycogen and its breakdown in Chlorobium is discussed in detail.

Assuming that life originated in a primordial sea of abiotically produced organic molecules, and taking into
account phylogenetic relationships based on 16S rRNA analysis, the possible development by retroevolution of
the metabolic pathways used by the green sulfur bacteria and the green gliding bacteria is discussed.
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© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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I. Introduction dioxide by autotrophic organisms can be expressed
in the following way:

The members of the two families of green bacteria,
the green sulfur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae) as
represented by Chlorobium, and the green gliding
bacteria (Chloroflexaceae) as represented by
Chloroflexus, can grow photoautotrophically with

as the sole carbon source. In addition they are
able to utilize organic compounds for growth.
Whereas Chlorobium is able to assimilate organic
compounds to a limited degree and only in the
presence of and an inorganic electron donor,
Chloroflexus grows on a variety of carbon sources
both anaerobically in the light and aerobically in the
dark.

A profound difference between Chlorobium and
Chloroflexus is the nature of their photosynthetic
apparatus. In spite of the fact that they both contain
chlorosomes and have the same types of bacterio-
chlorophyll, Chlorobium possesses a PSI type reaction
center, whereas that of Chloroflexus is of the PS II
type. Because of the very low (~ –0. 9 V) redox
potential of the primary acceptor in Chlorobium, the
reaction center is able to photoreduce ferredoxin and
therefore reducing power for the reduction of pyridine
dinucleotides is easily available. In Chloroflexus the
redox potential of the primary acceptor is less negative
(~ –0. 5V), and as a result Chloroflexus has to reduce
pyridine dinucleotides by reverse electron transport
in a similar way as the purple bacteria. A detailed
discussion of the reaction centers of green sulfur
bacteria and purple bacteria, to which the Chloroflexus
reaction center is most clearly related, appears in
Chapters 30 and 23 by Feiler and Hauska, and
Lancaster et al., respectively.

The nature and availability of reducing power
determine to a large extent the biochemical reactions
which are possible in a cell. Thus the differences in
the photosynthetic apparatus of Chlorobium and
Chloroflexus are reflected not only in their carbon
metabolism but also in their ecology and evolution.

where is a rough expression of cell material.
The ability to grow autotrophically is widespread

in nature and is the common feature of higher plants
and algae. This mode of life is also found among
members of several groups of prokaryotes, notably
the phototrophic prokaryotes.

In phototrophic organisms, the ATP and reducing
power needed to form organic material from carbon
dioxide are produced as a result of electron transport
initiated by light reactions. In the case of higher
plants, algae and cyanobacteria, the ultimate H-
donor in photosynthesis is whereas reduced
sulfur compounds or molecular hydrogen serve as
reductants for green and purple bacteria.

During evolution of autotrophic organisms, several
routes of assimilation of have developed, each
with its own biochemical reactions requiring its own
enzymes and reducing power of a specific nature.
The most widespread mechanism is the reductive
pentose phosphate cycle or Calvin cycle (Bassham
1979) which is found in higher plants, algae and
most known groups of autotrophic prokaryotes. In
green bacteria, however, two alternative cyclic
mechanisms of assimilation have evolved: the
reductive tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle in
Chlorobium, first proposed by Evans et al. (1966),
and the 3-hydroxypropionate pathway suggested by
Holo (1989) for Chloroflexus. Recently the latter
pathway has been supported by the biochemical
studies in the laboratory of Georg Fuchs (Eisenreich
et al., 1993; Strauss et al., 1993; Strauss and Fuchs,
1993), but has also been contested by Ivanovsky et
al. (1993).

A. Experimental Approaches Employed in
Studying the Path of Carbon Dioxide in
Autotrophic Organisms

II. Mechanisms of Autotrophic Carbon
Dioxide Assimilation Proof for the operation of a cyclic biochemical

mechanism should be based on several lines of
evidence. Among these are (i) demonstration of
activity of the necessary enzymes in cell-free extracts
in amounts consistent with the rate of corresponding
metabolism in intact cells; (ii) the appearance of
radioactivity in intermediate compounds in a manner
consistent with the operation of the cycle when

The formation of organic material from carbon

Abbreviations: A. – Anacystis; Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. –
Chloroflexus; Fd – ferredoxin; NMR – nuclear magnetic
resonance; 3-PGA – 3-phosphoglyceric acid; PS – Photosystem;
RuBisCO – ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase; TCA –
tricarboxylic acid
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phosphate cycle. This assumption was based on
reports that RuBisCO was present in cell free extracts
of Cb. limicola (Smillie et al., 1962; Tabita et al.,
1974). However, it is now firmly established that the
mechanism of      fixation in Chlorobium is the
reductive tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, which is
depicted in Fig. 1. This cycle was proposed by Evans
et al. (1966) on the basis of the discovery in
phototrophic bacteria and other anaerobes of two
new ferredoxin dependent carboxylation reactions:

radioactive substrate is added to the cells; (iii)
inhibitors specific for enzymes of the cycle should
have the expected effect in terms of lowered overall
rates and accumulation of intermediates.

In addition to enzymic studies and the effect of
specific inhibitors on known reactions, short-term
labeling experiments are useful in studying the path
of carbon in autotrophic organisms. Such experiments
were originally employed by Calvin and coworkers
(see Bassham, 1979) when they elucidated the path
of carbon in algae by exposing cells to for
various periods of time before they were killed and
analyzed for stable, radioactive products. Cells which
have a functional reductive pentose phosphate cycle,
give a characteristic pattern of distribution of the
radioisotope. After very short exposures (1s) to
most of the radioactivity is recovered in the first
stable product of                          3-PGA. The relative
amount of radioactivity in this compound decreases
with time as other intermediates in the cycle are
formed from it. Thus, when the percentage of total
activity in 3-PGA is plotted against time, a
characteristic negative slope is obtained after the
initial rise. However, it should be pointed out that if
an organism has more than one           fixation reaction,
as is the case for green bacteria, the picture obtained
from such experiments is much more complex and
difficult to interpret.

Long-term labeling experiments, combined with
subsequent degradation of individual intermediates,
have also proven a valuable experimental tool to
elucidate the mechanism of    fixation in
Chlorobium as well as in Chloroflexus.

Carbon isotope fractionation studies are based on
the fact that some enzymes which use as
substrate, i. e. ribulose 1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase
(RuBisCO) show a much greater preference for
than for the slightly heavier (Whelan et al.,
1973). Thus organisms which use different carboxy-
lation reactions for initial can be
distinguished by comparing their carbon isotope
composition after autotrophic growth.

The fact that the genes coding for RuBisCO have
been isolated from various organisms and appear to
be conserved in evolution, makes these genes and
their transcripts valuable markers in the identification
of carboxylation reactions in various organisms.

catalyzed by pyruvate synthase and
synthase, respectively (Evans and Buchanan, 1965;
Buchanan and Evans, 1965). These two reactions
make possible a reversal of the reactions of the TCA
cycle and result in the net synthesis of one molecule
of acetyl-CoA from two molecules of carbon dioxide.
Of the acetyl-CoA formed, some is removed for
biosynthesis while some reenters the cycle.

One major obstacle to the proposed reductive
TCA cycle was the report that a key enzyme, citrate
lyase, could not be detected in cell free extracts of
Chlorobium (Beuscher and Gottschalk, 1972).
However, the finding of an ATP-linked citrate lyase
in Chlorobium (Ivanovsky et al. 1980) and evidence
from long-term labeling experiments combined with
degradation of radioactive intermediates (Fuchs et
al., 1980a,b), strongly supports its presence.

Originally the reductive TCA cycle was thought to
be an additional mechanism to the reductive pentose
phosphate cycle in Chlorobium, and it was suggested
that its main function was to form precursors for the
synthesis of amino acids, lipids and porphyrins while
the reductive pentose phosphate cycle accounted for
carbohydrate formation (Evans et al., 1966). However,
inconsistency of data regarding the presence of
RuBisCO (Tabita et al., 1974; Buchanan and Sirevåg,
1976; Sirevåg et al., 1977; Takabe and Akazawa,
1977) made the role of the reductive pentose
phosphate cycle questionable. Several lines of
evidence, including short-term labeling experiments
(Sirevåg, 1974), use of washed cells and inhibitors
(Sirevåg and Ormerod, 1970a,b), long-term labeling
experiments (Fuchs et al., 1980b) and isotope
fractionation studies (Quandt et al., 1977, 1978;

B. Carbon Dioxide Fixation in Chlorobium

It was long assumed that the mechanism of
fixation in Chlorobium was the reductive pentose
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Sirevåg et al., 1977), indicate that the reductive TCA
cycle is the sole mechanism of fixation in this
organism and that the product of the cycle, acetyl-
CoA, can be directly converted to carbohydrate
(Sirevåg, 1975). Furthermore, when the gene for
RuBisCO from Rhodospirillum rubrum was used as
a probe, no hybridization with Chlorobium DNA
was detected (Shively et al. 1986). The same negative
results were obtained when the RuBisCO genes from
Anacystis nidulans were used.

C. Carbon Dioxide Fixation in Chloroflexus

Like most phototrophic bacteria, Chloroflexus is
able to grow photoautotrophically with as the

sole carbon source. Slow photoautotrophic growth
on sulfide was first reported by Madigan et al. (1974),
and later sulfide was shown to be an electron donor in
photosynthesis of Chloroflexus (Madigan and Brock,
1975, 1977). Cf. aurantiacus is also able to use
molecular hydrogen for reduction of and grows
well photoautotrophically on and (Sirevåg
and Castenholz, 1979, Holo and Sirevåg, 1986).

Stimulation by ribulose-1 , 5-bisphosphate of
uptake has been reported using cell-free extracts of
photoheterotrophically grown Cf. aurantiacus
(Madigan and Brock, 1977; Sirevåg and Castenholz,
1979). However, when cell-free extracts of cells
grown photoautotrophically with as an electron
donor were tested for RuBisCO activity, this enzyme
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was not detected. Furthermore, short-term labeling
experiments with use of inhibitors in
combination with various and

isotope fractionation studies indicate that the
Calvin cycle does not operate in Cf. aurantiacus
(Holo and Sirevåg, 1986; Holo and Grace, 1987;
Holo, 1989). This is in agreement with the findings
that Cf. aurantiacus-DNA did not hybridize with
RuBisCO genes from either Rs. rubrum or A. nidulans
(Shively et al., 1986)

The possibility that Chloroflexus might have a
reductive TCA cycle similar to that of Chlorobium
for fixation of has been examined. It was found
that one of the key enzymes of this cycle, pyruvate
synthase, which catalyzes the formation of pyruvate
from acetyl-CoA and (see Fig. 1) is present in
Cf. aurantiacus, whereas the other enzymes specific
for the complete reductive TCA cycle were lacking
(Holo and Sirevåg, 1986). Thus in Cf. aurantiacus
acetyl-CoA is synthesized from by a mechanism
different from that of Chlorobium.

In order to investigate whether acetyl-CoA was
formed from by a + mechanism or by a
cyclic pathway in Cf. aurantiacus, long-term labeling
experiments were performed in which autotrophically
grown cells were allowed to metabolize
acetate under conditions where metabolism of acetate
by the tricarboxylic acid cycle and the glyoxylate
cycle was inhibited. When the labeling pattern was
analyzed by the results indicated a novel
metabolic cycle in Cf. aurantiacus in which acetyl-
CoA acted both as a product and an intermediate
(Holo and Grace, 1987). Later Holo (1989) found
that 3 -hydroxypropionate was excreted by cells grown
photoautotrophically under conditions which favored
accumulation of metabolic intermediates. On this
basis he suggested that under photoautotrophic
conditions, Cf. aurantiacus converts acetyl-CoA to
3-hydroxypropionate which might serve as an
intermediate in a       fixation pathway where it
gives rise to malate and succinate.

Support for this hypothesis was obtained by Strauss
et al. (1992) who observed that autotrophically grown
cells of Chloroflexus excreted succinate and large
amounts of 3-hydroxypropionate in the late
exponential to stationary phase. When these workers
labeled growing cultures of Cf. aurantiacus with
[1, and analyzed the various cell
constituents by spectroscopy to determine
the distribution of in various cell constituents,
their results were consistent with the role of 3-

hydroxypropionate as an intermediate metabolite in
a       fixation mechanism.

The operation in Cf. aurantiacus of a cyclic
fixation mechanism involving 3-hydroxypropionate
has recently been contested by Russian workers
(Kondratieva et al., 1992; Ivanovsky et al., 1993)
who have proposed an alternative mechanism shown
in Fig. 2. The key enzyme of this cycle is an ATP-
dependent malate lyase (EC 4. 1. 3. 24) and the net
product of the cycle is glyoxylate. These authors
explain the finding by Holo (1989) that 3-hydroxy-
propionate is excreted by Cf. aurantiacus by
suggesting that this compound is a dead-end product
synthesized from acetate by a side path. However, a
serious objection to the mechanism proposed by
Ivanovsky et al. (1992) is that it is not in accord with
the labeling pattern obtained previously (Holo and
Sirevåg, 1986; Holo and Grace, 1987; Holo, 1989)
and more recently (Strauss et al., 1992; Eisenreich et
al., 1993; Strauss and Fuchs, 1993).

The possibility that 3-hydroxypropionate might
be an intermediate in a cyclic           fixation mechanism
has very recently been tested further by Fuchs and
coworkers by long-term labeling experiments
(Eisenreich et al., 1993). The relative content of
individual carbon atoms in various amino acids and
nucleosides was determined by spectros-
copy after growing Cf. aurantiacus in the presence of

or
in addition to From the labeling

patterns obtained, the labeling of central metabolic
intermediates like trioses and dicarboxylic acids were
deduced. These experiments showed clearly that when
growing cells of Cf. aurantiacus were fed
hydroxypropionate over several generations, this
compound served as a precursor for all cell
compounds, a finding which can only be explained if
3-hydroxypropionate functions as an intermediate in
the central metabolism of the organism. Their data
obtained with labeled acetate also confirmed the
possible role of 3-hydroxypropionate as an interme-
diate in the novel cyclic mechanism of fixation
which is shown in Fig. 3.

To test the operation of this cycle further, Strauss
and Fuchs (1993) undertook enzymic studies and
were able to demonstrate activity of all the enzymes
necessary for the operation of the novel fixation
cycle. In this 3-hydroxypropionate cycle, acetyl-
CoA is carboxylated to malonyl-CoA and then
reductively converted via 3-hydroxypropionate to
propionyl-CoA. This in turn is carboxylated and

substrates,
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converted via succinyl-CoA to malyl-CoA, which is
cleaved to acetyl-CoA and glyoxylate in a reaction
catalyzed by malyl-CoA lyase (EC 4. 1. 3. 24).
Acetyl-CoA reenters the cycle whereas glyoxylate is
its net fixation product. Thus, the two different
autotrophic fixation mechanisms which have
been proposed for Cf. aurantiacus both have the
same net product, glyoxylate (Figs. 2 and 3).

How glyoxylate might be further metabolized into
important central metabolic intermediates has not
yet been fully elucidated. However, on the basis of
enzymic studies, Ivanovsky et al. (1993) have
suggested that glyoxylate is converted into 3-PGA in
reactions involving the serine and the glycine pathway.

makes available to the organism, determines the
mechanism by which is fixed in green bacteria.
In its turn, as will be seen, the nature of these
mechanisms has a bearing on the metabolism of
organic compounds in these bacteria.

A. Metabolism of Organic Compounds in
Chlorobium

III. The Assimilation of Organic Carbon

The green sulfur bacteria are characterized as being
obligately anaerobic and absolutely dependent on
light, carbon dioxide and oxidizable sulfur or
hydrogen for growth. Larsen (1953) investigated the
possible participation of some simple organic
compounds in the photometabolism of Cb. thio-
sulfatophilum and found that they did not support
growth. This was long before it was understood on
the biochemical level. Later, however, it was
recognized by Sadler and Stanier (1960) that
Chlorobium was able to assimilate some simple
organic compounds in the light, provided that
and a source of reducing power were present. Today
our knowledge of the reductive TCA cycle makes it
possible to explain biochemically the inability of
Chlorobium to grow photoheterotrophically. In
addition to functioning as a mere mechanism of
fixation, the intermediates of this cycle (Fig. 1) also
provide the cells with the necessary organic precursors
for synthesis of fatty acids (from acetyl-CoA), amino
acids (from pyruvate, and oxalo-

In chemoorganotrophic organisms, organic substrates
have a dual role in that they serve both as an energy
source and as a carbon source. This is not necessary
in phototrophic bacteria where sufficient ATP as well
as reducing power are provided by the reactions of
their photosynthetic apparatus. Thus when exogenous
organic compounds enter such cells, they can be
assimilated directly into cell material resulting in
both an increased rate of growth and a high yield of
cell mass.

We have seen that the nature of the photosynthetic
apparatus through the type of reducing power it
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cycle was proposed as a mechanism of fixation
in green sulfur bacteria. These workers grew
Chlorobium in a medium containing and

The labeling pattern obtained when amino
acids from protein of such cells were isolated and
degraded, are in keeping with the assimilation of
acetate via the now established reductive TCA cycle.

The photometabolism of propionate was investi-
gated in detail by Larsen (1951), who discovered that
Chlorobium is able to form succinyl-CoA from
propionate. Thus after carboxylation and activation,
the carbon atoms of propionate participate in the
reductive TCA cycle. Later this knowledge proved
valuable when radioactively labelled propionate was
used in long term labeling experiments to gain
evidence for the operation of the reductive TCA
cycle in Chlorobium (Fuchs et al. 1980b).

The growth response of green sulfur bacteria to
organic nutrients in the environment was investigated
in detail by Kelly (1974). In addition to numerous
amino acids, formate and glucose were readily

acetate) and carbohydrates (from pyruvate). However,
since dehydrogenase is not present in
Chlorobium (Beatty and Gest, 1981), this cycle can
only function in the reductive direction and therefore
organic compounds cannot be oxidized to provide

or reducing power.
Among the various organic compounds which can

be assimilated by green sulfur bacteria are acetate,
propionate, pyruvate, lactate, glutamate and glucose.
Of these, acetate is by far the best substrate for
growth. When this compound is added to the inorganic
medium normally used for photoautotrophic growth,
the growth rate as well as the yield are almost doubled.
In view of the fact that acetyl-CoA is the immediate
product of the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle, this
is not surprising. Presumably acetate in the medium
is taken up by the cells and immediately converted to
acetyl-CoA (Sirevåg and Ormerod, 1970b).

Evidence indicating that exogenous acetate is
metabolized in this fashion was in fact provided by
Hoare and Gibson (1964) before the reductive TCA
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assimilated in the presence of light, and
thiosulphate. The labeling patterns among cell
constituents after assimilation of
substrates indicated that the pathway of intermediary
metabolism for these compounds in Chlorobium are
similar to those known in many other organisms.

B. Metabolism of Organic Compounds in
Chloroflexus

variations are the case not only during the 24 hours
(day/night), but also during the year (summer/winter).
In the case of Chlorobium, the latter situation is
dramatic since this organism frequently lives deep
down (6 m or greater) in meromictic lakes, which
might be covered by ice and snow for several months
during the year (in Norway). It is therefore not
surprising that phototrophic organisms have the
capacity under favorable conditions to convert their
carbon source into reserve materials, which can serve
as maintenance under less favorable conditions.
During balanced growth, the phototrophic bacteria
usually form only small amounts of reserve materials,
whereas such compounds usually accumulate in
bacterial cells when carbon and energy are in excess,
as under conditions of nitrogen starvation.

Among the phototrophic bacteria there are two
carbonaceous reserve materials formed; glycogen
and Green sulfur bacteria
such as Chlorobium are able to synthesize only
glycogen, whereas the green gliding bacteria such as
Chloroflexus appear to have the capacity to synthesize
both. The type of storage material formed in the
latter appears to be dependent on the conditions in
the environment (Sirevåg and Castenholz, 1979).

A. Glycogen

Glycogen is a polymer in which numerous glucose
residues are joined together by 
linkages into long chains which are branched, with

 linkages at the branch points.
The biosynthesis of glycogen in bacteria occurs

via several reactions. First ADP-glucose is formed
from ATP and in a reaction catalyzed
by ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (EC 2. 7. 7. 27)
(in eukaryotic cells the corresponding reaction
involves UTP). Two additional enzymes are further
required; bacterial glycogen synthase (ADP-
glucose: 1, 4-glucan transferase, EC 2. 4. 1. 21) which
catalyzes the transfer of ADP-glucose to an
primer to form the linkages in the polymer.
Finally, the ‘branching enzyme’ 

 transferase, EC 2. 4. 1. 18) forms the
 linkages by transferring part of an outer chain into

the 6-position of a glucose residue further into the
molecule.

It has been found that glycogen biosynthesis is
regulated at the step where ADP-glucose is
synthesized, and the properties and regulation of
ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase has been studied

IV. Carbon Containing Reserve Materials
and Endogenous Metabolism

In nature, phototrophic organisms are always exposed
to regular variations in the supply of energy. Such

In contrast to green sulfur bacteria, the green gliding
bacteria are able to utilize a variety of organic
compounds for growth both under anaerobic
conditions in the light and aerobically in the dark.
These organic compounds include acetate, pyruvate,
lactate, butyrate in addition to dicarboxylic acids,
some alcohols, sugars and amino acids (Madigan et
al. 1974). The natural habitat of the Chloroflexaceae
is hot springs where they live in close association
with other microorganisms which liberate a variety
of organic compounds (Bauld and Brock, 1974).
Thus the nutritional versatility of the green gliding
bacteria reflects their ecology.

In order to examine whether the oxidative TCA
cycle plays any role in the metabolism of Chloroflexus,
fluoroacetate was used. In aerobic cells with a
functional TCA cycle, this compound is converted to
fluorocitrate which in turn inhibits aconitase and
thus causes accumulation of citrate (Morrison and
Peters, 1954). The results from such experiments
indicated that this cycle operates in Chloroflexus
under anaerobic as well as aerobic conditions (Sirevåg
and Castenholz, 1979).

The metabolism of acetate in Chloroflexus was
studied in detail in cells grown photoheterotrophically
with acetate as the sole organic carbon source. In
cell-free extracts from such cells, the specific activity
of the key enzymes of the glyoxylate cycle, isocitrate
lyase and malate synthase, was 5-fold higher than in
extracts from cells grown in a complex medium.
These findings together with results from experiments
with inhibitors, indicated that operation of the
glyoxylate cycle was necessary for acetate utilization
in Chloroflexus (Løken and Sirevåg, 1982).
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hydrogen donor, the level of glycogen decreased
regardless of whether the cells were incubated in the
dark or in the light. Since the products formed from
polyglucose under the two different conditions are
not the same, it has been suggested that glycogen
serves as an energy source in the dark and as a source
of reducing power in the light (Sirevåg and Ormerod
1977).

Although no detailed investigation of biosynthesis
and storage of glycogen in Chloroflexus has been
performed, it has been shown that washed cells of Cf.
aurantiacus make glycogen as a reserve material
from acetate and several other organic compounds
(Sirevåg and Castenholz, 1979; Holo and Sirevåg,
1989).

B.

in detail in numerous bacteria by Preiss and coworkers
(Preiss, 1984; Preiss and Romeo, 1989). Based on
the nature of activators of the enzyme from various
sources, seven groups of ADP-glucose pyrophos-
phorylases are recognized of which ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase from Chlorobium belongs to the
group activated by pyruvate and fructose-6-P (Preiss,
1984). That these specific compounds are activators
of ADP-glucose phosphorylase in Chlorobium is not
surprising in view of the fact that in this green sulfur
bacterium pyruvate is a central metabolite which is
directly converted to glucose (Sirevåg and Ormerod,
1970a). Furthermore, it has been shown that in
Chlorobium, glucose is formed by the reactions of
gluconeogenesis where fructose-6-P is an interme-
diate (Sirevåg, 1975; Paalme et al., 1982)

In prokaryotic as well as in eukaryotic cells,
glycogen is deposited within the cells in the form of
rosette-like non membrane-bound granules made up
of smaller particles (Candy, 1980). When the
deposition of glycogen in cells of Chlorobium was
examined by electron microscopy of thin sections
stained specifically for carbohydrate, results
corresponding to this general picture were obtained
(Sirevåg and Ormerod, 1977). The size of the granules
in Chlorobium was limited to 30 nm and as the
glycogen content of the cells increased, the number,
rather than the their size, increased. When cells of
Chlorobium containing polyglucose are incubated in
the dark, the polymer is broken down. Experiments
using electron microscopy and labeling with
acetate revealed that degradation of polyglucose
occurs in such a way that all granules are subject to
degradation simultaneously, and the polyglucose
which has been formed most recently in the light
becomes the first to be metabolized in the dark
(Thorud and Sirevåg, 1982).

In his pioneering work on the green sulfur bacteria,
Larsen (1953) investigated the endogenous dark
metabolism of Chlorobium and found that washed
cells evolved and and produced acid in the
dark. Later it was shown that resting cells of
Chlorobium form glycogen in the light when

the fixation of under autotrophic conditions in
phototrophic prokaryotes: the Calvin cycle (see
Chapter 41 by Tabita) used by purple bacteria and
cyanobacteria, the reductive TCA cycle (Fig. 1) used
by green sulfur bacteria, and the very recently
discovered 3-hydroxypropionate cycle (Fig. 3) used
by green gliding bacteria. In some nonphototrophic

is a linear polymer of
hydroxybutyric acid and its molecular weight may
be as high as several hundred thousand (Lundgren et
al. 1965). In Rs. rubrum this polymer is synthesized
from acetylCoA via without the
involvement of acyl carrier protein (Moskowitz and
Merrick, 1969), and is deposited as large (up to 400
nm) intracellular granules which are surrounded by a
thin, non-unit membrane (Boatman, 1964).

Results which indicated that Chloroflexus produced
as reserve material during

photoheterotrophic growth was obtained by chemical
analysis as well as by electron microscopy by Pierson
and Castenholz (1974). In experiments with washed
cells of Cf. aurantiacus it was shown that this
organism forms significant amounts of
hydroxybutyrate from acetate provided an inorganic
hydrogen donor, was present. In the absence of
the hydrogen donor, polyglucose was formed instead
(Sirevåg and Castenholz. 1979).

incubated with and a suitable hydrogen donor,
and that the formation is increased by the addition of
acetate (Sirevåg and Ormerod, 1970b). When washed
cell suspensions enriched in glycogen are incubated
in the dark, the glycogen decreases with time and
organic acids such as acetate, propionate, caproate,
and succinate are excreted into the medium. When
glycogen-rich cells were incubated without a

VI. Evolution of Metabolic Pathways Involved
in Carbon Metabolism of Green Bacteria

Three fundamentally different mechanisms exist for
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bacteria an additional autotrophic mechanism of
fixation occurs, the acetyl-CoA pathway, which

is noncyclic and used by homoacetogens, methano-
gens, and most autotrophic sulfate reducers (Fuchs,
1989). The fact that completely different reactions
participate in these four         fixation pathways makes
it unlikely that they are derived from a common
ancient mechanism. Instead they have probably
evolved independently at different times during
evolution to meet various needs in different
organisms. Thus, when discussing evolution of the

fixation pathways in green bacteria one has to
take into account what is known about the evolution
of the organisms themselves and their phylogenetic
relationship.

Based on sequence similarities in 16S ribosomal
RNA from eubacteria, Woese (1987) introduced a
now widely accepted classification scheme which
contains 10 phyla. Results from this type of analysis
show a deep divergence between Chlorobium and
Chloroflexus, indicating that they are phylogenetically
far apart (Gibson et. al 1985). Accordingly, on the
evolutionary tree based on 16S rRNA analysis
Chloroflexus and Chlorobium are separated into two
different phyla, of which that containing Chloroflexus
branches off very early. In this connection it should
be pointed out that Blankenship (1993) recently
presented an evolutionary tree based on information
from reaction center sequence data, where the position
of Chloroflexus is much closer to the purple bacteria
than in the well known evolutionary tree of Woese
(1987). However, regardless of their individual
phylogenetic positions, it is clear that most evidence
so far indicate that the only major character common
to the Chlorobiaceae and the Chloroflexaceae is their
type of light-harvesting bacteriochlorophylls and the
organization of these pigments into chlorosomes.
That these organisms share such important properties
can however be explained by lateral gene transfer as
was pointed out by Blankenship (1993). On this
background it is therefore not surprising that two
separate pathways for the fixation of have evolved
in the green sulfur bacteria and the green gliding
bacteria.

The widely accepted idea that life originated in a
primeval sea, containing a wide variety of abiotically
produced organic compounds was put forward
independently by Oparin in 1924 (Oparin 1953) and
Haldane in 1929. It has also been widely accepted
that no molecular oxygen was present in the
atmosphere surrounding the primeval sea, and
accordingly the first organisms must have been

anaerobes. Presumably they were chemoorgano-
trophs, dependent on abiotically produced organic
molecules as their source of carbon and energy.
Since no inorganic electron acceptors were believed
to be present, it is likely that these first organisms
were fermentative.

Recently, the theory of a chemoorganotrophic
origin of life has been challenged by Wachtershauser
(1992) who has proposed a chemolithotrophic origin
of life as an alternative. According to this theory, the
source of reducing power for a chemolithotrophic
origin as well as for early evolution is the oxidative
formation of pyrite from hydrogen sulfide and
either ferrous ions or iron sulfide:

Two different views have been put forward to
explain the evolution of biosynthetic pathways.
Horowitz (1945) speculated that metabolic pathways
may have been constructed in a backwards manner
by so called retroevolution. In line with this
hypothesis, the activities of primitive organisms
deprived the primeval seas of organic nutrients,
resulting in a changed environment. As biochemically
important substances were depleted, it became
essential for survival of the organisms to develop the
ability to convert other organic compounds into the
depleted ones. Thus, selection would favor those
organisms which acquired the ability to affect such
conversions. On this background it is not difficult to
envisage that the autotrophic way of life emerged
early in evolution when organic nutrients became
limiting. The other point of view, put forward by
Granick (1965), implies that the intermediates in the
biosynthetic pathway of a complex molecule like
chlorophyll are thought to be the final products of
biosynthetic pathways of earlier evolutionary forms.
As was pointed out by Blankenship (1992) both of
these concepts may in part be valid.

Founded on the ideas of a chemoorganotrophic
origin of life and retroevolution in addition to evidence
from paleomicrobiology and biogeochemistry,
molecular phylogeny and comparative biochemistry,
the generally accepted time sequence of metabolic
evolution is the following:
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ship of carbon metabolism in various phototrophic
bacteria, we have studied the molecular properties of
the enzyme malate dehydrogenase (MDH). In
addition to its central role in the intermediary
metabolism of most if not all organisms, this enzyme
is also necessary in the fixation pathway of
Chlorobium. Analysis of the amino acid sequence of
the N-terminal end of MDH from Cb. vibrioforme,
Cb. tepidum, Cf. aurantiacus, and Hb. gestii showed
an identical glycine motif (GXGXXG) in the
dinucleotide binding domain of the enzyme from
each organism (Rolstad et al. 1988, Charnock et al.
1992). Recent unpublished results show the same
pattern for MDH from Rs. rubrum. This specific
motif is different from that of all other MDHs
sequenced to date, but is characteristic for other
types of dehydrogenases and particularly for lactate
dehydrogenases (LDH). Sequencing of the mdh
structural genes of green sulfur bacteria and green
gliding bacteria further indicate that in all other
properties, except for the substrate binding domain,
these MDHs resemble LDHs (Sirevåg, unpublished
results). However the difference is small, since only
three specific amino acids in the substrate binding
domain determines the specificity of dehydrogenases
(Wilks et al. 1988). Since lactic acid is a typical
fermentation product, it is reasonable to assume that
LDH appeared earlier in evolution than MDH. On
this basis it is not difficult to envisage that the MDHs
from green bacteria and possibly purple bacteria and
heliobacteria are in principle LDHs which have
evolved into MDHs by substituting specific amino
acids in the substrate binding domain.
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Summary

Purple photosynthetic bacteria exhibit great diversity in the metabolism of simple carbon compounds. In this
chapter, the reactions and metabolic schemes that the organisms, particularly purple nonsulfur bacteria, employ
to break down and/or assimilate one-carbon, two-carbon, three-carbon, and four-carbon compounds and sugars
is examined. Knowledge of the biochemistry and physiology of carbon metabolism and its molecular control
has benefited somewhat from the application of recombinant DNA approaches, yet there are significant gaps in
our understanding of how catabolic and anabolic reaction sequences are integrated. By contrast, great advances
have been made relative to the biochemistry of          fixation, due primarily to recent enzymological, molecular,
and structural studies of the key enzyme, RubisCO. Indeed the enzyme from Rhodospirillum rubrum has
become the paradigm for such work. The ability to prepare recombinant enzymes that catalyze additional key
steps of         fixation should result in similar advances concerning these proteins in the future. Facile genetic
manipulation of mutant Rhodobacter and Rhodospirillum strains has already resulted in the uncovering of
alternative assimilatory routes that replace the Calvin cycle, and prospects for gaining an understanding
of the biochemistry and molecular control of both schemes should follow. The latter studies probably would not

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 885–914.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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be possible with other organisms, further attesting to the versatility of the purple nonsulfur bacteria for
investigating basic metabolic processes. This chapter considers the current state of our knowledge of carbon
dioxide fixation and carbon metabolism in purple bacteria.

I. Introduction

Purple photosynthetic bacteria, including the purple
nonsulfur (PNS) and purple sulfur (PS) bacteria,
represent a diverse group of organisms which exhibit
great versatility in their carbon metabolism. Indeed,
this metabolic versatility and the ability to grow
under a variety of conditions present wonderful
opportunities to study the biochemical and molecular
basis for metabolic control. The PNS bacteria are
particularly noteworthy in this regard, as these
organisms are probably the most metabolically diverse
organisms found in nature (Madigan and Gest, 1979).
In this chapter, an overview of both heterotrophic
and autotrophic carbon metabolism of purple bacteria
is presented; this review focuses on developments
since this topic was last reviewed (Fuller, 1978;
Kondratieva, 1979) and stresses aspects of control
and metabolic regulation in PNS bacteria.

A. Redox Balance and Carbon Metabolism

Under phototrophic growth conditions, purple
photosynthetic bacteria must be supplied with an
exogenous electron donor and an electron acceptor.
Indeed, the organisms are exquisitely sensitive to the
redox potential of the electron donor. The use of
highly reduced electron donors; e.g., propionate,
or butyrate by purple nonsulfur bacteria has a
profound effect on the flow of carbon in these cells

Abbreviations:                   –  dehydrogenase; AMP
– adenosine monophosphate;   cbb – Calvin, Benson, Bassham;
Cm.  –  Chromatium; Cpn  –  chaperonin; DMSO  –  dimethyl-
sulfoxide; ED – Entner-Doudoroff pathway; EMP – Embden-
Meyerhof-Parnas pathway; FBP – fructose 1,6-bisphosphate;
GPD – glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase; GS – glutamine
synthetase; ICL – isocitrate lyase; KDG – 2-keto-3-
deoxygluconate; MSX – methionine sulfoximine; PC – pyruvate
carboxylase; PEP – phosphoenolpyruvate; PEPCK – PEP
carboxykinase; 3-PGA – 3-phosphoglyceric acid; 3-PGAL – 3-
phosphoglyceraldehyde; PGK – phosphoglyceric acid kinase;
PK – pyruvate kinase; PNS – purple nonsulfur; PRK – phos-
phoribulokinase; PS – purple sulfur; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Rv. – Rubrivivax;
RubisCO – RuBP carboxylase/oxygenase; Ru-5-P – ribulose-5-
phosphate; RuBP – ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate; SBP –
sedoheptulose 1,7-bisphosphate; TCA – tricarboxylic acid

since under such conditions may serve as both
carbon source and electron acceptor. Thus, for
purposes of this discussion it must be stressed that
metabolic control of carbon flow is inexorably linked
to the need for these organisms to balance or maintain
redox poise.

II. Central Pathways for Organic Carbon
Metabolism

In addition to a number of organic carbon
sources will support the growth of purple bacteria.
For purple nonsulfur bacteria, such carbon com-
pounds may support both aerobic chemotrophic or
anaerobic phototrophic metabolism; the purple sulfur
bacteria generally favor strictly anoxygenic growth
conditions, but there are well documented reports
where some strains have been shown to grow under
aerobic conditions (Kondratieva et al., 1976).

A. Formate, Methanol, and CO Metabolism

There are a number of instances where one-carbon
compounds, other than           are actively metabolized.
Certainly, formate may be used as a growth substrate
by a number of aerobic chemolithotrophic bacteria.
In such organisms, formate dehydrogenase catalyses
the oxidation of formate to which is then
assimilated via the Calvin cycle (Quayle and Keech,
1959). Amongst the purple nonsulfur bacteria,
Rhodopseudomonas palustris has been classically
considered as the one strain which may actively
metabolize and grow on formate under photosynthetic
conditions (Qadri and Hoare, 1968). Strains of Rp.
palustris apparently contain an inducible soluble
formate dehydrogenase (Qadri and Hoare, 1968), the
activity of which is enhanced by either FAD or FMN
(Yoch and Lindstrom, 1968). An inducible particulate
hydrogenase is also synthesized to assist in oxidizing
hydrogen formed from formate (Qadri and Hoare,
1968).

Another one carbon substrate that may be
photoassimilated by some strains is methanol.
Enrichment in methanol-bicarbonate medium
resulted primarily in the isolation of strains of
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Rhodocyclus gelatinosa (now Rubrivivax gelatinosus)
and Rp. acidophila (Quayle and Pfennig, 1975); in
all cases the pH optimum for growth on methanol
was considerably higher than for other carbon sources.
Bicarbonate (or is absolutely required as an
electron acceptor for growth since methanol is
considerably more reduced than cell material. Several
other Rhodospirillaceae were found to grow in a
methanol-bicarbonate medium but Rp. acidophila
appeared the most active. Interestingly, formate also
supported the growth of Rp. acidophila, however
other compounds such as methylamine or
formaldehyde did not. Formate was also able to
substitute for bicarbonate as the required electron
acceptor. Further analyses showed that one molecule
of         is required for every 2 molecules of methanol
assimilated to cellular carbon

Under these growth conditions, ribulose bisphos-
phate carboxylase/oxygenase (RubisCO) is increased
some 6-fold over cells grown with succinate.
Subsequent studies showed that methanol is
anaerobically oxidized to formaldehyde, then to
formate, and eventually to with the Calvin
cycle used for the assimilation of (Sahm et al.,
1976). In this case, the Calvin cycle is also used to
facilitate the transfer of excess reducing power from
methanol to As will be discussed later, RubisCO
thus serves both as a key enzyme for carbon
assimilation as well as an important catalyst that
allows to function as an electron acceptor.

An extremely interesting system for the oxidation
of carbon monoxide to has been described in
Rhodospirillum rubrum (Bonam et al., 1984).
Previous studies had shown that various photo-
synthetic bacteria grow in the presence of CO (Hirsch,
1968) and Rhodocyclus (Rubrivivax) gelatinosus
grows anaerobically in the dark on CO as sole carbon
and energy source (Uffen, 1976). The Rv. gelatinosus
CO-oxidizing system is membrane bound and yields
both and (Uffen, 1983); presumably is
assimilated via RubisCO and the Calvin cycle but
this has not been conclusively established as yet. It is
interesting that light-grown Rv. gelatinosus does not
oxidize or assimilate CO. By contrast, Rs. rubrum
synthesizes both CO dehydrogenase and a CO-
insensitive hydrogenase in the light when cells are
exposed to CO (Bonam et al., 1989). This inducible
CO dehydrogenase has been thoroughly characterized

and found to be a nickel-containing monomeric
enzyme often associated with a small Fe/S protein
(Bonam and Ludden, 1987; Ensign and Ludden,
1991). Moreover, the structural genes, cooF and
cooS, encoding the Fe/S protein and CO dehydro-
genase, respectively, are present in a single trans-
criptional unit with part of the cooH gene (presumably
encoding the CO-induced hydrogenase) upstream
from cooF, which is found in a different transcriptional
unit. There is also evidence for a fourth open reading
frame whose partial deduced amino acid sequence
suggests a protein with an ATP-binding site motif
(Ensign and Ludden, 1991). Together, the biochemical
results and the cooHFS genetic organization
suggested an analogy to the E. coli formate hydro-
genlyase system (Kerby et al., 1992), since Rs. rubrum
is known to couple synthesis to formate oxidation
(Gorrell and Uffen, 1977). Further experiments of
this interesting system should establish whether the
Rs. rubrum enzyme and associated proteins may
catalyze more elaborate functions, such as the well-
described acetyl CoA synthase reaction of CO
dehydrogenase from homoacetogenic and methano-
genic bacteria (Wood, 1991).

B. Acetate and 2-Carbon Metabolism

The pathways and reactions that purple bacteria,
particularly PNS bacteria, use to metabolize acetate
are clouded with uncertainty and controversy. All, or
virtually all, PS and PNS bacteria grow on acetate
(Thiele, 1968; Madigan, 1988). Exactly how this
occurs, however, may vary in different strains. In
Chromatium, a modified glyoxylate cycle lacking
malate dehydrogenase is present (Fuller et al., 1961).
This organism decarboxylates malate to form
pyruvate via an -linked malic enzyme;
pyruvate may then be used for carbohydrate synthesis
through the mediation of an acetyl-CoA dependent
pyruvate carboxylase and the enzyme phosphoenol-
pyruvate (PEP) carboxykinase. In the PNS bacteria,
the situation is much more complicated. In 1960,
Kornberg and Lascelles (1960) reported that isocitrate
lyase (ICL) was present in extracts of acetate or
butyrate-grown Rp. palustris or Rb. capsulatus
cultured under both phototrophic or chemotrophic
growth conditions. However, both Rb. sphaeroides
and Rs. rubrum contained very low levels of this key
glyoxylate cycle enzyme, yet the two organisms
grew well with acetate. A later report indicated that
Rb. capsulatus lacked ICL (Albers and Gottschalk,
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C. Pyruvate and 3-Carbon Metabolism1976). Moreover, Payne and Morris (1969a) state
that acetate-grown aerobic cultures of Rb. sphaeroides
failed to incorporate acetate into glyoxylate,
glycolate, or glycine, suggesting that this organism
uses a novel pathway to metabolize acetate. The early
work of Hoare (1963), which showed that Rs. rubrum
incorporated acetate into glutamate, would also tend
to discount the glyoxylate cycle. Subsequent studies
verified that three different strains of Rb. sphaeroides
were while four Rb. capsulatus strains were
shown to be (Willison, 1988). As pointed out by
Willison (1988), the phenotype appears to be
reminiscent of the situation observed with various
methylotrophic bacteria and Thiobacillus versutus,
which is both and depending on whether
the organism is cultured anaerobically or aerobically,
respectively (Claassen and Zehnder, 1986). Compli-
cating this situation further, using an assay based on
the colorimetric determination of the dinitro-
phenylhydrazone of glyoxylate, Blasco et al. (1989)
were able to detect significant levels of ICL activity
in Rb. sphaeroides, Rs. rubrum, as well as Rb.
capsulatus. These authors contend that the continuous
spectrophotometric assays previously employed may
have led to difficulties in accurately measuring this
enzyme. Perhaps the variance in ICL activity
measured in different laboratories (with different
strains) may be related to a faster adaptation by some
strains to acetate, which seems in two cases to be
related to acetate-dependent growth (Blasco et al.,
1989; Nielsen and Sojka, 1979). When an acetate-
adapted mutant became the dominant strain in cultures
of Rb. capsulatus St. Louis, the levels of ICL also
increased dramatically (Nielsen and Sojka, 1979).
Furthermore, unlike ICL, malate synthase was shown
to be constitutive in Rb. capsulatus E1F1 (Blasco et
al., 1989; 1991). Exhaustion of acetate from cultures
resulted in a rapid loss of ICL activity which was
dependent on active photosynthesis. Restoration of
activity required the addition of acetate and de novo
protein synthesis (Nielsen et al., 1979). Taking these
studies further, Blasco et al., (1991) found that there
was a 3-fold increase in ICL activity after washed
acetate-grown logarithmic Rb. capsulatus E1 F1 cells
were resuspended in fresh media containing 1 mM
acetate. As described for the St. Louis strain, cultures
which became depleted for acetate rapidly lost ICL
activity. Perhaps such phenomena are related to the
divergent reports of ICL in PNS bacteria.

Virtually all purple photosynthetic bacteria are able
to grow on pyruvate under photoheterotrophic growth
conditions. As an important hub in microbial
metabolism (Gest, 1981), the reactions leading to
and from pyruvate have attracted some interest in
PNS bacteria, particularly since these organisms
readily grow both aerobically and anaerobically. There
are several ways for PNS bacteria to metabolize
pyruvate. Several species have been shown to degrade
pyruvate under phototrophic conditions via pyruvate
decarboxylase to form acetaldehyde and acetoin
(Qadri and Hoare, 1967) and most, if not all, species
contain pyruvate dehydrogenase (Willison, 1988).
Rs. rubrum uses both PEP synthase and PEP
carboxylase to convert pyruvate to oxaloacetate and
these reactions are important anaplerotic enzymes of
the reductive tricarboxylic acid cycle, which are
present in this organism (Buchanan et al., 1967).
However, Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus contain
no PEP carboxylase or PEP synthase (Payne and
Morris, 1969b; Willison, 1988) and pyruvate
phosphate dikinase was not found in Rb. capsulatus
(Willison, 1988). In Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus, pyruvate carboxylase (PC), which is
absolutely dependent on acetyl CoA for activity, is
found at significant levels in both phototropically
and chemotrophically grown cells. Furthermore, PC
negative mutants of both species were unable to
grow on pyruvate or other compounds metabolized
through pyruvate. Thus, even though both Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus contained PEP
carboxykinase (PEPCK) (Payne and Morris, 1969b;
Willison, 1988), it is apparent that these organisms
cannot use PEPCK to produce oxaloacetate. Rather,
this enzyme, in vivo, must function to produce PEP
and, as pointed out by Payne and Morris (1969b), Rb.
sphaeroides (and Rb. capsulatus) is ‘…wholly reliant
upon its pyruvate carboxylase to supply the
dicarboxylic acids required during growth on carbon
sources which only yield phosphoenolpyruvate and/
or pyruvate.’ Thus, it is apparent that PC is an
important enzyme in Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus; the enzyme has recently been purified to
homogeneity from Rb. capsulatus and its gene cloned
(the first prokaryotic PC gene to be isolated) (H.V
Modak and D.J. Kelly, personal communication). If
the PEPCK reaction runs solely or predominately in
the direction of PEP, there must be other enzyme(s)
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in the cell whose activity pulls the PEPCK reaction
towards PEP. An excellent candidate is pyruvate
kinase (PK),which has been detected and partially
purified from Rs. rubrum (Klemme, 1973), Rb.
sphaeroides (Klemme, 1974), and Rb. capsulatus
(Willison, 1988; Schedel et al., 1975). The enzymes
from the three sources have surprisingly different
properties although they each show classic allosteric
regulation. For example, the Rs. rubrum enzyme is
highly sensitive to inorganic phosphate, which is an
allosteric inhibitor at fairly low levels
(Klemme, 1973). This sensitivity to phosphate is not
exhibited by the Rb. capsulatus enzyme where the
was calculated to be 6.5 mM (Klemme, 1974).
However, fumarate strongly inhibits the Rb.

at varying concentrations of PEP. The Rb. sphaeroides
enzyme closely resembles the Rb. capsulatus enzyme
with respect to its kinetic properties (Schedel et al.,
1975). The most interesting and intriguing property
of the Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus PK
enzymes is their cold lability, which appears to be
due to a rapid, reversible and a slow, irreversible
process that presumably involves dissociation-
reassociation of enzyme protomers (Schedel et al.,
1975). This important enzyme deserves to be studied
in greater detail since it functions at the crossroads of
important metabolic pathways of PNS bacteria. Other
reactions involving pyruvate that have been
demonstrated in PNS bacteria are malic enzyme
(Fuller et al., 1961), pyruvate synthase (Buchanan et
al., 1967), and pyruvate flavodoxin reductase
(Brostedt and Nordlund, 1991). Finally, as previously
discussed, Rs. rubrum shows the interesting capacity
to grow fermentatively on pyruvate in the dark
(Gorrell and Uffen, 1977) to form propionate
(Kohlmiller and Gest, 1951), (Uffen and Wolfe,
1970), and formate (Schön and Voelskow, 1976),
with formate subsequently metabolized to and

Pyruvate formate lyase appeared to be the key
enzyme of the fermentation and formate hydrogen
lyase is required for the generation of the
appearance of different fermentation end products
seems to be dependent on the growth conditions
(Schön and Voelskow, 1976).

PNS bacteria show differential abilities to
photometabolize propionate, as 33 strains of Rb.
capsulatus grew in a propionate- medium while
Rb. sphaeroides did not (Weaver et al., 1975). is
absolutely required for growth on propionate, as it is

for all reduced electron donors. In Rs. rubrum the
metabolism of propionate has been studied in great
detail; this 3-carbon compound is assimilated to
succinate via a propionyl CoA carboxylase whose
activity and/or synthesis is shut down in cells grown
in a malate medium (Knight, 1962).

Like propionate, another 3-carbon substrate,
glycerol, supports the growth of some PNS bacteria
but not others. Thus, Van Niel found that Rb.
sphaeroides and Rp. palustris could grown on glycerol
while Rb. capsulatus and Rhodocyclus (Rubrivivax)
gelatinosus could not (van Niel, 1944). Some years
later, Lueking et al. (1976) isolated a spontaneous
mutant of Rb. capsulatus after several rounds of
selection that had ‘gained’ the ability to grow on
glycerol. Under photosynthetic conditions, is
absolutely required, as might be expected for bacteria
grown on such a reduced substrate. In this strain,
glycerokinase and pyridine nucleotide independent

dehydrogenase activities were
found to be elevated several fold over the wild-type
strain. The mutant, strain contained constitutive
levels of these enzymes, as the difference in activity
levels of cells grown on malate compared to cells
grown on glycerol- was not great (Lueking et al.,
1976). A subsequent study has shown that gain-of-
function glycerol-catabolizing mutants of Rb.
capsulatus can easily be selected by subculturing
wild-type strains on media containing mixtures of
malate and glycerol (Spear and Sojka, 1984).

By contrast, Rb. sphaeroides, which naturally
grows on glycerol, followed a diauxic growth response
in a malate-glycerol medium and exhibited a typical
repression/induction response relative to the glycerol
catabolizing enzymes in a malate and glycerol
medium, respectively (Pike and Sojka, 1975). Since
the authors indicate that there is no evidence for a
specific glycerol transport system in Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus, it would appear that strain is
a mutant that has lost the capacity to control the
expression of the glycerol catabolizing enzymes
(Lueking et al., 1976). As will be discussed later, this
scenario is similar to the gain in the ability of Rb.
sphaeroides strain 16 to use as an electron
acceptor when malate is the carbon source (Wang et
al., 1993a).

Lastly, strains of Rb. capsulatus and Rhodo-
microbium vannieli were found to actively photome-
tabolize and grow on acetone; again, as expected,
growth was due to the reduction

capsulatus PK and enhances the sigmoidal behavior
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level of acetone (Madigan, 1990). No growth was
obtained under dark aerobic or dark anaerobic
conditions. Earlier studies described work with other
interesting isolates, since lost, capable of quantitative
conversion of isopropanol to acetone and
Unpublished results from our own laboratory had
previously indicated that high levels of RubisCO
may be obtained in Rb. capsulatus cells grown with
a variety of reduced substrates and alcohols, including
acetone.

D. Butyrate and the Metabolism of Other
Reduced Fatty Acids

In previous sections, the absolute requirement of
exogenous for the growth of PNS bacteria on
reduced organic compounds such as methanol,
propionate, glycerol, and acetone was stressed.
However, it is well known that PNS bacteria grow
better, with faster doubling times and to higher density,
when dicarboxylic acids such as malate or
succinate are used as the electron donor. Such
compounds, along with pyruvate and lactate, and
other common growth substrates are more oxidized
than the intracellular milieu; the cells thus do not
require an exogenous electron acceptor. Indeed, in an
insightful study over 60 years ago, Muller found that
organisms growing at the expense of oxidized organic
acids, such as acetate or malate, showed a significant
net release of into the growth medium. For
acetate and malate, 0.17 and 1.2 moles of were
produced per mole of substrate consumed, respec-
tively; for succinate, somewhat more reduced than
malate, the value dropped to 0.7 (Muller, 1933).
When reduced electron donors, such as butyrate,
were used, addition of to the growth medium
was required and 0.7 mole of was utilized per
mole of butyrate consumed. Thus, even though acetate
and butyrate are rapidly assimilated under photo-
trophic growth conditions, presumably to form large
amounts of                                            (PHB) and other
cellular constituents, metabolism of the two growth
substrates obviously cause profound physiological
changes. As discussed by Stanier et al., (1976), the
synthesis of PHB from acetate is a reductive process
involving the metabolic sequences of the TCA cycle:

However, synthesis of PHB from butyrate is an
oxidative process:

Under anaerobic conditions, there must be a readily
available hydrogen acceptor and, obviously, this must
be supplied exogenously because the cells will not
grow without the addition of in the form of
bicarbonate, with subsequently reductively
assimilated to carbohydrate Thus, butyrate
photoassimilation is coupled to fixation:

This last equation readily explains how PNS
bacteria are able to grow on reduced fatty acids, and
probably relates to the requirement of bacteria
cultured on other reduced carbon sources as well. At
one time, it was thought that organic carbon served
mainly as a H-donor for      fixation (van Niel,
1941). However, the discovery (Gest and Kamen,
1949) that PNS bacteria may evolve copious quantities
of    when grown on organic carbon caused a
reevaluation of Van Niel’s hypothesis on the role of
organic carbon. Indeed as stated by Gest (1951):
“The accessory (organic) ‘hydrogen donor’ required
in bacterial photosynthesis ordinarily does not
undergo a simple one-step oxidation; it generally

stressed that need not be a major carbon source
at all under such growth conditions since it is easily
replaced by other exogenous electron acceptors that
have no ability to function directly in carbon
assimilation (Richardson et al., 1988). The importance
of RubisCO and the Calvin cycle to this whole
question of balancing the redox state of the cell is
discussed in Sections III.D and IV.A.

E. Sugar Metabolism

Most, if not all, PNS bacteria are able to grow on one
or more of the common sugars; in some cases the
ability or inability to use fructose is characteristic of
the species (Madigan, 1988). PS bacteria are much

supplies carbon intermediates, other than           which
are directly used by the cell for synthetic purposes.
This is apparently true for practically all classes of
organic ‘hydrogen donors.’ “ Indeed, it should be
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more restrictive in their ability to metabolize sugars
(Thiele, 1968). For purposes of this discussion, the
metabolism of glucose and fructose by Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus has been the best
described. Both organisms transport these sugars via
the phosphotransferase system (Saier et al., 1971).
Early studies by Szymona and Doudoroff (1960) had
indicated that Rb. sphaeroides uses a modified version
of the classic Entner-Doudoroff pathway to
metabolize glucose. In this scheme, no phosphory-
lated intermediates are employed (Conway, 1992)
and this 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate (KDG) bypass
proceeds as shown in Eq. (5).

In Rb. capsulatus, glucose is degraded by the
Entner-Doudoroff pathway but fructose metabolism
proceeds through the Embden-Meyerhof pathway
(Eidels and Preiss, 1970; Conrad and Schlegel, 1974;
1977a,b). In the latter instance, a specific 1-
phosphofructokinase is substantially induced under
both phototrophic and aerobic growth modes in the
presence of fructose (Conrad and Schlegel, 1974).
This enzyme is encoded by the fruK gene (Wu et al.,
1991) which is part of the fru operon, composed of
other genes that specify enzymes of fructose
metabolism (Wu and Saier, 1990; Wu et al., 1990).
Interestingly, some homology of an internal portion
of FruK to a region of RubisCO large subunits
containing residues involved in ribulose 1,5-
bisphosphate (RuBP) binding was noted. In Rb.
sphaeroides, fructose is metabolized via both the
Entner-Doudoroff (ED) and Embden-Meyerhof-
Parnas (EMP) pathways; aerobically, the cells
predominantly use the ED pathway, while under
phototrophic conditions, fructose was metabolized
by the EMP pathway (Conrad and Schlegel, 1977a).
Glucose-grown cells employed only the ED pathway
under both phototrophic and aerobic chemotrophic
growth conditions (Conrad and Schlegel (1977a).
These results are quite fascinating, especially in Rb.
sphaeroides, as they point to sophisticated molecular
controls over the expression of enzymes of sugar
dissimilation that are dependent on both the growth
substrate and the levels of oxygen. Conditions which
lead to the induced metabolism of either glucose or
fructose should result in the repression of enzymes
of the Calvin cycle, which is involved in carbohydrate

biosynthesis. More than likely when the Calvin cycle
(cbb) operons are switched on, the sugar dissimilatory
system will be off. A fruitful area of investigation
would be to isolate regulatory elements which control
or influence the molecular ‘switching’ between
carbohydrate synthesis and catabolism. Such studies
might also relate to the control of oxidant-dependent
sugar fermentation catalyzed by both Rb. sphaeroides
and Rb. capsulatus (Madigan et al., 1980). This
special type of energy conversion is discussed in the
Chapter by Zannoni of this volume.

Finally, any discussion of heterotrophic metabolism
(summarized in Fig. 1), under both aerobic or
phototrophic growth conditions, must consider that
the TCA cycle plays an essential role in the
metabolism of all PNS bacteria. In Rb. capsulatus, it
was found that molecular oxygen regulates through a
rather specific effect on the synthesis of the α-
ketoglutarate dehydrogenase enzyme
complex; low basal levels of found under
phototrophic growth conditions are presumably
required to generate sufficient succinyl CoA for the
biosynthesis of metalloporphyrins required for
photosynthesis (Beatty and Gest, 1981a). Aerobic
metabolism, however, exacts a high requirement for
reduced pyridine nucleotide for ATP biosynthesis.
Thus,               is induced under aerobic conditions
and the levels of isocitrate dehydrogenase and citrate
synthase are also elevated (Beatty and Gest, 1981b).

III. Calvin Reductive Pentose Phosphate
Pathway

Classic label incorporation experiments performed
many years ago (reviewed in Tabita, 1988) established
that, much like green plants, PS and PNS bacteria
assimilate primarily into 3-phosphoglyceric
acid (3-PGA). The kinetics of incorporation, plus the
identification of additional products of         fixation
unequivocally established that the Calvin-Benson-
Bassham reductive pentose phosphate cycle is the
major route for reduction (Glover et al., 1952;
Stoppani et al., 1955). With regard to the PNS bacteria
it is interesting that the conditions under which the
cells were grown (in a medium containing malate as
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electron donor and primary carbon source) result in
a net release of           into the growth medium (section
II C). Thus, at least part of the produced as a
result of the metabolism of the oxidized carbon
source is assimilated through the Calvin pathway.
Presumably under these conditions the Calvin cycle
is used more as an anaplerotic carbon assimilatory
route. These studies were followed by the actual
demonstration of RubisCO activity in extracts of Rs.
rubrum and Chromatium sp. (Fuller and Gibbs, 1959).
Based on the time-dependent isolation of labeled
intermediates of the pathway, as well as measurement
of several enzyme activities, a cyclic pathway was
established (Fig. 2). Aside from the pyridine
nucleotide specificity of the glyceraldehyde phosphate
dehydrogenase reaction, the scheme is the same in
prokaryotes and eukaryotes. There are two unique

reactions, those catalyzed by RubisCO, the actual
assimilatory enzyme, and phosphoribulokinase,

which catalyses the ATP-dependent phosphorylation
of ribulose 5-phosphate (Ru-5-P) to form RuBP. In
PNS bacteria, one enzyme, fructose 1,6-/sedohep-
tulose 1,7- bisphosphatase, catalyzes the removal of
inorganic phosphate from fructose 1,6-bisphosphate
(FBP) and sedoheptulose 1,7-bisphosphate (SBP),
respectively. Examination of the reactions involved
in the metabolism and reduction of 3-PGA indicate
many familiar enzymes of intermediary metabolism.
These reactions are devoted to the regeneration of
the acceptor, RuBP, with the net result that one
molecule of triose phosphate is produced from three
molecules of In the following discussion, the
properties of each of the important enzymes are
reviewed and considered in conjunction with the
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regulation of assimilation by purple photo-
synthetic bacteria.

A. RubisCO

This important catalyst has generated considerable
interest over the years, mainly due to its capacity to
catalyze the first reaction of two competing metabolic
pathways, the Calvin reductive assimilatory
pathway and an oxidative pathway involving the
oxygenolysis of RuBP and subsequent oxidative
metabolism of phosphoglycolate, the product of RuBP
oxygenolysis. The two major physiological reactions
catalyzed by RubisCO (Fig. 2), carboxylation and
oxygenolysis, are catalyzed by a single protein at a
single active site; the overall significance of both
reactions to agricultural productivity has resulted in
this enzyme becoming one of the most intensely
studied of all proteins. RubisCO is the most abundant
protein found in nature (Ellis, 1979) and is an
extremely poor catalyst with a of about 3
undoubtedly a contributing factor to its massive
synthesis in organisms that employ the Calvin cycle
to grow with as sole carbon source. The enzyme
itself may be isolated as a complex hexadecameric
protein (type I or form I RubisCO) comprised of
eight large (catalytic) subunits of about 55,000)
and eight small subunits about 15,000). The type
I enzyme thus has an arrangement of subunits.
Type II (form II) RubisCO, found in several PNS
bacteria (Tabita, 1988), is comprised of only large
subunits (either          or      The large subunits
from both types are unrelated, a fact that was first
noted when the deduced amino acid sequence of the
type II enzyme of Rs. rubrum was compared to
various type I large subunits (Nargang et al., 1984)
and when peptide maps of the large subunits of form
I and form II proteins of Rb. sphaeroides were
compared (Gibson and Tabita, 1985). Subsequently
the genes of the two distinct Rb. sphaeroides proteins
were sequenced (see Chapter by Gibson) and the
deduced amino acid sequences clearly showed that
there was only about 25% identity. Moreover, the
form I and form II RubisCO genes are found on
separate chromosomal genetic elements (Suwanto
and Kaplan, 1989). A recent review traces the history
of the discovery of the different structural forms of
RubisCO in photosynthetic bacteria (Tabita, 1988).

The type II RubisCO from Rs. rubrum, which is a
simple homodimer of large subunits (Tabita and
McFadden, 1974b), has become the paradigm for

structure-function studies of this enzyme (Schneider
et al., 1990). Indeed one of the more interesting
findings has been the universality of the dimer as a
basic structural motif, even in more complex type I
RubisCO enzymes. Thus in the type I enzyme, there
are essentially four Rs. rubrum-like dimers that form
the octameric core of the protein, most accurately
depicted as an arrangement (Knight et al.,
1990). Decorating both the top and bottom of the
octameric core are 4 small subunits, such that the

structure in reality is an type structure.
The active site is formed from the interface between
the N-terminal domain of one subunit and the
barrel of the C-terminal domain of the second subunit
of the dimer with at least two subunits required to
form the complete active site (Schneider et al., 1990;
Knight et al., 1990; Schreuder et al., 1993). Like
most         barrel enzymes, various loops appear to be
extremely important for catalysis; for RubisCO loop
6 is particularly cogent since this 11-amino acid
region appears to be involved with stabilizing the
carboxy and peroxy intermediates that form during
the carboxylase and oxygenase reactions, respectively.
Of particular importance in this region is Lys-329 of
the Rs. rubrum enzyme (Lys-334 of type I RubisCO),
which is absolutely required for activity (Hartman
and Lee, 1989) and whose function appears to be
influenced by other residues found in loop 6 or which
contact loop 6 (Spreitzer, 1993). Although not within
the purview of this review, various aspects of the
structure of RubisCO that relate to its function have
greatly influenced the experimental approaches that
have been taken by various groups to elucidate the
catalytic mechanism and the basis for
specificity. For more information on this interesting
topic, the reader is directed to several papers that
relate to the X-ray structure of RubisCO (Schneider
et al., 1990; Knight et al., 1990; Schreuder et al.,
1993).

1. Biochemical Properties of RubisCO from
Purple Photosynthetic Bacteria

Before catalysis may proceed, RubisCO must first be
activated. This involves carbamylation of the 
group of Lys-191/Lys-201 with ‘activator’ in a
slow, rate-determining step, followed by the rapid
addition of divalent cation to form a stable ternary
complex, which then may catalyze either the
carboxylation or oxygenolysis of RuBP (see Eq. (6))
where E represents RubisCO; C is M is divalent
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cation; R is RuBP; O is oxygen; and P is product
(Miziorko and Lorimer, 1983). This basic catalytic
pathway is obligatory for all sources of RubisCO and
readily illustrates the well described competition of

and for the enzyme bound enediolate of
RuBP. It should also be noted that in many instances
RuBP prevents activation by forming a tight E-R
complex, basically locking the enzyme in a
conformation that prevents the obligatory carbamy-
lation (activation). The capacity to form the E-R
complex is a property which accentuates differences
between type II enzymes and most type I enzymes.
For the Rs. rubrum type II enzyme, early studies
indicated that preincubation with RuBP does not
drastically inhibit activity (Tabita and McFadden,
1974a; Christeller and Laing, 1978; Whitman et al.,
1979). These differences are readily illustrated by
comparing the responses of the form I and form II
Rb. sphaeroides enzymes (Fig. 3). The only known
type I enzymes that do not show RuBP-mediated
inhibition are the enzymes isolated from cyano-
bacteria (Tabita, 1994). In addition to differences in
the response to RuBP, type I and II enzymes show
pronounced differences in their sensitivity to
phosphorylated metabolites such as 6-phospho-
gluconate (Tabita and McFadden, 1972; Gibson and
Tabita, 1977; 1979; Whitman et al., 1979). Perhaps
the most impressive differences in catalytic properties
involve comparisons of the Michaelis constants,
particularly for and and the
ratio or substrate specificity factor Jordan and
Ogren (1981) compared the substrate specificity
factor and kinetic constants of RubisCO from a
number of photosynthetic organisms. This ratio
contrasts the relative rates of the carboxylase and
oxygenase reactions at any given and
concentration and is derived from the equation (Laing
et al., 1974):

where and represent the maximal velocity
and Michaelis constant, respectively, for
and are the maximal velocity and Michaelis
constant for and and are the initial
velocities for the carboxylase and oxygenase
reactions, respectively. Using a simultaneous and
sensitive dual label assay to measure the two activities,
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it was found that the type II enzymes from Rs.
rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides have considerably lower

values than the enzyme from higher plants. Indeed
there seems to be a gradation in the values from
higher plants to type II enzymes. Interestingly the

value for the form I enzyme of Rb. sphaeroides
resembled values obtained for eukaryotic green algal
enzymes, but was somewhat lower than the plant
enzyme. The major reason for the low value of the
two type II enzymes appears to be primarily due to
the high for these enzymes, which also appears
to be true of the low specificity factor cyanobacterial,
vent symbiont (Stein and Felbeck, 1993), and Chrom-
atium (Jordan and Chollet, 1985) enzymes. More
recently the substrate specificity value for several
additional microbial enzymes have been determined
and these data, along with results summarized from
earlier studies are compared (Table 1). In all cases,
the spinach enzyme has been used as an internal

standard and all values are based on the double
label assay; the type I enzymes have been grouped
according to their amino acid sequence relatedness.
Obviously, there is a great need for additional
determinations amongst the bacterial type I RubisCO
subclasses, particularly for additional PS photo-
synthetic bacterial and sulfur bacterial enzymes of
Type IA and for PNS bacterial and chemolithotrophic
bacterial enzymes of Type IC. Now that additional
Type II enzymes have been isolated (English et al.,
1992; Chung et al., 1993), it will be important to
determine their sequence and the relevant kinetic
constants so that comparisons may be made. The
most important question facing RubisCO biochemists
continues to involve elucidation of the determinants
which influence         and      substrate specificity. As
noted earlier, the importance of loop 6 is well
appreciated. However, it is also apparent from site-
directed mutagenesis and genetic studies (Hartman
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and Harpel, 1993, 1994; Spreitzer, 1993) that other
unknown determinants remain to be discovered. A
good representative sample of values for additional
bacterial enzymes, in which the sequence is known,
should give some idea as to what regions have been
altered. Indeed, recent studies and comparisons of
this type have pointed to several distinct changes in
residues that may influence loop 6 of several nongreen
algal RubisCOs, enzymes which all have values
higher than plant RubisCO (Read and Tabita, 1992a,b;
1994). These comparisons, in conjunction with X-
ray modeling studies and computer programs that
can simulate perturbations or influences in the active
site, will be most important for designing future
enzyme engineering approaches. Obviously, if one
could design the perfect RubisCO, it would be highly
active and possess a high substrate specificity. At
present, genetic engineering approaches have resulted
in the isolation of RubisCO enzymes with altered,
and even increased substrate specificity, however the
enzymes uniformly exhibit low values (reviewed
in Spreitzer, 1993; Hartman and Harpel, 1993,1994).

2. Biosynthesis and Assembly of RubisCO

It is apparent that the complexity of RubisCO from
photosynthetic bacteria ranges from the simple
dimeric structure of the Rs. rubrum type II enzyme to
the hexadecameric type I structure found in most
purple photosynthetic bacteria. At this time, only Rs.
rubrum contains the simple dimer; this structural
form has not been isolated from any other
photosynthetic bacterium, not even from other species
purported to be members of the genus Rhodospirillum
(Tabita, 1988). The fact that all other type II enzymes
from PNS bacteria that have been described are
found as higher aggregates, implies that the Rs.
rubrum dimer is unusual and lacks some key assembly
determinant(s) that prevent assembly into higher
aggregated forms. Inasmuch as the recombinant Rs.
rubrum enzyme is assembled into an active dimer in
Escherichia coli (Sommerville and Sommerville,
1984), the assembly determinants must be related to
the specific sequence. The same may be said for the
Rb. sphaeroides form II enzyme, in which aggregates
ranging from dimers to structures greater than
may be found (Gibson and Tabita, 1977) as well as
the apparently native tetrameric/hexameric structure
formed in vivo by both the parent organism and E.
coli (Tabita et al., 1986). The preparation of truncated
recombinant Rs. rubrum enzymes by site-directed

mutagenesis indicated that removal of the C-terminal
tail section of the protein resulted in its assembly to
dimers, octamers, or both, depending on the site of
truncation (Ranty et al., 1990). The       mutant proteins
exhibited very low levels of activity and the removal
of the C-terminal helical regions appeared to expose
new hydrophobic surfaces to solvent. Thus, the
authors postulate that the newly exposed hydrophobic
surfaces interact to form the higher aggregate. This
hypothesis seemed valid since the introduction of a
polar residue within the new hydrophobic region
resulted in the formation of dimers. Analogous work
yielded an 18-residue truncated protein (Morell et
al., 1990) whose properties were totally different
from the 17-residue truncation prepared by Ranty et
al., (1990). In the 18-residue truncated mutant
enzyme, activity was quite similar to the wild-type
protein and formed the usual dimer structure. The
18-residue truncation contains a new C-terminal Leu
which replaces the Tyr-Pro C-terminus of the 17-
residue truncation. However, as pointed out by the
authors, it is difficult to understand how these
sequence differences yield such profound structural
and catalytic differences (Morell et al., 1990). In any
case, these studies illustrate that localized structural
determinants of the large subunits directly influence
the final assembly product.

Previous studies on the biosynthesis of RubisCO
from Chromatium vinosum have shown that the
synthesis of both large and small subunits is
synchronized and maximized under autotrophic
growth conditions in the presence of reduced sulfur
compounds (Kobayashi and Akazawa, 1982a,b). A
constant ratio of large and small subunits was achieved
throughout the induction. Taken together, these results
were interpreted to indicate that the synthesis of the
two subunits is coordinately regulated. Although
similar studies have not been performed for other
type I bacterial enzymes, it would be fairly safe to
predict that similar results would be obtained. Indeed,
now that it is known that the large and small subunit
genes of all type I RubisCO enzymes (cbbL and
cbbS) (Tabita et al., 1992) are cotranscribed as part
of an operon in all bacteria (Tabita, 1988), the
molecular basis for the Chromatium findings is readily
apparent.

Despite the obvious requirement for specific
residues on the large subunits, research on the
assembly of RubisCO has taken on a whole new,
more complicated and more interesting dimension.
These studies have primarily focused on the simple
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dimeric enzyme from Rs. rubrum, where it has been
shown that accessory proteins or ‘molecular
chaperones’ (Ellis, 1990) are required to assist the
assembly of unfolded monomers or nascent
polypeptide chains along a pathway that favors the
formation of the correctly folded and properly
arranged active dimer (Goloubinoff et al., 1989a,b).
Complexes of chaperones and newly synthesized
proteins are often found to be associated in the cell.
These can then dissociate, often through the mediation
of other proteins and the energy obtained from ATP
hydrolysis, to form the final functional oligomeric
protein and free chaperone protein. For RubisCO,
there is an interesting history relative to the discovery
of the ‘RubisCO-binding protein’ (Barraclough and
Ellis, 1980; Roy et al., 1982) and its remarkable
homology to the product of the groEL gene of E. coli
(Hemmingsen et al., 1988), which along with groES,
comprise the groEL heat shock operon (Zeilstra-
Ryalls et al., 1991). Both the Rs. rubrum and
cyanobacterial RubisCO genes, cbbM and rbcLrbcS,
respectively, when expressed in E. coli, were shown
to require the GroEL (cpn60) and GroES (cpn l0)
proteins for proper assembly in vivo (Goloubinoff et
al., 1989a), and for the Rs. rubrum protein, in vitro as
well (Goloubinoff et al., 1989b;Viitanen et al., 1990).
Homologs of cpn60 have been isolated from
Chromatium vinosum (McFadden et al., 1989; Torres-
Ruiz, 1989, 1992) and Rb. sphaeroides (Watson et
al., 1990; Terlesky and Tabita, 1991) and the groE
genes from both organisms have been isolated and
sequenced (Ferreyra et al., 1993; Lee, Terlesky, and
Tabita, unpublished). In each case, the cpn60 levels
were shown to vary according to the growth
conditions, following the same pattern exhibited for
RubisCO synthesis (McFadden et al., 1989; Terlesky
and Tabita, 1991). The Cm. vinosum groE genes were
functional in E. coli; indeed, in a very interesting
experiment, lambda clones containing the Cm.
vinosum genes were shown to form plaques in a groE
host strain of E. coli, indicating that the Chromatium
genes could replace the well-known requirement of
the E. coli genes for bacteriophage assembly (Zeilstra-
Ryalls et al., 1991). Moreover, expression of the Cm.
vinosum genes in E. coli was enhanced by heat-
shock and a putative heat shock promoter was
identified. The Cm. vinosum cpn60 and cpn l0
proteins, or mixtures of these proteins and E. coli
chaperonin proteins, were effective in enhancing
productive assembly of the Rs. rubrum, Synecho-
coccus, and Cm. vinosum RubisCO enzymes in E.

coli (Ferreyra et al., 1993). Since the dimer is the
basic structural motif (Andersson et al., 1989), a
model for chaperonin-mediated RubisCO assembly
for the Rs. rubrum dimer (type II) and type I
cyanobacterial enzymes has been proposed (Golou-
binoif et al., 1989a). For Rb. sphaeroides, containing
a more aggregated type II enzyme, as well as the
conventional type I enzyme, a similar assembly
pathway is envisioned (Fig. 4) that shows the
involvement of the products of the form I and form II
operons, and the groE operon for RubisCO assembly
in this organism. Although the form I and form II
operons are located on the separate chromosomal
elements of Rb. sphaeroides (Suwanto et al., 1989),
it is not known at this juncture where the groE operon
maps. As discussed above, the levels of cpn60 are
maximized under growth conditions that favor
maximum RubisCO synthesis (Terlesky and Tabita,
1991), however, the molecular basis for this
observation has not been elucidated. Finally, Cm.
vinosum RubisCO, presumably encoded by one of
the two sets of type I RubisCO genes found in this
organism (Viale et al., 1989), was isolated in both the

and forms, with the form presumably
derived from the enzyme and fully active in the
absence of small subunits (Torres-Ruiz and
McFadden, 1985, 1987). Although the N-terminal
amino acid sequence of the large subunit of these two
enzymes is identical, it differs somewhat from the
amino acid sequences deduced from the two type I
large subunits genes of this organism (Kobayashi et
al., 1991). This potentially interesting system has not
been studied further. If it is verified that subunits
are fully active, current perceptions as to the
requirements of small subunits for catalysis
(Andrews, 1988; Lee and Tabita, 1990; Smrcka et
al., 1991) will need to be revised as will the ability of
type I large subunits to form assembly domains that
favor activity.

3. In vivo Regulation of RubisCO Activity

As a key enzyme in assimilation, there have
been several attempts to relate physiological responses
to the activity of RubisCO. Perhaps the first indication
that the activity of the enzyme might be regulated in
vivo came from studies with Chromatium and
Thiopedia (Thiocapsa) spp. (Hurlbert and Lascelles,
1963). When thiosulfate-bicarbonate grown Chroma-
tium was transferred to a medium containing pyruvate,
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a rapid decrease in RubisCO activity was obtained
that was dependent on protein synthesis. It was
further shown that cells placed in a thiosulfate-
pyruvate (mixotrophic) growth medium blocked the
normal increase in RubisCO activity characteristic
of cells growing solely in a thiosulfate-bicarbonate
medium. So long as there was oxidizable thiosulfate
in the mixotrophic growth medium, the level of
activity remained constant. Depletion of thiosulfate
led to a rapid decrease in RubisCO activity. Excess

as well as pyruvate, was subsequently shown to
affect the level of activity (Kobayashi and Akazawa,
1982a). These results clearly indicate that some
alteration of the enzyme occurs in the cell, either
through the binding of some inhibitor or through
some modification in the structure of the enzyme.
Various phosphorylated metabolites are known to

modulate the activity of RubisCO (Tabita, 1988),
and the intracellular level of many of these metabolites
correlates with enzyme activity in two different
cyanobacteria (Pelroy and Bassham, 1972, 1976).
Most interesting, these effectors appeared to be able
to regulate the activity of the enzyme in the
intracellular milieu as opposed to in vitro (Tabita and
Colletti, 1979). In Rs. rubrum, in situ assays of
toluene-permeabilized cells indicated that the affinity
of the enzyme for RuBP was lower than the enzyme
assayed in vitro (Störro and McFadden, 1983). Taken
together, these in situ activity measurements indicated
that the enzyme microenvironment, obviously
different in situ and in vitro, influences RubisCO
activity. Certainly in plants, several additional factors
contribute to the modulation of RubisCO activity in
vivo, including light-dependent synthesis of tightly-
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binding specific inhibitors (Gutteridge et al., 1986;
Berry et al., 1987) and the enzyme RubisCO activase
(Portis, Jr. 1992). Whether these rather specific
inhibitory compounds and/or RubisCO activase play
any role in the control of RubisCO activity in purple
photosynthetic bacteria, remains to be determined.

In Rb. sphaeroides, the inactivation/reactivation
of RubisCO in vivo appears to play an important role
in modulating activity. Much like Cm. vinosum
(Hurlbert and Lascelles, 1963), the addition of organic
compounds, particularly pyruvate, to photolitho-
autotrophically-grown (1.5%
cultures, results in a drop in RubisCO activity. This
effect was mimicked in autotrophic cultures after the
concentration of         was raised from the usual 1.5%
to 6% (Jouanneau and Tabita, 1987). Immunological
assays indicated that the levels of both form I and
form II RubisCO protein remained constant during
the time activity was lost, suggestive of some
modulation of enzyme activity not related to protein
degradation. Isolation and separation of inactivated
from active enzyme further indicated that only the
form I RubisCO was affected. Complicating things,
the inactivated form I enzyme exhibited a marked
propensity to become reactivated in vitro (Jouanneau
and Tabita, 1987). Subsequent studies showed that
inactivation occurred by some process that was
reversible in vivo, since activity recovered soon after
the cells consumed pyruvate or from
the growth medium in the presence of protein
synthesis inhibitors (Wang and Tabita, 1992a).
Reversibility of inactivation, however, occurred only
when the culture medium contained saturating levels
of ammonia; if the cells depleted the available
ammonia during the time they metabolized added
pyruvate, recovery did not occur. Subsequent studies
showed that blockage of the major ammonia
assimilatory enzyme, glutamine synthetase (GS),
with the specific inhibitor methionine sulfoximine
(MSX), prevented the recovery of pyruvate-mediated
inactivation (Wang and Tabita, 1992b). Indeed,
recovery occurred only at concentrations of MSX
that failed to completely inhibit in situ GS activity.
These results were interpreted to indicate that the
intracellular ratio of glutamine/ which
effectively defines the nitrogen status of bacteria and
initiates a complex regulatory cascade in many
organisms including Rb. sphaeroides (Wang and
Song, 1989), may contribute to the regulation of both
the carbon and nitrogen assimilatory systems of this
organism. Studies with a RubisCO deletion mutant

of Rb. sphaeroides showed that there was specificity
of the inactivation system for Rb. sphaeroides form I
RubisCO. This was determined after expressing
several diverse type I RubisCO genes in the Rb.
sphaeroides RubisCO deletion strain (Wang and
Tabita, 1992a). Moreover, expression of the form I
Rb. sphaeroides genes in a Rs. rubrum RubisCO
deletion strain did not result in pyruvate-mediated
inhibition of form I RubisCO in this environment,
suggesting that this inactivation system may be unique
to Rb. sphaeroides, although other interpretations of
these results are possible (Wang and Tabita, 1992a).
Finally, the inactivated form I RubisCO was purified
to homogeneity and the propensity of the purified
enzyme to become reactivated in vitro found to
closely parallel what had been found with partially
purified preparations. Interestingly, the purified
inactivated enzyme was shown to exhibit mobility
on both nondenaturing and sodium dodecyl sulfate
gels different from that of the active enzyme prepared
from cells not treated with organic acids. However,
the Michaelis constants for RuBP, or were
not significantly altered. Several factors were found
to lead to activation in vitro, including increases in
temperature, the levels of and the levels of
ATP; the latter two compounds were shown to mediate
reactivation in a time-dependent and concentration-
dependent process which appeared to be reversible
(Wang and Tabita, 1992a,c). Concomitant with the
recovery of enzymatic activity, the migration of the
inactivated form I RubisCO on gels changed from a
pattern that was characteristic of inactivated enzyme
to a pattern that was identical to that of the active
protein. It was further found that the form I enzyme
and cpn60 formed a complex in the presence of ATP
making it apparent that the form I enzyme contained
a specific ATP-binding site that might contribute to
both regulation of activity as well as to the assembly
of active enzyme. These results emphasize that some
powerful negative effector must be produced in vivo
to maintain the enzyme in the inactivated state during
the time that the form I RubisCO becomes inactivated
after the addition of pyruvate to cultures; otherwise
the enzyme would become activated and remain
activated by the high intracellular nucleotide pool
(Wang and Tabita, 1992c).

To further understand in vivo inactivation of form I
RubisCO, it is necessary that the nature and
mechanism of the apparent modification be
characterized further. Moreover, it is necessary that
some genetic component of the system become
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identified. The demonstration that inactivation is
reversible in vivo (and in vitro) and depends on
important physiological parameters such as the
nitrogen status of the cells, lends credence to the
assumption that this is an important physiological
mechanism to regulate RubisCO activity in Rb.
sphaeroides.

Another system for posttranslational modification
of RubisCO activity was demonstrated to occur in
Rs. rubrum. Not surprisingly, readily inhibits the
photoassimilation of in PNS bacteria (Khanna
et al., 1981), and Chromatium and Rs. rubrum will
excrete glycolate (derived from the oxygenase activity
of RubisCO) in the presence of in the light by a
process that is inhibited by (Asami and Akazawa,
1974; Störro and McFadden, 1981). Beyond
competition for enzyme-bound enediolate, it seems
likely that control might involve RubisCO directly.
Thus it was not surprising that from 70–80% of the
RubisCO activity was lost when Rs. rubrum cells
were exposed to atmospheric levels of oxygen over a
12–24 h period (Cook and Tabita, 1988). The quantity
of RubisCO protein, determined immunologically
and on SDS gels, did not decrease during the time
activity was lost. Only after prolonged periods of
incubation with oxygen did enzyme degradation
occur, suggesting that the inactivated enzyme
becomes ’marked’ for proteolytic processing, much
like E. coli GS (Levine et al., 1981). Unlike the
organic acid-mediated response noted earlier, oxygen-
mediated inactivation of RubisCO appears to be due
to some form of irreversible modification mediated
by some gene product(s) found in Rs. rubrum (Cook
and Tabita, 1988). An artificial model system with
purified Rs. rubrum RubisCO was established to
mimic the oxidative modification of the enzyme.
This ascorbate- system established that a
reactive oxygen species is generated which interacts
at a specific site on the noncarbamylated enzyme
from several sources; carbamylation protects against
inactivation (Cook et al., 1988). In the PS bacterium
Thiocapsa roseopersicina, it was found that
thiosulfate and sulfide were oxidized under both
anaerobic photolithoautotrophic and aerobic
chemolithoautotrophic growth conditions, in each
case using RubisCO and the Calvin cycle to assimilate

(Kondratieva et al., 1976). Thus, it is apparent
that in this organism, a similar
inactivation process does not occur.

Finally, Turner and Mann (1986) found that the
major phosphoprotein detected in Rhodomicobium

vannielii had a       of 55,000; this was subsequently
proposed to be the large subunit of type I RubisCO
based on immunoprecipitation and sucrose density
gradient centrifugation experiments (Mann and
Turner, 1988). Phosphotyrosine was the modified
amino acid identified, however at this time there is no
indication that the phosphorylated tyrosine is part of
a discrete peptide that coincides with a known
RubisCO sequence or that the modified enzyme has
been affected in its catalytic activity. The authors
provide evidence that the large subunit is phosphory-
lated and present in a large molecular weight complex
prior to its assembly into the mature holoenzyme
(Mann and Turner, 1988). Perhaps these results relate
to the complexation of cpn60 and form I RubisCO in
Rb. sphaeroides (Wang and Tabita, 1992c). In any
case, further progress on this potentially interesting
posttranslational modification of the Rm. vannielii
enzyme is awaited with great interest.

4. Enzyme Engineering of RubisCO and
Mutant Selection

Thus far, type I(cbbLcbbS) and type II (cbbM)
RubisCO genes from Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides,
and Cm. vinosum have been expressed in E. coli and
purified recombinant proteins have been prepared in
each instance (Somerville and Sommerville, 1984;
Viale et al., 1985; Gibson and Tabita, 1986; Tabita et
al., 1986; Viale et al., 1990). Obviously, this is an
obligatory first step before studies may be undertaken
to modify or engineer the properties of RubisCO via
site-directed mutagenesis. A thermostable RubisCO
was prepared from Chromatium tepidum (Heda and
Madigan, 1988, 1989) and this system might be
effectively employed to elucidate the molecular basis
for thermal stability or for determining how is
affected by temperature. To date, only the Rs. rubrum
cbbM gene has been subject to substantial modifi-
cation, with the result that an impressive amount of
work has been produced which has greatly improved
our understanding of the mechanism of catalysis
(reviewed in Hartman, 1992; Hartman and harpel,
1993). However, the Rb. sphaeroides and Cm. vinosum
cbbLcbbS genes are excellent potential systems for
genetic engineering because they encode enzymes
that are fairly well characterized, yet they have
substantially different properties compared to the
more heavily studied cyanobacterial type I system
(Tabita, 1994), including different substrate
specificity values (Table 1) and the capacity to form
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inhibitory E-R complexes. The Rb. sphaeroides
RubisCO deletion strain, prepared by inserting
antibiotic resistant cartridges within the remaining
RubisCO gene coding sequences (Fig. 5), has also
proven to be a valuable host for the expression of
foreign RubisCO genes, using either a specific
promoter-vector system or the promoter specific to
the RubisCO genes being expressed (Falcone and
Tabita, 1991; Falcone and Tabita, 1993a). The value
of RubisCO deletion strains of Rb. sphaeroides
(Falcone and Tabita, 1991) and Rs. rubrum (Falcone
and Tabita, 1993b), strains 16 and I-19, respectively,
lies in the fact that these strains may be complemented
to photolithoautotrophic growth via the expression
of different RubisCO genes, such that the growth
properties of the complemented strain reflects the
idiosyncrasies of the expressed RubisCO. For
example, Rb. sphaeroides strain 16, when it
synthesizes the Synechococcus 6301 enzyme, does
not grow at low levels, due to the inherently
poor Michaelis constant for of the cyanobacterial
enzyme (Falcone and Tabita, 1991). In addition,
various cyanobacterial mutant and hybrid enzymes
that have weak catalytic activity, exhibit very poor
growth rates (Hernandez and Tabita, unpublished).
Such results suggest that methods to select additional
mutant enzymes may be developed by randomly
mutagenizing the RubisCO genes of interest, followed
by transformation and complementation of strains
16 or I-19 with the mutagenized DNA. Subsequent
growth, under environmental conditions that favor
the trait desired, should result in the selection of

novel mutant enzyme forms. It is anticipated that
biological selection of RubisCO mutations using
photosynthetic bacterial hosts will result in the
isolation of a number of interesting mutant forms of
RubisCO that should greatly supplement those that
may be isolated using the Chlamydomonas system
(Spreitzer, 1993). Moreover the bacterial system
provides a facile approach to screen the in vivo
consequences of changes in RubisCO substrate
specificity made by in vitro genetic engineering.

B. Phosphoribulokinase (PRK)

PRK, the other unique enzyme of the Calvin cycle,
has recently received increased scrutiny. The enzyme
from Rb. capsulatus was the first preparation of
electrophoretically homogenous enzyme to be
isolated from any source (Tabita, 1980). Early studies
with partially purified Cm. vinosum PRK had
indicated that the enzyme exhibited complex
properties, including sigmoidal substrate saturation
curves indicative of allosteric behavior (Hart and
Gibson, 1971). However, unlike the enzyme from
PNS bacteria (Rindt and Ohmann, 1969; Tabita,
1980; Rippel and Bowien, 1984; Tabita, 1988), the
Cm. vinosum enzyme does not require NADH for
activity; in this respect the Cm. vinosum enzyme
resembles the enzyme of oxygen-evolving photo-
synthetic organisms (Tabita, 1980; 1987). Further-
more, the activity of enzymes isolated from all purple
bacteria is negatively regulated by compounds such
as AMP, 3-PGA, 3-PGAL, and PEP (Tabita, 1988).
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Beyond these observations, thorough kinetic
characterization of homogenous bacterial PRK has
not appeared in the literature as yet. With respect to
the PNS bacteria, PRK genes have now been cloned
from Rb. sphaeroides (Gibson and Tabita, 1987;
Hallenbeck and Kaplan, 1987), Rs. rubrum (Falcone
and Tabita, 1993b), and Rb. capsulatus (G.C. Paoli,
J.S. Shively, and F.R. Tabita, unpublished). Interest-
ingly, there are two PRK enzymes in Rb. sphaeroides,
the products of the and genes (formerly
prkA and prkB), which are found on Calvin cycle
operons I and II; recombinant PRKI and PRKII have
each been purified to homogeneity after expression
of the respective genes in E. coli. In the host organism,
the enzyme is isolated as a tight complex of the
individual PRKI and PRKII subunits (Gibson and

Tabita, 1987), yet each individual PRK enzyme
appears to be functional in Rb. sphaeroides since
mutations in or allow for phototrophic
growth with as carbon source and/or electron
acceptor (Gibson et al., 1990; Hallenbeck et al.,
1990; Gibson et al., 1991). Analysis of the deduced
amino acid sequence of bacterial cbbP genes from
Rb. sphaeroides (Gibson et al., 1990; Gibson et al.,
1991), Alcaligenes eutrophus (Kossmann et al., 1989),
and Xanthobacter flavus (Meijer et al., 1990),
indicates very close homology. Interestingly, however,
only slight sequence homology of bacterial PRKs
towards the plant (Milanez and Mural, 1988; Lloyd
et al., 1991), algal (Roesler and Ogren, 1990), or
cyanobacterial (Su and Bogorad, 1991) enzymes is
apparent; for example the plant enzymes share only
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13% identity towards the Rb. sphaeroides proteins.
However, now that four different bacterial genes
have been sequenced, along with four different PRK
genes from oxygen-evolving organisms, it is apparent
there are regions which do show some similarity
(Fig. 6). Of particular interest are regions A and B of
Fig. 6, which have been implicated in ATP-binding
and Ru-5-P binding, respectively (Krieger et al.,
1987; Roessler et al., 1992; Sandbaken et al., 1992).
Asp-42 and Asp-169 appear to be excellent candidates
for the active site base or divalent cation ligand,
respectively (Charlier et al., 1994). The tetrapeptide
Glu-Gly-Leu-His is conserved in all known PRK
enzymes (region C) but thus far its significance is not
apparent, however a recent study indicated that Glu-
131 of this conserved tetrapeptide may be involved
with allosteric NADH activation (Charlier et al.,
1994). The interesting F227S mutation in the
Synechocystis PRK, which renders this cyano-
bacterium light sensitive (Su and Bogorad, 1991), is
not conserved in bacterial enzymes. Finally, PRK
was isolated as a complex with FBPase (cbbF gene)
from extracts of autotrophically-grown Rs. rubrum
(Joint et al., 1972); the close juxtaposition of the
structural genes for these two enzymes in Rs. rubrum
(Falcone and Tabita, 1993b) and Rb. sphaeroides (6
bases separate and and three bases
separate and and their cotranscription
(Gibson et al., 1990, 1991) suggests that such
complexes may form after these proteins are
synthesized on the ribosome.

C. Other Enzymes of the Calvin Cycle

The organization of Calvin cycle structural genes
into discrete operons in Rb. sphaeroides and Rs.
rubrum has led to the isolation, cloning and
sequencing of many of the relevant genes (Gibson
and Tabita, 1987; Hallenbeck and Kaplan, 1987;
Gibson and Tabita, 1988; Gibson et al., 1990; Gibson
et al., 1991; Falcone and Tabita, 1993b). Moreover,
recombinant FBPase, transketolase, and glyceralde-
hyde phosphate dehydrogenase have been prepared
from E. coli, and the ability to produce recombinant
ribulose 5-phosphate-3-epimerase and aldolase is
apparent as well. Thus, these enzymes might now be
studied in depth, as there is a paucity of information
relative to the properties of these important catalysts
(however, see Springgate and Stachow, 1972a,b).
Future developments are awaited with great interest.

D. Metabolic Control of Calvin Cycle Enzyme
Synthesis

The first indication that the synthesis of RubisCO is
regulated came from the work of Lascelles (1960),
who showed that synthesis immediately stopped when
phototrophically grown Rb. sphaeroides cells were
incubated under aerobic conditions. These results
led to the hypothesis that the oxidation state of some
intracellular metabolite might regulate enzyme
synthesis. This insightful analysis of the physiological
results have become even more pertinent now that
there is some understanding of the molecular biology
of the process, since it is apparent that the promoters
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that control gene expression are oxygen regulated
(see Chapter by Bauer). These initial results have
been confirmed and extended to other PNS bacteria
(Anderson and Fuller, 1967a,b; Hicughi and Kikuchi,
1969). As discussed earlier, there is an absolute
requirement for when PNS bacteria
are grown with reduced carbon sources/electron
donors. Not unexpectedly, this is reflected by an
increase in whole-cell         fixation by resting cells.
Interestingly, when Rb. sphaeroides was grown under
photoheterotrophic conditions, the photohetero-
trophic growth substrate (malate) was the preferred
electron donor in whole-cell        fixation assays
(Fig. 7). However, photolithoautotrophically grown
cells preferentially use as electron donor. These
results indicate that the metabolism and/or utilization
of malate and are subject to induction/repression.
From the foregoing, it is not surprising that RubisCO
synthesis is markedly stimulated when PNS bacteria
are cultured with reduced electron donors. This is
illustrated by the data compiled in Table 2, where
RubisCO specific activity and protein levels were
compared in several strains using representative
oxidized and reduced electron donors. The ability of
these organisms to derepress synthesis is particularly
evident in Rs. rubrum, where up to 50% of the
soluble protein is RubisCO. Presumably the extremely
high levels of RubisCO, far beyond what is required
to support either the observed growth rate or the

observed in vivo          fixation rates (Sarles and Tabita,
1983; Wang et al., 1993b), may be important to
remove excess reducing power (Wang et al., 1993a)
or possibly for scavenging  from the media since
the of RubisCO is relatively high (Table 1).
Both Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides were recently
shown to grow photolithoautotrophically using either
thiosulfate or sulfide as electron donors. Under these
growth conditions, both organisms drastically reduce
the levels of RubisCO protein (Table 2), and these
results, combined with the fact that RubisCO negative
strains are able to grow using either thiosulfate or
sulfide in the complete absence of organic carbon,
suggested that these organisms may use some
alternative means to reduce (Wang et al., 1993b).
It is also apparent that Rb. sphaeroides (Jouanneau
and Tabita, 1986) and Rb. capsulatus (Shively et al.,
1984) preferentially synthesize form I RubisCO at
low levels of In Rp. blastica, specific synthesis
of form I RubisCO occurred at the late logarithmic
growth phase in cells grown in a butyrate-bicarbonate
growth medium (Dow, 1987). Further,
methionine incorporation studies indicated that the
form II Rp. blastica enzyme was expressed only at
high levels of Differential regulation of the
synthesis of form I and form II RubisCO in Rb.
sphaeroides, Rb. capsulatus, and Rp. blastica clearly
indicates that there are separate molecular signals
that influence the synthesis of these distinct proteins.
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Complicating this further, under certain conditions,
form I and form II RubisCO synthesis in Rb.
sphaeroides is under the influence of some common
regulatory locus, since mutations that affect the
synthesis of one enzyme are compensated by the
overproduction of the other enzyme (Falcone and
Tabita, 1988; 1991; Hallenbeck et al., 1990; Gibson
et al., 1991). The isolation of the cbbR gene, a
transcriptional activator gene which controls both
form I and form II RubisCO synthesis in Rb.
sphaeroides (Gibson and Tabita, 1993), promises to
provide answers relative to the molecular basis of
this interesting interdependent regulation. By the
same token, it is apparent that other genes must
separately control form I and form II RubisCO
synthesis. Other key enzymes of the Calvin cycle,
particularly PRK and FBPase, are also found at
higher levels in cells grown under conditions which
favor maximum RubisCO synthesis (Anderson and
Fuller, 1967a; Gibson et al., 1991).

Two separate RubisCO negative strains were
isolated in Rb. sphaeroides (Hallenbeck et al., 1990;
Falcone and Tabita, 1991). Each strain was incapable
of growing using as electron acceptor when
either organic carbon (i.e., malate or succinate) or
molecular hydrogen were used as electron donors.
However, both mutants could grow under photo-
heterotrophic conditions when dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) was added to the growth media and used as
the electron acceptor. Presumably, the inability of the
RubisCO negative strains to grow photoheter-
otrophically is related to the capacity of RubisCO
and the Calvin cycle to function as an electron sink to
maintain a proper redox balance under these growth
conditions (also see Richardson et al., 1988).
Moreover, even reduced electron donors, such as
butyrate, support growth of the RubisCO deficient
strains when DMSO is used as electron acceptor,
further substantiating the proposed redox balancing
role of the Calvin cycle. However, it is not clear
whether this suggested function for the Calvin cycle
applies under photolithoautotrophic growth condi-
tions where is the electron donor. Recent
experiments (Wang et al., 1993a) addressed this
issue when the effects of DMSO on whole cell
fixation, RubisCO activity, and RubisCO synthesis
were examined in form I and form II RubisCO
deletion mutants of Rb. sphaeroides grown in a

atmosphere. Both strains were influenced by the
addition of DMSO, but form II RubisCO activity (in
the form I deletion mutant) was influenced

considerably, such that there was a loss of RubisCO
activity which greatly exceeded a slight decrease in
RubisCO protein. In the form II deletion strain, there
was a much diminished effect on      fixation and
form I RubisCO activity. These experiments are
entirely consistent with the proposal that considerable
amounts of RubisCO (particularly form II RubisCO)
may be utilized to maintain the redox balance of the
cell when the organism uses highly reduced electron
donors, such as molecular hydrogen. Finally, as noted
previously, the PS bacteria Chromatium and
Thiopedia maximize RubisCO synthesis under
autotrophic conditions as well (Hurlbert and
Lascelles, 1963; Kobayashi and Akazawa, 1982a,b).

IV. Alternative Assimilatory Routes

The Calvin cycle is obviously the predominant
assimilatory path employed by phototrophic and
chemolithotrophic organisms in the biosphere.
However, there are many notable exceptions to the
Calvin scheme in several diverse bacteria, particularly
in the photosynthetic green sulfur bacterium,
Chlorobium, and diverse chemolithoautotrophic
bacteria (see Chapter 40 by Sirevåg). In the purple
photosynthetic bacteria (i.e., Chromatium and Rs.
rubrum), several early studies, including determin-
ations of the initial products of fixation and
several enzyme measurements, had indicated that
these organisms assimilate significant amounts of

via alternative (nonCalvin) routes, specifically
the reductive tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle
(Buchanan et al., 1964; 1967). Unlike the green
bacteria, PS and PNS bacteria also employ the Calvin
cycle, which implies that these organisms may be
able to regulate the use of each of these pathways
under certain conditions; it was also suggested that
the reductive TCA cycle might serve an auxiliary
role in providing carbon skeletons in Rs. rubrum
(Tabita, 1988). More recent studies with RubisCO
deletion strains of Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides
(strains 16 and 16PHC) extend the early biochemical
studies and confirm the importance of alternative

fixation pathway(s). From strain 16, which cannot
grow phototrophically using malate or as electron
donors when is the electron acceptor (Falcone
and Tabita, 1991), a strain was selected that
maintained the RubisCO negative phenotype yet was
capable of photoheterotrophic growth on malate with

as electron acceptor. This strain, 16PHC, had
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the exact same phenotype as Rs. rubrum strain I-19.
Strain 16PHC exhibited significant rates of whole-
cell          fixation; moreover wild-type Rb. sphaeroides
cells exhibited rates of whole-cell        fixation that
greatly exceeded whole-cell RubisCO activity. These
observations with the mutant and wild-type strains
thus suggested that considerable         fixation occurs
in the absence of a functional Calvin cycle (Wang et
al., 1993a). Furthermore, the         fixation capacity
(about 30% of the wild-type) is repressed by the
addition of the alternate electron acceptor DMSO
and is induced upon DMSO removal. Strain 16,
although not capable of photoheterotrophic growth
on acids with as electron acceptor, could
grow with as electron acceptor when pyruvate
or acetate is used as the electron donor (Y. Qian and
F.R. Tabita, unpublished). Since cleavage reactions
have recently been postulated to be essential to
generate acceptor molecules in the green
bacterium Chloroflexus (Strauss et al., 1992;
Ivanovsky et al., 1993), it seems plausible that strain
16PHC has somehow overcome this defect. Recent
studies indicate that the 16PHC phenotype is
accompanied by major changes in its protein profile,
suggestive of some alternation of a major regulatory
system under conditions of active       fixation (H.
Modak and F.R. Tabita, unpublished). The importance
of alternative      fixation reactions was greatly
strengthened by the finding that all the RubisCO
negative mutants of Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum
(strains 16, 16PHC, and I-19) could grow photo-
lithoautotrophically, using as the sole carbon
source, in a medium containing either thiosulfate or
sulfide as electron donor (Wang et al., 1993b). It is
interesting that photolithoautotrophic growth of the
RubisCO deficient strains is possible only with
electron donors of higher redox potential than
hydrogen. The recent demonstration of photolitho-
autotrophic growth by PNS bacteria using reduced
iron compounds as the source of reducing power
(Widdell et al., 1993) suggests that compounds of
intermediate redox potential might be important to
support growth and      fixation in environments
where hydrogen and organic substrates are unavail-
able. It would appear that only RubisCO is capable of
disposing of the excess reducing power generated by
hydrogen-dependent growth, suggesting that the
enormously high levels of RubisCO synthesized
under these growth conditions might be exceedingly
important for this function. As noted earlier, the
levels of RubisCO synthesized in a 1.5%

atmosphere are far in excess of what both Rs.
rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides require for carbon
assimilation and growth. Both the Calvin cycle and
the alternative assimilatory pathway must be
under metabolic control in the two organisms, since
the RubisCO activity levels and the amount of
RubisCO protein are significantly reduced in
thiosulfate-grown wild-type cells (Table 2). Thus, it
is not surprising that conditions which allow for

-dependent growth of the RubisCO deficient
strains result in repression of RubisCO synthesis in
the wild-type. Beyond the fundamental questions of
metabolic control of the alternative and Calvin
fixation pathways, the finding that some alternative

fixation scheme could take the place of the
Calvin pathway and support photolithoautotrophic
growth raises interesting questions relative to the
evolution of assimilatory schemes. Perhaps the
PNS bacteria represent an evolutionary link between
bacteria which use the reductive TCA cycle (Evans
et al., 1966), the hydroxypropionate pathway (Holo,
1989; Strauss et al., 1992; Ivanovsky et al., 1993;) or
the non-cyclic reductive acetyl Co A/carbon monoxide
dehydrogenase pathway (Fuchs, 1989) and more
evolutionary advanced organisms. Indeed, the
chloroplasts of the green alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii were recently shown to contain the
ferredoxin-linked enzymes of the reductive tricar-
boxylic acid cycle (Chen and Gibbs, 1992). In this
context, it would be interesting to determine whether
cyanobacteria which are capable of anoxygenic
photosynthesis (Padan, 1979) employ the reductive
TCA cycle or alternative reactions to fix         under
these growth conditions. In any case, it would appear
that the original hypothesis of Lascelles (1960), that
RubisCO and the Calvin cycle play an important role
in providing redox balance for the cell, has gained
added significance. The development of the Calvin
reductive pentose phosphate pathway and the
acquisition of RubisCO could be a very important
evolutionary event since this would enable organisms
to thrive under a much wider spectrum of environ-
mental growth conditions than organisms that fix

solely by using other pathways. The capacity for
photosynthetic metabolism would thus be much
enhanced and substrates other than reduced iron and
sulfur compounds could be employed as reductants
to support assimilation. Although it is recognized
that the purple nonsulfur photosynthetic bacteria are
probably the most metabolically versatile organisms
found in nature (Madigan and Gest, 1979; Madigan,
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1988), recent studies provide additional support for
the great adaptability of these bacteria.

V. Conclusions

The purple photosynthetic bacteria are capable of
diverse modes of carbon catabolism and anabolism.
This is particularly true of the PNS bacteria, which
provide excellent systems for the study of funda-
mental aspects of carbon metabolism and its
regulation at the biochemical and molecular levels.
Indeed, recent studies indicate that common
regulatory elements may serve to control biosynthetic

assimilation and the degradation of fixed carbon
compounds and it is anticipated that this will become
a fruitful area for future investigation. The enzymes
of carbon metabolism have been studied to some
extent, but only RubisCO has attracted the attention
of a large number of enzyme chemists, resulting in a
deep understanding of how this enzyme functions.
Nevertheless, key questions remain concerning the
basis for gas substrate specificity and the mechanisms
PNS bacteria use to regulate activity in vivo. Other
key catalysts deserve future scrutiny, and with the
cloning, sequencing, and expression of virtually all
the structural genes of the Calvin cycle, it is
anticipated that these enzymes will be the focus of
considerable future in depth study. The role of
chaperonin proteins in enzyme assembly is also a
burgeoning field and many questions remain
unanswered relative to how purple bacteria use these
accessory proteins for placing complex
proteins in the proper conformation for efficient
catalysis. Finally, it has become apparent that PNS
bacteria may use alternative means to fix          these
pathway(s) may support autotrophic growth in the
absence of a functional Calvin cycle. Elucidation of
the nature of these alternative reactions and their
biochemistry is in progress, with the expectation that
an understanding of the metabolic control of both

assimilatory paths will be forthcoming.
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Summary

Anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria conduct many specialized metabolic processes but one of the most important
is nitrogen fixation, the reduction of       to         .  Nitrogen fixation is catalyzed by the enzyme nitrogenase which
is widely distributed among anoxygenic phototrophs. The most comprehensive understanding of       fixation in
photosynthetic bacteria is among the nonsulfur purple bacteria, where the capacity to fix      is nearly universal.
In this group     fixation occurs both in the light and in darkness and nitrogenase expression and activity is
highly regulated. Available evidence indicates that fixation is fairly widespread among purple and green
sulfur bacteria and probably universal among heliobacteria. By contrast, the thermophilic phototroph Chloroflexus
aurantiacus, a very few purple nonsulfur bacteria and green sulfur bacteria, and the ‘aerobic phototrophs’ are
not diazotrophic. The recently discovered bacteriochlorophyll-containing rhizobia are also nitrogen fixers but
their status as anoxygenic phototrophs is at present unclear. Although the ecological significance of       fixation
by anoxygenic phototrophs is unknown, the widespread distribution of these organisms in nature and the fact
that most species are diazotrophic, suggests that they may well be significant, particularly in specialized
environments such as microbial mats and paddy soils.

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 915–928.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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I. Background

The biological utilization of dinitrogen as a
source of cell nitrogen is a process called nitrogen
fixation and is a property of only certain prokaryotes.
In the fixation process, is reduced to and the
latter converted into organic form. Nitrogen fixation
is catalyzed by the enzyme complex nitrogenase
(Burris and Roberts, 1993). The biochemistry and
genetics of nitrogen fixation in anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria is discussed in detail in Roberts
and Ludden (1992) and in Chapter 43 of this volume
by the same authors. The present chapter documents
the occurrence of nitrogen fixation in anoxygenic
phototrophs, compares the efficacy of this process in
different species where possible, and discusses the
potential ecological ramifications of    fixation by
photosynthetic bacteria as it relates to their
competitiveness in aquatic and terrestrial habitats.
For a general treatment of the microbiology of
fixation the reader is referred to the excellent reviews
by Eady (1992) and Young (1992).

A. Discovery of Fixation in Anoxygenic
Photosynthetic Bacteria

The first hint that anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria
could fix molecular nitrogen emerged 45 years ago
during an investigation of light-dependent
production in the purple nonsulfur bacterium
Rhodospirillum rubrum (Gest and Kamen, 1949).
Cells growing photosynthetically on malate with
glutamate as nitrogen source evolved large quantities
of (now known to be a result of nitrogenase
activity, see Chapter 43 by Ludden and Roberts)
while parallel cultures grown on ammonia did not. In
experiments with resting cells, glutamate-grown cells
also photoproduced and this process was strongly
inhibited by the latter was a major clue that Rs.
rubrum was capable of nitrogen fixation (Kamen and
Gest, 1949). Confirmation of this was made by
measurement of the fixation of into cells of Rs,
rubrum and other species of purple bacteria
(Lindstrom et al., 1949), and several papers appearing
shortly afterwards suggested that the capacity to fix
nitrogen was widely distributed among purple and
green bacteria (Lindstrom et al., 1950,1951;Newton
and Wilson, 1953).

Abbreviations: Cf. – Chloroflexus; Cm. – Chromatium; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; Rc. Rhodocyclus; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Tc. –
Thiocapsa

Since the early 1950s studies of particular species
of anoxygenic phototrophs and one major survey
(Madigan et al., 1984) of nitrogen fixation in purple
nonsulfur bacteria have indicated that most but not
all species can fix    and that in addition, some
species are naturally ‘strong’ nitrogen-fixers (i.e.,
grow rapidly on ) while other species are more
feeble in this connection (see e.g., Madigan et al.,
1984). Such differences in efficacy of     fixation
may reflect the ecological importance of fixation
to particular species but is undoubtedly also a
reflection of genetic and metabolic differences
between species of photosynthetic bacteria as well.

B. Nitrogenases

For many years it was thought that molybdenum was
absolutely required for   fixation because of its
central importance as a metal cofactor of nitrogenase
(Bishop and Premakumar, 1992; Burris and Roberts,
1993). However it is now clear that biological
fixation can proceed in the absence of molybdenum
through the activity of alternative nitrogenases that
lack this element (see Bishop and Premakumar, 1992
for a recent review).

All nitrogenases consist of two proteins, dinitro-
genase and dinitrogenase reductase. Iron is present
along with molybdenum in classical dinitrogenase
(referred to as nitrogenase-1). In addition to
nitrogenase-1, two non-molybdenum nitrogenases
have been described, including one in which vanadium
substitutes for molybdenum in dinitrogenase (called
nitrogenase-2) and another in which iron only is
present in dinitrogenase (nitrogenase-3). Dinitro-
genase reductases from all forms of nitrogenase
contain iron as a metal cofactor. Each form of
nitrogenase is coded for by its own distinct gene
complex but significant amino acid sequence
homology exists among the three forms of nitro-
genase, especially among dinitrogenase reductases
(Bishop and Premakumar, 1992).

Among anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria
alternative nitrogenases have been documented in
only four species. Iron-only (nitrogenase-3) type
nitrogenases have been characterized from the purple
nonsulfur bacteria Rhodobacter capsulatus (Schnei-
der et al., 1991; Shüddekopt, et al., 1993) and from
Rhodospirillum rubrum (Lehman and Roberts, 1991).
Physiological evidence for alternative nitrogenase
systems, presumably of the nitrogenase-3 type but
not proven unequivocally as such, has also emerged
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from studies of Rhodospirillum fulvum (Gogotov, et
al., 1991) and Heliobacterium gestii (Kimble and
Madigan, 1992b). Curiously, experiments with
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, a close relative of Rb.
capsulatus (Woese et al., 1984a), indicated that this
species lacked an alternative nitrogenase system
(Gogotov et al., 1991). In addition, to the author’s
knowledge no reports of alternative nitrogenases
from purple or green sulfur bacteria have been
published. It can thus be concluded that alternative
nitrogenases are present in at least some anoxygenic
phototrophs and are of the nitrogenase-3 type. As in
nonphotosynthetic bacteria, alternative nitrogenases
presumably allow species of photosynthetic bacteria
to continue diazotrophic growth in environments
limiting in molybdenum but containing sufficient
iron to otherwise satisfy the needs of nitrogen fixation.

C. Physiological Prerequisites for Fixation
by Photosynthetic Bacteria

Photosynthetic purple bacteria show remarkable
metabolic diversity and are capable of growing both
phototrophically (anaerobic/light) and in darkness
by both respiration and fermentation (Madigan and
Gest, 1979; Madigan, 1988; see also Chapter 41 by
Tabita). Rhodobacter capsulatus shows particularly
well-developed abilities in this connection, being
capable of growth under five distinctly different
growth modes: photoautotrophic, photoheterotrophic,
chemoorganotrophic by aerobic respiration, chemo-
organotrophic by fermentation, and chemolitho-
trophic with as electron donor ( as electron
acceptor, Madigan and Gest, 1979). Diazotrophic
growth by Rb. capsulatus is possible under at least
the first four of these conditions.

1. The Effect of Light

In the original discovery of    fixation in photo-
synthetic bacteria (Gest and Kamen, 1949; Kamen
and Gest, 1949), photoheterotrophic growth
conditions were employed. All purple nonsulfur

substance as electron donor (Madigan, 1988);
fixation is also possible under these conditions.

Dark aerobic growth of purple nonsulfur bacteria

has been known since before the classic study of van
Niel (1944), but dark anaerobic growth, either by
fermentation (Uffen and Wolfe, 1970; Madigan and
Gest, 1978) or by various anaerobic respiratory means
(see Chapter 44 by Zannoni) was only discovered
more recently. Once dark anaerobic growth of purple
bacteria was established (Madigan and Gest, 1978) it
was possible to test hypotheses (Meyer et al., 1978a,b)
suggesting an obligatory link between photosynthesis
and fixation in these organisms. The lack of any
such connection was clearly shown in experiments
where Rb. capsulatus was grown anaerobically in
darkness with fructose as sole carbon and energy
source and as sole nitrogen source (growth under
these conditions also requires the presence of an
‘accessory oxidant’, such as dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), to allow for catabolism of the fructose, see
Madigan and Gest, 1978; Madigan et al., 1980, and
Chapter 44 of this volume by Zannoni). Under dark
anaerobic conditions diazotrophic growth of Rb.
capsulatus occurred and cell suspensions readily
reduced acetylene to ethylene (a common assay of
nitrogenase activity) in darkness (Fig. 1 and Madigan
et al., 1979). Dark anaerobic nitrogen fixation has
also been reported in the heliobacteria. Anaerobic
cultures of all species of heliobacteria continue to fix

and grow slowly in darkness (Kimble and Madigan,
1992a) via fermentation of pyruvate, yielding acetate
and in some species (Kimble et al., 1994).

To the author’s knowledge, no report of dark
anaerobic     fixation by purple sulfur bacteria has
been published, although dark microaerobic growth
(on ammonia) of some species is possible (Kämpf
and Pfennig, 1980) and several of these also fix
microaerobically in darkness (Jouanneau et al., 1980;
Kämpf and Pfennig, 1986). The ability of green
sulfur bacteria to fix     in darkness is unknown; to
date, no one has successfully grown these organisms
in darkness under any growth conditions. Photo-
synthetically-grown cell suspensions of Chlorobium
species incubated in darkness showed essentially no
nitrogenase activity (Heda and Madigan, 1986a).
However, should conditions for dark growth of green
sulfur bacteria be discovered,        fixation will probably
be possible here as well.

2. The Effect of Oxygen

Although nitrogenase is obviously protected from
oxygen inactivation during anaerobic growth
photosynthetically or in darkness (see Fig. 1), aerobic

bacteria capable of      fixation (see Section II) grow
best diazotrophically under photoheterotrophic
conditions (Madigan et al, 1984). However, many
purple bacteria can also grow photoautotrophically
with                               or some other inorganic
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dark growth on is problematic. Relatively little
is required to inactivate preexisting nitrogenase in
Rb. capsulatus (Hochman and Burris, 1981) and
other purple bacteria (Madigan et al, 1984), and is
also a potent represser of nitrogenase synthesis in
facultatively aerobic bacteria including purple
bacteria (Burris and Roberts, 1993). Thus, to achieve
aerobic dark diazotrophic growth, photosynthetic
bacteria must receive sufficient to carry out
respiration (for ATP production) while at the same
time prevent inactivation and/or repression of
synthesis of nitrogenase.

Conditions for aerobic diazotrophic growth of
anoxygenic phototrophs were first described by
Siefert and Pfennig (1980) using auxanographic
techniques. When molten agar media is seeded with
a culture of a photosynthetic bacterium and then
allowed to solidify, and diffuse downward and
respiratory growth on is observed as a tight band
of cells a defined distance from the agar surface; the
band represents the only zone in the agar tube where

levels are compatible with both diazotrophy and

respiration (Fig. 2). Interestingly, however, because
of differences in respiratory potential among species
of purple bacteria, the distance from the agar surface
that the growth band appears varies considerably.
Species such as Rb. sphaeroides, which grow well at
full oxygen tensions, form growth bands much nearer
the surface than do extremely microaerophilic species,
such as Rs. molischianum (Fig. 2). Using auxano-
graphic methods, dark microaerobic fixation
occurred in all diazotrophic purple nonsulfur bacteria
tested except for one strain of Rs. fulvum (Madigan et
al., 1984) and also occurred among certain species of
Chromatiaceae (Kämpf and Pfennig, 1986).

II. Nitrogen Fixation by Purple and Green
Bacteria

This section is divided into four parts, each developed
around a summarizing table listing the species of
photosynthetic bacteria in which fixation has
been documented. In addition, where data are
available, an indication of the relative efficacy of the

fixation process as measured by in vivo nitrogenase
activities in each species is given; such data identify
the ‘stronger’ and ‘weaker’         species of
photosynthetic bacteria (see Madigan et al. 1984).

A. Purple Nonsulfur Bacteria

In a major survey of 18 species of purple nonsulfur
bacteria performed in my laboratory over 10 years
ago all but one species, Rhodocyclus purpureus,
were found capable of fixation (Madigan et al.,
1984). Species of Rhodobacter, such as Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides, expressed high levels of
nitrogenase in vivo and grew most rapidly on
while species like Rhodopseudomonas palustris and
Rhodopila globiformis expressed comparatively low
nitrogenase levels and grew only very slowly on
(Table 1). A correlation between in vivo specific
nitrogenase contents and growth rate was observed
in this study, and strains of Rb. capsulatus consistently
showed the highest specific nitrogenase activities
and shortest generation times for photoheterotrophic
growth on (Madigan et al., 1984). This finding
supports the observation that enrichment cultures for
purple nonsulfur bacteria using the ability to fix
as selective agent commonly result in Rhodobacter
species, especially Rb. capsulatus (Gest et al., 1985).
Since the study of Madigan et al. (1984) was
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undertaken, several new species of purple nonsulfur
bacteria have been described and their nitrogen-
fixing status, if known, is included in Table 1.

Only two species of purple nonsulfur bacteria
have been shown by growth and acetylene reduction
experiments to be incapable of fixation. These
include Rc. purpureus (Masters and Madigan, 1983;
Madigan et al., 1984), and the Dead Sea halophile,
Rhodospirillum sodomense (Mack et al., 1993).
Subsequent probing of DNA from both of these
species with a nifH gene probe (nifH codes for
dinitrogenase reductase) that hybridizes strongly with
DNA from other species of purple bacteria confirmed
that Rc. purpureus and Rs. sodomense lacked nif
genes, thus explaining their failure to fix    (PW
Ludden, GP Roberts and MT Madigan, unpublished
results). It is possible that the unusual habitatsof Rc.
purpureus and Rs. sodomense, a swine waste lagoon
rich in ammonia and amines (Pfennig, 1978) and the
Dead Sea (Mack et al., 1993), respectively, have for
some reason(s) selected for an inability to fix      in
these phototrophs.

An interesting situation exists in regard to
fixation in the moderately halophilic species
Rhodospirillum salexigens. This organism was

originally described as a glutamate auxorroph (Drews,
1981), however experiments in my laboratory showed
this to be unfounded (Rubin and Madigan, 1986).
Although Rs. salexigens grows well either photo-
trophically or chemotrophically (aerobic/dark) in
media containing glutamate as nitrogen source,
utilization of ammonia or as sole nitrogen source
is also possible. For unknown reasons substitution of

for glutamate in mineral media containing
acetate (the preferred carbon source for Rs. salexigens,
Drews, 1981) leads to a rapid rise in pH and cessation
of growth. However, modifications to the medium,
particularly the addition of pyruvate in addition to
acetate, stabilized pH and supported good growth of
Rs. salexigens on either ammonia or on (Rubin
and Madigan, 1986).

Table 1 summarizes the microbiology of fixation
in purple nonsulfur bacteria.

B. Purple Sulfur Bacteria (Chromatiaceae and
Ectothiorhodospiraceae)

Documentation of       fixation in purple sulfur bacteria
is sketchy outside of a few species of the genus
Chromatium. Chromatium vinosum has been well
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studied as to its -fixing capabilities and was the
first phototrophic bacterium in which consistently
active nitrogen-fixing cell-free extracts were obtained
(Winter and Arnon, 1970). In vivo studies of
nitrogenase in Cm. vinosum have also shown that the
organism employs the ammonia ‘switch-off effect
to control nitrogenase activity, as in purple nonsulfur

bacteria (Gotto and Yoch, 1985). In addition to Cm.
vinosum, dinitrogen fixation has been documented in
six other species of Chromatium, four species of
Ectothiorhodospira, two species of Thiocapsa, and
in a single species each of the genera Amoebobacter,
Thiocystis, and Lamprobacter (Zakhvataeva et al.,
1970; Postgate, 1982; Caumette et al., 1985; Ventura
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et al., 1988; Pfennig and Trüper, 1989; Young, 1992).
Of these organisms, Tc. roseopersicina is probably
the most widespread in nature and is frequently
found as a component of microbial mats (see
Chapter 4 by van Gemerden and Mas) where it may
be a major nitrogen-fixing species.

The capacity for      fixation has not been reported
for species of Lamprocystis, Thiodictyon, Thiopedia,
Thiorhodovibrio and Thiospirilium. Thus the family
Chromatiaceae obviously needs more study as regards
nitrogen fixation. The current status of      fixation in
purple sulfur bacteria is summarized in Table 2.

C. Green Sulfur Bacteria (Chlorobiaceae)

Our knowledge of nitrogen fixation in green sulfur
bacteria is somewhat more developed than that of
purple sulfur bacteria, although the story is far from
complete. Clear evidence for    fixation has been
obtained with several species of Chlorobium and
with single species each of the genera Pelodictyon,
Prosthecochloris and Chloroherpeton (see Table 3
and Bergstein et al., 1981; Heda and Madigan,
1986a,b; 1988; Rodionov et al., 1986; Gibson et al.,

1984). Interestingly, like purple bacteria, nitrogen-
fixing cultures of Chlorobium species showed
ammonia ‘switch-off of nitrogenase activity (Heda
and Madigan, 1986a; Rodionov et al., 1986; Wahlund
and Madigan, 1993), indicating that this form of
regulation, apparently universal among nitrogen-
fixing purple bacteria (see Chapter 43 by Ludden
and Roberts), extends also to the green sulfur bacteria,
a phylogenetically distinct lineage from that of the
purple bacteria (Gibson et al., 1985; Oyaizu et al.,
1987).

The moderately thermophilic green sulfur
bacterium Chlorobium tepidum (Wahlund et al., 1991)
is an excellent nitrogen-fixing bacterium. This
organism, which has a generation time of as little as
2 hr on ammonia, also grows rapidly on and intact
cells contain extremely high levels of nitrogenase
(Wahlund and Madigan, 1993). In a study of the
mesophilic green bacterium Cb. limicola Heda and
Madigan (1986a) also observed high levels of
nitrogenase in vivo. These facts, coupled with the
observations that Cb. limicola strongly derepressed
nitrogenase when grown on glutamate as nitrogen
source yet did not photoproduce (Heda and
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Madigan, 1986a) and that nitrogenase from this
organism did not cross-react immunologically with
that of other diazotrophs (Heda and Madigan, 1988),
warrants more thorough characterization of the
nitrogenase system of green sulfur bacteria.

Interestingly, despite the good nitrogen-fixing
properties of Chlorobium tepidum, its thermophilic
counterpart among purple sulfur bacteria, Chroma-
tium tepidum (Madigan, 1984, 1986), was found
incapable of     fixation (Madigan, 1986) despite its
apparent possession of nif genes (PW Ludden, GP
Roberts and MT Madigan, unpublished results). The
reason for the lack of growth on by Chromatium
tepidum remains unknown. Although     fixation in
Chlorobium tepidum was found to require elevated
levels of sulfide (which was otherwise not required
for growth of this thiosulfate-utilizing green
bacterium, Wahlund et al, 1991; Wahlund and

Madigan, 1993), elevated levels of sulfide do not
support   fixation in Chromatium tepidum.
Chlorobium tepidum grows on    up to its growth
temperature maximum of 52 °C (Wahlund and
Madigan, 1993) and this is the highest temperature
reported for      fixation by any green sulfur bacterium.

The current status of    fixation in green sulfur
bacteria is summarized in Table 3.

D. Green Nonsulfur Bacteria (Chloroflexaceae)

Although phenotypically resembling green sulfur
bacteria in terms of pigments and the production of
chlorosomes, green nonsulfur bacteria (the Chloro-
flexus group, see Chapter 3 by Pierson and
Castenholz) are phylogenetically unrelated to green
sulfur bacteria (Gibson et al., 1985; Oyaizu et al.,
1987). Study of the                 potential of four strains
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of Chloroflexus aurantiacus showed the organism to
be totally unable to fix    (Heda and Madigan,
1986b). This result was supported by the complete
absence of hybridization of Cf. aurantiacus DNA to
a nifH probe (PW Ludden, GP Roberts and MT
Madigan, unpublished results). Cf. aurantiacus grows
well on any of several amino acids (Heda and
Madigan, 1986b) including ones that normally allow
for derepression of nitrogenase in purple bacteria
(Arp and Zumft, 1983). Despite this, however, cultures
of Cf. aurantiacus grown on amino acids or on
growth-limiting levels of ammonia failed to reduce
acetylene or photoproduce (Heda and Madigan,
1986b). One published report of growth of Cf.
aurantiacus in a medium lacking combined nitrogen,
presumably at the expense of       (Gallon and Chaplin,
1987), has not been confirmed in my laboratory, and
it is possible that the slight growth observed was due
to trace levels of fixed nitrogen compounds in the
medium (J.R. Gallon, personal communication).

Weak but detectable     fixation has been reported
(Keppen et al., 1989) in the newly described green
filamentous bacterium Oscillochloris trichoides,
which is phylogenetically related to Cf. aurantiacus
(Keppen et al., 1994). Thus it is possible that

Cf. aurantiacus strains exist but have thus far
not been cultured. Temperature is obviously not a
barrier here because fixation in thermophilic green
sulfur bacteria (Wahlund and Madigan 1993) and
thermophilic heliobacteria (Kimble et al., 1995)
occurs within the temperature range of optimal growth
of Chloroflexus (50–55 °C). Because of the more
extreme thermophilic character (growth up to 72 °C,
see Chapter 3 by Pierson and Castenholz) and unique
phylogeny (Gibson et al., 1985; Oyaizu et al., 1987)
of Chloroflexus, the properties of species,
if they exist, should be very interesting.

E. Heliobacteria (Heliobacteriaceae)

All known species of heliobacteria fix nitrogen
(Kimble and Madigan, 1992a; Kimble et al., 1995).
Heliobacillus mobilis appears to be the best

species presently in culture, both in terms of
its ability to grow rapidly on and in expression of
nitrogenase (Kimble and Madigan, 1992a). Even
thermophilic heliobacteria are diazotrophic and fix

up to 55°C (Kimble et al., 1995). Thus nitrogen
fixation may be of strong selective advantage to
heliobacteria in their soil, and especially rice soil,
habitat (see Chapter 2 by Madigan and Ormerod).

All species of heliobacteria examined by Kimble
and Madigan (1992a) and Kimble et al. (1995) were
subject to ammonia ‘switch-off’ of nitrogenase
activity. This finding in the heliobacteria, which
phylogenetically are Gram-positive bacteria (Woese
et al., 1985), suggests that this form of enzyme
regulation is of such strong survival value for
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria that it has evolved
across deep evolutionary lines from Gram-negative
to Gram-positive phototrophs (ammonia ‘switch-
off’ in heliobacteria is the first such instance reported
from Gram-positive bacteria, Kimble and Madigan
1992a). Finally, as previously discussed (see Section
IB), alternative (non-molybdenum) nitrogenases are
present in certain heliobacteria, the best example
being Heliobacterium gestii (Kimble and Madigan,
1992b).

A summary of nitrogen-fixation in heliobacteria is
given in Table 4.

III. Phototrophic Rhizobia and Other
Bacteriochlorophyll a-Containing Species

A number of Rhizobium species have been discovered
that contain bacteriochlorophyll a. These, along with
the ‘aerobic phototrophs’ (see below) have been
termed ‘quasi-photosynthetic bacteria’ by Gest (1993)
because they share certain properties with true
anoxygenic phototrophs but lack many other
characteristic traits (e.g. the ability to grow
anaerobically, see Chapters 6 by Shimada and 7 by
Fleischman et al. for a description of these organisms).

Bacteriochlorophyll a-containing Rhizobium
species (now referred to as Photorhizobium species,
see Chapter 7 by Fleischman et al.) nodulate the
stems of several different, primarily tropical,
leguminous plants. As is well-known, a prime
physiological characteristic of Rhizobium is its ability
to fix and evidence exists that Photorhizobium
fixes both in association with host plants in stem
nodules and ex planta in pure culture in the laboratory.
It is hypothesized that photophosphorylation by
Photorhizobium at least partially supports the energy
needs of    fixation in stem nodules; this in turn
would reduce the energy drain on the plant leading to
more efficient symbiotic nitrogen fixation.

Several aerobic BChl a-containing bacteria have
been isolated by Japanese workers and others in the
last 15 years. These organisms, referred to as ‘aerobic
phototrophs’, are mainly marine and grow best under
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fully aerobic conditions (Shiba and Harashima, 1986,
and see also Chapter 6 by Shimada). However, no
evidence for      fixation by aerobic phototrophs has
emerged and gene probe experiments (using a nifH
probe) carried out on two species failed to show any
hybridization of the probe to their chromosomal
DNA (PW Ludden, GP Roberts and MT Madigan,
unpublished results). Thus, all available evidence
suggests that the ‘aerobic phototrophs’ are nondiazo-
trophic.

IV. Ecological Aspects of Fixation by
Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria

With the exception of a few well studied lake
ecosystems where mass developments of anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria occur (see review of Madigan,
1988 and Chapter 4 of this volume by van Gemerden
and Mas), few data are available on the contributions
of photosynthetic bacteria to the carbon balance of
aquatic or terrestrial habitats. Much the same can be
said about nitrogen fixation. A few reports of in situ
nitrogen fixation by photosynthetic bacteria have
been published (see e.g. Kobayashi et al., 1967;
Habte and Alexander, 1980; Bergstein et al., 1981),
but too little data exist to generalize on a global basis.

The nitrogen-fixing activities Of photosynthetic
bacteria in specialized habitats such as paddy soils or
microbial mats, however, may be very ecologically
significant (Kobayashi and Haque, 1971). In a detailed
report on the distribution of nitrogen-fixing

microorganisms in paddy soils of Southeast Asia,
Kobayashi et al. (1967) clearly implicated anoxygenic
phototrophs, particularly purple nonsulfur bacteria,
as contributors to the nitrogen economy of these
soils. A later study of    fixation in rice soils by
Habte and Alexander (1980) employed acetylene
reduction methods and showed more directly the
importance of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria to
the fertility of paddy soils. Presumably photosynthetic
bacteria growing in such environments utilize organic
substrates leached from the rice plants or as
electron donors for reduction of      to ammonia. In
addition, microbial mats (see Chapter 4 by van
Gemerden and Mas) can be major sources of
fixation by anoxygenic phototrophs; the common
occurrence of the diazotroph Thiocapsa rose-
opersicina, a purple sulfur bacterium with well
developed aerobic/dark metabolic capacities
(Jouanneau et al., 1980) in such habitats suggests
that this organism is a major contributor to fixed
nitrogen inputs therein.

Another link between the paddy soil environment
and photosynthetic bacteria is the recent discovery
of the heliobacteria. These anoxygenic phototrophs
are terrestrial organisms and are particularly abundant
in rice soils (see Chapter 2 by Madigan and Ormerod
for a discussion of the heliobacteria). Because
heliobacteria are active nitrogen-fixers (Kimble and
Madigan, 1992a,b; Kimble et al., 1995) and also
capable of dark growth (Kimble et al., 1994), it is
likely that these organisms contribute fixed nitrogen
to paddy soil environments (see also Madigan, 1992
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for a discussion of the ecology of heliobacteria).
The ability of photosynthetic bacteria to fix      can

be used to advantage in their enrichment. This is
particularly true of purple nonsulfur bacteria (Gest
et al., 1985) and heliobacteria (Madigan, 1992),
however experiments in this laboratory have shown
that diazotrophic enrichments also work for the
isolation of purple and green sulfur bacteria
(unpublished results and Heda and Madigan, 1986a).
Combining these observations with the fact that
results thus far have shown that most photosynthetic
bacteria can fix     (see Section II), it stands to reason
that     fixation is of ecological importance to
anoxygenic phototrophs, at least under certain
environmental conditions, and that their diazotrophic
capacity allows them to compete better in their aquatic
and terrestrial habitats. However, now that phylo-
genetic probes, biomarker analyses, and other highly
specific analytical methods are available for
characterizing the microbiology of virtually any
habitat, it would be worthwhile to investigate the

activities of photosynthetic bacteria in situ
using these modern techniques. Only from well
controlled field studies that specifically target a group
or groups of anoxygenic phototrophs will the real
contributions of these organisms to the nitrogen
economy of soils and waters be known.

V. Concluding Remarks

In conclusion it can be stated that    fixation is a
universal property of heliobacteria and nearly
universal among purple nonsulfur bacteria; however,
much is yet to be learned about this major
physiological process in other groups of anoxypho-
totrophs. It will be of interest in future years to test
more isolates of photosynthetic bacteria for the
capacity to fix     especially new species isolated
from extreme environments or from marine
environments (the latter of which have only been
minimally explored, Imhoff 1983; Mangels et al.,
1986; Wynn-Williams and Rhodes 1974), and to
better understand the nature and distribution of
alternative nitrogenases among anoxygenic photo-
trophs. Such studies will yield a more complete
picture of the diazotrophic systems of photosynthetic
bacteria and should complement our new evolutionary
insight into these organisms, born with the advent of
ribosomal RNA sequencing (Woese, 1987; 1992).
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The prominence of purple bacteria as likely ancestors
of the majority of known Gram-negative bacteria
(see Woese et al 1984a, b, and reviews of Woese
1987, 1992) and the heliobacteria of Gram-positive
bacteria (Woese et al., 1985) mandates that we
understand important metabolic processes such as

fixation in anoxygenic phototrophs in considerably
more detail.
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I. Background and Historical Introduction

A. Discovery of Nitrogen Fixation by
Photosynthetic Bacteria

Nitrogen fixation by photosynthetic bacteria was
discovered by Gest and Kamen during their
investigation of evolution by Rhodospirillum
rubrum (Gest and Kamen, 1949; Kamen and Gest,
1949) and Kamen provides a dramatic recounting of
the discovery in his autobiography (Kamen, 1986).
They found that was not an inert gas when used as
the gas phase over cells of Rs. rubrum grown on
glutamate as the nitrogen source, and subsequent
studies confirmed the ability of Rs. rubrum and other
photosynthetic bacteria to utilize as the sole
nitrogen source (Gest et al., 1950). As a final
confirmation, a culture of Rs. rubrum was brought to
the laboratory of R. H. Burris in Madison for a mass
spectrometric demonstration that was incor-
porated into cellular nitrogen (Lindstrom et al., 1949).

Gest and Kamen also observed that the uptake of
by actively fixing Rs. rubrum cells was inhibited

realize that the evolution they observed was, in
fact, mediated by nitrogenase, Gest was the first to
speculate that nitrogenase might function as an
evolving enzyme (Ormerod and Gest, 1962). Gest’s
hypothesis was confirmed by Burns and Bulen (1965),
who demonstrated evolution by the isolated
nitrogenase enzyme. The discovery of nitrogen
fixation by Rs. rubrum led to the description of
growth on in many photosynthetic bacteria
(Lindstrom et al., 1949, 1950). While this will be
discussed in more detail in this volume in Chapter 42
by Madigan, it is worth noting here that the ability to
fix nitrogen is the rule rather than the exception
among photosynthetic bacteria, in contrast to the
distribution of the ability to fix nitrogen among other
genera of prokaryotes.

Abbreviations: ADP-ribose, ; ADPR – Adenosinediphospho-
ribose; anf – designation for genes involved in nitrogen fixation
by alternative nitrogenase; DRAG – Dinitrogenase reductase
activating glycohydrolase; DRAT – Dinitrogenase reductase
ADP-ribosyl transferase; FeMo-co–Iron Molybdenum-cofactor
of nitrogenase; nif – designation for genes involved in nitrogen
fixation by molybdenum nitrogenase

Following Gest and Kamen’s work, Schick (1971)
carried out extensive investigations of   fixation by
Rs. rubrum using manometric methods, as his
experiments predated the acetylene reduction
technique. Schick confirmed the inhibition of
uptake by ammonium in Rs. rubrum and also showed
that uptake is typically light-dependent.

B. Early Work on Isolated Nitrogenases From
Photosynthetic Bacteria

Schneider et al. (1960) adapted the method of
Carnahan et al. (1960) to achieve the first success at
detecting nitrogenase activity in extracts of a
photosynthetic bacterium. However, activity in these
Rs. rubrum extracts was low and unpredictable.
Consistently active preparations were obtained by
Burns and Bulen (1966) when they removed the
membrane fraction from their extracts. The usefulness
of the removal of membranes is surprising in light of
current knowledge of the regulation of nitrogenase
activity (section IIC below) in which an enzyme
involved in activation of nitrogenase is found in this
fraction. However, when this fraction is exposed to
air, it becomes inhibitory and it is possible that
methods for excluding air were less refined in earlier
studies than those available now. They also found
that inclusion of in 2.5-fold excess over ATP in
the assay mixture greatly stimulated activity (Burns
and Bulen, 1966) and it was subsequently discovered
that addition of 0.5 mM along with high
in the assay amplified this stimulation (Ludden and
Burris, 1976).

Munson and Burris (1969) then found that the
most consistently active preparations were obtained
from cells grown in an N-limited chemostat under an
atmosphere of In these studies, it was also
discovered that the activity in extracts was non-
linear, with increased activity observed at later time
points (Munson and Burris, 1969). This was
interpreted as indicating that some inhibition of
nitrogenase activity was being overcome. Now it is
known that ADP-ribose is being removed from
dinitrogenase reductase during the assay (see below)
and this results in activation of the enzyme. All
attempts at purification of nitrogenase from these
extracts resulted in the loss of activity.

While purification of nitrogenases from other
organisms was achieved, there was little or no progress
with nitrogenases from phototrophs. Most of the
effort went toward the purification of nitrogenases
from Rs. rubrum and the purple sulfur bacterium,

by (Gest, Kamen et al., 1950). While this
observation was not explained at the time, it led to
studies by others that eventually demonstrated the
regulation of nitrogenase activity by reversible ADP-
ribosylation (reviewed here and in Ludden and
Roberts, 1989). Although Gest and Kamen did not
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Chromatium vinosum. Winter and Arnon (1970)
obtained consistently active preparations from Cm.
vinosum and Winter and Ober (1973) found that a
particulate form of Cm. vinosum nitrogenase could
be sedimented by high-speed centrifugation. This
particulate nitrogenase was reminiscent of the
particulate nitrogenase from Azotobacter vinelandii
isolated by Bulen and coworkers (Silverstein and
Bulen, 1970), but the Cm. vinosum enzyme lost
activity upon solubilization. Unfortunately, this
particulate nitrogenase has not been investigated
further.

The reason for the problem of nitrogenase
purification from Rs. rubrum was clarified when a
third factor for the nitrogenase system was discovered.
This ‘Activating Factor’ as it was called by the
Madison group (Ludden and Burris, 1976), or
‘Membrane Component’ as it was called by the
Stockholm group (Nordlund et al., 1977), was
associated with the chromatophore fraction of extracts
and could be released by treatment of the pelleted
fraction with 0.5 M NaCl. This fraction is now called
Dinitrogenase Reductase Activating Glycohydrolase
(DRAG) (Pope et al., 1986) and is discussed in more
detail in section IIC. DRAG activity requires a free
divalent metal, with being most effective, thus
explaining the results with metal additions to the
nitrogenase assays.

C. Biochemistry and Genetics of Nitrogenases

1. Molybdenum Nitrogenases

a. Enzymology

Nitrogenases catalyze the MgATP and reductant-
dependent reduction of  to ammonium as shown in
Eq. (1), reviewed in (Burris, 1991; Burris and Roberts,
1993).

In this reaction, n is is produced as an
obligate product of the reaction in which  is reduced
and thus the requirement for 8 electrons (Simpson
and Burris, 1984).

Nitrogenases consist of two proteins, the dinitro-
genase protein (also known as the MoFe protein or
component 1 and abbreviated by the initials of the
organism from which it is derived and the number

one; i.e. Rr1 is the dinitrogenase from Rs. rubrum)
and the dinitrogenase reductase protein (also known
as the Fe protein or component 2 and abbreviated as,
for example, Rr2). The dinitrogenase protein is the
product of the nifK and D genes (Roberts et al., 1978)
and exists as an tetramer containing 2 molecules
of the iron-molybdenum cofactor (FeMo-co) (Shah
and Brill, 1977) and two clusters known as P-
clusters (Bolin et al., 1993; Dean et al., 1993). The
structures of these prosthetic groups have recently
become known as a result of the solution of the
crystal structure of the dinitrogenase protein from
Azotobacter vinelandii (Kim and Rees, 1992). The
composition of FeMo-co is Homocitrate
(Shah and Brill, 1977; Hoover et al., 1987) and its
structure is shown in Fig. 1. FeMo-co is liganded to
the subunit of the dinitrogenase protein via
his441 as a sixth ligand to Mo and cys275 as a 4th
ligand to the Fe atom most distant from the Mo atom
of the molecule. The P clusters were originally thought
to exist as unusually-liganded clusters, but are
now known to be clusters. The P clusters bridge
the and subunits of the enzyme and are liganded
by and Each molecule
of FeMo-co is approximately 16 Å from one P cluster
and 69 Å from the other molecule of FeMo-co in the
protein and, thus, the dinitrogenase tetramer is thought
of as two pairs functioning independently.

FeMo-co is the site of substrate binding and
reduction, although neither process is yet understood.
The general role of FeMo-co is based on the
observation by Smith and coworkers that the
dinitrogenase from nifV mutants shows aberrant
substrate reduction properties and those aberrant
properties can be transferred to another molecule of
dinitrogenase by the transfer of the FeMo-co center
alone (McLean and Dixon, 1981; Hawkes et al.,
1984). It was later shown that homocitrate is produced
for FeMo-co synthesis in cells that have a functional
nifV gene and that the unusual properties arise from
substitution of other organic acids for homocitrate in
FeMo-co in nifV mutants (Hoover et al., 1989;
Imperial et al., 1989). When various organic acids
were substituted for homocitrate in FeMo-co in vitro,
dinitrogenases with altered properties were also
obtained.

Dinitrogenase reductase is an dimer of the nifH
product (St. John et al., 1975). This protein has
several roles in the overall nitrogen fixation process,
including the specific transfer of electrons to the
dinitrogenase protein (Ljones and Burris, 1972;
Orme-Johnson et al., 1972). Dinitrogenase reductase

Nitrogen Fixation in Photosynthetic Bacteria
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contains a single cluster and bridges the two
subunits of the protein through its ligation by cys98
and cys132 of each subunit (Hausinger and Howard,
1983). The biosynthesis of the  cluster of
dinitrogenase reductase has recently been shown to
involve the nifS gene product (Zheng et al., 1993;
Zheng and Dean, 1994). Dinitrogenase reductase
has binding sites for two molecules of MgATP and
one molecule of MgADP (Tso and Burris, 1973) and
these sites are distal from the cluster of the
enzyme (Georgiadis et al., 1992). The MgADP
binding site is competitive with one MgATP binding
site. The crystal structure of the dinitrogenase
reductase protein from Azotobacter vinelandii has
recently been determined and the structure reveals
relatively little interaction of the two subunits other
than at the region surrounding the site of
cluster ligation (Georgiadis et al., 1992).

Both nitrogenase proteins are extremely oxygen-
labile and organisms have devised various physio-
logical strategies to overcome this problem. In the
case of the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria,
nitrogenase synthesis is strongly repressed in the
presence of oxygen. Organisms with high respiratory
rates, such as Rb. capsulatus, are able to tolerate
higher levels of oxygen coincident with active

nitrogen fixation (Meyer et al., 1987), but continued
exposure of Rb. capsulatus cells to high levels of
oxygen results in oxidative destruction of the
nitrogenase proteins.

Nitrogenases will reduce a variety of triply- and
doubly-bonded molecules in addition to the
physiologically relevant substrate, (Rivera-Ortiz
and Burris, 1975). In the absence of any other
substrate, the enzyme will reduce protons to gas
at a rate of electron flow through the enzyme
equivalent to the rate when the enzyme is saturated
with This ATP-dependent hydrogenase activity
creates a physiological problem for nitrogen-fixing
organisms because ATP and reductant are consumed
without nitrogen fixation. This activity also creates
experimental problems, because it is never possible
to isolate and study the fully reduced form of the
dinitrogenase protein—as soon as it is reduced, it
will transfer electrons to protons. The reduction of
acetylene to ethylene is a 2 electron reaction and is
the basis of an extremely useful assay for nitrogenase
because the product, ethylene, can be easily
quantitated by gas chromatography (Stewart et al.,
1967). Unlike acetylene can completely suppress

evolution by nitrogenase and this should be taken
into account when using the results of the acetylene
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reduction assay to estimate the amount of fixed by
nitrogen-fixing cultures,
cyclopropene and diazerene are also substrates for
nitrogenase (Rivera-Ortiz and Burris, 1975; McKenna
et al., 1979). is a specific inhibitor of the
reduction assay (Burris, 1985) and CO inhibits the
reduction of all substrates except protons (Rivera-
Ortiz and Burris, 1975).

The dinitrogenase protein exhibits a nondescript
UV-visible spectrum from < 300 nm to beyond 800
nm; the difference spectrum between the oxidized
and reduced forms of the protein is not significant
(Shah and Brill, 1973). The dinitrogenase reductase
protein also has a broad spectrum, but it has a distinct
shoulder that shows a significant difference between
the oxidized and reduced forms at 430 nm, and
changes in the spectrum have been used to follow the
oxidation state of the protein (Ljones and Burris,
1972). The dinitrogenase protein has a unique EPR
spectrum with g values at 4.3, 3.65 and 2.01 (Eady et
al., 1972; Orme-Johnson et al., 1972; Zumft et al.,
1974). The signal at 3.65 is unique in nature and can
even be detected in vivo (Shah et al., 1973). This
signal is referred to as the M center as it arises from
the magnetic center of the protein, the FeMo-co.
Upon reduction of dinitrogenase by dinitrogenase
reductase, the signals at g 4.3 and 3.65 disappear.
The P clusters are not observed in EPR under normal
conditions but can be seen in oxidized forms of the
enzyme. Dinitrogenase reductase has an EPR
spectrum in the g = 2 region (Eady et al., 1972;
Orme-Johnson et al., 1972; Zumft et al., 1974). The
spectrum is axial and becomes more rhombic upon
binding of MgATP to the protein. EPR spectroscopy
was employed to establish the sequence of electron
transfer between nitrogenase proteins. Both dinitro-
genase and dinitrogenase reductase have been
investigated with Mössbauer and ENDOR spectros-
copy (Münck et al., 1975; Hoffman et al., 1982;
Ventures et al., 1986).

The features described above for molybdenum
nitrogenases have been determined primarily using
non-photosynthetic organisms, especially Azoto-
bacter vinelandii, Clostridium pasteurianum and
Klebsiella pneumoniae, and apparently these features
are retained in the properties of photosynthetic
species. Nitrogenases from Rs. rubrum (Ludden and
Burris, 1978), Rb. capsulatus (Hallenbeck et al.,
1982b) and Cm. vinosum (Albrecht and Evans, 1973)
have been purified and characterized, and crude

extracts with nitrogenase activity or partially purified
nitrogenases have been prepared from a number of
other phototrophs. Purification of nitrogenases from
phototrophs is performed under anaerobic conditions
using methods developed for heterotrophic diazo-
trophs but the large amount and small size of the
membrane material requires additional, high speed
centrifugation of the crude extract. Photosynthetic
bacteria grown under nitrogen-fixing conditions also
store large amounts of hydroxybutyric acid
that is hydrolyzed upon breakage of the cells. The
ionization of the hydroxybutyric acid monomers can
result in a drastic lowering of the pH of the extract
and high buffer concentrations (100–200 mM) are
required to maintain the pH of extracts.

The physiological electron donor to nitrogenase
has been unambiguously established only in K.
pneumoniae where the nifJ gene product, pyruvate:
flavodoxin oxidoreductase, and the nifF product,
flavodoxin, perform the task of supplying low
potential electrons to nitrogenase (Nieva-Gomez et
al., 1980; Shah et al., 1983). A pyruvate:ferredoxin
oxidoreductase has been isolated from Rs. rubrum
and a gene with significant sequence similarity to the
K. pneumoniae nifJ gene has been isolated (Brostedt
and Nordlund, 1991). However, mutations in the nifJ
gene of Rs. rubrum do not render the organism
Similarly, several ferredoxins that are capable of
donating electrons to nitrogenase in vitro have been
isolated from Rs. rubrum and from Rb. capsulatus,
but none of these has been demonstrated to be the in
vivo electron donor (Hallenbeck et al., 1982a; Meyer
et al., 1987). Recently a nif-specific flavodoxin has
been identified in Rb. capsulatus and shown to have
the ability to transfer electrons to dinitrogenase
reductase (Yakunin et al., 1993). A flavodoxin that
accumulates under conditions of iron starvation has
been isolated from Rs. rubrum, but it is not known if
this protein plays any role in nitrogen fixation
(Cusanovich and Edmondson, 1971).

It is possible that the physiological electron donor
to nitrogenase in phototrophs may vary depending
on the conditions of growth. For example, Rs. rubrum
is able to grow and fix nitrogen under fermentative
conditions with pyruvate as the carbon and energy
source (Uffen and Wolfe, 1970; Madigan et al.,
1979; Schultz et al., 1985). Under these conditions, a
system like that in K. pneumoniae might be expected,
whereas a light-dependent system might operate
under photosynthetic growth conditions. As noted

Nitrogen Fixation in Photosynthetic Bacteria
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below, Schmel et al. (1993) have recently described
a set of genes in Rb. capsulatus whose encoded
products apparently function as electron donors to
nitrogenase. Further biochemical analysis of the gene
products should clarify this assignment.

The interaction of the dinitrogenase reductase
protein with its electron donor has been an unstudied
area, but one of potential importance to the
phototrophs. The site for regulation of the dinitro-
genase reductase protein by reversible ADP-
ribosylation (see IIA below) is near the cluster
of the enzyme. It is reasonable to suggest that the
electron-donating proteins, whatever they be, bind at
or near the same site. It will be interesting to determine
if ADP-ribosylation disrupts the ability of the
dinitrogenase protein to be reduced by ferredoxins
and flavodoxins; it is known that the modified protein
can be reduced by low molecular weight reductants
such as dithionite (Ludden and Burris, 1979).

b. Gene Organization for the Mo-Nitrogenase

The genes for the Mo-nitrogenase system of a
phototroph have only been well-described in the case
of Rb. capsulatus, largely through the work of the
laboratories of Klipp (Moreno-Vivian et al., 1988),
Haselkorn (Ahombo et al., 1986) and Vignais
(Ahombo et al., 1986) [reviewed in Dean and
Jacobson (1993) and Haselkorn (1986)]. The genes
that are necessary for the expression and function of
the Mo-nitrogenase fall into three non-contiguous
gene clusters, termed A, B, and C.

Region A contains 26 open reading frames (ORFs)
that are apparently organized into six transcriptional
units (Klipp et al., 1988; Fonstein et al., 1992).
Eleven of these have homologs in the nif cluster of K.
pneumoniae and three others are similar to ORFs
found in the nif region of Azotobacter vinelandii.

Immediately adjacent to these nif gene homologs
in Region A is a set of genes that have been termed
rnfA-F (for Rhodobacter nitrogen fixation) (Schmehl
et al., 1993). While these genes are not homologous
to any sequences stored in available data banks, their
sequences suggest that many encode either membrane
proteins or contain cysteine motifs typical of iron-
sulfur proteins. Both mutational analyses and the
effects of metronidazole suggest that the encoded
proteins are involved in electron transport to
nitrogenase. The authors have speculated that the
encoded proteins form a complex and that it might
either serve as an oxido-reductase for an unknown

substrate or utilize membrane potential as a source of
reductant for nitrogenase (Schmehl et al., 1993).

Region B contains the nifHDKgenes, which encode
dinitrogenase and dinitrogenase reductase, and also
‘second’ copies of nifA, nifB, and nifU that duplicate
the same functions found in region A. Finally, this
region contains nifR4, which encodes a nif-specific
sigma factor (Jones and Haselkorn, 1989).

Region C contains nif-specific homologs of ntrBC,
termed nifR2 and nifR1. This regulatory system is
discussed in detail in Chapter 56 in this volume by
Kranz and Cullen on the regulation of nitrogen
fixation.

Immediately adjacent to Region B is a cluster of
six ORFs, designated modABCD and mopAB, whose
products appear to be involved in molybdenum
transport and perhaps other aspects of molybdenum
processing (Wang et al., 1993). While the precise
roles of the different gene products are unknown and
the phenotypes of mutants are not identical, in general
the presence of these genes is important for both
molybdenum uptake and for the molybdenum
repression of the alternative nitrogenase in Rb.
capsulatus.

2. Alternative Nitrogenase Systems

a. Enzymology

Following the description of the alternative
nitrogenases in Azotobacter vinelandii by Bishop
(Bishop et al., 1980; Premakumar et al., 1989;Bishop
and Premakumar, 1992) non-molybdenum nitro-
genases have been described in a number of
organsims, including the photosynthetic bacteria. To
date, only the iron-only (third alternative) nitrogenases
have been described in the photosynthetic bacteria
and these have been purified from Rb. capsulatus
(Schneider et al., 1991) and Rs. rubrum (Davis and
Ludden, unpublished results). Like the alternative
nitrogenases from Azotobacter vinelandii and A.
chroococcum, the dinitrogenase proteins from Rs.
rubrum and Rb. capsulatus contain a third the
product of anfG) subunit with a molecular weight of
approximately 20 kD (Schneider et al., 1991). The
alternative nitrogenase systems from Rb. capsulatus
and Rs. rubrum reduce protons well, at a rate
sufficient to sustain growth, and acetylene very poorly.
The maximal rate of  reduction by the alternative
system is 10% of the rate observed with the
molybdenum nitrogenase. The enzymes are extremely
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labile and purification is difficult. The alternative
dinitrogenase proteins from photosynthetic bacteria
do not accept electrons from the dinitrogenase
reductases from the molybdenum systems. The
alternative dinitrogenase reductases are effective in
transferring electrons to the molybdenum dinitro-
genase. Like the alternative nitrogenases from other
systems (Dilworth et al., 1987), the alternative
nitrogenases of phototrophs reduce acetylene to
ethylene and ethane. Approximately 2–5% of the
product of acetylene reduction is ethane.

In both Rb. capsulatus and Rs. rubrum, the
alternative dinitrogenase reductases are substrates
for regulation by the reversible ADP-ribosylation
systems described below (Lehman and Roberts, 1991;
Masepohl et al., 1993). The proteins can be modified
in vivo and in vitro. Thus, the alternative nitrogenase
does not serve as an unregulated back-up to the
molybdenum nitrogenase. This result predicts that
the dinitrogenase reductase of each system contains
an arginine residue at position 101.

The UV-visible and EPR spectra of the alternative
dinitrogenase reductases are similar to those of the
dinitrogenase reductases of the molybdenum system.
The g = 3.65 EPR signal attributed to FeMo-co in the
molybdenum system is lacking in the alternative
system. The Rs. rubrum alternative dinitrogenase
exhibits a signal in the g = 2 region with no apparent
higher field signals. The spectra of the Rb. capsulatus
protein are reported to be complex and include a
signal like that of the Rs. rubrum alternative
dinitrogenase as well as additional signals in the g =
4 region (Schneider et al., 1991).

A cofactor analogous to FeMo-co can be isolated
from the Rs. rubrum alternative dinitrogenase protein
(Ludden, Davis and Shah, unpublished results). This
cofactor contains no molybdenum, but will replace
FeMo-co in the activation of apo-dinitrogenase
(lacking FeMo-co) of the molybdenum nitrogenase.
The Rs. rubrum alternative dinitrogenase reductase
also contains homocitrate, presumably in its cofactor.
The reported iron and acid-labile sulfur contents of
the alternative dinitrogenase proteins are significantly
less than those of the molybdenum dinitrogenase
proteins and thus it is possible that they contain
fewer or different clusters than the molybdenum
dinitrogenase. Alternatively, it is possible that the
fully active proteins contain a full complement of
metal clusters, but that these clusters are more labile
and thus lost during purification.
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b. Gene Organization for the Alternate
Nitrogenase

Among phototrophs, alternate nitrogenase systems
have been genetically well-characterized only in Rb.
capsulatus. In this organism, Klipp and coworkers
(Schüddekopf et al., 1993) have used mutational
analysis to identify the genes for the alternate
dinitrogenase and dinitrogenase reductase as well as
a number of other loci important for their function.

The region encoding the components of the
alternate nitrogenase (anfHDGK) has been cloned
and sequenced and display the greatest similarity to
the anf genes of Azotobacter vinelandii. Immediately
upstream of this region appears to be a homolog of
anfA of Azotobacter vinelandii, suggesting that it
encodes a regulator for the anf region. In addition to
this locus, random transposon mutagenesis identified
at least ten additional restriction fragments wherein
insertions appear to specifically result in an
phenotype, although the nature of the encoded
functions is currently unknown.

Finally, the Klipp lab has performed a rather
thorough analysis of the 32 genes and open reading
frames that fall in Regions A, B and C of the nif gene
clusters noted in section IC1b, with the goal of
identifying those necessary for functionality of the
alternate system (Schüddekopf et al., 1993). The
results indicate that the products of nifB and nifV are
critical for both systems, as are those of the regulatory
genes, nifR1, nifR2, and nifR4. Surprisingly, at least
four other ORFs, scattered among the nif-specific
genes, are also necessary for both systems, and
predicted amino acid sequences suggest that the
products might form a membrane complex involved
in electron transport to both nitrogenase systems
(Schmehl et al., 1993).

The genes for the alternate nitrogenase of Rs.
rubrum have also been cloned, although sequence
and mutational analysis have not been performed
(Lehman and Roberts, 1991).

II. Regulation of Nitrogenase by Reversible
ADP-ribosylation

A. Model for Regulation of Nitrogenase by
Reversible ADP-ribosylation

The current understanding of the reversible ADP-
ribosylation of dinitrogenase reductase in Rs. rubrum
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and related organisms is shown in Fig. 2. In this
model, active dinitrogenase reductase is inactivated
by ADP-ribosylation at arg 101 through the action of
dinitrogenase reductase ADP-ribosyl transferase
(DRAT) in an NAD- and MgADP-dependent reaction
in response to darkness or a source of fixed nitrogen.
Only one of the two potential sites for ADP-
ribosylation is modified at one time. When the culture
is re-illuminated or the source of fixed nitrogen is
depleted, ADP-ribose is removed by hydrolysis from
the protein by dinitrogenase reductase activating
glycohydrolase (DRAG) in a MgATP- and
dependent reaction. Dinitrogenase reductase is
activated by the removal of ADP-ribose.

B. Isolation and Identification of ADP-ribose
and Effects on Dinitrogenase Reductase

Once DRAG had been discovered (Section IB above),
it was possible to purify the nitrogenase from Rs.
rubrum and to follow the purification by monitoring
activity of the dinitrogenase reductase after activation.
The protein was purified by methods similar to those
employed for other, active dinitrogenase reductases
and it had several properties and the characteristic
brown color of other dinitrogenase reductases. Thus
it appeared that the inactive form of dinitrogenase

reductase from Rs. rubrum was normal but required
activation, and the hypothesis that it existed in a
modified form was developed. Phosphatase-resistant
phosphate was detected on the inactive protein and
an analysis of the UV-visible spectrum of the protein
revealed a shoulder at 265 nm that could not be
explained by the known amino acid content of the
enzyme (dinitrogenase reductases contain no
tryptophan). Tests for adenine nucleotide and for
pentoses were positive and it was concluded that the
enzyme was modified by a nucleotide. Originally it
was thought that the adenine moiety alone was
removed upon activation (Ludden and Burris, 1979),
but further studies showed that the entire nucleotide
was removed upon activation (Pope et al., 1986).

The inactive form of the protein was found to
migrate as two bands of equal staining intensity on
SDS gels and the conversion of the slower migrating
band to the single band observed for active enzyme
was correlated with activation (Preston and Ludden,
1982). It was found that the band conversion could
also be affected by heating the protein at pH above
8.0 (Dowling et al., 1982). This observation was
applied to the isolation of the nucleotide which could
be thermally released from the protein and purified
by affinity chromatography on boronate affinity resin
by virtue of the binding of the cis hydroxyls of the
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compound to the resin (Pope et al., 1985b).
Alternatively, the modified dinitrogenase reductase
was treated with proteases and the peptidyl nucleotide
was purified on the boronate resin. In each case, the
nucleotide was further purified by HPLC.

The identity of the compound as ADP-ribose was
established by mass spectrometric and NMR analyses
(Pope et al., 1985a). The peptide with bound
nucleotide was sequenced and found to have the
sequence gly-X-gly-val-ile-thr and the amino acid
analysis of the material indicated the presence of a
single arginine, presumably the X component of the
sequence. This sequence is highly conserved in
dinitrogenase reductases and is found uniquely at
positions 100–105 of the sequence (Pretorius et al.,
1987). It was of immediate interest that arg101 was
only 3 amino acids removed from cys98 which had
been proposed as one site of ligation of the
cluster to the protein by Hausinger and Howard
(1983) (cys132 being the other site of ligation). It
was originally confusing why only one of the two
subunits became modified, but the recent crystal
structure by Georgiadis et al. (1992) shows that the
two arg101 residues are close to each other near the
site of interaction of the two subunits. This suggests
that the reason only one subunit becomes modified is
that once one site is modified, the other site is not
accessible to the modifying enzyme.

The attachment of the ADP-ribose group was
established as an N-glycosidic linkage to the
guanidinium N of arginine by mass spectrometry
(Pope et al., 1985a) and it was determined that the
ADP-ribose-arginine bond in the  configuration
may be cleaved by DRAG (Pope et al., 1986).
However, there is mutarotation around the N-
glycosidic bond and it becomes a 60:40 mixture of

with a of approximately 6 hours (Pope et al.,
1987). The anomer of the glycosidic bond is
inaccessible to DRAG.

ADP-ribosylation of dinitrogenase reductase
inhibits its ability to transfer electrons to dinitro-
genase. The modified protein is able to bind MgATP
and undergoes the conformational shift evidenced
by the MgATP-dependent loss of the center to
chelators (Ludden and Burris, 1979; Ludden et al.,
1982). The EPR signal of the modified protein is
identical to that of the unmodified enzyme and thus,
ADP-ribosylation has no observable direct effect on
the center (Ludden and Burris, 1979). The
modified protein does not inhibit the ability of
unmodified protein to transfer electrons to dinitro-

genase, and thus it is suggested that modification
renders the protein unable to bind to dinitrogenase.
Evidence in support of this was obtained when it was
shown that modification of the dinitrogenase
reductase from Clostridium pasteurianum prevented
that protein from forming the tight, inhibitory
complex with dinitrogenase from Azotobacter
vinelandii that had been reported by Emerich and
Burris (1976; Murrell et al., 1988). Removal of the
ADP-ribose with DRAG restored the inhibition. ADP-
ribosylation does not appear to block its role in
FeMo-co synthesis or FeMo-co insertion, as both of
these activities can be observed in vitro with the
ADP-ribosylated form (Shah et al., 1988); it should
be noted that it is difficult to determine if absolutely
all of the dinitrogenase reductase has been ADP-
ribosylated and thus it is possible that the FeMo-co
synthesis and insertion activities are supported by a
small amount of unmodified protein in the mixture.
ADP-ribosylation of dinitrogenase reductase does
not make the protein less sensitive to oxygen.

C. Isolation and Characterization of DRAG
and DRAT

1. Isolation of DRAG

DRAG was the first component of the regulatory
system to be identified and it was purified based on
its ability to activate dinitrogenase reductase even
though the mechanism of this activation was not
known (Saari et al., 1984). The predominant amount
of DRAG was found in the pellet fraction after high
speed centrifugation of the crude extract. It has been
assumed that DRAG is associated with the chroma-
tophore membranes of the extract and this is likely
the case, but it remains a possibility that DRAG is
bound to some other macromolecular complex in the
extract, as no further characterization of the binding
has been performed. DRAG can be eluted from the
pellet fraction with 0.5 M NaCl in buffer and remains
stable in its soluble form (Ludden and Burris, 1976).
It should not be assumed that DRAG is bound to the
photosynthetic membrane in the living cell, as the
ionic strength of the cell cytoplasm is likely to be
sufficiently high to elute the enzyme.

The ability to elute the enzyme from the membrane
with salt was employed in the purification of DRAG.
Repeated washing of the enzyme with buffer removed
many contaminating proteins, allowing DRAG to be
eluted rather specifically and in good yield with a 30-
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fold purification. Following desalting, the enzyme
was further purified by chromatography on DEAE-
cellulose, hydroxylapatite, reactive red agarose and
finally by gel filtration on G-75 Sephadex. The enzyme
was purified 12,000-fold to homogeneity and runs as
a single band on SDS gels with a molecular weight of
32,000 (Saari et al., 1984). The protein migrates
anomolously on gel filtration columns and early
estimates gave the molecular weight of the enzyme
as approximately 20 kD (Gotto and Yoch, 1982a).
The correct molecular weight of the enzyme was
established when the sequence of the protein was
deduced from the sequence of its gene (Fitzmaurice
et al., 1989); this value confirmed that obtained by
SDS PAGE analysis of the purified enzyme (Saari et
al., 1984).

DRAG was originally found to be very oxygen-
labile and was always purified under strict anaerobic
conditions, including the presence of the oxygen
scavenger sodium dithionite in all buffers (Ludden
and Burris, 1976; Nordlund et al., 1977; Zumft and
Nordlund, 1981). More recently, it has been
discovered that the enzyme is stable to oxygen
provided that it is purified in the absence of sodium
dithionite (Neilsen et al., 1994). Upon exposure of
the dithionite-containing solution to oxygen,
hydrogen peroxide is formed, to which DRAG is
particularly sensitive, especially in the presence of

its metal cofactor. ADP-ribose protects the
enzyme from hydrogen peroxide attack, suggesting
that the damage by hydrogen peroxide occurs near
the active site of the enzyme. Dithiothreitol is required
for stability of the enzyme, but does not protect
against the loss of DRAG activity in the presence of
hydrogen peroxide and Under anaerobic
conditions, was found to increase the stability
of the enzyme and thus is included in the buffers
used during purification. The preferred protocol for
DRAG purification calls for use of cold, degassed
buffer containing but lacking dithionite.

Although ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase reductase
and DRAG are both present in crude extracts, the
dinitrogenase reductase remains ADP-ribosylated
because the activation reaction requires MgATP and
divalent metal. The binding of to DRAG is not
very tight and, upon extraction, the divalent metal is
diluted away from the enzyme. Similarly, the
nucleotide concentration in crude extracts is much
lower than needed to lead to significant activation.
Munson (1969) first noted the non-linear time course

of nitrogenase assays with crude extracts of
Rs. rubrum, and this can now be explained as a result
of the inclusion of MgATP in the assay mix. The
MgATP is required for nitrogenase activity and, in
the case of Rs. rubrum extracts, also allows activation
of the enzyme.

The nucleotide involved in activation of dinitro-
genase reductase by DRAG is thought to bind to the
ADP-ribosylated form of dinitrogenase reductase.
The interaction of MgATP with ADP-ribosylated
dinitrogenase reductase was demonstrated using
Walker and Mortenson’s assay to follow the MgATP-
dependent release of the iron-sulfur center to iron
chelators (Ludden and Burris, 1979; Gotto and Yoch,
1982b). MgATP is not hydrolyzed in stoichiometric
amounts during the activation of dinitrogenase
reductase. MgATP is not required for the removal of
ADP-ribose from the oxygen-denatured form of
dinitrogenase reductase (Ludden and Burris, 1979)
or from low molecular weight substrates such as the
ADP-ribosylated hexapeptide obtained by protease
treatment of ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase reductase
(Pope et al., 1986; Saari et al., 1986). Thus it is
thought that the nucleotide exerts its effect on the
process by binding to the substrate (dinitrogenase
reductase) rather than to DRAG. The available
evidence indicates that MgATP does not bind to
DRAG, although these studies were hindered by the
lack of appreciable quantities of the purified enzyme.
MgADP is known to inhibit the activity of
dinitrogenase reductase and it also inhibits the
activation of dinitrogenase reductase by DRAG.

The free divalent metal is thought to bind directly
to DRAG and play a catalytic or regulatory role in the
DRAG reaction. Burns and Bulen (1966) first noted
the stimulatory effect of high on the activity of
crude extracts of Rs. rubrum and then it was
discovered that low levels of provided even
greater stimulation (Ludden and Burris, 1976). Guth
and Burris (1983) performed a careful analysis of the
stimulation of DRAG by and and came to
the conclusion that the role of was to release
any present in the reaction mixture for DRAG
activity. Nordlund and Noren (1984) tested various
metals for activity with DRAG and found that
was the most effective, followed by and then

It has not been established which of these
metal ions functions in vivo, and experiments with
Mn-depleted medium have given ambiguous results.
One mM in excess over the ATP concentration
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in the assay will saturate the divalent metal
requirement for DRAG (Saari et al., 1986).

The substrate specificity of DRAG has been
investigated in detail. The enzyme will carry out the
hydrolysis of N-glycosidic bonds and is specific for
the anomer (Pope et al., 1986). DRAG does not
perform the lyase reaction reported for the enzyme
that removes the terminal ADP-ribose moiety of
polyADP-ribosylated histones (Oka et al., 1984). As
noted above, DRAG will cleave ADP-ribose from
tri- and hexapeptides purified from the protease
hydrolysate of ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase
reductase with Kms of 11–12 and a Vmax
equivalent to that for ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase
reductase (Pope et al., 1986; Saari et al, 1986). ADP-
ribosylarginine is a very poor substrate for DRAG
with a Km of 2 mM, whereas
ribosylarginine is a very good substrate with a Km of
12 Blocking the amino group of the arginine
molecule is essential for good activity of DRAG
while blocking the carboxyl group has little effect.
The enzyme is non-specific with respect to the
nucleotide and hydrolyzes dansylarginine-guanosine
diphosphoribose as well as the ADP-ribosylated
compound. However, DRAG will not cleave the N-
glycosidic bonds of compounds that lack the
adenosine group or analogs such as the dansylated
forms of phosphoribosylarginine or ribosylarginine.
The fluorescent etheno analog of ADP-ribose attached
to the dansylarginine methylester
is an effective substrate that also provides a sensitive
assay for the enzyme (Pope et al., 1987). The
fluorescence of the molecule is
quenched while both the ethenoadenine and the dansyl
groups are attached to the same molecule, but become
highly fluorescent upon cleavage. DRAG will also
cleave ADP-ribose from cholera toxin-modified
histones, suggesting that it will recognize ADP-
ribose attached to proteins (presumably at arginine)
at a variety of sequences, since the gly-arg-gly-val-
ile-thr motif is not present in histones.

The Km for the natural substrate (74 of
DRAG is higher than that determined for a number
of the low molecular weight substrates (11–15
The true Km for ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase
reductase may be lower by one-half because the N-
glycosidic bond between arginine and ADP-ribose is
subject to mutarotation and, during purification, there
is sufficient time for the bond to mutarotate to an
approximately 60:40 mix of and anomers;DRAG
is specific for the linkage. A Km of 40 for

ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase reductase would be
in the physiological range, as dinitrogenase reductase
is estimated to be present in the cell at a concentration
approaching 100

2. Isolation of DRAT

Once the modifying group for inactive dinitrogenase
was identified as ADP-ribose, an NAD-dependent
reaction analogous to the cholera toxin-catalyzed
modification of G proteins was sought. Lowery et al.
(1986) identified an activity that would transfer label
from to dinitrogenase reductase. This
label was susceptible to removal by DRAG, and
peptide analysis revealed that arg101 was the sole
and unique site of modification. Antibodies against
DRAG were unreactive with the ADP-ribosyl
transferase activity and it was concluded that the two
activities resided on distinct gene products (Lowery
and Ludden, 1988). This conclusion was confirmed
biochemically when the amino terminal amino acid
sequences of the DRAT and DRAG proteins were
shown to be different, and genetically when the
genes for the two enzymes were isolated (Fitzmaurice
et al., 1989). The new enzyme was named Dinitro-
genase Reductase ADP-ribosyl Transferase (DRAT)
and its gene designated draT.

DRAT activity was found in the soluble fraction of
extracts and it was found to be stable to oxygen
although otherwise less stable than DRAG activity.
The enzyme was purified by sequential ion exchange
(DEAE cellulose), dye matrix affinity (reactive red
agarose), gel filtration chromatography steps followed
by ion exchange HPLC (Lowery and Ludden, 1988).
Like DRAG, the enzyme is very non-abundant and a
20,000-fold purification of the enzyme was required.

DRAT uses as the donor for ADP-ribose
and releases stoichiometric amounts of nicotinamide
(Lowery and Ludden, 1988). The enzyme will not
transfer the ADP-ribose moiety of NADH or
NADPH but will utilize etheno-NAD and nicotin-
amide guanine dinucleotide as donors. The only
known acceptors of ADP-ribose from DRAT are the
dinitrogenase reductases. The sequences of dinitro-
genase reductases are remarkably conserved in nature,
and the region surrounding the site of ADP-
ribosylation is nearly constant. All dinitrogenase
reductases tested to date have arginine at the position
analogous to arg101 in the Rs. rubrum nifH product
and are substrates for DRAT, with the exception of
the dinitrogenase reductases from Azospirillum
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amozonense (for which the sequence is not known)
(Lowery and Ludden, 1988) and from mutants with
changes at arg101 or immediately adjacent residues
(Chang et al., 1988; Lowery et al., 1989; Lehman and
Roberts, 1991; Pierrard, 1993). The alternative
dinitrogenase reductase (the anfH gene product) from
Rs. rubrum is reversibly modified in vivo and thus is
presumed to be modified by DRAT (Lehman and
Roberts, 1991). The specificity of DRAT is in marked
contrast to the ability of the arginine-specific toxins
to modify a wide range of proteins. DRAT exhibits
no detectable NADase activity, also in contrast to the
toxin ADP-ribosyl transferases and the turkey
erythrocyte ADP-ribosyl transferase isolated by Moss
(Watkins et al., 1987). Small molecules, including
the peptide gly-arg-gly-val-ile-thr do not accept
NAD from DRAT (Lowery and Ludden, 1988). The
products of the reactions of DRAG, with its small
molecule substrates, do not serve as acceptors. DRAT
is unable to recognize oxygen-denatured dinitro-
genase reductase, suggesting that a native confor-
mation of the substrate protein is essential.

The modification of Rs. rubrum dinitrogenase
reductase is highly dependent on the presence of
ADP in the reaction mixture (Lowery and Ludden,
1989). DRAT-dependent incorporation of label from

into dinitrogenase reductase can be
observed, but only a small amount of the total
dinitrogenase reductase protein becomes ADP-
ribosylated in the absence of ADP. In the presence of
ADP, it is possible to quantitatively convert
dinitrogenase reductase into its ADP-ribosylated
form. The measured Km for NAD in the presence of
ADP and saturating amounts of dinitrogenase
reductase is approximately 2 mM, while the measured
Km for NAD under the same conditions but in the
absence of ADP is at least 20-fold higher. ADP is
thought to exert its effect by binding to dinitrogenase
reductase rather than DRAT because DRAT will
effectively modify the dinitrogenase reductase protein
from Azotobacter vinelandii in the absence of ADP.
In this case, the measured Km for NAD in the
absence of ADP is approximately 1 mM and 30–50

in the presence of ADP.
The nucleotide requirements for DRAT and DRAG

suggest a role for these nucleotides in the regulation
of the DRAT/DRAG system. However, no consistent
change in ATP/ADP ratio has been shown to correlate
with changes in the modification status of dinitro-
genase reductase in vivo (Paul and Ludden, 1984;
Nordlund and Hoglund, 1986). Based on in vitro

studies, the ATP/ADP ratio that is thought to occur in
vivo would seem to predict: 1) a continuous turnover
of ADP-ribose on the dinitrogenase reductase protein
in vivo, and 2) significant inhibition of nitrogenase
activity. Neither of these predictions can be verified;
in fact, the evidence shows the opposite. Perhaps
there is a level of compartmentation or organization
of the nitrogenase proteins and their regulators that
has not yet been detected.

D. Genetic Analysis of the dra System of
Regulation in Rs. rubrum and Rb. capsulatus

By far the most complete analysis of the dra system
has been in Rs. rubrum (Fitzmaurice et al., 1989),
although work in Rb. capsulatus has demonstrated a
substantially similar system (Masepohl et al., 1993).
In Rs. rubrum, the dra genes were identified using
degenerate oligonucleotides based on the sequences
of DRAG and DRAT. The draT and draG genes are
adjacent to each other and are probably cotranscribed.
These genes are immediately adjacent to the nifHDK
genes, which are transcribed in the opposite direction.
The sequences of draT and draG are unremarkable
and possess no obvious similarity to genes in the data
banks. Immediately adjacent to draTG is another
ORF that does possess similarity to ORF-14 in
Azotobacter vinelandii (Dean and Jacobson, 1993)—
ORF-14 has been recently termed nifO by Rodriguez-
Quinones et al. (1993)—and similarity to the arsC of
E. coli (Rosen et al., 1991), but the significance of
these similarities is unclear.

The cloned dra region of Rs. rubrum has also been
moved into other diazotrophs, including the non-
phototrophic microaerophile Azospirillum brasilense.
This organism itself possesses a dra system that
ADP-ribosylates dinitrogenase reductase in response
to fixed nitrogen or anaerobiosis, but not darkness
(Fu et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 1992). A mutant
of A. brasilense, carrying the draTG genes from Rs.
rubrum, responds in a fashion similar to the wild-
type, indicating proper regulation of the heterologous
DRAG and DRAT. Similarly, introduction of draTG
from either Rs. rubrum or A. brasilense into Klebsiella
pneumoniae, which normally lacks this system,
results in regulated ADP-ribosylation of dinitrogenase
reductase in response to added fixed nitrogen (Fu et
al., 1990). These two sets of results strongly suggest
that the signal transduction pathway, whether
composed of proteins or small molecules, is
sufficiently similar in the diverse organisms to effect
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apparently proper regulation of DRAG and DRAT.
The draTG genes have also been identified in Rb.

capsulatus, using synthetic oligo probes (Masepohl
et al., 1993). In this organism, the dra region is not
located near the nif genes, nor is there a downstream
ORF similar to that noted in the above organisms. An
insertion in draT of Rb. capsulatus not only eliminates
the reversible ADP-ribosylation of dinitrogenase
reductase in response to both darkness and fixed
nitrogen, it also apparently eliminates a second
regulatory mechanism, which is described further in
section IIF below. If this result is confirmed, it
indicates that there is another role for DRAT besides
ADP-ribosylation of dinitrogenase reductase; a
possibility might be the ADP-ribosylation of another
protein necessary for nitrogenase activity. DRAT
also ADP-ribosylates the alternate dinitrogenase
reductase in this organism in response to darkness or
ammonia, but does not in response to molybdenum
addition.

E. Regulation of DRAG/T Activities

In a regulatory cascade such as the DRAT/DRAG
system, it would be possible to achieve control by
regulating one or both enzymes. Furthermore, the
regulatory enzymes might have either static states
(i.e. on or off) or a range of activities. A range of
activities can be achieved by partial activation of
each enzyme molecule or by controlling a population
of enzyme molecules so that some enzyme molecules
are active while others are inactive. In the case of
DRAT/DRAG, it appears that both enzyme molecules
are posttranslationally regulated and that the
regulation is on/off.

Demonstration of the reversible modification of
dinitrogenase reductase was performed by Kanemoto
(1984), who showed that the nitrogenase system
could be subjected to repeated cycles of switch-off/
switch-on. The modified subunit of dinitrogenase
reductase can be separated from the unmodified
subunit by electrophoresis on SDS gels, and this
allows the analysis of the modification status of the
protein. Modification of one subunit of the dimer
renders dinitrogenase reductase completely inactive,
and it is not possible to modify both subunits of the
dimer at one time. The recent crystal structure
determination by Georgiadis et al. (1992) shows that
the two sites for modification are very close to each
other at the surface of the protein and suggests that
modification of one subunit blocks the modification

of the other. The acetylene reduction assay allows an
estimation of the in vivo nitrogenase activity. A
comparison of modification status of dinitrogenase
reductase with the whole-cell nitrogenase activities
of samples taken during dark/light cycles allowed
Kanemoto to conclude that the modification was
reversible. Because three cycles of modification/
demodification could be observed, it was concluded
that sites for modification were being regenerated on
the dimeric dinitrogenase reductase protein in vivo.

The conclusion that ADP-ribosylation is respon-
sible for the loss of activity in vivo was confirmed
when mutants lacking the system were prepared (see
discussion below). Yakunin and Gogotov (1984)
proposed that the covalent ADP-ribosylation of
dinitrogenase did not affect the ability of the Rb.
capsulatus enzyme to donate electrons to dinitro-
genase if ferredoxin served as the electron donor,
and that the loss of activity in vitro was an artifact of
the use of dithionite as the electron donor. It is
difficult to accept this proposal in light of the
overwhelming biochemical and genetic evidence,
and Gotto and Yoch (1985a) have directly refuted
this hypothesis.

Evidence that DRAG is regulated comes from a
pulse-chase experiment in which the turnover of
of ADP-ribose bound to dinitrogenase reductase
during switch-off conditions was monitored
(Kanemoto and Ludden, 1984). Rs. rubrum cells
were grown under nitrogenase derepressing condi-
tions in the presence of and then treated with
ammonium to initiate the modification of dinitro-
genase reductase. The cell culture was then treated
with an excess of to chase the label out of
labelled molecules in the cell. The amount of
label remaining in ADP-ribose attached to dinitro-
genase reductase was monitored and found to have a
half-life 3–4 times longer than the half-life of the
total cell P, indicating that under the conditions
tested, DRAG was not functioning. Under conditions
where DRAG is reactivating dinitrogenase reductase,
ADP-ribose is removed with a half-life of 4 minutes.

Evidence that DRAT is regulated comes from
experiments with draG mutants (Liang et al., 1991).
Such mutants express draT and accumulate DRAT
activity. When cells are grown under
nitrogenase derepressing conditions, the significant
majority of dinitrogenase reductase accumulates in
the active form until the signal for modification
(darkness or ammonium) is given to the culture.
Upon signaling, dinitrogenase reductase is irre-
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versibly ADP-ribosylated in these cells. The
interpretation of this result is that DRAT is regulated
in an on/off manner in the cell because dinitrogenase
reductase was not modified until the signal to modify
was given, thus DRAT was off. Analysis of the
dinitrogenase reductase present in the cell indicated
that, prior to the negative stimulus, very little of the
dinitrogenase reductase was modified, indicating that
only trace DRAT activity was present.

DRAT and DRAG have been overexpressed
approximately 200-fold in Rs. rubrum and the effects
of overexpression on the regulation of DRAT and
DRAG activities have been studied (Grunwald et al.,
1995). In a DRAG overexpresser (DRAT at normal
levels) the regulatory system is overcome, and at any
time after signaling with ammonium or darkness,
only a small percentage of the dinitrogenase reductase
is in the modified form. In a DRAT overexpresser
(DRAG at normal levels) the regulatory cycle is
maintained. Surprisingly, a small amount of DRAG
is able to counter the activity of a large excess of
DRAT; apparently, the regulation of DRAT is
maintained in the presence of a large amount of
DRAT, indicating that its regulation is not dependent
on stoichiometric amounts of a gene product or
small molecule that is present in amounts equivalent
to the concentration of DRAT in the wild-type.
However, the whole cell nitrogenase activity
(acetylene reduction) in a DRAT overexpresser is
only 5–10% that of wild-type cells, although the
nitrogenase proteins accumulate to at least 50% of
the levels observed in wild-type. One explanation for
this might be that DRAT binds to dinitrogenase
without ADP-ribosylating the protein. At its normal
levels, this is not a problem as it ties up less than a
percent or two of the total dinitrogenase reductase.
However, when DRAT is overexpressed 200-fold, it
might tie up a significant amount of the dinitrogenase
reductase protein, inhibiting activity. This model has
yet to be tested.

Very little is known about proteins that might be
involved in the regulation of DRAG and DRAT
activities. Mutations downstream of the dra region
have been isolated and analyzed (Fitzmaurice et al.,
1989). ORF mutants show a faster time course of
modification in vivo than the wild-type, but show
normal kinetics of de-modification of dinitrogenase
reductase (switch-on) (Liang et al., 1991). The
significance of this relatively small effect on ADP-
ribosylation is unclear. In Rb. capsulatus, mutants
have been isolated with constitutive nif expression,

but with apparently normal ADP-ribosylation; glnB
was one of the affected loci (Hallenbeck, 1992). This
result indicates that there is at least some inde-
pendence between the systems that regulate the
transcription of nif genes and those that posttrans-
lationally regulate nif gene products. Analysis of
ntrBC mutants of A. brasilense suggest that the ADP-
ribosylation of dinitrogenase reductase in response
to ammonium or anaerobiosis occurs through
independent signal transduction pathways (Zhang et
al., 1994).

A number of metabolites have been analyzed as
potential regulatory agents in the DRAT/DRAG
system. Ammonium ion, glutamine, and other
nitrogen sources have no observable effect on DRAT
or DRAG activity in vitro (Saari et al., 1986; Lowery
and Ludden, 1988). The relative in vivo concentrations
of ATP, ADP and AMP during switch-off and switch-
on have been estimated in several studies (Paul and
Ludden, 1984; Nordlund and Hoglund, 1986). In
these studies, either darkness, ammonium ion or
other effectors leading to switch-off have been
employed to perturb the system. In no case has a
consistent correlation with an increase in nucleotide
concentration been observed. The in vivo glutamine
level has been reported to correlate with the onset of
switch-off, but other studies have shown that neither
glutamine nor any other amino acid level is obligately
correlated with switch-off. The pools of pyridine
nucleotides have been investigated as well (Nordlund
and Hoglund, 1986), and no change in their pools has
been tied to changes in the modification status of
dinitrogenase reductase. However, Soliman and
Nordlund (1992) have provided interesting evidence
that exogenously-supplied NAD can stimulate switch-
off, and they have shown that label from
supplied to the cells can be incorporated into
dinitrogenase reductase.

Because a divalent metal ion such as is
required for DRAG activity, fluxes in divalent ion
pools have been proposed to play a role in regulation
of the DRAT/DRAG system. Yoch (1979) first studied

cells for the ability to regulate
nitrogenase activity. His results showed that the cells
grew with glutamate as the N source but produced
only low levels of nitrogenase activity. These cells
were able to switch-off nitrogenase activity. Nordlund
and coworkers (Cadez and Nordlund, 1991) have
investigated the concentration in the medium of
Rs. rubrum cells during switch-off/switch-on and
have observed transients in the concentration of this
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ion, suggesting a role for this ion in the regulatory
scheme.

Nutritional conditions are important in determining
the ability of Rs. rubrum to regulate nitrogenase.
Munson and Burris (1969) noted that the best
activity was obtained in extracts of cells grown under
nitrogen starvation. Yoch and Cantu (1980) provided
an explanation for this observation when they showed
that nitrogen-starved cells were incapable of switch-
off. The reason for the inability of nitrogen-starved
cells to switch-off is not known, as both DRAT and
DRAG are present in these cells and active in extracts
(Lowery et al., 1986).

While most experiments on the regulation of
nitrogenase have been performed in light-grown cells,
Rs. rubrum and certain other phototrophs are capable
of dark-anaerobic fermentation of pyruvate and
nitrogen fixation under these conditions (Uffen and
Wolfe, 1970; Madigan et al., 1979; Schultz et al.,
1985). Switch-off of nitrogenase occurs in dark
pyruvate-grown cells in response to ammonium
(Schultz et al., 1985).

While much of the work on regulation of
nitrogenase by reversible ADP-ribosylation has been
performed in Rs. rubrum, the system has also been
demonstrated in Cm. vinosum (Gotto and Yoch,
1985b), Rb. capsulatus (Hallenbeck et al., 1982c;
Gotto and Yoch, 1985a; Jouanneau et al., 1989), and
Rhodopseudomonas palustris (Alef et al., 1981).
Evidence against the presence of the system in Rhodo-
pseudomonas spheroides has been presented (Jones
and Monty, 1979). The system has also been
extensively studied in the non-photosynthetic bacteria
of the genus Azospirillum (Hartmann et al., 1986; Fu
et al., 1989; Burris et al., 1991; Zhang et al., 1993).

F. Non-ADPR Regulatory Mechanisms

Although the original observations of Gest and
Kamen (1949) can be explained by the action of the
reversible ADP-ribosylation system described above,
it has become apparent that there are additional
complexities in the regulation of nitrogenase activity
in phototrophs. The presence of the phenomenon
described below not only suggests such a case but
serves to remind us that the presence of one regulatory
system by no means precludes organisms from
elaborating additional, even redundant, mechanisms
for regulation.

Two lines of evidence indicate that Rb. capsulatus
responds to the addition of fixed nitrogen by a

mechanism in addition to the ADP-ribosylation of
dinitrogenase reductase (Pierrard et al., 1993). First,
following addition of fixed nitrogen to wild-type,
acetylene reduction activity falls much faster and to
a greater extent than explained by a direct
measurement of ADP-ribosylated dinitrogenase
reductase. Second, partially active nifH mutants, in
which the target arginine is replaced by another
amino acid, are unable to be ADP-ribosylated but
continue to show a rapid loss of nitrogenase activity
in response to added fixed nitrogen. In contrast to
ADP-ribosylation, this regulatory response does not
occur in response to darkness.

The biochemical basis for this effect is unknown,
but recent results suggest that it does not occur in a
draT mutant (Masepohl et al., 1993). This result is
consistent with several models: (1) In this organism,
DRAT has another substrate in the cell, whose ADP-
ribosylation is more rapid than that of dinitrogenase
reductase and leads to a loss of nitrogenase activity.
Because there is no detectable effect on the
electrophoretic mobility of dinitrogenase itself in
these strains, a reasonable candidate might be a
protein involved in electron transfer to dinitrogenase
reductase. Presumably, if it were present at a lower
concentration than dinitrogenase reductase (as is the
case with flavodoxin in Klebsiella pneumoniae), its
ADP-ribosylation might be both rapid and complete,
relative to that of dinitrogenase reductase. (2) DRAT
might physically block activity of dinitrogenase
reductase by other mechanisms, though there would
appear to be too little DRAT to accomplish this task.
The explanation of this surprising result will await
further experimentation, but serves as a reminder
that the presence of any single regulatory mechanism
does not preclude the presence of redundant ones in
the same organism. There is currently no evidence
for the above response in Rs. rubrum.
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Summary

Aerobic and anaerobic electron transport chains of facultative phototrophs have been of increasing interest
because of their diverse organization of redox carriers and their adaptive regulatory mechanisms of gene
expression. During the last decade, studies on the biochemistry of bacterial redox complexes such as NADH-
deh and from Rhodobacter species, and Cyt c-oxidases of  type from Rb. sphaeroides and Chloroflexus
aurantiacus, have revealed the presence of fewer subunits than corresponding eukaryotic enzymes. This
evidence has provided new insights into the biochemical evolution of respiration and also useful indications on
structure/function relationships. Recent advances in studying the aerobic and anaerobic respiratory pathways
of facultative phototrophs have taken advantage of modern molecular genetics. In particular, the role of soluble
cytochrome until recent years considered to be essential for electron transport in the two closely related
species Rb, capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides, has been better defined. Indeed, it is now clear that two different
classes of alternative electron carriers (soluble and membrane-bound ) can operate between

carriers between redox complexes suggests that components might be more widely spread among
those photosynthetic bacteria where photooxidizable soluble c-type hemes are not readily detected, e.g. Cf.
aurantiacus. The outstanding metabolic versatility of Rb. capsulatus made also possible the use of mutants
defective in redox carriers of aerobic respiration for the analysis of anaerobic electron transport pathways.
Thus, if the role of in anaerobic light-driven electron flow has partially been reshuffled, seems to

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 949–971.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.

3.
4.
5.

the membrane-bound redox complexes instead of, or along with, the The presence of multiple electron
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play a key role in the dark anaerobic pathways leading to and reduction. The use of Cyt c-deficient
mutants also demonstrated that the ubiquinol/Cyt c oxidoreductase is not required for growth with DMSO or
TMAO as electron acceptors. These dark anaerobic processes, however, cannot sustain a ‘consistent’ cell
growth in the presence of non fermentable substrates; thus, they must be regarded as advantageous metabolic
systems facilitating anaerobic growth in the dark and/or in the light.

I. Introduction

The anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria represent, in
terms of morphological, biochemical, and physio-
logical features, a quite heterogeneous group which
is unified by the common property of growing by
means of an anoxygenic type of photosynthesis.
Under natural conditions, however, phototrophic
bacteria receive light during only part of the solar
day, and even if their growth is restricted to this
period, it is likely that they display some alternative
metabolic capacity during dark periods. In this
respect, several species of purple and green
phototrophic bacteria are therefore regarded as
‘facultative’ in that they can also obtain energy from
aerobic and anaerobic dark growth.

This chapter will first address some general remarks
on the physiology of facultative phototrophs, and
then discuss in detail the biochemical processes that
lead to the use of oxygen and other electron acceptors,
e.g. nitrate or dimethyl sulfoxide, to convert the
oxidation of various substrates to a form immediately
available to growth and development.

A. Physiological Aspects: Some General
Remarks

Facultative phototrophs are widely distributed in
nature, although rarely in high concentrations
(Pfennig, 1978; Gest and Favinger, 1983) (see
Chapters 1, 4 and 41 by Imhoff, van Gemerden and
Mas, and Tabita, respectively, for coverage of
taxonomy, physiology, and ecology of anoxygenic
phototrophs). The metabolic options available to
purple nonsulfur bacteria, e.g. Rhodobacter,
Rhodospirillum, Rhodopseudomonas, put them in a
position to survive in quite different habitats and
many species can use a variety of carbon sources (in

Abbreviations: Cf. – Chloroflexus; Cm. – Chromatium; DAD –
2,6-Diaminodurene; deh – dehydrogenase; DMSO – Dimethyl-
sulphoxide; HQNO – 2-n-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline-N-oxide;
MQ – Menaquinone; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodo-
pseudomonas; RQ – Rhodoquinone; Rs. – Rhodospirillum;
TMAO – Trimethylamine-N-oxide; UHDBT – Undecylhydroxy-
dioxobenzothiazole

the light or in the dark) such as organic acids or fatty
acids (heterotrophy) but also as sole carbon
source and as sole electron donor (autotrophy)
(Ormerod and Gest, 1962). Most species studied to
date are mesophilic, but Rhodospirillum centenum
has been isolated from a hot spring (Favinger et al.,
1989). Typically, sulphide is a growth inhibitor to
most species of the Rhodospirillaceae (Hansen and
van Gemerden, 1972) unless it is kept at constant and
very low levels in continuous cultures (see Chapter 4
by van Gemerden and Mas). In general, purple sulfur
bacteria are rather strict anaerobes that can be found
just below the oxic-anoxic interface of lakes. How-
ever certain members of the Chromatiaceae
(Chromatium, Thiocystis,Amoebobacter, Thiocapsa)
are capable of heterotrophic and/or lithotrophic
growth under dark microaerobic conditions (Kämpf
and Pfennig, 1980). This growth mode is generally
considered a mechanism for temporary survival in
transiently oxygenated environments or as a means
for maintaining the‘ energy-balance’ at night (Hashwa
and Trüper, 1978).

The green nonsulfur- or green gliding-bacteria,
the Chloroflexaceae, are exemplified by the
thermophilic genus Chloroflexus aurantiacus
(Pierson and Castenholz, 1974;Madigan et al., 1974)
(see Chapter 3 by Pierson and Castenholz). They
usually occur as thick mats in alkaline hot springs,
the maximum standing crop occurring at a temper-
ature of 50-55 °C (Bauld and Brock, 1973).
Chloroflexus, which shares physiological, bio-
chemical, and ultrastructural relationships with both
the green and purple bacteria, usually coexists with
the cyanobacterium which is the primary producer
for photoheterotrophic growth of Chloroflexus (Ward
et al., 1989). In contrast to green sulfur bacteria,
Chloroflexus aurantiacus is facultative and indeed
grows well as a chemoorganotroph in the dark at full
oxygen tension (Pierson, 1985; Zannoni, 1986; Wynn
et al., 1987; Zannoni and Fuller, 1988).

In terms of plasma membrane arrangement, a
clear distinction exists between purple and green
bacteria and, among the same bacterial species,
between light- or dark-grown cells (Oelze and Drews,
1972; Oelze and Drews, 1981; Drews, 1985,1986)
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(see also Chapters 12 and 13 by Drews and Golecki
and Oelze and Golecki, respectively). Indeed, under
phototrophic growth conditions, all members of the
Chromatiaceae and Rhodospirillaceae develop an
extensive intracytoplasmic membrane system (ICM)
which forms species-specific vesicular, tubular or
lamellar structures, often connected to each other
and/or to the cytoplasmic membrane (CM) (Oelze
and Drews, 1972). These lipoprotein membranes
contain all the components involved in electron
transport and energy transduction. The formation of
the ICM system is strongly inhibited by increasing
the light intensity (and/or the oxygen partial pressure)
and this facilitates spheroplast disruption by osmotic
shock. As will be reported later in this chapter, most
of the available literature concerning electron
transport and energy transduction in facultative
phototrophs is based on results obtained with isolated
membrane vesicles. For an extensive coverage of the
plasma membrane formation and modulation see the
excellent reviews by Drews and Oelze, 1981; Oelze
and Drews, 1981; Drews 1985, 1986; Kiley and
Kaplan, 1988; and Chapters 12 and 13 by Drews and
Golecki and Oelze and Golecki, respectively.

II. Dark Aerobic Electron Transport Chains

A. Redox Complexes and Electron Transport
Components

The respiratory systems of facultative phototrophs
have greater diversity of electron transfer pathways
than mitochondrial respiratory chains, and have
exploited unique terminal oxidases, depending on
their natural habitats and modes of aerobic growth.
In most species there is more than one terminal
oxidase, so that the respiratory chain is branched,
generally, at the dehydrogenase(s) donor sites. The
respiratory electron-transport components include
quinones (ubi-, rhodo- and mena-quinones), iron-
sulfur proteins, and a, b, and c-type cytochromes
(Bartsch, 1978; Baccarini Melandri and Zannoni,
1978; Cramer and Crofts, 1982; Amesz and Knaff,
1988; Anraku, 1988; Jackson, 1988; Prince, 1990;
Zannoni and Daldal, 1993). Most of these redox
carriers are arranged as membrane-bound, intrinsic
complexes. However, some components such as
cytochrome are soluble and thought to diffuse
along the membrane surface (van Grondelle,
1976,1977) (see however Chapter 34 by Meyer and
Donohue). Quinone molecules are always present as

a pool in excess over the other secondary electron
transport carriers and in some cases, more than one
quinone isoprenolog, e.g. UQ-8 and UQ-10, and
species, e.g. UQ and RQ, is likely to be involved in
respiration (Ramirez-Ponce et al., 1980; Zannoni
and Melandri, 1985). This section describes the
present status of information on aerobic respiratory
chains of purple and green nonsulfur bacteria, with
special emphasis on terminal oxidases. NADH and
succinic dehydrogenases are scarcely discussed
because of limitation of data, whereas subjects such
as hydrogenases and ubiquinol/Cyt c
oxidoreductases have been extensively reviewed in
recent years by others (see also Chapter 14 by
Vermeglio et al. and Chapter 35 by Gray and Daldal).

1. Hydrogenase

Several purple nonsulfur bacteria are able to grow
chemo-lithotrophically in the dark. Under these
growth conditions,  serves as the source of energy
and reducing power, as the terminal electron
acceptor, and as the sole carbon source (Madigan
and Gest, 1979; Kelley et al., 1979; Seifert and
Pfennig, 1979;Colbeau et al., 1980). In species such
as Rb. capsulatus, the oxidation of hydrogen is
catalyzed by a membrane-bound enzyme (Colbeau
and Vignais, 1981) which protrudes on the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane (Colbeau et al.,
1983; Lissolo et al., 1993); conversely, the
hydrogenases of Thiocapsa roseopersicina and
Chromatium are less tightly bound to the membrane
(Kovacs et al., 1983; van Heerikhuizen et al., 1981)
and, in the case of T. roseopersicina, it is oriented
towards the periplasmic compartment (Kovacs et al.,
1983). The majority of hydrogenases are hetero-
dimeric (subunits ca. 34 and 65 kDa) (Adams and
Hall, 1979; Colbeau et al., 1983). Nickel is required
for the synthesis and activity of the enzyme
(Takakuwa and Wall, 1981; Colbeau and Vignais,
1983) and the amount of Fe and labile sulfur seen by
spectroscopic techniques is consistent with the
presence of a 4Fe-4S cluster (Strekas et al., 1980;
Albracht et al., 1983). Among the photosynthetic
bacteria, the regulation of hydrogenase synthesis has
been studied only in Rb. capsulatus (Colbeau and
Vignais, 1983); however, the factors involved in the
regulation of the enzyme are still poorly understood
(see Vignais et al., 1985).

In cells of Rb. capsulatus, is rapidly oxidized
either in the light or in the dark (Meyer et al., 1978)
with a for (pH-dependent between 7.5 and 9)
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of (Colbeau and Vignais, 1981). In Rb.
capsulatus, where the respiratory chain is branched
and comprises two terminal oxidases having different
sensitivities to (Marrs and Gest, 1973; La Monica
and Marrs, 1976; Zannoni et al., 1974, 1976a,b), the
hydrogenase delivers electrons to the ubiquinone
pool. Indeed, inhibition of oxidation by shows
a biphasic pattern (Paul et al., 1979) and mutants of
Rb. capsulatus defective in either one of the two
terminal oxidases or of a functional complex are
capable of consumption and chemolithotrophic
growth (Madigan and Gest, 1979; Melandri et al.,
1982).

In membranes from Rb. capsulatus, the oxidation
of is coupled to ATP synthesis and the P/O ratios
are generally as high as for NADH oxidation (O.4–
O.5) and twice those reported for succinate oxidation
(O.2–O.3) (Paul et al., 1979; Melandri et al., 1983).
Thus, the pathway from must involve at least one
extra energy transducing site compared to the pathway
from succinate; this is consistent with the recent
observation that protons resulting from the oxidation
of by methylene blue are released into the
periplasmic compartment (scalar protons) in a mutant
strain BCX of Rb. capsulatus which lacks the hupC
gene product involved in the transfer of electrons
from the hydrogenase to the rest of the chain (Cauvin
et al., 1991; Lissolo et al., 1993).

2. NAD(P)H Oxidation and Reduction

A common feature of both NADH oxidation and
reduction in purple bacteria is the inhibition

by inhibitors of mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase
(complex I) such as rotenone, amytal, and piericidin
A (Keister and Yike, 1967; Gromet-Elhanan, 1969;
Klemme, 1969; Baccarini-Melandri et al., 1973;
Malkin et al., 1981; Zannoni and Ingledew, 1983a,b).
This suggests that the bacterial and the mitochondrial
enzymes are related but also that NADH oxidation
and reduction are catalyzed by the same
enzyme operating in opposite directions. Further
evidence for similarities between the two enzymes in
bacteria and mitochondria comes from the detection
of iron-sulfur centers in bacterial membranes (Dutton
and Leigh, 1973; Prince and Ingledew, 1977;Malkin
et al., 1981; Zannoni and Ingledew, 1983a,b;Sled’et
al., 1993) with EPR spectra and Em values similar to
most of the iron-sulfur centers of mitochondrial
complex I (NADH-ubiquinone reductase) (Weiss
and Friedrich, 1991; Friedrich et al., 1993).

The present state of knowledge of the NADH-Q
oxidoreductases in bacterial respiratory systems is
suggestive of two types of NADH-dehydrogenases
(Yagi, 1991; Yagi, 1993). One type includes those
enzymes (designated NDH-1) that bear an energy-
transducing site whereas the enzymes of the second
type (designated NDH-2) are not linked to proton
translocation. The existence of NDH-1 has been
reported in several purple bacteria. These include Rs.
rubrum (Keister and Yike, 1967; Jones and Vernon,
1969), Rb. capsulatus (Klemme, 1969; Baccarini-
Melandri et al., 1973; Zannoni and Ingledew,
1983a,b), Rp. viridis (Jones and Saunders, 1972) and
Cm. vinosum (Malkin et al., 1981). Indeed, as the
photochemical primary quinone acceptors in
these bacteria have values that range from 0 to
–100 mV (Prince and Dutton, 1978; Knaff, 1978)
reduction of of
mV) could not occur without additional input of
energy. The mechanism of such energy-dependent
reversal of the electron flow requires therefore the
use of an electric and proton potential difference
across the membrane to ‘pump’ electrons
uphill from to It is apparent that this type
of reduction involves the presence of a
membrane-bound NADH-quinone oxidoreductase

capsulatus, 4 ferredoxin-like centers
of + 120, – 115, – 280 and –370 mV) have been

resolved by EPR spectroscopy (Zannoni and
Ingledew, 1983b). In contrast, Rb. capsulatus M-1, a
mutant deficient in both NADH dehydrogenase
(Marrs and Gest, 1973) and energy-dependent
reduction (Melandri et al., 1983), contain only those
centers with of + 120 and –280 mV (Zannoni
and Ingledew, 1983a). Thus, the inability of
membranes from strain M-1 to perform
dependent respiration is clearly related to the lack of
centers with at –370 and –115 mV (Zannoni
and Ingledew, 1983a). EPR spectra of Rb. sphaeroides
chromatophores demonstrated the existence of iron-
sulfur clusters with spectral and thermodynamic
features close to those of the mitochondrial centers
N1a, N1b, N2, N3, N4, and, probably, N5 (Sled’ et

driving reducing equivalents to Thus, although
the direct detection of a energy coupling linked to
NADH-Q oxidoreduction has been reported only in
a very few species of purple bacteria, e.g. Rb.
capsulatus (Baccarini-Melandri et al., 1973), the
presence of NDH-1 can be indirectly deduced from
the above reported considerations.

In membranes from light-grown cells of Rb.
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al., 1993). An NADH-1 preparation from Rb.
sphaeroides strain GA cells has been reported recently
(Sled’ et al., 1993). EPR analysis has revealed that
this NADH-1 preparation contains relatively intact
clusters N1, N3 and N4, while cluster N2 is
considerably altered.

Recently, a cluster of 14 genes (designated as nuo
genes) coding for the subunits of the NADH-Q
oxidoreductase of Rb. capsulatus has been cloned
(Dupuis, 1992). These genes are gathered in a cluster
similar to the NQO/nuo genes identified in
Paracoccus denitrificans (Yagi, 1993) and in E. coli
(Friedrich et al., 1993). The order of these genes is
identical in the three species although some open
reading frames unrelated to complex I of mito-
chondria and of P. denitrificans have been identified
in Rb. capsulatus (Dupuis et al., 1993).

Enzymes designated as NDH-1, oxidize not only
NADH but also deamino-NADH (Yagi, 1991; Yagi,
1993; Sled’ et al., 1993). Conversely, NADPH does
not act as a substrate because the NADPH oxidation
rate is normally less than 2% of that using NADH.
However, the rate of NADPH oxidation by aerobic
membranes from Rb. capsulatus (MT1131 strain) is
approximately 15–20% of that with NADH (D.
Zannoni, unpublished).

To our knowledge, there are very few reports on
the presence of NDH-2 enzymes in facultative
phototrophs (Sled’ et al., 1993), although it is clear
that dehydrogenases of this type are widely distributed
in bacteria (Yagi, 1991, 1993). In general, the
membrane oxidation of deamino-NADH is taken as
a selective assay for NDH-1 activity in the presence
of NDH-2, the latter being insensitive to rotenone,
capsaicin or DCCD (Yagi, 1991). To date, very few
inhibitors of the NDH-2 type enzymes have been
reported, i.e. flavone and platanetin. These com-
pounds, when used at micromolar concentrations,
act as both uncoupling agents and inhibitors for the
external and internal rotenone-insensitive NAD(P)H
dehydrogenases of yeast and plant mitochondria
(Cook and Cammak, 1984; de Vries and Grivell,
1988; Rugolo and Zannoni, 1992). Notably, oxidation
of NADH by membranes of Rb. capsulatus is
strongly affected by the NDH-2 type inhibitor,
platanetin (D. Zannoni, unpublished). Furthermore,
the NADH-Q oxidoreductase activity of semi-
aerobically light-grown Rb. capsulatus Kb1, is not
linked to energy transduction (see also II.4 and III.5)
(Zannoni et al., 1978; Melandri et al., 1983b). These
results, along with evidence that the value for

of reductase activity varies from
to when cells are shifted from

dark-aerobic growth to semiaerobic light-growth,
indicate the presence in Rb. capsulatus of both NDH-
1 and NDH-2 enzymes. However, it must be noticed
that the external and the internal rotenone-insensitive
NAD(P)H dehydrogenases from plant mitochondria
differ from bacterial NDH-2 dehydrogenases (Yagi,
1991,1993) in several ways: (1) the internal one, and
probably also the external, is smaller; (2) they are
loosely membrane-bound and are therefore extrinsic
proteins; (3) they both oxidize NAD(P)H; (4)
regulates their activity, at least in situ (Møller et al.,
1993).

3. Succinic Dehydrogenase

The enzyme responsible for oxidation of succinate
has been characterized in plasma membranes from
several species of purple bacteria (Hatefi et al., 1972;
Carithers et al., 1977; Prince and Ingledew, 1977;
Zannoni and Ingledew, 1983a,b). This enzyme, like
mitochondrial succinic dehydrogenase, contain two
ferredoxin-type iron-sulfur centers with EPR signals
at g = 1.93 to 1.94 (reduced form) plus one iron-
sulfur center (HiPIP) that is paramagnetic in the
oxidized form, having an EPR signal at g = 2.01 to
2.02. This latter center, which is reduced by succinate
under steady-state respiration in the presence of
TTFA (Zannoni and Ingledew, 1983b), is likely to be
analogous to center S-3 of the mitochondrial complex
(Ohnishi and Salerno, 1982). The S-3 center has

= +50 mV in Cm. vinosum (Malkin et al.,
1981), +60 mV in Cf. aurantiacus (Zannoni and
Ingledew, 1985), + 60mVin Rb. capsulatus (Zannoni
and Ingledew, 1983b), and = +80 mV in Rb.
sphaeroides (Prince and Ingledew, 1977). The other
two ferredoxin-type centers have values of
+120 and –280 mV in Rb. capsulatus (Zannoni and
Ingledew, 1983b) and = +90 mV and –200 mV
in Rb. sphaeroides (Prince and Ingledew, 1977).
Like the mitochondrial S-l centers, only the more
electropositive bacterial centers, i.e. +120 and +90
mV, are reducible by succinate. These similarities
support the close correspondence between mito-
chondrial and bacterial succinic dehydrogenases.

4. Quinol/Cyt c Oxidoreductases and Quinol
Oxidases

All photosynthetic bacteria examined to date have
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been shown to contain a multiprotein complex which
is functionally and structurally similar to the
mitochondrial complex (complex III) or ubiquinol/
Cyt c oxidoreductase. Notably, the possibility of
driving cyclic electron flow of photosynthetic bacteria
by a single photochemical event, led to the result that
most of the data concerning the mechanism and the
molecular nature of the complex of phototrophs
have been obtained by examining phototrophically
grown cells. However, considering that kinetic,
structural and genetic approaches indicate that the

complex of aerobically grown cells is the same as
the complex in light-grown grown cells, makes it
likely that data available about the ‘photosynthetic’

complex are also valid for the ‘aerobic’ quinol/
Cyt c oxidoreductase (Jones and Plewis, 1974;
Takamiya et al., 1982; Zannoni, 1982; Wynn et al.,
1986; Davidson and Daldal, 1987; Daldal, 1988a;
Donohue et al., 1988; Daldal et al., 1989; Lavorel et
al., 1989;Venturoli et al., 1990; Zannoni and Moore,
1990). Thus, because of limitation of space, the
‘aerobic’ complex will not be discussed here. For
this subject the readers should refer to comprehensive
reviews that have appeared in recent years (Dutton,
1986;Hauska, 1986;Amesz and Knaff, 1988;Daldal,
1988a; Jackson, 1988; Prince, 1990; Gennis et al.,
1993) and also to Chapters 14 and 35 by Vermeglio et
al. and Gray and Daldal, respectively, of this book.

The role of quinone molecules (RQ, UQ and MQ)
as physiological electron donors to both the
complex and the cyanide-resistant oxidase of
aerobically dark-grown facultative phototrophs,
although largely established (Zannoni and Melandri,
1985), has been examined in some detail only in Rp.
palustris (King and Drews, 1973) and Rb. capsulatus
(Zannoni et al., 1976b; Zannoni and Moore, 1990).
The recent use of the voltametric technique to detect
the level of reduction of the quinone-pool in vivo
(Moore et al., 1988; Dry et al., 1989; Moore et al.,
1990) allowed the rapid and continuous monitoring
of the Q redox state in aerobic membranes of Rb.
capsulatus (Zannoni and Moore, 1990). The results
obtained indicated that in the absence of inhibitors
(Fig. 1), the relationship between electron flow and
Q redox state approximates linearity over the full
range of Q reduction level (from 4–5% to 30%).
Conversely, the relationship becomes nonlinear when
the cytochrome c oxidase dependent flow is blocked
by and/or AA (Fig. 1) and the Q reduction level
at which a significant rate of electron flux is seen, is

shifted from 4–5% to 25%. This means that electron
flow through the quinol oxidase pathway of Rb.
capsulatus is strongly limited until the Q-pool
reduction level reaches 25%. These results suggested
an apparent of at the site of the
complex of 2.4–3 Q per RC and a at the ‘quinol
oxidase pathway’ site of 15 Q per RC. Notably,
in photosynthetic membranes of Rb. sphaeroides the
apparent of at the was calculated to
be approximately 3.5 Q per RC (Venturoli et al.,
1986). In plant mitochondria, the non-linearity of the
relationship between the rate of electron flow
catalyzed by the pathway and the
reduction level of the Q-pool, has been suggested to
limit the extent of ‘energetically wasteful’ respiration
(Dry et al., 1989). This proposal is not applicable to
Rb. capsulatus because observations made with the
respiratory mutant R126, lacking a functional
complex (Robertson et al., 1986), indicate that the
quinol oxidase is linked to energy transduction
(Zannoni, 1982). In this respect it is noteworthy that
light-driven oxygen uptake (noncyclic electron flow)
by membranes of Rb. capsulatus requires the quinol
oxidase pathway (Zannoni et al., 1978; Zannoni et
al., 1986). Results of Fig. 2 indicate that a
transmembrane is formed by membranes of Rb.
capsulatus R126 as a result of quinol oxidase activity
(probably a bo-type oxidase, see below). In
proteoliposomes containing the Cyt o complex of E.
coli, quinol oxidation is accompanied by release
on the external surface and consumption on the
internal surface with a ratio of (Matsushita et
al., 1984). However, oxidation of reduced TMPD
resulted in little change in external pH, suggesting
that Cyt o in E. coli generates a pH gradient from
scalar (non-vectorial) proton-consuming and
releasing reactions on opposite sides of the membrane
(Hamamoto et al., 1985). In contrast, studies in
spheroplasts yielded a ratio of suggesting an
additional vectorial mechanism similar to that
observed in the cytochrome c oxidases
(Puustinen et al., 1991; Larsen et al., 1992).
Unfortunately, the mechanism of formation and
the contribution of the quinol oxidase to the overall
efficiency of the respiratory chain of Rb. capsulatus,
is not known. In this respect, Richaud et al. (1986)
have demonstrated that restriction of the respiratory
flux by light occurs at the NADH dehydrogenase
level (NDH-1). This means that under aerobic
conditions in the light the quinol oxidase would be
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poorly engaged because of a restriction of electron
input lower than 25%, see Fig. 1).

Quinol oxidases have been reported in several
aerobically grown photosynthetic bacteria; however,
their actual molecular nature is far from clear
(Zannoni and Baccarini-Melandri, 1980). In general,
the quinol oxidase activity is relatively insensitive to

2-3 mM) but inhibited by CO; these features
have been considered indicative of the presence of
cytochromes of the o-type in the catalytic activity of
the enzyme (Zannoni et al., 1976a,b; Venturoli et al.,
1987; Schrattenholz et al., 1989; Varela and Ramirez,
1990). Other inhibitors of the quinol oxidase path way
are HQNO, UHDBT and mefloquine, since they act,
most likely, at the quinol oxidizing site (Zannoni,
1985; Anraku and Gennis, 1987; Venturoli et al.,
1987; Schrattenholz et al., 1989). A cytochrome-o
complex, claimed to be a quinol oxidase, has been
isolated from phototrophically grown Rhodospirillum
rubrum (Schrattenholz et al., 1989). The complex,
composed of 4 subunits (MW of 66, 39, 20 and 11
kDa), contains 2 types of cytochromes max at 553
and 561 nm), one of them a cytochrome o, and 2 Cu
atoms. Recent evidence indicated that heme o is a
modification of heme b, with a hydroxyfarnesyl
side-chain addition (Puustinen and Wikstrom, 1991).
The heme b of the cytochrome bo complex of E. coli
is present as the low-spin six-coordinate Cyt b-562
component responsible for the visible absorption of
the oxidase and has a split band at 555 and 563.5
nm (Puustinen et al., 1991; Minghetti et al., 1992).
Possibly, the low-spin Cyt b-562 corresponds to the
b-type heme titrated at +250 mV in native membranes
of Rs. rubrum (Venturoli et al., 1987), Rb. sphaeroides
(Saunders and Jones, 1975) and Rb. capsulatus
(Zannoni et al., 1976b; Zannoni et al., 1992). In this
respect it might be important to note that most
members of the heme-copper oxidase superfamily
appear to have in common three core subunits that
correspond to the three mitochondrially encoded
subunits of the  oxidase (Hosler et al.,1993).
The entire operon of the bo-type quinol oxidase of E.
coli contains five genes corresponding to the five
subunits of the purified oxidase (Chepuri et al.,
1990). The bo-type oxidase does not contain
which is consistent with the fact that the amino acid
residues that are probable ligands of in the
cytochrome c oxidase are not conserved in the
sequence of subunit II of the quinol oxidase (van der
Oost et al., 1992). Unfortunately there are no data
about the possible homology of the quinol oxidizing

sites of the cytochrome b subunit of  the complex
and that of subunit I of the bo complex (Hosler et al.,
1993; Gennis et al., 1993).

5. Cytochromes of c Type and Cyt c Oxidases

Membranes isolated from aerobically grown cells of
viridis, Cm. vinosum and Cf. aurantiacus lack a

photochemical reaction center (RC) and the
multiheme Cyt c that operates as immediate donor to
the RC in light-grown cells (Wynn et al., 1985,1987;
Kämpf et al., 1987; Zannoni and Venturoli, 1988;
Zannoni and Fuller, 1988) (see also Chapters 14 and
35 by Vermeglio et al. and Gray and Daldal,
respectively). Although lacking a tetrahaem Cyt c-
554, aerobic-membranes from Cf. aurantiacus
contain several membrane bound c-type cytochromes
with of+270, + 130 and 0 mV (Zannoni, 1986;
Wynn et al., 1987; Zannoni and Fuller, 1988).
Inhibitor studies suggested that both (splitted

max at 550/553 nm) and max at 549 nm) are
involved in respiratory electron flow through the Cyt
c oxidase containing pathway whereas is not
reducible by NADH and succinate (Zannoni and
Fuller, 1988). In membranes from cells grown under
oxygen saturated conditions no EPR signal charac-
teristic of a reduced Rieske iron sulfur center could
be detected (Wynn et al., 1987); conversely,
phototrophically grown Cf. aurantiacus contains a
Rieske-type center with an unusually low (+100
mV) (Zannoni and Ingledew, 1985). Although the
isolation of the complex of Cf. aurantiacus has
not yet been reported, thermodynamic considerations
(Amesz and Knaff, 1988) suggest that of this
organism might be homologous to of the
complex, whereas might be involved in Cyt
c oxidase activity (see model scheme in Fig. 3).
Perhaps surprisingly, Cf. aurantiacus seems to lack
soluble c-type cytochromes (Bartsch, 1978). This
unusual membrane arrangement has been suggested
to be characteristic of Gram negative thermophiles
(Wood, 1983). However the mesophilic facultative
phototrophs, Rhodoferax fermentans and Cm.
vinosum, seem to lack soluble c-type cytochrome(s)
when grown aerobically in the dark (Kämpf et al.,
1987; Hochkoeppler et al., 1993). Notably, the soluble
high-potential iron-sulfur protein (HiPIP) isolated
from Rhodoferax fermentans has recently been
demonstrated to be competent in photosynthetic
electron transfer (Hochkoeppler et al., 1995a).
Coversely, light-grown Cf. aurantiacus contain a
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small copper protein (MW =12.8 kDa), auracyanin,
with thermodynamic properties = +240 mV)
compatible with a electron transport function
(Trost et al., 1988). However, auracyanin behaves as
a peripheral membrane protein that can be released
by membrane fragments only by salt washing or
detergent (LDAO) treatment (Trost et al., 1988).
Auracyanin is therefore arranged in a way which
appears as intermediate to the two extremes of
membrane/bound and periplasmic/soluble c-type
cytochromes (see below, and Cyts) (see Fig. 3).

Considerable evidence has been obtained for the
presence of a membrane bound cytochrome oxidase
of the in chemotrophic cultures of Cf.
aurantiacus in which the tension during growth
was maintained below the saturation level (termed
‘less-aerated cells’ in Zannoni and Fuller, 1988;
Zannoni, 1986). The two haems of +190 and
+330 mV) are present in a 1: 1 ratio and they show
spectroscopic properties described for bacterial and
mitochondrial oxidases of the (Poole,
1983) (see also Table 1). This conclusion is further
supported by evidence that a polyclonal antibody
raised against the of beef-heart mitochondria
cross-reacts with a 31 kDa subunit of a

fraction (solubilization with Triton X-100)
from membranes of aerobically dark-grown Cf.
aurantiacus (R. Bisson and G. Schiavo, personal

communication). Aerobic membranes of Cf.
aurantiacus can rapidly oxidize ascorbate-TMPD,

a redox couple which is thought
to interact with cytochromes of the c-type.
Unfortunately, the actual physiological donor to the
oxidase is presently unknown (see however the
tentative model in Fig. 3). Membranes isolated from
cells of Cf. aurantiacus chemotrophically grown
under oxygen-saturated conditions are endowed with
a Cyt c oxidase having properties of a-type bacterial
cytochromes, classified as (Wynn et al., 1987).
This indicates that oxygen tension strongly affects
the terminal oxidase phenotype, this phenomenon
being largely present in other bacterial species such
as Escherichia coli (Haddock and Jones, 1977) and
Rb. sphaeroides (Sasaki et al., 1970) (see also below).

Aerobically grown cells of Cm. vinosum contain,
similarly to Cf. aurantiacus, three membrane bound
c-type cytochromes; however, in contrast to Cf.
aurantiacus, they all have the band maxima at
551–552 nm and values shifted to more positive
potentials (+340, +180 and +40 mV) (Wynn et al.,
1985). In addition, a soluble c-type haem (c-550,
band at 550 nm) is present (Knaff et al., 1980).
Although the role of the membrane bound cyto-
chromes is presently obscure, it has been speculated
that might be related to ; this suggestion,
however, is unlikely because the estimated Em for
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the Rieske type iron sulfur center of Cm. vinosum is
approximately +245 mV (Gaul and Knaff, 1983). A
possible involvement of  in the Cyt c oxidase
activity of Cm. vinosum has also been suggested
(Wynn et al., 1985). The question of whether the
soluble c-550 (Em = +240 mV) is involved in
oxidative electron transport is still not solved. This
soluble and periplasmic c-type species (Knaff et al.,
1980) (previously referred to as c-551 by van
Grondelle et al., 1977) has a MW of 15 kDa and is
related to the family of c-type haems that includes
the mitochondrial Cyt c and (Gray et al.,
1983). Notably, a similar cytochrome is also
present in Rp. viridis and is thought to be the electron
donor to the tetraheme subunit of the RC (Shill and
Wood, 1984). However, while Cyt c-550 is present in
aerobically grown Cm. vinosum (Wynn et al., 1985),
no analogous soluble c-type cytochrome could be
detected in chemotrophically grown Rp. viridis
(Kämpf et al., 1987). A soluble c-type cytochrome

max at 552 nm, Em=+287 mV) might be involved
in photocyclic electron flow of Rf. fermentans but
not in respiration of this facultative phototroph
(Hochkoeppler et al., 1993).

Membranes isolated from chemotrophically grown
Rp. viridis contain at least two putative terminal
oxidases of the d- and o-type (Kämpf et al., 1987).
How these two oxidases interact with the rest of the
respiratory chain is unknown (Kämpf et al., 1987).
Equally uncertain is the nature of the cytochrome
oxidase system of aerobically grown Cm. vinosum,
although the lack of heme a and d suggest that the
oxidase(s) is neither a type nor a Cyt d type
(Wynn et al., 1985).

The role of the periplasmic (13090 MW,

= +350 mV) in carrying electrons between the
complex and the Cyt c oxidase complex (see

below) during respiration, and between the
complex and the oxidized RC during photosynthesis,
has long been recognized (Prince et al., 1975;
Baccarini-Melandri and Zannoni, 1978; Michels and
Haddock, 1980; Zannoni et al., 1980; Hudig et al.,
1986; Prince, 1990; Gooley et al., 1990; Caffrey et
al., 1992). In recent years, genetic approaches have
better defined the role of in the two closely
related species Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides,
and revealed that different classes of alternative
electron carriers can operate between the membrane-
bound redox complexes instead of, or along with, the
periplasmic of these facultative phototrophs
(Daldal et al., 1986; Prince et al., 1986; Donohue et
al., 1986; Prince and Daldal, 1987) (see Fig. 3).
Extensive analyses of Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus mutants for their ability to grow
phototrophically have also revealed that although
these purple nonsulfur species are closely related to
each other, their had different
photosynthetic growth phenotypes. Indeed, a Rb.
sphaeroides mutant is unable to grow by
photosynthesis (Donohue et al., 1986) whereas its
Rb. capsulatus counterpart is capable of photo-
synthetic growth (Daldal et al., 1986). Notably, Rb.
sphaeroides mutants can give rise to
phototrophic competent pseudorevertants (Rott and
Donohue, 1990). These pseudorevertants over-
produced a new soluble periplasmic Cyt c, named

which shows a sequence similarity to Cyt
(Fitch et al., 1989) but different biochemical

characteristics  band at 552 nm instead of 550 nm;
of +300 mV instead of 350 mV; MW of 15 kDa
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instead of 13.5 kDa). Genetic analysis revealed that
the redox component permitting phototrophic growth
of Rb. capsulatus mutants is a membrane-
associated c-type monoheme cytochrome encoded
by a gene called cycY (Jenney and Daldal, 1993).
This membrane bound Cyt c, called has a redox
potential of +350 mV (see Zannoni and Daldal,
1993) and it is likely to be homologous to (Em
= +354 mV) detected by spectroscopic methods in
chromatophores of a double mutant (MT-
GS18) of Rb. capsulatus (Jones et al., 1990;Zannoni
et al., 1992). Notably, a functional homolog Cyt c is
not present in Rb. sphaeroides but it can be introduced
into this species to complement the photosynthetic
growth of a mutant lacking (Jenney and Daldal,
1993).

Similarly to photosynthesis, respiratory electron
transport through the ‘branch’ involving the
complex and the cytochrome oxidase of Rb.
capsulatus does not depend on the presence of soluble
periplasmic (Daldal, 1988b) (Table 2). Indeed,
the respiratory growth of Rb. capsulatus mutants
(M6G-G4/S4) lacking both and a functional
quinol oxidase (Marrs and Gest, 1973; La
Monica and Marrs, 1976; Zannoni et al., 1976a,b) is
not arrested, and this growth was sensitive to inhibitors
of the complex and of the Cyt c oxidase (Daldal,
1988b). Recently, the kinetic competence of in
respiratory electron flow has been demonstrated
(Hochkoeppler et al., 1995b). Thus, might
substitute for in both photosynthesis and
respiration. Furthermore, could also be
operative in other redox reactions (see III, and see
Fig. 4).

The terminal oxidase systems of aerobically dark
grown Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides differ
markedly. In the latter species aerobic growth leads
to the development of a Cyt c oxidase similar to the
mitochondrial complex (Saunders and Jones,
1974; Gennis et al., 1982; Hosler et al., 1993)whereas
Rb. capsulatus does not synthesize haems of the a-
type (Zannoni and Baccarini-Melandri, 1980).
However, in membranes from cells of Rb. sphaeroides
grown in the dark with low oxygen concentration or
anaerobically in the light, a cb-type Cyt c oxidase is
present (Wale and Jones, 1970; Sasaki et al., 1970;
Hosler et al., 1992). This oxidase, which contains at
least one b- and one c-type heme, was reported to be
composed of at least 3 subunits (MW of 23,19 and 6
kDa) (Takamyia, 1983;Takamyia and Tanaka, 1983)
and to be capable of oxidizing quite efficiently TMPD

in a strain (JS100) from which was genetically
deleted (Hosler et al., 1992) (see Table 1). The
interaction of the two Cyt c oxidases of Rb.
sphaeroides with the rest of the respiratory chain is
presently unknown.

The Cyt c oxidases of Rb. capsulatus and Rs.
rubrum contain an unusual b-type cytochrome that is
distinguished from classical cytochrome o by its
inability to bind CO and by its high (Zannoni et
al., 1974; Venturoli et al., 1987); this is +410±5 mV
in membranes (Zannoni et al., 1974) and +385 mV in
a solubilized Cyt c oxidase complex from Rb.
capsulatus (Hudig and Drews (1982a,b). This Cyt b-
complex shows a DCCD-proton pumping activity of

when incorporated into proteoliposomes
(Hudig and Drews, 1984). A CO-binding cyto-
chrome c (MW of 12600, of +234 mV) was
claimed to function as donor to the high potential b-
type haem of the oxidase (Hudig and Drews, 1983).
This hypothesis, however, was considered in contrast
with the current accepted models of redox chains in
which = +350mV) lies on the pathway
to the high potential oxidase (Wood, 1984) (see Fig.
3 and previous discussion on the role of

A Cyt c oxidase complex has recently been isolated
from Rb. capsulatus MT-GS18 (see also
Table 2) (Gray et al., 1994). This complex contains 3
subunits (molecular masses of 44,33 and 29 kDa in
SDS-PAGE) with haem cofactors of c- and b-type (2
hemes hemes b). The purified complex oxidizes
equine Cyt c and it is inhibited by
Equilibrium redox titrations could be fitted into at
least 3 components with of +415 (Cyt b, 44
kDa), +320 (Cyt c, 29 kDa) and +265 mV (Cyt c, 33
kDa) so to suggest a ccb type oxidase. By comparing
these results with those obtained in a similar
preparation from Rb. capsulatus M7G-G4/S4
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it was confirmed that the M7 mutant,
previously characterized by Zannoni et al. (1974) as
defective in lacks not only but also
another cytochrome of the c-type, most probably
(Gray et al., 1994). In this respect, it has recently
been reported that mutations in the fixNOQP gene
cluster of Bradyrhizobium japonicum, a symbiotic
rhizobium, resulted in defective soybean root-nodule
bacteroid development and nitrogen fixation (Presig
et al., 1993). The predicted DNA-derived protein
sequences suggested that the fixNOQP gene products
are induced at low oxygen tension and constitute a
heme/copper Cyt c oxidase which is composed of
several c-type hemes and one heme b (possibly a ccb
or a cccb-type oxidase). Preliminary data indicate
that fixNOQP-homologous genes are also present in
Rb. capsulatus; in addition, it has been reported that
the CycM gene product in Br. japonicum is
homologous to that of cyc Y in Rb. capsulatus

(Bott et al., 1991; Jenney and Daldal, 1993). It is
evident how these recent acquisitions might shed a
new light over the evolution of nitrogen-fixing
organisms and also raise new questions about the
structure and function of bacterial oxidases.

III. Dark Anaerobic Electron Transport
Chains

Growth of several facultative phototrophs in an
anaerobic environment may proceed by fermentation
or by anaerobic respiration (Uffen and Wolfe, 1979;
Schultz and Weaver, 1982; McEwan et al., 1982;
Richardson et al., 1986). These two modes of growth
are not always wholly distinct; fermentation processes
produce their own oxidants to balance NADH

A. Generalities
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production and consumption, and in some cases
these can be linked to the redox chain (Madigan and
Gest, 1978; Yen and Marrs, 1977). Given an
appropriate electron acceptor, the oxidation of
fermentation products by the redox chain may also
support ATP synthesis. This energy transduction,
however, is generally inadequate to sustain a
‘significant’ bacterial growth so that the electron
acceptor must be regarded as an ‘accessory oxidant’
which allows the dark anaerobic utilization of sugars
(see Madigan and Gest, 1978; Yen and Marrs, 1977).
Thus, these dark-anaerobic electron transport
mechanisms are metabolically different from a true
‘anaerobic respiratory process’ because the latter
implicates a ‘consistent’ cell growth driven by the
oxidation of non fermentable substrates through the
respiratory chain (see III.A.4). In summary, although
different types of anaerobic electron transport are
present in several species of purple non-sulfur
bacteria, these respiratory processes are mainly
advantageous metabolic systems facilitating anaero-
bic growth in the dark and in the light (Ferguson et
al., 1987). A tentative model summarizing the present
state of knowledge of the electron transport pathways
from ubiquinol to nitrate, nitrite, nitric oxide and
nitrous oxide reductases of Rb. capsulatus is depicted
in Fig. 4.

1. Reduction of Fumarate

The available structural and functional information
about the utilization of fumarate as a terminal oxidant
for anaerobic respiration (fumarate reductase)
concerns mainly the two anaerobes Wolinella
succinogenes and E. coli (Ingledew and Poole, 1984;
Hamilton, 1988). Although some scattered reports
that refer to the presence of membrane-bound
fumarate reductase activity in several species of
Rhodospirillaceae can be found in the literature, the
facultative phototrophs have received little attention
with regard to their capability of fumarate reduction
(Bose and Gest, 1962; Baccarini-Melandri et al.,
1973; Ramirez-Ponce at al., 1980; Beatty and Gest,
1981; Hiraishi, 1988; Hiraishi et al., 1991).

In principle, under strict anaerobic conditions,
fumarate can be used as a terminal electron acceptor
and thus energy conserved via fumarate respiration;
this hypothetical route would involve NADH
dehydrogenase, quinone and the membrane bound
fumarate reductase (Hamilton, 1988). However, the
relatively high redox potential of the fumarate/

succinate couple = +30 mV) precludes any
significant energy conservation during reduction of
fumarate by quinol and it also dictates that the donor
is menaquinol (MQ, = –74 mV) or rhodoquinol
(RQ, = –30 mV) rather than the less strongly
reducing ubiquinol = +80 mV). Fumarate
respiration is therefore restricted to MQ-containing
species such as for example, Rs. fulvum, Rs.
molischianum, Rp. viridis, Rp. acidophila and the
Rhodocyclus group or RQ-containing species such
as Rs. rubrum, Rhodomicrobium vannielii and
Rhodoferax fermentans (Imhoff, 1984; Zannoni and
Melandri, 1985; Hiraishi, 1988; Hiraishi et al., 1991).
In this respect, it is interesting to notice that an early
study on a RQ-deficient mutant of Rs. rubrum
demonstrated that RQ was necessary for both
photosynthetic growth and NADH-fumarate oxido-
reductase activity (Giménez-Gallego et al., 1976;
Ramìrez-Ponce et al., 1980). This suggests that RQ
may be necessary in maintaining the redox balance
during phototrophic growth of Rs. rubrum through
the use of a membrane-bound fumarate reductase. A
similar redox system might also be operative during
fermentative growth of the purple nonsulfur
bacterium Rhodoferax fermentans (Hiraishi, 1988).
At present, however, the role of fumarate as ‘auxiliary’
oxidant requires a more accurate verification.

2. Reduction of Nitrate

Studies on the respiration of nitrate
= +420 mV) by phototrophically grown cells of

Rb. capsulatus have identified two distinct types of
reductase amongst different strains: (1) Rb.

capsulatus strains AD2 and contain a
periplasmic soluble enzyme (McEwan et al., 1984;
McEwan et al., 1987) while (2) Rb. capsulatus strain
BK5 contains a membrane-bound enzyme which is
functionally and structurally related to the enzyme
found in Paracoccus denitrificans and E. coli (Ballard
et al., 1990). In cells of Rb. capsulatus in which the
periplasmic reductase is expressed, reduction of

is coupled to generation of a membrane potential
(McEwan et al., 1984; McEwan et al., 1987).

Reduction of  cannot, however, support anaerobic
dark growth of Rb. capsulatus on non-fermentable
carbon sources, but it has been speculated that it can
facilitate phototrophic growth of this organism in the
presence of highly reduced carbon sources such as
propionate or butyrate (Richardson et al., 1990). In
contrast, several strains of Rhodopseudomonas
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palustris have been shown to grow anaerobically in
the dark in the presence of nitrate (Klemme et al.,
1980). Several lines of evidence indicate that the
complex is not involved in electron transfer to the
periplasmic enzyme of Rb. capsulatus . The current
model is that electrons destined for reduction
involve (a) a soluble c-type cytochrome (c-552,
= +165 mV), that is released into the periplasm
during cell fractionation and which co-fractionates
with reductase, and (b) a membrane-bound b-
type cytochrome band at 559 nm). An electron
transport pathway that proceeds,

reductase has therefore been
proposed (Richardson et al., 1990). Neither low
concentrations of nor similar amounts
of HOQNO (shown to inhibit reduction)
prevented the oxidation of the cytochromes by
this suggests that the site of inhibition is on the
reducing side of Cyt b-559and c-552 (Richardson et
al., 1990). The periplasmic enzyme from Rb.
capsulatus strain has been purified as a
single polypeptide chain of MW 90,000. It possesses
the molybdenum cofactor (McEwan et al. 1987) that
is characteristic of reductases in general, but
differs from the membrane bound reductases of
E. coli and Paracoccus denitrificans not only in
terms of subunit composition (Craske and Ferguson,
1986) and cellular location but also in being relatively
insensitive to azide and unable to use chlorate
as an alternative substrate (McEwan et al., 1984).

A soluble reductase with an associated c-
type cytochrome has been isolated by Satoh (1981)
from the periplasm of Rb. sphaeroides f. sp.
denitrificans (Sawada and Satoh, 1980). Satoh(1981)
suggested that the catalytic activity was due to a 60
kDa polypeptide, a value which is not consistent
with that estimated by McEwan et al. (1987) for the
analogous enzyme from Rb. capsulatus. Another
major difference is that the c-type haem associated
with the enzyme from Rb. sphaeroides had a higher

value (+251 mV) (Yokota et al., 1984) than that
found for Cyt c-552 of Rb. capsulatus . Notably, in
other studies (Michalski and Nicholas, 1985) a
polypeptide with an apparent molecular mass of 75
kDa, which was induced by was identified in
soluble fractions. However, a later study by Byrne
and Nicholas (1987) concluded that the reductase
of Rb. sphaeroides f. sp. denitrificans was membrane-
bound and not periplasmic, an enzyme presumably
similar to that identified in Rb. capsulatus BK5
(Ballard et al., 1990). In view of the observations

discussed above it seems more likely that Rb.
sphaeroides f. sp. denitrificans can express both the
periplasmic and membrane-bound types of respir-
atory reductase.

3. Nitrite and Nitrous Oxide Reductases

In general, the enzymes responsible for reduction of
nitrite and nitrous oxide are located in
the periplasm of the genera Rhodobacter and
Rhodospirillum (see Hamilton, 1988). There are
conflicting results about the nitrite reductase purified
from Rb. sphaeroides f. sp. denitrificans. The enzyme
isolated by Sawada et al. (1978) had a mass of 80
kDa, was composed of two subunits (39 kDa), and
contained 1 Cu atom per subunit. The pathway of
reduction was proposed to proceed from ubiquinol
through the complex and which is the
immediate electron donor for the enzyme (Urata and
Satoh, 1984). Michalski and Nicholas (1985)
described the purification from the same bacterial
species of a protein with two nonidentical subunits
of 37.5 and 39.5 kDa, with different isoelectric points.
The EPR spectrum was characteristic of types I and
II Cu, respectively. Changes in the EPR spectrum
observed in the presence of nitrite indicated that the
type I Cu is involved in binding and, for
topological considerations, the formation of the N-N
bond. The type II Cu is thought to act as an electron
acceptor.

Rhodobacter capsulatus (strains
MT1131 and AD2) contains a periplasmic nitrous
oxide reductase when grown under anaerobic
conditions (McEwan et al., 1985a; Richardson et al.,
1991). Several lines of evidence which include the
use of the deficient mutant of Rb. capsulatus,
MTG4/S4, indicate that in this bacterial species,

is necessary for electron transport to
(Richardson et al., 1991). It is worth noting that this
is the first respiratory pathway in Rb. capsulatus for
which seems to be an essential component
(see II.5). A role for the complex in the
electron transport pathway to has also been
established (Richardson et al., 1991). However, the
presence of reduction in a mutant of Rb.
capsulatus (MT-CBC1) deficient in a functional Cyt

complex (Daldal et al., 1986) (see Table 2) revealed
that the complex can be substituted by at least one
other route of electron flow. This second route involves
at least a b-type cytochrome as judged by
oxidized minus reduced spectra of cells of the MT-
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CBC1 mutant (Richardson et al., 1989). It should
also be noted that in Rb. sphaeroides f. sp. denitrificans
the partial inhibition of the AA-insensitive
reduction by myxothiazol is interpreted as meaning
that in this organism there are also at least two
pathways to (McEwan et al., 1985a).

4. Nitric Oxide Reductase

The evidence that nitric oxide (NO) is an intermediate
between nitrite and nitrous oxide in the denitrification
process remains to be established (Averill and Tiedje,
1982; Goretski and Hallocher, 1988; Zafiriou et al.,
1989). On the other hand, the toxicity of nitric oxide
along with its extensive presence in some environ-
ments (Rende et al., 1989), suggest that it may be
advantageous to possess nitric oxide reductase activity
although the extent to which this activity is widespread
amongst bacteria in general remains to be seen.
There is evidence that many strains of Rb. capsulatus,
including strain 37b4 which lacks any other reductase
activity towards oxy-species of nitrogen (see
Richardson et al., 1991), catalyze reduction of NO
(Bell et al., 1992). The finding of a discrete NO
reductase activity in a denitrifying strain of Rb.
sphaeroides (Itoh et al., 1989) and the close
relationship of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides
suggests that this activity may also be common to
many non-denitrifying strains of the latter species.
The retention of nitric oxide reductase activity by Rb.
capsulatus mutants MT-CBC1, MT-GS4/S4, MT-
GS18 and H123, deficient in

and Cyt c’, respectively (see also Table 2),
establishes that neither of these redox carriers is
obligatory for electron transport to NO (Bell et al.,
1992).On the other hand, the partial inhibition by
myxothiazol of NO reduction in both wild type and
MT-G4/S4 mutant cells show that the  complex
is involved in electron transfer to nitric oxide (Bell et
al., 1992). This might be either a direct transfer of
electrons from the complex to the nitric oxide
reductase or, which is more likely, an indirect electron
transfer mediated by the recently described
membrane-bound (Zannoni et al., 1992; Jenney
and Daldal, 1993) (see II.5). Evidence for including

on a path to nitric oxide reductase of Rb.
sphaeroides f. sp. denitrificans has been presented
(Itoh et al., 1989). It is also noteworthy that antimycin
A fails to inhibit completely the reduction of nitric
oxide by the latter organism (Shapleigh and Payne,
1985) suggesting that the complex may be

bypassed by electrons destined for the NO reductase
as shown for Rb. capsulatus (Bell et al., 1992). It has
been shown that reduction of NO by  does not
generate a membrane potential in Rb. capsulatus,
whereas electron flow from either NADH or succinate
does so (Bell et al., 1992); this suggests that NO is
reduced at the periplasmic side of the membrane
where generally operates as electron acceptor
from DAD. Thus if nitric oxide reductase is an integral
membrane protein in Rb. capsulatus, as in P. stutzeri
(Heiss et al., 1989) and P. denitrificans (Carr and
Ferguson, 1990), it is likely to presume that protons
required for the reduction of NO are taken from the
periplasmic side of the plasma membrane.

5. DMSO and TMAO Reductases

Several Rhodospirillaceae can grow anaerobically in
darkness in synthetic media containing glucose as
sole carbon and energy source with dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) or trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) as
electron acceptors (Yen and Marrs, 1977; Madigan
and Gest, 1978; Cox et al., 1980; Madigan et al.,
1980). In dark anaerobic batch cultures in fructose
plus TMAO medium, reduction of TMAO to
trimethylamine (TMA) paralleled growth, and typical
fermentation products accumulated, namely,
and formic, acetic, and lactic acids (Madigan et al.,
1980). Notably, pyruvate and TMAO competed for
electrons produced in glycolysis; limiting TMAO
resulted in far more lactate than was produced when
fructose was limited (Madigan et al., 1980). On the
other hand, Schultz and Weaver (1982) reported that
Rb. capsulatus and Rs. rubrum both grew on fructose
in the absence of an ‘accessory oxidant’ if the medium
contained 0.1% sodium bicarbonate; in addition they
found that TMAO and DMSO both supported growth
on nonfermentable substrates, including malate,
succinate, and acetate, although both rate and extent
of growth was very limited. This latter observation
led to consideration of the possibility that reduction
of DMSO and TMAO might be a further example of
an anaerobic respiratory process (Mc Ewan et al.,
1983). In this, respect McEwan et al. (1983)
demonstrated that the addition of TMAO or DMSO
to cell suspensions of Rb. capsulatus, which had
been grown under anaerobic, dark conditions, led to
the generation of a rotenone- and uncoupler sensitive
membrane potential (except strain BK5, see
Ballard et al., 1990). This observation could, in
principle, be explained solely on the basis of proton
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translocation by the NADH-ubiquinone oxido-
reductase (complex I), although the relative redox
potentials of the electron acceptors (TMAO/
TMA) = +130 mV; (DMSO/DMS) = +160
mV) might contribute to generate a larger by a
hypothetical ubiquinol-TMAO/DMSO oxidore-
ductase (see Ferguson 1988). On the other hand, it
has also been shown by Yen and Marrs (1977) that a
NADH dehydrogenase mutant of Rb. capsulatus,
M l1strain (see Zannoni and Ingledew, 1983a), grew
as well as the wild type strain in anaerobic dark
conditions with DMSO so to exclude the requirement
of complex I (NDH-1, see II.2) for growth on this
oxidant. Moreover, Zannoni and Marrs (1981)
demonstrated that membranes of Rb. capsulatus R126
and MT113, two mutants lacking of a functional
complex and of c-type cytochromes, respectively,
contained a NDH-2 type dehydrogenase. The results
with Rb. capsulatus M1, R126 and MT113 mutants
suggest therefore that the complete energy trans-
ducing redox chain is not required for anaerobic/
dark growth of this bacterial species. However, Yen
and Marrs (1977) reported that an aminolevulinic
acid auxotrophic mutant of Rb. capsulatus, which
presumably cannot synthesize any cytochromes, was
not able to grow under dark/anaerobic conditions
with DMSO (supplemented with ). This suggests
that certain cytochromes may be necessary for
reduction of DMSO. Taken together these obser-
vations can be rationalized in the following way.
Reduction of TMAO/DMSO may, in principle,
generate a that is inadequate to sustain a
significant growth on a carbon source from which
ATP derives solely by respiration. This explanation
could account for superior growth of Rb. capsulatus
on TMAO/DMSO with a sugar than with a non-
fermentable carbon source. Clearly these aspects
remain to be clarified by further studies.

A single periplasmic enzyme is responsible for
reduction of both DMSO and TMAO (McEwan et
al., 1985b, 1987; Kelly et al., 1988) which can be
conveniently assayed by NMR (King et al., 1987).
The enzyme has been purified as a single polypeptide
with a MW of 82,000. It behaves as a monomer on
gel filtration and EPR studies have shown it to be a
pterin-type molybdenum protein (McEwan et al.,
1991). A c-type cytochrome band at 556 nm;

= +105 mV; MW = 13,000) co-purifies with
the reductase and is oxidised by TMAO or DMSO in
the presence of the enzyme (Mc Ewan et al., 1989).
In addition to the above redox components a

membrane bound b-type heme = 0 mV;
band at 559 nm) clearly distinct from the b-type
hemes of the complex is involved in electron
transport to DMSO in Rb. capsulatus (Zannoni and
Marrs, 1981; McEwan et al., 1989). Notably, another
c-type cytochrome of apparent molecular mass of 44
kDa has been identified by haem-staining of
membrane components of Rb. capsulatus after SDS-
PAGE (Hudig and Drews, 1986; Zsebo and Hearst,
1984). This 44 kDa-cytochrome is induced during
phototrophic growth of Rb. capsulatus in the presence
of DMSO but not TMAO and has been identified as
a cytochrome c peroxidase (Hanlon et al., 1992). Its
induction during growth on DMSO but not on TMAO
has tentatively been related with the production of
toxic dimethylsulfide (DMS) which under certain
conditions can be photochemically oxidised to
generate free radicals (Brimblecombe and Shooter,
1984; Hanlon et al., 1992).
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Summary

Synthesis and accumulation of storage materials occurs in phototrophic sulfur bacteria under virtually all
environmental conditions. After summarizing the general characteristics of the different storage products and
the maximum contents at which they are found in different organisms, attention is paid to the environmental
conditions which affect their accumulation. Although the specific contents are usually high when resources are
present in excess, deposition also occurs under conditions of limitation, thus suggesting a strategy which
maximizes long term benefit in a fluctuating environment, rather than instantaneous growth. The physiological
role of storage products is illustrated through several laboratory experiments, some were fluctuations play a
major role, and later on, in a section which describes field situations which actually confirm several of the
previous experimental results. The chapter ends with a section which emphasizes the physical effects of the
deposition of storage products specially in organisms with a planktonic way of life. Changes in cell size and
density derived from the presence of storage structures are discussed‚ specially in relation to their impact on
buoyancy regulation and sinking rates.
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I. General Characteristics of the Storage
Inclusions of Phototrophic Sulfur Bacteria

The ability to store surplus substrates during
unbalanced growth constitutes a widely spread
strategy which enables microorganisms to cope with
an environment in which fluctuations are the rule
rather than the exception. The capacity to accumulate
a certain compound during conditions of surplus,
clearly becomes a selective advantage when later on
this same compound may become limiting.

Phototrophic sulfur bacteria constitute almost a
paradigm of this kind of behavior. Depending on the
conditions in which they are growing, they can
accumulate zero-valence sulfur glycogen,
poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates) (PHA) and polyphos-
phate. These compounds are stored intracellularly
(and therefore are inclusions) except for sulfur which,
in the green sulfur bacteria and in the purple
Ectothiorhodospiraceae, is stored extracellularly.
However, even in these cases, the fact that extracellular
sulfur (at least in the green sulfur bacteria) is not
always available to other organisms (Van Gemerden,
1986) makes it a storage compound which behaves,
for most purposes, as an intracellular inclusion.

The section which follows will provide some
information regarding both the general characteristics
of these products, as well as the extent to which they
are found in phototrophic sulfur bacteria. Several
reviews already exist which deal with different aspects
of the metabolism and structure of storage compounds
(Dawes and Senior, 1973; Shively, 1974; Merrick,
1978), however, for an in depth description of the
macromolecular structure and the metabolism of
these compounds the reader is referred to the excellent
reviews by Shively et al. (1989) an Dawes (1992).

A. Sulfur

Sulfur globules accumulate during growth on reduced
sulfur compounds. They occur extracellularly in green
sulfur bacteria as well as in purple sulfur bacteria of
the family Ectothiorhodospiraceae, and intracellularly
in members of the family Chromatiaceae.

The amounts of sulfur stored depend largely on
the organisms and especially on the growth conditions
(see section II). Table 1 summarizes data on the

Abbreviations: BChl a – bacteriochlorophyll a; D – dilution rate;
PHA – poly (3-hydroxyalkanoates); PHB – poly (3-
hydroxybutyrate);       – reservoir concentration of limiting
substrate;           – maximum specific growth rate

maximum specific content of sulfur expressed as a
percent of the dry weight in several phototrophic
bacteria growing under different conditions. It seems
that sulfur storage rarely exceeds 30-35% of the dry
weight except in green sulfur bacteria, in which
sulfur is formed extracellularly, and in the purple
sulfur bacterium Thiocapsa roseopersicina in which
the content of sulfur reaches values of 54-55%, well
above the average. The physiological or ecological
meaning of this increased storage remains to be
elucidated.

Electron microscopy studies reveal that intra-
cellular sulfur globules are spherical structures with
a diameter which occasionally can reach 1
(Remsen, 1978), surrounded by a single layer protein
membrane (Nicolson and Schmidt, 1971). They are
found in the cytoplasm with no further membrane
envelopes, although it has been suggested‚ taking as
a basis the observations by Eimhjellen et al. (1967)
that sulfur inclusions in Thiocapsa could be deposited
surrounded by a protein membrane, inside invagin-
ations of the plasma membrane (Shively et al., 1988).
Statistical analyses of several samples from a natural
population of Chromatium minus (Esteve et al., 1990)
show rather homogeneous size distributions with
average diameters between 317 and 353 nm.

Sulfur globules are evenly distributed in the
cytoplasm except in Chromatium warmingii in which
deposition occurs preferentially at the extremes of
the cell (Pfennig and Trüper, 1989). Chemical analysis
of the sulfur globules in Chromatium vinosum indicate
a rather homogeneous composition with 93.5% sulfur,
5.2% protein, 0.55% lipid and 0.047% BChla
(Schmidt et al., 1971), the last two fractions being
attributed by the authors to contamination from
chromatophores. Early studies on the protein fraction
of the sulfur globule found a single protein. This
protein had a molecular weight of 13500 Da in the
case of Chromatium vinosum (Schmidt et al., 1971)
and 18500 Da in the case of Chromatium buderi
(Remsen, 1978).

More recent studies carried out in Chromatium
vinosum and Thiocapsa roseopersicina indicate the
existence of three proteins with molecular weights of
10498, 10651,8480 and 10619,10661 and 8759 Da,
respectively (D. Brune, personal communication).
The protein sequence indicates that the two large
proteins from Chromatium vinosum are homologous
to each other and to the large proteins found in
Thiocapsa. The small proteins display also a high
sequence similarity. Whether these proteins play a
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catalytic role in the deposition and oxidation of
elemental sulfur or serve merely a structural function,
has not yet been determined. Additional studies on
the nature and functional characteristics of these
proteins might yield a clue not only to the mechanism
of sulfur formation and sulfur oxidation, but also to
the actual state of the sulfur contained in the globules.

The molecular structure of the sulfur inclusions
has been a matter of speculation for some time. As
early as 1887 Winogradsky referred to these structures
as ‘semi-liquid sulfur’. He based his conclusions
mainly on the fact that high temperatures (70 °C)
induced the intracellular globules to coalesce into a
single large globule. His observations, carried out in
colorless sulfur bacteria, were later confirmed in
purple sulfur bacteria which displayed a similar
phenomenon (Winogradsky, 1945).

Although X-ray diffraction studies of dry
preparations of sulfur globules show the presence of
crystalline orthorhombic sulfur (Hageage et al., 1970;
Trüper and Hathaway, 1967), in vivo studies indicate
otherwise. After carrying out polarizing microscopy
and X-ray diffraction studies on fresh sulfur globules
isolated from Chromatium, Hageage et al (1970)
concluded that sulfur in the inclusions existed in a
state resembling that of liquid sulfur and suggested
that the globules were symmetrical aggregates of
radially arranged arrays of  molecules. Later studies
on the effect of sulfur inclusions in cell size and
buoyant density provided estimates of the in vivo
density of these inclusions. The values found were
1.22-1.31 pg for the sulfur globules of
Chromatium vinosum (Guerrero et al., 1984; Mas
and Van Gemerden, 1987) and 1.13 for the globules
in Chromatium warmingii (Guerrero et al., 1984;
Mas et al., 1985). These values were much lower than
the density of elemental sulfur (1.92-2.07, Weast,
1986) and‚ thus, it was suggested that the sulfur in
sulfur globules was hydrated.

Elemental sulfur is insoluble in water (Weast,
1986), however the presence of long chain sulfanes
with hydrophilic termini could provide a certain
degree of hydration. Although this hypothesis seems
to be correct in the case of extracellularly deposited
sulfur in Thiobacillus (Steudel, 1989), analyses of
the sulfur species present in Chromatium vinosum
indicate the existence of only and rings
(Steudel et al., 1990) and fail to show the presence of
any long chain polysulfur compounds. The authors
suggest that the sulfur chains responsible for the
hydration might be attached to the protein envelope
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at the prosthetic groups of the enzymes responsible
for the deposition and breakdown of sulfur.

B. Glycogen

Accumulation of storage carbohydrate is observed
simultaneously with the production of elemental
sulfur during phototrophic growth on sulfide. Despite
claims by some authors of specific contents as high
as 40% of the dry weight, the specific content of
storage carbohydrates in purple sulfur bacteria rarely
exceeds 10% (Table 1). In the few cases in which
green sulfur bacteria have been analyzed‚ the contents
have been systematically higher (21 and 35% of the
dry weight, see Table 1). Analysis of the structure of
the storage carbohydrate in Chromatium vinosum
(Hara et al., 1973) shows a glycogen structure, with
chains of linked with a variable
degree of branching provided by 6-glucosyl
linkages. It displays a coefficient of sedimentation of
90S and an average chain length of 11‚ comparable to
values of 10-13 found in other bacteria (Dawes,
1992). In Chlorobium, glycogen is deposited as
rosette-like granules with a diameter of approximately
30 nm. The granules have been found to increase in
number but not in size when the specific content of
glycogen increases (Sirevåg and Ormerod, 1970).

C. Poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates)

Poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates) (PHA) are accumulated
intracellularly by purple sulfur bacteria when growing
in the light in the presence of organic acids, or in the
dark, as a byproduct of the degradation of
intracellularly stored glycogen. So far, PHA have not
been detected in green sulfur bacteria.

These molecules are linear polymers with the
general structure:

where R has a length between 1 and 10. Polymers
constituted by monomers with a homogeneous length
of the R side chain are referred to as homopolymers.
When the monomer composition is heterogeneous,
the term copolymer is used. Extensive analysis of the
amount and composition of PHA deposited intra-
cellularly by phototrophic sulfur bacteria under
different growth conditions have been published by
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Liebergesell et al. (1991) and are summarized in
Table 2. The polymer most commonly found in
purple sulfur bacteria was poly(3-hydroxybutyrate)
(PHB), a homopolymer of 3-hydroxybutyric acid (R
= 1). Most purple sulfur bacteria studied seem only
able to synthesize PHB, regardless of the organic
acid supplied. However‚ some organisms (Chroma-
tium vinosum 1611 (DSM 182), Chromatium
purpuratum BN5500 and Lamprocystis roseo-
persicina 3112) synthesized a copolymer of

(R=l) and (R
= 2) when incubated in the presence of organic acids
with an odd number of carbons. In some organisms
the specific content of PHA was as high as 83% of
the dry weight, but only when incubating the cells in
nitrogen-free medium containing 20 mM acetate.
When grown in regular growth medium with a lower
concentration of acetate (6.8 mM) the specific content
of PHA never surpassed 30% of the dry weight and,
in several cases, was close to zero. Analyses carried
out on samples from a population of purple sulfur
bacteria in Lake Cisó, Spain, indicate a homogeneous
composition of the polymer, with virtually 100%
hydroxybutyrate (Mas-Castellà, 1991). Similar
analyses of samples from the phototrophic layer in
microbial mats from the Ebro Delta show the presence
of hydroxybutyrate and of important amounts of
hydroxyvalerate which in some cases can be the
most abundant monomer (Mas-Castellà, 1991).

Although little information is available on the
structure of the PHA inclusions of phototrophic
sulfur bacteria, a considerable body of data has been
gathered on the inclusions present in other organisms.
Although early X-ray diffraction studies indicated
that native PHB occurred in a crystalline form (Alper
et al., 1963), latter studies by different authors suggest
that the polymer in the granules is not crystalline, but
rather exists in a less compact form, more readily
accessible to the enzymes responsible for its
degradation. Thus, X-ray diffraction data collected
by different authors (Barham, 1990; Kawaguchi and
Doi, 1990) agree in that the polymer in the granules
must be in an amorphous form which only crystallizes
after either heating or removal of the water and lipids
present in the granule. This view is supported by

analyses of in vivo PHB in several organisms
(Barnard and Sanders, 1989; Nicolay et al., 1982).
The ‘in vivo’ density of PHB  (Mas
et al., 1985) is considerably lower than the density of
the purified polymer (Williamson
and Wilkinson, 1958; Okamura and Marchessault,

1967). To explain these differences it was postulated
that the inclusions were hydrated, with a water content
of approximately 40% (Mas et al., 1985).

Electron microscopy studies show that PHA
inclusions are spherical structures with a diameter of
240-720 nm in Bacillus cereus (Dunlop and Robards,
1973) and 200–700 nm in Bacillus megaterium (Ellar
et al., 1968), surrounded by a single layer envelope
2-8 nm thick (Merrick, 1978). Similar studies carried
out in samples from a natural population of
Chromatium minus indicate a rather homogeneous
size distribution ranging between 252 and 298 nm
(Esteve et al., 1990). Chemical analysis of PHB
granules (Griebel et al., 1985) shows the presence
besides PHB of small amounts of protein (2% w/w)
and lipid (0.5% w/w). For a discussion of the use of
phototrophic bacteria for production of PHAs and
the chemical properties of various PHAs, the reader
is referred to Chapter 60 by Fuller.

D. Polyphosphate

Polyphosphates are linear polymers of orthophosphate
with variable chain-length which can be
found as a variety of different fractions, forming
intracellular granules (Kulaev, 1979), soluble in the
cytoplasm (Ferguson et al., 1979), in the periplasmic
space (Ostrovsky et al., 1980) or even associated to
PHB and delimiting transport channels in the
cytoplasmic membrane (Reusch and Sadoff, 1988).
Each of these fractions probably fulfills a rather
specific role (Halvorson, 1990; Kulaev, 1990). Little
is known about accumulation of polyphosphates by
phototrophic sulfur bacteria. Their presence has been
detected in Chlorobium limicola (Hughes et al., 1963,
Cole and Hughes, 1965), as well as in Chromatium
minutissimum where it reached around 2% of the dry
weight (Zaitseva et al., 1965). Experiments carried
out with Chromatium vinosum (Mas and Van
Gemerden, 1992) growing at a constant dilution rate
in a chemostat and experiencing different degrees of
phosphate limitation, revealed that the cells adjusted
to the limitation with an almost threefold decrease in
their phosphorus content (from 0.85 to 0.30

protein). Whether the surplus P was present as
poly-P or as other P containing molecules was not
determined; however, the value found provides an
estimate of the maximum amount of P accumulated
in the cell when growing in a medium containing
excess P.
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II. Environmental Conditions Leading to
the Accumulation of Storage Compounds

In aerobic heterotrophic bacteria, reserve material
and energy storage often is regarded as being
synonymous. However in phototrophic bacteria one
has to differentiate between energy storage com-
pounds, conservation of carbon skeletons, and
conservation of reducing power. Being able to survive
under anoxic conditions with the energy liberated in
the degradation of glycogen makes this an energy
storage compound‚ in contrast to poly(3-hydroxy-
butyrate (PHB) and other poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates)
(PHA), which cannot be degraded under anoxic dark
conditions. However, in the light, these compounds
supply extremely valuable precursors for the synthesis
of essential cell components. The so-called ‘elemental
sulfur’ or ‘zero-valent sulfur’ deposited
intracellularly by members of the family Chroma-
tiaceae, provides neither carbon nor energy under
anoxic conditions, but still is a powerful electron
donor when sulfide becomes depleted.

In general, storage compounds are synthesized
when substrates are present in excess. The nature of
the storage compound very much depends on the
nature of the substrate. Sulfide (and other reduced
forms of sulfur) in combination with carbon dioxide,
as well as organic compounds such as malate can be
converted into glycogen, whereas the presence of
e.g. acetate tends to result in the intracellular storage
of PHB (Stanier et al., 1959).

Purple sulfur bacteria growing in batch culture on
sulfide/ accumulate glycogen as long as sulfide
is present. In the early stages of growth the reducing
equivalents required for the conversion of carbon
dioxide into structural cell material and glycogen are
obtained mainly from the oxidation of sulfide to
sulfur, and to a far lesser extent from the oxidation of

to sulfate, although large differences between
different strains can be observed. In Chromatium
vinosum DSM 185, growth continues at after
sulfide depletion, at the expense of stored and
glycogen (Van Gemerden and Beeftink, 1978, see
Fig. 1). In the stationary phase of growth the
concentration of glycogen is zero. The above data
clearly show that the rate-limiting step in the Calvin
cycle exceeds the specific rate of growth, enabling
the deposition of storage compounds. A temporary
intracellular accumulation of glycogen also was
observed in Thiocapsa roseopersicina during growth

on sulfide (Visscher et al., 1990), thiosulfate (De Wit
and Van Gemerden, 1987),polysulfide (Visscher
et al, 1990), and dimethyl sulfide (Visscher and Van
Gemerden, 1991).

When growth of Chromatium vinosum was
inhibited by the addition of growth inhibitors,
enhanced rates of glycogen formation were observed
whereas substrate oxidation rates remained constant
(Van Gemerden and Beeftink, 1978). Glycogen
synthesis, together with the intracellular storage of

thus enables continued growth after external
substrates have been exhausted. High rates of carbon
dioxide incorporation and sulfide oxidation also have
been reported to occur in short-term experiments
with Chromatium okenii (Trüper, 1964a,b; Trüper
and Schlegel, 1964), Chromatium weissei and
Chromatium vinosum (Van Gemerden, 1974). In
view of the relatively low specific growth rates of
purple sulfur bacteria (see Van Gemerden, 1984),
these observations suggest that glycogen was
synthesized.

Sulfide-limited cultures of Chromatium vinosum
synthesize glycogen at all dilution rates imposed, the
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rate roughly being proportional to the dilution rate
except for dilution rates close to At dilution
rates < 85% of about 5% of the reducing power
obtained by sulfide and sulfur oxidation is channeled
into the synthesis of glycogen. At higher specific
growth rates this value may increase to 14% (Beeftink
and Van Gemerden, 1979).

Immediately after removal of nutrient limitation
(addition of sulfide directly to the culture over and
above that supplied with the metering pump)
increased rates of glycogen synthesis were observed.
After the addition of chloramphenicol cultures
showed similar high rates as observed in batch
cultures, irrespective of the dilution rate imposed.
Apparently, the maximum specific rate of synthesis
in this organism is unaffected by the specific growth
rate.

Although sulfur and glycogen are stored during
sulfide limited growth of Chromatium vinosum, their
content is highly increased when the organisms are
either light or phosphate limited. A conceptual model
of how these factors interact to support growth has
been sketched in Fig. 2. According to this model, the
metabolic rates of the different processes required
for growth must be high enough to support growth at
a given rate. A low supply of N or P will reduce the
specific growth rate; however all the requirements
for photosynthesis are present and the organism
keeps synthesizing organic carbon which is then
routed towards synthesis of glycogen. In the event of
a reduced energy supply such as during light
limitation, organic carbon will be formed at a lower
rate. However, since even under these conditions
glycogen is synthesized, glycogen synthesis obviously
competes with growth processes for the products of
photosynthesis.

Some data illustrating this point have been plotted
in Fig. 3 as the amount of reducing power stored per
mg protein, as either glycogen or sulfur. The results
correspond to Chromatium vinosum growing at a
constant specific growth rate but subject to
three different types of limitation. The lowest contents
are found when the organisms are sulfide limited.
Phosphate limitation results in much higher contents
of both sulfur and glycogen which share, in roughly
equal proportions, the reducing power stored. Under
light limitation, the content of sulfur is as high as
during P limitation, however, the amount of glycogen
is lower, as could be expected in a situation of
insufficient energy supply.

III. Physiological Role of Storage Compounds

A. Experimental Studies Under Fluctuating
Conditions

Oxygen exerts an inhibitory effect on the synthesis
of photopigments by anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria. Incubation of Thiocapsa roseopersicina
under oxic conditions for a prolonged period of time
results in completely colorless cells which grow
chemotrophically. Consequently, the yield per
reducing equivalent is severely reduced to about one
third of that obtained during phototrophic growth
(De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1987) and is comparable
to that found in genuine chemolithotrophs such as
Thiobacillus sp. (Kelly, 1982). Once exposed to the
presence of oxygen, the time course of the
concentration of BChl a in a continuous culture of
Thiocapsa roseopersicina followed the theoretical
wash-out curve‚ suggesting that this photopigment
was not actively degraded. When present, BChla
remained functional. It was observed that the protein
yield during incubations in 24-h oxic/anoxic regimen,
in which the oxic period was 4 to 21 h, was virtually
identical to that observed during continuously anoxic
conditions despite the fact that the photopigment
content was decreasing in proportion to the length of
the oxic period. Incubation at a 3h anoxic/21h oxic
regime resulted in a BChla content equal to about
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20% of that observed during continuously anoxic
conditions. Apparently, under the latter conditions
these organisms have a large surplus of photopigments
(De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1990a). At even shorter
anoxic periods, however, insufficient photopigments
are synthesized to allow full phototrophic growth
and the organism shifts to a combined photo-
chemotrophic metabolism, as could be judged from
the yield (Schaub and Van Gemerden, 1994).

The role of glycogen to sustain phototrophic growth
becomes apparent when Thiocapsa is incubated in a
regimen in which light conditions were combined
with the presence of oxygen, and dark conditions
with anoxia. After being incubated at such a regimen
for a prolonged period of time, a repeating pattern of
phenomena emerged. As expected‚ during the oxic-
light periods no synthesis of BChla took place, in
contrast to anoxic-dark periods. Concomitantly,
glycogen, accumulated during the preceding oxic-
light period using the BChl still present, was degraded
in the dark (Fig. 4). It was calculated on the basis of
known synthetic pathways of bacteriochlorophyll
and spirilloxanthin, the major carotenoid of
Thiocapsa, that, depending on the regimen employed‚
degradation of 20-50% of the stored glycogen could
account for the observed synthesis of photopigments
in the dark (De Wit and Van Gemerden, 1990a). As
was judged from the growth yield‚ the organisms
were growing phototrophically and did not use their

chemotrophic potential. These data show the
functional role of glycogen during incubation under
circumstances mimicking environmental conditions.

B. Dark Metabolism and Survival

Anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, for which light is
the ultimate source of energy, would be deprived of
energy for maintenance purposes in the dark unless
materials such as glycogen were stored in the light. It
thus appears ecologically relevant that at least some
glycogen is stored by cells facing sulfide limitation
(see Section II).

From an energy point of view, the most efficient
way to use glycogen in the dark would be to convert
each glycosyl moiety to two carbon dioxide and two
acetyl-CoA, followed by a conversion of the latter to
acetate via acetyl phosphate. Taking into account
that the initial phosphorylation does not require the
participation of ATP but instead is carried out with

five ATP could be produced from each glycosyl
moiety. From a carbon-preserving point of view‚
however, this metabolic route is not very efficient,
since all carbon, initially fixed at great expense
through the Calvin cycle, would be excreted. The
possibility of re-assimilation of acetate in the
subsequent light period depends on the activities of
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other organisms, a fact often overlooked by scientists
studying pure cultures. It appears that another way to
degrade glycogen is feasible in purple sulfur bacteria.
This metabolic route involves the condensation of
two acetyl-CoA to form one aceto-acetyl-CoA, which,
after reduction to 3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA, can be
polymerized to form poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB).
Following this route would result in less energy to
become available upon glycogen degradation (three
ATP for each glycosyl moiety instead of five),
however, four out of six carbon atoms present in
glycogen would be preserved in PHB. In both
pathways NADH is formed. In the first pathway
eight [H] are produced in the breakdown of one
glycosyl moiety, and in the second pathway six. With
no energy input required‚ could serve as an acceptor
for these electrons, resulting in the formation of
sulfide (mid-point potentials:
mV, = -280 mV).

Utilization of  in the dark accompanied by the
production of sulfide has been observed both in
cultures of the large celled species Chromatium okenii
(Trüper and Schlegel, 1964), and in cultures of the
small-sized Chromatium vinosum (Van Gemerden,
1968b) in which PHB accumulated in agreement
with the following stoichiometry:

Hendley (1955) observed that acetate was formed
in the endogenous metabolism of ‘Thiorhodaceae’
(Chromatiaceae). However, the organisms, grown in
media containing hydrogen as the electron donor,
did not contain intracellular thus making the
formation of sulfide inconceivable. Data on the
production of hydrogen, energetically a less favorable
option, were not reported. De Wit (1989) observed in
Thiocapsa roseopersicina cultures which were
repeatedly replenished with sulfide in order to reach
high glycogen concentration, that dark incubation
did not result in PHB accumulation. Instead‚ acetate
was excreted in addition to sulfide. The molar ratio of
glycosyl moieties to acetate and sulfide was 1 to 2.4
to 3.7. These phenomena, so far not observed in pure
cultures of other anoxygenic phototrophs, suggest
the following stoichiometry:

Liebergesell et al. (1991) showed that some
members of the Chromatiaceae do not (or hardly)
form PHB under growing conditions although they
have the metabolic capacity to do so (see Table 2).
Therefore, although it is tempting to consider the two
different ways of glycogen degradation described
above as ‘strategies’, data from more organisms
growing under various conditions are required before
a firm statement can be made in this respect.

C. The Role of as Electron Storage in
Purple and Green Sulfur Bacteria

As shown above, the in Chromatiaceae can be
regarded a genuine storage compound. In fact, is
a powerful electron donor: during its oxidation to

six electrons are released‚ compared to two
electrons liberated during the oxidation of to
Due to the intracellular deposition‚ no other individual
than the organism itself will be able to profit from the
temporary accumulation of This can be
demonstrated using sulfide-limited chemostats by
stepwise increasing the sulfide concentration in the
reservoir According to the theory of
continuous cultivation, the concentration of external
substrates at any given value of the dilution rate D
depends on the kinetic characteristics of the organism
cultivated and is not influenced by the concentration
of the limiting substrate in the reservoir solution.
Accordingly, in sulfide limited continuous cultures
of Chromatium vinosum, the steady state sulfide
concentration is identical at increasing values of

however, the concentration is proportional
to the magnitude of as is biomass. As a
consequence, the ratio of to protein was constant.

In Chlorobiaceae is deposited outside the cells.
Nevertheless, the concentration in cultures of
Chlorobium limicola also appeared to be affected by
the magnitude of indicating that the
produced by one individual is not available to other
individuals. This is further illustrated by the fact that
in chemostat cultures of Chlorobium, as in cultures
of Chromatium, the ratio of to protein was constant.
The mechanistic explanation of this phenomenon in
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Chlorobium could be that the is retained by the
formation of extracellular capsules or pili, as
described for other strains (Cohen-Bazire, 1963; K
Schmidt‚ pers. comm.). Consequently, in
Chlorobium, despite being deposited outside the
cells, has to be regarded a storage product (Van
Gemerden, 1986). Data on other anoxygenic
phototrophs are lacking at the moment, and it would
be particularly interesting to know how Ectothio-
rhodospira species would react.

IV. Storage Compounds in Natural
Populations of Phototrophic Sulfur Bacteria

Storage inclusions also have been quantified in natural
populations of phototrophic sulfur bacteria. In such
cases, their distribution in space follows rather closely
the distribution of bacterial biomass. This point is
illustrated rather clearly in Fig. 5 (redrawn after
Guerrero et al., 1985a), which depicts the variations
with depth of bacterial abundance, sulfur, glycogen
and PHB in a summer day in Lake Cisó (Spain),
when the water column was stratified. The community
of phototrophic sulfur bacteria consisted of green
sulfur bacteria and two purple sulfur bacteria, a
medium sized Chromatium and a smaller aggregate
forming organism later identified as Amoebobacter
(Pedrós-Alió and Guerrero, 1993). Green sulfur

bacteria constituted only a small fraction of the
community (Fig. 5A) and therefore, it can be assumed
that the storage compounds measured resided mainly
with the purple sulfur bacteria, which represented
more than 90 % of the total biovolume. Although
glycogen, sulfur and PHB obviously are more
abundant at the peak of bacterial biomass, their
distribution says little about the physiological state
of the organisms. To gain some insight on this point,
the data from Fig. 5 have been used as a basis to
calculate the specific contents of each of the inclusions
at each depth. The results have been plotted in Fig. 6
together with the vertical profile of light penetration
at that moment. Light was almost extinguished at 2
m and phototrophic sulfur bacteria below that depth
were facing virtual darkness. The specific contents
of sulfur, glycogen and PHB changed with depth, in
agreement with what could be expected from such a
situation. Cells in the upper part of the bacterial plate
where light irradiance is high, are loaded with
glycogen and sulfur, and contain little PHB. As they
enter the twilight zone and begin to sink, they start
using up their intracellular stores of glycogen and
sulfur, simultaneously depositing PHB as an end
product of their dark metabolism. However, in most
cases this is a one way trip and‚ unless given the
chance to return to the surface layers (such as during
holomictic overturn), the organisms eventually die.
This loss of viability with depth has been documented
by Van Gemerden et al. (1985).
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The specific content of sulfur and PHB also has
been quantified in ultrathin sections corresponding
to samples from Lake Cisó (Esteve et al., 1990). The
results of this study indicate that the specific content
of PHB increases with depth, and that this increase is
not due to an increase in the size of the PHB inclusions,
but rather to an increase in their number. The specific
content of sulfur, however, does not change with
depth, an observation which clearly disagrees with
the data shown in Fig. 6. Similar differences between
variations in the specific content of sulfur and
variations in cell size (Mas and Van Gemerden,
1987) led the authors to postulate that utilization of
intracellular sulfur might proceed without a
concomitant reduction in the structure of the sulfur
globule which would then remain as an empty shell
until further degradation of the structure occurred.
Clarification of this point requires, no doubt, further
studies.

Besides their involvement in the rather hopeless
task of maintaining viability during sinking to the
sediment, storage inclusions carry out a remarkable
role during day/night fluctuations. This has been
shown in studies conducted both in Lake Cisó
(Guerrero et al., 1985a, Van Gemerden et al., 1985)
and in Lago di Cadagno Switzerland‚ Del Don et al.,
1991;Bachofen et al., 1991).

Both in Lake Cisó (Fig. 7) and in Lago di Cadagno
the concentration of sulfide at the depth of maximum

biomass increased during the night, a phenomenon
attributed to the dark metabolism of the organism.
Concomitantly, glycogen concentrations were
reported to decrease during the night. In Lake Cisó
sulfide production and glycogen depletion were
accompanied by an increase in the concentrations of
PHB (Van Gemerden et al., 1985). In Lago di
Cadagno, acetate, instead of PHB, was produced in
the dark (Del Don et al., 1991). Thus, the phenomena
observed in Lake Cisó appear to follow the
stoichiometry given in equation 1, whereas those in
Lago di Cadagno rather point to a stoichiometry
similar to that described by equation 2 (see above).
Attention is focused to the fact that the dominant
organisms in these lakes belong to different species.
Detailed field data, in combination with experimental
studies on isolated strains are required to evaluate
the possibility of different strategies.

V. Physical Consequences of the
Accumulation of Storage Compounds

Storage inclusions accumulate in amounts which
can constitute a large fraction of the dry weight of the
organism. This accumulation has an inevitable effect
on some physical properties of the organisms such as
their size and specific density.
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A. Cell Size

Electron micrographs (Fig. 8) usually show a large
part of the intracellular volume occupied by storage
inclusions. Electron microscopy studies carried out
by Esteve et al. (1990) in natural samples indicated
that sulfur occupied as an average 7% of the total cell
volume, while PHA granules filled between 0.6 and
12.2% of the intracellular space. Experiments carried
out in the laboratory (Mas and Van Gemerden, 1987)
under conditions which favored the accumulation of
sulfur showed that cells of Chromatium vinosum in
which the content of sulfur was 25% of the dry
weight, had 25% of their total cell volume occupied
by sulfur inclusions. In order to accommodate
structures of this size, the volume of the cell must
increase. Variations in cell size related to the
accumulation or depletion of intracellular sulfur have
been repeatedly reported in the literature (Van
Gemerden, 1968a, Guerrero et al, 1984; Mas and
Van Gemerden, 1987; Montesinos, 1987). However,
the fact that cell size can also change as a function of
the specific growth rate of the organism (Schaechter
et al., 1958; Shehata and Marr, 1971) often has
hampered the discrimination between the effect of

both factors. Experiments carried out with Chroma-
tium vinosum undergoing a shift from a low to a high
dilution rate in a chemostat app.

showed an increase in cell size
from 3.23 to 5.45 (Fig. 9). The contribution of
sulfur inclusions to this increase was 1.35 while
0.87 were considered a consequence of the
increased specific growth rate (Mas and Van
Gemerden, 1987). These observations indicate that
when changes in the content of sulfur inclusions
occur along with variations in the specific growth
rate, the content of sulfur is still the main determinant
of the variations in volume observed.

B. Cell Density

Storage inclusions are compact structures with a
specific density higher than that of the surrounding
cytoplasm. Therefore, their deposition inside the cell
usually results in an increase in the density of the
organism. This phenomenon, which has been well
documented for storage carbohydrates in Escherichia
coli (Mas et al., 1989) and for poly(3-hydroxy-
butyrate) in Alcaligenes eutrophus (Pedrós-Alió et
al., 1985), is also observed in phototrophic sulfur
bacteria especially in relation to the accumulation of
sulfur which seems to be the main factor in density
differences (Table 3). Studies carried out in
Chromatium warmingii and Chromatium vinosum,
show increases of 0.037 pg. and 0.050 to 0.064,
respectively, when undergoing sulfur accumulation.
Similar studies carried out in Chlorobium limicola
which deposits sulfur extracellularly indicate a similar
effect, with an increase of 0.029 pg. . This
suggests that sulfur globules of green sulfur bacteria,
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although accumulated extracellularly, somehow
might remain attached to the cell, thus supporting the
idea (Van Gemerden, 1986) that sulfur in Chlorobium
should also be considered a storage polymer.
Carbohydrates, which are usually present in amounts
much lower than sulfur (see Table 1), have a marginal
impact on density which only becomes relevant in
organisms such as Pelodictyon phaeochlathratiforme
in which storage carbohydrates can account for as
much as 35% of the dry weight (Overmann et al,
1991). In this case, the observed increase in density
(0.037 pg. is comparable to the changes due to
the presence of sulfur in other organisms. Variations
in density as a function of the amount of inclusions
are described by a hyperbolic function which asymp-
totically approaches a maximum value, set by the
actual density of the inclusion being accumulated
(Mas et al., 1985).

Experimental determinations of this ‘in vivo’
density for the sulfur inclusions in Chromatium
vinosum and Chromatium warmingii provide different
values for each organism (1.22–1.23 and 1.132,
respectively) suggesting that the structure of the

sulfur globule is different in each organism (Guerrero
et al, 1984; Mas et al., 1985). Although no similar
data on storage carbohydrates and PHA are available
for phototrophic sulfur bacteria, studies performed
in Escherichia coli (Mas et al., 1985; Mas et al.,
1989) and in Alcaligenes eutrophus (Pedrós-Alió et
al., 1985; Mas et al., 1985) indicate that the in vivo
density of the storage carbohydrate in Escherichia
coli is somewhere between 1.21–1.29 pg while
PHB from Alcaligenes eutrophus has an in vivo
density of 1.15 pg . The values mentioned above
constitute the highest densities the organisms could
reach if virtually all the intracellular space were
filled with inclusion bodies. However, this is hardly
ever the case, and accumulation usually stops well
before reaching these densities. Occasional claims
of unusually high cell densities are often the conse-
quence of the utilization of high osmolarity media
such as sucrose for the construction of gradients
used in density determination. While these media
might prove suitable for the separation of fractions
with different densities, they are completely
inadequate to carry out analytical determinations
because loss of water from the cell due to osmotic
stress results in artificially high densities. An extensive
discussion of this topic can be found in Guerrero et
al. (1985b).

C. Impact on Sedimentation Rates

Many phototrophic sulfur bacteria develop in
planktonic environments where the increase in size
and density derived from the presence of storage
inclusions potentially could increase their sinking
speed and, thus, favor their removal from the water
column (see Chapter 4 by Van Gemerden and Mas).

However, field studies carried out in Lake Cisó
failed to find a correlation between the actual densities
of the organisms in the lake and the rate at which they
were sinking (Pedrós-Alió et al., 1989). Despite the
fact that theoretical sinking speeds, calculated
according to Stoke’s law were
comparable to sinking speeds actually measured in
the laboratory by other authors (19.2 cm.
Matsuyama, 1991), the rates measured were well
below the minimum predicted. Cell motility, water
turbulence and probably, the presence of loosely
attached slime layers might have had an effect on
sedimentation not predicted by Stokes law, and thus,
have lead to the observed discrepancies.

Although their direct effect on sinking rates seems
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irrelevant, inclusions might play an important role in
the modulation of buoyancy in organisms containing
gas vesicles. This function has been well documented
in cyanobacteria (Kromkamp and Mur, 1984; Thomas
and Walsby, 1985; Utkilen et al., 1985). In some of
these organisms, accumulation or degradation of
carbohydrate, which actually acts as a ballast, enables
the organism to switch from positive to negative
buoyancy and, thus, regulate its vertical position
within the water column. Studies carried out in
Pelodictyon phaeochlathratiforme (Overmann et al.,
1991) suggest that carbohydrates might play a similar
role; however, density of this organism is also
determined by the presence of extracellular slime
layers and by a certain amount of protein ballast.

VI. Concluding Remarks

Accumulation of storage compounds constitutes one
of the most remarkable adaptive features of
phototrophic sulfur bacteria. The capacity to
synthesize them enables the organism to take
advantage of resource pulses in a limiting environment
or, on the contrary, to survive short periods of
starvation in a otherwise rich environment. The

difference between both situations might be subtle
but it certainly calls for different abilities. In the first
case, the organism must posses low maintenance
requirements, an efficient harvesting system which
surpasses the potential for growth, together with a
large storage capacity. In the second case, what is
needed is the possibility to store a certain amount of
substrate even when growth is limited by that
substrate, in order to survive periods of complete
deprivation later on. Phototrophic sulfur bacteria
seem well suited to face both situations. When facing
a pulse of substrates, they are able to take up and
store considerable amounts of energy, carbon and
reducing power. When growing in a fluctuating
environment, they manage to store enough resources
to be able to overcome the fluctuations.

Very often, physiological studies concentrate on
how the organisms can adapt to a certain set of
environmental conditions, under the assumption that
these conditions will hold steady. However, in nature,
this is seldom the case. Thus, physiologists should
consider the artificial constraints imposed by a
constant laboratory environment and try to understand
the metabolic strategy of the organism living in a
continuously changing environment.
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Summary

The nonsulfur purple bacteria exhibit remarkable versatility in aromatic compound transformations. In recent
years it has become evident that these bacteria use a much wider range of lignin-derived monomers for
photosynthetic and aerobic growth than was previously suspected. While aerobic attack on the benzene ring
appears to follow patterns common to aerobic pseudomonads, the anaerobic pathway is radically different, and
the reductive attack on the ring, first suggested for Rhodopseudomonas palustris growing on benzoate, has now
become firmly established. Coenzyme A thioesters are involved in removal of sidechains from complex
aromatic acids prior to attack on the ring itself, and also at all stages of degradation of the nucleus up to and
including ring opening. Probable intermediates in the ring reduction reactions have been identified both in vivo
and in vitro, but characterization of the enzymes and cofactors involved has yet to be achieved. Two aromatic
acid CoA ligases have been purified and the corresponding genes cloned and sequenced. A regulatory gene
involved in expression of the ligase needed for 4-hydroxybenzoate activation has also been identified and
belongs to the cyclic AMP receptor protein family of transcriptional activators. Disruption of this gene has
specific effects on aromatic acid metabolism. There is increasing evidence that the aromatic acid degradation
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process is similar in phototrophs and in denitrifying bacteria‚ but very little is known of the pathways followed
in sulfate- or iron-reducing bacteria that utilize aromatic compounds. At present‚ methods for assessing which
type of microorganism plays the major role in degrading natural or unnatural aromatic nucleus-containing
compounds in natural environments are not adequate for determining how important the role of nonsulfur
photosynthetic bacteria may be on a global scale.

I. Introduction

The photosynthetic bacteria have remarkable
physiological flexibility‚ particularly in terms of
energy source‚ which can originate from light‚
respiration using a number of electron acceptors in
addition to oxygen‚ and even fermentation (Biebl
and Pfennig‚ 1981). By comparison‚ the range of
carbon sources used has appeared to be modest‚ with
a general preference for fatty or dicarboxylic acids
over the sugars favored by many conventional
chemoorganotrophs. In the interests of obtaining
rapid growth and large cell yields for experimental
purposes‚ or of developing elective culture pro-
cedures‚ the range of organic molecules that can
support growth of these bacteria has probably been
greatly underestimated‚ however. This is well
exemplified by the range of aromatic compounds
that can be used as carbon source to support growth
of nonsulfur purple bacteria if one is patient enough
to observe cultures over long periods. It may be the
case that substrates that can at best support only slow
growth still serve as significant carbon sources in
natural environments‚ particularly where there are
relatively few organisms which compete for their
use. This chapter will be concerned primarily with
the physiological‚ biochemical and regulatory aspects
of aromatic compound utilization by photosynthetic
bacteria that have come into focus since this subject
was reviewed in the Clayton and Sistrom volume on
these microorganisms (Dutton and Evans‚ 1978).

II. Physiology

When Sher and Proctor (1960) first investigated the
use of benzoate as a carbon source‚ most of the
strains of Rhodopseudomonas palustris‚ as well as of
Rhodobacter sphaeroides‚ Rhodopseudomonas
gelatinosa (now Rubrivivax gelatinosus) and some
of Rhodospirillum rubrum in the van Niel culture

Abbreviations: CoA – coenzyme A; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas

collection at Pacific Grove were found to grow well
anaerobically in light with benzoate as substrate.
Since then‚ a number of studies suggest that the
range of photosynthetic bacteria that use aromatic
compounds as carbon sources is more restricted‚ and
the general experience has been that the ability is
well-developed primarily in strains of Rp. palustris
(e.g. Biebl and Pfennig‚ 1981; Harwood and Gibson‚
1988; Madigan and Gest‚ 1988; Khanna et al. 1992).
However‚ Rhodospirillum fulvum (Pfennig et al.‚
1965)‚ Rhodocyclus purpureus (Pfennig‚ 1978) and
strains of Rubrivivax gelatinosus (Rahalkar et al.‚
1991)‚ Rp. acidophila (Yamanaka et al.‚ 1983) as
well as Rhodomicrobium vannielii (Wright and
Madigan‚ 1991) have also been shown to grow at the
expense of aromatic compounds.

If the range of species that can utilize aromatic
compounds has decreased over the last years‚ the
opposite is true for the range of compounds containing
benzene nuclei that can be attacked by purple bacteria
growing either photosynthetically or as aerobic
chemoorganotrophs (Harwood and Gibson‚ 1988).
The original work commonly explored growth only
on benzoate or 4-hydroxybenzoate‚ but a more
systematic investigation of potential substrates has
since shown that hydroxylated and methoxylated
aromatic acids and aldehydes are commonly used
growth substrates‚ as are aromatic acids with extended
side chains. Although most of these compounds
support growth both in the presence and absence of
oxygen‚ metabolism of some is restricted to aerobic
or anaerobic phototrophic conditions. For example‚
benzoate‚ as had been recognized earlier‚ does not
serve as an aerobic growth substrate for any strain of
photosynthetic bacterium studied to date‚ although
4-hydroxybenzoate is commonly used under these
conditions. Both benzoate and 4-hydroxybenzoate
support rates of anaerobic‚ photosynthetic growth
that are about half those obtained with more
conventional carbon sources such as malate or
succinate. Typical generation times for Rp. palustris
growing on these aromatic acids are 12–14 h.
Phenylalkane carboxylates‚ with side chain lengths
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from three to eight carbons‚ are excellent substrates
for Rp. palustris (Harwood and Gibson‚ 1988; Elder
et al.‚ 1992a; Madigan and Gest‚ 1988)‚ as are several
unsubstituted or 4-hydroxylated lignin-related
monomers‚ such as trans-cinnamate and 4-hydroxy-
cinnamate (4-coumarate).

It is clear from published work that there is a
considerable amount of strain variation in the range
of aromatic substrates utilized photosynthetically.
The ability to degrade lignin-related compounds
with 3-methoxyl or 3-hydroxyl substitutions is a
strain-dependent trait in Rp. palustris‚ and these
substrates typically support growth rates that are
much lower than attained with benzoate (Harwood
and Gibson‚ 1988). A recent report includes phenol
among substrates supporting photosynthetic growth
of a strain of Rp. palustris isolated from effluent of a
petrochemical waste water treatment plant (Khanna
et al.‚ 1992). With the exception of this last report‚ a
preexisting carboxyl group‚ or one readily derived
from an alcohol or aldehyde substituent‚ appear to be
essential for utilization. As a final example‚ a strain
of Rp. palustris that is able to incorporate from
isotopically labeled 3-chlorobenzoate when growing
in mixtures of benzoate and the chlorinated analog‚
has been described (Kamal and Wyndham‚ 1990)‚
although chlorobenzoates are generally toxic to this
microorganism. A more versatile isolate has recently
been described (van der Woude et al.‚ 1994) which‚
unlike Kamal and Wyndham's (1990)‚ is able to grow
on 3-chlorobenzoate alone. When cultured with mixed
chlorobenzoates‚ this strain also continues to
metabolize 2-‚ 4- or 3‚5- chlorobenzoates after
exhaustion of the favored substrate 3-chlorobenzoate.
Both of these studies suggest that chlorobenzoate-
metabolizing enzymes are not normally expressed
and that benzoate or 3-chlorobenzoate may be needed
as cosubstrates to permit induction of these enzymes.

III. Biochemistry

A. Major Metabolic Themes of Aromatic Acid
Degradation

The presence of an aryl group at the distal end of a
long-chain fatty acid should offer little hindrance to
a conventional oxidative attack on the molecule‚
although such a bulky group only a few carbons’
removed from the carboxyl group probably demands

some degree of enzyme specialization. The benzene
ring itself is stabilized by about 125 kJ per mol of
resonance energy‚ however‚ and this presents a
formidable barrier to attack by any organism.
Radically different biochemical strategies have
evolved to meet this challenge under aerobic and
anaerobic conditions. Although there are indeed
differences in the details of the metabolic pathways
used by different microorganisms‚ these represent
relatively minor variations on broad general themes.

Aerobically‚ ring resonance is distorted by
introducing hydroxyl groups‚ followed by dioxy-
genase-catalyzed ring cleavage either between or
adjacent to vicinal hydroxyls. These reactions require
participation of molecular oxygen and are thus
restricted to aerobic conditions. Only one study of
the pathway used for aerobic degradation of 4-
hydroxybenzoate by Rp. palustris has been carried
out (Hegeman‚ 1967)‚ and we are not aware of detailed
studies of the aerobic metabolism of aromatic
compounds by other species of photosynthetic
bacteria.

Anaerobically‚ the rings of only one‚ or perhaps
two‚ aromatic acids are attacked. More complex
molecules are first converted to the central
intermediates benzoate or 4-hydroxybenzoate or their
coenzyme A thioesters. The CoA modification serves
several functions. It can facilitate uptake of substrate
into the cell‚ since rapid conversion to a non-diffusible
CoA derivative by a cytoplasmic enzyme with high
affinity for its aromatic substrate will maintain a
downhill concentration gradient between the cell
and its environment. A high internal concentration of
the substrate for the next reaction can be built up‚
which would assist in pushing an energetically
unfavorable reaction. In fact‚ we have estimated the
steady state intracellular benzoyl CoA concentration
in cells of Rp. palustris growing on benzoate to be
about The increased size of the thioester
also allows more interactions between these substrates
and their enzymes. The ring itself is attacked
reductively‚ and the reduced product subjected to a
series of reactions leading to formation of a cyclic
keto thioester‚ which is then cleaved to yield a 7-
carbon dicarboxylic derivative. This molecule is
readily converted to reactants in central metabolic
pathways. These themes are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Anaerobic transformations carried out by Rp.
palustris are discussed in greater detail in the sections
that follow.
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B. Removal of Ring Substituents by Phototrophic
Cells

Aromatic compounds with extended acyl side chains
often support growth rates of Rp. palustris that are
higher than those seen with simple aromatic acids‚
either aerobically or anaerobically (Harwood and
Gibson‚ 1988; Elder et al.‚ 1992a; Rahalkar et al.‚
1993). The pattern of molar growth yields in
photosynthetic cultures growing on compounds with
side chains of varying length strongly suggests that
these are attacked by mechanisms (Elder
et al.‚ 1992a)‚ since cell mass formed increases with
side chain length‚ and ring degradation occurs only
when successive removal of 2-carbon units yields

benzoate or 4-hydroxybenzoate. In the strains used
for these studies‚ phenylacetate is not attacked‚ and
accumulates in cultures grown with aromatic
substrates carrying even-numbered carbon side
chains. By analogy with long-chain fatty acid

coenzyme A modification would be
expected as the initial step‚ and two ligases have been
detected in extracts of cinnamate-grown cells‚ one
relatively specific for cinnamate among the substrates
tested‚ and one also able to thioesterify compounds
such as ferulate and caffeate that have additional ring
substituents (Elder et al.‚ 1992b). Expected
intermediates in degradation of some of these
compounds have been detected in culture super-
natants. Benzoate was found transiently during growth
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on trans-cinnamate (Elder et al.‚ 1992a) and both
cinnamate and benzoate were detected when
phenylvalerate was utilized (Rahalkar et al.‚ 1993).
Taken together‚ these findings suggest not only that
the sidechain is degraded by stepwise removal of 2-
carbon units‚ but that a complex interaction between
thioesterification and hydrolysis reactions is occurring
during this process (Elder and Kelly‚ 1994). It is also
conceivable that the relatively plentiful energy supply
(i.e. light) that may be enjoyed by photosynthetic
bacteria permits a simple hydrolysis rather than the
thiolytic cleavage typical of the sequence
found in other aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms.
Other than the initial thioesterification‚ these reactions
have not yet been characterized in any detail. Side
chain degradation evidently precedes modification
of any other ring substituents‚ since protocatechuate
was detected during growth on caffeate‚ and vanillate
during growth on ferulate (Harwood and Gibson‚
1988). The low cell yield of some strains on ferulate
suggests that growth may be solely at the expense of
the side chain and that‚ as in the case of long-chain
substituents with even numbers of carbons‚ the
aromatic nucleus itself is not always used (Harwood
and Gibson‚ 1988; Elder et al.‚ 1992b; Rahalkar et
al.‚ 1993). The reactions undergone by aromatic ring
substituents are summarized in Fig. 2.

Although the suggested reactions fit
well with all observations‚ some Rp. palustris strains
appear also to be able to carry out an anaerobic
removal of a single carbon unit‚ since benzoylformate
and mandelate were used by our strains (Harwood
and Gibson‚ 1988)‚ and an unusual characteristic of
the strain studied by Rahalkar et al. (1993) was
photosynthetic growth on phenylacetate.

By analogy with other anaerobic systems‚ reductive
dechlorination of 3-chlorobenzoate may be predicted
to occur before reduction of the aromatic nucleus‚
but this has not actually been shown to be the case.

C. Anaerobic Attack on the Aromatic Ring

A novel reductive attack on benzoate during
photosynthetic growth was first proposed by Dutton
and Evans (1969)‚ based on the results of classical
isotope dilution experiments. Concentrated suspen-
sions of Rp. palustris were incubated with radio-
actively labeled benzoate in the presence of several
possible partially or fully reduced intermediates‚
which were subsequently reisolated and their specific
radioactivity established. The results of these

experiments suggested a pathway involving reductive
ring saturation‚ followed by a series of reactions
analogous to a prior to opening the ring
to yield pimelate (Figs 1 and 3). Support for this
suggested pathway came from a series of mutants
isolated by Guyer and Hegeman (1969) that had
restricted abilities to utilize some of the proposed
intermediates as growth substrates. Some years
elapsed before it was fully recognized that the actual
substrates involved in the benzoate degradation
sequence were coenzyme A thioesters rather than the
free acids (Whittle et al.‚ 1976; Hutber and Ribbons‚
1983; Harwood and Gibson‚ 1986; Evans and Fuchs‚
1988).

Detection of excreted metabolites has played a key
role in establishing routes of aerobic aromatic
metabolism‚ as well as in supporting as
a mechanism for degrading phenylalkanoates under
anaerobic conditions in Rp. palustris. However‚ this
approach has not been useful‚ at least to date‚ for
detecting and analyzing intermediates of benzoate
degradation. One reason for this may be that
coenzyme A thioesters cannot pass through the cell
membrane‚ and that very little intracellular hydrolysis
to yield diffusible products occurs. In addition‚ small
quantities of hydrolyzed intermediates that may have
escaped from cells would be difficult to detect‚ even
under ideal conditions‚ because of the low extinction
coefficients of metabolites that have lost aromaticity.
Several possible intermediates are also autoxidizable‚
and may merge with the growth substrate during
preparations for analysis.

Although much remains uncertain about the
pathway proposed‚ several recent findings have
contributed some clarification to the reductive phase
of the reaction scheme. Intracellularly‚ small
quantities of two unconjugated cyclohexadiene
derivatives—cyclohexa-2‚5-diene-1-carboxylate and
cyclohexa-1‚4-diene-1-carboxylate_were detected in
the putative CoA thioester pools of Rp. palustris
growing exponentially on benzoate as carbon source
(Gibson and Gibson‚ 1992)‚ suggesting an initial two
electron reduction analogous to the chemical
reduction of the benzene nucleus in the Birch reaction
(Birch and Smith‚ 1958). More recently‚ Fuchs and
his colleagues have succeeded in demonstrating
reduction of benzoyl CoA with cell extracts of a
denitrifying pseudomonad (Koch and Fuchs‚ 1992)‚
and detected the conjugated isomer cyclohexa-1‚5-
diene-1-carboxyl-CoA directly using NMR methods
(Koch et al.‚ 1993). They also found the same product
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in experiments with Rp. palustris extracts. These
additions to the pathway as proposed initially are
shown in Fig. 3. The differences between the
metabolites detected in extracts and in whole cells
are not yet explained‚ but kinetic effects may
significantly alter the distribution of intermediates in
vivo and in vitro. The physiological electron donor in
the initial ring reduction is not known.

It seems probable that reductive saturation of the
benzene ring involves a single pathway‚ and that 4-
hydroxybenzoate‚ as well as other aromatic acids
with side chains in addition to a 4-hydroxyl group‚
such as 4-hydroxycinnamate‚ undergo reductive
dehydroxylation before ring reduction. Free benzoate
has been detected in the culture medium of some
strains of Rp. palustris during growth on 4-
hydroxybenzoate (Evans and Fuchs‚ 1988; unpub-
lished obserations from our laboratories)‚ and benzoyl
CoA as well as 4-hydroxybenzoyl CoA have been
seen among early products in the small molecule
pools of cells that had taken up

for one to two minutes (Perrotta and Gibson‚
unpublished). An oxygen-sensitive dehydroxylating
enzyme which carries out the reduced benzyl
viologen-dependent reduction of 4-hydroxybenzoyl
CoA to benzoyl CoA has been purified and
characterized by Brackmann and Fuchs (1993) from
extracts of a denitrifying bacerium grown anaero-
bically on 4-hydroxybenzoate. These workers also
detected this activity in extracts of Rp. palustris.

The alicyclic intermediates detected in the
experiments of Dutton and Evans suggested that ring
reduction proceeded at least to the state of a
cyclohexene carboxyl derivative. The subsequent
steps that they postulated resembled those involved
in of fatty acids‚ including a hydration‚ a
dehydrogenation and a cleavage (Fig. 3)‚ and it seems
probable that the early intracellular and in vitro
benzoyl CoA reduction products that have been
detected (Gibson and Gibson‚ 1992; Koch et al.‚
1993) are converted to a cyclohex-1-enecarboxyl
CoA. Enzyme activities catalyzing the sequential
hydration and dehydrogenation of cyclohex-1-
enecarboxyl CoA (Fig. 3) were demonstrated in cell
extracts (Whittle et al.‚ 1976; Hutber and Ribbons‚
1983)‚ and recent reinvestigation of these reactions
has indicated that these activities are increased at
least three-fold by growth on benzoate (Perrotta and
Harwood‚ 1994). An apparent 2-ketocyclohexane-
carboxyl CoA cleavage that does not require
coenzyme A has also been detected‚ suggesting that

cleavage of the ring is hydrolytic rather than thiolytic
(Perrotta and Harwood‚ 1994).

A significantly different benzoyl CoA degradation
pathway‚ yielding 3-hydroxypimelyl CoA on ring
opening‚ was recently suggested for the denitrifying
pseudomonads‚ and also for Rp. palustris (Koch et
al.‚ 1993; Fig. 3)‚ although all the postulated
intermediates were not detected in their experiments.
Until the enzymes involved have been characterized
it is not possible to distinguish clearly between
products in the mainstream of carbon flow and those
resulting from side reactions.

A pathway for of pimelyl CoA to 3-
hydroxypimelyl CoA followed by cleavage to yield
acetyl CoA and glutaryl CoA was suggested by
Blakley (1978) based on studies of cyclohexane-
carboxylate utilization by a strain of Alcaligenes. His
further proposal that glutaryl CoA is oxidatively
decarboxylated to crotonyl CoA is supported by the
recent demonstration of these reactions in extracts of
benzoate-grown Rp. palustris‚ Rhodomicrobium
vannielii and Rhodocyclus purpureus‚ as well as
denitrifying pseudomonads (Härtel et al.‚ 1993).
Glutaryl CoA dehydrogenases which catalyze both
the oxidation and decarboxylation reactions leading
to formation of crotonyl CoA have been purified
from two denitrifying strains (Härtel et al.‚ 1993).

D. Enzymology

Most of the detailed work on enzymes involved in
aromatic acid metabolism has centered on the
coenzyme A ligases. Two ligases‚ one apparently
specific to 4-hydroxybenzoate degradation and the
other involved in benzoate utilization have been
purified and characterized from Rp. palustris (Geissler
et al.‚ 1988; Gibson et al.‚ 1994). As noted above‚ two
enzymes that activate cinnamate have also been
resolved (Elder et al.‚ 1992b). These are clearly
distinct from the benzoate and 4-hydroxybenzoate
enzymes studied in our laboratories‚ which do not
react with cinnamate. Some characteristics of the
aromatic CoA ligases so far known are summarized
in Table 1. The benzoate and 4-hydroxybenzoate
CoA ligases have quite narrow‚ but overlapping‚
substrate specificities. They differ considerably from
each other in terms of molecular and kinetic
characteristics‚ and antisera prepared against each of
the purified enzymes do not cross-react. The high in
vitro affinity of benzoate CoA ligase for its aromatic
substrate parallels the high affinity of whole cell
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uptake for this substrate‚ and we have suggested that
the enzyme plays a role in substrate acquisition from
the environment as well as in its subsequent
metabolism (Harwood and Gibson‚ 1986). A curious
and as yet unexplained finding is that purified 4-
hydroxybenzoate CoA ligase has a much lower
affinity for 4-hydroxybenzoate than do intact cells
(Merkel et al.‚ 1989; Gibson et al.‚ 1994). Rp. palustris
presumably has additional CoA ligases‚ since the
enzymes characterized so far do not use alicyclic
acids as substrates. One such enzyme has recently
been partially purified and characterized (Kuever et
al.‚ unpublished) and activates a range of both alicyclic
and aromatic acid substrates. This enzyme is
expressed during growth on alicyclic substrates such
as cyclohexane carboxylate‚ or cyclohex-1-ene-1-
carboxylate‚ as well as aromatic acids‚ but not on
succinate‚ and is immunologically distinct from the
two ligases already purified in our laboratory.

Other portions of the proposed benzoate degra-
dation reaction sequence have so far been studied
only in crude extracts. The initial reductive step(s)
are clearly extremely sensitive to oxygen inactivation‚
and so differ both from the ligase reactions and those

converting cyclohex-1 -ene-carboxyl CoA to pimelyl
CoA in this characteristic (Hutber and Ribbons‚
1983; Perrotta and Harwood‚ 1994).

III. Regulation and Genetics

A. Expression of Aromatic Acid CoA Ligases

Antisera prepared against the two purified CoA ligases
from Rp. palustris have been used to follow expression
of these enzymes by Western immunoblotting. This
approach avoids potential complications caused by
an unexplained partial inhibition of activities in crude
extracts (Geissler et al.‚ 1988; Gibson et al.‚ 1994).
Benzoate CoA ligase is induced by growth on several
metabolizable aromatic acids‚ including benzoate
(Table 1)‚ as well as by growth on succinate in the
presence of non-metabolizable aromatic acids—for
example‚ 3-chlorobenzoate‚ 2-aminobenzoate and
4-methylbenzoate— with various ring substituents.
Cyclohexadiene- and cyclohexenecarboxylates also
elicit expression. Antigen was not detected in extracts
of cyclohexane carboxylate grown cells‚ nor following
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growth on succinate (Kim and Harwood‚ 1991). The
diversity of aromatic compounds that can serve as
inducers may reflect the role of benzoate as a critical
central metabolite in aromatic compound degradation.
The 4-hydroxybenzoate CoA ligase‚ in contrast‚ is
fully induced only by growth on 4-hydroxybenzoate
or 4-hydroxycinnamate. Of the two cinnamate CoA
ligases resolved by Elder et al. (1992b)‚ activity
measurements indicated that one was constitutively
expressed‚ even when malate was the growth
substrate‚ but the second was found only after growth
on aromatic acids bearing side chains (Table 1).

B. Genetic Approaches

As far as we are aware‚ genetic analyses of aromatic
acid degradation systems have only been attempted
in Rp. palustris (Guyer and Hegeman‚ 1969; Elder et
al.‚ 1993)‚ and the intensive efforts to apply such
approaches in our laboratories have only recently
begun to yield useful information (Dispensa et al.‚
1992; Gibson et al.‚ 1994). So far‚ only a few stable
mutants have been isolated that are unable to grow
on aromatic compounds. Some possible explanations
for this are that Rp. palustris has very effective repair
mechanisms‚ and that a measure of redundancy is
built into the pathways through somewhat relaxed
substrate specificities of the enzymes involved or
even alternative routes of carbon flow.

1. Benzoate and 4-Hydroxybenzoate CoA
Ligase Genes

We have used immunoscreening to identify and isolate
Rp. palustris clones encoding the benzoate and 4-
hydroxybenzoate CoA ligase genes (badA and hbaA)
Gibson et al.‚ 1994; Egland and Harwood‚ 1994).
Both genes are chromosomally encoded and both
have been sequenced and found to share 50%
predicted amino acid identity. In addition‚ they are
each about 20% identical at the amino acid level to a
number of coenzyme A ligases that are not involved
in anaerobic aromatic compound metabolism. These
include acetate CoA ligases from bacteria and fungi
(Connerton et al.‚ 1990; Eggen et al.‚ 1991)‚ aromatic
CoA ligases required for the aerobic degradation of
3-chlorobenzoate (Babbitt et al.‚ 1992) and 2-
aminobenzoate (Altenschmidt and Fuchs‚ 1992)‚ and
coumarate CoA ligases involved in phenylpropenoid
biosynthesis in plants (Lozoya et al.‚ 1988).

Studies with purified enzymes and with extracts

of cells grown under different conditions suggest
that some aromatic acids can be activated by more
than one CoA ligase‚ and this seems to be the case for
benzoate. A badA mutant that we constructed by
gene replacement techniques (Egland et al.‚
unpublished) had extremely low levels of ligase
activity when mutant cell extracts were assayed with
10 benzoate‚ a concentration that gives maximal
ligase activity in wild-type cell extracts. Despite this‚
the badA mutant had a normal growth rate on benzoate
under laboratory culture conditions (3 mM benzoate).
Further experiments showed that when badA cell
extracts were assayed at high benzoate concentrations
(1mM)‚ benzoate CoA ligase activities were about
the same as those seen in wild type cells. Thus Rp.
palustris must have another enzyme with benzoate-
CoA ligase activity‚ in addition to the badA product‚
that can function when benzoate is present at relatively
high concentrations.

In contrast to the situation with benzoate‚ 4-
hydroxybenzoate appears to be activated by a single
CoA ligase. An hbaA mutant that was constructed
lacked detectable 4-hydroxybenzoate-CoA ligase
activity and was also incapable of anaerobic growth
on 4-hydroxybenzoate (Gibson et al.‚ 1994).

There are open reading frames (ORFs) adjacent to
each of the ligase genes‚ and preliminary evidence
suggests that at least one of these ORFs may be
cotranscribed with the benzoate CoA ligase gene.
This provides some hope that the genes for anaerobic
degradation of aromatic acids may be organized into
operons‚ a situation which would greatly simplify
further genetic analysis.

2. aadR‚ a Regulatory Gene Involved in
Anaerobic Aromatic Degradation

Intensive study of the few stable Rp. palustris mutants
that we have isolated following random screening
for defective growth on benzoate or 4-hydroxy-
benzoate has led to the identification of a gene
termed aadR‚ for anaerobic aromatic degradation
regulator (Dispensa et al.‚ 1992). AadR mutants are
unable to grow photosynthetically on 4-hydroxy-
benzoate and grow only very slowly on benzoate.
Aerobic growth on 4-hydroxybenzoate remains
unimpaired‚ as does anaerobic growth on succinate
and other organic acids. AadR is required for
expression of 4-hydroxybenzoate CoA ligase‚ and
also for 4-hydroxybenzoate-induced expression of
benzoate CoA ligase‚ as evidenced in Western blots.
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Additional‚ as yet uncharacterized‚ functions needed
for optimal growth on benzoate also appear to be
controlled‚ at least in part‚ by aadR‚ since all these
mutants grow much more slowly than the parent on
this carbon source.

The deduced amino acid sequence of the aadR
gene product indicates that it is a member of the
cyclic AMP receptor protein (Crp) family of
transcriptional regulators. In addition to Crp‚ this
family includes Fnr‚ a regulator of genes required for
anaerobic respiration in Escherichia coli (Fischer‚
1994). Although aadR mutants do not have an fnr-
like phenotype‚ the AadR protein contains several of
the conserved cysteine residues that have been
proposed to play a role in redox potential sensing by
Fnr. The greatest similarity between AadR and other
members of the Crp family is to the FixK proteins of
nitrogen-fixing bacteria (Batut et al.‚ 1989; Fischer‚
1994)‚ but dinitrogen-dependent growth of Rp.
palustris is not affected by the aadR mutation. The
very distinctive phenotype of the Rp. palustris aadR
mutants indicates that AadR protein functions
specifically as a transcriptional regulator of genes
required for anaerobic aromatic acid degradation.

V. Ecology

Nonsulfur purple photosynthetic bacteria are
universally distributed and it is relatively easy to
isolate species and strains that will grow on aromatic
compounds anaerobically in light. As already noted‚
the range of compounds used by such isolates includes
many that may arise during anaerobic lignin
degradation as well as a number of potentially toxic
human products that are of environmental concern.
Where this has been investigated‚ the affinity of
whole cells for aromatic substrates is very high
indeed‚ with apparent values below micromolar
levels (Harwood and Gibson‚ 1986; Merkel et al.‚
1989)‚ and virtually complete assimilation of carbon
from aromatic substrates into photosynthetic bacterial
biomass has been noted repeatedly (for example‚
Wright and Madigan‚ 1991). Anaerobic utilization
and mineralization of many compounds containing
benzene nuclei is also carried out by some denitrifying
pseudomonads‚ by sulfate and iron reducers and also
by methanogenic consortia (see Evans and Fuchs‚
1988; Fuchs et al.‚ 1994)‚ and one may speculate as
to which physiological type plays an overall dominant
role in natural environments. Significant factors that

will affect which type or types will function effectively
in any natural system will include their versatility in
carbon source utilization and their ability to both
tolerate and exploit rapidly changing environmental
conditions such as oxygen levels. Substrate affinity
must be another significant factor. Various metabolic
characteristics of Rp. palustris discussed in this
chapter suggest that it and its relatives may be
competitive under some conditions. However‚
massive growth of nonsulfur purple bacteria are
uncommon in natural systems‚ and there are as yet no
good methods for determining which aspects of
genetic potential are expressed in nature. Although
infrared light used by photosynthetic bacteria
penetrates solid substrata better than visible
wavelengths‚ the depth to which this energy source
will be available is still quite limited. Taken together‚
these factors suggest that anoxygenic phototrophs
are likely to be only minor‚ although occasionally
significant‚ participants in the anaerobic turnover of
aromatic compounds in most natural systems.

VI. Comparative Aspects

Since a reductive pathway for anaerobic degradation
of aromatic compounds was first proposed‚ evidence
has accumulated for similar pathways in a number of
bacteria that can use such substrates in the absence of
molecular oxygen. Particularly impressive progress
has come from the studies of Fuch’s group with two
denitrifying bacteria. It is worth pointing out‚ however‚
that very little is known about how aromatic
compounds are degraded by microorganisms such as
sulfate or iron reducers‚ in which an adequate
metabolic energy supply is far less easily obtained
than in phototrophs. It remains possible that as the
activities of more microorganisms are explored in
increasing detail‚ distinctly different routes for the
anaerobic degradation of aromatic nuclei will be
revealed‚ much as has occurred in the study of aerobic
pathways.
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Summary

Remarkably little is known about the motility, behavior and transport systems of phototrophic bacteria, perhaps
because in the past there has been a general assumption that these were basic bacterial functions that would turn
out to be the same as those characterized in enteric bacteria. However, we hope that the following brief review
will show that in all three areas the purple non-sulfur bacteria have proved to be different from the enteric
bacteria in many important ways and may well provide a better model system for species under growth limiting
conditions. The work described is limited, reflecting the dearth of data in these fields and is concentrated mainly
on the Rhodobacter species. As the latter have provided us with many unexpected surprises, what would we find
if the green bacteria were studied in detail?

Many species of anoxygenic phototrophs are motile, using a variety of patterns of flagellation e.g.
peritrichous, polar tufts, single flagella. However, Rb. sphaeroides was the first species to be found which could
only rotate its flagellum in one direction, stopping rotation with a full to change direction. This has
implications for the mechanism of proton transport through flagella in general, and the cloning of the motor
genes will be particularly important in helping characterize the energetics of motor function. In addition to a
unidirectional motor, and perhaps in some way connected, chemotaxis to the dominant chemoattractants has
been found to require transport and metabolism. Rb. sphaeroides also does have chemoreceptors suggesting two
chemosensory pathways operating in parallel. It seems probable that Rhodobacter provides a model for one end
of the sensory spectrum, linking its responses to its current growth requirement, whereas the enteric bacteria
provide the other end of the spectrum, primarily using dedicated receptors. Other photosynthetic species may
lie somewhere between, using dedicated and metabolism based sensing equally. The type of sensing may reflect
the increased importance of the flexible electron transport mechanisms in these species compared to enteric
species. Similar motility and chemosensing systems have recently been identified in a number of rhizosphere
bacteria, suggesting a more widespread distribution.

The Rhodobacter species also show prolonged chemokinesis in response to some chemoattractants.
Chemokinesis depends on transport but not metabolism; however, as little is known about transport, the
mechanism involved is unclear. Investigation into different transport mechanisms in the purple non-sulfur
bacteria suggests a new class of periplasmic binding protein dependent transporter, highlighting the importance
of pHi in controlling transport.

It is hoped that this chapter will highlight the value of investigating what may be considered common
bacterial phenomena in the phototrophic species, as it does not produce ‘me too’ data, but reveals the true
diversity of bacterial systems and the adaptation of physiology to fit their growth environment.

I. Introduction

Why study standard physiological phenomena in
species of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria when
there is so much information from the enteric species?
The limited studies undertaken so far using the
purple non-sulfur bacteria have already revealed that
bacteria use a far more diverse range of mechanisms
than previously thought to transport solutes and to
swim and sense their environment. But, in addition,

there are technical advantages to working with the
Rhodobacter species not available to those working
with enterics. One advantage is related to the
techniques that are available to study the bioenergetics
of phototrophic bacteria, which are of use in
determining the relationship between e.g. solute
uptake and its driving force and the electrochemical
proton gradient and flagellar rotation i.e. the
mechanism of energy coupling in these systems. For
example, the ability to use non-invasive methods

1024
1025
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such as carotenoid electrochromism to measure
membrane potential (Jackson, 1988) has proved of
great value, since the extremely fast response time of
the absorbance changes can be used to measure
membrane ionic currents and their dependence on
membrane potential. Although the transmembrane
distribution of lipophilic cations has also been used
to determine membrane potential, there is continuing
controversy over which method (ion distribution or
electrochromism) is the more reliable (Crielaard et
al., 1988). In addition, light is an almost ‘instan-
taneous’ and controllable energy source which has
obvious advantages when investigating the energetics
of these processes. The bioenergetic advantages are
now enhanced by the advanced genetic systems
available for Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides,
which, although not yet quite on a par with the
enteric bacteria, has made possible the cloning and
analysis of genes involved in transport, flagella
synthesis and rotation, and chemotaxis.

complete with the basal-body, consisting of a series
of proteinaceous rings embedded in the cell wall and
membranes (a typical electron micrograph of an Rs.
rubrum flagellum is shown in Fig. 2). From this early
structural work, theories for the rotational mechanism
of flagellar action were developed. More recently,
molecular genetic analysis in enteric and photo-
synthetic bacteria has been used to probe the structure
and function of these bacterial ‘propellers’.

B. Motility

Most species of the purple non-sulfur bacteria (on
which this review will necessarily concentrate because
of the dearth of data from other species) are flagellate,
as are many Chromatiaceae, and fresh environmental
isolates are nearly always highly motile. Most patterns
of flagellation seen on non-photosynthetic species
have been identified on one or more photosynthetic
species (Fig. 1). Chromatium swims with a single
tuft of flagella whereas Rs. rubrum has bipolar
bundles (lophotrichous) (Clayton, 1957; Pfennig,
1968) Rhodobacter and Rhodopseudomonas species
are uniflagellate with a medial or sub-polar flagellum
(Armitage and Macnab, 1987; Tauschel, 1987).
Peritrichous or lateral flagella, as found in the much
studied enteric and bacillus species, have been
identified on Rhodomicrobium vannielii and the
swarming phase of Rhodospirillum centenum.
Rhodospirillum centenum swims in liquid medium
by means of a single, possibly sheathed, polar
flagellum but when grown on solid media a large
number of lateral flagella are induced. These lateral
flagella appear to allow the colonies of Rs. centenum
to swarm towards and away from the light (see later).
The induction of lateral flagella appears to be the
result of surface contact not viscosity as, unlike
Vibrio parahaemolyticus or Serratia marcescens,
lateral flagella are not induced by increasing viscosity
(Ragatz et al., 1995).

1. Flagellar structure

The structure of the flagella of enteric bacteria has

II. Motility and Behavior

A. Historical Perspective

Motility is widespread amongst photosynthetic
bacteria and, in the vast majority of cases, the motor
organelle is the flagellum. Early microscopic studies
of motility by Ehrenberg and Engelmann in the 19th
century (Ehrenberg, 1838; Engelmann, 1881),
concentrated on the photosynthetic bacteria.
Ehrenberg was able to observe polar bundles of
‘wave-shaped’ flagella on cells of what was probably
a Chromatium species, and he presumed that these
might be required for motion. Engelmann cultured
photosynthetic bacteria from the river Rhine and
studied their randomly stopping and starting motility.
He also noted that the bacteria could accumulate in
spots of light, the first indication of phototaxis (see
taxis section later in this chapter). Later work in the
1960s by Cohen-Bazire and London (1967) revealed
the microscopic structure of isolated flagella from
Rhodospirillum rubrum. They showed the flagellum,

Abbreviations: Che – chemotaxis proteins; CM – cytoplasmic membrane; Cm. – Chromatium; Dct – dicarboxylate transport system;
DMSO – dimethyl sulphoxide; Ec. – Ectothirorhodospira; FPr – fructose protein; HPK– histidine protein kinase; HPr – histidine protein;
ICM – intracytoplasmic membrane; Kdp – high-affinity potassium transport system; MCP – methyl accepting chemotaxis protein; Mod
– molybdenum transport system; Mot – motor proteins; MSX – methionine sulfoxamine; ORF – open reading frame; PBP – periplasmic
binding protein; PCPPTS – chemotaxis protein; PEP – phosphoenolpyruvate;        – intracelluar pH; Pro – proline transport system; PTS

motive force; – electrochemical proton gradient; – membrane potential
– phosphotransferase sugar transport system; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas;            –  sodium
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been characterised in great detail (Iino, 1985; Macnab,
1992) and it seems likely that the overall structure
and organization is similar in all bacterial species.
However, the purple non-sulfur bacteria have provided
a few surprises and the differences from enteric
models are helping to characterise motor function in
general. More recently, some other (non-photo-
synthetic) species have been characterized in which
motility is more closely allied to that found in
Rhodobacter than to that found in enteric bacteria.

A stylized drawing of a flagellum is shown in
Fig. 2. The flagellar filament is a semi-rigid helix,
15 nm in diameter and in length, made up of
approximately 20,000 flagellin subunits polymerized
in an 11 -start-helix to form a hollow protein cylinder.
Flagellins (usually about 50–60 kDa) do not show
great sequence conservation between species, except
at the N and C terminal regions that seem to be
involved in subunit interaction; indeed an antiserum
against Rb. sphaeroides flagellin reacts very poorly
with flagellins from other photosynthetic species.
The functional flagellar filament forms a helix of
specific wavelength and handedness; the structure
results from the two alternative interactions between

the flagellin subunits, one resulting in a shorter
protofilament and one a longer. The arrangement of
the subunits into the 11 protofilaments that make up
the flagellum means that there are 12 polymorphic
forms of the flagellum. In many species the
handedness and wavelength alter as the number of
protofilaments forced into the short conformation
changes when the direction of flagellar rotation
changes. This results in a change in swimming
direction as the flagellar bundle is forced apart and
the cell ‘tumbles’ (Fig. 1). Rb. sphaeroides shows a
dramatic change in flagellar shape during swimming.
Motor rotation causes a normal functional helix, but
periodically the motor stops rotating and the flagellum
relaxes to a short-wavelength large-amplitude coil,
during which time Brownian motion reorients the
cell before rotation starts again.

The flagellar filament is connected to the rotor by
a hook, so called because in most species it is hook
shaped. The hook has a similar subunit arrangement
to the filament and is thought to act both as a universal
joint, allowing peritrichous flagella to come together
as a rotating bundle and as a mechanism for
transferring torque changes from the motor to the
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filament. At the boundary between the hook and
filament are hook-accessory proteins (HAPs) which
may help polymerization and torque transfer.

The hook connects to the rod, and this in turn is
connected to a series of membrane and wall-bound
rings. The M-S ring (see Fig. 2) located in the
cytoplasmic membrane and the membrane-associated
proteins FliG, M, and N (switch-complex), at the
cytoplasmic face of the M-S ring, are thought to be
where rotation is both generated and the direction of
rotation controlled (see section on taxis). The other
rings probably act as ‘washers’ to allow passage of
the rotating rod through the outer layers of the cell.
Complexes of two proteins, Mot A and B are arranged
around the M-S ring and these seem to be the force-
generating units, acting as the proton channels and
the stators of the motor.

2. Flagellar Rotation

a. Energy Source

The energy for flagellar rotation comes from the
electrochemical proton gradient across the
cytoplasmic membrane; ATP is not required for
flagellar rotation although it may be needed for tactic

responses. Experiments on Rp. palustris by Tauschel
(Tauschel, 1987) suggested that there was ATPase
activity on the cytoplasmic side of the flagellar basal-
body. The identification of ATPase activity in the
flagellar assembly protein, FliI, makes it probable
that the activity is involved in flagellin export rather
than rotation (Dreyfus et al., 1993). FliI has now
been independently identified in Rb. sphaeroides by
two groups (G. Dreyfus, I.P. Goodfellow, C. E. Pollitt
and R. E. Sockett, unpublished).

It is assumed that the protons which cause the
rotation of the flagellum come from the bulk phase in
the periplasm, but the presence of localized electron
transport chains dedicated to the flagellum has not
been tested experimentally. However, as Rb.
sphaeroides is motile under both aerobic and
photosynthetic conditions (in the latter case the
predominant electron transport components are
located in the ICM whereas the flagellar motor
presumably remains associated with the CM), it
seems probable that bulk phase protons drive rotation.

Studies with free swimming Rb. sphaeroides show
that, as with other species, the threshold for motility
is very low, below –15 mV, with a linear increase in
speed as the rises until the speed saturates at
about –50 mV (Harrison et al., 1994). The range is
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somewhat lower for Rb. sphaeroides than E. coli,
which may reflect either the difference between single
and peritrichous flagella or a true difference in motor
behavior. The maximum swimming speed varies
from species to species, with peritrichously flagellated
bacteria swimming at about and mono-
flagellate species such as Rb. sphaeroides swimming
at speeds of up to representing a flagellar
rotation rate of over 100 Hz. Calculations suggest
that it takes between 200 and 1000 protons per
rotation, which means that motility may take up to
1% for bacteria growing in minimal media
(Meister et al., 1987; Brown et al., 1993). Rb.
sphaeroides swims efficiently (using not a
between pH6 and pH9, reflecting the low threshold
for motility; the velocity starts to fall as the pH is
increased above 9 but does not stop until close to 10
(Packer et al., 1994). Interestingly, although the speed
of flagellar rotation saturates at about –50 mV and
remains constant as the is increased to saturation,
it is possible to make Rb. sphaeroides swim faster by
stimulation with a range of chemokinetic compounds
(see later), suggesting that the efficiency can be
increased.

The mechanism by which the electrochemical
proton gradient is transduced into rotational work is
unknown, as reflected by the large number of
theoretical papers on the subject (see Blair, 1990).
The MotA protein in E. coli has been identified as the
probable site of proton transport, possibly with MotB
as the stator and the energy transduction occurring in
either the M-S-ring or the switch complex. Recently
two Rb. sphaeroides flagellar motor genes have been
identified (Sockett et al., 1990; Sockett and Armitage,
1991); and sequenced (Shah et al., 1995; Shah and
Sockett, 1995). The protein encoded by one of these
genes has been found by phoA fusion analysis to be
located in the cytoplasmic membrane with a C
terminal periplasmic domain. This Rb. sphaeroides
motor gene shows limited homology to MotB of
enteric bacteria. MotB homology is strongest in the
single membrane spanning domain which may form
part of the proton channel, along with MotA. The
periplasmic domain of Rb. sphaeroides MotB differs
from others in that it does not contain obvious
peptidoglycan binding motifs. The product of the
second Rb. sphaeroides gene has 21% identity to
MotA from enteric bacteria; it has a predicted
secondary structure consisting of four membrane-
spanning helices, and a central, charged, cytoplasmic
domain. Although the level of identity is not high,

several amino acids identified in enteric bacteria as
being absolutely required for rotation (Blair and
Berg, 1990), are conserved in the Rb. sphaeroides
genes. The molecular comparison of Rb. sphaeroides
and E. coli flagellar motor proteins will be of particular
interest for identifying the residues important for
proton transport and for helping identify the
differences between a switching and a unidirectional
motor.

b. Swimming Patterns

Rotation of flagella in most bacterial species,
including Rs. rubrum and Chromatium spp., is
bidirectional, with frequent switching from clockwise
to counterclockwise. Rs. rubrum swims in a series of
runs and reversals, the cells back-up as the rotational
direction of the flagellar bundle changes (Clayton,
1957; Mitchell et al., 1991). The periodic switch in
the direction of rotation from CCW to CW is what
changes the swimming direction of a cell and is the
response modulated during taxis to bias the usual 3
dimensional swimming pattern towards an attractant.
The control of switching has been, as will be seen
later, the subject of a great deal of research in enteric
bacteria and in these species (and probably many
others) direction changing is brought about by the
binding of a small 12 kDa protein, CheY, to the
switch complex when phosphorylated (phosphor-
ylation being controlled by either environmental
stimuli or modulated internally)(Barak and Eisen-
bach, 1992a). However a 12 kDa protein can only
diffuse a limited distance (Ishihara et al., 1983) and
is unlikely to be the cause of the coordinated switching
of the flagellar bundles of Rs. rubrum, where reversal
in rotation direction occurs simultaneously at each
end, even in cells long. It is possible that an
electrical signal may coordinate flagellar reversal in
these species, but as yet there is no definitive evidence
for this (Lee and Fitzsimmons, 1976).

Although the coordination between the polar
flagellar bundles may be electrical, the control of
flagellar switching during chemotaxis may still
involve CheY, as proteins showing homology to the
enteric chemosensory proteins controlling CheY have
been identified in Rs. rubrum (Sockett et al., 1987;
Morgan et al., 1993). How the two systems interact
has not been investigated, but the recent identification
of the clustering of the chemosensory proteins in E.
coli (Maddock and Shapiro, 1993) suggests the
possibility that these proteins are clustered around
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the tufts of flagella, allowing a rapid chemosensory
response. No studies have yet been carried out on
switch proteins in photosynthetic bacteria, but in
enteric bacteria the FliN, M and G proteins are
implicated in generating flagellar reversals (Jones
and Aizawa, 1991). It may well be that similar proteins
are present in Rs. rubrum, responding to chemo-
sensory signals, but there may be additional proteins
responding to electrical signaling.

The Rb. sphaeroides flagellum rotates unidirec-
tionally, intermittently stopping, then restarting
rotation, the bacterium moving off in a new direction
(Armitage and Macnab, 1987). The flagellar stopping
frequency is increased if the bacteria swim down a
gradient of a positive tactic effector (see later). Until
recently it was thought that rotation was always
clockwise in these bacteria, but recently a naturally
occurring variant has been found in wild-type
populations which shows exclusively counter-
clockwise rotation (H. Packer and J. P. Armitage,
1993). The CCW rotating flagellum has a different
handedness and wavelength compared to the CW
flagellum, and is more efficient at moving the cell
through viscous environments, but whether this is of
physiological relevance is not known. The rotational
stopping frequency and swimming speed of cells
from the same population varies quite dramatically.
It is not known whether stopping and speed changes
represent the action of a ‘clutch’ i.e. decoupling the
energy supply from the flagellum; or the action of a
‘brake’ i.e. blocking rotation of the flagellum with
the energy supply left ‘plugged in’.

Studying the Rb. sphaeroides flagellum gives an
unique opportunity to look at the activity of a single
copy enzyme under different conditions and at
different stages of the cell cycle. Heterogeneity in
the motility of Rb. sphaeroides may merely reflect
variation in flagellar activity which is present in all
enzymes in cells, but which is averaged out by the
presence of multiple copies of the enzyme.

3. Flagellar Genetics and Biosynthesis

The biosynthesis of flagella has been extensively
studied in enteric bacteria by several workers (Koch
et al., 1982; Iino, 1985; Macnab, 1992), and it has
been established that flagellar components are
synthesised and assembled in a defined order. The
rings and rod are synthesised and assembled first
followed by the hook, HAPs and filament. The motor
and switch components are added last, after the

passive structural elements of the flagellum have
been assembled. The axial components of the
flagellum such as the hook and filament are exported
from the cell to their final position in the flagellum by
a sec- independent pathway. Axial proteins do not
have signal sequences, and it is thought that their
export is mediated by a specific protein complex
which includes the FliI, FlhA and FliP proteins.
Recently a 5.5 kb EcoRI restriction fragment with
homology to fliI (the flagellar specific, ATP-binding
export protein) from Salmonella typhimurium was
isolated from Rb. sphaeroides (G. Dreyfus unpub-
lished). Transposon insertions in this clone resulted
in nonmotile mutants with no flagellar filament, with
one of these mutants accumulating cytoplasmic
flagellin monomers (C. E. Pollitt and R.E. Sockett
unpublished), suggesting that a similar flagellar export
pathway exists in Rhodobacter to that present in
enteric bacteria.

In Rb. sphaeroides, transposon mutations in at
least 20 different genes result in a filament-minus
phenotype. This indicates that flagellar assembly in
this bacterium must proceed by a similar hierarchical
pathway and it is probable that even more flagellar
genes exist, as over 30 genes are involved in flagellar
biosynthesis in enteric species. Genes encoding the
flagellar filament and the proteins responsible for its
export cluster to one 15 kb region not closely linked
to the flagellar motor genes. All the flagellar genes
cloned to date, map to one 244 kb AseI fragment on
the physical map of the Rb. sphaeroides genome
(Suwanto and Kaplan, 1989) adjacent to the genes
encoding the photosynthetic apparatus.

C. Behavioral Responses

Bacteria don’t just swim randomly, they use
environmental signals to control their direction
changing frequency and bias their overall movement
to either maintain themselves in, or move towards, an
optimum environment for growth. There is good
evidence that if a bacterial species swims, motility
provides a survival advantage for that species in their
particular environment. In fact, in rich or well mixed
environments bacteria often lose motility as it no
longer provides a survival advantage. Because it
takes up to 5% of a bacterial genome to make a
functional flagellum, the energy involved in its
synthesis and operation, particularly under growth-
limiting conditions, would favor the rapid loss of the
phenotype if it did not provide an advantage.
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All motile bacteria can sense and respond to a
wide range of physical and chemical stimuli, but the
flexible metabolism of the purple non-sulfur bacteria
means that not only can they probably sense more
than most other species, but the response shown to a
particular stimulus will depend on the current growth
conditions. Amongst stimuli sensed are light, oxygen
and other terminal electron acceptors, organic acids,
sugars and inorganic ions. The signals coming from
the different receptor systems must be integrated to
balance the different responses, ensuring, for example,
that a photosynthetically growing cell does not follow
a light or electron donor gradient into an oxygenated
environment.

metabolism are required. There are several hundred
copies (in E. coli) of 4 different MCPs, each
responding to about 2 different effectors. The different
MCPs have conserved cytoplasmic regions, respon-
sible for signaling, and variable periplasmic regions,
responsible for binding the chemoeffector. Antibodies
have been raised against the Trg receptor in E. coli
(this is the receptor responsible for sensing ribose
and galactose) and these not only cross react with
other MCPs from E. coli but also from a wide range
of other unrelated species. These studies have revealed
MCPs in Rs. rubrum and Cm. vinosum but not in Rb.
sphaeroides (Sockett et al., 1987; Morgan et al.,
1993). The cross-reaction with Rs. rubrum, however,
was very weak compared to the cross-reaction shown
to some more distantly related species, such as
Halobacterium halobium (now H. salinarium). This
implies that either the MCPs in Rs. rubrum are very
different from those in other species, or there are
fewer of them, perhaps clustered around the flagellar
tufts.

Figure 3 shows the sensory pathway from the
MCPs to the flagellar motor. A change in MCP
conformation caused by a change in chemoeffector
binding on the periplasmic side is transmitted to two
proteins associated with the cytoplasmic side of the
receptor, CheW and CheA. CheA is a histidine protein
kinase, related to the HPKs involved in controlling
transcriptional regulators in the two-component
sensing systems. If there is an increase in repellent
binding to a receptor, CheA autophosphorylates, but
instead of phosphorylating a transcriptional regulator
(as seen in the other two-component systems) it
phosphorylates two intracellular non-DNA binding
proteins (Bourett et al., 1991). CheY, a small diffusible
protein (12 kD), is phosphorylated within milli-
seconds, and when phosphorylated binds to the switch
on the flagellar motor causing it to rotate in the
opposite direction and the bacterium to change
swimming direction. The rate of dephosphorylation
is controlled by CheZ which appears to be present at
a constant concentration and activity; therefore the
more CheY phosphorylated by CheA the more
frequent the direction changing.

Being able to sense a gradient depends on the
ability to adapt (Schnitzer et al., 1990). If a cell
continued to respond after being stimulated it would
not be able to sense a change in that or any other
signal, nor would it be able to ‘sense’ the direction of
any gradient. The second protein phosphorylated by
CheA is a specific methyl esterase, CheB, involved

a. Methylation-Dependent Chemotaxis

This is probably the best characterised chemosensing
system in biology, with the most data coming (of
course) from enteric bacteria (Bourett et al., 1991;
Armitage, 1992). Dedicated membrane-spanning
chemosensory proteins (methyl-accepting chemo-
taxis proteins, MCPs) bind a limited number of
chemoeffectors, and the conformational change
caused by the effector binding transduces the
information to a cytoplasmic messenger. The
chemoeffector needs only to bind to the MCP for a
sensory signal to occur, neither transport nor

1. Chemotaxis

All motile species investigated swim towards some
chemicals but the sensing mechanisms vary from
species to species. Most bacteria are too small to
sense a chemical (or any other) gradient across their
body length; they must therefore temporally sense
their environment, comparing the concentration of a
present stimulus with that a period of time earlier.

Changes in the concentration of specific chemicals
are sensed through a range of different mechanisms,
all finally integrating to control the flagellar motor.
Three chemotactic systems have been identified (i)
the dedicated receptor system (MCPs), (ii) the
transport dependent sugar chemotaxis system based
on PTS transport and (iii) a metabolism based
chemosensing system linked to the current growth
limitations of the cells. It is probable that all three
systems interact and the relative importance of
different chemosensing pathways varies between
species, possibly related to their growth environment
(see later).
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in adaptation to new but stable environments. There
are four specific glutamate residues on the cyto-
plasmic side of the MCP which can be methylated by
a specific methyl transferase (CheR). As the methyl
transferase is present at constant activity but the
activity of the methyl esterase is changed by
phosphorylation, an increase in CheA-P causes an
increase in CheB-P, and hence its activity. If the level
of CheB-P increases, methyl groups are removed
from the MCP to match the change in binding and
reset the signaling state of the MCP. The adaptation
cycle can take several minutes and the difference in
time between sensory signaling and adaptation and
the extent of methylation provides the ‘memory’ in
the system.

In enteric bacteria and many other species living
in nutrient rich environments, this system appears to

be the primary chemical sensing system. It has also
been implicated in thermosensing and pHi sensing;
possibly by directly changing the conformation of
the cytoplasmic component of the MCP. However, in
many other species, primarily those living in nutrient
limited environments, this may be only one of several
different sensing pathways, and by no means the
dominant pathway.

b. Methylation-lndependent Chemotaxis

Sugars. Sugars that are transported via a binding-
protein-dependent system may be sensed through
MCPs e.g. the galactose-charged galactose-binding
protein binds not only to the transport protein but
also to the MCP, Trg. However there are other sugars
that do not use the MCP system but need to be
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transported through the PTS system for a sensory
signal to occur (Postma et al., 1993). Detailed
experiments on enteric bacteria have shown that it is
the rate of turnover of phosphates on EI protein of the
phosphotransferase pathway that causes the chemo-
tactic signal, but how this signals to the flagellar
motor is not understood. EI appears to control the
activity of CheA, but the mechanism is currently
unclear. Adaptation, that essential of chemotaxis, is
proposed to involve the resetting of the metabolic
pathway involved in controlling phosphorylation.

The role of PTS-dependent chemosensing in
photosynthetic bacteria is unresolved. In enteric
bacteria fructose transport through the fructose PTS
does not cause chemotaxis. This appears to be because
the rate of phosphorylation of FPr in the fructose-
PTS, although sufficient to allow transport, does not
cause a chemotactic signal unless greatly over-
expressed. In Rb. sphaeroides the only PTS system is
for fructose, and it is related to the FPr dependent
fructose system; other sugars use other, as yet not
well characterised, systems (see section III)(Saier et
al., 1971). Fructose, glucose, mannose, and sorbitol
all cause good chemoattractant responses in Rb.
sphaeroides, suggesting that the chemotactic signal
is independent of either the MCP or PTS pathways
(Y. Jezore and J. P. Armitage, unpublished).

Metabolism-Dependent Chemotaxis. All the chemo-
attractants identified for Rb. sphaeroides are
metabolites, including the weak organic acids (which
are repellents for enteric bacteria), sugars and amino
acids (Armitage et al., 1990). Most attractants are
effective in the mM concentration range. Despite
extensive searching by our group and by others,
membrane bound MCPs have not been identified in
Rb. sphaeroides by either methylation/demethylation
reactions or by antibody hybridization (Sockett et
al., 1987; Morgan et al., 1993). Methionine
auxotrophs also behave normally; methionine
starvation in enteric bacteria results in an inability to
adapt and therefore loss of taxis. Except for fructose,
the chemoattractant sugars are not transported through
a PTS pathway, and even that pathway is the one not
involved in chemosensing in enteric bacteria.

However, Rb. sphaeroides does show true chemo-
taxis, the removal of an attractant such as pyruvate
results in a transient change in swimming behavior,
showing that the cells respond and then adapt. Unlike
the responses seen in enteric cells, the major response

identified in individual cells of Rb. sphaeroides is an
increase in stopping frequency when moving down a
gradient; the bacterial equivalent of a pessimist! E.
coli responds to an increase in attractant but Rb.
sphaeroides ignores an increase, at least of the
dominant attractants, and responds only to a step
down, whether it is a chemoattractant, electron
acceptor or light. Modeling shows that even a
pessimistic system results in accumulation in regions
of high attractant. In addition, the number of
responsive cells of Rb. sphaeroides in a population
depends on the growth limitation of the population-
more cells in a starved population show a response
compared to a well fed population. The population
must also have been induced for growth on a particular
chemoeffector for a chemotactic response to occur
(Poole et al., 1990b); this is very different from the
MCP-dependent sensing in enteric bacteria where
sensing is completely separate from metabolism.
Transport and, at least limited, metabolism are
required for a chemotactic response in Rb. sphaer-
oides to some compounds. For example, the alanine
analogue, 2-aminoisobutyrate, although transported
through the alanine transport system, does not cause
a tactic response (Poole et al., 1993). The inhibition
of glutamine synthetase by MSX inhibits ammonia
taxis without inhibiting transport (Poole and
Armitage, 1989). Similarly the transportable
succinate analogue, malonate, does not cause
chemotaxis, although as will be seen later, malonate
does cause chemokinesis. Data on the Dct transport
system suggest that Rb. capsulatus also requires
transport and metabolism for chemotactic responses
to dicarboxylates, as no Dct mutants have been
identified which have lost the chemotactic response
to dicarboxylates without the additional loss of
transport (D. J. Kelly, unpublished). Mutants in the
newly identified periplasmic binding protein-
dependent glutamate transport system of Rb.
sphaeroides (Jacobs et al., 1995) have also been
shown to lose their chemotactic response to glutamate.
Interestingly, complementation of the transport defect
by the expression of the unrelated -dependent
glutamate transporter from E. coli in Rb. sphaeroides
also led to the restoration of chemotaxis towards
glutamate (W. Konigs, personal communication).
This suggests that the mechanism of transport is not
important in signal transduction and supports the
idea that metabolism is required for chemotaxis in
Rb. sphaeroides. All of these data are incompatible
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with a transport-independent, dedicated, membrane
spanning sensory protein such as the MCP being the
major sensory pathway.

How does chemotactic signaling occur in
Rhodobacter species and how does it relate to that
identified in enteric bacteria? If different chemo-
attractants are present at one time, unrelated
compounds are found to compete. For example,
either succinate or fructose can inhibit chemotaxis
towards alanine (Poole et al., 1993). However,
competition only occurs if the specific metabolic
pathway of the successful competing compound has
been induced. All these data imply that the bacteria
may be sensing a change in concentration of a
common metabolic intermediate, but what is this
intermediate and to what does it signal? Arsenate has
been shown to inhibit chemotaxis, suggesting that
phosphorylation is required for a response. Calcium,
acetyl adenylate, acetyl phosphate and fumarate have
all been implicated in motor switching in other
species, but their mechanism of interaction with the
Che pathway and their role in vivo are unknown
(Wolfe et al., 1988; Barak and Eisenbach, 1992b;
Lukat et al., 1992; Tisa and Adler, 1992).

Homologues of the che genes of E. coli have
recently been identified in Rb. sphaeroides. The gene
arrangement in a che/mcp cluster is unlike that
identified in enteric species, but related to that recently
identified in other related species, Rhizobium melioti
(Greck et al., 1995) and Caulobacter crescentus (M.
R. K. Alley and L. Shapiro, personal communication).
Antibody raised against C. crescentus MCPa has
identified at least two 65 kD MCP homologues (Ward
et al., 1995b). Sequencing has identified two putative
mcp genes in the chemotaxis cluster. Why were these
not identified using the E. coli antibody? It seems
probable that the Rb. sphaeroides MCPs are present
in low numbers, they have a sequence which in the
protein has been shown to localize the C. crescentus
MCPs to the cell pole suggesting that in Rb.
sphaeroides they are also localized, although whether
this is at the pole or close to the flagellar motor
remains to be determined. This, combined with the
limited similarity to the E. coli MCP and the dominant
metabolism based chemotaxis system, probably
explains why it was not identified earlier. In addition,
the MCP has only one membrane spanning region,
the majority of the protein being cytoplasmic, possibly
related to the cytoplasmic MCP identified in
Myxococcus xanthus (McBride et al., 1992). This is

c. Electron-Transport Dependent Chemotaxis

For photosynthetic bacteria growing under both
heterotrophic and photoheterotrophic conditions, the
rate of electron transport is obviously crucial. It
would therefore be expected that they would respond
to changes in the concentration of electron donors
and electron acceptors. The study of the mechanisms

compatible with a cytoplasmic sensory signal.
Perhaps the most significant finding, however, is

that of two cheY homologues, in addition to cheA,
cheW, cheR and probably cheB (Ward et al., 1995a).
No chemotaxis mutants have ever been identified by
transposon mutagenesis in Rb. sphaeroides. It is now
apparent that the loss of one cheY is compensated for
to some extent by the second, as they are on separate
operons (loss of cheY in E. coli results in smooth
swimming and an obvious phenotype). Why should
there be two CheY proteins? This is the protein
which when phosphorylated binds to the motor
switch. It could be related to the unidirectional motor,
but on the other hand it may imply two different
phosphorylation paths; a ‘classical’ pathway from
MCPs to CheA and CheY2 with the phosphorylation
of the second CheY controlled by a phospho-donor
linked to metabolism. This remains to be resolved by
detailed molecular biology and protein chemistry.

All the behavioral chemotaxis experiments on Rb.
sphaeroides suggest that chemotaxis is directly linked
to their current growth requirements. The MCP based
system in enteric bacteria, with dedicated sensing
proteins, means that these bacteria must respond to a
change in effector whether required for growth or
not, for example E. coli will swim towards maltose in
a background of galactose. An intracellular sensing
system sensing a change in an intermediary
metabolite would result in a chemotactic response
only if there was an increase in metabolic rate,
transiently altering the concentration of that
intermediate. This may be an advantage for organisms
living in growth limited environments. The MCP and
metabolism based systems may operate side by side,
the MCPs sensing a limited range of essential
chemoattractants and an intracellular system sensing
a change in metabolic rate. Rather than the MCP-
based system being dominant, as it appears (at least
in the laboratory) for enteric bacteria, it may just be
one of several systems feeding sensory information
into the motor.
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involved in these responses has been complicated by
two factors: (i) any change in the rate of electron
transport causes at least a transient change in the
electrochemical proton gradient which is the
driving force for flagellar rotation and therefore any
change in flagellar behavior may be a direct effect on
the flagellum rather than a sensory response, and (ii)
the complexity and flexibility of the electron transport
chain in most photosynthetic bacteria.

Rb. sphaeroides shows good positive aerotaxis
when grown aerobically, but negative aerotaxis when
grown anaerobically in the light. This type of response
was first seen by Engelmann back in the 1880s when
he saw photosynthetic bacteria accumulate around
air bubbles in dim light but move away from the air
bubbles in bright light. Recent advances in motion
analysis have made possible characterization of the
aerotactic response by following the behavior of
single cells in an oxygen gradient. A response
equivalent to the chemotactic response has been
identified, with an increase in stopping (and therefore
direction) changing frequency of aerobically grown
cells as the oxygen concentration falls (P. Hamblin,
H. L. Packer, J. P. Armitage, unpublished).

Rb. sphaeroides grown anaerobically in the dark
with DMSO as an electron acceptor shows chemotaxis
towards DMSO when incubated anaerobically in the
dark, but if incubated in either the light or aerobically
in the dark, DMSO taxis is lost, paralleling the loss
of electron transport to the DMSO reductase. DMSO
reductase mutants also show no response to a gradient
of DMSO. Therefore, no DMSO ‘receptor’ exists
other than the reductase, and electron transport to the
reductase is essential for a sensory response (D.
Gauden, J. P. Armitage, unpublished). This supports
data from E. coli on chemotaxis towards nitrate
(Shioi and Taylor, 1984). What these data do not
identify is whether the signal is a change in
caused by the change in electron transport or a
change in the electron transport rate itself, altering
either a redox sensitive protein or a component of the
electron transport chain. Selective inhibition of
different branches of the electron transport chain had
suggested that a change in was required for a
sensory signal (Armitage et al., 1985). However,
recent experiments exploiting the different kinetics
of DMSO and TMAO binding to the DMSO reductase
enzyme suggest that the rate of electron transport,
presumably altering the redox state of an intermediate,
is important (D. E. Gauden and J. P. Armitage,
unpublished). This is supported by the unexpected

finding that Rb. sphaeroides responded to the removal
of an uncoupler by a ‘step-down’ stop response,
equivalent to moving down a gradient; no response
was seen to the addition of FCCP. The addition of
FCCP would result in a decrease in  but an increase
in the rate of electron transport, whereas its removal
would produce the reverse changes. As Rb.
sphaeroides only responds to a decrease in stimulus,
the stop response on FCCP removal is probably the
result of the decrease in electron transport.

These data suggest that the primary tactic signal
is either the change in or the change in electron
transport. What is the subsequent intracellular signal
and does it interact with the Che pathway? Aerotaxis
in E. coli occurs in the absence of MCPs, but there is
some evidence that at least CheY may be required in
E. coli. Early suggestions that the Arc pathway may
be involved in aerotactic signaling in E. coli have
proved unfounded, as mutants in this pathway respond
normally toward oxygen (B. L. Taylor, I. B. Zhulin,
unpublished). Glagolev has suggested a ‘protometer’
sensing mechanism which responds to changes in

this could be part of the motor itself or it may be
part of the sensory pathway (Glagolev, 1984).
However, as yet there are no data that can separate a

from a redox sensor.

2. Phototaxis

Photosynthetic bacteria accumulate in the light, the
preferred wavelengths matching the photosynthetic
absorption spectrum for most photosynthetic species.
However, whether this can be considered a ‘true’
tatic response is still controversial, with some workers
maintaining that, by comparison with eukaryotic
microorganisms, bacteria cover too short a distance
in a given time to be able to sense a gradient and
simply accumulate as a result of ‘trapping’, changing
direction as they swim over a light/dark boundary.
However, new data suggest that this may be too
simplistic a view. There are two crucial questions
about the photoresponses in eubacteria: (i) could a
simple step-down response without adaptation work
for all bacterial species, and (ii) is accumulation in a
light spot all that occurs or can bacteria sense a light
gradient.

Important new data on the photobehavior of Rs.
centenum support the view that bacteria can sense
and respond to light gradients. Using the converging
light test for phototaxis originally devised by Buder
in 1917, Ragatz et al. (1995) have shown that
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swarming colonies of Rs. centenum show a true
phototactic response. These authors have redefined
the light responses, describing the simple response
to a change in light intensity when, for example, a
cell moves over a light-dark boundary, as ‘scoto-
phobia.’ Using a converging beam of light they
showed that Rs. centenum moved towards the light
source, even though the intensity was decreasing, a
phototactic response rather than a scotophobic
response where the intensity would have been sensed.

It has been recognized for some time that the
halobacteria have specific photosensory proteins that
generate positive and negative phototactic responses
(Oesterhelt and Marwan, 1990). Recently a similar
protein, the yellow protein, has been identified in the
halophilic eubacterium Ectothiorhodospira halophila
(Sprenger et al., 1993) and swarming colonies of Rs.
centenum move away from light at 585 nm and
towards light at 800–880 nm (Ragatz et al., 1994,
1995). In addition, calculations suggest that although
the random swimming pattern shown by cells may
not expose them to a significant light gradient in
open water, in very turbid water or mud, a significant
light gradient can be formed and a ‘memory’ of over
30 s would allow this gradient to be sensed.

In general nonsulfur purple bacteria have not been
shown to have a true ‘negative’ phototactic response.
However, the photoactive yellow protein has recently
been identified in Rb. sphaeroides (K. Hellingserf
and W. Hoff, unpublished). In general, however, they
respond to a reduction in light intensity or a shift in
light quality to a less photoactive wavelength. In the
1950s Clayton did a series of seminal experiments
examining the motile behavior of cells of Rs. rubrum
to changes in light intensity (Clayton, 1953a; Clayton,
1953b; Clayton, 1953c). He carried out a range of
step-down experiments, showing that Rs. rubrum
could respond to a change in light intensity of as little
as 2% over a 100 fold range of background intensities.
The strength of the response depended on both the
duration of the stimulus and its strength, with two
sub-threshold stimuli being additive if given more
than 250 ms and less than 3 s apart. These led to the
idea that a perturbation in photosynthesis led to a
signal (then ATP was suggested) causing the bacteria
to reverse direction.

More recent work has confirmed that active
photosynthetic electron transport is required (c.f.
aerotaxis) for accumulation. Inhibition of electron
transport in either Rs. rubrum or Rb. sphaeroides led
to the loss of phototaxis (Harayama and Iino, 1977),

and reaction center mutants fail to show phototaxis
even though fully pigmented (Armitage and Evans,
1981). Therefore, there is not a specific sensory
pigment involved, as in Halobacterium salinarium,
but instead the direct or indirect sensing of a change
in electron transport is occurring. Does the change in
rate of electron transport simply make the flagella
reverse rotation, and if so what is the signal and how
does it relate to other electron transport dependent
taxes?

The majority of photosynthetic species do have
tufts of flagella and do change direction by reversal.
A fall in photosynthetic electron transport when
swimming over a light-dark boundary linked to
flagellar reversal could result in trapping. However,
Rb. sphaeroides does not reverse direction when
given a step-down in light intensity, but increases its
stopping frequency. If the response was a simple
‘stop’, then the cells would become trapped in the
dark rather than the light. If, however, there was
memory in the system and the cells stop and start for
a period of time, a new direction may take them into
higher light intensities. This ‘memory’ suggests a
taxis system similar to chemotaxis. The early
experiments of Clayton did show that Rs. rubrum
reversed for up to 30 s after the light intensity was
reduced, and reversals were suppressed if the light
intensity was increased. Rb. sphaeroides shows an
increase in stopping frequency for up to 2 min after
a reduction in light intensity. This is consistent with
the behavior of cells in gradients of oxygen or other
electron acceptors (see aerotaxis).

One major physiological role of phototactic
responses may be in interacting with other electron
transport dependent systems. If Rb. sphaeroides is
incubated in subsaturating light and given a light
gradient, it only swims into the increased light if the
medium is anaerobic; oxygenated buffer causes a
repellent response. Measurement of the  using the
electrochromic response of the carotenoids showed
that the addition of a pulse of oxygen to Rb.
sphaeroides in the light resulted in a transient fall in
the size of the presumably as electron transport
was directed towards the alternative cytochrome
oxidase (Armitage et al., 1985). This change in
electron flow probably causes a stop signal, resulting
in the bacteria not following a light gradient into an
aerobic environment. Whether it is the change in
electron flow through a key signaling component of
the electron transport chain or the change in that
causes the signal, has not yet been identified.
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Rs. centenum shows both a positive phototactic
response, with the maximum response in the region
of infrared light harvesting and bacteriochlorophyll
absorbance (875–800 nm) and a negative phototactic
response in regions of visible light (450–590 nm),
regions where carotenoids and bacteriochlorophyll
also absorb (Ragatz et al., 1995). These data suggest
a more complex system of light sensing and
signalling, as light absorbance in both these regions
would be expected to change the Rs.centenum,
and possibly other species, may have a sensing
mechanism which can estimate the ratios of particular
wavelengths and use this to maintain their optimum
position in, for example, stratified mats.

The behavioral responses to light, oxygen and
DMSO all seem to rely on electron transport. As the
components of the electron transport chain are shared,
it seems unlikely that it is the electron donors or
acceptors that are sensed directly, rather it is the flux
in electron transport that is sensed, with bacteria
moving towards environments where electron
transport rates are increased and away from regions
where they decrease. The response will depend on
the necessary metabolites to sustain or increase the
rate. Therefore, unlike chemotaxis (particularly MCP-
dependent chemotaxis), there would be no receptor
for each effector, but a sensor responding to the
changes in electron transport, be that or redox
change. If this is the case for most species, phototaxis
is no different from any other sensory signal sensed
through the electron transport chain.

3. Kinesis

The addition of certain chemoattractants cause Rb.
sphaeroides to increase its swimming speed by up to
25%. This increase in swimming speed is caused by
the flagella rotating faster, but occurs in the absence
of increased metabolism and without any measurable
increase in the driving force for flagellar rotation, the

or any change in the rate of electron transport
(Poole et al., 1990a and 1991; Brown et al., 1993).
Chemokinesis (probably more accurately called
orthokinesis), as a sustained increase in the rate of
flagellar rotation, has only been seen in bacterial
species which do not depend primarily on MCPs for
chemotaxis, and it is possible that the adaptation
cycle in MCP-dependent chemotaxis inhibits any
but transient kinetic effects. Chemokinesis in Rb.
sphaeroides is only seen to a limited range of
chemoattractants, mainly organic acids and inorganic

ions such a and but not to other chemo-
attractants e.g. sugars and most amino acids. Unlike
chemotaxis, chemokinesis also occurs in response to
some non-metabolizable but transportable analogues
such as malonate. Evidence suggests that chemo-
kinesis depends on specific transport pathways;
benzoate did not cause chemokinesis although it did
get into cells, and aspartate but not glutamate caused
chemokinesis (Packer and Armitage, 1994).
Understanding the role of specific transport pathways
in inducing an increase in swimming speed will have
to wait until there is more understanding of transport
in nonsulfur purple bacteria, however it may be
worth noting that (a) all chemokinetic compounds
also caused some cell swelling and with the same
time course, and (b) data suggest that the transport
pathways involved may involve changes in pHi.

Whatever the cause, chemokinesis would cause a
cell population to spread, not to accumulate; unlike
chemotaxis, there was no obvious adaptation to
chemokinesis. As long as a detectable concentration
of effector was present, the cells swam at an increased
speed. Could this have a role in vivo? Computer
modelling suggests that although chemokinesis would
cause a population to spread, it would not stop a
tactic response from occurring when a gradient was
encountered, and it may even enhance the response
(Poole et al., 1991).

Nonsulfur purple bacteria therefore show tactic
responses to a wide range of environmental effectors.
The limited data so far suggest that some sensory
pathways are similar to those identified in enteric
bacteria, e.g. electron transport dependent taxis and
MCP-dependent chemotaxis, but that chemotaxis is
also metabolism dependent, using a che pathway
which appears to be a modification of that found in
enteric bacteria, probably modified to suit the variable
growth conditions of these species.

A. Introduction

Although many anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria
are capable of actively transporting a large variety of
solutes from the environment, as with motility and
taxis, detailed studies on the structure and mechanism
of the transport systems responsible have mainly
been performed on Rhodobacter species. Hopefully,
this will be a temporary state of affairs, as the

III. Solute Transport



from experiments with that a single transporter
existed in Rb. capsulatus, with an apparent value
of 0.2 mM. This system also transported with
lower affinity. More recent studies have revealed
several important physiological roles for potassium
transport in anoxygenic phototrophs. In potassium,
as opposed to sodium phosphate buffer, the membrane
potential in energized Rb. sphaeroides cells was
decreased and the increased (Abee et al., 1988),
consistent with the operation of an electrogenic
uptake system. Using carotenoid electrochromism
to monitor membrane potential, Golby et al., (1990a)

maximal at about 0.4 mM or 2.0 mM values
of the same order as the values determined by
Jasper (1978) and indicative of a low affinity uptake
system, possibly similar to the TrkA system of enteric
bacteria. This system appears to be a uniporter (Golby
et al., 1990b) and is constitutive. It plays a key role in
the regulation of the pHi, which is significantly
increased at all external pH values in the presence of

(Abee et al., 1988). Because of the excellent time
resolution of the electrochromic response, it was
possible to determine that the increase in the
dependent ionic current was not instantaneous with
the increase in membrane potential at the onset of
illumination (Golby et al., 1990a), providing evidence
for a mediated activation of the transporter
120 ms). This phenomenon is undoubtedly found in
many types of bacterial membrane transporter but is
particularly amenable to study in phototrophs which
have electrochromically responsive carotenoids.

Recently, it has been found that Rhodobacter cells
can induce the synthesis of a Kdp-like high-affinity

uptake system when grown in media of low
concentration (Abee et al., 1992 a,b). A vanadate
sensitive, stimulated ATPase activity was purified
from cytoplasmic membranes of Rb. sphaeroides
and was found to be composed of three subunits of
70,43.5 and 23.5 kDa, corresponding to the KdpB, A
and C subunits of the E. coli complex, respectively.
However, only the KdpB-like protein (the catalytic
subunit) was immunologically cross-reactive. This

efflux of In experiments with Rb. capsulatus,
where the dark anaerobic membrane potential was
measured by carotenoid electrochromism (Golby et
al., 1990a), it was shown that the decrease in was
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bioenergetic advantages involved in using photo-
synthetic bacteria as model systems to study transport
mechanisms, in addition to the intrinsic importance
of understanding transport processes in these
organisms in their own right, become appreciated.

A number of the prominent and in some cases
unique physiological properties which phototrophic
bacteria possess are linked to the functioning of
efficient solute transport systems, although this is
often overlooked. For example, the biosynthesis of
bacteriochlorophyll requires magnesium which has
to be accumulated from the environment. Similarly,
the high cytochrome content of many phototrophs
requires iron transport for the biosynthesis of the
heme moiety. Nitrogenase synthesis requires transport
of both iron and molybdenum and nickel transport is
necessary for incorporation into the hydrogenases
that allow many phototrophs to grow autotrophically.
Transport systems for the organic electron donors
and carbon sources used during photoheterotrophic
growth are essential and also seem intimately involved
in eliciting chemotaxis. Here, information concerning
the mechanism and structure of some of the better
studied solute transport systems in phototrophs
(primarily the purple bacteria) will be reviewed.

B. Inorganic Ions

1. Potassium

Potassium is now recognized to have multiple roles
in bacteria, the most important of which include the
regulation of pHi (Booth, 1985), osmotic regulation
(Epstein, 1986) and the controlled dissipation of the
proton-motive force under certain conditions (Mulder
et al., 1988). Potassium transport in purple bacteria
was first studied by Jasper (1978), who concluded

found that the addition of or (but not to
washed cells of Rb. capsulatus resulted in an increase

in the ionic current across the cytoplasmic membrane
and to a decrease in membrane potential upon
illumination, which was attributed to the electro-
phoretic uptake of these ions. The response was half-

type of high-affinity  ATPase appears to be widely
distributed in nonsulfur purple bacteria (Abee et al.,
1992b) and is likely to be the major mechanism
whereby potassium is obtained from low external
concentrations.

It has long been known that a significant membrane
potential is maintained in Rhodobacter cells incubated
under strictly anaerobic conditions in the dark (Cotton
et al., 1981). Several explanations have been advanced
to explain the origin of this dark potential, but the
key observation that KCl significantly decreased the
potential in Rb. sphaeroides (Abee et al., 1988) led to
the suggestion that it is a result of the electrogenic
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proportional to the logarithm of the external
concentration, indicating a Nernstian relationship
between and the internal and external
concentration. Other electrogenic processes may also
make a smaller contribution to the anaerobic dark

in Rb. capsulatus (Golby et al., 1990a). However,
in Rhodospirillum rubrum, the dark potential could
be largely abolished by DCCD, suggesting its
dependence on ATP hydrolysis rather than efflux
(Fenoll et al., 1985).

2. Ammonium

Although widely used as a source of nitrogen, uptake
of the ammonium ion in anoxygenic phototrophs has
not been studied extensively. This is at least partly
due to technical difficulties in measuring the flux of

directly. Instead, the analogue methyl-
ammonium has traditionally been used but this is
known to be converted by glutamine synthetase to
glutamyl-methylamide in Rb. capsulatus (Yoch et
al., 1983). Those direct measurements which have
been performed indicate the presence of more than
one uptake system in many species; in Rb.
capsulatus, uptake was characterised by two

values of and (Sharak Genthner
and Wall, 1985). In these studies, a tight coupling
was observed between transport and assimilation of

as mutants deficient in glutamine synthetase
did not take up ammonium ions. Evidence for an
ammonium transporter in Rs. rubrum has also been
obtained (Alef and Kleiner, 1982). More recently, it
has become clear that potassium and ammonium
ions can be transported by the same carrier in many
bacteria and that this can have important physiological
consequences. In Rb. capsulatus, several pieces of
evidence indicate that the low-affinity transporter,
described above, is also capable of transporting
(Golby et al., 1990a,b). In contrast to the high-
affinity uptake systems characterised by Sharak
Genthner and Wall (1985), ammonium transport via
the uptake system is not inhibited by low
concentrations of methylamine and the concentration
dependence of the dependent ionic current
indicates an approximate value of 3 mM (Golby
et al., 1990a). The physiological significance of these
observations is that, as a consequence of electro-
phoretic ammonium uptake, is decreased and

increased; this may be followed by the passive
efflux of  from the cell in response to the increased

thus leading to a partial dissipation of the
This may be one example of an ‘energy-spilling’
reaction which could operate in photosynthetic
bacteria in particular circumstances. Indeed, evidence
for such reactions has been obtained with Rb.
capsulatus cells grown anaerobically under illum-
inated conditions in which the energy supply exceeds
the demands of anabolism (Taylor and Jackson, 1987).

3. Divalent Cations

Separate transport systems for the energy-dependent
uptake of magnesium and manganese have been
described in both chemoheterotrophically grown and
photoheterotrophically grown cells of Rb. capsulatus
(Jasper and Silver, 1978). The characteristics of these
systems are distinct, with respective values for
magnesium and manganese of and
The maximum rate of transport for magnesium was
up to a hundred-fold higher than that of manganese.
Several divalent cations were competitive inhibitors
of magnesium transport;
and Calcium did not inhibit
transport, and it was also demonstrated that Rb.
capsulatus cells did not normally accumulate
but that an energy dependent efflux system may be
present for this ion. Accumulated magnesium was
not tightly bound to cellular components and under
de-energized conditions was exported from the cells.
The details of the efflux process have not been
elucidated and there is little additional information
on magnesium transport in any other anoxygenic
phototroph. In contrast, much more is known about
magnesium transport in enteric bacteria (Gibson et
al., 1991). With the current high level of interest in
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis and its control, it
would be relevant to know more about the molecular
properties of the magnesium transport systems in
phototrophic bacteria.

Nickel is a component of the hydrogenase and
urease of Rb. capsulatus and its uptake was studied
by Takakuwa (1987). There appeared to be a sharp
pH optimum for uptake (at pH 7.0) and the optimum
temperature was 28 °C. The concentration depen-
dence obeyed Michaelis-Menten kinetics with a
measured value of This indicates the
operation of a high-affinity uptake system for this
ion. A number of other divalent cations inhibited the
uptake of nickel, particularly magnesium and cobalt,
which gave values of less than It is
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5. Molybdenumtherefore possible that a common transport system
exists for nickel, magnesium and cobalt in Rhodo-
bacter, but ultimate confirmation of this will require
identification and mutagenesis of the genes involved.

4. Iron

Despite the enormous interest in electron transport
processes and cytochrome complexes in phototrophic
bacteria, there is a surprising lack of information
concerning the mechanisms by which iron is acquired
and managed by these organisms. Two studies have
directly addressed the question of iron transport
(Moody and Dailey, 1984; Moody and Dailey, 1985),
both using Rb. sphaeroides as the model system. It
was found that growth in an iron-deficient medium
under either aerobic or anaerobic conditions did not
result in the production of soluble phenolate or
hydroxamate siderophores. No evidence was obtained
for any siderophore remaining associated with the
cells. In addition, iron-limited cells were unable to
remove iron from ferric transferrin unless supple-
mented with 2,3 -dihydroxybenzoic acid (Moody and
Dailey, 1984). However, radiolabelled iron was taken
up when supplied as ferric chloride, ferric citrate or
ferric parabactin (a siderophore from Paracoccus
denitrificans). In the case of ferric citrate, the citrate
itself was not taken up by the cells. There were no
significant differences in the protein profiles of cells
grown under low or high iron conditions, and no
evidence for the induction of specific outer membrane
proteins in response to iron starvation (Moody and
Dailey, 1985). Membrane vesicles prepared from
aerobically grown cells were able to transport iron in
the presence of NADH as electron donor. Uptake
was sensitive to triphenylmethylphosphonium,
possibly suggesting a driven process, although a
very high concentration of inhibitor (5 mM) was
used. Inhibition of ferrochelatase by N-methyl-
protoporphyrin did not result in a decrease in iron
uptake, indicating that heme synthesis and iron
transport are not tightly coupled (Moody and Dailey,
1985). Radiolabelled gallium (an iron analogue which
is trivalent and cannot be reduced) was not taken up
by intact cells, although excess did inhibit the
uptake of ferric iron. These results suggested a model
for transport in which ferric iron is recognized by a
transport protein, reduced to the ferrous state and
then transported into the cell. No details are available
concerning the molecular nature of the transport
system(s) involved.

C. Sugars

Many photosynthetic bacteria do not grow particularly
well on sugars, probably because they are sensitive to
the acidification that can result from sugar metabolism
(Willison, 1993), particularly under oxygen-limiting

Molybdenum is of particular importance in
photosynthetic bacteria, not only because of the
widespread ability of these organisms to fix nitrogen
using the molybdenum containing nitrogenase, but
also because some of the terminal oxidoreductases
involved in anaerobic electron transport contain the
molybdenum cofactor molybdopterin (Ferguson et
al., 1987). Although transport is clearly essential for
molybdenum incorporation into the cytoplasmic
nitrogenase, the question of how this metal is
incorporated into the periplasmic oxidoreductases is
unresolved. Recently, the genes encoding a high-
affinity transport system for molybdate from Rb.
capsulatus have been cloned and sequenced (Wang
et al., 1993). Four genes, modABCD, form an operon
located in the nif region B of the Rb. capsulatus
chromosome, downstream of the nifB(II) gene. These
four mod genes encode a periplasmic binding-protein
dependent transporter. ModA is a hydrophilic protein
containing a typical signal sequence and was proposed
to be a periplasmic molybdate-binding protein,
although this has not yet been tested experimentally.
ModB is a hydrophobic, presumably integral
membrane, component homologous to ChlJ of E.
coli, and ModC is a member of the ATP-binding-
protein superfamily homologous with ChlD of E.
coli. The function of the modD gene product is
unknown. Insertion mutations in modA, modB or
modC resulted in a 500-fold increase in the
concentration of molybdenum required to repress
the alternative nitrogenase, indicating that although
the mod genes are involved in high-affinity
molybdenum uptake, an additional transport system
of lower affinity must also be present in Rb.
capsulatus. Two additional open-reading frames
(mopA and mopB) upstream of the mod operon which
encode highly homologous proteins were also
identified by Wang et al., (1993). They share
significant sequence similarity with low molecular
weight molybdenum-pterin-binding proteins from
Clostridium pasteurianum but their role in molyb-
denum metabolism is at present unclear.
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D. Organic Acidsconditions. In general terms, very little information
is available on the mechanisms of sugar transport,
with the exception of fructose uptake. In several
members of the purple non-sulfur bacteria, including
Rhodospirillum and Rhodobacter, fructose uptake is
catalysed by an inducible fructose specific PTS system
(Saier et al., 1971). This system has turned out to be
of general interest, as it is much simpler in structure
than many other types of PTS. The system consists of
just two proteins, a membrane bound component
with molecular weight of 55,000 kDa (FruA) and a
110,000 kDa soluble protein (FruB) which is probably
dimeric (Saier et al., 1971; Lolkema et al., 1985).
Daniels et al. (1988) isolated Tn5 insertion mutants
of Rb. capsulatus defective in growth on fructose.
The mutants were totally lacking in fructose
fermentation, fructose uptake, phosphoenolpyruvate-
dependent fructose phosphorylation activity and
fructose-1-phosphate dependent fructose transphos-
phorylation. An operon containing three genes,
fruBKA, with the fruK gene encoding fructose-1-
phosphate kinase was identified (Wu et al., 1990).
The sequence analysis of the fruB gene has revealed
that it encodes an unusual and complex protein
which contains three distinct domains that are
normally located in separate proteins in other PTS
systems; a fructose specific enzyme III-like N-
terminal domain (B), an FPr(HPr)-like domain (H)
and a C-terminal enzyme I-like domain (I) which has
striking sequence similarity to maize pyruvate :
phosphate dikinase. These three functional units are
joined by two flexible linker regions, rich in ala, gly
and pro residues. Sequence comparisons with other
known PTS proteins allowed the identification of
three conserved histidine residues in each domain
that are predicted to be the sites of phosphorylation.
Thus the data indicate that FruB(HI) is a multi-
phosphoryl transfer protein. The fruA gene encodes
the fructose permease (enzyme II) of the system (Wu
and Saier, 1990) and is very similar to the fructose
enzyme II of E. coli. However, although it had been
originally proposed that a histidyl residue was the
phosphorylation site in the E. coli enzyme II, this
residue is not conserved in the Rb. capsulatus FruA
protein. Instead, a conserved cysteine residue present
in both proteins and subsequently identified in other
types of enzyme II is now thought to be the actual
phosphorylation site. Thus, studies on the Rb.
capsulatus fructose-PTS have led to important
conclusions regarding the mechanism of group
translocation in general.

Organic acids have long been known to be very
effective growth substrates for purple non-sulfur
bacteria and can be used as both carbon and energy
source under chemoheterotrophic conditions or as
carbon source and electron donor under photo-
heterotrophic conditions. In the latter case, if the
organic acid is relatively reduced, an electron sink
such as carbon dioxide or an auxiliary oxidant such
as dimethylsulphoxide is required to maintain redox
balance (Ferguson et al., 1987). Traditionally, the
C4-dicarboxylates malate and succinate have been
used routinely for the growth of purple phototrophs
but pyruvate and lactate are also excellent substrates.
Both D- and L-malate can be used by Rhodobacter
strains (Stahl and Sojka, 1973).

The transport of C4-dicarboxylates was first studied
by Gibson (1975) who showed that Rb. sphaeroides
possessed an inducible transport system for malate,
succinate and fumarate. Subsequently, C4-dicar-
boxylate transport has been studied in most detail in
Rb. capsulatus. The major route for the transport of
malate, succinate and fumarate is a high-affinity
binding-protein-dependent system (Dct) which is
essential for growth on these substrates under aerobic/
dark conditions (Hamblin et al., 1990; Shaw and
Kelly, 1991). The binding protein has been purified
(Shaw et al., 1991) and its ligand binding kinetics
analyzed in detail (Walmsley et al., 1992 a,b). It is
able to bind L-malate, succinate and fumarate with
high affinity and D-malate with somewhat lower
affinity, but does not bind other organic acids
significantly. The Dct system is regulated in activity
by the intracellular pH value (Shaw and Kelly, 1991).
Interestingly, dct mutants are still able to grow slowly
on C4-dicarboxylates photoheterotrophically, due to
the presence of additional low-affinity systems which
are not present aerobically (Hamblin et al., 1990; M.
C. Behrendt and D. J. Kelly, unpublished). The dct
locus has been cloned and sequenced (Shaw et al.,
1991; Hamblin et al., 1993 M. J. Hamblin and D. J.
Kelly, unpublished) and this has revealed that it is not
a conventional periplasmic transport system. Five
dct genes have been identified, two of which (dctS
and dctR) encode a translationally coupled two-
component sensor-regulator pair which regulate
expression of the structural genes. DctS and DctR
share the greatest sequence similarity with the FixLJ
system in Rhizobium (Hamblin et al., 1993). Three
structural genes are present; dctP, which encodes a
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periplasmic C4-dicarboxylate binding protein, dctQ,
encoding a small integral membrane protein, and
dctM, which encodes a large integral membrane
protein. These form an operon divergently transcribed
from dctSR.

Insertion mutations in any of the dct genes leads to
the abolition of chemotaxis to C4-dicarboxylates,
supporting other work indicating that transport itself
or an intracellular signal is necessary for chemotaxis
and that the sensor-regulator pair is not directly
involved. The dct locus has been physically mapped
at high resolution on the Rb. capsulatus chromosome
(Fonstein and Haselkorn, 1993). Significantly, there
is no gene at the dct locus encoding the type of
conserved ATP-binding protein characteristic of
conventional periplasmic permeases. Moreover,
operons encoding homologues of DctP, Q and M are
present in E. coli (Sofia et al., 1994) and Bordetella
pertussis (Willems et al., 1992) but again, there is no
ATP-binding protein in these systems. There is also
bioenergetic evidence to indicate that dicarboxylate
transport through the Dct system is driven by the
membrane potential rather than by ATP hydrolysis
(Forward et al., 1993). It has been proposed that this
system is a representative of a novel class of symporter
which possesses a periplasmic binding-protein. It is
not known how widespread this type of transporter
is, but as most other purple non-sulfur bacteria are
capable of efficient growth on C4-dicarboxylates
(with the interesting exception of Rs. centenum;
Stadtwald-Demchick et al., 1990), it is presumably
common in this group at least. There is a report that
the purple sulfur bacterium Ectothiorhodospira
shaposnikovii contains a sodium-ion driven dicar-
boxylate symporter (Karzanov and Ivanovsky, 1980)
but this system has not been investigated further.

The transport of other organic acids has not been
studied at the molecular level in phototrophic bacteria.
Gibson (1975) obtained evidence for more than one
system for pyruvate transport in Rb. sphaeroides,
and both high-affinity and low-affinity systems exist
for this substrate in Rb. capsulatus (H. V. Modak and
D. J. Kelly, unpubl).

E. Amino Acids

The uptake of certain amino acids has been studied
extensively in purple non-sulfur bacteria in an effort
to understand the way in which bacterial solute
transport processes in general are regulated by the
proton-motive force. In Rb. sphaeroides, the

relationship between alanine transport and the
magnitude and composition of the proton-motive
force was determined in a number of investigations
(Elferink et al., 1984, 1987). It was found that under
conditions where the rate of electron transport was
low, but where a significant membrane potential
existed, e.g. under anaerobic dark incubation
conditions, alanine transport did not occur.
Conversely, high rates of electron transfer correlated
with high alanine uptake rates. This formed part of
the evidence which led to the proposal that there are
direct interactions between components of the
electron transport chain and solute transport systems
(Elferink et al., 1984,1987). However, in these studies,
it was assumed that the alanine uptake system in Rb.
sphaeroides was a typical secondary transporter.
This appeared consistent with the fact that alanine
uptake could be measured in membrane vesicles and
could be energized by either respiratory or
photosynthetic electron transport (Hellingwerf et al.,
1975). However, it was later shown that in fact the
alanine transporter is an osmotic-shock sensitive,
binding-protein dependent system which is strongly
regulated in activity by the intracellular pH value
(Abee et al., 1989). This system is vanadate sensitive
and is likely to be a typical ATP-driven periplasmic
permease. Thus, at least some of the earlier results
can be explained by the significant regulatory effect
exerted by internal pH on the transporter, without the
need to invoke direct interactions with the electron
transport chain. The ability to detect alanine uptake
in membrane vesicles is more puzzling, but may be
due to residual binding-protein and ATP remaining
associated with the vesicles. In addition, the presence
of an additional alanine transporter cannot be ruled
out.

The binding-protein dependent glutamate transport
system in Rb. sphaeroides has recently been
characterised (M. Jacobs and W. N. Konings,
unpublished) and the glutamate binding-protein
purified. This binding-protein has a high affinity for
both glutamate and glutamine but does not bind
aspartate or arginine. However, the latter amino acids
do inhibit glutamate transport. This suggests that
there may be two binding-proteins present which
interact with the same membrane complex. Transport
systems for several other amino acids (leucine,
proline, glutamine and histidine) have been detected
in intact cells of Rb. sphaeroides (Abee, 1989) and
these were all found to be sensitive to inhibition by
vanadate, suggesting the involvement of a phos-
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phorylated intermediate in the uptake process.
Vanadate sensitivity appears to be a characteristic of
ATP-driven, binding-protein dependent systems and
it is striking that, so far, only binding-protein
dependent amino-acid transport systems have been
found in Rhodobacter.

F. Nucleotides

Nucleotide transport in eukaryotic cells is well-
known, but most free-living bacteria appear to be
unable to transport nucleotides across the cytoplasmic
membrane, although these molecules can pass
through the outer membrane (Nikaido and Varra,
1985). Until recently, evidence for nucleotide
transport systems in bacteria had come only from
intracellular and/or parasitic species. However, it has
been reported (Hochman et al., 1978, 1981) that
cytoplasmic membrane vesicles isolated from Rb.
capsulatus have the ability to transport adenine
nucleotides. In this study, transport activity was not
detectable in intact cells, suggesting that the outer
membrane in this organism is impermeable to these
molecules, i.e. the reverse of the situation normally
encountered. From both direct and indirect measure-
ments of adenine nucleotide transport, it seemed
possible that an ADP-ATP exchanger was present,
but it proved insensitive to inhibitors of the
mitochondrial ADP-ATP exchanger (Carmeli and
Lifshitz, 1989). These results are interesting but
caution needs to be exercised in interpreting them,
since there are difficulties in analyzing nucleotide
transport; adenine nucleotide pools in cells or vesicles
turn over rapidly and it is difficult to separate transport
from metabolism. Nevertheless, it was suggested
that this transporter could function to transfer ATP to
the periplasm for various energy requiring reactions
(as yet ill-defined). If confirmed, the properties and
role of this system would prove of general interest.

G. Other Solutes

Some work has been performed on the transport
systems involved in the responses of photosynthetic
bacteria to osmotic stress (Abee et al., 1990). In Rb.
sphaeroides, an increase in ionic strength resulting
from the addition of sodium chloride to the growth
medium results in a decrease in growth rate. This
effect could be overcome by the addition of betaine
(N,N,N-trimethylglycine), which was effective under
either aerobic or anaerobic growth conditions.

Choline was also identified as an efficient osmopro-
tectant but only under aerobic conditions; it was
found that choline was converted to betaine by an
oxygen-dependent system. Betaine and choline
transport were examined. In cells grown and assayed
either in the absence of added NaCl or in 0.3M NaCl,
similar affinities for betaine were determined

was increased from 3.2 to 9.2 nmol mg
In each case, only one transport system

could be distinguished kinetically. This system also
transported proline, with lower affinity, and proline
was also found to be mildly osmoprotective. Choline
was transported by a separate system with similar
kinetic properties in cells from high or low osmolarity
growth media

The addition of either choline or
betaine to growth media did not result in the induction
of alternative transport systems. It would be
interesting to know whether either of the transport
systems identified are binding-protein dependent or
not and how similar they are to the well studied ProU
and ProP systems in enteric bacteria.

IV. Future Perspective

In recent years, investigations of transport and
motility processes in purple anoxygenic phototrophs
have led to important insights into bacterial solute
transport, flagellar activity and tactic behavioral
responses in general. In particular, the central
importance of pHi as a regulator of the activity of
transport systems has become evident. The relation-
ship between potassium transport, pHi and the activity
of other transport systems in phototrophs is now
appreciated. The properties of periplasmic binding-
protein-dependent transport systems are of particular
interest in phototrophic bacteria, as the unusual nature
of the Rhodobacter Dct system suggests that not all
such transporters are members of the ABC-
superfamily, but instead may represent a new class of
secondary transporter. The unidirectional motor of
Rb. sphaeroides has been identified, with its
implications for flagellar rotation in general, as has a
metabolism-based chemotaxis system which may
well operate alongside the MCP-based system, using
two independent CheY response regulators, in a
wide range of species.

Photosynthetic bacteria grow under a wide range
of conditions, inducing metabolic pathways in

values of  and respectively), but the
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response to changing conditions. They have therefore
evolved a range of systems for sensing, moving
towards and transporting different metabolites,
dependent on their current environment and
requirements. This flexibility combined with the
bioenergetic and genetic advantages of these species
makes them ideal for studying the diverse transport
and sensing systems that are emerging as investigation
moves beyond the enteric bacteria. These systems,
which are producing so many surprises, also need to
be understood if we are to understand the physiology
of the photosynthetic bacteria as a whole.
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Summary

Genetic manipulation has become widely used in the study of purple photosynthetic bacteria. Some species
have been extensively characterized genetically and thus are readily amenable to new applications of these
techniques, while in other species genetic work is being developed and may require some adaptation of existing
protocols. Genetic studies in purple bacteria include both classical genetic mapping that yields information
about the genomic distribution of the genetic loci under study and molecular genetic techniques that employ
recombinant DNA techniques and center on analysis at a nucleotide level. As a result of these studies, a large
number of genes have been characterized, most prominently those whose products are involved in photosynthesis
and nitrogen fixation, but also including a variety of other processes. Techniques that have been used to identify
genes range from complementation of mutant strains to hybridization probes based on homologous genes or the
amino acid sequences of proteins. The functional properties of genes have been studied by the generation of
random mutations by chemical or transposon mutagenesis and by site-directed insertions, deletions and
alterations of nucleotide sequences. The transcription and translation of genes have been investigated through
gene fusions and in vitro and heterologous expression systems. The combination of classical genetics with the
advances in molecular biological techniques provides an array of tools for dissecting the underlying basis for
metabolic processes in these bacteria.

I. Introduction spirillum centenum, Rhodospirillum rubrum, Roseo-
bacter denitrificans and Rubrivivax gelatinosus. In
addition, the purple sulfur bacterium, Chromatium
vinosum, has been the focus of a number of genetic
studies.

The goal of this chapter is to summarize genetic
techniques that have been applied to purple photo-
synthetic bacteria, including basic manipulations
such as the transfer of DNA, as well as genetic
mapping, cloning, sequencing, mutagenesis and
analyses of gene expression. Adaptations of microbial
genetic and molecular biological methods developed
in other bacteria have generally been used for purple
bacteria, although the unique physiology of these
bacteria has also been exploited. These applications
serve as a source for the types of options available
when approaching the genetic study of any particular
aspect of these bacteria, and provide a foundation for
further analyses of genes already defined. The
majority of genetic work has been performed in the
two closely related species of purple nonsulfur
bacteria, Rhodobacter capsulatus and Rhodobacter
sphaeroides. Other purple nonsulfur bacteria for
which some genetic information is available include
Rhodobacter blasticus, Rhodobacter marinus,
Rhodopseudomonas acidophila, Rhodopseudomonas
palustris, Rhodopseudomonas viridis, Rhodo-

Abbreviations: ALA–5-aminolevulinic acid; Cm. – Chromatium;
E. coli – Escherichia coli; GTA – gene transfer agent;
kb – kilobase pair; PCR – polymerase chain reaction;
PHB – poly(3-hydroxybutyrate); Rb. – Rhodobacter;
Ro. – Roseobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. –
Rhodospirillum; Rv. – Rubrivivax; RubisCO – ribulose 1,5-
bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase; TMAO–trimethylamine-
N-oxide; Tris – tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane

II. Genetic Manipulation

A. Gene Transfer

1. Conjugation

Conjugation is the most commonly used method of
transferring DNA into purple bacteria. Transfer can
take place both between Escherichia coli and the
purple bacteria and among various purple species.
Matings are performed by mixing the donor and
recipient cells and plating on a solid surface, such as
an aged agar plate or a membrane filter, incubating
for several hours to overnight, and then replica plating,
replating or overlaying with a selection medium
(reviewed in Donohue and Kaplan, 1991; Table 1).
Selection for the recipient over the donor strain is
usually accomplished by antibiotic resistance markers
in the recipient or auxotrophic markers in the donor.
Mutants with enhanced recipient activity that is
thought to be due to inactivation of the restriction
system have been isolated fromRb. capsulatus (Taylor
et al., 1983) and Rb. sphaeroides (Sistrom et al.,
1984).

Both the chromosome and plasmids can be
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transferred by conjugation. Chromosomal mobili-
zation has been induced using broad host range R
plasmids in Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides
(reviewed in Scolnik and Marrs, 1987; Donohue and
Kaplan, 1991; Saunders, 1992; Clewell, 1993). The
conversion of these IncP plasmids (RP1, RP4, RK2,
R18 and R68) to a form that can induce increased
chromosome mobilization activity appears to involve
the incorporation of elements capable of transposition,
IS insertion sequences or transposable Tn elements.
The plasmid R68.45, a derivative of R68, induces
chromosome mobilization activity in Rb. sphaeroides
(Sistrom, 1977; Sistrom et al., 1984) and Rb.
capsulatus (Yu et al., 1981). Chromosome mobili-
zation is thought to occur following R68.45
integration into the chromosome via transposition-
mediated events involving IS21 sequences (Willetts et
al., 1981). Another conjugative plasmid, RP1: :Tn501,
has been used to map a number of biosynthetic and
antibiotic resistance markers in two linkage groups
of Rb. sphaeroides (Pemberton and Bowen, 1981).
RPl::Tn501 was derived from RP1 via the insertion
of the mercury resistance transposon Tn501.
Chromosome mobilization activity has been
demonstrated in Rb. capsulatus with the conjugative
plasmids pBLM2 (Marrs, 1981) and pTH10 (Willison

et al., 1985), which appear to initiate chromosome
transfer from multiple sites of origin. The plasmid
pBLM2 was isolated from a derivative of RP 1 for its
enhanced sex factor activity. The plasmid pTH10,
another mutant RP1 plasmid, contains IS21 andTn1
sequences and is believed to induce chromosome
mobilization activity via pTH10-chromosome co-
integrate formation. plasmids generated during
chromosome mobilization have been useful in the
identification of the photosynthetic gene clusters of
Rb. capsulatus (Marrs, 1981; see also Chapter 50 by
Alberti et al.) and Rb. sphaeroides (Sistrom et al.,
1984; Wu et al., 199 1b). Most engineered plasmid
systems utilize a mobilizable but not self-trans-
missible plasmid vector, with the transfer functions
provided in trans either from a helper plasmid such
as pRK2013, a derivative of RK2, in a triparental
mating (Dittaet al, 1980) or from a donor strain such
as E. coli S17-1, in which the transfer genes of RP4
have been integrated into the chromosome (Simon et
al., 1983).

2. Transformation

Transformation has the advantage of not requiring
counterselection against the donor strain or
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mobilization ability of the DNA, but its success
usually depends on empirical application of protocols
for the preparation of competent cells or electro-
poration. Competence has been induced in Rb.
sphaeroides by washing cells with poly-
ethylene glycol and high concentrations of Tris
(Fornari and Kaplan, 1982; Donohue and Kaplan,
1991), in Rb. marinus by treatment (Matsunaga
et al., 1986, 1990) and in Rs. rubrum by and
freeze/thaw methods (Fitzmaurice and Roberts,
1991). Conditions for transformation by electro-
poration have been described for Rb. sphaeroides
(Donohue and Kaplan, 1991) and Rp. viridis
(Laußermair and Oesterhelt, 1992).

3. Transduction

Although a number of endogenous phage have been
isolated from purple bacteria, none have been shown
to be generally useful for transduction (reviewed in
Marrs, 1978; Saunders, 1978, 1992; Donohue and
Kaplan, 1991). The ‘gene transfer agent’ or GTA
from Rb. capsulatus (Marrs, 1974; Solioz et al.,
1975; Solioz and Marrs, 1977) consists of phage-
like particles that package short (approximately 4.5
kb) linear fragments of DNA. Although DNA transfer
by GTA resembles generalized transduction, GTA
lacks many typical viral activities. For example,
GTA does not transfer to recipients the ability to
produce GTA, and the size of the DNA carried by
GTA is apparently too small to package all of the
genes necessary for its production. Thus, GTA
particles represent either a ‘pre-phage’ particle that
confers the advantages of genetic exchange or a
defective phage population (reviewed in Marrs, 1978;
Saunders, 1978). Most Rb. capsulatus strains are
GTA donors and recipients (Wall et al., 1975b) and
an overproducer mutant has been isolated (Yen et al.,
1979). The ability of the GTA to transfer linear
fragments of genomic DNA has been very useful in
mapping genes and in making replacements of
chromosomal DNA in Rb. capsulatus.

B. Genetic Markers

Nutritional and antibiotic resistance markers have
been developed, particularly for Rb. capsulatus and
Rb. sphaeroides (reviewed in Saunders, 1978;
Sistrom, 1978; see also Sistrom, 1977; Miller and
Kaplan, 1978; Pemberton and Bowen, 1981;Willison

et al., 1985; Pemberton and Harding, 1986, 1987;
Choudhary et al., 1994). Antibiotic resistance markers
in Rb. capsulatus were isolated on complex media in
the presence of antibiotics at frequencies in the range
of to per cell plated (Willison et al., 1985).
For example, rifampicin resistance has only been
noted at one genetic locus that probably codes for the

of RNA polymerase. Penicillin resistance
found in some strains has been shown to be due to an
endogenous in Rb. sphaeroides (Bau-
mann et al., 1989) and Rb. capsulatus (Campbell et
al., 1989). In addition, exogenous antibiotic resistance
genes are widely used to select for recipients of DNA
transfer, although not all markers are expressed
equally well in purple bacteria (reviewed in Donohue
and Kaplan, 1991). Several laboratories have isolated
nitrogen fixation (nif) mutants of Rb. capsulatus
(reviewed in Willison, 1993). Many bacteri-
ochlorophyll (bch) and carotenoid (crt) biosynthesis
mutants are easily scored due to their dramatically
altered colony color (Yen and Marrs, 1976).

C. Vectors

Broad host range vectors are often used to shuttle
DNA fragments between E. coli and purple bacteria.
Broad host range plasmids that have been engineered
for use as DNA vectors contain unique restriction
sites for cloning, antibiotic resistance markers, and
usually have been reduced in size to facilitate
handling. One set of widely used vectors includes
derivatives of RK2 such as pRK290, pRK404 and
pRK415 (Ditta et al., 1980, 1985; Keen et al., 1988).
These vectors are approximately 10–20 kb in size,
contain a tetracycline resistance marker, and in some
cases have multiple cloning sites and insertional
inactivation of the (lacZ) gene. They
have been shown to replicate in Rb. capsulatus (Klug
and Drews, 1984), Rb. sphaeroides (Ditta et al.,
1985), Rp. viridis (Lang and Oesterhelt, 1989b), Rs.
rubrum (Saegesser et al., 1992) and Rp. palustris
(Elder et al., 1993). The copy number of pRK404
derivatives has been estimated to be between four
and nine in Rb. sphaeroides (Davis et al., 1988;
Brandner et al., 1989) and eleven and fourteen in Rs.
rubrum (Saegesser et al., 1992). Rb. capsulatus
strains can be cured of R plasmids of the P
incompatibility group by repeated subculturing in a
rich medium lacking calcium and magnesium salts
(Magnin et al., 1987). RK2 plasmids are lost from up
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D. Isolation of DNAto 50% of the cells when Rb. sphaeroides is grown
for six to eight doublings in the absence of selection
(Donohue and Kaplan, 1991). In Rs. rubrum, loss of
RK2 derivatives was reported after ten generations
of anaerobic photosynthetic growth without selection,
although the plasmids were retained under aerobic
growth conditions (Saegesser et al., 1992). Cosmid
derivatives of pRK290 such as pLAFR1, pVK102
and pLA2917 have been used to make libraries of
Rb. capsulatus (Avtges et al., 1985; Colbeau et al.,
1986), Rb. sphaeroides (Weaver and Tabita, 1985;
Benning and Somerville, 1992a,b; Choudhary et al.,
1994) and Rp. palustris (Dispensa et al., 1992), and
vectors that contain lacZ translational fusion sites
and an RK2 replicon have been constructed for
analysis of promoter regions in Rb. capsulatus
(Adams et al., 1989; Hübner et al., 1991). Plasmids
constructed from the fusion of derivatives of pRK290
and pBR322 that apparently result in a higher copy
number in E. coli than pRK290 alone have been used
for analysis of the puf operon in Rb. capsulatus
(Bylina et al., 1989; Taguchi et al., 1993). Other
vectors derived from the broad host range plasmid
RSF1010 have been constructed, including a cloning
vector, pNH2, modified by the addition of a
tetracycline resistance gene containing restriction
sites for cloning, that has been used in Rb. sphaeroides
(Hunter and Turner, 1988), a cosmid vector, pJRD215,
that has been used for making libraries of Rb.
capsulatus (Sganga and Bauer, 1992), Rb. sphaer-
oides (Choudhary et al., 1994) and Rs. centenum
(Yildiz et al., 1992) and a lacZ fusion vector that has
been used in Rb. sphaeroides (Nano et al., 1984).

Portions of broad host range plasmids have been
used to create mobilizable versions of other cloning
vectors. For example, mobilizable versions of ColE 1
plasmids created by addition of a mob site (Simon et
al., 1983; Lang and Oesterhelt, 1989b) have been
used in purple bacteria (reviewed in Donohue and
Kaplan, 1991; Hunter and Mann, 1992). Another
system for mobilizing plasmids that has been used in
Rb. capsulatus involves the supply of the gene
products needed to mobilize pBR322 in trans from
the plasmid pDPT51, which results from the fusion
of a promiscuous plasmid with a ColE1 derivative
(Taylor et al., 1983). Shuttle vectors for Rb. marinus
were constructed by combining an endogenous
plasmid with E. coli cloning vectors (Matsunaga et
al., 1986, 1990).

Specific protocols for DNA isolation from purple
bacteria have been described (Table 1). When isolating
DNA from these bacteria, one should keep in mind
that endogenous plasmids have been found in Rs.
rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus strains
(reviewed in Saunders, 1978; Willison, 1993). Rs.
rubrum strains contain a single class of 55 kb
plasmids. Rb. sphaeroides strains contain up to six
plasmids and Rb. capsulatus strains usually contain
one or two plasmids in the 42 to 150 kb size range.
Additional purification steps such as selection for
antibiotic resistance after transformation into E. coli
or separation by pulsed field agarose gel electro-
phoresis may be necessary to isolate recombinant
vectors from endogenous plasmids. While normal
genomic DNA isolation procedures result in shearing
of the DNA into large fragments, intact genomic
DNA for use in pulsed field gel electrophoresis can
be prepared after first embedding the cells in agarose
(McClelland et al., 1987; Suwanto and Kaplan, 1989a;
Fonstein et al., 1992). Pulsed field gels are useful for
the separation of large restriction fragments generated
by rare-cutting restriction enzymes. The high GC
content of DNA from many purple bacteria such as
Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides tends to result in
a small number (usually less than 20 per genome) of
restriction sites for enzymes that have a recognition
sequence that is AT rich or that contains rarely used
codons, such as AseI, DraI, SpeI, SspI and XbaI
(McClelland et al., 1987; Suwanto and Kaplan, 1989a;
Fonstein et al., 1992).

III. Gene Mapping

A. Isolation of Independent Events

To begin a genetic analysis of a pool of mutants with
a given phenotype, it is desirable to ascertain that the
phenotype is due to a single mutation in each strain.
To make this more likely, different mutant strains
should be derived from different single colonies that
presumably arose from different single cells. If
mutagens are used, they should be at levels low
enough to insure that a reasonable fraction (10% to
50%) of cells survive the treatment. A frequency of
reversion to the wild type phenotype in the range of
approximately to per cell plated is an
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indication that a mutant phenotype is due to a single
mutation. Reversion can also be induced via
recombination systems from a wild type strain (for
example, via GTA transduction in Rb. capsulatus),
and the reversion frequency should match the gene
transfer frequency of the specific system. However,
some types of single mutations, such as very large
deletions or rearrangements, may not revert easily to
wild type and thus, may act like the result of multiple
mutational events. Also, closely linked mutations
may act like a single mutation.

B. Linkage Groups

The next step in a genetic mapping analysis is to sort
the new mutations into linkage groups that probably
correspond to genes. Linkage tests may be performed
using R plasmid-induced conjugation (for example,
Willison et al., 1985; Colbeau et al., 1990). In Rb.
capsulatus, GTA transduction is well suited for these
kinds of tests since cotransfer is limited to closely
linked markers. The ratio test of Yen and Marrs
(1976) has been used in Rb. capsulatus to sort fourteen
independently isolated nif mutants into six linkage
groups (Wall and Braddock, 1984; Wall et al., 1984).
Since this test requires an independent marker,
rifampicin resistant derivatives of each of their
original rifampicin sensitive nitrogen fixation

mutants were constructed. The transfer of the
marker was then used to normalize the number

of recombinants in pairwise GTA crosses. The
expected frequency of transfer of each Nif marker
was established by determining the ratio
of the frequency of transfer of the wild type nitrogen
fixation marker to the frequency of transfer of
the marker in control crosses

In the experimental crosses, one rifampicin
resistant, nitrogen fixation mutant was
used as a donor and a second rifampicin sensitive,
nitrogen fixation mutant was the recipient.
If the nif1 and nif2 loci are very far apart and
therefore are not linked within the 4.5 kb that can be
packaged by GTA particles, then the ratio
should be similar to the ratio of the corresponding
control crosses. If the two nif loci are very near to
each other, then it should be more difficult to detect

recombinants, and the ratio in the
recombinants will be much less than that of the
control crosses. Since the frequencies determined by
this type of linkage test are subject to variation, the
results must be shown to be statistically significant.

A modernized variant of the classical linkage test
was used to determine the extent of linkage of several
inhibitor resistance mutations to the pet operon of
Rb. capsulatus, which encodes the three structural
genes of the cytochrome complex (Daldal et al.,
1989). A kanamycin resistance marker was
specifically introduced at the  end of the pet operon,
and GTA transduction from the kanamycin resistant,
inhibitor sensitive strain into kanamycin sensitive,
inhibitor resistant mutants was performed. After
selection for transfer of kanamycin resistance to the
recipient strain, the frequency of co-transduction of
inhibitor sensitivity was tested. Three classes of
mutations were observed among mutants resistant to
the inhibitor stigmatellin. One group of mutations
linked to the kanamycin marker had a co-transduction
frequency of approximately 8%, and a second group
of linked mutations had a co-transduction frequency
of approximately 20%, indicating that these mutations
were located closer to the end of pet operon than
the first group. A third group was not linked to the
kanamycin resistance marker (0% co-transduction)
and thus were greater than 4.5 kb from the end of
the pet operon. The pet operons from representative
isolates whose mutations were shown to be linked to
the kanamycin marker were then cloned and
sequenced to determine the molecular basis of the
inhibitor resistance.

C. Linkage Mapping

The primary requirement for classical genetic
mapping is the ability to transfer large stretches of
the genome between the mutant strain under study
and a tester strain. A second requirement is the
presence of selectable markers throughout the
genome. One can determine the proximity of the
mutation of interest to known markers by conducting
two-point crosses. The linear order of three genes
and the distances separating them can be determined
in three-point crosses. The chromosome of Rb.
capsulatus can be scanned with six or so widely
spaced markers. Thus, if at least two or three markers
are present in any tester strain, only two to four tester
strains are required as a minimal set. The hup
uptake hydrogenase) loci in Rb. capsulatus have
been mapped utilizing the mutant R plasmid, pTH10
(Colbeau et al., 1990). In one mapping cross, an

pTH 10 donor strain was mated to an
recipient strain. Since the

recovery of recombinants ranges from to
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per donor cell plated, counterselection against the
parental donor and recipient strains was accomplished
by requiring adenine biosynthesis and
hydrogenase activity After selection for

recombinants, the secondary marker pheno-
types, and were examined. The cotransfer
frequency of two genes from the donor into the
recipient genome is a measure of the genetic map
distance separating these two loci. For the and

markers, the cotransfer frequency, defined as
the percentage of recombinants in the
recombinant population, was measured to be
approximately 55%. Similarly, the and

cotransfer frequencies were measured to be
approximately 25% and 53%, respectively. Thus, the
linear gene order was determined to be hup-his-nif.
The map distance may be estimated using the equation
of Wu (1966) as adapted by Kondorosi et al. (1977):

where d is the map distance in arbitrary units and c is
the cotransfer frequency. Map distances calculated
in this way show approximate additivity for values of
c larger than 0.1. In carrying out crosses of this type,
one must keep in mind that the reversion frequencies
of these markers to wild type is in the to
range.

D. Chromosomal Linkage Maps

The circular genetic linkage map of Rb. capsulatus
(see Chapter 55 in this volume by Vignais et al.) was
compiled utilizing derivatives of strain B10 (Willison
et al., 1985; Willison, 1993). Data largely from two
and three point crosses yielded the positions of
approximately 40 genetic loci. Given that the
chromosome of Rb. capsulatus is approximately 3,700
kb and assuming an average gene size of 1 kb, one
might expect to find some 4,000 genetic loci.
Undoubtedly, mutations at some of these sites result
in a lethal phenotype. The Rb. capsulatus map
determined by Willison and coworkers is a total of
4.6 arbitrary map units and the chromosome has
been determined to be 3,700 kb; this yields an
equivalence of approximately 800 kb per map unit.
The Rb. capsulatus genetic map is largely in
agreement with the physical map of Rb. capsulatus
strain SB 1003 (Fonstein and Haselkorn, 1993; see
also Chapter 49 in this volume by Fonstein and
Haselkorn) except in the nifR1-glnA-trp1 region,

which appears to be inverted between the two maps.
This may be due to true strain differences, a
nonequivalence of marker loci, effects of repeated
elements on genetic recombination in the region or a
sparsity of genetic loci in the region.

Chromosomal linkage maps for regions of Rb.
sphaeroides also exist, though these are linear and
the allele designations on different maps are not
necessarily equivalent (reviewed in Kiley and Kaplan,
1988). Bowen and Pemberton (1985) utilized
derivatives of broad host range plasmids coupled to
mercury-resistance transposons, pRPl::Tn501 and
pR751::Tn813, to map nutritional and antibiotic
markers including crt and bch loci on the Rb.
sphaeroides RS630 chromosome. Sistrom et al.
(1984) have generated a linear linkage map of the Rb.
sphaeroides strain WS2 chromosome utilizing the
broad host range, self-mobilizable plasmid R68.45.
A physical map of two chromosomes of Rb.
sphaeroides strain 2.4.1 generated by ordering large
restriction fragments has been presented by Suwanto
and Kaplan (1989a,b), and a genetic map has been
related to a higher resolution physical map of the
small chromosome (Choudhary et al., 1994). The
origin of transfer from one of the endogenous
plasmids of Rb. sphaeroides was shown to promote
chromosomal transfer, and was used to correlate
several genetic markers with the physical map
(Suwanto and Kaplan, 1992a,b).

IV. Gene Cloning and Sequencing

A. Genomic Libraries

A DNA library for an organism generally consists of
genomic restriction fragments cloned in a vector in
E. coli. For complete libraries, every fragment should
have a reasonable probability of being represented.
Based on a statistical distribution, the number of
independent clones, N, necessary for a random library
to have a probability, P, of having any particular
fragment can be estimated by:

where f is the fraction of the genome represented by
each cloned fragment (Clarke and Carbon, 1976).
The genome sizes, including the chromosomal and
endogenous plasmid DNA, of Rb. sphaeroides and
Rb. capsulatus have been estimated to be approxi-
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mately 4,400 kb and 3,800 kb, respectively (Suwanto
and Kaplan, 1989a; Fonstein and Haselkorn, 1993).
After digestion with a restriction enzyme that
recognizes a six base sequence and cloning into a
plasmid vector, fragments of an average size of 4 kb
would be expected to be cloned. Thus, assuming that
each clone contains 1/1000 of the genome, for a
probability of 99% the library size would have to be
approximately 4,600 clones, and for a probability of
90% the library size would have to be approximately
2,300 clones. Larger restriction fragments, usually
generated by partial digestion of genomic DNA
followed by size fractionation on an agarose gel or
sucrose gradient, can be cloned in phage and cosmid
vectors. Lambda phage vectors can accept fragments
of 10 to 20 kb, and cosmids can accept fragments of
30 to 40 kb, so the number of clones required for a
complete library would be correspondingly smaller.
A minimal set of 192 clones covering the chromosome
and an endogenous plasmid was determined for an
ordered, overlapping cosmid library of Rb. capsulatus
(Fonstein et al., 1992; Fonstein and Haselkorn, 1993).
In some cases, where the size of a restriction fragment
containing the target gene was determined by
hybridization with digests of genomic DNA,
fragments of the correct size were isolated and then
cloned to create size-enriched libraries. For example,
one positive plasmid containing RubisCO genes from
Cm. vinosum was obtained after screening plasmid
DNA from 60 colonies with inserts of 8 to 9.5 kb
isolated after agarose gel electrophoresis of a genomic
BglII digest (Kobayashi et al., 1991).

B. Identification of Genes

1. Complementation

The identity of genes contained on restriction
fragments cloned in a genomic library may be
determined by their ability to complement mutant
strains (Table 2). Libraries of Rb. capsulatus, Rb.
sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum DNA have been screened
by individual mating of several hundred to several
thousand members of the library into a target mutant
strain (Klug and Drews, 1984; Ahombo et al, 1986;
Pemberton and Harding, 1986, 1987; Moore and
Kaplan, 1989; Benning and Somerville, 1992a,b;
Hustede et al., 1992). The screening can be
accomplished by replica plating members of the
genomic library from microtiter plates onto lawns of
the mutant recipient (Klug and Drews, 1984; Moore

and Kaplan, 1989; Benning and Somerville, 1992a,b).
The number of matings that must be performed can
be reduced by mating pools of clones from the
library, and then isolating the desired cloned fragment
from the complemented transconjugant (Avtges et
al., 1985; Weaver and Tabita, 1985; Biel et al., 1988;
Daniels et al., 1988; Rainey and Tabita, 1989; Xu et
al., 1989;Biel and Biel, 1990; Hamblin et al., 1990).
Alternatively, each pool from which a complementing
clone was observed can be further subdivided and
mated again, until individual clones can be tested
(Colbeau et al., 1986; Hunter and Coomber, 1988;
Hunter and Turner, 1988). Individual crosses are also
necessary for plasmids that are not stable in the
mutant recipient strain (Hunter and Turner, 1988).
Interspecies complementation analysis has also been
used to identify genes. For example, libraries of
DNA from Rb. capsulatus complemented an E. coli
glutamine synthetase mutant (Scolnik et al., 1983),
Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum complemented an
Alcaligenes eutrophus PHB synthase mutant (Hustede
et al., 1992), Rs. centenum complemented Rb.
capsulatus photosynthesis mutants (Yildiz et al.,
1992), Cm. vinosum complemented an E. coli
chaperonin mutant (Ferreyra et al., 1993), Rb.
capsulatus complemented a Rb. sphaeroides
cytochrome mutant (Jenny and Daldal, 1993) and
Rb. sphaeroides complemented a Pseudomonas
aeruginosa recA mutant (Calero et al., 1994) . In
addition, resistance to cleavage by EcoRI due to the
expression in E. coli of the gene for the RsrI
methyltransferase led to the identification of a clone
encoding the methyltransferase gene from Rb.
sphaeroides (Kaszubska et al., 1989).

Once a clone has been obtained that complements
a mutant, the boundaries of the gene and its promoter
can be narrowed by testing smaller fragments or
making progressive deletions until complementation
is no longer observed. The frequency of comple-
mentation can be used to distinguish between
recombination of a chromosomal point mutation
with DNA from the plasmid (marker rescue) and
expression of the gene from the plasmid, since
recombination occurs at a low frequency. For example,
in order to determine the location of nitrogen fixation
mutations using fragments of cloned nitrogenase
structural genes, the number of transconjugants
identified by antibiotic resistance was compared to
the number that exhibited the  phenotype (Avtges
et al., 1983). For complementation from the plasmid,
100% of the antibiotic resistant colonies were
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whereas marker rescue usually produced
colonies at a frequency of 0.5% to 1% of the antibiotic
resistant colonies. Similarly, when an E. coli strain,
harboring a plasmid with a genomic DNA insert that
had been identified by hybridization with a
heterologous probe as containing a Rb. capsulatus
hup gene, was mated with a Rb. capsulatus
mutant, less than 1% of the transconjugants were

leading to the conclusion that the entire gene
was probably not present on the fragment (Leclerc et
al., 1988). For mutants with phenotypes that can be
distinguished by inspection of colonies, such as the
color of bch and crt mutations, restreaking of
transconjugants without selection for plasmid
maintenance will either yield unsectored, primarily
wild type colonies arising from cells in which
recombination has occurred, or sectored colonies
arising from cells whose mutation is complemented
from the plasmid (Young et al., 1989). Recombination
of the complementing DNA fragment can also be
tested by using recombination deficient strains such
as the recA mutants of Rb. sphaeroides (Sistrom et
al., 1984; Rainey and Tabita, 1989; Calero et al.,
1994) or by plasmid curing of the complemented
strains (Davis et al., 1988; Tai et al., 1988; Brandner
et al., 1989; Xu et al., 1989). The properties of an
RNA processing gene in Rb. capsulatus expressed in
cis and in trans were compared by forcing
recombination of the complementing plasmid into
the chromosome by the introduction of an incom-
patible plasmid (Klug et al., 1994).

2. Heterologous Probes

Once a gene has been cloned from one species, it can
often be used as a hybridization probe to identify
homologous genes in other species (Table 2). Since
the degree of similarity among homologous proteins
varies considerably, the evolutionary distance between
the probe and the target needs to be considered for
successful hybridization. Hybridization among a large
number of species has been observed for genes that
are highly conserved, such as the genes encoding
RubisCO (Shively et al., 1986). The conditions used
will affect the amount of hybridization observed, as
occasionally genes that might be expected to cross-
hybridize do not (for example, Beatty and Cohen,
1983; Coomber and Hunter, 1989). Generally, the
heterologous probe is hybridized against colonies or
plaques from the gene library, although with an E.
coli probe for genes encoding ATPase, too much

background hybridization with genomic DNA from
the E. coli in the library was observed, so isolated
DNA from the clones was used for hybridization
instead of plaques (Tybulewicz et al., 1984).
Heterologous probes have been used to identify DNA
fragments in physical genome maps of Rb. sphaer-
oides and Rb. capsulatus (Suwanto and Kaplan,
1989a,b; Fonstein et al., 1992; Fonstein and
Haselkorn, 1993). Ribosomal RNA has also been
used as a hybridization probe (Yu et al., 1982; Dryden
and Kaplan, 1990).

3. Oligonucleotide and PCR Probes

If a complete or partial amino acid sequence has
been determined for a protein, then a corresponding
DNA sequence can be deduced. A synthetic
oligonucleotide containing this sequence can then be
used as a hybridization probe for the structural gene
encoding the protein (Table 2), Due to the degeneracy
in the genetic code, the deduced DNA sequence is
usually ambiguous, so probes consisting of all the
possible coding sequences are synthesized as a
mixture. To reduce the complexity of the probe,
regions of the amino acid sequence with low codon
degeneracy are often selected for the probe sequence.
In addition, guesses as to the correct coding sequence
can be based on the codon usage for a particular
bacterium (Schatt et al., 1989; Majewski and Trebst,
1990; Self et al., 1990; Kerby et al., 1992). For
example, a 27 nucleotide nondegenerate probe for
ferredoxin in Rb. capsulatus was based on the codon
usage for a sequence of nine amino acid residues that
contained 30 ambiguities (Schatt et al., 1989).
Oligonucleotides specific for conserved amino acid
sequences of homologous proteins have also been
used as hybridization probes (Majewski and Trebst,
1990; Masepohl et al., 1993b). Protein sequences
that are reasonably far apart (approximately 70 to
700 residues) can be used as the basis for primers in
PCR reactions to amplify the portion of the gene that
lies between the two sequences. PCR fragments
generated from primers based on consensus
sequences have been used as hybridization probes
and have also been directly cloned and sequenced
(Table 2).

4. Immunological Screening

Screening genomic libraries with an antibody to a
particular protein can be used to identify the structural
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gene for that protein (Table 2). Since this method
requires that the target protein be synthesized in E.
coli from the cloned gene, libraries are generally
constructed in expression vectors. This method may
fail if the gene is not expressed in E. coli, as was
observed during screening for the hydrogenase gene
of Rb. capsulatus (Colbeau et al., 1986).

C. Sequences

Over 200 genes from purple photosynthetic bacteria
have been sequenced, including structural and
regulatory genes for a variety of metabolic processes
(Table 3). In some cases, the genes for homologous
proteins have been sequenced from several species,
allowing the identification of conserved residues and
the construction of evolutionary trees. Sequencing

DNA that has been cloned from photosynthetic
bacteria is performed by standard protocols. The
major problem encountered is frequent gel artifacts
such as compression due to the high GC content of
DNA from many of the purple bacteria. These artifacts
usually occur in different places on complementary
strands. They can also usually be relieved by measures
that reduce the amount of secondary structure in the
DNA, such as the use of dGTP analogues during
polymerization, the use of thermostable polymerases
that enable the reactions to be carried out at higher
temperatures, and the addition of formamide to the
polyacrylamide gels. The usefulness of being able to
amplify by PCR any portion of DNA that has already
been sequenced has been demonstrated by the
amplification of specific regions of Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides DNA for sequence and size
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analysis from mutants (Klug and Jock, 1991; Colbeau
et al., 1993; Gong et al., 1994; Kordes et al., 1994),
for use in protein binding assays (Klug, 1991; Lee et
al., 1993) and for plasmid constructions (Foster-
Hartnett and Kranz, 1992; Arondel et al., 1993;
Bollivar et al., 1994b), Generation of DNA frag-
ments by PCR was also used to determine the position
of a Tn5 insertion in Rp. palustris (Dispensa et al.,
1992) and to confirm a chromosomal deletion in Rp.
viridis (Laußermair and Oesterhelt, 1992).

The identification of genes in sequenced regions
enables tabulation of the codon usage for an organism
(Table 4). The codon usage in turn facilitates
identification of other genes by codon preference

profiles of sequences, which have been used to
identify ATPase genes in Rp. blastica (Tybulewicz et
al., 1984) and Rs. rubrum (Falk et al., 1985; Falk and
Walker, 1988) and pigment synthesis genes (Bauer
et al., 1988; Young et al., 1989, 1992; Yang and
Bauer, 1990) and fructose metabolism genes (Wu et
al., 199la) in Rb. capsulatus. Codon usage
information is also useful in designing oligo-
nucleotides for use as hybridization probes and PCR
primers, and in site-directed mutagenesis. Evidence
has been presented that codon usage may be different
for genes expressed under phototrophic and
heterotrophic growth conditions in Rb. capsulatus
(Wu and Saier, 1991).
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V. Mutagenesis

A. Enrichment by Antibiotic Selection

Antibiotics such as ampicillin and penicillin that kill
actively growing cells have been used to enrich
cultures for mutants (reviewed in Marrs et al., 1980).
Cultures are subjected to the antibiotics under
conditions in which bacteria with the wild type
function can grow but those with impaired function
will not grow. After this enrichment period, the cells
are washed and then screened for the presence of the
function. Examples of ampicillin and penicillin
selection in photosynthetic bacteria include the
isolation of auxotrophs in Rb. sphaeroides (Sistrom,
1977) and Rb. capsulatus (Willison et al., 1985),
nitrogen fixation mutants in Rb. capsulatus (Wall et
al., 1975a; Avtges et al., 1983; Wall and Braddock,
1984), carbon dioxide fixation mutants in Rb.
sphaeroides (Weaver and Tabita, 1983), photo-
synthesis mutants in Rb. capsulatus (Chen et al.,
1988; Sganga and Bauer, 1992; Mosley et al., 1994),
Rb. sphaeroides (Hunter and Turner, 1988) and Rs.
centenum (Yildiz et al., 1991) and hydrogenase
mutants in Rb. capsulatus (Xu et al., 1989). Other
antibiotics have also been used for enrichment of
Rb. sphaeroides mutants (Schneider et al., 1993).
Tetracycline is accumulated in photosynthetically

growing cells, and tetracycline suicide techniques
have been used to isolate photosynthetically deficient
mutants in Rb. capsulatus (Zannoni et al., 1980;
Marrs, 1981; Youvan et al., 1983) and Rs. rubrum
(Johansson and Baltscheffsky, 1980).

B. Chemical Mutagenesis

Mutagens that have been used in photosynthetic
bacteria include nitrosoguanidine, ethylmethane
sulfonate and UV light (reviewed in Sistrom, 1978;
Willison, 1993; Table 5). The survival of cells in a
population exposed to a mutagen can be used as a
measure of the extent of mutagenesis. For example,
a survival curve comparing the survival of the cells
to the time of exposure to UV light and to
nitrosoguanidine was determined for Rp. viridis (Lang
and Oesterhelt, 1989a). The degree of mutagenesis
in such an experiment can be determined by scoring
the frequency of antibiotic resistance mutants, as has
been done for nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis of Rb.
sphaeroides (Benning and Somerville, 1992a). A
study of the effects of UV irradiation indicated that
Rb. capsulatus has a DNA repair system similar to
that of E. coli (Barbé et al., 1987) and the recA gene
has been isolated from Rb. sphaeroides (Calero et al.,
1994). UV irradiation-sensitive mutants that appear
to be recombination-deficient have been isolated
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from Rb. capsulatus (Genther and Wall, 1984) and
Rb. sphaeroides (Sistrom et al., 1984). In order to
increase the frequency of mutation in a given region
of DNA, cloned fragments can be subjected to
mutagens in vitro and then transferred back into a
host strain for screening, as demonstrated by Narro
et al. (1990) in studying oxygen regulation of the puf
operon in Rb. capsulatus.

C. Transposon Mutagenesis

Transposons can be used to make polar, random
insertion mutations in chromosomal or plasmid DNA
(Table 5). Transposons are generally transferred into
a cell on a mobilizable suicide vector, where survival
of the transposon depends on it having moved to the
genomic DNA before the plasmid is lost. The most
widely used system of this type is the suicide plasmid
pSUP2021: :Tn5 (Simon et al., 1983). A derivative of
this vector with improved transposition frequencies
in Rs. rubrum has been constructed (Ghosh et al.,
1994). Plasmids that have a temperature sensitive
origin of replication and carry derivatives of Tn5 that
confer resistance to chloramphenicol (pCHR83) or
gentamicin (pCHR84) were used to deliver trans-
posons into Rs. centenum (Yildiz et al., 1991).
Similarly, the plasmids pJB4Jl and pRK340 have
been used to introduce transposons into Rb.
sphaeroides (Weaver and Tabita, 1983). A restriction
fragment containing the transposon can be cloned by
selecting for the antibiotic resistance marker on the
transposon, and then used as a hybridization probe
for the wild type DNA (for example, Sockett and
Armitage, 1991; Schüddekopf et al., 1993).
Alternatively, the strain with the transposon insertion
can be complemented by a genomic library to identify
the gene. Additionally, the wild type nif genes in Rb.
capsulatus were obtained after reciprocal exchange
with cloned nif::Tn5 fragments and isolation of the
resulting plasmids (Klipp et al., 1988).

Localized transposon mutagenesis can take place
in a cloned piece of DNA, which is then transferred
back into the species from which the DNA originated
(reviewed in Hunter and Mann, 1992; Table 5). The
phenotype of the mutation on the plasmid can be
revealed either after homologous recombination into
the wild type chromosome or by the ability of the
mutated plasmid to complement mutant strains. If
the transposon is inserted into a piece of DNA for
which the restriction map is known, the approximate
site of the insertion can be determined by restriction

mapping of the DNA containing the transposon.

D. Interposon Mutagenesis

An antibiotic resistance marker can be inserted into
restriction sites in a cloned gene and transferred back
into the chromosome by homologous recombination
through a double crossover event to create a site-
directed chromosomal insertion (reviewed in
Donohue and Kaplan, 1991; Table 5). This technique
of in vitro insertional mutagenesis has been termed
interposon mutagenesis by Prentki and Krisch (1984),
who constructed a widely used cassette called the
cartridge that consists of a spectinomycin/strepto-
mycin antibiotic resistance gene flanked by
transcription and translation termination signals and
restriction sites. Other antibiotic resistance markers,
including kanamycin and gentamicin, have been used
to make such replacements. These types of insertions
can be used to define the boundaries of cloned genes,
to identify open reading frames, and to create
background deletion strains for site-directed
mutagenesis experiments.

In Rb. capsulatus, transfer of the marker into the
chromosome can be mediated by GTA transduction
(Scolnik and Haselkorn, 1984; reviewed in Scolnik
and Marrs, 1987; Donohue and Kaplan, 1991).
Chromosome mobilization or nonreplicating suicide
plasmids can also be used to mediate insertion of the
interposon into the chromosome. The mostly widely
used suicide plasmids are pSUP202 and other
derivatives described by Simon et al. (1983), which
are mobilizable but are generally unable to replicate
in strains outside the enteric bacterial group. Similar
mobilizable suicide vectors have been used for
interposon mutagenesis in Rb. capsulatus (Cauvin et
al., 1991; Hübner et al., 1993). A suicide vector
derived from R6K is functional in Rb. sphaeroides
(Penfold and Pemberton, 1992, 1994). An artificial
suicide vector created by deletion of the origin of
replication from pRK404 was used to construct a
chromosomal replacement of the puf operon after
introduction into Rp. viridis by electroporation
(Laußermair and Oesterhelt, 1992). Interposons have
also been introduced via broad host range vectors in
cases where recombination with the chromosome
can be forced, such as by the introduction of an
incompatible plasmid (Kranz et al., 1990; Lehman et
al., 1990; Beckman and Kranz, 1993). In Rb.
capsulatus, reciprocal exchange of the chromosomal
puf operon with an interposon constructed in a
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pRK404 vector was enriched for by selecting only
for the antibiotic resistance of the marker followed
by penicillin selection against photosynthetically
competent cells (Chen et al., 1988). Chromosomal
deletions or insertions that do not involve replacement
with an antibiotic resistance marker can be made if
the phenotype of the interrupted gene can be selected
or screened for, or by replacing a previously inserted
marker. For example, mutations and a small deletion
were made in the puf operon of Rb. sphaeroides by
replacement of a previously inserted kanamycin
resistance marker (DeHoff et al., 1988; Gong et al.,
1994; Stilz et al., 1994), and a nonpolar insertion of
a 22 base pair fragment in the chromosomal nifR3
gene of Rb. capsulatus was screened for by
replacement of a previously inserted polar kanamycin
marker (Foster-Hartnett et al., 1993).

E. Oligonucleotide-Directed Mutagenesis

Specific local changes in DNA sequences, such as
alteration of the coding sequence of structural genes,
can be accomplished by oligonucleotide-directed

mutagenesis (Table 5). In order to study structure-
function questions in proteins, a mutagenesis system
consisting of a chromosomal deletion of the wild
type gene, a shuttle vector in which to transfer mutated
copies of the gene back into the deletion strain, and
a vehicle for mutagenesis of the DNA is required
(Fig. 1). Mutagenesis can be accomplished on small
fragments, for example by cloning into single-
stranded phage vectors. After the mutagenesis, the
fragment can be resequenced, inserted back into the
shuttle vector, and mated into the deletion strain. To
prevent selection for reversions, growth of the mutant
strain should not require the function of the mutated
gene.

Other types of alterations can be specifically
introduced into DNA. Oligonucleotide-directed
mutagenesis has been used to introduce deletions
and insertions into the puf operon of Rb. capsulatus
(Klug et al., 1987; Chen et al., 1988; Richter et al.,
1992) and to create restriction sites for easier
manipulation of DNA (Bylina et al., 1986; Pollock et
al., 1988; Adams et al., 1989; Farchaus et al., 1990,
1992; Pille et al., 1990; Robles et al., 1990; Suetsugu
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et al., 1991; Jones et al., 1992a,b; Shapleigh and
Gennis, 1992; Shapleigh et al., 1992b). Mutagenesis
(Stocker et al., 1992; Ma et al., 1993; Barz and
Oesterhelt, 1994) or the specific addition of restriction
sites (Beckman et al., 1992; Dispensa et al., 1992;
Burke et al., 1993a;Armengaud et al., 1994; Bollivar
et al., 1994a; Gibson and Hunter, 1994; Gibson et al.,
1994; Lang et al., 1994) has also been accomplished
by PCR reactions. Replacement of DNA segments
with small (50 to 60 base pairs) double-stranded
fragments consisting of annealed complementary
oligonucleotides has been used to create large scale
mutations in the reaction center genes from Rb.
capsulatus (Taguchi et al., 1992), to insert a
transcription terminator in the puf operon of Rb.
sphaeroides (Farchaus et al., 1990) and to create
small insertions in the gene encoding an RNA
polymerase sigma factor in Rb. capsulatus (Cullen et
al., 1994). This type of cassette mutagenesis can also
be used to make simultaneous sets of mutations at
several amino acid residues. For example, the antenna
and reaction center genes of Rb. capsulatus have
been mutagenized by incorporating mutations in the
chemical synthesis of one strand of short (110 to 120
base pairs) restriction fragments, which were then
amplified by PCR reactions using primers from each
end of the fragment and subsequently cloned into an
expression vector (Goldman and Youvan, 1992;
Robles and Youvan, 1993; see also Chapter 61 in this
volume by Goldman and Youvan).

F. Suppressors

When selection pressure is put on a mutant strain,
reversion to the wild type phenotype may occur. For
single site mutations, the reversion is usually at the
original mutation site. However, mutations at a second
site (suppressor mutations) may be recovered that
complement the original mutation. For mutants
containing a deletion of the wild type gene, revertants
must be due to suppressor mutations in other genes.
In Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides, reversion to
photosynthetic growth has been used to select
suppressors of amino acid changes in the reaction
center (Robles et al., 1990; Hanson et al., 1992), puf
regulatory mutations (Klug and Jock, 1991) and
deletions of pufX (Lilburn and Beatty, 1992; Lilburn
et al., 1992; Barz and Oesterhelt, 1994) and pucC
(LeBlanc and Beatty, 1993). Additional copies of
nitrogenase genes in Rb. capsulatus (Scolnik and
Haselkorn, 1984; Schneider et al., 1991;Schüddekopf

et al., 1993), cytochrome genes in Rb. capsulatus
(Daldal et al., 1986; Jenny and Daldal, 1993) and Rb.
sphaeroides (Rott and Donohue, 1990) and cyto-
chrome c oxidase genes in Rb. sphaeroides (Shapleigh
and Gennis, 1992; Shapleigh et al., 1992a) have also
been found after deletion of the normally expressed
genes. The ability of homologous genes to recombine
under selection in vivo was used to generate a set of
chimeric reaction centers in which deletions of the
pufM gene in Rb. capsulatus were repaired by DNA
donated from Rb. sphaeroides (Taguchi et al., 1993).

VI. Gene Expression

A. Gene Fusions

LacZ gene fusions have been used extensively to
study expression in Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides since the amount of the fusion protein
can be measured by a quantitative colorimetric assay
for levels. Most commonly, specific
translational fusions of the lacZ coding region are
made near the beginning of a gene, then the
construction is transferred back into the purple
bacterium. Transcriptional fusions to the lacZ gene
have also been used. After growth under the
appropriate environmental conditions, the activity of

in cell extracts is determined. This
technique is useful for identifying regions of DNA
that contain promoter or regulatory regions (Belasco
et al., 1985; Bauer et al., 1988, 1991; Adams et al.,
1989; Tichy et al., 1989; Wellington and Beatty,
1989, 1991; Young et al., 1989; Hornberger et al.,
1991; Wellington et al., 1991; Foster-Hartnett and
Kranz, 1992;Preker et al., 1992; Beckman and Kranz,
1993; Duport et al., 1992; Foster-Hartnett et al.,
1993; Lee and Kaplan, 1992a; LeBlanc and Beatty,
1993; Ma et al., 1993; Saeki et al., 1993; Tadros et al.,
1993). LacZ gene fusions to open reading frames
have helped to establish if the open reading frame is
actually translated (Bauer et al., 1988; Foster-Hartnett
et al., 1993). Gene fusions have also been used as
reporters to define conditions under which genes are
expressed (Kranz and Haselkorn, 1986; Bauer and
Marrs, 1988; Forrest et al., 1989; Yang and Bauer,
1990; Hornberger et al., 1991; Hübner et al., 1991;
Suetsugu et al., 1991; Wright et al., 1991; Colbeau
and Vignais, 1992; Duport et al., 1992; Foster-Hartnett
and Kranz, 1992; Armstrong et al., 1993; Forkl et al.,
1993; Hübner et al., 1993; Buggy et al., 1994a,b;
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Calero et al., 1994; Cullen et al., 1994; Eraso and
Kaplan, 1994; Foster-Hartnett et al., 1994). As
reporters of gene expression, fusions are also useful
for studying the effects of mutations on the expression
of genes (Moreno-Vivian et al., 1989a; Kranz et al.,
1990; Hübner et al., 1991; Richaud et al., 1991;
Colbeau and Vignais, 1992; Lee and Kaplan, 1992a,b;
Preker et al., 1992; Schilke and Donohue, 1992;
Sganga and Bauer, 1992;Colbeau et al., 1993;Gollan
et al., 1993; Lee et al., 1993; Masepohl et al., 1993a;
Mosley et al., 1994). In addition to assaying the
effects of mutations, a nifH::lacZ gene fusion was
used to isolate constitutive mutants in Rb. capsulatus
by forcing the bacteria to grow on lactose under
conditions where the nif genes are repressed (Kranz
and Haselkorn, 1986). LacZ genes carried by Mu or
miniMu bacteriophage transposons have been placed
randomly into cloned fragments of DNA (Biel and
Marrs, 1983; Avtges et al., 1985; Kranz and
Haselkorn, 1985; Kranz, 1989) and have also been
introduced into genomic DNA in Rb. sphaeroides
(Nano and Kaplan, 1984). The expression of the lac
operon in Rb. sphaeroides was studied by Nano and
Kaplan (1982).

Promoterless antibiotic resistance genes provide a
method for direct selection of regulatory regions. For
example, transcriptional gene fusions to a kanamycin
resistance marker were used to select for mutants
involved in the oxygen regulation of the puf operon
in Rb. capsulatus (Narro et al., 1990) and the puc
operon in Rb. sphaeroides (Lee and Kaplan, 1992a,b)
by selecting for kanamycin resistance under
conditions where the genes are normally not
expressed. A promoterless chloramphenicol trans-
ferase gene was used as a probe for promoter activity
of DNA fragments in Rb. sphaeroides (Benning and
Somerville, 1992b; Penfold and Pemberton, 1994).
Expression of the xylE gene encoding catechol 2,3
dioxygenase has also been used as a reporter for
promoter probe vectors in Rb. sphaeroides (Dryden
and Kaplan, 1993; Xu and Tabita, 1994).

Alkaline phosphatase is a useful marker for cellular
location since it is only active when secreted into the
bacterial periplasm, and gene fusions with the alkaline
phosphatase gene (phoA) have been used to study
secretion and membrane topology of proteins in Rb.
capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides. The gene fusions
are constructed either randomly on the chromosome
or on a plasmid by a TnphoA hybrid transposon
(Moore and Kaplan, 1989; Brandner et al., 1991), or
in specific alkaline phosphatase fusion vectors in

which the phoA coding region is joined in frame to
the amino terminal portion of a gene containing a
potential signal sequence. This construction can be
expressed in E. coli or in purple bacteria, and the
activity of the alkaline phosphatase measured after
cell fractionation. These types of fusions have been
used to study the gene regions required for the
synthesis of cytochrome (Varga and Kaplan, 1989;
Brandneretal., 1991; Beckman et al., 1992; Beckman
and Kranz, 1993). The topology of membrane proteins
in Rb. sphaeroides has also been studied using phoA
gene fusions (Yun et al., 1991b; Neidle and Kaplan,
1992). The validity of this approach was demonstrated
by fusions with the gene encoding the L subunit of
the reaction center, which showed that those fusions
with high specific activity were in regions that are at
or near the periplasmic surface as defined by the X-
ray structure (Yun et al., 1991b).

An expression vector, that can be used to make
transcriptional or translational fusions and allows a
wide range of transcriptional levels by varying the
nitrogen source in the medium, has been constructed
using the nifHDK promoter from Rb. capsulatus
(Pollock et al., 1988). This system was used to
correlate the expression of the pufQ gene and the
accumulation of bacteriochlorophyll (Bauer and
Marrs, 1988) and to demonstrate that transcription
of pucC is essential for the formation of the B800–
850 complex (Tichy et al., 1991). A translational
fusion to the beginning of the nifH gene in Rb.
capsulatus was also used to confirm the function of
a phytoene desaturase gene cloned from soybean
(Bartley et al., 1991). A fructose dependent promoter
from Rb. capsulatus has been used in another
inducible expression vector (Duport et al., 1994).

B. In vitro Transcription-Translation

Cell-free transcription-translation systems can be
used to study the expression of cloned genes. Cell
extracts from Rb. sphaeroides capable of in vitro
transcription-translation were described by Chory
and Kaplan (1982) and were shown to have all the
components necessary to express RubisCO genes
from Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum (Chory et al.,
1985). This system has been used to localize structural
genes and regulatory regions by examination of the
products from specific cloned DNA fragments for
genes encoding reaction centers (Donohue et al.,
1986a), cytochrome (Donohue et al., 1986b),
phosphoribulokinase (Hallenbeck and Kaplan, 1987),
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antenna complexes (Kiley and Kaplan, 1987) and
ALA synthase (Tai et al., 1988), and also to
quantitatively characterize the products of the puf
operon (Hoger et al., 1986; Kiley et al., 1987).
Sensitivity of Rb. sphaeroides ribosomes to protein
synthesis inhibitors was also studied in a cell-free
protein synthesis system (Sánchez et al., 1994). A
cell-free translation system from Rb capsulatus was
developed to study membrane assembly of proteins,
and has been used to study membrane integration of
antenna and reaction center proteins (Troschel and
Müller, 1990; Troschel et al., 1992) and to define
promoter activity for the ALA synthase gene
(Hornberger et al., 1991). Signal peptidase, isolated
from Rb. capsulatus membranes, has been shown to
process a Rb. sphaeroides cytochrome precursor
synthesized in an E. coli cell free transcription-
translation system (Wieseler et al., 1992). An E. coli
cell-free translation system was used to determine
the purity of mRNA coding for antenna polypeptides
from Rs. rubrum mRNA (Bélanger et al., 1985;
Bérard et al., 1986), and RNA polymerase from Rs.
rubrum was used in a partially defined E. coli system
to define in vitro transcriptional start sites (Leustek
et al., 1988). In addition, in vitro transcription systems
have been reported using isolated RNA polymerase
from Rb. capsulatus (Forrest and Beatty, 1987), Cm.
vinosum (Valle et al., 1988) and Rb. sphaeroides
(Kansy and Kaplan, 1989; Karls et al., 1994).

C. Interspecies Expression

Some genes cloned from photosynthetic bacteria
have been expressed in E. coli or other hosts and the
products identified by size, antibody reaction, or
function. For example, RubisCO genes from Rs.
rubrum (Somerville and Somerville, 1984; Larimer
et al., 1986; Niyogi et al., 1986), Rb. sphaeroides
(Muller et al., 1985; Gibson and Tabita, 1986) and
Cm. vinosum (Viale et al., 1985, 1990; Kobayashi et
al., 1991) have been expressed in E. coli, although
expression is dependent on the use of E. coli promoters
in front of the genes. In a double expression
experiment, a regulatory protein from Cm. vinosum
fused to the amino terminus of lacZ was expressed in
E. coli and shown to affect the transcription of the
gene for RubisCO from Cm. vinosum that was carried
on a different plasmid (Viale et al., 1991). Other
genes coding for enzymes involved in fixation
from Rb. sphaeroides have also been expressed in E.
coli (Gibson and Tabita, 1987, 1988; Hallenbeck and

Kaplan, 1987; Chen et al., 1991). Carotenoid
biosynthesis genes from Rb. sphaeroides have been
expressed in other hosts (Pemberton and Harding,
1987; Penfold and Pemberton, 1991; Hunter et al.,
1994; Lang et al., 1994) and a fragment of the crtI
gene from Rb. capsulatus was expressed in E. coli in
order to generate antibodies (Bartley and Scolnik,
1989). Successful isolation of the PufQ protein from
E. coli required fusion of the pufQ gene from Rb.
capsulatus with an amino-terminal maltose binding
domain and a protease recognition site, with
subsequent proteolysis of the resulting fusion protein
(Fidai et al., 1993). Additional genes cloned from
photosynthetic bacteria that have been expressed in
E. coli or other hosts include those coding for ALA
synthase (Tai et al., 1988; Neidle and Kaplan, 1993b),
the RsrI restriction endonuclease (Stephenson et al.,
1989), thioredoxin (Pille et al., 1990), ferredoxin
(Grabauetal., 1991; Jouanneau et al., 1992; Agarwal
et al., 1993;Armengaud et al., 1994), reaction centers
(Söhlemann et al., 1991), bacteriochlorophyll
biosynthesis enzymes (Coomber et al., 1992; Burke
et al., 1993a; Bollivar et al., 1994c; Gibson and
Hunter, 1994), PHB synthase (Hustede et al., 1992;
Liebergesell and Steinbüchel, 1992), phosphatidyl-
ethanolamine methyltransferase (Arondel et al.,
1993), chaperonin (Ferreyra et al., 1993) and
nitrogenase (Durner et al., 1994). The decay of mRNA
from Rb. capsulatus genes in E. coli was analyzed by
Belasco et al. (1985).

The synthesis in other hosts of some proteins can
be complicated, as demonstrated by several groups
who have attempted to express cytochrome genes in
E. coli and other species. Cytochrome from the Rb.
sphaeroides gene was found in E. coli at low levels
and only under anaerobic conditions (McEwan et al.,
1989) and the cytochrome gene from Rs. rubrum
was expressed but the cultures grew very poorly,
indicating that the product may be toxic (Self et al.,
1990). Expression of c-type cytochrome genes from
Rp. viridis in E. coli resulted in aggregates of the
apoprotein (Grisshammer et al., 1991), however the
mature cytochrome was observed when synthesized
in Paracoccus denitrificans (Gerhus et al., 1993).
Similarly, when the cytochrome gene from the
sulfate-reducing bacterium Desulfovibrio vulgaris
was expressed in E. coli only the apoprotein was
observed, but when this gene was expressed in Rb.
sphaeroides the mature cytochrome was obtained
(Cannac et al., 1991). Genes for c-type cytochromes
from Rb. capsulatus have also been expressed in Rb.
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sphaeroides (Caffrey et al., 1992; Jenny and Daldal,
1993).

RubisCO genes from various other species have
been expressed in Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum
(Falcone and Tabita, 1991, 1993). Other genes from
exogenous sources expressed in photosynthetic
bacteria include cellulase genes from Cellulomonas
fimi in Rb. capsulatus (Johnson et al., 1986) and a
carotenoid biosynthesis enzyme from soybean in Rb.
capsulatus (Bartley et al., 1991). Genes from purple
bacteria can generally be expressed in other related
photosynthetic bacteria. For example genes encoding
the subunits of the cytochrome  complex from Rb.
sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum were expressed in Rb.
capsulatus (Davidson et al., 1989; Shanker et al.,
1992). Hybrid or chimeric reaction centers containing
subunits from both Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaer-
oides have also been obtained (Zilsel et al., 1989;
Taguchi et al., 1993).

VII. Conclusions

Given the diversity of metabolic processes in
photosynthetic bacteria, the extent of genetic
manipulation in these bacteria will almost certainly
continue to increase. The variety of species being
worked on is steadily expanding, as is the degree of
sophistication in the techniques employed. A major
change in the last fifteen years is the accessibility of
genetic manipulation to a large number of labora-
tories. For example, the determination of the three
dimensional structure of the reaction center has led
to detailed mutational analyses of the role of amino
acid residues in electron and proton transfer, even by
researchers whose primary interests are in spectros-
copy and physical chemistry. While some expertise
in genetics is still required, the basic manipulations
have become standard enough that they are readily
obtainable. Those whose primary interest is in
molecular biology are usually not limited by the
techniques available, since a number of alternative
methods exist for realizing most goals. In general,
the emphasis has shifted from classical genetic
approaches and understanding of recombination
processes and genetic exchange mechanisms to more
gene-specific topics, with a consequent loss of a
more global organismic perspective. One of the most
appealing aspects of the genetic approach lies in the
possibility of detecting genie interactions that might
not be discovered using a strictly molecular biological

approach. It has been said that bacteria are endlessly
surprising, so something new can always be expected
to emerge from the study of purple bacterial genetics.
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Summary

A combination of cosmid genome walking and pulse field gel electrophoresis was used to construct a high
resolution physical and genetic map of the 3.8 Mb genome of Rhodobacter capsulatus SB1003. The mapping
was done by grouping and further mapping of cosmids and bacteriophages from genomic libraries using PFGE-
generated DNA fragments and SP6 and T7 specific transcripts corresponding to the ends of the cosmid inserts.
Cosmid and phage clones formed two uninterrupted and ordered groups, one corresponding to the chromosome
of Rb. capsulatus, the other to its 134 kb plasmid. Cos site end-labeling and partial EcoRV digestion of cosmids
were used to construct a high resolution restriction map of the genome. Overlapping of the cosmids was
confirmed by the resemblance of the cosmid restriction maps and by direct end-to-end hybridization. 34 genes
or gene clusters were located in the ordered gene library and mapped with an accuracy of 1–10 kb. Three Rb.
capsulatus strains; KB-1, St. Louis and 2.3.1., were chosen out of 14 others for a detailed comparison of their
physical maps, which were partially constructed using the minimal cosmid set of Rb. capsulatus SB1003 as a
source of ordering probes. Blots of the minimal set of 192 cosmids, covering the chromosome and the plasmid,
with known map position of each cosmid, gives to Rb. capsulatus the same advantages that the Kohara phage
panel gives to E. coli. Blots of this minimal cosmid set digested with EcoRV represent the entire genome split
into gene-size pieces, and provide an opportunity for direct high resolution mapping of genes and transcripts.

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 1067–1081.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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I. Introduction

Rhodobacter capsulatus is a purple, non-sulfur
photosynthetic bacterium. The biochemical versatility
to choose between photo- and heterotrophic growth
and nitrogen fixation are all packed in a genome that
is smaller than that of E. coli. Ease of plating and
generation of mutations, together with convenient
systems for cloning and genetic analysis (Yen and
Marrs, 1976; Marrs, 1981; Jonson et al., 1986),
summarized in Donohue and Kaplan (1991), makes
Rb. capsulatus a popular model system for studies of
the photosynthetic apparatus and nitrogen fixation.
The Gene Transfer Agent (GTA), randomly packing
4.6 kb pieces of any intracellular DNA in phage-like
capsids, has been used for insertional mutagenesis,
gene replacement and linkage analysis (Yen et al.,
1979). Mobilization of the bacterial chromosome by
an integrated R' factor produced the current genetic
map of Rb. capsulatus (Willison, 1985; Willison,
1993; Chapter 55 by Vignais et al.). Though direct
plasmid transformation can not be efficiently applied
to Rb. capsulatus, mobilized shuttle vectors derived
from broad host range plasmids RK2 and RSF1010
facilitate manipulations with cloned genes. Efficient
random and site-specific mutagenesis with trans-
posons and gene cloning by mutant complementation
was done with these vectors, for example Klipp et
al., (1988). Using these tools together with powerful
biophysical methods, substantial progress was
achieved in studying gene control, regulation and
protein machinery of photosynthesis and nitrogen
fixation (this volume). However, scarcity of data
concerning general genetics of Rb. capsulatus is
already slowing current research, for instance studies
on regulation of nif and photosynthetic gene
expression, where the involvement of general
regulatory cascades remains to be integrated. To
provide this genetic background, we are developing
a broad and fast strategy aimed at producing a dense
genetic map and revealing regulatory relations among
its elements. The first component of this strategy is
the high resolution physical map of Rb. capsulatus
carrying most of its cloned genes, described in
Fonstein and Haselkorn (1993).

Abbreviations: E. coli  – Escherichia coli; GTA –  Gene transfer
agent; PFGE – Pulse field gel electrophoresis; Rb. – Rhodobacter

II. Low Resolution Physical Mapping of the
Genome of Rhodobacter capsulatus

To facilitate high resolution mapping of the
Rhodobacter chromosome via assembly of the
minimal cosmid set, covering its entire genome, a
low resolution restriction map of its chromosome
was constructed. For optimal physical mapping, a
restriction endonuclease should cut the bacterial
genome into 10–30 pieces. This number of fragments
can be well separated and mapped by conventional
PFGE. Among the six-base cutters with high-AT
recognition sequences, we found XbaI (15 fragments),
AseI (25 fragments), ScaI (14 fragments), Dral (25
fragments) and SpeI (3 fragments) to be useful. The
first two were chosen for mapping because they
yielded a good separation of fragments with uniform
distribution in the gels.

The total genomic size of the Rb. capsulatus
chromosome was estimated by summation of the
individual fragment lengths represented in each
digest. Those sums for XbaI and AseI are respectively
3679 and 3639 kb. This difference is explained in
part by the presence of a large plasmid consisting of
fragments Xba-11, Xba-12' and Xba-13. Its size is
134 kb. This plasmid has no AseI sites and didn’t
enter the gel as a separate band in PFGE under the
conditions used. The sum of the sizes of XbaI-
generated fragments differ from the AseI sum by the
size of this plasmid.

Macrorestriction DNA fragments generated by
PFGE were used as probes for blot hybridization.
Groups of XbaI, AseI and XbaI+AseI-generated
fragments were separated by PFGE and transferred
to nylon membranes. Filters corresponding to each
group were hybridized with a single fragment probe.
If, for example, an XbaI fragment used as a probe
identifies two AseI fragments, it will link them. Using
as a second probe one of those AseI fragments, one
can step by step map the whole genome. Troubles
arise when an XbaI fragment overlaps more than
three AseI fragments or this overlapping is
significantly unequal. In the latter case, the mapping
sequence of steps would be interrupted. The other
source of mapping troubles was repeated DNA. Using
this method several stretches of restriction fragments
were assembled, the longest one covering half of the
Rhodobacter chromosome. Further mapping was
done using the cosmid library as a source of clones
linking these fragments.
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With a specially constructed printing device,
individual cosmid clones were replicated onto nylon
filters as two ordered sets of 864 clones each. These
sets of clones were hybridized with all individual
XbaI and AseI fragments. Forty-one restriction sites
for AseI and XbaI were mapped onto the 3.7 Mb
circular genome. Complicated cases of ambiguous
cosmids that linked three or more restriction
fragments, due to internal repeats in the Rhodobacter
chromosome, were resolved by hybridization with
riboprobes prepared by transcription of the ends of
the inserts. After such experiments, only two linked
restriction fragments typically remained. These
cosmids revealed eight groups of repeated sequences.

Five of these were attributed to the duplicated gyrB
(parE), nifB, rrn, rpoB and anf genes. The three ways
of hybridization used (fragments to fragments,
fragments to cosmid sets and riboprobes to sets)
make it possible to vary the probe/target ratio, thus
distinguishing artifacts connected with different
repeated sequences. Comparison of all these data
gives the final long-range map without contradictions.

At this stage the cosmid clones were grouped in
about 80 subcontigs, corresponding to macro-
restriction fragments and restriction sites. They
formed two groups, one corresponding to the
chromosome of Rb. capsulatus, the other to its 134
kb plasmid (Fonstein et al., 1992).
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III. High Resolution Physical Mapping

To start the high resolution mapping, 40 cosmids
located on different macrorestriction fragments were
chosen. Individual cosmids were cleaved with
terminase, partially digested with EcoRV, annealed
to labeled oligonucleotides complementary to cosL
and cosR independently and then separated on 0.3%
agarose gels (Fig. 1). The pattern of EcoRV sites can
be read directly from these gels for each cosmid.
Riboprobes generated by SP6- and T7-specific
transcription of the ends of the inserts of these cosmids
were then used to reveal groups of neighboring
cosmids. For the next round of cosmid walking, the
overhanging ends of these secondary cosmids were
used for transcription and hybridization. Finally, after
about 300 riboprobe hybridizations with the first set
of 864 cosmids and about the same number of cos-
mappings, six uninterrupted contigs were mapped
with high resolution.

Four of the remaining gaps had a statistical origin
and were closed using the second set of 864 clones in
similar hybridizations with the probes corresponding
to the ends of the contigs. One of the remaining two
gaps was linked by phages selected from a
library, possibly corresponding to DNA unclonable
in cosmids. Finally, a minimal uninterrupted set of
186 cosmids mapped with high resolution covered
3.7 Mb of the chromosome of Rb. capsulatus (Fig.
2). Only one gap inside fragment Ase7/Xba8 remained
and its size, according to a comparison of the EcoRV
and Ase7/Xba8 map, is less than 10 kb.

Thirty-four loci, corresponding to individual
cloned genes or large gene clusters were mapped
with a resolution of 1–10 kb. A description of these
genes and some of their genetic characteristics are
presented in Table 1. Another four genes recently
cloned from Rb. capsulatus and 18 genes, cloned
from Rb. sphaeroides, whose Rb. capsulatus
homologues are not yet mapped are in the process of
mapping. Using PCR-generated probes, corres-
ponding to 16S and 23S rRNA, and digestion with
CeuI, a rarely-cutting endonuclease highly specific
for eubacterial rrn operons (Ralph et al., 1993), the
orientation of transcription of three of the rrn operons
was established (Fig. 2).

IV. Comparison with the Existing Genetic
Map

Aligning this physical map with the existing genetic

one (Willison et al., 1985; Willison, 1993; Chapter
55), it is possible to compare eight markers. Their
relative positions are the same on both maps, with
one exception. On the genetic map, glnA is located
between trp and nifR1 as is the case on our earlier
physical map (Fonstein et al., 1992). However, this
region is now reassigned on the new map (Fig. 3).
The repeated sequences responsible for our earlier
mapping mistake might act the same way in the
genetic experiments, altering the apparent order of
the genes. Another possible explanation is that these
repeated sequences induce real genome rearrange-
ment, and the strains used in the two laboratories
now differ.

V. Comparison of the Chromosomal Maps
of Different Rhodobacter Strains

With regard to strain comparison, the defined
positions of the ends of cosmids mapped in the
existing ordered library can be used as ordered probes
for a variety of closely related strains, drastically
simplifying the construction of their high resolution
maps. Points where continuity is lost can be attributed
to chromosomal rearrangements that can be resolved
by the same strategy used in primary mapping.

Pulse field separated restriction patterns of 14
isolates of Rb. capsulatus were analyzed and 3
strains, namely B1, St. Louis and 2.3.1. were chosen
for detailed comparison. The evolutionary distance
between strains 2.3.1 and St. Louis (40–60 %
similarity in EcoRV fragments) revealed in the study
seems to be optimal for the proposed strategy. Cosmid
libraries of the chosen Rhodobacter strains were
hybridized with probes generated by SP6 and T7 –
specific transcription from the ends of the inserts of
the cosmids of the Rb. capsulatus SB 1003 minimal
set.

Totally about 80 sequential probes corresponding
to six areas of the genome and covering about one
third of it were used. Cosmids linking the probes
were mapped with high resolution, and assembled in
contigs. In preliminary analysis a large number of
genome-changing events were revealed. Among them
are a deletion that is greater than 60 kb in strain 2.3.1,
a set of 1–5 kb deletion/insertions and an inversion/
translocation with the ends separated by 400 kb in
strains B1 and St. Louis, relative to SB1003 and
2.3.1., and point mutations in the EcoRV sites. To get
a full descriptive picture of strain diversity we plan to
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complete the mapping of the chromosomes of these
three strains to have their ends meet.

VI. Possible Applications of the Minimal
Cosmid Set of Rhodobacter capsulatus
SB1003

An E. coli cosmid hybridization panel was used to
study the chromosomal localization of coordinately
induced multigenic systems (Chuang et al., 1993) by
probing with differentially expressed RNAs.
Complications, solved by sophisticated computerized
image processing, can be avoided by splitting the 40
kb cosmid inserts into smaller pieces, as recently
shown in Chuang and Blattner (1993). DNA samples
of the 192 cosmids from the Rb. capsulatus minimal

set were digested with EcoRV, separated in two gels
and transferred to nylon membranes (Fig. 4). The
resulting blots carry about 1500 EcoRV fragments
already mapped on the chromosomal restriction map.
It divides the entire Rhodobacter genome into
physically separated gene-size pieces, and should
drastically increase specificity during probing with
any specific RNAs. This approach should produce
reliable data on functional genome architecture and
give access to new genes involved in commonly
regulated processes.
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Note Added in Proof

The physical map of Fig. 2 was current in the
summer of 1993. A revised version, with 3600
restriction sites mapped, was recently published by
Fonstein et al. (1995a). A high-resolution alignment
of the maps of three strains of Rhodobacter capsulatus
was recently published by Fonstein et al. (1995b).
The latter work reveals a mosaic chromosome
organization, in which chromosomal regions of 15–
80 kb with highly polymorphic restriction sites are
interspersed with regions in which most of the sites
are conserved among all three strains.
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Summary

A natural cluster of genes containing nearly all the genetic information specifically required for photosynthesis
in Rhodobacter capsulatus has been sequenced. Within this 46 kilobase pair cluster are 43 identified genes
which include the coding sequences for the structural reaction center polypeptides (RC), the structural light
harvest I complex (LHI), as well as the coding sequences for the enzymes required for the biosynthesis of
bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) and for the biosynthesis of the carotenoids, spheroidene and spheroidenone.

This cluster and the accompanying DNA sequence have been extremely valuable in the identification of DNA
sequences in other organisms, both bacteria and green plants, with comparable functions associated with
photosynthesis. These sequence homologies have been tabulated. In addition, these homologies provide
evolutionary information relating to reaction centers, light harvesting complexes, carotenoid biosynthesis and
chlorophyll biosynthesis. In particular, a strong structural similarity has been identified between some reductive
enzymes in the chlorophyll biosynthetic pathways and nitrogen reductases associated with nitrogen fixation.
This has led to a new interpretation of Granick’s hypothesis, the hypothesis that steps in biosynthetic pathways
can be assumed to be linearly associated with the order of evolution of the corresponding activity in time.

Finally, the Rhodobacter capsulatus photosynthetic gene cluster and the corresponding sequence will clearly
be the source of genes for recombinant constructs, for mutational studies on reaction centers and light
harvesting complexes and for the overproduction of enzymatic activities essential for mechanistic biochemistry
and for structural studies for many years to come.

*Current address: Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA
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I. Introduction

Rhodobacter capsulatus (Weaver et al., 1975) has
provided a unique route to the study of genes that are
essential for photosynthesis, principally by being the
first photosynthetic system to lend itself to genetic
manipulation. This was made possible largely by the
pioneering work of Barry Marrs (1978). His initial
discovery of the gene transfer system and his
subsequent creation of the R-prime plasmid, pRPS404
(Marrs, 1981), containing nearly all of the genes that
are essential for photosynthesis in a natural cluster,
provided the means to manipulate and alter these
photosynthesis genes in Escherichia coli.

We created a large random library of transposon
mutants of these genes in E. coli, which were
conjugated back into Rb. capsulatus, where the
phenotypes of these insertional mutations were
established (Youvan et al., 1982; Zsebo et al., 1984;
Zsebo and Hearst, 1984). Simultaneously, the
restriction maps for many common restriction
enzymes were determined‚ leading to a high resolution
physical DNA map that was superimposed on the
somewhat lower resolution genetic map ( Taylor et
al., 1983; Zsebo et al., 1984; Zsebo and Hearst,
1984). For example, Youvan et al., 1984a, located
restriction fragments containing the light harvesting I
peptides and the reaction center peptides by
identifying colonies of Rb. capsulatus which were
incapable of performing photosynthesis, but which
were capable of fluorescing in the infrared, following
conjugation of the randomly mutated R-prime back
into Rb. capsulatus. Restriction fragments containing
transposon inserts in these fluorescent colonies were
identified and then sequenced (Youvan et al., 1984a,b).
Open reading frames for both LHI peptides were
identified by comparing the translated DNA sequence
with protein sequences of LHI peptides in Rb.
sphaeroides, which were kindly provided to us by
Professor Herbert Zuber. Reaction center peptides L,
M, and H were identified from the amino terminal
sequences of these proteins (Sutton et al., 1982;
Williams et al., 1983; Worland et al., 1984). The
plant analogs of these peptides, the PS II reaction
center peptides, were rapidly identified by sequence
comparison (Doolittle, 1986; Brutlag et al., 1990)
with the bacterial genes (Hearst and Sauer, 1984a,b;

Abbreviations: E. coli – Escherichia coli; E. herbicola – Erwinia
herbicola; M. polymorpha – Marcantia polymorpha;
N. – Neurospora; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas;
Rs. – Rhodospirillum; S. – Saccharomyces

Youvan et al., 1984b; Hearst, 1985, 1986), leading to
many fundamental studies.

Since that early achievement‚ we have completed
the sequence of the entire photosynthetic gene cluster
of Rb. capsulatus, a sequence of 45,959 base pairs.
This sequence has provided many additional insights
into the photosynthetic systems of plants and in
many cases has been the basis for the initial
identification of function for newly sequenced plant
genes. This 45,959 base pair sequence may be
accessed in the EMBL DNA sequence database using
accession number Z11165 (Genbank locus
RCAPHSYNG). This review consists of a broad
description and a summary of the information which
has been gleaned from the Rb. capsulatus photo-
synthetic gene cluster DNA sequence by our
laboratory.

II. Biosynthetic Pathways

In addition to the reaction center and light harvesting
peptides, the gene cluster codes for the biosynthetic
enzymes for the carotenoids (Yen and Marrs, 1976;
Taylor et al., 1983; Armstrong et al., 1989, 1990a,b,c;
1993b; Schmidt et al., 1989; and see Chapter 53 by
Armstrong) and for the bacteriochlorophylls (Taylor
et al., 1983; Burke et al., 1993a,b; Armstrong et al.,
1993a). Both classes of pigment molecules are
essential for
normal photosynthesis in plants and photosynthetic
bacteria. Sequence similarity between Rb. capsulatus
sequences and plant genes has provided great insight.
Figure 1 displays the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway
for Rb. capsulatus as well as for the non-photo-
synthetic bacterium, Erwinia herbicola (Hundle et
al., 1991,1992,1993; Hundle and Hearst, 1991;Arm-
strong et al., 1993b) We have studied this second
system both to provide comparison with the Rb.
capsulatus genes and because Erwinia more closely
mimics the plant biosynthetic pathway in that its late
products include lycopene (tomato red) and

(carrot orange). Unlike Rb. capsulatus, the
Erwinia genes can be expressed in E. coli allowing
mutants to be complimented and identified. Farnesyl
pyrophosphate, FPP, is a precursor for many essential
structural products in all life forms. The photo-
synthetic gene cluster contains only the genes needed
for the synthesis of carotenoids and carotenoid
intermediates beyond FPP. The earliest gene in the
pathway codes for CrtE, geranylgeranyl pyro-
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phosphate (GGPP) synthase. The next codes for
CrtB, phytoene synthase (Math et al., 1992). The
amino acid sequences of CrtB and CrtE have regions
of strong conservation with other enzymes in the
isoprene pathway. The CrtE protein also shares
sequence identity with several prenyltransferases
that catalyze 1'-4 condensations such as GGPP
synthase from Neurospora crassa, hexaprenyl
diphosphate synthase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and FPP synthases from E. coli, S. cerevisiae, Rattus
ratus and Homo sapiens, (Math et al., 1992). CrtB
has regions of similarity with other enzymes which
catalyze 1'-1 condensations such as several other
known phytoene synthases and a yeast squalene
synthase (Math et al., 1992).

The R-prime containing the photosynthesis gene
cluster (pRPS404) has a point mutation (crtD223)
that prevents activity of the mutant CrtD enzyme
(Marrs, 1981). Armstrong et al., 1990c, suggested
that this mutation corresponded to the first nucleotide
of an AGA codon (Arg-13) that is present in the
deduced amino acid sequence of crtD223 at a position
which is invariably occupied by a glycine in a
consensus sequence for a fold which has been
associated with FAD or NAD(P) cofactor binding.
Subsequent sequencing of wild type Rb. capsulatus
strain B100 genomic DNA has shown a guanine to
be present rather than an adenine at nucleotide 37 of
crtD (Alberti, M., Ma, D. and Burke, D. H.
unpublished data). The deduced amino acid
translation of the GGA codon found in wild type
DNA is therefore glycine, bringing the Val-7 to Val-
33 area of CrtD into good agreement with many
other reported ADP-binding motifs (Armstrong et
al., 1990c), including the deduced CrtD sequence
from the corresponding Rb. sphaeroides gene (Gari
et al., 1992).

Figure 2 displays the biosynthetic pathway for
bacteriochlorophyll in Rb. capsulatus and for
chlorophyll in higher plants. Here protoporphyrin
IX, the only naturally occurring porphyrin without a
metal, is a precursor for heme, an essential component
of the electron transport pathways of non-photo-
synthetic bacteria. So, as is the case with the
carotenoid biosynthesis pathway, the photosynthetic
cluster contains only the genes for the biosynthesis
of bacteriochlorophyll beyond the branch point
between the synthetic pathways of compounds
required specifically for photosynthesis and those
shared with other functions. There remains some

uncertainty relating to the gene assignments in the
bacteriochlorophyll pathway, although considerable
progress in gene identification has been made in
recent years.

We have made greatest progress with two steps in
the bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis pathway that
reduce double bonds to single bonds. The first,
monovinyl protochlorophyllide a to chlorophyllide
a, involves gene loci bchL, bchN and bchB, some of
these being very recently assigned (Burke et al.,
1993b). The second‚ chlorophyllide a to 2-desacetyl-
2-vinyl bacteriochlorophyllide a (also involved in an
alternate route in which BchF acts first), requires the
newly assigned three enzymes coded by bchX, bchY
and bchZ (Burke et al., 1993a). These were once
thought to be a single gene, bchA (Yen and Marrs,
1976 and Young et al., 1989). A fourth locus located
near the center of the photosynthesis gene cluster,
bchW, seems also to be required for this step (Bauer
et al., 1993b; Bollivar et al., 1994a). There is
preliminary evidence for translational coupling in
the bchXYZ gene cluster (Burke et al., 1993a). The
plant and cyanobacterial loci involved with light-
independent protochlorophyllide reduction are
chlL(frxC), chlN(gidA) and chlB. This has been
demonstrated by disruption of these genes within the
chloroplast and cyanobacterial genomes (Ogura et
al., 1992; Suzuki and Bauer, 1992, for chlL(frxC),
Roitgrund and Mets, 1990; Choquet et al., 1992, for
chlN(gidA) and Li et al., 1993 and Liu et al., 1993,
for chlB). Since plant and purple bacterial enzymes
show extensive amino acid identity with each other,
the genes in plants and bacteria might be expected to
play analogous roles. Although the chlLNB system is
widely distributed among lower plants (Burke et al.,
1993d), it appears to have been completely supplanted
by a distinct light-dependent activity for the same
reaction in higher plants, reviewed in Bauer et al.,
1993b. [The light-dependent activity, also prokaryotic
in origin, was first observed by Fujita et al., in 1992.
The cyanobacterial gene is stongly homologous to
the plant gene (Suzuki and Bauer, 1995b).

The subunits of the reduction complexes show a
very interesting sequence conservation with genes
involved in nitrogen fixation, in which NifH, a [4Fe-
4S] cluster protein, donates electrons to NifD and
NifK (Hearst et al., 1985; Burke et al., 1993a,b). This
has led us to define a new class of chlorophyll and
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthetic enzymes called the
‘Chlorophyll Iron Proteins’ with structural and
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functional similarities to the nitrogenase iron proteins.
Chlorophyll (Chl), according to the Granick
hypothesis (Granick, 1965), has been viewed as
having preceded bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) as the
primary photoreceptor pigment in early photo-
synthetic systems because Chl synthesis requires
one fewer enzymatic reduction than BChl (see Fig.
2). A statistical protein sequence analysis of the
enzymes catalyzing each reduction has been
conducted by Burke et al., 1993c. When nitrogenase
iron proteins were used as outgroups, the chlorophyll
iron protein tree is rooted on the bchX lineage. As a
result, the gene duplication that separated bchX from
bchL occurred prior to the speciation event that
separated purple bacteria from cyanobacteria. Thus,
this rooting strongly suggests that the last common
ancestor of photosynthetic eubacteria contained both
enzymes and utilized BChl in its reaction center. The
Chl-containing reaction centers apparently evolved
later, being unique to the cyanobacteria/chloroplast
lineage. These arguments also have the enzymes
which synthesize modern photosynthetic pigments
evolving from nitrogenase enzymes (Burke et al.,
1993c).

The conflict between this model and Granick’s
hypothesis can be explained by postulating that a
single enzyme complex once was able to do both ring
reduction steps in the early bacterial pathway,
converting protochlorophyllide directly to a
bacteriochlorin. These two steps have subsequently
been replaced by separate and more specific
enzymatic activities, only one of which (chlLNB) is
retained in cyanobacteria and lower plants. Also, the
crtI locus codes for a desaturase (an enzyme which
converts single carbon-carbon bonds into double
bonds) in the carotenoid pathway which sequentially
oxidizes three bonds in the conversion of phytoene to
neurosporene in Rb. capsulatus. The crtI homologue
in E. herbicola sequentially oxidizes four bonds
(converting phytoene to lycopene). Thus, alterations
in the number of tandemly repeated actions of an
enzyme during metabolite synthesis, followed by
evolutionary partitioning of each function into
separate, specialized enzymatic activities, may be a
common feature of enzyme evolution. Plants are
thought to require more than a single enzymatic
activity for these same four oxidations, although the
exact evolutionary relationship between plant and
purple bacterial enzymes is not immediately apparent
(Pecker et al., 1992).

III. The Genetic Map

Figure 3 contains our most recent map of open
reading frames and gene assignments. The gene
cluster contains approximately 43 open reading
frames, 33 of which have been assigned. The very
strongly expressed structural gene for the RC-H
subunit is near the left-hand limit of the cluster (low
map number), while the genes for the strongly
expressed structural genes encoding the LHI and
RC-LM subunits, are near the right-hand limit of the
cluster (high map number). These genes are expressed
in an outward direction from the remainder of the
cluster, a fact that suggested that the superhelical
density of the intervening DNA might be altered
when reduced oxygen tension induces the trans-
cription of the structural genes. This hypothesis,
however, has been convincingly ruled out by Cook et
al. (1989). There are five changes in the direction of
expression over the entire gene cluster. The
relationship between this fact and other elements of
gene expression are not yet well established‚ although
some aspects are discussed below. Also shown in
Fig. 3 are the locations of the transposon mutations
in a random mutant library created by Zsebo and
Hearst, 1984. Most of these mutants are still available
and are an important source of research materials.
The complete description of this library is contained
in the Ph. D. thesis of Krisztina M. Zsebo, 1984,
University of California, Berkeley.

The map numbers in Fig. 3 correspond to the base
pair number (in thousands) designated in the EMBL
DNA sequence databank (accession number Z11165).
The eight genes for carotenoid biosynthesis are
located between 26.7 and 35.8 thousand. crtA is the
only carotenoid synthesis gene that possibly shares
an operon with bacteriochlorophyll biosynthetic
genes. The evidence from polar mutants seems to
exclude obligatory cotranscription of crtA and the
downstream bch genes (Zsebo and Hearst, 1984;
Guiliano et al., 1988). The eighteen bacterio-
chlorophyll biosynthetic genes are found in three
large, multigene domains from 5.1 to 13.6 thousand‚
from 16.8 to 26.7 thousand (with some potential
gaps for genes with unknown functions) and from
36.0 to 41.1 thousand. There is evidence for the
carotenoid gene cluster, crtEF; the bacterio-
chlorophyll gene cluster, bchCXYZ; and the structural
gene cluster, pufQBALMX, being in a ‘superoperon’,
that might be driven by a promoter before
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et al., 1989; Chapter 57 by Beatty).

IV. Functional Assignments of the Open
Reading Frames (ORFs) in the Sequence

Table 1 lists all the ORFs in the photosynthetic gene
cluster of Rb. capsulatus and their sequence positions.
The arrows show the direction of expression of each
ORF; an arrow to the left indicates that the upper
DNA strand is used as template for the messenger
RNA, while an arrow to the right indicates that the
lower DNA strand serves as template for the mRNA
transcript. The table contains the current symbols,
eg. crtC, given to each of these assigned genes. The
number of amino acids coded by the ORF and the
corresponding molecular weight of the protein
product are also supplied. The enzymatic function or
name, when available from the literature, is provided
together with the references from which the genetic
loci, proposed functions and sequence assignments
were obtained. There is ambiguity about the function
of some ORFs. For example, Penfold and Pemberton
(1994) report strong sequence similarity between the
ORF at location 14800 to 16209 in Rb. capsulatus
and a Rb. sphaeroides regulatory gene, pps, which
maps to the same location and is required for
repression of pigment synthesis. Bollivar et al.
(1994a), on the other hand‚ report that an insertion
mutation in Rb. capsulatus causes no effect on
photosynthesis. A transposon insertion within
ORF214 defines the rxcD locus (Zsebo and Hearst,
1984). The Rb. capsulatus strain carrying this
transposon is defective in reaction center synthesis,
suggesting that the product of ORF214 may be
required for the assembly or function of reaction
centers; however, more work is needed in order to
establish the function of this ORF.

Functional assignment of the early steps in BChl
synthesis has proven to be problematic and
controversal, due both to the complexity of the system
and to the difficulty in properly analyzing the pigments
accumulated by mutant strains. The bulk of the
evidence currently available suggests that Mg-
chelatase is derived from the combined activities of
the products of bchD, bchI and bchH, and that bchM
encodes the methyltransferase. Mg-chelatase activity
in plants has been shown to require ATP and to be
separable into at least two components (Walker and
Weinstein, 1991). The amino acid sequence of BchI

contains a consensus ATP-binding sequence near its
N-terminus (Armstrong, et al., 1993a). Only two
other proteins within the photosynthesis gene cluster
contain ATP-binding sequences. These are BchL and
BchX and both are involved in redox reactions of the
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis pathway. Further-
more, BchI shares a strong sequence identity (49%)
with cs/ch42, an Arabidopsis nuclear encoded
chloroplast-localized protein (Armstrong et al.,
1993a). cs/ch42 is required for Mg chelation (Falbel
and Staehlin, 1994). When S-adenosyl methionine
(SAM) and protoporphyrin IX are added to intact
cell preparations from bchD and bchH transposon
mutants of Rb. sphaeroides, the bchD mutant extracts
retained methyltransferase activity, while the bchH
mutant extracts did not (Richards et al., 1991;
Gorchein, personal communication). Nevertheless,
mutations in a plant homolog to bchH, known as
olive for the resulting altered pigmentation, resulted
in a loss of Mg-chelatase activity, and both bchH and
olive share sequence identities with the cobalt
chelatase gene in the vitamin synthesis pathway
(Hudson et al., 1993). In vitro Mg-chelatase activity
has recently been described using E. coli expressed
BchH, BchD and BchI subunits derived from Rb.
sphaeroides genes. Synthesis of each of these gene
products was required for activity (Gibson et al.,
1995). The deduced amino acid sequence of BchD
has an unusual sequence feature: 10 out of 11 residues
in a row are prolines (PPPPPPPPEPP).

Until recently, no mutant accumulating Mg-
protoporphyrin IX had been isolated (e.g., Biel and
Marrs, 1983; Burke et al., 1993b), making it difficult
to separate genetically the chelatase and methyl-
transferase activities. This pigment has now been
found in bchM mutants (Bollivar et al., 1994a). In
addition, purified bchM product expressed in E. coli
exhibits methyltransferase activity (Bollivar et al.,
1994c). This gene product had been thought, based
on an analysis of pigments isolated from bchM
mutants (Yang and Bauer, 1990), to be involved in
the oxidative formation of Ring V, as might have
been expected from the high fraction of amino acids
shared between the bchM gene product and
mitochondrial NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase
(Table 2).

Some sequence similarities between the amino
acid translations of the photosynthesis genes and
related genes from other species are listed in Table 2.
For example, ORFs 477 and 428 code for proteins
that have sequence similarity to each other and to the
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product of pucC, a Rb. capsulatus gene required for
the accumulation of LHII peptides and which lies
outside of this gene cluster (Tichy, et al., 1989). We
and others (Bauer et al., 1991) have noticed that if
translation of pucC is initiated at a position upstream
from the originally proposed translation initiation
site, additional matches can be made with ORF428
and ORF477.

Rb. capsulatus has a very high GC composition at
65%. It is thus not surprising that such a bias would
be reflected in the pattern of codon usage, as shown
in Table 3. There are, however, dramatic biases in this
pattern which might suggest a functional role, or in
an extreme interpretation, the absence of a tRNA
which corresponds to the associated anticodon. For
example‚ there are 253 occurrences of CTT as a
codon for leucine while there is only one instance of
CTA used as a leucine codon. Similar biases exist
against all codons of the form NTA. In fact all
codons ending in A, i.e. NNA appear to have been
selected against. Such an extreme bias may ultimately
have a regulatory role, but the evidence at the present
time is insufficient.

Table 4 lists the recognition sites for some
restriction enzymes. These sites were central to our
cloning and sequencing strategies, and have been
referred to repeatedly in the literature regarding this
gene cluster. This listing may therefore be useful in
interpreting such references.

The potential ribosome binding sites for these 43
genes show a clear pattern of translation initiation
signals in Rb. capsulatus. When fourteen nucleotides
of the DNA template for 16S RNA are matched with
the nucleotides preceding the genes’ start codons
(Table 5), there is a core sequence, AAAGGAGG,
which occurs two to three times more frequently than
predicted in a 65% C+G, 35% A+T random DNA
sequence and which precedes the start codon by an
interval of 4 to 12 nucleotides. Nucleotides flanking
the core sequence occur with random frequency.
These observations do not rule out the possibility
that a particular message may make use of base
complementarity outside this 8 base region to signal
translation initiation.

V. Potential Regulatory Sequences

Transcription termination hairpins have been
suggested in several locations (Armstrong et al.,
1989). Some are presented in Fig. 4. The hairpin

after puhA, (between 2810 and 2781), occurs at the
end of the RC-H gene and may protect the
corresponding mRNA from exonuclease digestion,
or it may alter the probability of transcription of
downstream genes. The very large hairpin after
ORF469/ppsR (between 16310 and 16379) provides
isolation for an already very isolated open reading
frame.

Between map positions 23103 and 23319 there is
an enigmatic pair of double hairpins (labeled
‘ORF176’ and ‘ORF284’ in Fig. 4) that are almost
perfect inverted repeats of each other. These structures
occur between the ends of two converging operons
involved in the expression of bacteriochlorophyll
genes, near the center of the 45959 base photo-
synthesis gene cluster. Another nearly perfect inverted
repeat involves the 90 or so bases following ORF469/
ppsR, bases 16307 to 16393, that are almost identical
(again with opposite polarity) to 90 bases 15 kb
distant, 31088–31001, that follow crtC. Some of
these identical 90 bases are shown in two structures
in Fig. 4: ‘ORF469/ppsR’ and the right hand side of
‘crtC’. The symmetrical appearance of these features
that show DNA sequence similarity beyond stop
codons and what, if any, regulatory or long range
interactive role they play awaits further experi-
mentation.

The hairpins labeled ‘crtI’ and ‘crtB’ have no
known function. Perhaps they separate the three
genes in this operon serving as a block to exonuclease
digestion of messenger RNA in the same way that the
structure following pufA allows differential expres-
sion of and RC-LM (Belasco et al., 1985;
Adams et al., 1989). The hairpin labeled ‘ORF 160’
is separated by 21 nucleotides from the double hairpin
labeled ‘crtC’. These are possible mRNA structures
between operons of opposing directions: ORF 160
terminates at 30941, crtC terminates at 31176. The
structure labeled ‘crtF’ is proposed to form right at
the end of the coding region of crtF, (the TG A stop is
within the loop,) and may serve as transcription
terminator for the crtEF segment of the
crtEFbchCXYZpufBALMX superoperon. The struc-
tures labeled ‘bchX’ and ‘bchY’ are each predicted to
occlude the ribosome binding sites and translation
initiation sites of their respective downstream genes
(bchY and bchZ). These structures may play a role in
regulating the translation of the components of the
bchXYZ chlorin reductase through translational
coupling (Burke et al., 1993a). The last gene known
to be involved in the photosynthesis cluster, pufX, is
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followed by what looks like a transcription terminator.
The entire photosynthetic gene cluster of Rb.

capsulatus is regulated by oxygen tension at both
transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels (Zhu
and Hearst, 1986; Zhu et al., 1986; Bauer et al., 1988;
Bauer et al., 1993a; Chapter 58 by Bauer). At
atmospheric oxygen pressure, the gene cluster is
essentially not expressed‚ although some ORFs are
transcribed at low constitutive levels. Upon reduction
of oxygen tension to 2 mm Hg, the photosynthetic
membrane is formed‚ reaction centers are made and
pigments are synthesized. A two-component sensor/
effector system for oxygen regulation of the structural

genes (puf,puh and puc) has been recently described
(Sganga and Bauer, 1992; Bauer et al., 1993a; Mosley
et al., 1994; Inoue et al., 1995). In bacteria, various
sensor/effector systems have been identified as
involved in the transcriptional regulation of genes
whose expression responds to environmental signals
such as nitrogen limitation (Backman et al., 1981),
phosphate starvation (Wanner, 1987) and osmo-
regulation (Csonka, 1989). It is not yet known how
many other regulatory proteins are involved in the
signal transduction cascade or how reduced oxygen
tension is sensed by Rb. capsulatus. In addition to the
sensor/effector regulatory systems, bacteria some-
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times utilize alternative sigma factors to govern the
initiation of transcription under environmental
stresses (Stock et al., 1989). It seems likely that a
novel sigma factor is used to control transcription
initiation for the puh and puf operons in Rb. capsulatus
(Bauer et al., 1993a).

Despite the fact that the gene cluster on pRPS404
shows no evidence of being expressed in E. coli,
promoter-likelike sequences have been identified in
Rb. capsulatus. These are presented in Table 6. Fusion
of such a potential promoter sequence (from
bchCXYZ) to lacZ in Rb. capsulatus has confirmed
that this sequence element is essential for the initiation
of transcription of bchCXYZ (Ma et al., 1993).

Armstrong has discovered a palindromic motif
(Table 7) at six sites in the gene cluster, some of
which overlap the potential promoters. A detailed
study of the oxygen-dependent, promoter
upstream of bchCXYZ has revealed some additional

details concerning the function of the palindrome
motif. It has been shown to bind an oxygen-dependent
regulatory protein factor in Rb. capsulatus (Ma et al.,
1993). These authors have also identified a possible
regulatory role for an AT-rich region, the 50 base
pairs immediately upstream of the suggested bchC

promoter. Since a promoter and this
palindrome sequence are found upstream of several
other bch and crt operons, these sequences may be
responsible for regulating oxygen-dependent pigment
biosynthesis at the level of transcription in Rb.
capsulatus. This motif is not found upstream of the
puh and puf structural genes, indicating that a different
regulatory mechanism is required for the production
of the structural polypeptides for the photosynthetic
apparatus. Interestingly, this palindrome sequence
motif is found preceding the puc operon (Youvan and
Ismail, 1985) which encodes structural polypeptides
of the light harvesting complex II. The significance
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of this palindrome sequence in regulating the puc
operon has been confirmed in Rb. sphaeroides (Lee
and Kaplan, 1992a) but remains to be tested in Rb.
capsulatus. An intriguing question now being
investigated is how the regulation between pigment
genes and structural genes is coordinated. This
coordination has been suggested to involve the pufQ
gene product (Bauer and Marrs, 1988).

VI. Conclusion

The sequence and function of the photosynthetic
gene cluster of the purple bacterium,Rb. capsulatus,
has provided great insight into the structures of the
photosynthesis reaction center and light harvesting
proteins, as well as into the assignment of genes in
the carotenoid and bacteriochlorophyll biosynthetic
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pathways in other organisms. In addition, initial
steps in oxygen regulation of this gene cluster have
been elucidated. There are vast numbers of issues
relating to photosynthesis remaining to be solved in
which the sequence of this cluster will have increasing
significance. For example, the mechanism of initiation
of photosynthetic membrane formation and the
sequential steps associated with photosynthetic
apparatus assembly are, without a doubt, addressed
by these 45,959 bases of DNA.
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Summary

Purple photosynthetic bacteria assimilate primarily via the Calvin reductive pentose phosphate pathway.
Depending on the growth conditions, the amount of fixation required for growth and the level of Calvin
cycle enzymes can vary considerably. Although numerous biochemical studies have demonstrated induction or
derepression of the enzymes, the mechanisms underlying this control have remained elusive. Cloning and
expression of Calvin cycle structural and regulatory genes from different photosynthetic bacteria have led to
significant advances in our understanding of  fixationat the molecular level. cbb genes have been shown to
be clustered in several bacteria, including Rhodobacter sphaeroides, in which genes within two cbb gene
clusters appear to be organized within operons thus coordinating expression at the level of transcription.
Mutagenesis of cbb genes in Rb. sphaeroides has revealed independent and interdependent regulatory
relationships between the two different operons that appear to be mediated through a common transcriptional
regulatory protein, CbbR. Transcriptional regulation and cbbR genes have also been demonstrated in Chromatium
vinosum and Rhodospirillum rubrum. Characterization of the CbbR proteins should provide clues to the
identity of the molecular signal that serves as sensor of the environment to control expression of enzymes
involved in assimilation. Alternate routes of     fixationhave unexpectedly been exposed in RubisCO
deletion mutants constructed in Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum opening new avenues of research in
fixation in the photosynthetic bacteria. The RubisCO mutants have also been used as host strains for analyzing
foreign RubisCO enzymes. In Cm. vinosum, two distinct RubisCO coding sequences were identified by
hybridization and expression in E. coli allowed characterization of both enzymes. Finally, nucleotide sequence
comparisons of cbb structural and regulatory genes have raised provocative evolutionary questions concerning
relationships between photosynthetic bacteria and other organisms.

I. Introduction

Purple photosynthetic bacteria typically display the
capacity for growth under a diverse array of
environmental conditions. This metabolic versatility
relies on the ability to assimilate via the Calvin
cycle, which is essential in varying capacities, for
chemo- and photolithoautotrophic and photo-
heterotrophic growth. In the two former growth
modes, cellular carbon is derived exclusively from

necessitating a relatively high level of
fixation and consequently, induced or derepressed
synthesis of Calvin cycle enzymes (Tabita, 1988).
On the other hand, lower levels of the same enzymes
are observed during photoheterotrophic growth, in
which fixation functions primarily as an electron
acceptor to balance excess reducing potential
generated through metabolism of organic substrates
(Tabita, 1988). Since the amount of     fixed is
proportional to the reduction state of the organic

Abbreviations: A. eutrophus – Alcalignes eutrophus; Cm. –
Chromatium; E. coli – Escherichi coli; FBA – fructose 1,6-
bisphosphate aldolase; FBP – fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase;
GAP – glyceradehye 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; PPE – ribulose
5-phosphate-3-epimerase; PRK – phosphoribulokinase; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; Rs. – Rhodospirillum;RubisCO – ribulose 1,5-
bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase; TKL – transketolase

compound, the level of Calvin cycle enzymes varies
accordingly and is generally higher during growth
on more reduced substrates (Tabita, 1988). In
heterotrophic growth regimens not requiring
fixation, expression of Calvin cycle enzymes is not
observed (Tabita, 1988). The regulatory network
involved in the control of  fixation is expected to
be extremely complex to respond to environmental
signals such as light, and organic compounds
(Tabita, 1988). The situation is complicated further
in some purple non-sulfur photosynthetic bacteria
by the occurrence of structurally distinct forms of
ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
(RubisCO) that exhibit unique catalytic and inductive
properties (Gibson and Tabita, 1977a,b; Shively et
al., 1984; Dow, 1987). The form I RubisCO is the
more ubiquitous form of RubisCO and is composed
of eight large catalytic subunits and eight small
subunits of undetermined function, whereas the form
II RubisCO is composed of large subunits only
(Tabita, 1988). Although induction of Calvin cycle
enzymes has been demonstrated in photosynthetic
bacteria by biochemical means, the nature and
mechanisms of the molecular signals involved in
regulation of    fixation enzymes has remained
elusive. The application of cloning and recombinant
DNA technology to this area of metabolism over the
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past decade has had far reaching impacts. The
intended focus of this chapter is to convey the current
understanding of regulation and expression of
enzymes involved in fixation that has been
derived from molecular biological approaches.

II. cbb Genes

A. Nomenclature of cbb Genes

Historically, different conventions have been used in
naming genes encoding enzymes of the Calvin cycle.
In photosynthetic bacteria, gene designations were
originally assigned according to plant genetic
nomenclature, such that three letter designations
were chosen according to the enzyme, such as rbc for
RubisCO, prk for phosphoribulokinase (PRK), fbp
for fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (FBP) and so on
(Tabita et al., 1992). An entirely different system was
used by groups studying chemolithoautotrophic
bacteria, which employed the prefix, cfx, for
fixation, followed by the first letter of the enzyme
encoded by the corresponding gene (Husemann et
al., 1988; Meijer et al., 1991). Additional confusion
stemmed from the occurrence in some organisms of
more than one gene encoding a particular Calvin
cycle enzyme and the nomenclature used to
distinguish the structurally divergent form I and
form II RubisCO large subunit genes (Tabita et al.,
1992). Recently, a uniform nomenclature has been
proposed by groups studying the reductive pentose
phosphate cycle in bacteria that assigns to Calvin
cycle genes the prefix cbb, for Calvin-Benson-
Bassham cycle, followed by the first letter of the
corresponding enzyme, if no other enzyme begins
with that letter (Tabita et al., 1992). For organisms
such as Rb. sphaeroides, in which two Calvin cycle
gene clusters have been localized to distinct genetic
elements (Suwanto and Kaplan, 1989), subscripts I
and II, will distinguish between cbb genes of each
operon. Also pertinent to this chapter, is the situation
found in Cm. vinosum in which two sets of genes
encoding a form I type RubisCO have been identified,
both of which are chromosomally encoded (Viale et
al., 1989). It has been proposed that these genes be
designated cbbL-1cbbS-1 and cbbL-2cbbS-2,
respectively (Tabita et al., 1992). Table 1 lists Calvin
cycle enzymes and respective gene designations
relevant to this chapter.

B. Identification and Isolation of RubisCO
Genes

To date, cbb genes have been isolated from only a
few photosynthetic bacteria including the purple
nonsulfur bacteria Rs. rubrum, Rb. sphaeroides, and
Rb. capsulatus, and one purple sulfur bacterium,
Cm. vinosum. Because of the widespread interest in
structure-function relationships of RubisCO, these
genes were the first of the Calvin cycle genes to be
cloned by recombinant DNA techniques. The cbbM
gene encoding Rs. rubrum form II type RubisCO
was the first procaryotic RubisCO gene to be isolated
and was identified in a lambda expression library by
immunological cross-reactivity (Somerville and
Somerville, 1984). The first form I RubisCO genes
to be isolated from a photosynthetic bacterium, were
isolated from Cm. vinosum based on hybridization to
the A. nidulans RubisCO genes (Viale et al., 1985).
Subsequently, genes encoding a second form I type
RubisCO in Cm. vinosum were isolated on the basis
of hybridization to the first set of genes (Viale et al.,
1989). Both pairs of RubisCO genes are chromo-
somally encoded but do not appear to be closely
linked (Viale et al., 1989). Heterologous hybridization
has also been used to isolate clones containing the
form I and form II RubisCO genes of Rb. sphaeroides
(Quivey and Tabita, 1984; Muller et al., 1985;Gibson
and Tabita, 1986). Interestingly, the form I and form
II RubisCO coding sequences map to distinct genetic
elements in this organism (Suwanto and Kaplan,
1989). Form I and form II RubisCO sequences were
identified by Southern hybridization analysis of Rb.
capsulatus and Rhodopseudomonas palustris
chromosomal DNA (Shively et al., 1986). Corres-
ponding clones containing the form I and form II
RubisCO genes from Rb. capsulatus have recently
been isolated (J. Shively, personal communication).

C. Identification and Isolation of Other cbb
Genes

One question that naturally arose upon isolation of
RubisCO genes was whether or not Calvin cycle
genes would be clustered. The availability of DNA
sequences flanking the form I and form II Rb.
sphaeroides RubisCO genes prompted hybridization
analysis with probes encoding other Calvin cycle
enzymes. In this manner FBP and PRK sequences
were found linked to both form I and form II RubisCO
coding sequences (Gibson and Tabita, 1987, 1988;

Fixation Genes
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Hallenbeck and Kaplan, 1987) and a sequence within
a form II RubisCO clone hybridized to a gene probe
encoding glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAP)(Gibson and Tabita, 1988). Additional genes
have been identified in the Rb. sphaeroides gene
clusters primarily on the basis of nucleotide sequence
comparisons. Protein database searches with deduced
amino acid sequences from regions situated
immediately upstream of the RubisCO genes in both
clusters showed similarity to a class II fructose 1,6-
bisphosphate aldolase (FBA) sequence from E. coli
(Chen et al., 1991; Gibson et al., 1991). Similarly, the
clue to the identity of the gene encoding transketolase
(TKL) that is encoded within the form II cluster was
its similarity to the sequence of dihydroxyacetone
synthetase, an enzyme involved in methanol
assimilation in yeast (Chen et al., 1991). The reaction
this enzyme catalyzes is functionally similar to the
TKL reaction in the Calvin cycle (Janowicz et al.,
1985). Preliminary sequence determination revealed
additional genes downstream of the form I RubisCO
coding sequence that are similar to cbbX, cbbY and
cbbZ in chemolithotrophic bacteria (J. Gibson,
unpublished). Of these three genes, only cbbZ has
been identified as the gene encoding phospho-
glycolate phosphatase (Schäferjohann et al., 1993).
Although the function of the cbbX and cbbY gene
products are not known, the location of the genes
within cbb transcriptional units in chemolithotrophic
bacteria suggests a role in fixation (Meijer at al.,
1991; Kusian et al., 1992). Finally, sequence
similarity to the LysR family of transcriptional

regulatory proteins allowed identification of cbbR, a
regulatory gene that is linked to the form I genes
(Gibson and Tabita, 1993).

Calvin cycle genes are known to be clustered in
two other photosynthetic bacteria, Rs. rubrum and
Rb. capsulatus. In Rs. rubrum, cbb sequences linked
to the RubisCO gene include cbbE, cbbF, cbbP, cbbT,
cbbA and cbbR, all of which were identified by
Southern hybridization and/or DNA sequence
comparisons (Falcone and Tabita, 1993b; R. Ghosh,
personal communication). Similar to Rb. sphaeroides,
Rb. capsulatus has been shown to express two types
of RubisCO (Gibson and Tabita, 1977b). Interestingly,
hybridization analysis of clones containing the form
I and form II RubisCO genes revealed cbb structural
genes encoding FBP, PRK, and FBA linked to cbbM
but not to cbbLcbbS (J. Shively, personal commun-
ication). A potential regulatory gene was also found
linked to the form II cluster by hybridization to cbbR
genes from Rb. sphaeroides and Rs. rubrum (G.
Paoli and F. R. Tabita, personal communication). No
other cbb genes have been localized to DNA
sequences flanking the form I RubisCO genes. Finally,
as mentioned previously, two apparently unlinked
sets of genes encoding distinct RubisCO
enzymes have been identified in Cm. vinosum (Viale
et al., 1989). Although no other cbb structural genes
have been identified in this organism, a CbbR
sequence has been shown to be linked to one set of
RubisCO genes (Viale et al., 1991).
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In Rb. sphaeroides, the nucleotide sequence of the
regions flanking the RubisCO genes confirmed the
gene order determined from combined restriction
nuclease mapping and Southern hybridizations and
established the location of genes for which no probes
were available (Gibson et al., 1990, 1991; Chen et
al., 1991). In addition, sequence analysis showed
that genes within each cluster were oriented in the
same direction and closely spaced suggesting they
formed a single transcriptional unit. Potential
regulatory features were also revealed such as the
overlap of stop codons with ribosome binding sites
of the following gene pairs:

The arrangement of genes common to both clusters
is somewhat conserved as shown in Fig. 1. The major
distinctions include the 3 kbp region in the form II
cluster encoding TKL and GAP that is noticeably
absent from the form I cluster (Chen et al., 1991) and

the regulatory gene, cbbR, that is divergently oriented
with respect to (Gibson and Tabita, 1993). For
comparison, the gene arrangement of cbb sequences
from a nonphotosynthetic bacterium Alcaligenes
eutrophus, is also shown in Fig. 1. This organism
contains two sets of cbb genes that are plasmid and
chromosomally encoded and, for the most part are
exact duplicates of each other (Husemann et al.,
1988). It is noteworthy that the gene arrangement
between organisms is similar. In spite of the different
location of RubisCO genes, the gene order of
other cbb structural genes that are present
(cbbFcbbPcbbTcbbGcbbA) is maintained. Several
genes that have been identified in A. eutrophus are
either absent in the Rb. sphaeroides cbb clusters or
have not yet been identified. These include cbbE and
cbbK (Bowien et al., 1993).

Mapping of Calvin cycle genes in Rs. rubrum
revealed similarities as well as differences in cbb
gene arrangement compared to other organisms
(Fig. 1). In contrast to RubisCO genes in Rb.

Fixation Genes
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sphaeroides, the cbbM gene is transcribed separately
from other Calvin cycle genes (Falcone and Tabita,
1993b). The presumptive regulatory gene, cbbR, is
immediately upstream from cbbM, but opposed to
other CbbR coding sequences, is transcriptionally
oriented in the same direction as the RubisCO gene
(Falcone and Tabita, 1993b). Primary sequence
determination of the region upstream of cbbR revealed
additional cbb sequences divergently oriented with
respect to cbbR and cbbM arranged in the following
order: cbbEcbbFcbbPcbbTcbbA (Falcone and Tabita,
1993b; R. Ghosh, personal communication). The
ribulose 5-phosphate-3-epimerase (PPE) coding
sequence occupies the same position relative to cbbF
in the A. eutrophus cbb cluster (Kusian et al., 1992).

In Rb. capsulatus, mapping of cbb genes linked to
cbbM have thus far revealed a pattern identical to
that of the form II cluster of Rb. sphaeroides, except
that the cbbR homolog has been localized to a region
upstream of the form II RubisCO gene (Fig. 1) (J.
Shively; G. Paoli and F. R. Tabita, personal
communication). The transcriptional orientation of
these genes has not been determined. At present, the
form I RubisCO genes appear to be isolated with
respect to other Calvin cycle genes. Also illustrated
in Fig. 1 are the Cm. vinosum RubisCO operons.

E. Amino Acid Sequence Comparisons

1. RubisCO

The deduced amino acid sequences of the form II
type RubisCO proteins from Rs. rubrum and Rb.
sphaeroides share 85% identity at the amino acid
level (Nargang et al., 1984; Wagner et al., 1988). The
relatively high degree of identity shared between the
form II RubisCO enzymes is in sharp contrast to that
calculated for the form II RubisCO and the large
subunit of form I type RubisCO (Nargang et al.,
1984; Wagner et al., 1988). Even when large subunit
amino acid sequences of the form I and form II
RubisCO proteins from Rb. sphaeroides are
compared, only 23% identical residues are shared
and most of these are centered around regions that
have been shown to be important in either activation
or catalysis (Gibson et al., 1991). Virtually the same
degree of identity is observed when form II RubisCO
sequences are compared to form I RubisCO large
subunit sequences independent of the source of
RubisCO. Numerous sequences are available for the
form I type RubisCO, most of which are derived

from eucaryotic algae and higher plants. Comparison
of the photosynthetic bacterial form I RubisCO
sequences from Cm. vinosum and Rb. sphaeroides
with RubisCO sequences from other organisms has
revealed interesting evolutionary relationships. First,
deduced amino acid sequences of genes encoding
the two RubisCO large and small subunits from Cm.
vinosum share approximately the same degree of
identity, 80% and 45%, respectively, with each other
as with the amino acid sequences from cyanobacterial,
green algal and terrestrial plants (Kobayashi et al.,
1991). Significantly less identity, 52% between large
and 24% between small subunits, is observed when
either RubisCO of Cm. vinosum is compared to the
form I RubisCO of Rb. sphaeroides. The Rb.
sphaeroides form I RubisCO subunits are, in turn,
more similar to those from the chemolithoautotrophic
bacteria, and somewhat surprisingly, to algae
belonging to the genera Rhodophyta and Chromo-
phyta (Gibson et al., 1991; Hwang and Tabita, 1991).
These comparisons revealed a previously unknown
evolutionary relatedness between purple non-sulfur
bacteria and non-green algae.

2. FBA, FBP, PRK

At present, sequence information for other cbb
structural genes from photosynthetic bacteria is
limited to coding sequences from Rb. sphaeroides
and the PPE sequence of Rs. rubrum (Gibson et al.,
1990, 1991; Chen et al., 1991; Falcone and Tabita,
1993). Comparison of the deduced amino acid
sequences of gene pairs in Rb. sphaeroides encoding
FBP, PRK and FBA is interesting from an evolutionary
standpoint because, in contrast to the extreme
divergence of the RubisCO genes, these sequences
are highly conserved. The form I and form II FBP,
PRK and FBA sequences share 66%, 86%, and 81%
identical amino acid residues, respectively. Compar-
ison of the FBP and PRK sequences to corresponding
gene products from the closely related chemolitho-
autotrophic bacteria revealed about 20% less identity
for both sequences (Gibson et al., 1990, 1991).

3. CbbR

The nucleotide sequences of several cbbR genes
have been determined and it is interesting to note that
the CbbR deduced amino acid sequences from
photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic bacteria share
40-50% identity independent of the divergence noted
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between RubisCO genes (Meijer et al.; 1991; Viale
et al., 1991; Windhovel and Bowien, 1991; Falcone
and Tabita, 1993; Gibson and Tabita, 1993; Kusano
and Sugawara, 1993). Identity shared between CbbR
sequences is higher than that noted between CbbR
and other members of the LysR family and extends
beyond the helix-turn-helix motif at the amino
terminal portion of the coding sequence. It is tempting
to speculate that the conserved central regions of the
CbbR proteins represent sequences involved in
binding a common inducer, which would implicate
similar signals in the regulation of Calvin cycle gene
expression in different bacteria.

III. Regulation of cbb Gene Expression

A. Rs. rubrum

The influence of culture conditions on expression of
RubisCO in Rs. rubrum was first noted by Anderson
and Fuller (1967). Initial investigations showed that
the level of RubisCO attained under photolitho-
autotrophic growth conditions with as the sole
carbon source and as the electron donor was more
than 30-fold greater than that observed in cells grown
photoheterotrophically with malate as carbon source.
In addition, the reduction state of the organic carbon
compound was shown to affect the level of RubisCO.
Cells cultured on a relatively reduced substrate such
as butyrate, in which exogenous bicarbonate in the
media is essential for growth, expressed RubisCO at
a level intermediate between that observed with
either malate or as carbon source (Tabita, 1988).
During photolithoautotrophic growth, the concen-
tration of  in the media has a profound effect on
expression of RubisCO (Sarles and Tabita, 1983).

The regulation of RubisCO in Rs. rubrum in
response to the carbon source supplied in growth
media appears to be mediated, at least in part, at the
level of transcription. An investigation by Leustek et
al.( 1988), quantitated levels of RubisCO activity and
mRNA following a shift from photoheterotrophic
growth on malate, to growth in an atmosphere of
hydrogen containing either 1.5% or 10%
The level of mRNA initially paralleled the increase
in RubisCO specific activity in cultures grown at
both concentrations of and was four to five-fold
higher in cells grown at the lower concentration.
However, later in the growth phase the specific activity
of RubisCO continued to increase whereas the level

of mRNA decreased until the activity of RubisCO in
the cultures grown on 1.5% was ten to thirty fold
higher than the malate grown culture, although the
mRNA levels had only increased 5-6 fold. Regulation
at the level of translation was one possibility suggested
by the authors to explain the discoordinate levels of
enzyme activity and mRNA.

Northern blots of RNA extracted from cells grown
under different conditions probed with a cbbM probe
revealed, in all cases, a 1.4 kbp transcript that
corresponds well to the size of the cbbM gene (Leustek
et al., 1988). The transcriptional start site of the
cbbM message was determined by S1 nuclease
mapping of RNA isolated from Rs. rubrum and from
E. coli transformed with the plasmid pRR117 that
carries the Rs. rubrum RubisCO gene. In mRNA
isolated from Rs. rubrum, a single transcriptional
start site was detected that was situated 28 bp upstream
from the cbbM translation initiation codon, regardless
of growth condition. Interestingly, inspection of the
sequence surrounding this start site showed it to be
located within a region of dyad symmetry (Nargang
et al., 1984). Three different start sites were mapped
when the mRNA was isolated from E. coli harboring
pRR117, none of which correspond to that mapped
using Rs. rubrum RNA. Two of these start sites are
preceded by typical E. coli –10, –35 consensus
promoter sequences. It should be mentioned that
although cbbM transcripts were observed in RNA
isolated from E. coli carrying pRR117, no RubisCO
protein could be detected.

B. Rb. sphaeroides

Regulation of RubisCO synthesis in Rb. sphaeroides
in response to environmental factors was first
demonstrated by Lascelles (1960) and has since been
shown to be affected by such determinants as light,
the concentration of organic substrates, and
alternate electron acceptors (Tabita, 1988; Hallenbeck
et al., 1990a,b; Wang et al., 1993). In addition to the
daunting number of environmental stimuli that affect

assimilation in this organism, the study of
regulation is further complicated by the presence of
at least two copies of genes encoding many of the
Calvin cycle enzymes (Quivey and Tabita, 1984;
Gibson and Tabita, 1986, 1987, 1988). Most of the
initial work focused on the structurally and
catalytically distinct form I and form II RubisCO
enzymes present in this organism (Gibson and Tabita,
1977a). Induction of the form I and form II RubisCO
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during photolithoautotrophic growth was examined
by Jouanneau and Tabita (1986). During photo-
heterotrophic growth on malate, although the levels
of both forms of RubisCO are relatively low, the
form II RubisCO is the more abundant enzyme. In an
experiment in which the amount of the form I and
form II RubisCO was quantitated following a shift
from photoheterotrophic growth on malate to
photolithoautotrophic growth in the presence of 1.5%

the level of the form I enzyme
increased 17-fold replacing the form II enzyme as
the predominant RubisCO. The level of the form II
enzyme also increased, but only four fold. The
difference in the extent of induction was one of the
first indications that expression of the two enzymes
was subject to independent regulation. The abundance
of the form I RubisCO during growth in the presence
of a low concentration coupled with the higher
affinity of this enzyme for the substrate also led
to the proposal that the form I enzyme was specialized
to function in conditions of limitation.

Zhu and Kaplan (1985) first demonstrated
regulation of RubisCO at the level of transcription in
Rb. sphaeroides by examining the effects of light,

and carbon substrate on mRNA levels.
The level of the form II RubisCO transcript was
highest in cells grown in high light, and when cultures
were shifted from light to dark, the level of form II
RubisCO mRNA decreased. Virtually no
transcript was detected in aerobically grown cells. In
most cases, RubisCO activity paralleled the changes
in mRNA levels. The greatest deviation was noted in
malate and succinate cultures in which the level of
the form II RubisCO transcript was 80-90% of that
measured in cells cultured on butyrate, but the
RubisCO specific activity was only 5-10% of butyrate
grown cells. This discrepancy is most easily explained
by the fact that the RubisCO activity measurement
includes the activity of the form I RubisCO which
can be quite high in butyrate grown cultures, whereas
only the form II mRNA was quantitated in these
experiments.

The original proposal that during photohetero-
trophic growth,     fixation functions as an electron
sink for excess reducing equivalents (Muller, 1933;
Van Niel, 1936) was addressed in studies by
Hallenbeck et al. (1990a,b) that examined the effect
of concentration on expression of PRK and
RubisCO. In these investigations, photosynthetic
growth of Rb. sphaeroides on succinate in cultures
bubbled with argon was not observed, but growth did

result under these conditions if cultures were supplied
with either exogenous Increasing the concen-
tration of in the media was shown to coordinately
repress synthesis of RubisCO and PRK and the
activities of both enzymes were inversely proportional
with respect to growth rate and concentration
(Hallenbeck, 1989a). To distinguish between a direct
effect of on RubisCO and PRK synthesis and an
indirect effect caused by perturbation of the redox
balance, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), an alternate
electron acceptor, was added to the growth medium.
Cultures supplemented with DMSO grew in the
absence of exogenous and exhibited reduced
activities of PRK and RubisCO compared to cultures
grown with limiting Increasing the concentration
of in the presence of DMSO resulted in even
greater repression of both PRK and RubisCO
activities. Quantitation of RubisCO mRNA showed
that the effects of DMSO and concentration on
PRK and RubisCO expression were exerted at the
level of transcription because decreases in form I and
form II RubisCO transcripts correlated well with the
decreases in overall enzyme activity.

Northern hybridization of RNA isolated from Rb.
sphaeroides detected mRNA species capable of
encoding only one, or in the case of cbbLcbbS, two
genes when probed with various cbb probes
(Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b; Gibson et al., 1991).
Although the hybridization results revealed individual
transcripts for the Calvin cycle enzymes, the results
of insertional mutagenesis discussed below argue for
cotranscription of genes within each cluster
(Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b; Gibson et al., 1990,
1991).

C. Cm. vinosum

In Cm. vinosum, RubisCO biosynthesis has been
shown to be regulated by reduced sulfur
compounds, and organic compounds (Kobayashi and
Akazawa, 1982). The effect of various environmental
factors on transcription of RubisCO genes was
determined in cultures after shift from photo-
heterotrophic growth, in which RubisCO synthesis
is repressed, to derepressing growth conditions (Valle
et al., 1988). RubisCO protein and mRNA levels
were shown to increase coordinately following a
shift to autotrophic media containing as the sole
carbon source. The absence of and the presence
of a reduced sulfur compound in the autotrophic
media following the shift further enhanced RubisCO
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protein and mRNA levels. Increased RubisCO
synthesis was also observed when cultures were
transferred to photoheterotrophic growth conditions
in the presence of a reduced sulfur compound.
Transcripts were detected of 2.0 kbp, 1.5 kbp, and
1.3 kbp in Northern blots hybridized with Cm.
vinosum RubisCO genes.

IV. Mutational Analysis

A. Autotrophic Mutants of Rb. sphaeroides

The first selection scheme for mutations affecting
carbon dioxide assimilation in Rb. sphaeroides was
designed to select strains incapable of derepressing
RubisCO in growth modes that usually resulted in
high levels of Calvin cycle enzymes. Hence, mutants
were isolated that were incapable of growing either
photoheterotrophically in butyrate-bicarbonate
medium or photolithoautrophically, yet were
unaffected in photoheterotrophic growth on malate
(Weaver and Tabita, 1983). The mutants initially
appeared to affect regulation of Calvin cycle enzymes,
because in spite of the inability to derepress form I
RubisCO during carbon starvation, a condition known
to induce the form I enzyme in the wild type strain,
the level of the form II RubisCO was normal (Weaver
and Tabita, 1983). The discoordinate induction pattern
in the mutant suggested independent pathways existed
for regulating synthesis of the two RubisCO enzymes.
Subsequent mutagenesis experiments yielded
additional mutants with the same growth phenotype,
but only one was incapable of derepressing form I
RubisCO (Rainey and Tabita, 1989). Distinct DNA
fragments from a Rb. sphaeroides library were found
to complement three of the mutant strains and,
interestingly, all three complementing fragments
mapped to endogenous plasmid DNA instead of
chromosomal DNA (Rainey and Tabita, 1989). The
exact nature of the mutations is not understood, but
based on subsequent work with RubisCO mutants
described below, the growth phenotype is apparently
not directly related to expression of Calvin cycle
enzymes.

B. Mutations in cbb Structural Genes

1. Rb. sphaeroides

Gene replacement techniques have been used to

obtain mutations in all of the known cbb structural
genes in Rb. sphaeroides (Falcone et al., 1988;
Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b; Gibson et al., 1990,
1991). Double mutants have also been constructed in
which both genes encoding RubisCO, PRK and FBA
were inactivated (Hallenbeck et al., 1990a, b; Falcone
and Tabita, 1991). Mutations were found to be polar
on expression of downstream genes, such that all
insertions eliminated expression of the corresponding
RubisCO enzyme, and provided strong evidence for
cotranscription of genes within each cluster
(Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b; Gibson et al., 1990,
1991). Strains containing single mutations were able
to grow under photoheterotrophic as well as
photolithoautotrophic growth conditions, demon-
strating that neither form I nor form II enzymes are
absolutely necessary for phototrophic growth
(Falcone et al., 1988; Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b;
Gibson et al., 1991). Differences in growth
characteristics were observed in some mutants,
however. In general, these differences were more
pronounced in the and mutants grown in
the presence of low concentrations of which
assumed a wild type growth phenotype when the

concentration was increased (Hallenbeck et al.,
1990a,b). Similarly, the relatively severe growth
defects observed in and mutants in
standing cultures were alleviated by addition of
DMSO to culture media (Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b).
Double mutants were unable to grow photo-
synthetically unless cultures were supplemented with
DMSO, providing direct evidence for the role
fixation plays as electron acceptor during photo-
heterotrophic growth (Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b;
Falcone and Tabita, 1991). It should be mentioned
that the double RubisCO deletion mutant gained the
capacity for photoheterotrophic growth after a
prolonged incubation of two months (Wang et al.,
1993). The genetic basis of the phenotype is not
known, but most likely results from activation of a
silent gene that in some way turns on an alternate
pathway of fixation.

Measurement of Calvin cycle enzyme activities
and mRNA levels in the single mutants revealed an
interesting interdependence in gene expression of
the two gene clusters (Falcone et al., 1988; Hallenbeck
et al., 1990a,b; Gibson et al., 1991). Altered expression
of RubisCO and PRK were observed in the single
PRK and FBA mutants grown under photohetero-
trophic conditions in which the concentration of
was varied in the presence and absence of DMSO
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(Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b). The most dramatic case
was exemplified by the mutant where levels of
PRK and RubisCO increased 1427-fold and 193-
fold, respectively. Activities varied considerably
between different mutants depending on the culture
conditions (Hallenbeck et al., 1990a,b). The presence
of DMSO caused severe repression of synthesis of
the form II enzymes in the mutant, but the
level of form I enzymes was shown to increase in the

mutant (Hallenbeck et al., 1990b). The form I
and form II RubisCO mRNA levels measured in the
PRK mutants correlated well with RubisCO activity
suggesting that the differences in enzyme activity
reflect alterations at the level of transcription
(Hallenbeck, et al, 1990a,b).

Actual RubisCO protein levels were measured in
FBP and RubisCO mutants following photohetero-
trophic and photolithoautotrophic growth. In contrast
to activity, the immunological determination of
RubisCO protein individually measures the level of
form I and form II RubisCO allowing a direct
comparison to levels expressed in the wild type
strain (Gibson et al., 1991). In all of the mutants,
increased expression of RubisCO from the unaltered
gene cluster was observed (Table 2). Overexpression
was most pronounced in the mutant grown
photolithoautotrophically in which the level of form
II RubisCO increased 10-fold over that observed in
the wild type strain and comprised 21% of the soluble
protein (Gibson et al., 1991). Differential expression
of RubisCO, PRK and FBP within each cluster was
also evident from activities measured in the single
mutants under different growth conditions (Table 2).

The construction and analysis of mutants in cbb
genes substantiated previous proposals and provided
invaluable insight into the nature of coordinated
regulation of fixation genes in Rb. sphaeroides.
Polarity of the insertions on expression of downstream
gene expression is evidence for cotranscription of
genes within a cluster, thus providing a simple means
of achieving stoichiometric amounts of cbb gene
products. Collectively, these data illustrate two
important facets of cbb gene regulation in Rb.
sphaeroides: 1) the alteration of PRK and RubisCO
synthesis shows that expression of one set of genes
can respond to disruption of gene expression from
the other operon, and 2) the different extent of
induction of PRK and RubisCO demonstrates
differential expression of genes within an operon. At
present, posttranscriptional processing of a poly-
cistronic message and differential stability of resultant

transcripts is consistent with all of the data concerning
expression of Calvin cycle enzymes in Rb. sphaer-
oides. This form of regulation has been described in
other systems including that of the puf operon in Rb.
capsulatus (Klug et al., 1987).

2. Rs. rubrum

Only two cbb mutations have been described in Rs.
rubrum. A RubisCO deletion strain obtained by
insertional mutagenesis unexpectedly retained the
ability to grow photoheterotrophically, but was
incapable of photolithoautotrophic growth (Falcone
and Tabita, 1993b). As for the RubisCO deletion
mutant of Rb. sphaeroides, photosynthetic growth in
the absence of a functional Calvin cycle suggests the
existence of an alternative pathway of fixation.
A second mutant obtained by transposon mutagenesis,
was originally selected for alterations in electron
transport (Ghosh et al., 1991). The mutant is
characterized by impaired ability to grow photo-
trophically and reduced cytochrome content.
However, sequence determination of regions flanking
the transposon, surprisingly revealed that the mutation
was in a gene corresponding to cbbA (R. Ghosh,
personal communication). Although the effect of the
mutation on electron transport is not clear, it is
particularly interesting in light of the role fixation
normally plays during photoheterotrophic growth.

V. Transcriptional Regulatory Genes

A. Cm. vinosum

In Cm. vinosum, an open reading frame (ORF) located
226 bp upstream from and divergently oriented to
cbbL-1cbbS-1, originally termed rbcR, was identified
by nucleotide sequence analysis (Viale et al. 1991).
No such homolog was detected upstream from cbbL-
2cbbS-2. Since, at present, no genetic system is
available for expression of genes in Cm. vinosum, the
potential for CbbR regulation of RubisCO genes was
investigated in E. coli (Viale et al., 1991). An
expression clone was constructed in which the amino
terminal portion of lacZ was fused to the initiation
codon of CbbR and synthesis of the resultant fusion
protein was directed by the lac promoter of the
vector. RubisCO activity was lower in E. coli cells
cotransformed with the cbbR construct and a plasmid
containing the cbbL-1cbbS-1 operon under control
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of its own promoter than in E. coli cells containing
the RubisCO plasmid alone. Because a reduction in
RubisCO activity was observed in the presence of
CbbR, the authors suggest a negative transcriptional
regulatory function for the Cm. vinosum CbbR protein
which would account for the lowered RubisCO
expression observed during photoheterotrophic
versus photolithoautotrophic growth. This proposal
should be regarded as tentative since the promoter
recognized in E. coli may not be the same as that in
Cm. vinosum and gene dosage can alter properties of
regulatory molecules.

B. Rb. sphaeroides

1. cbbR

As mentioned previously, nucleotide sequence
determination of the region located upstream of the
form I cbb cluster in Rb. sphaeroides revealed a
divergently oriented gene, called cbbR, that showed
significant identity to the LysR family of trans-
criptional regulatory proteins (Gibson and Tabita,
1993). Evidence that suggested CbbR regulated
expression of both cbb operons was obtained from
studies of a strain in which the cbbR gene was
inactivated by insertional mutagenesis (Gibson and
Tabita, 1993). The cbbR mutant was impaired in
photoheterotrophic growth and was completely
incapable of growing photolithoautotrophically in a

atmosphere. In cells grown photohetero-
trophically on malate, no expression of form I
RubisCO could be detected and the synthesis of the

form II RubisCO was reduced to approximately 30%
of the wild type strain (Table 3). The cbbR mutant
could be complemented to a wild type growth
phenotype with plasmids containing the form I and
form II gene clusters. Normal levels of form I and
form II RubisCO were observed only in the mutant
carrying the plasmid encoded form I genes, which
include cbbR (Table 3). No form I RubisCO was
detected in the strain complemented with the form II
genes, and although normal levels of RubisCO were
measured in photoheterotrophically grown cells, no
derepression or induction of RubisCO was evident in
photolithoautotrophically grown cultures (Table 3).
When the mutant was complemented with cbbR, a
normal induction pattern for RubisCO was restored
(Table 3). However, immunological analysis revealed
that only 10% the normal level of form I RubisCO
was present in photolithoautotrophic cultures and
the apparent wild type activity was due to over-
expression of form II RubisCO (Table 3). The inability
of plasmid encoded CbbR to restore normal synthesis
of the form I enzymes is not clear, but may be due to
gene dosage effects. The complete absence of
detectable form I RubisCO in the cbbR mutant
suggests that CbbR is essential for transcription of
the form I genes and it is evident that the CbbR gene
product is required for maximum induction of the
form II proteins during photolithoautotrophic growth.
The low level of form II RubisCO in photo-
heterotrophically grown cells that is observed in the
absence of CbbR may be due simply to a constitutive
level of expression or may result from the involvement
of additional regulatory factors. On the basis of
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complementation results, the overexpression of the
form II enzymes observed in response to loss of the
form I gene products is mediated by CbbR as well,
and can account for the apparent communication
previously observed between the two operons.
Interestingly, the promoters controlling expression
of three open reading frames situated immediately
upstream of appear to be influenced by CbbR
as shown by transcriptional fusions to the xylE gene
(Xu and Tabita, 1994).

2. Aerobic Expression

In the course of examining the effect of the cbbR
mutation on expression of the genes within the form
I and form II operons, RubisCO activity was measured
in aerobically grown cells of the mutant strain which
carried plasmids containing the form I operon, the
form II operon or cbbR. Significantly higher levels of
RubisCO were observed in the cbbR mutant carrying
the form II cosmid. The elevated activity was unrelated
to the cbbR background because the same level of
activity was observed in the RubisCO deletion strain
harboring the form II plasmid which carries a wild
type cbbR locus (Gibson and Tabita, 1993). This
evidence, though preliminary, raises the possibility
of a low copy number negative regulatory factor
involved in repression of the form II genes in the
presence of oxygen.

C. Rs. rubrum

A cbbR gene has been identified upstream of the
RubisCO gene in Rs. rubrum (Falcone and Tabita,
1993b). Unlike other cbbR genes that have been
described, the cbbR gene in Rs. rubrum is unique in
that it is oriented in the same direction as the RubisCO
gene but divergent to an operon comprised of other
Calvin cycle genes (Falcone and Tabita, 1993b).
Evidence for the function of the Rs. rubrum CbbR
gene product comes primarily from plasmid directed
expression of RubisCO from the cbbM promoter in
Rb. sphaeroides. Phenotypic complementation of
the Rb. sphaeroides RubisCO deletion mutant with
the Rs. rubrum RubisCO could be accomplished
only if sufficient sequence upstream of the cbbM
gene was present that contained the entire CbbR
coding sequence (Falcone and Tabita, 1993b). These
data implicated cbbR as a requirement for expression
of Rs. rubrum RubisCO. However, complementation
of the Rs. rubrum RubisCO deletion strain was not
achieved using either the cbbRcbbM containing
fragment that complemented the Rb. sphaeroides
RubisCO mutant or a series of plasmid constructs
containing additional sequence upstream and
downstream of the RubisCO gene. In spite of the
inability of these plasmids to complement the strain
to a wild type growth phenotype, expression of
RubisCO was observed in Rs. rubrum when 2 kbp
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DNA upstream from RubisCO was present, encoding
the divergently oriented cbbE in addition to cbbR. In
one case, RubisCO comprised up to 20% of the
soluble protein, suggesting that the reason for lack of
complementation was not due to insufficient
RubisCO, but may instead result from an imbalance
in levels of Calvin cycle enzymes.

D. Regulatory Features of Sequences to
cbbR

LysR regulated promoters have typically been mapped
to the region separating the LysR coding sequence
from the genes it regulates (Henikoff et al., 1988).
The of the Rs. rubrum cbbM transcript, which
maps to the intergenic region between cbbM and
cbbR fits this model (Leustek et al., 1988; Falcone
and Tabita, 1993). Although other promoters for the
photosynthetic bacterial cbb genes have not been
located, several features of the intergenic regions are
notable. All of the intergenic regions are A+T rich
compared to the relatively high G+C content
of the coding regions and contain motifs
common to LysR DNA binding sites (Viale et al.,
1991; Falcone and Tabita, 1993b; Gibson and
Tabita, 1993). In Cm. vinosum, the sequences,

and were also
noted that share significant similarity with consensus
sequences described for other LysR intergenic regions
(Viale et al., 1991).

VI. Expression of cbb Genes in
Heterologous Systems

A. E. coli

The Rs. rubrum form II type RubisCO was the first
Calvin cycle enzyme to be synthesized as a fully
functional protein in E. coli (Somerville and
Somerville, 1984). High level expression has been
attained by placing the cbbM gene under trans-
criptional control of the lac promoter (Somerville
and Somerville, 1984; Pierce and Gutteridge, 1985).
Characterization of the purified protein produced in
E. coli showed it to be comparable in specific activity
and migration in SDS gels to the enzyme isolated
from Rs. rubrum, although later experiments showed
the plasmid encoded enzyme was actually a fusion
protein that contained an additional 25 amino acid
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residues of lacZ at its amino terminus. The plasmid
was later reconstructed to eliminate the gene fusion
without any apparent effect on activity (Larimer et
al., 1986). The form I and form II RubisCO from Rb.
sphaeroides and both of the form I type enzymes
from Cm. vinosum have been successfully expressed
in E. coli and purified recombinant proteins were
subsequently shown to be identical to the authentic
enzyme with respect to various catalytic and
immunological properties (Quivey and Tabita, 1984;
Muller et al., 1985; Viale et al., 1985, 1989, 1990;
Gibson and Tabita, 1986). Almost all of the other cbb
structural genes have been expressed and demon-
strated to be fully functional enzymes in E. coli
(Gibson and Tabita, 1987, 1988; Hallenbeck, 1987;
Chen et al., 1991). These include the FBP, PRK,
TKL, and GAP enzymes from Rb. sphaeroides. It
should be mentioned that expression of TKL
directed by the lac promoter in E. coli and actual
measurement of TKL activity confirmed the identity
of this gene (Chen et al., 1991). In addition, expression
of the two PRK enzymes from Rb. sphaeroides in E.
coli made possible the ability to characterize each
enzyme individually before mutants were available
in Rb. sphaeroides, because both enzymes copurify
in extracts of Rb. sphaeroides (Gibson and Tabita,
1987). Attempts to assay FBA expressed in E. coli
have been unsuccessful Gibson et al., 1991).

To date, the only photosynthetic bacterial Calvin
cycle enzyme synthesized from its own promoter in
E. coli is the Cm. vinosum RubisCO encoded by
cbbL-1cbbS-1 (Viale et al., 1990). It has not been
determined whether or not E. coli polymerase
recognizes the same signals as Cm. vinosum
polymerase. In this context, it is interesting to note
that although two RubisCO coding sequences have
been identified in Cm. vinosum, apparently only one
is expressed to a measurable extent (Viale et al.,
1990). Amino terminal sequence data of RubisCO
purified from Cm. vinosum indicated only a single
RubisCO was present, corresponding to the cbbL-
1cbbS-1 gene product (Viale et al., 1990). Individual
expression of the two sets of genes in E. coli resulted
in functional RubisCO with distinct catalytic
properties (Viale et al., 1990). The properties of the
cbbL-1cbbS-1 gene product were the same as the
enzyme isolated from Cm. vinosum, further
supporting the notion that only one set of RubisCO
genes is expressed in the native organism.
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B. Expression of cbb Genes in Heterologous
Photosynthetic Bacteria

An interesting experiment was performed by Pierce
et al.(1989) in which a cyanobacterial RubisCO
was replaced in vivo with the Rs. rubrum RubisCO.
Initial attempts to inactivate the RubisCO genes in
Synechocystis 6803 were unsuccessful leading to the
supposition that RubisCO was essential even during
growth on glucose. A variation of this experiment
was carried out in which the Synechocystis RubisCO
genes were actually replaced with the cbbM gene
encoding the Rs. rubrum RubisCO fused to the
cyanobacterial RubisCO promoter. The resultant
cyanorubrum strain, was extremely sensitive to the
ratio of oxygen to carbon dioxide and grew in the
absence of glucose, provided the atmosphere was
supplemented with 5% The cyanobacterial
RubisCO has a low affinity for the substrate
which is offset in part because the enzyme is housed
in structures called carboxysomes, postulated to
contain a specialized carbonic anhydrase to provide

at the active site (Reinhold et al., 1987).
Carboxysomes were not observed in the cyanorubrum
strain, a factor that may account for the observed
phenotype. The construction of the cyanorubrum
strain provided a unique opportunity to examine the
physiological consequences of replacing the native
RubisCO with a foreign enzyme.

Falcone and Tabita have utilized a RubisCO
deletion strain of Rb. sphaeroides as a host with
which to examine the effects of expression of
heterologous or mutated RubisCO enzymes on the
physiology of this organism as well as a means to
analyze regulation of foreign cbb promoters (Tabita
et al., 1990; Falcone and Tabita, 1991, 1993a). For
the former, a broad-host range expression vector was
constructed into which genes of interest could be
inserted downstream from the Rs. rubrum cbbM
promoter (Falcone and Tabita, 1991). This promoter
was shown to be regulated in an expected manner in
Rb. sphaeroides by first analyzing synthesis of the
Rs. rubrum RubisCO itself under different growth
conditions (Falcone and Tabita, 1991). Subsequently,
the Rs. rubrum RubisCO gene was replaced with the
form I and form II RubisCO genes from Rb.
sphaeroides and the cyanobacterial rbcLrbcS genes
from Synechococcus PCC6301. All of the RubisCO
constructs were able to complement the RubisCO
deletion mutant of Rb. sphaeroides to photo-

heterotrophic and photolithoautotrophic growth
(Falcone and Tabita, 1991). Interestingly, however,
the mutant harboring the cyanobacterial RubisCO
genes exhibited a pronounced lag and markedly
longer growth rate during photosynthetic growth on
malate when cultures were bubbled with argon,
although in standing cultures growth was comparable
to that of the other complemented strains. The
difference in growth can be attributed to the higher
concentration of in the standing culture. The
growth phenotype therefore reflects the properties of
the cyanobacterial RubisCO which has an unusually
low affinity for  normally compensated for in its
native host by carboxysomes and a concentrating
mechanism and thus illustrates the potential of using
the Rb. sphaeroides RubisCO mutant for screening
RubisCO enzymes with altered catalytic properties
(Reinhold et al., 1987; Kaplan et al., 1989).

Expression of foreign cbb genes directed by
homologous promoters was also examined in the
RubisCO deletion strain (Falcone and Tabita, 1993a).
In addition to the Rs. rubrum RubisCO, cbb genes
from two nonphotosynthetic bacteria, Xanthobacter
flavus and Bradyrhizobium japonicum, were
expressed from their own promoters in the Rb.
sphaeroides mutant. In contrast to the normal
regulation that was observed for the Rs. rubrum
promoter, the Xanthobacter and Bradyrhizobium cbb
genes were regulated in a fashion exactly opposite to
that for Rb. sphaeroides as more RubisCO was
measured in cells cultured under photoheterotrophic
than photolithoautotrophic growth conditions.

C. In vitro Transcription

1. Rb. sphaeroides

The inability to express RubisCO genes in E. coli
from native promoters led to the development of in
vitro transcription systems as an alternative for
examining regulatory factors governing synthesis of
RubisCO in photosynthetic bacteria. This approach,
which has thus far met with limited success, was first
used in Rb. sphaeroides. Plasmid encoded form II
RubisCO genes from Rs. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides
were expressed in an Rb. sphaeroides coupled
transcription-translation system using RubisCO
activity as a measure of transcription (Chory et al.,
1985). In vitro synthesis and assembly of the Rb.
sphaeroides form II RubisCO was reported from a
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cloned DNA fragment containing only a few hundred
base pairs to This result suggests an internal
promoter for the form II RubisCO is present, a result
in conflict with data derived from mutagenesis and
complementation studies that are discussed above.

2. Rs. rubrum

The end of Rs. rubrum RubisCO mRNA
synthesized in an in vitro transcription system with
either E. coli or Rs. rubrum RNA polymerase was
determined by S1 mapping procedures (Leustek et al.,
1988). Regardless of the source of polymerase, the
same three were observed corresponding to
those mapped when RNA was isolated from E. coli
harboring plasmid encoded cbbM, but not when
RNA was isolated from Rs. rubrum. The discrepancy
between apparent in vitro and in vivo transcriptional
start sites may reflect the absence of factors in vitro
that are required for recognition of the RubisCO
promoter.

3. Cm. vinosum

Expression of the first set of RubisCO genes isolated
from Cm. vinosum in E. coli was dependent on an E.
coli promoter, suggesting that the native promoter, if
present, was not recognized by E. coli RNA
polymerase. Transcription was measured by
hybridizing RNA synthesized in vitro to
DNA fragments representing vector, rbcL and rbcS
sequences blotted to nitrocellulose. With E. coli
RNA polymerase, RubisCO RNA was only detected
when synthesis was directed by the E. coli tac
promoter. RNA synthesized in a homologous system
with purified Cm. vinosum RNA polymerase
hybridized to RubisCO genes, but the results are
difficult to interpret since the plasmid used as template
also contained the tac promoter and no control
plasmid DNA lacking this promoter was used to
determine whether or not it is functional in this
system.

VII. Conclusions

As indicated throughout this review, expression of
Calvin cycle enzymes is affected by a wide variety of
environmental factors. This is not surprising given
the central, yet varied role fixation plays in
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cellular metabolism in photosynthetic bacteria. Over
the past ten years, cloning and expression of DNA
coding for Calvin cycle enzymes have provided the
basis for significant advances made in our under-
standing of the molecular biology underlying the
regulation of this important pathway. Gene replace-
ment technology has enabled analysis of the individual
roles of the two forms of RubisCO in Rb. sphaeroides
and revealed different facets of regulation involved
in coordinating expression of two different sets of
Calvin cycle genes. Numerous studies have targeted
transcription as a major determinant in control of
Calvin cycle gene expression in phototrophic bacteria.
The identification of CbbR proteins as members of
the LysR family of transcriptional regulators offer
the first clues into the nature of the transcriptional
regulation. Deletion of RubisCO genes in Rs. rubrum
and Rb. sphaeroides surprisingly unmasked alterna-
tive means of assimilating further demonstrating
the metabolic versatility of photosynthetic bacteria.
Sequencing of structural and regulatory Calvin cycle
genes has revealed intriguing relationships between
photosynthetic bacteria and other organisms.
Although numerous regulatory and evolutionary
features have emerged from these studies, many
questions remain unanswered. Foremost among future
avenues of research will be the elucidation of promoter
sequences involved in regulation of cbb operons and
the signal(s) through which transcriptional activation
or repression is mediated. Biochemical analysis of
the transcriptional regulatory proteins will also be
required for a complete understanding of the
molecular processes involved in gene expression.
Although not dealt with in this review, post-
transcriptional factors affecting synthesis, assembly
and activity of Calvin cycle enzymes must also be
considered in examining the overall control of
assimilation. Translation is an area that remains to be
explored. However, post-translational mechanisms
affecting assembly and activity of RubisCO have
already been identified and is discussed in Chapter
41 by F.R. Tabita. Ultimately, the question of how the
regulation of    fixation is coordinated with other
areas of metabolism will need to be addressed.
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Summary

This chapter focuses on recent advances in the genetic analysis of the common tetrapyrrole pathway and on the
factors that regulate BChl biosynthesis. The genes for several steps in tetrapyrrole biosynthesis have been
cloned‚ and the rest of the genes should be cloned in the near future.

This is an extremely complex pathway, with four different branches. Unlike most pathways where the
endproducts are functionally very similar, the endproducts of this pathway serve very different functions, and
are required in vastly different amounts. For this reason, the common tetrapyrrole pathway can be expected to
have multiple layers of regulation, each one modulating carbon-flow to a different extent. The presence of
oxygen, for example, has to block the magnesium branch and dramatically reduce carbon-flow over the
common pathway without reducing the synthesis of the other three endproducts.

Three different environmental factors have been identified which alter the carbon-flow over the common
tetrapyrrole pathway: oxygen, heme and c-type cytochromes. A fourth factor, light intensity, regulates BChl
degradation rather than BChl synthesis. These factors appear to act independently of one another to ensure the
smooth functioning of this pathway under a variety of environmental conditions.

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 1125–1134.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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I. Introduction

The purple non-sulfur photosynthetic bacteria
synthesize four tetrapyrrole endproducts: heme, BChl,
siroheme and vitamin B-12. These compounds are
all derived from ALA via a multiply branched pathway
(Fig. 1). The first branchpoint in this pathway is at
uroporphyrinogen III. A small amount of uropor-
phyrinogen III is methylated, committing it to the
synthesis of siroheme and vitamin B-12. Siroheme is
the cofactor of enzymes such as sulfite reductase
(Murphy and Siegel, 1973) and nitrite reductase
(Murphy et al., 1974), while vitamin B-12 is the
cofactor of homocysteine methyltransferase (Davis
and Mingioli, 1950). Neither Rb. capsulatus nor Rb.
sphaeroides appear to have the vitamin B-12-
independent pathway for methionine biosynthesis
(Cauthen et al., 1967; Biel, unpublished). While a
small amount of the uroporphyrinogen III is diverted
to these compounds, the vast majority is decar-
boxylated to coproporphyrinogen III, a precursor of
protoporphyrin IX. At this point, either iron or
magnesium is chelated into the porphyrin ring. The
various hemes are formed from iron protoporphyrin,
while BChl is derived from magnesium proto-
porphyrin.

Considerable effort has gone into understanding
how various environmental factors influence
tetrapyrrole biosynthesis. The factor that has the
largest effect, and has received the most scrutiny, is
oxygen tension. In Rb. sphaeroides, heme synthesis
is unaffected by oxygen tension (Lascelles, 1978).
However, the presence of as little as 2% oxygen
dramatically reduces the BChl content of Rb.
capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides (Arnheim and Oelze,
1983; Clark et al., 1984).

In the last decade, there has been an explosion of
information on BChl synthesis and how various
factors regulate it. The bch genes, encoding the
enzymes of the magnesium branch, have been cloned,
physically mapped and sequenced (Chapter 50 by
Alberti et al., Taylor et al., 1983; Biel and Marrs,
1983; Zsebo et al., 1984; Yang and Bauer, 1990;
Bollivar and Bauer, 1992; Burke et al., 1993a; Bollivar
et al., 1994a,b), and the enzymatic activities of a few
of the enzymes are known (Bollivar et al., 1994c). A
few of the hem genes, encoding the enzymes of the
common tetrapyrrole pathway, have also been cloned.

Abbreviations: ALA – aminolevulinate; BChl – bacterio-
chlorophyll; E. coli – Escherichia coli; Rb. – Rhodobacter

These advances have facilitated several studies into
the regulation of BChl biosynthesis. It has become
clear that the regulation of BChl synthesis is much
more complex than initially realized. While it was
previously assumed that the observed regulation by
oxygen and heme was part of a single control
mechanism, it now appears that these factors act
independently of each other. In fact, this is such an
important biosynthetic pathway that it now seems
probable that there are multiple, independent,
regulatory systems that act to modulate the
intracellular levels of BChl and heme.

This review will detail the information known
about the genetics of the common tetrapyrrole
pathway, i.e. the pathway from succinyl CoA and
glycine to protoporphyrin IX (Fig. 1). Additional
information regarding the genetic analysis of the
mg-tetrapyrrole branch can be obtained in Chapter
50 by Alberti et al. as well as in a review by Bauer et
al., (1993).The current state of information on
regulation of BChl biosynthesis by oxygen, heme, c-
type cytochromes, and light will also be covered in
this review.

II. Genetics of Protoporphyrin Biosynthesis

The hemA gene has been the most extensively studied
of the hem genes in purple photosynthetic bacteria.
Lascelles and Altshuler (1969) were the first to
describe a hemA mutant in Rb. sphaeroides. The
mutant H-5 requires exogenous ALA for both heme
and BChl production, indicating that a single ALA
synthase makes ALA for both pathways. However,
the mutant was isolated following nitrosoguanidine
mutagenesis, and may have multiple mutations. This
possibility was supported by the cloning of two
different genes encoding ALA synthase, hemA and
hemT, from Rb. sphaeroides (Tai et al., 1988). Either
one of the genes allows strain H-5 to grow both
aerobically in the dark and photosynthetically( Neidle
and Kaplan, 1993). Thus it appears that the enzyme
produced by either hemA or hemT can supply all of
the ALA needed for both heme and BChl production.

Wright et al. (1987) isolated a Rb. capsulatus
strain with a Tn5 insertion in hemA. This strain
requires exogenous ALA for aerobic growth and
BChl synthesis. The hemA gene was cloned and
subsequently sequenced (Biel et al., 1988; Horn-
berger, et al., 1990; Wright et al., 1991). The
observation that hemA mutants are unable to
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synthesize heme or BChl suggests that unlike the
situation in Rb. sphaeroides, there is only one gene
for ALA synthase in Rb. capsulatus.

The condensation of two ALA molecules to form
the monopyrrole porphobilinogen is catalyzed by
porphobilinogen synthase, the product of the hemB
gene. This gene has been cloned from Rb. sphaeroides
(Delaunay et al., 1991) and from Rb. capsulatus (K.
Indest and A. Biel, unpublished). Both clones were
isolated by complementation of an E. coli hemB
mutant. The porphobilinogen synthase encoded by
the Rb. capsulatus hemB gene is 43 kDa and is 54%
identical to the enzyme from Bradyrhizobium
japonicum (Chauhan and O’Brian, 1993). There are
no reports of hemB mutants in either Rb. capsulatus
or Rb. sphaeroides.

Coomber et al. (1992) isolated a Rb. sphaeroides
mutant that accumulates coproporphyrin and does
not make BChl, but does grow aerobically. They
cloned a gene that complements this mutation and
determined that the amino acid sequence, derived
from the DNA sequence, is 44.7% similar to that of
the yeast hem13 gene, which encodes an aerobic
coproporphyrinogen oxidase. The authors suggested
that Rb. sphaeroides has two coproporphyrinogen

oxidases, one for BChl synthesis and one for heme
synthesis, and that the mutation inactivated the
enzyme responsible for BChl synthesis. If this
mutation is indeed in the hemF gene, the phenotype
would suggest that the heme and BChl branches
diverge at coproporphyrinogen instead of proto-
porphyrin.This would imply that there are two enzyme
complexes, consisting of at least coproporphyrinogen
oxidase and protoporphyrinogen oxidase, with one
complex leading to heme and the other to BChl.

In Rb. capsulatus, the hemE gene has been cloned
by complementation of an E. coli hemE mutant (G.
Ineichen and A. Biel, unpublished). The predicted
amino acid sequence is 34% identical to uropor-
phyrinogen decarboxylase from yeast (Garey et al.,
1992) and from Bacillus subtilis (Hansson and
Kederstedt, 1992). The hemH gene, which encodes
ferrochelatase, has also been cloned from Rb.
capsulatus (E. Kanaziereva and A. Biel, unpublished).

None of the other hem genes have as yet been
cloned from either Rb. capsulatus or Rb. sphaeroides.
However, the existence of a hemD mutant of E. coli
(Sasarman et al., 1987) and strains with insertions or
point mutations in each of the Salmonella typhimur-
ium hem genes (Xu et al., 1992) should allow the rest
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of the Rhodobacter hem genes to be cloned by
complementation of these mutations.

As the cloning and sequencing of the Rb. capsulatus
bch genes is discussed in Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.,
it will not be included in this review.

III. Regulation of BChl Biosynthesis

A. Regulation by Oxygen

A thorough review of BChl biosynthesis and its
regulation in Rb. sphaeroides was published in 1982
(Rebeiz and Lascelles, 1982). The authors proposed
a simple model to explain how oxygen might regulate
BChl synthesis. It was suggested that oxygen inhibits
magnesium chelatase, resulting in an increase in the
protoporphyrin IXpool. Ferrochelatase would convert
protoporphyrin IX to heme, which would feedback
inhibit aminolevulinate synthase (Fig. 1). The
decrease in aminolevulinate synthase activity would
prevent further synthesis of protoporphyrin IX and
would explain how oxygen inhibits the production of
BChl without overproducing any of the tetrapyrrole
intermediates (Lascelles, 1978).

This model predicts that oxygen, either directly or
indirectly, regulates two steps in the synthesis of
BChl. According to this theory, the first regulated
step is the formation of ALA, which can be greatly
modulated depending on the amount of BChl needed,
but cannot be shut off because of the constant need
for heme.The second regulated step is the conversion
of protoporphyrin to Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl
ester.

A recent study suggests that, as predicted, oxygen
regulates the conversion of protoporphyrin to Mg-
protoporphyrin monomethyl ester. A Rb. capsulatus
bchE strain, which accumulates Mg-protoporphyrin
monomethyl ester, was grown under either 23% or
3% oxygen and pigment accumulation was measured
(Biel, 1992). Under high oxygen tensions no Mg-
protoporphyrin monomethyl ester accumulated. Since
heme synthesis must continue under these conditions,
these results indicate that oxygen controls the
formation of Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl ester
from protoporphyrin.

The pufQ gene product is essential for BChl
synthesis from protoporphyrin, although its role is
unclear (Bauer and Marrs, 1988). It is intriguing,
however, that transcription of pufQ is 30-fold higher
in anaerobically grown cultures than in cultures grown

aerobically (Bauer et al., 1988; Chapter 58). Thereby
implying that transcription of pufQ may have a role
in this control.

Studies on the regulation of BChl biosynthesis by
oxygen were facilitated by the isolation of an

derived from RP1, which carried the entire
Rb. capsulatus photosynthesis region (Marrs, 1981).
A genetic and physical map of the photosynthesis
region of the Rb. capsulatus chromosome, showing
the positions of the genes for BChl and carotenoid
biosynthesis, was then developed (Taylor et al., 1983;
Zsebo and Hearst, 1984) and refined by interposon
mutagenesis (Yang and Bauer, 1990; Bollivar et al.,
1994a,b). Fusions between the lacZ gene and several
of the bch genes were also constructed and used to
determine that transcription of the bch genes was
two- to three-fold lower in cultures grown with 20%
oxygen than in those grown with 2% oxygen (Biel
and Marrs, 1983; Young et al., 1989; Yang and Bauer,
1990). These results have been confirmed by
measuring bch mRNA levels in Rb. capsulatus and
Rb. sphaeroides (Clark et al., 1984; Hunter and
Coomber, 1988; Armstrong et al., 1993). While
transcription of the bch genes is regulated by oxygen
tension, the magnitude of that regulation cannot
account for the 50-fold lower BChl levels seen in
aerobically grown cultures compared to anaerobically
grown ones. In an effort to determine how oxygen
regulates transcription of the bch promoters, Ma et
al. (1993) analyzed the bchCXYZ promoter region.
They found that it shared sequence similarity to the
E. coli consensus promoter and that deletion of a
50bp AT-rich region immediately upstream of the
–35 region rendered the promoter uninducible by
oxygen. There is also a report of a trans-acting
represser in Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus
which controls expression of bch genes (Penfold and
Pemberton, 1994; Ponnampalam et al., 1995).

When the synthesis of BChl from protoporphyrin
is inhibited by oxygen, carbon-flow over the common
tetrapyrrole pathway has to be reduced to prevent the
overproduction of protoporphyrin. Regulation of the
common tetrapyrrole pathway by oxygen was
demonstrated by growing a Rb. capsulatus bchH
mutant under high and low oxygen tensions and
measuring protoporphyrin accumulation (Biel and
Marrs, 1983). The low-oxygen grown culture had
dramatically higher protoporphyrin levels than the
high-oxygen grown culture. While this observation
suggests that oxygen regulates carbon-flow over the
common tetrapyrrole pathway, it does not rule out
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the possibility that protoporphyrin synthesis is the
same under both oxygen tensions, but that under
high oxygen the excess protoporphyrin is degraded.
However, since a bchH mutant accumulates proto-
porphyrin when grown under high oxygen in the
presence of exogenous porphobilinogen, it seems
likely that oxygen does indeed regulate the synthesis
of protoporphyrin (Biel, 1992).

Mutants which accumulate coproporphyrin have
been isolated in both Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides (Biel and Biel, 1990; Coomber et al.,
1992). Coproporphyrin is accumulated by both
mutants only when they are grown under low oxygen
tension, suggesting that oxygen controls one of the
steps in the formation of coproporphyrin.

Since the formation of ALA has been considered
to be the first step in the common tetrapyrrole pathway,
it seemed plausible that this would be the step at
which oxygen acts. Evidence in support of this are
the observations, made in Rb. sphaeroides, that ALA
is rate-limiting for heme synthesis (Lascelles and
Hatch, 1969), and that ALA synthase is inhibited by
heme in vitro (Burnham and Lascelles, 1963).

There is no direct evidence, however, that oxygen
influences ALA synthase activity. In Rb. capsulatus,
cultures grown aerobically have the same ALA
synthase activity as cultures grown photosynthetically
(Biel, 1992), while in Rb. sphaeroides, ALA synthase
specific activity varies less than five-fold with oxygen
tension (Lascelles, 1959; Oelze and Arnheim, 1983).
Since the Rb. sphaeroides enzyme is activated by
trisulfides, the observed ALA synthase specific
activity may not reflect the true in vivo situation
(Marriott et al., 1969). Transcription of the Rb.
capsulatus hemA gene is regulated only two-fold by
oxygen (Hornberger et al., 1991; Wright et al., 1991).

If oxygen either directly or indirectly inhibits ALA
formation, the addition of exogenous ALA to an
aerobically growing culture should result in increased
carbon-flow over the common tetrapyrrole pathway.
This was tested by growing a Rb. capsulatus bchH
mutant under high and low oxygen tensions in the
presence of 1.0mM ALA and measuring the
accumulation of protoporphyrin (Biel, 1992).
Surprisingly, even in the presence of exogenous
ALA, protoporphyrin levels were much higher in the
low-oxygen grown culture than in the high-oxygen
grown culture, suggesting that oxygen regulates some
step after the formation of ALA. When the experiment
was repeated with exogenous porphobilinogen, both
the high- and low-oxygen grown cultures accumulated

protoporphyrin, indicating that oxygen regulates the
conversion of ALA to porphobilinogen.

An implication of this result is that either
aerobically growing cells must accumulate ALA,
which has not been reported, or the ALA must be
metabolized by some other pathway. There are several
reports in different organisms suggesting that ALA
is not committed to tetrapyrrole biosynthesis. Shemin
and Russell (1953), in reporting that ALA is a
precursor of protoporphyrin, also indicated that ALA
is incorporated into purines. Further evidence for the
incorporation of ALA into purines was presented by
Nemeth et al. (1957). Shigesada (1972) demonstrated
that in photosynthetically grown Rhodospirillum
rubrum the major metabolites of  were
not tetrapyrroles, but were instead

and glutamate.
While the evidence presented above suggests that

oxygen regulates the formation of porphobilinogen
from ALA, the mechanism of this regulation is
unclear. Now that the hemB gene has been cloned
from both Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides, it will
be a simple matter to determine if oxygen regulates
hemB transcription. It will be more difficult to
determine if oxygen regulates the activity of
porphobilinogen synthase. Lascelles (1959) measured
porphobilinogen synthase specific activities in Rb.
sphaeroides cultures grown under low and high
oxygen tensions and found that porphobilinogen
synthase activity was four-fold higher in the low-
oxygen grown culture than in the high-oxygen grown
culture. Porphobilinogen synthase activity does not
seem to be regulated in Rb. capsulatus (A. Biel,
unpublished). These assays may not represent the
true in vivo situation, however, since no attempt was
made in these studies to maintain the original oxygen
tension of the culture while making the extracts.
Thus if the porphobilinogen synthase in photo-
synthetic bacteria is oxygen-labile, as has been
reported for the mammalian enzyme (Tsukamoto et
al., 1979), the observed activity from anaerobically
grown cultures may be considerably less than the
actual in vivo activity.

B. Regulation by Heme

It has been demonstrated convincingly that hemin
inhibits Rb. sphaeroides ALA synthase in vitro
(Burnham and Lascelles, 1963; Yubisui and
Yoneyama, 1972). Porphobilinogen synthase of Rb.
sphaeroides is also very sensitive to inhibition by
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hemin, with 50% inhibition occurring at 33
(Burnham and Lascelles, 1963; Nandi et al., 1968).
In contrast, the porphobilinogen synthase of Rb.
capsulatus is insensitive to inhibition by hemin (Nandi
and Shemin, 1973). One other Rb. sphaeroides
enzyme, ferrochelatase, has been shown to be strongly
inhibited by hemin, with 50% inhibition occurring at
10 (Jones and Jones, 1970).

In spite of these observations, the manner in which
heme might regulate tetrapyrrole biosynthesis, and
the physiological significance of that regulation are
not clear. The role of heme in regulating tetrapyrrole
biosynthesis has been investigated by starving cells
for heme and monitoring the production of various
tetrapyrroles. The first method used to produce heme-
deficient cells was to incubate cell suspensions in
iron-limited media. Cell suspensions of either Rb.
capsulatus or Rb. sphaeroides incubated in the light
for 24 h in iron-deficient media accumulated large
amounts of coproporphyrin while synthesizing less
than half the normal amount of BChl (Lascelles,
1956; Burnham and Lascelles, 1963; Cooper, 1963;
A. Biel, unpublished). Jones (1963) reported that Rb.
sphaeroides also accumulated Mg-protoporphyrin
monomethyl ester when starved for iron.

A second, more specific, method for producing
heme-deficient cells has been used in both Rb.
capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides (Houghton et al.,
1982; A. Biel, unpublished). Cell suspensions were
incubated in the presence of N-methylprotoporphyrin,
an inhibitor of ferrochelatase, in the presence of
excess iron. In both Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides, N-methylprotoporphyrin had no effect
on BChl production, while dramatically increasing
the production of Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl
ester. Incubation of the cell suspensions with N-
methylprotoporphyrin did not result in accumulation
of coproporphyrin.

While both sets of experiments suggest that heme
deficiency causes increased carbon-flow over the
common tetrapyrrole pathway, it also appears that
iron-limitation reduces the conversion of copro-
porphyrinogen to Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl
ester. It has been suggested that the increased carbon-
flow over the common tetrapyrrole pathway is due to
a loss of the normal feed-back inhibition of ALA
synthase by heme (Lascelles, 1978; Houghton et al.,
1982), however, there are no published reports on the
level of ALA synthase in heme-deficient cells. Rb.
capsulatus grown under 3% oxygen in the presence
of N-methylprotoporphyrin had 1.4-fold more ALA

synthase activity than a similar culture grown in the
absence of the inhibitor (A. Biel, unpublished). It is
not yet known if this increase in ALA synthase
activity alone is enough to account for the increased
porphyrin accumulation.

Complicating the picture is the observation that
when bch mutants of Rb. capsulatus or Rb.
sphaeroides are incubated with N-methylpro-
toporphyrin the pigment that accumulates is not Mg-
protoporphyrin monomethyl ester, but is the pigment
characteristic of the mutant (Houghton et al., 1982;
A. Biel, unpublished). Houghton et al. (1982)
suggested that BChl acts as an inhibitor of the
conversion of Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl ester
to Mg-2,4-divinyl pheoporphyrin monomethyl
ester, and that in bch mutants the absence of BChl
allows carbon-flow to continue until the block in the
pathway is reached.

It is evident that a considerable amount of work
needs to be done to determine the role of heme in
regulating the common tetrapyrrole pathway. The
isolation of ALA synthase mutants that are insensitive
to feed-back inhibition by heme might be very useful
in elucidating the role of ALA synthase in heme-
mediated regulation of this pathway. Presumably,
these mutants would accumulate higher than normal
amounts of Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl ester,
which would not be increased by heme-deficiency.
These mutants will also help to determine if oxygen
and heme act independently on the common
tetrapyrrole pathway, as suggested by the results
presented above. If, in fact, regulation by oxygen is
totally independent from regulation by heme, the
accumulation of Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl
ester should still be regulated by oxygen.

C. Regulation by -type Cytochromes

Several different mutants have been isolated in Rb.
capsulatus whose phenotypes suggest a link between
c-type cytochrome biosynthesis and carbon-flow over
the common tetrapyrrole pathway. Daldal et al. (1987)
found that Rb. capsulatus petB and petC mutants,
which lack the cytochrome complex, accumulate
an uncharacterized pigment. Kranz (1989) isolated
mutants with alterations in three different genes
(helA, helB and helC) required for biosynthesis of c-
type cytochromes. These mutants also accumulated
an uncharacterized pigment. Biel and Biel (1990)
isolated a Tn5 insertion mutant that completely lacks
c-type cytochromes. Beckman et al. (1992) have

c
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sequenced the gene mutated in this strain. The gene
has been designated ccl1, and has been shown to be
involved in c-type cytochrome biosynthesis. This
mutant accumulated nine-fold more protoporphyrin
and 18-fold more coproporphyrin than the parental
strain and only 19% of the normal amount of BChl.
Porphyrin production in this mutant is still subject to
the normal regulation by oxygen (Biel, 1991). Growth
of the mutant in an iron-limited medium increases
porphyrin accumulation almost three-fold (A. Biel,
unpublished), suggesting that whatever regulatory
mechanism has been disrupted by this mutation, it is
separate from heme-mediated regulation.

The phenotypes of these mutants suggest that Rb.
capsulatus monitors the level of one or more c-type
cytochromes and modulates carbon-flow over the
common tetrapyrrole pathway in response to changes
in that level. It is unclear whether the total pool of c-
type cytochromes is monitored, or whether it is the
level of a specific c-type cytochrome which regulates
the pathway. How carbon-flow over the common
tetrapyrrole pathway is regulated is also unknown.
By analyzing the cytochrome c-less mutant it should
be possible to determine if the activities of any of the
enzymes in the pathway are increased and whether
transcription of the hemA and hemB genes are altered.

D. Regulation by Light

Cohen-Bazire et al. (1957) demonstrated that BChl
levels were inversely proportional to light intensity
in photosynthetically grown cultures. They also found
that aerobically grown cultures produced very little
BChl, regardless of the light intensity. It was assumed
that the decreased levels of BChl found in high-light
grown cultures was due to inhibition of BChl
synthesis, and it was proposed that oxygen and light
controlled the state of oxidation of some electron
transport chain component, which in turn regulated
the synthesis of BChl.

Arnheim and Oelze (1983) investigated the
formation of BChl in chemostats where growth was
limited by oxygen or light. They found that in Rb.
sphaeroides the two factors acted independently of
one another, and suggested that oxygen and light use
separate mechanisms to control BChl formation.
Oelze and Arnheim (1983) showed that while
aminolevulinate synthase levels respond to changes
in oxygen tension, changes in light intensity have no
effect on enzyme activity. These results suggest that
a single regulatory mechanism, such as that proposed

by Cohen-Bazire et al. (1957), can not account for
regulation by both oxygen and light. This conclusion
was further strengthened when it was observed that
while oxygen regulated transcription of the bch genes
in Rb. capsulatus, light intensity had no effect on
transcription (Biel and Marrs, 1983).

These studies indicated that oxygen and light
independently regulated BChl accumulation. The
assumption was made that both oxygen and light
regulated the synthesis of BChl. However, several
pieces of evidence suggest that in Rb. capsulatus
light intensity controls the rate of BChl degradation
rather than the rate of synthesis (Biel, 1986). A
strain, grown under 3% oxygen either in darkness or
with a light intensity of 850 W  accumulated nine
times more BChl in the dark than in bright light. On
the other hand, a bchG mutant, which synthesizes
bacteriochlorophyllide a but cannot convert it to
BChl, accumulated the same amount of bacterio-
chlorophyllide a per mg of protein under the two
conditions, indicating that light intensity does not
alter the synthesis of bacteriochlorophyllide a. This
experiment does not rule out the possibility that light
prevents the conversion of bacteriochlorophyllide a
to BChl. However, when tetrapyrrole formation from

was followed it was determined that bright
light caused an increase in BChl degradation. In a

strain grown in the dark, was rapidly
converted to BChl. When grown in bright light, the

was converted to a colorless compound
that co-migrated with BChl on silica gel TLC plates
developed with either 70% ethanol or two other
solvent systems. Spectroscopy and fluorimetry
indicated that this compound was not a normal BChl
precursor, suggesting that the compound was a
degradation product of BChl. Interestingly, BChl
formed by a culture grown in the dark was not
degraded when the culture was shifted to bright light.
Perhaps insertion of BChl into pigment-protein
complexes stabilizes the BChl. Synthesis of the
proteins for these complexes are known to be
regulated by light intensity (Klug et al., 1985; Zhu
and Hearst, 1986).

IV. Conclusions

Oxygen tension is the environmental factor with the
most influence on this pathway. It prevents the
conversion of protoporphyrin to Mg-protoporphyrin
monomethyl ester. The PufQ protein appears to be
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involved in regulating this step, but how this regulation
occurs is unknown. Oxygen also reduces carbon-
flow over the common tetrapyrrole pathway. Recent
evidence suggests that the site of regulation is not the
formation of ALA, but rather its conversion to
porphobilinogen. A considerable amount of work
remains to be done to confirm this and to determine
the mechanism by which oxygen regulates this step.

Heme-deprivation also causes an increase in
carbon-flow over the common tetrapyrrole pathway.
It is likely that regulation by heme is separate from
regulation by oxygen. The isolation and charac-
terization of a mutant with a feed-back resistant ALA
synthase should help to determine if heme controls
the common tetrapyrrole pathway by regulating ALA
synthase activity.

This pathway is also regulated by c-type cyto-
chromes. Cytochromes can be considered to be the
true endproducts of the heme pathway; therefore it
seems likely that the cell would monitor the level of
some type of cytochrome and regulate tetrapyrrole
synthesis in response to changes in the level of that
cytochrome. The mechanism by which c-type
cytochromes regulate heme synthesis are as yet totally
unexplored.

In one area at least, the regulation of BChl is
simpler than previously thought. Light intensity
regulates the intracellular level of BChl by altering
the rate of BChl degradation, rather than its rate of
synthesis. Thus the brighter the light, the faster
degradation occurs.

With the application of genetic approaches and
molecular biological tools to this area tremendous
strides have been made in the last decade. We have
not yet answered the questions, but have defined
them so that they can be answered. In the next decade
a picture should begin to emerge of how the bacterial
cell regulates such an extraordinarily complex
pathway with such precision.
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Summary

Carotenoids comprise a large class of natural pigments that are ubiquitous in photosynthetic organisms and are
essential for photooxidative protection. A large collection of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacterial carotenoid
biosynthesis mutants with novel color phenotypes have been isolated over the past 40 years. Genes involved in
carotenoid biosynthesis have recently been mapped, cloned and sequenced. Seven clustered genes (crtA, crtB,
crtC, crtD, crtE, crtF, crtI) are required for carotenoid biosynthesis in Rhodobacter (Rb.) capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides. The crt gene products participate in reactions that convert FPP to spheroidene/spheroidenone. The
proposed requirement for the products of Rb. capsulatus ORF160 and ORF 469 in carotenoid biosynthesis
conflicts with experiments using their respective Rb. sphaeroides homologs. Nucleotide sequences have been
determined for all of the Rb. capsulatus crt genes and for crtD, crtI, crtB and a portion of crtC in Rb.
sphaeroides. The Rb. capsulatus crtEF and crtIB genes appear to form multigene operons, the former within
the global context of a superoperon in the photosynthesis gene cluster.

Carotenoid pigment accumulation in Rhodobacter clearly responds to environmental stimuli, particularly
light intensity and oxygen tension, and correlates with the presence and extent of the photosynthetic membrane.
mRNA accumulation studies using gene-specific probes and promoter-reporter gene fusions indicate upregulation
of Rb. capsulatus crtA, crtC, crtD, crtE, crtF and ORF 160, but not crtB and crtI, by anaerobiosis.
Transcriptional regulation thus does not appear to limit the biosynthetic capacity for the conversion of GGPP
to neurosporene.

Most information available on the Rhodobacter carotenoid biosynthesis enzymes has been deduced from the
predicted amino acids sequences, rather than from biochemical or immunological studies. The carotenoid
prenyltransferases (CrtB and CrtE) and phytoene dehydrogenase (CrtI) catalyze the early biosynthetic reactions
in the carotenoid pathway that are conserved in other organisms. CrtI is, however, replaced in oxygenic
photosynthetic organisms by a structurally distinct but functionally similar protein called CrtP/Pds. The CrtB,
CrtC, CrtD, CrtE, CrtF and CrtI enzymes share conserved sequence motifs with other proteins of related
function.

I. Introduction

A. Scope of This Chapter

The study of the genetics of carotenoid biosynthesis
has blossomed in recent years, spurred in large part
by the broad application of research results obtained

Abbreviations: BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; BChlide –
bacteriochlorophyllide; DMAPP – dimethylallyl pyrophosphate;
E. coli – Escherichia coli; E. herbicola – Erwinia herbicola; FPP
– farnesyl pyrophosphate; GGPP– geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate;
GPP – geranyl pyrophosphate; IPP – isopentenyl pyrophosphate;
kb – kilobase; LH I – light-harvesting I; LH II – light-harvesting
II; LH – light-harvesting; M. xanthus – Myxococcus xanthus;
N. crassa – Neurospora crassa; ORF – open reading frame;
P. – Paracoccus; PPPP – prephytoene pyrophosphate; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rs. – Rhodospirillum; SAH
– S-adenosylhomocysteine; SAM – S-adenosylmethionine

with the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria to other
organisms (reviewed in Armstrong, 1994). These
advances have been achieved almost exclusively with
two closely related, genetically amenable and
metabolically versatile species of purple nonsulfur
photosynthetic bacteria, Rhodobacter capsulatus and
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Rhodopseudomonas
capsulata and Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides,
respectively, in earlier literature (Imhoff et al., 1984)).
General aspects of the genetics of photosynthetic
bacteria have been reviewed (Scolnik and Marrs,
1987). This chapter will focus primarily, though not
exclusively, on developments since 1976 in the
genetics of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides
carotenoid biosynthesis.

Other chapters in this volume address topics such
as the range of carotenoid structures and biosynthetic
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pathways encountered in the anoxygenic photo-
synthetic prokaryotes, the chemical and physical
properties of carotenoids in their dual functions of
photooxidative protection of the photosynthetic
apparatus and light harvesting in the pigment-protein
antenna and reaction center complexes, detailed
features of the nucleotide sequence of the Rb.
capsulatus carotenoid biosynthesis gene cluster, and
those aspects of the regulation of carotenoid
biosynthesis genes relating to the global organization
of photosynthesis gene clusters.

B. General Background

bacterial colonies. Griffiths and Stanier (1956)
observed several classes of mutants, including brown,
green and blue-green strains that contained BChl but
lacked the normal carotenoid complement. A detailed
examination of the properties of a blue-green
phytoene-accumulating mutant (UV-33) provided the
basis for our understanding of one of the crucial
functions of carotenoids that absorb visible light,
namely photooxidative protection of the organism
against the deadly combination of photons,
endogenous sensitizers (BChl in this case) and oxygen
(Griffiths et al., 1955; Sistrom et al., 1956). The
effects of light and oxygen on the formation of
photosynthetic pigments in Rb. sphaeroides wild
type and a spontaneous green mutant (Ga) were also
documented in an elegant physiological study (Cohen-
Bazire et al., 1957).

B. Elucidation of Biosynthetic Pathways

Carotenoids comprise a diverse class of yellow, orange
and red natural pigments that serve a variety of roles
in photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic prokaryotic
and eukaryotic organisms. During the last 40 years
the significance of carotenoid biosynthesis for
photosynthesis has become evident. Biological
functions of carotenoids in photooxidative protection,
light absorption and the structural integrity of the
photosynthetic membrane have been established in
the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria (reviewed in
Cogdell and Frank, 1987).

Carotenoid and bacteriochlorophyll (BChl)
pigment molecules associate noncovalently but
specifically with the photosynthetic reaction center
(RC) and the light-harvesting (LH) antenna pigment-
protein complexes (reviewed in Hawthornthwaite
and Cogdell, 1991). In anoxygenic photosynthetic
bacteria the formation of these complexes and the
accompanying pigments is normally induced by
anaerobic or low oxygen growth conditions. The LH
antenna complexes serve as the major sites for the
binding of lipophilic carotenoids in the photosynthetic
membrane.

II. Early Developments in the Genetics of
Carotenoid Biosynthesis

A. Rb. sphaeroides Mutants

The birth of the genetics of photosynthetic bacteria
can be dated to the isolation of carotenoid pigment
mutants of Rb. sphaeroides (Griffiths and Stanier,
1956). These bacteria are normally brown under
anaerobic conditions and become reddish-purple
upon exposure to oxygen. In this classic study, both
ultraviolet-induced and spontaneous mutants were
studied and classified according to the colors of the

III. Mapping, Cloning and Sequencing of
Carotenoid Biosynthesis Genes

A. Rb. capsulatus

1. Genetic Mapping

With the discovery of genetic recombination in Rb.
capsulatus, mediated by a virus-like particle termed
the gene transfer agent (Marrs 1974), the genetic
mapping of carotenoid biosynthesis mutations in a

In the 20 years thereafter, research on carotenoid
biosynthesis emphasized the identification of
biosynthetic intermediates from wild type, mutant
and chemically inhibited bacterial cultures (reviewed
in Goodwin, 1980). Many of these early studies were
performed with Rb. sphaeroides or Rs. rubrum. The
classification of carotenoid pigment mutants and
proposals for biosynthetic pathways in species of
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, based on the
chemical relationships between the characterized
biosynthetic intermediates, are described in detail
elsewhere (Liaaen-Jensen et al., 1961; reviewed in
Schmidt, 1978). In Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus, a carotenoid biosynthetic pathway leading
to the synthesis of spheroidene and spheroidenone
was proposed (Fig. 1). The absence of a viable
genetic system among the anoxygenic photosynthetic
prokaryotes posed a major obstacle to further
advances.
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photosynthetic prokaryote became possible (Yen and
Marts, 1976). Carotenoid (crt) and BChl (bch)
biosynthesis genes were shown to be genetically
linked. Five genetically distinct classes of Rb.
capsulatus crt mutants displaying three altered color
phenotypes (crtB or crtE, blue-green; crtC or crtD,
green; crtA, yellow) were isolated (Yen and Marrs.,
1976). The Rb. capsulatus mutants corresponded
phenotypically to the blue-green, green and brown
mutants previously reported in Rb. sphaeroides
(Griffiths and Stanier, 1956). An additional class of
muddy-brown mutants defined a new genetic locus,
crtF, linked to the other crt genes (Scolnik et al.,
1980). A carotenoid metabolic grid connecting crtA,
crtC, crtD and crtF with specific biosynthetic
conversions (Fig. 1) was proposed on the basis of a
study of the carotenoid intermediates accumulated
in Rb. capsulatus mutants. Another new locus
associated with the green phenotype, crtG, was also
identified and some of the previously reported crtC
mutations (Yen and Marrs, 1976) were reassigned to
it (Scolnik et al., 1980). crtG and crtD were
subsequently demonstrated to be identical (Marrs,
1982).

The biosynthetic intermediates accumulated in
Rb. capsulatus crtB and crtE mutants were not defined
in the construction of the metabolic grid (Yen and
Marrs, 1976; Scolnik et al., 1980). It was, however,
recognized that these blue-green strains did not
accumulate phytoene, whereas the prototypical Rb.
sphaeroides UV-33 mutant did (Griffiths and Stanier,
1956; Sistrom et al., 1956). An Rb. capsulatus crtH
blue-green mutant that accumulated phytoene was
also mentioned in the literature but was not described
in detail (Marrs 1982).

2. Physical Mapping

Shortly after the assignments of crtA, crtC, crtD and
crtF to the biosynthetic grid (Scolnik et al., 1980), an
R-prime plasmid, pRPS404, containing a 46 kilobase
pair (kb) region of the Rb. capsulatus chromosome
from strain SB 1003 was described (Marrs, 1981).
This R-prime complemented all genetic defects in

photosynthesis known at that time, including
blockages in carotenoid and BChl biosynthesis, upon
its introduction into Rb. capsulatus mutants. The puc
operon, encoding the LH II (B800–850) peripheral
antenna complex, was subsequently found to lie
outside of the region carried on pRPS404 (Kaufmann
et al., 1984). The isolation of pRPS404 ushered in a
period of intensive research to physically map,
subclone and sequence genes for the photosynthetic
RC and LH I (B875) pigment-protein complexes,
encoded by the puf and puh operons, and the
photosynthetic pigment biosynthesis enzymes,
encoded by various crt and bch operons (see Burke et
al., 1991; Chapter 50 by Alberti et al. and references
therein).

The crtB locus was the first carotenoid biosynthesis
function to be physically mapped on pRPS404 by a
conjugation-mediated marker rescue technique
(Taylor et al., 1983). Shortly thereafter, transposon
mutagenesis of pRPS404 and the physical mapping
of the crtA, crtE, crtI and crtJ genetic loci were also
reported (Zsebo and Hearst, 1984). crtI and crtJ had
not been previously described and were identified in
this study by their blue-green mutant phenotypes
typical of early blockages in carotenoid biosynthesis
(Fig. 1). crtJ was surrounded by bch genes and was
located about 12 kb away from the other crt genes,
which formed a subcluster within the photosynthesis
gene cluster (Zsebo and Hearst, 1984). The crtC,
crtD, and crtF genes were physically mapped by
interposon (i.e. antibiotic resistance cartridge)
mutagenesis and in vivo complementation (Giuliano
et al., 1988).

3. Assignments of Biosynthetic Blockages in
Blue-Green Mutants

The phenotypes of the new Rb. capsulatus crtI and
crtJ mutants coincided with those of crtB and crtE
blue-green mutants both with respect to the absence
of visibly absorbing carotenoids and in the pleiotropic
loss of a spectroscopically detectable LH II antenna
complex (Kaufmann et al., 1984; Zsebo and Hearst,
1984). Subsequently, several point mutants that
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accumulated phytoene were examined and found to
be complemented in vivo by DNA from the crtI
region (Giuliano et al., 1986). A cell-free extract
from a crtI mutant failed to synthesize colored
carotenoids but could be complemented in vitro by a
crtB mutant extract, thus defining a function for crtI
in the biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 1).

Blue-green crtB, crtE, crtI and crtJ mutants were
studied further using a cell-free Rb. capsulatus in
vitro carotenoid biosynthesis system capable of
converting IPP to phytoene (Armstrong
et al., 1990c). Both in vitro and in vivo accumulation
of phytoene were demonstrated in a crtI transposon
mutant, in agreement with earlier results using point
mutants (Giuliano et al., 1986). Although the updated
biosynthetic pathway gives the all-trans carotenoid
structures for convenience (Fig. 1), 15-cis and all-
trans phytoene were present in roughly equal amounts
in the crtI transposon mutant (Armstrong et al.,
1990c).

The cell-free system also indicated an in vitro
accumulation of GGPP in crtB and crtJ mutants, and
GGPP plus PPPP in a crtE mutant. Provisional
biosynthetic functions of PPPP synthesis and
phytoene synthesis were therefore ascribed to the Rb.
capsulatus crtB and crtE gene products, respectively
(Armstrong et al., 1990c). These assignments were
made under the assumption that blue-green mutants
could not be defective in GGPP synthesis because
this compound is essential for the synthesis of the
phytyl side chain of BChl a in the Rhodospirillaceae
(Fig. 1)(Biel and Marrs, 1983; Rüdiger and Schoch,
1991; Bauer et al., 1993a). Subsequent comparisons
of the deduced amino acid sequences for CrtE and
CrtB with those of prenyltransferases and squalene
synthases led to revised proposals that CrtE might
rather be the GGPP synthase and that CrtB alone
might convert GGPP to phytoene via PPPP (Carattoli
et al., 1991; Math et al., 1992; Kuntz et al., 1992). In
vivo complementation and precursor accumulation
studies with prokaryotic homologs of CrtB and CrtE
from other organisms confirmed this hypothesis
(Chamovitz et al., 1992; Math et al., 1992; Sandmann
and Misawa, 1992). The complementation of an Rb.
capsulatus crtB mutant, but not a crtE mutant, with
a tomato phytoene synthase cDNA was also
demonstrated (Bartley et al., 1992). These results
together imply that a crtE mutant should accumulate
FPP (Fig. 1) (see section VI. A).

Although a crtJ transposon mutant accumulated
GGPP in vitro, crtJ was not definitively assigned to
the biosynthetic pathway for several reasons

(Armstrong et al., 1990c). Previous observations had
suggested that this mutation could not be comple-
mented in trans in Rb. capsulatus (Zsebo, 1984), the
crtJ gene had not yet been characterized in detail,
and an unidentified substance was found to
accumulate along with GGPP in the in vitro assay
(Armstrong et al., 1990c). It has also been recently
demonstrated that a site-directed insertion mutation
in crtJ does not affect carotenoid biosynthesis
(Bollivar et al., 1994).

4. Nucleotide Sequences

Physical mapping of pRPS404 culminated in the
nucleotide sequence determination of an 11 kb region
of the Rb. capsulatus photosynthesis gene cluster
containing a subcluster of eight genes devoted to
carotenoid biosynthesis (Fig. 2) (Armstrong et al.,
1989). Independent nucleotide sequencing of crtI
and the portion of crtF confirmed these results
(Bartley and Scolnik, 1989; Young et al., 1989). The
existing genetic-physical maps of the crt gene cluster
(Taylor et al., 1983; Zsebo and Hearst, 1984; Giuliano
et al., 1986, 1988) and the high resolution mapping
of previously described and newly generated
transposon mutations (Armstrong et al., 1990c)
permitted the alignment of open reading frames
(ORFs) present in the DNA sequence with the known
genetic loci (Armstrong et al, 1989). The only
difficulty in this analysis came with the discovery of
a previously unknown ORF located between the
convergently oriented crtB and crtC genes, and
predicted to be transcribed in the same direction as
crtB (Fig. 2). An interposon mutation resulting in a
crtC mutant phenotype (Giuliano et al., 1988) was
proposed to interrupt the new ORF because of the
location of a restriction site at which the interposon
had been reported to be inserted (Armstrong et al.,
1989). This ORF was therefore named crtK
(Armstrong et al., 1989), to reflect the green
phenotype of neurosporene accumulation reported
for the interposon mutant (Giuliano et al., 1988). As
with crtJ, the assignment of crtK to the biosynthetic
pathway remained provisional pending a more
detailed characterization of the gene function. The
nucleotide sequence of the entire 46 kb Rb. capsulatus
photosynthesis gene cluster from pRPS404, including
crtJ, has recently become available (Burke et al.,
1991; Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.).

Because pRPS404 carries the crtD223 point
mutation, the crtD gene sequence determined was
that of the mutant allele (Armstrong et al., 1989;
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Burke et al., 1991). Based on sequence homologies
between CrtD and other proteins (see section V. B.),
a specific proposal was made that the crtD223 allele
arose from a nucleotide exchange of G to A in the
first position of codon 13, causing a mutation of Gly
to Arg at a critical location within a putative CrtD
ADP-binding fold (Armstrong et al., 1990a). Recent
sequencing of a portion of the wild type crtD gene
from genomic DNA of Rb. capsulatus strain B100
confirms this proposal, although the presence of
additional mutations in other portions of the crtD223
nucleotide sequence cannot be excluded (M. Alberti,
personal communication).

The Rb. capsulatus crtA gene was recently
resequenced and a frameshift error was discovered
with respect to the originally reported wild type
sequence (Armstrong et al., 1989, 1993b; Young et
al., 1992). The results of high resolution mapping of
crtA and bchI transposon mutations resulting in
drastically different phenotypes motivated this effort
(Armstrong et al., 1990c). The crtA mutant
synthesized BChl while the bchI mutant did not,
although the mutations were physically mapped to
the and ends of the same ORF, respectively. In
addition, higher plant (Koncz et al., 1990) and algal
(Orsat et al., 1992) proteins were found to be
homologous to the C-terminus but not the N-terminus
of the predicted CrtA protein (Armstrong et al.,
1993b). Correction of the frameshift splits the long
ORF originally proposed to encode CrtA into and

ORFs corresponding to crtA and bchI, respectively
(Fig. 2). The ORF downstream of bchI, originally
termed ORF H (Armstrong et al., 1989), appears to
correspond to bchD. Evidence discussed elsewhere
in detail suggests that bchD- bchI and the Arabidopsis
thaliana bchI counterpart encode components of the
Mg-chelatase, an enzyme which inserts Mg into
protoporphyrin IX in the first committed step of
BChl/Chl synthesis (Koncz et al., 1990, 1992;
Armstrong et al., 1993b).

The translation start for crtI also lies farther
than originally reported (Armstrong et al., 1989);
this fact became clear by extending the alignment of
the deduced sequences for CrtI and CrtD (Armstrong
et al., 1990b), and for CrtI and Neurospora crassa
Al-1, the fungal phytoene dehydrogenase (Bartley
and Scolnik, 1989; Schmidhauser et al., 1990). This
result was confirmed by complementation of an Rb.
capsulatus crtI mutant with a construct using an
upstream ATG start codon for translation of crtI
mRNA (Bartley et al., 1990).

B. Rb. sphaeroides

1. Genetic and Physical Mapping

In parallel to the efforts with Rb. capsulatus, a genetic
exchange system based on broad host range plasmid-
mediated chromosome transfer was developed in Rb.
sphaeroides (Sistrom, 1977; Pemberton and Bowen,
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1981). This system was used to
genetic clustering of photosynthesis genes, including

 demonstrate the

Rb. sphaeroides crtA, crtB, crtC, crtD, crtE and crtF,
which were identified by analogy to the corresponding
Rb. capsulatus mutant genotypes and phenotypes.
Two overlapping cosmids that between them
complemented all of the crt mutations were isolated
and used to construct a rough physical map of the crt
genes in Rb. sphaeroides wild type strain RS6258
(Pemberton et al., 1986).

Transposon mutagenesis of Rb. sphaeroides wild
type strain 8253 using a Tn5-suicide plasmid allowed
the isolation of a number of mutants with photo-
synthesis gene defects (Coomber et al., 1990). Mutant
complementation and pigment characterization led
to the construction of a high-resolution genetic-
physical map of the photosynthesis gene cluster,
similar to that established earlier in Rb. capsulatus
(Zsebo and Hearst, 1984). Rb. sphaeroides crtA,
crtB, crtC, crtD, crtE and crtI mutants were
characterized but no crtF mutants were isolated
(Coomber et al., 1990). A physical map of the Rb.
sphaeroides crtA, crtB, crtC, crtD, crtE and crtF
genes from the prototypical wild type strain 2.4.1
(Griffiths and Stanier, 1956; Cohen-Bazire et al.,
1957) has recently been reported (Garí et al., 1992a).
Thus, the combined results of the genetic and physical
mapping from three different strains of Rb.
sphaeroides revealed the existence of a crt gene
cluster equivalent in organization and composition
to that found in Rb. capsulatus (Fig. 2).

2. Gene Assignments and Nucleotide
Sequences

The nucleotide sequences of crtD and the portion
of crtC from Rb. sphaeroides have recently been
published (Garí et al., 1992b). Rb. sphaeroides and
Rb. capsulatus crtD display 63% nucleotide sequence
identity. An Rb. sphaeroides equivalent of Rb.
capsulatus crtK has also been identified and
sequenced (S. Kaplan, personal communication).
Rb. sphaeroides CrtK plays, however, no role in
carotenoid biosynthesis. The designation ORF 160
therefore replaces crtK/oxyA throughout the
remainder of this chapter to emphasize this fact.
Another Rb. sphaeroides gene, pps, has been recently
sequenced (Penfold and Pemberton, 1994) and shown
to be equivalent to Rb. capsulatus crtJ (Burke et al.,
1991). The pps gene plays a role in the suppression of
both BChl and carotenoid pigment levels when
introduced in trans to a functional photosynthetic

pigment gene cluster (Penfold and Pemberton, 1991,
1994). Recent experiments have demonstrated that
Rb. capsulatus crtJ is not required for carotenoid
biosynthesis and that the original crtJ transposon
mutant described (Zsebo and Hearst, 1984) probably
contains a second site crt mutation resulting in the
observed blue-green phenotype (Bollivar et al., 1994).
The nomenclature ORF 469/pps therefore replaces
crtJ throughout the remainder of this chapter (see
section IV. A. 2.).

C. Rs. centenum and Rs. rubrum

1. Genetic and Physical Mapping

Rhodospirillum centenum has recently been intro-
duced as another suitable system in which to explore
the genetics of bacterial photosynthesis (Yildiz et al.,
1991, 1992). Work is in progress to obtain
photosynthetic pigment mutants and to map the
corresponding genes. Thus far, several crtI-like
phytoene accumulating mutants have been isolated
(Yildiz et al., 1991) and heterologous in vivo
complementation of an Rb. capsulatus crtF mutant
with a portion of the Rs. centenum photosynthesis
gene cluster has been demonstrated (Yildiz et al.,
1992). Rs. centenum and Rs. rubrum, two closely
related species, use a carotenoid biosynthetic pathway
thought to partially overlap that of the more distantly
related Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides (Fig. 1).
Divergence at the level of neurosporene or
hydroxyspheroidene gives rise to spirilloxanthin as
the end product (Schmidt, 1978). Thus, homologs of
Rhodobacter crtB, crtC, crtD, crtE, crtF and crtI
might be expected in Rs. centenum and Rs. rubrum.
Preliminary mapping of the photosynthesis gene
cluster in the latter bacterium has also been described
(Sägesser, 1992; Bauer et al., 1993a).

D. Genomic Organization

1. Operons and Superoperons

The nucleotide sequence of the Rb. capsulatus crt
gene cluster (Fig. 2) revealed gene orientations and
suggested the possible existence of several operons
(crtDC, crtEF, crtIBORF 160, crtA) (Armstrong et
al., 1989). In Rb. sphaeroides, the orientations of
most of the crt genes remain to be established although
nucleotide sequencing of crtD, crtI, crtB and the
coding region of crtC has revealed a gene arrangement
identical to Rb. capsulatus (Garí et al., 1992b; Lang
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et al., 1994). The phenotypes resulting from
interposon and transposon mutations in Rhodobacter
crtD and crtC indicate that these genes do not form
an obligate operon (Giuliano et al., 1988; Coomber
et al., 1990;Garí et al. 1992a). Transcription of crtF
requires the presence of the crtE noncoding region,
suggesting the existence of a crtEF operon (Young et
al., 1989). The situation with crtIBORF 160 is
somewhat more complicated; cotranscription of ORF
160 with crtIB does not seem to be obligatory, because
the patterns of crtIB and ORF 160 mRNA accum-
ulation differ substantially upon a shift from aerobic
to photosynthetic growth conditions (see section IV
C.3.)(Armstrong et al., 1993b). Differential stabilities
of various portions of the same transcript cannot be
excluded, however (Belasco et al., 1985). With respect
to a crtIB operon, Rb. capsulatus crtI point mutants
accumulate phytoene (Giuliano et al., 1986) while
crtI interposon mutants do not (Giuliano et al., 1988).
Both kinds of phenotypes are observed among
Rhodobacter crtI transposon mutants (Armstrong et
al., 1990c; Coomber et al., 1990). The simplest
explanation for these results, in agreement with the
physical organization of these genes (Fig. 2) is that
crtIB form an operon and that not all crtI insertion
mutations are polar (Armstrong et al., 1993b; Lang
et al., 1994). Cotranscription of crtA with bchI does
not seem to be obligatory, as crtA transposon and
interposon mutants produce BChl and grow
photosynthetically (Giuliano et al., 1988; Armstrong
et al., 1990c), in contrast to a BChl-deficient bchI
transposon mutant (Zsebo and Hearst, 1984).

The Rb. capsulatus photosynthesis gene cluster
consists of a series of operons embedded within
superoperons, which seems to provide for a low level
of expression of pigment biosynthesis enzymes and
pigment-binding polypeptides during aerobic growth
(reviewed in Wellington et al., 1992). This mechanism
apparently enables the bacteria to adapt more rapidly
during a transition to anaerobic photosynthetic
conditions. crtEF was shown to be the -most operon
in a superoperon encompassing crtEFbchCXYZ-
pufQBALMX (Young et al., 1989; Burke et al., 1993;
Chapter 57 by Beatty). The participation of crtD,
crtC, ORF 160, crtIB in superoperons of the type
mentioned above seems to be excluded because of
the physical arrangement of the genes. crtA, on the
other hand, could potentially contribute to a
superoperon containing downstream bch genes (see
section III. A. 4.).

2. Carotenoid Biosynthesis Gene Clusters

Data thus far in Rhodobacter indicate that the crtA,
crtB, crtC, crtD, crtE, crtF and crtI genes are clustered,
that this crt subcluster is embedded within a larger
cluster of genes devoted to photosynthesis, and that
the overall gene organization is very similar in two
species (Fig. 2). Partial genetic-physical maps in Rs.
centenum and Rs. rubrum support these conclusions
(Bauer et al., 1993a). Carotenoid biosynthesis gene
clusters are also found in nonphotosynthetic bacteria,
including Erwinia species (Armstrong et al., 1990a;
Misawa et al., 1990; Hundle et al., 1991; Armstrong,
1994).

All of the crt gene clusters described thus far
contain crtE, crtB and crtI homologs that encode
enzymes catalyzing the early reactions in carotenoid
biosynthesis common to most carotenogenic
organisms (Fig. 1) (Armstrong et al., 1990a). A
comparison of the crt gene clusters from the
nonphotosynthetic and photosynthetic bacteria
reveals that the location and transcriptional orientation
of the crtE gene, encoding GGPP synthase, varies
between species. On the other hand, the arrangement
of the crtI and crtB genes, encoding phytoene
dehydrogenase and phytoene synthase, respectively,
is identical to that observed in photosynthetic bacteria
(Fig. 2). Furthermore, in the cyanobacterium
Synechococcus PCC7942 this arrangement of the
cognate genes encoding phytoene dehydrogenase
(crtP) and phytoene synthase (crtB) has also been
conserved (Chamovitz et al., 1992), although the
phytoene dehydrogenases encoded by crtI and crtP
are proposed to have evolved independently (Pecker
et al., 1992). Whether the conserved physical
arrangement of crtI/crtP and crtB has a functional
significance has not been tested.

IV. Regulation of Carotenoid Biosynthesis

A. Carotenoid Accumulation

1. Environmental Factors

In anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, anaerobiosis
initiates a variety of processes, including pigment,
protein and lipid synthesis, accompanied by changes
in gene expression (reviewed in Kiley and Kaplan,
1988). These processes culminate in the formation
of a functional photosynthetic membrane. Because
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the coordination of membrane development ensures
that the supplies of the individual components remain
in balance, abnormalities in carotenoid or BChl
accumulation can have pleiotropic effects on the
accumulation of the RC and LH pigment-binding
polypeptides or on the spectral characteristics of
these complexes (Griffiths and Stanier, 1956; Marrs,
1982; Dierstein, 1983; Kaufmann et al., 1984; Zsebo
and Hearst, 1984; Klug et al., 1985; Bartley and
Scolnik, 1989; Yildiz et al., 1991).

The accumulation of BChl and carotenoid pigments
can be influenced by environmental stimuli,
particularly oxygen and light, in the anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria. The classic study of Cohen-
Bazire et al. (1957) demonstrated that both oxygen
and light strongly influence carotenoid accumulation
in Rb. sphaeroides, results which also apply to Rb.
capsulatus. In these species a down shift in light
intensity with photosynthetically growing cells
triggers transient increases in carotenoid accumu-
lation until a new steady-state with a higher specific
carotenoid content has been achieved. A downshift
in oxygen tension using dark aerobically grown cells
produces much the same result, with or without
accompanying illumination. Low oxygen tension
thus initiates photosynthetic membrane synthesis,
while a reduction in light intensity expands the size
of the photosynthetic light-harvesting antenna (Kiley
and Kaplan, 1988).

Steady-state BChl concentrations increase
dramatically in Rb. capsulatus cells grown under
decreasing oxygen tensions from 20 to 0% (Clark et
al., 1984). The accompanying several-fold increase
in carotenoid content has been argued to be an
indirect effect of oxygen on BChl or some other
component of the photosynthetic membrane (Clark
et al., 1984; Biel and Marrs, 1985). Only marginal
increases in carotenoid content were seen in bch
mutants of Rb. capsulatus shifted to low oxygen
tension (Biel and Marrs, 1985). Two problems prevent
a straightforward interpretation of these data, however.
First, bch mutations in Rb. capsulatus or Rb.
sphaeroides reduce carotenoid content to about 25%
of the wild type levels (Biel and Marrs, 1985; Penfold
and Pemberton, 1991). In the anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria nothing is known about carotenoid
turnover or the binding sites of the carotenoids found
in cells lacking a photosynthetic membrane, such as
bch mutants or the wild type cultured aerobically
under 20% oxygen tension. As bch mutants lack
BChl, and hence stable LH I and LH II antenna

complexes (Dierstein, 1983; Zsebo and Hearst, 1984;
Klug et al., 1985), the major known carotenoid
binding sites in the photosynthetic membrane no
longer exist. Furthermore, the concentration of
potential endogenous photosensitizers (i.e. BChl
precursors) which might interact with the carotenoid
pool differs between bch mutants and the wild type.
Therefore, the assumption of similar carotenoid
turnover rates cannot be made with confidence.

Little is known about the influence of environ-
mental factors other than light intensity and oxygen
tension on carotenoid biosynthesis and accumulation.
Both iron excess and iron deficiency in the growth
medium alter the carotenoid composition in Rb.
capsulatus (Nelis and De Leenheer, 1989a). A novel
mixture of cis and all-trans isomers of spheroidenone
(Fig. 1) has been tentatively identified in axenically
grown cultures subjected to iron excess.

2. Genetic Factors

Spontaneous green mutants of Rb. sphaeroides,
exemplified by strain Ga, have been known from the
inception of genetic studies with photosynthetic
bacteria (Cohen-Bazire et al., 1957). Ga accumulates
methoxyneurosporene, hydroxyneurosporene and
neurosporene (Fig. 1), and therefore is classified as a
crtD mutant (Scolnik et al., 1980). In a survey of
wild type isolates of Rb. capsulatus, one of 33 strains
examined displayed an in vivo absorption spectrum
typical for a green crtD or crtC mutant (Weaver et al.,
1975). Various researchers have been unable to discern
any differences in growth rates or pigment-protein
complexes, other than carotenoid composition,
distinguishing crtD mutants and wild type strains
accumulating spheroidene and spheroidenone (eg.
Cohen-Bazire et al., 1957; Marrs, 1982; Armstrong
et al., 1990c). Any selective advantage imparted by
the synthesis of these wild type carotenoids may thus
be subtle and/or function only under certain growth
conditions. The molecular basis for the high frequency

appearance and reversion of spontaneous green
crtD mutants in the Rb. sphaeroides wild type strain
2.4.1 has recently been elucidated (Garí et al., 1992a).
The reversible addition of a G residue to a stretch of
seven found within the coding region of crtD
leads to a frameshift mutation. Interestingly, this
mechanism appears to be strain-specific.

In contrast to the weak or nonexistent selection
against crtD mutations, crtF mutations are subject to
strong negative selective pressure (Taylor et al., 1983).
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Two classes of secondary mutations appear in Rb.
capsulatus crtF mutants, namely earlier blockages
in carotenoid biosynthesis, and bch or other mutations
which completely abolish the accumulation of
photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes. Although
the biological significance of this phenomenon is not
clear, the apparent negative selection against the
accumulation of demethylspheroidene and demethyl-
spheroidenone in crtF mutants may explain why this
gene escaped detection in random transposon
mutagenesis schemes used in Rhodobacter (Zsebo
and Hearst, 1984; Coomber et al., 1990).

With respect to regulatory genes, no mutant with a
genetic defect leading to a quantitative change in
carotenoid levels independent of other components
of the photosynthetic membrane has been described.
The Rb. sphaeroides pps gene, homologous to Rb.
capsulatus ORF 469, represses both BChl and
carotenoid pigment accumulation when expressed in
trans to a functional photosynthetic gene cluster
resident in or introduced into Rb. capsulatus, Rb.
sphaeroides or Paracoccus denitrificans (Penfold
and Pemberton, 1991, 1994). In addition, the
repression of carotenoids functions even in a bch
mutant background and therefore independently of
BChl.

An Rb. sphaeroides mutant, TA-R, displayed
inappropriate regulation of both BChl and carotenoid
accumulation by derepressing pigment synthesis
under dark aerobic conditions (Lascelles and Wertlieb,
1971). More recently the Rb. sphaeroides mutant,
which is defective at a locus termed oxyB, was found
to accumulate spectroscopically intact LH II antenna
complexes containing BChl and carotenoids under
aerobic growth conditions (Lee and Kaplan, 1992b).
Because the stability of the photosynthetic LH and
RC pigment-protein complexes depends on inter-
actions between BChl, carotenoids and various
polypeptides, it is difficult to predict what the targets
of these regulatory genes might be. Rs. centenum
provides an interesting experimental system because
this bacterium possesses a functional photosynthetic
membrane with all of the usual pigment and protein
components when cultured under high oxygen tension
(Yildiz et al., 1991). Wild type Rs. centenum thus
resembles the Rb. sphaeroides TA-R and  mutants.

The function of ORF 160, which was originally
thought to have a biosynthetic role in carotenoid
synthesis, is unknown (S. Kaplan, personal
communication). Interestingly, Rb. capsulatus ORF
160 mRNA increases 8-fold in response to the shift

from aerobic growth to anaerobic photosynthesis
(see section IV. C. 3.) (Armstrong et al., 1993b).

B. Carotenoid Biosynthesis Enzymes

Virtually nothing is known about the regulation of
carotenoid biosynthesis enzyme levels or activities
in the anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria. The
biochemical intractability of the membrane-bound
enzymes which convert phytoene into later caro-
tenoids have hindered attempts at enzyme purification
(reviewed in Bramley, 1985). No carotenoid
biosynthesis enzyme from these organisms has yet
been purified to homogeneity.

CrtI from Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides has
been overexpressed in Escherichia coli (Schmidt et
al., 1989; Bartley and Scolnik, 1989; Lang et al.,
1994). Antibodies raised against a CrtI-LacZ fusion
protein (Schmidt et al., 1989) as well as a truncated
version of CrtI have been described (Bartley and
Scolnik, 1989). In vitro phytoene dehydrogenation
in solubilized membranes of Aphanocapsa PCC 6714
was inhibited by the antibody against the Rb.
capsulatus CrtI-lacZ fusion protein (Schmidt et al.,
1989). Inducible overexpression of CrtI in a crtI
blue-green mutant of this organism produced some
surprising results (Bartley and Scolnik, 1989). The
uninduced bacteria carrying the expression construct
contained immunologically negligible levels of CrtI,
compared to the wild type, yet these cells displayed
wild type pigmentation. Furthermore, the massive
induced overexpression of CrtI had no effect on
carotenoid levels. The roughly constant in vivo
accumulation of carotenoids over a large range of
CrtI concentrations strongly suggests that this enzyme
does not catalyze a rate-limiting step in Rb. capsulatus
carotenoid biosynthesis. Curiously, overproduction
of CrtI resulted in higher than normal levels of BChl
and LH II complex (Bartley and Scolnik, 1989).
Whether this represents a specific interaction of CrtI
with the LH II complex or results from unspecific
interactions is unknown. The crtI mutant used for the
in vivo complementation also carried a crtF mutation,
so that this result was obtained in a situation leading
to the synthesis of crtF-type carotenoids (Fig. 1).
Recently, Lang et al. (1994) have also overexpressed
the Rb. sphaeroides crtI gene product in E. coli and
shown that a cell free extract will catalyze three
desaturations of phytoene to give neurosporene. The
reaction was shown to be ATP-dependent.

With respect to cofactor requirements for
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carotenoid biosynthesis (Schmidt, 1978),CrtA in
Rhodobacter mediates the conversion of (demethyl)-
spheroidene to (demethyl)spheroidenone under
aerobic conditions in a reaction requiring molecular
oxygen (Fig. 1). The O-methylation of carotenoids,
mediated by CrtF, requires SAM as a cofactor. Both
oxygen and endogenous SAM levels could therefore
provide regulatory points for carotenoid biosynthesis.
The function of the aerobic conversion of spheroidene
to spheroidenone is not known. Because crtD mutants
of Rhodobacter never synthesize spheroidene and
yet seem subject to little or no selective disadvantage
compared to the wild type, the significance of the
reactions carried out by CrtA, and for that matter
CrtD, remains unclear. The Rb. capsulatus ahcY
gene, which encodes an enzyme required for the
conversion of SAH to SAM, has been shown to be
essential for the presence of normal levels of BChl
and LH complexes (Sganga et al., 1992). The proposal
has therefore been made that the intracellular ratio of
SAM: SAH affects BChl biosynthesis at the level of
the methylation of Mg-protoporphyrin IX. It is
conceivable that the O-methylation of carotenoids
could also be controlled by a similar phenomenon.

Finally, the metabolic balance between isoprenoid
requirements for carotenoid and BChl biosynthesis
must be regulated in some fashion (Fig. 1). Whether
the branch point in these pathways occurs at the level
of GGPP, as commonly assumed, or even earlier is
discussed in section VI. A.

C. crt Gene Regulation

1. Regulation of Other Photosynthesis Genes

The fundamental mechanisms underlying the
regulation of crt genes in photosynthetic bacteria are
unknown. In comparison, much progress has been
made in studies of the regulation of the synthesis of
structural polypeptides of the photosynthetic
membrane in response to light and oxygen tension.
One current model for the anaerobic induction of
mRNAs from the highly expressed Rb. capsulatus
puf, puh and puc operons incorporates a membrane-
bound oxygen sensor (RegB) and a cytoplasmic
regulator (RegA) (reviewed in Bauer et al., 1993b
and by Bauer in Chapter 58). This model does not
explain the moderate anaerobic induction of crt and
bch pigment biosynthesis operons, however (Biel
and Marrs, 1983; Giuliano et al., 1988; Armstrong
and Hearst, 1989; Young et al., 1989; Sganga and

Bauer, 1992; Armstrong et al., 1993b; Ma et al.,
1993).

2. Promoter Activities

E. coli promoter-like sequences are present in the
noncoding regions of Rb. capsulatus crtD, crtI

and bchC (Armstrong et al., 1989; Young et al., 1989;
Ma et al., 1993). Because promoter-like sequences
are not found to the regA -regulated operons, the
proposal has been made that differences in promoter
structure between the puf, puh and puc genes versus
the crt and bch genes may account for the regA-
independent regulation of the latter (Sganga and
Bauer, 1992; Bauer et al., 1993b; Ma et al., 1993;
Chapter 58 by Bauer). Little is known experimentally
about the structure of bch and crt promoters, however.
Site-directed mutagenesis of a putative promoter
for the bchCXYZ operon confirms that transcription
initiation requires this sequence (Ma et al., 1993).
On the other hand, no crt promoter has yet been
functionally defined in any detail. Furthermore, given
our current knowledge of the operon structure of the
crt gene cluster, crtD and crtI promoter-like
sequences would only be sufficient to direct
transcription of crtD and crtIB (Fig. 2). No obvious
recognition sites for alternative  subunits have yet
been observed in the noncoding regions of other
crt genes (crtA, crtC, crtEF). A palindromic sequence
resembling the consensus binding site for many
prokaryotic DNA-binding regulatory proteins has
been identified in noncoding regions of Rb.
capsulatus crtD, crtE, crtI, crtA, bchC, and the puc
operon (Fig. 2) (Armstrong et al., 1989; Ma et al.,
1993). The palindrome seems to play a role in the
regulation of the bchC promoter (Ma et al., 1993)
and the Rb. sphaeroides puc promoter (Lee and
Kaplan, 1992a), probably in conjunction with other
cis elements in both cases, and could be a functional
element in crt promoters.

The activities of several Rb. capsulatus crt
promoters have been studied using translational or
transcriptional fusions to the E. coli lacZ gene,
although the regulatory sequences have not yet been
defined in detail. Translational fusions of a crtE
promoter fragment to lacZ yielded a 3-fold
upregulation in response to anaerobiosis (Young et
al., 1989). This promoter has been proposed to contain
two transcription initiation sites, one anaerobically
induced and the other constitutive (Giuliano et al.,
1988). DNA fragments containing the crtA or crtI
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promoters were transcriptionally fused to the lacZ
gene and demonstrated to be upregulated 2-fold or
unregulated, respectively, during the adaptation from
aerobic to anaerobic photosynthetic growth (Arm-
strong et al., 1993b). These limited data indicate
modest oxygen regulation of several crt promoters
and are qualitatively consistent with the patterns of
mRNA accumulation (see below) for the corres-
ponding genes during the adaptation from aerobic to
anaerobic photosynthetic growth (Armstrong et al.,
1993b). While the crtA promoter seems to be only 2-
fold inducible by anaerobiosis, the amount of crtA
mRNA increases about 12-fold; several possible
explanations exist, including posttranscriptional
regulation.

pRPS404 carries all of the known Rb. capsulatus
crt genes but does not direct carotenoid accumulation
in the noncarotenogenic bacteria E. coli and
Pseudomonas fluorescens (Marrs, 1981). On the
other hand, introduction of the Rb. sphaeroides crt
gene cluster into several species of phylogenetically
related noncarotenogenic bacteria (P. denitrificans,
Agrobacterium tumifaciens, Agrobacterium radio-
bacter, Azotomonas insolita) results in carotenoid
production (Pemberton and Harding, 1987). The Rb.
sphaeroides pps gene exerts a negative effect on
carotenoid and BChl levels when supplied in trans to
chromosomal or plasmid-borne pigment biosynthesis
genes in Rb. capsulatus and P. denitrificans (Penfold
and Pemberton, 1991,1994), and Rs. centenum DNA
complements an Rb. capsulatus crtF mutation in
vivo (Yildiz et al., 1992). Thus, successful
heterologous expression of crt genes may depend on
the evolutionary distance between the species
involved.

3. mRNA Accumulation

The regulation of crt mRNA accumulation has thus
far been examined only in Rb. capsulatus. Early
mRNA accumulation studies performed before the
crt genes had been sequenced utilized hybridization
probes which overlapped several genes. These studies
indicated little or no induction of crt and bch mRNA
levels, in contrast to the 10 to 40-fold induction of
puf, puh and puc mRNAs, during shifts from aerobic
growth to low oxygen or anaerobic photosynthetic
conditions (Clark et al., 1984; Klug et al., 1985; Zhu
and Hearst, 1986).The most defined results, in terms
of the DNA probes used, indicated qualitative
upregulation of the crtA, crtC, crtE mRNAs and

constant levels of crtI mRNA in response to the
removal of oxygen from a bacterial culture maintained
under continuous illumination (Giuliano et al., 1988).
Two crtE mRNA species were found, one of which
appeared only under anaerobic conditions.

A more quantitative study to determine the
temporal patterns of crt mRNA accumulation with
gene-specific probes has also been performed
(Armstrong et al., 1993b). The shift from aerobic to
anaerobic photosynthetic growth induced transient
2- to 12-fold increases in mRNA accumulation for
crtA, crtC, crtD, crtE, crtF and ORF 160, temporally
coordinated with increases in mRNAs from other
photosynthesis genes (3–5 fold for bch; 6- to 8-fold
for puf and puc; 25-fold for puc) (Armstrong and
Hearst, 1989; Cook et al., 1989; Armstrong et al.,
1993b). mRNA levels for crtB and crtI remained
constant, however. Light did not qualitatively affect
the accumulation of crtA mRNA. The crt mRNAs
that increased under anaerobic conditions encode
biosynthetic enzymes either early (crtE) or late (crtC,
crtD, crtF, crtA) in the biosynthetic pathway. This
suggests that transcriptional regulation of the crt
genes could play a role in boosting overall biosynthetic
capability for the synthesis of GGPP and for the
conversion of neurosporene to the final products
(Fig. 1). The 12-fold induction of crtA mRNA by
anaerobiosis (Armstrong et al., 1993b) is particularly
noteworthy because CrtA requires molecular oxygen
as a cofactor (Schmidt, 1978). An earlier study
supplied some evidence that crtA mRNA also
increases 2-fold in response to a shift from anaerobic
photosynthetic to aerobic conditions, although a gene-
specific probe was not used (Zhu et al., 1986). In
contrast to the lack of regulation of crtI mRNA
accumulation in Rb. capsulatus (Guiliano et al.,
1988; Armstrong et al., 1993b), Rb. sphaeroides crtI
mRNA has recently been reported to increase in
abundance during anaerobiosis (Lang et al., 1994).

A striking result from the above investigations is
the quantitative similarity in the anaerobic accumu-
lation of mRNAs from several crt operons compared
to the puf and puh operons (Cook et al., 1989;
Armstrong et al., 1993b). Comparisons with other
studies, even those using the same approaches, are
complicated by differences in the growth conditions,
strains, and experimental techniques used. Nonethe-
less, the current conventional wisdom regarding the
regulation of photosynthesis genes says that
expression of the puf, puh, and puc operons occurs at
much higher levels and is subject to a more stringent
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control by oxygen than is observed for crt and bch
operons (Bauer et al., 1993b; Chapter 58 by Bauer).
While the former premise is unquestionably correct
(Young et al., 1989; Sganga and Bauer, 1992), the
latter may not always hold true (Cook et al., 1989;
Armstrong et al., 1993b).

V. Functional and Structural Conservation
of the crt Gene Products

A. The Utility of Deduced Amino Acid Sequences

B. Dehydrogenases (CrtD, Crtl)

Almost nothing is known directly about the crt gene
products because the later reactions in carotenoid
biosynthesis occur in membranes and the corres-
ponding enzymes have not proven amenable to
isolation, purification or characterization (Bramley,
1985). At the time that the sequence of the Rb.
capsulatus crt gene cluster was published, no other
nucleotide sequences for carotenoid biosynthesis
genes had been described in the literature (Armstrong
et al., 1989). Much has since been learned by
comparison of the deduced amino acid sequences of
the Rb. capsulatus carotenoid biosynthesis enzymes
with each other and with other protein sequences
present in the databases (eg. Armstrong et al., 1993a;
Armstrong, 1994). Probable homology between two
sequences can, in general, be said to exist when the
overall identity exceeds approximately 25% for
sequence alignments of a few hundred amino acids.
By this criterion, homologs of Rb. capsulatus CrtB,
CrtC, CrtD, CrtE, CrtF, Crtl and ORF 160 exist in
other organisms (Table 1). CrtB, CrtD, CrtE, CrtF,
CrtI and ORF 469/Pps also contain specific local
sequence motifs probably related to the structures
and functions of these proteins (see below)
(Armstrong et al., 1993a). On a cautionary note, the
deduced characteristics of all of the crt gene products
must ultimately be confirmed by studying the purified
proteins. Rb. capsulatus CrtI has been overexpressed
(see section IV B.), though not as an active enzyme
(Bartley and Scolnik, 1989; Schmidt et al., 1989). In
vivo complementation of carotenoid biosynthetic
mutants of Rb. capsulatus with heterologous
eukaryotic cDNAs has been used successfully to
study the conservation of phytoene dehydrogenase
and phytoene synthase enzyme functions (Bartley et
al., 1990, 1991, 1992). More recently, enzymatic
activity has been demonstrated for Rb. sphaeroides
CrtI that has been overexpressed in E. coli (Lang et
al., 1994).

Rb. capsulatus CrtI and CrtD, the phytoene and
methoxyneurosporene dehydrogenases, respectively,
were the first two carotenoid biosynthesis enzymes
demonstrated to share conserved features with other
proteins, in this case with each other (Armstrong et
al., 1989). CrtI and CrtD dehydrogenate distinct but
related carotenoid intermediates and were therefore
expected to exhibit some sequence similarity.
Phytoene is an intermediate in carotenoid biosynthesis
in most organisms (Fig. 1), whereas methoxy-
neurosporene and hydroxyneurosporene are restricted
to a few species of bacteria (Goodwin, 1980).

Comparison of the deduced amino acid sequences
for CrtI and CrtD revealed 27% overall sequence
identity (Table 1), with two highly conserved regions
found at the respective N- and C-termini of the
proteins (Armstrong et al., 1989). Shortly thereafter,
deduced phytoene dehydrogenase sequences from
two nonphotosynthetic bacteria, Erwinia herbicola
and Erwinia uredovora (Armstrong et al., 1990a;
Misawa et al., 1990), and a fungus, N. crassa (Bartley
et al., 1990), were found to be conserved with Rb.
capsulatus CrtI and, to a lesser extent, with CrtD.
These findings supported the proposed conserved
nature of the early enzymes of carotenoid biosynthesis
in photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic prokaryotes
and eukaryotes, as hypothesized in the comparison
of the Rb. capsulatus and Ec. herbicola crt gene
products (Armstrong et al., 1990a). Recently, the
characterization of the Rb. sphaeroides crtD gene
(Garí et al., 1992b) and genes encoding carotenoid
dehydrogenases from Myxococcus xanthus have been
reported (Table 1). The Rb. capsulatus and Rb.
sphaeroides CrtD proteins are 55.6% identical. Other
carotenoid dehydrogenases display between 26–30%
sequence identity with Rb. capsulatus CrtD, whereas
identities of other phytoene dehydrogenases with Rb.
capsulatus CrtI range from 25–40%. N. crassa Al-1
(Schmidhauser et al., 1990), was shown to comple-
ment an Rb. capsulatus crtI carotenoid biosynthesis
mutant in vivo, producing novel fungal carotenoids
in the bacterium (Bartley et al., 1990). Despite this
functional complementation, antibodies raised against
Al-1 or CrtI did not crossreact with the heterologous
enzyme. Antibodies raised against an Rb. capsulatus
CrtI-LacZ fusion protein crossreacted weakly with
antigens from cyanobacteria, algae and higher plants
(Schmidt et al., 1989), although a bell pepper phytoene
dehydrogenase antibody did not recognize antigens
in a bacterial extract (Hugueney et al., 1992).
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C. Prenyltransferases (CrtB, CrtE)A revision of the originally proposed Rb. capsulatus
crtI translation start (Hartley and Scolnik, 1989;
Armstrong et al., 1990b) exposed the presence of
putative ADP-binding folds predicted to have
structures within the conserved N-terminal sequences
of the carotenoid dehydrogenases (Table 2) (Arm-
strong et al., 1990a; Bartley et al., 1990). ADP-
binding folds interact with FAD or NAD(P) cofactors
in other types of dehydrogenases that contain this
structural motif (Scrutton et al., 1990). Conserved
features of the Rhodobacter, Erwinia, and N. crassa
carotenoid dehydrogenases are illustrated in sequence
alignments presented elsewhere (Armstrong et al.,
1993a).

Deduced protein sequences for phytoene dehydro-
genases from oxygenic photosynthetic organisms,
including cyanobacteria, soybean, tomato and bell
pepper have recently been reported (Bartley et al.,
1991,1992; Huguencey et al., 1992; Pecker et al.,
1992). These proteins show little overall sequence
identity to the Rb. capsulatus, Erwinia, M. xanthus
and N. crassa phytoene dehydrogenases, however.
Sequence conservation between the anoxygenic
photosynthetic /nonphotosynthetic microbial
carotenoid dehydrogenases (CrtI-type and CrtD-type)
and the oxygenic photosynthetic phytoene dehydro-
genases (CrtP/Pds-type) seems to be restricted to the
N-terminal ADP-binding fold (Hugueney et al., 1992;
Pecker et al., 1992). A major functional difference
between these classes of proteins can be seen in the
extent of the dehydrogenation of the carotenoid
products. CrtI-type phytoene dehydrogenases
introduce three or four double bonds consecutively,
yielding neurosporene in Rhodobacter or lycopene
in other organisms, respectively (Bartley et al., 1990).
The CrtP/Pds-type phytoene dehydrogenases
introduce two double bonds to produce symmetrical

which is subsequently converted to
lycopene by a dehydrogenase distinct from Pds
(Bartley et al., 1991; Pecker et al., 1992). The proposal
that CrtI-type and CrtP/Pds-type phytoene dehy-
drogenases represent two functionally similar but
evolutionarily independent proteins remains to be
established (see section III. D. 2.) (Pecker et al.,
1992). It is not known whether the Rhodobacter
carotenoid dehydrogenases bind FAD or NAD(P)
either as a cofactor or for structural reasons, although
the bell pepper Pds has recently been isolated with
bound FAD (Hugueney et al., 1992).

Rb. capsulatus CrtE and CrtB, the putative GGPP
and phytoene synthases, respectively, both utilize
isoprenoid pyrophosphate substrates but carry out
different types of condensation reactions (Fig. 1).
Initial uncertainty as to the biosynthetic functions of
CrtE and CrtB in the synthesis of phytoene has now
been resolved in experiments with homologous
proteins from other prokaryotes (see section III. A. 3.)
(Chamovitz et al., 1992; Math et al., 1992; Sandmann
and Misawa, 1992). CrtE, CrtB and CrtI were shown
to be conserved within the crt gene clusters of Rb.
capsulatus and Erwinia species (Armstrong et al.,
1989, 1990a; Misawa et al., 1990), presumably
because these gene products catalyze reactions in the
early portion of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway
common to most organisms (Fig. 1). The Rb.
capsulatus and Erwinia CrtB and CrtE proteins share
30–35% and 27–30% sequence identities, respec-
tively, and thus are not as highly conserved as the
CrtI proteins (Table 1).

The prokaryotic CrtB proteins were also found to
share about 29% sequence identity with the tomato
pTOM5 protein (Armstrong et a., 1990a), encoded
by a fruit ripening-associated cDNA of unknown
function (Ray et al., 1987). Sequence alignments of
these proteins have been presented elsewhere
(Armstrong et al., 1993a). Biochemical analysis of
transgenic tomato plants expressing an antisense
pTOM5 mRNA (Bramley et al., 1992) and in vivo
complementation of an Rb. capsulatus crtB mutant
with a pTOM5-related cDNA confirmed the role of
this protein as a phytoene synthase (Bartley et al.,
1992). Other phytoene synthase sequences have been
identified in the M. xanthus carotenoid gene cluster
and in two species of cyanobacteria (Table 1). Both
photosynthetic and nonphotosynthetic organisms
have CrtB homologs that are between 27–35%
identical to Rb. capsulatus CrtB.

The Rb. capsulatus and Erwinia CrtE proteins
were recently found to share sequence identity with
several other proteins, including a possible GGPP
synthase from Cyanaphora paradoxa, FPP synthase
from E. coli, a sporulation protein from Bacillus
subtilis, and a hypothetical E. coli protein (Table 1).
Features of the sequence alignments of these proteins
are detailed elsewhere (Armstrong et al., 1993a).
Rb. capsulatus and Erwinia CrtE also share extensive
sequence identity with the GGPP synthase from bell
pepper (Table 1). The sequence identities of Rb.
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capsulatus CrtE with the related proteins range
between 26–36%.

Ashby and Edwards (1990) first reported the
conservation of two aspartate-rich sequence motifs,
termed domains I and II, in eukaryotic prenyl-
transferases that carry out condensations between
homoallylic IPP and allylic prenylpyrophosphates
(Fig. 1); only domain II was found in the yeast
MOD5 protein, which modifies tRNA by addition of
the allylic substrate DMAPP, suggesting that domain
II might be the allylic binding site. Both the aspartates
and arginine residues found in domain I are thought
to be important for prenyltransferase substrate binding
and/or catalysis (Ashby and Edwards, 1990; Carattoli
et al., 1991; Kuntz et al., 1992; Joly and Edwards,
1993).

In addition to proteins with global sequence identity
to Rb. capsulatus CrtB and CrtE (Table 1), other
proteins exhibit local sequence conservation
concentrated in aspartate-rich motifs resembling
domains I and II (Table 2) (Armstrong et al., 1993a).
Rb. capsulatus CrtB, which carries out a
prenylpyrophosphate condensation of two molecules
of GGPP and a rearrangement (Fig. 1), shares a
domain II-related sequence not only with phytoene
synthases from other organisms but also with squalene
synthases from yeast, rat and human (Math et al.,
1992; Robinson et al., 1993). Squalene synthase
carries out a condensation and rearrangement
reminiscent of phytoene synthase but uses two
molecules of FPP to produce squalene, a key
intermediate in eukaryotic sterol biosynthesis
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(Robinson et al., 1993). Rb. capsulatus CrtE, which
catalyzes the condensation between homoallylic
IPP and allylic FPP, and its homologs possess both
domains I and II (Tables 1 and 2). Local sequence
conservation of domains I and II from Rb. capsulatus
CrtE is seen in the N. crassa GGPP synthase (Al-3)
(Carattoli et al., 1991) and in several other eukaryotic
prenyltransferases (Armstrong et al., 1993a), which
otherwise exhibit little similarity to CrtE. The
functional significance of the conserved aspartate
and arginine residues found in domains I and II of
Rb. capsulatus CrtE and CrtB remains to be
demonstrated.

D. Hydratases (CrtC)

Virtually nothing is known about carotenoid
hydratases. Rb. capsulatus CrtC, hydroxyneuro-
sporene synthase (Fig. 1), shows 80% sequence
identity with a partial CrtC sequence from Rb.
sphaeroides (Armstrong et al., 1989; Garí et al.,
1992b). In addition, a 28% identical M. xanthus
protein is thought to encode the same enzyme
(Table 1). No information is yet available on sequence
motifs important for the structure or function of the
carotenoid hydratases.

E. O-methyltransferases (CrtF)

Rb. capsulatus CrtF, the hydroxyneurosporene-O-
methyltransferase, catalyzes the SAM-dependent
methylation of hydroxyneurosporene or demethyl-
spheroidene in a few species of bacteria (Goodwin,
1980). Recently, a number of noncarotenogenic O-
methyltransferases that display sequence identities
of 22–30% with CrtF have been described (Table 1).
Putative SAM-binding sites found in RNA, DNA
and other SAM-dependent methylases have been
proposed (Haydock et al., 1991). The SAM-binding
sequence motif is highly reminiscent of the ADP-
binding fold found in FAD and NAD(P)-containing
proteins (Scrutton et al., 1990), including the
carotenoid dehydrogenases. A sequence motif which
is strictly conserved and may represent a SAM-
binding site in Rb. capsulatus CrtF and in other
noncarotenogenic O-methyltransferases is given in
Table 2. Biochemical evidence is not yet available to
confirm the binding of SAM to CrtF.

F. ORF 469 and ORF 160

Rb. capsulatus ORF 469 and ORF 160 were originally
thought to be involved in carotenoid biosynthesis
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(Zsebo and Hearst, 1984; Giuliano et al., 1988;
Armstrong et al., 1989; 1990c; Burke et al., 1991).
Ongoing studies with Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus indicate other functions for these gene
products, however (see Sections III.B.2. and IV.A.2.)
(Penfold and Pemberton, 1991,1994; Gomelsky and
Kaplan, 1995; Ponnampalam et al., 1995).

ORF 469/Pps is a negative regulator of BChl and
carotenoid photopigment accumulation in Rb.
sphaeroides (Penfold and Pemberton, 1991, 1994).
Comparison of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides
ORF 469/Pps to other protein sequences present in
the databases reveals no homologs or global
conservation of the amino acid sequence, but does
identify one interesting sequence motif. Residues at
the C-terminus of CrtJ/Pps resemble conserved helix-
turn-helix DNA-binding motifs found in prokaryotic
transcriptional regulatory proteins (Penfold and
Pemberton, 1994). The exact function of ORF 469/
Pps will require further study, but this identification
of a possible DNA-binding motif could explain the
apparent regulatory function in Rb. sphaeroides and
Rb. capsulatus (Penfold and Pemberton, 1991,1994;
Gomelsky and Kaplan, 1995; Ponnampalam et al.,
1995).

Intriguingly, Rb. capsulatus ORF 160 (Armstrong
et al., 1989) has been observed to share significant
sequence identity with mammalian benzodiazepine
receptor proteins (Baker and Fanestil, 1991). The
responses mediated by the mammalian receptors are
diverse and not well understood. Nevertheless, their
35–38% sequence identities with ORF 160 (Table 1)
are impressive considering the evolutionary gap
between anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and
mammals.

VI. Perspectives for the Future

A. Unsolved Problems in Carotenoid
Biosynthesis

Recent advances in our understanding of the genetics
of carotenoid biosynthesis in anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria have been dramatic, but leave
many questions unanswered. Our knowledge is
confined to a few species of purple nonsulfur bacteria
for which carotenoid mutants and systems for genetic
transfer exist. Much is now known about the structure
and organization of the crt genes and the properties
of crt mutants in Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides.

On the other hand, detailed studies of the regulation
ofcrt genes remain in their infancy, and, outside of
Rb. capsulatus CrtI, no biochemical or immunological
data exist with respect to the crt gene products. The
functions of several specific biosynthetic conversions
are unknown. Rhodobacter possess CrtA, an enzyme
which catalyzes a specific conversion in the presence
of oxygen, yet this system is inactive with no apparent
ill effects in mutants lacking CrtD activity. By the
same token, a selective advantage of wild type versus
crtD-type carotenoids is not evident. The scope for
groundbreaking research into these areas remains
enormous.

Another specific issue which deserves more
attention is the nature of the branch point between
carotenoid and BChl biosynthesis in the general
isoprenoid pathway. Rb. capsulatus CrtE and CrtB
correspond to GGPP synthase and phytoene synthase,
respectively (see Section III.A.3). This situation,
however, poses a problem with respect to the synthesis
of the phytyl side chain of the BChl molecule (Rüdiger
and Schoch, 1991). If, as currently accepted, only
one pathway exists for the synthesis of GGPP (Fig. 1),
then crtE mutants of Rb. capsulatus should be blocked
in both carotenoid and BChl synthesis, and hence
should not have a blue-green phenotype, accumulate
GGPP, or be photosynthetically viable (Armstrong et
al., 1990c). As this is not the case, one could postulate
that only leaky crtE mutants can been isolated, as has
been reported for al-3 (GGPP synthase) mutants of
N. crassa (Sandmann et al., 1993). This possibility
seems highly unlikely in Rhodobacter, however, when
one considers that a gross disruption of the crtE gene
with a transposon or interposon should completely
abolish CrtE enzymatic activity (Zsebo and Hearst,
1984; Giuliano et al., 1988; Armstrong et al., 1990c;
Coomber et al, 1990). A more plausible explanation
for BChl synthesis in a crtE mutant background
would be to postulate a branch point for BChl and
carotenoid biosynthesis before GGPP, at the level of
FPP for example (Fig. 1). This alternative would
require either (1) the ability of farnesol to directly
replace geranylgeraniol in the esterification of
BChlide a or (2) the existence of a second GGPP
synthase specific for BChl biosynthesis. Esterification
of BChlide with alcohols not derived from GGPP
can occur in some anoxygenic photosynthetic
bacteria, but has not been observed in the BChl a-
accumulating Rhodospirillaceae, which use phytol
or less frequently geranylgeraniol for this purpose
(Rüdiger and Schoch, 1991). At present it is not
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possible to decide between these alternatives. It is
interesting in retrospect to note that the Rb. capsulatus
crtE transposon mutant studied in an in vitro cell-
free phytoene synthesis system (Armstrong et al.,
1990c), accumulated substantially larger amounts of
FPP than the crtB, crtI and crtJ blue-green mutants
examined in parallel (A. Schmidt, personal
communication).

B. Biotechnological Applications

Carotenoids are highly visible natural pigments and
have a wide variety of commercial uses, such as food
colorants, pigmenters for fish and poultry feed, and
provitamin A (reviewed in Nelis and De Leenheer,
1989b). Rb. capsulatus has been studied as a potential
source of the red ketocarotenoid spheroidenone for
eventual use as a natural coloring agent. One strategy
of biotechnological interest would be to grow Rb.
capsulatus in a continuous-flow bioreactor for
biomass or single cell protein production,while
simultaneously enhancing carotenoid content.
Preliminary experiments to investigate the potential
for reliable characterization of the accumulated
pigments have demonstrated that iron concentration
in the growth medium can be used to manipulate
spheroidenone content (Nelis and De Leenheer,
1989a, 1989b).

In light of recent developments in the genetics of
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacterial carotenoid
biosynthesis, manipulation of carotenoid levels or
content through genetic engineering may be an
attractive option. Heterologous systems for the
production of novel carotenoids in a prokaryotic host
organism by introduction of a foreign prokaryotic or
eukaryotic carotenoid biosynthesis gene(s) have been
described (Pemberton and Harding, 1986, 1987;
Bartley et al., 1990, 1991, 1992; Misawa et al., 1990,
1991; Hundle et al., 1991; Penfold and Pemberton,
1991; Chamovitz et al., 1992; Math et al., 1992;
Sandmann and Misawa, 1992). One could thus
envision the construction of hybrid carotenoid
biosynthetic pathways with anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria serving either as hosts or gene
donors to obtain large scale microbial production of
desirable natural pigments.
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Summary

At the present little is known on the genetics of green sulfur, green filamentous and heliobacteria. Since, based
upon the 16S RNA phylogenetic tree, none of these bacteria are closely affiliated with the cyanobacteria or
purple nonsulfur bacteria it is unlikely that preexisting genetic techniques from other photosynthetic bacteria
can be used directly. However, due to the improvement in the methods available and the introduction of new
techniques for molecular cloning and genetic manipulation of other prokaryotes, progress in these three
bacterial groups should be relatively rapid. In this chapter, I have attempted to summarize all that is currently
known on the properties of the nucleic acids and their genes. Potentially relevant physiological and biochemical
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aspects of these bacteria have also been gathered and are presented here. Genes cloned and sequenced as of
November, 1994, have been tabulated and the codon frequency based upon these data has been calculated for
each of these bacterial groups. One cannot yet speak of the genetic analysis of these bacteria but rather the
building of the foundation to do this type of work.

I. Some Relevant Physiological and
Biochemical Characteristics

A. Species Used in the Laboratory and
Culture Conditions

1. Green Sulfur Bacteria

expensive especially when large volumes of cells are
to be grown, has been successfully replaced by 10
mM Tris (Bingham and Darbyshire, 1982; Cox et al.,
1988; Rolstad et al., 1988) or 0.1% (w/w) K-
phosphate (pH 8.0) (Ivanosky et al., 1993). Madigan
et al. (1974) developed defined media for aerobic
and anaerobic growth. The growth temperature is
usually between 48 and 55 °C. Conditions for aerobic
cultivation as well as for a high to low concentration
shift of the culture to induce the biosynthesis of the
photosynthetic apparatus have been described by
Foster et al. (1986). Cell densities achieved under
dark, aerobic growth conditions are very low; this is
most probably due to the low solubility of in the
growth medium at 50–55 °C.

The filamentous nature and gliding movement of
Cf. aurantiacus presents problems for the isolation
of colonies. Filaments can be broken up into shorter
pieces by sonication but at the expense of cell viability
(Pierson et al., 1984). Under anaerobic growth
conditions, cells can be partially immobilized by
embedding them in soft agar (Pierson et al., 1984).
Another possibility, although untested, would be to
plate cells onto nitrocellulose filters laid on top of the
agar surface. This would allow growth of cells under
aerobic conditions. In any case, target ‘colonies’
must be picked and restreaked a few times to ensure
that they are monoclonal.

3. Heliobacteria

In biochemical and genetic work, Heliobacillus
mobilis (ATCC 43427) has been used preferentially
over the first described heliobacteria, Heliobacter-
ium chlorum (ATCC 35205, DSM 3682), perhaps
because it ‘grows more robustly and shows a much
lower tendency to sphaeroplast and lyse’ (Beer-
Romero et al., 1988). Two endospore-forming species,
Hb. gestii and Hb. fasciculum have been described
(Ormerod et al., 1990). All species are strict anaerobic
phototrophs. Hb. chlorum can be maintained on
ATCC medium No. 112 (DSM medium No. 370)
under strict anaerobic conditions between 35–37 °C
(Gest and Favinger, 1983); however, it has been
reported to grow more rapidly on American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC) medium No. 1552 (van

Although several species of green sulfur bacteria
have been isolated and characterized, only three have
been used thus far for genetic and molecular cloning
work: Chlorobium vibrioforme, Chlorobium limicola,
and
. The thiosulfate-utilizing strains of Cb. limicola and
Cb. vibrioforme, designated forma specialis (f. sp.)
thiosulfatophilum (DSM 249, 254, 257 for the former
strain and DSM 263 or NCIB 8327 for the latter
strain) (Pfennig, 1989) are often used.

All Chlorobium species are obligate anaerobic
phototrophs. They are usually grown in a thiosulfate-
acetate-bicarbonate medium (Sirevåg and Ormerod,
1970, Schmidt, 1980, Rieble et al., 1989, Wahlund et
al., 1991) at 23–28 °C with the exception of 44–
48 °C for Cb. tepidum.

2. Green Filamentous Bacteria

The thermophilic facultative phototroph, Chloro-
flexus aurantiacus, is the only species of filamentous
and green bacteria to be biochemically genetically
studied to any great extent. It is the only species
which can be grown as an axenic culture at the
moment. Strains J-10-fl (ATCC 29366, DSM 635),
OK-70-fl (ATCC 29365, DSM 636) and B3 have
been used most frequently.

Cf. aurantiacus is usually grown in a complex
medium containing salts, yeast extract and glycyl-
glycine as a buffering agent (Castenholz and Pierson,
1981; Kaulen and Klemme, 1983; and the DSM
medium No. 87). Glycylglycine, which is relatively

Abbreviations: ATCC – American Type Culture Collection;
BChl – bacteriochlorophyll; Cb. – Chlorobium; Cf. – Chloroflexus;
DSM – Deutsche Sammlung für Mikroorganismen; Hb. –
Heliobacterium; Hc. – Heliobacillus; NTG – N-methyl-N’-nitro-
N-nitrosoguanidine; ORF – open reading frame; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; REMI – Restriction enzyme-mediated integration
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de Meent et al., 1990). Hc. mobilis can be grown
under strict anaerobic conditions between 40 and 42°
C using a defined medium developed by Beer-Romero
and Gest (1987), ATCC medium No. 112 plus 1.1 g
sodium pyruvate per liter (Beer-Romero et al., 1988)
or ATCC medium No. 1552 (van de Meent et al.,
1990).

reported values for Cf. aurantiacus are 53.1 to 54.9%
and for Hc. mobilis is 50.3% (Pierson and Castenholz,
1974; Beer-Romero and Gest, 1987; Imhoff, 1992).
The genome size and presence of special structures
such as the two circular chromosomes found in
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Suwanto and Kaplan,
1989) have not been reported for green bacteria. The
presence of endogenous plasmids and bacteriophages
have also not been reported. Genome sizes of other
photosynthetic bacteria and cyanobacteria range
between to daltons (Saunders,
1992).

B. Inhibition of Bacteriochlorophyll Synthesis

B. DNA Restriction and Modification Systems

Green sulfur and green filamentous bacteria contain
very large amounts of BChl c, d or e as light-
harvesting pigments. The synthesis of BChl d and e
can be specifically inhibited in Cb. vibrioforme with
anesthetic gases (Ormerod et al., 1990). It has not be
reported whether these gases have any effect on
BChl c synthesis. Gabaculin (3-amino, 2,3-
dihydrobenzoic acid) has been used to inhibit the
biosynthesis of BChl a and c in Cf. aurantiacus
(Kern and Klemme, 1989); this antibiotic was first
used in cyanobacteria.

C. Antibiotic Sensitivities and Resistances

Thus far the activity and/or isolation of specific
endogenous restriction endonucleases has been
reported for only Cf. aurantiacus. Two type II
restriction enzymes, CauI and CauII, were isolated
by Bingham and Darbyshire (1982). The recognition
sites were determined by Molemans et al. (1982) to
be identical to that of AvaII (GG A/T CC) and NciI
(CC C/G GG), respectively. A third restriction
endonuclease, Cau-B3–l, was isolated and charac-
terized more recently by Kramarov et al. (1987). The
recognition sequence and cleavage site is identical to
that of BspE1, This enzyme was also
found to be sensitive to methylation of adenine in the
recognition sequence. A fourth restriction enzyme,
CauIII, with the recognition sequence CTGCAG has
been reported (Kessler and Manta, 1990). Methylases
responsible for modifying the cognate nucleotide
sequences to prevent self-restriction have not been
described.

Cf. aurantiacus apparently has a dam-like
methylation system since Sau3AI will digest
chromosomal DNA isolated from the bacterium
whereas MboI will not (Shiozawa et al., 1989). Several
other restriction enzymes apparently also do not
restrict Cf. aurantiacus DNA even though the
recognition sequence for these enzymes has been
found in cloned and nucleotide sequenced DNA.
These enzymes include BamHI, EcoRV, HindIII,
SacI, SalI and XbaI (Robinson and Redlinger, 1987;
Shiozawa et al., 1989, unpublished; Dracheva et al.,
1991). The apparent lack of activity of these enzymes
could be due to DNA modification or to a low
frequency of the respective recognition sites. There
are two arguments for the latter case: For mammalian
DNA, SalI is considered to be a rare cutting restriction
enzyme with an average fragment length of 100,000
bp (see Sambrook et al., 1989). XbaI has been used to

II. The Genome

A. General

The G + C mole % content of DNA from Chlorobium
species used for molecular cloning work ranges from
51 to 58.1% (Pfennig, 1989; Imhoff, 1992). The

Pierson et al. (1984) tested photoheterotrophically
grown Cf. aurantiacus J-10-fl for sensitivity to
carbenicillin, penicillin and ampicillin. For concen-
trations up to carbenicillin was observed
to have no effect on cell growth. On the other hand,
Cf. aurantiacus was shown to be very sensitive to
penicillin in that cell recovery was not predictable
after exposure to penicillin at 100U under
nongrowth conditions (anaerobic dark). The authors
found that the best condition for growth inhibition
and subsequent cell recovery was obtained using 30–
50 ampicillin (see also III.A).

From John Ormerod’s work (1988) on the natural
transformability of Chlorobium (see III.B) one can
deduce that Cb. limicola is normally sensitive to
streptomycin and kanamycin whereas Cb. vibrioforme
is streptomycin sensitive (Kjærulff et al., 1993).

Hc. mobilis is apparently kanamycin sensitive
(Vermaas and Vu, 1993; see Section III.B).
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operons and the csmA gene of Cf. aurantiacus. The
organization of the Cf. aurantiacus puf operon differs
greatly from that of purple nonsulfur bacteria.
Whereas the puf operon in purple nonsulfur bacteria
forms a contiguous region of the genome and is
transcribed as a single mRNA before it is processed,
in Cf. aurantiacus the puf operon is divided between
two loci which are separated by at least 3 kb. Puf1
encodes the L and M subunits of the photochemical
reaction center while puf2 encodes the and
subunits of the B806–866 light-harvesting complex
and the tetraheme cytochrome c-554 (Shiozawa et
al., 1990; Watanabe et al., 1992, 1995). How the
molar relationships between the reaction center and
the light-harvesting complex and between the reaction
center and cytochrome c-554 are regulated in vivo is
not known. In photoheterotrophically grown Rb.
capsulatus differential mRNA stability is probably
the major factor in maintaining the molar ratio of the
pufB and A gene products to the pufL and M gene
products (Klug, 1993).

The end of the puf1 mRNA begins about 130 nt
upstream from the ATG start codon of puf1L. In the
DNA region just upstream of the region corresponding
to the end of the puf1 mRNA are nucleotide
sequences with very high similarity to the E. coli
RNA polymerase consensus sequence. In addition,
an octanucleotide sequence is repeated three times
and there are two regions of inverted symmetry
upstream of the putative promoter region which
could be regulatory protein binding sites. The
electrophoretic mobility of radioactively labeled DNA
fragments from this potential promoter-regulatory
region after incubation with cellular extracts of Cf.
aurantiacus is reduced, indicating DNA-protein
interaction(s) (Shiozawa et al., 1990 and unpub-
lished). The identity of the protein(s) interacting
with the DNA probes is not known.

Puf2 may actually represent two semi-independent
operons: one composed of puf2B and puf2A, the
genes encoding the subunits of the B806–866 light-
harvesting complex, and the second composed of
puf2C, the gene encoding the tetraheme cytochrome
c-554 (Watanabe et al., 1992, 1995). A putative
promoter sequence precedes both puf2B (centered –
149 bp from the start codon) and puf2C (centered –
119 bp from the start codon). The predominant mRNA
encoding puf2B and puf2A is 0.5 kb long; however, a
minor transcript 2.1 kb long and encoding both
genes is also observed. For puf2C two transcripts are
observed: the 1.5 kb mRNA encodes only puf2C

D. Gene and Transcriptional Organization

1. Chloroflexus aurantiacus

At the moment the best characterized genes in these
three bacterial groups are those of the puf1 and puf2

The genes cloned and sequenced as of November,
1994, are presented in Table 1 for Chlorobium species,
in Table 2 for Cf. aurantiacus and in Table 3 for
heliobacteria. Where available, the Genbank/EMBL
data bank accession numbers are also given. In some
cases, the sequence data was neither published nor
available from the data bases; this is also indicated in
the tables. Also indicated in the tables is whether the
transcriptional organization of the genes has been
analyzed.

The gene designations suggested at the EMBO
Workshop on Green and Heliobacteria in Denmark
August 1993 have been adopted (Bryant, 1994). An
additional modification was made: The two loci of
the puf operon in Cf. aurantiacus and the psc in
Chlorobium species are differentiated by an Arabic
number immediately following the gene locus
designation as has been done for the atp1 and atp2
operons in cyanobacteria. This differential desig-
nation was also going to be applied to the chlorosome
genes of Chlorobium and Chloroflexus but there are
already three csm gene loci of which only one seems
to occur in both bacterial groups. As more chlorosome
genes are identified and sequenced, the present
nomenclature system will quickly become overly
complicated. As soon as functional properties can be
definitively associated with these gene products, I
suggest that new gene locus designations be
developed.

C. Genes Cloned and Sequenced

map the chromosomal DNA of Rb. capsulatus since
this enzyme acts infrequently in this species (Fonstein
and Haselkorn, 1993). The enzyme DraIII has been
used to map Rb. sphaeroides DNA (Suwanto and
Kaplan, 1989). No recognition sites for this enzyme
has been found in over 15,000 bp sequenced in Cf.
aurantiacus and in over 13,000 bp sequenced in
Chlorobium. One complicating factor is that XbaI is
dam methylation sensitive. Dam methylation of the
XbaI recognition sequence (TCTAGA) occurs when
the dinucleotide TC immediately follows the
restriction site.
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while the 2.1 kb mRNA encodes all three puf2 genes.
Primer extension experiments show that the 1.5 kb
mRNA was actually composed of two species: one
having a terminus just downstream of the putative
promoter sequence and the second, 88 nt longer, with
its terminus in the potential stemloop region
immediately following the stop codon of puf2A.
There are two possible explanations for these results:
All of puf2C is transcribed as a 2.1 kb message which
later is subject to endonuclease processing. The
original endonucleolytic products would be the 0.5
kb puf2B-puf2A mRNA and the longer 1.5 kb mRNA.
Subsequent endo- or exonucleolytic activity would
yield the slightly shorter 1.5 kb product. A second
possible explanation is that some puf2C is transcribed
as the 2.1 kb message, some of which is later processed
to the 1.5 kb mRNA having the terminus in the
putative stemloop region of puf2A. The second shorter
1.5 kb mRNA results from the transcription of puf2C
from the putative promoter just upstream of the
mapped terminus. The banding pattern from primer

extension experiments support this latter explanation
since no extension products between the two termini
are observed (Watanabe et al., 1992, 1995). Capping
experiments in conjunction with nuclease mapping
would help to clarify the origin of the two 1.5 kb
mRNA.

In Cf. aurantiacus, the 5.7 kD chlorosome protein
which is encoded by the csmA gene is transcribed as
a monocistronic message. Just upstream of the end
of the mRNA which was determined by primer
extension are nucleotide sequences which have
similarity to the alternate consensus sequence
(Theroux et al., 1990). Two potential open reading
frames (ORFs) are found upstream and downstream
of csmA which have sequence similarity to two
similarly positioned ORFs in Cm. vibrioforme 832 7D
and Cb. tepidum (Chung and Bryant, 1992; Chung et
al., 1994; see the following section).

Two other chlorosome genes have been cloned and
sequenced from Cf. aurantiacus recently (Nieder-
meier et al., 1994). The genes for the 11 and 18 kD
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was hemA which encodes glutamyl tRNA reductase,
the first enzyme of the five carbon levulinic
acid biosynthetic pathway (Majumdar et al., 1991),
In the same paper, data for the end of the gene
downstream, of hemA was also published. The
deduced amino acid sequence was 42 and 46%
identical to that of porphobilinogen deaminase from
E. coli and B. subtilis, respectively. Subsequently,
this gene, hemC, and hemD (uroporphyrinogen II
cosynthase) were completely sequenced (Majumdar
and Wyche; see Table 1). Based upon the size of the
mRNA as seen on Northern blots, all three genes are
transcribed together and form an operon (Majumdar
et al., 1991). The short intercistronic space between
hemA and hemC, 76 bp, and the 1 bp overlap between
hemC and hemD supports this idea. A putative
Pribnow box is found just 6 bp upstream of the start
codon of hemA; two possible sequences which could
correspond to the –35 consensus sequence of the
RNA polymerase subunit were found 20 and 21
bp upstream of the Pribnow box. It is also possible
that the true promoter lays further upstream and
beyond the cloned DNA fragment.

The region of the termination codon of each of
three genes has some interesting characteristics,
although the significance or function of these features
is not known presently. There are stretches of DNA
that are extremely dA+dT-rich, especially immedi-
ately after hemA and hemD. Twenty bp downstream
of the hemA termination codon is a potential
polyadenylation signal (Majumdar et al., 1991).
Polyadenylation is typical of the terminus of
eukaryotic mRNA and has also been observed in
other bacteria although this is the first time a signal
sequence in the genomic DNA has been described.
Another unusual feature of this operon is that a
region of very strong dyad symmetry is centered
about 90 bp into the hemD gene. It is not known
whether a transcription termination signal occurs
after the stop codon of hemD; the DNA fragment
sequenced ends about 25 bp after the stop codon.

The genes encoding the reaction center polypeptide
and the Fe-S binding polypeptide form an operon in
Cb. limicola which has been designated psc1
(photosystem Chlorobium-type; Bryant, 1994) and
the genes, A and B, respectively (Büttner et al.,
1992). The genes are preceded by a putative
promoter sequence centered about 320 bp upstream
of the ATG start codon. Beginning 31 bp down-
stream of the psc1B stop codon is a region of strong
dyad symmetry with a interesting motif which is

proteins have been designated csmM and csmN,
respectively, and are not in the direct vicinity of the
csmA gene. The two genes are transcribed into one
mRNA having the approximate size of their combined
gene lengths. About 185 bp upstream of the ATG
start codon of the csmM gene are nucleotide sequences
resembling the consensus sequence.

Nucleotide sequences which could form stemloops
are almost always found downstream of all stop
codons of the putative final gene of a transcript in
Chloroflexus. In puf1 the G+C-rich region of dyad
symmetry and the dA-rich region (on the DNA
template strand for mRNA synthesis) is typical of
rho-independent termination. A region of dyad
symmetry is also found immediately following the
stop codon of the cytochrome c-554 gene (puf2C)
but the only dA-rich sequence proximal to this region
is part of the putative stemloop or is 30 bp further
downstream. Thus, it is not clear whether this is a
rho-independent termination site.

The region of dyad symmetry between puf2A
of the B806–866 complex) and puf2C lacks

the poly A region on the template strand. Intercistronic
stemloops have been observed, for example, in the
puf operon of Rb. capsulatus and sphaeroides and
have been shown to contribute to the stability of the
message to the stemloop (Belasco and Chen, 1988;
Klug, 1993). The intercistronic stemloop of puf2
may also have a similar function but this must be
proven. The termination signal/mechanism of the
csmA and csmM-csmN transcripts are not clear. In
the former case, a region of strong dyad symmetry is
present, but a dA-rich sequence is absent. In the case
of the csmM-csmN operon only a region of weak
dyad symmetry is found of the csmN stop codon.
Whether transcription in both could be terminated
by a rho-like protein factor is also difficult to say.
There seems to be no consensus sequence or structural
features common to all rho-dependent termination
sites (Beebee and Burke, 1992; Richardson, 1993).
Most recently it has been suggested that a relatively
G-poor and C-rich region on the transcript is required
for rho binding (see Richardson, 1993). While there
are nucleotide regions 50 to 100 bp upstream of the
stop codon which may be described as such, whether
these have a functional significance is conjecture at
the moment.

2. Chlorobium Species

The first gene sequenced in a Chlorobium species
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found in other Chlorobium genes: a run of dA begins
the potential stemloop and a run of dT terminates
and continues beyond the structure. Such termination
stemloops have been observed in other prokaryotic
operons and, in some cases, have been shown to be
bi-directional termination sites (Platt, 1986). A third
ORF which showed sequence identity to the yeast
enzyme dolichyl-phosphate-D-mannose synthase
(EC 2.4.1.83, Genbank/EBML data bank accession
no. A32122) was found on the cloned 4.8 kb EagI
fragment. This ORF is located 303 bp downstream of
the Fe-S binding protein compared to the 85 bp
separating psc1A and psc1B and is transcribed in the
same direction as but independently of the psc1
genes (Büttner et al., 1992). A possible promoter
sequence is found 68 bp upstream of the ATG start
codon of dpm1 and there is a region of dyad symmetry
which encompasses the terminus of the gene.

The of F-ATPase in Cb. limicola
which have been designated and most
likely form an operon as in the cyanobacteria (Xie et
al., 1993). The authors did not specifically mention
the location of possible promoter sequences; the
closest promoter-like sequences I could find were
in the noncoding region preceding and centered
around–315 bp from the start codon. Twenty-two bp
downstream of the stop codon is a region of
interrupted dyad symmetry. A run of dA begins and
a run of dT ends this potential transcription
termination structure (see preceding paragraph).

Coincidentally the gene encoding the enzyme
phosphoenol pyruvate carboxykinase also lies on the
cloned 4.5 kB BamHI fragment. The gene,pepck, is
almost 1 kb upstream of and is transcribed in
the opposite direction. A potential promoter
sequence is located between bp –38 and–67 from the
start codon and the nucleotide sequences for a
potential termination stemloop with a run of dA and
dT forming the and termini are found 26 bp
downstream of the stop codon.

The gene homologous to csmA in Cf. aurantiacus
has been identified, cloned and sequenced in two
Chlorobium species (Chung and Bryant, 1992,1993).
In both Cb. tepidum and Cb. vibrioforme, the csmA
gene is preceded by a gene, now called csmC, which
encodes the 14 kDa protein found in Chlorobium
chlorosomes. In Cb. tepidum csmCA is transcribed
as a single albeit not abundant transcript. A more
abundant transcript which encodes only csmA is also
found. Nucleotide sequences resembling the E. coli

consensus sequence are found upstream of the

end of the csmCA mRNA. Surrounding the csmCA
operon are conserved ORFs which also appear to be
related to ORFs upstream and downstream of the
csmA gene in Cf. aurantiacus.

The gene encoding the Olson-Gerola 7.5-kDa
chlorosome protein in Cb. vibrioforme and Cb.
tepidum has also been cloned and sequenced (Chung
and Bryant, 1992, 1993). The csmB gene appears to
be transcribed as a monocistron. An analogous protein
in Cf. aurantiacus has not yet been identified. The
csmCA and csmB represent two different loci on the
genomic DNA of Chlorobium species. The distance
separating these two loci is presently not known.

Psc2C which encodes the monoheme cytochrome
c-551 of Cb. vibrioforme was identified in the genomic
DNA, cloned and sequenced (Okkels et al., 1992).
Centered 52 bp upstream of the start codon of the
gene are nucleotide sequences resembling the
consensus sequence of the subunit of the RNA
polymerase and 45 bp downstream of the stop codon
a region having the properties of a rho-independent
termination site are found. Northern blot analysis
also support the idea that the psc2C gene is transcribed
as a monocistron.

The gene encoding the Fenna-Matthews-Olson
protein, the polypeptide component of the water
soluble BChl-protein of Chlorobium species, is
apparently also transcribed as a monocistron in Cb.
tepidum (Dracheva et al., 1992). This belief is based
upon the presence of sequences having similarity to
the RNA polymerase promoter sequence upstream
of the start codon of fmoA (nt 95–123 in Dracheva et
al., 1992) and the presence of a region of dyad
symmetry with poly (dA) and poly (dT) beginning
and ending this region just downstream of the gene
stop codon.

3. Heliobacillus mobilis

Thus far, the only gene cloned and sequenced from
heliobacteria is pshA (photosystem heliobacteria-
type; Bryant, 1994), the gene encoding the reaction
center polypeptide of Hc. mobilis (Liebl et al., 1993).
The published nucleotide sequence begins –14 bp
from the pshA start codon; the nucleotide sequence
submitted to the GenBank/EMBL data bank
(accession no. L19604) began over 700 bp upstream.
Therefore, a visual search for promoter sequences
was made. A potential Pribnow box starting –91 bp
from the start codon was found; however, a reasonable
–35 consensus sequence was not found 16 to 20
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G/C frequency for the third codon position (0.70),
followed by Cf. aurantiacus (0.66) and last by Hc.
mobilis (0.60).

bases further upstream. Another possible promoter
is centered –145 bp from the ATG start codon; here
potential –24 and –12 sequences for a promoter
are found. A potential G+C–rich stemloop followed
by a dT-rich stretch is found starting 26 bp downstream
of the stop codon. An ORF begins 147 bp downstream
of pshA. A Pribnow box is found 38 bp upstream and,
again, a –35 consensus sequence could not be
identified. Beginning 28 bp downstream from the
stop codon a region of dyad symmetry is found; this
region is not followed by a dT-rich region. Northern
blot analysis suggest that the message for pshA is
monocistronic.

G. Summary

Almost of the genes or operons studied thus far
from these three groups of bacteria have nucleotide
sequences resembling the consensus motif of the
subunit of E. coli RNA polymerase upstream of the
start codons. Whether these putative promoter
sequences are functional and the location and identity
of cis-acting regulatory sequences, where applicable,
must be demonstrated.

In most cases it appears that transcription is
terminated by rho (like)-independent stemloop
structures. Several of the Chlorobium genes have an
additional characteristic—the stems of the putative
termination stemloops begin with a 6–7 nt long
stretch of poly (dA)·poly (dT). In hemA a poly-
adenylation signal was found at the end of the
gene.

Chlorobium genes are unusual in another aspect
in that about half of the genes now known have
ribosome-binding sites well after the translation start
codon. While this phenomenon has been observed in
other bacteria, it is not always clear what the function
or advantage of such binding sites are.

It is too early to say whether the genes required for
photosynthesis in green sulfur, green filamentous or
heliobacteria are organized into a cluster such as
seen in purple nonsulfur bacteria. There does seem
to be a tendency for genes that are functionally
related to be grouped together into an operon. An
exception here seems to be Cf. aurantiacus and its
divided puf operon. The separation of the genes
encoding the L and M subunits of the reaction center
from the light-harvesting component to which the
reaction center is most tightly coupled and the
cytochrome responsible for re-reducing the oxidized
special BChl pair may be an indication that
Chloroflexus or its predecessor may have received
these genes by lateral gene transfer from a purple
nonsulfur bacterium or its predecessor. Blankenship
(1992) has suggested that Cf. aurantiacus is a
photosynthetic chimera. Whether this organism also
received its light-harvesting apparatus and BChl
synthesis genes from a green sulfur bacterium in the
same manner is too early to say.

The codon frequency for each of the three bacterial
groups was calculated. The data are presented in
Tables 4 through 6 and demonstrate that the codon
frequencies do not parallel that of E. coli, Rhodobacter
(Wu and Saier, Jr., 1991) or one another. The
frequency for which a degenerate codon having a G
or C as the third base was used over the other codons
was also determined. As found previously for other
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, the G/C content of the
third base in a codon correlated with the G/C
composition of the genome (D’Onofrio and Bernardi,
1992). Thus, Chlorobium species had the highest

F. Codon frequency

E. Translation Signals

A ribosome-binding site or Shine-Dalgarno sequence
is found 8 to 12 bp upstream of the start codon of all
Cf. aurantiacus genes thus far sequenced. The pshA
and downstream ORF from Hc. mobilis were also
preceded by a ribosome-binding site. In Chlorobium
species, Shine-Dalgarno sequences just upstream or
just following the start codon are seen in the psc1
operon and in the dpm1 and fmoA genes. On the other
hand, ribosome-binding sites in these more typical
locations have not been found in the hemACD and
the operons and in the psc2C and pepck
genes. In the GenBank/EMBL submission of the
complete hemACD sequence (accession no. M96364)
Majumdar and Wyche suggest that the ribosome-
binding sites lie within the genes. This has been
observed in other bacteria, for instance the archaea
(Zillig et al., 1988). I have found possible ribosome-
binding sequences within 70 bp of the start codons of
the  operon, but was unsuccessful in my search
of the psc2C and pepck genes.
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2. Heliobacillus mobilisIII. Genetic Manipulation

A. Chemical and UV Light Mutagenesis

1. Chloroflexus aurantiacus

Vermaas and Vu (1993) have been able to transform
Hc. mobilis cells to kanamycin

resistance with the broad-host range plasmid pFD666
which carries the neomycin phosphotransferase gene
from Tn5.

Very recently, Wahlund and Madigan (1995)
described methods for the conjugal transfer of two
IncQ group plasmids into Chlorobium tepidum from
E. coli and for the growth of this bacterium on agar.

3. Restriction Enzyme-Mediated Integration of
Plasmid DNA into Chromosomal DNA

UV light radiation or treatment with
(NTG) was used by Pierson

et al. (1984) to generate BChl c- and carotenoid-
deficient mutants of Cf. aurantiacus. Either before
after the mutagenesis step, the cellular filaments
were sonicated briefly to facilitate the isolation of
colonies. Ampicillin sensitivity under anaerobic light
(emission maximum at 740 nm where BChl c and not
BChl a absorbs) growth conditions was used to
reduce the number of wild type cells after NTG
mutagenesis. One BChl c + carotenoid-deficient,
one carotenoid-deficient and several BChl c-deficient
mutants were isolated and partially characterized.
Many of the mutants reverted and had to be re-
isolated.

B. Transformation

1. Chlorobium Species

In 1988 Ormerod reported that Cb. limicola 8327
could be transformed by the addition of a crude DNA
extract from a spontaneous streptomycin resistant
mutant of the same Chlorobium strain. The cells
were transformable in all growth phases. DNA uptake
was light dependent and strain and species specific:
Cb. limicola strain Tassajara was not transformed by
the DNA from the streptomycin resistant 8327 strain.
Likewise both Cb. limicola strains 8327 and Tassajara
were not transformed to kanamycin resistance by
DNA extracts from R6845 and R1822 plasmid-
containing Rb. capsulatus. Conjugation attempts with
Rb. capsulatus containing either of the two plasmids
or E. coli containing RP 4 were also unsuccessful.

Kjæerulff et al. (1994) have described the
transformation of Cb. vibrioforme through electro-
poration. The DNA construct used contained a full
copy of the psc2C gene encoding the monoheme
cytochrome c-551 and the streptomycin adenyl-
transferase gene as a selectable marker. The
transformation was dependent upon the presence of
Cb. vibrioforme DNA indicating that homologous
recombination was necessary.

IV. Concluding Remarks

At this time more than a dozen genes from
Chlorobium species, eight from Cf. aurantiacus, and
two from Hc. mobilis have been cloned and
sequenced. In a few cases, analysis of the trans-
criptional organization of the genes has been initiated.
For the Cf. aurantiacus puf1 operon work on the
promoter region and cis-acting regulatory elements
has begun. Transformation systems have been
established for Cb. vibrioforme and Hc. mobilis which
means site-directed mutagenesis of the known genes
can be carried out and the effect on the encoded
proteins analyzed. Because both of these bacteria are
obligate photoanaerobes and have no alternate growth

The method Restriction Enzyme-Mediated Inte-
gration (REMI) of plasmid DNA into chromosomal
DNA was originally described for Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Schiestl and Petes, 1991) and was
successfully used in Dictyostelium discoideum for
identifying developmental genes (Kuspa and Loomis,
1992). Genomic regions interrupted by the presence
of plasmid DNA can be easily identified and cloned
as long as a restriction enzyme known to digest the
host DNA but not the plasmid DNA is available
(Kuspa and Loomis, 1992). REMI could probably be
adapted to photosynthetic bacteria, especially those
which can be cultivated under aerobic conditions, to
identify structural, metabolic, and regulatory genes
required for photosynthesis. If transformation
methods utilizing broad-host range plasmids does
not work for Cf. aurantiacus, then REMI would be a
good alternative method to attempt.
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possibilities, gene disruption experiments on essential
genes or regulatory elements cannot be carried out.
A transformation system for Cf. aurantiacus will
probably be developed relatively soon despite the
basic microbiological problems that have to be
resolved concomitantly.
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Summary

In bacteria, the genes for hydrogenase (hup and hyp) are generally clustered, and the sequence of these clustered
genes has been determined in several species. Among the photosynthetic bacteria, the organization of the hup
and hyp genes has been the most studied in Rhodobacter capsulatus, and the nucleotide sequence of the entire
hup/hyp gene cluster has been determined. This cluster includes the structural genes for the
[NiFe]hydrogenase (hupSLC) and the large number of accessory and regulatory genes. The possible roles of
these genes, and the existence of other types of hydrogenase in the photosynthetic bacteria, are discussed.
Hydrogenase gene expression in Rb. capsulatus is controlled by two main factors, namely molecular hydrogen
and oxygen. Several regulatory genes have been identified in the hup/hyp gene cluster of Rb. capsulatus. The
products of two of them, hupR and hupT, belong to the superfamily of two-component regulatory systems. In
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addition, an IHF-like protein isolated from Rb. capsulatus has been shown to be required for in vivo
hydrogenase synthesis. A molecular model of the interaction between the IHF binding site present in the
promoter region of the hydrogenase structural operon and the IHF protein of Rb. capsulatus is presented.

I. Introduction

The potential for use of as a primary or secondary
source of energy, and the possibility of transforming
solar radiation into stable chemical energy, in the
form of hydrogen gas, have greatly stimulated the
study of metabolism in photosynthetic organisms,
in particular in photosynthetic procaryotes. Many
review articles on metabolism and on biotech-
nological aspects of hydrogen production in
cyanobacteria and in photosynthetic bacteria have
been published in the last 15 years. Numerous relevant
references may be found in the reviews of Vignais et
al. (1985) and of Sasikala et al. (1993).

A. The Discovery of Hydrogen Utilization and
Production by the Photosynthetic Bacteria

1. Hydrogen Consumption for Autotrophic
Growth

Early studies had shown that photosynthetic bacteria,
such as Chromatium, can use molecular hydrogen as
sole electron donor during photoautotrophic growth.
The capacity to oxidize was later associated to the
presence of the hydrogenase enzyme (Gest, 1952).
Anaerobic photoautotrophic growth with as
electron donor was demonstrated for Rhodospirillum
rubrum, Rhodopseudomonas palustris, Rhodopseu-
domonas gelatinosa, and Rhodopseudomonas
capsulata (now Rhodobacter capsulatus) (cf. Vignais
et al., 1985). Under photoautotrophic conditions, Rb.
capsulatus strains showed the fastest growth rates
among purple non-sulfur bacteria (Klemme, 1968).
Rb. capsulatus is also able to grow chemoauto-
trophically under aerobic conditions; under these
conditions, serves as the source of energy and
reducing power, as the terminal electron acceptor
for energy transduction and as the sole carbon
source (Madigan and Gest, 1979; Seifert and Pfennig,
1979; Colbeau et al., 1980).

2. Photoproduction of Molecular Hydrogen

Photochemical production of molecular hydrogen
by a photosynthetic bacterium, Rs. rubrum, was first
observed by Gest and Kamen (1949a,b), who noted
that photoevolution of proceeded readily under an
atmosphere of 100% but did not occur under an
atmosphere of addition of ammonium chloride
or of high concentrations of yeast extract to the
culture medium stimulated growth but inhibited
production. Subsequent experiments with the isotope

indicated clearly that Rs. rubrum contained a
fixing system (Gest and Kamen, 1949b; Gest et al.,
1950) as did the purple sulfur bacterium Chromatium,
and the green bacterium Chlorobium (Lindstrom et
al., 1949) and several other species of purple nonsulfur
bacteria including Rp. palustris, Rhodopseudomonas
sphaeroides (now Rhodobacter sphaeroides), Rb.
capsulata and Rp. gelatinosa (later termed Rhodo-
cyclus gelatinosus) (Lindstrom et al., 1951). Since

production did not occur when  fixation was
repressed, there appeared to be a close relationship
between these two processes. While studying nitrogen
fixation by cell-free extracts of Rs. rubrum, Bulen et
al. (1965a) demonstrated that ATP and a low potential
reductant were required for the production of by
these extracts as well as for fixation, and that
evolution was irreversible, independent of the partial
pressure of and insensitive to CO. Bulen et al.
(1965b) concluded that the same enzyme, nitrogenase,
catalyzes both reduction and ATP-dependent
evolution.

The evidence that in purple nonsulfur bacteria
photoevolution of hydrogen is mediated by nitro-
genase was summarized by Meyer et al. (1978),
namely: 1) evolution, like nitrogen fixation, was
strongly stimulated by light and inhibited by nitrogen,
the natural substrate of nitrogenase (Gest and Kamen,
1949b; Jouanneau et al., 1984, 1985); 2) unlike with
classical hydrogenases, evolution in Rb. capsulatus
was not inhibited by carbon monoxide (Jouanneau et
al., 1980) similarly to ATP-dependent evolution
by nitrogenase (Winter and Burris, 1968); 3)
evolution was inhibited by ammonia and the
biosynthesis of the evolving enzyme was repressed
in the presence of ammonia (Ormerod et al., 1961;

Abbreviations: A. eutrophus – Alcaligenes eutrophus; B.
japonicum – Bradyrhizobium japonicum; E. coli – Escherichia
coli; IHF – integration host factor; Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rc. –
Rhodocyclus; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum;
Tc. roseopersicina – Thiocapsa roseopersicina
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Gogotov et al., 1974); 4) strains of Rb. capsulatus,
which lack nitrogenase activity, were incapable of
evolution (Wall et al., 1975); 5) molybdenum-starved
cells of Rs. rubrum displayed a large decrease in their
ability to evolve hydrogen (Paschinger, 1974); since
nitrogenases are molybdo-enzymes whereas hydro-
genases are not, evolution in this bacterium could
be clearly attributed to nitrogenase. Light-stimulated
nitrogenase-mediated evolution was then
recognized as a general property of photosynthetic
bacteria (early reviews by Gest, 1972; Yoch, 1978;
Meyer at al., 1978). In accordance with its high
fixation capacity (Madigan et al., 1984), Rb.
capsulatus has been found to be one of the most
efficient producers (under nitrogen limited growth
conditions) (Hillmer and Gest, 1977a, b). By means
of its hydrogenase, Rb. capsulatus cells can recycle

electrons to nitrogenase, which is a way for the
cells to avoid energy loss in the form of (Meyer et
al., 1978).

3. Production of Molecular Hydrogen in the
Dark

Purple bacteria have also the capacity to ferment
their endogenous substrates in the dark with
production of organic acids, and (van Niel,
1944; see Uffen, 1978 for review). Dark, fermentative

production results from breakdown of formate to
and by formic hydrogenlyase (Gest, 1954).

Gas production from formate by the formic
hydrogenlyase reaction is not influenced by light but
is completely inhibited by carbon monoxide (Gorrell
and Uffen, 1977, 1978). This is a typical fermentative
type of production, which is quite distinct from
the CO-insensitive, ATP-dependent, production of

mediated by nitrogenase.
The formic hydrogenlyase system is particularly

well studied in Escherichia coli; it is hydrogenase 3,
the product of the hycE gene, which transfers electrons
to protons and releases (Sauter et al., 1992). A
gene homolog to hycE has not been yet identified in
a photosynthetic bacterium. Rs. rubrum should be a
good candidate to look for it. Rs. rubrum can produce

in the presence of ammonia, via a fermentative
type of hydrogenase, and can also grow under
autotrophic conditions with and via non-
fermentative pathways involving an adaptively
synthesized hydrogenase (Voelskow and
Schön, 1980; see also Kern et al., 1994). Thus, in Rs.
rubrum, three enzymes interact in metabolism
according to the growth conditions: two hydrogenases

and nitrogenase. It is not known yet whether the
hydrogenase which, with carbon monoxide dehy-
drogenase, evolves during anaerobic oxidation of
CO (Bonam et al., 1989) represents an additional
type of enzyme. Our knowledge of those enzymes, at
the biochemical and genetic level, is less advanced in
Rs. rubrum, for fewer genetic tools have been
developed for it than for Rb. capsulatus or for Rb.
sphaeroides.

B. Genetics of Hydrogen Production and
Utilization in Photosynthetic Bacteria

The development of good genetic systems to study
nonsulfur purple photosynthetic bacteria (Marrs,
1974; Taylor et al., 1983; Willison et al., 1985;
Donohue and Kaplan, 1991) has intensified research
in this group of bacteria (reviewed by Scolnik and
Marrs, 1987). Genetic studies of metabolism in
the photosynthetic bacteria, undertaken only recently,
are mainly restricted to members of the Rhodo-
spirillaceae, in particular to Rb. capsulatus, which
was the first phototrophic bacteria for which an
useful genetic exchange system was discovered
(Marrs, 1974). Another interesting feature of Rb.
capsulatus is that, like Pseudomonas spp., it can
exchange plasmids of the R type by means of
conjugation, a property which has greatly contributed
to the development of genetic studies in Rb. capsulatus
(reviewed by Donohue and Kaplan, 1991; and in
Chapter 48 by Williams and Taguchi).

The development of methods for the genetic
analysis of the mutants affected in the enzyme systems
involved in metabolism (nitrogenase and
hydrogenase) has permitted the genetic mapping of
nif (nitrogen fixation) and hup (hydrogen uptake)
genes on the Rb. capsulatus chromosome, using R
plasmid-mediated conjugation (Willison et al., 1985;
Willison, 1993) (Fig. 1), has led to the identification
of gene clusters necessary for the biosynthesis of
nitrogenase (Klipp et al., 1988) and of hydrogenase
(Colbeau et al., 1993) and has provided information
on the regulation of metabolism in the photo-
synthetic bacteria (see below).

This chapter focuses on the organization and
expression of genes necessary for the expression of
the uptake hydrogenase (hup) genes. The capacity
of Rb. capsulatus to grow lithoautotrophically
phenotype) has been used as a primary selective test
to distinguish strains with an active hydrogenase

phenotype) from hydrogenase-deficient strains
and phenotypes).
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II. Hydrogenases of Photosynthetic Bacteria
Belong to the Class of [NiFe]Hydrogenases

All hydrogenases catalyze the simple, reversible
reaction of proton reduction leading to the formation
of gas: In addition to Fe-S
clusters, the hydrogenase enzymes found in
Chromatium vinosum (Albracht et al., 1983), in
Thiocapsa roseopersicina (Gogotov, 1986; Bagyinka
et al., 1993), as well as in Rb. capsulatus (Takakuwa
and Wall, 1981; Colbeau and Vignais, 1983) have
been shown to require Ni for activity and to contain
Ni at their active site. They belong to class I of
[NiFe]hydrogenases, are heterodimers (30 kDa and
65 kDa) and have a common evolutionary origin
(Wu and Mandrand., 1993). The term [NiFe] is very
appropriate because the crystal structure of the [NiFe]
hydrogenase from Desulfovibrio gigas (Volbeda et
al., 1995) revealed that the active site contains a
nickel atom and an iron atom.

A. Mapping of hup Genes on the Chromosome
of Rb. capsulatus

In contrast to Alcaligenes eutrophus (Eberz et al.,
1986) and Rhizobium leguminosarum (Brewin et al.,
1980), in which hydrogenase genes reside on a
megaplasmid, in Rb. capsulatus, the hydrogenase is
chromosomally encoded (Colbeau et al., 1990).

mutants obtained by chemical mutagenesis
(Willison et al., 1984; Colbeau et al., 1986) were
used to map the hup loci on the genetic map of the
Rb. capsulatus chromosome. The hup mutations used
in the mapping experiments were found to be clustered
on the chromosome in the proximity of the his-2
marker. On the other hand, the mutation aut-4 carried
by the IR4 mutant (Willison et al., 1984), in the himA
gene (Toussaint et al., 1991) maps close to the
gene, which is contiguous to the nifHDK structural
genes of nitrogenase (Colbeau et al., 1990) (Fig. 1).
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B. Organization of Hydrogenase Genes

1. Isolation of the hup Gene Clusters

By complementing mutants with cosmids from
gene banks of Rb. capsulatus, genomic DNA
fragments containing hup determinants were isolated
(Colbeau et al., 1986; Xu et al., 1989; Colbeau et al.,
1990; Xu and Wall, 1991). The sequencing of those
fragments revealed the presence of the cluster of hup
genes (Leclerc et al., 1988; Richaud et al., 1990; Xu
and Wall, 1991; Richaud et al., 1991; Colbeau et al.,
1993) depicted in Fig. 2. The same approach, led to
the isolation of the hydrogenase structural genes
from Rc. gelatinosus (Uffen et al., 1990) and to the
identification of several homologous hup genes in
Tc. roseopersicina (Colbeau et al., 1994).

2. The Structural Hydrogenase Genes,
hupSLC

The small and large subunits of hydrogenase are
encoded by the hupS and the hupL genes, respectively.
In Rb. capsulatus, hupS is capable of encoding a
protein of 34,256 Da with 13 Cys residues, and the
hupL gene can encode a protein of 65,839 Da
containing 10 Cys residues. These proteins share a
high degree of identity, more than 80 and nearly 70%
with the small and large subunits, respectively, of the
[NiFe]hydrogenases belonging to group I in the
classification of Wu and Mandrand (1993) (cf.
Colbeau et al., 1993).

The hupS gene is preceded by a sequence capable
of encoding a signal peptide of 45 amino acids,
which is found not only in genes encoding periplasmic
hydrogenases but also is highly conserved among
the membrane-bound hydrogenases (cf. Vignais and
Toussaint, 1993). All the putative cleavable signal

(or leader) peptides found at the N-terminal end of
the small hydrogenase subunit contain a strictly
conserved “RRXFXK” consensus element and are
cleaved after an alanine residue which suggests a
conserved mechanism for the function of these signal
peptides (Voordouw, 1992). Apparently, those signal
peptides may function in some cases for membrane
integration, since Rb. capsulatus hydrogenase is an
intrinsic membrane protein (Colbeau et al., 1983)
and in other cases for protein export to the periplasm.
A nucleotide sequence capable of encoding a putative
signal peptide has been identified at the end of the
hupS gene of Rb. capsulatus (Leclerc et al., 1988), of
Rc. gelatinosus (Uffen et al., 1990) and of Tc.
roseopersicina (Colbeau et al., 1994).

Downstream from hupL is the hupC gene (formerly
termed hupM) which, in Rb. capsulatus, has been
shown to be expressed only from the promoter of
hupSL and therefore to belong to the same hupSL
transcriptional unit (Cauvin et al., 1991). Inactivation
of the hupC (hupM) gene, by interposon mutagenesis,
resulted in mutants which could still synthesize an
active hydrogenase assayable with artificial electron
acceptors (methylene blue or benzylviologen), but
which could not grow autotrophically, respire with

or recycle electrons to nitrogenase. In other
words, in those mutants the hydrogenase was no
longer functionally competent. Introduction of
plasmid-borne copies of the hupC (hupM) gene into
the mutant cells restored an phenotype in the
transconjugants and full activity to the hydrogenase
enzyme (Cauvin et al., 1991). The third gene of the
hupSLC operon is thought to encode a cytochrome b
which links the hydrogenase to the respiratory chain,
as has been demonstrated in Wolinella succinogenes
(Dross et al., 1992).
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3. Hydrogenase Gene Organization and
Accessory Genes

The cloning and sequencing of hydrogenase gene
clusters led to the surprising discovery that the number
of genes necessary for hydrogenase synthesis is nearly
as large as the number of nif genes required for the
biosynthesis of nitrogenase. In the latter case, several
nif genes have been shown to be involved in the
synthesis and insertion of the metallic centers in the
enzyme complex which remains in the cytoplasm as
a soluble oligomeric enzyme. The membrane-bound
and the periplasmic hydrogenases may require
additional helper (chaperone ?) proteins and signal
peptidase for membrane integration or export to the
periplasm.

Comparative studies of the products of the genes
which encode [NiFe]hydrogenase in various
organisms suggest that there is a common core of at
least 18 genes, whose products are necessary for
effective hydrogenase biosynthesis. Since homolo-
gous genes have been termed differently in the various
organisms, the organisation and the name of the
clustered genes so far identified are indicated in
Table 1. In Fig. 3, the size of the products of the best
known hydrogenase gene clusters is given.

Immediately downstream from the structural
hydrogenase operon hupSLC is hupD, which can
encode a product homologous to E. coli HyaD
(Table 1, Fig. 3). Inactivation of E. coli hyaD results
in deficiency in processing of both the large and the
small subunits of E. coli hydrogenase 1 (Menon et
al., 1991). The hyaD product has been recently
identified as a protease involved in hydrogenase
maturation (Rosmann et al., 1995).

In E. coli, an operon necessary for the activity of
the three hydrogenase isoenzymes has been cloned
and sequenced. It comprises five hyp (for hydrogenase
pleiotropic) genes, hypABCDE (Lutz et al., 1991).
The products of the hypB, hypD and hypE genes are
involved in the processing of the large subunits of
hydrogenases 1 and 2 (Lutz et al., 1991); the hypA
and hypC gene products appear to adjust the activity
of hydrogenase 3, relative to those of hydrogenases
1 and 2 involved in respiration (Jacobi et al., 1992).
The product of hypB has been recently shown by
Maier et al. (1993) to catalyze some step in nickel
incorporation into the 3 hydrogenases and to have
GTPase activity. Homologs of the E. coli hyp operon
genes have been found in the photosynthetic
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bacterium, Rb. capsulatus (Xu and Wall, 1991;
Colbeau et al., 1993) (Table 1, Figs. 2, 3) but the
exact function of their products has not yet been
identified.

Genes encoding a product homologous to HypF of
Rb. capsulatus (Colbeau et al., 1993) have been
found within the hyp operon in R. leguminosarum
and in Azotobacter vinelandii (Table 1, Fig. 3). The
predicted HypF proteins contain at their N-terminal
end two Cys-rich clusters which resemble zinc-finger
motifs, a structure which could conceivably enable
the proteins to chelate nickel atoms. The HypF protein,
like HypB, is currently thought to play a role in
nickel metabolism in relation with hydrogenase
biosynthesis. In Rb. capsulatus, it has been shown
also to participate in the of hydro-
genase gene expression (Colbeau et al., 1993).

In summary, identification of the hup/hyp gene
organisation has laid a firm foundation for further
studies on hydrogenase biosynthesis. The gene
organisation is strikingly similar in these clusters
and it is anticipated that homologous genes encode
proteins with analogous functions. The absence of
some of the genes gives also interesting clues as to
the minimum requirement for the synthesis of an
effective enzyme and for the genes likely involved in
specific regulation. For example, in Tc. roseoper-
sicina, the hupFG genes appear to be lacking
(Table 1), (unless they are localized elsewhere on the
chromosome). The major challenge now is, on the
one hand, to identify the role of those conserved
genes and, on the other hand, to determine the
specificity of each hydrogenase gene cluster, in terms
of genes leading to the assembly of hydrogenase
complexes capable of interacting with specific
electron acceptors/donors, in terms of regulatory
genes participating to bacterial signaling systems
leading to the adaptive cellular responses to specific
growth or stress conditions.

III. Regulation of Hydrogenase Genes

The remarkable metabolic versatility of the purple,
nonsulfur bacteria, which permits their adaptability
to environmental changes, no doubt depends on
multiple regulatory circuits. Regulation of hydro-
genase gene expression in response to environmental
stimuli has so far been studied only in Rb. capsulatus.
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A. Environmental Factors Affecting Hydrogenase
Synthesis

A translational fusion of the E. coli lacZ gene to the
Rb. capsulatus hupSLC promoter has been con-
structed and used to identify the mutants mutated
in regulatory genes and the environmental stimuli to

which those regulatory genes responded (Colbeau
and Vignais, 1992). The plasmid-borne HupS::lacZ
fusion was transferred to the wild type strain B10
and to various mutants. The expression of
galactosidase and that of the chromosomally encoded
hydrogenase were then measured under various
physiological conditions. The factors found to affect
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hydrogenase expression were the following:

1. Molecular Hydrogen Stimulates Hydrogenase
Gene Expression in Rb. capsulatus

Molecular hydrogen was the factor which, in the
wild-type strain B10, stimulated most the expression
of and of hydrogenase. The highest
expression was observed under conditions which
favor expression of nitrogenase (anaerobiosis, light
and malate-glutamate medium) or in darkness in the
presence of plus Since is evolved by
nitrogenase, mutants devoid of nitrogenase
(Ahombo et al., 1986) were used to check whether
the increased hydrogenase expression observed under
nitrogenase-derepressing conditions was really due
to and not a result of activation of the nif or ntr
regulatory circuit. The gene of Rb. capsulatus
encodes a protein homologous with the sigma
factor product of the ntrA (rpoN) gene in other
bacteria (Jones and Haselkorn, 1989; Alias et al.,
1989). It was found that hydrogenase and
galactosidase were still expressed in mutants

in a way (Colbeau and Vignais, 1992).
Therefore, firstly, the observed stimulation was indeed
due to the presence of and secondly, hydrogenase
expression in Rb. capsulatus had no absolute
requirement for the factor encoded by The
possibility cannot be excluded that there is another
factor in Rb. capsulatus, as was found in
Bradyrhizobium japonicum (Kullik et al., 1991) and
in Rb. sphaeroides (Meijer and Tabita, 1992).

2. Oxygen Control

From the use of DNA gyrase inhibitors, Kranz and
Haselkorn (1986) have suggested that regulation
of nif gene expression was exerted at the level of
DNA supercoiling. It is interesting to note that
regulation of hydrogenase synthesis is unaffected by
DNA gyrase inhibitors such as novobiocin (Willison
et al., 1990). Rather unexpectedly, since hydrogenase
enzymes are and unlike nitrogenase,
hydrogenase and expressed from the
hupS::lacZ fusion were still synthesized at high levels
in the form of active enzymes in the presence of
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oxygen provided that be present (Colbeau and
Vignais, 1992). Elsen et al. (1993) have even been
able to obtain mutants see below) which
overexpress active hydrogenase in the presence of
oxygen, indicating that the HupT protein is involved
in

B. Transcriptional Regulation and Regulatory
Genes

1. The hupR Gene Encodes a Response
Regulator of the NtrC Subfamily

Measurement of  and of hydrogenase
activity showed that both activities in the mutant
RCC8, harboring the hupS::lacZ fusion, were
decreased to 4% of those found in the wild-type
strain B10 (Colbeau and Vignais, 1992). This finding
indicated that the mutation in RCC8 affects a
transcriptional factor required for the expression of
both enzymes. The gene, hupR, complementing the
mutation was isolated and sequenced, together with
the mutated hupR gene from mutant RCC8. The
hupR gene is capable of encoding a transcriptional
activator belonging to the NtrC subfamily (Richaud
et al., 1991) of the superfamily of two-component
regulatory systems (reviewed by Stock et al., 1989,
1991; Albright et al., 1989; Bourret et al., 1991;
Parkinson and Kofoid, 1992; Parkinson, 1993).These
activators act by catalyzing the isomerization of the
closed RNA polymerase-DNA complex at the
transcriptional start site, into an open complex, at the
expense of ATP. The mutated hupR gene in strain
RCC8 contains a point mutation in the codon of one
of the amino acids belonging to the putative ATP-
binding site of the HupR protein (Richaud et al.,
1991). These data support the contention that HupR
plays the role of a response regulator in the
transcription of the hupSLC operon. The HupR protein
shares an overall 43% identity with the HoxA protein
of A. eutrophus shown to be a transcriptional regulator
in the expression of A. eutrophus hydrogenase (Eberz
and Friedrich, 1991).

2. The hupT Gene Product of Rb. capsulatus
Represses Hydrogenase Synthesis

The hupT gene is located upstream from the structural
hupSLC genes, while hupR is downstream in the
middle of the hyp genes (Fig. 2). Amino acid sequence

comparisons have indicated that the predicted HupT
protein (456 amino acids, 48.4 kDa) belongs to the
superfamily of sensor kinases which, in two-
component regulatory systems, function in tandem
with a response regulator. It is predicted to be a
soluble sensor-kinase, since it lacks the hydrophobic
region thought to maintain the protein in the
membrane, as do Rb. capsulatus and Klebsiella
pneumoniae NtrB with which it shares sequence
similarities. HupT is expected to be a kinase molecule
capable of autophosphorylation and a putative
nucleotide binding site has indeed been identified in
the deduced amino acid sequence (Elsen et al., 1993).
HupT shares sequence similarities with components
of signal transduction systems responding to such
as FixL of Rhizobium meliloti (although no significant
similarity exists with the fragment of FixL shown to
bind heme and to bind oxygen (Monson et al., 1992)),
or ArcB of E. coli which represses the arc modulon
under anaerobiosis (Iuchi et al., 1990). However,
while ArcB participates in anaerobic repression, hupT
appears to be involved in regulation by the carbon
status of the cell (S. Elsen, unpublished results). It is
also of interest to note that HupT does not share
sequence similarity with HoxX, the putative sensor
protein thought to function in tandem with the
response regulator HoxA (homologous to Rb.
capsulatus HupR, Table 1), in A. eutrophus and B.
japonicum (cf. Elsen et al., 1993).

Two other genes, hupU and hupV, contiguous with
and downstream from hupT, belong to the same
hupTUV operon (Fig. 2). HupU, capable of encoding
a protein of 34.9 kDa, and hupV a protein of 50.0
kDa, share sequence similarities with the small and
the large subunits of [NiFe] hydrogenases, respec-
tively. The strongest similarity is observed with the
periplasmic hydrogenase of Desulfovibrio baculatus,
but the hupU gene does not comprise a sequence for
a signal peptide (Elsen et al., 1993; S. Elsen, A.
Colbeau and P. M. Vignais, unpublished data).

Insertional inactivation of the hupT gene leads to
deregulation of transcriptional control so that the
structural hydrogenase operon hupSLC becomes
overexpressed in cells grown aerobically or
anaerobically, either in the presence or in the absence
of ammonia. The mutants are (con-
stitutive) mutants in which hydrogenase is maximally
expressed under conditions (presence of ammonia,
presence of oxygen) where hydrogenase activity is
minimum in the wild-type strain B10. This indicates
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that the HupT protein participates in the repression
of hydrogenase expression. This repression is restored
when plasmid-borne copies of the wild-type gene
are introduced in the mutants (Elsen et al.,
1993). It is to note that, in contrast, mutation in the
hupR gene resulted instead in a decrease in
transcription and in activity of hydrogenase indicating
that the HupR protein is rather a positive trans-
criptional factor (Colbeau and Vignais, 1992).

Therefore, although the hupR gene product presents
features of response regulators and the product of
hupT those of sensor kinases indicating that they
belong to the superfamily of two-component
regulatory systems, it remains to be demonstrated
that the two proteins form a matched pair of regulatory
proteins.

3. An IHF-like Protein Activates in vivo
Transcription of the hupSLC Operon

By complementation of the mutant IR4, a gene
called himA of Rb. capsulatus has been isolated and
sequenced (Toussaint et al., 1991). The gene is capable
of encoding a protein sharing 45% identical amino
acids with the of the Integration Host
Factor (IHF) of E. coli. An IHF consensus sequence,
identified in the promoter of the hupSLC operon, was
shown to bind E. coli IHF by gel retardation assays,
and therefore to be a true IHF binding site. Similarly,
the IHF-like protein recently isolated from Rb. cap-
sulatus has been shown to bind to the same IHF
binding site. Like E. coli IHF, Rb. capsulatus IHF is
a heterodimeric protein (10 and 11 kDa). The hip
gene which encodes the subunit has been isolated
from Rb. capsulatus and sequenced; its products
shares 46% identical amino acids with E. coli IHF
subunit. Foot-printing analyses have shown that Rb.
capsulatus IHF and E. coli IHF on the one hand, and
that the IHF protein isolated from the himA mutant
IR4 on the other hand, do not interact exactly in the
same manner with the IHF binding site of the hupS
promoter region (Toussaint et al., 1993). A molecular
model of the interaction between Rb. capsulatus IHF
protein and DNA from the hupS promoter region is
shown in Fig. 4. In this model, where DNA is strongly
bent by the IHF molecule, Arg-8 is able to interact
with the phosphate-ribose backbone of DNA in the
flanking region of the IHF binding site (Toussaint et
al., 1991, 1994). It has been shown earlier that the
replacement of Arg-8 by Cys-8 in mutant IR4 affects
hydrogenase transcription (Colbeau and Vignais,
1992).

4. Sigma Factors

The gene codes for a protein showing sequence
homology to the ntrA gene product of other
Gram-negative bacteria (Alias et al., 1989; Jones and
Haselkorn, 1989). The gene is located adjacent
to, and downstream from, the nitrogenase structural
genes (nifHDK) (Fig. 1) and is transcribed from its
own promoter (Ahombo et al., 1986). Studies with a

gene fusion have shown that transcription
of the gene requires the presence of the

(ntrC/ntrB) genes and of nifA and that the
gene product is also required for its own synthesis
(Hübner et al., 1991). The gene is therefore
different from its homolog, ntrA, in other Gram-
negative bacteria, which is generally expressed
constitutively (reviewed by Thöny and Hennecke,
1989). A further difference is that in Rb. capsulatus,
the gene isexclusively involved in the regulation
of nitrogen fixation, whereas in other Gram-negative
bacteria, many of which are not nitrogen fixing (e.g.,
E. coli, Pseudomonas putida, and A. eutrophus) ntrA
may be involved in the regulation of the uptake and
utilization of alternative nitrogen sources, of some
carbon sources, and of (Thöny and Hennecke,
1989).

As described above, nitrogen fixation and hydrogen
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uptake are interrelated, since the evolved by
nitrogenase may induce the synthesis of hydrogenase,
and under some conditions, hydrogenase activity
may allow the recycling of electrons from to
nitrogenase. However, a relationship at the genetic
level has not been established, and the gene
product is not required for hydrogenase gene
expression (Colbeau and Vignais, 1992). Trans-
criptional analysis of the hupS promoter by primer
extension or nuclease S1 protection has allowed us to
determine the transcriptional start site of hupSLC
operon. There is no direct evidence of the occurrence
of the consensus sequence in
the promoter. On the other hand, around positions –
10 and –35 we can observe the presence of hexamers,
GAGAAT and TTGGCG, which contain respectively
4/6 and 5/6 of nucleotides identical to –10 –35 E. coli
boxes recognized by sigma factor 70 (Delic-
Attree I, unpublished results). Although IHF is usually
implicated in transcription from RNA
polymerase, it has already been shown that expression
of the E. coli nar and ompF genes (Rabin et al., 1992;
Ramani et al., 1992) utilises IHF and
RNA polymerase. Nevertheless, the fact that
expression of hydrogenase genes is dependent on the
response regulator HupR suggests that an alternative
sigma factor for RNA polymerase may also be
required. (It should be noted that no additional genes
homologous to have been identified in Rb.
capsulatus by DNA-DNA hybridization). The
possible existence of a sigma factor other than
has also been invoked for the regulation of the
expression of the nifA genes in Rb. capsulatus (Hübner
et al., 1991). In Rb. capsulatus, the nifA gene is
unusually present in two copies, both of which are
active (Masepohl et al., 1988). The expression of
both copies of nifA is dependent on the ntrBC
homologs, and but is independent of

suggesting that an additional, alternative sigma
factor is required for their expression (Hübner et al.,
1991).

IV. Conclusions and Perspectives

The identification of the genes necessary for
hydrogenase expression in several organisms, the
striking similarity of the proteins encoded by
homologous genes, should accelerate our under-
standing of the function of those proteins and of the
mechanisms of hup gene control and regulation.
Among the photosynthetic bacteria, it is in Rb.
capsulatus that the molecular biology of hydrogenase

is the most advanced.
With respect to the environmental stimuli which

have been shown to affect hydrogenase gene
expression in Rb. capsulatus, there are clearly two
main factors—namely the availability of molecular
hydrogen and the levels of in the immediate
environment. Synthesis of hydrogenase is stimulated
by and is repressed in presence of alone, but is
maximal in the presence of plus

One significant environmental factor that has
received little attention until recently in terms of
possible regulatory effects, is the availability of metals
such as nickel. The lack of data may result from
technical difficulties in addressing the problem (it is
difficult to deplete Rb. capsulatus cells of nickel, for
example), rather than from a lack of interest in the
subject.

Hup gene regulation presents features typical of
prokaryotic gene regulation in that it depends upon
regulatory proteins belonging to the widespread
family of two-component regulatory systems. It may
also present other specific features since analysis of
the hup promoter structure appears to indicate that

rather than RpoN may be involved in hup
gene transcription. There is still much to be learned
from further studies of these systems, with respect to
the detailed molecular mechanisms of activation of
gene transcription, to the identification of environ-
mental factors affecting hup gene expression and in
the understanding of the processes of signal
transduction that link gene expression to environ-
mental changes.

Particular questions which are likely to be
addressed in future studies are as follows:

(i) How is hydrogenase synthesis regulated by
and by ? At what level does regulation occur,
and are specific DNA recognition sequences
involved?

(ii) Are nickel ions directly involved in regulation
of expression? If they are, can they play the role of

detector? In the hup gene cluster, which gene
can encode a protein able to bind Ni and become a
transcriptional activator?

(iii) Does Rb. capsulatus contain alternative sigma
factors for RNA polymerase in addition to the
constitutive sigma factor and
NtrA/RpoN). If it does, are these factors involved
in the expression of the hup genes?
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(iv) How are modulated the interactions between
IHF and DNA? Are there additional proteins which
help in the binding of IHF to its site? If yes, what
are they? Is it the participation of this type of
helper proteins that explains the lack of effect of
the himA mutation, in the IR4 mutant, on nif gene
expression?

(v) The predicted HupR and HupT proteins belong
to the superfamily of two-component regulatory
systems. Does the putative response regulator
HupR function in tandem with the putative sensor
kinase HupT? What are the signals to which each
of them respond? Does HupR activate transcription
in the phosphorylated form? If HupR and HupT
do not form a matched pair, what are the other
partners?

Elucidation of the answers to these questions will
require studies both at the cellular level and in vitro,
using purified components of the different regulatory
gene networks.
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Summary

Some prokaryotes can reduce atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia as a source of fixed nitrogen. The biological
process of nitrogen fixation (nif) requires significant sources of reductant and energy. Moreover, in the
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacterium, Rhodobacter capsulatus, at least 34 proteins are involved in this process
including nitrogenase, the molybdenum-containing enzyme that catalyzes this reduction. If ammonia or other
source of fixed nitrogen is already present in the environment it becomes unnecessary and wasteful to express
nitrogen fixation (nif) genes and reduce dinitrogen. Additionally, nitrogenase is irreversibly inactivated by
oxygen, making nitrogen fixation possible only under anaerobic (or microaerobic) conditions in anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria. Therefore, Rb. capsulatus, and other anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, have
developed specific nitrogen and oxygen-sensing systems that activate transcription of nif genes only under
conditions of limiting nitrogen and oxygen. This chapter reviews the current state of knowledge about the
transcriptional control of nif genes primarily in the best studied phototroph, Rb. capsulatus. This remarkable

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 1191–1208.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.
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regulatory system involves a cascade of protein factors: and
transcriptional activation of other nif genes. Some of these factors sense nitrogen and some oxygen. The

molecular basis for the activity of each of these proteins is discussed. Additional control in Rb. capsulatus is
at the level of molybdenum; recently an alternative nitrogenase (anf) that appears to contain no molybdenum
(but iron instead) has been discovered in Rb. capsulatus. Synthesis of anf is repressed by molybdenum but is
still under the control of nitrogen and oxygen. Studies on this alternative system have contributed to our
understanding of anf and molybdenum-based gene regulation. Anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria rapidly fix
nitrogen in the presence of light as the energy source representing one of the few ways to directly and efficiently
convert the energy from sunlight into the fixation of atmospheric dinitrogen. However, there is no evidence that
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria show any specific nif gene regulation in response to light, but they do
exhibit amazing metabolic diversity. These capabilities include the use of a variety of sources of nitrogen and
carbon under aerobic and anaerobic growth conditions. Additionally, within the aquatic habitats where
photosynthetic bacteria are found, rapidly changing environmental conditions make rapid and diverse gene
regulation necessary. Studies on nif genes in photosynthetic bacteria will continue to contribute to our own
understanding of nif regulation in general and to our knowledge of basic mechanisms of transcriptional control.

I.Introduction: Nitrogen Fixation (nif) Genes;
Transcriptional Control by Fixed Nitrogen
and Oxygen

Nitrogen fixation is the reduction of atmospheric
dinitrogen to ammonia. Although all organisms on
earth require fixed nitrogen for survival and growth,
only a select group of procaryotes have been shown
to fix dinitrogen biologically. Anoxygenic photo-
synthetic bacteria comprise a large class of
microorganisms that are capable of carrying out this
process. Other chapters in this book describe (1) the
historical perspectives and microbiology of nitrogen
fixation in anoxygenic phototrophs (Chapter 42 by
Madigan) and (2) the biochemical aspects and
enzymology of nitrogen fixation (Chapter 43 by
Ludden and Roberts). The present chapter concerns
the transcriptional regulation of genes required for
nitrogen fixation in photosynthetic bacteria.
Biological nitrogen fixation is an energy-intense
process with a major requirement for reductant and
ATP. The molybdenum-containing nitrogenase
enzyme composed of three polypeptides has been
isolated from a number of phototrophs as have the
genes that encode them (nifHDK). However,
Rhodobacter capsulatus has been the model
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacterium for the analysis

Abbreviations: Atase – adenyltransferase; E. coli – Escherichia
coli; IHF – integration host factor; K. pneumoniae – Klebsiella
pneumoniae; Rb. capsulatus – Rhodobacter capsulatus; Rb.
sphaeroides – Rhodobacter sphaeroides; RNAP – RNA
polymerase; UAS – upstream activating sequences ; Utase –
uridylyltransferase

of nif gene regulation and nif gene organization. In
Rb. capsulatus two major clusters of nif genes
encoding up to 34 gene products involved in nitrogen
fixation have been discovered (see Fig. 1 and
references in legend). Many of these nif genes have
homologs that were described initially in Klebsiella
pneumoniae and subsequently in other diazotrophs.
An overview on the genetic organization of nif genes
in the five best studied diazotrophs (including Rb.
capsulatus) has recently been published (Merrick,
1993). Non-regulatory genes in Rb. capsulatus
include the structural genes nifHDK; nifE, nifN, nifX,
nifV, and nifB for synthesis of the MoFe cofactor;
nifY, nifU and NifS for processing of the nitrogenase
MoFe protein component; and nifQ for Mo
processing. Interestingly, Rb. capsulatus has
duplications of at least three genes, nifU, nifA, and
nifB, although the reason for this redundancy remains
obscure. Other nif genes or orfs within the nif clusters
may be involved in aspects of nitrogen fixation tailored
to a specific bacterial physiology. For example,
photosynthetic bacteria may utilize an electron
transport pathway to nitrogenase that requires specific
proteins dedicated to its various reducing environ-
ments. Thus, some of the Rb. capsulatus orfs at the
nifENX cluster encode ferrodoxin-like proteins,
potentially involved in the electron transfer reaction
to nitrogenase (Moreno-Vivian et al., 1989). Three
genes within the two nif clusters in Rb. capsulatus
are involved in transcriptional regulation: nifA1, nifA2
and rpoN. Two other loci in Rb. capsulatus encode
the regulatory genes glnB, ntrB and ntrC (see Fig. 1).
These regulatory genes, the proteins they encode,
and their functions will be described in detail.
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Transcription of nif genes is controlled by fixed
nitrogen and oxygen. The biosynthesis requirement
of at least 34 proteins involved in nitrogen fixation
along with the energy needs to carry out the reduction
reaction itself make this biological process one of the
most costly enzymatic reactions in the cell.
Consequently, microorganisms have evolved
remarkable mechanisms to turn on nif genes only
when they are needed and to repress transcription of
nif genes when they are not. When free-living,
nitrogen-fixing bacteria are faced with environmental
conditions abundant in fixed nitrogen (e.g. ammonia)
there is no need to synthesize ammonia within the
cell. Thus, exogenous ammonia, or a fixed nitrogen
source which is easily transported and assimilated
(e.g. into amino acids, purines, pyrimidines) leads to
repression of nif genes. Additionally, oxygen reacts
with nitrogenase and irreversible inactivates this
enzyme. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria have therefore
developed mechanisms to (1) keep oxygen out of the
cell, such as the formation of heterocysts in
filamentous oxygenic cyanobacteria (see Haselkorn
et al., 1986 for review), (2) protect their nitrogenase
from oxygen, such as the rapid oxidase activities of
Azotobacter species (Maier and Moshiri, 1993 for
review) and/or (3) repress the expression of nif genes
when oxygen levels are high. Rb. capsulatus, like all
free-living unicellular diazotrophs, has evolved
mechanisms to activate transcription of nif genes
only when the concentration of these two effectors

(fixed nitrogen and oxygen) are low (for review, see
Kranz and Foster-Hartnett, 1990). Although Rb.
capsulatus has been used as the model phototroph to
study these mechanisms, there are clear similarities
to the gene regulatory controls used by other
microorganisms (non phototrophs); these will be
discussed and compared.

II.General Models Describing nif Regulatory
Mechanisms

A. Rhodobacter capsulatus

Before detailing the individual sensing and activator
proteins involved in nif transcriptional control, an
overview on the strategies used by Rb. capsulatus to
accomplish this regulation will be presented (see
Fig. 2). Briefly, an enzyme called uridylyltransferase
(UTase) is predicted to control the uridylylation of
another protein, GlnB, depending on the levels of
fixed nitrogen in the cell. Under nitrogen-deficient
conditions, UTase uridylylates GlnB; uridylylated
GlnB would no longer interact with NtrB, NtrB
consequently functioning only as a kinase. The
substrate of the NtrB kinase, NtrC, is phosphorylated
under this condition. (Under nitrogen-sufficient
conditions a GlnB/NtrB complex is predicted to act
as an NtrC~P phosphatase.) NtrC~P is predicted to
be an ATPase which, upon binding to DNA upstream,
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transcriptionally activates the nifA1 and nifA2 genes.
Transcriptional activation of nifA1 and nifA2 results
in the nitrogen-dependent increase in NifA protein.
NifA itself is predicted to possess ATPase activity
(like the NtrC class of proteins) and act as a
transcriptional activator of all other nif genes,

including nifHDK. The transcriptional activation of
nif genes by NifA additionally requires an RNA
polymerase (RNAP) alternative sigma factor called
RpoN. The Rb. capsulatus rpoN-encoded sigma
factor is interesting because of its physical location
(i.e. nifHDK-linkage), its expression, and its struc-
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tural properties when compared to RpoN proteins
from other microorganisms. Expression of the
Rb. capsulatus rpoN gene is autoactivated (by RpoN
and NifA) at a secondary promoter upstream of
nifU2. This secondary promoter results in a more
rapid and higher maximal induction of other nif
genes which is physiologically beneficial under
certain environmental conditions (see IIIf below).
Oxygen regulation is not as well understood as
nitrogen control, although it is thought that the NifA
protein itself may be oxygen sensitive and that other
oxygen-sensing control may be mediated through
DNA supercoiling (see VI, Future Studies).

The activation of nifHDK and other nif genes by
NifA and RNAP/RpoN may be enhanced by the
DNA binding protein, integration host factor (IHF).
Santero et al. (1992) have shown that the K.
pneumoniae nifHDK promoter region is activated in
vitro to 20-fold higher levels when IHF is added.
This is proposed to occur by IHF-induced bending of
the DNA such that the interaction frequency of RNAP/
RpoN with the NifA protein, bound at upstream
activating sequences (UAS), is increased. Hoover et
al. (1990) have shown that E. coli IHF binds to the
appropriate DNA within the Rb. capsulatus nifH
upstream region, thus suggestive that a similar IHF
protein and interactions may occur in Rb. capsulatus.

B. Other Anoxygenic Phototrophs

Concerning trans-acting factors involved in nif gene
regulation in other phototrophs, to our knowledge,
only Rb. sphaeroides has so far been investigated. In
that organism, two rpoN genes and an ntrC gene
appear to be present (see below).

III. Regulatory Components Related to
Other Bacterial Proteins

A. Uridylyltransferase (= UTase = GlnD)

Studies on mutants in the enteric glnD gene suggested
that glnD was involved in nitrogen control because
glnD mutants lost their ability to deadenylate
glutamine synthetase in response to the nitrogen
source (e.g. Bancroft et al., 1978; Bloom et al., 1978;
Foor et al., 1978). Consequently, these mutants are
glutamine auxotrophs. Early studies on nitrogen
control proteins in E. coli involved the analysis of the
enzyme encoded by glnD, UTase (e.g. Adler et al.,

1975). Biochemical experiments on the purified E.
coli UTase indicated that (1) UTase covalently
uridylylates and deuridylylates the GlnB protein (via
UTP) and (2) UTase activity is allosterically effected
by glutamine (which activates deuridylylation) or 2-
ketoglutarate (which activates uridylylation). Since
the ratio of glutamine to 2-ketoglutarate reflects the
general nitrogen status of the cell, allosteric
modulation of UTase by these molecules is the key
sensing element of the nitrogen regulatory system in
enteric bacteria. The substrate of UTase action, GlnB,
is a protein of approximately 12,000 daltons (behaving
as a tetramer), and the Rb. capsulatus glnB gene has
been isolated and sequenced (Kranz et al., 1990; see
below). Although the UTase gene has only been
isolated and sequenced from E. coli and Azotobacter
vinelandii (Conteras et al., 1991), its presence in Rb.
capsulatus has been postulated because of the
conservation of its substrate, GlnB particularly within
the site of uridylylation. Cloning and inactivation of
the glnD gene in Rb. capsulatus is still required to
confirm this aspect of the nitrogen fixation regulatory
cascade. It is important to note however that the
phenotype of an Rb. capsulatus glnD mutant would,
by the model, be predicted to be a regulatory
mutant because NtrC would always be dephos-
phorylated. However, if the Rb. capsulatus glnD
gene is involved in other nitrogen-control systems
the phenotype of a glnD strain is impossible to
predict. Moreover, since some regulatory genes have
already been shown to be duplicated in Rb. capsulatus
(nifA; Klipp et al., 1988) and Rb. sphaeroides (rpoN;
Meijer and Tabita, 1992) isolation of a double mutant
in glnD genes, if duplicated, would be unlikely by
traditional mutagenesis procedures.

B. glnB

Uridylylation of GlnB, in response to nitrogen
limitation essentially inactivates the GlnB protein
which allows NtrB to function in its kinase mode
only (e.g. Ninfa and Magasanik, 1986; Keener and
Kustu, 1988). Consequently, inactivation of the glnB
gene would be predicted to also ‘release’ the NtrB
protein such that it is continually a kinase, irrespective
of fixed nitrogen levels. Thus, by this model, Rb.
capsulatus glnB mutants would be Nif-constitutive
with respect to nitrogen concentrations (i.e. ).
In fact, isolation of Rb. capsulatus glnB mutants and
the glnB gene were isolated using this premise. Rb.
capsulatus mutants were isolated by using a
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lactose-selection technique and nifH-lacZ fusions
(see Kranz and Haselkorn, 1986). Analysis of a
cosmid that returned some of these back to
normal regulation (i.e. nitrogen repression) yielded
the glnB gene (Kranz et al., 1990). Analysis of this
locus indicated that glnA, encoding glutamine
synthetase, was downstream from the glnB gene.
Inactivation byTn5 mutagenesis of the chromosomal
glnB orf resulted in a glutamine auxotroph,
presumably because of polarity on glnA. These Rb.
capsulatus glnB transposon mutants are with
respect to glutamine or ammonia anaerobically but
still repress synthesis of nitrogenase under aerobic
conditions. Recently, transcription of the glnBA
operon has been studied using lacZ fusions and
primer extension (Foster-Hartnett and Kranz, 1994).
These results show that (1) two promoters are
upstream of glnB: glnBP1 is repressed by NtrC and
glnBP2 is activated by NtrC and (2) a third promoter
within glnB for glnA transcription may exist.
Additionally, activation of glnBP2 is independent of
RpoN, and purified Rb. capsulatus NtrC binds to
tandem binding sites greater than 100 bps upstream
of the glnBP2 transcription start site (but overlapping
glnBP1). These results add a third promoter, glnBP2,
to a short list that includes nifA1 and nifA2 which
require NtrC for activation but not RpoN. Like nifA1
and nifA2, glnBP2 is not an RpoN-type promoter
(Foster-Hartnett and Kranz, 1994). In enteric bacteria,
glnB is present at a different locus than glnA, while
glnA is in a complex glnA-ntrB-ntrC operon (see
below). Additionally, in enteric bacteria, glnB has
been shown to interact with adenyltransferase
(ATase), which adenylates or deadenylates glutamine
synthetase depending on this interaction (i.e. nitrogen
status; Stadman et al., 1980). It has not been shown
whether the Rb. capsulatus glnB mutants are altered
in their glutamine synthetase modification system,
although the glutamine synthetase enzyme is
apparently modified (Johansson and Gest, 1977). To
summarize, in enteric bacteria the GlnB protein is a
multi-faceted protein which interacts with a variety
of protein substrates (e.g. NtrB, ATase and UTase) to
alter their enzymatic properties. Recently it has been
proposed that GlnB may interact directly with the
NifA protein in Azospirillum brasilense, based on
genetic studies (deZamaroczy et al., 1993). Thus, the
versatility of GlnB as a modulator of protein activity
may be greater than originally thought (see also IIIE
below).

C.ntrB

Under nitrogen sufficient conditions, the GlnB protein
is not uridylylated and interacts with NtrB by an
unknown mechanism. Consequently, a phosphatase
activity of the NtrB protein is induced resulting in
dephosphorylation of the NtrC protein (e.g. Ninfa
and Magasanik, 1986; Keener and Kustu, 1988).
When GlnB is uridylylated by UTase (under nitrogen-
limiting conditions) or the glnB gene is mutated
(under nitrogen-limiting or sufficient conditions)
NtrB only phosphorylates the NtrC protein. The Rb.
capsulatus NtrB and NtrC proteins thus comprise a
pair of the previously reviewed two-component
bacterial regulatory systems (e.g. Gross et al, 1989;
Stock et al, 1990). These aspects of the regulatory
model are consistent with the phenotype of Rb.
capsulatus ntrB mutants (and ntrC mutants); such
mutants are and unable to activate a nifH-lacZ
fusion in Rb. capsulatus (Kranz and Haselkorn, 1985).
The ntrB gene in Rb. capsulatus is not located in
glnA-ntrB-ntrC operon as in the enteric bacteria.
Rather, the Rb. capsulatus ntrB gene is located in a
nifR3-ntrB-ntrC operon (Foster-Hartnett et al., 1993).
(Note: Rb. capsulatus ntrB and ntrC were previously
called nifR2 and nifR1 respectively.) Although the
function of NifR3 is unknown (see below) the Rb.
capsulatus NtrB sequence was predicted to be an
NtrC kinase because of the phenotype of ntrB strains
and the conservation between this protein and other
kinases of the NtrB-class of protein (Jones and
Haselkorn, 1988). This includes a completely
conserved histidine residue which accepts the
phosphate group from ATP (in an autophos-
phorylation reaction) and subsequently transfers this
phosphate group to NtrC. Recently, the Rb. capsulatus
NtrB, purified as a fusion protein to the maltose
binding protein, has been shown to autophosphorylate
and transfer the phosphate to NtrC (Cullen and Kranz,
unpublished).

D. ntrC

As noted above, Rb. capsulatus ntrC mutants were
originally isolated as colonies (Wall and
Braddock, 1984) and later shown to be nif regulatory
mutants using a nifH-lacZ reporter (Kranz and
Haselkorn, 1985). The Rb. capsulatus ntrC gene was
cloned by complementation of these mutants to a

phenotype by a wild-type DNA library (Avtges
et al., 1985). Southern hybridization experiments
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with these DNA fragments showed that this gene was
ntrC (Kranz and Haselkorn, 1985), and sequence
analysis of this DNA showed orfs that encode NtrB-
and NtrC-like proteins (Jones and Haselkorn, 1989).
Recent studies have shown that the ntrC gene is
required for the activation of both nifA1-lacZ and
nifA2-lacZ fusions (Foster-Hartnett and Kranz, 1992;
Preker et al., 1992). Accordingly, nitrogen control is
mediated through the nifA regulatory genes via an
NtrC-dependent process. Under nitrogen-deficient
conditions, phosphorylated NtrC activates the
transcription of nifA1 and nifA2. Surprisingly, primer
extension analyses (Foster-Hartnett and Kranz, 1992)
have indicated that the nifA1 and nifA 2 promoters do
not possess the consensus RpoN-recognition
sequences (i.e. GG GC). In all other cases,
members of the NtrC-class of protein activate RNAP
containing the alternative RpoN sigma factor at such
promoters (see Kustu et al., 1989; North et al., 1993).
Moreover, strains of Rb. capsulatus are still
able to activate nifA1 and nifA2 in an NtrC-dependent
manner. This is true for both deletions and point
mutations in the Rb. capsulatus rpoN gene.

Recent surveys (Collado-Vides et al., 1991) of
promoters within E. coli have defined two types: One
class uses the housekeeping type of sigma factor

and another set uses the RpoN type of
sigma factor (and is always activated by an NtrC-
type activator). The class of promoters, when
activators are used, typically require DNA 70 bps
upstream of the transcription start site for activation.
The second, RpoN/NtrC class typically requires > 100
bp upstream for activation ‘at a distance’. Studies
performed on the E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium
NtrC systems were in fact the first cases of ‘enhancer’
like activities discovered in procaryotic systems,
describing this activation at a distance phenomenon
(Reitzer and Magasanik, 1986; Reitzer et al., 1989;
Su et al., 1990; Wedel et al., 1990). For Rb. capsulatus,
deletion analysis has shown that DNA between –114
and –139 upstream of the transcriptional start site is
required for NtrC-dependent nifA2 activation (Foster-
Hartnett and Kranz, 1992) and between –134 and –
144 are required for nifA1 activation (Foster-Hartnett
et al., 1994). Thus, the nifA1 and nifA2 promoters of
Rb. capsulatus fit the pattern of NtrC-activatable
genes (i.e. > 100 bp required) but clearly do not
possess the RpoN-type of promoter. Very recently,
Foster-Hartnett et al. (1994) have shown by DNAse I
footprint analysis that the purified Rb. capsulatus
NtrC binds to tandem recognition sites in the same

distal regions determined to be important for in vivo
activation. Thus, Rb. capsulatus NtrC clearly activates
the nifA1 and nifA2 promoters (and glnBP2) directly
by binding to tandem distant sites in an RpoN-
independent manner.

A comparison of selected members of the NtrC
class of proteins define three regions important for
function (Fig. 3; see reviews by North et al., 1993,
and Mopett and Segovia, 1993, for details and
extended references). First, the N-terminus of all
NtrC proteins, including the Rb. capsulatus NtrC,
possess the aspartate residues which are phos-
phorylated by NtrB. Second, the C-terminus of all,
including the Rb. capsulatus NtrC, possess a typical
helix-turn-helix motif that is required for binding
DNA upstream of the promoters that each activates
(i.e. UAS). Additionally, as proposed by North et al.
(1993), the C-terminus contains extended sequence
similarity to each other and to the DNA binding
protein FIS. Rb. capsulatus NtrC also has this
extended identity to FIS (Foster-Hartnett et al., 1993)
and it has been proposed that this region may be
involved in dimerization of NtrC to form active
dinners or oligomers. In fact, recent data is suggestive
that phosphorylation of the N-terminus catalyzes not
only ATP-dependent hydrolysis (see next), but also
oligomerization of NtrC protein (Weiss et al., 1992),
both of which are required for the transcriptional
activation of RNAP/RpoN. Third, the central domain
of all true NtrC-type proteins contain a consensus
ATP-binding motif. This domain is even present in
extended members of the NtrC family, such as NifA,
that do not possess the N-terminal phosphorylation
or FIS-like C-terminus. The central domain of the
Rb. capsulatus NtrC protein clearly possesses the
ATP binding site or ‘Walker motif’ (Walker et al.,
1982). Studies by Weiss et al. (1991) and Austin and
Dixon (1992) have shown that the hydrolysis of ATP
by NtrC is required for open complex formation by
the RNAP-RpoN holoenzyme; this directly distin-
guishes the NtrC-class of transcriptional activators
from other known bacterial activator proteins.
Recently, the ATP-binding site was altered by site-
directed mutagenesis (of the Rb. capsulatus NtrC
protein); this NtrC was shown to be completely
inactive for nifA1 and nifA2 expression yet was still
able to bind upstream (Foster-Hartnett et al., 1994).
Thus, by these criterion, the Rb. capsulatus NtrC
protein fits the paradigm of an RNAP/RpoN activator.
However, a region between the ‘Walker motif’ and
C-terminal domain is conserved within the other
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members of the NtrC proteins but not Rb. capsulatus
(Fig. 3). This domain may contact the RpoN/
RNAPholoenzyme. Because the exact mechanisms
by which NtrC~P activates transcription of RNAP/
RpoN is unknown it is premature to conclude that
this region interacts specifically with RpoN. Clearly,
analysis of members of the NtrC-class of proteins
that activate RNAP containing sigma factors other
than RpoN will aid in understanding the basic
molecular mechanisms behind the activation process.
Do other photosynthetic bacteria contain unique NtrC
members and what can be learned by analyzing
exceptions to the rules? Section F below describes
properties of RpoN which further distinguish the
NtrC-class of protein activator systems.

E. nifA

Transcription of the Rb. capsulatus nifA1 and nifA2
genes depend upon an NtrC-mediated mechanism.
Although this transcriptional activation is repressed
by fixed nitrogen, it is oxygen insensitive (Foster-
Hartnett and Kranz, 1992). Therefore oxygen
repression occurs at a later stage in the regulatory
cascade. This is in contrast to the regulatory cascade
in K. pneumoniae in which a nifLA operon is activated
by the nitrogen sensing NtrC/RpoN system only
under anaerobic conditions (Dixon et al., 1980).
Aerobic repression of the K. pneumoniae nifLA
promoter is thought to occur by a DNA supercoiling
mechanism whereby anaerobically grown cells show
an increase in DNA negative supercoiling, a
requirement for nifLA activation (see Whitehall et
al., 1992 and references therein). The suggestion that
an increase in supercoiling is required for nifLA
activation by NtrC/RpoN/RNAP is based on results
of in vivo analyses of K. pneumoniae nif expression
and recent in vitro transcription experiments with
the purified NtrC/RpoN/RNAP components.

The Rb. capsulatus nifA1 and nifA2 are thought to
have identical orfs but differ significantly upstream
of their proposed translational start sites. The Rb.
capsulatus nifA1 and nifA2 genes were discovered
by using the K. pneumoniae nifA gene as a probe in
Southern hybridization experiments (Klipp et al.,
1988). Inactivation of either nifA1 or nifA2 results in
an Rb. capsulatus phenotype but inactivation of
both nifA1 and nifA2 yields a Rb. capsulatus
strain that is unable to synthesize nitrogenase
polypeptides (Masepohl et al., 1988). As indicated
earlier, the physiological advantage of possessing

duplicated nifA genes has yet to be determined.
The NifA protein from Rb. capsulatus, like all

NifA proteins from a diverse array of diazotrophs, is
a member of the NtrC class of proteins. The Rb.
capsulatus NifA protein contains the typical NtrC-
like central domain with the consensus ATP-binding
site (see Fig. 3). NifA also has a C-terminal helix-
turn-helix motif, presumably required for binding to
the DNA with the sequence a typical
NifA binding site (Morett et al., 1988). This consensus
(or a similar binding site) has been discovered
upstream of a number of NifA/RpoN activated genes
in Rb. capsulatus (e.g. nifH, nifU2; see review by
Kranz and Foster-Hartnett, 1990; Preker et al., 1992).
The NifA proteins show little similarity in their C-
terminus to FIS, possibly suggestive that although
ATPase activity may be necessary for transcriptional
activation, oligomerization may not (North et al.,
1993). Rb. capsulatus NifA protein contains cysteine
residues that are conserved among most members of
the NifA family including the symbiotic organisms
Bradyrhizobium and Rhizobium (Masepohl et al.,
1988). It has been proposed that these cysteine
residues may chelate an oxygen sensitive metal, thus
explaining the oxygen sensitive NifA activity
observed in these NifA proteins (Fischer and
Hennecke, 1987). Interestingly, the K. pneumoniae
and Azotobacter NifA proteins do not have these
conserved cysteines and are not oxygen sensitive
(Huala and Ausubel, 1989 and references therein).
Rather, in these organisms another protein called
NifL senses oxygen and by an unknown mechanism
inactivates the NifA protein. Thus, one point of
oxygen control within the Rb. capsulatus nif
regulatory cascade may be the sensitivity of the NifA
proteins to oxygen. Very recently, Kustu and
colleagues have synthesized a Mal-NifA (from K.
pneumoniae) fusion protein that retains in vitro
activation activity, thus overcoming previous
problems with the overproduction of inactive NifA
protein (Lee et al., 1993). The in vitro transcription
studies indicate that NifA-mediated activation
requires the hydrolysis of any nucleotide triphosphate.
Accordingly, although the basic mechanism of RNAP/
RpoN activation by NifA may be similar to that of
NtrC, specific hydrolysis of ATP is not essential, as it
is with the enteric NtrC.

Another form of control in the Rb. capsulatus
regulatory cascade may exist and Hubner et al.
(1993) have placed the Rb. capsulatus nifA1 gene
behind constitutively expressed promoters to
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eradicate the NtrC-dependent nitrogen control. This
construct was able to complement an Rb. capsulatus
nifA1/nifA2 double mutant to a      phenotype.
However, a nifH-lacZ fusion in this strain is still only
partially repressed by ammonia. The authors propose
that a novel mechanism of nitrogen control is mediated
at the level of the NifA protein. Future studies will be
needed to determine if this residual control is mediated
by the GlnB sensing system.

F. rpoN

As with the NifA proteins in other diazotrophs, it is
thought that the Rb. capsulatus NifA protein binds
upstream of nif promoters and activates RNAP
containing the RpoN sigma factor. (Section IIIF-3
below describes promoters activated by Rb.
capsulatus RpoN.) The rpoN gene (previously called
nifR4) in Rb. capsulatus was isolated (Avtges et al.,
1985) by complementation of regulatory mutants
(Wall et al., 1984). Surprisingly, this gene was mapped
to the nifHDK locus, the first case of an rpoN gene
with physical linkage to nif genes. In fact, previous
results on other microorganisms have shown that the
rpoN-encoded sigma factor is typically not associated
only with nitrogen or nif control but with a wide
variety of physiological responses (e.g. dicarboxy-
cylic acid transport; Ronson et al., 1987; flagellar
synthesis; Helmann, 1989, for review). The Rb.
capsulatus rpoN gene was subsequently sequenced
by Jones and Haselkorn (1988) and Alias et al.
(1989).

Since the regulated expression of rpoN in a cell
could naturally control the levels of expression of all
genes that it activates, it is important to understand
the controls exerted on the rpoN promoter(s).
Moreover, the RpoN genes from many different
procaryotes have been cloned and sequenced. The
wide interest in this sigma factor stems from the
unique aspects of NtrC-mediated activation, the
plethora of environmental systems it controls, and
the fact that RpoN is not homologous to the large
family of sigma-70 factors that have been charac-
terized. Such interest warrants a discussion on the
expression and structure of the RpoN protein from
anoxygenic phototrophs.

1. Expression of rpoN

Initial results with Rb. capsulatus rpoN-lacZ fusions
indicated that rpoN expression is at least five-fold

repressed by fixed nitrogen or oxygen (Kranz and
Haselkorn, 1985). This repression can now be
explained by the following mechanism:

(1) A primary promoter directly upstream of rpoN
is responsible for nitrogen-independent basal levels
of expression of rpoN. Expression from this
promoter is lower than can be detected using a
rpoN-lacZ reporter (Foster-Hartnett and Kranz,
1992). However, this promoter is responsible for
sufficient rpoN expression to yield a
phenotype under normal laboratory growth
conditions (see below).

(2) Upon induction of the nifA1 and nifA2 genes
(by nitrogen-limitation) a secondary promoter,
upstream of nifU2, that depends on NifA and
RpoN, results in nifU2-rpoN expression in the cell
(Preker et al., 1992). This raises rpoN-lacZ
expression to measurable galactosidase levels,
at least 20- to 100-fold higher than with the primary
promoter alone (i.e. above background).

An Rb. capsulatus strain was created (Cullen et
al., 1994) that has a transcriptional terminator
upstream of the rpoN primary promoter but
downstream of the secondary promoter (and between
the rpoN and nifU2 genes). This strain only expresses
rpoN via the primary promoter, and it was used to
show that the secondary, autoactivated promoter is
responsible for a more rapid induction of nitrogenase
(with a maximal expression of approximately 3-fold
higher levels when the secondary promoter is not
terminated). Importantly, although this strain is
under normal laboratory growth conditions, it is
when NaCl (> 50 mM) is added or Fe is limited
(< 400 nM) in the media (Cullen et al., 1994). Thus,
the physiological role of the secondary promoter
may be to increase levels of Nif proteins such that
under stress conditions limitations on nitrogen fixation
are overcome.

2. Structure of the RpoN Protein

Recent models for the enteric RpoN sigma factor
have suggested that five domains are characteristic
of RpoN proteins (Fig. 4):

(1) a glutamine rich N-terminus (Sasse-Dwight
and Gralla, 1990),
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(2) two hydrophobic heptad repeats that may form
a DNA binding ‘intramolecular leucine zipper’
(Sasse-Dwight and Gralla, 1990),

(3) an acidic central domain located between the
two leucine zippers (Sasse-Dwight and Gralla,
1990),

(4) a C-terminal helix-turn-helix motif involved in
DNA binding (Coppard and Merrick, 1991;
Merrick and Chambers, 1992), and

(5) a C-terminal ‘RpoN box’ composed of 8 amino
acids that are completely conserved among all
RpoN proteins (Merrick, 1993).

Some of these domains are reminiscent of
eucaryotic domains that are required for transcrip-
tional activation (Courey and Tijan, 1988; Harrison,
1991; Hahn, 1993). An alignment of the Rb.
capsulatus RpoN with the 13 other RpoN proteins
that have been sequenced is shown in Fig. 4. Recent
results by Merrick and Chambers (1992) have shown
that the helix-turn-helix domain in the K. pneumoniae
RpoN is important in binding to the –13 region of the
promoter (GC of the GG GC consensus). Using
linker mutagenesis, Cullen et al. (1994) have shown
that the Rb. capsulatus RpoN helix-turn-helix is also
required for function, as is the RpoN box (unknown
function). A deletion of the N-terminal glutamine
region also completely inactivated the Rb.
capsulatus RpoN protein.

A recent model proposed that the 2 leucine zipper
domains interact, forming a DNA binding region,
that loops out the acidic domain (Sasse-Dwight and
Gralla, 1990). According to the model, the acidic
domain is then involved in melting the promoter to
form an open complex. This model has recently been
reevaluated (Merrick and Chambers, 1992; Cullen et
al., 1994) for the following reasons: (1) The Rb.
capsulatus RpoN protein (and the recently sequenced
Rb. sphaeroides RpoN) are lacking an acidic domain
yet presumably still require the NifA protein for
transcriptional activation; (2) linkers in the second
‘leucine zipper’ of the Rb. capsulatus RpoN protein
resulted in RpoN alleles that retained function.
However, the spacing in bona-fide leucine zipper
proteins is critical; insertions within the zippers would
disrupt such structures. Thus, although these
hydrophobic heptad repeats may form helices,
they probably do not form typical leucine zippers.

Very recently, Tintut et al. (1994) have provided
evidence that these hydrophobic-repeats may be
involved in binding to the RNAP. In summary, the
RpoN proteins from diverse microorganisms,
including two photosynthetic bacteria, contain
domains that are reminiscent of eucaryotic motifs
important in transcription. However, only the role of
the helix-turn-helix domain and heptad repeats have
been critically investigated. Other domains in this
sigma factor require further analyses to determine
their role in transcriptional activation mediated by an
ATP-dependent activator like NtrC.

3. Promoters Activated by RpoN

Promoters that have been shown (or proposed) to be
activated by RpoN in Rb. capsulatus possess the
consensus sequence from –24 to –12
upstream of the transcriptional start site. S1 nuclease
mapping(Pollock et al., 1988) and primer extension
analyses (Foster-Hartnett and Kranz, 1992) of the
nifH promoter and the nifU2 promoter (Preker et al.,
1992) have confirmed this suggestion. Additionally,
some promoters have been shown to require RpoN
for activation using Rb. capsulatus strains. As
mentioned above, an AT rich region, centered between
the putative NifA binding site and the nifH promoter,
may be involved in the binding of an IHF-like protein
to facilitate NifA interaction with RpoN/RNAP.

IV. Regulatory Components Unique to
Anoxygenic Phototrophs (Or Are They)?

A. RNA Polymerase Sigma Factors

One of the most interesting aspects of the Rb.
capsulatus nif regulatory cascade is the possibility
that NtrC activates nifA1, nifA2, glnBP2 and perhaps
other genes (Rapp et al., 1986; Schuddlekopf et al.,
1993) by a mechanism that may require ATP
hydrolysis but not the RNAP sigma factor RpoN. If
such is the case, then unique sigma factors are yet to
be discovered. Alternatively, could the Rb. capsulatus
NtrC protein activate a RNAP? Analyses of
these alternative mechanisms would clearly contribute
to our basic understanding of transcriptional
activation.

An interesting difference between Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides is that two rpoN genes may be
present in Rb. sphaeroides (Meijer and Tabita, 1992).
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The Rb. sphaeroides nif-linked rpoN is not essential
for a phenotype yet the Rb. capsulatus rpoN is
required. Presumably, the second copy of rpoN in Rb.
sphaeroides, detected by Southern blot analysis, is
sufficient. A second rpoN in Rb. capsulatus has not
been detected by Southern blot analysis using various
rpoN genes as probes (see review by Kranz and
Foster-Hartnett, 1990). However, Colbeau and
Vignais (1992) have recently suggested that because
the hupS gene is still activated in an Rb. capsulatus

strain and because it contains a consensus
RpoN-type promoter, that a second rpoN gene may
be present in Rb. capsulatus. Nevertheless, primer
extension results have not been reported for the hupS
gene in an background to confirm this idea.
Results from the nifA1 and nifA2 primer extension
experiments rule out the possibility of RpoN-type
promoters for those genes. Possibly, photosynthetic
bacteria have evolved a larger repertoire of sigma
factors to respond more rapidly and with greater
metabolic versatility to their changing environments.
In this respect, having a single RpoN that can be
activated by the large class of NtrC-like proteins
places some limitations on versatility. This is
particularly true if the NtrC-like proteins can activate
from long distances (i.e. as enhancers), thus placing
upper limits on the numbers of NtrC-like activation
systems that are possible on a bacterial chromosome.
From ecological or evolutionary perspectives and to
contribute to our basic understanding about
mechanisms of transcriptional activation, it will be
important to determine what alternative sigma factors
are present in these microorganisms.

B. nifR3

The Rb. capsulatus nifR3 gene is directly upstream
of ntrB-ntrC in an nifR3-ntrB-ntrC operon. nifR3
was originally defined by Tn5 and mini-Mu
chromosomal insertions that resulted in a
regulatory phenotype (i.e. could not activate a nifH-
lacZ fusion; Kranz and Haselkorn, 1985 and Avtges
et al., 1985). Although the original sequence of this
region yielded no nifR3 orf, additional sequence
analysis has confirmed the existence of an orf
upstream of ntrB (Foster-Hartnett et al., 1993).
Insertional and deletion mutagenesis and comple-
mentation analyses of nifR3-ntrB-ntrC have shown
that nifR3 is not essential for nitrogen fixation and
that the reason for the phenotype was polarity
into ntrB and ntrC from the Tn5 and mini-Mu

insertions (Foster-Hartnett et al., 1993). Interestingly,
NifR3 is highly homologous to an ORF (called FIS
ORF1) upstream of the DNA binding protein FIS, in
an ORF 1 -FIS operon. What is the function of NifR3?
Typically, genes in operons encode proteins with
functions in similar biological processes; such is the
case for many nif genes (described here) and many of
the photosynthetic and other genes described in this
textbook. Does NifR3 in some way modulate the
activity of NtrB or NtrC under certain environmental
conditions? Very recently, the ntrB-ntrC locus of the
plant symbiont Rhizobium leguminosarum has been
shown to possess an upstream nifR3 gene (Patriaca et
al., 1993). Thus, nifR3 is probably not unique to
photosynthetic bacteria but understanding its function
requires further study.

C. Others

A question of considerable importance during the
last 50 years has been the connection between
photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation in anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria. Approximately 15 years ago
it was discovered that Rb. capsulatus can fix nitrogen
both in the dark anaerobically and the light (Madigan
et al., 1979). This result suggested that photosynthesis
and nitrogen fixation were not obligatorily linked.
Nevertheless, anaerobiosis alone is sufficient for
both the induction of nif (under nitrogen limitation)
and photosynthetic proteins. Rb. capsulatus mutants
that are unable to grow photosynthetically but still
able to express nifH-lacZ fusions seem to rule out
direct biosynthetic linkage (Kranz and Foster-
Hartnett, 1990). A class of Rb. sphaeroides mutants
(called drn) that only express their genes for nitrogen
fixation in the light but not in the dark have been
described (Shestakov et al., 1988). These mutants are
also derepressed for nitrogenase It was
proposed that another level of control, above the
proteins involved in the nif regulatory model for Rb.
capsulatus (Fig. 2) was operating. However, very
recently, these drn point mutations have been shown
to be located in the Rb. sphaeroides ntrC gene (S.
Shestakov, personal communication). How could ntrC
mutants yield the drn phenotype described above?
One possibility is that energy charge (or nucleotide
triphosphate pools) differ in dark- and light-grown
cells. The NtrC mutant protein, requiring high energy
phosphate for both phosphorylation and ATPase/
transcriptional activation would be sufficiently active
in the light- but not dark-grown cells. Obviously,
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other explanations are possible, including the unlikely
prospect that light is sensed in some way by the NtrC
protein. Nevertheless, there is presently no data
suggesting that anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria
possess specific light-sensing mechanisms involved
in nif gene regulation.

Another class of Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaer-
oides mutant that were originally thought to be nif
regulatory mutants are the adg (ammonia-dependent
growth) mutants (Zinchenko et al., 1990). These
strains are unable to grow on nitrogen sources other
then ammonia. Although the Rb. capsulatus defects
were originally classified as ntr (nitrogen regulatory)
mutants (Allibert et al., 1987), it is clear that these
strains are able to express significant levels of
nitrogenase (and a nifH-lacZ fusion). The latter point
has been shown with the mutant PA3 that has the
same phenotype (and gene that complements) as adg
mutants (Kranz and Haselkorn, 1985; Avtges et al.,
1985). The gene complementing these mutants has
been cloned and sequenced and has in fact been
isolated from a number of different bacteria. The adg
sequence does not offer clues to its function but it
appears to be a gene essential for growth since only
adg point mutants (but not insertions) could be
isolated. Very recently, Willison and Tissot (1994)
have shown that adg encodes an ammonia-dependent
NAD synthetase. A similar class of Rb. capsulatus
mutant was isolated by Wall and colleagues many
years ago(Wall et al., 1977).

V.The Alternative Nitrogen Fixing Systems:
Aspects Concerning Gene Regulation

An alternative non-molybdenum nitrogenase in
Azotobacter was initially proposed by Bishop and
colleagues (see Joerger et al., 1989, and references
therein). Recently, Schneider et al. (1991) discovered
that an Rb. capsulatus strain deleted of its nifHDK
genes could grow under nitrogen-free conditions if
molybdenum was stringently scrubbed from the
media. This alternative nitrogenase was determined
to be free of a heterometal (e.g. Vanadium) and
probably is an Fe-nitrogenase (Schneider et al., 1991).
The Rb. capsulatus alternative nitrogenase, encoded
by anfHDGK, is expressed only under Mo-free,
anaerobic, nitrogen-limiting conditions. A regulatory
gene called anfA is directly upstream of anfHDGK,
and encodes a protein that is related to NifA

(Schuddlekopf et al., 1993). However, the Rb.
capsulatus AnfA is not a member of the cysteine-
containing, oxygen-sensitive NifA class. Thus,
oxygen regulation of anfHDGK may be different
than nifHDK in Rb. capsulatus (see VI). Further, it
has been shown that the Rb. capsulatus ntrB, ntrC
and rpoN but not nifA1 and nifA2 genes are required
for anfHDGK expression (Schuddlekopf et al., 1993).
Accordingly, one would predict that NtrC activates
anfA in a nitrogen-dependent manner and AnfA and
RpoN/RNAP subsequently activate other anf genes.

What represses the synthesis of anf genes when
molybdenum is present? Wang et al. (1993) have
characterized six genes (called mol and mop) linked
to nifHDKU2 -rpoN-nifA2B2, that are involved in
the repression of anf. Four of these genes (molPJDX)
may encode a typical ATP-dependent, membrane-
bound importer, presumably of molybdenum. When
these are inactivated, transport of molybdenum does
not occur and the cell derepresses anf expression.
Two other orfs, MopA and MopB are homologous to
Mo-pterin-binding proteins. A mopA mopB double
mutant is also derepressed for anf expression,
suggesting that MopA and/or MopB is necessary for
molybdenum-dependent repression of anf genes,
possibly via anfA expression. The mechanism of
repression (or involvement of Mop proteins) is
unknown.

VI. Future Studies and Perspectives

Although many of the trans and cis acting factors
that respond to nitrogen and oxygen in Rb. capsulatus
have been discovered, the details of specific points of
control still require further experimentation. Some
of these fertile areas of research have already been
discussed, including a possible nitrogen-sensitive
NifA system, the direct involvement of IHF in
transcription and the characterization of genes not
yet discovered. The later includes a glnD analog and
the sigma factor(s) involved in the NtrC-mediated
activation systems described here. Development of
in vitro systems to study these novel activation
systems is of clear importance. Additionally, the
regulatory cascades and proteins involved in nif
genes from other anoxygenic phototrophs warrant
future studies. Why does Rb. sphaeroides have two
different rpoN genes? What about other phototrophs?

An interesting difference between the Rb.
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capsulatus ntrC mutants and enteric ntrC mutants is
phenotype. The Rb, capsulatus ntrC strains can grow
on many different sources of fixed nitrogen. In
contrast, the enteric ntrC mutants are more
pleiotrophic because their ntrC is required for
activation of genes involved in many nitrogen uptake
or metabolic systems (eg. histidine, proline, arginine).
How does Rb. capsulatus or other anoxygenic
phototrophs regulate their distinct nitrogen uptake
systems? In fact, although some studies have been
carried out (e.g. Rapp et al., 1986), nitrogen
metabolism and uptake in anoxygenic phototrophs
has received little attention; are there differences in
photosynthetically compared to aerobically grown
cells?

Finally, an area of great interest concerns the exact
mechanism(s) by which oxygen represses nif and anf
transcription in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria.
It should be noted that both the primary and secondary
promoters of the Rb. capsulatus rpoN expression
system are candidate points for oxygen-mediated
repression; the Nif A protein itself, as described earlier
is an additional candidate. As defined for the
K. pneumoniae nifLA promoter, could DNA super-
coiling be involved in oxygen sensing? In this respect,
an important lesson may be learned from the analysis
of the regulation of nif genes in different diazotrophs:
in many cases that have been investigated in detail,
multiple mechanisms of oxygen control seem to
exist in a single cascade. For example, K. pneumoniae
is controlled at the level of the nifLA promoter by
DNA supercoiling and by NifL inactivation of NifA
in response to oxygen. Rhizobium meliloti is
controlled at three different levels; FixL (via a heme
group) in response to limiting oxygen phosphorylates
FixJ that subsequently activates transcription of nifA
(Monson et al., 1992); nifA expression is also
repressed by FixK in response to oxygen (Waelkens
et al., 1992); NifA is oxygen-sensitive and activates
other nif genes (Huala and Ausubel, 1989).

When complex and energy-intense processes (such
as nitrogen fixation or photosynthesis) are necessarily
controlled by oxygen, will multiple and overlapping
regulatory mechanisms be the rule rather than the
exception? Do multiple mechanisms evolve because
of potential ‘leakiness’ or for ‘fine-tuning’ this
regulation to respond to rapidly changing and/or
distinct oxygen concentrations? Attempts to isolate

strains of Rb. capsulatus, that induce nifH-lacZ
independent of oxygen, have failed (Kranz and

Haselkorn, 1986). This is true even when
strains were used for the selections. Possibly,
overlapping controls in response to oxygen, mediated
by completely independent mechanisms do exist.
Because of their diverse metabolic capabilities, the
anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria will no doubt
continue to be excellent systems to study gene
regulation both from evolutionary perspectives and
from the standpoint of understanding the molecular
basis of transcriptional control mechanisms.
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Summary

Clusters of genes that encode pigment biosynthesis and pigment-binding proteins have been found in several
species of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria. Transcripts in excess of ten kilobases in length have been found
to encode what were previously thought to be separate operons with independent promoters in Rhodobacter
capsulatus. This transcriptional organization of operons is called a superoperon, and is important for efficient
transition in metabolism when cells are shifted from aerobic respiratory to anaerobic photosynthetic growth
conditions. Since some key features of superoperons are present in other species of photosynthetic bacteria, the
clustering of photosynthesis genes may have been evolutionarily conserved because of advantages accrued to
cells that have linked transcription units into superoperons. The evidence for the types of transcription units in
several species of anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria is summarized and compared, with an emphasis on
unifying patterns of transcript organization. Because much of the data are not conclusive, some of the
conclusions are somewhat speculative in nature. Since more is known about transcripts of Rb. capsulatus, it is
used as a model for the other species. The reader is advised to consult recent reviews of related areas (Wellington
et al., 1992; Klug, 1993).

I. Introduction

A. Overview and History

One of the first discoveries of the organization of
photosynthesis genes was that pigment biosynthesis
genes in Rhodobacter capsulatus are clustered in a
relatively small region of the chromosome (Yen and
Marrs, 1976). This led Yen and Marrs (1976) to
suggest that these genes might be clustered to obtain
their coordinate transcription. In its most extreme
form, this model would consist of a single transcript
of all the genes located in the photosynthesis gene
cluster, now known to be about 46 kb in length (see
Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.). In the years that followed
these pioneering experiments it became clear that, in
addition to the pigment biosynthesis genes, the
reaction center, light-harvesting I (LH-I or B870)
and other genes were also present in this cluster
(Taylor et al., 1983; Youvan et al., 1984; Zsebo et al.,
1984). The initial studies of the regulation of
transcription of the clustered photosynthesis genes
indicated that there were separate transcripts of
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis genes and genes
that encode LH and reaction center (RC) proteins
(Clark et al., 1984; Belasco et al., 1985; Zhu et al.,
1986). Other data showed that transcription of some
pigment biosynthesis genes was divergent, implying
an organization of many transcription units (Giuliano

et al., 1988; Armstrong et al., 1989). A series of
publications then appeared that showed read-through
transcription from pigment biosynthesis genes, across
promoter regions and into genes encoding LH and
RC proteins (Wellington and Beatty, 1989; Young et
al., 1989; Bauer et al., 1991; Wellington et al., 1991).
More recently, the DNA sequence of a 46 kb
contiguous region of the Rb. capsulatus photo-
synthesis gene cluster was generously deposited in
GenBank by John Hearst (see Chapter 50 by Alberti
et al.). This sequence is a valuable resource for
prediction of possible transcripts, as well as for other
purposes. It is now clear that, in Rb. capsulatus, the
genuine organization of transcripts lies somewhere
between the extremes of a single transcript and
separate, independently regulated, transcription units
of pigment biosynthesis and other photosynthesis
genes.

As genetic research progressed in Rb. capsulatus,
striking advances were made in the areas of the
organization and regulation of expression of
photosynthesis genes in other species, notably
Rhodobacter sphaeroides. It now seems likely that
many of the genes in photosynthetic bacteria that are
homologous to those of the Rb. capsulatus photo-
synthesis gene cluster are organized and transcribed
similarly to Rb. capsulatus (Wellington et al., 1992;
Bauer et al., 1993; see below).

This chapter summarizes some of the current data
and my speculations on the organization of photo-
synthesis genes into transcription units, and points
out some unifying patterns of gene organization that
seem likely to be related to transcript organization in
a variety of species. The photosynthesis genes

Abbreviations: Cf. – Chloroflexus; E. coli – Escherichia coli; kb
– kilobase(s); LH I – light-harvesting I complex; LH II – light-
harvesting II complex; orf – open reading frame; Rb. –
Rhodobacter; RC – reaction center; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas;
Rs. – Rhodospirillm
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considered are those located within the Rb. capsulatus
cluster, the LHII genes encoded by the puc operon,
and their homologues in other species.

B. Methods Used for Analysis of Transcript
Organization: Advantages and Drawbacks

DNA sequences of genes, coupled with genetic
mapping, are powerful tools for obtaining the minimal
number of transcription units within a cluster of
genes. All of the techniques described here require
cloned DNA fragments, and the ability to identify
genes by complementation of mutations or by DNA
sequence analysis. Unambiguous transcript analyses
require the use of two or more of the methods
described below.

1. Indirect Methods

The effects of polar mutations on phenotypes have
been used to infer the directions of transcription and
the existence of operons of two or more genes (Zsebo
et al., 1984; Young et al., 1989, 1992). The omega
cartridge (Prentki and Krisch, 1984) has proven to be
a good polar mutagen, but its use requires the ability
to return omega-disrupted fragments back into cells,
preferably by homologous recombination into the
chromosome. There must also be a way to distinguish
between inactivation of one gene and inactivation of
two or more genes.

Gene fusions have been widely used to identify the
location of promoters and, therefore, the approximate
location of RNA ends resulting from transcription
initiation. This is usually of fairly low resolution;
however, see Adams et al. (1989), Lee and Kaplan
(1992) and Ma et al., (1993) for the use of gene
fusions to evaluate the consequences of site-directed
promoter mutations. The presence of a promoter on
a cloned DNA fragment does not mean that there is
not another promoter further upstream, which
functions in the chromosome but which may be
absent from the DNA fragment.

2. Direct Methods

The crudest direct methods for analysis of transcripts
are the original Southern blot method (radiolabelled
RNA used to probe specific DNA fragments), or
‘dot-blot’ methods (Clark et al., 1984; Zhu and
Hearst, 1986). Although these techniques can show
that transcripts are derived from specific DNA

fragments, they do not differentiate between the
existence of one or more transcripts. Unless the
number and sizes of hybridizing transcripts are
known, it is difficult to draw quantitative conclusions
that relate the relative number of transcripts to the
intensities of hybridization signals.

RNA (northern) blots give the number and sizes of
transcripts, and their relative steady-state amounts,
when corrections are applied for specific activities of
probes and the lengths of transcripts. When a single-
stranded probe is used, the direction of transcription
can also be obtained. This procedure is less sensitive
than end-mapping methods (see below) and, by itself,
yields little information about transcription initiation
and termination sites. Also, unless RNA is hydrolyzed
by treatment with alkali or RNA is transferred from
the gel to the membrane by electroblotting, large
RNA molecules do not transfer as efficiently as small
ones and may not be detected.

Mung bean or S1 nuclease end-mapping methods
are probably the most sensitive techniques for
detection of transcripts that are present in low
amounts. These procedures can be quantitative, but
require care in titration of the ratio of nuclease:nucleic
acids, and the optimal temperature of hybridization
must be determined with each probe. In conjunction
with RNA blots, end mapping experiments are usually
sufficient to define specific RNA molecules to the
nucleotide level. When ‘bipartite’ probes (Wellington
and Beatty, 1991) are used, end mapping methods
can reveal the existence of read-through (super-
operon) transcripts. However, differentiation of
transcription initiation and termination sites from
ends resulting from RNA cleavage requires additional
techniques such gene fusions (see above), pulse-
chase analyses (Belasco et al., 1985), or end-
capping experiments (Zucconi and Beatty, 1988).

Primer extension mapping of a end is technically
easier to perform than nuclease end-mapping.
However, DNA sequence information is necessary
to design a oligonucleotide primer, and reverse
transcriptase enzymes are not robust enough to extend
very far.

II. Transcripts of Rb. capsulatus
Photosynthesis Genes

A representation of the genes in the Rb. capsulatus
photosynthesis gene cluster and the proposed primary
transcripts is given in Fig. 1. The gene and orf
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designations are based on revisions (Bauer et al.,
1993; Bollivar et al., 1994a,b) of those given in the
Hearst laboratory’s Genbank submission (accession
number Z11165). Because experiments have not yet
been done to directly identify some proposed
transcripts, the location of many of the and ends
in Fig. 1 is tentative. Processing products of primary
transcripts are not shown.

A. The crtEF-bchCXYZ-pufQBALMX
Superoperon

B. The crtD and crtC Genes

These two genes are transcribed in the same direction
and separated by only 70 base pairs (Armstrong et
al., 1989), yet they seem to have separate promoters.

This region of the Rb. capsulatus photosynthesis
gene cluster contains genes that give rise to the best-
defined transcripts, at this time. The DNA sequence
upstream of the crtE gene contains a motif with
similarity to an Escherichia coli-like promoter
(Armstrong et al., 1989). However, a low resolution

end mapping experiment indicated that there are
two transcripts of crtE (one strongly oxygen-
repressed) with ends that map near the start of the
crtE gene (Giuliano et al., 1988). Although it has
been presumed that the crtE and crtF genes are co-
transcribed, this supposition has not been tested. At
least one of the crtEF primary transcripts extends
into the bchC coding region, and transcription across
the bchC promoter seems to stimulate transcription
initiation at this promoter (Young et al., 1989;
Wellington and Beatty, 1991; Wellington et al., 1991).
Analogously, transcription that initiates at the bchC
promoter continues through the puf operon promoter
region, and seems to stimulate transcription initiation
at the puf operon promoter (Wellington and Beatty,
1991; Wellington et al., 1991). Although it is probable
that transcription which initiates at the crtEF
promoters continues into the puf operon, this
assumption has not been tested directly. Extensive
post-transcriptional processing of the crtEF-puf
transcripts occurs, best documented for the puf operon
segments (described in the Chapter by Klug).
Although two RNA ends were mapped to two rho-
independent terminator-like structures downstream
of pufX (Chen et al., 1988), it is conceivable that
there is read-through transcription from pufX into
orf641 (and beyond).
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F. The bchFBNHLM-orf477-puhA-orf214-
orf162b.... Superoperon

This is because polar omega cartridge insertions into
the crtD gene did not eliminate expression of the
crtC gene, and a low resolution S1 nuclease protection
experiment showed the existence of a crtC RNA
end that mapped within the crtD gene (Giuliano et
al., 1988). Thus, these two genes seem to form a
superoperon, in the sense that a crtC promoter is
located within the crtD gene. An E. coli promoter-
like sequence upstream of crtD was described
(Armstrong et al., 1989).

C. The crtlBK Genes

These genes are designated as a transcription unit
because a polar mutation in crtIhad a crtB phenotype
(which would mask a crtK phenotype since crtB
mutations cause a block earlier in the pathway), and
because only about 75 base pairs separate crtK from
crtB (Giuliano et al., 1988; Armstrong et al., 1989).
A crtI RNA end was mapped near the start of the
crtI gene (Giuliano et al., 1988), and a possible
promoter suggested from the DNA sequence
(Armstrong et al., 1989).

D. The crtA-bchlD-orf284 Genes

Experiments with omega interposon mutants of crtA
indicated that a crtA transcript also encodes the bchI
gene (Young et al., 1992). It is not clear if a single
transcript encodes bchD and orf284, as well as crtA
and bchI, although the DNA sequence is consistent
with this likelihood (see Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.).
The DNA sequence upstream of crtA contains an E.
coli promoter-like sequence (Armstrong et al., 1989),
and a low resolution S1 nuclease protection
experiment demonstrated an RNA end that mapped
near the start of the crtA gene (Giuliano et al., 1988).

E. The bchW-orf469-bchEJG-orf428-bchP-
orf176 Genes

These sequences could be encoded by a single
transcript, although this possibility has not been
tested either indirectly or directly. Two transcripts are
assigned in Fig. 1 because these proposed genes all
have the same direction of transcription, are flanked
by genes with opposite polarities of transcription,
and a sequence with similarity to an E. coli-like
promoter has been identified between orf469 and
bchE (see Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.).

Transcripts of this region of the Rb. capsulatus
photosynthesis gene cluster have been fairly well
characterized, although several important questions
remain to be answered. A long transcript initiated at
the bchF promoter extends into the puhA gene, and
seems to be degraded to a more stable puhA-encoding
segment of 1.1 kb in length (Bauer et al., 1991).
Although an E. coli promoter-like sequence exists
upstream of the bchF gene (see Chapter 50 by Alberti
et al.), it is not clear if this sequence functions as a
promoter in Rb. capsulatus. A promoter within orf477
(previously known as F 1696) yields a 0.95 kb puhA-
encoding transcript (Bauer et al., 1991). Unpublished
data (Wong and Beatty) indicate that expression of
orf214 and at least one additional gene beyond orf214
are important for photosynthetic growth, and are
dependent on read-through transcription from the
puhA gene for normal expression. It is possible that
a low-level promoter for orf214 is located near the
end of the puhA gene, and that transcripts initiated at
the bchF and puhA promoters extend into orf214 and
beyond.

G. The pucBACDE Operon

This operon maps to a region of the chromosome
distant from the photosynthesis gene cluster (see
Chapter 49 by Fonstein and Haselkorn). Two very
abundant ca. 0.5 kb transcripts encode the pucBA
genes (Zucconi and Beatty, 1988). Additional
molecules of 2.4, 1.0, and 0.7 kb have been detected
(LeBlanc and Beatty, 1993). The results of RNA
blots, end-mapping and gene fusion experiments
(Zucconi and Beatty, 1988; Tichy et al., 1989, 1991;
Oberlé et al., 1990; LeBlanc and Beatty, 1993), taken
together, are consistent with the synthesis of a
pucBACDE primary transcript of about 2.4 kb in
length, along with degradation of this transcript to
yield molecules of 1.0 and 0.7 kb (encoding pucDE),
and 0.5 kb (encoding pucBA). This model remains to
be tested directly, as do the possibilities of
transcription attenuation between pucBA and pucC,
the existence of a weak pucDE promoter, and of
transcripts extending into or out of the pucBACDE
region.
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III. Transcripts of Rb. sphaeroides
Photosynthesis Genes

A. The pufQBALMX Operon

The stable transcripts of these genes are similar in
size to the homologous puf messages of Rb.
capsulatus, with similar endpoints (Zhu et al., 1986).
The most likely origin of Rb. sphaeroides puf-specific
transcripts is from a single promoter region upstream
of pufQ and within a bchZ gene (Hunter et al., 1991;
McGlynn and Hunter, 1993), although Kaplan and
coworkers have argued for the existence of two
promoters immediately preceding the pufBA genes
(Kiley and Kaplan, 1988; Gong et al., 1994). Since
the puf operon promoter identified by Hunter et al.
(1991) lies within the bchZ gene, it is likely that bchZ
transcripts continue through the puf operon, as part
of a superoperon.

B. The bchCXYZ Operon

This region of the Rb. sphaeroides photosynthesis
gene cluster is organized very similarly to, and with
the same transcriptional polarity as the homologous
region from Rb. capsulatus. Transcripts in excess of
9.5 kb in size that hybridized to bchC, bchCX and
bchYZ probes were found in RNA blot experiments,
and the DNA sequences of these genes showed
overlaps of stop codons with start codons at the
junctures of the bchCX, bchYZ and bchZ-pufQ genes
(McGlynn and Hunter, 1993). A similar overlap was
observed for the bchYZ juncture in Rb. capsulatus
which has been implicated in promoting translational
coupling of these genes (Burke et al., 1993). As
noted above, a promoter necessary and sufficient for
expression of puf operon genes was located within
the bchZ gene (Hunter et al., 1991).

C. The crtE to puhA Region of the
Photosynthesis Gene Cluster

Although only the crtI and puhA regions have been
investigated in RNA and DNA sequence analyses,
the overall similarity of the order of the Rb.
sphaeroides crt and bch genes to the order of the
homologues in Rb. capsulatus (Chapter 50 by Bauer;
Bauer et al., 1993; Coomber et al., 1990) invites
speculation that the polarities of transcription of
these genes have also been conserved.

The crtI and crtB genes were sequenced and the
proposed crtI stop and crtB start codons were found
to overlap (Lang et al., 1994). Earlier studies indicated
that transposon insertions in crtI reduced crtB
expression (Coomber et al., 1990). However, Lang
et al. (1994) found that crtI transposon mutants were
partially complemented by a plasmid containing only
the crtI gene. Furthermore, primer extension and
RNA blot experiments on crtI messages showed the
existence of a RNA end 70 nt before the start of the
1.6 kb gene, and a ca. 1.6 kb crtI message. These
results exemplify the difficulties in obtaining
unambiguous data about labile transcripts of genes
that are closely linked, yet possibly expressed from
more than one promoter or from a promoter located
within a ‘polar’ transposon insertion. It was
concluded that a weak crtB promoter might be located
within the region of the crtI gene, although other
possibilities were entertained (Lang et al., 1994).

The puhA gene is preceded by a sequence that
appears to be part of a homologue of the Rb.
capsulatus orf477 (Bauer et al., 1991; Donohue et
al., 1986). RNA blot analysis of the puhA gene
revealed two RNA messages of 1.4 and 1.1 kb in
length (Donohue et al., 1986), analogs to two of the
three molecules that code for the Rb. capsulatus
puhA gene. If it is assumed that the ends of these
messages map near the end of the puhA gene, their

ends would lie within the orf477 homologue.
Although a large bch-puhA transcript was not found
in Rb. sphaeroides (Donohue et al., 1986), this
negative result does not prove the absence of such a
transcript, so it is possible that Rb. sphaeroides and
Rb. capsulatus have similar superoperons that yield
similar primary and processed puhA transcripts.

D. The pucBAC Operon

The DNA sequence of this region of the Rb.
sphaeroides genome showed that it differs from the
analogous region in Rb. capsulatus because of the
absence of pucDE genes (Gibson et al., 1992). RNA
blot and end-mapping experiments demonstrated
the presence of a 2.3 kb molecule with the same
end as a more abundant 0.6 kb pucBA message (Lee
et al., 1989). Therefore, by analogy with the Rb.
capsulatus model, it may be that a large (2.3 kb)
transcript is processed to yield a more stable, small
(0.6 kb) molecule.
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IV. Transcripts of Rhodospirillum rubrum
Photosynthesis Genes

A. The pufBALM Operon

RNA blot and end-mapping experiments have shown
that these genes are encoded by large (2.5 kb
pufBALM) and small (ca. 0.6 kb pufBA) messages
(Bélanger and Gingras, 1988). The puf operon
promoter is located within a bchZ homologue (Lee
and Collins, 1993), again inviting speculation that a
superoperon exists, consisting of bch and puf genes.

B. The puhA Region

From the results of RNA blot, and end-mapping
experiments (Bérard et al., 1989) it was concluded
that the puhA gene is encoded by two primary
transcripts (of approximately 1.2 and 1 kb in size)
that originate at two adjacent promoters located within
orfG115 (homologous to orf477 of Rb. capsulatus
[Bérard et al., 1991]). Alternatively, Bauer et al.
(1991) have suggested that one of these two molecules
is the product of degradation of a larger transcript
that originates upstream of orfG115. Although a
large transcript encoding orfG115 and upstream
sequences, and extending into the puhA gene, was
not identified by Bérard et al. (1991), rigorous
experiments to exclude this possibility have not been
done. Additional experiments need to be done to
directly test for read-through transcription into the
puhA gene, and from puhA into orfs I2372 and I3087
(which encode amino acid sequences similar to the
Rb. capsulatus orfs 214 and 162b). Because of the
great similarities in gene sequences and organization
between Rb. capsulatus and Rs. rubrum, the
transcripts of these sequences may also be similar.

C. The Region between puhA and puf Genes

Several carotenoid and bacteriochlorophyll biosyn-
thesis genes have been identified by mutation or
DNA sequence analyses (Sägesser, 1992; Lee and
Collins, 1993), and their locations relative to Rb.
capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides homologues indicate
a conservation of gene order within these species
(Bauer et al., 1993). However, the transcripts of these
genes have not yet been studied in Rs. rubrum and
their transcriptional polarities relative to the puf
operon, apart from the bchZ gene, are not known.

V.Transcripts of Rhodopseudomonas
viridis Photosynthesis Genes

A. The pufBALMC Operon

The Rp. viridis puf operon genes are encoded by two
large (3.6 and 3.7 kb) pufBALMC and two small (0.6
and 0.8 kb) pufBA messages, as evidenced by the
results of RNA blot, and end-mapping
experiments (Wiessner et al., 1990). The ends of
the 3.7 and 0.8 kb molecules mapped within a
sequence that encodes the carboxy terminus of a
protein that is 50% identical to the corresponding
end of the Rb. capsulatus BchZ amino acid sequence
(Wiessner et al., 1990). Although ends resulting
from transcription initiation were not distinguished
from ends arising from cleavage of a precursor, the
deduced overlap between bchZ and puf transcripts,
once again, invites speculation that a labile bch-puf
primary transcript is processed to contribute to more
stable puf messages.

B. The Reaction Center H Gene Region

The distance between the Rp. viridis reaction center
H gene and puf operon has been estimated to be in
excess of 100 kb, which is a much greater distance
than in Rb. capsulatus and Rb. sphaeroides (Lang
and Oesterhelt, 1989). The gene encoding the Rp.
viridis reaction center H subunit (homologous to the
puhA gene of Rb. capsulatus; Michel et al., 1985) is
located immediately downstream of an orfS, which
exhibits ‘strong homology’ with orf477 of Rb.
capsulatus (Wiessner, 1990). RNA blots showed the
existence of 1.2 and 1.6 kb messages, and end-
mapping experiments placed the end of a H subunit
transcript within orfS, analogous to the results
obtained with Rb. capsulatus, Rb. sphaeroides and
Rs. rubrum (see above). Thus, all of these species
may contain superoperons that include puhA genes.

VI. Transcripts of Rubrivivax gelantinosus
Photosynthesis Genes

A. The pufBALMC Operon

The Ru. gelatinosus puf operon genes are organized
similarly to the Rp. viridis puf genes, except that an
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orf1 was identified just upstream of pufB and an orf2
was found between pufB and pufA (Nagashima et al.,
1994). This operon is encoded by 4 kp pufBALMC
and 1 kb pufBA messages, as revealed by RNA blot,

and end-mapping experiments (Nagashima et
al., 1994). The end of the 1.0 kb (and, presumably,
the 4 kb) molecule mapped within a sequence that
encodes the carboxy terminus of a protein that is
similar to the corresponding end of the Rb. capsulatus
BchZ amino acid sequence (Nagashima et al., 1994).
Thus, the overlap between bchZ and puf transcripts is
conserved in all species of purple photosynthetic
bacteria that have been investigated.

VII. Transcripts of Chloroflexus aurantiacus
Photosynthesis Genes

A. The pufLM Genes

A major transcript of approximately 2.1-2.3 kb, and
minor species of 3.1, 1.7 and 1.5 kb in length were
detected by hybridization of RNA blots with a pufL
gene probe (Shiozawa et al., 1990; Chapter 54 by
Shiozawa). Signals corresponding to molecules of
10 kb or more in length were seen, but were attributed
to DNA contamination of the RNA preparations.
Primer extension analysis showed a predominant
end that mapped about 130 bases upstream of the
pufL gene start codon, near a sequence that was
similar to an E. coli promoter consensus sequence
(Shiozawa et al., 1990). Although the data are
consistent with the existence of a single, ca. 2.3 kb
pufLM primary transcript that is degraded to yield
smaller quasi-stable segments, it is not clear if the
pufL transcript end that was mapped arises from
transcription initiation or message processing, and if
there are other promoters for pufM or far upstream of
the pufL gene.

B. The Genes Encoding B806-866
and Cytochrome

These three genes are located adjacent to each other,
in the order and cytochrome c-554
(Watanabe et al., 1992). The distance from the pufLM
genes is unknown. The results of RNA blot and
primer extension experiments were interpreted as
consistent with the existence of a 2.1 kb primary
transcript encoding c-554
genes that is degraded to yield a 0.5 kb

segment, and a 1.5 kb segment encoding cytochrome
c-554. It was proposed that another 1.5 kb message
initiates about 80 base pairs downstream of the end
of the 1.5 kb proposed cleavage product of the 2.1 kb
transcript (Watanabe et al., 1992). Although this
interpretation is plausible, additional experiments
need to be done to differentiate between ends that
arise from initiation of transcription and ends that
result from cleavage of a precursor molecule.

VIII. Prospects for the Future and Concluding
Remarks

Although many of the details of photosynthesis gene
transcripts have been elucidated in Rb. capsulatus,
there are a number of outstanding questions that
remain. For example, the distance that the bchF-
puhA superoperon extends beyond orf214 (see Fig. 1)
needs to be better defined, higher resolution transcript
analyses need to be done of the crtD to bchD region,
and the possibility that the bchW-orf176 genes are
part of a (super-) operon should be tested.

A large amount of genetic mapping, DNA sequence
and transcript analyses needs to be done with Rb.
sphaeroides, Rs. rubrum, Rp. viridis and Cf.
aurantiacus to extend the results summarized here. It
would be of great interest to fill in the gaps in the
genetic maps of these species and follow up the
mapping with transcript analyses, to see if some of
my speculations about the existence of superoperons
are correct.

Relatively low resolution genetic mapping and
complementation experiments resulted in a map of
Rhodospirillum centenum photosynthesis genes
(Yildiz et al., 1992). Although the conservation in
gene order within this gene cluster, as compared to
the Rb. capsulatus map (Bauer et al., 1993), suggests
a similar organization of transcripts, no promoter
mapping, DNA sequence or RNA analyses have
been done on this species.

A DNA fragment containing pufBALM genes from
an Erythrobacter species has been cloned and
sequenced (Liebetanz et al., 1991). The pufB gene on
this DNA fragment is preceded by a sequence with
similarity to the terminal region of bchZ genes,
and the pufM gene is followed by a sequence with
similarity to the end of the Rp. viridis pufC gene.
These results further underscore the existence of
conserved patterns of photosynthesis gene organi-
zation, and raise additional questions about the how

c-554
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these patterns relate to gene transcripts, the regulation
of gene expression and the evolution of photo-
synthesis.

Finally, it would be extremely interesting to extend
the genetic studies of anoxygenic photosynthetic
bacteria to include purple sulfur bacteria. These
species are likely to possess photosynthesis genes
homologous to the genes identified in purple
nonsulfur photosynthetic bacteria and Cf. auran-
tiacus, yet they are located within a separate, coherent
group on the basis of 16S rRNA sequence analyses
(Woese, 1987). Starts in this direction have been
made with the cloning of reaction center genes of
Chlorobium limicola (Buttner et al., 1992; Chapter
54 by Shiozawa), and the finding that Chromatium
and Thiocystis species contain puf genes that are
greatly homologous to the corresponding genes of
purple non-sulfur bacteria. The benefits of widening
the field of the genetics of photosynthetic bacteria
include an improved understanding of genetic
regulatory mechanisms and evolutionary processes.
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Summary

Regulation of photosynthesis gene expression has been a long studied area of research with anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria. This area of study predates the classical analysis by Cohen-Bazire et al., (1957) who
performed a detailed measurement of the repressing effects of light and oxygen on synthesis of the purple
bacterial photosystem. In their study they demonstrated that shifting photosynthetically growing cells from
anaerobic to aerobic conditions resulted in the immediate cessation of photopigment biosynthesis. A similar
effect was also observed when photosynthetically grown cells are shifted from low to high light intensity. We
now know that the repressing effects of these environmental factors is a result, in part, to the regulation of
photosynthesis gene expression. It is this topic, the repressing effects of light and oxygen on photosynthesis
gene expression, that this review will be centered. This chapter covers our current understanding of cis- and
trans-acting factors that controls transcription of the light harvesting and reaction center structural genes as
well as genes involved in photopigment biosynthesis.

I. Introduction

Synthesis of the purple eubacterial photosystem has
long been known to be influenced by such environ-
mental factors as oxygen tension and light intensity.
The first detailed analysis of the regulation of pigment
biosynthesis is the oft cited study by Cohen-Bazire,

Sistrom and Stanier (1957). Their work clearly
established that pigment biosynthesis in photo-
synthetically growing Rhodobacter sphaeroides cells
is rapidly inhibited by the addition of molecular
oxygen or by an increases in light intensity. Despite
numerous physiological investigations that have been
undertaken since then, the underlying molecular

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 1221–1234.
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mechanism(s) responsible for controlling photo-
pigment biosynthesis are only now being unveiled.

Part of the difficulty in analyzing regulatory events
responsible for controlling synthesis of the photo-
system is the complexity of the ‘regulatory circuits’
that control photosynthesis gene expression. For
example, light harvesting I (LHI) and reaction center
(RC) gene expression are known to be regulated by
such events as; (i) the control of transcription
initiation, (ii) the linking of genes into ‘superoperons’
that contain overlapping transcripts, and (iii) the
control of mRNA decay rate. This chapter will be
centered on the first level of regulation, namely a
discussion of cis and trans-acting regulatory factors
responsible for controlling the initiation of photo-
synthesis gene expression in response to alterations
in light intensity and oxygen tension. Related chapters
in this volume which also overlap with this topic
include Chapter 57 by Betty which covers the
superoperonal organization of the photosynthesis
gene transcripts, Chapter 59 by Klug which covers
the mRNA decay events, Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.
which covers the photosynthesis gene cluster
sequence analysis, and Chapter 53 by Armstrong
which covers carotenoid genes. There have also been
several recent minireviews that cover this topic (Bauer
et al., 1993; Klug, 1993).

II. The Photosynthesis Gene Cluster

A. Linkage Order of Photosynthesis Genes

Analysis of genes involved in bacterial photosynthesis
was primarily advanced by the work of Marrs and
coworkers who in the mid 1970’s discovered and
exploited the use of a generalized transducing agent
(GTA) from Rhodobacter capsulatus (Marrs, 1974;
Yen and Marrs, 1976). These studies established that
carotenoid (crt) and bacteriochlorophyll (bch)
biosynthesis genes are present in the chromosome in
a tight linkage order (Yen and Marrs, 1976). The
transduction mapping studies were followed by the
isolation of an R' plasmid by Marrs (1981) that was
shown by marker rescue/complementation analysis
(Taylor et al., 1983), as well as by transposition

Abbreviations: bch – bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis genes;
BChl a – bacteriochlorophyll a; crt – carotenoid biosynthesis
genes; GTA – generalized transducing agent; LHI – light
harvesting I; LHII – light harvesting II; Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC
– reaction center; Rp. – Rhodopseudomonas; Rs. – Rhodospirillum

mapping techniques (Biel and Marrs, 1983; Zsebo
and Hearst, 1984), to contain all of the essential
genetic information needed by Rb. capsulatus to
synthesize a ‘core’ bacterial photosystem composed
of LHI and RC complexes. Structural and functional
information regarding these loci has recently been
refined to a high degree by the complete sequence
analysis of the R' born ‘photosynthesis gene cluster’
by Hearst and coworkers, (discussed in detail in
chapter 50 by Alberti et al.), as well as by the
construction of a defined set of interposon mutations
in each of the sequenced open reading frames
(Giuliano, 1988; Young et al., 1989; Yang and Bauer,
1990; Bollivar et al., 1994a,b). Figure 1, summarizes
the location of various open reading frames in the
Rb. capsulatus photosynthesis gene cluster; as
indicated, carotenoid genes (hatched boxes) and
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis genes (shaded
boxes) are clustered together in the central region of
the photosynthesis gene cluster. The pigment
biosynthesis genes are in turn flanked by the highly
expressed LHI and RC structural genes that are
coded by the puf and puh operons (highlighted as
filled boxes in the expanded region). Unlinked to this
region is the puc operon that codes for polypeptides
involved in formation of the light harvesting II (LHII)
complex (Youvan and Ismail, 1985). It is interesting
that a similar clustering and linkage order of
photosynthesis genes are known to occur in the
closely related species Rb. sphaeroides (Coomber et
al., 1990) as well as in more distantly related species
such as Rhodospirillum centenum (Yildiz et al., 1992),
Rhodospirillum rubrum (Sagesser, 1992) and possibly
Rhodopseudomonas viridis (Wiessner et al., 1990)
and Rhodoferax gelatinosus (Nagashima et al., 1993).
The conservation of the photosynthesis gene cluster
among distantly related species has raised the
possibility of acquisition of the photosynthesis gene
cluster by horizontal gene transfer (Yildiz et al.,
1992). This possibility has more recently been
supported by phylogenetic analysis of RC genes
which appear to diverge from that of phylogenetic
trees derived from 16 S rRNA and cytochrome
(Nagashima et al., 1993).

B. Photosynthesis Gene Transcripts

The first evidence that photosynthesis gene expression
was regulated at the transcriptional level was a study
by Biel and Marrs (1983) who constructed lacZ
fusions of bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis genes

Carl E. Bauer
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with Mu d1 Their study indicated that
bacteriochlorophyll gene expression was repressed
approximately 2-fold when cells are grown under
high oxygen versus low oxygen tension

Subsequent RNA-DNA hybridization
analyses performed in several laboratories confirmed
this observation and, in addition, indicated that the
LH and RC structural genes coded by the puf, puh
and puc operons are expressed to a much higher
level, and are more highly regulated (30 to l00x),
than are the photopigment biosynthesis genes (Clark
et al., 1984; Klug et al., 1984; Belasco et al., 1985;
Zhu and Kaplan, 1985; Klug et al., 1985; Zhu and
Hearst, 1986; Zhu et al., 1986a; Zhu et al., 1986b;
Kiley and Kaplan, 1987; Donohue et al., 1986; Hunter
et al., 1987). In good confirmation with the
physiological studies of Cohen-Bazire et al., (1957),
both oxygen and light were observed to repress
transcription with oxygen exhibiting a more severe
repressing effect than that of light.

Promoter mapping studies, the details of which
are discussed below, also revealed that transcripts
within the photosynthesis gene cluster are organized
into large ‘superoperons’ containing overlapping
transcripts. The overlapping nature of these transcripts
is such that transcription of the weakly expressed and
poorly regulated pigment biosynthesis genes extend
into the more highly regulated puf and puh operons
that code for the LHI and RC structural genes (Young
et al., 1989; Bauer et al., 1991; Wellington and
Beatty, 1991; Young et al., 1992). These overlapping
transcripts appear to ensure that there is coupled

synthesis of enzymes involved in photopigment
biosynthesis with that of polypeptides that ultimately
bind the photopigments (Bauer et al., 1991;
Wellington and Beatty, 1991). A more detailed
description of the superoperonal organization of the
photosynthesis gene cluster can be found in chapter
57 by Beatty and in a recent review by Wellington et
al., (1992).

III. cis-Acting Regulatory Sites

Promoters that are responsible for expressing
photosynthesis genes have been mapped using such
techniques as S1 (or Mung bean) nuclease mapping,
primer extension, 5' end capping and deletion analysis.
Despite these efforts, there are relatively few
sequenced regions for which there exists a consensus
agreement among investigators that they actually
contain a promoter region responsible for trans-
cription of photosynthesis genes. Part of the historical
difficulty in performing promoter mapping studies
appears to reside in the difficulty in obtaining full
length mRNA transcripts from photosynthetic
bacteria. Many photosynthesis gene transcripts appear
to undergo rapid processing events that affect the
stability of the 5' end of the message (see chapter 59
by Klug; Klug, 1991a, 1993). Thus, published 5'
ends of messages could either be the site of
transcription initiation or produced by a processing
event. Because of the problems that investigators
have had in mapping the site of transcription initiation,
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it is critical that primer extension or nuclease mapping
procedures be corroborated by a functional deletion
analysis of a putative promoter region. This has only
been performed for a few photosynthesis gene
promoter regions as discussed below.

The first photosynthesis gene promoter to be
functionally mapped was the puf operon promoter
from Rb. capsulatus. Deletion mapping (Bauer et
al., 1988;Adams et al., 1989) indicated that regulated
puf operon expression was dependent on a region of
DNA that was located over 300 bp upstream from the
previously mapped stable 5' end for the puf operon
(Belasco et al., 1985). Subsequent analysis of the
intergenic region indicated that there existed an
additional gene upstream from pufB, termed pufQ,
that was shown by mutational analysis to be required
for synthesis of bacteriochlorophyll (Bauer et al.,
1988; Bauer and Marrs, 1988; Klug and Cohen,
1988; Adams et al., 1989). It was also shown by
mutational and sequence analysis that the puf
promoter region was located within the bchZ
(formerly called bchA; Burke et al., 1993) structural
gene that codes for a subunit of an enzyme involved
in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis (Bauer et al.,
1988, Young et al., 1989). High resolution Mung
bean and S1 nuclease mapping, as well as 5' mRNA
capping experiments, confirmed deletion analysis by
indicating that there was indeed a stable puf transcript
5' end located within the bchZ gene (Bauer et al.,
1988; Adams et al., 1989). A similar 5' processing
story appears to occur for the puf operon promoter
region in Rb. sphaeroides. In this case, initial 5'
mRNA mapping studies that utilized S1-nuclease
mapping technique indicated the presence of two
stable 5' ends within the pufQ region (Zhu et al.,
1986). However, like that observed for Rb. capsulatus,
subsequent deletion analysis indicated that the Rb.
sphaeroides puf operon is also driven by a region that
is located several hundred bp upstream from the S1
mapped stable 5' end, a region that is also within the
bchZ open reading frame (Hunter et al., 1991). There
has also been 5' mRNA analysis of the Rs. rubrum
and Rp. viridis puf transcripts (Belanger and Gingras,
1988; Wiessner et al., 1990). However, deletion
analysis of the putative promoter regions from these
additional species has not yet been undertaken.

Less is known about the puh operon promoter
region than that of the puf operon promoter. Using a

combination of deletion and Mung bean nuclease
mapping techniques, Bauer et al., (1991) mapped the
Rb. capsulatus puh promoter to a position 381 bp
upstream from puhA. In an interesting analogy with
the puf operon, the puh promoter is also located
within an upstream open reading frame termed
ORF1696. Mutational analysis indicates that
ORF1696 may be involved in formation of a stable
LHI complex (Bauer et al., 1991; Yang and Bauer,
1990). A stable 5' end for the Rs. rubrum puh message
has also been mapped to be well within the upstream
ORF 1696 coding region (Bérard et al., 1989). The
puh promoter region of other species has not been
mapped to high resolution, however, Northern blot
analysis does indicate that the Rb. sphaeroides puhA
transcript is initiated far upstream of the start of the
puhA structural gene (Donohue et al., 1986).

Figure 2a shows an alignment of the putative puf
and puh promoter regions from Rb. capsulatus, Rb.
sphaeroides, Rp. viridis and Rs. rubrum each of
which show some level of sequence conservation.
[The putative Rs. rubrum puf promoter region shows
no identifiable sequence similarity with that of other
species and was therefore left out of the alignment. It
is most likely that the S1 mapped Rs. rubrum puf
transcript is a processing site since transposition
mutagenesis ‘functionally ’ places the Rs. rubrum
puf promoter to within a region of the bchZ gene that
is approximately 650 bp upstream of the mapped 5'
end (Hessner et al., 1991)]. As shown in Fig. 2a, the
puh promoter regions show a ‘reasonable match’
with the puf promoter sequences, especially when
one considers that the puh and puf promoter sequences
also code for polypeptides of differing function.
Areas of noted similarity are the –12 and –24 regions
from the start of transcription (Fig. 2a). The –12 and
–24 regions share no similarity to known eubacterial
promoter elements thereby indicating that they may
be utilizing an alternative sigma factor for promoter
recognition. Mutational and biochemical analysis
for the existence for this putative sigma factor (sigma-
P) is, however, still lacking. The puf and puh promoter
regions also exhibit a ‘pseudo’ region of dyad
symmetry at positions –30 to –57 relative to the start
site of transcription (Bauer et al., 1988, Adams et al.,
1989; Bauer et al., 1991). Deletion of this region
results in loss of expression of the puf operon (Adams
et al., 1989) indicating that this area is essential for
expression. A point mutation in the region of dyad
symmetry has also been shown to result in a 2–8 fold
elevation of aerobic puf operon expression as well as
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an effect on light mediated anaerobic expression
(Narro et al., 1990; Klug, 1991b; Klug et al., 1991).
Several groups have also provided evidence that the
puf dyad region undergoes a gel mobility shift with
cell free extracts in an oxygen and light dependent
manner, the binding of which is affected by the
phosphorylation state of protein extracts (Taremia
and Marrs, 1990; Klug, 1991b; Shimada et al., 1993).

B. bch/crt Promoters

Perhaps one of the better characterized photosynthesis
gene promoters is that of the bchC promoter of Rb.
capsulatus. Deletion mapping of this promoter region
was initially performed by Young et al., (1989). This
was followed by high resolution primer extension 5'
end mapping of the bchC transcript by Wellington
and Beatty (1989). Unlike the puf and puh promoter
sequences which exhibit a unique promoter sequence,
Young et al., (1989) noted that the bchC promoter
region contained a sequence that was similar to the
canonical E. coli housekeeping sigma 70 promoter
sequence (Fig. 2b). Recent mutational analysis of the
bchC promoter region by Ma et al., (1993) has
confirmed this observation by indicating that a sigma
70-like promoter sequence is indeed important for
bchC promoter activity. Sequence gazing has also
revealed the presence of ‘sigma-70 like’ promoter
sequences upstream of other Rb. capsulatus
photopigment biosynthesis genes such as crtI, crtD
crtA, bchF and bchE (Armstrong et al., 1989; Chapter
50 by Alberti et al.). There is also a similar sigma-70
like promoter sequence in the Rb. sphaeroides bchC
region Fig. 2b) that can be observed by sequence
gazing of the intragenic region between bchC and
crtF (McGlynn and Hunter, 1993). An more extensive
discussion of these putative promoter sequences can
be found in Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.

Also shown in Fig. 2b, and discussed in detail in
Chapter 50 by Alberti et al., is the observation by
Armstrong et al., (1989) that several of the putative
Rb. capsulatus ‘sigma-70 like’ photopigment
promoter regions also exhibit a nearby palindrome
sequence Mutational
analysis of the bchC palindromic sequence indicates
that it may be involved in binding of a repressor to
this region (Ma et al., 1993). Mutational analysis has
also indicated that the palindromic region is not all
that is needed to properly regulate bchC promoter
activity as evidenced by the requirement for an
additional upstream AT rich region for optimal activity

(Ma et al., 1993). As shown in the alignment in Fig.
2b, the AT rich region contains a sequence motif that
is similar to an IHF binding site that actually overlaps
with the bchC -35 promoter region. Also shown in
Fig. 2b is evidence that there is an IHF-like sequence
in the same region of the putative bchF, bchC, bchE
crtI and crtA promoter sequences. Regulated
expression of photopigment promoters may therefore
require two putative trans-acting factors, an IHF-like
factor that binds near the –35 region as well as an
additional factor that interacts with the palindromic
sequence. It is also interesting to note that puf and
puh promoter regions, which as discussed above
exhibit a unique promoter motif, do not have an
identifiable IHF or ‘photopigment like’ palindromic
sequence. This would be consistent with mutational
evidence that the puf and puh promoters are regulated
independently of photopigment promoters (Sganga
and Bauer, 1992; Mosley et al., 1994).

C. The puc Promoter

One of the more highly expressed photosystem
promoters appears to be that of the puc operon which
drives expression of the LHII structural polypeptides.
Stable 5' ends have been mapped for the puc message
from Rb. sphaeroides (Lee et al., 1989), Rb. capsulatus
(Zuconni and Beatty, 1988) and more recently for the
‘puc like’ antenna cluster from Rp. palustris (Tadros
et al., 1993). As indicated in Fig. 2c, the puc promoter
regions exhibit a strong degree of sequence
conservation among these differing species and
genera. Surprisingly, the puc promoter alignments
shows little similarity with that of the puf and puh
promoters, and instead, exhibits a ‘good fit’ with the
sigma-70 type bch and crt promoters (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, as is the case with the bch and crt
promoters, the puc promoter region also exhibit the

palindromic motif. There is
also a putative IHF binding sequence located 120
and 105 bp upstream of the Rb. sphaeroides and Rb.
capsulatus puc stable 5' ends respectively (Fig. 2d).
The putative IHF binding site has been shown by
footprint analysis to interact with cell free extracts
derived from Rb. sphaeroides (McGlynn and Hunter,
1992) as well with E. coli IHF (Lee et al., 1993).
Deletion of the IHF binding site also shows a 5-fold
reduction in anaerobic puc expression in vivo (Lee et
al., 1993).

Despite sequence similarity of the puc promoters
with that of the bch and crt promoters, there is no
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strong evidence for coordinate regulation of these
operons. Instead, there is evidence that the puc operon
may utilize one or more trans-acting regulatory
elements that interact with puf and puh promoters to
which puc exhibits little sequence similarity. For
example, gel retardation experiments indicates that
the puc promoter region can compete for a protein
which binds to the puf promoter region of dyad
symmetry (Klug, 1991b). A mutation in the puf
region of dyad symmetry which leads to increased
expression of the puf operon has also been shown to
cause instability of Rb. capsulatus strains that results
in high frequency segregation of daughter cells that
have reduced puc expression (Klug and Jock, 1991).
There are also several trans-acting regulatory mutants
that affect puf, puh as well as puc operon expression
(Sganga and Bauer, 1992; Lee and Kaplan, 1992b;
Eraso and Kaplan, 1994; Mosely et al., 1994) which
provides strong evidence for the utilization of a
similar set of trans-acting factors among these three
operons.

Even though there appear to be a common set of
trans-acting factors involved in puf, puh and puc
operon expression, there is also several studies which
indicate that puc expression is actually discoordinate
from that of puf and puh. For example, kinetic studies
involving growth shifts from aerobic to anaerobic
conditions indicates that induction of puc operon
expression lags that of puf and puh (Klug et al., 1985;
Hunter et al., 1987; Kiley and Kaplan, 1987).
Mutations that disrupt formation of the LHII complex,
such as those which affect synthesis of carotenoids,
bacteriochlorophyll or assembly of the LHII complex,
also appear to reduce puc expression without
significantly affecting puf expression (Klug et al.,
1985; Lee et al., 1989; Tichy et al., 1991). Puc
operon expression is also poorly regulated by the
light responding trans-acting activator hvrA which
coordinately regulates puh and puf operon expression
in response to light intensity (Buggy et al., 1994b).
Thus, a picture of discoordinate regulation of puc
operon expression from that of other photosynthesis
genes is emerging.

What then are the factors that allows discoordinate
expression of the puc operon? One clue may be
derived from promoter deletion analysis by Lee and
Kaplan (1992a). In their study they concluded that
expression of the Rb. sphaeroides puc operon involves
a complex promoter region that extends up to 629 bp
upstream from the point of transcription initiation.
By deletion analysis they were able to separate the

puc promoter region into an upstream regulatory
region (629 to –150) and a downstream regulatory
region (–150 to –1). They concluded that the
downstream regulatory region contained the puc
promoter region (as mapped by deletion and primer
extension analysis) whose maximal and proper
expression required the upstream elements. Presum-
ably the ‘extended’ length of the puc promoter region
may be involved in the complex expression pattern
of the puc operon. An additional conclusion of these
studies, which was not directly addressed by Lee and
Kaplan (1992a), is the possibility that the upstream
region contains a second distinct promoter that is
differentially regulated from a promoter that is present
in the downstream region. If so, it could account for
several of the above noted observations on puc operon
expression.

IV. trans-Acting Regulatory Circuits

The first report of a regulatory mutant that affects
synthesis of the eubacterial photosystem was a report
by Lascelles and Wertlieb (1971) who described the
isolation of Rb. sphaeroides strains that synthesized
elevated levels of photopigments when grown under
aerobic conditions. Unfortunately these strains were
lost prior to the development of recombinant DNA
technology so the genetic basis of their phenotype
remains unknown. It wasn’t until very recently that
trans-acting regulatory genes that control photo-
synthesis gene expression were reported in the
literature. The section below describes the current
understanding of the trans-acting regulatory circuits
that are emerging from these studies.

A. Regulating Transcription of Light harvesting
and Reaction Center Genes

1. Oxygen Control Circuit

Sganga and Bauer (1992) initially performed
mutational and molecular-genetic characterization
of a trans-acting regulatory gene, termed regA, that
appears to be responsible for coordinating expression
of the puf, puh and puc operons in Rb. capsulatus.
This study was followed by the isolation of a mutation
in a similar locus in Rb. sphaeroides (Lee and Kaplan,
1992b) which was subsequently shown to code for a
gene product that exhibits 92% sequence identity
with that of regA (Eraso and Kaplan, 1994; Phillips
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and Hunter, 1994). The regA gene product codes for
a 184 amino acid protein that is homologous to the
two component class of bacterial response regulators,
specifically to the subclass of smaller response
regulators such as CheY, SpoOF and CheB which do
not interact with DNA but instead function as
intermediates in a more complex multicomponent
regulatory cascade (this class of prokaryotic
regulatory cascades are reviewed by Parkinson and
Kofoid, 1992). In a regA mutant background, cells
fail to induce expression of puh, and puf, above basal
levels, as well as for a significant (but not absent)
reduction of puc expression (Sganga and Bauer,
1992; Eraso and Kaplan, 1994). RegA-mediated
activation was initially thought to be specific only for
LH and RC promoters, since RegA does not influence
regulation of the nearby bchC or bchH promoters nor
the expression of the oxygen regulated nitrogen
fixation operon nifHDK (Sganga and Bauer, 1992;
mosley et al, 1994). However, Eraso and Kaplan
(1994) recently reported that a disruption of the Rb.
sphaeroides regA homolog also affects transcription
of the cytochrome gene the product of which
shuttles electrons between the cytochrome
complex and the RC. So it appears that RegA may
also affect expression of electron transfer components
of photosystem.

Based on homology to other prokaryotic two-
component regulatory systems, RegA activity is
thought to be modulated by a phosphorylation event
in which a specific cognate sensor kinase acts to
phosphorylate and possibly dephosphorylate RegA
in response to environmental changes in oxygen
tension (Fig. 3b). A RegA-specific sensor kinase has
been shown to be the product of the linked regB gene
(Fig. 3a) (Bauer et al., 1993; Mosley et al., 1994).
Mutations in the Rb. capsulatus regB locus have a
phenotype almost identical to that of a regA
disruption; namely a dramatic decrease in RC and
LH complexes as a result of a failure to activate puh,
puf, and puc transcription under anaerobic conditions.
DNA sequence analysis indicates that the RegB
predicted amino acid sequence has a carboxyl
terminal domain that is a member of the sensor
kinase family of response regulatory proteins. Like
that of many other sensor kinases, the amino terminal
region of RegB also has three to four transmembrane
domains. In vivo biochemical analysis of a truncated
version of RegB which lacks the membrane spanning
domains confirms that RegB has autophosphorylation
activity and can rapidly transfer the phosphate to

RegA (Inoue et al., 1995). Surprisingly, the truncated
RegB protein only has autophosphorylation activity
under anaerobic conditions thereby indicating the
redox sensing portion of RegB remains intact in the
cytosolic domain of the polypeptide (Inoue, Mosley
and Bauer, unpublished).
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Although RegB and RegA are the two primary
trans-acting factors that are firmly established to be
in the oxygen control circuit (as shown in Fig. 4a),
there remains the possibility that the sensory
transduction pathway is more complex then that of
only two players. For example, inspection of the
RegA primary amino acid sequence gives no
indication of a DNA-binding motif. The apparent

absence of a DNA-binding motif is supported by the
inability to observe consistent RegA-DNA inter-
actions by gel mobility shift (unpublished results
from the C. Bauer laboratory). It is therefore possible
that RegA may only be an intermediary component
of a more complex phosphorylation regulatory
cascade that involves a downstream DNA binding
protein. This latter possibility is supported by in vitro
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B. Regulation of Pigment Biosynthesis Genes

observations that a protein that does not have a RegA
amino terminal sequence interacts with the puf
promoter region of dyad symmetry in a phos-
phorylation-dependent manner (Taremi and Marrs,
1990). There is also the possibility that there is more
then one sensor kinase feeding into this signal
transduction pathway. A candidate gene for additional
input is senC which is a gene that is located
immediately proceeding regA (Fig. 3a). The
polypeptide coded by senC has sensor kinase features
although it is yet to be established that it indeed has
kinase activity (Buggy and Bauer, unpublished).

In addition to molecular oxygen, light also has a
repressing effect on the synthesis of the purple
eubacterial photosystem. The magnitude of the
repressing effects of light (2-fold) is however, greatly
overshadowed by the 30- to 100-fold repressing effects
of oxygen. Thus, an analysis of light regulation has
proven difficult, if not intractable, to classic genetic
studies. Despite these difficulties there has been
some recent advances in providing a molecular
genetic understanding of light regulation of LH and
RC gene expression. One advance was provided by
the serendipitous linkage of the oxygen regulator
regA to an open reading frame, termed hvrA, (Fig.
3a) that appears to be responsible for light-mediated
regulation of the puf and puh operons (Buggy et al.,
1994b). A mutation of hvrA results in the inability to
trans-activate puf and puh expression in response to
a reduction of light (Fig. 4b). Inspection of the hvrA
sequence indicates that it exhibits a putative helix-
turn-helix motif which would indicate that HvrA
could interact with the puf and puh promoter regions.
This is confirmed by footprint analysis which
indicates the HvrA binds to a region 90–100 bp
upstream of the base of puh and puf transcription
initiation (Kouadio and Bauer, unpublished results).

The mechanism whereby light affects activity of
HvrA is as yet unclear, however, Shimada et al.,
(1992) recently performed an action spectrum of the
wavelengths of light that are responsible for
controlling Rb. sphaeroides puf operon expression
by light intensity. Their results suggest that blue light
in the 450 nm region exhibits the most sever repressing
effects. This would indicate that HvrA, or an upstream
component in a light-mediated signal transduction
cascade, may be a flavin binding protein. In plant
systems, there are thought to be a number of blue

light photoreceptors that control plant development
(Kaufman, 1993), one of which is also thought to be
a flavin binding protein as based on sequence
similarity to photolyase which is known to utilize
flavin as a chromophore (Ahmad and Cashmore,
1993). HvrA does not exhibit any noticeable sequence
similarity to other known flavin binding proteins,
although as a class, they do not contain a universally
conserved flavin binding sequence motif. Thus it
remains unclear whether HvrA is itself a flavin binding
protein or is instead a terminal component in a more
complex light-mediated signal transduction cascade.

Light-mediated regulation of puc operon expres-
sion appears to be more complex than that of puf and
puh as evidenced by some conflicting data in the
literature. Several initial hybridization studies
indicated that the steady state level of puc mRNA
was reduced when photosynthetically grown cells
are shifted from low to high light intensity (Zhu and
Hearst, 1986; Kiley and Kaplan, 1987). However,
when Zucconi and Beatty (1988) analyzed puc mRNA
levels that were carefully normalized to rRNA levels,
they observed that steady state puc mRNA levels
were actually higher when the cells were grown
under high light conditions than under low light
conditions. This is despite the observation that the
level of LHII polypeptide synthesis was inversely
regulated (i.e. LHII polypeptides are present in
higher amounts under low light growth conditions
than under high light growth conditions). They
therefore concluded that light regulation of puc
expression involve an as yet unclear post-trans-
criptional control mechanism. A similar conclusion
was recently obtained in a study of the ‘puc-like’
antenna gene cluster of Rp. palustris (Tadros et al.,
1993).

Less is known about trans-acting factors involved in
controlling bacteriochlorophyll and carotenoid gene
expression in response to changes in light intensity
and oxygen tension. As discussed above, gel mobility
shifts by Ma et al., (1993) has indicated that there
exists a protein which interacts with the palindrome
sequence of putative promoters that control
photopigment gene expression. The protein that
interacts with the palindrome has not been purified
or cloned so its identity is unclear. Penfold and
Pemberton (1991, 1994) recently provided evidence
that the Rb. sphaeroides photosynthesis gene cluster
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codes for a repressor of carotenoid and bchC
expression that they have termed pps. Sequence
analysis indicates that pps is analogous to the crtJ
open reading frame described by Zsebo and Hearst
(1984). Mutational analysis of this open reading
frame in Rb. capsulatus also indicates that it has a
similar role in this species (Fig. 4c) (Bollivar et al.,
1994; Ponnampalam et al., 1995). The polypeptide
coded by the pps/crtJ open reading frame has a
reasonable helix-turn-helix motif (Penfold and
Pemberton, 1994) which would indicate that it may
interact with the photopigment promoters. Purifi-
cation and footprint analysis of this polypeptide has
not been undertaken so it remains to be seen if PPS/
CrtJ is the factor that interacts with the palindrome
sequence that is present in these promoters. It is also
unclear whether the pps/crtJ polypeptide responds to
both light and oxygen or to only one of these signals.

V. Concluding remarks

Based on the repressing effects of light and oxygen
on photopigment biosynthesis, Cohen-Bazire,
Sistrom and Stanier (1957) proposed a model whereby
synthesis of photopigments was regulated by a central
redox responding ‘regulator’ that tempered synthesis
of photopigments relative to changes in the redox
state of the cells electron transport system. As we
begin to identify regulatory factors that are
responsible for controlling photosystem gene
expression it is becoming increasingly evident that
the mechanism of regulation is much more complex
than could have initially been envisioned. There
appears to exist independent and overlapping light
and oxygen regulatory circuits that are responsible
for controlling synthesis of photopigments relative
to that of the pigment binding polypeptides. These
circuits provide both coordinate and discoordinate
regulation of the various components which comprise
the purple eubacterial photosystem. Superimposed
on the trans-acting circuits are layers of post-
transcriptional control involving the formation of
superoperons (see chapter 57 by Beatty), coupled
with mRNA processing events (see chapter 59 by
Klug). Although much progress has recently been
made in identifying the existence of these various
levels of regulation, there remains much to be learned
about how they coordinately regulate proper synthesis
of the photosystem in response changes in the
environment.
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Summary

Oxygen tension and light intensity influence the formation of pigment protein complexes in facultatively
photosynthetic bacteria. Multiple control mechanisms are required to regulate expression of photosynthesis
genes in response to external factors and to guarantee the coordinated syntheses of components of the
photosynthetic apparatus. Regulation of expression of photosynthesis genes is partly accomplished by variation
of mRNA levels. Both the rate of synthesis and the rate of decay of mRNA are involved in determining these
mRNA levels. Our current knowledge on the molecular mechanisms of stabilization and destabilization of
mRNAs transcribed from photosynthesis genes will be summarized. Some experimental data suggest that
photosynthesis genes are also regulated at later steps of gene expression. This chapter will address the 23S
rRNA processing in Rhodobacter and its putative role in gene regulation. Other molecular mechanisms
influencing the rate of translation or post-translational processes have not been investigated to date but evidence
for their participation in regulation of photosynthesis genes is provided. Since regulation of bacterial
photosynthesis genes has been studied most intensively in Rhodobacter capsulatus and Rhodobacter sphaeroides,
this review will focus on the results obtained with these closely related bacterial species.
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I. Introduction

Facultatively photosynthetic bacteria have the ability
to use different modes of energy conversion and to
adapt their cellular composition and membrane
structure to environmental changes (reviewed in:
Drews and Imhoff, 1991). Oxygen tension and light
intensity are the two external factors known to regulate
the formation of the photosynthetic apparatus.
Regulation of gene expression in bacteria is often
achieved by variation of transcriptional rates.
Initiation of transcription is, however, not the only
step in gene expression involved in the regulated
formation of bacterial photosynthetic complexes.
This chapter will summarize our current knowledge
on the role of post-transcriptional processes that
affect the expression of photosynthesis genes in
Rhodobacter.

Under high oxygen tension facultatively photo-
synthetic bacteria perform aerobic respiration. When
oxygen tension in the environment drops, these
bacteria form photosynthetic complexes which are
incorporated into intracytoplasmic membranes
originating from invaginations of the cytoplasmic
membrane. During phototrophic growth, light
intensity affects the formation of the photosynthetic
apparatus (reviewed in Drews (1992) and in Chapter
12 by Drews and Golecki). The interaction of
pigments and proteins and their highly ordered
structural organization is required for the formation
of functional photosynthetic complexes.

All genes encoding pigment binding proteins and
a large number of genes encoding the enzymes
catalyzing pigment syntheses have been identified
over the last years in the closely related species
Rhodobacter capsulatus and Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides (Chapter 50 by Alberti et al.), and investigations
on the regulation of the expression of these genes
have been initiated (Chapter 58 by Bauer). A
schematic overview on the molecular steps involved
in the regulated expression of these photosynthesis
genes is given in Fig. 1. The known cellular factors
involved in transmitting the oxygen signal in the cell
are described in Chapter 58 by Bauer, as is our
knowledge on the effect of oxygen on the transcription
of photosynthesis genes. Oxygen, however, also
influences the rate of mRNA degradation, and some

Abbreviations: bp – base pairs; E. – Escherichia; LH – light
harvesting; Rb. – Rhodobacter ; RC – reaction center; RNase –
endoribonuclease

observations suggest that later steps in gene
expression may also be affected by oxygen. Post-
transcriptional regulation of gene expression is also
involved in the coordination of the syntheses of
different components of the photosynthetic apparatus
and in determining the relative levels of gene products.

II. Control of Photosynthesis Gene
Expression on the Level of mRNA Stability

A. The Role of Segmental Differences in puf
mRNA Stability in the Formation of the
Photosynthetic Apparatus of Rb. capsulatus

The pigment-binding proteins of Rb. capsulatus are
encoded by two polycistronic operons that are
separated on the chromosome (Fonstein and
Haselkorn, 1993). The puf operon (formerly rxcA
operon, Belasco et al., 1985) (Fig. 2) encodes the
proteins of the LHI complex (genes pufB and pufA)
and of the RC complex (genes pufL and pufM)
(Youvan et al., 1984). In addition it comprises the
genes pufQ (Bauer et al., 1988) and pufX (Youvan et
al., 1984) that are required for the formation of wild
type levels of photosynthetic complexes (Bauer and
Marrs, 1988; Klug and Cohen, 1988; Farchaus et al.,
1992; Lilburn et al., 1992). All puf genes are under
the control of an oxygen-regulated promoter
positioned about 200 bp upstream of the first open
reading frame (Bauer et al., 1988; Adams et al.,
1989). This polycistronic organization allows the
coordinated expression of all puf genes in response
to oxygen.

Although the puf genes are part of the same
transcriptional unit, the puf gene products are required
in different amounts. 10-15 LHI complexes surround
one RC complex in the membrane of Rb. capsulatus
wild type cells (Kaufmann et al., 1982; Klug et al.,
1987). The relative amounts of the pufQ and pufX
gene products in the cells are not known, but there is
evidence that PufQ is a regulatory protein (Bauer
and Marrs, 1988) that is present in very low
concentration. Synthesis of different amounts of the
puf gene products is achieved by post-transcriptional
regulation of gene expression. In Rb. capsulatus
posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression
occurs at least in part on the level of mRNA
degradation.

Two puf specific mRNAs can be detected in
Rhodobacter by Northern blot analysis (Belasco et
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al., 1985; Zhu and Hearst, 1986).A 2.7 kb pufBALMX
mRNA decaying with a half-life of about 8 min
(Klug et al., 1987) and a 0.5 kb pufBA mRNA
showing a half-life of about 30 min (Klug et al.,
1987) share the same end (Fig. 2). The puf mRNA
segment comprising the untranslated region and
the pufQ gene is highly unstable. Due to its higher
stability, the 0.5 kb puf mRNA encoding LHI proteins
only, is present in a 10 fold molar excess over the 2.7
kb puf mRNA encoding LHI and RC proteins and
PufX (Belasco et al., 1985). Pulse labeling
experiments revealed that the 0.5 kb mRNA is a
processing product of the 2.7 kb mRNA (Belasco et
al., 1985). The 2.7 kb puf mRNA extends to either of
two transcriptional terminators (Belasco et al., 1985).
The end of the 0.5 kb puf mRNA is formed by a
highly stable secondary structure located in the
intercistronic region between pufA and pufL (Belasco
et al., 1985). This secondary structure is required for
the higher stability of the 0.5 kb pufBA mRNA by
protecting it against to exonucleases (Klug et
al., 1987; Chen et al., 1988). Removal of this
secondary structure results in continuous degradation
of the 2.7 kb pufBALMX mRNA (Klug et al., 1987;
Chen et al., 1988) and in altered stoichiometry of the
puf gene products in the membrane. The ratio of LHI
to RC complexes dropped from 15:1 in a wild type
control to 7:1 in the absence of the intercistronic
secondary structure (Klug et al., 1987). Although the
chemotrophic and phototrophic growth rates of Rb.
capsulatus cultures were not affected by this mutation
in the presence of the LHII complex, cultures lacking
the stable pufBA mRNA segment showed a prolonged
lag phase when shifted from chemotrophic to
phototrophic growth (Klug et al., 1987). Thus,
segmental differences in the stability of puf mRNA
segments are involved in regulating the relative
amounts of puf gene products (Fig. 2), but are not the
only molecular basis for the excess of LHI.

B. Oxygen Affects the Stability of mRNAs
Encoding Pigment Binding Proteins

When the oxygen tension in aerobically growing
cultures of Rhodobacter is reduced, the puf and puc
mRNA levels increase 15–20 fold (Clark et al.,
1984; Klug et al., 1985; Zhu and Kaplan, 1985; Zhu
and Hearst, 1986). This increase is not only due to
increased puf operon transcription (Bauer et al.,
1988; Adams et al., 1989; Hunter et al., 1991; Lee
and Kaplan, 1992; Chapter 58), but is in part the

result of altered puf mRNA stability (Klug, 1991).
The 2.7 kb pufBALMX mRNA of Rb. capsulatus
shows a half-life of about 3 min at high oxygen
tension but of about 8 min at low oxygen tension,
while the 0.5 kb pufBA mRNA decays with similar
rate (half-life of about 33 min) at high and low
oxygen tension. The decay of the 0.5 kb pucBA
mRNA (encoding proteins of the LHII complex) is
affected by oxygen to a lower extent (half-life 18 min
under high oxygen, 29 min under low oxygen tension),
whereas other mRNA species like fbc (cytochrome
fbc complex), puhA (non-pigment binding subunit
of the RC), and cycA (cytochrome decay
independently of the aeration of the cultures (Klug,
1991). Hence, differences in mRNA stability not
only influence the molar ratios of the puf gene
products, but also contribute to the oxygen regulation
of puf gene expression. The mechanisms by which
oxygen can affect mRNA decay are not understood
to date.

C. Stabilization and Destabilization of puf
mRNA Segments

As pointed out above, and shown in Fig. 2, individual
segments of the polycistronic puf mRNA exhibit
extremely different half-lives. These differences in
puf mRNA stability are involved in the oxygen
dependent regulation of puf genes (A2) and in
differential expression of LHI and RC genes (A1). In
order to understand the regulated expression of puf
genes, we therefore need to understand the molecular
basis of mRNA degradation and stabilization.

The intercistronic secondary structure located
between pufA and pufL is required for the stabilization
of the 0.5 kb pufBA mRNA segment by protecting it
against to exonucleases (Klug et al., 1987;
Chen et al., 1988). In the same way, the structures
that terminate puf transcription provide protection
against exonucleolytic attack at the end of the 2.7
kb pufBALMX mRNA (Klug and Cohen, 1988). The

end of the 2.7 kb and 0.5 kb puf mRNAs is also
highly structured (Rothfuchs and Klug, unpublished).
It was shown for the E. coli ompA mRNA that a
secondary structure at the end of this mRNA
provides protection against endonucleolytic attack
(Emory et al., 1992), and it is likely that the secondary
structures at the end of the stable puf mRNA
species serve a similar function.

Decay of the 2.7 kb pufBALMX mRNA is initiated
by endonucleolytic cleavages at multiple sites within
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the pufLM coding region (Klug and Cohen, 1990;
Chen and Belasco, 1990). One of the target sites for
endonucleolytic cleavage was identified (Fritsch et
al., 1995) and it shows remarkable similarity to E.
coli RNA sequences that are recognized by the
endoribonucleases (RNase) E (Ehretsmann et al.,
1992) or K (Lundberg et al., 1990). When Kb.
capsulatus puf mRNA is expressed in E. coli, the rate
of decay of the 2.7 kb puf mRNA indeed depends on
the activity of the RNase E enzyme, whereas the 0.5
kb puf mRNA decays with similar rates in presence
or absence of RNase E activity (Klug et al., 1992).
Remarkably, the putative recognition sequence for
an endonuclease in Rb. capsulatus is part of the
coding region for a structural protein of the reaction
center. This mRNA sequence therefore has to fulfill
two functions: i) encoding a functional RC protein,
and ii) to serve as an endonuclease recognition site.
Other puf mRNA sequences share homology with
the endonucleolytic cleavage site within the pufL
gene (Fig. 3) but their function has not been analyzed
to date. Data on puf mRNA decay collected over the
past few years resulted in a model that attributes the
segmental differences in puf mRNA stability to the
specific distribution of RNA decay promoting
elements (recognition sites for endonucleases) or
RNA decay impeding elements (secondary structures
at the or end of stable mRNA species) (Klug,
1993) (Fig. 3).

D. Segmental Differences in Stability of Other
mRNAs Encoding Photosynthesis Proteins

Differential decay of mRNA segments is most likely
not restricted to the polycistronic puf operon of
Rhodobacter. Bauer et al. (1991) detected 11 kb, 1.1
kb and 0.95 kb mRNA species that hybridized to the
puhA gene (encoding the non pigment binding protein
of the RC) (Fig. 4). The 11 kb mRNA also encodes
the upstream bchFNBHLM-F1696 operon, suggest-
ing that the 1.1 kb mRNA is derived from the 11 kb
precursor by processing. The 0.95 kb mRNA is
initiated at the puhA promoter. The biological
significance of the bchFNBHLM-F1696-puhA
mRNA processing is not known.

The puc operon encodes the pigment-binding
proteins of the LHII complex (genes pucB and pucA)
and also comprises the pucC gene (Tichy et al.,
1991), which is required for high levels of puc
expression, and the genes pucD and pucE, encoding
gene products necessary for the assembly or

stabilization of LHII complexes (Tichy et al., 1989;
Lee et al., 1989) (Fig. 4). mRNA secondary structures
are predicted for the pucA-pucC intercistronic region
(Zucconi and Beatty, 1988; Lee et al., 1989; Tichy et
al., 1989) as for the pufA-pufL intercistronic region
(Belasco et al., 1985), and it was suggested that the
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pucA-pucC intercistronic mRNA structure stabilizes
the upstream mRNA rather than functioning as a
transcriptional terminator (Tichy et al., 1991). It was
also reported that the pucDE mRNA segment is
more stable than the pucC mRNA segment in Rb.
capsulatus (Oberlé et al., 1990) suggesting a similar
role of mRNA processing in the regulation of puc
gene expression as demonstrated earlier for the puf
gene expression. No attempts have been undertaken
to study the decay of puc mRNA, and therefore the
mechanisms involved in this process remain to be
solved.

III. 23S rRNA Processing in Rhodobacter

The bacterial 50S ribosomal subunit is generally
composed of a 23S and a 5S rRNA molecule and
ribosomal proteins. Some bacterial species, however,
have ribosomes that do not contain an intact 23S
rRNA species. In vivo fragmentation of 23S rRNA
has been reported for some cyanobacteria (Doolittle,
1979), for Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Schuch and
Loening, 1975), for Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus
(Meier and Brownstein, 1976), for Salmonella
(Burgin et al., 1990) and for the closely related
bacteria Rb. sphaeroides (Marrs and Kaplan, 1970),
Rb. capsulatus (Lessie, 1965), and Paracoccus
denitrificans (MacKay, 1979). The biological
significance of 23S rRNA fragmentation is not
understood.

In Rhodobacter 23S rRNA is processed to 16S and
14S rRNA species (Marrs and Kaplan, 1970). The
rrn operons of Rb. sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus
(Dryden and Kaplan, 1990; Höpfl et al., 1988) show
strong homology. The organization of the Rb.
sphaeroides rrn operons is identical to that found in
E. coli with two tRNAs in the 16S-23S spacer region.
An initiator methionine tRNA was identified
immediately downstream of the 5S rRNA gene
(Dryden and Kaplan, 1990). Comparison of the
secondary structures of the 23S rRNA molecules
from E. coli and Rhodobacter and the size of the
cleavage products suggests that the cleavage of 23S
rRNA occurs within an rRNA region forming a
stem-loop structure that is present in Rhodobacter
but absent from E. coli (Dryden and Kaplan, 1990;
Fig. 5). The rRNA sequences forming these extra
stem-loop structures postulated for Rb. sphaeroides
or Rb. capsulatus differ significantly from each other.
Hybridization experiments showed that the nucle-
otides forming this extra stem-loop in Rb. capsulatus
are not part of the 16S nor the 14S rRNA of the wild
type rRNA suggesting their loss during processing
(Kordes et al., 1994).

In Anacystis nidulans cleavage of 23S rRNA is
induced by light indicating that it may be involved in
gene regulation (Doolittle, 1973). Some early
investigations reported differences in the ribosome
composition of facultatively photosynthetic bacteria
grown either chemotrophically or phototrophically
(Mansour and Stachow, 1975; Chow, 1976). When
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involved in processing of the primary rRNA transcript
(Kordes et al., 1994). When the synthesis of
bacteriochlorophyll of strain Fm65 was comple-
mented by the transfer of wild type bch genes, the
resulting strain formed photosynthetic complexes
indistinguishable from the wild type photosynthetic
apparatus but did not show processing of the 23S
rRNA. When oxygen tension was reduced, photo-
synthetic complexes in the Fm65-derived strain and
in wild type cells accumulated with the same kinetics
and to the same levels (Klug et al., 1995). These data
show that 23S rRNA processing is not involved in
the oxygen-regulated formation of the photosynthetic
apparatus in Rhodobacter and the biological relevance
of 23S rRNA processing in this bacterial species
remains obscure.

IV. Evidence for Translational or Post-
Translational Regulation of
Photosynthesis Gene Expression

The translation of bacterial photosynthesis genes has
not been studied to date. We do not know whether
individual puf or puc genes are translated with
different rates and whether different rates of
translation affect the rates of mRNA decay. Some
data, however, provide evidence that translation or
post-translational processes are involved in the
regulation of photosynthesis gene expression. These
regulatory processes seem to guarantee that some
components of a photosynthetic complex do not
accumulate in the absence of other components that
are necessary to form functional photosynthetic
complexes.

Many mutant strains that lack bacteriochlorophyll
also lack significant amounts of pigment-binding
proteins in their membrane, even under low oxygen
tension. This is often due to an increased turn-over of
pigment-binding proteins in the absence of bacterio-
chlorophyll (Dierstein, 1983; Klug et al., 1986). If
bacteriochlorophyll synthesis was blocked at early
steps by specific inhibitors, no RC and LHI proteins
were detectable in the membrane or the soluble
fraction even after pulse-labeling, although normal
levels of puf and puc mRNA were detected, suggesting
that an early block in bacteriochlorophyll synthesis
may prevent the synthesis of pigment-binding
proteins. Several strains with mutations in early steps
of bacteriochlorophyll synthesis showed abnormal

Rb. capsulatus cells are shifted from high oxygen
tension to low oxygen tension or from anaerobic
phototrophic growth to chemotrophic growth, an
increase of their rRNA content was observed (Klug
et al., 1984; Drews et al., 1986). A relative higher
content of unprocessed 23S rRNA was observed in
aerobic cells, when compared to cells grown under
low oxygen tension (Klug et al., 1984). Based on
these observations, it was under discussion that the
processing of 23S rRNA in Rb. capsulatus may be
involved in the oxygen regulation of the formation of
the photosynthetic apparatus.

The chemical mutant Rb. capsulatus Fm65 (Klug
et al., 1984) was isolated due to its lack of
bacteriochlorophyll, but it was reported recently that
this strain also differs from the wild type strain 37b4
by containing an intact 23S rRNA (Kordes et al.,
1994). The lack of 23S rRNA processing could be
attributed to reduced levels of an RNase that is also
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oxygen regulation of the puf and puc operon (Klug et
al., 1986; Neidle and Kaplan, 1993).

When oxygen tension is reduced, the accumulation
of photosynthetic complexes occurs with kinetics
that follow the increase of puf and puc mRNA levels
in Rb. capsulatus (Klug et al., 1985). When light
intensity was varied in phototrophic growing cultures,
no direct correlation of the amount of LHII complexes
and puc mRNA levels was observed (Zucconi and
Beatty, 1988). Cells grown under low light intensity
contained about four-fold less puc mRNA but about
four times as much LHII complexes as cells grown
under high light intensity, suggesting a regulation by
light that occurs on post-transcriptional level of gene
expression (Zucconi and Beatty, 1988).

As described above (II. A) the relative levels of the
puf mRNA species influence the stoichiometry of
LHI and RC complexes in the membrane. However,
in cells with a continuous degradation of the 2.7 kb
pufBALMX mRNA (LHI specific mRNA to RC
specific mRNA is about 1:1) there is still a 7 fold
excess of LHI complexes over RC complexes (Klug
et al., 1987) indicating that later steps in gene
expression affect the relative amounts of pigment
protein complexes. Further investigations on the
translation of puf and puc mRNA and on post-
translational processes will be necessary to identify
all steps of gene expression that are affected by
external factors or are involved in the coordinated
formation of the components of the photosynthetic
apparatus.

V. Concluding Remarks

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, multiple steps of gene
expression could be involved in the regulation of the
formation of photosynthetic complexes. Oxygen
affects the rates of transcription of photosynthesis
genes and the rate of decay of some mRNA species.
The formation of functional photosynthetic com-
plexes also depends on translation, incorporation of
the pigment binding proteins into the membrane and
the correct assembly of the individual components.
Despite some evidence that steps in gene expression
following mRNA synthesis and decay may also be
affected by oxygen and contribute to the coordination
of the expression of the individual components, the
regulatory mechanisms acting on these later steps in
gene regulation have not been investigated to date.
Our current knowledge on the mechanisms involved

in incorporation of pigment-binding proteins into
the membrane and the assembly of photosynthetic
complexes is summarized in the Chapter 12 by Drews
and Golecki.
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Summary

TPHAs, are synthesized in bacteria and form unique intracellular inclusions. These
inclusions can be found in a wide variety of anaerobic, aerobic and facultative chemotrophic and phototrophic
bacteria, including cyanobacteria. Inclusions do not occur in the enteric bacteria of any known animal species.
PHAs represent a family of aliphatic polyesters which are isotactic, biodegradable and biocompatible,
thermoplastic elastomers. The organisms will utilize a wide variety of both hydrocarbons and fatty acid
substrates of varying pendant chain lengths of three to twelve carbons to synthesize random copolymers of
mixed-length, pendant carbon side chains. They will utilize functionalized substrates (phenyl, cyano, bromo,
unsaturated and others) to synthesize chemically and biologically functional polyesters. Using the process of
cometabolism, they will incorporate unnatural and even toxic substrates into polymer when co-fed a related
natural substrate. Using the wide diversity of bacteria in nature, literally dozens of new and unusual biosynthetic
PHAs have been produced. All PHA polyesters occur in bacterial cells as unique fluid inclusions surrounded by
a single-layered, protein phospholipid coat. This coat is a monolayer and not a unit membrane. Both the
metabolic pathways and the molecular genetics of the enzymes concerned with PHA synthesis, polymerization
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and depolymerization (biodegradation) have been worked out in several microbial systems, including the
phototrophic bacterium Rhodospirillum rubrum, an organism in which some of the first research on PHAs was
done.

In order to cope with the overwhelming onslaught on the environment of plastic waste disposal into the next
century, we must turn to biodegradable plastics. In order to compete with and supplant the petroleum-based
polyester industry’s production of non-biodegradable products, we must turn to large scale production from
inexpensive resources. Using the results of the microbial studies on the synthesis, regulation, material science
and molecular genetics of polyesters, we shall turn again to photosynthesis. Using genetic engineering
technology from microorganisms, genes will be transferred into plant species such as sugar beet, potato and
rape seed. New, unusual, practical and inexpensive polyesters can be made from and the sun, completing
three and a half billion years of the evolution of the production of biosynthetic and biodegradable thermoplastics.

I. Introduction

All organisms contain products of the polymerization
of simple water-soluble or lipid-soluble monomeric
molecules which, in one form or another, appear as
repeating units in polynucleotides, polysaccharides,
polypeptides, polyisoprenoids and a second class of
hydrophobic biopolymers, the

PHAs (Findlay and White, 1983, 1984).
Most of these biopolymers have a relatively high
molecular weight in the range of 100,000 to
1,500,000. PHAs exist in prokaryotic cells as
inclusion bodies representing a family of aliphatic
polyesters with the chemical structure shown below:

Polyesters from microbial inclusions show a wide
variety of repeating units, have high molecular
weights and, like all biological polymers, are isotactic.
These properties cannot be reproduced from
petroleum-based synthetic products. Because of the
wide variety of repeating units and crystalline
properties, these polyesters, unlike any other
biopolymers, have the properties of thermoplastics
and elastomers and, of course, are inherently (i.e. at
least within the cell) biodegradable. Fig. 1A shows a
thin section of cells of Rhodospirillum rubrum
(x 200,000) and Fig. 1B and 1C show an optical
image of Nile blue stained cells of Bacillus cereus.

Abbreviations: A. – Alcaligenes; B. – Bacillus; P. – Pseudomonas;

Rb. – Rhodobacter; Rs. – Rhodospirillum

II. PHAs as Prokaryotic Inclusions

PHAs, originally thought to be primarily
PHB, were first observed and

characterized by Lemoigne at the Institute Pasteur in
1925 from Bacillus megaterium (Lemoigne, 1925).
His characterization of the polymer and its potential
functions was truly innovative and, from a chemical
and biological point of view, way ahead of his time
(Lemoigne, 1926). Chemically, polyester compounds
had not yet been characterized in biological systems
and the concept of these polymeric materials as
energy storage products in cells had not been
suggested.

Since that time, PHAs, as carbon and energy
storage inclusions, have been described in a wide
variety of prokaryotes. The most recent inventory
has been compiled in a thorough review by
Steinbüchel (1991), listing over 200 bacterial species
known to contain PHA inclusions. Interestingly, in
spite of the wide variety of microbial families of
prokaryotes that contain PHA as storage inclusions,
none of the Enterobacteriaceae or their relatives
appear to contain them. However, PHB does occur in
another polymeric form in the Enterobacteriaceae, in
other bacterial families, and in many eukaryotic
plant and animal cells (Reusch et al.; 1983, 1986,
1987, 1988, 1989). The role of this polymer,
containing phosphorus and calcium and located in
the cytoplasmic membrane, is not clear but may
involve genetic competence. It is not a storage product
in any event, and will not be discussed in this review.
However, it should be noted for its ubiquitous
occurrence and another important role that PHAs
may play in nature.

R. Clinton Fuller
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III. Occurrence of PHAs in Anoxygenic
Phototrophic Bacteria

PHAs were first described in the phototrophic
bacterium, Rs. rubrum in a series of papers by
Doudoroff and Stanier (1959) and Merrick and
Doudoroff (1961). Since that time, PHAs have been
shown to be present in at least 14 facultative nonsulfur
purple bacteria and 14 purple sulfur bacteria (see
Tables 1 and 2).

A. Purple Bacteria

Tables 1 and 2 show the published and some
unpublished references of the occurrence of PHAs in
a variety of facultative nonsulfur purple bacteria and
the obligately anaerobic purple sulfur bacteria. These
data are reported by Liebergesell et al. (1991) and
have been slightly modified and updated for this
chapter. This list shows the wide distribution of
PHAs in purple bacteria. However, it should be noted
that of the organisms listed, 22 show a polymer
content that is less than 5% of the cell mass. In
addition, those with 5% polymer or less contain
100% of that polymer as PHB. This observation
could mean that under the growth conditions used
(acetate and succinate), the polymer measured could
well be present only in the cytoplasmic membrane
structures as described by Reusch in which only
PHB, not a variety of PHAs, is observed.

In the case of two organisms, Rs. rubrum and
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, large amounts of storage
PHAs can be synthesized under controlled growth
conditions on specific substrates. Brandl et al. (1991)
have shown that Rb. sphaeroides when grown on
acetate alone or acetate in combination with malate,
pyruvate, glucose, crotonate, or propionate, can
produce from 50–65% of its cell mass as PHA. In all
cases, 98% of the polymer was PHB and the remainder
consisted of a small amount of 3-hydroxyvalerate.

Table 2 (Liebergesell et al., 1991) summarizes the
presence of PHAs in purple sulfur bacteria. In these
organisms, the polymers consist of 100% butyrate
repeating units when the cells are grown on acetate
alone. Again, many contain less than 5% polymer
and this may not be stored in inclusions as described
above.

B. Green and Heliobacteria

At this point little is known about the presence of

storage PHAs in the green sulfur and nonsulfur
bacteria. Several authors have reported PHA in
Chloroflexus aurantiacus (Pierson and Castenholz,
1974; Sirevåg and Castenholz, 1979; Krasil’nikova
et al., 1986). At the present time, it has not been
demonstrated that the Chlorobiaceae accumulate
PHA inclusions. Cells of Heliobacillus mobilis grown
on acetate contained no detectable PHA as measured
by gas chromatography (Madigan and Fuller,
unpublished).

IV. Biosynthesis of PHAs in Rhodospirillum
rubrum

The biosynthetic pathways of PHA synthesis in the
various phototrophic bacteria are relatively unex-
plored. However, Moskowitz and Merrick (1969)
undertook the study of the enzymes involved in the
synthetic pathway of PHB synthesis in Rs. rubrum
(Merrick and Yu, 1966 and Merrick et al., 1965).
From this and comparative research on Alcaligenes
eutrophus and Pseudomonas oleovorans, the overall
biosynthetic pathway in Rs. rubrum can be
represented as shown in Fig. 2.

The above pathway is the only well established
synthetic route in any of the phototrophic bacteria. It
is clear that in order to make PHAs other than PHB
there must be a great deal of flexibility in at least two
steps in the synthesis of PHA. The first is in the
ability of the ketothiolase to form and condense the
CoA derivatives of substrates from C-2 to C-7
monomers. The second, of course, is the polymerase
reaction which, in the case of Rs. rubrum, can make
a random co-polymer containing repeating units of
4, 5, or 6-chain monomers from both hexanoate and
heptanoate (Brandl et al., 1989).

V. Regulation of PHA Metabolism

The enzymology of the biosynthetic polymerization
and depolymerization reactions and the control
mechanisms invoked in PHA synthesis have been
thoroughly researched, primarily in the laboratories
of Schlegel and Dawes using the system as it exists in
A. eutrophus. This work has recently been reviewed
and updated in an excellent review by Anderson and
Dawes (1990) and will not be rereviewed here, but
the same or similar control mechanisms are almost
certainly applicable to the phototrophic bacteria in

R. Clinton Fuller
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general, and to Rs. rubrum specifically (see Fig. 3).
The same enzymes and cofactors seem to function in
most organisms studied (Steinbüchel, 1991).

The Rs. rubrum (Merrick and Yu, 1966; and
Moskowitz and Merrick, 1969), as well as A.
eutrophus (Anderson and Dawes, 1990) and P.
oleovorans (Huisman et al., 1991) PHA biosynthetic
pathways include an NADH-dependent reductase
that forms L(+)-3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA which is
converted to the D(-)-3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA by two
enoyl-CoA hydrolases. Parts of the pathway have
been expressed in Escherichia coli (Fidler and Dennis,
1992). Balanced cell growth is dependent on NADH
and the presence of acetyl-CoA. During balanced
growth, cell synthesis and energy production is in
competition with the PHA synthetic pathway for
both NADH and acetyl-CoA. In addition, the
accumulation of represses enzymes of the
Krebs Cycle and would favor the PHA synthetic
pathway. Thus, there is probably an
redox control system involved in the regulation of
PHA synthesis during balanced or unbalanced growth
conditions in these organisms.

PHAs are produced and degraded continuously in
most microorganisms at low levels during cell growth.
However, during periods of metabolic stress (e.g.,

low in an aerobe, or a shortage of nitrogen or
sulfur in the environment, thus restricting protein
synthesis) the cells convert any excess carbon present
to PHA. This shift from the energy and growth-
promoting Krebs Cycle to PHA synthesis is tightly
regulated as shown in Fig. 4.

As diagrammed above, under conditions of
balanced cell growth and ATP production (energy
excess), NADH levels inhibit both the depoly-
merization of PHAs and the Krebs Cycle. The
resulting reduced level of free CoA means that the
acetyl-CoA thiokinase reaction can catalyze the
condensation of acetyl-CoA to acetoacetyl CoA and
free CoA and then polymer synthesis proceeds. When
the control is reversed, depolymerization of polymers
occurs.

VI. Polymer Production and Material
Properties

At the time of the initial discovery and early
characterization of PHAs in bacteria it appeared that
the polymer consisted exclusively of four carbon

repeating uni ts (PHB). It was first
demonstrated by Findlay and White (1983) that B.
megaterium had the abili ty to form random
copolymers. In addition, both P. oleovorans and A.
eutrophus (Brandl et al., 1988) form a wide variety
of such copolymers (Anderson and Dawes, 1990).
Bacteria can produce polyesters with pendant side
chains of 8 carbons or higher. The physical and
material properties of these copolymers such as
stiffness, strength, melting point and brittleness, as
well as degradability by extracellular lipases, vary
widely depending on the monomer composition and
the resulting degree of crystallinity. Whereas P.
oleovorans will only make PHAs when grown on
substrates containing six or more carbon atoms in
the chain, both A. eutrophus and Rs. rubrum make
shorter chain PHA copolymers. A. eutrophus makes
a copolymer of PHB-PHV which is currently being
commercially produced as ‘Biopol.’ Rs. rubrum,
which can synthesize PHAs from substrates ranging
from acetate to heptanoate, can make a number of
copolymers including an interesting terpolymer
consisting of  and  repeating units (Brandl et
al., 1989). This variability and/or flexibility of the
polymerase enzyme(s) to polymerize a wide variety
of substrates yielding PHAs with differing material
properties may prove very useful for the production
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of thermoplastic polyesters of both commercial and
medical value.

In addition to the polymerization of a wide variety
of alkanoic acids, it has been shown that both P.
oleovorans and Rs. rubrum are capable of producing
unusual PHAs in which the substituent at the

is a structure other than an n-alkyl group
(Lenz et al., 1992) and that contains functional or
reactive groups. Since the pendant side chains are
relatively inactive hydrocarbons, the addition of
functional groups allows the production of polymers
that can be further chemically modified. Rs. rubrum
has been shown to be capable of polymerizing
unsaturated compounds, thus positioning a reactive
double bond in the resulting PHA. P. oleovorans
shows a high degree of flexibility in incorporating
functional groups into polymer. Methyl, cyano and
phenyl groups, as well as substrates with varying
degrees of unsaturation, can all be incorporated into
the PHAs produced by this organism.

It has also been shown that when the compounds
5-methyloctanoic acid, 6-bromohexanoic acid and
11 -cyanoundecanoic acid (none of which can be
formed in polymers by themselves) are present in
growing cultures with either octanoic or nonanoic
acid as cometabolites, the previously unusable
monomer is incorporated into polymer. This
phenomenon of cometabolism (Leadbetter and Foster,
1960) was first described for the methanotrophic
bacteria and no clear-cut mechanism for the process
has been described. However, since cofeeding with a
natural substrate can allow the incorporation of
functional and even toxic groups into PHAs, this
offers further flexibility in bacterial polyester
synthesis. It is clear that at least Rs. rubrum and P.
oleovorans have the ability to produce a wide variety
of functional and unusual polyesters and, of course,
contain the enzyme(s) for degradation of these
polymers.

VII. Structure and Function of PHA Inclusions

A. State of PHA in Inclusion Bodies

Since the time of the initial identification of
hydroxybutyrate in B. megaterium (Lemoigne, 1925),
considerable interest has been focused on the physical
and chemical state of the PHA inclusions and
associated macromolecules in a wide variety of
prokaryotes. That PHAs could occur in an amorphous

as well as a crystalline state was also first proposed in
the initial research of Lemoigne, who suggested that
during isolation of the inclusions, a lipid material
was lost. Lundgren et al. (1965) also suggested that
PHAs could occur in the crystallized state. However,
recent work of Bernard and Sanders (1988, 1989)
using spectroscopy has indicated that PHAs
are in a predominantly mobile state in the living cell
and that this amorphous condition has water
associated as an integral component of the inclusion.
Bernard and Sanders stated that the ‘enzyme(s)
responsible for PHB biosynthesis and consumption
operate only on mobile hydrated material, and that
solid granules characteristic of dried cells are partially
artifactual.’The studies of Alper et al. (1963), Merrick
and Doudoroff (1964) and Lundgren et al. (1965)
demonstrated the presence of proteins and enzyme
activity associated with isolated inclusions. Ellar et
al. (1968) has also described a role for proteins in, or
at the surface of, the PHA inclusion. It is clear that
PHA in the native state is not a solid nor a mobile
liquid, nor is it in solution; rather it is present in cells
as an amorphous elastomer (Horowitz et al., 1993).
Whether complete enzymatic biodegradation can
occur only in a hydrated state still is not clear and
indeed a point of controversy that needs considerable
clarification. How the amorphous state is maintained
in native granules is not clear, nor are the association
and distribution of enzymatic proteins on or within
the granule fully understood or clearly defined.

B. Other Inclusion Components

Boatman (1964) described a limiting ‘membrane’
surrounding the inclusions in Rs. rubrum when
observed in an electron microscopic thin section. Its
composition was not determined. However, Griebel
et al. (1968) and Griebel and Merrick (1971) purified
PHB inclusions in density gradient systems and
determined that PHB constituted 97–98% of the dry
weight, the remainder being made up of protein
(~2%) (Merrick et al., 1965) and lipid (~0.5%). It
was assumed that these constituents were components
of the outer shell of the inclusion.

1. Lipids

Although the evidence for the presence of lipids and/
or phospholipids associated with the PHA was
reported in 1968 (Griebel et al., 1968), further analyses
were fragmentary. Kanaguchi and Doi (1990) have
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used X-ray diffraction studies to evaluate the state of
PHAs in whole cells and isolated inclusions from
A. eutrophus and, like others, concluded that in both
whole cells (wet) and in native isolated granules the
polymer was still in a non-crystalline state. Treatment
with hypochlorite, acetone or a lipase enzyme caused
crystallization, leading to the conclusion that the
removal of a lipid or lipids from the inclusion caused
this change of state. Thin layer chromatographic
analysis of acetone extracts of inclusions demon-
strated the presence of at least two lipid components.
Recently, de Koning and Lemstra (1992) have clearly
shown phospholipid as a constitutive of PHA
inclusions and have suggested their role in nucleation
polymerization of PHAs during inclusion formation.
These observations have been recently confirmed in
our laboratory (E. S. Stuart, A. Tehrani and R. C.
Fuller, unpublished).

2. Proteins

That enzymatic activity and proteins were associated
with PHA inclusions was first demonstrated by
Merrick and Doudoroff (1961, 1964). Both PHA
synthetase and depolymerase activities were detected
in cell-free systems prepared from Rs. rubrum.
However, the clear separation and definitive cellular
partition of the enzymes concerned in these
preparations with the synthesis of the CoA substrate
monomers and the actual polymerase reaction itself
was not clearly established.

Using primarily a molecular genetic approach,
Peoples and Sinskey (1989a and 1989b), Messner
and Sleytr (1992) and Huisman et al. (1991) have
established the enzymatic pathway of synthesis of
PHAs in a number of chemotrophic organisms. They
demonstrated that the polymerase enzyme (one or
two depending on the organisms) and the depoly-
merase occurs along with a promoter as a single
genetic operon. In all probability the polymerase-
depolymerase system is associated with the PHA
inclusions and the ketothiolase and NADH oxidation-
reduction and hydratase enzymes are associated with
the cytoplasmic membrane cell components.

Recent work using P. oleovorans grown on octanoic
acid as a substrate has established protein association
with the PHA inclusion. In this system, the PHA
formed is a random co-polymer of and
repeating units. When isolated, the inclusions
maintained their amorphous hydrated state as a fluid
elastomer. Both whole cells and highly purified

granules were examined in this native state using
Nomarski computer-enhanced imaging light micros-
copy. This technique involves differential interference
contrast using polarized light. Fig. 5a shows an
image of unstained, unfixed living cells which show
the internal PHA granules. Fig. 5b is an image of
highly purified native granules from these cells (E. S.
Stuart, R. W. Lenz and R. C. Fuller, unpublished).

The size of a typical PHA granule is around 0.5
There is no sign in this, or many other such

preparations, of significant contaminating membrane
fragments. This is confirmed by sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) peptide analysis after granule purification.
This, of course, is an important consideration when
assaying for inherent enzymatic activity of the
proteins associated with granule preparations.

In addition to Nomarski computer-enhanced
imaging and negative staining, freeze-fracture
electron microscope examination of the surface
structure of the granule was carried out. Again, the
granules were maintained in their native state until
they were rapidly frozen, fractured and either etched
or stained with uranyl acetate. Examination of uranyl
acetate-stained granules demonstrated a highly
organized paracrystalline network located on the
surface of the granule (not shown). Because of its
staining properties, this network was clearly
proteinaceous. A freeze etch of these same granule
preparations is shown in Fig. 6 and dramatically
emphasizes this surface network.

The image in Fig. 6 displays a network pattern
with repeating units measuring 135 Å in width which
can be seen on the surface of the highly purified
granules. The pattern resembles the regularly arranged
outer membrane proteins (rOmp) of P. acidovorans.
This kind of structure has never been observed in
association with internal structures of prokaryotes.
Purified inclusions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE
and a characteristic pattern is shown in Fig. 7 lane 1.
Fig. 7, lane 2 shows the granule fraction before final
purification.

After granule purification, SDS-PAGE revealed
four major polypeptides with molecular masses of
59 kDa, 55 kDa, 43 kDa, and 18 kDa (Fig. 7, lane 1).
A minor protein band at 32 kDa was also consistently
observed. Huisman et al. (1991) have used a
recombinant strain of Pseudomonas to express the
genes responsible for the two polymerases and found
protein bands at 58 kDa and 56 kDa in the recombinant
cells. In addition, the DNA sequence of esterase
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suggests that the 32-kDa polypeptide could be the
depolymerase system. These DNA sequence and
derived molecular weights agree well with the above
observations of native structural proteins on the
purified granules of P. oleovorans (E. S. Stuart, R. W.
Lenz and R. C. Fuller, unpublished).

These proteins could be removed from the granule
using the NaOH extraction procedure developed by
Merrick (1978). Thus it seems that in P. oleovorans
the two polymerases from this organism, as well as
the intracellular depolymerase, are associated with
the PHA inclusion as in Rs. rubrum as was first
suggested by Merrick.

However, the most abundant polypeptides on the
inclusion are the 43-kDa and the 18-kDa bands.
These molecular weights do not correspond to any of
the biosynthetic or polymerase-depolymerase systems
of either P. oleovorans or A. eutrophus (Peoples and
Sinskey, 1989a and b and Huisman et al., 1991).

Since the protein surface of the inclusion shows a
paracrystalline array much in the form of the S
protein on the outer surface layer of most bacteria
(Messner and Sleytr, 1992), it has been suggested
that the 43-kDa polypeptide might play a similar
structural as well as a developmental role for the
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PHA inclusion in P. oleovorans. However, the exact
role of the 43-kDa and 18-kDa polypeptides remains
to be determined. Liebergesell et al. (1992) have
shown by gel electrophoresis that proteins isolated
from PHA inclusions of Chromatium are also distinct
from the polymerase systems from various chemo-
trophic organisms. An update of information on
polymer inclusion proteins is pesented in Stuart et al.
(1995).
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Summary

The increasing sophistication of mutagenesis and screening technologies has led to the isolation of many
biophysically important mutants of the photosynthetic reaction center and light harvesting antennae. Site-
directed mutagenesis and structural motif rearrangements of these proteins have accelerated our understanding
of the fundamental mechanisms of the light reactions of photosynthesis. Knowledge of structural requirements
for pigment binding proteins has also been acquired through mutants. Combinatorial cassette mutagenesis
promises to produce additional biophysically interesting mutants. Since protein structure and function can not
yet be accurately predicted from protein sequence, this method has the ability to generate phenotypes that would
not be found through point mutations or global rearrangements. Libraries generated through combinatorial
cassette mutagenesis can be rapidly screened by digital imaging Spectroscopy, and mutants with interesting
absorption spectra identified for further characterization. Currently, combinatorial cassette mutagenesis
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experiments have focused on the reaction center and light harvesting II antennae. Specific amino acid residues
in the reaction center were randomly substituted, and the library subjected to a photosynthetic selection prior
to screening. Using such methodology, mutants can be isolated which occur with a frequency of approximately
one-in-a-million. In the light harvesting system, strategies for more efficiently searching sequence space are
being explored. Methods have been implemented which limit the amino acids coded for at each mutated
position. These methods enhance for the desired phenotype over random mutagenesis. Goals for mutants
generated via combinatorial methods include searching for reaction centers that perform wrong way electron
transfer, and redesigning light harvesting antennae to perform charge separation.

I. Introduction

Light reactions of photosynthesis are mediated by
membrane-bound pigment-protein complexes. Light
is absorbed by the bacteriochlorophylls and
carotenoids of light harvesting proteins which direct
the energy to the photosynthetic reaction center (RC)
where charge separation takes place. Extensive
structural, spectroscopic, and genetic techniques exist
for characterizing and manipulating the photo-
synthetic proteins of the purple nonsulfur bacteria,
Rhodospirillaceae. The photosynthetic reaction center
contains a bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) dimer, two
BChl monomers, two bacteriopheophytin (Bphe)
monomers, two quinones, and a ferrous non-heme
iron atom attached to two quasi-symmetrically
arranged protein subunits (L and M). The structure
of the Rhodopseudomonas viridis RC has been
determined through X-ray crystallography (Deisen-
hofer et al., 1985). Light harvesting I (LHI), the core
antennae complex, is modeled to contain two
transmembrane alpha helical polypeptides ( and )
which bind a BChl dimer. The peripheral antenna
complex, light harvesting II (LHII) is also modeled
to include two transmembrane alpha helical
polypeptides ( and ) which bind a BChl dimer and
a BChl monomer (Zuber, 1986). The bound pigments
can be exploited as reporter groups; near infrared
(NIR) and visible spectral information can be used to
assay for protein assembly, structure, and function.

Molecular biological systems have been developed
for the manipulation of both RC and LH proteins.

Abbreviations: BChl – Bacteriochlorophyll; Bphe – Bacterio-
pheophytin; CCD – charge coupled device; CCM – combinatorial
cassette mutagenesis; DIS – digital imaging spectroscopy; EEM
– exponential ensemble mutagenesis; LH I – light harvesting I;
LH II – light harvesting II; NIR – near infrared; NIR – near
infrared; PG – group probability; Rb. – Rhodobacter; RC –
reaction center; REM – recursive ensemble mutagenesis; Rp. –
Rhodopseudomonas ; SDM – site-directed mutagenesis; SSD –
sum-of-the-squares-of-the-differences; TSM – target set
mutagenesis; WT – wild type

Screening technologies and mutagenesis techniques
have undergone a dramatic increase in sophistication
with the development of digital imaging spectroscopy
and combinatorial cassette mutagenesis (Youvan,
1994; Youvan et al., 1994). Historically many
biophysically important mutants have been isolated
through advances in screening and mutagenesis, and
the newest techniques promise to yield more
interesting and informative phenotypes.

II. The Role of Mutagenesis in
Photosynthesis Research

A. Spontaneous Mutations

Spontaneous mutants were used to isolate and/or
confirm the identity of the genes for the photosynthetic
apparatus. An R-factor with enhanced chromosomal
mobilizing ability in Rhodobacter capsulatus was
isolated and used to generate R-prime derivatives
that carry a photosynthetic gene cluster (Marrs, 1981).
R-prime plasmids carrying parts of the chromosome
specifying the photosynthetic apparatus were
confirmed by their ability to restore photosynthetic
growth when mated to photosynthetically defective
mutants. Mutants incapable of photosynthetic growth
were isolated by subjecting them to a tetracycline
suicide procedure. Mutants isolated from the
tetracycline suicide were screened for enhanced
fluorescence in the NIR; enhanced fluorescence
mutants are typically defective in LHI or RC but
have functional LHII (Youvan et al., 1983). An R-
prime plasmid, pRPS404, complemented all the
enhanced fluorescent mutants. The location of the
genes for LHI and the RC were narrowed down
further by complementation by pBR322 derivatives
with smaller fragments of Rb. capsulatus DNA.

The LHII structural genes are not within the
photosynthetic gene cluster, and were isolated using
synthetic probes based on the amino-terminal
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sequences of and LHII which were used in
Southern hybridizations (Youvan and Ismail, 1985).
A 6 kb Eco RI fragment that hybridized to the probes
was subcloned into pBR322 (to form pRPSLH2).
This construction was able to complement the strain
MW422, which has a chromosomal mutation that
inactivates LHII.

B. Site-Directed Mutagenesis

Introducing specific alterations in the protein
sequence has allowed biophysicists to study some of
the fundamental mechanisms of the light reactions
of photosynthesis. In the mid 1980s, a series of
genomic deletion backgrounds and plasmids (Youvan
et al., 1985; Bylina et al., 1986) facilitated the use of
site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) to modify the
photosynthetic proteins of Rb. capsulatus. Sequence
modifications have been made in the vicinity of all
the prosthetic groups in the RC, and at a variety of
non-symmetric amino acid residues in the RC (see
Coleman and Youvan, 1990 and references therein).
Many of these mutations lead to changes in spectral
properties or differences in the rate of electron
transfer. Both LHI and LHII antennae have been
altered by SDM in attempts to correlate amino acid
sequence with protein structure and function. A few
examples of the SDM experiments that have been
performed on both RCs and LH antennae are
summarized below.

The heterodimer mutants are examples of SDM
experiments which resulted in significant advances
in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms
of photosynthesis. Replacement of either His ligand
to the BChls in the special pair with
an aliphatic amino acid residue (Leu) leads to a
BChl/Bphe heterodimer (Bylina and Youvan, 1988,
1990). The M-side heterodimer mutant has been
extensively characterized and resulted in a greater
understanding of the very early steps involved in
charge separation. The overall quantum yield is 50%
(as opposed to 100% for wild type (WT)); the decrease
in quantum yield is attributed to unproductive decay
of the excited dimer to the ground state (Bylina et al.,
1989). Picosecond transient absorption spectroscopy
(Kirmaier et al., 1988,1989), low temperature ground
state and linear dichroism absorption spectra (Breton
et al., 1989), electron paramagnetic resonance (Bylina
et al., 1990), and Stark spectroscopy (DiMango et
al., 1990) suggest the existence of an intradimer
charge transfer state that mixes with the excited

singlet state. A charge transfer state has been
postulated to exist in WT, but at a higher energy,
making it harder to observe. The observation of the
charge transfer state in the heterodimer mutant
suggests that these states probably facilitate efficient
charge separation in the RC.

In a similar type of pigment switching experiment,
the Bphe acceptor was replaced with a BChl by
substituting a Leu with a His which can act as a metal
coordinating ligand for the Mg in BChl (Kirmaier et
al., 1991). The resulting RCs from this His
mutant, undergoes charge separation from the special
pair through the BChl intermediate acceptor to the
quinone, but with a reduced quantum yield of 60%.
The electron transfer from the acceptor to the quinone
is responsible for the decrease in quantum yield, as
charge recombination is much faster in the mutant
and competes with electron transfer to the quinone.
The heterodimer and His mutants suggests
that the WT RC achieves high quantum yield by
avoiding situations where there is significant
electronic coupling to the ground state, by limiting
participation of states where charge is separated
between strongly interacting chromophores (Kirmaier
et al., 1991).

A strategy to determine which residues are
responsible for the unidirectionality of electron
transfer has been to symmetrize the RC by changing
amino acid residues that differ between L and M. The
first example of this type of experiment focused on

since this protonated amino acid is thought
to hydrogen bond to the ring V C-9 keto group of the
primary acceptor, which would be expected to lower
the energy of the anion, thus facilitating unidirec-
tionality. There is no analogous residue on the M
side. The Leu mutant resulted in only minor
changes in the kinetics of electron transfer. The
initial electron transfer step is less than two fold
slower in the mutant and the second step is only
marginally slower. However was found to be
responsible for the spectroscopic red shift of the
active branch Bphe relative to the inactive branch
Bphe (Bylina et al., 1988b).

To study BChl-peptide interactions in LH antennae,
mutations were made in the putative BChl binding
sequence, Ala-X-X-X-His (Theiler and Zuber, 1984;
Theiler et al., 1984), of the a subunit in LHI from Rb.
capsulatus. No LHI assembly, as judged by absorption
spectroscopy, was detected when the His is changed
to any other amino acid residue, suggesting that in
LH, no other residue can function in place of His as
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a ligand to the Mg of the BChl. Mutagenesis of the
Ala residue showed protein assembly occurred only
when it is changed to an amino acid with a small
molar volume (Gly, Ser, Cys) indicating that there
are molar volume constraints for BChl binding at
this position (Bylina et al., 1988).

In an investigation of residues at the N-terminus of
the and subunits of LHI, charged amino acids
were exchanged with those of opposite charge. It was
believed that the positively charged subunit N-
terminal segment helped to direct the protein into the
membrane and influenced its orientation, while the
negative charges on the subunit N-terminal were
thought to help stabilize the complex by interacting
with the subunit. When four positively charged
amino acid residues in the subunit were exchanged
with negatively charged amino acids no formation of
the LH complex was observed. However, when four
negative amino acids in the subunit were changed
to positive amino acids, LHI assembly was impaired
but not completely blocked (Stiehle et al., 1990).
This experiment shows that charged amino acids in
and influence LHI formation in different ways,
with being much more tolerant of the mutations
than the subunit.

Extensive point mutations in LHI at amino acid
positions which are highly conserved across species
were performed to obtain information about their
structural and functional role. Eighteen mutants with
single amino acid substitutions were constructed. All
the substitutions resulted in structural effects judged
from characterization based on quantification of core
complexes and the LHI spectral characteristics (Babst
et al., 1991). For example, exchanges at (
Leu, Ala, Tyr) resulted in the absence of core complex,
the absence of core antennae and a reduction in the
carotenoid content of the complex respectively. While
substitutions at ( Ala, Leu, Tyr) resulted
in 8-11 nm blue shifts of the absorption peak.

SDM on charged and aromatic residues of LHII
from Rhodobacter sphaeroides resulted in blue-shifts
of the dimer band. A correlation was found between
two Tyr residues in the subunit of LHII and the
dimer absorption band. By constructing the single

Phe) and double ( Phe and
Leu) mutant, the band shifted 11 and 24 nm
respectively (Fowler et al., 1992). This effect is
interpreted as being due to interactions of the
BChls with the aromatic amino acids. Changing
: G ln resulted in an 18 nm blue shift of the
dimer band (Fowler et al., 1993). This amino acid is

near the putative BChl monomer binding site and is
conserved in a number of LHII complexes. The
monomer band was not affected in this mutant, and
the interpretation given to the spectral shift of the
dimer peak is that the relative orientation of the
polypeptide backbone in the membrane might have
been altered.

C. Structural Motif Rearrangements

Large scale rearrangement of RC sequences has
been necessary to engineer phenotypes that could
not be found by spontaneous or site-directed
mutagenesis. Global changes have been made in
both the RC and LH antennae.

Structurally important segments of the RC have
been duplicated and exchanged between the L and M
subunits. The D helices are good candidates for this
type of manipulation as they have interactions with
all the prosthetic groups. Mutants were constructed
with two M subunit D helices two L subunit D
helices and with the helices exchanged
in the hope of identifying the asymmetric region
responsible for the unidirectionality of electron
transfer. The mutant resulted in a photo-
synthetically functional, but severely impaired RC.
The mutant is photosynthetically inactive, and
was found to be missing the primary electron acceptor.
The RC has a total side chain molar volume
greater than WT, which probably interferes with the
Bphe binding pocket. Photosynthetically competent
revertants of both D helix duplications have been
isolated. All the revertants decrease the molar
volume near the Bphe binding site, and all bind the
Bphe. The positions at which reversions or secondary
site compensatory mutations take place under
photosynthetic selection point to what may be critical
amino acid asymmetries (Robles et al., 1990a, 1990b).
The extended lifetime of the excited dimer in the
mutant allowed the observation of oscillations in the
decay of this state which suggests that vibrational
coherence may modulate electron transfer (Vos et
al., 1991).

A second series of helix exchange and duplication
experiments involved the amphipathic cd helixes
which provide the axial ligands to the accessory
BChls and form part of the special pair binding
pocket. None of the constructions resulted in
photosynthetically competent mutants; however,
functional revertants were obtained from both helix
duplications. Compensatory mutations were found
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in both the mutagenized and nonmutagenized
subunits, and several pairs of symmetrical suppressors
(compensatory mutations that occur at homologous
positions in either subunit) were isolated (Robles et
al., 1992). A speculative possibility is that the
symmetrization of the RC caused the two chromo-
phore branches to have the same potential for electron
transfer, and that either branch could be activated by
a secondary mutation. Further experiments will be
needed to search for aberrant electron transfer in
these mutants.

Structural motif mutagenesis has been used to
investigate pigment binding and the criteria for proper
helix formation in LHI antennae. Five amino acid
residues in the subunit of LHI (flanking the His
thought to be the ligand to a BChl of the dimer) were
changed to Leu. This resulted in a stretch of fourteen
residues all of which are Leu except the Ala and the
His in the Ala-X-X-X-His BChl binding motif. This
‘poly Leu’ mutant rapidly mutates to loose either
carotenoid or LH expression (Arkin and Youvan,
1993). The subunit of LHI seems to have only a
limited tolerance to change in the vicinity of the
BChl binding site.

III. Massively Parallel Screening of Mutants

A. Searching Protein Sequence Space

Combinatorial mutagenesis has a greater potential to
generate novel phenotypes that can not be found
using either SDM or structural motif mutagenesis,
because of the inability to accurately predict the
structure and function of proteins from their primary
amino acid sequence. Combinatorial cassette
mutagenesis (CCM) (Oliphant et al., 1986; Reidhar-
Olson et al., 1991) allows the exploration of a large
number of mutations in a protein. Multiple amino
acid residues are simultaneously mutagenized in a
random fashion resulting in a library of proteins,
some of which may exhibit desired phenotypes. The
complexity of these libraries grows exponentially
with the number of sites mutagenized.

It is advantageous to reduce the total number of
proteins in a combinatorial mutagenesis library to
increase the efficiency of searching ‘sequence space’
for mutants with the desired phenotypes. Instead of
using the codon NNN (i.e., N = 25% each A,T,G,C)
at each mutagenized position, the nucleotide
composition can be restricted. A simple example is

NN(G/C), which is an alternate way to randomize a
sequence position using all 20 amino acids but only
half as many codons. In more sophisticated doping
schemes, criteria such as physicochemical para-
meters, expert rules, structural, and phylogenetic
data can be used to construct ‘target sets’ of amino
acids to be used at each mutagenized sequence
position (Arkin and Youvan, 1992b). One of several
algorithms can be used to convert these target sets
into nucleotide mixtures amenable to DNA synthesis
(Youvan et al., 1992).

Two equations for adjusting nucleotide dopes have
been used experimentally: 1) Group Probability

where is the probability of the amino acid in
a target set occurring based on a specific doping
scheme; 2) Sum-of-the-Squares-of-the-Differences
(SSD):

where is the fractional representation of the ith
amino acid in the target set. The best dope is found by
either maximizing or minimizing SSD. The
function forces every amino acid in the target set,
regardless of the frequency at which they occur, to be
encoded by the cassette. In contrast, the SSD
algorithm takes into consideration how many times
each amino acid is found in the target set and may
drop infrequently used amino acids from the dope.
Computer simulations show SSD generates a higher
throughput of positive mutants than (Youvan et
al., 1992), but this is potentially at the expense of
phenotypic diversity.

B. Digital Imaging Spectroscopy

Too many mutants are generated by combinatorial
mutagenesis to screen individual isolates by
conventional spectroscopy. Digital imaging spectros-
copy (DIS) provides a method for the parallel
screening of the ground state (visible and NIR)
spectra from up to five hundred colonies directly on
a Petri dish (Yang and Youvan, 1988; Arkin et al.,
1990; Arkin and Youvan, 1994; Youvan et al., 1994;
Youvan 1994). Spectra acquired from DIS are often
superior to spectra recorded from purified chroma-
tophore membranes taken with a conventional
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spectrophotometer because DIS is less sensitive to
light scattering in these turbid samples.

1. Instrumentation

All current configurations of DIS use a charged
coupled device (CCD) camera as a detector to image
Petri dishes mounted on the exit port of an integrating
sphere. The sphere provides uniform light across the
Petri dish(es). In a second generation imager, up to
25 Petri dishes can be illuminated simultaneously.
The light source uses Fabry-Perot interference filters
or an 1/8 meter monochromator to illuminate the
target at different wavelengths. Typically, spectra can
be obtained at 5–10 nm resolution which can detect
2 nm band shifts. Images are transferred to a Silicon
Graphics Personal Iris computer where they are stored,
manipulated, and compiled into absorption spectra.
Commercial imaging spectrophotometers have been
recently reviewed (Youvan, 1994).

Fluorescence images and images taken at a single
wavelength are useful for rapid pre-screening of
colonies. Fluorescence images can be obtained by
illuminating with broad band blue-green light, and
placing an 830 nm long pass filter in front of the
CCD camera. Screening at a single wavelength is a
fast method to select mutants with strong absorption
characteristics at an important wavelength. For
example, a library of light harvesting antennae can
be scanned by absorbance at 860 nm before acquiring
the full DIS spectra.

2. Spectral Display

Spectra acquired by DIS can be displayed in either
‘tile mode’ or as ‘color contour maps’. In tile mode,
each spectrum is displayed as a conventional two
dimensional absorption spectrum. However, after a
few hundred colonies have been imaged, this type of
display is not optimum for rapid inspection of the
data. In the color contour mode, all the spectral data
from a single Petri dish are presented as a two
dimensional display. The vertical axis corresponds
to different colonies and the spectra of each colony is
represented by a horizontal row. Absorption is color-
coded at each wavelength along the row (white =
high absorption, black = zero absorption). Spectra
can be sorted according to similarity or absorption at
various wavelengths. This type of display makes it
easier to identify and compare spectral classes. In
either mode, the spectra can be scaled relative to the

lowest and highest absorption anywhere in the image,
or each spectra can be scaled between its own
minimum and maximum absorption (Arkin and
Youvan, 1993; Youvan et al., 1994).

Images of Petri dishes screened by absorption at a
single wavelength or by fluorescence can be displayed
as either monochrome or pseudocolored images.
Single wavelength images are divided by a blank
image at the same wavelength to correct for uneven
light intensity from the monochrome illumination.
Gray scale values from the ratioed single wavelength
absorption (or fluorescence) image are rescaled to
enhance contrast. After establishing the low and high
gray scale values, such monochrome images can be
linearly mapped by pseudocoloring schemes to
enhance differences between mutants.

IV. Combinatorial Cassette Mutants

A. Random Mutagenesis of the RC

Nine amino acid residues in the vicinity of the
monomeric BChl on the active branch of the RC
were randomly mutagenized using CCM. By
manipulating the environment around the monomer
BChl (and therefore its electronic states) it should be
possible to affect the rate of electron transfer. Three
libraries were constructed: one having five sites in
the L subunit cd helix mutagenized (L146, L150,
L153, L154, L157), another with four sites in the M
subunit D helix mutagenized (M195, M201, M204,
M205), and a third with all nine sites randomized
simultaneously (Robles and Youvan, 1993). Accord-
ing to the X-ray structure of the Rp. viridis RC
(Deisenhofer et al., 1985), all of these positions are
in van der Waals contact with the active branch
monomer BChl. Photosynthetically competent
mutants were selected by growing the libraries under
light: 1/3500 of the five site cd library, 1/15 of the
four site D library and 1/50,000 of the nine site
(combined) library were found to be functional.
These frequencies show that criteria for functional
residues mutagenized in the cd helix library are more
stringent than in the D helix library. Plates having
between 50 and 500 photosynthetically grown
colonies were imaged for each library and repre-
sentative colonies were chosen for sequencing. There
is spectral diversity in the mutants constructed in this
experiment; Fig. 1 shows the spectra from repre-
sentative mutants from each library. In the most
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striking spectral change, four unique mutants (out of
four million selected and screened from the nine site
library) have a well defined band at 825 nm that can
be reversibly bleached with actinic light (Robles and
Youvan, 1993).

B. Target Set Mutagenesis of LHII

in the subunit of LHII, one and two turns of the
alpha helix away from the His modeled to be the
ligand to a BChl of the dimer (positions –7, –4, –3, 0,
3,4,7 relative to the His) were mutagenized. Specific
nucleotide mixtures were calculated by a computer
program to maximize the probability of occurrence
of amino acids in the target set according to the

1. Using the Algorithm

Phylogenetic data from 29 homologous LH antennae

(Zuber, 1990) were used as a database to construct
target sets for seven amino acid positions on one face
of a transmembrane alpha helix comprising a BChl
binding site of the LHII antennae. Amino acid residues
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equation for To compare throughput of BChl
binding mutants from target set mutagenesis (TSM)
and random libraries, CCM libraries were constructed
with the seven amino acid positions randomized, and
with six of the positions (–7, –4, –3, 3, 4, 7)
randomized (Goldman and Youvan, 1992).

DIS was used to screen 10,000 TSM mutants
directly on Petri dishes. Three phenotypes were
observed: 1) pseudo LHII with absorbance at 800
nm and 860 nm, 2) pseudo LHI with reduced 800 nm
absorbance and maximal absorption near 875 nm,
and 3) null mutants with absorption characteristics
of membranes with free pigments. Approximately
6% of the library assembled pigment-protein
complexes as judged from absorption spectra (i.e.,
4% pseudo LHII; 2% pseudo LHI). Representatives
from each phenotype were sequenced. It appears that
the molar volume of the –7 position residue is
important in determining which of the two BChl
binding phenotypes is expressed. When an amino
acid with a small molar volume is in this position, the
pseudo LHII phenotype is favored, while the pseudo
LHI phenotype tends to be associated with amino
acids of larger molar volume.

The TSM library showed a 100–600 fold
improvement in throughput versus the random
(NN(G/C)) library. In a comparison to conventional
CCM, only 3 positives were observed out of 10,000
colonies screened in the seven site random library
(see Color Plate 10A,B). A significant amount of the
difference in gain is probably due to the fact that the
phylogenetic data restricts the 0 position of the TSM
library to His. The probability of finding positive
mutants in a fully random CCM library is greatly
diminished when a critical sequence position accepts
only a few amino acid substitutions. Because of this,
TSM throughput will be highest (versus conventional
CCM) when sequence positions are stringent. A six
site random library was constructed in which the His
was not randomized. This yielded the expected result
of a 1 % throughput because His is a critical sequence
position. As a first approximation, the stringency of
an amino acid position can be estimated from
phylogenetic data.

2. Using the SSD Algorithm

The SSD equation was used to construct a
phylogenetically based cassette to mutagenize
seventeen amino acid residues in the
region of the binding site of the dimer BChl associated

of the resulting library is  as opposed to
 if the algorithm had been used to construct

the cassette. Extrapolating from the results of the
seven site phylogenetically based experiment in
this region, a dope which used the algorithm on
seventeen sites would generate a 0.03% throughput
of positives. DIS was used to screen 5000 colonies;
the library showed an extremely high throughput (5–
10%) of mutants expressing LH, with good
phenotypic diversity (see Color Plate 10C). Thus,
while SSD reduced the total number of possible
protein sequences in the library by orders of
magnitudes, different classes of BChl binding mutants
were still observed.

3. Comparing SSD and

Seventeen amino acid positions in the subunit in
the vicinity of the BChl monomer binding site were
mutagenized simultaneously. SSD was used with
phylogenetically based target sets except at position

where a dope was used that omitted the WT
amino acid (Tyr) but still encoded the other two
aromatic amino acids and other amino acids found in
the core antenna phylogeny (Table 1). Ten thousand
colonies were screened by DIS, and even with the
inclusion of a non-WT position, 2% of the library
was found to assemble LH antennae. Most of the
‘positives’ showed a WT like absorption spectrum in
the NIR, albeit with lower optical density (see Color
Plate 11). Sixteen of these pigment binding mutants
were sequenced, and each one was found to have a
unique sequence.

A second cassette was constructed (using the same
seventeen sites) according to the equation for .
This library used a phylogenetically based target set
at all of the mutagenized positions (Table 2). Out of
10,000 colonies screened no positive recombinants
were found as judged by imaging spectroscopy. This
result (in conjunction with the 2% throughput from
the modified SSD library) indicates that SSD gives at
least a 200 fold enhancement in the number of BChl
binding proteins. When using TSM on a large number
of sites (> seven), it is advantageous to use the SSD
algorithm to construct cassettes because it increases
the throughput of the library over    .

C. Recursive Ensemble Mutagenesis of LHII

Recursive ensemble mutagenesis (REM) (Arkin and

with the  subunit of LHII. The amino acid complexity
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Youvan, 1992a; Youvan et al., 1992) uses sequence
information acquired from random CCM to construct
target sets for subsequent cassettes (Fig. 2). Six
amino acid positions on the carboxyl-terminus of the

subunit of LHII were mutagenized using REM
(Delagrave et al., 1993). Sites were randomized using
NN(G/C) codons; mutants were pre-screened by
fluorescence before evaluation by DIS. Only one out
of 10,000 mutants screened had the desired
fluorescence characteristics. Five positives recom-
binants were isolated and sequenced. This sequence
data showed that the mutants were not merely trivial
variations of the WT sequence. The sequences did
not recapitulate the known phylogeny; one mutant
showed an inversion in a completely conserved
sequence motif that resulted in a 10 nm blue shift of
the dimer peak. The next iteration of REM cassettes
were designed using the algorithm. REM returned
a thirty-fold increase in the number of positive
mutants over random CCM. Twelve mutants were
sequenced and all were found to have unique peptide
sequences that differed from both WT and the set of
mutants used to generate the first target sets
(Delagrave et al., 1993). This is a useful method
when there is not an extensive phylogenetic data
base. When mutagenizing larger stretches of amino

acids, short segments can be randomized indepen-
dently and these sequences can then be combined.
This defines exponential ensemble mutagenesis
(EEM) (Delagrave and Youvan, 1993).

D. Exponential Ensemble Mutagenesis of LHII

An efficient method for generating combinatorial
libraries with a high percentage of unique and
functional mutants has been developed in recent
studies. Exponential ensemble mutagenesis (EEM)
should be advantageous in cases where many residues
must be changed simultaneously to achieve a specific
engineering (Delagrave and Youvan, 1993). With the
enhanced functional mutant frequencies obtained by
this method, entire proteins could be mutagenized
combinatorially.

Combinatorial libraries have been successfully
used in the past to express ensembles of mutant
proteins in which all possible amino acids are encoded
at a few positions in the sequence. However, as more
positions are mutagenized the proportion of functional
mutants is expected to decrease exponentially. Small
groups of residues were randomized in parallel to
identify, at each altered position, amino acids which
lead to functional proteins. By using optimized
nucleotide mixtures deduced from the sequences
selected from the random libraries, we have
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simultaneously altered 16 sites in LHI; approximately
one percent of the observed mutants were functional.
Mathematical formalization and extrapolation of our
experimental data suggests that a increase
in the throughput of functional mutants has been
obtained relative to the expected frequency from a
random combinatorial library.

Recently, the comparison of two different
combinatorial mutagenesis experiments on the LHII
protein of Rhodobacter capsulatus indicates that
heuristic rules relating sequence directly to phenotype
are dependent on which sets, or groups, of residues
are mutagenized simultaneously (Delagrave et al,
1995). Previously reported combinatorial muta-
genesis of this chromogenic protein (based on both
phylogenetic and structural models) showed that

substituting amino acids with large molar volumes at
caused the mutagenized protein to have a

spectrum characteristic of LHI (Goldman et al, 1994).
The six residues that underwent combinatorial
mutagenesis were modeled to lie on one side of a
transmembrane that binds bacteriochloro-
phyll. In a second CCM experiment, a set of six
contiguous residues was selected for combinatorial
mutagenesis. In this latter experiment, the residue
substituted at was not a determining factor in
whether LHII or LHI spectra were obtained; therefore,
we conclude that the heuristic rules for phenotype
prediction are context dependent. While phenotype
prediction is context dependent, the ability to identify
elements of primary structure causing phenotype
diversity appears not to be. This strengthens the
argument for performing combinatorial mutagenesis
with an arbitrary grouping of residues if structural
models are unavailable.

V. Conclusions and Prospectus

We reviewed RC and LH mutants in Rb. capsulatus
and Rb. sphaeroides that have been produced through
increasingly sophisticated mutagenesis techniques.
At present, combinatorial cassette mutagenesis of
RC and LH antennae has only been accomplished in
Rb. capsulatus. Although there is currently no crystal
structure for the Rb. capsulatus RC, a chemohetero-
trophic Rp. viridis genetic system is being developed
in the Bylina laboratory (E. J. Bylina, personal
communication). This could lead to a potentially
useful combination of experiments in these two
species: Sequence space can be screened by
combinatorial mutagenesis in Rb. capsulatus, and
when single interesting mutants are found they can
be reconstructed in the Rp. viridis strain for
crystallography.

Future goals include using cassette mutagenesis to
engineer a RC mutant that performs wrong-way
electron transfer. Instead of randomly mutagenizing
sections of the RC, regions of the protein in contact
with the pigments could be mutagenized usingTSM.
Phylogenetically based target sets are being
constructed using the amino acid residues at
homologous sites in both the L and M subunits,
which are thought to be the product of a gene
duplication (Youvan and Marrs, 1984).

A second goal is to alter LH antennae to perform
charge separation. Combinatorial cassette tnuta-
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genesis could be used to change the protein
environment (i.e., the electronic environment) around
the pigments. An antenna that was modified to
perform charge separation would allow biophysicists
to study electron transfer in a much simpler protein
system than the RC.

LHII is an excellent model system in which to
attempt to establish a correlation between sequence
and phenotype. Computer programs can be used to
correlate sequence data with phenotypic information
to generate phenotypic estimators. This obliterates
the need for a solution to the protein folding problem,
and facilitates various engineering projects on
pigment-protein complexes.

Mutant RC and LH complexes have helped
biophysicists better understand the events in
photosynthesis. In the future, increasingly complex
mutagenesis techniques should contribute still more
to our understanding of the molecular mechanisms
of photosynthesis and more general problems in
protein folding and design. Data already tabulated
into this system are being used to train neural nets for
‘phenotypic estimation’.
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Summary

Based on ecological studies of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria as to their presence and their role in the natural
world, we have developed this knowledge to the level of an applied study connected with their practical
utilization. After explaining these processes, Methods of biological treatment and applications related to
bioremediation of various organic wastes are described.

I. Distribution and Interrelationship with
Other Organisms

Anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria are widely
distributed in aquatic and some terrestrial habitats
in nature (Table l)(Kobayashi et al., 1967).
Phototrophic bacteria grow favorably in polluted

1)(Kobayashi et al., 1978). Cultures of these bacteria
are also used to feed animal plankton. In general,

phototrophic bacteria are, as shown in Fig. 1, capable
of assimilating both carbon dioxide and molecular
nitrogen (nitrogen fixation), using light as an energy
source.

Cultures of phototrophic bacterial cells are used as
feed for small organisms in water and soil, and the
excretions of phototrophic bacteria are used by other
organisms including heterotrophic bacteria and algae.
For example, in paddy soils containing sulfur, as
shown in Fig. 2, sulfate reducing bacteria grow

R. E. Blankenship, M. T. Madigan and C. E. Bauer (eds): Anoxygenic Photosynthetic Bacteria, pp. 1269–1282.
© 1995 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in The Netherlands.

environments created from human activities (Fig.
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vigorously yielding hydrogen sulfide in the repro-
ductive growth period of the rice plant (the young ear
formation period: early in August); this leads to
lowering the oxidation-reduction potential at the
rhizosphere of the rice plant which can cause
enormous damage to their roots. At the appropriate
time, however, phototrophic bacteria grow and oxidize
the toxic hydrogen sulfide, yielding favorable effects
on the rice plant (see Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows the
cycling of sulfur in the paddy field. It has been
known that some useful substances excreted from
phototrophic bacteria give favorable effects to the
plants, including an increase in the number of grains
per rice plant. Such useful substances were studied in
detail, which resulted in our discovery of a substance
accelerating formation of flower buds as well as the
setting and thickening of fruits; these have been
developed to the practical level, contributing much
to improved agricultural productivity (Kobayashi et
al., 1966) (high productivity of rice will be covered
later, see Table 18).

II. Growth Acceleration by Symbiosis

A phenomenon was found that when Rhodobacter
capsulatus, a nonsulfur purple bacterium, coexists
with aerobic heterotrophs, the growth of both
organisms is markedly accelerated (Okuda and
Kobayashi 1961, 1963).

Figure 5 shows growth in co-culture of Rb.
capsulatus and Bacillus megaterium. In an environ-
ment limited in combined nitrogen, coexistence of
these bacteria accelerated their growth more than
that in obtained in axenic culture. Rb. capsulatus
cannot use glycerol although it is able to fix nitrogen,
but nitrogen fixation is feasible by Azotobacter making
use of glycerol. Bacillus megaterium and B. subtilis

Abbreviations: B. – Bacillus; PTB – phototrophic bacteria; Rb. –
Rhodobacter

are able to use glycerol, but are unable to fix nitrogen.
However, in various mixed cultures of
these organisms, nitrogen fixation and carbon
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dioxide assimilation are markedly accelerated (Fig.
5 and Tables 2, 3).

III. Ecological Variation of Anoxygenic
Phototrophic Bacteria in Organic Sewage

When rice straw and a small amount of rice field soil
are placed in a glass bottle under waterlogged

conditions for a month (25–30 °C), gas-bubbles are
produced due to the abundant growth of heterotrophs
accompanied by decomposition and foul odor. With
the decrease of the substrate and accumulation of the
decomposed products, the growth of the heterotrophs
becomes poorer, and in such conditions the growth
of phototrophic bacteria becomes rapid as shown in
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Fig. 6. In two or three weeks, phototrophic bacteria
gradually stop growing and green algae appear.
Examination of the change in the biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) during this process showed that the
degree of putrefaction was high (greater than ten
thousand ppm BOD) when the heterotrophs were
growing but the BOD decreased to only several
hundred ppm when phototrophic bacteria were
growing. This indicates that purification of the
medium progressed by the removal of soluble organic
compounds, and with the appearance of green algae
(and subsequent production), the purification could
be accelerated even further (see Table 4) (Kobayashi
and Haque 1971).

IV. Purification of Waste Water by
Anoxygenic Phototrophic Bacteria

It was found that phototrophic bacteria play a major
role in the natural purifying process of various kinds
of waste water containing high organic concentrations
(see Tables 5 and 6). Based on the theory of
purification, various experiments and pilot plant tests
were carried out. The commercialization was made
about ten years ago (in Japan) and many purification
treatment plants are being operated at present. A flow
sheet (describing this process) is illustrated in Fig. 7,
and some data on purification in Tables 7 and 8
(Kobayashi 1970, Kobayashi and Tchan 1973). The
advantages of this system over the activated sludge

process are: a) dilution is not required so that a
photosynthetic bacterial system can be used in areas
where water is a scarce resource, b) unlike the
activated sludge method which creates a secondary
sludge disposal problem, this system produces
phototrophic bacteria and green algae which are
excellent and useful byproducts, c) because very
little dilution is required, the space required for
treatment facilities is much less in comparison with
the activated sludge method.

V.The Use of Byproducts

A. Aquatic Feed

In outdoor experimental tanks, a rapid development
of animal plankton was noted after increased growth
of anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria; therefore, a
series of detailed experiments using
phototrophic bacteria was carried out to study the
feeding process. As a result, it was confirmed that
animal plankton are direct predators of phototrophic
bacteria and, upon addition of phototrophic bacteria,
growth of zooplankton is stimulated much more than
when green algae serve as food source (Fig. 8).
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In particular it was found that anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria are very useful for growth of
brine shrimp, one of the most important salt water
plankton, which is used as feed for fish and shellfish,

and for collection of their eggs. Thus, a favorable
outlook for completely artificial fish culture, which
thus far was considered infeasible, has now been
formed. Further, the fact was also identified that fry
of fishes (loach, goldfish, carp, ark shell, sweetfish,
etc.) are direct predators of phototrophic bacteria
soon after hatching, resulting in an increase in weight
and survival rate of more than two fold within 2 to 4
weeks after hatching (nearly no death was noted in
some experiments). Table 9 gives data for one of
these experiments. It is shown that when live cells of
phototrophic bacteria are added at 0.1 % to the formula
feed given to the fry of crucian carp soon after
hatching, the rate of survival highly increased and
nearly no mortality was observed. Further, purple
sulfur- and green sulfur-bacteria are phototrophic
bacteria that use hydrogen sulfide, which is highly
toxic, and the activities of these phototrophs convert

into nonpoisonous sulfur compounds. Therefore,
sulfur phototrophs are utilized for cleansing of waste
waters high in sulfide or to clean the bottom
environment containing high levels of sludge. For
example, in the culture pond for eels, abnormal
death was noted from the deteriorating water quality
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in winter, whereas treatment with phototrophic sulfur
bacteria made the environment suitable for continued
growth.

Special attention has been played to the use of
phototrophic bacteria in the culture of prawn. As
shown in Fig. 9, 50% of the prawn consumed in
Japan is cultured in such large water tanks (prawns
amounting to 20,000 million ¥en per month are
consumed domestically), while another 50% depends
on importation. Thus, prawns worth 100 million ¥en
per annum are cultured in one of such water tanks
(more than 100 tanks are operating in Japan). In the
past prawns in such culture tanks were frequently

affected by gill disease causing great economic
damage, however this has now been completely
prevented by supplementing the tanks with anoxy-
genic phototrophic bacteria. In addition, such effects
have also been displayed in suppression of virus
diseases noted on others including swellfish (Okamoto
et al. 1988,Hirotani et al. 1991). Perhaps the presence
of phototrophs creates unfavorable competitive effects
for the pathogens, preventing establishment of the
latter.

B. Livestock Feed

Since cells of Rhodobacter capsulatus contain much
protein (showing a good balance of amino acids)
vitamins and other effective substances, addition of
cells at a rate of only a ten-thousandth increases the
egg-laying rate of chickens by 15–20%. Tables 10–
12 give data in this connection. Such effect to improve
egg-laying is especially apparent in the sickly seasons
(such as midwinter or midsummer). While testing
the effect of phototrophic bacteria mixed in the feed,
a favorable result was obtained in experiments with
more than 2,000 hens that the egg-laying ratio was
increased roughly ten percent by mixing fresh photo-
trophic bacteria into the formula feed at a rate of 1/
10,000. The nutrient effect tests were carried out as
follows. Phototrophic bacteria were given to chicks
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on a continuous basis immediately after hatching,
and data on growth until they laid their first eggs and
for 6 months of the laying period were collected. 144
chicks (leghorn pullets) were divided into 4 groups,
and given assorted food shown in Table 13 (a, b): the
control was given only assorted food shown in Table
13 (see Table 14); Group I was given feed containing
0.01% fresh phototrophic bacterial cells (Treatment
I in Table 14); Group II was given feed containing
0.02% cells (Treatment II in Table 14); and Group III
was given feed containing 0.04% cells (Treatment III
in Table 14). The recording of the results was started

one month after the beginning of egg-laying. The
period of data collection was from October to March,
including the winter season when the egg-laying rate
decreases. The Haugh-Unit Coefficient (Table 15) is
a coefficient representing the quantity of thick white
and freshness of an egg.

As shown in Table 14, it was observed that the egg-
laying rate tended to increase by increasing the amount
of phototrophic bacterial cells added. The hens in the
groups fed on phototrophic bacterial cells appeared
to begin laying eggs a little earlier than the control,
and the term until the egg-laying rate decreased was
slightly prolonged. As shown in Table 15, in the
groups with the added cells, both the yolk index and
the Haugh-Unit Coefficient increased. Larger
coefficients mean that the eggs maintain their
freshness better in storage. Also, in the groups with
the added photosynthetic bacterial cells, it was
confirmed that the color of the yolk was improved
and the carotene content was increased depending on
the quantity of added bacterial cells. This suggests
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that components from phototrophic bacterial cells
can be well absorbed and transfered into yolk. In
addition, the feed efficiency, the body weight of
hens, and the weight of total eggs produced per hen
during a 6 month period was found to increase much
more than 10% by the addition of the phototrophic
bacterial cells (Kobayashi and Kurata, 1978).

In addition, as phototrophic bacteria contain
antiviral substances, they may effectively suppress
Marek’s virus diseases, which may stimulate the

weight gains and increase production rates of chickens
observed in these experiments. If true, photosynthetic
bacteria could be considered biocontrol agents of
diseases in chickens.

C. Organic Fertilizer

As shown in Table 5, the kinds of liquid waste to
which treatment with phototrophic bacteria is actually
applicable, are noted in a fairly wide range. It is,
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however, likely that markedly contaminated water
would certainly not be processed to obtain such
byproducts to be used for livestock feed, but instead
could be better utilized by returning it to the farming
land to be used as an organic fertilizer, since this
would serve as a natural fertilizer. Organic matter
treated by phototrophic bacteria while passing through
layers of the soil in the farmland could be used as the
source of nutrition for the roots of higher plants,
being useful for growth directly and indirectly.
Further, being degraded and cleansed by other soil
microorganisms, they stream again into the rivers,
lakes and seas after passing through subsurface
waters. Such technology of processing contaminated
water is obviously an ideal resources- and energy-
saving method, especially when it is noted that the
energy to drive these conversions comes from
sunlight.

As noted from the flow sheet in Fig. 7a, livestock
liquid waste can be partially degraded in a first
aeration tank, followed by secondary treatment by
phototrophic bacteria grown in a second tank. This is
an efficient way of processing wastes to return the
bacterial suspension to the farmland. It is of special
interest that when this material is added to soil
previously damaged by continuous croppings of
tomato, cucumber, eggplant and others, it is feasible
to correct nutritional problems in the soil. This may

occur by stimulation of the growth of actinomycetes,
which as antagonistic microorganisms, spontaneously
suppresses growth of pathogenic fungi (Fig. 10).

Besides, as shown in Table 16, when the suspension
of phototrophic bacteria is applied as an organic
fertilizer to the persimmon tree, it not only improves
the yield of fruit markedly, but also elevates the sugar
level of the fruit and improves taste as well as color
and gloss (Table 17).

At present in Okinawa (Japan), a plant is under
operation wherein the electric power is developed
from the energy of methane gas obtained from
livestock barn liquid waste. After that, the waste
water is processed making use of the phototrophic
bacteria method, and is then returned to the farmland
which helps to improve the yield of crops.

In addition, a technology has recently been
established wherein dung and urine are not separated
in the pighouse but instead are mixed with running
water into a strong aeration tank to be foamed under
excessive aeration, whereto highly activated
phototrophic bacteria are added. Deodorizing and
making it adsorbed into foams, the mixture is
especially useful for treating fallen out hair from
animal hides, undegradable soil and sand, etc., while
denitrification and decarboxylation proceed nearly
to completion. Such technology is suitable for
cleansing small to moderate-sized pighouses with
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prompt and economical advantages, and its utilization
has been further enlarged.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter,
photosynthetic bacteria technology has been applied
to high-yielding culture of rice; as compared with the
conventional method, referred to as the control,
significant increases in yield can be expected (Table
18)(Yoshida et al. 1991). It can be seen in Fig. 3 that

roots of control plants show root rot due to the
presence of hydrogen sulfide, while those treated
with phototrophic sulfur bacteria show good root
development and growth, which is closely connected
with increase of the yield.

D. Removal of Offensive Odors

Offensive odors develop from livestock barns includ-
ing poultry houses, as well as from garbage.
Phototrophic bacteria are able to absorb, degrade
and eliminate such substances responsible for these
offensive odors (Lee and Kobayashi, 1992). For
example, acetic acid, propionic acid, iso-butyric acid,
iso-butyric acid, valeric acid and iso-valeric acid
present in pig wastes were eliminated rapidly in the
presence of phototrophic bacteria as shown in Fig.
11.

Putrescine and cadaverine, secondary amines with
serious unpleasantness and high toxicity, and
hydrogen sulfide, can also be eliminated, as shown in
Table 19. Especially, those with the utmost
unpleasantness (like mercaptans) are eliminated, too,
as shown in Table 20. A higher removal can be
obtained in the light, but even in the dark a certain
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level of elimination can be expected; therefore,
photosynthetic bacteria are frequently used in
livestock barns, being promoted as one of the solutions
for offensive odor pollution, and thereby displaying
its effect on sanitation and protection of the
environment.

E. Utilization as Medicine, Food and Energy

Along with a clean discharge out of the foodstuff
production plant, phototrophic bacterial cells yielded
as a byproduct can be used for medicinal purposes
and as a source of single cell protein. Since abundant
ubiquinone, is contained in phototrophic
bacteria, extracted and purified from bacterial
cells obtained from growth on liquid wastes has been
placed on the market as a remedy for myocardial
infarction, being very useful for saving human life.

Many other useful components have been extracted
from phototrophic bacteria. They are nonpoisonous
to normal cells and contain some antiviral substances;
therefore, further development of their application is
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very much anticipated. Especially in Brazil, where
automobiles run with alcohol nowadays, the liquid
waste of such alcohol fermentation can be considered
not waste but an important resource for culture of
phototrophic bacteria. From the standpoint of food
protein and biomass production other than medicines,
alcohol wastes can be a very hopeful processing
technology. Further, as phototrophic bacteria can
evolve hydrogen gas (via nitrogenase, see Chapter
43 by Ludden and Roberts), a technology of large-
scale hydrogen gas development from such concen-
trated organic waste has successfully been established
together with the hydrogen fueled engine technology.
This technology is expected to be practically applied
in the future as existing energy supplies from
petroleum and other sources diminish.
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photosynthetic conditions 1143, 1147
photosynthetic growth 1147
respiration 838

anaerobiosis 1143, 1146, 1147
shift to 245

anaesthetic gases 146, 270, 402, 1161
Ancalochloris perfilievii 6, 54, 851
anf 929, 1069, 1192, 1204, 1205
AnfA 1204
anfA 1204
anfHDGK 1204
anharmonic systems 569
animal plankton 1272, 1274
animals 154
anion absorbance 545
anisotropy 307, 308, 359, 365, 421, 487
anisotropy decay 425
annihilation 358, 359, 361, 484
annual productivity 58
anoxygenic cyanobacteria 91, 93, 101
anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria 1001, 1269–1282

lipopolysaccharides 212
antagonistic microorganism 1278, 1279
antenna 385, 418, 1038, 1040, 1045, 1047, 1048

aggregate 148
complexes 109, 282, 316–344, 319, 320, 323, 331, 399, 419,
473, 658

core 338
peripheral 338
structure and organization 316–344

coordination 357
of heliobacteria 23
pigments 137
pigment-proteins translocation and assembly 248
polypeptides from purple bacteria 320–321
quenching 486
-reaction center complexes 689
-reaction center coupling 385
-reaction center peptide 690
system 148,325
triplets 693

anti-hole 353
‘anti-Kasha’ 376
anti-tumor agents 715

antibiotic 715
resistance 1032, 1046, 1161
selection 1043
sensitivity 1161

antibodies 240, 811, 1039, 1050
antigenic sites 418
antimycin 753, 761, 764, 832
antiparallel 208
antiparallel chain model 414
antiviral substances 1277, 1281
Aphanocapsa PCC 6714 1145
apocytochrome 710, 714

c 169, 720
714

cysteine residues 717
apolar lipids 180, 198–201
apolar region 465
apoprotein 169, 318, 711
APS reductase 861

catalytic mechanism 862
Aquaspirillum aquaticum 212

itersonii 7, 212
aquatic feed 1272
aqueous interface 465
Aquifex 88
Arabidopsis 1090

thaliana 1141
Arc 1016
ArcB 1183
archaebacteria 155
architecture of the baseplate 263
argD 715
arginine 488
aromatic

acid 1000, 1038, 1040, 1044
clusters 325
CoA ligases 998, 1000
compound 991–1002
groups 489

arsenate 1015
ascorbate peroxidase 427
Asel 1011
aspartate 38, 1018

aminotransferase 162
ligand 651
-rich sequence motifs 1151

assembly 247, 250, 823
factors 710
of cytochromes 716
of the reaction center 510
photosynthetic apparatus 247
proteins 710

assimilation of organic compounds 877
assimilatory pathways 24
assimilatory sulfate reduction 74
association constants 453
association of subunits 447
asymmetric exchanges 656
asymmetric pigment exchange 654, 660
ATase 1196
atebrine fluorescence 955
Athiorhodaceae 7
atomic resolution 208
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ATP 167, 832, 1090
-binding export protein 1011
-binding protein 1023
-binding sequence 1090
-dependent transporter 714
-driven periplasmic permease 1023
l,N6-etheno 817
formation 114
hydrolysis 817, 821
pools 114
sulfurylase 861
synthase 808, 824
synthesis 807, 812, 820, 824, 952

1166
1167

1166
atp2b 1163
atp2e 1163
ATPase 40, 240, 808, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1199
atrazine 701
attachment 785
auracyanin 730, 733, 957
aurovertin 819
autocorrelation function 570
autotrophic

carbon metabolism 886
assimilation in Chloroflexus aurantiacus 876

growth 1176
mutants 1115

auxanographic techniques 918
auxiliary oxidants 114–115
axial ligand 751, 764
azide 586, 823
Azorhizobium 125, 127, 154

caulinodans 125
Azospirillum amozonense 939

brasilense 7, 940
Azotobacter 1199, 1204, 1270

agilis 1271
chroococcum 1181
vinelandii 931, 932, 933, 934, 1181, 1202

Azotomonas insolita 1147
azurins 735

B873 355
B875 355
B880 319, 337
B890 320, 325, 334, 335, 342
bab fold 1086
bacilli 751
Bacillus 717

cereus 977, 1246
Nile Blue stained cells 1247

firmus OF4 753
japonicum 127, 167, 169, 754, 1183
megaterium 977, 1246, 1270, 1271
PS3 751, 753, 754
sp. 835
subtills 160–161, 166, 168–170, 754, 1151, 1202, 1270,
1271
subtilis hemE 166

back electron transfer 543, 545, 547
back-transfer 391
bacteria

aerobic marine 2
nitrogen status of 900
phylogeny 849
sulfate-reducing 848
taxonomy 849

bacterial
lyase systems 717
mutations 474
photosynthesis genes 1235
photosynthetic reaction center 528
response regulators 1228
signal sequences 711
ultrastructure 130

bacteriochlorin 129, 137, 652, 654, 1088
oxidation state 452

bacteriochlorophyll 111, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 133, 134, 137,
154, 158, 159, 238, 249, 260, 373, 401, 439, 449, 454, 456,
461, 528, 650-652, 654, 656, 658, 1019, 1020, 1032, 1040,
1049, 1050, 1083, 1084, 1086, 1088, 1101, 1125–1132,
1137, 1143-1146, 1153, 1222
a 2, 5, 40, 105, 138, 138, 143, 145, 146, 239, 350, 366,
456, 459, 651, 654, 655, 657, 660, 666-669, 700, 980, 1140

analogs 452, 453
antenna protein 668, 669
dimer 355

654, 658
654

C=O group 632
657

protein 666
654
654

triplet 675
3-vinyl 452

aggregates 395
analog 452, 464
b 2, 138, 143, 145, 146, 239, 326, 328, 350, 443, 444, 449,
456
binding sequence 488
binding site 452
binding proteins

phosphorylation of 250
biosynthesis 1125, 1126–1132, 1146

B

b-type cytochromes 670
0-0 band 412
B. See Bacillus
B1 strain 1075
B1015 325, 326, 339
B1020 320
B800 353, 362, 364, 365
B800–820 complex 319, 331, 336, 364, 492
B800–850 complex 319, 320, 325, 330, 336, 342, 364, 381, 442,

492
structure 342

B806 complex 110
B820 341, 351, 355, 442, 479, 480
B820 LH1 subunit 341, 355
B850 356, 362, 365
B870 320, 325, 334, 335, 342
B870 light-harvesting complex 109
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genes 1088, 1215, 1222
pathway 1086, 1087, 1090
enzyme 1086

c 2, 40, 139, 140, 145, 146, 148, 265, 403, 413, 666, 667,
669, 1161
c, d, and e 148
content 107, 236, 238
d 2, 40, 139, 145, 146 149, 265, 403, 666, 667, 1161
dimer 447, 530, 748
e 2, 40, 139, 140, 141, 145, 146, 265, 403, 666, 667, 1161

ester C=O group 632
f 139, 141
g 2, 18, 138, 143, 145, 146, 688

absorption spectrum of 688
fluorescence lifetime of 692
structure 21, 688

gene cluster 1088
gene expression 1223
genes 1096
monomers 529
pairs 331
peptide interactions 1259
proteins 158
synthesis 39, 41, 106, 246, 249, 1090, 1153

control of 270
bacteriohopaneaminotriol 201
bacteriohopanepolyols 200, 201
bacteriohopanetetrol 200, 201
bacteriopheophorbide 138, 409
bacteriopheophytin 138, 459,. 505, 506, 512-514, 529, 545, 608,

650-652, 654, 655, 657, 658, 669.
a 651, 656, 659

in H-sites 656
655

a 700
d 148

654

bacteriorhodopsin 318, 814
bacteriorubixanthinal 112
badA 1000
balanced cell growth 1250
balanced growth conditions 1251
barley 168
barrel 225
basepiece 811
baseplate 5, 262, 267, 418, 419, 420, 421, 666
batch cultures 268

complex 115, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1044, 1045. See also Cyt
complex
-unrelated genes 754

bch 1099, 1128, 1130, 1131, 1139, 1222
bch gene 1088, 1126, 1139, 1141, 1143, 1146
bch mRNA 1147
bch pigment biosynthesis operons 1146
bch/crt promoters 1226
bchA 1086
bchB 1086
bchC 1212, 1214
bchC expression 1231
bchC promoter 1212, 1226
bchC region 1226
bchC transcript 1226

bchCX 1214
bchCXYZ 1088, 1099, 1214
BchD 1090
bchD 1090, 1213
bchE 1128
BchF 1086
bchFBNHLM 1213, 1239
bchG 1131
BchH 1090
bchH 1090, 1128, 1129
BchI 1090
bchI 1090, 1213
BChl See bacteriochlorophyll
BchL 1090
bchL 1086, 1088
BChl-808 693
BChl/Chl synthesis 1141
BChl-800 474
BChlide 1153

a 143, 1153
bchM 1090
bchN 1086
bchW 1086
BchX 1090
bchX 1086, 1088, 1096
bchXYZ 1096
bchXYZ gene cluster 1086
bchY 1086, 1096
bchYZ 1214
bchZ 1086, 1096, 1214, 1216, 1224
Beggiatoa 36, 853
behavior and transport systems 1006
bell pepper 1148, 1149, 1151
benthic communities 51, 52
benthic environments 56
benzene 442
benzene extraction 444
benzmalecene 201
benzoate 992, 993, 994, 995, 998, 1000, 1018

CoA ligase 998, 999, 1000
benzodiazepine 1153
benzoyl CoA 995, 998
benzoylformate 995
beta-hydroxybutyrate 841
betaine 1024
bi-directional termination sites 1166
bicarbonate 590
bilayer stability 196
binary oscillation 701
binding 466

change mechanism 824
elements 453
properties 822
protein dependent system 1022, 1023
requirements 452
site 463

Mg-dependent 822
Mg-independent 822

stoichiometry 822
biochemical composition 444
biochemical oxygen demand 1272
biodegradable thermoplastics 1246
biogenesis 714, 720, 721, 768

665
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biogeochemistry 880
biomass 1001
biomass production 270
Biopol 1250
bioremediation of organic wastes 1269
biosynthesis 137, 146, 840

phospholipid 187
and assembly of RubisCO 897
genes 1222
of PE and PG 187

biosynthetic
enzymes 1086
pathway 153, 402, 1084–1106

evolution of 880
to BChl a 144

bipartite signal sequence 720
biphasic proton uptake 583
Birch reaction 995
Blastobacter denitrificans 127
blooms 50
blue light 247

effect 118
blue-green strain 474
blue-shift 494
blue-shifted absorbance bands 492, 493
bo complex 956
bo-type oxidase 954
bo-type quinol oxidase 956
BOD 1272, 1273. See also biochemical oxygen demand
Boltzmann factor 616, 617
Bordetella pertussis 1023
Born-Oppenheimer approximation 614
Born-Oppenheimer states 302
bound nucleotides 818
box I 767
box I (CTHLGC) 765
box II 767
box II (CPCHGS) 765
BPh See bacteriopheophytin
BPhe See bacteriopheophytin
BPheo See bacteriopheophytin
Br. japonicum 749, 754
Bradyrhizobium 124, 125, 127, 154, 158, 1199
Bradyrhizobium  japonicum 126, 166, 717, 960, 1120, 1181, 1202
branched electron transport chain 267
branching enzyme 878
bridging intermediates 529
brine shrimp 1274
broad host range plasmid 761, 1033

mediated chromosome transfer 1141
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank 505
BTAi 1 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 133, 158
butyrate 839, 890
BY1424 481

c-type cytochrome 3, 115, 169, 711 , 712, 1125, 1126, I 130, 1 1 3 1 ,
1132

C. reinhardtii 161
C. reinhardtii glutamyl-tRNA synthetase 160
C. vulgaris GSA aminotransferase 162

analyses 977
463, 464
463, 464

carbomethoxy group 452
carbomethoxy groups 459
OlI-BChl a 452
464

C2 acetyl carbonyl 492
rotational axis 530

783
C30 carotene-dioate 113

carbonyl 452, 459
C4-dicarboxylatcs 1022, 1023
C5 pathway 41, 141, 146, 270

1020
-ATPase 813, 819, 821
-dependent ATPase 816

caffeate 994, 995
calcium 1015
calculated spectrum of the 549
caloxanthin sulfate 112
Calvin cycle 38, 426, 872, 879, 885, 887, 891, 903, 1108, 1109,

1110, 1113, 1115
enzymes 904, 1108, 1116, 1119, 1121
gene clusters 1109
genes 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 2
metabolic control of enzyme synthesis 904

Calvin reductive pentose phosphate pathway 891–906, 1108
Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle 1109
canthaxanthin 378
caproate 879
capsaicin 953
capsule 209, 222

and slime polysaccharides 222
polysaccharide 222

car See carotenoids
carbamylation 894
carbenicillin 1161
carbohydrate biosynthesis 1072
carbomethoxy group 452

oxygens 462
carbon

dioxide fixation 886, 1043
isotope fractionation 873
metabolism 871, 872–881, 886

evolution of metabolic pathways 879
monoxide 887
sources 24

carbonyl group 457, 464, 531
carboxylic groups 635
carboxymethyl 413
carboxypeptidase 326
carboxysomes 1120
carotenoid 53, 64, 112, 113, 126, 129, 133, 158, 249, 265, 301,

373, 374, 405, 440, 455, 461, 465, 479, 485, 490, 491, 494,
506, 512, 529, 602, 604, 654, 656, 658, 666, 667, 700, 1017,
1032, 1040, 1044, 1050, 1083, 1084, 1101, 1136–1154,
1215, 1222,

C

C subunit 507
C-7 substituent 654
C-terminal 463

domain 322, 328, 331
extension 785
hydrophobic region 811
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state 375, 376
state 375, 376

bandshift 752
binding motif 490
binding sites 1144
biosynthesis 1088, 1135, 1136–1154, 1152

enzyme 1145, 1148
gene cluster 1137, 1143
genes 1137–1143, 1148, 1215, 1222
genetic analysis 1135
mutations 1137
pathway 1086
pathway 1084, 1137

detailed figure 1085
regulation of 1143–1148

composition of Roseobacter 113
dehydrogenase 1149-1151
electrochromic behavior 493
electrochromic shift 752
electrochromism 1007, 1019
extraction 441
-extracted membrane preparations 444
extinction coefficients, triplet 603
gene cluster 1088, 1149
genes 1222. See also crt
hydratases 1152
non-photosynthetic 112
removal 440
rhodopin 669
spheroidenone 481
structures 1136, 1140
synthesis gene 1088
-to-bacteriochlorophyll singlet energy transfer 380
turnover 1144

carotenoidless mutant R26 484, 658
carotenoidless mutant R26.1 658
carp 1274
carrot 1084
casein hydrolysate 38
catalytic mechanism for APS reductase 862

site 808, 822
Clathrochloris 54
cationic amino acid side chains 458
Cau-B3–1 1161
CauI 1161
CauII 1161
CauIII 1161
Caulobacter crecentus 1198

crescentus 1015
cb-type Cyt c oxidase 959
Cb. See Chlorobium
cbb 1109, 1110, 1112
cbb cluster 1117
cbb gene organization 1 1 1 1
cbb gene regulation 1116
cbb genes 1108, 1109–1113, 1119
cbb mutations 1116
cbb structural genes 1115, 1119
cbbA 1110
cbbAI 1115
cbbAII 1115
cbbE 1110, 1 1 1 1
cbbEcbbFcbbPcbbTcbbA 1112

cbbF 1110, 1112
cbbFcbbPcbbTcbbGcbbA 1111
cbbFI 1111
cbbFI mutant 1116
cbbFII 1111
cbbG 1110
cbbGII 1111
cbbK 1110, 1111
cbbL 1109, 1110
cbbL-1cbbS-1  1116, 1119
cbbL-2cbbS-2  1109
cbbLcbbS  1110, 1114
cbbLI 1111
cbbM 901, 1109, 1110, 1112, 1113, 1121
cbbM gene 1112
cbbM promoter 1118
cbbM transcript 1119
cbbMII 1114, 1121
cbbP 1110
cbbPI 903, 1111, 1115
cbbPI mutant 1116
cbbPII 903, 1111, 1115, 1116
cbbPII mutant 1116
CbbR 1108, 1110, 1112, 1116, 1117
cbbR 1110, 1111, 1112, 1117

gene 906, 1118
mutant 1118
regulatory features 1119

cbbS 1110
cbbSI 1 1 1 1
cbbT 1110
cbbTII 1 1 1 1
cbbX 1110
cbbz 1110
ccb type oxidase 958, 959
CCHL 716, 717. See also cytochromes c heme lyases
Ccl 710, 721
ccl1 169
ccl12 713
ccl2 169
ccl2 gene 716
CCM 1262, 1264, 1265. See also combinatorial cassette

mutagenesis
CD 325, 353, 355, 410, 411, 447, 451, 453, 455, 480, 655. See

also circular dichroism
CD spectra 323, 332, 341, 422, 443, 447, 448, 455, 461, 669
CD spectrophotometry 671
CD spectroscopy 655, 669
CDP-diglyceride synthetase 242
cell

cycle 188, 242
density 985
envelope 208, 262
-free system 1140
-free translation system 248
pole 1015
size 985
swelling 1018
wall 19

macromolecules 207
cells grown phototrophically 197
cellular membrane fractions 180
cellulase 1051
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central metal 650
centrifuge columns 818
cetol 40
Cf. aurantiacus See Chloroflexus aurantiacus
cfx 1109
chaotropic agents 441
chaperone 716
chaperonin 821, 824, 1036, 1038, 1040, 1050

mutant 1036
charge balance 489

-gradient 208
recombination 613, 701, 706

in the state 541
kinetics 542

-separated states 635
separation 363, 486, 705

quantum yield of 390
transfer 354, 569
transfer state 537

che/mcp cluster 1015
CheA 1012
cheA 1015
CheB 1012
chemical

analysis of sulfur globules 974
cross-linking 388
identity of the primary electron acceptor 692
labeling 321
modification 457, 458, 822
mutagenesis 1043, 1170

chemically-induced oxidized-minus-reduced difference
spectroscopy 670

chemically-modified pigments 635
chemiosmotic 835
chemoheterotrophic growth 4, 5, 832, 838
chemokinesis 1006, 1014, 1018
chemolithotrophic 880
chemolithotrophic growth 4
chemolithotrophs 101
chemolithotrophy 65, 71
chemoorganotrophic 880
chemoreceptors 1179
chemosensory proteins 1010
chemostat 39, 270, 930
chemotactic signal 1014
chemotaxis 1006, 1010, 1012, 1019
chemotaxis cluster 1015
chemotaxonomic 223
chemotrophic 840

cells 237
fermentation 26
growth 25
yield of phototrophic purple bacteria 71

chemotrophically grown cells of Rubrivivax gelatinosis 197
CheR 1013
cheR 1015
CheW 1012
cheW 1015
CheY 1010, 1012, 1015
cheY 1015
chicken 1151, 1275

egg-laying rate 1275

Chl See chlorophyll
Chlamydomonas 292, 721, 902

reinhartii 160, 823, 907
chlB 1086
Chlide a 146
chlL (frxC) 1086
chlLNB 1086, 1088
chlN(gidA) 1086
Chlorella 142, 386

vulgaris 161, 1276
chlorin 137, 654

reductase 1096
chlorobactene 2, 53, 405
2-chlorobenzoate 993
3-chlorobenzoate 993, 995, 999, 1000
3, 5- chlorobenzoate 993
4-chlorobenzoate 993
Chlorobiaceae 5, 69, 70, 139, 188, 208, 216, 259, 280, 401, 402,

408, 667, 670, 853, 871, 872–881, 921
fixation occurrence and rates 922

Chlorobiineae 34
Chlorobium 54, 55, 87, 91, 146, 194, 668, 669, 670, 672, 679,

732, 751, 860, 871, 872, 921, 976, 1176
codon frequency 1168
chlorophylls 139, 401
chlorovibrioides 6, 851
Cyt c-555 734
limicola 5, 6, 54, 55, 66, 67, 70, 90, 141, 146, 189, 190, 200,
260, 403-412, 420, 666, 667, 675, 754, 757, 798, 810, 851,
856-858, 861, 864, 873, 975, 977, 982, 985, 987, 1160, 1161,
1165, 1166, 1217

F-ATPase in 1166
chlorobactene 405
ultrathin section 274

limicola 6230 66
limicola 8327 66
limicola f. sp. 922
limicola f. thiosulfatophilum 67, 69, 70, 184, 195, 669, 673,
851, 854
limicola f. thiosulfatophilum
lipids 190
phaeobacieroides 6, 54, 55, 58, 66, 70, 190, 195, 267, 405,
667, 798, 851 922, 975
phaeobacteroides 2430 66
phaeobacteroides K1 66
phaeobacteroides MN1 66
phaeovibrtoides 6, 54, 55, 66, 190, 402, 403, 407, 412
species 55, 58, 1160, 1165, 1167, 1170
tepidum 6, 90, 92, 98, 99, 260, 309, 401, 405, 407, 423, 667,
851, 854, 855, 881, 921, 922, 1166, 1170

freeze-fracture micrograph 261, 262
thiosulfatophilum 260, 876, 922
vesicles 260, 400
vibriodes 195
vibrioforme 6, 54, 55, 66, 67, 70, 146, 147, 149, 159, 160,
161, 164, 190, 200, 213, 402, 403, 407, 420, 426, 668, 676,
678, 851, 857, 861, 863, 864, 881, 11601161, 1166

ultrathin sections 261
vibrioforme f. thiosulfatophilum 67, 851, 854
vibrioforme hemD 164

chtorobiumquinone 182, 200
Chlorochromatium aggregatum 54, 55, 223
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Chloroflexaceae 32, 34, 139, 208, 259, 280, 401, 402, 403, 678,
854, 871, 872–881, 922

fixation occurrence and rates 922
Chloroflexus 2, 3, 32, 87, 89, 90, 91, 100, 142, 146, 754, 871, 872,

907
aurantiacus 32, 88, 89, 94, 96, 141, 146, 159, 184, 190, 194,
196, 200, 208, 216, 217, 223, 260, 269, 324, 401, 403-422,
427, 504, 510, 587, 596, 599, 600, 602, 603, 605, 606, 607,
610, 612, 621, 642, 643, 651, 700, 700–706, 733, 781, 787,
788, 790, 792, 793, 794, 799, 813, 815, 851, 854, 875, 879,
881, 922, 923, 950, 953, 956, 957, 958, 1160-1162 1164,
1167 1216, 1248,

puf   operon 1162
autotrophic assimilation 876
baseplates

size histograms 273
codon frequency 1169
fatty acids of 195
genes sequenced in 1164
isolated chlorosomes from 264
photosynthesis genes 1216
tetrapyrrole formation 269

Chloroflexus mat 98
Chloroflexus spp. 87
chloroform extract 816
Chlorogloeopsis 90, 98
Chloroherpeton 921

thalassium 5, 6, 262, 851, 922
Chloronema 32, 55, 261

giganteum 54, 55
sp. 58

chlorophyll 143, 149, 153, 154, 160, 650, 654
a 145, 454, 651, 652, 654

692
b 454, 651, 652
biosynthetic enzymes 1086

pathways 1083, 1087
iron protein 1086, 1088
stereochemistry 654
synthetase 654
triplet states 374

chlorophyllase 654
chlorophyllide a 1086
chloroplast 721, 733, 751, 812
chloroplast genes 710
Chloropseudomonas 668

ethylicum 670
ethylicum 2K 666

chlorosome 5, 40, 188, 189, 194, 259, 262–264, 387, 400–420,
666, 667, 688, 702
chlorophylls 401
core 262, 267
development 271
envelope 267, 417
protein 418

5.7 kDa 1164
7.5-kDa 1166

self-assembled 413
size of 271
structure 410–413
supramolecular organization of 267–268

chloroplast thylakoid membranes 820
cholate 441, 813

choline 1024
Chloroherpeton 34
Chr4 739
Chromatiaceae 7–8, 9, 70, 184, 185, 215, 280, 849–850, 850, 853,

919, 982
characteristic properties 9

fixation 921
Chromatium 54, 55, 60, 61, 62, 91, 456, 674, 754, 887, 898, 950,

1007, 1176
buderi 4, 8, 9, 223, 850, 851, 974
gracile 9, 54, 55, 71, 223, 851, 921
minus 9, 54, 58, 71, 184, 185, 192, 974, 975, 977

ultrathin section 985
minutissimum 9, 362, 387, 391, 794, 850, 851, 921, 975,
977, 978, 1249
okenii 4, 8, 9, 54, 72, 76, 223, 850, 851, 975, 978, 979, 982,
1249
purpuratum 9, 192, 198, 441, 444, 851, 977, 978
salexigens 9, 850, 851
sp. 54, 55, 58
swimming speeds 63
tepidum 4, 8, 9, 90, 96, 99, 100, 209, 213, 215, 352, 850,
851
vinosum 4, 5, 9, 54, 69, 70, 71, 72, 141, 159, 184, 185, 192,
196, 197, 200, 213, 215, 221, 244, 328, 329, 331, 629, 632,
700, 731, 751, 781, 786-796, 812, 815, 850, 851, 853, 856,
857, 860, 862, 864, 919, 921, 931, 933, 952, 953, 956-958,
974, 975, 976, 977, 978, 979, 980, 982, 985, 987, 1036,
1038-1043, 1050, 1108, 1109, 1112, 1114, 1116, 1119, 1121,
1178, 1249

chromatophores 235
intracytoplasmic membranes 235
CA1812 66
D 66
DSM 185 66

violascens 9, 54, 55, 71, 851, 921
warmingii 4, 8, 9, 185, 192, 200, 223, 850, 851, 921, 974,
976, 978, 985, 987, 1249
weissei 4, 8, 9, 54, 70, 72, 223, 850, 851, 921, 975, 979

chromatographic analysis
thin layer 1253

chromatophore 111, 180, 235, 241, 244, 283, 289, 456, 807, 812,
832, 834, 835, 836
membranes 767

chromogenic protein 1266
chromones 752
chromophores exchange of 650
Chromophyta 1112
chromosomal

deletion 481
deletions 1047
linkage maps 1035
maps 1075
restriction 1078

chromosome 475, 1067
mobilization 1031, 1046
of Rb. capsulatus 1069
organization 1079
transfer 1031, 1141

chymotrypsin 323
ciliates 62
cinnamate 994, 998
cinnamate CoA Hgases 1000
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circular dichroism 410, 439, 480, 485, 492, 493, 655, 689. See
also CD

circular genetic linkage map 1035
cis-acting factor 1221 –1227
cis-trans isomerization 764
citrate lyase 873
citrate synthase 4, 1251
citric acid cycle 4
CL 185, 186, 191
Clathrochloris 54, 55

hypolimnica 55
sp. 58

cloned genes 1038
cloning 1159

and expression 822, 823
and functional expression 808

closed reaction centers 486
Clostridium pasteurianum 933, 1021

tetanomorphum 166
cluster of ionizable residues 641
clutch 1011
Cm. See Chromatium
CM 197, 234, 237, 238, 242, 244, 245, 951. See also cytoplasmic

membrane
CM vesicles 244
CM-ICM system 244
co 958
CO dehydrogenase 887, 1039, 1040, 1045
co-existence 74

assimilation, alternative routes 906–908
assimilatory routes 885
fixation 37, 1038, 1040, 1044, 1045, 1108, 1108–1122
genes. See cbb
genetic analysis 1107, 1108–1122
in Chloroflexus 881
uptake 114

1020
CoA See coenzyme A
cobA 166
cobalt chelatase gene 1090
cobyrinic acid 166
coding sequences 1083
codon 1033, 1037, 1041, 1043, 1086, 1096

frequencies 1042, 1167, 1168
usage 1041, 1097

coenzyme A 993, 994
ligase 991, 998, 999, 1045
thioesters 991, 993, 995

coenzyme B12 154, 165
coexistence 50

between Chromatium and Chlorobium 75
coherence 304, 306

dephasing 537
coherent oscillations 538, 572
Comamonas terrigena 212
combinatorial

cassette mutagenesis 495, 1257, 1261
cassette mutants 1262–1266
libraries 494, 1265
mutagenesis 474

cometabolism 1245, 1252
common inducer 1113
compartment 717
compensatory mutations 1260

competition 50, 73
competitive inhibitor 813, 814
complementation 477, 1030, 1036, 1038
complemented in vitro 1140
complemented in vivo 1140
complex formation 796
complex I 832, 838, 964
composition 242
composition of PHA 976
concentration of photosynthetic units 236

condensations 1086
condensations 1086, 1151, 1152

condensations 1152
Condon-Slater rules 301
configurational

changes 822
effects 589
relaxation 621

conjugal transfer 1170
conjugation 476, 1030, 1031, 1034, 1047, 1170
conjugation-mediated marker rescue 1139
connecting 508
Conne’s advantage 629
conserved 466

amino acid residues 249, 322
aromatic residues 488
histidine 324, 451, 488

consumption of glutamate 270
contaminated water 1278
continuous cultures 74
continuum electrostatics 786
contribution to primary production 56–57
control of

bacteriochlorophyll synthesis 268, 270
photopigment biosynthesis 1222

cooF 887
cooH 887
cooling 366
coordinate error 505
coordinated 459

ligands 460
switching 1010

coordination 273
number 412

copolymer 976
copper

availability 738, 740
proteins 733

coproporphyrin 42, 271, 1129, 1130, 1131
III 166, 168

coproporphyrinogen 42, 166, 1127
III 143, 166, 168, 1126
IV 166
oxidase 166, 167, 168, 169, 1127

coprotoporphyrin 713
core 219

antenna 326, 338, 339, 356, 387
antenna complexes 317, 329, 338
complex 317, 320, 335, 388, 341
constituents 212
light-harvesting complexes 437
particle 239
region 208, 456

corrin 143, 153, 154
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corrinoid 37, 164
cosmid

clones 1069
genome walking 1067
library 1036
linking 1075
physical mapping of 1069
walking 1075

cotranscription 1088
coulomb (Förster) mechanism 381
coumarate CoA ligases 1000
coupled

chromatophores 815
phosphorylation 808
transcription-translation system 1120

coupling
antenna-reaction center 385
factor 808
factor 811
modes 631

COX10 712
COX11 712
CP/MAS 413
cpn60 901
crack entry infection 134
crop yield improvement 1278
cross

hydrogen bonding 459, 460
linking 321, 341, 418, 736

Cross Polarization/Magic Angle Spinning 413
Crp 1001. See also cyclic AMP receptor protein
crt 1099, 1139, 1141, 1146, 1222. See also carotenoid

gene 1135, 1139, 1141, 1142, 1146–1153
gene cluster 1140, 1142, 1143, 1146, 1148, 1149
gene regulation 1146
mRNA 1147
operons 1147
pigment biosynthesis operons 1146
promoter 1146

crtA 1088, 1213
crtA-bchID 1213
CrtB 1086
crtB 1096, 1214
crtC 1090, 1096, 1139, 1212
crtD 1139, 1212
CrtD ADP-binding fold 1141
CrtE 1084
crtE 1090, 1214
crtE gene 1212
crtEF 1088
crtEF primary transcripts 1212
crtEF-bchCXYZ-pufQBALMX 1212
crtEF-puf  transcripts 1212
crtI 1088, 1214
crtI homologue 1088
Crtl-LacZ fusion protein 1145
crtIBK 1213
crtJ transposon mutant 1142
crtK/oxyA 1142
crustaceans 60, 62
cryoprotectants 795
Cryptomonas phaseolus 60
crystal structures 504
crystallographic

studies 449
symmetry 319
temperature factors 508

crystallography 387
csmA 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166
CsmA proteins 407
csmB 1163, 1166
csmC 1163, 1166
csmCA 1166
csmM 1164, 1165
csmM-csmN 1165
csmN 1164, 1165
ctaA 170
ctaB 170
CTP 817
culture

conditions 1160
pond 1275
prawns 1275
tanks 1275

cyanide 863
cyano group 1252
cyanobacteria 154, 155, 159, 208, 418, 676, 733, 738, 809, 1088,

1112, 1149
cyanobacterial

loci 1086
rbcLrbcS 1120
RubisCO 1120

Cyanophora paradoxa 1151
CYC3 169
cycA 678, 736, 737, 798
cycA transcription 738, 739
cycI 739
cyclic

thioester 993
AMP receptor protein 1001
antenna complexes 334
core antenna complexes 335
electron transport 815, 839
tetrapyrrole 651

cyclical hexamers 334
cyclohex-1-ene-l-carboxylate 999
cyclohex-1-ene-carboxyl CoA 999
cyclohex-1-enecarboxylCoA 998
cyclohexa-1, 4-diene-1 -carboxylate 995
cyclohexa-1, 5-diene-1 -carboxyl-CoA 995
cyclohexa-2, 5-diene-1 -carboxylate 995
cyclohexane carboxylate 999
cyclohexanecarboxylate 998
cycM 798
cyoE 170
cysG 166
cystathionase 158
cysteine 39, 164, 720
cystine 158
cystine trisulfide 158
CYT2 169
Cyt See cytochrome
cytochrome 245, 267, 280, 666, 709–721, 726, 775, 1036, 1040, 

a 710
710

oxidase 712
associated with reaction center 776–800

1044, 1048
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b 245, 667, 678, 710, 713, 748, 751–754, 764, 767, 768
764
960

b-562 712
b-566 247

751, 764
complex 694, 721, 735, 748, 751, 759, 768

bc complex 678, 694
complex 130, 279, 282, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289,

minus mutants 753
752, 753, 763, 764
763, 764

c 169, 245, 642, 667, 710, 748, 956, 1044
assembly 712
biogenesis 710, 716, 721
biogenesis mutants 712
heme lyase 169, 716
oxidase 246, 285, 286, 747, 748, 956–959, 1048

c-550.5 668, 674, 678
c-551 674, 678, 731, 798
c-551 731, 732

Pseudomonas 732
c-553 668, 674, 693, 731, 732, 734, 798, 799
c-554 956, 1162, 1216
c-555 732, 733

169, 247, 710, 748, 751-755, 767
sixth axial ligand of 768
interaction 752

678
heme lyase (CC1HL) 169, 720
115,  247,  250,  279,  281,  282,  284,  285,  287-291,  730,

1050
733, 734, 777, 796, 740

115
284, 286, 288

282
290, 959
290, 737, 747, 748, 751, 752, 959

d 170, 710
f 735, 736, 751, 759
o 169, 170, 954, 956, 959
oxidase 116, 169, 244, 282, 287, 712, 1038, 1040, 1045
oxidation 583, 795
oxidation at cryogenic temperatures 795
per RC 290
photo-oxidation 583
subunit 504, 505, 510, 776, 785
subunit of RC 109
subunits 642
turnover 583, 584, 587

cytoplasm 328, 811
cytoplasmic 325

membrane 180, 232–251, 259, 279, 283, 284, 290, 291, 387,

sensory signal 1015
side 333, 342, 509

D

2D arrays 318
of antenna complexes 326
crystals 319

3D crystals 318
D-arabinose 208
D-galacturonic acid 208
D-glucosamine 208
D-glucuronic acid 208
D-glycero-D-manno-heptose 208
D-mannose 208
d-orbital of Ni 657
D.gigas 168
DAG 208
dam-like methylation system 1161
dansylarginine methylester 939
Daphnia 60
Daptobacter 61
dark

anaerobic 917
anaerobic electron transport chains 960–964
equilibrium redox titrations 785
growth 25, 26
metabolism 981
microaerobic growth 917
microaerobic fixation 918

476
DBC1 476
DCCD 812, 818, 822, 953, 1020
DCCD-binding 811
Dct transport 1014
DctD 1198
DD13 476
DD13/G1 (pRKEH2) 486
DEAE-columns 660
deamino-NADH 953
death 60
decarboxylation 1278
decay

of the excited singlet state 547
patterns 704
rate of the stimulated emission 532
rates 531

dechelatase 652
dechlorination 995
degradation 149, 455

product 406
degraded 456
dehydrogenases 881, 1148
dehydrogenate 1148
dehydrogenation 1139
3, 4 dehydrogenation 1139
dehydroxylating enzyme 998
delayed fluorescence 612, 615–618, 619
deletion 492

background 761
strains 476, 477
-complementation system 476

delocalized representation 305, 306, 307
delta function 561
demetalation 652

 290, 291, 578, 584, 710, 712, 713, 727, 747, 748–769, 796, 
797, 814, 854, 858, 864, 962, 963, 1034, 1051, 1130

734-739, 747, 751, 958, 963, 1039, 1050

 667, 702, 712, 951
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demethylspheroidene 1145, 1146, 1152
demethylspheroidenone 1145, 1146
denitrification 281, 282, 286, 291, 1278
denitrifying bacteria 992

pseudomonads 1001
density matrix 303-305, 306, 307, 308, 560, 571, 605

simulation 570
density operator 303, 304
deoxycholate 441, 813
3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonic acid 208
DEPC 819
dephasing 570
dephosphorylation 292
depolarization 364, 365, 422, 483
depolymerase 1253
depolymerization 1251
Deriphat 441
2-desacetyl-2-vinyl bacteriochlorophyllide a 1086
desaturase 1088
Desulfovibrio 666
Desulfovibrio vulgaris 860, 861
detergent 317, 352, 461, 478, 480

binding 445
micelle 505

detoxification 840
detrapping 356, 357, 391–393

efficiency 391
rate 392

deuterium 587
deuteroheme 157
deuteroporphyrin IX 168
development 134

of chlorosomes 271
of the photosynthetic apparatus 268–274

deviations from monoexponentiality 602, 603
Dexter mechanism 381
DGDG 190
diabatic 560
2, 3-diamino-2, 3-dideoxy-D-glucose 208
4, 5-diaminovaleric acid 162
diamino sugar 219
diastereomers 402, 403, 409
diatrophy 26
diauxic growth 889
diazotrophic enrichments 925
diazotrophic growth of Rb. capsulatus 917
dicarboxylates 1014
dicarboxylic acid 1038, 1040, 1044, 1045
dicyclohexyl carbodiimide 834, 837
diel fluctuations 68
dielectric constant 566, 788

distance 788
medium 787

diesters 211
diethylether 660
difference

absorption spectrum 533, 535, 538, 540
dipole moment 536
electron density maps 531
extinction coefficient spectrum 550

differential
absorption of light in lakes 63
extinction coefficient 689

differentiation 236, 245
diffusion limited 357, 393
diffusion potentials 494
digalactosyl diglyceride 181, 266
digital imaging spectroscopy 494, 1257, 1261–1262, 1263
diheme segment 784, 792
dihydrochlorin 165
dihydroporphyrin 138
dihydroquinone 581
3, 4-dihydrospheroidenone 113
dihydroxyacetone synthetase 1110
dihydroxybenzoic acid 1021
dihydroxychlorin 170
dilution rate 74
dimensionality of energy transfer 387
dimer of BChls 529
dimeric association 289
dimerization 449
dimethyl disulfide (DMDS) 68
dimethyl sulfide (DMS) 67, 68, 964
dimethyl-sulfoniopropionate (DMSP) 68
dimethylprotoheme 157
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 4, 67, 838, 906, 963
dinitrogenase 916

protein 931
reductase 916, 931, 935, 936

dinucleotide binding domain 881
dioxygenase 766, 993
diphosphatidyl glycerol 242
diploptene 183
diplopterol 183, 201
dipolar relaxation 537
dipole interaction 605
dipole-dipole 381

energy transfer 299, 301, 309
mechanism 389
orientational factor 300
transfers 302

dipyrrole cofactor 164
Dirac’s Golden Rule 299
direct electrochemical reduction 635
directed mutagenesis 529
directionality of electron transfer 546
DIS 1261, 1264. See also digital imaging spectroscopy
disaccharidic backbone 219
discretized-continuum model 566
dispersed polaron model 569
dispersion interaction 393
displacements 571
dissimilatory reductases 115
dissociation 480
dissolved oxygen 269
dithionite 426
diuron 753, 761, 764
diversification 465
divinyl-protoChlide 144
DLL mutant 536, 538, 547
DLL reaction center mutant of Rb. capsulatus 537
DMAPP 1151
DMDS. See dimethyl disulfide
DMS 964. See dimethyl sulfide
DMSO 282, 454, 906, 963, 1016. See dimethylsulfoxide
DMSO and TMAO reductases 963
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DMSP. See dimethyl-sulfoniopropionate (DMSP)
DNA

binding 1201
binding motif 1153
binding region 1201
gyrase 1038, 1040
hybridization 422
isolation 1031, 1033
library 1035
manipulation protocols 1031
restriction 1161
sequence 1084
sequencing 321
supercoiling mechanism 1199
transfer 1040

DNA-DNA hybridization 1185
DnaK 248
DNAse I footprint analysis 1197
dolichyl-phosphate-D-mannose synthase 1166
domains 361, 481
double

difference 635
flash experiments 798
hairpins 1096
reduction of a quinone acceptor 693

DPF2 476, 482
DPF2 (pRKEH2) 486
dpm1 1163, 1166, 1167
dra genes 940
dra system 940
DRAG 929, 931, 936, 937, 938, 942
draG 940
DRAT 929, 936, 939, 942
draT 940
driving force 464
driving force for electron transfer 794
drn 1203
DsbA 716
dyad symmetry 1166, 1224
dynamic

heterogeneity 551
Stokes shift 537

dynamics of carotenoid excited states 378–380

E

E-R complex 895

E. coli DsbA 716
E. coli glutamyl-tRNA 161
E. coli hemA 161
E.gracilis 167
E. herbicola 1088
E. longus 109, 110, 111, 112, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119
early observations 448
echinenone 40
ecological aspects of fixation 924
ecology 1001
ecology and isolation of heliobacteria 27
Ectothiorhodospira 3, 7, 55, 92, 797, 920

abdelmalekii 8, 10, 138, 192, 200, 326, 732, 851, 852
Cyt c-551 734
halochloris 8, 10, 138, 184, 192, 200, 223, 287, 326, 329,
732, 851, 852
halophila 3, 8, 10, 184, 191, 192, 196-198, 200, 213, 216,
329, 732, 851, 852, 1017
marismortui 10, 851, 921
mobilis 8, 10, 191, 192, 196-198, 200, 213, 216, 223, 244,
352, 751, 796, 851, 857, 921, 978, 1249
shaposhnikovii 8, 10, 70, 191, 192, 200, 213, 216, 233, 234,
732, 787, 794, 851, 921, 978, 1023, 1249
sp. 70, 732
sp. strains EST4/EST8 921
vacuolata 8, 10, 54, 58, 70, 184, 191, 192, 200, 209, 213,
216, 732, 851, 921, 978, 1249

Ectothiorhodospiraceae 8, 10, 69, 70, 184, 216, 280, 329, 732,
852, 861, 919
characteristic properties 10
lipid composition 184

EEM 1265. See also exponential ensemble mutagenesis
EF 238
effect of light 917
effect of oxygen 917
effective dielectric constants 787
effective magnetic fields 597
efficiency of charge separation 360
efficiency of energy transfer 455
efrapeptin 819
egg-laying rate 1275
Einstein coefficient 300, 307
EIRS. See environment-induced red shift (EIRS)
elastase 326
elastic moduli 395
electric

dipole moment 612
field 596, 612, 619
field effects 536, 614
power from methane gas 1278

electrical fields 563
electrochemical

gradient 748, 833, 837
potential of protons 955
proton gradient 1009
reduction 635
titration 539, 634

electrochemically-induced FTIR difference spectra 634
electrochromic 836, 1019

changes of carotenoid and bacteriochlorophyll 788
response 1017

electrogenic 789
electrometric measurements 788
electron

acceptor 4, 671, 886
density map 505
donor 65, 533, 538, 674, 726–741, 886

to nitrogenase 933
exchange 381
micrograph 21, 288, 338, 350, 410, 411
microscope 337
microscopic examination 810
microscopy 236, 317, 342, 387, 479, 811, 974, 977

freeze-fracture 238
nuclear double resonance 538

E. coli 161, 162, 164, 166, 169, 757, 767, 811, 834, 835, 837, 838,
841, 953, 954, 956, 961, 962, 1014, 1031, 1033, 1035, 1039,
1049, 1050, 1084, 1090, 1099, 1119, 1127, 1145, 1146,
1170, 1179, 1182, 1197, 1198, 1202
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paramagnetic resonance 538. See also EPR
spin density 539
spin density of 539
spin polarization 607
transfer 521, 529, 530, 533, 559, 560–572, 578, 580, 581, 

at room temperature 793
directionality 546
driving force for 794
complex 796
from to 706
inhibitors 519
pathways 530
rate 531, 631
system 113, 115
theory 794
to secondary quinone 543
to the primary quinone 542–543

transport 129, 133, 726, 807, 835, 854, 855, 864, 1016, 1017
chain 267
dependent chemotaxis 1015
pathways 1086

tunneling 781, 796
electronic

coupling 609, 610
coupling factor 560, 562, 572
excitation transfer 298–312
matrix elements 608
polarizabilities 393
state 561, 571
wavefunctions 561

electrophoretic mobility 481, 483
electroporation 1170
electrostatic

calculations 584, 790
effect 511, 586
energies 566
interaction 565, 734, 786
interaction energies 797
potential 579, 583
reaction field 642

elemental sulfur 39, 66
of hemes 793

Em. hydrolyticum 114
Em. sibiricum 111
Em. ursincola 110

766
Emiliania huxleyi 69
emission spectra 359, 534
endemism 94
endogenous

metabolism of ‘Thiorhodaceae’ 982
photosensitizers 1144
sensitizers 1137

endonuclease 1239
endonucleolytic cleavage 1238
endoproteinase Glu-C 458
endoproteinase Lys-C 458
ENDOR 538, 587, 655, 656, 764. See also electron nuclear double

resonance
endoribonuclease 1239
endospores 21, 29
endotoxic activity 219

endotoxic shock 223
endotoxin 209

antagonists 220, 223
research 208

energetic inhomogeneity 617, 618
energy

acceptors 364
coupling 837
equilibration 350, 360, 362
funneling 387
gap 608
gap law 376, 379
migration 439
minimization 416
stabilization 460
transfer 301, 320, 334, 338, 342, 356, 358, 360, 361–363,
363–366, 380–381, 386, 387, 405, 418–422, 426, 448, 481,
484, 486, 492, 493, 534, 693

dynamics 482
efficiency 426
kinetics 362
to P798 692

trapping 389, 419
linked reversed electron flow 833
transducing membranes 810
transduction process 837
transfer inhibitor 812, 814
transfer system 320

enolizable 655
enoyl CoA hydratase 716
enrichment 925
enrichment

and isolation of heliobacteria 28
cultures 22, 27
cultures for purple nonsulfur bacteria 918

enteric bacteria 1007
enteric chemosensory proteins 1010
enthalpy 607
Entner-Doudoroff pathway 891
entropy 607
envelope layers 209, 222
environment-induced red shift (EIRS) 655
environmental factors 1113
enzymatic

cleavage 321
modification 457
treatment 457

enzyme 458
enzyme detected in heliobacteria 24
EPI 1110
epibiont 61
epimer 691
epimer of BChl g, BChl g’ 691
EPR 449, 538, 671, 672, 766. See also electron paramagnetic

resonance
analysis 953
detectable semiquinone species 752
of the cluster 763
properties 767
signals 953
spectra of Rb. sphaeroides 952
spectroscopy 673, 763, 933
spectrum 751, 767, 933

590, 670–675, 704, 726, 793, 1023, 1073
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equilibria 460
equilibrium redox titrations 785
equilibrium titrations 786, 787
ergosterol 201
Erwinia 1143, 1149

herbicola 1084, 1148, 1151
uredovora 1148, 1151

Erythrobacter 2, 110, 113, 154, 159, 363, 586, 1216
longus 2, 107, 108, 158, 169
OCH 114 128
sp. OCH 114 790. See also Roseobacter denitrificans
sp. OCh 175 107
sp. strain OCh 114 106

Erythromicrobium 110
ezovicum 107
hydrolyticum 107
ramosum 107, 109
sibiricum 107
ursincola 107

erythromycin 1273
erythroxanthin sulfate 112
escape probability 356
Escherichia coli 160, 711, 809, 833, 957, 1001, 1030, 1084, 1151,

1177, 1181. See also E. coli
ester-bound fatty acids 215
esterification 457
esterifying alcohol 2, 138, 139, 452, 460, 463
ethanol utilization 740
ethylidene 138

derivative 145
ethylmethane sulfonate 1043
eukaryotic algae 1112
Euglena gracilis 164
eukaryotes 721
eukaryotic sterol biosynthesis 1151
eutrophic environments 107
evolution 118–120, 321, 401, 418, 427–628, 680, 691, 799–800,

879–881, 880, 1083, 1088
early iron-sulfur world 680
of biosynthetic pathways 880
of RC associated cytochromes 797, 799

evolutionary
aspects 680
distance 1075
partitioning 1088
process 119
relationships 838
tree 880

EXAFS 652
exchange 301

energy transfer 309
interaction 605, 613, 615

J 596, 602, 606
of chromophores 650
reaction 658

excitation
annihilation 361, 364, 389, 420
diffusion 351
energy 484, 486
energy transfer 110, 133, 353, 361
spectra 111, 492, 657
transfer 388
transfer dynamics 360, 391

trapping 361
excited singlet state 528, 533, 536, 541

of P 534
transfer 439

excited state 419, 420
absorption 359
decay pathways 419
dynamics 350
dynamics of carotenoids 378–380
evolution 537
kinetics 420
lifetime 365, 380, 425, 426
quenching 419

exciton 411
calculations 414
coupling 354, 422
dimer 449
interaction 341, 413, 480
pair 447, 449
state 412
theory 701

excitonic 355
coupling 395
interactions 411, 416, 424

excitonically interacting 355
exogenous pigment 658
exonuclease digestion 1096
exonucleases 1238
exoplasmic fracture face 237, 260
exponential ensemble mutagenesis 1265–1266
export 1011

of porin 222
expression 902, 1121

of cbb genes 1120
of cbb genes in heterologous systems 1119
of nitrogenase 1182
of rpoN 1200

extension of CM 238
external envelope layers 209, 222
extinction coefficient 483, 603, 630, 688, 700
extrinsic membrane complex 808

F

F-ATPase 1166
operon 809
sector 812
subunits 808

ATP synthase 807, 809–825, 818
complex 809–815

subunit stoichiometry 810
subunits 823

807, 815, 815–824
673

binding protein 668
factor F430 143
facultative methylotrophs 107
facultatively photosynthetic bacteria 1235
FAD 1086, 1149, 1152
fadB1 716
farnesol 18, 141, 692
farnesyl pyrophosphate 1084
farnesylation 170
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farnesylhydroxymethyl group 710
farnesyltransferase 170
fast transient absorption spectroscopy 535
fatty acid 3, 113, 191–198, 242, 405, 890, 1040

composition 180, 194, 195, 196
Chloroflexus aurantiacus 195
green sulfur bacteria 195
phototrophic purple sulfur bacteria 192
purple nonsulfur bacteria 193
Rhodobacter species 194

growth conditions 195
degradation 716

fatty alcohols 194, 403
673

FBA 1110, 1112, 1115, 1119
fbc/pet 753
fbcB 748, 753, 754
fbcC 748, 753, 754
fbcF 748, 753, 75 4
fbcFBC genes 767
fbcH 754
FBP 1109, 1110, 1112, 1116, 1119

fbp 1109
FCCP 1016

fdx 1193
fdx3 1193
fdx6 1193
fdxA 1163
fdxB 1163
fdxB8 1193
Fe-nitrogenase 1204
Fe-S binding polypeptide 1165

1020
feed efficiency 1277
Felgett’s advantage 629
FeMo-co 931
femtosecond 350, 378, 381, 420, 562

absorbance spectroscopy 704
excitation transfer 420
ground state depletion/recovery 379
laser 298
time-resolved techniques 381

Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO)-protein 354, 400, 650, 1166. See
FMO

fermentation 39, 943
fermenters 96
ferredoxin 3, 426, 427, 673, 679, 701, 873, 881, 1038, 1039, 1040,

and ferredoxin-NAD(P)-reductase 673
dependent pyruvate synthase 5
like centers 952
nitrite reductase 164

ferric chloride 1021
citrate 1021
parabactin 1021

ferritin-conjugated antibodies 240
ferrochelatase 166, 168, 169, 1021, 1127, 1128, 1130
ferrous iron 68

oxidation of 67
fertilizer 1277
ferulate 994, 995
FeS 753
FeS centers 667, 668, 672. See also iron-sulfur centers

4Fe-4S cluster protein 1086
FeS centers FA and FB 673

cluster 755, 765, 766, 768
ligands of 766
FeS protein 751, 752, 753
FeS RCs 678
fifth ligand for BChl 249
filamentous green bacteria 418, 422

phototrophic bacteria 32–44
purple bacteria 32

fine structure map 1077
first heme binding segment 510
FIS 1197, 1199
FIS operon 1203
FIS ORF1 1203
five coordinate Mg 412
five-carbon pathway 159–162
fixed nitrogen 1191, 1193
FixJ 1205
FixK 1001
FixL 1183, 1205

fixNOQP 960
flagella 19, 1006, 1007, 1044
flagellar

assembly 1011
genetics and biosynthesis 1011
motor 1015
rotation 1009
structure 1007

flagellated heliobacteria 23
flagellin 1008

export 1009
flattened lamellae 478
flavocytochrome c 856, 857, 1039, 1040
flavodoxin 933, 943, 1040
flavone 953
flavoprotein 837
FlbD 1198
FlhA 1198
FliG 1009
FliN 1011
fluctuating conditions 980
fluctuations 50
fluorescence 129, 133, 358, 361, 364, 598, 657

375
anisotropy 307

decay 421
component 608
decay 357, 410
emission 410, 424, 444, 481, 705
excitation spectra 375, 376, 455, 494
kinetic measurements 341, 705
lifetime 390, 483

of BChl g 692

549
polarization 341, 353, 359, 410, 411, 443, 447, 448, 451,
483
polarization spectra 355
quantum yields 374
site-selection 355
spectroscopy 657, 704
spectrum of Hb. chlorum 689

1044, 1045, 1050

of 543
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upconversion 618
yield 380, 420

fluorescent colonies 1084
fluoroacetate 878
fluorocitrate 878

834
FMN 837
FMO 400 See also Fenna-Matthew-Olson complex

protein 422–426
trimer 308, 421
complex 356
protein 404, 652, 666

fmoA 1163, 1166, 1167
fnr 1001
force field parameters 631
foreign cbb genes 1120
form I

enzyme 1115
gene clusters 1117. See also cbb
RubisCO 900, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1117,
1119

gene 1112
large subunit 1110
small subunit 1110

form II
gene clusters 1117. See also cbb
RubisCO 1108, 1109, 1110, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116,
1117, 1119
gene 1112
large subunit 1110

formaldehyde dehydrogenase 739
formate dehydrogenase 886
formate hydrogen lyase 838
formation of

ICM 236, 246
photosynthetic apparatus 272

formic hydrogenlyase system 1177
Förster 493

energy transfer 301, 308
kinetics 308
mechanism 381, 390
overlap integral 389, 390
parameter 301
rate 306
spectral overlap integrals 360
transfer 302
transition rate 311

forward electron transfer 705
four helix bundle 332, 338
four tilted helices model 334, 335, 338
Fourier transform 333, 569, 629

infrared 538, 628
Raman spectroscopy 671
resonance Raman spectroscopy 483, 490

FPP 1084, 1136, 1140, 1151, 1153
FPP synthase 1086, 1150
FPr 1014, 1022
Franck-Condon 311, 377

factor 309, 561-563, 608, 617, 618
free energy 607

change 560, 562, 564, 565
difference between and 551
gap 542, 608

surfaces 567
perturbation 567

freeze etch 1253
freeze-fracture

electron microscopy 237, 238, 240, 241, 418, 1253
preparations 240, 261

frequency of reversion 1033
fru operon 891
fructose 1014, 1022, 1038, 1040, 1041, 1044

1,6-bisphosphatase 1109
1,6-bisphosphate(FBP) 892
1,6-bisphosphate aldolase 1110
1,6-bisphosphatase/sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase 1110
1,6-/sedoheptulose 1,7-bisphosphatase 892
1,6-/sedopheptulose-l,7-bisphosphate aldolase 1110
transport 1014

FruK 891
fruK gene 891
FT Raman spectrum 671
FTIR 412, 413, 414, 628

difference spectra 632, 641, 642
fumarate 1015, 1022
fumarate reductase 961
functional sizes 482
fungi 154, 1000
funiculosin 753, 764
‘funneling’ 421
Fusarium oxysporum 1279
fusion 681, 711, 1033, 1048–1049 1099

of genes 1211
protein 823

Fx 673

G

G protein 1011
G-9 carotenoidless mutant 440
gabaculine 161, 162, 270, 1161
galactolipids 406
gallium 1021
gamma protein 249
GAP 1110, 1111, 1119
gas vesicle 6, 9, 10
gas-phase energy 565
Gaussian distribution 618
GC composition 1096
‘GEF chlorosomes’ 417
gel

filtration 813, 820
chromatography 440, 442, 445, 823

mobility shift 1226
gene(s) 1073, 1210–1217

chloroplast 710
clustering 428
cloned 1162
duplication 408, 680, 691
expression

bacteriochlorophyll 1223
regulation of 1221, 1221–1231

for cytochrome b of Chlorobium 677
fusion 1211
library 1037
map of assignments 1088
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mapping 1033–1035, 1067
mitochondrial 710
organization 428, 1162, 1210
photosynthetic apparatus 1071
positions 1077
promoters

photosynthesis 1225
regulation 1204
replacement techniques 1115
sequence 1140, 1162

from purple photosynthetic bacteria
table of 1040

size pieces 1078
tagging 749
transfer 474

agent 1032
general

isoprenoid metabolism 1138
isoprenoid pathway 1153
secretory components 711

genetic
analysis 387, 1107, 1108–1122, 1135, 1159, 1160–1171
background 475
information 473
linkage map 1178
manipulation 473, 1029, 1030–1051, 1159, 1170

reaction center genes 529
map 1035, 1067, 1068–1079, 1075, 1077, 1088–1090
mapping 1034, 1137, 1141, 1216
techniques 473
physical map 1140, 1142

genetically altered complexes 495
genetics 1159
genome 1068–1069

mapping 428
genomic

libraries 1035
restriction fragments 1035
size 1068

genuine quinone vibrational modes 637
geranylgeraniol 40, 138, 141, 1153

diphosphate 145
geranylgeranyl 460

pyrophosphate 1084
GGA codon 1086
GGPP 1086, 1136, 1140, 1146, 1147, 1151, 1153. See also

geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate
GGPP synthase 1086, 1140, 1143, 1149, 1150, 1153
giant CD effect 342, 411
gill disease 1275
gliding green bacteria 34
gliding motility 43
glnA 1193, 1196
GlnB 1192–1196
glnB 942, 1192–1196
glnB gene 1196
glnBA 1196
glnBP2 1197, 1201
glnD 1195, 1204
global

analysis 363, 640
exponential decay analysis 549
exponential fit 533

structure 782
globular structure 388
gltX 160
Glu 458
Gluconobacter suboxydans 739
glucose 1014
glucose dehydrogenase 838
glutamate 38, 41, 141, 155, 159, 162, 270, 1014, 1018, 1129

binding-protein 1023
1-semialdehyde 141, 159
transport system 1014, 1023
transporter 1014
limited chemostat 270
tRNA-synthase 141

glutamine 900, 942, 1023, 1024
rich N-terminus 1200
synthetase (GS) 38, 900, 1014, 1020

glutamyl
tRNA 161
tRNAGlu 141
tRNA reductase 160, 161, 1165
tRNA synthetase 160

glutaryl CoA dehydrogenases 998
glutathione 39, 158
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 1110
glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase reaction 892
glycerol 889, 1270

gradient centrifugation 813
glycine 141, 154, 155, 156, 888, 1086

motif (GXGXXG) 881
pathway 876

glycogen 841, 878, 879, 976, 981
specific contents of 983

glycolate 888
glycolipids 180, 184, 189, 191, 265, 405, 428
glyoxylate 37, 875, 876, 881, 888
glyoxylate

cycle 878, 881, 887
gold-labeled antibodies 240
Golden Rule 298
Gram-negative

bacteria 712, 717, 720
cell wall organization 208

Gram-positive
bacteria 216, 688, 712, 717
cell wall type 208

grana-like stacks 235
Granick’s hypothesis 1083, 1088
grazing 60

by ciliates 61
green

algae 733, 738, 1112
bacteria 260, 399, 810, 871, 872–881

antenna complexes from 399
ultrastructure 260–264
RC 733

Chloroflexus 97
(Strain GCF) 32

filamentous bacteria 401, 700, 777, 787, 1159
genetic analysis 1160–1171
RC associated cytochromes in 798

gliding bacteria 871, 872–881
nonsulfur bacteria 155, 159, 208, 216
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fixation, occurrence and rates 922

assimilation of organic compounds 877
compilation of genes sequenced 1163
fatty acids of 195
genetic analysis 1160–1171

fixation, occurrence and rates 922
RC associated cytochromes in 798

groE genes 898
GroEL 248
groEL 898
ground state 608

absorption spectrum 533
optical spectrum of reaction centers 532–533

group frequencies 631
growth

acceleration by symbiosis 1270–1271
chemoheterotrophic 4, 5
chemolithotrophic 4
conditions balanced and unbalanced 1251
photoautotrophic 4
photoheterotrophic 4
rate 41, 270, 959

in nature 58
substrate dependent synthesis of RubisCO 905

GSA 159, 160
GSA aminotransferase 160–162
GSH 161
GTA 1032, 1034, 1044, 1046. See also gene transfer agent
GTA transduction 1034
GTP 817
guanine 1086
gyrB 1069

H

H subunit 245, 250, 504, 505, 507, 509, 510, 702, 792
244

832
812, 821

836
H-bonding 356

841
metabolism 1177
uptake hydrogenase 951, 1177

habitats 106
hairpins 1096
halobacteria 1017
halophilic 216

eubacteria 197
Hamiltonian 560
harmonic oscillator 614
harmonic potential surfaces 569
Haugh-Unit Coefficient 1276
hbaA 1000
Hb. See Heliobacterium
Hc. See Heliobacillus
heat shock promoter 898
heavy atom derivatives 318, 479
heavy membrane fraction 244, 245
Hel 710

Hel ABC 721
hel locus 714
helA 169, 1130
helABCDX 713, 714
helB 169, 1130
helC 169, 1130
helD 716
helD gene 715
helices 508
Heliobacillus 87, 91, 93
Heliobacillus mobilis 2, 18, 20, 21, 26, 27, 93, 195, 676, 688, 690,

amino acid sequence of antenna-reaction center peptide 690
codon frequency 1169
fatty acids 196
photograph of plate cultures 25

heliobacteria 17–18, 155, 387, 667, 676, 678, 679, 688, 751, 777,

antenna 23
carbon sources utilized 24
chemotrophic growth 25
cultures 28
ecology and isolation 27–29
enrichment and isolation 28
enrichments for 28
enzymes detected in 24
genes sequenced in 1164
genetic analysis 1160

fixation, occurrence and rates 924
microflora 29
new isolates 22
phototrophic growth 24
reaction center 19, 23, 690
RC associated cytochromes in 799
strict anaerobes 28
sugar-utilizing 22
taxonomy 19–23

Heliobacteriaceae 19, 22, 217, 923
fixation 924

major properties 20
Heliobacterium 159, 191, 733

chlorum 2, 18–20, 138, 145, 184, 191, 195, 200, 217, 390, 

discovery of 18
fatty acids 196
fluorescence spectrum of 689

gestii 19, 21, 690, 881, 1160
alternative nitrogenase in cells of 26

fasciatum 19, 924, 1160
gestii 18, 20, 22, 27, 195, 917, 923, 924

electron micrograph 22
endospores of 22
fatty acids 196
phase-contrast micrograph 22
strain Chainat 924
strain HD7 (Pfennig) 924
strain T15-1 924

modesticaldum 20, 924
strain Ice 1 924
strain YS6 924

Heliophilum fasciatum 20, 21, 26, 27
electron micrograph 21

Heliospirillum 159

sulfur bacteria (Chlorobiaceae) 5, 90, 155, 159, 184, 192,
208, 216, 223, 401, 416, 418, 422, 666, 666–682, 690, 691,
 777, 853, 854, 871–881, 921, 922, 1159

 692-694, 923, 924, 1160, 1161, 1166, 1167, 1170

 923, 924, 1159

688, 690-693, 753, 924, 1160
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Heliothrix 34, 88, 91
lacking chlorosomes and BChl c, d or e 34
oregonensis 32, 35, 36, 89, 90, 97

helix dipoles 581
helix-turn-helix 1201, 1202

DNA-binding motifs 1153
domain 1201
motif 1201

helX 716
hem genes 1126, 1127
HEM13 167
hem13 1127
hemA 157, 161, 1126, 1129, 1131, 1163, 1165
hemA gene 1126
hemA mutant 1126
hemACD 1167
hematoheme 157
hematoporphyrin IX 168
hemB 162, 1127, 1129, 1131
hemC 164, 1163, 1165
hemD 164, 1127, 1163, 1165
hemE 166, 1127
heme 143, 149, 153, 160, 511, 709, 715, 717, 764, 781, 1019,

1086, 1125–1130, 1132
a 169, 170

biosynthesis 170
attachment 710, 717
binding motifs 790
binding motifs

in the HAP1 716
binding segment 510
biosynthesis 715, 720
c 169
characteristics 710
d 170

165, 166
exporter 714
group 709
high potential 781, 788

stable photooxidation of 795
ligand 738
low potential 781, 788

stable photooxidation of 795
ligation 716, 720
linkage 709
lyase 169
o 170
order of 786
orientations 787, 792
pathway 1132
propionates 642
prosthetic group 710
redox potentials of 786
synthesis 1127
transport 715
heme interactions 786

hemF 167, 1127
hemG 168
hemH 169, 1127
hemin 1129
hemin dimethyl ester 454
hemL 162
hemN 167

hemolysin transporter 715
hemT 157, 1126
hemY 168
heptylhydroxy-quinoline-N-oxide 753
herbicide 519, 523, 635

resistance 585
resistant mutants 521, 522, 585

Herpetosiphon aurantiacus 34, 217
heterodimer 324, 331, 333, 334, 335, 337, 395, 465, 479, 485

mutants 531, 537, 546, 633, 1259
heterodimeric 679
heterogeneity 551
heterologous 1120

combinations of polypeptides 457
expression 495
probe 1037, 1038
secretion 711

heterooligomers 341
hexadecanol 141
hexanol 411, 413
hexaprenyl diphosphate synthase 1086
hexapyrrole 164
hierarchical organization 320
high

energy intermediate 832, 833
hydrostatic pressure 393–395
-light conditions 236
oxygen tension 1145
-performance liquid chromatography 672
potential heme c-556 291
potential hemes 781, 788
pressure 599, 609
resolution map 1084
resolution physical mapping 1075
temperature form 89

higher plants 1112
himA 1184
hip 1184
HiPIP 730, 731, 732, 735, 953
His. See also histidine 324, 459
His 0 463
histidine 465, 488, 493, 1024

import 715
protein kinase 1012
residue 249
transporter 715

hole burning 354, 365, 425, 536, 620
spectroscopy 412
measurements 537

holocytochrome 712
holomictic lakes 51
holoproteins 711
Homo sapiens 1086, 1151
homocitrate 931, 935
homodimeric 537, 671, 679, 691
homogeneous 364

broadening 354, 360
homologous

amino acid sequences 321
recombination 456, 1046

homology 443
homooligomers 341
homopolymers 976
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hook 1008, 1011
hopanoid 180, 201

pentacyclic triterpenoids 242
triterpenes 200

hopping time 359
HOQNO 962
hot springs

acidic, sulfide-rich 98
house keeping genes 1070
HoxX 1183
Hp. See Heliophilum
HPLC 454, 458, 672. See also high-performance liquid

chromatography
HPLC analyses 443
HQNO 753, 956
HTF 89
Huang-Rhys factor 309, 310, 311, 563
human 1151
Hunter’s Hot Springs, Oregon 94, 96
hup 1034, 1175, 1177, 1178, 1181, 1185
hup gene clusters 1179
hup genes 1178, 1179

1184
hup/hyp 1180
hup/hyp gene cluster 1178

organization of genes 1179
hupC 1179
hupFG 1180
hupL 1179
hupM 1179
HupR 1183, 1186
hupR 1175, 1183, 1184
hupR gene 1183
hupS 1179, 1184, 1185, 1203
hupS gene 1179
hupS::lacZ fusion 1181
hupSLC 1175, 1179, 1183, 1184
hupSLC operon 1183
HupT 1186
HupT 1175, 1183
HupU 1183
hupU 1183
hupV 1183
hvrA 1227, 1230
hvrA mediated light regulatory circuit 1229
hybrid

antenna complexes 330
enzymes 821
reconstitutions 456
subunit and LHI complexes 456

hybridization probe 1046
hydratases 1152
hydrated state 1252
hydration 1139
hydride ion 832
hydride transfer 837
hydrogen 67

bond 459, 461, 462, 464, 480, 513, 514, 521, 529, 531, 532,
533, 539, 544, 545, 555, 557

mutants 539, 544, 545
bonded 490
bonding 424, 441, 459, 466, 492, 587, 634
donor 890

gas 1176
gas development 1282
ions 463
peroxide 938
production 1177
sulfide 1270, 1280
utilization 1176–1177

hydrogenase 40, 282, 887, 1034, 1038, 1039, 1041, 1044, 1175,
1177, 1178–1180, 1180, 1182
biosynthesis 1180
gene expression 1175, 1176–1186
gene organization 1180
gene products 1182
genes 1178. See also hup

organization 1179
isoenzymes 1180
synthesis 1180, 1181
type 3 1177

hydropathy plot 408, 702, 833
hydrophilic

polypeptide 715
pores 226
segments 408

hydrophobic
domain 322
driving force 461
force 464, 465
interactions 424
N-terminal domain 811
residues 333
segments 408
surface 461, 464
transmembrane helices 505

hydroxamate siderophores 1021
hydroxide ions 463
hydroxybenzoate, 998
4-hydroxybenzoate 992, 993, 994, 998, 999, 1000

CoA 999
CoA ligase 998, 1000

genes 1000
4-hydroxybenzoyl CoA 998
4-hydroxycinnamate 993, 998, 1000
hydroxy fatty acid 191
3-hydroxy fatty acid 186, 192
3-hydroxy fatty acids 191

405
40

3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase 1251
hydroxychlorobactene 669
hydroxyl radicals 426
hydroxylation 170
hydroxymethylbilane 164, 168
hydroxymethylbilane synthase 143, 164
7-hydroxymethyl-Phe a 654
hydroxyneurosporene 2, 1144, 1148, 1152

dehydrogenase 1150, 1151
synthase 1150, 1152
-O-methyltransferase 1150, 1152

3-hydroxypimelyl CoA 998
hydroxypropionate pathway 907
3-hydroxypropionate 37, 875
3-hydroxypropionate cycle 37, 875, 877, 879, 881
3-hydroxypropionate pathway 872
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hydroxyquinones 753
hydroxyspheroidene 1142
hyp 1175, 1181, 1183
hypABCDE 1180
HypB 1180
hyperchromism 655
hyperfine

constants 605
coupling 603
interaction 597
-induced singlet-triplet-mixing 596

hyperthermophilic 88
HypF 1180
hypochromic shift 326

I

160
Iceland 98
ICM 197, 232, 234, 238, 239, 240, 242, 244, 951. See also

intracytoplasmic membrane system; intracytoplasmic
membranes
formation 241
invaginations 245
vesicles 235, 242, 244, 248

IHF 1184, 1185, 1186, 1194, 1195, 1204. See also Integration
Host Factor
binding sequence 1226
binding site 1176, 1184, 1226
protein 1176
-like protein 1176, 1184, 1201

illumination 268
image analysis 318
imidazole 459
immunoelectron microscopical methods 240
immunogold-labeling electron microscopy 267
immunological screening 1037
in vitro

carotenoid biosynthesis system 1140
cell-free phytoene synthesis system 1154
complementation 1139
mutagenesis 761
transcription 1120
transcription-translation 1049

in vivo
complement 1148
complementation 1139, 1142, 1145, 1149
density 976

in-frame duplication 490
inactive branch 506
incapable of fixation 919
inclusion bodies 823, 1246
incorporation of lipids 188
incorporation of proteins 245
IncQ group plasmids 1170
indentations 245
induced circular dichroism 655
induced dipole moments 393
induction of the photosynthetic apparatus 245
induction/repression 905
infected cells 61
infection mechanism 134
infection thread 133

influence of light on growth 246
infrared spectroscopy 628. See also FTIR
inherent inhomogeneity 603
inhibition of bacteriochlorophyll synthesis 1161
inhibitor resistance 759, 763
inhibitors to BChl binding 453
inhomogeneity 536
inhomogeneous broadening 311, 353, 354, 358, 361, 393, 412,

482, 484, 597
inhomogeneous distribution 606
initial

charge separation 529, 540, 540–542
electron donor 540

transfer reaction 542, 551
transfer reactions 528

insertion of pigment- or redox carrier-binding protein 245
insertion of proteins 247
insertional inactivation 1183
insertional mutagenesis 1046, 1084
inside-out orientation 244
Integration Host Factor 1184, 1195. See also IHF
integration of plasmid DNA 1170
interaction 785

domain 734, 735
energy 466
matrix element 560

intercistronic secondary structure 1238
interface 51
intergenic suppressor 487, 490
intermediate electron acceptor 704
intermediate 448
intermembrane space 720
intermittent light 117
internal

782
conversion 618
rod elements 262
water molecules 579, 581

interposon 1044, 1045
mutagenesis 761, 1046, 1179

interspecies complementation 1036
interspecies expression 1050
intersystem crossing 607
intracellular pH 1023
intracytoplasmic membrane 111, 180, 186, 187, 188, 232, 232–

251, 233, 234, 279, 283, 284, 289, 291, 316–317, 444, 951.
See also ICM
morphology 478
types of 235

intragenic suppression mutation 490
intramembrane particle 236-239, 260

patterns 238
intramolecular leucine zipper 1201
intrasubunit heme-heme electron transfer 797
intrinsic lifetime 536

of 536, 537
intrinsic lipids 814
invaginations 478

of the CM 234, 238
of the CM and BChl synthesis 245

inverse Raman 378
inverted orientation 244
inverted region 563, 609, 617
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iodination 240
ion pair formation 460
ion pairing 466
ion pairs 459, 460, 463
ion-exchange chromatography 813, 820
IPP 1140
IR See also Infrared

CD 329
data 341
dichroism 332
difference spectroscopy 631
difference techniques 628
spectra 323, 332
spectroscopy 584

iron 1019, 1021, 1130
importer 715
molybdenum-cofactor 932
protoporphyrin 1126
sulfur centers 426
limitation 1130
protein 837
sulfur (FeS)-centers 667, 672, 693, 837
sulfur world 680

irradiance 57, 63
irreversible modification 901
iso-Cyt 958
isobestic points 549
isocitrate dehydrogenase 4, 841, 891
isocitrate lyase 878, 887
isocyt 290, 736, 737, 739, 740
isolated subunit complex 443
isolation of chlorosomes and membranes 264
isolation of DMA 1033
isoleucine 38
isopentenyldiphosphate 145
isoprene pathway 1086
isoprenoid 1146

biosynthesis 1138
metabolism 1138
pyrophosphate 1149

isorenierate 405
isorenieratene 2, 53
Isosphaera pallida 35
isothermal compressibility 394
isotope fractionation 862, 873, 875
isotope labeling 631, 638, 659
isotopically labeled

amino acids 635
quinones 637

isotopically-modified amino acids 638
isotropic decay 425

J

J 598, 606
Jacquinot’s advantage 629

K

K. pnenmoniae 934, 1195, 1198, 1199, 1201, 1202
K. pneumoniae 1205
K21rC16 449
Kahneeta Hot Springs 89, 90, 97

kanamycin 1161
resistance cassette 476
resistance marker 1034

values 453
894

Kdp 1019
keto group 464
7-keto-8-aminopelargonic acid synthase 157
2-keto-cyclohexanecarboxyl CoA 998
2-keto-3-deoxygluconate (KDG) 891
ketocarotenoid 1154
ketothiolase 1248
kinesis 1018
kinetic

analysis 817
growth parameters 74
model simulation 357
models 529
models for decay 547
parameters for growth 70
simulation 359

kinetics of electron transfer 675
of subunit association 448

Klebsiella pneumoniae 933, 1183, 1192
knob-hole

fit 465
interaction 459
packing 460, 461, 466

73 See saturation constant
596
596, 598

L

L subunit 325, 504, 505, 507, 508, 516, 531, 532, 757, 1162
Lsubunits 508

dehydrogenase 889
L-glycero-D-manno-heptose 208
L-ornithine 208
L-threonine 219
L-threonine (L-serine) dehydratase 39
lactate 1022
lacZ 1099, 1128
LacZ gene fusions 1048
lake 334, 342
lamellae 235
lamellar stacks 234
lamellar structures 221
Lamprobacter 920

modestohalophilus 8, 9, 850, 921
Lamprocystis 8, 54, 61, 921

roseopersicina 4, 9, 54, 55, 58, 851, 977, 978, 1249
large (catalytic) subunits 894
large subunit 1112
large-celled Chromatium species 73
latent ATPases 817
lateral

gene transfer 800
roots 134
transfer of photosynthetic genes 119

lauryl dimethyl amine oxide (LDAO) 317, 326, 352, 478, 481,
957
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LD 353, 410, 411. See also linear dichroism
spectroscopy 671
-absorbance detected magnetic resonance 670

LDAO See lauryl dimethyl amine oxide
LDS 417
LDS-PAGE 481
lectins 406
leghemoglobin 129, 131
legume 124
lettuce chloroplasts 823
leucine 1024, 1096

zipper 1201, 1202
levulinic acid 159
LH 1137. See also light harvesting

antenna complexes 1137
antennae 1259
complexes 240, 1146

LHC See LH
LH1 See LH I
LH2 See LH II
LH I 350–359, 362, 364, 437, 487, 488, 1083, 1139

and polypeptides 248
248

antenna complexes 1144
(B875) 1139

assembly 489
model 488

complex 240, 241, 249, 283, 474, 479, 483, 484
core complexes 239, 240, 483, 486
genes 475
polypeptide 247
reaction center interactions 487
-only mutants 483–484
structural genes 1222
truncated 451
-type 452
-type complexes 451, 454

LHI-RC 360
LHI-RC mutants 483–484
LH II 110, 288, 289, 330, 350–352, 352–356, 357, 361–363, 364,

439, 474, 486, 487, 650
antenna 287, 491
antenna complex 1139, 1144, 1145
(B800–850) peripheral antenna complex 1139
biosynthesis 478
complex 249, 283, 475, 1145
genes 475
isolated in OG 463
-only mutants 480–483
-lacking purple bacteria 242
peptides 1096

LH pigment-binding polypeptide 1144
pigment-protein complexes 1145
polypeptides 239
structural genes 1223
complexes 249

library 1037, 1046, 1088
lifetime broadening 597, 598
lifetime of the excited singlet state of P 547
ligand(s) 459, 531, 650

affinity 825
availability 738
coordinated 451

of the cluster 766
water as 652

ligation pattern 785
ligation reactions 720
light 245, 1230

control circuit 1230
-driven ATP synthesis 814
-driven oxygen uptake 954
-driven proton translocation 244
-driven proton pump 577
harvesting 439, 1137, 1222

antenna 504
complex I 239, 1083
complex II 245, 1099
complexes 317, 437, 456, 473, 1137, 1162
genes

regulating transcription of 1227–1230
I peptides 1084
proteins 1101
system 109
unit 259

inhibition of respiration 285
intensity 28, 57, 239, 240, 245, 247, 815, 1125, 1131, 1132,

-induced
bleaching 658
difference spectroscopy 629, 632
electron transfer 726
generation of membrane potential 788
reduced minus oxidized difference spectrum 700

influence 239
limitation 980
-mediated regulation of puc 1230
-mediated signal transduction 1230
membrane fraction 244, 245
-minus-dark CD difference spectra 670
penetration 63
responses 1017
-stimulated growth 114

lignin 991
lignin degradation 1001
limited

proteolysis 326, 767
proteolytic hydrolysis 321
-acid hydrolysis 458

limiting nitrogen and oxygen 1191
linear dichroism 410, 413, 421, 480, 493, 494, 531, 533, 655, 689.

See also LD
linkage 1031, 1034–1035
lipid A 3, 208, 212, 217

composition 223
structural variants 223

lipid ADAG 208, 217
from Rhodopseudomonas viridis 219

lipid AGlcN 208, 217
Rhodobacter sphaeroides
Rhodobacter capsulalus 217
Rhodocyclus tenuis 218
Rhodomicrobium vannielii 218
Rubrivivax (Rhodocyclus) gelalinosus 218

lipid AHyb 208, 216, 217
lipid(s) 265, 405–406, 410

anchor 785, 792

1136, 1144, 1221, 1222, 1230, 1235, 1236
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bilayer 461
composition 184, 197

salinity-dependent 197
compounds 242
incorporation 188
of cell fractions 196
synthesis 1041, 1044
transfer activities 180, 187

lipoic acid 158
lipophilic cations 1007
lipopolysaccharide 208, 212, 220, 223
lipoprotein 210, 215

peptidoglycan 222
liposome 239, 240, 241, 833
liquid waste 1277
lithium dodecyl sulfate 478, 493. See also LDS
livestock feed 1275
LM complex 510
local conformations 393
local membrane growth 245
localized transposon 1046
long

-chained fatty acids 219
-range map 1069
-term labeling 873
-wavelength 454
-wavelength absorption bands 448

loop 208, 763, 792
loss processes 58, 60–63
Lotononis 124

bainesii 126
low

light conditions 236
oxygen 1147

growth conditions 1137
tension 1144

potential
hemes 781, 788
quinones 590

resolution genetic map 1084
salt extract 248
temperature

absorbance 481
absorption spectroscopy 341, 669
fluorescence 353, 358
photooxidation 781, 795
triplet-minus-singlet absorbance difference

spectroscopy 670
lower DNA strand 1090
lycopenal 2, 53
lycopene 2, 380, 405, 1084, 1088, 1149
lycopenol 2
lyophilized chromatophores 441
Lys 458
lysine 162, 457
LysR family 1110, 1113, 1117
lytic plaques 61

M

M protein 1009, 1011
M subunit 325, 504, 505, 507, 509, 515, 529, 531, 532, 533, 547, 

m-A2pm – meso-diaminopimelic acid 208
M-side heterodimer 1259
M-terminal extension 785
M. radiora 158
M. radiotolerans 109, 113
M. rhodesianum 1 1 1 , 113, 115, 117
M. xanthus 1149, 1152
M21 479, 481, 483
M21 mutant 484
M2192 482, 483, 484
macrocycle 654

planarity of 655
magnesium 143, 1019, 1020

chelatase 143, 1128
protoporphyrin 1126
tetraphenylporphyrin 309
tetrapyrroles 265

magnetic
circular dichroism 751, 766

magnetic
field 596, 597, 606

dependence 598, 603, 607
of the reaction yield 598. See also MARY

effect 596–598
resonance 659

maintenance processes 64
maintenance rate requirements 66
major

BChl 6, 10
carotenoid 6, 9, 10, 11
carotenoids
fatty acid 197
outer membrane protein 221

malate 839, 963, 1022
dehydrogenase 881, 887
lyase 875
synthase 878

malic enzyme 887
malonate 1014
malyl-CoA 37
malyl-CoA lyase 876
Mammoth Hot Springs 97, 101
manganese 1020

hematoporphyrin IX dimethyl ester 454
protoporphyrin IX dimethyl ester 454

mannitol 1041, 1044
mannose 1014
map distance 1035
mapping 1068

experiments 1178
genes 1067

maquette 632
Marcus

equation 560, 563, 569, 588
inverted region 617
theory 562, 590

marine bacteria 108
marine Chloroflexus-like organisms (MCLOs) 36
MARY 598, 601, 602, 605, 606, 609, 613, 614, 615, 616
mass

developments 50
labels 631
spectroscopy 692757, 785, 792, 1162
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massively parallel screening 1261 –1262
master equation 304-308, 359
Mastigocladus ‘HTF’ 90
Mastigocladus laminosus 816
material properties 1250–1252
matrix element 561, 620
matrix shift 394
maximum

abundance 53
specific content of sulfur 974
specific growth rate 69

MCD 751. See also magnetic circular dichroism
MCLOs 32
mcp 1015
MCPs 1012. See also methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins
MDH 881. See malate dehydrogenase
mechanism

of proton coupled electron transfer 587
of the initial electron transfer 529, 547–551

medium for growth of Roseobacter 108
medium reorganization 796
mefloquine 956
membrane

anchor 488, 505
-bound cytochrome 670
-bound cytochrome c 728
-bound cytochrome c-553 733
complexes 710
continuum 235
cytoplasmic 279. See also CM
differentiation 245, 246, 247

influence of oxygen tension and light intensity on 245
fluidity 196
fractions 242
interface 489, 493
intracytoplasmic 279. See also ICM
morphology 478
particles 240
potential 494, 787, 1023
-spanning  helical region 487
-spanning domain 488
-spanning helices 508, 690
-spanning regions 466

menaquinol 961
menaquinol pool 679
menaquinone 182, 198, 200, 506, 672, 693, 701, 751

-9 693
meromictic lakes 51
meso-bridge 149
mesoporphyrin IX 168
mesosomes 236
message processing 1216
messenger RNA 1090
metabolic

control of Calvin cycle enzyme synthesis 904
diversity 917
evolution 880
genes 1074
regulation 886
uncoupling 841

metabolism
transition in 1210
-based chemosensing system 1012

-dependent chemotaxis 1014
metabolite synthesis 1088
metallo

-bacteriochlorophylls 652, 660
midpoint-potentials of (table) 653
optical spectra of (table) 653

-bacteriopheophytins 652
methane gas

used to produce electricity 1278
-utilizing (methanotrophic) bacteria 211

methanethiol (MSH) 68
methanogenic consortia 1001
methanotrophic bacteria 211, 1252
methionine 39, 162, 166, 167
methionine sulfoximine (MSX) 900
methoxyacrylates 752
methoxyneurosporene 1144, 1148
methoxyneurosporene dehydrogenase 1148, 1150, 1151
methyl

-accepting chemotaxis proteins 1012
esterase 1012
group 1252
oxidase 170
transferase 249, 1013

methylamine 1020
5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridine 160
methylammonium 1020
methylation-independent chemotaxis 1013
4-methylbenzoate 999
Methylobacterium 108, 113, 116, 154

extorquens 107
extorquens AM1 717
fujisawaense 107
radiotolerans 107
rhodesianum 107, 117
rhodinum 107
ruber 158
zatmanii 107

methylotrophs 158, 159
methyltransferase 1090
Mg 459

chelation 1090
ligand 531, 532
methyl bacteriopheophorbides 410
-2, 4-divinyl pheoporphyrin a5 monomethyl ester 1130
-chelatase 249, 1090, 1141
complexes 652
porphyrins 652
protoporphyrin IX 157, 168, 169, 1090, 1146
protoporphyrin monomethyl ester 1128, 1130
452

-ATPase 812, 817, 819, 821
MGDG 190, 410. See monogalactosyldiglycerol
MIA. See microwave-induced absorption difference spectra
MIA spectroscopy 656
microaerobic dark growth 919
microaerophilic conditions

growth 521
microbial mats 51, 52, 59, 68, 924
microbial thermoplastics 1245, 1246–1255
Microcoleus chthonoplastes 69
microscopic calculations 564–572
microscopy, Nomarski light 1254
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microwave-induced absorption difference spectra 656
microwaves 605
middle lamella 134
midpoint potential

531, 532, 539, 540, 542, 545, 557, 670, 673, 701, 727, 763
of P 531
of metallobacteriochlorophylls 653

migration 388
minimal cosmid set 1078
mitochondria 715, 720, 721, 748, 760, 764, 766, 810, 832, 833,

837
mitochondrial

complexes 759
genes 710
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase 1090
ORFs 716

mixed
lipid A 216, 217
micelle 464
photo-chemotrophic metabolism 78
938, 1020

Mo-pterin-binding proteins 1204
modA 1193
modABCD 934, 1021
modB 1193
modC 1193
modD 1193
model 461, 488
modification systems 1161
modified

465
chemically 457
polypeptides 457

modulation of buoyancy 987
MoFe protein 931
mol 1204
molecular

biology 474
chaperones 898
cloning 1159
cloning techniques 474
genetics 473, 475, 480
hydrogen 1182

production of 1176
orbital calculations 539
oxygen 993
phylogeny 880
replacement 504
structure 976
weight 445, 816
dynamics simulation 560, 566, 567, 569

molecularity 453
molPJDX 1204
molybdenum 862, 1019, 1021, 1204

repression 934
uptake 934
pterin 1021

molybdopterin 1021
monocistronic transcript 678
monoclonal antibodies 811
Monod equation 69
monogalactoside diglyceride 181, 266
monogalactosyl diglyceride 189

monogalactosyldiglycerol 406
monoglucosyldiglyceride 185
monoheme cytochrome 674
monoheme cytochrome c-551 1166
monomer BChls 532
monomeric BChl 655
monooxygenation 1139
monovinyl protochlorophyllidc a 1086
monovinyl-protoChlide 144
mop 1204
MopA 1204
mopA 1193
mopAB 934
MopB 1204
mopB 1193
morphogenesis 246

influence of light on 246
morphogenetic effect 241
morphogenetic factor 249
morphology 478
mosaic chromosome organization 1079
Mot A 1009, 1010
Mot B 1009, 1010
motile 19, 1006
motility 43, 1006, 1007
mouse 168
mRNA 753

decay 1241
degradation 1236
processing 1239
RubisCO 1114
segments 1239
transcript 1090

MSH. See methanethiol
MSX 1014
mucidin 752, 759
multidrug-resistance protein 715
multihemic 674
multiphasic decay 618
multiple isomorphous replacement 504
multiplc-flash-induced cytochrome oxidations 787
multipole expansion 298, 299
muramic acid 208, 2 1 1
mutagenesis 324, 491, 655, 865, 1041, 1043–1048, 1139, I258–

1261
site-specific 249

mutant 474–496, 532, 587
antennas 474, 475
C71 483
library 1088
M21 479, 482
NF57 481
PAS108 485
PM-8 475
PUHA1  481
RS103 485
MW442 480
Y5 480

mutation
amino acids 249
aromatic residues 531
near 532

mutational analysis 1115
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MW4422 481
Mycobacterium tuberculosis 835
myocardial infarction 1281
myxobactone 40
Myxococcus xanthus 1015, 1148, 1151
myxothiazol 289, 752, 759, 761, 763

N

N protein 1009
n-2-hydroxylated fatty acids 211
N-acylornithine 186
N-acylphosphatidylserine 186, 195
N-dodecyl maltoside 444
N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) 858
N-ethylmaleimide 864
N-glycosidic bonds 939
N-methyl-N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine 1170
N-methylphenazonium methosulfate 701
N-methylprotoporphyrin 1021, 1130

440, 480
N-octyl-rac 2, 3, dipropylsulfoxide 480
n-octyl-rac-2, 3-dipropylsulfoxide 442
N-terminal

amino acid sequences 443
cysteine residue 792
domain 322
region 247, 465

N. crassa 1148, 1152, 1153
939

as nitrogen source 919
fixation in rice soils 924 282

NAD(P) 1086, 1149, 1152
reduction 952

NAD(P)H oxidation 952
NADH

dehydrogenase 282, 287, 832, 837–838, 952
oxidation 244
oxidoreductase 1039, 1041
cytochrome c reductase 244
dehydrogenase 246
oxidase 266
-Q oxidoreductases 952
-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 1090

NADPH 160
NADPH oxidation 953
nanosecond flash-induced spectroscopy 675
natural populations
storage compounds in 983–984
natural radiative rate constant 534
NDH-1 953
NDH-2 enzymes 953
NDH-2 type dehydrogenase 964
near infrared 43
negative

aerotaxis 1016
effector 900
phototactic responses 1017
staining 1253

neomycin phosphotransferase gene 1170
Neptunia 125, 126
neuraminic (sialic) acid 208
Neurospora crassa 169, 720, 753, 755, 837, 1086, 1141, 1151

neurosporene 374, 405, 476, 481, 491, 494, 688, 690, 1088, 1136,
1138, 1140, 1142, 1144, 1145, 1147, 1149

neutron crystallography 505
New Zealand 92, 98, 99, 101
NF57 482, 486

38
Ni-BChl 657
Ni-BChl 652, 657

a 660, 652, 657
NiFe hydrogenase 1175, 1178, 1180, 1183
nickel 1019, 1020, 1185
nif 929, 1021, 1177, 1192–1205

clusters 1192
gene organization 1192
gene regulation 1192–1205
genes 919, 922, 1191

organization 1193
regulatory cascade 1199, 1201
regulatory mechanisms 1193–1195
regulatory model 1203
transcriptional control 1193

Nif-constitutive 1195
NifA 1192, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1204
nifA  934, 1184, 1185, 1192, 1197, 1199
NifA family 1199
NifA protein 1201
nifA1 1192, 1194, 1197, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1203, 1204
nifA2   1192, 1193, 1194, 1197, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1203, 1204
nifB   934, 1069, 1192
nifB2  1193
NifD 1086
nifD  167, 1193
nijE  1192,  1193
nifENX cluster 1192
nifF 933
NifH  1086
n i fH  931, 1163, 1193, 1199
nifH promoter 1201
nifHDK 1184, 1192, 1194, 1195, 1204
nifHDK-linkage 1194
nifJ 933
NifK 1086
nifK 1193
NifL 1199, 1205
nifLA 1199, 1205
nifN 1192, 1193
nifQ 1192
nifR1 1185, 1196
nifR1/nifR2    1184
NifR2 1183
nifR2 1185, 1196
nifR3 1193, 1203
nifR3-ntrB-ntrC operon 1196, 1203
nifR4 1182, 1184, 1185
NifS 1192
nifU 934, 1192
ni fU1 1193
nifU2 1193, 1195, 1199, 1200
HifU2 promoter 1201
nifV 1192
nifX 1192, 1193
nifY 1192
NIR 43, 325. See also near infrared
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absorption 448
CD 325, 326

nitrate 4, 38, 114, 282, 840, 960
reduction 1044

nitric oxide 960
reductase 963

nitrite 4, 960
and nitrous oxide reductases 962
reductase 115, 164

Nitrobacter winogradsky 7, 211–212
nitrogen fixation 26, 38, 124, 133, 134, 916–925, 1030, 1032,

1034, 1036, 1038, 1039, 1041, 1043–1045, 1070, 1083,
1086, 1191–1205
genes, regulation of 1191–1205
limitation 1098
metabolism 38
nonsulfur purple bacteria

occurrence and rates 920
mutants 1034

reductase 1083
regulatory 1204
source 919
status of bacteria 900

nitrogen fixing 1193
activities 924
bacteria 1193

nitrogenase 38, 167, 841, 916, 929, 1019, 1021, 1045, 1048, 1176,
1177, 1182, 1185
alternative 26
enzymes 1088
iron proteins 1088

nitrosoguanidine 1043
nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis 1043
nitrous oxide 4, 116, 838, 840, 960
NK3 478
NMR 414, 692, 964

413
961

nodules 124
Nomarski

computer-enhanced imaging 1253
light microscopy 1254

non-cyclic reductive acetyl CoA/carbon monoxide dehydrogenase
907

non-excitonic 355
non-genuine quinone vibrational modes 637
non-heme Fe 590
non-heme iron 515, 516
non-heme iron atom 529
non-isoprenoid alcohol cetol 40
non-isoprenoid alcohol oleol 40
non-photosynthetic 521
non-photosynthetic carotenoids 111, 112
nonadiabatic 562

electron transfer 609
noncatalytic sites 822
noncyclic electron flow 954
nonphotosynthetic sulfur bacteria 852
nonphototrophic Proteobacteria 209
nonphototrophic relatives 208
nonradiative decay pathway 426
nontoxic lipid AGlcN 220
Northern blot 678, 753, 1236

Nostoc PCC 7906 754
novobiocin 1182
NQO/nuo genes 953
NTA 1096
ntr 1204
nlrA 1184
NtrB 1183, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198
ntrB 1192, 1193, 1196, 1203, 1204
NtrB kinase 1193
ntrB-ntrC 1203
ntrBC 934, 1185
NtrC 1192, 1193, 1194, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1201, 1203
ntrC 1192, 1193, 1196, 1203, 1204, 1205
NtrC kinase 1196
NtrC proteins 1197
NtrC subfamily 1183
NtrC-like proteins 1198
NtrC-mediated activation 1200
ntrC/ntrB 1184
NtrC/RpoN/RNAP 1199
nuclear

coordinates 563, 614
spins 605
vibronic ground state 614
wave functions 561

nuclease end-mapping 1211
nucleotide 1024, 1041

affinity probes 818
analog 818, 823
binding properties 824
binding site 818, 819, 821, 822, 1183
dopes 1261
pools 832
sequence 1137, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1151
specificity 817
substrates 837
transport 1024

number of particles 238, 240
number of photosynthetic units per membrane area 242
numerical taxonomy 124

O

O-antigen 209
O-methylation 1139, 1146
O-methyltransferase 1152
o-phenanthroline 701
O. amphigranulata 101
O. cf. amphigranulata 93
O. limnetica 858

regulation of nif gene expression 1182
OA 185
obligate aerobes 106
observed lifetime of 537
occupancy of the site 763
octadec-9-en-1-ol 141
octadecanol 141
octadecenoic acid 113
octameric structure 334
Octopus Spring, Yellowstone 96
octylglucoside 351, 813, 817
odor removal 1279
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okenone 2, 53
oleic acid  201
oleol 40
oligomer 410
oligomeric

pigments 395, 411, 412, 413, 416
state 480

oligomycin 812, 832
oligonucleotide 1041, 1045, 1048

probe 1037
-directed mutagenesis 1047

oligopyrrole 164
oligotrophic environments 107
Olson-Gerola 7.5-kDa chlorosome protein 1166
OM 197
omega cartridge 1211
ompR 754
one or two step mechanism 705
one-electron redox potential for 581
one-proton model 605
open reading frame 1088, 1090–1096

map of 1088
open reading frame F1696 250
operon 749, 904, 1000, 1136, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1146

promoter 1212
promoters

alignment of 1225
opposite membrane asymmetry 244
optical cross section 386
optical spectra 655

monomeric BChl 655
spectra of metallo-bacteriochlorphylls 653
spectroscopy 506, 529
-electron-double resonance experiments 655

optimal packing of tilted helices 333
order of hemes 786
Oregon 94
ORF 1000, 1090–1096. See also open reading frames

of the sequenced portion of pRPS404
table 1091

160 1142
469/Pps 1153

orf2 1216
orf214 1213
orf477 1214
organic

acids 879, 1014
compounds 877
fertilizer 1277
sewage 1271–1272
solvent extraction 329
sulfur compounds 850
waste 1273
waste water

purification of 1273
wastes, bioremediation of 1269

organization of
chlorosomes 262
nif genes 1193

orientational factor 301
origin of life 880

chemolithotrophic theory  880

chemoorganotrophic theory 880
ornithine

amide 181, 186
lipids 242
PG 186

orthokinesis 1018
oscillations 614
Oscillatoria

amphigranulata’ 91
boryana 93
cf. amphigranulata 94, 101
cf. limnetica 93
cf. terebriformis 96, 100
limnetica 858
terebriformis 100

Oscillochloris 32, 36, 261
chrysea 34
trichoides 34, 35, 851, 854, 922, 923

osmiophilic spheroids 131
osmoregulation 1098
osmotic

balance 841
stress 1024
shock sensitive 1023

outer membrane 180, 226, 233
fraction 197
proteins 215

overflow metabolism 841
overlap integrals 571
overlapping controls 1205
overlapping transcripts 1223
oxic/anoxic interface 60
oxic/anoxic regimen 980
oxidation of BChl 449
oxidation of ferrous iron 67
oxidative

damage 427
phosphorylation 124, 244
TCA cycle 878

oxido-reductases 716, 1021
oxoglutarate dehydrogenase 4
2-oxoglutarate synthase 24
oxygen 41, 72, 269, 980, 1098, 1125, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131,

1137, 1138, 1144, 1147, 1153
effect of 917
control 1182, 1205
control circuit 1227, 1229
-dependent pigment biosynthesis 1099
insensitive 1199
-limiting conditions 78
-mediated inactivation of RubisCO 901
partial pressure 245

threshold value 246
regulation 1046, 1049
signal 1236
-sulfide interface 68
tension 117, 245, 246, 1088, 1098, 1126, 1136, 1144, 1146,
1221, 1222, 1235, 1236
uptake 853

oxygenase 170
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P

P 288, 529
P clusters 931

569
794

565, 567, 569
596

change 540
567, 569

absorbance change spectrum 540
charge recombination 542
difference spectrum 540

P. denitrificans 714, 749, 751, 754, 963, 1147
P. oleovorans 1254
P. stutzeri 963
P/O ratios 952

midpoint potential 539, 545
P798 689
P798/P 689
P840 669
P865 701
paddy field 1270, 1271
paddy soils 924, 1269
pairs of hemes 787
pairwise detrapping rate 392
pairwise trapping rate 391, 392
paleomicrobiology 880
palindrome 1146

motif 1099
table 1102

sequence 1099, 1226
palindromic

motif 1099, 1226
region 1226
regulatory sequences 1141
sequence 1146

Paracoccus denitrificans 7, 212, 291, 953, 961, 962, 1145
paraphotosynthetic 120
parE 1069
parsimony analysis 680
partial photosystems 473
particle

classes 239, 241
density 240
size histograms 238
sizes 239

pathogenic fungi 1278, 1279
pathway of electron transfer 551
Patterson space 318
PBG 162, 164, 167, 168
PBGdeaminase 164
PBG synthase 162, 163
PC 185, 186
Pc. aestuarii 423, 666, 667, 669, 670, 672
PCR 1037, 1039, 1048. See also polymerase chain reaction
PE 185, 186, 190, 191. See also phosphatidyl ethanolamine

biosynthesis 187
Pelochromatium 54

roseum 54, 55
Pelodictyon 54, 55, 223, 921

phaeum 851

clathratiforme 6, 54, 851
luteolum 6, 54, 55, 184, 190, 194–195, 200, 407, 851, 922
phaeoclathratiforme 6, 54, 58, 851, 854, 922, 975, 986–987
phaeum 6, 54, 55, 58
sp. 58

penetration of light 64
in lakes and sediments 65

penicillin 1043, 1161, 1273
binding proteins 242
resistance 1032

pentacyclic triterpenoids 201
PEP 887. See also phosphoenolpyruvate
PEP carboxykinase (PEPCK) 888
PEP carboxylase 888
PEP synthase 888
PEPCK 1163, 1166
peptides 1084
peptidoglycan 208, 211
peripheral

antenna 387, 388, 390
complex 317, 329, 330, 338, 418

complex 320, 335, 337
LH complexes 465

periplasm 333, 710, 714, 716
periplasmic

assembly components 715
binding protein 1006, 1014
permeases 1023
protein 716
side 333, 509
space 130, 782, 788

peritrichous 1006
permanent electric dipole moment across the membrane 508
peroxidase 1039, 1041
persulfide 860, 863
petA 748, 753, 754
petABC 753
petB 748, 753, 754, 1130
petC 748, 753, 754, 1130, 1163
petP 754
petR 754
petroleum ether 442
PF 238, 239
PFGE 1067, 1068. See also pulse field gel electrophoresis
PC 185, 186, 190, 191. See also phosphatidyl glycerol

biosynthesis 187
PGK 1110
PGP 1110
pH 1010
PHA 976, 977, 985, 1245, 1247, 1252. See also poly(3-

hydroxyalkanoates)
biosynthetic pathway 1250
of Rs. rubrum

thin section 1247
synthetase 1253
unusual 1252

Phaeocystis sp. 69
PHB See also poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) 976

specific contents of 983
synthase 1036, 1050
synthesis 1038, 1041
synthetase 1251
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Phe See pheophytin
phenol 993
phenolate 1021
phenotypes 1139
phenotypic characteristics 223
phenotypic estimators 1267
phenyl group 1252
phenylacetate 994, 995
Phenylobacterium immobile 211
phenylpropenoid biosynthesis 1000
phenylvalerate 995
pheophytin 545, 608, 641, 654

a 654, 656, 659
b 654
-quinone RCs 678

pHi 1013, 1018, 1019
phoA 711, 757, 1049
phoA fusion 1010
phonon mode 310
phonon wing 354
Phormidium 97
5-phosphate-3-epimerase 1112
phosphate limitation 196, 980
phosphate starvation 1098
phosphatidyl

choline 242
ethanolamine 242

methyltransferase 1050
inositol 242
serine 242

synthase 242
phosphatidylglycerophosphate

phosphatase 242
synthase 188, 242

phosphoenolpyruvate 37. See also PEP
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 887, 1166. See also PEPCK
phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent 1022
1-phosphofructokinase 891
6-phosphogluconate 895
3-phosphoglyceric acid (3-PGA) 891
phosphoglycerate kinase 1110
phosphoglycolate 894
phosphoglycolate phosphatase 1110
phospholipid 180, 184, 185, 186, 461, 1252

biosynthesis 187, 188
biosynthetic enzymes 242
compositions 197
synthesis 245

regulatory sites 245
transfer activities 188
transfer protein 242
vesicles 814

phosphoribulokinase (PRK) 38, 892, 902, 1049, 1109, 1110
phosphorus content 977
phosphorylation 250, 292, 323, 426, 465, 808, 815
phosphotransferase system 891
photoautotrophic growth 4
photochemical

bleaching 386
hole-burning 537, 617
reaction center 259
ring opening 149

photochemistry of carotenoids 374

photocompetent revertants 519
photodegradation 456
photodichroism 411
photoheterotroph 37, 39
photoheterotrophic growth 4, 832, 838, 839, 905, 1108
photoinduced electric gradient technique 360
photoinhibition 113
photolithoautotrophic growth 907, 1108
photolysis 822
photooxidation 512

hemes at low temperatures 795, 799
P798 691

photooxidative protection 1136, 1137
photooxidative stress 427
photooxidized primary electron donor 512
photophosphorylation 244, 809, 812, 814, 815, 816, 819, 821
photopigment biosynthesis 1222

controlling 1222
photopigment promoters

alignment of 1225
synthesis of in the dark 981

photoproduction of hydrogen 1176
photoprotection 456, 656
photopumping experiments 533, 546
photoreceptor complex 441, 466
photoreceptor units 339
photoreduction of b-type cytochromes 244
photoreduction of the primary electron acceptor 691
Photorhizobium 923

thompsonianum 126
photoselection 701
photosynthesis gene

cluster 475, 1083, 1084–1103, 1137, 1139, 1140, 1141,
1142, 1145, 1210, 1211, 1214, 1222–1223, 1223, 1235
expression, post-translational regulation 1241 –1242
promoters 1225
regulation 1221–1231
transcripts 1210, 1210–1217, 1222

photosynthetic
activity 59, 113–116
apparatus 108–111, 233, 240, 244

assembly 247
development of 268–274
formation of 272
genes 1071

bacteria 137, 925
efficiency 64, 65
electron transport 1017
eubacteria 1088
genes 119

lateral transfer 119
membrane 320

supramolecular organization 236
Proteobacteria 854
reaction center 504
reaction centers 125, 129, 133
unit 316, 386, 666

size of 236, 247, 441
vesicles 131

Photosystem I 690, 693, 728, 815
Photosystem II 93, 585, 590, 604, 611, 728
phototactic response 1017

negative 1017
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positive 1017
phototaxis 1007, 1016
phototrophic 840

cells 237
growth of heliobacteria 24
purple bacteria, chemotrophic yield 71
purple sulfur bacteria, fatty acids of 192
sulfur bacteria

abundance in nature 53–56
distribution in nature 53–56

phycobilisome 421
phycobilisomes 418
phycocyanin 301
phylogenetic relationship 216, 321, 324
phylogenetic tree 88, 119, 799
phylogeny 3, 118, 223
physical

consequences of storage compounds 984–987
DNA map 1084
map 1075, 1077
mapping 1067, 1068, 1139, 1141, 1178
mapping of cosmids 1069

physiological responses to light limitation 64
physiology 4–5
phytoene 476, 491, 1088, 1137, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1145,

1148, 1149
dehydrogenase 1136, 1141, 1143, 1148–1151
dehydrogenation 1145
desaturase 1049
synthase 1086, 1143, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1153

cDNA 1140
synthesis 1154

phytol 40, 138, 141, 145, 1153
phytyl chains 145, 424, 507, 1153
PI 190
picosecond 356, 378, 389

absorption 358, 361
kinetics 356
measurements 360
spectroscopy 482

fluorescence 350, 705
ground state depletion/recovery 379
spectroscopy 418
time resolved spectroscopy 620
time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy 379
transient absorption 350

piericidin 833
pigment 265, 700

aggregates 408
binding 703
-binding polypeptides 1143, 1144
-binding proteins 245
biosynthesis 403, 1099

enzymes 1143
genes 1147, 1210

regulation of 1230
operons 1146

biosynthetic pathways 650
exchange procedure 659
extraction 700
molecules 1084
mutants 42
oligomers 400

-pigment interactions 320, 344, 418, 655
-polypeptide interactions 320
-protein 400
-protein complexes 366, 387, 1139, 1144, 1145, 1235
-protein interactions 344, 424
-proteins 422
synthesis 116–118

pimelate 995
pimelyl CoA 998, 999
‘ping-pong’ mechanism 836
pK  values 641
planarity of macrocycle 655
plankton 1272
planktonic environments 50, 53–56
plant 159

chloroplast subunits 818
loci 1086
mitochondria 810
tissues 159

plaques 1037
plasma desorption mass spectroscopy 672
plasmic fracture face 237, 239, 260
plasmid 475, 476, 486, 1030-1036, 1041, 1046, 1049, 1050, 1060,

RK2 476
-based expression 476
-borne LH2 genes 482

plastocyanin 733, 734, 740, 748
platanetin 953
pleiomorphic 132
pleiomorphic bacteroids 132
PM-8:bg58 475
PNS. See purple nonsulfur bacteria
point mutation 476, 485, 494, 1086
polar lipid 3, 180, 183–191, 197

growth conditions 195
of phototrophic prokaryotes 184
of Rhodobacter species 187

polar mutants 1088
polar tufts 1006
polarized

fluorescence 353, 360, 364
light 421
light spectroscopy 481

polarizing microscopy 976
polluted environments 1269
poly(3-hydroxyalkanoates) 976

933
1245

878, 879, 890. See also PHB
granules 131

polycistronic 1236
puf mRNA 1238, 1239
puf operon 1237

polyclonal antibodies 702
polyene 374
polyester 1245–1255
polyglucose 879
polymerase chain reaction 126. See also PCR
polymerase enzyme 1250
polymerization 1251
polymorphic restriction sites 1079
polypeptide 266, 458, 465, 701, 702

1061
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aggregates 333
conformations 463
sequences 487
-polypeptide interactions 320

polyphosphate 977
polysaccharide 715, 1041

moieties of LPS’s of phototrophic bacteria 219
polysulfide 67, 68, 850, 852, 858, 860
polythionates 67, 68, 860
polyvinyl alcohol films 410
poorly developed ICM 237
population dynamics 50
pore size 208
porin 208, 221

export of 222
structure of 222
of Rhodobacter capsulatus 222

porphobilinogen 142, 143, 1127, 1129
deaminase 1165
synthase 159, 1127, 1129

Porphylobacter neustonensis 110
porphyrin 137, 153, 356, 366, 1086
porphyrinogen 168
Porphyrobacter 119

neustonensis 107, 118
positive phototactic responses 1017
‘positive-inside’ rule 489, 676
possible reaction intermediates 549
post-transcriptional 1236

control 1235, 1236–1242
regulation 1236

post-translational
cleavage 321, 331
modification of RubisCO 901
regulation 1241–1242
processing 407

potassium 1019, 1020
potential ribosome binding sequences, table 1099
potential secondary structures 1100
potential-energy functions 567
PPE 1112
PPi 832
PPPP 1140
pps 1090, 1231
pps gene 1142, 1147
pps/crtJ 1231
prawn 1275
precession frequencies 597
precorrin 165
precursor accumulation studies 1139
predation 58, 60
predatory bacteria 62

prenylpyrophosphate condensation 1139, 1151
prenylpyrophosphate condensation 1139

prenyl
pyrophosphate 1151, 1152

condensation 1139
transferase 1086, 1136, 1140, 1149-1152

preprotein 407
prerequisites for fixation 917
pressure-induced spectral shifts 393, 394
primary

acceptor 267

charge separation 619, 675
electron acceptor 506, 701

chemical identity of 692
photoreduction of 691

electron donor 267, 506, 512, 529, 691
P840 670

photochemistry 390, 704–706
quinone 581
sequence 784
structure 321, 702
structure models 331
sulfide 39
transcripts 1212

primer extension mapping 1211
primeval sea 880
primordial reaction center 325
principal component analysis 679
PRK 1109, 1110, 1112, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1119
prk 1109
pRK290 1033
pRK404 1032
prkA 903
prkB 903
Prochlorothrix hollandica 159
production of molecular hydrogen 1176, 1177
production-based estimates of the specific growth rate 58
proline 490, 1024, 1090
proline-tryptophan 488
promoter 1146, 1162, 1212

mapping 1223
mapping studies 1223
sequence 1166

alignment of 1225
vector system 902

promoterless antibiotic resistance genes 1049
promoters activated by RpoN 1201
propionate 642, 839, 877, 879, 889
Propionibacterium shermanii 166
propionyl CoA carboxylase 889
Prosthecochloris 55, 921

aestaurii 6, 55, 146, 159, 267, 309, 402, 407, 482, 650, 851,

phaeoasteroidea 6, 54, 851
Protaminobacter ruber 108
protease 417
protease digestion 406
protein

-chromophore interactions 655
conformational changes 548
-detergent micelle 461
-dipole-Langevin-dipole (PDLD) model 566
matrix 618
moiety 660
motions 551
-peptidoglycan complex 222
-phospholipid ratio 188, 242
polypeptides 387
sequence space 1261
sequences 816
sequencing 321, 816
subunit 702
vibrational modes 552

922
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proteinase K 323, 411, 466
Proteobacteria 7, 119, 120, 210, 223, 777, 849

phylogenetic tree of 119
RC associated cytochromes in 797

proteoliposome 461, 466
-collodion films 788

proteolytic degradation 677
protocatechuate 995
protochlorophyllide 160, 1086, 1088
protofilaments 1008
protoheme 157, 161, 166, 168, 169, 170
Protomonas 107
proton

conduction 808
-coupled ATP hydrolysis 809
-coupled electron transfer 590
donor 586
donor residues 583
electrochemical gradient 832, 837
motive force 248, 280, 281, 285, 286
potential difference across the membrane 952
pump 578, 833, 835
transfer 519, 578, 580, 587, 590
transfer pathways 589–590
translocation 759, 767, 814, 821, 824, 836, 837
-translocating ATP synthases 808
-translocating ATPases 808
uptake 581, 583, 640, 641
well 836

protonatable residues 585
protonated semiquinone 588
protonation 641
protonation state 642
protonation/deprotonation of amino acid side chain 639
protonation/deprotonation reactions 639, 640
protoporphyrin 142, 154, 157, 713, 1127, 1129, 1131

genetics of biosynthesis 1126–1128
IX 157, 163, 166–168, 167, 168, 1086, 1090, 1126, 1128,
1141

protoporphyrinogen 143, 167
IX 166, 167
oxidase 143, 167, 168, 169
vinyl 167

protozoans 764
provitamin A 1154
pRPS404 1084, 1086, 1091, 1099, 1139, 1140, 1147, 1151
PrrA 739
PS decarboxylase 242
PS I 678, 679, 733, 735. See also Photosytem I
PS II 678. See also Photosytem II

reaction center peptides 1084
psaC 678
psc1 1165
psc1A 1163
psc1B 1163, 1165
Psc2C 1166
psc2C 1163
pscA 676
pscB 676, 677
pscC 678, 798, 800
pseudomonads 1001
Pseudomonas

aeruginosa 1036

Cyt c-551 732
Cyt 732
denitrificans 166
diminuta 211
fluorescens 1147
putida 1202
radiora 108
rhodos 113

pshA 676, 1164, 1166
PSU. See photosynthetic unit
PTB 1275
PTS 1014, 1022
PTS transport 1012
puc 283, 477, 1098, 1099, 1146

like antenna cluster 1226
mRNA 1147
operon 249, 1101, 1139, 1146, 1147, 1211, 1222, 1239

expression, discoordinate regulation 1227
puc promoter 495, 1146, 1226–1227
puc 705BA 480
pucBA 475
pucBACDE operon 1213
pucBACDE primary transcript 1213
pucC 249, 478, 485, 1096
pucE 249
puf 283, 291, 477, 1046, 1098, 1099, 1146, 1212

genes 475, 1236
LMX 487
mRNA 1147

destabilization of 1238
stability of 1236–1238, 1238, 1239
stabilization of 1238

operon 109, 1116, 1139, 1147, 1162, 1215, 1222, 1224,

genes 1214, 1215
promoter 1212, 1224

Q gene
absence 117
transcript 1224
transcription 1238

Puf1 1162
puf1 1162
puf1L 1164
puf1M 1164
puf2 1162
puf2A 1164
puf2B 1164
puf2C 1164
pufA 1096, 1216
pufA-pufL intercistronic region 1239
pufB 1216
pufBALM 1215
pufBALMC 1215
pufBALMX mRNA decaying 1238
pufLM 1216
PufQ 1131
pufQ 1101, 1128, 1214, 1224, 1236
pufQ gene product 1101
pufQBALMX 1088, 1214
pufQLM 486
PufX 487
pufX 291, 1096, 1236
pufX gene 487

1236
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PufX polypeptide 291
pufX– 490
puh 1098, 1099, 1146

mRNA 1147
operon 1139, 1147, 1222
promoters 1224–1226

puhA 250, 475, 1096, 1214, 1215
puhA  gene 1214, 1215, 1239
pulse field gel electrophoresis 1068
pulse-chase experiments 245
pump-probe spectroscopy 364
pure dephasing 572
pure polypeptides 451
purification of waste water 1272
purified by reverse-phase HPLC 451
purities 1129
purple and green sulfur bacteria, competion 74
purple bacteria 6–7, 138, 142, 209, 393, 886, 1088

antenna complexes 316–344
antenna polypeptides 320–321
carbon dioxide fixation 885, 886
carbon metabolism 885, 886
LH II-lacking 242

purple bacterial antenna complexes 334
purple non-sulfur bacteria 8–11, 91, 92, 184, 700, 753, 809, 852,

886, 918
characteristic properties 10, 11
fatty acids of 193
quinones of 199

purple sulfur bacteria 886, 917, 919
quinones 200

putative promoter sequence 1165
pyridine nucleotide 159, 666
pyridoxal 156
pyridoxal-phosphate 155, 161, 162
pyridoxamine-phosphate 162
pyrochlorophyll 413

a 409
pyrophosphatase 814
pyrophosphate 158
pyrrole 163, 651
pyrrolenine 651
pyruvate 888, 943, 1022, 1023

carboxylase 887
carboxylase (PC) 888
decarboxylase 888
ferredoxin oxidoreductase 933
flavodoxin reductase 889
formate lyase 889
-grown 26
kinase 889
synthase 24, 873, 875, 889

Q
Q redox state 954
Q-10 199
Q-8 199
Q-9 199
Q-cycle mechanism 747, 752
Q-pool 954
Q-rich region 1202

506, 509, 515, 578, 580, 706

and sites of the reaction center 761
binding site 515

506, 508, 516, 578, 581, 706
binding 523
binding site 505, 517, 518, 579

site 752, 759, 764, 768
761
761
region 754

Qo site 954
site 752, 759, 761, 763, 767, 768
site inhibitors 759

760
region 760

760
region 754, 760
752
752
752

quantum
beats 306, 308
mechanical effects 563
mechanical simulations 569
yield 361, 390, 466, 528, 536, 608, 613, 658, 704

of charge separation 390
of electron transfer 532
of 532

‘quasi-photosynthetic bacteria’ 120
quencher 358, 426
quenching 419
quenching antenna fluorescence 692
quercetin 819
quinol 588
quinol oxidase 953-956
quinol/Cyt c oxidoreductase 954
quinone 3, 113, 129, 180, 198, 280, 281, 505, 529, 578, 632, 635,

acceptor 392
affinity   516
binding 518
carbonyls 641
composition 113
exchange 580, 581
occurrence 198
pool 286, 292, 839
properties of 581–583
purple nonsulfur bacteria 199
purple sulfur bacteria 200
reconstitution 706
redox state 955
reduction cycle 580–581
turnover 587

quinone/quinol exchange 642
quinones

352, 533

absorption band 453
transition 341, 352, 532, 533
transition dipole moment 410
transition dipoles 416
transition moments 416

 636, 658, 672, 679, 693, 706, 764
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R

R-prime 1086
plasmid 1084

R. leguminosarum 167, 1182
R26 474, 478, 484
reaction centers 533

R26.1 484, 485
racemic mixture 409
radical pair 596

lifetime  598, 604, 615
mechanism 596

596
recombination 603, 604
states 619

Raman loss 378
Raman spectroscopy 628
random

chemical mutagenesis 485
co-polymer 1248
combinatorial library 1266
mutagenesis 487
mutant library 1088
walk model 357, 360

rapid proton transfer 590
rapid-scan FTIR spectroscopy 630, 633
rate

constants 390
598
598

limiting electron transfer 590
limiting step 590
of electron transfer 529, 532, 542
of initial electron transfer 537
of decay 532

ratio of A vs. B side electron transfer 545
ratio of BChl a/c 268

1019
Rb. See Rhodobacter
rbcR 1116
RC 250, 282, 283, 284, 288, 289, 291, 466, 1083, 1137, 1139. See

also reaction center
associated cytochromes 642, 776–800

evolution of 797, 799
in green filamentous bacteria 798
in green sulfur bacteria 798
in Heliobacteria 799
in Proteobacteria 797

complexes 108, 240
core complexes 240
electron donor 727–741
-H gene 1096
-H subunit 1088
-LH I complex 109
-LH I core complex 241
-LH 1 core particles 351
-LM subunits 1088
pigment-binding polypeptide 1144
pigment-protein complexes 1145
structural genes 1222, 1223

Rc. See Rhodocyclus
reaction center 5, 19, 42, 108, 233, 239-241, 245, 259, 279, 282,

320, 325, 333, 335, 338, 356, 385, 419, 439, 474, 478, 483,

487, 528, 530-551, 666–682, 689, 700–706, 726–741, 748,
757, 775, 1038, 1039, 1041, 1045, 1047, 1101, 1137
-antenna coupling 385
assembly of 510
primordial 325

and sites 761
assembly 491
associated cytochromes 776–800
BChls 529
cofactors 507
gene 1222

regulating transcription of 1227–1230
ground state optical spectrum 532–533
heliobacteria 690
heterogeneity 551
homodimer 677
isolation 528
mutants 531–532
-only mutants 487
peptides L, M, and H 1084
polypeptide 1165, 1166, 1083
spectral bands 532
spectroscopy 529
symmetry 545

reaction yield detected magnetic resonance 598. See also RYDMR
reaction-field treatment 566
reaction-induced IR difference spectroscopy 628
1´ -1 rearrangement 1139, 1151, 1152
reassociated

LHI 448
system 448, 466

recA 1036
recognition 466

sequence 792
site 785, 1096, 1098

table 1098
recolonization 59
recombinant constructs 1083
recombination 476, 585, 597, 795, 1041, 1045

dynamics 608, 619
of 596
rate 587, 596
rate 596
rate 596
reactions 795

reconstituted
chromatophores 822
LHI 455, 461, 466
systems 448

reconstitution 449, 452, 465, 820, 824
behavior 465
of Car 454
of chlorosomal structures 274
of the subunit complex 452

recursive ensemble mutagenesis 495, 1264–1265
red algae 418
red shift 148, 449, 454, 461, 492, 655
red-shifted pool 482, 484
redox 1016

-activated regulation 426
carrier-binding proteins 245
carriers 198
control system 1250
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-driven proton pump 768
-induced’ difference spectra 629
midpoint potentials 511, 785
potential 389, 425, 565, 659, 706, 735, 848, 872, 886

of hemes 786
reactions 1090
sensing 1228
titrations 701, 764

redshift 355, 357
reducing equivalents 717
reductases 960
reduction of

Cyt 289
fumarate 961
nitrate 961

reductive
dechlorination 995
enzymes 1083
pentose phosphate cycle 872, 873, 891
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle 6, 872, 873, 875, 876, 879,
881

refractive index 391, 393
regA 1227
regA mutant 1228
regB gene 1228
RegB-RegA oxygen regulatory circuit 1229
region of dyad symmetry 1224
regulation 1041, 1045, 1221–1231
regulation by heme 1129

BChl biosynthesis 1128
carotenoid biosynthesis 1143–1148
cbb gene expression 1113–1115
hydrogenase genes 1180–1185
photosynthesis gene expression 1221, 1221–1231
pigment biosynthesis genes 1230–1234
RubisCO activity 898
RubisCO synthesis 1113

regulatory
cascade 900
circuits 1229
components 1195–1201, 1201–1204
features of cbbR 1119
gene cluster 1228
mechanisms 1251
sites 245

relative standard free energy of 545
relative standard free energy of 545
relaxation processes 571
REM 1264, 1265. See also recursive ensemble mutagenesis
remote heavy-atom effect 303
reorganization energies 562-564, 566, 567, 588, 608-610, 613
repeated sequences 1069, 1075
repeating units 1248
repressor of carotenoid 1231
reserve materials 878
resonance Raman spectroscopy 324, 356, 378, 379, 412, 414, 447,

459, 464, 480, 492, 493, 531, 537, 669, 672, 751
respiratory and photosynthetic electron transport 198
respiratory chain 841
respiratory enzymes 246
response regulator 1183, 1184, 1228
restriction enzymes 1096, 1098
restriction sites 476, 1079

retroevolution 880
reverse

electron transport 872
phase chromatography 321
TCA cycle 38, 426, 427

reversible dissociation 449
reversion frequency 1034
revertants 521
Rh. globiformis 732
RHAE. See remote heavy-atom effect
rhizobia 124, 126
Rhizobiaceae 124
rhizobial bacteroids 131
Rhizobium 108, 111, 124, 125, 127, 154, 923, 1023, 1199

BTAil 107, 117
leguminosarum 1178, 1181, 1198, 1203
meliloti 1202, 1205
melioti 1015
phaseoli 167
sp. 3

rhizosphere 1270
rhodanese 863, 864
Rhodobacter  7, 109, 119, 153, 192, 280, 852, 885, 950, 1006, 

adriaticus 8, 10, 11, 186, 187, 194, 198, 199, 851, 920
blasticus 11, 221, 1038
capsulatus 4, 7, 10, 69, 144, 145, 156-158, 163, 169, 185-
187, 194, 197, 199, 208-212, 221, 222, 232, 233, 234, 236-
242, 244-252, 281-283, 286, 290, 317, 325, 327, 328, 330,
334, 340, 341, 363, 440, 443, 445-449, 451, 456, 457, 459,
464, 474–476, 478, 480, 481, 485, 487, 488, 490, 514, 519,
521, 531, 532, 537, 539, 546, 585, 586, 596, 599, 602, 603,
605, 606, 632, 700, 710, 711, 714, 717, 721, 728, 730, 736,
737, 739, 748, 749, 751-754, 759, 761, 763, 765-767, 785,
809, 811, 813, 815, 832-834, 836-840, 851 -853, 858, 887,
888, 916-918, 920, 932-934, 943, 951-954, 956-964, 1030–
1051, 1068–1079, 1083–1103, 1109-1112, 1116, 1126-1131,
1136–1154, , 1162, 1175, 1176, 1179, 1181-1183, 1185,
1191, 1193, 1196, 1197, 1199-1205, 1209, 1210, 1216, 1235,
1236, 1240, 1249, 1258, 1266, 1270, 1271, 1275, 1276, 1280

chromosome 1067, 1069, 1177, 1178
genetic map 1035
growth rates 959
hemA 157
map of photosynthetic gene cluster 1089
mutant A1
ntrB gene 1196
ultrathin section 241
photosynthetic gene cluster 1083–1103
physical mapping of 1067, 1068–1079
puh promoter 1224
23S rRNA, secondary structure 1241
SB1003 1067
spheroplast 235
ultrathin sections 235
wild type

chromosome 1069
euryhalinus 8, 10, 11, 187, 194, 851
fatty acids of 194
genome 1078
major polar lipids 187
marinus 11, 1032, 1033
sphaeroides 10, 118, 141-143, 145, 154-157, 159, 162, 164-

1136, 1239
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169, 185-187, 194, 196, 199, 201, 208-212, 221, 236-242,
245, 246, 250, 252, 256, 281-284, 287, 289, 291, 317, 323,
325, 327, 328, 330, 334, 342, 350-358, 361-366, 389, 440,
442, 443, 445-449, 451, 452, 454-456, 459, 461, 464, 474-
476, 478-488, 490, 492, 495, 504, 507, 509, 513, 514, 516,
519, 529, 530-534, 537, 538, 539, 540, 542, 543, 545, 547,
557, 569, 570-572, 578, 583, 585, 586, 596, 598-607, 610-
615, 621, 629, 632, 634-638, 654, 655-657, 660, 700, 704,
705, 710, 712, 728, 730, 736-739, 748, 749, 751, 753, 759-
767, 785, 815, 833, 838, 839, 851, 852, 888, 902, 919, 920,
953, 956-959, 963, 992, 1006, 1011, 1014, 1023, 1030-1039,
1043, 1046-1051, 1090, 1101, 1108-1120, 1126-1131, 1136–
1154, 1176, 1195, 1201-1203, 1214, 1224, 1235, 1236, 1240,
1248, 1249, 1260, 1266

autotrophic mutants 1115
ALA synthase 157
bchC region 1226
cytoplasmic membrane 237
denitrificans 282
electron micrograph 288
EPR spectra 952
forma sp. denitrificans 281, 283, 284, 286, 287, 962,
963

thin-section electron micrographs 283
Ga 289
hemA and hemT 157
mutants 241
photosynthesis genes 1214
puf operon 1224
puhA 1224
R26 289, 659
reaction center 529
regA 1228
rrn operons 1240
RubisCO 1118
strain 16 902
strain 2.4.1 532
strain R-26 541, 550

strains
chromosomal maps of different 1075

sulfidophila 199
sulfidophilus 8, 10, 11, 185, 186, 187, 194, 212, 246, 851,
852, 856, 858, 920
veldkampii 8, 10, 187, 194, 199, 212, 851, 920

Rhodocyclus 7, 191, 280, 852
gelatinosa 887
gelatinosus 7, 159, 322, 324, 327-329, 334, 441, 444-446,
479, 510, 632, 642, 731, 777, 787, 788, 790, 794887, 1249.
See also Rubrivivax gelatinosus
group 961
purpureus 11, 199, 213, 215, 236, 237, 732, 853, 918-920,
992, 998
tenuis 7, 11, 184, 199, 208, 213, 215, 236-238, 283, 731,
920, 1249

freeze-ftracture micrographs 237
Rhodoferax 191

fermentans 7, 11, 199, 920, 956, 961
Rhodomicrobium 7, 192

vannielii 10, 67, 184-186, 193, 199, 201, 212, 730, 732, 920,
851, 889, 961, 992, 998, 1007, 1249

Rhodophyta 1112

Rhodopila 7
globiformis 10, 186, 192, 193, 199, 210, 212, 732, 851, 918,
920

rhodopin 2, 380
rhodopinal 2, 53
rhodopinol 2
Rhodoplanes elegans 11

roseus 11
Rhodopseudomonas 7, 153, 154, 192, 280, 950, 1007

acidophila 11, 193, 199, 201, 212, 223, 317, 318, 322, 325-
330, 334, 342, 352-354, 364, 365, 463, 479, 488, 492, 495,
787, 887, 920, 961, 992, 1038, 1040, 1249

Ac10050  328
Ac7050 328
Ac7750 328

blastica 11, 193, 199, 208, 212, 222, 809, 905, 920, 1041, 

capsulata 1136, 1176
capsulatus 126
cryptolactis 11, 92, 317, 920
gelatinosa 992, 1176
globiformis 5
ulia 11
marina 11, 184, 185, 193, 198, 199, 240, 287, 327337, 340,
342, 351, 387, 441, 444, 445, 732, 851
marina (agilis) 920
palustris 8, 11, 28, 67, 124, 126, 127, 141, 155, 164, 166,
169, 184, 186, 193, 197, 199, 201, 211, 212, 223, 233, 238,
239, 281, 329, 331, 365, 488, 632, 728, 730, 777, 815, 851,
852, 886, 918, 920, 954, 958, 961, 991, 992, 993, 995, 998,
999, 1000, 1001, 1009, 1031, 1032, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1044,
1176, 1226, 1249

2.6.1 328
rutila 193, 199
rutila (palustris) 920
sulfoviridis 185, 186, 193, 199, 210, 851, 920
rosea 11
sphaeroides 141, 1136
spheroides 943
sulfoviridis 11, 138, 211, 212
viridis 11, 138, 169, 170, 184, 186, 193, 199, 208, 211, 212,
217, 233, 240, 241, 247, 281, 282, 287, 291, 317, 322, 325-
328, 330, 334, 335, 338, 339, 341, 350, 353, 359, 360, 361,
387, 390, 391, 441, 443, 449, 456, 462, 475, 504, 506, 507,
509, 510, 513, 516, 518, 519, 529, 565, 569, 571, 572, 578,
585, 629, 632, 634, 638, 642, 700, 705, 728, 730, 749, 752,
754, 761, 776, 777, 782, 785, 790, 792, 793, 796, 797, 919,
920, 952, 956, 958, 961, 1031, 1032, 1038, 1039, 1040,
1041, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046, 1050, 1215, 1224, 1258, 1266

photosynthesis genes 1215
rhodopsin 445
rhodoquinol 961
rhodoquinone 182, 198, 200
Rhodospirillales 138
Rhodospirillaceae 280, 281, 291, 329, 330, 331

characteristic properties 10, 11
Rhodospirillum 7, 153, 280, 885, 950

centenum 10, 92, 246, 730, 920, 950, 1007, 1017, 1023,
1031, 1033, 1038, 1043, 1044, 1046, 1142, 1145, 1147,
1216,
fulvum 10, 193, 199, 212, 221, 917, 919, 920, 961, 992,
1249
marina 317

1249
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mediosalinum 10, 851
molischianum 10, 185, 193, 199, 210, 212, 223, 233, 318,
334, 351, 479, 793, 919, 920, 961, 1249
photometricum 10, 193, 199, 920
rubrum 5, 10, 110, 112, 129, 132, 138, 154, 155, 158,159, 
184, 186, 193, 196, 197, 199, 201, 209, 210, 212, 221, 223,
232, 233, 236-242, 245-247, 255, 282, 283, 284, 287, 291,
317, 322, 325, 327, 330, 332, 334, 338, 341, 342, 355, 358,
361, 362, 363, 364, 389, 390, 391, 440-461, 464, 466, 474,
475, 478, 480, 483, 587, 632, 652, 700, 728, 749, 754, 761,
785, 807, 809, 811, 815, 820, 823, 832, 833, 834, 835, 838,
851, 852, 874, 885, 916, 920, 930, 933, 934, 938, 939, 940,
942, 952, 956, 961, 963, 992, 1007, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1036,
1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046, 1049,
1050, 1051, 1108-1113, 1116, 1118, 1121, 1129, 1142, 1176,
1177, 1215, 1246, 1248-1252

cbbM transcript 1119
freeze-fracture micrograph 237
G-9 carotenoidless mutant of 440
PHA-biosynthetic pathway 1250
puf promoter 1224
puf transcript   1224
puh message 1224
photosynthesis genes 1215
RubisCO 1113, 1118, 1120
thin section showing PHA 1247

salexigens 10, 185, 199, 234, 920
fixation in 919

salinarum 10, 199, 212, 217, 731
sodomense 10, 919, 920

Rhodovulum sulfidophilum 11
ribonuclease (RNase) 160
ribosamine 211
ribosomal RNA 22, 118, 1037
ribosome

binding sequences, table 1099
binding site 1096, 1167

ribulose
1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase 38, 873, 887. See also
ribulose 1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase and RubisCO
bisphosphate carboxylase 72 See also RubisCO
1,5-bisphosphate 874, 891
5-phosphate (Ru-5-P) 892
5-phosphate-3-epimerase 904, 1110
bisphosphate carboxylase

rice 1270, 1279, 1280
field soils 27, 29
plant growth 1271

Rieske FeS-protein 678, 748, 751, 764, 765, 956, 958
gene 753

rifampicin
resistance 1032, 1034
sensitive 1034

Rifr 1034. See also rifampicin resistant
Rifs 1034. See also rifampicin sensitive
right-side out orientation 244
rigid layer 210, 215
ring reduction 1088
ring resonance 993
Ring V 1090
RK2 1032
RK415 476
Rm. See Rhodomicrobium

RNA 1041, 1045, 1194
blots 1211
polymerase 1050, 1185

sigma factors 1201–1203
processing 1038
5S 35, 119, 1240
16S 3, 401, 688, 1096

analysis 880
catalogue 214
sequence analyses 688

23S 1240
secondary structure 1241
processing 1240–1241

RNAP 1194, 1197
RNAP sigma factor RpoN 1201
RNAP/RpoN 1195, 1197
RNase 1239
RNase E 1239
RNasin 160
rnpB 1163
Ro. See Roseobacter
rod element 263, 416-418
role of in initial electron transfer 548
role of the reaction center protein in electron tr 551
room temperature 793
root hair infection 133
root rot 1279
Roseobacter 110, 113

denitrificans
denitrificans 2, 106, 107, 109-119, 129, 212, 281, 730, 781,
790, 792, 1031, 1038, 1040, 1041

OCh114 158
litoralis 107

Roseococcus thiosulfatophilum 107
thiosulfatophilus 110, 113

Rp. See Rhodopseudomonas
Rossman fold 834
rotation 1009
rotational symmetry 422
rotenone 833, 953
rotenone-insensitive NAD(P)H dehydrogenases 953
rotifers 60, 62
rotor 1008
rough side 222
rpoB 1069
RpoN 1185, 1192, 1195, 1197, 1201, 1202, 1203
rpoN 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1197, 1200, 1201, 1203, 1204,

1205
RpoN box 1201, 1202
RpoN sigma factor 1200
RpoN/NtrC 1197
RpoN/RNAP 1204
rrn 1069
rrn operons 1075, 1240
Rs. See Rhodospirillum
RSF1010 1033
RsrI 1036, 1041, 1050
RsrI endonuclease 1039
RubisCO 72, 873, 874, 885, 894, 897, 1036, 1039, 1045, 1050,

1108, 1109, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1119
activase 900
activity 899, 1116, 1117, 1118
biosynthesis 1114
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biosynthesis and assembly of 897
classification (table) 896
deletion strain 902, 1116
enzyme 1115
expression 1121
form I 1108, 1109, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1117, 1119
form II 1108, 1109, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117,
1119
genes 898, 901, 1051, 1109
growth substrate dependent synthesis (table) 905
loop 6 894
mRNA 1114, 1121
mutant 1118
mutants 1116
promoter 1120
type I (cbbLcbbS) 901
type II (cbbM) 901

RuBP 891. See also ribulose 1, 5-bisphosphatc
Rubrivivax   191, 280, 852

gelatinosa 186
gelatinosus 5, 7, 10, 11, 197, 199, 208, 212, 215, 236, 237,
283, 441, 510, 781, 853, 887, 920, 992, 1031, 1038, 1040,
1041, 1215. See also Rhodocyclus gelatinosus

photosynthesis  genes 1215–1216
Rv. See Rubrivivax
rxcD 1090
RYDMR 598, 600, 601, 605, 606. See also Reaction Yield

Detected Magnetic Resonance

S

S-l centers 953
S-3 953
S-adenosyl

methionine 1090
-L-homocysteine 167
-L-methionine 166, 167
-L-methionine: phosphatidylethanolamine 242
methionine: Mg-protoporphyrin-O-methyl 143

S-layers 209
S-T-mixing 597, 606
S. cerevisiae 716, 720
S. typhimurium 166, 167, 168

as electron storage 982
S1 mapping procedures 1121
Saccharomyces

anomalus 1276
cerevisiae 712, 1086

SAH 1146
salinity 42, 118

-dependent 197
-dependent lipid composition 197

Salmonella typhimurium 160, 1127, 1197, 1202
salt marsh sediments 68
salt-dependent changes 197
SAM 146, 148, 1090, 1146, 1152. See also S-adenosyl methionine
SAM-binding sequence 1152
saturated fatty acids 192, 196-198
saturated to unsaturated fatty acids
saturation constant 69
scalar proton 832
Scenedesmus obliquus 160
Schrödinger equation 560

scotophobic response 1017
SDS gel electrophoresis 485
SDS-PAGE 329, 442, 701, 702, 809
sec-dependent pathway 714
SecA- and SecB-activities 248
SecD 711
secD 714
SecF 711
secF 714
second

electron 590
site mutant 586, 587
site revertants of Ps– 768

secondary
acceptor quinone 516
acceptors 675
electron acceptor 506, 693, 701
electron transport 693–694
quinone 542
structure 408, 1100, 1238

secretion 711, 712
secretory pathway 714
sedimentation 58, 61

rates 986
sedoheptulose 1, 7-bisphosphate (SBP) 892
self-aggregation 464
self-organization of (B)Chl 658
semi-random mutagenesis 494
semiclassical model 605
semiclassical-trajectory 568-570
scmihydrated films 630
semiquinone 581, 637, 701, 727, 752, 764
semisystematic nomenclature 1138
sensing mechanisms 1012

two-component 1012
sensitized emission 386
sensor

for light 247
kinase 1183, 1228
kinase response regulatory protein 1228

sensory transduction cascade 1228
sequence 1037, 1047

alignments 494
comparisons 790
homologous 322
homologous amino acid residues 323
homology 321, 456, 838, 1083
identity 702, 703

sequences 487, 1039
sequential energy transfer pathway 419
sequestered water molecule 463
serine 876
serine-limited chemostat 269
Sesbania 125

procumbens 126
rostrata 125, 126

sewage 1271–1272, 1281
Shemin-pathway 141
Shine-Dalgarno sequence 1167
short-term labeling 873
shrimp 1274
sigma 70 promoter sequence 1226
sigma factor 1182
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sigma factor 70 1099, 1184, 1185
sigma-70 1200
sigmoidal substrate saturation curves 902
signal

peptidase 785
peptidase II 792
peptide 1179
sequence 720
sequences 247, 711, 727
transduction 940
transduction cascade 1098

silent gene pairs 495
single

crystals 506
flagella 1006
photon timing 420
site absorption profile 311

singlet
energy transfer 373, 377
state 533
-doublet energy transfer 302
excitation energy transfer 657
oxygen 374, 656
recombination rate kS 604
-singlet 301, 389
-singlet annihilation 342, 356, 358, 420, 481, 482
-singlet energy transfers 302
-triplet annihilation 355, 356, 420, 447
-triplet difference 656. See also microwave-induced
absorption difference spectra
-triplet energy transfer 303
-triplet-mixing 597

singular value decomposition 549, 550
sinking speeds 61
siroheme 164, 165, 166, 859, 860, 1126
sirohydrochlorin 165, 166, 170
site-directed

mutagenesis 248, 485, 487–495, 521, 579, 583–587, 650,
658, 703, 748, 761, 792, 822, 896, 1146, 1257, 1259–1260
mutants 352, 457, 467, 487, 491, 493, 631, 633, 635, 639748

site representation 305
site-selected

fluorescence 355
fluorescence emission spectroscopy 484

site-selective excitation 353
site-specific mutants 519
six-coordinate Mg 409, 412
six-fold axis of symmetry 239, 338
sixth axial ligand of Cyt 768
size

photosynthetic units 236
histograms of baseplates of Chloroflexus aurantiacus 273
chlorosomes 271
photosynthetic unit 247

Slater determinants 301
slime 209, 222
sludge 1274
small subunits 894, 1112
small-celled Chromatium species 73
smooth side 222
sodium chloride 1024
soil organisms 29
soil samples 126

soils, rice field 27
soluble

electron carrier 726
redox proteins 726

solute transport 1018–1024
solvation energy 565
solvatochromic data 394
solvent (matrix) shift 394
solvent-induced spectral shifts 393
sorbitol 1014
Southern blot 678
soybean 1149
spatially differentiated 238
Spd mutants 737
spd mutations 737, 739
special pair 325, 333, 338, 358, 505, 506, 512, 513, 727, 788
specific content of

bacteriochlorophyll 66
PHA 977
pigments 65
storage carbohydrates 976

specific density 242
growth rate 50, 59

production-based estimates 58
based on the analysis of population dynamics 59

specific rates of loss 50
spectral

characteristics 330
hole burning 309, 310, 350, 353, 365, 482, 493
inhomogeneity 357, 358, 486
overlap 486
overlapping 110
properties of 538
properties of the state 540

spectroscopic studies 475
spectroscopy 387, 447
sphaeroidene 364
Sphaerotilus natans 7, 212, 215
spheroidene 2, 374, 376, 377, 379, 380, 455, 655, 660, 1083,

1136, 1137, 1138, 1144, 1146
monoxygenase 1150

spheroidenone 2, 113, 476, 481, 494, 655, 1083, 1136, 1137,
1138, 1144, 1146, 1154

spheroiden(on)e, 658
spheroplast 235
spin

boson 571
dynamics 597
polarized EPR 672
forbidden energy transfer 303

spinach 818
thylakoids 820

spirilloxanthin 2, 53, 64, 112, 380, 394, 395, 455, 1142
Spirulina

c f. labyrinthiformis 93, 99, 101
labyrinthiformis 91
platensis 816

spontaneous
electric dipole emission 300
emission 308, 534, 535, 547
emission decay of 534, 535

and site inhibitor resistant mutants 757
spores, in heliobacterial cultures 28
sporulation 27
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SQDG 185, 190
squalene 183, 201, 1086, 1151
squalene synthases 1140
St. Louis strain 1075
stability of mRNAs 1238
stabilization 658
stabilization energy 459
stable photooxidation of

hemes at low temperatures, not observed in green sulfur
bacteria 798
high potential hemes 795
low potential hemes 795

stalk 811
standard

free energy 528
change between and 544
difference 532, 543, 544, 545
difference between and 543
difference between and 545
gap between and 543

Stark spectroscopy 354
static heterogeneity 543, 551
stearol 40
stearyl ester 409
stem nodule 124
stem-loop structure 1164, 1165, 1240
step-down 1016
step-scan technique 630, 634
stepwise mechanism 659
stereochemical configurations 148
stereochemistry 140

chlorophyll 654
stereoselectivity 654
sterol biosynthesis 1151
stigmatellin 289, 752, 759, 763
stimulated emission 534, 536, 538

spectrum 537
stochastic Liouville equation 306–308, 603–605, 616
stoichiometry 443–444
stopped-flow 448
storage carbohydrates

specific content of 976
storage compounds

accumulation of
environmental conditions 979–990
in natural populations 983–984
physical consequences 984–987
physiological role 980–983

storage inclusions
general characteristics 974–977

storage polymers 839, 841
strain

19 478
2.3.1. 1075
3P17 479
Ala+ 480
M2192 476, 479
MW442 481
NF57 478
RCO1 487
Y142 481

streak camera 420

Streptomyces fradiae 1279
streptomycin 1161

resistance cassette 476
strict anaerobes 28
stroboscope technique 630
strong coupling limit 305
structural

elements 790
gene cluster 1088
genes 753
genes (petABC) 753
hydrogenase genes 1179
motif mutagenesis 1261
motif rearrangements 1257, 1260–1261
organization 331
requirements 465
subunits 439

structure
elements 783
of lipopolysaccharide 217
of porins 222
of RpoN 1200
of the PH A 977
-endotoxic activity relationship 208, 219

subcloning ORFs 1098
subpicosecond 365

absorption changes 705
substrate

affinities 69
cycle 841
specificity factor 895

subunit 208, 504
complex 440, 447, 449, 451, 452, 459, 463, 464, 466
composition 461
IV 751
size 445
structure 445, 447
type complex 452

succinate 154, 155, 839, 879, 963, 1014, 1022
dehydrogenase 266, 282, 839
-cytochrome c oxidoreductase 245

succinic dehydrogenase 953
succinyl-CoA 37, 141, 156
sucrose density gradient centrifugation 242, 318, 813
sucrose mono-N-decanoate 444
sugar 1021

transport 1022
utilizing 22

suicide
plasmids 761
vector 1046

sulfane monosulfonate 859
sulfane monosulfonic 860
sulfate 39

reducing bacteria 848, 853, 861, 1269, 1271
sulfide 39, 66, 98

oxidation 11
limited growth 980
oxidation 856–857, 860
limited chemostats 73
quinone reductasc 857–858

sulfite 856, 860–862
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acceptor oxidoreductase 862
reductase 164, 859, 860

sulfolipids 180, 184–186, 242
sulfoquinovosyldiglyceride 181
sulftir 974, 985

bacteria 137
compounds

organic 850
redox potentials 848

cycle 1271
globules 6, 850, 974

chemical analysis of 974
inclusions 976
oxidation 858
phototrophs 1274
specific contents of 983

supercomplex 279, 290
superexchange 562, 570, 612, 619, 620

coupling 609, 610, 617
mechanism 515, 543, 611, 619, 659
mediator 515

superoperon 1088, 1096, 1136, 1142, 1143, 1210, 1212, 1213,
1222, 1223

superoxide 426
dismutase 427

supporting the bilayer structure 198
suppressor analyses 749

mutations 767, 1048
supramolecular

aggregation 221
organization of the photosynthetic membrane 236
organization of chlorosomes 267–268

surface (S)-layers 223
surface of the helices 333
surface-hopping 568
swimming patterns 1010
swimming speeds 63
switch-complex 1009
switch-off 943
‘switch-off’ of nitrogenase activity 921
sym-homospermidine 42
symbiosis 1270–1271
symbiosomes 132
symmetry 529

mutants 531, 532
synchronized cells 188
synchronous cultures 188
Synechococcus 88, 89, 96, 101, 1151

high temperature form 89
6301 809, 902
6716 809
cf. lividus 94
PCC7002 754
PCC6301 1120

Synechocystis 1151
RubisCO 1120
sp. PCC 6803 160, 161, 162, 1120

synthesis of
BChl 116
phosphatidylcholine 245
photopigments in the dark 981

T

tactic 43
tandem recognition sites 1197
target analysis 363
target set mutagenesis 494, 1263–1264
targeting of proteins 247
taxonomy 118–120
Tb. See Thiobacillus
Tc. See Thiocapsa
TCA 872, 873
TCA cycle 881, 891
temperature dependence 365, 607, 609

of energy transfer 309–312
tensor 298
tentoxin 819, 821, 823
terbutryn 519, 523, 701
terminal

acceptors 675
emitter 484
oxidase hemes 169
reductase 282

ternary complex 836, 894
terrestrial plants 1112
tetracycline resistance 476
tetraheme

cytochrome 668, 782–797, 787, 797, 799
c 728, 730, 735
c-554 1162
subunit 643, 781, 784, 792

tetrahemic Cyt 291
tetrahydroporphyrin 165
tetrahydroporphyrins 138
tetrahymanol 183
tetrapyrrole 153, 154, 157, 158, 168, 651

binding pockets 652
biosynthesis 154, 155, 1126
family 154
formation 269
intermediates 222
pathway 1125, 1126, 1128
skeleton 162–164
synthesis 270, 1132

tetrathionate 67, 853, 863
TGAstop 1096
theoretical calculations 531
thermal

contractions 610
equilibration 572
habitats 93
relaxation 564
stability 42

thermally equilibrated antenna states 391
thermodynamics of electron transfer 543–545
thermolysin 417
Thermomicrobium roseum 34
thermophile 36
thermophilic facultative phototroph 1160
thermophilic red filamentous bacteria 32
thermophily 88
thermoplastics 1246, 1246–1255
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thermosensing 1013
Thermotoga 88
thermotolerance 88
thin layer chromatography 672, 1253
thin-section electron micrographs 283
thiobacilli 852, 853, 858, 860, 861, 862
Thiobacillus

fenooxidaus 853, 1202
-like 101
neapolitanus 853
tepidarius 853
thiooxidans 853
thioparus 75
versutus 888

Thiocapsa 54, 59, 78, 898, 920, 950, 974
sp. 975
floridana 223
halophila 9, 851
pfennigii 4, 7, 8, 9, 55, 138, 213, 215, 233, 787, 850, 851,
921, 978, 1249
roseopersicina 8, 9, 54, 55, 64, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 75,
76, 185, 192, 197, 200, 213, 215, 233, 390, 850, 851, 861-
863, 901, 921, 924, 951, 974, 975, 979, 980, 982, 1178-1181

hup genes in 1179
K2 66

Thiocystis 55, 920, 950
gelatinosa 9, 184, 185, 192, 200, 851
sp. 67
violacea 8, 9, 71, 72, 209, 213, 215, 851, 921, 978, 1249

Thiodictyon 8, 921
elegans 4, 9, 851
sp. 67, 850

thioesteriry 994
thioether linkages 709, 710
thiokinase 1251
thiol activation 818
Thiopedia 54, 55, 898, 921

rosea 9, 55, 76, 851
sp. 58

thioredoxin 158, 716, 1039, 1041, 1050
Thiorhodaceae 7
Thiorhodovibrio 921

winogradskyi 9, 71
Thiospirillum 921

jenense 4, 8, 9, 72, 850, 851
winogradskyi 850, 851

thiosulfate 39, 67, 68, 160
acceptor oxidoreductases 863
hydrolysis 864
oxidation 853, 856, 862
reductase 863, 864

thiosulfatophilum 67
thiotrophy 848
third codon position 1167
three dimensional

crystals 319
structures 529
of antenna complexes 331

threonine 39, 208
threshold value of oxygen partial pressure 246
tilt angle 792
tilted helices model 332

time-correlated single photon counting 534, 535
time-resolved

absorption 364, 493
absorption and fluorescence 486
absorption anisotropy 360, 364
anisotropy 484
fluorescence 353, 360, 362, 363, 379, 405, 419, 606, 616
FTIR spectroscopy 630, 635
IR spectroscopy 628, 630, 641
kinetics 386
measurements 391
optical spectroscopy 675
spectroscopy 658–659

TKL 1110, 1111, 1119
TMA 963
TMAO 282, 963, 1016. See also trimethylamine-N-oxide
TMAO reductase 1044
TMPD 713
Tn5 mutagenesis 478
toluene-permeabilized cells 899
tomato 1084, 1149, 1151
topography 240
topological characteristics 709
topology 757
toxicity 223
traffic ATPases 714
trajectory 568
trans-acting

activator hvrA 1227
factor 1230, 1221
regulatory

circuits 1227–1231
factor 1222
gene 1227
mutants 1227

repressor 1128
trans-cinnamate 993, 995
transconjugant strain  487
transcript analysis 1211, 1216
transcript organization 1210
transcription 1088, 1191

in vivo 1120
regulatory cascade of nitrogen fixati 1194
termination hairpins 1096
terminator  1098
unit  1210, 1213

transcription-translation
in vitro 1049

transcriptional
activator gene 906
activator protein 1110
control 1183, 1192–1193
control mechanisms 1205
fusions 1048
organization 1162, 1210
regulation 1136, 1147, 1183, 1192
regulatory genes 1116–1119
regulatory proteins 1153
terminator 1240

transcripts, photosynthesis gene 1210–1217
transduction 1032
transfer of excitation energy 244
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transfer of excited triplet state 456
transferrin 1021
transformation 1031, 1170
transhydrogenase 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, 837
transhydrogenation 832
transient

absorbance 615, 619
absorption 359, 378, 422, 533

change difference spectra 533, 534, 541
IR signals 640

transition dipole 701
in metabolism 1210
matrix elements 571

transketolase 904, 1110
translation 1241

initiation site 1096
signals 1167

translational fusions 1048
translocation 248
transmembrane

anchor 766
helices 325, 509, 702, 716, 833
helix 323, 328
region 488
segments 333, 811

transport 1006
transport pathways 1018
transportable analogues

non-metabolizable 1018
transposition-mediated events 1031
transposon 1030, 1031, 1035, 1044, 1046, 1049, 1088

insertion 1046, 1090
inserts 1084
mutagenesis 865, 1139, 1142, 1145
mutants 1084
Tn5 mutagenesis 479

transprotein dipoles 636
transverse asymmetry 333
trap limited dynamics 363
trapping 350, 356, 357, 362, 486
trapping and detrapping dynamics 360
trapping

efficiency 358
-limited 393

triazine 519, 521
trigonal crystals 424
trimer 222
trimethylamine 963
trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) 4, 114, 838, 840, 963
triparanol 201
triphenylmethylphosphonium 1021
triplet

channel 603, 608
energy transfer 656, 657
formation 542
-minus-singlet spectroscopy 355
of P798 692
of P 542
radical pair energies 597
recombination channel 608
recombination rate kT 605, 609
-singlet spectroscopy 447, 480

state 512, 596, 671
596, 607

BChl 456
spectroscopy 425

-triplet energy transfer 302
yield 614

Tris 195
triterpene 201
triterpenoid components 201
triterpenoids 113
Triton X-l00 440, 441
TrkA 1019
tRNA 159, 1096
tRNA-dependent five-carbon pathway 157
tRNAGlu 160
Trp. See tryptophan
truncated 458

458
465

polypeptide 461
trypsin 323, 817
tryptophan 490, 611, 1041, 1044
TSM 1264. See also target set mutagenesis
tubes 241
tubular

connections 235
ICMs 236
membranes 478
stage 241

tubules 235
tunable diode lasers 639
tunable lead salt IR diode lasers 630
tunneling 781, 796
turnip 736, 759
two

component bacterial regulatory systems 1196
component sensing systems 1012
dimensional crystals 342
dimensional energy transfer system 332
electron gate 290
electron operators 301
electron reduction 577, 581
step charge separation 619

twofold axis for the cofactors 507
type 1 (cbbLcbbS) 901
type II (cbbM) 901
Tyr. See tyrosine
tyrosine 611

U

U43 485, 487, 490
UAS 1195. See also upstream activating sequences
ubihydroquinone-cytochrome c oxidoreductase 748
ubiquinol 763, 954

oxidase 282, 286, 713
-TMAO/DMSO oxidoreductase 964
-cytochrome c oxidoreductase 250

ubiquinone 182, 198, 200, 247, 506, 516, 588, 751, 837, 839,
1281
pool 286, 287
-10 113, 242
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-2-reconstituted Rp. viridis reaction center 516
ubisemiquinone 588
UHDBT 753, 956
UHNQ 753
ultrafast energy transfer 419, 422
ultrastructure

green bacteria 260–264
ultrathin section

Chlorobiwn limicola 274
Chromatium minus 985

ultraviolet radiation 43
resistence to 43

UMP 1194
unbalanced growth conditions 1251
uncoupler 812, 814, 821, 832, 835, 1016
undecylhydroxydioxobenzothiazole 753
undecylhydroxynaphthoquinone 753
undermat 89
unsaturated fatty acids 196, 198
unusual PHAs 1252
‘up-hill’ energy trapping 390
upper

DNA strand 1090
limit for

biomass 50
of phototrophic sulfur 63

phototrophic production 63
the production 50, 57

upstream activating sequences 1195
748, 752, 768

uridylmonophosphate 1194
uridylylated GlnB 1193
uridylylation 1195
uridylyltransferase 1193, 1195
uroporphyrin III 168
uroporphyrinogen 164, 169

decarboxylase 166, 169, 1127
I 164
II cosynthase 1165
III 143, 163, 164, 165, 166, 1126
III decarboxylase 143
III synthase 143, 164, 168
methyltransferase 166

UTase 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196
UTase uridylylates 1193
UTP 817
UVdata 341
UV light 1170
UV light mutagenesis 1170
UV spectra 323, 332
UV-33 474
UV-C 43
UV/VIS absorption 655

V

valine 489
Vampirococcus 61
vanadium 1204
vanillate 995
vectors 1032
vertical profiles of oxygen and hydrogen sulfide 51
vesicles 235

vesicular ICM 242
viability 60
vibrational

coherence 537, 564
frequency 571, 614
modes 562, 563, 564, 628, 631
relaxation 366, 537, 560, 569

of 537
spcctroscopy 412, 659
states 559

vibronic 365
vibronic structure 536
vinyl alkylation 146
vinyl   alkylation pathway 147
vinyl BChl a 454
3-vinyl-BChl a 654
3-vinyl-132-hydroxy-BChl a 655, 656, 658
vinyl reduction 147
vinyl reduction in Chi and Bchl 145
virtual intermediate 543
virtual state 551
vitamin B12 273, 402, 1090, 1126
vitamin K-2 693
voltametric technique 954, 955

W

Walker motif 1197
waste remediation 1269
waste treatment 1269
water

purification of 1272
as ligand 652
chain 519, 520
-soluble BChl a-protein 268, 482

wavelength dependence 602
wavelength maximum 448, 453
wax esters 194, 406
wax oleosomes 405
weak coupling 354
weak coupling limit 298–303-305
Western immunoblotting 820, 999
wheat germ 164
wild-type

LHI complex 455, 460
RCs, stability 658

Wolinella succinogenes 961
wound infection 134
WRK 822
wrong-way electron transfer 1266
WWD domain 716, 721

X

X-ray
crystallographic structure 811
crystallography 318, 474, 479, 584, 677
diffraction 531, 976, 977
structural analyses 387

Xanthobacter flavus 903, 1120



Index 1331

Y

yeast 154, 161, 162, 167, 168, 169, 759, 1086, 1127, 1151, 1276
squalene synthase 1086

Yellowstone 94
yield

factor 74
of electron transfer 531, 537

yolk index 1276

Z

zeaxanthin 112
Zeeman splitting 597
zero

field splitting parameters 671, 692, 693
phonon hole 354
point vibrational energy 564
valent sulfur 66

Zn-BChl a 652
Zn chlorins 410
zooplankton 1272
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